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MEDICARE-MEDICAID ADMINISTRATIVE AND
REIMBURSEMENT REFORM

MONDAY, JULY 26, 1976

U.S. SaNw&Tz,
SuBcoxxrrK ON HEALTH OF Tn

SENATE FINANCE COMMTrEE,
Waehingtn, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 8 a.m. in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Herman Talmadge (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Talmadge, Dole, and Packwood.
Senator TALMADGE. The hearing will be in order.
Today we begin a full week of hearings on the provisions of my bill,

S. 3205, to bring about basic reforms in the administration and reim-
bursement aspects of Medicare and Medicaid.

[The press release announcing these hearings and the bill S. 3205
folow.I icaring commences on page 27.]

OnFFcE or HUMAN TwAMADz or GOoRori, U.S. SW-ATE
(Statement of U.S. Senator Herman E. Talmadge (D.Oa.], Chairman, Sub-

committee on Health of the Senate Finance Committee, in Opening Hearings on
8.3205, Legislation for Medicare/Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement
Reform, Monday, July 26, 1976)

YOU REIIEAS IN THE[ P.M.'s OF MONDAY, JULY 2, 1STS

We begin a full week of hearings on the provisions of my bill, 8.3205, to bring
about basic reforms in the administration and reimbursement aspects of Medicare
and Medicaid.

The situation is indeed urgent. Medicare and Medicaid will cost federal andstate taxpayers more than $38 billion in fiscal 1977-an increase of $7 billion
over fiscal 1976.

The increasing costs of these programs continually outstrip the rate of rise infederal revenues. The choice is a simple one-either we make Medicare and Med-
icaid more efficient and economical. or we reduce benefits.

We have Just too many worthwhile demands on the federal dollar to be able to
allocate increasingly disproportionate amounts to Medicare and Medicaid.

There is, of course, another choice-we can Increase taxes. But even if that
hard decision were taken we would, without necessary changes. be pouring dol-
lars down a bottomless pit.

As they now operate. Medicare and Medicaid clearly could absorb every single
dollar the federal government can come up with. To do that, hard decisions have
to be made-decisions which I believe this bill makes. If these decisions are not
made now, we may well be confronted with the need to cut and slash payments
to hospitals and doctors indiscriminately, and often inequitably. That path Is
exactly whit 8.3205 seeks to avoid.

States are now moving to place ceilings on payments to hospitals. Blue Cross
plans are moving in that direction. The Administration proposes a fiat 7 per
cent limit on hospital cost increases. Momentum is rapidly increasing for arbi-
trary controls on payments to providers and practitioners. This bill, however,
seeks to avoid cutoffs of this sort. (1)
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In Colorado, for example, the state has ordered a 5 per cent reduction in Blue
Cross payments to hospitals and a 5 per cent cut in Blue Shield payments to
doctors.

At the National Governors' Conference held In Hershey, Pennsylvania, just
last month, the Governors of this country stated that the "rapidly escalating costs
of the Medicaid program are bankrupting the states and their localites." The
Governors' resolution noted that there is "a need for better control over both
the rites paid for health services and the utilization of these services by the
patient"

The Governors' Conferenertnged state governments to Intensify efforts to
manage their Medicaid programs better and also urged related cooperative ac-
lon by the federal government to revise "existing regulations qnd legislation
which pose obstacles to effective cost control procedures."

It is my strong belief that S. 320 is certainly consistent with the resolution
of the Governors' Conference. I look forward to the testimony this morning of
the able and distinguished Governor of my state, Governor Busbee, who will
speak on behalf of our nation's Governors. The National Association of Counties,
from whom we will also beer today, has called for Immediate wage and price
controls on hospitals to avoid bankrupting costs.

But, there Is an overriding need to get a handle on Medicare and Medicaid
costs apart from the federal, state and local budget effects. There Is no question
that the way we pay for care under our programs serves to inflate health care
costs for all Americans. That situation needs correction now.

There Is an absolute need for the federal and state governments to effectively
manage the existing health care programs. It Is difficult, If not foolhardy. to
extend health insurance coverage to other segments of the population until we
are satisfied that we can manage what we've got now.

I believe we have a representative range of witnesses this week. It is my hope
that these hearings will provide the basis for timely Congressional action on
necessary changes in the way government conducts Medicare and Medicaid.

As I have stated repeatedly, none of the provisions in 8.3205 are locked in
concrete. Hopefully, constructive changes and improvements will be a product
of these hearings.

But, while improvements can and should be made. no one should mistake a
willingness to make changes as a sign of weakness. With many billions of public
tax dollars at stake, there will of course be those who presently profit from
waste, Inefliency, fraud and abuse, and outdated methods of payment who will
net want any change made. Often these are the same people who In forums and
cocktail parties constantly decry "big wasteful government." Nonetheless, they
will come here to try and preserve their own share of that "big government" and
those wasteful expenditures." It's always the "other guy" they're talking about.
Well. they can't have it both ways. And, they won't have it both ways If we do
our Job.

I want to samire tboe'e people that the limits of tolerance have been reached.
What has been glossed over. Ignored, or sidestepped In the past will now be faced
head-on. We owe that much to the American people.

194t Cone.. 2d sa. B. 2051
A BILL To provide for the reform of the administrative and reimbursement procedures

currently employed under the medicare and medicaid programs, and for oter purposes

Be it enacted br the Semate and Howe of Repreeeta$e* of the l 4t"
States of Amnis in Cox10w embed, That this Act may be cited as the
"Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Fee. 2. Establishment of Health Care Flnancing Administration.
Se.. 3. Inspector General for Health Administration.
8eem 4. State Medicaid Administratioa.
Bee. 5. Procedures designed to assure economical nroomsing of claims by earrioer
Sea . Claims procesung and Information retrieval systems for medical programs.
see. 7. Resuattou of tWe secretary: a n provision.
See. L Trmination of Health Insurancee ts Advisory CouneL

vmovrna WmVuetssuMx isroaus
See. 10. Improved methods for determining reasonable wet f seseree povided 1Whootital&.
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Sec. 11. Inclusion in reasonable cost of hospital services a allowance for retirement or

conversion of underutixsed facilities.
Se. 12. Return on equity to be included in determining "reasonable cost" of service

furnihed by proprietary -ospital&.

PACTITION95 "IWUILUKSM3KT nMIMS

See. 20. Criteria for determining reasonable charge for physicians' services
$em. 21. Agreements of physicians to accept assignment of claims.
See. 22. Hospital-associated physicians.

mec. 23. Payment for physician' services under mediceld.
8ec. 24. Payment for certain antigens under part B of medicare.
See. 26. Payment under medicare of certain physicians' tees on account of services

furnished by proprietary hospitals.
Sec. 26. Prohibition against assignment of tees by physicians and others.

lama-IW42 CAM IarOSM

Sec. 30. Reimbursement rates under medicaid for skilled nursing and Intermediate cam
faciUties.

See. 81. Medicaid certification and approval of skilled nursing faclUttes.
Se. 32. Criteria under medicaid program for determining reas le value of certain

transferred facilities.
See. 3. Visits away from institution by patients of skilled nursing or intermediate care

faclities.
iaiscuaugllous avous

Sec. 40. Procedures for determining reasonable cost and reasonable charge; diaclosure
of ownership and fGnancial information.

get. 41. Standards for payments under medicaid to health maintenance organIzatIon.
See. 42. Ambulance service.
See. 4& Grants to regional pediatric pulibonary centers.
See. 44. Resources of medicaid applicant to Include certain property previously disposed

of to applicant's relative for less than market value.Sm 45. Penalty for defrauding medicare and medicaid programs.

STABLIBUMET OF HEALTH OARS FINARCINO A.DMINITI&TIOX

Szo. 2. (a) Section 702 of the Social Security Act is amended-
(1) by Inserting "(a)" Immediately after "Sm. 702.", and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(b) (1) The Secretary shall establish, within the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, a separate organizational unit to be known as the
Health Care Financing Adminlstration (which shall iicluds the functions and
personnel of administrative entitles known, as of the date of enactment of this
subsection, as the 'Bureau of Health Insurance, the 'Medical Services Adminis-
tratlon', the 'Bureau of Quality Asurance', and the 'Offce of Nursing Rome
Affairs' and related research and statistical units) which shall be under the
direction of the Assistant Secretary for Health Care Financing, who shall report
directly to the Secretary and who shall have policy and administrative respond.
bility for the programs established by titles XVIII and XXX, part B of title
XI, and for the renal disease program established by section 22. Su& Assistant
Secreftry may not have any other duties or functions asigmd to him which
would prevent such Assistant Secretary from carrying out the duties Imposed
by the preceding sentence on a full-time basis.

"(2) (A) There ball be established, within the Department of Health, Edu.
cation, and Welfare, an Office of Central Fraud and Abuse ControL Such unit
which shall be under the direction of the Inspector General for Health Admin-
istration established under section 1124 shall have overall responsibility for
(I) monitoring activities which are designed to deal with traud and abuse, at
various program levels, in the programs establisbd by titles V, XVIII, and
XIX, part B of title X1, and the renal disease program established by section
226. and (i) initiating and conducting direct Investigation with respect to
allged, actual, or potential fraud or abuse In any of such prorain. Such unit
shall also provide investigative support and assistance to United states attor.
nays anS State law enforcement authorities, upon their request, in the develop.
meut of fraud cases arising out of any such programs

"(B) The General Counsel of the Department of Health, EducaUon, and
Welfare is authored to prosecute any civil fraud case, arising out of any such
program , wb In his opinion the Department of Justice has not acted in timely
fashion following referral of nh ease to the appropriate United States attorney
and wken In the opinion of the General Counsel such p en Is appriate.'

(b) (1) There shall be In the Department of Health, Education, and Wetare
an Assistant Secretary for Health Care Pinanetn who shall be appointed
by the Presdent, by and with the advice and consent of the Semat.
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(2) Section 5815 of title 5, United States Code. Is amended In paragraph (17)

by striking out "(5)" and Inserting in lieu thereof "(6) ".

INfOMMOS GE3IUAL FOR HEALTE ADWITRATION

Sze. 3. (a) Title XI of the Social Security Act is amended by adding 1mm.-
diatly after section 1123 the following new section:

"1NSP TOa OEMEaAL 10R HALTH ADMINISTRATION

"8r.c. 1124. (a) (1) In addition to other officers within the Department of
health. Education, and Welfare. there shall be, within such Department, an
officer with the title of 'Inspector General for Health Administration' (herein.
after In this sectlon referred to as the 'Inspector General'), who shall be ap.
pointed Initially and reappointed on or after February 1. 1977, by the-President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. In addition, there Phall be a
Deputy Inspector General for Health Administration (hereinafter referred to
as the 'Deputy Inspector General'), and such additional personnel as may be
required to carry out the functions vested in the Inspector General by this
sect Ion.

"(2) The term of office of any Individual appointed or reappointed to the
poItion of Inspector General shall expire 6 years after the date he takes officepursuant to such appointment or reappointment.

"(b) The Inspector General shall report directly to the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare (hereinafter in this section referred to as the 'Secrs.
try') ; and, in carrying out the functions vested In him by this section, the
Inspector General shall not be under the control of. or subject to supervision by,
any officer of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, other than
the Secretary.

"(c) (1) It shall be the duty and responsibility of- the Inspector General to
arrange for, direct, or conduct such reviews, inspections, and audits of the health
Insurance program established by title XVIII. the medical assistance programs
established pursuant to title XIX. and any other programs of health care (in-
cluding related programs) authorized uuder any other title of this Act as he
considers necessary for ascertaining the efficiency and economy of their admin-
itstration, their consonance with the provisions of law by or pursuant to which
such programs were established, and the attainment of the objectives and pur-
poses for which such provisions of law were enacted.

.'(2) The Inspector General shall maintain continuous observation and review
of programs with respect to which he has responsibilities under paragraph (1)
of this subsection for the purpose of-

"(A) determining the extent to which such programs are In compliance
with applicable laws and regulations;

"(B) making recommendations for the correction of deficiencies in, or
for Improving the organization, plans, procedures, or administration of,

. such programs; and
"(C) evaluating the effectiveness of such programs in attaining the

objectives and purposes of the provisions of law by or pursuant to which
such programs were established.

"(d) (1) For purposes of aiding in carrying out his duties under this section,
the Inspector General shall have access to all records, reports, audits, reviews,
documents, papers, recommendations, or other material available to the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare which relate to the programs with
respect to which the Inspector General has responsibilities under this section.

"(2) The head of any Federal department, agency, office, or Instrumentality
shall, and the head of any State agency administering or supervising the admin-
Istration of any State plan related to health care approved under the Social
Security Act shall, at the request of the Inspector G-neral, provide any Infor.
mation which the Inspector General determines will be helpful to him in
carrying out his responsibilities under this section.

"(3) The Inspector Genernl may refer directly to any other departments or
agencies for appropriate consideration and action In such matters and cases as
may be within their areas of concern and responsibility.

"(4) The Inspector General may. In his discretion, provide assistance within
his competence, with the approval of the Secretary. to any department, agency,or subagency- of the Federal Government upon request of the chief officer of
any such department or agency.
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"(e) (1) The Inspector General may. from time to time, submit such reports
to the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Committee on Ways and
Means and the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House of
Representatives relating to his activities as he deems to be appropriate.

"(2) Whenever any of the committees referred to in paragraph (1) makes a
request to the Inspector General to furnish such committee with any Informa-
tion, or to conduct any study or investigation and report the findings resulting
therefrom to such committee, the Inspector General shall comply with suchreque.st.

"(f) The Inspector General may make expenditures (not In excess of $100,000
In any fiscal year) of a confidential nature when he finds that such expenditures
are In aid of inspections. audits, or reviews under this section; but such expendi-
tures so made shall not be utilized to make payments, to any one Individual, the
aggregate of which exceeds $5.000. The Inspector General shall submit annually
a .witlidential report on expenditures under this provision to the Committee on
Finance of the Senate and the Committees on Ways and Means and Interstate
and Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives.

9' g) (1) Expenses of the Inspector General relating to the health insurance
program established by title XVIII shall be payable from the Federal Hospital
Insurance Trust Fund and from the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance
Trust Fund, with such portions being paid from each such Fund as the Secretary
shall dtemn to be appropriate. Expenses of the Inspector asnes-l relating to
medical assistance programs established pursuant to title XIX shall be payable
from funds appropriated to carry out such title; and expenses of the Inspector
General relating to any program of health care authorized under any title of
this Act (other than titles XVIII and XIX) shall be payable from funds appro-
printed to carry out such program."(2) Notwithstanding any other provision in law, personnel requirements for
the Central Fraud and Abuse Control Unit and the Office of the Inspector
General shall not be subject to numerical or budgetary limitation. The personnel
anid budgetary requirements of such units shall 'be submitted as 'line itemne
by the 'rslod(nt In the smnlslon of his budget.

"(3) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be
necessary to carry out the purposes of this section.

"(h) The Secretary shall provide the Inspector General and his staff with
appropriate and adequate office space within the central and regional facilities
(if the Department of Health. Education. and Welfare, together with such equip.
ment, office supplies, and communications facilities and services, as may be
necessary for the operation of such office and shall provide necessary mainte.
nance services for such office and the equipment and facilities located therein."

(b) Section 5315 of title 5, United States Code, is amended by inserting at the
end thereof:

"(05) Inspector General for Health Administration."

STATE MEDICAID ADMIT ISTRATION

SEc. 4. (a) Section 1902(a) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsections:

"(37) provide-
"(A) for the making of eligibility determinations under the plan,

on the basis of applications for coverage, within thirty days of the (late
of such application for all individuals: (1) receiving aid or assistance (or
who except for income and resources would be eligible for aid or assist-
ance) under any plan of the State approved under title I, X. or XVI (for
the aged and the blind) or part A of title IV, or (i) with respect to whom
supplemental security Income benefits are being paid (or who would
except for income and resources be eligible to have paid with respect to
them supplemental security income benefits) under title XVI on the basis
of age or blindness, and

"(B) for the making of eligibility doterminationt under the plan,
on the basis of applications for coverage, within sixty days of such
application for all individuals: (1) receiving aid or assistance (or who
except for Income and resources would be eligible for aid or assistance)
on the basis of disability under any plan of the State approved under
title XIV or XVI, or () with respect to whom supplemental security
Income benefits are being paid (or who would except for Income and
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resources be eligible to have-paid with respect to them supplemental
security Income benefits) under title XVI on the basis of disability:

"(C) for the making of redeterminations of eligibility for persons
specified in subparagraphs (A) and (B) : (1) when required on the
basis of Inforimation the agency has previously obtained on anticipated
changes in the Individual's situation, (11) within thrty days after
receiving Information on changes in an Individual's circumstances which
may affect his eligibility, and (Ii) periodically but not leas often than
every six months;

"(38) provide for methods and procedures to assure accuracy in the
determinations of eligibility for medical assistance and provide that the error
rate for eligibility determinations made on or after October 1, 1977, may not
exceed the rate specified In section 1011 (b) ; and

"(39) provide for ckrims payment procedures which assure that (A) 96
per centum of clean claims (claims for which no further written informa-
tion or substantiation is required from the provider or any other person, In
the absence of which payment may not be made) be paid within thirty days
of receipt of the claim from the provider, and that 90 per centum of such
claims be paid within ninety days. and (B) both prepayment and postpay-
ment claims review procedures are performed, Including-

"(I) review, on a reasonable sanIle or more extensive basis, to deter-
mine the accuracy of data entry;

11 (11) review to determine that the provider is a participating provider;
"(111) review to determine whether the service is covered under the

State's plan;
°(iv) review to determine that the recipient is eligible for medical

assistance:
"(v) review of claims against recipient utilization patterns;
"(vi) review to determine that the charge is a reasonable charge, and

that payments made are not in excess of those allowable under the
program;

"(vii) review to determine and recover any third party liability;
"(lii) review to assure that there has been no duplicate billing;

(ix) review on a reasonable sample or more extensive basis, for
determination of possible fraud, including Identification and Investiga.
tion of situations in which fraud may exist, and referral of such situs.
tions to law enforcement officials.".

(b) Section 1002(a) (6) is amended by adding the following at the end thereof:
"such reports are to be made In an accurate and timely fashion, no later Ulan
sixty days following the close of the reporting period for monthly and quarterly
reports, and no later than one hundred and five days following the close of the
reporting period for yearly reports, and shall include at a minimum-

"(A) quarterly reports to the Secretary on--
"(I) eligibility determinations, Including the number of applications

for medical assistance pending at the beginning of the quarter, the
number approved, disapproved, or withdrawn during the quarter, and
the number pending at the end of the quarter, including statistics on
the number of such determinations made within the time periods speci
fled in section 1902(a) (37) (A) and (B) :

"(i) the State's quality control programs, Including statistics on those
declared ineligible who are found upon reexamination to be eligible,
those declared eligible who are found upon reexamination to be Ineligi-
ble, and those for whom an incorrect determination of financial liability
was made;

"(lII) claims payment, Including statistics on the number of claims
pending at the beginning of the quarter, submitted during the quarter,
paid during the quarter, and pending at the end of the quarter, dis-
tributed by specified time periods during which the claim was held,
including the number held for the time periods specified In subsection
(a) (89) (A), and information on the results 'of the claims review pro-
cedures required under subsection (a) (89) (B) :

w(B) statistics on the number of providers participating In the State
program authorized under this title, (by bed size In the case of Instltu-
tions) and major geographic locations;

"(0) Information on utilization of services under the State program, In-
cluding statistics on-
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"(I) recipients and payments by basis of eligibility and maintenance
assistance status of the recipient and the type of medical services
received;

"(i) selected units of service, including admissions and days of care
for inpatient care, and the number of visits or Items, such as pblsician
visits and drug prescriptions, for outpatient care;

"(ill) approximate number of recipients in skilled nursing facilities,
Intermediate care facilities, and mental hospitals, whose care was re-
viewed with either independent professional review or medical review;

"(iv) utilization of services, by age cohorts, sex, and race of the
recipient; and

'() Information relating to the number of recipients receiving In-
patient care and their primary diagnoses;

"(D) data on the eligible population, including the number of those
eligible by basis of eligibility and maintenance assistance status, and in.
formation on the review procedures required under section 1902(a)(89)
(B).".

(W) Amend section 1903 by adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:

"(n) (1) Effective with the calendar quarter beginning on October 1, 19770,
and for each subsequent calendar quarter, the amount paid to each State under
paragraphs (a)(2), (a)(3), and (a)(6) shall be subject to a reduction or
termination unless the State makes a showing satisfactory to the Secretary that-"(A) 95 per centum of medical assistance eligibility determinations are

made within the time frames specified under section 1902(a) (87) (A) and
(B);

"(B) the State's error rate for eligibility determinations Is equal to or
below the rate specified in section 1011(b) except that for purposes of
determining whether a State has met the requirements of this paragraph
there shall not be taken into account the error rates for those persons
whose eligibility is determined under a State plan approved under titles 1,
X, XIV, XVI, or part A of title IV or by the Secretary pursuant to an
agreement under setIon 1634;

"(C) the State Is processing claims for payment within the time frame
specified In section 1902(a) (39) (A) and applying prepayment and post.
payment claims review procedures specified in section 1902(a) (39) (B);
and"(D) the State Is making timely and complete reports to the Secretary
on the operation of Its medical assistance program within the time frame
and Including such information as Is specified in section 190M(a) (6).

"(2) The Secretary shall conduct av onsite survey in each State at least
annually of State performance In each category under paragraph (1). The
methodology and procedures employed for such onsite survey for each State
must be formally approved (which may Involve onsite evaluation) by the Comp.
troller General of the United States;

"(3) Any State which falls to meet one or more of the requirements specified
In subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), or (D) of paragraph (1) as determined in an
onsite survey as provided under paragraph (2) shall be formally notified within
thirty days of such survey of such deficiencies and a State so notified shall be
given an appropriate and specified time (not to exceed six months) for the cor-
rection of specified deficiencies;

"(4) Any State which fails to correct the deficiencies within the time frame
specified under paragraph (3) as ,'termined by the Secretary (and certified
by the Comptroller General) shall be so notified and subject to a reduction
in Federal matching as specified in paragraph (5) beginning on the first day
of the first calendar quarter following the date on which the Secretary specified
the deficiencies must be corrected under paragraph (8) ;

"(5) (A) In the case of a State which the Secretary has determined has failed
to meet the requirements of one of the subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), or (D)
of paragraph (1) and which has not made the requisite corrections as determined
under paragraph (4), such State shall be subject to a reduction In Federal
matching of an amount equal to 50 per centum of what the State would other.
wise receive under subsections (a) (2), (a) (8), and (a) (6).

"(B) In the case of a State which the Secretary has determined has failed
to meet the requirements of two or more of the subparagrapha (A), (B), (C), or
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(D) of paragraph (1) and has not made the requisite corrections ad determined
under paragraph (4), such State shall be subject to a termination of Federal
matching under subsections (a) (2), ta) (3), and (a) (6).

* (0) (A) Any State for which a reduction or termination in Federal matching
has been Imposed under paragraph (5) shail continue to have the matching re-
duced or terminated as specified in such paragraph applicable to such State until
the secretary has determined (and the Comptroller General of the United States
has certified) that the specified deficiency (or deficiencies) has (or have) been
corrected.

"(B) A State which has been determined (as provided in subparagraph (A))
to have made the requisite corrections In all categories specified as deficient shall
be entitled to the matching rate specified In subsections (a) (2), (a) (3), and
(a) (0) Ioeginning on the first day of the calendar quarter In which such deter.
ruinution was made.

"(C) In the case of a State for which matching has been terminated under
suhaectlols (a) (2), (a) (3), and (a) (6) as provided under subparagraph (5) (B)
and tiot, Kecretary determines pursuant to sublpragraph (A) that deficiencies
continue to exist In only one of the four specified categories, such State shall, be-
ginning on the first day of the calendar quarter in which such determination is
made. be so notified and be entitled to the reduced matching rate specified in sub-
paragritph (5) (A).

"(7) In the case of any State which is determined to substantially exceed the
requirements of at least two of the subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), or (D) of
paragraph (1) and meet the requirements of the remaining such subparagraphe
as determined in an onsite evaluation as provided in paragraph (2). such State
shall lie so notified and entitled effective for the calendar quarter beginning on
October 1, 1977, or for subsequent calendar quarters, whichever is appropriate.
to a Federal matching rate under subsection (a) (6) of 75 per centuni and such
-amount shall he applicable for each calendar quarter for which the Secretary
determines the State continues to meet the requirements of this paragraph:

I(8) The Secretary shall in a timely fashion provide or arrange for the prorl.
.slon of technical assistance by experienced and qualified personnel to any State
which rt.iuests assistance (and for whom the Secretary determines such request
Is reasonable) and in meeting the requirements of paragraph (1). Such assist-
aice may include arranging for personnel from other States with useful experi-
ence in meeting the requirements of paragraph (11 to provide technical assist-
antce to requesting States and such arrangements shall provide for compensation
of such personnel In an amount determined reasonable by the Secretary;

'(9) The Secretary shall make available to the States In a timely fashion.
Information on actions taken by specific States which have enabled them to ef-
fectively fulfill the requirements of paragraph (1) when such Information would
prove useful to other States in helping them meet such requirements;

"(10) In the case of any required notification by the Secretary to a State
under this section respecting identification of deficiencies. or a reduction. termilna-
tion, or increase in Federal matching, simultaneous notification shall also be
made to the Governor of such State. the chief executive officer of each body of
the State legislature, and (to the extent such Information is known) the chair-
man of the legislative committees In such State with jurisdiction over the medli-
cal assistance program authorized under this title.".

(d) Title XIX of the Social Security Act Is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new sections:

,"QUAuITy CONTROL

"Sze. 1911. The Secretary shall-
"(a) (1) publish by September 1. 1976. the error rates in making lloiwbilltv

determinations recorded for each State for the period Oil,ber 1. 1'75
through March 31. 1976. as reported under the medicaid elhibiilty quality
control program (as specified in regulations of the Secretary prior to .March
1. 1976), and specify actions (together with the projected time frame) to
be taken by him to assist the States in improving the accuracy of their eligi-
bility determination processes;

"b() set a normative standard error rate defined as thatt rate which equalq
the 50th percentile of the rates reported by the Stat,, under (a) (1 : :lnd

"(c) provide or arrange for the provisions of tin)(ly, techical, and viro-
fessional asistance to the States to assist them in improving their eligibility
determination pt-. zess.
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"anPOT BY THE SECMETARY

"Sr.c. 1912. (a) The Secretary shall prepare a biannual report (beginning with
fiscal year 1970) on the characteristics of the State programs of medical assist-
ance financed under this title, Including as a minimum (1) a description of the
amount, duration, and scope of benefits available In each State. (2) a description
of eligibility criteria for all groups eligible for medical assistance in each State,
(31 a specification of the reimbursement rates pald unde-r the State program for
the major types of services in each State, and (4) a listing of all fiscal agents
contracted with for administration of the program. Such report shall be sub-
mitted to the Senate Committee on Finance and the louse Committee on Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce and made generally available no later than six
months following the close of the fiscal year.

1(b) The Secretary shall prepare a quarterly summary update of the report
required in subsection (a) and submit it to the Senate Committee on Finance
and the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce no later than
four months following the close of the calendar quarter.".

ROCCDURm DZSIOED TO ASSURE ECONOMICAL PROCESsINO Or O!.AIMa BY oAXRMS

ST. 5. (a) Section 1842(b) of the Social Security Act is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(6) (A) The Secretary shall by regulation establish procedures, consistent'
with prevailing Federal procurement, requirements, which are appropriately
designed to assure that claims processing functions to be performed by carriers
pursuant to any contract entered into under this s,.etltn will be performed on
the basis of a prspecdive fixed price per clain. icl procedures shall provide'
for the establishment of such fixed price on the basis of the economical and effl-
cient performance of such functions, and after takimt into account estimates
of the reasonable costs which will be incurred in the performance thereof by
the various entities (including the carrier) which are available to perform such
functions, under subcontract or otherwise.

)(B) Regul:Ttione under this paragraph sh-!1 proridc that, In the perform-
ance of any such claims processing function under any such contract, there will
be provided to the Secretary (or any duly authorized employee of the Depart-
ment of Health. Education, and Welfare) such access to the claims processing
operation and the coats thereof and such information and data relating thereto
as he deems to be necessary or appropriate to enable him to ascertain whether
such Qperation is being properly conducted.".

(b) The regulations referred to in section 1842(b) (6) of the Social Security
Act (as added by subsection (a) of this section) shall be promulgated by the
.Secretary of Health. Education. and Welfare and made effective with respect
to all contracts entered into, or renewed, after September 80, 1976, pursuant
to section 1842 of such Act.

CLAIMS IocMESSIG AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS aM MEDICAID PROGRUS

Stm 6. (a) Section 1903(a) (8) of the Social Security Act Is amended-
(1) in clause (A) (i), by inserting ", and capable of being integrated

Into," Immediately after "compatible with"; and
2) in clause (B), by inserting ", or to each individual in a sample group

of individuals who are furnished such services," Immediately after "covered
by the plan".

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable only with re-
spect to expenditures under State plans approved under title XIX of the Social
Security Act made on and aftet the first day of the first calendar month which
begins more than sixty days after the date of enactment of this Act.

RMOULATIONS 0F TIC SECRETART; SAVINGS PROVISION

e. 7. (a) (1) Section 1102 of the Social Security Act ti amended-
(A) by inserting "(a)" Immediately after "Szc. 1102.", and
(B) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(b) Whenever the Secretary, in compliance with applicable requirements
imposed by law, causes to be published in the Federal Register a general notice
of any proposed rule or regulation to be promulgated by him. such notice shall
Indicate whether the prompt promulgation thereof Is urgent. In the case of any
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such notice, which respect to a proposed rule or regulation, which does not indi-
cate that the prompt promulgation thereof is urgent, such rule or regulation shall
become effective not les than sixty days after publication of such notice; in any
other case, such rule or regulations shall become effective without regard to the
provisions of this subsection and in the manner prescribed in accordance with
applicable provisions of law.".

(2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) shall be effective in the Case of
proposed rules published in the Federal Register on and after the first day of the
first calendar month which begins more than thirty days after the dat of enact.
ment of this Act.

(M) (1) Except as otherwise specified In this Act or in a provision of law which
In enacted or amended by this Act, any regulation of the Secretary of Healths
Education, and Welfare (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "Seers.
tary"), which Is necessary or appropriate to Implement any provision of thits
Act or any other provision of law which is enacted or modified by this Act, shall,
subject to paragraph (2), be promulgated so as to become effective not later thas
the first day of the thirteenth month following the month in which this Act Is
enacted.

(3) Nothing contained In paragraph (1) shall be eonatrued to require the
Secretary to promulgate any rule or regulation, which shall become effective
withft the time petted referred to in paragraph (1), respecting gny matter, if the
Comptroller General has certified that, due to circumstances or 6ondttous beyond
the corol of the Seeretiry, It is not feasible for the Secretary to do so.

(c) The Secretary shall, in issuing any major policy guidelines (other than
those Issued through regulations) to carry out any provision of this Act or any
provision of flw enacted or modified by this Act, employ procedures with respect
thereto under which interested parties will, prior to-any such guideline becoming
final, be afforded reasonable opportunity to make known to the Secretary their
comments thereon and suggestions with respect thereto.

YUMINATION OF ]MALTH OISURAIVOR 3Z ADMIeSOY COUNWOL

Smc. & (a) The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council (established pur.
suant to section 186T of the Social Security Act) is abolished, effective on the
first day of the first calendar month which begins more than thirty days after
the date of enactment of this Act, and the terms of ofice of all members of such
Council shall end on such first day.

(b) At the earliest practicable date after the date of enactment of this Act
(and In no event later than the first day referred to in subseclon (a)), sUb
Advisory Council shall turn over all of Its records, files, equipment, and materials
to the Recretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

(c) Effective with the close of the first day of the first calendar month which
begins more than thirty days after the date of enactment of this Act, section 186
of the Social Security Act is repealed.

XwaovM XZ"oD6 1OX MMDU TUIW a 3ASOIAmB coet or aavwOm 1,ovz
By HOSPrflAI

Smc. 10. (a) (1) Section 1861(v) (1) (A) of the Social Security Act In amended,
In the first sentence thereof, by striking out "The" and inserting In lieu thereof
"Subject to subsection (an), the".

(2) Section 1861(t) of such Act is further amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:

"(8) For additional requirements applicable to determination of reasonable
est In the cae of services provided by hospitals, see subsection (a).".

(b) Section 1861 of such Act Is further amended by adding after subsection
(s) the following new subsection:
"ADDITIONAL CRIMMU 01 DE UMMlIIIG 1ESOMAMS MOT Or ROoPITAL 810iMcus

"(aa) (1) In order more fairly and effectively to determine the reasonable east
Incurred in the provision of hospital services for which payment may be made
under this title, not later than July 1, 1978, the Secretary shall, in consultation
with appropriate knowledgeable national organisatlons, establish-

"(A) a uniform system of accounts and cost reporting (Inc.uding umform
procedures for allocation of costs) for determining operating and capital
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costs of hospitals providing such services, thereby assuring that operating:
and capital costs will be determined in the same manner for each hospital
furnishing such services, and

"(B) an ongoing system of hospital classilication under which hospitals.
furnishing such services will initially be classified as follows:

"(i) as to sire, with each of the following sizes of hospitals being
classified in separate categories: (I) those having more than 5, but
fewer than 25, beds, (II) those having more than 24, but fewer than 50,
beds, (1II) those having more than 49, but fewer than 100, beds, (IV)
those having more than 99, but fewer than 200. beds, (V) those having
more than 199, but fewer than 300. beds, (VI) those having more tham
299, but fewer than 400, beds, (VII) those having more than 899. but
fewer than 500, beds, ana (VIII) those having more than 499 beds,

"(ii) as to type of hospital, with (1) short-term general hospitals
being in a separate category, (1I) hospitals which are the primary af.
filiates of accredited medical schools (with one such hospital to be nom-
inated by each accredited medical school) being in one separate category
(without regard to bed size), and (II) psychiatric, geriatric, mater-
nity, pediatric, or other specialty hospitals being In the same or separate-
categories, as the Secretary may determine to be appropriate In light
of the extent to which differences in specialty do or do not significantly
affect the routine costs of such hospitals, and

"(.11) such other criteria as the Secretary may deem appropriate;
but such system of hospital classification shall not differentiate between,
hospitals on the basis of the ownership thereof.1(2) As used in this subsection, the term 'routine operating costs' does not

include any of the following:
"(A) capital costs (including interest expense on loans to purchase capital

assets, and depreciation),
"(B) direct personnel and supply costs of hospital education and training:

programs,
"(C) costs of interns, residents, and medical (but not nursing) personnel,.
"(D) energy costa associated with heating or cooling the hospital plant.

"(8) (A) During the calendar quarter commencing on January 1 of each
calendar year (beginning with the calendar year- 1977) the Secretary shall, in.
accordance with the succeeding provisions of this paragraph, determine, for
the- hospitals classified in each category of the hospital classification system.
established pursuant to paragraph (1) (B), an average per diem routine op.
erating cost amount which shall (except as Is otherwise provided in this sub-
section) be utilized in determining, for purposes of making payment under thi&
title to such hospitals for services furnished by them during the fiscal year
which commences on or after July 1 of such calendar year, the reasonable cost
of that prrtion of the hospital's costs which consists of routine operating costs.

"(B) A determination under this paragraph made during any such calendar
quarter shall be made on the basis of data, with respect to amount of routine
operating costs of the hospitals involved, for the preceding fiscal year.

"(C) For purposes of making any such determination, routine operating costs.
of the hospitals involved In any category shall be divided into two components:
a personnel component, and a nonpersonnel component.

"(D) (i) The routine operating costs attributable to the nonpersonnel com-
ponent and tXe personnel cost component for each of the hospitals (other than
hospitals excluded pursuant to clause (ii)) in any particular cLasification cate-
gory shall be aggregated to arrive at the total amount of routine operating
costs of all bospitals in such category. Such total shall then be divided by the
total number of days of routine care provided by the hospitals in such category
to determine the average per diem routine operating cost for such hospitals.

"(ii) In making the calculations prescribed in clause (I), the Secretary shall
exclude therefrom any hospital (and data pertaining to any such hospital) which
has significant understaffing problems or otherwise experiences significant cost
differentials resulting from failure of the hospital fully to meet the standards
and conditions of participation as a provider of services under this title, as
determined by the Joint Commisasion on Accreditation of Hospitals, State agency
certiscation procedures, or any other finding or information available to the
Secretary.

"(E) On the basq of th average per diem routine operating cost amount
determined, pursuait tothe preceding subparagraphs of this paragraph, for

764-02--76 -2
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any category of hospitals, there shall be determined for each hospital in such
category a per diem payment rate for routine operating costs. Such payment
rate for any such hospital shall be equal to the average per diem routine operat-
ilg cost amount for the hospitals of the category in which such hospital is clasi-
lied, except that the personnel comlonent thereof shall be adjusted through
the use of a wage Index based on general -wage levels (including fringe benefit
, sts) lit the areas in which tie hospitals are located so as properly to adjust

,tich cnomnpient to the general wage levels (including fringe benefit costs) in tile
siea in which such hospital is located. If the Secretary finds that, in the area
where one or more hospitals In any such classification category are located, for
the flscal year ending .lnim 30, 111T6, the wage level (including fringe benefit costs)
for hospitals is siguiflkantly higher thai the general wage level (including fringe
Ie'nelit costs) in such area (relative te the rn-iationlship between hospital wages
anid general wages In other areas), then tile general wage level in such area
shall, for purposes of this subsection, be deemed to lie equal to the wage level for
hospitals In such area, but only during the first year in which the provisions of
this subsection are effective in determining payment rates to hospitals (tile
fiscal year beginning oi or after .hue 30. 1970)).

"(4) (A) (i) As used In this paragraph, the term 'adjusted per diem payment
rate fear routine operating costs', when used in reference to any hospital, means
the 'per dlien payment rate for routine operating costs' (as determined under
pumr:trraph (3) ) applicable to such hospital plus the Increase In prices per centum
dlerrltuied pursuant to the succeeding provisions of this subparagraph.

"(i) The amount of the per (iem payment rate for routine operating costs
for any hospital for any fiscal year (as determined under the preceding provi-
sions of this subsection) shall he increased, so as to reflect (I) the per centum
of Increase (if any) which has occurred in the cost of the mix of goods and
services (including personnel and nonpersonnel costs) which comprises routine
operating costs (efs determined tinder tile preceding provisions of this subsec-
tion|, or (I!) if less, the actual per centuin of increase (if any) which has
occurred in the costs Incurred by such hospital for such goods and services
during such period.

"(liI) In making payments for services furnished by such hospital prior
to the date such a determination of the proier amount of increase applicable
to such services is made, the Secretary may add a semiannual per centum
of Increase, in the cost of the mix of goods and services referred to in clause
(11), equal to whichever of the following is the smaller: (I) the per centum
eaf such increase as estimated by such hospital, or (II) the per centum of such
increase in the area applied to such hospital's costs as estimated by the Secretary.

"(iv) At the end of the fiscal year. a retrospective adjustment shall be made
to the amounts paid pursuant to clause (i11) to reflect the lesser of (I) the
actual cost Increase incurred by the hospital or (IT) the actual increase in
prices which has occurred in the mix of goods and services referred to in
clause (it).

'(B) Except as otherwise provided in subparagraph (C), In determining, for
purposes of payment under this title, the amount of the reasonable cost incurred
by a hospital in furnishing services under this title, so much of the costs so
incurred by such hospital as are attributable to routine operating costs shall be
deemed to be equal-

"(I) In the case of a hospital the actual routine operating coats of which
are equal to or greater than the amount arrived at through the application
of such hospital's adjusted per diem payment rate for routine operating
costs, an amount equal to the greater of the following:

"(I) (a) 120 per centum of the amount arrived at through the appli-
cation of such hospital's adjusted per diem payment rate for routine
operating costs, or, (b) If less, the amount of such hospital's actual
routine operating costs, or

"(II) (a) the amount of such hospital's actual routine operating costs,
or (b) If less, the amount which would have been determined for such
hospital under clause (I) (a) If such hospital had been classified In the
category nearest (in terms of the number of bteds in mh hospital and
minimum number of beds specified for the varies categories of hop.
pitals) the category to which such )oqpltIl actunllyv Is classified, and

"(11) In the case of a hospital the actual r,otine operating copts of which
are less than the amount arrived at through the application of such hos-
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pital's adjusted per diem payment rate for routine operating costs, an
amount equal to (1) the amount of such hospital'A actual routine operating
costs, plus (I) whichever of the following Io the smaller: (a) an amount
equal to 6 per estuum of such hospital's adjusted pier diem payment rate
for routine operating coots, or (b) an amount eiusl to 50 per centum of
the nwc'unt by which such hospital's adjusted pIer diem payment rate for
routine operating costs exc eds such hospital's actual routine operating
scouts.

"(C) Any hospital which it, pursuant to paragraph (3) (I) (11), excluded by
tile Secretary from the calculation prescribed under paragraph (8) (D) (1), shall
ilie reimbursed for routine olerating co,.ts according to the lesser of (1) actual
cots or (I) reimhurm-ment determined under this section.

"(D) Not later that the April 1 following the determination by the Secre-
tary during any calendar quarter as to the average ler diem operating cost
ititioint for each category of lospl:iel and as to the 4,,lJusted per diem payment
rate for routine operating costs applicable to each of the hospitals In such cate.
gorles, such determinations shall le published by the Secretary; and the Secre-
tfry shaill notify the hospital a(inistrator and the M-dministrative governing
I,,ly of each hospital with respect to all aspects of such determination which
affect such hospital

"(Fj In the cats of a hospital dleterluilned by the Secretary to he-
"i1) Iocated In an uaderserved area where hospital services are not other.

wise available,44 II) certtiled as beIng netesary by an appropriate planning agency, and
-i1H) unterutillized,

tile adjusted per dieu payment rnte determined tinder this paragraph shall not
aplly to that portion of such hospital's routine olperating costs as are attributable
ill tile Illitil'I.aIn4e of so mllulch tif such hospital l's ulderutillized capacity as Is
;u'eesssry to amure the avaiallllity of h,,slill -,ervices to Individuals In the area
served by such hospitals. Hueh Isirtion of routine operating costs to which the
adljuqtet Ix-r dieta paymnt,t rate dos not apply shall be reimbursed at cost.

" (F) lit the case of any hospital which is determined by the Secretary to have
.n utinusual case mix which---

"(I) requires a greater intenity of care than that obtaining generally
among hospitals In the samte classification as such hospital, and

"(0) inrenses the level tif such hospital's routine operating costa over
the level obtaining generally among hospitals In the same classification as
such hospital.

the aldjusteil per diem payment rate determined under this paragraph shall not
ni)11ly to that portion of such hospital's routine operating costs as are attributa-
tile to the requirements (as (leerilled In clauses (I) and (Hi)) of such hospitaL
$uch portion of routine operating costa to which the adjusted per diem payment
rates does not apply shall be reibursed at cost.

"(0) In the case of any hospital located In Alaska or hlawall, the Secretary
may further adjust tihe adjusted per diem payment rate to reflect the higher
prices prevailing In such areas.

"(11) In the case of any hospital which the Secretary finds has deliberately
altered Its patient mix. or patient flow. or lowered Its quality of patient care,
tile routine operating costs of such hospital shall be deemed to be equal to which
,,ver i, the lesser: the amount determined without regard to this subsection, or
tle amount prescribed under stihliaragrlt) ( B)."

(c) The Secretary shall, at the earliest practicable date. develop and on a basis
vonsitent with titl@ secton e-mlmrahle reimbursement methods with respect to
payment for any or all other hospital cost centers, skilled nursing and Intermedi-
site care facilities as well as home health agencies. The Secretary shall, as such
methods are developed, but not later than three years from enactment, submit
appropriate recommendations to the Congress.

(d) The provisions of section 1861 (aa) (2), (8), and (4) of the Social Security
Act-

shall be applicable for Informational purposes only with respect to
services furnished by any hospital prior to July 1, 1979. and

(2) shall be applied, with reslwet to servieq furnished by any hospital In
the fiscal year beginning on or after June 30. 1979, as If any difference be.
tween the amount of the actual routine costs of such hospital and the amount
arrived at through the application of such hospital's adjusted per diem pay.
meant rate for routine operating costs were reduced by one-half.
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(8) shall be fully applied in the fiscal year beginning on or after June MO.
1980.

(e) Nothing in this section hall be construed as otherwise limiting the author-
Ity of the Secretary to continue otherwise authorized efforts toward development
of improved systems of reimbursement, including development of multivariate-
statistical techniques (including evaluation of factors such as possible appropri-
ate significant variation in case mix and intensity of care) as a means of making
equitable comparison of the costs of Institutional providers and agencies ankt
their reimbursement.

(f)(1) Section 1902(a) (18) (D) of the Social Security Act Is amended by
inserting "(and after application of section 181(aa))" Immediately after "ac-
tion 181 (v)".

(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall take effect on the first day
of the first calendar month which begins not less than sixty days after the date of
enactment of this Act.

(g) To the extent that amendments made under the preceding provisions of.
this ection are Inconsistent with provisions of 1861(v) of the Social Security-
Act which relate to the establishment of limits on overall covered costs sucl
amendments shall supersede such provisions.

INCLUSION IN RUaSOADLE 0o35 O0 HOOSPIAL sUV1(u5 AN ALLOWANCE FR RETIM.-
U&NT o CONVERSION OF UNRDEIULJLXID FACILITE

Sr.o. 11. (i) Part A of title XI of the Social Security Act is amended by adding;
at the ead thereof the following new section:

INCLUSIONN IN XAUsONAL COOT Of RSPTAL suvoM AIN ALLOWANO Fo
RMUMUNT OR CONvESSON OF UNDMUTILW FACLITMS

"mo. 1132. (a) (1) (A) The Secretary shall, within the three-month period
which begins on the first day of the first calendar month which commences after-
the date of enactment of this section, establish a Hospital Transitional Allow-
once Board (hereinafter in this section referred to as the 'Board') which shalk
consist of five members, appointed by the Secretary without regard to the provi-
sions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the competitive-
service, from persons who are especially knowledgeable In hospital planning and
hospital operations (including such persons who are otherwise In the employ ofr
the Fedecal, State, or local governments). At least one member of the Board
shall be a representative of the largest private non-profit third-party payer for
hospital services In the Nation.

"(B) The term of office of members of the Board shall be three years, except
that the Secretary sall appoint the initial members of the Board for shorter
terms to the extent necessary to permit staggered terms of office.

"(C) Members of the Board shall be entitled to receive per diem compensation
at rates fixed by the Secretary, but not exceeding the per diem equivalent (at
the time the service involved is rendered by such members) for grade 08-18
in section 53 of title 5. United States Code.

"(D) The Board shall be provided such technical assistance by the Secretary
as may be required to carryout its functions, and the Secretary shall, in addition,
make available to the Board seh secretarial, clerical, and other assistance as.
the Board may require to carry out its functions.

"(2) It shall be the duty and function of the Board to receive, and act upon
In accordance with this section. applications by hospitals certified for participa-
tion (other than a 'emergency hospitals') under titles XVIII and XIXfor transi-
tional allowances.

"(b) For purposes of this section-
"(1) The term 'transitional aUowance' means an amount which-

"(A) shall, solely by reason of the provisions of this sectin, be Included'
in determinlim the reasonable cost Incurred by a hospital in furnishing serv-
leps on account of which payment is authorized to be made under title XVIII,
under a plan or program approved under or instituted pursuant to title V,
or under a plan approved under title XIX, and

"(B) it established by the Secretary, In accordance with the provisions of
this section, for a hospital in recognitlon of a reimbursement detriment (am
defined in paragraph (3)) suffered by it because of a qualified facility con-
version (as defined in paragraph (2)) made by It.
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4'(2) The term 'qualified facility conversion' means a retirement, modification,

.or change in usage, of underutilized hospital facilities-
"(A) which Is carried out by a hospital which, for not les than one year prior

4to the comnieucement of such retirement, modification, or change In usage, of
-such facilities, furuihed on a regular basis services with respect to which lay-
ment was (at the time the services were furnished) authorized to be made under
title XVIII or a State plan approved under title XIX, and

"(B) the effect of which is to promote efficient and economical delivery of
health care services covered under medicare and medicaid by 41) eliminating

-excess bed capacity, or (Hi) discontinuing an underutilized service for which
there are adequate alternative suurce&-kervlug the same area (as determined by
an appropriate health care facility planning agency) as that served by such
hospital, or pubstituting for such underutilitzed service some other service which
Is needed in such area (as determined by such an agency).

"(8) A hospital, which has carried out a qualified conversion or closure and
which continues in operation following such conversion or closure, shall be e
garded as having suffered a 'reimbursement detriment' because of such conver-
sion or closure (A) If and to the extent that, solely because of such conversion
or closure, there Is a reduction In the aggregate of the amounts attributable to
capital-related reimbursement (but only to the extent such capital was accepted
as reasonable for purposes of reimbursement eligibility) which are taken Into
-account In determining, for purposes of making payments under title XVIII or
title XIX to such hospital with respect to services furnished by It, the reason-
.able cost (as such term is used for purposes of such title) Incurred by such
hospital In the furnishing of such services; (B) If such conversion or closure
results, on an Interim basis, In Increased operating costs (such as severance pay,
-et cetera) to the extent that such operating costs exceed amounts ordinarily re-
Imbursable under titles XVIII and XIX, or (C) in the case of complete closure

-of a non-profit, nongovernmental (except local government) hospital other
than for purposes of replacement of such hospital, actual debt obligations to thi
extent previously recognized as reasonable for purposes of reimbursement; to the
extent that such debt remains outstanding and les any salvage value.

"(c) (1) Any hoeplitl may file an application with the Board (in such form
.and containing such data and Information as the Board, with the approval of
the Secretary, may prescribe) for a transitional allowance with respect to any

-qualified conversion or closure which was commenced after December 81, 1me6*
and was completed within the six-month period preceding the filing of such

.application.
"(2) The Board shall consider any application flied by a hospital under pars-

graph (1), and .f, with respect to any such application filed by a hospital, the
:Board finds that-

"(A) the facility conversion or dosure with respect to which the applies-
tion relates was commeeced and completed within the time limits pescried
In paragraph (1).

"(B) such facility conversion or closure Is a qualified facility conversion,
and"(0) such hospital Is suffering a reimbursement detriment because of
having carried out such qualified facility conversion or closure,

-the Board shall transmit to the Secretary Its recommenatlon that the
"Secretary establish, In such amounts reasonable In relation to prior or prospec-
tive usage of such facilities by titles XVIII and XIX and for a period (which
shall not be In excess of twenty years) specified by the Board, a transi-
tional allowance for such hospital with respect to such facility conversion or
closure; and, If the Board finds that the criteria specified In clauses (A), (B),
and (C) are not met, It shall transmit to the Secretary Its recommendation that
the Secretary not establish any transitional allowance for such hospital with
respect to such fadlity conversion or closure, in the case of an approved closure

-or partial closure under subsection (b) (8) (C) the Board may recommend or the
Secretary may, in his discretion, approve a lump-sum payment In lieu of periodic
allowances, where such payment would constitute a morn eeMrst snR wwom

-alternatives.
"(8) (A) At the time the Board transmits to the Secretary Its recommend.

ton. as prescribed In paragraph (2). with respect to a transitional allowance
-applied for by a hospital, It shall notify such hospital of Its actiop and shall
'transmit a copy of such recommendation to such hospitaL
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"(fr) Any hospital which Is dissatIsfied, wholly or In part, with such a recom-
mendatlon made with respect to it may obtain a&i Informal or formal hearing
on the matter In the discretion of the Secretary, by fling 4In such form and
manner and within such time period as the Secretary shall by regulations pre-
scribe) with the Secretary a request for such a hearing."(4) (A) The Secretary shall, within thirty days after the date he receives
a recommendation from the Board respecting a transitional allowance for which
a hospital has applied under this section or, if later, within thirty days- after
a hearing (obtained pursuant to paragraph (3) (B)) with such a recommenua-
tion, make a final determination as to whether, and if so in what amount and
for what period of time, such a transitional allowance will be granted to sueh
hospital pursuant to the application with respect to which such recommendation
was received by him. Any such final determination of the Secretary shall not lie
subject to Judicial review.

"(B) The Secretary, upon making a final determination under subparagraldp
(A) as to the granting of any transitional allowance to a hospital. shall n,,tify
such hospital and such other parties as may be appropriate (including ,'tate
agencies administering or supervising State plans approved under title N IX)
of such determination.

"(C) Any transitional allowance established under a final determination of
the Secretary under this section for a hospital shall take effect on a date jort,-
scribed by the Secretary but not earlier than the date of completion of hi1p
qualified facility conversion on the basis of which such allowance was estail-
lished. After such effective date, such transitional allowance shall be incltued
as an allowable cost item In determining the reasonable cost incurred by t.eh
hospital in providing services for which payment Is authored under this title."(d) In addition to the requirements impmsed by law as conditions of approval
of a State plan for maternal and child health services under title V or a State
plan for medical assistance under title XIX, there Is hereby imposed the require-
ments (and the plan shall be deemed to require) that, in determining the amount
of the reasonable cost incurred by a hospital In furnishing services with reslpet
to which payment Is authorized by such plan. any transitional allowance estab-
lished for such hospital by the Secretary pursuant to this section shall be i-
eluded as an allowable cost Item.

"(e) (1) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section. the Secrets ry
shall not, prior to the expiration of the twenty-four-month period which begins
January 1, 1977, establish-

"(A) a transitional allowance for any hospital after a transitional allow-
ance for such hospital has previously been established, or

"(B) a transitional allowance for more than a total of fifty hospitals.
"(2) On or before September 1, 1979, the Secretary shall submit a report to-

the Congress evaluating the operation and effectiveness of the program estab-
Ushed under this section and containing such recommendations with respect to
continuing or Improving the Implementation of the program established under
this section.".

RETURN ON EQUITY TO BE INCLUDED IN DITRMININO "REASONABLE COAT" OF
SL&VIX. WE FBRNIKIED BY PROPRWTARY HOSPITALS -

Szc. 12. (a) Section 1801(v) (1) (B) of the Social Security Act is amended-
(1) in the first sentence thereof, by inserting "hospital or" Immediately

after "Such regulations in the cage of'. anld
(2) In the second wntenme thereof, by striking out "one and one-half time.s"

and Inserting in lieu thereof 'twihe".
(h) The amendments made by sul'seetion (a) shall be applicable only with

respect to services furnished by a hospital or skilled nursing facility for fiscal
years of a hospital or skilled nursing facility beginning on and after the first daiy
of the first calendar mouth which begins after the date of enactment of this Act.

CRITERIA roa DECTERMININGO R o SOxAILz ci'ARGE Fos PHYSICIANS' SI RVICER

SEc. 20. (a) (1) go much of section 1842(b) (3) of the Social Security Act as
follows the first sentence thereof Is amended to read as follows:

"(SA) (A) In determining the reasonable charge for services for purposes of
paragraph (3), there shall be taken Into consideration the customary charges for
similar services generally made by the physician or other person furnishing such
services, as well as the prevailing charges In the locality for similar services.
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"(B) (I) Except as otherwise provided in clause (1ii), no charge may be de-
teriuined to be reasonable in the case of bills submitted or requests for payment
made under this part after December 31, 1970, if it exceeds the higher of (I)
the prevailing charge recognized by the carrier and found acceptable by the
Secretary for similar services in the same locality administering this part on
December 31, 1970, or (11) the prevailing charge level that, on the basis of statis-
tical data and methodology acceptable to the Secretary, would cover 75 per
centum of the customary charges made for similar services in the same locality
during the last re'eding calendar year elapsing prior to the start of the fiscal
year in which the bill is submitted or the request for payment is wade."(II) In the ease of physlcan services the prevailing charge level determined
for purposes of clause (I) (II) for an) fiscal year beginning after June 80. 1973,
may not !exi.ept ax ot herwise provided in clause (III) ) exteed (in the aggregates
the level determined under such clause for the fiscal year ending June 30. 1973.
except to the extent that the Secretary finds.-on the basis of appropriate economies
index data. that such higher level in Justified by economic changes. Ally Increase
under this clause (ii). Ivy reason of findings of the Secretary regarding economic
changes. In such prevailing charge level for any particular service or procedure,
when performed in any particular locality of a State for which there has beeu
estalillshed (pursuant to uilliaragruph ( H ) a st:tewile prevailing charge level
for physicians' services, shall not be applied If, and to the extent that, the result-
ing prevailing charge level for such service or procedure, whetn Ierformed III
such locality, would exceed by more than one-half the statewide prevailing charge
level therefore.

"(i11) Noutwithstandliug the provisions of clauses (I) and (11) of this subpara-
gralh, the prevailing charge level in the eta of a physician service in a particu.
lr locality determined pursuant to such clauses for the fiscal year beginning
July 1, 1975. shall, If lower than the prevailing charge level for the fiscal year
ending June 30. 1975, In the case of a similar physician service in the same local.
ity by reason of the application of ecain ile index dntn. be raised to such pre-
vailing charge level for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1975.

"(C) In the case of medical services, supplies, and equipment (including equip-
ment mrvlclng) that. lit the judgiot.it of tihe ".retary. do not generally vary sig-
nifitcantly In quality front one supplier to another, the charges Incurred after
lec,'nber 31. 1972. determined to ie reatwnohlie nmy not exceed the lowet
charge levels at which sueh sprviee,. sn)Jlies. and equipment are widely and con-
sistently available in a locality except to the extent and under circumstances
specified by the Secretary.

"(D) The requirement in paragra ph (3) (B) that a bill be submitted or request
for payment be made by the clone of the following calendar year shall not apply If
(I) failure to submit the bill or request the payment by the close of such year Is
due to the error or misrepreqentation or an officer, employee, fisal Intermediary,
carrier, or agent of the Department of llealth. Education, and Welfare perform.
Ing functions under this title and acting within the scope of his or Its authority.
and (!1) the bill i submitted or the payment Is requested promptly after such
error or misrepresentation it eliminated or corrected.

"(M) The Secretary shall determine separate prevailing charge levels for each
Ftate with two or more localities in accordance with the criteria prescribed in
the preceding provisions of thin paragraph except that such prevalling charge
level shall cover 50 per eentum, Instead of 75 per centum, of the charges made for
similar services In such State.

"(F) Notwithstanding any other provisinn of this paragraph, any charge for
any mritular service or pro'#ceure ;.erfortued by a doctor of medicine or osteop-
athy shall be regarded an a reasonable charge for such service. if-

"(I) suich service of procedure is performed In a physician shortage area
(which has been dealinated as sueh by the R'eretary,.

"(1i) such physician has a regular prnctle in iuch area and he first estnh-
lished such practice therein after su,-h area had been designated by the See.
retarv an a physician shortage area. and

"(i1) such charge does not exced the prevailing charge level for sueh
sorviee or proedure, as determined under the preceding subparagraphs of
this paragraph.".

(2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall take effect on the date of
enactment of this Act. extent that the provlnnm of the second sentence of para.
graph (SA) (B) (if) of section 1842(b) of the Social Security Act and paragraph
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(8A) (M) of such section (as amended by paragraph (1) of this subsection)

.shall be effective only to determinations made under section 1842(b) (SA) ( B)
(I) (II) and (it) of such Act for fiscal years beginning after September 30, 1976.

AGREEMENTS Or PIIYSICIANS TO ACCEPT ASSIONM M4T OF CLAIMS

Szo. 2L (a)(1) Part C of title XVIH1 of the Social Security Act is amended
,by adding immediately after section 1807 the following new section:

"AGREEMENTS OF PHYSICIANS TO ACCEPT L5SIO MENT OF CLAIMS

"S=c. 1868. (a) For purpose of this section-
"(1) the term 'participating physician' means a doctor of medicine or os-

teopathy who has in effect an agreement entered into pursuant to this see-
tion (except that, with respect to any claim for payment under this part"
for services performed outside the United States, no physician shall be con-
sildered to be a participating physician), and

"(2) the term 'nonparticipating physician' means a doctor of medicine or
osteopathy who does not have in effect such an agreement.

"(b) (1) Any physician who desires to do sto may enter into an agreement with
the Secretary under this section under which the physician agrees to accept, with
respect to any service performed by him for an individual who is enrolled under
part B, an assignment of claim (which shall be in such form as may be prescribed
under regulations of the Secretary) the terms of which provide that-

"(A) all claims which such individual would, except for such assignment,
have under part B for payment for such service are conferred upon such
physician and such physician accepts such assignment in lieu of any such
payment, and"(B) the reasonable charge for such service (as determined under this
title) will be the full charge therefor.

"(2) An agreement uder this section may he terminated by either party upon
thirty days' notice to the other party (filed in such form and manner a may be
prescribed In regulations of the Secretary).

"(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, no payment under part
B shall be made, on the basis of an assignment of claim, to any physician for or
on account of physicians' services performed by him, if such physician is a non-
participating physician.

"(c) In order to assure the expeditious processing of claims by participating
physicians for services performed by them, the Secretary shall establish proce-

-dures and develop appropriate forms under which-
"(1) each such physician will submit his claims on a simplified and

multiple-listing basis rather than on an individual patient basis,
"(2) there will. within five working days after any particular batch of

such claims is received from such a physician, be paid to him an amount
with respect thereto which Is based on an estimate of the precise amount
due (with the payment made with respect to any such batch of claims being
increased or reduced, as is appropriate, on account of any prior payment,
based on a previous estimate, being greater or lesser than the precise amount
due) ; and

"(3) any such estimate, with respect to any batch of such claims sub-
mnitted by such a physician, shall be designed to assure that the amount
thereof Is not less than 50 per centum of the amount which to estimated to
be payable hereunder with respect thereto, and such estimate shall be made
on the assumption that all patients with respect to whom such claims relate
have met the deductible imposed by section 1838(b).

"(d) (1) In addition to other payments authorized to be made to carry out the
insurance program established by part B of this title, there are hereby authorized
to be made such payments as may be necessary to provide for the payment of.'administrative cost-savings allowances' as specified In the suceeding provisions
of this subsection.

"(2) (A) With respect to each batch of claims Pubmitted on a multiple-listing
basis by a participating physician In accordance with the puoeedures established
pursuant to subseetion (c). there shall (subject to subparagraph (B)) be paid to

-such physician, an administrative coast-savings allowance equal to $1 multiplied
*by the number of patients for whom payment for services was claimed in such
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batch of claims and any such amounts shall be treated as an administrative ex-
pense for th administration of the insurance program established by part B of'this tte.

"(B) Not more than $1 shall be payable under subparagraph (A) to a phy-
aelan with respect to any particular patient on account of services provided to-
such patient by such physician in more than one instance in any week. If a
physician provides to a patient in two or more visits services which ordinarily-
would be provided in a single visit, then not more than $1 shall be payable under
subparagraph (A) with respect to such patient on account of such services.

"(e) (1) Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, no adminis-
trative cost-savings allowance shall be payable on account of any physicians'*
services performed in a hospital for an individual (whether on an Inpatient or
outpatient basis) unless--

"(A) such services are in the form of surgical services or anesthesiological
services, or"(B) such services are physicians' services (other than those referred to-
in subparagraph (A)) performed by a physician (as an attending or con-
sulting physician) whose offce or regular place of practice is at a locale
other than In such hospital,

and the physician concerned ordinarily bills directly (and not through such
hospital) for his service , and no administrative coat-savings allowance shall be-payable on account of services which consist solely of laboratory and X-ray
services (or either of such services) performed outside the offke of the physician
claiming payment therefor.".

(2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) shall take effect on July 1, 197?.
(b) On and after the effective date of the amendments made by subsection (a),.

the authority contained in section 1842(b) (8) (B) (i) of the Social Security
Act shall not be applicable to participating or nonparticipating physicians aw
defined in section 1868 of such Act.

noVrGFAL-AsocaATED ,XT0IQJAWS
SOc. 22. (a)(1) Section 1861(q) of the Social Security Act is amended by

adding "(1)" immediately after "(q)" and by adding, immediately before the-
period at the end thereof, the following: "; except that such term does not in-
clude any service that a physician may perform as an educator, an executive,
or a researcher; or any patient care service unless such service (A) is per-
sonally performed by or personally directed by a physician for the benefit of*
such patient and (B) is of such a nature that Its performance by a physician is
customary and appropriate".

(2) Section 1861(q) is further amended by adding the following new para-
graphs at the end thereof:

"(2) In the ease of anesthesiology services, a procedure would be considered'
to be 'personally performed' in its entirety by a physician only where the phyal-
cian performs the following activities:

"(A) preanesthetie evaluation of the patient;
"(B) prescription of the anqsthesia plan;
"(C) personal participation in the most demanding procedures in this.

plaa, including those of induction and emergence;
"(D) following the course of anesthesia administration at frequent

Intervals;
"(H) remaining physicially available for the immediate diagnosis and

treatment of emergencies; and
"(F) providing Indicated postanethesla care:

Provded, howe", That during the performance of the activities described In
subparagraphs (C), (D), and (B), such physician is not responsible for the
care of more than one other patient. Where a physician performs the activities,
described in subparagraphs (A), (B), (D), and (E) and another Individual
performs the activities described in subparagraph (C), such physician will be-
deemed to have personally directed the services If he was responsible for no
more than four patients while performing the activities described in subpara.
graphs (D) and (3) and the reasonable charge for such personal direction shall'
not exceed one-half the amount that would have been payable If he had person.
ally performed the procedure in Its entirety.



"1(3) Pathology services shall be considered 'physicians' services' only where
the pathologist personally performs acts or makes decisions with respect to a
patient's diagnosis or treatment which require the exercise of medical Judgment.
These include operating room and clinical consultations, the required interpreta-
tion of the significance of any material or data derived from a human being, the
aspiration or removal of marrow or other materials, and the administration of
test materials or isotopes. Such services shall not include such services as: the
performance of autopsies; and services performed in carrying out responsibilities
for supervision, quality control, and for various other aspects of a clinical
laboratory's operations that are customarily performed by nonphysician
personnel.

(3) Section 1861(b) of such Act it amended-
(A) by striking out "or" at the end of paragraph (6),
(B) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (7) and Insert-

ing In lieu of such 11; or", and
(C) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(8) a physician, If the services provided by such physician are not

physicians' services within the meaning of subsection (q).".
(WI (1) Section 1861(s) of the Social Security Act is amended by adding the

following sentence at the end thereof: "The term 'medical and other health
services' shall not include the services described In paragraphs (2)(A) and
(3) If furnished to the inpatienLt of a hospital unless the Secretary finds that,
because of the size of the hospital or for some other reason acceptable to him,
It would be less efficient to have such services furnished by such hospital (or by
others under arrangement with them made by the hospital) than to have them
furnished by another party.".

(2) S.etion 1942b) (3A) of such Act, as added by section 20 of this Act, Is
amended by adding the following new subparagraphs at the end thereof:

"(0) The charges of a physician or other person which are related to the
income or receipts of a hospital or any subdivision thereof shall not be
token into consideration in determing his customary charge pursuant to sub.
laragraph (A) to the extent that such charges exceed an amount equal
tI, the ,aiary whidh would reasonably have been paid for such services
(together with any additional costs that would have been incurred by the

hospital) to the physician performing them if they had been performed
in an employment relationship with such hospital plus the cost of such
other expenses (including a reasonable allowance for traveltime and other
reasonable types of expense related to any differences in acceptable methods
of organization for the provision of such services) Incurred by such physi-
clan, as the Secretary may in regulations determine to be appropriate.".

(c) Section 1861(rv) of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(8) (A) Where physicians' services are furnished under an arrangement (in-
cluding an arrangement under which the physiclan performing such services in
eomlensated therefor on a basis which is related to the amount of the Income or
receipts of the hospital or any department or other subdivision thereof) with a
hospital or medical school, the amount included in any payment to such hospital
under this title as the reasonable cost of such services (as furnished under such
arrangement) shall not exceed sn amount equal to the salary which would rea-
sonably have been paid for such services (together with any additional costs
that would haive been Invurred by the hospital) to the physician performing them
f they had been performed in an employment relationship with such hospital
(rather than under such arrangement) plus the cost of such other expenses
(including a reasonable allowance for travltime and other reasonable types of

expense related to any differences in acceptable methods of organization for the
provision of such services) Incurred by such physician, as the Secretary may In
regulations determine to be appropriate.".

(d1 (1) Section 1F33 (a 1 (1) (B) of the S.oclnl Seenrity Act Is amended by insert-
Ing "(except as otherwise provided In subsection (h))" Immediately after
"amounts paid shall".

(2) Spectlon 183(b) (2) of such Act is amended by inserting "(excent ss other.
vis provided In sruhsectlon (h))" Immediately after "amount paid shall".

(3) Section 183 of such Act Is further amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new subsection:

"(h) The provisions of subsection (a1 (1) (B) and clause (2) of the first sen-
tence of subsection (b) shall not be applicable for expenses Incurred for services
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-referred to therein unless the physician performing such services has entered
into an agreement with the Secretary under which such physician agrees to be
compensated therefor on the basis of an assignment the terms of which are do-
scribed in section 1842(b) (3) (B) (ii).".

te) The amendments made by this section shall, except for the amendment
nade by subsection (d), apply with respect to services furnished after the first

day of the first accounting period of the hospital with respect to which such serv-
ies were furnished which begins after the month following the month of enact.
inwet of this Act. The amendment made by subsection (d) shall be effective on
July 1,1977.

PAYMENT FOR PHYSICIANS' SERVICES UNDER MEDICAID

Suc. 23. Section 1902(a) (13) of the Social Security Act In amended-
(1) by striking out "and" at the end of clause (E) thereof, and
(2) by adding after such clause (E) the following new clause:

"(WI effective July 1, 1077, that the amount which shall be paid under
the plin for any physician service provided outside of a hospital setting
thereunder shall not be le." than 80 per centum of the reasonable charge
for such service (as determined under title XVIII) ;".

PAYMENT FOR C kTATN ANT70NS UNDER PART 8 OF MEDICARE

S:e. 24. (a) Section 1861 (s) (2) of the Social Security Act is amended-
4 1 ) by striking out "and" at the end of clause (C),
'2) by inserting "and" at the end of clause (D), and

1:0) by adding after clause (D) the following new clause:
" F, antigeus (subject to quantity limitations prescribed in regulations

of the Secretary) prepared by an allergist for a particular patient, including
aititiens so prepared which are forwarded to another qualified person for
adidni.,,tration to such patient, from time to time, by or under the supervi-
',ion tf another physician ;".

lIi The ants-'i(h-iZE'It made by subsection (a) shall-he applicable with respect
to items furnished on and after the first day of the first calendar month which
btgin,, uore than thirty days after the date of enactment of this Act.

PAYMENT UNIER MEDICARE OP CERTAIN PHYSICIANS' FEES ON ACCOUNT OF SERVICES
Ft'RNISHED TO A DECEASED INDIVIDUAL

%rc. 25. (a) Section 1870(f) of the Social Security Act Is amended, In the
matter followIng clause (2) thereof, by-

IIi In,,erting (A) " immediately after ", and only if". and
(2) by Inserting immediately before the period the following: ". or (B) the

spouse or other legally designated representative of such Individual requests
Sin .such form and Inminr as the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe)

that payment for such services without regard to clause (A)".
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be effective with respect to

payments made on and after the first day of the first calendar month which
begins more than thirty days after the date of enactment of this Act.

PROIIIBITION AGAINST ASSIGNMENT OF FEES BY PHYSICIANS AND OTHERS

Snc. 26. (a) Section 1942 h) (5) of the Social Security Act is amended by
miinit at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Any payment for a
servicee . whih tinder the provisions of the preceding sentence may be made dI-
rtlly to the physician or other person furnishing such service, may not be made
t) a person claiming such payment under an assignment, including a power of
attorney (other than an assignment established by or pursuant to the order of a
court of ermpetent Jurisdiction from such physician or other person furnishing
sth service) : but nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to preclude any
a,,ent. of the physician or other person furnishing the service, from receiving any
such payment, if (but only if) such agent does so pursuant to an agency agree-
ment under which the compensation to he paid to the agent for his services for or
In conner-ton with the killing and/or collection of any such payment Is unrelated
(directly or Indirectly) to the amount of the billing and/or payment (or the ag-
gregate of similar billings and/or payments), and is not dependent upon the
actual collection of any such payment (or the aggregate of such payments).

(b) Section 1902(a) (32) of such Act is amended-
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(1) by inserting "(A)" immediately after "provide that",
(2) by redpsignating clauses (A) and (B) as clauses (1) and (i), re-

spectively, and
(8) by adding immediately before the semicolon at the end thereof the

following: ", and (B) any payment for a service, which under the provisions
of subparagraph (A) may be made directly to the physician or other person
furnishing such service, may not be made to a person claiming such pay.
ment under an assgnment, including a power of attorney (other than an
assignment established by or pursuant to the order of a court of competent
jurisdiction from such physician or other person furnishing such service);
but nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to preclude any agent, of
the physician or other person furnishing the service, from receiving any such
payment, If (but only if) such agent does so pursuant to an agency agreement
under which the compensation to be paid to the agent for his services for or
in connection with the billing and/or collection of any such payment is un-
related (directly or indirectly) to the amount of the payment (or the aggre-
gate of similar billings and/or payments) and is not dependent upon the.
actual collection of any such payment (or the aggregate of such payments).".

(c) T he amendments made by this section shall take effect on the first day
of the first calendar month which begins not less than sixty days after the date
of enactment.

IUMDVUMMT AMTS )NDI MecDICAL! FOR SKILLD NU5ING AND rNI=EXRfAT3
OARN rACZITIM.

Sac. 80. Section 1902(a) (13) (E) of the Social Security Act is aw-,ded by
inserting "(and which may, at the option of the State, include a reasonL. profit
for the facility)" immediately after "cost related basis".

MWEDICAM CIETIFZOATION AND APPROVAL OF SKILLD NURSING FACJLTTIME

Sa 8L (a) Section 1910 of the Social Security Act Is amended to read as
follows:

"CERIrICTION AND APPROVAL OF BKILLE NURSING FACILITIES

"Sao. 1910. (a) The Secretary shall make an agreement with any State which
Is able and willing to do so under which the services of the State health agency
or other appropriate State or local agencies (which ever are utilized by the-
Secretary pursuant to section 1864(a)) will be utilized by him for the purpose
of determining whether an institution in such State qualifies as a skilled nursing
facility for purposes of section 1902(a) (28). To-the extent that the Secretary
finds it appropriate, any institution which such a State or local agency certifies
to him to be a skilled nursing facility may be treated as such by the Secretary.

"(b) The Secretary shall advise the State agency administering the medical
assistance plan of his approval or disapproval of any institution certified to him
as a qualified skilled nursing facility for purposes of section 1902(a) (28) and
specify for each such institution the period (not to exceed twelve months) for
which approval is granted, except that the Secretary may extend such term
for a period not exceeding two months, where the health and safety of patients-
will not be Jeopardized thereby, If he finds that such extension Is necessary to.
prevent Irreparable harm to such facility or hardship to the individuals being
furnished items or services by such facility or if he finds It Impracticable within
such twelve-month period to determine whether such facility is complying with
the provisions of this title and regulations thereunder. The State agency may
enter into an agreement for the provision of services and the making of payments
under the plan with any skilled nursing facility approved by the Secretary for-
a period not to exceed the period of approval specified.

"(c) The Secretary may cancel the approval of any skilled nursing facility
at any time If he finds that the skilled nursing facility falls to meet the require-
ments contained In section 190(a) (28), or If he finds grounds for termination
of his agreement with such initltution pursuant to section 1866(b). In such
event the Secretary shall notify the State agency and the skilled nursing facility
that the approval of eligibility of such institution to participate In the programs
established by this title and title XVIII shall be terminated at such time as
may be specified by the Secretary. The approval of eligibility of any such instltu--
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ition to participate in such programs may not be reinstated unless the Secretary
finds that the reason for termination has been removed and there is reasonable
.asurance that it will not recur.

"(d) Effective July 1, 1977, no payment may be made to any State under
this title with respect to skilled nursing facility services furnished by any
.institution-

"(1) which does not have in effect an agreement with the State agency
executed pursuant to subsection (b), or

"(2) whose approval of eligibility to participate in the programs estab-
lished by this title or title XVIII has been terminated by the Secretary and
has not been reinstated, except that payment may be made for up to thirty
days with respect to skilled nursing facility services furnished to any eligible
individual who was admitted to such institutlon prior to the effective date of
such termination.".

-'CITERIA UNDER MEDICAD POORAIL FOR DIrERMZINo R"SONA=.E VALUE Of CERTAJI
TIXNSFE9RID FACILITIES

Sac. 32. (a) Section 1902(a) (18) of the Social Security Act is amended--
(1) In clause (D) thereof, by Inserting "and subsection (g)" Immediately

after "section 1122", and
(2) in clause (E) thereof, by inserting ", consistent with subsection (g)",

Immediately after "methods and standards".
(b) Section 1902 of such Act is further amended by adding at the end thereof

the following new subsection:
"(g) The reasonable value of any facility or organization (which Is a hospital,

skilled nursing facility, Intermediate care facility, or other health care organize.
tion) shall, for purposes of determining allowable depreciation, Interest or lease
expense, and any related capital items of cost, be determined In accordance with
the criteria employed under title XVIII for determining the reasonable value of
such a facility or organization for such purpose for the period following a change
of ownership (whether by sale, lease, or other transfer) of the facility or orga-
nization of the business which operates the facility or organization. If. during
any period prior to such change of ownership, such facility or organization pro-
vided (or arranged for) services for which payment was made under a State
plan approved under this title.".

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable to facilities
or organizations the ownership of which Is changed after June 30, 1976.

MBIIT AWAY FROM INSTITUTION BY PATIENT8 OF SKILLS NURSING OR INTERMEDIATE
CARE FACIITIES

Sze. 33. Section 1903 of the Social Security Act Is amended by adding at the
.end thereof the following new subsection:

"(I) In the administration of this title, the fact that an Individual, who is an
Inpatient of a skilled nursing facility or an intermediate care facility, absents
himself therefrom to make visits outside the Institution shall not be' regarded as
.conclusively Indicating that such individual is not In need of the services which
such facility Is designed to provide; but such visits, and the frequency and
length thereof, shall be taken into account. together with other evidence, in deter-
mining whether such individual Is in need of such services.".

PROCEDURS FOR DETErMININo REASONARI COST AN" REASONABLE CHAREo;
DISCLOSURE OF OWNEKSHIP AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Sa 40. (a) Part A of title XI of the Social Security Act is amended by adding
.after section 1132 thereof (as added by sectieu U of this Act) the following new
:section :
"PROCEDURES FOR DPTERMINING ur.ZAONAMK COGT AND RJAONAB. 0HARGE;

DISCLOSURE OF OWNI3RHIP AND FMANCIAL INVOLMATION

"Szec. 1133. (a) (1) In determining, for purposes of ascertaining the amount of
any payment for a health service, or services furnished under title XVIII, under

.a program established pursuant to Ltile V, or under a State plan approved under
,ttle XIX, when such payment ts based on the reasonable cost or reasonable
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charge for such service (or services), no element comprising any part of such
cost or charge shall be considered to be reasonable if, and to the extent that, such
element Is--

"(A) a commission, finder's fee, or for a similar arrangement, or
"(B) an amount payable for any facility (or part or activity thereof)

under any rental or lease arrangement
which Is, directly or Indirectly, determined, wholly or In part as a per centaur,
fraction, or portion of the charge or cost attributed to any health service (or
health services) (either than such element) or any health service (or health
services) including, but not limited to, such element.

"(2) The Secretary shall by regulations provide that, In determining the rea-
sonable charge or reasonable cost of any health service (for purposes of title
XVIII, any program established pursuant to title V, or any State plan approved
under title XIX), appropriate account will le taken of the relationship between
direct and Indirect overhead costs and the direct costs involved with the provi.
alon of such service, and, in connection with the making of any such determina-
tion with respect to any such service, there shall be included as a part thereof an,
Indication of the ratio of such overhead costs with respect to such service and the
total costs involved In the furnishing of such service.

"(b) (1) The Secretary shall by regulation establish procedures whereby, In
the administration of tith, XVIII. programs established litlrstant to title V. and
State plans approved under title XIX, there will be review and advance approval
of any contract which-

"(A) constitutes an element of cost of any health service for which pay-
ment is authorized under title XVIiI, a program established pursuant to title
V, or a State plan approved under title XIX;

"(B) Is a consulting, management, or service contract; and
"(C) involves payments with respect to any consecutive period of twelve

months which aggregate $10,000 or more.
"(2) Such procedure shall provide that advance approval of such a contract

will be given only If-
"(A) the services to be furnished thereunder are found to be services

which may appropriately be furnished on a contract basis;
"(B) the contracting party Is qualified to furnish the services called for

under such contract;
"(C) the contract price for the services called for thereunder Is reason-

able; and
"(D) any part of the payment called for under the contract is to be paid

in advance, the amount of the payment will be based on the needs of the
contracting party for the advance payment.

'(c) (1) The Secretary shall by regulations (or by contract provision) pro-
vide that any entity (other than a public agency) which Is--

"(A) a provider of services which furnishes services with respect to
which payment is claimed under title XVIII, under any program established
pursuant to title V, or under a State plan approved under title XIX;
or

"(B) a party to an agreement with the Secretary entered into pursuant to,
section 1816 or 1842(a) ;

shall promptly comply with any request, made by the Secretary or the Comp-
troller General of the United States for any or all of the following:

"(C) full and complete information as to the idenity (i) of each person
having (directly or indirectly) an ownership interest of I per centum or
more In such entity or who is the owner (in whole or in part) of any
mortgage, deed of trust, note, or other obligation secured (in whole or In
part) by such entity or any of the property or assets thereof, (ii) in case
such entity Is organized as a corporation, of each officer and director of the
corporation, and (Inl) in case such entity is organized as a partnership, of
each partner;

"(D) full and complete information as to any business dealings between
such entity and persons referred to in clause (C), and

"(E) a consolidated certified costs report with respect to its costs and
charges, including costs and shares of related organizations (as that term
Is employed for purposes of title XVIII).

"(2) (A) If at the close of the sixty-day period which begins on the date a
request (as described In paragraph (1)) is made of an entity described In para-
graph (1-) (A) or (B), such request has not been fully compiled with, then-
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"(1) in case such entity Is an entity described in paragraph (1) (A), the
Secretary shall notify such entity that no payment will be made to such
entity under title XVIII, and no Federal funds shall be available wl~h
respect to any expenditures made under or pursuant to title V or XIX (or
a program or plan approved thereunder), for or on account of any services
furnished by such entity on or after the first calendar month which begius
not less than thirty days after the date such notice is sent, and

"(ii) in case such entity Is an entity described In paiiigraph (1) (B), the
Secretary shall notify such entity that any agreement between such entity
and the Hecretary entered into pursuant to section 1810 or section 1842 Is
terminated effective on the first day of the first calendar month which begins
not le". than thirty days after the date such notice is sent.

In ease the Comptroller General makes a request (as described In paragraph
(1)) which Is not complied with prior to the sixty-day period described in para-
graph (2), then he shall, at the earliest practicable date after the close of such
period, advise the Secretary of that fact that such request was made by him and
was not complied with within such period, so as to enable the S4e.retary to notify
the entity involved as provided in xubparngraph (A) (I) or (ii).

"(B) Notwithstanding any other provision of law-
"I) payments otherwise authorized to be made under title XVIII, and

Federal funds otherwise available with respect to expenditures under or
pursuant to title V or XIX (or a program or plan approved thereunder) shall
le subject to the limitations referred to In a notice sent by the Secretary
pursuant to subparagraph (A) (I), and

"(it) agreements referred to in subparagraph (A) (it) shall be terminated
as Indicated by the Secretary In a notice sent by him pursuant to sullpara.
graph (A) (I),

except that the Secretary, for good cause shown, may terminate the application
of such limitation after it has been In effect for not less than three months.
Whenever an agreement between the Secretary and any entity Is terminated
pursuant to clause (i) of the preceding sentence, the Secretary shall not enter
into another agreement with iguch entity under-,ection 1816 or section 1842 sooner
than three months after such agreemejnt wa w ltteu'wisited.

"(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of law-
"(1) no payment shall be made under title XVIII. and
"(2) no Federal funds shall be available under title V or XIX with

respect to expenditures made under a State program or plan approved
thereunder,

for goods and services furnished, on or after the first day of the first calendar
month which begins not less than ninety days aftA-r the date of enactment of
this subsection, to a patient (directly or indirectly) by any entity which Is
an Independent pharmacy or laboratory unless there is in effect an agreement
between such entity and the Secretary or in the case of title XIX the State
agency under which such entity agrees to provide to the Secretary (or any
authorized officer or employee of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare) reasonable access to the books and records thereof which pertain to
the provision of billing and payment for goods and services supplied or ren-
dered by such entity.".

(b) The amendments shall, except as otherwise slcitfed therein, take effect,
In the case of a provider for fiscal years beginning or or after July 1, 1976 and,
in the case of any other person on July 1, 1976.

STANDARDS FOR PAYMESTO UNDER MEDICAID TO HiLALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS

SEC. 41. Section 1903 of such Act is amended by inserting at the end thereof
the following new subsection:

"(m) Payment under the preceding provisions of this section shall be made
with respect to any amount expended during calendar quarters commencing after
December 31, 1976, by a State as payment on a per capita or similar basis for
the provision of medical assistance only If-

"(1) the entity to which such payment Is made meets the definition of a
health maintenance organization contained in section 1876 as amended,

"(2) of the enrolled members of such entity not less than (A) 50 per
centum of such members (in case such entity Is not an entity described In
clause (B)) are individuals who are neither entitled to benefits under title
XVIII nor eligible for medical assistance under the State plan approved
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under this title, or (B) in case such entity serves a geographic area in which
individuals (referred to in clause (A)) constitute less than 50 per centum
of the total population, a per centum equal to whichever of the following
is the larger: (I) a per centum of such members equal to the per ceutum or
such total population which consists of such individuals, or (U) 25 per
centum of such members; and

"(8) such payment is made under a contract or other arrangement which
has been approved in advance by the Secretary and which meets require-
ments Imposed by regulations which the Secretary shall prescribe for the
purpose of assuring that payments by a State on a per capita or similar
basis for the provision of medical assistance are subject to substantially the
same requirements as those Imposed by subsections (a) and (1) of section
1876 with respect to title XVIII.".

AMBULANCE SERVICE

SilO. 42. (a) Section 1861(s) (7) of the Social Security Act Is amended by
inserting:

"(Including ambulance service to the nearest hospital which is: (a) ade-
quately equipped and (b) has medical personnel qualified, in the opinion of
the hospital, to deal with, and available for the treatment of, the Individual's
illness, injury, or condition)" Immediately after "ambulance service".

(b) The amtendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable with respect to
services furnished on and after the first day of the first calendar month which be-
gins after the date of enactment of this Act.

OANTS TO REGIONAL PEDIATaU PULMONARY CENTERS

Svc. 43. (a) Section 511 of the Social Security Act Is amended-
(1) by Inserting "(a)" immediately after "Src. 511.", and
(2) by adding at the end of such section the following new subsection:

"(h) (1) From the sums available under paragraph (2), the Secretary Is au.
thorized to make grants to public or nonprofit private regional pediatric respira-
tory centers, which are a part of (or are affiliated with) an Institution of
higher learning, to assist them In carrying out a program for the training and
instruction (through demonstrations and otherwise) of health care personnel In
the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of respiratory diseases in children and
young adults. and In providing (through such program) needed health care
services to children and young adults suffering from such diseases.

"(12) For the purpose of making grants under this subsection, there Is author-
Ized to be appropriated, for the fiscal year ending September 80, 1977, and each
of the next four succeeding fiscal years, such sums (not In excess of $5,000.000
for any fiscal year) as may be necessary. Sums authorized to be appropriated for
any fiscal year under this subsection for making grants for the purposes referred
to In paragraph (1) shall be In addition to any sums authorized to be appropri.
ated for such fiscal year for similar purposes under other provisions of this
title.".

(b) Section 502(2) of such Act Is amended by inserting "(a)" Immediately
after "511".

RESOURCES O MEDICAID APPLICANT TO INCLUDE CERTAIN PRoPErTY PMVIOUSLY
DISPOSED OF TO APPLICANT'S RELATIVE FOR LESS THAN MARKET VALUE

Smo.44. (a) Section 1902(a)(17) of the Social Security Act Is amended by
strilkng out "and (D)" and inserting In lieu thereof the following: "(D) provide
that. In determining the amount of the resources of any individual who Is an
applicant or recipient of medical assistance under the State plan, there shall (in
addition to all resources actually owned by the individual) be Included au
amount equal to the current market value of any property of such Individual
If and to the extent that, within the one-year period Immediately preceding the
date the determination is made, such property was disposed of to a relative of
such Individual for less than fair market value, and (B)".

PMALTY FOR 1373UDING .MMIARE AN XMICAI PXOGR

Smo. 45. (a) Section 187T(b) of the Social Security Act Is amended-
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(1) by striking out "misdemeanor" and Inserting in lieu thereof "felony",
and

(2) by striking out "one year" end inserting In lieu thereof "two years".
(b) Section 1WOi(b) of such Act to amended-

(1) by striking out "mIsdemeanor" and inserting in lieu thereof "felony",
and

(2) by striking out "one year" and inserting in lieu thereof "two years".
Senator TALMADOE. I am glad that Senators Long, Ribicoff, East-

land, Hollings, Moss Inouye, Domenici, Percy, Stone, Pell, Randolph,
Gravel, Nuim, and t'artke as well as both the majority and minority
leaders, Senators Malsield and Scott, have joined me in this vital and
urmn t effort.

The situation is indeed urgent. Medicare and medicaid will cost Fed-
eral and State taxpayers more than i$38 billion in fiscal year 1077-an
increase of $7 billion over tkal year 1976.

Thrlie increasing costs of these programs continually outstrip the rate
of rise in Federal revenues. The choice is a simple onm,-ither we make
medicare and medicaid more efficient and economical, or we reduce
benefits.

We have just too many worthwhile demands on the Federal dollar
to be able to allocate increasingly disproportionate amounts to medi-
care and medicaid.

There is, of course, another choice--we can increase taxes. But even
if that hard decision were taken we would, without necessary changes,
be pouring dollars down a bottomless pit.

ls-they now operate, medicare and medicaid clearly could absorb
every single dollar the Federal Government can come up with. It is
time, in fact past tune, to put our house in order. To do that hard deci-
sions have to be made--decisions which I believe this bili makes. If
these decisions are not made now, we may well be confronted with the
need to cut and slash payments to hospitals and doctors indiscrimi-
nately, and often inequitably. That path is exactly what S. 3205 seeks
to avoid.

States are now moving to place ceilings on payments to hospitals.
Blue Cross plans are moving in that direction. The administration
proposes a flat 7 percent limit on hospital cost increases. Momentum is
iaipidly increasing for arbitrary controls on payments to providers and
practiiionelrs. This bill, however, seeks to avoid cutoffs of this sort.

In Colorado, for example, the State has ordered a 5 percent reduc-
tion in Blue Cross payments to hospitals and a 5 percent cut in Blue
Shield payments to doctors.

At the National Governors' Conference held in lershey, Pa., just
last month the Governors of this country stated that the "rapidly es-
calating costs of the medicaid program are bankrupting the States and
their localities." The Governors' resolution noted that there is "a need
for better control over both the rates paid for health services and the
utilization of these services by the patient."

The Governors' Conference urged State governments to intensify
efforts to manage their medicaid programs better and also urged
related cooper rative action by the Federal Government to revise "ex-
isting regul ations and. legislation which pose obstacles to effective
cost control procedures."

75-502-76---3
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It is my strong belief tht S. 3205 is certainly consistent with the
resolution of tile Governor,' Confen-,nce. I look'forward to the testi-

%ony this mornin,. of the ale and distinguished Governor of my own
State, Governor Busbee, who will speak on behalf of our Nation's
Governors. The National Asscmiation of Counties. froin whom we
will also hear today', has called for imnnediate wage and price controls
on hospitals to avoid bankrupting costs.

But there is on overri(linr ned to get. a handle on medicare and
niedicaid costs apart from the Federal. State. RIM loctal I, dget effects.
There is no quest ion that the way we pay for care tinder otur programs
serves to inlhite health care co.ts for all Americans. That situation
needs correct ion now.

There is an absoluto need for the Federal and State governments
to Oirettiv'elv manage the, exist ilg health care programs. It is difficult,
if not foolhardy, to extend health insurance coverage to other Wov-
ments of the lx)plulation until we are satisfied that we can manage
whilt we"ve ro)f now.

I believe* we ha' a repre!-entative list of witnesses this. week. It is
my hope flint these ;tearinLvs will provide the basis for timely congres-
s'iitn1 n.im on ti'.e'itrv changes in the way Government conducts
me, liare and ie dienid.

.As I hove stated relatedl, none of the orovisionq in Q. 32 0 are
looked in concrete. Iopefullv. constriaetive ehangvs and imlrovements
will he a vrodtwt of these hearings.

But. while, ilplrovements can and should Ie made, no one s.hnuld!
mistake n williu!Znts.Q to nmlh, changes :ms a s,m of wivakne... With
many I'illion of wu1blic fax dollars at s|like. (het,. will of course Ibe
tlo.%, who p 'rv.t .lv profit from nste. inefliency. fraud and ahtse,
ani outdated met hods -of la:vletnt who will 1ot" want an' ehang e.
made. Often these are the samie people who in forums and cocktail par-
tie,; constnittl v de.ry "hig wasteful governmentt" 'Nevertheless. they
will eolle here. to try to pre.-erve tlir own share of that hig, govern-
nlnt amid those, wa stefu I-Xl)"idit 1u1r. It's alway- the other 91uy
ttv're tall in abolt. Well. t11v cant have it boih ways and they
won11t have it lrlt w-1111 if wv, doour job.

I want to as.Iore Ihonle eopl, that tie limits of talerai,.e have ieen
reac.ieil. What has been glo,:A1 over. ignored. or sidestepped in the
past will now be faced headon. We owe that much to the American

Now it is with a tyreat deal of plenaure that we welcome tile distin-
gii-ltedl Secretary of Ilealth, Education, and Welfare, the Honorable
)avid Mathews.
Mr. Secretary. you may proceed as you see fit, sir.
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STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID MATHEWS, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY
THEODORE COOPER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH;
STUART ALTMAN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLAN.
NING AND EVALUATION/HEALTH; J. BRUCE CARDWELL, COM-
MISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY; THOMAS TIERNEY, DIRECTOR,
BUREAU OF HEALTH INSURANCE, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINIS.
TRATION; AND M. KEITH WEIKEL, COMMISSIONER, MEDICAL
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION
SERVICE

.Se 'elarv MAT!i .s. Thank you very much, Mr. (iairmlnn.
I might say before I CoimJln;'e myv formal reiarks tlat we prepared

this test imy in Irecognition lllnt is indeed a major nut ional probhim,
oil(' ill which we join pl ill Colerll.

"Ihe ullderlving .trietural vlaracterisfi..s of the health care indus-
try, tilt, prevalive of pululie and privatee ill:rallie vergee and the
rM'iill)iselAllelt iwactie s of these third parties hill've ref.;tilte( ill ch]llillC
iiiiitilt ill ht I t l& r oi' I sI . tiid trellelldoltls ille'l(as ill public n1l(1
pi']atevul ys. oFtor example. IIoSI)itl \v li(sl at-, for tie most pall,
llOit-liolit il'ti it ials at. gelt'al y reinlil'sedl for fill reasollalde
cos t1."w ite'ld with pati ent .al'e. 1"1is rlild)ltllelli'llt itelltl0(1i is ill-
hlietntiv jilhltiolarv .since t hem( is little fo'imal illcemltivP to kee) thie
hospital's eosts down. Similarly, it is ge-nerally th(e physician, who is
r-iuts-ed ol the basis of his hilled c]lnrg., who decides on .,he

Dl1iilllt ald type of sei'vices to be provided. '1'hu, tlhe hih ler the bill-
ings and the more services provided. the higher the Ilhysician's income.

'h1m iflat iolnrv elrees. of t llese' reillli-tllent lleilods are lly
exagrgeite l d by the vii' tial gfuarateeof payment Ili"t puliC01 private
nil-uer 11al( tlhe delendelle of the .on.imier on tie melical care pro-
vider. I! fiscal year 191475, 92. per.eit of all oil itilal expenses. and ;5
Jt'lvenlt of all pfly.i'iail expel'lses were paiI for Iv a pml ic or private
an1urance lpriTgrali. li.,isal vear 1:"5. S13 billion %as Spent il l ,,
Ignited States for personal he(;alth cale ste''VilTs. Aliiio.4 704 per,'el of
these- eXlpcntiturs els we paid for ly public and ilrivate ilsrll,,.l'o
programs.

The two in nior Federal financing i)rogiamns. medi,'are and medic-
ail..lpent $22 billion of Fedh'ral funis ill fisal year 1975. TheStates
for tlir Sl latre of iiieli,'aiii slent tit additional b5.; Iillion. Many of
tile current prold hitaS in these progr.a-ls that tlii,4 bill iS (lsigne4l to
addhlre's stem fromii tlir original dsi.ilm. Whllen tlhuse two progralats
welre (stalli h l' v ('ofllress iii 196;5. tlp'v were dc-igned not to inter-
fere with and to rely to tie maximmi extel po:sihle oil the existing
pri vate health .are el ivery syst eIt anid rcilebllre'l)llelt a rra ngenlents.
Thus. cost -based rleimbr.nent for loqpitn!s ail fee-for-service r,-
ilbmlt, lll'lnt of ih.icialls werp adopted: the iiedicare program relied
Oil private instiraenee companies s to administer Ior-rami reimburse-
flients: and State medicaid lrogr'ams were given great flexibility with
respect to reinlburs4ment practices, scope of benefits, and lprogrelhi
administration.
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The cumulative effect of these organizational, administrative, and
reinmbursement arrangements, coupled with the growth of private
health insurance coverage has x-en chaotic. Over the past 10 years,
hospital costs and physician fees have increased over 50 percent faster

41an the overall cost of living. health care expenditures have increased
fronm 5.9 percent of gross national product in 1066 to 8.3 percent in
1975. Over the last 2 years, Federal niedivare and medicaid outlays
have increased 40 percent and now exceed 80 leent of the entire
HEW,.V health budget. Many State medicaid programs are. in severe
financial difficulties. Private health insurance pxreiumns increased this
wear on the order of 30 to 60 percent. Medicare beneficiaries are facing

JInIc 41.,.l out -of-pocket costs and1( medicaid beneficiaries in many States
face great dillivult ies in getting access to care.

To help alleviate these problems the Federal Government has pro-
posqwd several major legislative and program initiatives. We xlieve
that a conilriensive approach to financing health care involving Fed-
eral anid State governments and the private sector is potentially the
iliost ,i't,,.tive frol IXtlh a health delivery and cost containment per-
spective. This administration is working to effect Imnprovelments in the
exist ing F4epleral health care programs and to strengthen the capacityof State governments and the private sector to meet thee Iroblems.
The medicare improvements of 1976 was designed to provide protec-
tion agninht the catastrophic costs of illness for medicare beneficiaries
and to control rising health care costs.

The Department is vigorously attempting to control costs in the
Federal programs througN its hospital cost and physician fee limits-
tion authorities obtained through the 1972 Social Security Amend-
ments. The President also proposed a $10 billion consolidation pro-
gram. the Financial A.ssistance for Health Care. Act. which would
combine 15 categorical health service programs and the medicaid pro-
gram and provide States with increased flexibility and funds to meet
their health needs.

The PSRO program is becoming fully operational and should
result in better quality and more appropriate levels of care for medi-
care and medicaid beneficiaries. The Health Planning and Resources
11)(I )evelopment Act of 1974 establishes a network of health plan-
ning and resource development, agencies at the regional level to im-
prove the development and allocation of resources, as do the more
imited end stage renal disease and emergency medical services

programs.
We are supporting demonstrations of how to accomplish redirec-

tion of the delivery system toward ambulatory and preventive care
through our support of health maintenance organizations and man-
power development programs. Our preventive and. health educationefforts also include immunizations, fluoridation, rehabilitation, regi-
lation of foods, drugs. cosmetics, protection of workers from occupa-
tional hazards, as well as the early and periodic screening, detection
and treatment program for all eligible children up to age 21.

S. 3105 must be viewed in light of these initiative. and the current
institutional structure of the health care, industry. Some of its provi-
sions would make major stntural changes in these programs and
cause major organizational changes within HEW. Others would
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effectuate minor changes in the benefit packages, reimbursement or
administration of medicare and medicaid.

While I believe that some of the proposed solutions have consid-
erable merit, I am not totally confident that the bill, as a whole, would
be as effective as intended. My concern is with any measure that is
aimed only at governmental health financing programs. Nevertheless
I see this bill as addressing the widest range of medicare and medicaid
program issues since the 1972 Social Security Anendments.

We are currently in the process of analy.ing the 27 different provi-
sions of this bill as well as other proposals affecting our health financ-
ing programs and will submit our legislative recommendations as part
of the next budget/legislative cycle. Nevertheless, I would at. this time
like to share with you my preliminary views on the bill.

It seems to me that as we engage together in an analysis of ways to
remedy current problems, we should agree on the criteria against
which'to test the proposed remedies. Among the chief criteria I would
apply are the effects on the overall health care delivery system as well
as on the niedivare awl medicaid programs.

In particular, each provision must 1* evaluated for its effects on
)rorgmiU ellI nfiein ries, Pr11ogran11 Costs. overall heitlth ear' costs, acces-
sibility of resources, medical care providers' behavior and private
health insurance coverage.

In assessing the individual provisions of this bill, two fundamental
and interrelated issues must be addressed. First. does the particular
provision address a real programmatic problem? Second, is the pro-
posed legislative .oution likely to be effective-or are there alternative
solution that would more effectively solve the specific problem? Fur-
thermore, in attempting to deal witri the problems in the medicare and
medicaid programs, we intist guard against creating additional prob-
lems on the private side of the health care delivery system.

The major reimbursement reforms in S. 320.5 address very real
problems. The Department agrees with the general direction sug-
gested in section 10 to change medicare and medicaid hospital reim-
bursemnt from a retrospective cost basis to a prospective budget
related approach. However, while we fully recognize the problems of
cost reimnibursement for hospitals, we have some concerns about the
particular solution offered.

First, by excluding all teaching, energy, and capital costs from the
routine cost limits, only about 35 percent of the hospital's costs would
be subject to the prospective limits. This would likely result in hos-
pitals shifting costs internally or raising their charges to nonmedi-
care-medicaid pat ients-the result being no change in overall hospital
costs. In fact, because of the noninclusive definition of routine costs,
this proposed system could be les effective than the current prospec-
tive routine cost limits established under section 223 of the 1972 social
security amendments, which apply to about 50 percent of a hospital's
costs.

We are also concerned about the proposed hospital classification
system. As you know, developing an appropriate system to group
hospitals foi reimbursement purposes is very difficult. While we ap-
preciate the simplicity of the system developed in section 10. we are
quite concerned about the lack of an appropriate local wage index to
adjust personnel costs among hospitals.
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The Department, in cooperation with several States, is experiment-
rng, demonstrating and evaluating a variety of prospective reimburse-
ment systems using authorities obtained in section 222 of the 1972
Social Security Amendments and section 1526 of the planning title in
tie PHS Act. We are also continually refining the section 223 classi.
fiction system and cost limits. These efforts should provide the infor-
mation neeesarv to develop an effective and equitable hospital pro-
spective reimbukement system.

We are also supportive of the intent of the physician reinburse.-
iiwit provisimis. sections 20 through 23. Current reimbursement. dif-
fermitials bet ween urban and rural areas reflect difference, in physi-
Ciai',; custoll;urv clhai rges. This reimbursentent system was not intended
to add41ress the Shortages of phyv.sicians in rural areas but some narrow-
iil! it lIse li irertmitl I i. imlt be iseful in addressing this problem .
Nevertheles.Q, I would express solne re.crvations about the po.ssible ef-
f,.lirleess of the mehanisin proposed in section 20. The problem of
llvsieian loation is mu11h mnore romplcidted than a medicare-melic-
niI riim.r.-,im-,t 'site. We se a i ,(d for a Iroader approach. The
I a-iln-tiient i.; a,.ikely lveloping both manpower and reimburse-
mnet policies ,l'esig,1ed lo en'oiiraie physicialns to locate in rural areas.

Th1, lepllar-t ijeit i.: alo analyzing altermntive policies and incentive
miui")anisis to viiioilra:ige lihysieians to accept assignmnent. We sIup-
po1rt the intent of Olh- pai icipilt intr oil inon-participaling physician
con'edptq develoll in section 21. We do. however, question both the
potent ial effect i vew,.ss of the prolpos'd iIlct-e i yes to encourare accept-
31n,'e of assigllullent and)! the impact of "always" or livere" alterna-
five.. In l(itiin, we are quite concerned about the administrative
vosts to both tie phivsician and the medicare program of adopting
these incentives. The l)epartment supports effortt . to develop a iiore
appropriate eilu :lhinlleleit method for ho1spital-based physicians. We
.al)p.rt thw effeets in section 22 to tic reimbursement to the actual
f.IlTIcP.5 lerforlmed.

We .4hare tle concern of S. 3205 that medicaid physician reimhurse-
mwit l vels in somt States (10 not, provide the acces;ibility to care for
Medicaid beneficiaries that is available to more affluent persons. Never-
theless, there are several major issues which must be considered,
including whther these rates should be raised. First, many States
Medlicaidl programs are eXlerieneing cutbacks in eligibility, benefits
aid(/or provile-r reinihurbmnent as a result of State budgetary difficul-
ties. Second, since there is nothing sacrosanct about medicare reim-
Iursement rates, there is no way to know at what "appropriate" level
to set the ineulia id reimbursement rates.

Sections 2 andI 3 of the bill would result in a major administrative
reorganization of health programs within HEW. Th;s is an area of
particular interest to me. IHowever, the issues involved in establishing
an Assistant Secretary for Health ('are Financing and an Inspector
General for Health as well as nwrging the Bureau of Health Insur-
ance, the Medical Services Administration. the Bureau of Quality As-
surance antd the Office of Nursing Home Affairs are extremely compli-
cated. Organizational changes do not necessarily solve problems.

On the one hand, combining these programs organizationally is a
way to increase standardization and coordination. It could had to
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inore efficient management and a more consistent system. But we are
not sure that it would lead to better quality care nor ate we yet con-
viiCed that organizational consol idation is tle best way to achieve
eflii'iency. Tihe two financing programs have important fundanwntal
dilf'reliiCes with respect to their client Popplations, eligibility stand-ardls and benefits covered.

For example, even under the proposed reorganization, tile ine(licare
prograii would still have to rely oil tie Social Security Administra-
tion for eligibility determinations, but medicaid would continue to
r-ely on Statie welfare systems. The inedicare skilled lnsing facility
(S.NF) benefit (average length of stay about 30 days) is quite dit-
ferent front the mtlicaici SNF benelit (average lengdthof say 2y years).
lit effect, the pl)o oed reorganizatiwi rinms the risk of mnix'ng apples
and oranges.

Fuirt hernlore. we are (juite concerned aboIt tle coorlinat ion bet ween
mled(ical care (jl1lllitv st.al'l(nrIs awd reillbillrt)Il.ent p)roc'ldures to ill-
Sure,- tlnt. tite esIAetiaial requirellelttS of hot h are lIreserved. Tie i)e-
P:rl'tllent is (cill'riltllv filing is.es of this kind an(l is lookin., at
allerillntiv\ l orglitOlital Ipattel'ns to hill,. about the efhicienvies we
all seek witlhoutt delst rovilir thle beiLelits of tlhe existing organizationalrelate ionship~s.

Since coming to lie I)vtiart ment. I have become convinced that there
is a ,real nee1d for rn I tsen.t or(;eiteral type of a.tivity. Tie need for
I hi.k o;',ranization. howe ver, is not, ollv in t le health care programs but
i. deplit tniclitwide. Tlie,e fore, I havebegm to nake their necessary
o1'g4ui4at ional Clhlige.) to actomnlli.ltAi. i t.,td.

TaA,,t. 1)eceIIber I i.Slled a t eOrgamuzattion order establishing an in-
depentlent ()tlico of Investigations reporting directly to tile Under
secretary . Thi.q activity coil)leltlents oulr audit responsibilities. In
adlition. a major Federal-State campaign was launched in March
to curb fralud and atise in tle In(li'ai( l )rogra,,.

These activities have been accomplished without new legislative all-
thorities. In it, view, a legislatively nianldated system and partieu-
lar;'lv one that only partially addrlesses the probllein. woul(l retard the
progress we fare now making and would not work to carry out the 6b-
jietives that we all seek.

In concluding, I would like to say that this bill has evoked a healthy
debate about the problems in our health care financing programs. Be-
cause of the size and technieal complexity of this bill, we believe that
there is insufficient time (luring this session of Congress to fully (lel)ate
and work out the le st options to accomplish its objectives.

Over tie next few months tile Departmnent will work closely with
-this committee and other components of congresss fo develop the most
appropriate and effective solutions to our health care financing and
delivery problems. Mr. Chairman. this concludes my rettiarks. My
associates and I will be )leased to answer any questions you have.

Senator TATr'StA .Thank you. Mr. Secretary.
If there is no objection, we will limit the qluestioning on the first

round to 5 minutes for each Senator. and each Senator who wants
a second round and maybe a third will have such ol)portunitv.

Mr. Secretary. you commented on some aspects of the bill but not
-others. Will you submit to us a detailed recommendation on each
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provision in the bill and alternative recommendations where you do
not think we have developed the best solution I

Secretary MATv.wIs. I will be pleased to, Senator.
[The following was subsequently supplied by the Department of

H EW.]
As I stated in my prepared remarks, we are currently analyzing the 27 provl.

sns of this bill. Given. the size, technical complexity, Interdependence among
various provisions, and the many possible alternative recommendations for
addressing the problems raised by the bill, the Department's in-depth analyses
of the individual provisions are still underway. I have shared with you my
preliminary views on several provisions: we will be happy to make available to
you our final recommendations as soon as our technical analyses are completed.

Senator TALMADOE. ,fr. Secretary, the bill requires uniform ac-
counts and cost reporting. We do not have that in medicare and medic-
aid today. I understand that hospitals can shift costs around under
t he present system and thereby avoid much of the impact of the present
limits on excessive costs on thie lnedicare. For example, I understand
that one way of doing this is to shift excess inpatient cost to the out-
patient cost.'Is my information correct?

Secretary MATKF.W . I think substantially correct. Senator. There
are those )iere who join me at the table who can comment on this but
I believe you are substantially correct in your view on that matter.

Senator TALMADME. Mr. Secretary, while it is true that the hospital
reimbursement provision would initially set limits that apply to only
about 35 percent of the hospital cost, there is the authority to go
further as the I)epartment develops the ability to correctly evaluate
the value of the additional components of hospital costs. You state
that at present section 223, which applies to ebout 50 percent of the
hospital costs, might be more effective than the proposal we have
offered. Exactly how effective has the present system been in reducing
hospital costs?

Secretary MATIIEWS. My statement was predicated really on the
simple fact that 50 was more than 35. With respect to our current
hospital cost limits, I certainly could not-in light of the statistics that
I cited in my report about rising hospital cost argue that these limits
have been totally effective.

Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Secretary, I notice your concern that cost;
determination is excessive under medicare and medicaid and might
be passed on by a hospital in nonmedicare and medicaid patients. It is
our intention to handle this possibility by including in the provider
contracts of the hospitals and skilled nursing, a provision precluding
the transfer of costs found to be excessive under medicare and medic-
aid. How does the Department propose to deal with the same prob-
lem where you call for a 7-percent limit on the cost increase?

Secretary MATHEWS. In both of these cases we would run into the
problem that we are in effect controlling only part of the total health
care financing in these hospitals and the contingent that the hospitals
made when we made our proposal-and I feel they would make in this
case-that they have costs that they cannot control and that these
costs build up.'If we put in our official barrier or an artificial barrier
or a legislative barrier holding down part of the costs and yet do
nothing to affect the source of those costs, there are costs really be-
twee. two forces with no place to go. That is really a major difficulty
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in our health financing system and nobody yet has come up with a good
solution for that problemi;.

Senator TALMADr;F.. Is there an artificial barrier where hospitals are
measured against other hospitals?

Secretary MATHEWs. I think that is reasonable but I think we would
still have to deal with their argument that even as compared to other
hospitals their costs are driven by forces over which they have no
control. I said arbitrary. Perhaps a better term would be fixed limits.

Senator TALMADOE. Se-nator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOD. Mr. Secretary, on page I of your statentt you

say :

For example. hospitals which are. for the most jImrt. nonprofit Institutlous are

generally reimbursed for all reastnable costs associated with patient vare. This

relitbursement method is Inherently inflitionary. since there is little formal In-

t-eitive to keep the hospital's costs down. iudhlirly, It Is generally the physician.
who Is reimbursed on the basis of his billed charge. wlht decides on the. amount

and type of services to be provided. Thus, the higher the billings and the wore

services provided, the higher the physician's Income.

Then you note that the bulk of the noney received comes from
private or public insurers.

Are you saying as a general rule that hospitals, physicians, and
nursing homes are charging unduly high prices or providing unneces-
sary services because they know these will be panid for?

Secretary MATH.ws. No; I am1 not impugning them that way. I was
simply drawing the distinction between the way that the health-
financing systeitt0perates and the way any other" eronoic system op-
crates. There is an inherent difference and the hospital med ial system
is simply mntuch more vulnerable to inflationary pressures because of its,
billing practices, not because one would make the case that they are'
bent and bound and determined to do that. All the hospital adinitiis-
trators I talked to have yielded to no one in their concern about con-
trolling these costs.

Senator PACKW(OD. I think I agree with your conclusion, although
there are a few bad apples here, most try to be honest and cost
consciouiS.

Now if that is true. in your estimation -what percent of the cost of
medicare andi medicaid could be saved if you had perfect administra-
tion of this program ?

Secretary MAThEF."wS. I will turn to )r. Altman who is a known na-
t ional authority on this subject.

Senator 1).%'KW(X)D. I am preInising it. I)ctor. not on changing the
benefit levels that you are entitled to but on the perfect management
of the present system.

)r. Ai'.1A.X When you speak about management, it is really.not
the management of the'program. Iet me just back up a minute on the
question you asked before. If you forgive me. Mr. Secretary. I would
answer it slightly different. I think you have to answer it slightly dif-
ferent in order to answer the second question. When you get to the
medical community you are dealing with professionals who are trained
to do a particular service and to whom you have provided all the re-
sources they need to do it. It is not that they do things that are really
unnecessary or that. they do it in a way just to line their own pockets,
but any professional faced with the need to do good and all the money
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they need to do it, is bound to err on the margin of doing more rather
than in tie middle or less. I think what you have to consider if vol
want to cut down on the spending of this i)rogram is that this profes-
sion wouhl have somewhat fewer resources to (10 what it needs to do.

Senator PACKWOOD. You are going to have a reimbursement schedule
of soni" kind. You are in a position for certain kinds of services. We
are going to pay you x dollars or you say we are not going to reim-
burse you for certain sArvices. we are going to cut back your resources.

Dr. ALTIMAN. If you take the proposals in S. 3205, the idea there is
that a com parable hospital cank do things at a ditferent cost than others
and that therl are dilrerent ways of ltting together the costs to do
the same service. We don't qu.tion the need for that. We have some
concern how may'be it is put togetlier. By and large there is a feeling
that the resources that are Imtter hiingr'used in this industry are ex-
cssive Ind that the m.rvices of high quality medical Care can ho pro-
vided for les.s )ereentages ini the order of 10 i)erctnt or 15 percent-
what we can't say-but there is little question among peol)lh who have
analyzed this illlustry is that Iwvause of the reimbursement systems
and because of the way patients view this type of service more re-
So01rces are being used tbain Je(,ed.

Senator PA('KwO9). I will cone Iback to this.
Senator T Senator Dole.
Senator I )o.F.. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman.
I only want. to echo much of what has just been Faid regarding the

pressures oin or11 medicare and medicaid Imidgets. and commend Sena-
tor Talmadge-for his dedicated efforts at bringing about the kind of
reforms it will take to achieve some mea.sure of control in this area.

I think the seriousness of the task before us is illustrated by the
very occurrence of these hearings. We as a subcommittee do not'meet
ve:y often. so when we do convene formally, it has to considered a
significant occasion.

The fact that we would choose the hour of g in thn morning is
further indication, perhaps. of the important of the subject matter
involved. It may be. too, that since the committee has been accused of
writing its tax legislation in the dark of night. we want to demonstrate
our versatility I, deliberating health legislation at the crack of dawn.

In any event, I believe we are all in agrement that something has to
be (lone about the soaring cost of Federal health prograimsg genrallv--
and the intolerable abuses revealed over the past years specifically.
S. 3205 is one comprehensive attempt at addressing the problems in-
herent in both.

Sneaking for the minority members of the Health Shconimittee
I might just say the fact none of uis has yet become a cosponsor of this
nrolocal does not mean we are not interested in the obiectives it seeks.
Certainly. as a member of this committee as well as the Committee on
Budget -which this spring tried to mandate a $1.2 billion cutback in
medicare and medicaid expenditures-I feel a special obligation in this
area.

We do. however, want to demonstrate that there is room for differ-
ence of opinion as to how those Vroals should be reached. Moreover. we
want to remain open to alternative approaches that. might be worthy
of our advocacy.



Senator Talmadge has said several times since introducing his bill
that he is not trying to engage in legislative overkill and that none of
its provisions is locked in concrete. Certainly, the whole reason for
holding thee hearings is that of capitalizing on such flexibility byreceiving and reviewing new ideas and opinions which can hopefully
lead to development of a conlsesus response.

To that end we are all committed-and look forward to the chal-
lenge of the week ahead. Seldom do we have the opportunity to dis-
cuss something that touches every aspect of the health industry as
deeply as do changes in our medicare and medicaid administration
and reimbursement systems-and'we appreciate highly the paiticipa-
tion of those joining us for that purpose.

May I just add a special welcome to those testifying today from the
National Association of Counties; the National onference of State
Legislatures; Governor Busbee of the National Governors Confer-
ence; and Secretary Mathews. I believe this is the Secretary's firstappearance before any part of the committee since his confirmation
hearing over a year ago--and that in itself should underscore the
importaiee of tins undertaking.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the courtesy of these few comments
and pledire liy ,ooperation and support in trying to get a handle on
the problems which confront us.

Now, to rockedd with the questioning I had wanted to direct.to Se-retary Mat tows, I would just note that there have been many investi-gativ'e journalism articles and horror stories aboitt medicaid scandals,
but one of the first to catch my attention appeared in the Time maga-
'im' (laifd .I:tv 2(f. 197,. It s'tat(l tlhrein that according to a recentGAO chmek. 0-9 percent of those receiving medicaid benefits in New
York City were generally ineligible for them.

So I would just ask. what has been done in that area to make certain
that we provide benefits to those who should be eligible and deny
benefits to those who should not?

Secretary MAvlTrws. Two things. Senator, and I address these inthe last, section of my remarks. There are some people who are receiv-
in,, lilelts. I think'the article you have reference to eonvern. medic-nid apl)lii,.fnts who ate -simplynot eligible or the moneys are spentin cases where people are fraudulently abusing the system. The bestway to deal with that problem is to d;al with it directlv-we have to
improve our capacity to (leal with fraud and abuse in tfhe system.

We have had up until about 8 months ago only 10 criminal in-vestivators working on this program. Now mind you it is a program
administered at. the State level. We have in the Creation of this newOffice of Investigations significantly with the a,.sistance of Congress,
increased the size of that staff. integrated it with our audit effort and
are working with States using their own resources to try to cut down
on th expenditure. However, despite whatever we might do in trying
to control fraud and abuse we cannot by those efforts make up for
poor program desiam.

One difficulty the States have is that they simply cannot keep upwith this program. Their management information system for this
program iR inadpquate to its size and complexity and we have devel-
oped what is in effect a model management information system and we
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a Ix, quite alXiolis to w l'k with Stialesto ).fIvid(. the ih e ,. y technicrl

asi.stance so that they can develop a surveillance ...stem somewhat

like the one we use in 'IRS that keeps up with tile pattern of expendi-

tuevs so that we are monitored. Those efforts together I think are a.

good portion of the answer to the problem described in this article.

Senator Doi.x. .'e had the same problem in administering the food

stainp program. There have been charges of abuse with families hav-

ing comes up to $16,00 or more qualifying for food stamps. I

assume you have similar stories.
This 'article in Time also mentioned so-called "medicaid mills"-

clinics set up to sort of "ping-pong" patients through several doctors

or utilize whiat we 'all "family ganging"' techniques, where they look

at everyone in the family. Is there actual evidence of those types of

operations and are they extensive or is that just one isolated story I

Secretary MATHEWS. I am thinking particularly of the State we

have. just gone into where, with the coo operation of the Governor, we

have been looking at. a series of cages, but I don recalll one that is

etxactly of the form that you described here. There is fraud and abuse

in meilicare and it is very simple. There are any number of devices

for carrying it out.
Even with nonprofit institutions, tile nursing homes and others. we

see tile establishment of pharmaceutical companies that are owned by

th mine people who own the dr-ug companies. There is an indication
of improper kickbacks for laboratoies that do work. There are a

whole host of unsavory practices. There are service problems. The cost

to the Federal Government is somewhere in the order of $750 million a

year.
Senator Mox,. You say $750 million ?
Secretary MATnEWS. that is the figure we u.ed in our last testimony.
Secretary TAtJADOF.. Mr. Secretary. one of the problems which has

concerned us currently is the lack of followthrough by the U.S. attor-
nev's office on cases o? fraud developed by the medicare and medicaid
prograins. What actions have you taken to a.sure that cases will be
brounyht to trial by U.S. attorneys, and do you feel that this is a
problem area?

Secretary MATrHIws. We have directed our attack and plotted our
stratem, in cooperation with the States. By joining with the States
in this effort we have been able to get at the problems a lot sooner,
hring a cae to the point, and fashion the case so that it can he turned
over to the prosecutor. I have heard no comment in our Department
about difficulties with the .Justice I)epartment. I would ask Dr. Weikel
to comment. We are bringing these cases in Federal court, in State
Col. 1. ii, in Ioth ?

Dr. WEiKlEr,. In the ease of medicaid it is to go through the State
board for prosecution. If for any reason at all that does not take place,
then we ate prepared and we have as part. of th, press involved
meeting with the V.S. attorneys in the particular States in which we
are working with the fratud and abuse initiative.

Now in the past I think it, is fair to say that there has been less
than enthusiastic. acceptance of medicaid ca.ses by some of the U.S.
attorneys. On the other hand,. we have some case.. We have one case
in New York State involving at least $ million of Federal funds,
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50 to 100 providers, where the U.S. attorney is prosecuting that case
and we are working with him in developing the case.

Senator T'. hM.AIK;E. Do you think there is adequate followup on
the inedicare-medicaid ca..s referred to the U.S. attorneys?

Dr. WI:IKE L. It is too early for us to give you a concrete answer nit
that in ternis of the Ile"w inItititive. In tit past there was very little
activity at tie Federal level in inedicaid fraud aid abuse and there-
fore we Ion't have mtuchd hiblory. I think niedicare probably has itaudi
More history th1lan Inedicaild.

S ecretary MAIIEWS. Ill iIedlieare we dio have a record of very
vigolOIIs activity ill bringing cause.; before 1an1d getting action il tihe
Fed leral ,.olrt.

Mr. Tierney. do vo have t hose figures at hand that are in the
annlal report. of iiivc'St ig il011$ 111n(1 l)rosecutI iOniS i

Mr. iri.iIN.y. I am ntot sure I have tilsepise lin.,t'P, Mi. StcretarV.
I could give you some geiieral figure's that I think would give youi tfio
li,.tur,,, Si liatlor 'I'alnal ge. As of .June :10. 1976. t here have been, Sillco
the ill've t io)n of tile lliedicare program. .13,S2 llllcgaltioits of alulse
or fraul; s.21 of those were fraud allegations. N(w these inl(Ittlt%
slt telleiits frolmi people who stmlly say. that there is an itei in a bill
for a sel'vi'e I never received" often their allhgation turns out. to be
a mistake. That gets down, when we finally complete our investiga-
fiol of such allegations, to somewhere around 2,300 fraud cases which
%, e Ilave gone all tI le way through a-

Senator IAMA'MP i t;E. Vllit has ltl)pened to tie 23,(K)0 casesI
Mr. IB v. "rlthen x,we started to screen those cases.
Seitllor IASIMAIK. You reduced them to 2,3001
Mr. Timatxm:v. Yes.
Senator TAI,3AWI)O. What happened to tile 2.3001
Mr. Tlit,rx . In those cases, Mr. Chairman, about 578 of them we

referred to the Just ice I part meant.
Semator "I'ALMA; E. i low m1anV convictions did you get?
Mr. TImiNExrY. I would like to submit that information.
Senator "'AiMAI)(E. We would like to have it for the record.
Mr. 'lili.Nrx.Y. Yes; but let me give y'ou tile pictul. We have seeured

267 indictments and almut 200 convictions. Now that does not sound
like much but to give it a little perspective, Mr. ('hairman, that is
Miore indictments and convictions -I am not saying this is otir primo
goal in medivare-but that is more indictments and convictions for
that kinid of fraud than have been secured by all the rest of the health
insurance inlustrmv combined prior to the medicare program. So I
think we havt. an active program. Mr. Chairman, and I think we have
it tremtenthuslv effective deterrent program.

[T'he material referred to above follows :]
I)EI'ARTMENT OF IIEAI.TI, EVi'CATION, ANM WF.FAIlF.

SOCIAl SECURITY AuMINI5TRATION,

1111. HERMAN E. TALMADGE, Baltimore, Md., Jull 26, 1976.

Chairman, xitbcoimit tce (m Health, 1'.S. Senate, 11'ashington, D.C.
DEAR SENATon TALMADGE: During the course of this morning's hearings yotl

and other members of your subcommittee asked (,ilestioum alut the itumber
of fraud allegations, investigations, and convictions which had occurred in the
Medicare program. At the time, I did not have the precise numbers and asked
your permission to submit them for the record.
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To date. we have received and Investigated approximately 20.000 allegations
of possible fraud. Generally, these allegations arise from beneficiaries who
simply question the receipt of Items of service or supplies for which they have
been tillied. In thu vast. majority (of cass, these allegations turn out to be the
result of a mistake or a misunderstanding. Nevertheless, our program integrity
units, eent rally and relianily.investigate every such assertion.

We have r,.ferred 55O cases to the Justice departmentt for precutinn. 182
aSia art. awaiting irosecution, aid 163 have resulted lit cinrvietlonp. The balance

wero either declined, or tie charges were disimissed. or tile defendant acquitted.
In addition to the-se fraud eases, we have investigated Stnip 10.090 Incildent

of Itwiniale aluise of thte Irogram. As a result of the,,e Investigations we have
secured the repaynwnt (if approximately $30,000,000. As genatr Paekwood
pointed out, these end results seem very small in view of the amount of effort
expended, but we iiieve that the deterrent effect of aggressive Investigation
Is valuable to the program.

Sincerely yours,
TIHOIAR M. Ti.R.NT.

Director, Bureau of icalth nlatranoe.

SRenator TA,..Mr;I. MV time has expi'el.
Senator Packwood.
Senator PACK WoWl). Ii't me go hack to the original question T was

pli;rnuiig, I think if volt are stucessfil] in oil of your criminal indict-
inents retgarding fratd-if you are lu(iky, Vol n1y '.ave ellough money.
mnavbe, to he tile difference ill one year s Illlellse in its cost and after
that you ate oif an( running again. I think that is what the doctor
was about to say. tlat it is not going to be enoIgl to tighten it up and
ianage the pre . ,it program but something else. has got to be tight-
ened up. I am curious what, are some of it things you are talking
about. Where do we stnt to cut back? What types of services s do we
minimize or cut oilr? What kind of service do we cut down f

l)r. .m. 4.. irst of all I think the best thing is not to try to
second gtiess tile front line people. tile providers. You look for incen-
tives e-ither in the form of financial or in the form of regilatorty. You
essentially ask the Jprovider comininity to cut back. Tile surgery pro-
graill is a good, eximiple of that. When Vi talk about cutbacks of
40 percent. in the rate of surgery, that, is billions of dollars nationally
but that is the first line.

Senator PACKWC D). I will put it in layman's language. You say to a
hospital: Your reiiilursenwits last. year wert a million dolurs; this
year we will give you only $950.000. You live with that.

Dr. .M.N. That would be the second line. The first line was
essentially we ce ate arte inbursement on the lIMO's where you have
a fixed 111m1ou1nt of mollneV amid you .-av to tt( medical volillnilnity:
You are going to provide any 'amount of care that you believe is
necessary Ci t you are not going'to get any more money.

Senatll P AKWoon. lRt me ask a question about the IMO's because
I recall tile (lot,,r*s testimony 3 or 4 years ago oil the subject of
medicare where the ,IMO said that the-ir real secret on cost study
was really in preventive medicine but when it cane down to the actual
cost of running a hospital for those that had to be hospitalized they
could not run them any cheaper than the nornal- nonprofit or they
would not have a Itosi ial.

I)r. Al.T.31Ax. I)r. Cooper is much more familiar with that than I
am but that is true. The real savings is not having someone in the
hospital in the first place and therefore building a smaller facility
so that they use fewer hospital beds per year.
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Senator PACKWOOD. Tn this medicare program how do you go about
encouraging less hospital care?

l)r. AL.TM.X. We favored a more positive approach towards lIMO
d(,vloimnwt than is currently in medicare al i:medieaid.

Seiintr 1'KwiD. Let me separate those two. You don't have to
ha I.BR's to reach this goal you are talking about.

l)r. Ai.TM N. No.
Senator '1 A' KWtId. Fewer hospitals.
J)r. ATu.-3.. Ani the alternative way that is in the statute of the

1972 aiendiiwnts is in tlie J)$( ) program where you ask medical pro-
vil-4 ill 1ihe 4'-olillitunitv to be 'olet'iet'led about ile need for surgery.
Again )'. ( (x)l)t'r is ill a mittch Ietter posit ion to di.cuss that.

IA ti1e just Say on the reillisll'sennt side VOt want to couple it.
'ile Ir'ielial .id( is one sidle bit vtoil do needll i il view some kind
41f fiillieiil 'olli'l itilis. There li(tl!s to he i Iudge-t that a provider
g.l 111) Itupiailst, whtr itr it is it hospital or it l)liysi('ihti.

.Snator '1'ACKWMI). IASt goi back to what, kind of a idget woull
N*0iu Mi)'ed. Wattl do you say tO a private practicing physician in order
io live within his iludtlt I

Dr. ALTM.N. I tri ITLss concerned about the individual physician in
the ollice. When he gets ill the institution, the aiioumit of testslie orders,
the antount of pretuiirc-s lie has available to him-if the hospital faces
a limited budget, it cannot just siulply have all the tests that anyone
441uhl walt. 1all tilie uirSus. 111id so tlere would have to he some give
and take within the medical community and the hospital adininistra-
t ive stair oi how can we cut back. I would hate to see u1S try to dictate
from oil high you could do this and not that. I have listened to medical
people enough to know that that is not a wise move.

S nat(or ' i. t , ;E. Settoltr o)le.
Senator I )Doi. I don't wvtnt to take all the time on what actions

have been taken so far by U.S. attorneys, but it is my understanding
that most violate ions now are misdemeanors. Is that correct ?

I)r. WVEIKEI,. That is correct.
Senator DoLt. Under the Talmadge bill it will be changed to

felonies.
l)r. Wm:KE,. In the case of medicaid we are very supportive of that.
,,Senator I)oix. I think the same has been true in other areas where

we have had very little, if any, pros-cution. It is hard to interest the
U.S. attorney in a misdemeanor charge when lie is going to spend
more time in'the investigation than lie might be able to justify other-
wi.'e. "-; vou suil ort h't change from ili see:uom.s to felonies?

Dr. WFt*r% L. Very definitely.
Senator Doms. With reference to the 19.00) complaints pared down

to 2.0), did you get some fix on the number of final convictions?
Mr. TmiNrxFr. Yes. As I sid to the 'hIairman. Senator, the number

of actual convictions is about 200. That is very small.
Senator I)ora:. Do you have any idea of the fraud that is involved in

terms of total dollars?
Mr. TmR.EyY. No. sir, T don't.
Senator i)orx.. What is the bigaepst abuse or "ripoff" you have ex-

perienced in medicare and medicaid?
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Mr. T'r'tINt. Well, Senator, it all depends whether you are talking
about individual physicians or whether you are talking about institu-
Iions. '[lhe ripoff part is not the big thing. When you actually get a
case of fraud is because the doctor is cLarging for services that he
didn't provide or he is agreeing to take an assignment and then goes
ahead and bills the pativit al.. That does not necessarily mean that
there is a lot of money involved.

I think, in reply to Senator Packwood's series of questions, it does
not make a great difference-the actual icovery of money or the actual
fraud involved-but the potential is nevertheless very great.

Now tile 1ll)uis. of .-,rvices, St'iator, prolbly involves a lot more
money than the fraud. In other words, a d(wtor'who keeps on provid-
ing nore and more and more unnecessary services, commits no frauId.
lI e is abusing the program and his abu.e involves substantial amounts
of 1IIII.v. Tihe II1lilo Illo lloey involved ill Illedicallre fralld is not a
.giliivic it litliai ial itim.

Senator l)JoI.. Mr. Sec-retary, yotk have stated in your testimony
that niuch of tile internal consolidation and reorganization contem-
plated by the Talmadge bill can be done administrativel?-that is,
without legi.Altion-and i(ltat that is the way you would prefer to
handle it. Hlave you analyzed the bill to see f tfhere are other areas
which you might address the same way, and, if so, could that be made
available for the iecord ?

Secrlary .MATIM-W. We would be pleased to make this information
available %lhen the Department has completed its analysis of the bill.

I commented on the other because of my concern that these matters
6% ap lroadied on a depart mentwide basis. I have the same conviction
the Senator does about the need for expanding our capacity but we
have other aieas of the Department where we have problems with
fraud anti abuse. It would make much better sense for us to have a
single comprehensive fraud and abuse and Inspector General program
combined and allied with our audit effort than it does to have a series
for each of the particular problems that we have had. [But whether
we do have other activities underway that would have some impact
on this legislation, we would be pleased to comment on those in the
context of the comment of the Senator.]

Senator TAL.MAW.O. Mr. Tiernev, you have had many years of ex-
lwrience dealing with hospit.cls anid doctors, first as the president of
the Blue Shield-Blue Cross plan and then as Director of Medicare.
Based upon that extensive experience is it your view that arrange-
ments whereby hospital associated physicians such as ra(liologists and
pathologists are paid through a lease or percentage arrangement leads
to excessive payments?

Mr. Tir.Nv.Y. Senator, I was never a pait of Blue Shield, just Blue
Cross. That is just for the record.

Senator. this has been a problem since at least the early fifties and
I think it has lonir since been time, as the Secretary said in his testi-
niony. to take a whole nvw look at that arrangement. This concept of
physician payment on a percentage of the gross charges of a radiology
department or patholotzy department is simply, in my opinion, not
realistic and does result in inflated cost, inflated bills.
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Senator TAIJMALP. As you know, we have had a great deal of diffi-
culty in developing a noninflationary and equitable approach to pay-
ing doctors under medicare. Some medical associations advocate usage
of the statewide fee schedules in place of the present complex method
of paying doctors under medicare. Do you see. advantages in changing
over to the ue of the statewide fee schedules and, if so, what are they
and what are any disadvantages?

Ser-lary MATII:W.S. I might coMiiieu'it in gel-ral and then ask Tom
to colllliit particularly what they are.

t • 11f l l Pil e.Senator i.is. xt 1'iie.
Secretary MAi'IIEIW.. I dliiiik it would Ihe very 1-eful fl'r the State-

luinlt that any medial as.otiatles take a look at le fee .'lc.elule or tli
rallt 1otale lhid it IM'came, as bt itm tst1.I ed. u.,l hose lr rctices do not
always illieN thl fihual tv.et of ltoi, all tley do in fact hav tll ill-
Ihltloltlllry' illiplctl. "Thlis is .-mletdlillig dhnt w ollld lope ti at. tlle
State and oilier lurofe.-sionail Ia-K'i'lliOltN woidl nlduilake. It wo,,ll
iigti.eartirvably help Ius with oulr r.polisibilitits lnder the 1972 So-
ciil 'Securitv AImnIdmlents.

To'nil llity have ,silie inol' particula rs or conlitent.
mr. TiEU.EY. wVeII. Senator, Iir.t of all front it pogrlli poilt of

view, I think our present system which, of cOllrse, wis dictated ill fig!
original law has, over It period of years. really heroine too comn pl it'wed.
Wo try very hard through vast computer exervises to determine the
(uistonlilry charges of intlividlual lsicitalIs and the prevailing charges
for similar services by all physictians in a given area. We have over 200
stch areas ill the coulntrv now.

Ono result is that we really cannot tell the inedicare lxneficiary at a
given time what the program will pay. We really can't even tell a
doctor what the program will pay. It las to come out of this massive
comnl)iterized operation, and I think that is had.

Second, it .seellis to lilt' that a well-established, well-negotiated, well-
reasoned fee schedule canl form a lx'tter basis for future changes
than going through, as I "ay again, this simply masive comnplutatlln
of the cllarges that have been inade. There is onle problem , Seiator, and
that is that when you talk about a statewide sAhedule there are trenien-
dons variances not only within a State hut even within a Iocality. If
vou think in terns, for example, of an ext re ie vase like New York 'it v,
it would I* unreal to apply. the sante fee 'hedule to physician in tie
larlenirea as you do phsicians on Park Avenue or'physicians in
Beverly ills against physicians in Waltts. The facts are thai in stuch
,lispll-Ae areas (lo.os simply do not, charge the saimie fees. It would
result iii inequity. )ocMtors wold be getting much more than they
charge ti one area and much less in the other.

So there are problems when you talk about statewide. regional. or
other appropriate areawide fee w'hedules. If they are well reasoned
and careful lly developed, however, they could result in tremendous
simple ificat ion for the program.

Senator TALMAIM;.. Senator lPackwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. No other quest ions.
Senator TALM .tmx;. I)oes thvestair have any questions?
T hanik you.
Secretary M1ATHE.ws. Thank you.
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Senator T.%IA ArXW... Next we will hear fronm the Honorable George
D. Busbe,. lhe Governor of Georgia.

Governor, w, are d(elightel to have you appear before this commit,-
tee. You have had ninny problems trying to administer this program
in your state and you cai speak wit h 'knowledge and from experience.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE D. BUSBEE, GOVERNOR OF GEORGIA

Governor Bushy:J. '1hank von. Mr. chairmann .
I have wil Ile ( ;1il . i1n from tie National Governors' Confer-

ele and Bo ('astellani who is general eoiu' el to the National Gov-
ernors' ('onfernee task force on Mepiaid who is from Georgia and
Mr. -Jack M. Bturris with lihe Georgia (011ee of ]Phannilg an1d Budget.

I appreciate It(, opportuiitv to silare Iny views. with you on oile of
tho most crilietal i.siae. faein,.'(#overnori to(lav. medicaid reform.

Let t1e say at lhe olitset tlint tl.eie is l6olt6.ly n1o doutll ill iy titind
that. lie basie goal aill li.brst of Ilit -tidiiaid 'l•o:roiiiil1-to giull1i rantea
ldetqiate lo(,alth (-art for tl1,..4. i, ,'tl-is illnqllstioniblv oell of tile
most, human md honorable endam'Ors ever mnderttkel 'by tle ('oil-

r'.'. 4 nd r o federal system if goVeruinents. a et ivpIv Sll4Ol0led I lie
1) ro'graili ill 6,(l'w ita in; 1967 and. as majority leader in t hP Gleor-gia
]ou:m of lHelresenlatie .s fit t flit t ine, liell)ed se ('lr l ty stileles ('III a-v
into I lie prols'allm. I favor eotitaioit of flie (o(m)teltand would eri-
fainlv not want ltivtlin! I llniy Say hel're today to be intirpretel as
I tosil io the blasie idl,.a behind I his wort hy program.

S)ai tlle ollher 1ad. it is eullally dhar to* ui'., afler I month.ts as
(Cmrolor of Ge(orgia, that It(, l )rei',nt me lihai(I program is tlie most
C(mnll(ex. (oltfiusill,. ,luld ialie an l administratively wastelful svsteull
ever eonc,,ived by Iman-one that will surely l)ankrplt tlie States and
t lip Federal 'lreasfirv unless sulis-t antiil reforms are undertaken, boti
fit It, Stat and F ede,lral level.

Ill terils of progrram growthIi alone, the fiist venr of niedicaid oper-
ali,,n--li:,'al pe.r 19 -in til Saw exin'it tres of some$
million for aip)proxit, :tely 317.mIm mueilv recilients. By fiscal year
P'1i7, lP)lg in exlixnlitull-s hia d cmlimid to mior thian 1-'67 milli(;n to
serve lIkore thanl 675,(00 eligible 1)('rSIO11s. 'l'liis Ierll" we spent 14.4364,-
(iS.8I14 for medicaid as.istamc,. ,ust duarin,.l fli(. last year, Georgia's
III(ie iaid bIldget expalnde bty 37 pelvelit--il1l thailt, ill.rease re(ullll-d
two regular se,,ssions a3l[ ttSl uecial s. sio of 011r general a.sslebly.

E;'ei will this tr'Jiiliolls) ilce('ase. ()rogriuil m llu. were nec sa mv.
'his is ill )art (lue to tlie fat (hat lip Stt's shaie of the-iost l1;.q
increased while the shilare of the Fedral Govrnment has decreasel.
In 19PI8, tle Federal Governmenl shared iii 75 percent of the pro-
gramI s costs. T oday Federal particil)ation has dropped to 66 percit,

In terms of sheer complexity and volatility, the mIedicaid prograil
certainly ranks as the most difficult programn to administer. '1l'e
Georgia Urogram1, as with most other States, represents the largest
single I dressing and i)ayent system in the State. During this last
fiscal year, for example, more than 40 million pieces of paper were
i)rocesed. representing some 7.5 million claims.

Wt in Georgia, like the majority of the States, have not wrung our
hands in despair or shirked our responsibility. I have made every
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effort known to me to try to efficiently and effectively manage the pro.
grain as presently authorized.

I've been sued, cussed and blamed because of my honest efforts to
mieet congressional intent, keep our budget balanced, honor conflicting
Federal guidelines and comply with court rulings--while at the game
time steadfastly trying to maintain a quality standard and array of
medical services for those least, able to defend or fend for themselves.

Since taking office my administration, with the help of the Georgia
Legislate tire. has:

1. Initiated a physician payment profile system to provide a mech-
anism for -alt annual review and tl)Iate of jhvsieian payments which
will significantly aid the State in the detectioni of overpayments and
fraud.

2. Implemented a medicaid management information system
(.MMIS). Georgia was one of tile firt.st States to receive aPl)roal of
its advance planning (locunent an(l because of the critical issues we
felt this systemic would help solve implemented the MMIS in only 12
months. As with anything new, the program encountered some prob-
les. I lower, I have recently reorganized the department of human

eI.SOUXes' Medicaid section t boring about more efficient processing
of tedi'itid clain.s under this new svst(im.

I just heard the statement, Somethintg to the effect of a model design
for a mana cement information system. I say to you it cannot be done
except through experience Icause I had pitfalls.

3. We x-e e oie of the first States to have recoLgnized by fEW
ani operational sirveillanee 1n1d "it ilizat ion review sulbsvsteim (S/UR).
This provides one possible long range Yolution to detecting and elimi-
nating )rovider and recipient abuse and overutilization ofthe present
Jnedicald system.

•I. Adopted statewi(lc policies and procedure% for the medicaid pro-
gram which implemented several cost saving Ineasures and provided
addit ional (leterrelts to overutilization. I hope I anl qluestionted on this
and I ant Irepared to talk about fraud. Among other things, these
policies exclhimed froti reimbursement services which were unneces-
Sarv, providhed a prior authorization mechanism for services which
hal I en overt ilized and required formal provider agreements and
individual enrollment by physicians in tie program.

5. Applied for several water. front Secvretary Mathews in order to
experiment with what we feel would be Ixtter, more humane and ef-
fivieltt ,llods of providing medical ,'are to tle ,poor and aillicted. ()no
-of tle e lemnoIst rat ion projects, entitled "Cost Effective Alternatives
to Nu-sing Home Iltstitltionalization," was approved the first of this
month and seeks to develop a system of comnmnity-based foster and
day care programs as an alternative to the more costly and often de-
bifitating nursing home.

6. Inl)l meted a system of copavments for drugs and other op-
tiontal me(liai, services which saved some $2 million.

I an not alone in the search for methods to better manage the
medicaid program. Governors iin every State are constantly trying to
bring this rtutaWav piograiut under conrt rl. Unfortnately.:outr effortsare not enoug., lderal reforms are needed--comprehensive national
reforms developed by all interested groups involved in administering
'and delivering uiedi'aid services.
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As you mentioned, Senator Talnadge, at our last national meeting
in Hershev, Pa., 3 weeks ago,-the Governors unanimously adopted a
re,.dution calling for nediaid reform. In simple language we urgo
Congress to provide legislation and authority which will:

1. controll the sl iraling costs of medicaid "without holding the poor
hortiate to for.es levoHEItheir control;

. (,rant greater Ilexibility to States in determining appropriate re-
iliir.senient costs;

:1. St res inc'wt ives for ,e,.t cot rol rat lhr than I)e1nat ies:
1. .Assure adequate nlechanisms to control the it ilizat ion of service;

s. ]Reduie the duplication and 'onflict between medicaid programs
anll4 administrative reqluirelmlents with other health and human re.
SourCe programs.

As pri rllins ill ollr Federll .-N'.t-11--11n0 we are mariners in admiilii,.
telring the prograi-ovelroi- in turn pledge all intensified effort--
wh1l4ere l)()sil)l-o il1alage tihe program [*tter and, mliost importantlY.
weI pledge it thorough review of te nlie iicaid pmrogrmlsl in each Stlati'.

'ihn.'me are simple goals, many of which are incorporated in the legis-
lat inn you are 'onsidering, todav.

Firsi. then' is no doubt that till Governors favor a consolidation of
tile confusing Iureancratic nightmare--the plethora of agencies in
IIPEW which attempts to run, rule and regulate this program. Ie-
cenitly I requested and was granitted by Secretary Mathews a waiver to
test, a colaym nent plan as a tool for controlling. overutilization in tle
Mnedicait program. One would think that there is adequate precedeit
for Such an cxpe rinent.

unfortunately , this is not the came. Since rpeeving the lSecretarys
approval, I have been sue(l in Federal court and along with him
gotten conflicting opinions from within flEW and finally had the,
waiver disapproved b y an Institutional Review Board which was
ratee and operates tinder guidelines promulgated by flEW. It is
this sort of confusion and re,,istance to (hantre that sty'rotes any hop
of ever improving the existing 11EW medicaid management. I be-
lieve tihe consolidation into one financing nit of the various bureaus.
offhies and adninistrat ions now conilet ing with each other over who
has tile right to :ay what to whom. when and why to the States is a
pmsitive Step that will lead to more uniform ind 1olnsistent medicaid
policy develop Iment.

lhereP is also no doult. that all ( governor en(lor.s4 the )rin('ilde
eInlloied in S. 36205 that seeks to ('rack down on fraud and abuse in
I1ttliei (l ime(licare. I l'rqmallv favor the creatiom of a ('entral
F'aud and Abuse Unit under the direction of )n inspet'tor general.

One of time first acts I took after leing elected G ovel-nor and prior
to taking the oath of offce was to request from then Governor
Carter's emergency fund tile resources nIeceusary for an analv.-is of
medicaid provider payments in order to tlitec-t any potential pr'ograli
ali.bmis. This initial analysis p ronj)ted sulse(uent audits by thme l )e-
lpartment of Human Resources in Georgia and revealed over $183,(X)0
in payments for invalid services.

In addition the Department's audit identified an even larger
amount in inadequate services and expensive treatments in cases which
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could have been handled at significantly less cost to the State and to
Ihe Federal (overnment.

We discovered nursing bon.s billing the State for a water ski boat,
trips to llawaii, and )IUrcliam-s at a [arge Atlanta department stolo
for wltich tiere was no accounting.

We had dentists who, in ret'lt Yea rs. hadI Itlhd tile State m1o1'e
li an .. MMM for work which, upon exallilation. wats simply not
foinl in the nioutlhs of patients. I do't think anone, unless they are
involved, has any idea what a dental audit involves whien you have
the nunbher of pitients we lhave in tile dental program.

Ve found i nitleal.t wlio were treated for, say. thntre crowns and
I wo root canals wl1o hadl not even had a filling tnd we were charged
for it. W\e found pat ients wiho went doctor slo)pilg wilen one phytii-
'innl failed to prescril the drug tliley happened to want. We wero
(loIlile billed when patients raln to tie hospital emergency room for
lhe sliglhtest ache Imecause they didnt desire to be inconvenienced by

at lrief wait in a doctor's office.
I fully app reeiate, Senator, what you have in your bill for doctors

to he available for treatment to keep pat ients from going to emergency
roons l)ut. we found overutilization. We found a mnoth1er with three
cdilrnn there to get cold shots rather than go to a doctor's office who
was available and sit there with everyone else.

This waste, extravagance, and outright fraud is coming to a
.-creecling lalt. I have appointed a special prosecutor to work with
alitors and dentists in a continuation and expansion of the dental
1u1(lit. One of those Ixeing audited recently called the State Auditor
and asked, "Ihow 1iu(h do I owe?"' That does not settle the matter as
far as I am concerned. We'll be .ending out bills to recover overpay-
nents in the near future, and those might not be tile only bills the

l)ros.'utor has in mind.
I nim confident that with increased support from Washington, as

provided in S. 3205. and with increased nnscle hacking lip tile ef-
fois already underway in tie S~ates. we can significantly reduce
frald and provider al)hise ill]t nielicaip procrram.

.%long these lines. tle lrovisiomis of S. 3205 regarding the ivaila-
hilitv of increased technical assistance to the States for improving
ihe I..nalellt. iilmninist ration. and operation of the medicaid pro-

graiti are wel'olned 1wv tile ('overno.s. For too lon hl W 1111as been
eager to tell ts what we ('ant do hit slow to show l1s how we can
imake pro,,ranis more effect ive anl effiient. Such cooperation between
IIEIV and the States could avoid the situation we face with the cur-
remnt re,,gulation governing niedi(.aid funding of intermediate care
fa'ilitiC:s for the n .:ntal!y retarded. a horrendous probh1n1 for all tIle
States.

()ver tile last several years the State of Wisconsin built new facili-
ties for their mentally retarded citizen1 which provided 90 square
feet of floor space for each pIatient. Tits exee(ded tile ilninilntum
stan lard of ti sahil(are feet set by the Joint commissionn on the Ac-
creiitation of lspitals.. The standards were developed by mental
health professionals representing stuch Iationally recognized groups
such as the Association for Mental )eficiency and the Council for
Exceptional Children. Recently, HEW regulations mandated 100
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square feet per patient-they had built 90 on the standard of 80. These
regulations would have required Wisconsin to drastically remodel
the facilities at. a great cost or wit hdraw from the program.

At. Graewood State ]lospital in Georgia these regulations would
require the separation of mentally retarded children which require
constant medical surveillauce. Physicians have informed me that coin-
pliance with the.s, regulations would result in the death of some of
the:io Children. I will illustrate that, Mr. Chairutan, if I might. I
doubt that many people who wrote these reguliaions have ever gone
into one of the institutions that we are talking about but I did and
I would just like to relate olte Ihing.

Senator Il'AI.M.~A~O;. Woul you yield at that point
Governor IBtusim:. Yes.
Senator TA..uM;:. I am thoroughly familiar with what you are

talking about. The (lireetor of the stair is now working on the matter.
I think you are entirely cor ect, th lP Jeople who wrote tle regulations
have not Iwten in t hose justit itt iots.

Governor lBusmx,:. I do't t think there is any magic in the number
four which, limits you to four patients per rooni and requires you to
build a wall. It took us 18 months before we found out we could build
a pairtial wall where we continue to imve air coiditioning and so forth.

Where youl lhave .7 children thtt are patients, of this 275 there
are 252 that have seizures on the av'eru ge of 30 to 610 tines per month,
and where half of tdhemi have tubes such as in a tracheotomy to sustain
life-and I am not going to describe any further the condition of
these people other toiau to say tlat eael time they vomit they must
be resuscitate(l and if they are not they die.

To say that you are going to build a wall around each four beds
down there, even if it can come (]own from the ,'eiling A feet, is some-
tliintg that we will not (10 regardless of the regulation if it is going to
kill these patients.

Needless to say, I will not jeopar(lie their livEs. Now with the
cooperation of Secretarv Mathews. netrot nations are underway to
modify these arlsitrary iequir ements. If ]IV had consulted more
effectivelv with Statvq an(l assisiel i the developmentt of plans of
compliance. a great (leal of cost, Couifusion and suffering could have
been avoided.

The (Governors applaud the provisions of S. 3205 which require
that regulations pertaining to this act must be issued by the HEV
Secretary within 13 nonthq of pas.sage. We waited for almost 4 years
for regu'lations from HIEW that would guide us in comnplying'with
the Federal law requiring States to reimburse nursing hones on a
reasonable cost-related basis. Now after waiting 4 years we received
the guidelines on July 1. 19713). the saine day that the law regarding
reasonable cost reimbursement wa.s to have taken effect. It will now
be another 18 months before eongnrssional intent is fully implemented
-more than 5 years a after the law was passed.

On these provisions we are in general angreement. Like the principles
of our resolution on Jm(dieaid reform, the answers to these problems
are relatively simple and .traightforward in other areas, while we
are in agreement on principle as to what should be addressed, solu-
tions are not so simple or straightforward.
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Recognizing this, the Governors took an additional action at our
last conference in support of our medicaid resolution. In order to assist
in the development of specihc solutions in reforming the medicaid
program, Governor Cecil Mdrus of Idaho, chairman of the Na-
tional Governors.' Conference, nained an l1l-member special task force.
As chairman of this task force I pledge to you our full cooperation and
willingness to work with you, in providing ideas, guherntoriallV ceiti-
tied accurate data, and the benefit of our experience in the day'to day
managenieit of this complex program,

I believe reforms should be dev'elo)ed ) just as the i)edicaid program
is adlimi;stlered-in i partnierslip wity, by the 1'ederal. State and local
gov'ernmments. Regardless of whatevet-r legis lationi you lhave I cannot
ovemenmplitsize from tile regulation stanIdploilit that tl people tiat
adiiiis(er the program and have had experience uider tie program

llmld bie involVed.
u.hring tie next severall months, the Governows' task force will 1)e

addressing in considh'alble detail t he various specific aqseets of medi-
caid refor'm.i many of wiich are addressed in S. 3()t':,A..s you know,
tie Governors have niot taken a specific position on tihe bill before your
Conliillitt(, an1d it would bv ifllj)qrop)riaite for ill( to adldress on behalf
of fill Governors tilie Sl1)('if I Pl i.iois of the lill. Nor do I wish to
l)r(jl lice in any way the work t ilt lies before orll ta~ik fore.

Iowever, as Govenor of Georgia there art, certain ehetints of the
bill I would like to discuss and points I would like to bring to your
at reit ioU.

I favor tl:e inclusion of incentives to the States. and providers for
slperim• jerforniance in t lie administ ration of tit le X l X. I would sug-
gtb t, however, tlhat. Stiales will likely etluire nIore lead tinile tian
the proposed October 1977 effective (late offers for coill)lying with the
many new admini.,-trative requirenwnts ineluided in the biil.

Second, I question the neces.-itv or wisdomn of determining medicaid
eligibility semiannmallv for the'aged. blind or disabled. I recognize
you are combining this but these people who are blind or aged are not.
going to change as frequently as otlier groups and you have fewer
chamig.es in the stait us compared with tle medicallv needy. Conse-
quematly. tle, cost of it(lministering redetermination every i months
is lik:,iy to be Lrreater than the benefits.

Altlhough I con,'ur that we must ensure efli.ient administration
of the puograi. I believe that setting error rate goals at thee 50 per-
centile of rates reported by the States will severely penalize many
States. This approach also seems to agsunie that States do not want
to reduce errors and are not making ever, effort to do so. As a
Governor who is faced daily with the tugl hu ilgetary uunrl political
decisions provoked by medicaid, I can unequivocally assure you that
this is not true.

As an alternative, I would propose that States develop plans of
compliance, in cooperation with HEW, which are aimed at reducing
the error rates progressively within each State. This is not true today
because a person who qualifies as an ADO family, the grandmother
might move in tomorrow and today they are qulified. tomorrow they
are not. They say that is an error even though they have to make this
determination every 6 months.
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These plans should clearly define errors and set out specific goals
for reducing error rates within each State on a yearly basis. States
would then be judged on their efforts in complying with these plans.
If States refuse to cooperate or fail to show good faith in carrying
out their plans, then I believe fiscal sanctions are necessary and ap-
propriate. Whenl solutions arc identified, the States and IIMV should
make every effort to communicate these answers to other States as
quickly as possible. This approach recognizes that solutions to the
problems of controlling errors are not clear, while ensuring that a
concerted national effort will be made to work toward the most efficient
management of the program.

Concerning the provider reimbursement provisions, the only point
I would like to urge the committee to consider at this time is that
States be given appropriate flexibility to demonstrate and experiment
with reina )u.selent systeins they believe mav prove to be superior
in efficiency and cost control to the system outlined in the bill.

Many States, like New Jersey, are well along with implementation
of reimbursement systems that are proving to be effective. States have
always been crucibles of change and innovation and I would hate to
see this pioneering spirit stifled in any way.

There are other aieas of the bill that give me concern but I have
no specific positive alternatives to offer at this time. Areas which I
hope to have our task force address and advise your committee on in
detail-and with a unified position-include:

1. The provision providing for allowable hospital cost increases
tied to the increases in costs to the medical industry as a whole. Since
medical industry costs are increasing at a rate much greater than the
economy as a wihole, perhaps some other national or regional indicator
may be more appropriate as a measure of the extent that cost increase
should be allowed.

I have charts that demonstrate this attached triny testimony.
2. A consensus definition of an "error rate." I believe there should

be it distinction made between errors that are truly made by the State
at the point of eligibility determination aI errors that are subse-
(Iuently discovered over which the State has no control. Surely States
should not be sanctioned for mistakes for which we are not resIonsible,
as is the case under present regulations.

That is the grandmother argument. If subsequently the family be-
conies ineligible. we are charged with an error.

3. Safeguards which might prevent hospital administrators from
passing on increased costs in this medicaid program to other third
parties in order to avoid Federal penaltie.q which have been previously
discussed.

4. The specificity of some of the provisions of the bill.
). .o. sile increased State costs that may be associated with certain

provisions in the bill.
In conclusion, the Nation's Governors are most encouraged by the

work of this committee toward reforming the medicaid program. We,
the Finance Committee and the Governors, are in concert in principle
and are united in our determination to provide quality health care to
our Nation's poor and afflicted at an affordable cost and through
efficient businesslike administration.
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As Senator Talmadge indicated in his introductory remarks on the
bill the time ha8 come to put "our" house in order. Hard decisions
will have to be made. On behalf of the Governors' Conference, I offer
you our resources, data, and full cooperation in making these decisions
and in putting our collective houses in order.

The bill is the first step in a long walk---one I hope we will take
together.

Thank you.
I admire what you said, Senator, in your printed remarks that you

read in the record about not being cast in concrete and expressing
some clear fluidity in your thinking at this point in the program.

[1ime charts referred to previously, follow :j

MEDICAID

While the purpose of medicaid is sound-medical assistance for the Ipor--tle-
design and administration of the program has produced a system which Is bank-
rupting the States and their localities.

Medicaid has become the most rapidly escalating cost of State budgets and the
largest Item In many local government budgets. In some States, the amount of
money spent by medicaid on a person's health care is greater thain that person's
welfare benefits. Many governments approach a time when they will be financially
unable to provide adequate assistance for the poor and medically Indigent. That
is unconscionable, and cannot be allowed to happen.

The spiraling costs of this program must be controlled, but we must do so
without holding the poor hostage to forces beyond their control. The fundamental
issues are the need for better control over both the rates paid for health serv-
ices and the utilization of these services by the patent.

-State government, which is responsible for the management of the medicaid
program, Lsiust intensify Its effort to manage the program better.

To accomplish this, the Federal Government, In cooperation with the states,
must revise existing regulations and legislation which pose obstacles to effective
cost control procedures States must have greater flexibility in determining ap-
propriate costs for reimbursement, must be given incentives for cost control
rather than penalties, and must be assured of adequate mechanisms to control
the utilization of services.

Also, the Federal Government must reduce the duplication and conflict between
medicaid programs and administrative requirements with other health and
human resource programs.

Unless reasonable, strong and Immediate action Is taken by the Federal Govern-
ment, the States cannot promise continually to supply these needed services at
the requisite levels, for they will be unable to afford them.

The governors pledge to review the medicaid programs In their respective
States and urge Federal action, on a priority basis, to address the problems
created for State and local governments by the continuing rapid increase in
medicaid costs.

It is the Intent of the national governors' conference that medicaid be an item
of highest priority during the next year and that the conference provide leader-
ship In working with congress and HEW to develop needed reforms in the med-
Icaid program.

SELECTKW DATA ON TlE MEDICAID PROGRAM

Source Document for Table I through VI is committee print No. 18 Data on
the Medicaid Program: Eligibility, Services, Expenditures Fiscal Years 1966-76,
January 1976.

Table I (Source Document Pg. 17) displays increased dollar totals of Total
Federal and State Medicaid Program Payments.

Table II (Source Document Pg. 18) shows the percentage increase In Med-
icaid Payments.

Table III (Source Document Pg. 21) details the growth in the number of
recipients by category of eligibility from F.Y. 1970 through F.Y. 1976.

Table IV (Source Document Pg. 20) shows the percentage Increase in the
number of recipients from F.Y. 1970 through F.Y. 1976.
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Table V (Source Document Pg. 26) displays the Federal Medical Assistance
Percentages in effect since emictment for selected States. The Federal share of
State medical vviul'r payments is determuined according to a state utory formula
41esigned to provide iWereased Federal miatching (up to b3%) to states with low
JKer capita income. and less matching to States with higher per capital income
(the nlwniaum Fedral share is 5" .

'Tlable VI (Source documentt Pg. '2"2) details total program expenditures for
each of the major types of service from F.Y. 1967 through F.Y. 11)74.

Table VII displays selected years of National llealth Expenditures and tile
percent share bore by the imblic a1d private sectors; (Source: SSA, S,cial
Security llletin, February 1975, Pg. 50.

Table VIII details selected medical care cmniipients of the Cmsumaer Price
Index; (Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statisticsj.

Table IX shows the average annual index for cos umer prices and medical
4.are con nents, selected calendar years, 1950-74 (1967=100) ; (Source Con.

mumner Price Index, Bureau of Labor Statistics).
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Table III Number of Medicaid Recipients

Tablp IV Annual Percent Increase in Recipients from Previous Fiscal Year
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V.-FEDERAL MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PERCENTAGES

January 1976 July 1967 to July 19W to July 1971 to July 1973 to July 1975 to
to June 1977 June 1969 Juns 1971 June IJ73 June 1975 June 1911

Louisiana .............. 76.41 74.58 73.57 73. 49 72.80 72.41
Geotgja................ 74.91 72.85 71.48 59.67 66.96 66 10
Irdian ................ 55. 77 53. 39 5.85 55.05 57.01 51.47
Connect cutu.. 50.00 5000 5o.0 -50.00 50.00 50.00
Minnesota ............. 60.46 58 40 56.95 56.82 57.37 5. 84
Alaska ................ 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 SO.00 50.00
Maine ................. 69.57 69.92 68.33 69.43 70. 03 70.60
Colorado ............... 53.08 55. 31 56.24 57.61 57.22 54.69
hebraska ............... 60.39 60.48 57.25 S& 48 57. t6 55.59
Arirona ................ NA NA NA NA NA NA
Wyoming ............... 55.47 59.20 61.38 62.73 60.99 60.94
Kansas ................ 61.45 57.90 57.78 59.06 55.37 54.02
Oregon ................ 54.12 54.37 5. 35 57 39 59.40 59.04
Delawae. . 0.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
Tennessee6.............. 76.96 76.14 74.62 74.35 72.28 70.43

VI.-TOTAL MEDICAID BENEFIT EXPENDITURES. BY TYPE OF SERVICE

Type of service 1967 1968 1969 1970 1911 1972 1973 1974

Totals (millions) ............ $2,271 $3. 451 $4, 368 $5.112 $56. 476 57. 713 58. 61C $10. 149
patient hospital .......... 913 1. 361 1.586 I 88? 2.28 2.944 3 113 3. 399
Nuting home cafe .......... 766 1,064 I, 291 1. 321 1,674 1,778 1 849 2.027
Ilermediate car...... ...... .. 95 304 537 743 1 162 1.601
Physicians .......... 225 380 516 578 717 804 955 1,086
Dental care ................. 72 190 209 169 181 186 211 265
Prescribed drugs ............ 19 235 301 395 413 49 612 707
Other services ............ 115 221 369 457 605 710 907 1,063

VII.-NATIONAL HEALTH EXPENDITURES BY SOURCE OF FUNDS

Percent

Fiscal year Total expenditures Private Public

1929 ....................................................... $3. 589. 000, 000 86.7 13.3
1955 ...................................................... 17.330,000,000 74.5 25.5
1960... .......................................... 25. 856.000.000 75.3 24. 7
1968 ....................................................... 53, 7S. D00,000 62.7 37.3
1974 ...................................................... 104,239,0000000 60.4 39.6

1 Estimate.
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TABLE VIII.-SELECTED MEDICAL CARE COMPONENTS OF THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, SELECTED CALENDAR

YEARS 1940-73 (1967-100)

Calendar years

1940.... ........ ...... ... ........1950.........................
1955.........................
1,60.. .. o....................

Total Hospita
TOdical emiprtvate

CPI care room

42.0
72. 1
80.2
88.7

36.8
53.7
64.8
79.1

13.7
30.3
42.3
57.3

physlcians#
services

Detists'
fees

39.6
55.2
65.4
77.0

42.0
619
73.0
82.1

Avefrae annual percentage
change. 1940-60 ......... . 3.8

196 ............................... 94.5
1966 ................................. 97.2
1967 ................................ 100.0
198............................ 104.2
1969 ........................... 109.8
1970 ........................... 116.3

Average annual percentage
change, 1965-70 ........

1971 .....................
1972 ........ .............
1973 .................. .............1914 ..........................

Average annual percentap
change, 1971-74 .........

1975:
January ..........................
February ............March....................
April .........................-
May ..........................-

Annualized rate of change, Jan-
uary to May 1975. .........

3.9 7.4 3.4 3.4

39. 75.9 88.3 92.293.s U.S 93.4 95.2
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
106.1 113 6 105.6 i0.S
113.4 128.8 112.9 112.9
120.6 145.4 121.4 119.4

4.3 6.1 13.9 6.6 S.3

121.3 121.4 163. 1 129.8 127.0
125.3 132.5 173.9 133.8 132.3
133.1 131.7 182.1 138. 2 136.4
147.7 150.5 201.3 150.8 146.8

6.8 5.4 7.3 5.1 4.9

156.1
151.2
157.8
154.6
159.3

161.0
163.0
164.6
1658
166.8

222.8
226.1
227.8
228.8
230.1

160.9
162.9
165.0
166.2
167.2

156.0
157.2
1587
159.7
161.2

6.1 11.2 10.2 12.2 10.2

Source: U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labo Statisti"



TABLE IX.- AVERAGE ANNUAL INDEX OR 3NSUMER PRICES AND MEDICAL CARE COMPONENTS. SELECTED CALENDAR YEARS. 1950 74 (1967-,100)

1975

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 19741 January February Mmrc* April May Juse July

CPI. all terns .................... 72.1 80.2 88.7 94.5 116.3 121.3 125.3 133.1 147.7 156 1
Less medical care ......................... 89.4 94.9 1lb. 1 120.9 14.9 132.9 147.7 156.0

CPI. all sevl . . . 58.7 70.9 83.5 92.2 121.6 128.4 133.3 1.49. I 1S2.1 I 1. 3
Less medical cae ......... ........ ..... 85.2 93.2 121.3 127.7 132.6 138.3 151 0 169.9

Medical care, total ............. 53.7 64.8 79. 1 89.5 120.6 128. 4 132.5 137. 7 150.5 161.0

Medical care services.................. 49.2 60.4 74.9 87.3 124.2 133.3 138.2 114.3 159.1 170.7
thosp,i1 sevce charles .................... 10? 0 10i5 6 115. 1 125. 3

Semiprivate room ............ 30.3 42.3 67.3 75.9 145, 4 163.1 173.9 182.3 2.1 5 22&.8
Opeatlog 10001 chirpes .............................. 9 142.4 156.2 1"8.6 179.1 201.3 225 6
X-1ay diagnostic s$es, upper
G.1 .. ........................................... 90.9 110.3 124.9 129.1 131.8 1406 150.1

Profl ..;on.al services:
Vhv-icians' fees.............. 55. 2 65. 4 77.0 88. 3 121.4 129.9 133.8 138. 2 150.9 160.9
General physician, office visits 54.9 65.4 75.9 87. 3 122.6 131.4 134.8 139.5 154.3 165.3
General l physician, house vsits... 52.9 61.2 75.0 87.6 122.4 131.0 13S. 7 141 7 151.3 161.7
Henworrh.phy (adult) ................................... 91.3 115.0 123.4 128 2 131 3 138.6 141- 2
Toni lectomy and adenoidectomy. 60.7 69.0 80.3 91.0 117.1 125.2 129.9 132.3 144.2 152.4
Obstetrical cases ............... 51.2 68.6 79.4 89.0 121.8 129.0 133 8 128 1 149.0 157.7
PedAtrtrc care. of1ic visits .................................. 85. 8 122. 7 13. 0 13b. 2 140.5 153.4 164 4
Psychatst, cfhce v63ts...........9. 3...... ......... 92. 1 119.4 124 8 19. 2 133.6 141.0 147 9

Dentists" lee.69 73.0 L 1 92.2 119.4 127.0 132.3 136.4 140.5 1%.0
Other professional services:

Examination, pres:rfption and dis-
peism of eyeglasses ............ 73.5 77.0 85.1 92.8 113.5 120.3 124.9 129.5 13.6 1U.6

Routine laboratory tests ....................................... 94.8 111.4 116.1 120.4 1?2.8 135.4 145 0
Drugs and Descritiomns ................. 88.5 94.7 104.5 100.2 103.6 105.4 105.6 105.9 109.6 114.7

Presciptions .................... 92.6 101.6 115.3 102.0 101.2 101.3 100.9 100.5 102.9 106.7
Over-the-counte iems ......................................... 98.0 106.2 110.2 111.3 112.4 117.6 124.3

157.2 157.8 1.$6 159.3 160.6 162.3
156.9 157.5 158.2 158.9 160.3 162 0
1W. 6 163.2 164.1 164.5 165.7 166.6
I36 9 1i1. 4 162.2 162.6 163 7 164.4

10. 0 1rb4.4 16.5.8 166.8 It. 1 169.8

172.9 171.7 175.9 177.0 178.4 160.4
127.3 124.4 129 3 130.1 131.1 133.2
7t. i & 7.2 8 228 8 23. 1 232.8 239.0
230.6 232.7 231.6 23b. 3 237.2 240.6

151.0 151.4 153.0 154.2 155.8 156.8

162.9
11-7.4
163.4
147 5
155'.8
158 7
166.1
147.8
157.2

165.0
169.7
166.4
14.4
151.5
160.2
161.4
148. 8
158.7

166.2
170.6
167.2
1510.2
160 2
163.6
169. 1
149 6
159.7

167.?
171.2
168. 5
150. 6
16. 2
164.6
170.3
151.8
161.2

16.8
1730
169.4
151.8
164.1
1%.8
172. 1
153.0
1.1.8

169.7
173.8
170.5
151.8
165.5
167.5
173.2
153.4
163.0

145.8 146.9 148.1 148. 7 149.2 150. 3
145.3 148. 1 360 5 152.5 153.1 154.0
116.0 11,. 8 117.5 118.1 118.7 119.4
107.4 107.7 108 1 108.5 109.0 109.6
126.3 127.6 128.8 129.5 130.3 131.2

Source: Consumer Price Index. Sum of Labor Statstcs.

Item I

C,'

I Januarn 1972 -100 (the date the indx was introduce).
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Senator Tm..iYv. . Thank volt very nin-h. Governor. for your
intv'lligtrtt. and for,-efiul. and flo;,ieal tintcment. The eontmittee and
tllO stair intend to .onlinlule to work with tile (ovetiors' Confewnvo
W4 we have ill ile past in d(evelopinllthis bill. We wvo.uhl alpreciato
fiirther (ontribtitios on your part as well as the Nat ioial Govertors"
(,m fereve Iu.vaiis I think Vl are one of tle Gv ,rs iilltt14 'Ol!)-
try that is iaki,, Ith- lead it; trying to get a handle on tli(e proluleiis.

You ('onllelte(! itn .oir testilliotty alxuiit over-Ililizaltioll. Would
youi (-nllttient fIlrtler on Ilint ?

QJovi -'nor Busi::. Yes: I woid like to.
I tIlentiolitd 1iluoiit flit expriii't t liat we Coldiftt(eh1 in ('opvilneInt.

Oi voir t optional |ltograln VO)l oln have sotlp expvritnai4'nt aIttjO Pill
Cannot. have ,in(er iyIr onollpt ional lrogirams. For il.tan(e. Vir r ia
W114 tihe first of tle State. to i 'lpletnent a 1,0-Cent chi rge oil rug.
Thlli- M) 5 (euts re, lic-epl Il nl oilt of (',,rliliv:,tit)at 301 ( 1 Ir1, 1% ,le-
erlsint Iv one-tiir tie olial (l'1111 bills. I lav'1 0.W)i (I illeCh141 M~onf t (0 l nJvft the, Statvl W,-' . t llelunei l(, $1 ,.hapt'.

tIlfl:'ito ,ie( by s.tv .aliete ai approved by I I EMW see,.lptar I.v .lal wws' an(
a .4 1 ('lii-e for a lc(Itorls v...i ! i ti'!" el it i'r, fr th,, , . r'n.V
roni. This Wollhd fultIhelr deter t li(.", l pe(ol~e who go ti (le vllieletV
roO I 1.

We hnve to piy. say. q.10 for 111et-in dowi, lt.(e. et (eterlr, and tile
Cos1-4 t11111 we havye in t he eil,-,gt-iy(w 'oolil. 'e find tlait I)4oqe ('aln
itffil, this. Now w il,'il Vo ()tlliil'e these pt-opli and Sav Voll .o-hld
iot clehl,,re rnythinln o; the dll u-.:iii for a patient t1at1 i.; 1 oiil or"
limited to ii tiiun116r of visits they (.an llve or restrain tie 1ilioilit of
(Id'us they have or lave Jllv vo:'f to Ihwin. youi have overitili:;atinn.
Yo,, allow tihis ineh.r nli. l'ueivr to say thlt fil- Ile blind anti for the
aigedli that have to pay .20 percent affi.r tfe lt.- a-Ic pailnt mid
not 1e )fll(. to (1o auvt hing. ()%-rii; ilizt on is Ille bi,.eit prouldI'm tlit
We have.

Sniaor "lMAurn. What do you think tle extent of overutilization
is. ( h0v,,rnor .

Governor]1h'- m'i:. I think t11e extent of overilization execds by
threefold tho amount of frand in the pror8ifl. I wait to get into the
fraud because I think we have done nl)014 ill the fraud urea that) ally
olher State. I think o(veri dilization by the patient, of the tloer is [ias
great as anything ehse in the program.

Senator rAl.AIXW. ]low much (1o you think eould be saved in the
Georuia program if the overutiliz at ioni is .stof)tw(I ?

G'overnior Bhsirv. I have savings on the things that we have done
to try anI ctit down overtililization. Say if there was sonm magic
formuiila where we could do away with all ove(itilization. this would
le an astrnmtical sum in the neigh'borhoodI of $60 million per year.
I would say you are talking about $60 million per year.

Senator I~mvM~uoF. Ii other words, 20 percent approximately. How
Tkin'.h do vou think fraud costs ti(e programnl?

(.overnor Bisi.E. I will give you sot e good examples on this and
what lo0 are talking about because thiet is a lot of interest. I think
tlbest, thing that I culd say about file interest that you have in fraud,
which was I lit irst, intrst that I took because we hai'd some I)ad apples
in the barrel, is that now we have made extensive audits. Take the
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dental audit we had. It is a very difficult thing to do. I think this can
demonstrate what we have involved.

We had a computer random sample involved to select those who
participated with the charges which we would chart. During the
priotl from July 1973 to Marchb of 1975 we had 86596 patients
treated at the cost of $17.4 million in this operational program. Of
these 86.796 we said we, want to bring in a sample of 2,632 physically
to examine their mouths and compare their niouths. Of the 86,796 we
,,hpl(ctetl the 2.632 and were able to have our caseworkers bring in

4.13.t to be reviewed by dentists in other areas. Of the 2,134 we found
discrepancies in 396 which would be 18.5 percent.

If I were to indicate to you that that is all fraud, I would be in error
lx-.ause after I had gone into detail through the audit and through
each dentist that was audited we found that the real fraud is maybe
less than 5 percent and you do have some bad apples in the barrel. It
should he corrected. I iave a full-time prosecutor on this now. We
cannot stop now with the 2.134. This might be just 12 patients that

ne1 dentist treated in le entire year. If he has al)sed patie-nts on those,
he hits nn other and we have to bring them all in and we have to
proeed civilly and criminally and we have a fraud unit to do this.

Senator ". IMAX;MR. How many indictments have you had to date?
Governor BrsnE. We have not yet. prosecuted the first one. I have

a copy of the dental audit with me. We are bringing in other patients
in edition to the ones whose mouths have been examined on certain
of the doctors that we know have violated the law and charged for
thin, s that were not (lone. so we are in the middle of it right now.

We have had sonic success in the fraud area. I want to sav to the
chairman that everytim we have the fraud corrected on welfare we
are. at. the same time correcting fraud in medicaid because these people
are also not eligible in medicaid and we are having a good deal of
suc.esH in that area.

If you want to know, I will give you this. I don't have firsthand
information on it. like in welfare I,enefits. w(- had one judge in
Georgia that had two recipients sentenced to 2 years in prison. This -
intust have bec.n more than a misd(emeanor because it involved thousands
of dollars. We had 52 people in the county come in voluntarily. We
lIad a younp. ladv go into all these local offices. I went into the office
in Macon. Ga., which you have been in. One lady in the first 28 days
she was there di'covred l14.000 in fraud payments. Sie had gotten
over a dozen individuals in just 28 days. So every. time they qualify
they are. then eligible for medicaid and you are going to have to look
at it. front the ineligiiilitv angle also.

Senator T.LMArmx, . Senator Dole.
Semduoru l)oiy. Ini the National Journal of this May, there was an

article which dis-eusmsed not only the long history of problems in the
State of Georgia but also some, of the measures that you implemented
to bring order out of what apparently had been chaos.It mentioned
that a $25 in-patient cost-sharing charge had been imposed. How
successful wa.s that?

Governor Busimtp. There. was a $25 char together with the dollar
charge for the doctor's visit and -$2 for the emergency. Now this is
what was thrown out by the Review Board and the reason is you
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passed the bill in the Congress as a result of the syphilis experiment
over in Alabama where they let people go untreated and it was a
horrible thing. They said any time you experiment on humans that
Volo have to have a review board approve it.

'The determination was made to charge $1 to $2 and then $95 in
tie hospital which is greatly less than you charge the blind, the aged,
and the disabled under medicare. It is much less. They said that there
is human risk involved as far as medicaid is concerned, you cannot
chiarg.e a dime for anything no matter what the Secretary said even
though yot can do it for drups because they are optional. this is done
in the Sotithern States at this time.

Senator DoLF. Do you think the changes you have implemented have
had any impact on the quality of care? I ask that because there has
been a charge made by the Iftrookings Institute-not the most con-
servative group in America, but nevertheless one we hear from fre-
quently-that what you have done is deprive blacks of adequate care
and cause a lot of doctors to drop out of the program, resulting in
poorer care in the State of Georgia.

Governor Busnti. No, sir, this is not true. It didn't last that long. I
don't agree with that at all.

Now as to what I have (lone in medicaid, this started in February
1975 and it has paid up and this is just one paragraph that you speak
of, but I am going to- say to you that if you are going to prosecute
doctors and dentists and institutions for fraud without saying that you
are going to address overutilization and abuse by the recipients, you
are not going to get to the root of the problem.

I don't think when youi compare what. your grandmother would pay
if she were to get medicare as compared to what someone else on
medicaid would pay, nothing, I don't think that you can say that it is
reasonable to charge the dollar to the medicaia patient in an effort
to avoid overutilization.

When I went in there we had patients that would go to 8 and 10
doctors a week--doctor shopping. We found this with the card when
the doctor did not even know they had been some other place. They
would shop for drugs in the same way. We have a system in HEW-
one run by doctors and one is on the recipient. We found these people
that abuse the program, and we tried to put some restraints on them.

I will say this: When you get something for nothing you tend to get
more of it than when you have to pay something for it, and this is
demonstrated under the medicaid program.

Senator Dort.. I have heard the F.ame statement about food stamps.
Governor lBsit:E. You nmst address overutilization some way. We

are attempting to do this by experimenting. It worked in the drug
programs, and I think it can'work in others. Senator Dole, I think you
are going to have to face some hard political tling.s, too. You look at
how much we have paid for drugs in 1968 in this Nation and you look
at what we are paving today for drug. We have 8.000 some odd drugs
and we are trying to reduce it to 4,000 some odd drugs. We can do a
lot of things if we are willing to stand up to political pressures just
like I have been to the dentists, just like I have dealt with the nursing
homes. You also have to stand up to the recipients themselves in this
program and investigate the whole gamut and not just the providers.

75-502-76-----5
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Senator DoL. Has there been a big dropoff as far as the number
of participants is concernedI

Governor Busau. Yes; and I will tell you what it is. We have to
balance our budget clown there and operate on a balanced budget. We
had a system where we were on a cash basis and every bill submitted
within that fiscal year we paid it. After this accounting period it was
changed and we paid it on an accrual basis which meant that if I get
an order in September for available services rendered prior to June 30
that had to be paid on the previous fiscal year. We now have provider
agreements with each of the doctors which they didn't want to sign
to begin with but we didn't want to obligate ourselves beyond that.

We factor mandatory programs in order to balance the budget, and
when we factor them we are not paying the doctors the full-fee and
we are requiring that they sign these provider agreements which we
had to do under the regulations. Many of them elected not to come
under the program. Now I will say this though, that more and more
are coming under the program at this time.

Senator TALMArxF. Governor, you stated on page 6 of your testi-
money in chief: "First, there is no doubt that all Governors favor a
cnsolidation of the confusing bureaucratic nightmare-the plethora
of agencies in TIEW which attempts to run, rile and regulate this
program." Secretary Mathews stated that he would prefer to do that-
administratively. I iake it that you and the Governors favor the por-
tion of our bill that tries to put it all under one roof in one direction.

Governor BvtsaF.,.. Senator, I will say this. We have taken no posi-
tion on that bill. We have just met in Hershey. I would say there
would be such overwhelming support for that that I could almost
speak for them without talking to them.

I do have one concern, Senator, and I will be very candid with you
about administration under this bill S. 3205 and that is that at the
present time we are trying to operate this program with a broad statute
which you wisely used, I think, because you cannot write every detail
for every institution for every program.

You give to HEW now, and HEW writes regulations, and we admin-
ister programs under these regulations. Now even though you combine
the activities within HEW-and this has just been an ungodly night-
mare for me to have inconsistent things going on in the Department
and me be sued and have conflicting testimony from existing divisions
and lose all credibility-I admire what you have done. '

What you have done is you are going to start off with your legisla-
tion on medicaid and medicare and you are going to combine them
under this administrative function. Now what you have done though
is rather than having to be sanctioned and deal and sue and be sued, get
approval and get waivers from I IEW, when we create a system such
as MMIS we not only have to get tinder this bill but we also have to
get GAO's approval. The General Accounting Office of course being
under Congress I realize that you want some controls. I think HEW
being under the executive branch of the Government we are going to
be dealing under both of them as it is written. While I fully appre-
ciate the fact that you are not satisfied with the controls that have been
implemented in HEW and this will be an additional burden, we would
like to make recommendations I am sure in this area.
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Senator TALMAMDE. We would like to have any recommendations
you care to offer.

I notice your concern in medicare performance, having no distine-
tion among the States. Supposing instead of groupin all the States
together we classify tile Siates by types of medicaid programs in
terms of eligibility differences and comprehensiveness of benefit.

Governor Busmm. Personally Senator, I think this would be much
better in view of what you said about concrete. I am glad to see you
thinking in that direction now. I think this would be much better
really.

Senator TA.mAmO.. Given the serious financial difficulties which
medicare has created for States, should the Federal Government con-
sider giving the States more discretion ini determining hospital and
nursing home payments under medicaid I

Governor Bcsirz. We are going to have to have it. I think we have
to have some discussion on balancing the budget and dealing with
tie mandatory and nonmandatory and optional programs. We can
only factor in'the mandatory area; drugs are optional. Care facilities
are optional. We can, drop those entire programs but we need more
flexibility where I am not put to the test that I was put to of dropping
dental care for adults. We just dropped it. This is bad. We have got
the factoring factors. The doctors won't sign their agreements.

I will say this in answer to your question, Mr. Chairman. If we
had some more flexibility and I had $360 million which we are now
spending without all of the restraintp that we now have and I could
put in all the controls we want, we would give a lot more health
service to the people that need it.

Senator TALMDOL. At less money ?
Governor Busiraz. With that amount of money, yes.
Senator TALMADOE. Senator Dole.
Senator Dors. Would that indicate support for the President's

bloc grant approach I
Governor BusB.. I think, Senator Dole, to be frank with you, Iwould say yes, I kind of lean in that direction. I would have some

concern. I could not say that every State would adequately address
the problem but to come out with the specificity that they do in regu-
lations like in instituitions. I just mentioned in one State where it ias
$7.5 million for an ICF/MR facility and put all the detail in there
without giving them a chance to justify the total institutions and the
standards of that total institution. That is wrong. We need some
latitude to deal with this and not be confined and restrained to the
extent we are. If we have some latitude, we can more effectively man-
age the prograin.

Senator Dom Did the Governors at Hershey also indicate that the
Federal Government might take over the whole welfare program ?
I want to see if everything is consistent here.

Governor Busiar.. I am not in favor of that being done, no.
Senator Doiz. I'm not either. There are some Governors, however,

who think that is the best way to escape.
Governor Busing. I was one of two people who came up to the

White House when we started revenue sharing under Prewident Nixon.
I was one of two that opposed it at the time-because I knew it would
be that way.
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Senator DOLE. Are you familiar with the results of the 'North
Carolina medicaid plan and some others, perhaps, where they ap-
parently tried to turn it over to a private, prepaid medical service
.- 'steni I

Governor Busnrr. I am familiar but I didn't want to comment on it.
I will now that you brought it up. I was urged when they imple-
mented this program in North Carolina by some provider groups that
this is the way to do it. This is the perfect way-like you were talking
ahout a moment ago perfect management-but it just didn't work out
that way and I didn't think it would.

Senator 'lrALXAixr.. If you would yield at that point.
Senator I)oty. Yes.
Senator TAL.MAIX;E. At my request GAO made a study of the North

Carolina situation and the savings I think were more illusory than
real.

Governor Busm... What is more illusory?
Senator TAL IoE. More illusory than real.
I am not opposed to any experimentation in that field but appar-ently that one didn't work out too well.
Governor BusBF... Senator, this is the one thing I really can't argue

too much on, your dealings with GAO, because Iknow you had them
making an analysis in North Carolina. Well, the State had to bail it out
after 11 months down there when this program started. I don't want
to say anything about another State but let me just say this about the
failures. Anybody can tear a house down; it takes a man to build one.

The easiest thing to attack in this county is welfare, medicare and
things of this nature but every now and then you have a State that
is doing a remarkable job and some mayors. I think that you don't
just pick out North Carolina's failure on this thing because we have
had some States that have been successful in regulations. The posi-
tive should be accentuated along with the negative.

Senator Doi. Finally, do you feel there are more problems with
overutilization than with outright fraud?

Governor BusB.E:. I believe I have been into it as deeply as anyone.
I have been at the actual local office. I reviewed all the local audits
that we had, individual and institution. I think the amount of over-
utilization alone is at least three times the amount of fraud.

Senator TAUI[ADE.. Thank you very much. -
Governor BUSBiEE. Let me give you a good example. We had a

review board. We have plans of treatment that have to be approved
and things like this. I had a friend who was a doctor and he wanted
to place a woman in the hospital and provide care. Ile wanted the
review board to say that she had to be there 3 days and not
penalize the hospital. He placed her in the hospital to allow the
family to go on a vacation in Florida. She was old so they put her in
the hospital. We have all kinds of overutilization; it does not cost
aiithing.

Senator Dorz. That is the same fear many of us have with respect
to national health insurance.

Governor BUSBER. I know that you combine medicare and medicaid
in one administrative unit right here in the event you ever did have
the national health insurance. But notwithstanding national health
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insurance I am completely in support of combining the way this bill
does these administrative units that are consolidated.

Senator TALMAnME. Thank you very much, Governor. We greatly
al)Iprciate your appearance and contribution to the committees
deliberations.

Next is the Ilonorable Richard S. Ilodes. chairman of the human
resources task force. National Conference of State L.gislatures.

Mr. Ilodes, you may insert your full statement in the record and
smnmarize it, if you will.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD S. HODES, CHAIRMAN, HUMAN
RESOURCES TASK FORCE, NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE
LEGISLATURES

IfMr. Iloiw.s. Thank you, sir.
M1r. chairmann , I am Representative Richard Ilodes of the State

of Fl'ida and I have been chairman of the Committee on Social
Servivvs in the State of Florida for the last 8 years and also chairman
of the Ilealth and R1ehabilitative Services Committee.

With nue as a panel presentation is Mr. Frank Francois, a couneil-
man in Prince Georges County, ,Md., and vice president of the Na-
tional Association of Counties, and he will present testimony after
I do.

Also I would like to add for the information of the committee that
I am not legislating. I am a practicing anesthesiologist. I want to say
that in reading the bill I was very impressed with the inside of tlhe
investigation of the staff that the chairman demonstrated in dealing
with that particular question. I am impressed with the knowledge-
ability that the chairman demonstrates.

Sen ator TAIIMAOE. If the witness will yield at that point, we had
excellent cooperation with the American Society of Anesthesiologists.

I. Ilom?%s. I noticed on your witness list that the day after tomor-
row 1)r. .John Ditzler, president of the American Society of Anesthesi-
ologists, will be here.

Senator TAL.ADOE. Ile has been most helpful.
.iMr. Horn.s. Thank you, sir. I am glad to hear that our organization

is working well.
Nevertheless. speaking as a legislator with the other hat on, I cer-

tainly am, as the chairman of the committee knows, perfectly aware
of the unacceptable growth in medicaid expenditures over the last
few years and that really is one of the most troublesome problems
that *we face at all levels of government because of the open ended
growing costs..

Now needles to say, such cost escalations have had a tremendous
impact on State budgets. Medicaid expenditures are already assuming
a disproportionate share of the limited State funds available to finance
social programs for low income individuals. As you so correctly noted
in your introduction of S. 3205, Mr. Chairman: "The choice is a
simple one--either we make medicare and medicaid more efficient and
economical or we reduce benefits."

Now some of what I say may be duplicative of what Governor
Busbee said but we are particularly concerned with the fact that waste
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and mismanagement is likely to continue unless the conduct of the
administration is appropriately checked. This is the duty and the func-
tion of the State legislature. 'In addition to its policy and program
development role, the responsibility of the legislature extends to the
control of policy and program after the stage of formulation. The
legislature must review the performance of its administrators---con-
ducting oversight, curbing dishonesty and waste, insuring compliance
with legislative intent and challenging bureaucrats. It must also assess
the effectiveness of State policies and programs.

In addressing the problem of rising medicaid costs State legislatures
have basically three options: cor.tinue to appropriate money to the
program at increasing rates; cut benefits and reimbursements; or
effect savings within the program itself. The latter option implies
getting a better handle on managing and administering the program.
Yet. at this point, State legislators generally lack the information
needed to insure the reductions in expenditures for the medicaid pro-
grain shall come out of the waste and iniefficiency in the program and
that as little harm as possible will be done to the coml)relhnsiveness
RIO the quality of the health care extended to the Nation's poor.

As you are aware. some of the most effective and innovative meas-
ures in controlling health costs have len introduced through State
medicaid programs. Most of the attention so far, however, has been
on curbing fraud and abuse in the program. For example, during 1970,
New Jersey developed a computer system to detect patterns of fraudu-
lent practice and abuse. Fraud and abuse is certainly an area that has
to be considered.

The need is great, therefore, for an effort at the Federal level which
can effectively encourage the application of proven cost containment
measures and sound management procedures by all levels of govern-
mient and the medical care industry, We believe that the Talmadge bill
is a good step in the direction of achieving those goals.

To begin with, a copy of S. 3205 was forwarded to every State
legislative committee responsible for the medicaid program. Coments
have flowed back to us which have helped shape our thinking on the
bill. Moreover, last month at NCSL's initiative. a group of 30 State
and local officials met in Washington, D.C., for the exclusive purpose
of examining S. 3205 and formulating a set of recommendations witlr
respect to the proposal.

I also would like to mention there that we had excellent cooperation
from this subcommittee staff in meeting with us and helping to discuss
the particular provisions in the bill and had a very fruitful exchange
with your staff director.

In general, Mr. Chairman. I would state that State legislators are
enthusiastic about the legislation. Now those items that we found
most attractive are the following:

Consolidation, we think, is particularly valuable because of the mul-
tiple problems that are faced with having to deal with conflicting
areas.

We are concerned with the idea that all contracts over $10.000 be
reviewed, which is going to inundate the review process so heavily that,
in fact. no contract will be reviewed. I would suggest that perhaps the
$50,000 threshold for revieWv of the contracts would provide for review.
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If we stay with the $10,000 contract, we are going to end up with a
significant number of contracts to the extent that probably none of
them will be reviewed satisfactorily. We would suggest the $50,000
threshold contract.

In addition, the provision of technical assistance to the States for
improving the management, administration and operation of the
program. We feel that technical assistance in establishing an MIS
program is very valuable and we think that is an important aspect of
the bill.

We are also very delighted with the requirement that regulations
pertaining to this act must be issued by the Secretary within 13 months.
'iat is a particularly fruitful thing.'You have heard about the 4 year

story just now but we ar concerned about one thing and that is that
the need for expedition of the promulgation of the rules does not in-
fringe upon th mandate. There will be greater clarity in the rule-
making process because in the exercise of speed there may be an exer-

cis, in confusion as well.
Wo would suggest the requirement that information regarding

deficiencits in the administration of a State's medicaid program be
made available not only to the Governor of the State but also be shared
with the legislative leader in each house in the State legislature as well
as the chairman of the legislative committees with juri diction over
the niedicaid program. This is the one with which we are both pleased
and flattered that we as legislators are receiving the legislation pro-
posed by the subcommittee. We are greatly involved in this particularprocess and delighted that you have given us your consideration and
applaud that with much enthusiasim. This provision will unquestion-
ably Vstrengthen the legislatures' ability to oversee the administration
of their medicaid program. Moreover," it should spur greater interest
on the part of the appropriate committees to continually evaluate the
performance of their own State agencies.

The area that I would like to tee in on particularly is one that deals
with the standards relating to quality control which do give us con-
siderable difficulty. To begin with, a maximmun error rate for eligibility
determination set at the 50th percentile of rates reported by the States
(between October 1975 and March 1976) will always be an arbitrary
standard. For example, if a wide variation among State error rates
existed, the median (50 percent) might not reflect even the majority of
States. More equitable measures which recognize State capacities could
be developed rather than legislating such a rigid statistical
rejuirement.

'ven more troublesome is the tying of a fiscal penalty to certain
tolerance levels. Given the fact that "quality control" is still an art
and not a precise science-that is to say, no one has the answer as
to what combination of factors will guarantee a reduction in errors--
we find the attachment of fiscal penalties to tolerance levels unac-
ceptable. Instead, we would prefer to see a nationwide quality con-
trol system developed as a management tool which would allow
elected officials, program managers, and the public to reliably and
validly know the accuracy of the eligibility system at regularly
recurring intervals.

The basic principles of this nationwide quality control system
should be applied not only to medical assistance but to AFDC, SST,
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and food stamps ar well. Additional administrative standards should
not be mandated by the Federal Government without prior consulta-
tion with States and localities and until there is clear evidence of
their cost effectiveness.

We further believe that no national performance tolerance levels
should be established at this time. Instead, all States should be re-
(uired to develop pet iodic corrective action plans acceptable to the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare geared to the indi-
vidual conditions of each State and including the States specific
targets for error reduction.

Sanctions, if necessary, should be applied only through the exist-
inh compliance procedure and only in those instances where a State
refused to propose an acceptable corrective action plan or fails to
appropriately implement the actions in the agreed-upon plan.

We also recommend that the publicity of quality control findings
should be continued with the following modifications:

More emphasis should be placed on publicizing in cach jurisdiction
the record of that single jurisdiction.

Public recognition should be given to those jurisdictions with low
error rates or which aire making significant improvements.

More emphasis should be placed on clarifying the causes of errors
and the content of corrective action plans.

That generally is the area of quality control that we are particu-
larly concerned with.

Now we recognize as legislators that this bill, particularly the cost
control provisions of it which is the majority of it, could easily be
the same types of operation that might occur on the national health
insurance program without prior consideration of cost control which
would be. in error. So I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that we deal
with this bill in that manner. We have put together a coalition on
health insurance and a coalition of many in-state agencies.

Thank you.
Senator TALMAD Thank you very much. I want to particularly

commend you for the diligent work you have done not only in trying
to devJol: this legislation but also in contacting the legislatures of
all of f!!G 50 States and getting their recommendations and staying
in touch with our staff in order to improve the legislation during the
legislative process. I hope that you will continue doing that because
vo", and other legislators similarly situated have made a tremendous
contribution in developing this bill.

I want you to know that we were directly involved with your people
in discussing the provisions of S. 3205 relating to the adeq uacv of the
State determination of eligibility under medicaid. We intend to ex-
clude from the judgment of State performance ill elgibilitv which
was ,,ssieally determined by the Federal Government such as under
the SSI program. Unfortunately. due to a technical error, that ex-
clusion was not included in the text of the bill. The change will be
made.

Mr. IoDrs. That is encouraging, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very
much.Senator TAtLstsMAD. Senator Dole.
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Senator DoLE. Thank you. I have no questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hodes follows:]

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIvE RICHARD S. IIODES, FLORIDA, ON BEuIALr OF TU
NATIONAL CONFERENCE Of STATE LEOISLATURES

My name is Richard S. Hodes and I am a State representative from Florida.
I have served In the Florida House of Representatives for the past 10 years-
igit of those years as chairman of the Health and Rehabilitative Services

Committee. For the past 3 years I have had the privilege of chairing the human
resources task force of the Nationad Conference of State Legislatures (NCL)
and it is in that capacity that I appear before you today. I should add that
my nonlegislative days are consumed by my practice as an anesthesiologist.

I am delighted, Mr. Chairman, to appear before you and the members of this
committee, as the initial spokesman of a panel representing State and local
governmental interests. This panel is a manifestation of the fact that the issues
of concern to State and local governments in the fields of health and welfare
are not that divergent and that where our interests coincide we should strive
to cooperate with one another to the best of our ability. Because of the coopera-
tln extended by these organizations, you will discover that considerable dt-gree
of a(.cord exists with respect to the various positions we have taken on S. 3205.

STATE LEGISLATIVE INTERESTS

I need not tell you that the unacceptable growth in medicaid expenditures
over the past few years is undoubtedly one of the most troublesome problems
facing all levels of Government today. You will recall that in its first year of
operation a decade ago, State and local governments, along with the Federal
Government, spent $1.6 billion ois the medicaid program. Projections for fiscal
year 1077 estimate the cost of the program at nearly $17 billion-a 700 percent
increase that has all levels of government searching for ways to bring the
expenditures back within acceptable bounds.

Needless to say, such cost escalations have had a tremendous impact on State
budgets. Medicaid expenditures are already assuming a disproportionate share
(of the limited State funds available to finance social programs for low income
individuals. As you so correctly noted in your Introduction of S. 3205, Mr. Chair-
nan: "The choice is a simple one-ither we make medicare and medicaid more
efficient and economical or we reduce benefits."

While the factors contributing to the rapid expansion in the costs of providing
medicaid services are easily discernible-inflation in medicaid prices and fees,
expansion in the number of eligibles served, growth in the utilization per eligible
pers-II-effe t'ive and equitable methods for controlling the acceleration of costs
are more elusive.

In the face of growing budegtary restraints, the most common response by the
States has been to focus on reducing either the scope of services offered or the
number of individuals served under the program. Other short term steps taken to
reduce costs would include such actions as increasing patient cost-sharing re-
quirenents for basic and optional services and lowering the reimbursement fee
levels for ambulatory services. Random examples of the above include: The
elimination of adult dental services from coverage by Maryland, Florida, Georgia,
New Hampshire. and Louisiana; the institution of a $2 copayment for eyeglasses
in Virginia; and the restriction of one physician visit per month in Alabama and
Georgia.

Increasing recognition is being given to the contribution poor management and
administration of the medicaid program makes to the problems of costs. Estimates
indicate, for example, that between $750 million and $1.5 billion in medicaid

expenditures are wasted each year through fraud and abuse. Additionally, mill-
lions of dollars could be saved by insuring that patients are not inappropriately
hospitalized or that their institutionalization is no longer than what is absolutely
necessary.

Waste and mismanagement is likely to continue unless the conduct of the
administration Is appropriately checked. This Is the duty and the function of
the State legislature. In addition to its policy and program development role,
the responsibility of the legislature extends to the control of policy and program
after the stage of formulation. The legislature must review the performance of
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Its adminiatrators-conducting oversight, curbing dishonesty and waste, Insuring
compliance with legislative intent, and challenging bureaucrats. It must also
assess the effectiveness of State policies and programs.

In addressing the problem of rising medicaid costs State legislatures have
basically three options: Continue to appropriate money to the program at i-
creasing rates; cut benefits and reimbursements; or effect savings within the
program Itself. The latter option implies getting a better handle on managing
and administering the program. Yet, at this point, State legislators generally lack
the Information needed to Insure that reductions In expenditures for the njedi.-
aid program shall come out of the waste and Inefficiency in the program and that
AS little harm as possible will be done to the comprehensiveness and the quality
of the health care extended to the Nation's poor.

As you are aware, some of of the most effective and Innovative measures In
controlling health costs hare been Introduced through State medicaid programs.
Most of the attention so far, however, has been on curbing fraud and abuW In the
program. For example, during 1070. New Jersey developed a computer system
to detect patterns of fraudulent practice and abuse. The ingredients of that sy,;-
tern were adopted by IIEW In developing the Federal medicaid management ii.-
formation system (MUI). New Jersey's system resulted In a $27 million saviig
Just by preacreening claims. Additional savings were incurred through an aggres-
sire Investigation and prosecution of several nursing home operators, pharma-
cists, and doctors.

Tho Michigan legislature has supported surveillance and utilization review as
effective cost containment efforts. The Michigan system bas on computer a gros
provider module to hell) pinpoint where the overutilization is coming from. Addi-
tionally, Michigan is experimenting with a maximum fee screen structure which
sets a specific fee for a given pro(elure (the fee varying to some extent rf.gion-
ally).

The State of California has Instituted several methods to reduce overutiliza-
tion. Each recipient's medical card indlcates the services the recipient Is entitled
to. Additional services sought by the recipient beyond those mentioned on the
card must be approved by a medical field office before payment can be made.
Moreover, a new program implemented at the end of 1975 requires every hospital
serving medicaid patients to include a team composed of a physician, a nurse.
and a social worker. The team. in cooperation with the attending physician, must
make a determination regarding the recipient's length of hospital stay. PrPlinl-
nary results indicate that the average length of hospital stay has been reduced.

The State legislature in Wisconsin established a 30-member strike force against
medicaid fraud. Investigation and audits carried out by the Illinois bureau of
special investigation and the Governor's task force on medicaid fraud resulted
In the suspension of 60 medicaid providers. Illinois has also reduced costs hy
changing the formula for reimbursing pharmacists for medicaid prescriptions.
In New York State. audits of the nursing home Industry are expected to help
return almost $70 million in overcharges to the State's treasury.

Experiments with new approaches to administering the mediald program are
at hand. In North Carolina. for example, a private health care contractor has
r..ainistered the State's medicaid program on a prepaid basis. The results of
that experiment are nndecisive, particularly In light of recent revelations that
significantly more eligible redpients participated than originally planned. Never-
theless, the North Carolina experience should offer some invaluable lessons for
the possibility of private sector Involvement In the administration of medicaid.

States retain the authority to determine rates and methods of reimbursement.
Although somewhat constrained bv Federal regulations. States have developed a
variety of policies In this area. Through the budget process. State legislatures
have dictated reimbursement policy to a certain extent. A few States have de-
yeloped sophisticated reimbursement policies, each tailored to a specific provider
program. Some States have experimented with regulating the medical care
Industry, on the assumption that controlling costs only In one part of the health
care sector will only result in a "ballooning out" effect In other areas of the
sector. As an example, in 1973 Connecticut created a commission on hospitals
and health care, with decislonmaking authority over capital expenditures and
annual operating budgets, as well as reviewing rates and analyzing costs. As a
reult, In its first year of operation the CH,C reported that the percentage of
increase In cost per adjusted patient day was R.4 percent compared to 10.9 per-
cent nationally. Presently. eight State governments are operating rate review
systems.
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Since 1970, several States have supported experiments with the delivery of
services to medicaid reciplnts through prepayment plans. The experiences of
such programs In Washiugton, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, New Jersey, and
the District of Columbia are worth studying.

In spite of the significant advancements Illustrated by the preceding examples,
progress remains limited to only a handful of states. The need is great, there-
fore, for an effort at the Federal level which can effectively encourage the appl.
catiou of proven cost containment measures and sound management procedures
lay all levels of government and the medical care Indutry. We believe that the
Talmadge bill is a good step) in the directloui of achleving those goals.

TIEZ TALMADOR DILL

Mr. Chairman, we at the Ftate and local level realize the enormotus time and
energy that was votedd to the creation of this legislation. Moreover, we sincerely
apqreclate the wllingnem.--and even the Initlative-take, lay your staff to .eet
with represtituatives of Htat and lIocal government on the merits of this hill. Over
the past 3 months, your very able staff director, Mr. Jay Constantine hzit cin-
ferred with members of our organization, as well as members of the aNAewhi.ti,ns
repiretsented on this liiiil, on at least three selarate occasions, and at PJch
meeting, it was made clear that while the Talnmadge bill Is the result of con-
siderable thought and expertise, its ingredients are by no meatmi "locked fi cain-
crete", and that the contributions of State and local governments are most highly
valued by the committee. We have taken this Invitation most seriously. Mr. ('h1nir-
man. In preparation ftor thl testimony we have gone through a serles of Steps
to insure a broad range of inputs from elected officials and program administra-
tors at the State and local level.

To begin with, a copy of S. 3205 was forwarded to every State legislative corm-
mnittee responsible for the medicaid program. Comments have flowed back to uts
which have helped shape our thinking on the bill. Moreover. last month at
NC24l.'s ibitiative, a group of 80 8tate and local officials met In Washington. I).C.
for the exclusive purpose of examining 11. 320 and formulating a set of recom-
inedations with respect to the proposal The composition of that advisory group
Included State legislators, State and c, unty medicaid directors, and representa-
tives cof Governors' offices. Additionally staff representatives from the National
Associatlon of Counties, the National League of Citles/U.H. Conference of
.Mayors, The National Governors's Conference, The American Public Welfare
Association and The National Conference of State Legislatures also participated
in the discussion.

The recommendations developed at that meeting were then shared with the
Human Resnourcem Task Force of the Intergovernmental Relations Committee of
the NCSL. The task force, comprised of members of health and welfare commit-
tee s from pratically every State legislature, spent a good deal of time reviewing
the recommendations with the purpose of formulating a policy position with re-
spect to 8. 3205. That policy position was then considered by our full Intergov-
ernmental Relations Committee and was adopted unanimously. For yur
information, the Intergovernmental Relations Committee of the NCSL includes
over 500 State legislators, representing every State and both political parties,
and has the exclusive authority to speak on behalf of the organization with
respect to Issues affecting State-Federal relations.

As chairman of NCSm's Human Resources Committee I have been asked to
represent the thinking of our organization on this very Important legislative
proposal.

In general. Mr. Chairman. State legislators are enthusiastic about this bill.
Reasonable attempts to fulfill the many objectives stated In 8. 8205 deserve the
attention and support of all levels of Government. Those objectives specifically
relate to addressing several problem areas in the medicaid and medicare pro-
grams. Those problem areas Include: the lack of uniform and efficient program
management and administration: excesive and steadily rising costs in medieare
and medicaid: Ineffective enforcement of regulations by HEW: lack of provider
fraud and abuse detection in programs: Inefficient cost-generating reimbursement
policies of hospitals. nursing homes, and. to some extent, physicians; and lack
of coordination among HEW agencies which Influence Government health finan-
cing mechanisms.
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Several provisions within 8. 3205. If imphementd, offer an excellent (hanc.e
fif resolving inny of the aforementioned problems. NCSI, specifically supports
tile following key tieasures:

1. CONSOLIDATION OF MEDICAID AND ME .DICARE INTO A NEW ADMINISTRATION FOR
HEALTH CARE INANCING

Since the enactmneit of titles XV11 and XIX, policy has not ben developed In
a uniforln and consistent fashion, thereby contributing to substantial frustration
Io all oneerned parties. The more recent Involvement of the office (if nursitig
hIoe, affairs ((?NIIA) in ie developmetit tof coalition of tedliare anti nedialid
participation and tl bureau of quality assurance (BQA), whose PHiO's will
lierform utilization review for w(dliaild and inedicare, hts etianced these dilf-
tiultlex. 'lhere have beent orealsion wheni till tour agencies pronmulgatel different
regulations on the satue subject latter. Consequently, tie cousdlidatiun under
(.omitdern ion wonld Ih l'u re titore uttnifortn aind consistent Iilicy develomlnemit f fr
till ilt- affected lirogramis.

It. CREATION OF A CENTRAL UNIT TO CONTROL FRAUD AND ABUSE IN MIEDiIC.IiD AND
MEDICARE

With respelt to the provision In the bill requiring all contracts for ervies In
eXceS5 of $10.0(X) Ie stllbjett t. review sivi advance approval, we feel that a
W50,000 hvel would li more appropriate. Undoilotetily, service contracts are a

maourve of nbuse however, the $10,000- threshold is unreasonialy low and will
likely lead to an inundation by prolsised contracts.

11. PaovIsION OF TEIINICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE STATES FO15 IMPROVING TIlE MAN-
AGEMENT, ADMINI8TRATION AND OPERATION OF TIlE PROGRAM

On numerous occasions States have nought technical guidance from the federal
mad regional offices, only to be Ignored or refused because the necessary technical
exliertlm was unavailable. Given tite Increased nuniler aid complexity of Fed-
eral statutes and regulations, as well as performance standards expected under
the proposal, improved technical assistantce is Indisplensalile to the ultimate ef-
feetiveness of tlhls legislation. We are nevertheless concerned that while the bill
calls for increased te-litnihal assistance. no reconmendatlon appears calling for
additional Federal dollars to be allocated for that purlse. Moreover, we would
like to he assured that If the resources tire availalie, they not be consumed by
monitoring and enforcement functions to the det rinent (of needed technical assist-
aice services.

IV. REQUIREMENT THAT RELATIONS PERTAININO TO TIIR ACT MUST BE ISSUED BY
THE SECRETARY OF HEW WITHIN 13 34ONT1S OF PASSAGE

The record of the department over the past few years In Issuing timely regu-
Inloins bas Ibn extremely poor. Oin several occasions States have Ien plagued
with comipying with requirements with become effective before final regula-
tlions are publislhed atid under which their compliance will ultinately be evalu-
amted. One concern. however, it that the need for expedition not infringe O the
need for greater clarity in the regulations.

V. REQUIREMENT THAT INFORMATION REGARDINO DEFICIENCIER IN TIE ADMINISTRA-
TION OF A STATE'S MEDICAID PROGRAM B MADE AVAILABLE NOT ONLY TO TIlE GOV-
ERNOR OP TIlE STATE, BUT ALSO RE SHARED WITH TIlE LE(IISLATIVE LEADER OF EACH
HOUSE IN THE STATE LEGISLATURE, AS WELL AS TIlE CHAIRMAN OF TIlE LEGISLA-
TIVE COMMITTEES WITH JURISDICTION OVER TilE MEDICAID PROGRAM

31r. Chairman. as a legislator who for several years sat as chairman of the
Health and Rehabilitative Services Committee in the Florida House, with major
responsibilities for the States' medicaid program, our committee was frequently
one of the last to know when things were going wrong with the program.

The deference 8. 3205 pays to the Importance of the State legislative branch
of government-in recognizing Its accountability for the expenditure of State
funds and assuring program effectiveness-is unprecedented In Federal legisla-
tion and welcomed with great enthusiasm.
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Tis provision will unquestiollably strengthen the legislatures' ability to uiyer.
ee it adlninigtration of their medklaid program. Moreover, it st€ould tspur

greater Interest ton the part of the appropriate coillttes to contiually evalu-
at, the performance of their own State agencies.

$. 3205 calls for specific reforms in the administratlon of medicaid by estab-
linhing specific performance standards in four areas: (1) eligibility (l.tv riina-
lion; (2) quality control; (3) claims processing; and (4) program re-ports slid
statistics.

While the Introduct uuti of Ix-rformnance standitrds represents an al:iProiirate
step toward Improving prograta adninistratitin and iijanitgenivtalt, %%e fett' tile
folJlowinug spetlfic concerns iiIu t be ac-conlnodalted '

(I) Since colpliane( with lhe perftorlimante stiiundlrdu lit the four broad art si
Ix largely dependent on tie as':istatice of fully operating Ilianig(Leil inftrlia-
tion systems, State and local governments will ned tire lead ltite tltlin tile
lprolposed October 11177 effet liv( date tffters. Adiltlonally, we reeomnmend t alt (lie'
Federal (overnini.nt al~snie the' full cost of tile develiim'liet aind operation of
these nlannagemnert Ifornation systems.

(2) Witi res.p'et tO the Spet'ifle riquirvinvitt Iitt nieidicald eligibility b rt-
deternined every it months,, wt- strongly feel that thls pr.Ivioln should not ex.
tend to the aged, blind, or disabled who quutlify for assistalice. Tile frequin.y of
'hainge In circumstances in t these groups is so slight as to itke a redeteraiainai imn

every 0 months ladnilnlstrativiely unnectestoary and burdi.-isonie. 'ie' focusn otf
eligibility releteritliot ion should bep on the itledically needy under AFC )(. Moro-
over, the time plotriod for processing lilndially lledy disalid iilslicsat|1las s1e,1114l
be changed front i) days to t) days, since verification ili this; priugritin IN; oftcu
lengthy and detailed.

(3) The medicaid requirements are extremely detailed amd specific. The atul.
visabllty of locking such regulatory language into it stattle Is seriously
qtm-stiJeled.

(4) While several StitiN' already ti,,t or exceed thp porformnttive stal:ir l.4
In the bill, Imany other Stlet.s will be unable to ctnly %iithjut a substiallfial
IncremPnt in Sta14 exiendlt ures.

(5) The standards related to tie area of quaiity control tIve is cinsideralolh
difficulty. To begin with, a iiiaxinitUin error rate for eligibility (l riiiiill Itln Set
at the 50th percelitile of rates reported by tli Stales !lsm.ween October ]175 lIt
March 1970) will always be an arbitrary standard. For exalele, If a wide varil-
tlon among State error rates existed, the inedlian (50%) iight noit rel.ect ev,,n
the majority of Statea. More equitable measures which r'cisgiize Statt' ci,acitics
could be developed, rather than legislating such a rigid slalstihal requirement.

Even more troublesome is the tying of a fiscal penalty to certain toleran,.e
levels. Given the fact that "quality control" is still an art and not a preci'.e
itclence-that Is to say no one has the answer as to what combination of factors
will guar:inteoi a reduction in errors-we find the attachment of fiscal ilwenit- oi.,
tolerance levels unacceptable. Instead, we would prefer to see a nationwiih.
utilityty control system developed as a management tool which w111 allow ehlc.i
otficlas, program ni~nagers, and the public to reliably and validly know the
ac'tcuracy (if the e1ligilpility systln at regularly recurring il1 erval.

The basic principles of this nationwide quality control system should be
applied not only to neli.hal assistan(.e but to AFM., .1 and food st.ilnl' as
well. Additional administrative standards should not be mandated by the Fud-
eral Golvernment without prior consultation with States and localites and until
there is clear evidence of their cost effectiveness.

We, further believe that no national performance tolerance leve!s should be
e.'tablished at this time. Instead, all States should be required to dev+t-iu1 isji-
odile corrective action pliis, acceptable to the I)epartment of Health. Education
and Welfare, geared to the Individual conditions of each State and including the
Stnte's specific targets for error reduction.

8:1nctions, if necessary, should be applied only through the existing compliance
procedure and only in those instances where a State refused to propose an
acceptable corrective action plan or fails to appropriately implement the actions
lit the agreed upon plan.

We also recommend that the publicity of quality control findings should be
continued with the following modificaUons:

More emphasis should be placed on publicizing in each Jurisdiction the record
of that single Jurisdiction (national publicity makes It difficult for the public to
evaluate the program which operates in their own localities).
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Public recognition should be given to those jurisdictions with low error rates
or which are making significant improvements.

More emphasis should be placed on clarifying the causes of errors and the
content of corrective actions plans.

Concerning the bill's provisions related to hospital reimbursement, we reconl.
ant.L the following changes:

(01 St"e that have t suce.ssfilly detnonstrated hospital reimburwment pro-
Itraui t in i wratlon slould Ihp allowed to ulliz.e their system In lieu of the system
rqen deld In fti lIll.

(21 Allowable coxt li('reaIl ex should he reasonably related to the Consumer
1'ri.e I nllex.

f31 More tlhutitloe rlialnry affiliate for a medical sllcl should be allowed
lII(' Stileg nre exIperimpnting with sucli efforts as community based schools and

n r,:i lit llh fd .Icn tlion .enterstt.
lit conelu-ion. Mr. chairmann . we sgigest that while H. 3205 contains numerous

w,,rlhwhile fetiiures thn deserve widespread support. tie bill should not Ie
rels'n.t-sliled as the exc'hlsive answer to c'ontrolling hetilth care costs. Medicaid
and Me1diclre account for only one.third of the total health care dollars spent

all:tlusnalily: threfire, the regulallon of enilicald and nedlcare cannot control
ef45x1 throughout the entire health ('are sector. 'ven If the bill's provisions sue.
4'644l 1l1 h1.ling nlleial allot inie(lieare hopltal costs In line, there are virtually
jo safegmurds to lprhlibit tle reallocation of those comts to other third parties.

We lielleve that tI. development tf a national health policy offers the most
'ffe-ctive nwlln of c(ontailling ostm throughout the health care sector In the long
run. Such a policy at a minimum would link decisions on provider relinbursp-
ment to effective health planning authorities. It would correct the present
imbalance In the health cure systein between the emphasis on treatment of

ilIlne,-m uund the (hteanlhisR (in itrouimtin of health. A natiollal health policy can
liegin to grapple with some of the difficult public policy Issues being forced on
soelety by the proliferation of expensive, sophisticated technologle., such as.
what kinds of health services shall be provided and where shall our limited
re,,urces lI concentrated?

Many are looking to the Talmadge bill as the first step toward a national
health In.urance system. In your Introductory remarks on S. 3205 you indicated
Mr. Chairman, that the kinds of administrative and payment changes advocated
i the bill, "Are absolutely necessary prior to any expansion of the Federal role

In providing more health Insurance to more people." You go on to suggest that
absent these changes, "Any expansion would be an open invitation to fiscal
disaster."

While, of course, our presence here today is not to debate the merits or de-
merits of the various national health Insurance proposals pending before Con-
gress, we do anticipate that that debate may be forthcoming fairly soon and
when the time comes, State and local governments will be anxious to make a
eutrihution to a consensus as to the kind of health care system America ought
to hare.

In preparation for that possibility, State and local organizations have been
working together over the past year to learn how their constituents feel about
certain key Issues In the national health Insurance discussion, is well as to
delineate what roles and authorities State and local governments ought to
exercise under any new health care system. For the record, I would like to
submit some attachments which describe In detail our concerns In this area,
as well as some of the tentative recommendations we have developed.

We hope that once the national health Insurance debate really begins, your
committee and staff will be as solicitous of our Input as It has been with respect
to 8. 3206.

Thank you once again for this opportunity to meet with you.

Attachment to Testimony

REPoR Or THz HumAx Rzsouacs TAsK FORCE

PRXAM3LE

In recognition of the ongoing consideration of a national health policy by
the Federal Government, and without taking a position either in favor or
against a comprehensive national health insurance program, the National
Conference of State Legislatures in cooperation with organizations representing
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$late and local elected officials and health program administrators has de-
veloped positions to be taken by the coalition of State and local governments
within the national debates on specific issues raised.

ADI)INSTRATIOM AND FINANCE

A. State and local governments should be directly Involved In the administra-
tlon of a national health Insurance system consistent with minimum Federal
fUii(tlions mid considering State and local governments' historic responslbilltes.
$tate administ ration should be maintained and strengthened.

It. Administration and regulation responsibilities which should be retained
Include:

1. Certification and regulation of providers-under a national health pro.
grain the Federal Government should set minimum standards which the State
Il local governments could exceed. States should submit a plan and If It does

ntot meet the minimum Federal requirements, the Federal Government should
a,, ume the administration of the program;

2. in determining whether the State and local governments are to retain
the adiiiilstrutil'i of capital expenditures controls, their experience under the
1eallh Planning Act should he taken Into consideration;

3. States should establish, subject to Federal approval, the rate establish-
ient and reimbursement process.

4. Th regulation of health Insurance should remain with the State which
tihuld be the Instrumentality for implementing Federal standards.

(1. To the extent that a NilI program Is financed through tax revenues, those
revesiut" should be derived by the Federal Government.

I). While a National Health Insurance program should Include a full range
Of llelti uid universal coverage, Its full Implementation should be provided
for in one act with a planned schedule for the phase-in of benefits, coverage, and
ftintcing to assure effective administration.

E. To the extent that there Is a lack of coverage under NI!! there may be a
necessity for continuation of categorical grants which should be administered
by State and local governments.

F. It Is recognized, apart from personal health and medical services under
NIII. that there will be a necessity for continuation of public health grants
which should be administered by State and local governments.

(. The national health Insurance program should not entail the waiver by
State or local governments of rights guaranteed under the 11th amedment of
the Constitution.

cOVERAGE AND DENEPITS

A national health Insurance plan should Include universal coverage with
Incentive for maximum participation.

The ultimate goal of such a plan should be comprehensive coverage including
preventive, diagnostic, rehabilitation, long-term care, dental and eye care, drugs,
.orective devices, and mental health. Such coverage should be achieved
through a phasing-n of benefits beginning with personal preventive health
services.

Legislation should Identify services that are suitable for Inclusion for ap-
propriate age cohorts. An health care for children 0-6 years of age should be
considered preventive care.

Emphasis throughout should be on provPwntlng overutillzation of care through
provision of coverage at less Intensive levels of care (preventive and ambula-
tory) as well as Institutional services.

A program of catastrophic care as a second phase-In component of NHI needs
consideration as to limits of coverage, relationship of coverage to Income and
character of population to be served.

State and local governments should be encouraged to Investigate costs of
components of comprehensive health care. Congress should Initiate experi-
mental programs of assistance to State and local governments precedent to
i,,smlpnspntatlon of comprehensive coverage.

CST OONTDOL
Ilnckaround

.Medical costs have been Increasing at a rapid rate in recent years. Although
there Is some thought that this rate of Increase is flattening out, increases con-
tinue to outpace the Consumer Price Index.
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A number (of factors have beeun implicated In this Increase. Inflation of the
general economy plus a watchh up process following economic stabilization con.
trois are the major factors which are unlikely to be controllable except by
ginernlI et otnuit conditions.

SIelic characteristlcs in the econoinlcs of health care accelerate the rise In
ni.dicMl cstm. Alvaneing tteluology anid expanding public expetstati1l11 front

IMat technology Increases tlie denitid for expensive and sophisticated services.
Borrowing for capital Improvemient is often at Interest rates higher than capital-
izatlon costs In other Industries. T'nderrulmbursenient by third party payers
siminnulates provilders to recover losses from direct paying consumers. Overstafling
(if hospitals. Increased liability costs and overspecialization of labor can be
added is maJor factors.

Overutilizatlon of the health care system is more correctly termed Inap-
propriate utilization. While one might say patient demand causeslnappropriate
utilization, It is ultimately the provider who controls utilization. The provider
decides how the system will Ib utilized as he responds to patient demand and
the demands of standards established by the courts in liability actions.
Statcmcnt

States should have the authority and responsibility for Implementing programs
to control costs and assure quality, utilizing those mechanisms they determine
to Ih most appropriate for their individual needs and circumstances.

Controls should be applied through a combination of incentive devices to
encourage adoption of low risk lifestyles, use of low-cost health personnel,
reduction in hospital stays and adinlnlstrative expenditures, balanced physician
(listribut lon-(and mandatory government regulation-utilization review, re..
licensure and continuing medical education, rate review, prospective hospital
reiunbursenwunt, peer review and (ertiticate of need. The incentives and regula-
tory programs should be In operation prior to the implementation of Nil.

As a means of controlling consumer utilization, copaymcnits are not really
effective. Mu('h consumer Copyment is hidden in charges. The provider still
makes the utilization decision and the consumer has little real control. Except.
tons might exist In the drug and repeat office visit sectors. Nevertheless, copay-
ments are valid as a revenue generating mechanismn.

Tie use of means tests to exempt certain eligibles from copayment require.
ments would probably be counter productive as far as reducing excessive utiliza-
tion is concerned. income level exemption tends to confuse NIll with income

maintenance. If deductibles or copayment requirements are high enough they
could affect accessibility to health care, but in the face of real need will not
deter patients from seeking service. There are many other social variables that
affect access.

Advertising of services and prices Is not likely to reduce the cost of services.
Price publications might lower costs in the case of drugs and supplies.

Cost control programs In States would probably Ibe more effective than those
at the Federal level hut the cost to State government of these programs must
include Federal assistance. Some States are not likely to act without Federal
encouragenment.

State operated XIII programs would present problems because of population
mobility unless they were set up as an Indemnification plan for residents without
the cost, quality and service controls envisioned for NIII.

Federal qualityy standards probably would not work because of vast geographic
variables. Very miniulmunim standards could be applied at best. Cost variables are
also so wide as to defy controls except In reference to previous costs with very
elastic parameters.

MANPOWER AND QUALITY CONTROL

To Insure an adequate supply of providers to meet the increased demand for
various health and medical services, a national health manpower policy must be
a prrequislte to a phased-in national health insurance plan.

The Manpower Task Force unanimously agreed to support, In principle. the
terlets enumerated in the Senate health manpower bill. "The Health Professions'
Education Assistance At" (S. 3239). The task force is in agreement with the
bills' efforts to remedy three fundamental problems:

(1) The poor distribution of health professionals In rural and Inner city areas;
(2) The overabundance of surgeons and the shortage of primary care physl-

clans; and
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both the geographic and s*e-Ialty nmaldistribution problcmis.

Although we suplrt the Senate bill, it should not preclude sate Initiatives.
slates must Ilentify their own health manluwer prolilenis and aively pursue
solutions. Staten should take the lead in developing Innovative prigranms to

tso- inmanpower Ohortuges in medically underserved areas. It 1- suggested that
states explore the Imsilbility of rqitlring that certalt slatlards hl met l,Iy
inedical cho.ls and other health professions schools receiving state In'es, such
an tie develolsent of remote site I raining centers.

Before the enactintent of a Natloual Health Insuran e plan, there must he
efforts to improve the capability of assessing tile quality of nedlical care.

There should le appropriate State lortwedures for renewal of lenses anJ! for
conti nuing education, programs for health professionals and Ilisttuthils.

Efforts to expand the use of allied health lIersonnel should lie undertaken. and
studies should be conducted to explore the apprpriatness of licensure. .ertiflea.
tion, or the establishment of lwrforlnalce standards for such personnel.

Medicaid reinfbnrsemnent should be made ..n the basis of the service rendered
and not on the basis of the provider.

To Insure chronology of care. the task ferce recomnonds the dlevelipmlnt of a
uniform patient record system which coule, be incrementally developed begimnlng
with immunization histories.

Senator TALMAWY. Our next witness is M'r. Frank Francois, vice
lresidett of the National Association of Counties.

STATEMENT OF FRANK FRANCOIS, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES, COUNCILMAN, PRINCE GEORGES
COUNTY, MD.

Afr'. Fjt.%.-,-oiq. Thank you, MJr. Chairman.
I am Frank l'rancoi. councilman, Ilrince Georgeps County. Id. I

1n also fourth vice president of tile National Association of Coun-
ties on whose-belmlf I am 11)pearitgr tolay.

I aim accomlpaniedl Iy Mr. Mike (amnell to my left. wlo is a NACo
legislative relresentatiVe.

As you well know, Mr. Chairman, county government provides
medical care to those whlo cannot obtain it elsewhere. When no one
else can or will. (wlal government provides that care. Similarly, colili-
ties are responsille for assuring services in several areas not g*Inerally
ahlressed 1)% existing l public (medicare and medicaid) or private in-
surtince l)rograns-lrole)s such as alcoholism, drug abuse, mental
health, emergency care. and preventive and health promotive services.

The lptrpoIse of nlv statement is twofold. First, I wish to put. NACo
on record as supporing in general the goals and objectives of S. 3205
and second, I wish to make Congress and the members of this sub-
committee aware of the problems and opportunities facing counties
as a result of the mledicaid program.

Wo wish to commend the chairman and members of the subcommit-
tee for proceeding with hearings on medicaid and medicare reform.
We are, submitting for the record a survey of health expenditures
in 15 States that we believe provides representative examples of the
role counties play in providing medical care through medicaid. The
results of this survey clearly show the magniture of the financial
commitment counties'have made to health care.

We are also submitting for the record a resolution passed by the
NACo membership during our recent annual convention.

75--502-- 76---0
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Mr. Chairman, in that respect I would note in your statement re-
leased today on this bill you refer to the National Association of
Counties as calling for immediate wage c,ntrols of hospitals. That
position has been changed as of June. We are now in a posture, as
yoi will note from the resolution, of encouraging incentives to hold
(own) costs.

Senator TAL.MADGE. I am delighted to hear that because I think a
freeze is too rigid.

Mr. FRANcoS. Our membership after a rather intensive debate an
the floor reached the same answer, sir.

.%s an example of the impact. S. 3205 will have on counties, we
urge you to take into consideration the amendments suggested by
Los An'elvs ('mnty.

N.A(o Ctands ready to sultport S. 3205 with the suggested amend.
nents. Wo are specifically concerned about the potential negative
fiscal impaUt of sections 4, 10, and 11 of the bill. Of course, those are
the same ones that the Los Angeles County addressed themselves to.

'hese sections prowOse desirable administrative objectives. Enact-
in t hllon into law, however, will result in increased administrative
costs to counties. We understand that the subcommittee staff is aware
of the problems inherent in these sections.

We believe S. 3205 will help eliminate overlap. duplication and
redltale now in existence in the medicaid program. We believe it will
alko reduce high error rates.

Why are we supporting S. 3205? The attached survey clearly shows
that the commitment of county govern ents to the' medicaid pro-
gtr111 is suhtantial. As health care costs increase counties are being
forced to rely on an already burdened property tax to support tle
health care of a small segment of their population. While dedicated
to time provision and availability of health care for all citizens, coun-
ties face the dilemma of sacrificing other necessary and mandated
services responsibilities to the burgeoning fiscal requirements of the
medicaid program. Cutbacks in services and/or elin'ible. population
provide no relief for counties, which are traditionally the providers
of last, resort.

Persons whose major health problems fall into special categorical
problem areas. and others whose life styles disqualify them for pro-
tection under Federal health programs (including disabled but work-
ing persons, intact families, childless couples, single persons between
21 and 65 years old, the working poor, nonresident aliens, prisoners
and migrants) must turn to local government for help. However, our
Nation's approach to the medically indigent through medicaid is un-
even and highly inequitable. Inadequate benefits in som. States create
classes of medically needy which do not even exist in other States.
These medically indigent persons also become the burden of local
government.

Since counties cannot, by themselves, be expected to control costs
and since we are always left to pick up the tab for all those who
are not covered by a State or Federal program or private insurance,
NACo has the following recommendations:

First, completely overhaul the eligibility process. This process is
far too complex. In most States at least four categories of eligibility
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are in uce. The costs of administration are far too high. Eligibility
errors are numerous--little effort has been expended to analyze the
(leinograiphic characteristics of the eligible population, patterns of
their residence or patterns in the use of covered services.

Millions of dollars are being expended to process eligibles-yet
tliere is ,onsiderable indication that the high costs of eligibility sue-
,.I, Is merely in deternmining which level of government-Federal,
State of, loe'al-must pay for the care of the medically indigent.

''llere is a need to stanldardize and simplify the eligibility process.
Tle costs of weeding out a mall percentage of people who are mar-
ginally ineligible probably far exceeds the cost of provisions of care
I,) thewm. The (liversion of financial resources from fruitless, expen-
sive, repetitive processing could augment money needed to provide
('Jet jul services.

'ev(Ond, the revision of cost-sharing approach to funding of medic-
ail. The existing system of Federal, State, local sharing under medic.
aid is both unreasonable and inequitable, we believe. People in need
of medical services who cannot afford to pay for them must either
d, without or have their care subsidized in whole or in part by local
o',rnent. Failure to cover preventive and early diagnostic care

1110~l treatment in the long run boosts the cost of medical/care which
le,.oiu)Is the cost of neglect. Nationally millions of administrative
(i,,llars are being spent under medicaid simply to determine what por-
t ion of costs will be borne by Federal, State and county governments.

We argue for federalization of the medicaid program. We urge that
consideration be given to eliminating the regressive, rigid property
tax as a source of revenue for financing medicaid. If we seek equity of
access to adequate care, we cannot depend on the property tax to pro-
vide that equity.

We are willing to work with the subcommittee staff, Mr. Chairman,
which has been most cooperative in responding to our concerns, at
your direction. We thank you for allowing us this opportunity to
testify today.

I would Ii to put one more item into the record if I could. I always
like to go to the people who operate these programs and get their
viewpoints.

Senator TALMADOE. Without objection, it will be inserted in the
record, sir.

Mr. F%%.icois. I did that in my own county. I have a health ofgi~er's
two-page memorandum outlining our view on the bill in Prince
Georges County.

Senator TALMADG.r. Delighted to have it as part of the record.
[The material follows:]

PRINcE GOOGE'S COUNTY IIEALTH DEPARTMENT

JuNE 3, 1976.

Re U.S. Senate Bill 3205: Medicare Medicaid Reform Act-Senator Talmadge.
Memorandum to: Donald K. Wallace, M.D., Health Officer.
From: P. A. Lusk, Director, Institutional Care.

This is one of the finest Bills I've seen proposed in relation to Medicare and
Medicaid M'ince its advent in 1965. The advocating Senate Subcommittee seems to
be a unique exception in that it is taking a very broad overview of the problems
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of the Program rather than attempting to pluoch pleesit without regard to the
inlinct on tie other parts of the Program. Genecaily, I would totally supl.,rt the
1ill1 and would hope that It gains passage.

(1 ) The cover letter highlights ,ne of the primary problems at the locIll level -
that is, Federal offices under different flEW administrations making de.islios
that conflict with others which creates total cha;s to the local provid.r. T'
combining of Medicare, Medicaid. Quality Assurance and P11RO iuto a single
adnidstering agency of health c- re financIng would ellniate the dislit, e.C, cil-
filcts, duplication, gaps and basic distrust that has ocurred between ltc.al pro-
viders and government (Il|,th State and Federal). Ihopefully there wou'd then
be more resources and energy to go into provision of care.

(2) The proposed Central Fraud and Abuse Control Unit was needed a long
tine ago. Most (if (it(e frall(I in the Medicare/Medichai Programs Is at whe ri-
vider level, not the bvin lvi(ary level. IWvaulse program ionles t the itat l1 %-l
end lp bing |inlhil iln the car(- of a single Individlt (that Is to say. Media,.r
flight pay for 70% of (,are unid Medicaid alight pick ill) tle otlier W0 iltb'r.eii I.
It has been difficult to puirsue provider abise because (if the (liffering recll:ations
between 'Medicare and Medicaid. There have been instances whell attempts lit
the State level to pursue abuse have been frustrated by the fact that the records
of one Program (title XVIII) could not be reviewed by the other Prograill (title
XIX). Without the ability to exchange Informt~ation it beconies dliflicult to prevci,
double billing. Who Is to Nay that Medicaid aijd Medicare have not buth palh,
restiltig ia ia uiislic fund reilbumsemnelnt in excess of 1(0J,.

(3) The intention of having an annual onsight evaluations of each State's
medlcald adlmnistrative siructtire anld olmpratlout would he wel.oitie. The ath-eiwe
of a State-wide policy In the Medicaid Programl has brought about unequal and
off-times lax administration of performance standards In the varied counties.
At this pint in time, the Federal Governmeft audits three to ftour years after
payment has not been made. This means, that If tie State fails to set perform-
an'e standards and to audit compliance in a timely manner the Federal may
pick tp the omission years afterwards which leaves the family IealilZ4.4. If 11li.
claim Is disallowed YEARS after the service was rendered the family Is then
billed. This Is particularly true in the long-term care parts of the Medivtare/
M caild Prograns. therefore the Impact of tils proposal to llit lo,.al .it iz-iry
would lie positive even though requirements on the State Ilealth Department
and pIossibility on the local alllt h h)epartinent wold hbe greater.

(4) 1 also altdaimd tie prolpisal that the Federal Goverinent woldhl with-
hold funds to States who do not straighten out their Program rather than just
prohibiting payment to Iroilders is they now do which penalizes the pa:ic it not
the non-comllying Agency.

(5) The proposdcl changes in the reimbursement formula for ho.,)I|W:l,. and
skilled Nursing llonies seem valid. Certainly thi re has been albuise iti the long-
tern field related t Iulying aind selling among family or corporation nwi'itllher4
(sO as to abuse the dopreciation factors).

M) The adding of a calulation actor whic-h woulld encourage the conversion
Oil unused hospital beds into Nulrsing lomnes Is a positive factor aind might well
encourage the District of Coluniba (with these additional revenues) to b-gin
using soine of their surplus hospital be(s for Nursing HIomes which would there-
by release the beds in Prince G(eorge'fi and Montgomery County Nuirsing llone.s
currently used by District of Columbia residents.

(7) The proposed change in reimbursement formula which encourages ac-
ceptance of assignment by physician might well encourge more of our physilans
to accept Medicare and thereby make physician care more available to our
residents.

(8) The proposal to alter the reimbursement factor to include a profit factor
in the Not-for-Profit facilities Is good. This will Increase providers willing to
accept Medicare/Medicaid beneficiaries. It should be recognized that the receipt
of "cost only" will not allow for the maintenance effort of the facility and its
administration nor does it allow for expansion and enrichment of the program or
facility. I question however, tile limitation of the profit factor to the "for-profit"
facilities only. I think the profit factor should be available to all facilities. N*4n-
profit facilities also have to address themselves to the maintenance of effort,
maintenance of facility and to expansion and enrichment of program and facility.
The difference between profit and non-profit Is more semantic than real. The non-
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Isrifits frerjtiatly set salaries at a comfortable level and they fare far better
Ihan f(ir-proi.lt which have been known to have less profit to take home than it
tley had -11,,ra.ted on salaries under the for-profit schem. .

t.-) Uinder lilt -1, there is a requirement that the State Medicaid Programs
have a (hottw s.%st(,n that will provide an explanation of benefits paid to each
recipient. Senator Talmadge proposes the explanation of the benefits which Is
tent to GAO be only on a sample basis rather than each recipient. I hope that
tht, States will still be required to have a data bank that would amass data on
each recipient but only be required to forward to GAO a sample of that data
hIanli. Certainly (A(0 wouli not. he interested in the reams of paper required to
report on the approximately 500,000 Medicaid recipients In Maryland. H1ow-
ever, the full data should be available for sample selection. I don't see that this
loruvislin would make any particular impact on the local level.

(10) The requirement that the cost of hospital care of Medicare/Medicald not
tie passed on to the private patient or private insurers would be beneficial and
wmuld seem to have the effect of requiring Medicare/Medicaid to their fair share
\%%hich i.hould hopefully result in a reduction of rates by local providers who have
been forced to carry over their Medicare/Medicaid losses to the private Sector.

il) The prolposed revision of the reimbursement formula for hospitals by
elassilication of natural groups of comparable size facilities appears to be an
illpuwoteneent over the current reltubursement system. However, I think there is
wit xiu!lv'ient re('egnition of the regional (lifferen.e of the Inflationary floor and
hat there is an inilationury cost above and beyond that of wages. I am suggesting
liat lerhlaps. an additional factor go into the cnlcuhttlion of reasonable relmburse-

nw.nt ineImisin for providers which would Increase availability of local services.

Mr. TAr. M, xv. Mr. Francois, I certainly appreciate your thought-
ftilness and support.

My attention has been called to a probem in counties in some states
with respect to payment of medicare and medicaid to illegal aliens.
That i;, the burden of the cost of this care has fallen solely on the
counties. Would you care to cortai ent on the situation I

Mr. Fnxcols. It is a problem, Mr. Chairman, as is always true
when the county government is involved and we always are because
wNv are always there and vhen no one else pays the bill it comes to
us. It is a problem. It is one that we are wrestling with particularly
in the Southwezt. Los Angles, Calif., spends in excess of $8 million on
this p~roblem. San Diego, Calif., spends nearly $1 million. While
tlroligliolit thit area of the Nation it is a more visible problem, it
rtnimains a national one that we would very much like to get some help
on. We think it is an unfair burden.

Senator T.LMADOE. We have a food stamp program. When the
Senate passed a bill trying to reform it we prohibited illegal aliens
from receiving food stamps, and I think we ought to do the same thing
in all facets of medicare and medicaid.

Mr. FRAxcols. The problem is how do we know what people arm
acttially illegal and how are we going to pay the bills? They are still
,,roing to be knocking at the courthouse door and we will end up paying
it one way or another. They will show upat our hospitals as indigents
:nd tlioe billN will pltimately end up in our hands. We think it is a
national problem and that we have to get help from that source.

Senator T.bu~r..noE. Thank you. I agree.
If there is nothing further, the committee will stand in recess until

8 n.m. tomorrow.
Mr. FRAtCOS. Thank you.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Francois follows:]

STATEMExT OF HON. FRANCIS FRA.cois, COUNCILMAN,
PRINCE GEORGoS COUNTY, MD.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Francis Francois, council-
man, Prince Ileorges County, Md. I am also fourth vice president of the National
Association of Counties, (NACo)' on whose behalf I am appearing today.

As you well know, county government provides medical care to those who
cannot obtain it elsewhere. When no one else can or will, local government pro-
ides that care. Similarly, counties are responsible for assuring services lit several

areas not generally addressed by existing public (medicare and medicahld or
private insurance programs-problems such as alcoholism, drug abuse, mentti
health, emergency care, und preventive and health promotive services.

The purpose of my statement is twofold: first, I wish to put NACo on record is
supporting in general the goals and objectives of H. 3205; and, second, I wish i,1
make Congress and the members of this subcommittee aware of the problem.
and opportunities facing counties as a result of the medicaid program.

We wish to commend the chairman and members of the subcommittee for
proceeding with hearings on medicaid and medicare reform. We are submittiig
for the record a survey of health expenditures in 15 States that we believe piro-
vides representative examples of the role counts play In providing medical
care through medicaid. The results of this survey clearly show the magnitude of
the financial commitment counties have made to health care.

We are also submitting for the record a resolution passed by the NACo meni-
bership during our recent annual convention. The resolution urges Congress to
federalize medicaid for reasons outlined in my testimony here today. Ag ant
example of the impact S. 3205 will have on counties, we urge you to take Into
consideration the amendments suggested by Los Angeles County, Calif.
(attached).

NACo stands ready to support 8. 3205 with the suggested amendments. We are
specifically concerned about the potential negative fiscal Impact of sections 4,
I?. and 11 of the bill. Both sections propose desirable administrative objectives.
Enacting them into law, however, will result in Increased administrative costs
to counties. We understand that the subcommittee staff is aware of the problems
inherent in these sections.

We believe S. 3205 will help eliminate overlap, duplication and red tape now in
existence in the medicaid program. It will also reduce high error rates.

Why are we supporting .4. 3205? The attached survey clearly shows that the
commitment of county governments to the medicaid program is substantial. As
health care costs Increase ,ountiem are being forced to rely on an already burdened
property tax to support tl'e health care of a small segment of their population.
While dedicated to the provision and availability of health care for all citizens,
counties face the (ilemma of sacrificing other necessary and mandated services
resiponsibilities to the burgeoning fiscal requirements of the medicaid program.
Cutbacks In services and/or eligible population provide no relief for counties,
which are traditionally the providers of last resort.

Persons whose major health problems fall into special categorical problem
areas, and others whose lifestyles disqualify them for protection under Federal
health programs (including disabled but working persons, intact families, chld-
less couples, single persons between 21 and 6 years old, the working poor,
nonresident aliens, prisoners and migrants) must turn to local government for
help. However. our Nation's approach to the medically indigent through medicaid
Is uneven and highly Inequitable. Inadequate benefits in some Stat# create clamfs
of medically needy which do not even exist In other States. These medically
Indigent persons also become the burden of local government.

' The National Association nf Counties is the only national orranization representfngcounty government In 1hp United StatPs. Ita membership spanst the sarctrum cf nrbsn
sthrban. and rural county which bare Joined together for th, common nurpoee ofstrengtheninr county government to meet the needs of all Americans. Bv virtue of n
county's members hin, all Its elected and appointed Mals become participants In an
organisxtion dodlesited to thp following gonal: Improving county government: servine so
tho n'itional anokesman for connt, government: acting ma a lialon bwtwe n the nqtion'llcoemntl, and other leelys of government; and achieving public understanding of the role
of counties In the federal system.
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Since counties cannot, by themselves, be expected to control costs and since we
are always left to pick up the tab for all those who are not covered by a State
or Federal program or private insurance, NAC has the following recommen-
dations:

First, completely overhaul the eligibility process. This process Is far too
complex. In most States, at least four categories of eligibility are in use. The
cnts5 of administration are far too high. Eligibility errors are numerous-little
effort has been expended to analyze the demographic characteristics of the
eligible population, patterns of their residence, or patterns in the use of covered
services.

Millions of dollars are being expended to process eligibles-yet there is con-
siderable indication that the high costs of eligibility succeeds merely In deter-
mining which level of government-Federal, State, or local-must pay for the
care of the medically indigent.

There is a need to standardize and simplify the eligibility process. The Costs
of weeding out a small percentage of people who are marginally ineligible prob-
ably far exceeds the cost of provision of care to them. The diversion of financial
resources from fruitless, expensive, repetitive processing could augment money
needed to provide essential services.

Second, the revision of cost-sharing approach to funding of medicaid. The
existing system of Federal, State, local sharing nder imedieald is both 1inl-
reasonable and inequitable. People in need of medical services who cannot afford
to pay for them must either do without or have their care subsidized in whole
or in part by local government. Failure to cover preventive and early diagnostic
(are and treatment, In the long run, boosts the cost of medical care--which
becomes the cost of neglect. Nationally, millions of administrative dollars are
being spent under medicaid simply to determine what portion of costs will be
borne by Federal, State, and county governments.

We argue for federalization of the medicaid program. We urge that considera-
tion be given to eliminating the regressive, rigid property tax as a source of
revenue for financing medicaid. If we seek equity of access to adequate (are
we cannot depend on the property tax to provide that equity.

We are willing to work with the subcommittee staff, which has been most
(NoH)erative in responding to our concerns, Mr. Chairman, at your direction.
We thank you for allowing us this opportunity to testify today.

SECTION 4-STATE MEDICAID ADMINISTRATION'

30-60 Day Case Processing
Summary: The bill would require that state Medicaid plans provide for deter-

minations of eligibility for all applicants within at least 60 days, and for some
applicants within 30 days. Redeterminations of eligibility would have to be.
made within 30-days of receiving Information on changed circumstances, and in
any event at least every sixmonths.

!'ffect: Under present circumstances It is occasionally impossible to determine
medicaid eligibility within 60 days because of the complexity of medicaid require-
ments as well as the inability of the Social Security Administration to provide
information which must be obtained as part of the determination process. Al-
though the percentage of castes which require clearance by SSA is not great, this
is an area which should be resolved before the states are penalized for failure
to comply.
50th Peroc tile Error Rate

Summary: States would have to provide methods to assure accuracy In deter-
mining eligibility so that the state's error rate for eligibility determinations
after October 1, 1977, does not exceed the 50th percentile of the error rates
for all state. _

Effect: The requirement that states eligibility determination error rate not
exceed the 50th percentile of error rates for all states would be Impossible for
all states to meet. if the 50th percentile is to be periodically adjusted. Since by
definition nearly 50% of states would have an error rate above that level. It is
necessary to specify that the error rate percentile be determined only once
without future adjustment.

IS uggested Amendments to R. 205 by Los Angeles County. Calif.
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Reporting Rcquiremcn te
Summary: States also would be required to provide that 95 percent of those

clains that require no additional information be paid within 80 days, and
1.Y) percent be paid within 90 days. Extensive review of claims relating to accu-
racy, participation of the provider, eligibility of the recipient and other areas
would te required. In addition, extensive reporting requirements would be esta-
lished for states relating to eligibility determinations, quality control programs,
claims payment, participating providers, utilization of services, and others.

Effect: Within California similar reporting requirements already exist. With.
out more specific detail it is impossible to evaluate the amount of additional
reporting which would he required. However, it is possible that reports will be
mandated for which we will not be able to obtain administrative reimbursement.
Quality Control

Sitmmary: Effective October 1, 1977, federal contributions to a state for the
state's Medicaid program would be subject to a reduction or termination unless
the state makes a satisfactory showing to the HEW Secretary that It is meeting
the above requirements for payment, determination of eligibility, etc. The
Secretary would conduct annual on-site visits to each state to determine com-
pliance with these requirements. Notice of failure to comply would be provided
to a state. The states would have up to six months to correct the deficiencies.

The bill would add additional criteria for determining reasonable costs of
hospital services under Medicare. The Secretary would establish, in consultation
with appropriate knowledgeable national organizations:

1. A uniform system of accounts and cost reporting, Including uniform
procedures for allocation of costs, for determining operating and capital
costs of hospitals providing Medicare services.

2. An ongoing system of hospital classification under which hospitals will
be classified Initially as to:

a. Bed size.
b. Type of hospital with separate categories for short-term general

hospitals, hospitals that are the primary affiliates of accredited medical
schools, and with psychiatric, geriatric, maternity, pe(liatric, or other
specialty hospitals being in the same or separate categories as the
Secretary determines.

C. Such other criteria as the Secretary deems appropriate but the
classification would not differentiate between hospitals on the basis of
ownership.

Amend: The bill should be amended to clearly state 50th percentile as accept-
able error rate will be established Initially and maintained at levels determined.

States that exceed substantially two or more requirements and meet the re-
quirements would be entitled to a federal matching of 75 percent. The current
maximum federal matching Is 50 percent.

The bill would add new quality control provisions under Medicaid. These
provisions relate to publishing state error rates In making eligibility determina-
tions, setting the 50th percentile of state error rates, and providing technical
assistance to the states to aid in their eligibility determinations.

A bi-annual report by the HEW Secretary describing benefits, eligibility, re-
Imbursement rates, and listing all fiscal agents contracted with for administra-
tion of the Medicaid program would be required. Quarterly updates of these
reports also would be required.

Effect: The county hospital's cases are presently controlled for quality by the
Department of Public Social Services certifier. All quality reports are channeled
through DPSS, therefore, this could not affect the county hospital cases.

As defined In the bill, routine operating costs would not Include: capital costs;
direct personnel and supply costs of hospital education and training programs.
costs of interns, residents, and medical personnel: or energy costs associated
with heating or cooling the hospitaL Reimbursement for items not Included as
routine operating costs would continue as at present.

The Secretary, annually, would determine for each category of hospitals an
average per diem routine operating costs amount that would be utilized In deter-

mining the reasonable cost of the portion of the hospital's costs that consist
of routine operating costs. This determination would be made on the basis of
routine operating costs data from the precemlng year.

There would be nonpersonnel and personnel components to routine operating
costs. These two components for all hospitals In each class would be aggregated
to determine the total routine operating costs for all hospitals in the category.
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This amount would be divided by the total number of days of routine care pro-
vided by such hospitals to arrive at the average per diem routine operating
costs for each category of hospital. Illr'isals that are significantly understaffed
or that are not accredited would be e...J.ded from these computations.

Payment to a hospital would be based on the average per diem routine operat-
ing cost amount determined for its category. Adjustments could occur in the
personnel component because of wage variations in different geographic areas.
increases also would be allowed to reflect increases in the cost of goods and
services that comprise routine operating costs.

In cases where hospital routine operating costs are equal to or exceed the
average per diem routine operating cost for its category, reimbursement would
be equal to the hospital's actual per diem routine operating costs up to 120 per-
cent of the average routine operating costs for hospitals in its category. Ilos-
pitals with costs exceeding the 120 percent limit would not be reimbursed for
these additional costs. Hospitals with costs below the average for their category
would be reimbursed for their actual costs plus one-half the difference between
their costs and the average for their category.

This additional bonus would be limited to 5 percent of the hospital's routine
operating costs. Special provisions relate to hospitals located in underserved
areas that are certified as necessary and that are underutillzed. Special provi-
sions also would apply to hospitals with special case mixes that require a
greater intensity of care than that provided In the average hospital that in-
creases the level of the hospital's routine operating costs.

The IlEW Secretary would be directed to develop comparable reiinlursement
methods for other hospital cost centers, skilled nursing and intermediate care
facilities, as well as home health agencies.

These new reimbursement provisions would be applicable for information
purposes only prior to July 1, 1971). Differences in actual costs and average costs
for it category of hospitals would be reduced by one-half for fiscal year 1080,
and the provisions would be fully operative beginning in fiscal year 1981. These
reimbursement provisions would apply under both the Medicaid and Medicare
programs.

Unifomn Accounting
Effect: The California Health Facilities Commission currently requires uni-

form accounting procedures and cost allocation methods. It has been difficult
and costly for the I)epartment of Ifealth Services to comply with this require-
ment since our government accounting system differs from that of private
hospitals. This has, ini some instances, necessitated the keeping of dual records:
one set to comply with County requirements and another for the California
hlealtl Facilities Commission. Conceivably the accounting system mandated
under this legislation could require a third set of books.

Amendment: The bill should be amended to require that any uniform account-
ing procedures developed be compatible with existing state accounting require-
ments or to mandate that existing state systems be modified to conform with
the Federal system.
Reimburscment of Routine Costa

Effect: Under existing federal law, ceilings have been established for the
reimbursement of routine costs under medicaid and medicare. These ceilings
now vary according to a hospital's bed size and the community In which It Is
located. This proposed legislation would vary the ceiling according to bed size,
treatment categories and other criteria as the Secretary of HEW desires.

Under the present system three of our hospitals exceed the routine cost cell-
Ing for Medicare and all of our hospitals are over the more stringent state
imposed Medi-Cal ceiling. We assume that the ceilings under the new legislation
would be comparable to the existing federal ceilings and that Medi-Cal/Medicare
reimbursement would not be effected materially.

Amendments: The existing bill would place all hospitals with over 500 beds
In the same size category. W@ feel that there should be further breakdowns at
650, 800, and 1,000 beds. Since costs vary considerably between areas, this legis-
lation should establish categories for geographic areas by cost of living as is
now being done by regulation for the establishment of reimbursement ceilings.

Teaching Hoepita-s
Effect: Hospitals which are the primary affilates of accredited medical schools

would be included in one category (without regard to bed size) for the purpose
of establishing reimbursement ceilings.
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Under this condition, only the LAC-USC Medical Center and Martin Luther
King Jr. General Hospitals would qualify as teaching hospitals. UCLA affili-
ates, Harbor General Hospital and Olive View Medical Center, would not be
qualified. Neither would Rancho Los Amigo or John Wesley Hospital, both of
which are affiliated with the University of Southern California. Therefore, the
cost of teaching programs in four of the hospitals operated by Los Angeles
County will not be fully reimbursed. Additionally, the disregard of teaching
hospital size will penalize the LAG-USC Medical Center since its costs would
be substantially greater than those of a small teaching hospital

Amendments: Section 10 (b) should be amended to delete from the proposed
Social Security Act Section 1801 (aa) (1) (B) (ii) the word "primary" which
precedes "affiliates" the parenthetical phrase following the word "schools"
(which one such hospital to be nominated by each accredited Medical school)",
and the parenthetical phrase following the word "category" (without regard
to bed size)'.

SECTION II: INCLUSION IN REASONABLE COST OF HOSPITAL SERVICES AN ALLOWANCE
FOR RETIREMENT OR CONVERSION Or UNDERUTILIZED FACILITIES

Summary: The Secretary would create a five-member Hospital Transitional
Allowance Board. The board would act on applications by hospitals certified
for participation In the Medicare and Medicaid programs for transitional allow-
ances. A transitional allowance would mean an amount that would be included
In a hospital's reasonable cost and would be established by the Secretary for
a hospital in recognition of a reimbursement detriment suffered by it because
of a qualified facility conversion. No more than 50 such allowances could be
made during the first two years following enactment of the bill.

A qualified facility conversion would mean a retirement, modification, or
change in usage of underutilized hospital facilities that is carried out by a
hospital that, for at least a year prior to the conversion, regularly furnished
Medicare or Medicaid services, and the effect of which is to promote efficient
and economical delivery of health care services by eliminating excess bed
capacity or discontinuing an underutilized service for which there are adequate
alternative sources In the area. Conditions are set out in the bill for determining
whether a conversion results in a reimbursement detriment.

Effect: This section is potentially beneficial to the Department of Health
, 4 'rvices in that we could realize additional revenue for hospitals which are
to be converted or retired because of underutilization.

Amendments: This section is potentially beneficial to the Department of
Health Services in that we could realize additional revenue for hospitals which
are to be converted or retired because of underutilization.

Tht, bill should rb. amended to eliminate the provision which limits this allow-
ane to 50 hospitals during the first two years. Costs associated with the retire-
ments or conversion of underutilized facilities are legitimate administrative
costs and should be recognized as such In all applicable circumstances. There
is no logical Justification for arbitratily limiting this allowance.

With regard to the effective date of this section, it would be preferable for
the section to take effect as of the beginning of the Federal fiscal year in which
the bill is passed.

TlE RoLz or COUNTY GOVERNMENT IN MEDICAID-A SuRVEY or SELECTED STATES;
BY JAMES KOPPEL, SURVEY DIRECTOR, AND JOHN F. CLARK, SuRvEY ANALYST

INTRODUCTION

This study by the National Association of Counties (NACo) demonstrates
the financial and administrative commitment of county resources to the Medicaid
program. Although the Medicaid program is generally considered to be a fed-
eral-state partnership, local county governments are required to provide sub-
stantial financial and administrative support. In five of the fifteen states sur-
veyed for this study, county governments paid over 20 percent of the total
Medicaid program or administrative costs for the fiscal year July 1, 1975 to
June 30, 1976.

NACo maintains that the funding of the Medicaid program should be com-
pletely assumed by the federal government. This position is based upon three
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observations: 1) Medicaid plans vary from state to state; thus, the medically
indigent residing In one state are commonly denied services available to those
in other states; 2) counties must fill the gaps in services to the poor; thus.
Medicaid programs which provide fewer services place a greater workload
on county health agencies and hospitals; and 8) those states which require
county support in Medicaid funding increase the burden on the major source
of county revenue, the local property tax

The purpose of this report is to demonstrate the burden the Medicaid pro-
gram places on county government, to outline the major gaps in services to
people, and to emphasize the need to address this problem in discussions concern-
ing the reform of the Medicaid program. The escalating costs of the Medicaid
program ($2 billion per year since 1974) have strained county budgets to the
point where other mandated services areas are being jeopardized. Assumption
of funding for the Medicaid program by the federal government would relieve
counties of this burden, and enable them to maintain their efforts in other
areas of responsibility, including public health and medical care.

ACKNOWLEDOEMENTa

The data presented in this report were obtained from officials working in
the agencies responsible for the individual state medical assistance plans. In
many cases, more than one official was consulted; however, the name of only
the principal contact is provided for each state. The NACo staff wishes to
express its appreciation to those state officials who provided the data necessary
to complete this study.

METHODOLOGY

The survey was designed and directed by James Koppel of the NACo staff.
John Clark authored the survey analysis.

Data for this report was obtained through personal interviews with officials
of the departments responsible for administering the Individual state medical
assistance programs. Interviews were conducted between March and June,
1976. Where necessary. figures were projected to cover the fiscal year July
1, 1975 to June 80, 197. The accuracy of the data, where available, was
considered to be good. In some cases information could not be readily obtained
from existing records, e.g., the number of state-operated skilled nursing and
intermediate care facilities was In several cases unknown.

A total of fifteen states were Interviewed, representing 47 percent of the
country's Medicaid recipients (1978 figure). Geographical dispersion was ob-
tained by selecting states located in the Northeast, South, Midwest, and West.
Patterns in the provision of services, and participation in funding by the
counties were identified.

Two types of costs were looked at for this report. Program costs were defined
as costs for services provided. Administrative costs were defined as the costs
associated with operating the Medicaid program, e.g., the costs of determining
the eligibility of a recipient.

FINDINGS

Table I displays the states surveyed, the type of program operated (medically
needy or 881 type), the optional services provided, and whether counties fund
either the program or administrative costs of Medicaid.

Nine of the fifteen states operated a "medically needy" program, i.e., medical
assistance was provided to poor persons other than those receiving AFDC or

S8,4I. In seven of these nine states, counties participated in funding the program
costs of Medicaid. In three of these states counties also contributed to the adinin-
Istrative costs of the program.

Six of the fifteen states operate a "categorically needy" program. I.e., eligibility
for medical assistance is based upon qualification for either AFDC or 881 assist.
ance. In three of these states counties pay part of the administrative costs of the
program. One state, Nevada. has property taxes earmarked for the Title XIX
fund. In eleven of the fifteen states surveyed (or 73.3 percent), counties are
required to financially support the Medicaid program. The other thirty-nine
states are not required to finfinrially participate In the Medicaid program. Iow.
ever, most counties in these states finance the bulk of medical services to medi..
cally needy persons that are not covered under MNedicaid.
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Opposite this requirement of financial support by the c, mntlei, the degree of
county control over the program, i.e., as far as the setting of standard, f, r
eligibility and the setting of benefit levels was reviewed. (l)ata are presented
on Individual state survey sheets.) In all fifteen states. standards for eligibility
were set by the state. In fourteen of fifteen cases, the level of benefits was like-
wise determined solely by the state, Nebraska being the exception. The, costly
process of determining the eligibility of potential recipients was assigned to the
counties In all but three states.

Table 2 presents the program and administrative costs of Mldicald to county
governments from July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976. Table 3 displays the percentage
of total (federal and state) Medicaid costs funded by county governments for
the same period. For those states having the medically needy program, tile
counties generally (7 or 9 cases) were required to assist in funding Medicaid
costs, ranging from 2.4 percent to 27.5 percent of total programs costs. Support
of administrative costs ranged from 2.88 percent to 35.4 percent of total aduiin-
istrative costs.

Table 4 displays the per capita contribution by county governments to Medlcald
program and administrative costs. These figures were obtained by dividillg t'he
contribution of each state's counties to program (and administrative) cos!s by
the average monthly served population, multiplied by twelve. The high per
capita contribution to program costs occurred in those states having the nedl-
cally needy program. The highest per capita contribution to administrative cti swas paid by Indiana counties ($13.17), und was nearly ten ties the size of th"
next largest (New York at $1.34).

CUTBACKS

Between January 1, 1075 and January 15, 1976, five of the surveyed state
(Ala., Md., N.H., N.J., Va.) reduced or eliminated mandatory or optional servi es
to Medicaid recipients. Three more states (Ind., Neb., N.C.) plan to reduce or
eliminate services in fiscal '77. The goal of reductions or eliminations in services
provided under the states' Medicaid plans is cost control; the effects will surely
be an increased burden on local governments, which are mandated to provide
health services to their indigent populations.

States which have the medically needy program were slightly more likely to
cutback on services than states with the more restricted 8SI program (4 to 3).

County participation in Medicaid funding did not seen to prevent cutbacks in
services. States iu which counties funded Medicaid were as likely to cut back
services as those states in which counties did not. Hince county funding of Medl-
cald will continue, the ultimate losers in any cutback of services are the counties.
The escalating costs of health care will require continued support by the c(,untes
at levels equal to or exceeding those of the past fiscal year. Meanwhile. those
services to the poor that are no longer covered under Medicaid must be provided
solely at county expense. A cutback in services or eligible population. while
possibly serving the states' need for economy, only worsens the situation of
the counties.

SUM MARY

This report has pointed out that the commitment of county governments to
the Medicaid program is substantial. As health care costs increase, counties are
being forced to rely on an already burdened property tax to support the health
care of a small segment of their population. While dedicated to the provisiIn ald
availability of health care for all citizens, counties face the dilemma of sacritclig:
other necessary and mandated service responsibilities to the burgeoning fiscl
requirements of the Medicaid program. Cutbacks In services and/or eligible Pop-
ulation provide no relief to counties, which are traditionally the providers of lst
resort. The effective response requires the federalization of Medicaid.
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States providing service
Alabama California Colordo Indiana Maryland Milnesota Nebraska Nevada New New New North

ampsh~i Jesey York Carolina Ohio Virginia WisconsinServices (optional) program type I S M S S M M M S M S M M S M M

Clinic service ............................. X .......... X x x x x x X x x x x xPrescri bed drugs ---------------- X x x x x x x x x x x x x X X
Dental services -------------------- x ---------- x X X x x x x x x x ---------- x
Ey she s g -ass ----------------- x K -------- X X X X X X X X X . X X XPrivate duty nursing ........................................... X --------- K X
Physical therapy .......................- " X x . X X X X X X X K--------- X X XPreventiverehabilitation .............---......... X .----------- - -------- X X K K K X X X X- -XE.e n y hospital .............. X X K X K X K K X K XSNFS patients under 21 .......... x X ....---------- X X X X X X X X X XOptometry.................... X X ---------- x x X X X X X X X X X XPodiatry ...................... :........... X X X X X X X X X X X X X Xoiaty-- ..-- x --..... x ..----------. x x x x x x x x - -x

Crpactor-------------------- -- x------- x x X K X K K -LTC within lCF --------------- K K X X K X K K X X X XNentdillnessingeriatriccare(65). X X X X X X X X X X X X K X
Participatio in funding s ................... B A A P 8 P (S) P --------- B B A

aM-e l ney program S-SSI eligibility progrm.'P-Counties cotnbte to program costs. A--Counties contribute to administrative costs. B-
Counties contribute to puogom and administrative costs.

a County property taxes cmding $3W,600 are put into ghe State Title XIX fund.
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TABLE L-PROGRAM AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS TO COUNTIES, JULY 1, 1975, TO JUNE 30,!1976

Agreptid county costs (State) Program Adminitrative

Alabama ..................................................................................................
Californi3 .............................................................. S313,573,044 ..................
Coloado. ........................................................................... $51,566
Indiana ............................................................................. 16,370. 000
Maryland ..............................................................
Minnesota ............................................. 13,405,573 1,393,750
Nebraska.. 13,228.000 ............
Nevada

NewYork .... .................................................... 754.000,000 18,694,000
North Carolina ........ .......................................... 19,035, 0 00......... .
Ohio ...............................................................................
Virginia .............................................................................................
Wisconsin ............................................................................................

I Covers both program and administrative costs.

' $5,004,000 was reimbursed from Federal funds.

TABLE 3.--PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL MEDICAID COSTS FUNDED BY COUNTRIES, JULY 1, 1975 TO JUNE 30, 1976

State Program costs Administrative costs

Alabama .............................................................................
Cliforni1 .............................................................. 'S. 0 15.0
Colorado ................................................................................ 2.8
Indiana ............................................................................. 35.4
Maryland ............................................................. . .2.4..............
Minnesota ............................................................ 4.4 25.9
Nebraska .............................................................. 20.3 ..................
Nevada...........................................................................................
New Hampshire ......................................................... 11.8 ..... .......New WY ..................................
Now York........................................................ 27.5 24.0
North Carolina .......................................................... 84.7 84.7
Oklahoma ..........................................................................
Virginia ........................................................................... .
Wisconsin ........................................................................ ......

'15 percent of the total program and sdmlistretive cost.
'4.7 percent of the total program and administUtive costs.

TABLE 4.--PER CAPITA CONTRIBUTION BY COUNTIES TO MEDICAID PROGRAM AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
JULY 1, 1975 TO JUNE 30, 1976

IPw capht dollar amountsl

State Program Administrative

Alabama .............................................................. 0 0
California ................................................. ' ............
Connecticut ............................................................................. 18
Indiana .................................................................................. 13.17
Maryland ............................................................... 89 ..................
Minnesota ............................................................ 10.06 1.05
Nebraska .............................................................. 32.89 ..................
Nevada ...................................... ...... .......................
New Hamp re.7 ..................
Now Jersey... .............................................................................
N, York ............. ..................................................5423 1.34
North Carolina.......................... .970. .....
Ohio ................................................................... 25wV ini .......................................................................................

Californi and rth Carolina reported program and administrative costs as I figure.
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REsOLUnzON URoINo CoNoREsS To ADOPT PROPOsALS TO HOLD Dowu RIsING
MEDICAL.L COSTS

Whereas the nation is facing a crisis Is health care due to skyrocketing costs,
Inequitable availability of health services, lack of professional manpower in rural
and underserved areas, fraud and abuse problems, and inadequate controls In the
quality of health care given; and,

Whereas county government provides medical care to those who cannot obtain
it elsewhere. When no one else can or will, counties provide it. Similarly, counties
are responsible for assuring service in several areas not generally addressed by
existing public (Medicare and Medicaid) or private insurance programs-lprob-
lems such as alcohollsin, drug abuse, mental health, emergency cart-, preventive
and health promotive services, and health care to the medically Indigent: and,

Whereas our nation's approach to the medically Indigent through Medicaid is
uneven and highly inequitable. Inadequate benefits in some states create classes
of medically needy which do not even exist in other states. These medically
Indigent persons also become the burden of local government; and,

' Whereas the rapid escalation of health care (or rather illness eare) costs in
the past few years means that counties, the providers of last resort, must allate
an Increasingly large proportion of their scarce property tax dollars to health
care; and,

Whereas the rate of Medicaid expenditures has consistently exceeded estimates,
creating fiscal crises in states and counties with comprehensive progra.ns; and,

Whereas counties cannot, by themselves, be expected to control costs and since
counties are always left to pick up the tab for all those who are not covered by
state, federal or private Insurance: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That it Is the Intention of the National Association of Counties to
support legislation to federalize the Medicaid program. Further, NACo will
support measures to hold down skyrocketing medical costs.

NACo urges that: Congress completely overhaul the Medicaid eligibility proc.
ess through standardization and simplification; Congress revise the present
federal-state cost-sharing approach to Medicaid; Congress pass legislation curb.
Ing Medicaid fraud and abuse; and Congress take steps to assure maximum pro-
ductivity of medical services and providers.

[Whereupon, at 10:12 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 8 a.m., Tuesday, July 27,1976.]
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MEDICARE-MEDICAID ADMINISTRATIVE AND
REIMBURSEMENT REFORM

TUESDAY, JULY 27, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBM3MIrM, OX I WALri[ oF TF ,

SEXATE FiNANCE COMMI"'E,
Washington D.C.

The sulcommitteo met at 8 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Herman E. Talmadge (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Tahnadge, Curtis, Dole, and Packwood.
Senator TALMADOE. The subcommittee will coime to order.
I have two brief announcements. First following this morning's

testimony by the General AccotintJnr Ofice we will apply the 10-
minute rule with respect to oral testimony. While each witness will be
limited to 10 minutes presentation, the committee will of course care-
fully study the presentations. The Senators' interrogation will be
limited to 5 minutes for each Senator on each round.

Second, at tomorrow's hearing the meeting immediately following
the testimony of Senator Bentsen, we will then hear from Senator
Frank Moss of Utah.

Any objection I
Without objection, it is so ordered.
The first witness this morning is Mr. Gregory J. Ahart, Director

of the Human hiesoures Division. General Accounting Office, accom-
panied by Mr. Rolhtrt E. Iffert, Jr., assistant director, and Robert
Hughes, assistant director.

Ware delighted to have youi with us, Mir. Ahart. We are aware,
of course, of the great amount of work te General Accounti Office
has done in this area at my request and perhaps the request 0 other
committees so we feel that you will be able to contribute a great deal
to our deliberations. I want to recognize and thank you for your
thorough. and objective work also in the North Carolina medicaid
contract, it is a highly useful report.

Without objection, your entire statement will be inserted in full
in the record and you may proceed in any way you see fit, sir.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY 1. A2HART, DIRECTOR, HUXAN RE
SOURCES DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, AUCOX.
PANIED BY ROBERT E. IFFERT, JR., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, AND
ROBERT HUGHES, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

Mr. Aiuirr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(91)

15-802-----?
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We are pleased to be here today to discuss our views on S. 3205 which
is a bill to provide for the reform of the administrative and reimburse-
nient procedures currently employed under the medicare and medicaid
programs.

7e find that thei thrust of many of the bill's provisions are con-
sistent with various reports we issued over the past several years
which were aimed at identifying problems and improving the admin-
istration of the medicare and medicaid programs. For example, we
have issued reports or have work in progress dealing with the follow-
ing problems addressed by S. 3205:

First, the need for better coordination of the medicare and medicaid
programs. We have pointed out instances of the lack of effective co-
ordination particularly in the areas of (1) provider reimbursement
and auditing and (2) investigating allegations of fraud and abuse.
For example, our April 14, 1975, report to this subcommittee entitled
"Improvements Needed in Medicaid Program Management Including
Investigations of Suspected Fraud and Abuse" recommended that
HEW establish a single organizational unit for the systematic in-
vestigation of susl)ected med care and inedicaid fraud and abuse.

Section 2 of S. 3205 would establish a Hlealtl (are 1Finaiwing Ad-
ministration wlich would be responsible at the Federal level for ad-
ministering medicare and medicaid. This provision is designed to
facilitate coordination of the two programs. Included in section 2 is
it provision which would establish within 1EW an Office of Central
Fraud and Abuse Control which would have overall responsibility to
deal with fraud and abuse under the various health -programs au-
thorized under the Social Security Act.

Second, we have comnimented on the desirability of disclosing con-
tractual and financial arrangements between hospitals and iembers
of their governing boards and key employees. In an April 1975 report
to the Congress we recommended legislation l)roviling for public
disclosure of such arrangements. While not going as far as we have
proposed, section 40 of S. 3205 would require (isclosure to the Secre-
tary of HEW and the Comptroller Civneral, on request, of (1) the
officers, directors, owners and/or partners of any entity including hos-
p itals which (10 business with lthe programs established 1imiddr titles V,
XVIII, or XIX and (2) full and complete information on any busi-
nes dealings between the entity and these persons.

Third, circumvention of the intent of the Congress in its efforts to
eliminate "factoring" from medicare and medicaid. In October 1973
and February 1976 we reported to f1EW and the Congress, respec-
tively, that the intent of section 236 of the Social Security Amend-
ments of 1972-which essentially prohibited the reassignment of
physician claims under medicare and medicaid-was being circum-
vented through the use of powers of attorney by so-called factors.

Section 26 of S. 3205 is designed to eliminate this loophole.
Fourth, the slowness of HEW's process for issuing final regulations.

A number of our reports have dealt with HEW's problems in issuing
regulations implementing health care related laws in a timely manner.
For example, in January 1975, we reported that HEW hadnot pub-
lished final regulations *for medicaid s early and periodic screening,
diagnosis and treatment program until 4 years after the enactment of
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tile provision and 21 year after the program was supposed to be
fully implemented.

Section 7 of S. 3205 would require HEW to publish final regula-
tions to implement all provisions of the bill within a year to 13
months of enactment unless a provision of the bill specifies another
time frame.

Fifth, the need for closer monitoring by HEW of States' medicaid
administration. In response to this oft reported problem of a lack of
HEW monitoring of State medicaid administ ration, section 4 of the
bill would require HEW to make annual on-site reviews of each
State's administrative operations to see whether States were meeting
performance criteria specified by the bill.

Sixth, the effect of low medicaid reimbursement rates on the avail-
ability of medicaid services. In January 1975 we reported that low
physician reimbur-ement rates under medicaid contributed to a lack
of participation by physicians in the early and periodic screening
diagnosis and treatment program. Section 23 of the bill would es-
tablish a lower limit or floor on the levels of payments for physician
services.

Seventh, decreasing rates of assignment of medicare claims for
physicians services. On two occasions in respoe to requests from
the Congress we reported that fewer medicare claims for physicians'
services were being accepted for assignment-the physician accepts
medicare's reasonable charge as the full charge. 1Because medicare
makes many reasonable charge reductions when paying claims, fewer
assignments had the effect of increasing the out-'of-pocket medical
costs of Jnedicare beneficiaries.

Section '21 of S. :3205 is designed to encourage physicians to accept
assignments with medicare's reasonable charge as the full charge by
sim)lifying and expediting the billing and payment processes for
physicians who voluntarily agree to participate in such anarrangemnent.

Eighth, the need for access to the books and records of independent
laboratories. In a report to be released shortly we discuss the diffi-
culties we had in obtaining or disclosing information on physicians
who obtained services from independent laboratories at one price and
added large markups to their medicare bills for the services.

Section 40 of S. 3205 would require independent pharmacies and
laboratories providing services under titles V, XVIII, and XIX to
enter into agreements with HEW or the State agency to provide HEW
with reasonable access to their books and records.

Mr. Chairman, we will provide detailed comments on specific provi-
sions of S. 3205. These comments will deal with:

First, the role contemplated for the General Accounting Office which
would substantially increase our workload and could impede the timely
and effective administration of the proposed provisions. We are recom-
mending that some of the requirements be deleted. We are also sug-
gesting that the Comptroller General, as well as HEW, be given access
to several kinds of records.

Second, matters pertaining to other recent, or pending, legislation
where we are suggesting modification or deferral of action on specific
provisions of S. 3205 to achieve coordination or consistency.
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Third, questions of whether the language in some cases will bring
about the r(%. ; sought by the sponsors.

Fourth, cantge which would clarify the bill or simplify the ad-
ministration of tile proposed amendments.

Mr. Chairman, my statement contains some brief details of tile
highlights. In the interest of time I think I will skip over those and
make ourselves available for any questions that the subcommittee
may have. "

Aenator TALMADOz. Thank you very much, Mr. Ahart, for your
contribution. I do have a few questions.

You mentioned the problems HEW has experienced in issuing
regulations to implement health related laws. Would you elaborate
on this?

1Mr. AIJ rr. Yes, MAr. Chairman. We have in several of our reports
over the years commented on the delays in getting out regulations
which of course complicates the administration by IEW. the States
and the providers of services. At the present time at the request of
one of the committees of Congress we arejlooking into this process.
We find that although HEW has internal requirements which would
require regulations to be issued in final form within six months of
enabling legislation, none of the 14 recall related regulations we
received met the standard. In some cases it was a matter of years
before they were issued in final form.

We will be making recommendations to hEW to try to shorten up
this process so that they will be in a better position to get regulations
out in a timely inanner. Internally the Secivtary of IIEW ha3 set up
an Office of Regulatory Review which is charged with the responsi-
bility of looking at this process, trying to speed it up as well as to
look at existing regulations to see what changes ought to be made.

Senator TALMADOE. Your testimony indicates that one of the prob-
lems discussed in the prior GAO reports is need for better coordina-
tion between medicaid and medicare. In the areas of providing reim-
bursemnent do you have any examples in your current work which
would indicate that such problems continue to exist?

Mr. AXiAr. Yes Mr. Chairman, we have. One that comes to mind
is a review we are doing which deals with reimbursement under medic-
aid and medicare to long-term care facilities and we have found
cases of rather substantial duplicate payments where the facility
was charging both part B of the medicare program and the medicaid
program for the same services rendered by staff physicians. In the
two cases, the two institutions that we looked at, this added up to
about $1.6 million over a period of I think in one-case about 5 years
and in the other 3 years--

Senator TALmADz. That is the same hospital?
Mr. Aiuir. It is the same facility being paid by both programs

for the same service.
Senator TALM~ADo. That is charging two bills for the same patient,

one on medicaid and the other on medicareI
Mr. Aiwrr. That is essentially correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMIADOE. In your statement you said that you had prob-

lems obtaining laboratory records. What difficulties did you have in
getting these records I
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Mr. AJIAr. Well, the problem resolves itself down to the fact that
under the law neither HEW nor the General Accounting Office has
legal authority to go and look at independent laboratory records. Our
difficulty stemmed from the fact that the laboratories to stay in busi-
ness need to have the goodwill of the doctors which they serve and
where the doctors may be doing what we found they were doing,
adding rather large markups to the bills. The laboratories gave us
access and said if any of this information was discussed that they
might lose the doctors'business.

In a few cases, we did get agreement from the laboratory based on
our pledge of confidentiality that we would not disclose either their
names or the doctors' names. We got access to their records and were
able to match the services paid for against the billings to medicare
to we were able to find out what the doctor paid the laboratory and
comupal that with what the doctor charged the medicare program;
but it was not as lergeoa sample as we would have liked because we
had to !,et the agreement from the laboratories and give them a pledge
of confidentiality so they would not hurt. their business.

SenatorT'l'ALMAixJE. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. I don't have any questions.
Senator TAI,3tAO1. Senator Dole.
Senator DolE. No quest ions.
senator T.%.LIAFDOE. I have two more. Could you give us some ex-

amples of what you found in your investigation of payments fQr
lab oratory services?

Mr. ABATRr. Yes. Let me ask Mr. Hughes who is responsible for
that to deal with the specifics, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. I-uoiwi:. Mr. Chairman. for example, in one case in Florida
a physician paid an independent laboratory $4 for a battery of tests.
'hIe physician charged $c.20 for the tests, a 400-percent markup. Medi-
care allowed the entire amount.

Senator TAlTMADWC. Did you find any examples of such similar
mrn1rkiups?

Mr. i17hImF.s. Four hundred percent was a rather large markup on an
individual charge. Mr. Chairman. In our entire test in Florida, mark-
ups ranged from 117 percent to about 200 percent overall by physicians
and averaged 158 percent.

Sf-nator TALAMADO.. What percentage of the investigation that you
made did you find similarr markups?

Mr. Ill:mrs. In most of the bills where we were able to match up
records, we found similar markups.

Senator 'T,IL.%rJXna. What percentage of the investigations that you
made did you find a markup above the cost of the laboratory fee?

Mr. lh'uiiFs. In nearly a!l of them. Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADGE. Nearly all of them. Doesn't the Medical Board

of Ethics prohibit that?
Mr. HL-cHFs. Yes, M\r. Chairman. The American Medical Associa-

tion considers charing more than the physician paid for the test
unethical and also calls for tbe physicia,, to disclose where he ob-
tained laboratory services when he did not perform then himself.

Senator TALMADOr. What are the flaws in our present system of
reimbursing hospitals. nursing homes and physicianst Do-you have
some suggested improvements?
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Mr. AwL wr. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Iffert here has been associated
with these programs for a long period of time and I would like to ask
him to respond to the question in terms of what flaws he sees in the
reimbursement proess.

Mr. Iffert.
Mr. ImitRT. Well, historically, the medicare and medicaid retro-

spective reasonable cost system for paying hospitals is essentially
open-ended and except for the implementation of section 223 of the
Public Law 92-603, there is virtually no limit to what hospitals have
been paid. Of course, we have seen the effects of inflation--the costs
going from the equivalent of about $40 a day when medicare first
started to well over $100 a day now. In our detailed audits of hospital
reimbursements under medicare, we have noticed a tendency for
hospitals to charge whatever costs they can to certain cost centers to
maximize reimbursement and as a result over the years we really
had a lot of problems in comparing hospital costs, one hospital to
another, because of the lack of assurance that we would be comparing
the same things.

With respect to nursing homes, we have been concerned with the
ranges of payment rates between the States and within some States
with no apparent rational basis therefor, and historically, we have
expressed concern about the virtual -lack of medicaid audit activity
in nursing homes in some States.

With respect to reimbursement for physicians' services under
medicare, we have seen the system progress from virtually no reason-
able charge screens or reductions in charges in 1968, when they were
payig pretty much on a relative value scale as which really estab-
lished an unfortunate precedent for the program, to where about 60
percent of all claims include some reduced charges in 1974. We think
the customary and prevailing charge system has had a fair test going
from one extreme to another and that other systems such as negotiated
fee schedules should be tested to establish uniform criteria for what
is reasonable.

In addition, under both medicare and medicaid the system for
physicians' payments generates a very large number of relatively small
charges which makes it virtually impossible or unfeasible to examine
into the validity of these charges except on a very limited test basis
or on an after the fact basis. I guess that summarizes it.

Senator TALMAOE I understand under the present law whatever
they submit as a reasonable cost, the sky is the ceiling, is that correct?

Mr. Ipmrr. Not for physician services, no, sir.
Senator TALMADO. Hospital services.
Mr. InFarxr. Whatever comes out to be actual reasonable cost, that

is it.
Senator TALMADOL Do you think that the system devised in this

bill if compared to cost of hospital is reasonable?
Mr. Imru. I think it is a start. Under the long haul the increasing

cost has to stop.
Senator TALMAw&! Any further questions?
Senator Dole.
Senator DouL What do you find was the greatest cause for the in-

creased cost of medicare and medicaid-overutilization, fraud and
abuse, administrative problems ?
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Mr. Ivnrr. No, sir. We think the greatest cause has been the in-
creases in hospital costs.

Senator PACKWOOD. What I
Mr. Irm r. Increase in hospital costs.
Senator DoL.. Are those justified increases in cost?
Mr. ImFw. Probably a lot of it was. When the programs started

out, the wage levels were extremely low in hospitals and there were
two or-three years where they were catching up and then the trend
started for more employees and then to the more sophisticated
services and it has almost tripled.

Senator TAL~ioLF There being no further questions--
Senator PACKWOOD. I have one question.
Senator TALMADOL. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Your statement is most of the hospital costs can

be justified. I am inclined to share that view. Would you concur with
what the bulk of the witnesses said yesterday, that you are not going
to make any significant saving in medicare and medicaid costs unless
you are prepared to make a substantial cut in services?

Mr. AHART. If I may respond to that, Senator Packwood. As Mr.
Iffert pointed out, I think we have to start somewhere. I think the
question is not so much at this point in time of reducing substantially
the reimbursement of hospital costs but try to do something to
help contain them. Several provisions of this bill would help do that,
it would provide incentives for hospitals to keep costs down. It would
also help hospitals in a situation where they are overbedded, the
have too many beds. It would help them to divert those empty beds
to some other use. So I would guess that it would be right in speculat-
ing we would not reduce it substantially from what it is today but we
would help contain those increases which would naturally follow if
they keep on the pattern that we are now on.

Senator PACKWOOD. You get reasonable control of fraud and abuse,
you get reasonably efficient use of hospital and other health care
lrovioders. You save some pennies, but isn't this like getting any
other government program when it comes down to the real nuts and
bolts? If you save two bits-

Mr. AIAmr. Even if you save pennies in this program, considering
the number of transactions, I think you are talking about substantial
amounts of money. The program itself I think has been pretty much
accepted. The medicare program for example, we would not have any
thoughts about whether you take a look at the program as such as
to whether you needed it. We don't have any views on that, but cer-
tainly the points at which we can enter the system and try to control
costs to help contain the cost increases in the future, we think these
efforts are certainly worthwhile.

Senator PACKWOOD. I don't want to quarrel about that but this tax
reform battle, I see any number of people that are trying to convince
other people that if you close loopholes for the rich we lower the
tax group for the poor. That is not true. There is not enough money
in the pot. Those who advocate social security, it is not going to
provide enough money to greatly increase the benefits for everybody
eke.

I am just curious with this medicare and medicaid program-is it
,going out to middle income and lower income people ?I don't know
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if there is enough money in the cost of savings and efficiency to keep
those costs very closely in line. Those are going to go up year after year
unless you are prepared for an artificial lid on them as we do for social
service programs. It makes all the benefits fit into that and cut back
on hospital payments. That is the way we keep the cost in line.

Mr. AiIARr. That is a public policy issue. Obviously in the long run
we have to keep the benefits we pay out somewhere comparable to the
amount of revenues that are available, certainly.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have no further questions.
Senator TALMADOE. In the computer runs that were made in prep-

aration of this bill we found very great variations between hospital
costs similarly situated, some much more efficient than others and their
costs were much less than others but we hope to use the yardstick in
comparison between the cost of hospitals similarly situated and we
think we can get a handle on it that way.

Now with reference to overutilization we had some witnesses yes-
terday that thought overutilization was probably three times as ex-
pensive to the Government as fraud. In fact, we had one witness
yesterday that recited a specific case. A couple wanted to go to Florida
on vacation and they didn't want to take their mother so they put
her in the hospital during that period of time. Do you find much over-
utilization in that way?

Mr. AF[Ar. Well, we have taken several looks into the different
aspects of the utilization review requirements legislation, and certain-
ly there is a need for improvement to see that people that are in hos-
Pitals and that are in nursing homes in fact need to be there. Part
of the problem is a kind of problem we have talked about where there
is not any body available at least at a given time to give care to people
that need care and they have to go into some kind of an institution
to get it. A part of the problem is where there is not anybody to give
care at any point in time, the lack of suitable facilities to try to pro-
vide the level of care which is needed where )eo)le might be better off
in a nursing home but because of the lack of nursing home space, the
doctor keeps them in the hospital because there is no place else for
them to go.

I thin k, to some degree, there is a tendency, in some cases where a
hospital has a lot of empty beds. to tend to keep people in the hospital
longer than they need to be in there. Through the utilization review
requirements, tfirough the PSRO system which is starting to be im-
plemented, some of these things should be brought under control I
think also the health planning system which was enacted and is being
imp lemented to provide better planning of what kind of service ought
to be in place in relation to the needs of the area which is being served.
If that is effectively done, that should help in this regard as well. But
certainly there is a lot of money which goes into the utilization of
facilities which is not necessary for the health of the individuals
concerned.

Senator TALMADG. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. In your investigation did you determine why it takes

so long for HEW to implement regulations and for the 13-month
provision of the bill to be adequate ? That is one of your comments
note in your statement.
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Mr. AlIArT. Yes.
Senator DOLE. Why does it take so long?
Mr. AIwurr. One basic problem was that we found that HEW at

the front end when they know they are going to have to get regula-
tions out, they are not really surfacing the major policy issues and
getting them up to the Secretary for resolution. It has to really wait
until the draft gets up there and it goes up and down the system from
the bureau or agency within a bureau or branch that is responsible
for the basic development of the regulation back up through the review
process and generall Counsel's office, the Secretary s office, the Assistant
Secretary's office and then back down for changes and back up.

It is a very tine-consuming u) and down process. We are taking
a look at that, as I mentioned.1 think we are going to have some
sUggestons for improving the process. The Secretary has set up,
as I mentioned, an Office of Regulatory Review which is also focusing
on the problem of how to get regulations out in a more timely fashion.

Senator TALM.%DxE. Do you think the consolidation of the offices of
medicare and medicaid would provide for better uniformity.Mr. A lIART. I think certainly bringing together the administration
of these two programs at the Federal level should help in the coordina-
tion. Both programs are dealing with basically the same providers--
the same hosIlntals, the same nursing honies, the same doctors. The
reimbursement requirements are quite similar for the two programs.
Reimbursement criteria are quite similar and it would seem to us that
bringing them together for administration at the Federal level would
make qmite a lot of sense.

There are some prQblems because the medicare program is related,
as you know, very closely to the same population that is served by the
basic social security system which is administered by the Social Se-
curity Administration. The medicaid program as we know it, basi-
cally serves the same population that is dealt with by the Social Reha-
bilitation Service. It would seem to us though that on balance that
because of the provider community out there, despite the fact that
you have got different eligibility determinations, because you are deal-
ing with this provider community and with the cost containment
problems, the cost reimbursement problems that it makes a lot of sense
to bring that administration together.

Senator TALMADoE. Thank you very much, Mr. Ahart, and your
associates for the contributions for the committee's deliberations.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ahart follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GWREORY J. AuART, Diacs'roa, Hux.&N RESouacES DirVisox

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, we are pleased to be here
today to discuss our views on S. 3205, a bill to provide for the reform of theR, administrative and reimbursement procedures currently employed under the
Medicare and Medicaid programs.

We have reviewed S. 8205 and find that the thrust of many of the bill's
provisions are consistent with various reports we issued over the past several
years which were aimed at Identifying problems and Improving the administra-
tic., of the Medicare and Medicaid programs. For example, we have issued re-
ports or have work In progress dealing with the following problems addressed by
8. 3205:

1. The need for better ooordination of the Medicare and Medicaid program.-
We have pointed out Instances of the lack of effective coordination particularly
in the areas of (1) provider reimbursement and auditing and (2) investigating
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allegations of fraud and abuse. For example, our April 14, 1975, report to this
:Subcommittee entitled, "Improvements Needed in Medicaid Program Manage-
ment Including Investigations of Suspected Fraud and Abuse," recommended
that HEW establish a single organizational unit for the systematic Investigation
of suspected Medicare and Medicaid fraud and abuse.

Section 2 of S. 3205 would establish a Health Care Financing Administration
which fould be responsible at the Federal level for administering Medicare and
Medicaid. This provision is designed to facilitate coordination of the two pro-
grams. Included in section 2 is a provision which would establish within HEW
an Office of Central Fraud and Abuse Control which would have overall re-
sponsibility to deal with fraud and abuse under the various health programs
authorized under the Social Security Act.

2. The deerability of disclosing contractual and financial arrangements be-
twcc n hospitals and members of their governing boards and key employeec.-In
an April 1975 report to the Congress, we recommended legislation providing for
public disclosure of such arrangements. While not going as far as we have pro-
posed, section 40 of S. 3205 would require disclosure to the Secretary of HEW
and the Comptroller General, on request, of (1) the officers, directors, owners,
and/or partners of any entity including hospitals which do business with the
programs established under titles V, XVIII, or XIX and (2) full and complete
information on any business dealings between the entity and these persons.

3. Circumvention of the intent of the Congress in its efforts to eliminate "lao-
taring" from Medicare and Medicaid.-In October 1973 and February 1976 we
reported to HEW and the Congress, respectively, that the intent of section 236
of the S6clal Security Amendments of 1972-which essentially prohibited the
reassignment of physician claims under Medicare and Medicaid-was being cir-
cumvented through the use of powers of attorney by so-called "factors."

Section 26 of S. 3205 is designed to eliminate this loophole.
4. The slowness of HBW's process for issuing final regulations.--A number

of our reports have dealt with HEW's problems in issuing regulations im-
plementing health-care related laws in a timely manner. For example, in Jan.
uary 1975, we reported that HEW had not published final regulations for Med-
icaid's early and periodic screening, diagnosis, and treatment program until 4
years after the enactment of the provision and 2% years after the program was
supposed to be fully implemented.

Section 7 of S. 3205 would require HEW to publish final regulations to im-
plement all provisions of the bill within a year to 18 months of enactment unless
a provision of the bill specifies another timeframe.

5. The need for closer monitoring by HEW of States' Medicaid administra-
tion.-In response to this oft reported problem of a lack of HEW monitoring of
State Medicaid administration, section 4 of the bifl would require HEW to make
annual on-site reviews of each State's administrative operations to see whether
States were meeting performance criteria specified by the bill

6. The effect of low Medicaid reimbursement rates on the availability of Med-
icaid servces.-In January 1975 we reported that low physician reimbursement
rates under Medicaid contributed to a lack of participation by physicians In the
early and periodic screening diagnosis and treatment program. Section 23 of the
bill would establish a lower limit or floor on the levels of payments for physician
services.

7. Decreasing rates of assignment of Medioare claims for physicians services.-
In December 1973 and February 1976, in response to requests from the Congress
we reported that fewer Medicare claims for physicians' services were being
accepted for assignment (the physician accepts Medicare's reasonable charge as
the full charge). Because Medicare makes many reasonable charge reductions
when paying claims, fewer assignments had the effect of increasing the out-of-
pocket medical costs of Medicire beneficiaries.

Section 21 of S. 3205 is designed to encourage physicians to accept assignments
with Medicare's reasonable charge as the full charge by simplifying and ex-
pediting the billing and payment processes for physicians who voluntary agree
to participate in such an arrangement.

8. The need for access to the books and records of independent laboratories.-
In a report to be released shortly, we discuss the difficulties we had in obtaining
or disclosing information on physicians who obtained services from independent
laboratories at one price and added large markups to their Medicare bills for
the services.
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Section 40 of 8. 3206 would require Independent pharmacies and laboratories
providing services under titles V, XVIII and XIX to enter Into agreements with
HEW or the State agency to provide HEW with reasonable access to their books
and records:

We will provide detailed comments on specific provisions of S. 3206 for the
record. These comments will deal with:

L The role contemplated for the General Accounting Office which would sub-
stantially increase our workload and could impede the timely and effective ad-
ministration of the proposed provisions. We are recommending that some of
the requirements be deleted. We are also suggesting that the Comptroller Gen-
eral as well as HEW be given access to several kinds of records.

2. Matters pertaining to other recent, or pending, legislation where we are
suggesting modification or deferral of action on specific provisions of 5. 8205 to
achieve coordination or consistency.

3. Questions of whether the language of the bill In certain cases will bring
about the results sought by the sponsors.

4. Changes which would clarify the bill or simplify the administration of the
proposed amendments.

Highlights of these comments in each of the four areas follows:

IsPONBIRsmM AssINoD TO TER COMROLUM GZMML

Section 4 of S. 8206 would require the Secretary of HEW to conduct at less
annually an onsite survey In each State to determine whether the State's ad.
ministration of Medicaid met certain specified performance criteria. If a State
failed to meet one or more of the criteria, it would have to correct the deficiencies
in not more than 6 months or have Federal sharing in its administration costs
reduced or terminated.

Section 4 would require the Comptroller General to (1) approve the method-
ology and procedures to be used by HEW for the onsite surveys, (2) certify
that a State had failed to correct deficiencies Identified during the onsite survey
within the required time, and (8) after Federal sharing In administration costs
had been reduced or terminated, certify that the State had corrected the deficiency
(or deficiencies) Identified before full Federal sharing could be restored.

Not only would these requirements substantially increase our workload,
they would also Impede the timely administration of the proposed provisions
and involve our Office In the direct management of the Medicaid program
which would make It more difficult for us to impartially fulfill our review
responsibilities.

We believe that the intent behind having the Comptroller General make
these certifications could be achieved by authorizing GAO to approve HEW's
methods and procedures for following up on deficiencies HEW identifies, in addi-
tion to reviewing HEW's methodologies for making the initial onuite survey.

We will suggest revised language in our detailed comments.
Section 7 of S. 8206 requires the Secretary to issue certain regulations to

implement the bill within a year to 13 months after enactment unless he could
not do so because of circumstances beyond his control The Comptroller General
would have to certify whether the circumstances were indeed beyond the Seo.
retary's control We see no purpose in this certification because whether or not
It is made, the implementing regulations still would not have been issued. There-
fore, we recommend that this certification requirement be deleted.

Section 5 and 40 provide the Secretary with access to the books and records
of Medicare carriers and independent pharmacies and laboratories poviding
services under the programs established by titles V, XVIII, and XIX. We believe
our Office should also have access to these books and records so that we can
better fulfill our audit responsibilities.

Er OF RUM T O PENDING UIISATION ON 8. o205

We noted several provisions in S. 8206 which are or would be Impacted by
re ent or pending legislation. For example, section 10 of the bill would require
the Secretary to establish for hospitals a uniform system of accounts and cost
reporting as well as a classification system for hospitals. These systems would
be used in a new procedure for determining payments to hospitals, established
by section 10. The National Health Planning and Resources Development Act
of 1974 (P.L. 98-641) approved January 4, 1M required the Secretary to
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establish a uniform system for cost accounting and cost reporting and a hospital
classification system. We believe that 8. 8205 should be modified to require
coordination between the efforts undertaken in response to its provisions regard-
Ing a uniform system of accounts and cost reporting and a hospital classification
system and those undertaken in response to Public Law 93-641. Such coordina-
tion should help prevent unnecessary duplication of effort.

Sections of the bill which could be effected by pending legislation are section
8--establishing an Inspector General for Health Administration-and section
41-payments for Health Maintenance Organizations with Medicaid contracts.

DOES THE LANGUAGE OF 6. 3205 MEET THE SPONSORS' INTENT?

In some instances the language of S. 8205 does not appear to meet the intent
behind the provisions. For example, section 7 of the bill as drafted provides
that nonurgent regulations would become effective not less than 00 days after
the publication of a notice of proposed rule making whereas urgent regulations
would follow the established rules for promulgation of regulations. We under-
stand that the intent of this provision was to ensure that urgent regulations
wou!d le effective no more than 60 days after publishing a notice of proposed
rule making and that the public would have at least 60 days to comment on
nonurgent regulations. In the material we will submit for the record, we will
include revised language to meet this intent.

SUGGESTED CHANGES FO CLARITY AND TO SIMPLIFY ADMINISTRATION

We are making a number of suggestions in the material to be submitted for
the record which are designed to clarify the language in the bill or to simplify
the administration of the programs. For example, under present law, there atre
four different Federal sharing rates (ranging from 50 percent to 100 percent)
for State Medicaid administration costs. These four rates apply depending on
which of seven different categories of administrative activities or functions are
being performed. In order to correctly claim Federal shairng for administration
costs, States must maintain complicated accounting and cost allocation systems
to charge costs to these activities. The numerous sharing rates also complicate
HEW's task of ascertaining whether the States have indeed correctly claimed
Federal sharing. Section 4 of S. 3205 would provide an incentive payment system
for Federal sharing in State Medicaid administration costs which features in-
centives for meeting certain performance criteria. We believe the process could
be simplified and more emphasis placed on how well the States do rather than
what they do by establishing a single composite sharing rate for administrative
costs and applying the proposed performance incentive payment system to that
rate. Therefore, we are suggesting that section 4 be modified to substitute per-
formance based Incentives for the existing activity or function baFed incentives.

Senator TALMAI. The next witness is Mr. Charles B. Womer, pres-
ident, Yale-New Haven Hospital, on behalf of th6 Association of
American Medical Colleges accompanied by Richard M. Knapp,
Ph. D., director, department of teaching hospitals, and John A. D.
Cooper, M.D., president.

We are delighted to have you with us, gentlemen. You may insert
your full statement in the record and summarize it, Mr. Womer.

fOTATE]ENT OF CHARLES B. WOMER, PRESIDENT, YALE-NEW
RAVEN HOSPITAL, ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERI-
CAN MEDICAL COLLEGES; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD M. KNAPP,
PH. D., DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF TEACHING HOSPITALS; AND
jOHN A. D. COOPER, M.D., PRI ENT

Mr. Voxpma. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Association of American Medical Colleges represents 400 of

the Nation's major teaching hospitals, all of the Nation's medical
schools and 60 academic societies.
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I will limit my remarks this morning to a brief discussion of three
topics: cost containment and the routine operating cost ceiling, the
legislative restrictiveness of several proposed amendments and the im-
plementation requirements necessary for achieving effective inedicare/
medicaid reform.

I have submitted a more detailed written statement of the associa-
tion's position on the proposed amendments for the subcommittee's
consideration and for inclusion in the record of the hearing.

Senator TALMADOE. It will be inserted in full in the iecord.
Mr. Womzp. At the outset the association thanks the subcommittee

chairman, members, and staff for their willing.es to discuiss under-lying concepts and prospective provisions of S. 250 (hiring its devel-
opiment. We believe that both the Congress and the me(lical education
community have benefited from efforts to understand each other's
prospectives, problems and proposals. It is within the spirit of that
continuing and open discussion that the association offers recommenda-
tions for improving the provisions of this bill.

While the association is ever mindful of ti growing consensus that
continued increases in the unit costs of health services are inacco)t-
able and cannot continue, we are also appreciative of the adminis-
trative difficulties of achieving cost containment through increasingly
complex reimbursement practices. As Dr. Alice Rivlin has stated in
her May 17, 1976, testimony before the Subcommittee on Health of
the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare:

It is clear that the development of financial Incentives and disincentives
whkh c.m restrain inflation and vastefdl expenditures without at the same
time curtailing de.'drable improvements in quality of health services and imiOs-
ing undesirable rigidities on the delivery system will be a sensitive and diffi.
cult task.

The association commends the members and staff of this subcom-
mittee for rejecting the administratively simple approach of contain-
ing costs through an arbitrary percentage cap on expenditure
increases. Such a procedure does not recognize the impact on hospital
costs of general economic inflation, increased benefits and services,
advances in medical science and technology, expanded beneficiary
population, and increased per capita utilization of services. Moreover,
if the arbitrary percentage cap is inadequate, it can threaten the access
of beneficiaries to needed services as well as the financial viability of
the providers.

Reimbursement limitations derived from cross classification schemes
which are carefully drawn and conscientiously implemented are one
legitimate means of cost containment. Their usefulness in eliminating
waste and efficiency is enhaticed by insuring that comparable costs are
being examined and controlled. having proposed a cross classification
and cost limitation approach in S. 3205, the association commends the
subcommittee for removing from the cor nparisoicapital costs; direct
personal and supply costs of hospital education and training pro-
grams; costs of intern, residents, and medical personnel; and energy
costs associated with heating or cooling the hoital plant.

Each of these costs is subject to large and legitimate differences
among hospitals. We also commend the subcommittee for including
an adjustment for wage rate charges in calculating the ceiling. The
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association would recommend, however, that malpractice insurance
premiums and energy costs for lighting and facility operations be
similarly excluded and that the wage rate adjustment reflect regional
costs for technical and professional personnel.

As members of the subcommittee are undoubtedly aware, the associa-
tion has brought suit against the Secretary of HEW for the manner in
which the routine service cost limitations of section 223 of Public Law
92-603 were implemented. We firmly and honestly believe that those
responsible for implementing that legislation have not complied with
congressional intent in failing to recognize the impact of case mix
on hospital costs and in not providing a viable exceptions proces.

Because of this experience we share some of the subcommittee's
concern about providing the executive branch with flexible legislation
which permits congressional intent to be ignored. The association is
equally concerned, however, with legislative provisions that attempt
to insure congressional intent by including restrictive and overly
specific legislation. Especially in hospital classification and cost con-
trol where the state of the art is quite elementary, some flexibility is
needed to insure the public programs have the ability to adjust to new
knowledge and developments without waiting for new legislation.

The association believes three provisions of S. 3205 are excessively
rigid. First, the designation of specific hospital groups as specified in
section 10. Given the lack of available data to analyze the proposed
classifications, the association is concerned that the bill prescribes
specific bed size and hospital type categories. If new data indicate this
classification scheme is less than optimal, new legislation will be re-
quired to change it. To provide the desired flexibility the association
recommends that S. 3205 state that hospitals be classifed by type and
size, that explicit guidelines of intent be provided in the committee
report and that a "National Technical Advisory Board" be appointed
to recommend and evaluate alternative classification systems and
gropnn, the bill provides a separate category for the "primary af-

filiates of accredited medical schools." Because the current medicare
reporting system does not provide appropriate data, it is difficult toevaluate the implications of establishing such a group. Mo im-

inatly suc aiii gru oe mportantly, by limiting the rimary affiliates of accredited medical
schools to one hospital per school, the legislation fails to recognize the
complex reality of medical education in this nation. Given these con-

_ editions, the association strongly recommends more flexible language
that directs the Secretary of HEW to examine the implications or
reimbursement of alternative definitions of the term "teaching/ter-
tiary care hospitals."

Senator TALMAZXL Would you yield at that point, Mt. Womer I
Mr. Womm. Yes, sir.
Senator TALwxiz. We have asked your association, I believe, to

give us a better definition than you have outlined there and we would
certainly appreciate your cooperation in giving us a better definition
if we have to give it consideration.

Mr. Woxm. We are experiencing the same difficulty, sir, in doing so
that I am sure the committee staff and you had in writing the bil[. It
is a very difficult problem. I think the problem that we have is that
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some medical schools have several primary teaching hospitals, and to
limit it to one, or to come up with such a rigid definition, we believe
would be unfair to many of those institutions.

Last, the proposed bill mandates a routine operating cost ceiling
equal to 120 percent of the hospital's adjusted per diem rate for rou-
tine operating costs. As previously stated, the present medicare re-
porting system is unable to provide adequate data to evaluate the
impact ot this ceiling. The actual distribution of hospitals by ad-
usted per diem operating costs is unknown. Significant numbers of

hospitals could exceed the 120 percent or only a few could exceed it.
In this circumstance fixing the ceiling by legislation seems overly re-
strictive and the association recommends providing the Secretary of
HEW with authority to establish the ceiling in accordance with con-
gressional guidelines clearly stated in the committee report.

Senator TAL ADGE. Thank you for an excellent statement, Mr.
Womer. I want to thank you and your associates for the contributions
that you have made -in developing the bill. You have been extremely

- helpful and have made some excellent suggestions to the committee.
Now with reference to the arbitrary 7 percent cap which the admin-

istration has recommended, we think you are entirely correct. The
Association of Counties testified yesterday, and they were one of the
first to recommend an arbitrary cap on cost but on more pure reflec-
tion they reversed their recommendation yesterday in testimony to
this conumittee that changed their mihd on it and certainly that won't
solve the situation. We have got to go beyond that to bring these costs
under control.

I have only one question. What do you think of a State rate making
for hospitals t

Mr. WoMmw. Mr. Chairman, I would have to honestly say that my
experience in one State, where I was until June 30 an industry repre-
sentative on a hospital control commission, has left me significantly
less than a disciple of State regulation. I think it is inefficient. I think
that the opportunities for inconsistencies from State to State and for
arbitrariness and capriciousness, in my view, are considerably greater
than they are with Federal regulation.

Now I know that many peo le in the hospital field do not share my
viewpoint in that regard-and by the way, this is my personal view-
point, not the association's posture.

Senator TmADoz. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Dole.
Senator DoLz. You indicated that sometimes money has to be bor-

rowed because of delay in payments. Do you have any specific exam-
ples of how this impacts on the cash flow, and to what extent this is a

,' problem ?
Mr. WoMER. Yes, sir. I think that hospitals having a large propor-

tion of medicaid patients generally suffer because of slow payments in
some States. In some States, there are a number of games played in
regard to reimbursement. For instance States that operate on a cash
basis, at least one I know well, generally stops paying or slows pay-
ments down to a trickle near the end of the fiscal year. They have
expended their budget and they wait until the next fiscal year to resume
reimbursements.
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In Connecticut, at least in the past, when this has happened it has
caused severe problems to hospitals such as Yale-New Haven and
others. Hospitals in the State have had to arrange for short-term
borrowing of operating funds until the new State fibal year started. I
understand that in other States there is significant inefficiency in the
processing of legitimate claims, and hospitals have to borrow more
operating funds because of the slowness of reimbursement..

Senator TALMADGE. Would you yield at that point I
I understand there is no problem on the payment of medicare, the

problem is with the payment of medicaid, is that correct ?
Mr. WoMFJL Again I am not speaking from an understanding of the

national situation. By and large I understand the major problem to be
medicaid although I think many hospitals were hurt when the cur-
rent financing provisions in medicare were phased out a couple of years
ago.

Senator TALMADoE. The bill you know provides in medicaid 95 per-
cent of the payments must be made within 30 days. That would allevi-
ate many of the problems of borrowing, wouldn't it ?

.fr. W moM It certainly would.
Senator DOLE. Do you have any examples of just how much money

has been borrowed by a particular hospital-to give us an, idea of what
the real impact has been ? It is one thing to say the money was bor-
rowed, but it would be more helpful to really talk about the actual
amounts involved.

Mr. WO3tER. I coolld not at this time, sir, give you actual dollar
figures, national figures, as to the amount that hlas been borrowed.

Senator DOLE. Maybe this is something the GAO people might pro-
vide for the record if they have come up with some figures.

You also recommended that malpractice insurance premiums be ex-
cluded from routine operating costs. What do you feel is the most
appropriate way to handle this expense, given the fact that the pre-
miums are going up and up and up ?

Mr. WOXYmZ. I have no definitive answer, sir, to the malpractive
insurance problem any more than I think anybody else does. There
have been a number of proposals, as you know, that have been brought
forth and a number of them are being tried in many States. As far as
I am concerned, and I have just read about this, I don't think anybody
has found an answer or a set of answers to that problem. We were only
proposing that they be excluded in the calculation of the ceilings for
routine operating costs on the basis that malpractice insurance pre-
miums vary so widely among States and various regions of the country.

Senator TA,. ADE. Malpractice insurance premiums will be excluded
and that is merely a technical error in the draft.

Any further questions?
Senator PACKWOOD. No.
Senator )oLE. No.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you very much, Mr. Womer. We appreci-

ate your contribution.
3fr. Wom mm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Womer follows:]
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TESTIMONY SUBMITTED BY THE ASSOCIATION or AMERICAN MEDICAL (OLLGorS

The Association of American Medical Colleges is pleased to have this op-
portunity to testify on the "Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimburse-
ment Reform Act (S. 3205) of 1976. The Association represents 400 of the
nation's major teaching hospitals, %!1 of the nation's medical schools, and 6S
avadeleic societies. Thus, the Medicare and Medicaid amendmelnts proposed in
S. 3205--concerning administrative, provider reimbursement and practitioner
reimbursement reforms-are of a direct interest and concern to the Association's
members.

For several months, the Health Subcommittee staff of the Senate Finance
Committee has been most generous In discussing general concepts and tentative
provisions of S. 3205 with Association representatives. These meetings were
informative and we believe, of mutual benefir. For this dialogue and for the
stuff m concern in developing amendments to strengthen the Medicare and Mdi -
aid programs, the Association expresses its appreciation to the Subcommittee
and its staff.

The Association Is well aware of the fact that spending for health care-as a
result of general economic inflation, increased service availability, improvements
in service quality, growth and changes In population, and increased per capita
utilization-has increased more rapidly in the past two decades than have most
other segments of the economy. This fact has focused consumer, industrial,
gavrnnimental, and provider attention on the nation's health care expenditures.
In recent legislation-such as Puleiic Law 92-4i03 and Public Law it-0l-the
Congress has attempted to establish programs and policies which will help
stimulate a more efficient and effective health industry. Tie Association hopes
that present legislative effort will attempt to further that objective of stimulat-
im- a waore ectiient and effective health industry.

Of equal concern to this Association is the objective of continually ensuring
that quality patient care is not sacrificed as a result of program economy meas-
ures. Members of the Senate Finance Committee have demonstrated their inter-
est In guaranteeing quality patient care to Medicare beneficiaries by establishing
the P'rofe.sioual S (ld(ittIs Revew Organization and Utilization Review pro-
cedures. In past Congressional testimony, the AAMC has spoken out against
proposals which would be detrimental to the Medicare recipient. We will continue
to do so and urge that the Subcommittee not lose sight of this important
objective.

We assume the purpose of 8 3205 is to stimulate efficient and effective pro-
grams while ensuring high quality patient care. Critical comments made in this
testimony support those purposes and are submitted with the Intention of
strengthening the legislation. We also realize that some of the problems inherent
in the proposal are not due to a lack of will by the Subcommittee and its staff
but reflect the infant "state-of-the-art" in several areas.

The Association wishes to address one fundamental consideration concerning
this legislation's principal philosophical and systematic approach. Underlying
the proposed provider reimbursement reforms is an approach that recognizes the
need for management flexibility. Retaining the freedom to organize and finance
individual services within expenditure or cost limits is required for the hospital
to continue to meet the neeIs of the population it supports. Reimbursement
methods in S. 3205 for determining the hospital's routine operating cost essen-
tially retain management's operational authority and flexibility. Other sections
of the proposed bill-overhead cost controls and contract approvals, for
example-reduce the manager's flexibility. As elaborated upon later In this
testimony, the AAMC would encourage the Subcommittee to avoid Implementa-
tion of an expenditure control system so restrictive that its administrative burden
possibly outweighs its value.

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS

Establishment of Health Care Financing Administration
This section proposes a centralization of the Federal health care financing

function and a unification of administrative entitles presently known as the
Bureau of Hlealth Insurance, Medical Services Administration, Bureau of Quality

75-502-76-----8
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Assurance, Office of Nursing Home Affairs, and related research and statistical
units. The Association supports efforts toward centralization and unification of'
Federal health care financing. Costs of hospitals which result from diffuse and
conflicting administrative and reporting requirements and which add over-
head to the provision of direct patient services should be somewhat moderated
by the policy of unification and administrative standardization whirh should
accompany this reorganization.

-The present bill provides for an Assistant Secretary of Health Care Financing
to direct the Health Care Financing Administration. The Assistant Secretary
would report directly to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. Estab.
lishing the position of Assistant Secretary for Health Care Financing seems to
contradict the present bill's emphasis on centralization and consolidation. At a
minimum, the presence of two Assistant Secretaries reporting directly to the
Secretary will require lengthened bureaucratic procedures for mutual coordina-
tion. And, in all likelihood, the presence of two Assistant Secretaries with major
health care responsibilities reporting directly to the Secretary will result In
problems of coordination and conflict which could reduce the benefits of centrali-
zation. To further the goal of a unified and coordinated Federal health care
policy, the Association recommends the establishment of an Under Secretary for
Health to whom both the Assistant Secretary of Health for Health Care Financ-
ing and the Assistant Secretary for [Health would report. The Under Secretary
for Health would then be the Department's central individual for all health
matters.

Consolidation of Federal health care financing responsibilities will contribute
to educing administrative confusion presently faced by health care providers.
If an Under Secretary for Health Is established, gains of economy and efficiency
will be preserved. While these would be valuable reforms, the Association believes
the benefits of these reforms are limited by continuing the subordination of the
health functio, within the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. A
cabinet-level Department of Health is needed to serve as the single point of
responsibility for the nation's critically important health policies and programs.
The Association hopes that the proposed consolidation is the first step in the
movement toward Ile creation of such a Cabinet-level Department of Health.
State medioa4d adminieirio#i

The reform of state Medicaid administration to provide more rapid payment
of health care providers Is strongly endorsed by the Association. Because of
delays In Medicaid payments to hospitals, health care providers In many states
have had to borrow funds at substantial Interest rates to provide adequate cash
flow. These additional interest costs add to the nation's health care expenses
without contributing to the direct provision of personal health services. Decreas-
ing the time required for Medicaid payments should contribute, in at least a small
way, to moderating the nation's health expenditures as well as to reducing the
tension between hospitals and state governments.
Regulations of the ecr etar

The Association understands and shares the general Congressional concern
with present procedures for proposing, evaluating, and publishing Federal regu-
lations. The provisions of Section 7, which would establish a 64) day comment
period for regulation, are a much needed reform in this area. Sixty days will allow
time for a more thorough evaluation and review. Moreover, It will enable indi-
viduals and groups to collect appropriate data to illustrate and substantiate their
comments and to offer constructive suggestions. To help ensure that the Sub-
committee's intentions are achieved, the Association recommends that some
clarification or definition be provided in -the Committee Report for the term

, "urgent" as it applies to the regulations. The Association would also like to
emphasize that this reform should not be limited to. Medicare and Medicaid
programs alone. This Committee and others in both the House and the Senate
are urged to consider the need for this reform and others in the area of
administrative procedures for the publication of rules and regulations.

PaOYJD RUMBUUSMENT RWORMS
Uniform accounts, oat reporttng, and aUloostom prooeduree

The most important prerequisite for proper evaluation and measurement of
"routine operating costs" is the development of a system of uniform cost reporting.
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A mechauhui.n for assuring the comparability of financial data must be developed
prior to full implementation of the program. Experiences in such states as
tallfornia and Maryland, where uniform financial reporting systems are being
developed and implemented, demonstrate that, with the present "state-of-the-art"
in this area, enormous efforts are required to attain the goal. Similarly, Federal
efforts to develop uniform accounting and reporting programs, which are being
developed as specified in Section 1533(d) of Public Law 93-641, provide evidence
of the dilmcultles in this area. Therefore, the Association urges the Subcommittee
to provide an adequate and phased-in period of Implementation for uniform
cost reporting subsequent to final passage of the legislation.
Clasfoat(on of hoepftal

A fundamental concern of the Association is that the designation of specific
hospital groul*, and other matters, is fixed in the legislation. This eliminates
much needed flexibility. Alterations based on experience will be most difficult
to make on a timely basis. Recognizing that there is a lack of data available
for analyzing the Impact of this system, a more prudent approach would be to
permit the agencies some flexibility with which to construct the system. At
the same time, there are equally pertinent concerns with the extent to which
Congressional Intent is reflected in Executive Branch implementation. It is,
thus, important that the Committee provide the Department with some specific
guidelines and direction by which to proceed. Therefore, the Association recom-
mends that S. 3M06 states that hospitals "be classified by type and size" with
some guidance In the Committee Report, rather than stipulate the specific
bed categories and types of hospitals. It is further recommended that a "National
Technical Advisory Board" be appointed to recommend and evaluate alternative
classification systems of size and type, review progress, monitor implementation,
examine problems encountered and make recommendations regarding appropriate
solutions. The advisory board to be established should include representations
from the Legislative and Executive Branches of Government, as well as khowl-
edgeable individuals from the private sector.

The legislation provides for the creation of a separate group of hospital's
which are the "primary affiliates of accredited medical schools." It is difficult
to evaluate the implications of creating such a group because of the absence
of data. Efforts to gain data and experience with a separate group are ham-
pered by the inability of the current Medicare reporting process to identify and
extract the elements to be excluded from the proposed scheme. Thus, there is
uncertainty as to the relative merits of a separate group for teaching hospitals.

More Importantly, the present legislation would restrict the "primary affiliates
of accredited medical schools" to a single hospital per medical school. This is
a gross Injustice to many teaching hospitals. Limiting each medical school to
one and only one prided fa is arbritrary and does not recognize the
complexity or the reality of medical education in this nation. Therefore, the
Association opposes the establishment of a specific classification for "primary
affiliates of accredited medical schools" as proposed in S. 3205.

In the absence of adequate data and operational experience to evaluate the
proposed classification scheme and to avoid arbitrarily limiting the "primary
affiliates of accredited medical schools" to one hospital per school, the Associa.
tion Is of the opinion that the combination of a flexible classification system
and an adequate phase-In period are essential elements of the program's chances
for success. Thus, the Association strongly recommends that the Secretary of
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare be directed to examine the
implication for reimbursement of alternative definitions of the term "teaching/
tertiary care hospitals." Instead of prescribing a pre-defined grouping for teach-
ing hospitals, it is proposed that the Secretary be required to determine, In
consultation with the appropriate knowledgeable health organizations, a defini-
tion which mont accurately reflects the teaching hospital's role as a referral
center for tertiary patient care services and as an educational Institution. In
performing these consultations, the Secretary should be required to distribute
and share the data upon which alternative definltions are to b eraluated. This
Is a good example of an Issue which would be brought before the above pro-
posed Technical Advisory Board.
Determ.ing routine operating oeta

In the past, the Association has not specifically advocated a classification
approach to cost limitations. Rather, If a cross-classification approach is to be
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used, the Association has recommended the exclusion of specific components of
routine operating costs which will help ensure that variations in the remain-
tug costs are not due to the nature of the product produced or to characteristics
of the production process. Therefore, the Association believes that the exclusion
of capital costs; direct personnel and supply costs of hospital education and
training programs; costs of Interns; residents, and medical personnel; and
energy costs associated with heating or cooling the hospital plant is a step in
the proper direction.

Following a rather complicated calculation, 8. 3205 establishes the ceiling
for routine service costs at 120 percent of each classification group's average.
As we have stated earlier, the present Medicare reporting system does not per-
mit identification of costs to be excluded in computing routine service costs.
Therefore, no one knows what the actual distribution of hospital costs by group
will look like. The Association believes that a 120 percent ceiling should not ie
established by statute without knowledge of these distributions. It Is recomn-
mended that the bill provide the agencies with sonic flexibility in determining
the ceiling and that the Committee Report clearly state Congressional intent
as guidance for Executive Branch action.

The Association recommends that two additional components of routine op-
erating costs be excluded. S. 320W does propose removing "energy costs ass,-
elated with heating or cooling the hospital plant." Tis is appropriate and
desirable; however, It ignores the energy costs associated with lighting atd
operatting the hospital favility. Prices fur these energy costs, like those for bea-
Ing and cooling, are beyond the hospital's control. Therefore, the Assiclutti-n
requets that energy costs for lighting and facility operations also be excluded
from routine operating costs which are contained in the proposal. It has been
our understanding that there was every intention of excluding malpractice
premiums, although the proposed statute has omitted it. The exclusion of tilhe
additional energy costs and malpractice insurance premiums will help to eu-
sure the remaining costs are comparable between facilities.

In determining routine operating cost, the proposed legislation in-udes a
provision allowing for initial consideration of hospital wage levels, if available.
for the local or state area where they are higher than the general wage levels
In the area. Following this initial first year adjustment, future hospital in-
creases would be controlled by increases for all wages in the area in %hi'h
the hospital is located. While we do recognize some technical problems with
these Index computations, the Association believes that the general principal
is one % which should be sup)ported.

A further consideration in the wage level methodology, however, relates to
the particular nature of the tertiary care/teaching-hospital staffing patterns.
The type and array of skilled personnel utilized in academic medical centers is
frequently drawn from a regional or national lalsor pool. For example, the
University of Virginia Medical Center in Charlottesville Is located in a rural
area of the state and outside of an SMSA. It must, however, compete with
nedi.al centers in Richmond, Virginia, Washington. D.C., and Baltimore, Mary-
land for skilled personnel. Because many medical centers must recruit per.
sonel outside of the immediate area and -across state lines, the Association
recommends that the legislation include a provision which recognizes the skilled
lalmr requirements of large academic medical centers.

Sections 223 of Public Law 92-=3 permitted a provider, with appropriate
public notice as determined by the Secretary to charge the patient for ".
services which are expensive than the items or services determined to be nec-
essary In :he (,fl('ient delivery of needed health services . . ." S. 32(L-) in re-
p!aeing Section 223 does not contain this or a similar provision. Providing that
co:sumners and medical practitioners are appropriately appraised of additional
charges prior to the ume of services, the Association recommends that hi-'pitalm
Is, permitted to charge the patient above the established cost ceiling for more
expensive services directly requested or authorized by the patient.

S..'05 will allow those institutions with routine operating costs below the
ceiling for their group to share in the "surplus". One concern we nust raise
Is the manner fin whlh ho,p!nls will le required to handle this "murpilus".
Although the Association believes it may very well be Inappropriate to stipu-
late In legislation the specific ways this money niuqt le utliAzd. Congress, if
encouraged to provide some guidance while a.suring that the institutions have
flexibility In determining institutional priorities.
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The Association strongly supports the case mix provision provided In 8. 3205.
Tertiary care/referral hospitals serve the more severely ill patients and referral
of such patients from other hospitals tends to increase in times of adverse eco-
nomic conditions. Recognition of these facts In the legislation should help to
entire the economic integrity of tertiary/referral centers.

Experdenee gained since the development and initial operation of Section 223
of the 1972 Medicare amendments has demonstrated the urgent need for a viable
and timely exception and appeal process. Such an effective and equitable process
h:,s not functioned under the present Section 223 cost limitations. Therefore, the
Association reconm nds this legislation include provisions for an exception and
appeal process s %%hiei provides (1) that Information describing the specific
inethfodology and data utilized to derive exceptions be made available to all
Institutions; (2) thirt the Ilentity of "comparable" hospitals located In each
group be made available: (3) that the basis on which exceptions are granted be
iullicly disclosed In exch circumstance, widely disseminated and easily acces-
4i.:-e to nil increased parties; and (4) that the executions process permit the
tts., of "per-athaission cost" dett rmlnations revoignizing that compressing the
lelgth (if stay ofte-re1uil in an increase in the hospital's routine per diem oper-
athlg costs but no change or reduction In the per-:.dmission costs.

The Prt,-ent 1.111 provides for the Secretary to notify the hospital of its adjusted
per liei paynient rate for routine operating costs no l'tter than April first of a
given year. A hospital finding that Its projected costs exceed the ceiling will
pre. umably attempt to lower Its costs. To lower its costs, the hospital may have
to reduce its labor force or terminate existing contracts. Employee reductions and
contract alterations not only require careful planning, they frequently require
s84l1fi(-illt advance iotfielaiiou, Because many hospitals have fiscal year and
reporting l'eriods beginning on July first, 8. 3205 would provide only a 90 day
n live on the ceilings. The Association recommends that the bill be changed to
retquilre at least a 120 day notflcation by requiring the Secretary to notify the
hospitals of their routine operating cost ceiling no later than March first of a
given year.

Secti(in 10(e) provides that "nothing In this section shall be construed as
othe.rw\ise limltitg the authority (if the Stecretary to continue otherwise author-
I'A,(i efforts toward development of Improved systems of reimbursement . ."
The A .sociation recommends that this subsection be modified to strongly and
posilliely encourage the Secretary to continue and, where appropriate, expand
efforts to develop improved systems of reimbursement.

Assuring Medicare beneficiaries needed health care services, encouraging effi-
eli-ney in the provision if health care and paying the full and fair costs of
health care providers should be the guiding principals of any reimbursement
system. The compatibillty of the goals can be maintained under a system which
accounts for the inaly legitimate service and case-mix differences found between
hospitals. When this is done, Illegitimate costai arising from Inefficiency or ex-
travagance can lie is('htted. However, if care is not taken to identify the costs
of ineffitiency. legitimate reimbursement may be threatened and consequently the
'hospitals' ability to provide needed health services will be reduced.

In this regard, one has to be impressed with the thought and effort that went
Into the provider reimbursement portion of this proposal. One is also Impressed
with the real complexity of Implementing the proposal on a national scale. While
the Assiwlation finds the proposal, with suggested amendments, worthy of sup-
Iirt, the Association recommends that we move forward cautiously and under
the review and supervision of the above recommended Techical Advisory Board.
Practitioner reimbursemnent reforms -

The apparent purpose of Section 22(c) is to eliminate Medicare and Medicaid
recognition of remuneration arrangements between physicians and hospitals
in which the physician's fee-based Income rate in his professional medical service
practice Is used as a basis for computing his compensation for Part A re-
imbursable services. In place of such arrangements, the subsection proposes
recognition of ". .. an amount equal to the salary which would have reasonable
been paid for such services . . ."

While this objective seems clear In principle, It Is clouded with ambiguities
In practical ipplication. The bill Includes no Indication of the basis on which
.... an amount equal to the salary which would have reasonably been paid . . ."

1i to be determined. Certainly the Association realizes and appreciates the
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desire of the Copgress to permit those developing regulations to have some
flexibility In implementing this amendment; however, In recruiting and nego-
tiating with the medical staff, the hospital chief executive-oMeer and/or medical
school dean must be able to determine the amount of compensation that Medicare
and Medicaid will recognize. Therefore, the Association requests that Congress
either modify the proposed amendment to incorporate some specific guidelines
for regulations or so specify Its intent In hearings and Congressional Reports
that those preparing the regulations have a clear and consistent direction for
determining a reasonable salary for physicians in employment situations.

MISOEULANCOUS uwoRUS
Peroentae oontraots

Section 20, as the Assoclation understands it, Is designed, In part, to eliminate
as reasonable charges Medicare and Medicaid recognition of expenses for serv-
ices or facilities which are determined as a percentage of health service
revenues. However, our discussions with many groups of Individuals have Indi.
cated that there are varying Interpretations for this subsection. Therefore, the
Association requests that the Subcommittee clearly state the objective of this
subsection In its report on this legislation.
Overhead cost oontrole

Section 40 will require the Secretary to establish regulations for determining
the reasonable cost or charges of direct and indirect overhead expenses. This
approach Is one means of controlling costs; however, It seems to be In direct
conflict with the philosophy and purpose underlying the cost ceilings imposed
In Section 10. The direct and indirect overhead expense controls specified in
this subsection are based on itemizing and controlling individual, rather than
aggregate, expenses. The Association believes that simultaneous controls of
individual overhead expenses and aggregate cost ceilings places management
In an untenable position. To provide efficient and effective services within
the cost ceilings, the hospital director needs the administrative flexibility which
the overhead controls would diminish. In its consideration of changes, the Asso-
cation strongly recommends that the Subcommittee adopt exclusively a cost
control philosophy of cost ceilings rather than a philosophy of both ceiling and
line-item controls.
0oostrat approval

This provision directs the Secretary to establish a program for review and
advance approval of "consulting, management, and service contracts" with an
annual cost of $10,000 or more. The Association believes this subsection contains
several deficiencies. First, as with the overhead controls program, this contract
approval amendment Is an individual service control rather than an aggregate
ceiling control Once again, the hospital director must try to live within a
ceiling at the same time his operational flexibility to do so Is reduce& Second,
by requiring advance approval of virtually all types of hospital contracts, this
amendment shifts operational management authority from the hospital director
to the HEW staff. The hospital director and governing board could propose and
Implement but not decide on courses of action. In effect, DHEW will be manag-
ing by contract review significant aspects of the nation's hospitals. Third, by
requiring all contracts with an annual payment of $10,000 or more to be approved,
the amendment guarantees that DHIW will have to undertake a significant
bureaucratic expansion. This $10,000 threshold is so low that the number of
contracts requiring approval will be significant. Bureaucracy will mushroom
and the resultant costs will be an additional burden on the nation's health
expenditures. Fourth, the legislation requires a procedure to determine -if the
services may appropriately be furnished by contract. Even if government
authorities could Judge the reasonableness of a contract price and could evaluate
the contractor's likely ability to perform the services, the governing board of
the institution should retain the right to determine whether it wants a function
performed by "in-house" or contract personnel

If this segment of the proposed Section 40 Is intended to ensure that Medicare
and Medicaid do not subsidize contracts of questionable value or contracts
undertaken with nearly fraudulent intentions, the present provisions do not
discriminate between those contracts likely to be undesirable and those which
are characteristic of routine hospital operations. Therefore, the Association
recommends that this section be re-written to direct the Secretary to control
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-only those irregular, nearly fraudulent and self-dealing contracts which may
be source s of abuse.
Concussion

In conclusion, the Association expresses Its appreciation to the Committee
for this opportunity to testify 8. 3205. The Association shares the Committee's
objective of improving the Medicare and Medicaid programs, and the Associa-
tion has offered this testimony on the legislation as a sincere effort to refine
and improve the proposed amendments.

Senator TALXADO. Our next witness is Mr. John Alexander
McMahon, president, American Hospitl Association, accompanied
by Leo J. Gehrig, M.D., senior vice president.

Without objection, your entire statement will be inserted in the
record and you may summarize.

STATFMENT OF JOHN ALEXANDER MeXAHON, PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY LBO 1.
GEHRIG, M.D., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. MoMAHoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will be very brief.
Mr. Chairman, as your introduction indicated, I am John Alexander

McMahon, president of the American Hospital Association, repre-
senting more than 7,000 member institutions and 21,000 personal
members.

As you indicated, Dr. Leo Gehrig, senior vice president of the
Washington office, is here along with AUen J. Manzano, vice president
of the association, on my right and Mr. Irwin Wolkstain, associate
director of the Washington office, on my far left.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views and recom-
mendations and appreciate the inclusion of the entire statement in the
record.

Your bill, Mr. Chairman identifies and addresses a number of im-
portant areas, many of which provide for positive reform in the
administration of medicare and medicaid. We also appreciate your
understanding of the shortcomings of simplistic solutions-like
arbritrar y cape that have been suggested by Others. The full state-
ment indicates that there are certain sections of the bill which we sup-
port as they stand. In other arms- while we support the intent, we
think that certain changes would be helpful. We have made in our
full statement a number of constructive suggestions in response to
your invitation for refinement and modification.

Mr. Chairman, on pages 2 to 5 of our full statement we have offered
an explanation for the factors in rising health costs, including infla-
tion, the difference in the hospitals' market basket, the effect of mal-
practice insurance premiums, increases in costs of food and energy
in hospitals and the growing population and expanding benefits of
the medicaid and medicare programs along with the statutory and
regulatory requirements which often add to costs without raising bene-
fits to patients. The statement also indicates that this system is not
really out of control, as people suggest because there are a number
of controls Congress has already put in place, like the planning act
and like the PSAO's, which this committee had a substantial hand in
developing.
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Mr. Chairman, on pages 5 and 6 we have touched on several current
proposals to limit hospital reimbursement like the administration's
7-percent limit on increases and the budget resolution's reduction in
the medicare and medicaid budget of $100 million. I would say we
appreciate your efforts, Mr. Chairman, and those of Senator Lo.ng to
restore those reductions during consideration of the budget resolution
and we believe the bill that is the subject of these hearings offers a
better and fairer approach to the problem.

Now, Mr. Chairman, let me address, if I may, section 10, perhaps
the single most important section to hospitals, and I am going to read
a paragraph at the bottom of page 6 of the full statement.

Section 10 of your bill proposes significant changes in the Federal
reimbursement mechanisms for hospitals, and we have carefully
studied these changes. We believe them to be a significant improve-
meat over the existing methodology of section 223 of Public Law 92-
603, which section 10 is intended to replace. Any system to classify
institutions for the purpose of reimbursement on a comparative basis
has its difficulties, and we certainly applaud your proposal to remove
from the comparison procedure for routine per diem hospital costs a
number of elements which are beyond the control of institutions.
Clearly, any classification system should be sufficiently sophisticated
to separate efficient from inefficient institutions, and our suggestions
for modifications of section 10 are designed to protect the efficient ones
while motivating the others to increase their effectiveness. We offer the
following suggestions which have been set forth'in detail on pages 7
to 12 which we believe are necessary to make your proposed incentive
system more effective, equitable, and workable, assuring you that we
stand ready to participate in further refinements toward the ends that
both your committee and we seek.

I will be glad to answer any questions about the specifies in time
but let me only say we think the phasein principle is most important.
We hope the exception process could be broadened and we hope the
bill can be amended to assure adequate payment for medicaid services.

I would like now to turn, Mr. Chairman and Senator Dole, to page
12. We have an additional, and major, change to offer to section 10.
We urge that section 10be amended to provide that where a State rate
review program has been established, either by statute as in Maryland
and Connecticut, or voluntarily as in Indiana, which applies to al ur-
chasers of care other than medicare and medicaid, and which is
designed to meet the full financial requirements of the hospitals
covered by the program, then medicare and medicaid should be re-
quired to pay the rates so established.

I have noted at the top of page 13, Mr. Chairman, our reasons for
urging this amendment. We believe they are quite simple. If State rate
review programs cover all patients but medicare and medicaid benefi-
,iarris, and the latter pay according to a different formula, it is very
likely that some hospital costs will not be met. Moreover, the applica-
tion of two sets of formulas to two sets of patients may well result in
one set of patients subsidizing the care of the other, contrary to the
long established principle of Public Law 89-97, which set up medicare
and medicaid, which specifically prohibits such subsidization.
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Mr. Chairman, that kind of an amendment will not operate as an
open door to the Federal Treasury. As a matter of fact, the record
of the State rate review programs we are describing is one of modera-
tion of rates of inrea#e in health care costs. We have set forth data on
pages 18 to 15 in support of this point. In summary, Mr. Chairman,we believe that this proposed amendment will provide equitable treat-
ment for all third-party payers which will avoid subsidization and
will at the same time be effective in moderating increases in hospital
costs. We reco ize there are details of the amendment to work out and
we welcome the opportunity to purchase these details with your com-
mittee staff.

Mr. Chairman, on pages 15 to 17 we made comments on sections 2,
4, 6, 7, and 8. Generally our comments are very supportive of your
efforts to improve these programs.

If I may direct your attention now to the middle of page 18, 1 would
like to say a word or two about section 12 which would increase the
rate of return on net equity allowed for purposes of Federal reim-
bursement to investor-owned hospitals to twice the average return on
the social security trust fund. We support this provision on the
principle that a suitable return on investment is necessary to insure
that investors will continue to advance capital for investor-owned
facilities. In addition, we recommend an adequate margin of revenues
over expenses for not-for-profit institutions.

We are now developing the specifics for an adequate margin and
will provide these to your committee in the near future. The margin
is absolutely necessary to provide working capital, the equity base for
future capital expenditures and the undergirding of the risk inherent
in prospective payment mechanisms. The advantage of this approach
to all tuird-party payers, including medicare and medicaid, lies in
the reduction of interest charges on money which otherwise would be
borrowed at high interest rates to meet these requirements and
contingencies.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I am going to summarize the comments on
section 22 which we have on page 19 of our statement and I want to say
that this gives us much concern. We understand the problem, but we
believe it suggests the wrong solution. The section as it stands provides
that hospital associated physicians would generally be paid on a fee-
for-service basis for personally performed patient carn services. In
addition. executive, educational. and administrative functions of these
physicians would be paid for in amounts eqiivalent to salaries cus-
toniarily paid to similarly competent physicians for such services.

1W oppose this approach because it would interfere with the man-
agemient prerogatives of hospital administrators and governing boards.
We understand that your committee has identified instances where
payments to hospital associated physicians are out of line with pay-ments to other physicians. We have tried to determine a way to dealwith the problem, but have not yet been able to find a solution. We
know, for example, that percentage arrangements generally provide
fair compensation but we do not know how to comiare these arrange-
ments with salary arrangements, with fee for service arrangement, or
with lease arrangement&
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We suspect that it is not the form of the contract, Mr. Chairman,
but the contracting parties that can assure fairness to physician-, in-
stitution, patient, and a third-party payor. Our statement suggests,
Mr. Chairman, that we need more information to determine the extent
of the problem and the effectiveness of alternative solutions. Since we-
have no solution to offer, we can only pledge our cooperation in ex-
ploring the problem further with this committee, its staff, and other
organizations. I assure you we will make available all of the informa-
tion that we have, andthat we have tried to summarize in the last
few months.

Mr. Chairman, on page 20 we have touched on section 40, the pro-
cedures for determining reasonable costs and reasonable charges. Sec-
tion 40 would vest within the Secretary of HEW authority to deter-
mine in advance the reasonableness of all hospital contracts greater-
than $10,000 annually and we have indicated our concerns with that
section, Mr. Chaiem-an.

Senator TALMADG Mr. McMahon, I hate to call time on you but
your 10minutes have expired.

First I want to thank you and the American Hospital Association
for your cooperation and helpfulness in drafting this proposed legis
lation. It seems to me that a major deficiency in the State rate regula-
tion is that it compares the reasonableness of the hospital costs only
with other hospitals in the same State. Our sample review of routine,
hospital costs in Mayland which you cited as an example to the effec-
tive State review indicates that in fact those routine costs are often
higher than those in reasonably comparable hospitals and in the State
of Pennsylvania. In Maryland, for example, what other hospital is.
comparable to the Johns Hopkins Hospital?

Mr. McM mio.%. There is no other hospital. As a matter of fact,
I am not sure that there is one in Pennsylvania, Mr. Chairman.
You would have to go some distance from Baltimore to find a com-
parable hospital. But let me say that the reason that we have long
espoused the principle of regulation by the State is the same reason
we thought that it was appropriate for planning to take place there.
The rates established, Mr. Chairman, For anyhospital are largely
a reflection of the services provided by that hospital and we believe a
regulatory process closer to the people served will assure, for example,.
that the people of the State of Maiyland who are referred to Jolns
Hopkins Hospital for treatment are going to be in a better position to
determine to what extent those rates should rise which in effect means
to what extent should the services rise. Therefore, a comparability
from State to State, while it has its advantages, also has the difficulties,
Mr. Chairman, of not giving the people of a specific State the op-
portunity to determine the level of rates and thus the level of service.

Senator TALMADOE. Yesterday we heard from Governors State
legislatures and counties as to the extreme difficulties they werc a ving
in meeting hospital and medical costs. All urged that the States be
given greater discretion in determining appropriate reimbursement.
It seems to me it might make sense to let a State determine reimburse-
ment for medicare and medicaid where that reimbursement is on the
same basis as for other patients or even just a majority of the patients.
The only restriction would be a requirement in the Controller General
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and the Secretary of HEW which certifies that this would not cost the
Federal Government more than it would otherwise have paid under
present law. Does that sound fair to youI

Mr. MeMoAHo. Air. Chairman, I would suggest a couple of modifica-
tions to that suggestion. First, when you made reference to the fact
that medicare and medicaid might pay where all or a majority of the
patients are covered by a rate view program, we have set out in our
tetimnony-I think it is at page 15--some comments by Sir. Elmer
Smith, an associate commissioner of Social Security, and Dr. Alice
Rivlin that suggests that these rate review programs ought to cover
all third parties.

Now as far as the second part of your question goes, the difficulty
with having anybody certify that the payment being made would be
no more than what would be paid under existing medicare and medic-
aid is that, Mr. Chairman, once you put into place a State rate review
program, clearly it is going to have its impact on the reduction of
cost. One that takes place there no one can say that medicare or
medicaid is not in a position to be paying less tan what would be
the case if that kind of process were not in place.

Therefore, we think the basic thing the committee should recognize
is that once a State rate review program is put in place, then the
mechanics of cost reduction or cost effectiveness, the attention of the
hospital on the reduction of cost is already underway. Therefore, it
would seem to us that at that time medicare and medicaid have been
thoroughly protected because the decision is being made just as you
heard from the Governors and the counties. The decision has been
made to reduce the rate of increase in costs and medicare and medicaid
will have the benefit of those activities.

Senator TALMADGE. Senator Dole.
Senator DoLF. Mr. MeMahon, what measures has the Association

taken to improve the surplus bed problem in rural hospitals, where
we have much of the facility remaining empty while overhead con-
tinues to mount. And with reference to that, do you think we might
be able to utilize some of those beds for long-term care patients?

Mr. Mc.fAnozi. Senator, we have given our attention to that in a
number of ways. We think, and my statement indicates, two things
that the committee is looking at that make good sense, one of which
is the opportunity to utilize some of those beds for long-term care.

In addition, we have given specific attention over on the next to the
last page of the statement to S. 3661 introduced by Senator Laxalt
nnd others. The provision that we understand the subcommittee is
looking at, sometimes called the swiixg bed proposal, would encourage
rural hospitals particularly to utilize unused beds for long-term care.
In addit ion, we are looking at other ways to provide for the conversion
of facilities not only to long-term care but to other kinds of activities
and working on ways to advise hospitals of what help is available
for that kind of conversion. It is really a use of the existing f4cilities
in soine alternative way that we think will provide a very useful
ap roach to the problem.

(learly in time, Senator Dole, and the reason why we are reluctant
particularly in the rural areas to encourage closure is that population
shifts are taking place and as the population grows across the country
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we may come to a time in the not very distant future where we sre
going to find an increase in utilization not on a per patient basis but
because of the addition of the total number of citizens in those areas.

Senator DoLE. With reference to your statement on the bottom of
page 5 and the top of page 6 concerning Senator Long's amendment to
restore the $1.4 billion cost in medicare and medicaid mandated by the
Budget Committee in the First Concurrent Resolution, I might just
note that I supported that effort so I am sympathetic with your con-
cerns. But just what impact would the $700 million reduction ulti-
mately decided on in conference have on your member hospitals?

Mr. MAOGAiiox. Senator Dole, our problem with it was that we have
no idea because since the basic law as found in Public Law 89-97 it is
a commitment by the Federal Government to pay for the reasonable
cost of covered services, we don't know how the mechanics would be
put into place. We assume before the Congress could live with such a
reduction they would have to identify, in ways other than a limitation
on costs, a way that costs might be reduced or that services might be
reduced because there is not-

Senator Doix. That would get into the program structure itself,
however, which the Budget Committee does not do. We simply deal
with functional categories, and in that regard the pressures to cut costs
are going to remain. I just wonder, then, if you might have any recom-
mendat ions in that area?

Mr. McIMA Ho. No, sir, we do not. We would be glad to work with
the committee toward this end. We don't know how costs can be cut
for covered services. The planning bill over time will have its effect.
The Professional Standards Review Organizations will have its effect
but it may very well be that at some point the Congress will have to
grapple with the benefit structure itself.

Dr. G mno. We do believe, as was indicated earlier, and as Senator
Talmadgo indicated there is a need to avoid any short-term meat ax
approach that doesn't pay for services provided:We really think that
the thrust of the Talmadge bill is forward looking. While it does not
promise you a short-term 1977 savings, it moves to the matter of cost
control in a judgmental way which protects the ability of providers
to render the services that are offered, so we really are looking down
the road.

Senator DOLE. I agree that the bill may help contain costs, but I am
not sure how far it can go in reducing them. Maybe contaimnent is
the real question, but. as a member of the Budget Committee I can
almost promise you we will toss out some resolution cutting Federal
health programs $500 million or $1 billion, then leave it up to the
authorizing committee to detenuine how that is going to be done while
we run for cover. [Laughter.]

Senator TALMAD . Mr. MeMahon, I am somewhat surprised at your
position with respect to payments to hospital associated physicians.
I say that because my staff and I had many conversations and com-
munications with the Stae Hospital AseoCiation executives and in-
dividual hospital -administrators. They recognized the need and were
generally supportive of the position. In view of this discrepancy I
would be interested to know if you have polled your hospital member-
ship with respect to this issue.
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Mr. MCMAJIoN. i have not polled each of tnze 7,000 member institu-
tions, Mr. Chairman, but we certainly have had broad discussions
about the problem. There is no question about the fact that there is a
widespread -recognition that the problem exists. On the other hand,
I have xten able to find no specific solution. While there are some who
have, I know, taken the position that section 2 .2 as it stands would
offer a useful approach, nevertheless the vast majority of the hospital
pPOple that I have talked to recognized the diflienity.

They recognized the difficulties, Mr.-Chairman, because many of
them have learned to live with percentage arrangements and live with
them appropriately. They look at the percentage, adjust the per-
.entage from year to year, and make sure that tiie percentage as it

Changes with respect to volume brings out an appropriate compensa-
tion that is in line with the services and compensation of other physi-
cians on the medical staff, and often involve the medical staff in the
discussion. They say, do not take away from us a useful approach to
,oin pensation which we have leaned to live with and put us into

another kind of mandatory compensation arrangement because there
is no way that we can be sure that that itself wiilfcontain costs.

As I said in my oral statement, Mr. Chairman, we don't know how
ivecan look at the different kinds of arrangements. We know that
there are appropriate compensation arrangements under all kinds of
formula arrangements and we know that there are problems under all
kinds. '1hat is the recon that in this informal kind of polling that has
gone on that the only thing I can suggest to the subcommittee at this
point is our willingness to continue the discussion so that we can seek
an appropriate kind of solution that will work across the board.

Senator TALMADIX.. Do you consider a poll worthwhile?
Mr. 1MMJIoN. No, sir. In any poll you run into the difficulties of a

simplistic solution. That is the reason in my approach rather than
saying, "Would you prefer this to this?" I have said, "Here is the prob-
lemn.- First the problem exists and with some exceptions there was a
recognition, though we have not seen the specifics of it, that is likely
that there is a real problem in some isolated cases with these kinds of
arrangements. But when we go from there, Mr. Chairman, I run into
the problem that different people have learned to live with different
arrangements and obviously they have a favorable attitude toward the
arrangement they have learned to live with and in opposition to
others.

So I think, Mr. Chairman, this is far too complex a matter to subject
to simple polling techniques but I have offered in the statement and
in the written testimony our full cooperation including bringing some
of the people in from whatever part of the country, under whatever
kind of arrangement seems appropriate to the discussion of this prob-
lemn because we think it is a very complex one.

Senator TALmADG. In general is there bona fide economic competi-
tion by radiologists and pathologists competing for the monopoly sit-
uations which hospitals give them? Is this situation of such a broad
and competitive nature that hospitals negotiate from a position of
strength in contracting with radiologists and pathologists ?

Mr. McM.AHox. Mr. Chairman, as attorneys we understand the
words "bona fide," yet there is a good-faith approach to this. The difli-
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culty is, Mr. Chairman, that in some cases competition exists when a
hospital goes out to find a pathologist or a radiologist. Clearly-today
with the increase in the output of medical schools there is more com-
petition than there has been before. On the other hand, there are some
places where there is very little competition because it is a place that
is not attractive to physicians, but there is and there will continue to
be as the output of medical schools increases--there is an opportunity
for a selection process.

From the conversations that I have had I do not get the impression
that the situation is so dominated by the physician that we need this
kind of drastic solution to interfere with the contractual arrangement.
I would ask Dr. Geh rig-himself a physician-if he would have any
contents to add to that ?

Senator TAJJ3AJF. Dr. Gehrig.
Dr. GEJRIG. Senator, I think the only thing I would add, and I

think Mr. McMahon did allude to it, not being a lawyer I am not
knowledgable of your "bona fide" discussion, but I do think that
there are areas where competition exists such as the major urban areas,
but I would think that we would be less than frank to say that there
is not a real problem when you get to some rural areas where there is
not a pathologist. In fact, a great deal of effort has to be made to bring
one in, but I think it is equally wrong to suggest that in every rural
area that lacks that type of manpower that there is necessarily not a
good-faith effort to make an appropriate arrangement.

Now, this may be an example where the hospital has, if you will,
less leverage; but I do believe that these physicians by and large are
responsible people and while they need to be reimbursed, I just think
that one cannot go from a bad example to saying the same thing about
all of them. In sum, I think we do have a difference in competition
when you look at the Johns Hopkins Hospitals of the world versus
Ravenna, Nebr., where we have difficulty getting just a general
practitioner.

Senator TALMAzE. Senator Dole.
Senator DoLz. No questions.
Senator TAwxA. In 1975 the American Hospital Association An-

nual Report in criticizing arrangements to give gross departmental
charges states as a matter of policy, and I quote:

This arrangement, however, provides no incentive to the physician for affecting
economies and it brings about the rather incongruous situation in which any
pertinent charge to patients, even one made solely to cover Increased departmen-
tal operating expenses, accrues to a considerable extent to the financial benefit
of the physician.

In general, the American Hospital Association policy statements
are quite critical of percentage arrangements.

I have two questions. What are the advantages to the hospital of the
percentage arrangements and when did the American Hospital Asso-
ciation change its formal policyI

Mr. MoMiHoN. First, fr. Chairman let's be very clear about the
nature of that statement. It was not a policy statement; it was a guide-
line statement and it is so labeled. I have the printed copy here in front
of me. What we were doing in that statement through, a broad con-
sultative process was to provide information to hospitals for their
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contractual arrangements with the hospital base affiliated specialist
and in the general policy, for example, because what you were reading
from was in the technical part of conunents on certain kinds of con-
tractual provisions, we said in the general policies part that the Amer-
ican Hospital Association recognizes that good medical care is bein
provided in hospitals by physicians under many forms of mutua
agreement.

We believe it is the right and responsibility of hospitals to develop
with physicians contractual terms on the basis of local factors that are
fair to patients and provide high quality care.

The whole thrust of that guideline document, Mr.. Chairman, is to
recognize that there are all kinds of ways to deal with the compensa-
tion of hospital affiliated specialists from leases, which we did not em-
brace either, to percentage arrangements either gross or net, and we
attempted to point out all the way through wlmt soe of the problems
were with different kinds of arrangements, even salary arrangements
in areas where there is opposition by much of the medical profession
to any salary arrangement whatsoever. This was an informational
document provided to hospitals wherein we set out all of the ad-
vantages and disadvantages, but against a general policy that the
way that a hospital deals with problems like this is a matter for the
governing board, for its management and for its medical staff, to
determine.

Senator TALwMDoL I ani reading from page 41 of your annual
report of 1975, line 3, under the lease provision. "A lease or conces-
sion arrangement is in view of the American Hospital Association
generally not desirable."

Under what circumstances would lease arrangements be desirable?
Mr. MoMAom. Well, as the thrust of the statement indicates, Mr.

Chairman, our problem with the lease arrangement is that under
certain kinds of leases the hospital has given up complete control
over the operation of the laboratory, let's say. On the other hand,
a lease might be so detailed that it would be possible to retain as a
condition of termination of the lease, certain kinds of control.

I don't know what the impact of other contractual activities would
be, but we are concerned and I would say this with respect to the
lease, that one of the things that concerns us about section 22, Mr.
Chairman, in the outlawing of percentage arrangements in any-case,
is that there might be a total lease of the laboratory in order to
provide services not on a percentage arrangement but on an outright
eas which then would avoid the restrictions of section 22 but would

leave the hospital in a worse position from the managerial point of
view than would the percentage arrangement that exists at the present
time.

Senator TALMADOE. Earlier I indicated that we have had conver-
sations with a substantial number of hospital administrators and others
on this matter of hospital-associated physicians. The large proportion
in fact indicated that they are not free to manage in their relation-
ships,. that in fact they were negotiating under the gun; have little
barganing room.

For example, in one hospital in New Jersey, the pathologist who
was directly reimbursed $121,000 agreed under the terms of the con-
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tract to be present and in person at the hospital during the first 2
weeks of the term of the agreement. I wonder what it would have
cost to have kept him there for a month.

Is this an example of the hardnosed bargaining by hospitals?
Air. MCMAJION. Mr. Chairman, that is an example of what happens

under any kind of circumstances when you are trying to cover 2,000
health care institutions. I said in my statement that there are in-
stancees which are not appropriate. I think you and I would both
agree that there are instances across the spectrum where with that
many institutions, things have not been done as well as they might.

I cin't defend that kind of arrangement. It is the reason why we
published that guideline document, Mr. Chairman, to give hospitals,
their administration and their governing boards, some insight to the
way that things can be done. Ve think there are ways to bring some
arm's length bargaining into the proposition. As a matter of fact, we
suggest e the involving of the rest of the medical staff because the
rest of the medical staff is really more the consumer of the laboratory
service, for example, than the hospital itself or the patient because
that is where the ordering begins.

Now, involving the medical staff in these deliberations, as we sug-
msted, is one way to make sure that there is an appropriate tradeoff

between the pos.4ible competition for availability of other kinds of
services, and equity of compensation treatment among the members
of the medical staff. So that while there are cases here and there, and
I am surprised that with the people that have talked to you that none
of them have said to ma that our position is inappropriate because
our position has been widely known in the hospital field for the past
month or so on this section.

Nobody has come to me and said, "This is completely inappropriate.
We need that kind of statutory help in order to manage our
institutions."

Senator TALXADO. Would you be agreeable to a joint poll of the
hospitals?

M r. MCMIION. Mr. Chairman, if that is the way you want to
proceed to provide additional information, yes. We will offer our
help, Mr. Cirmnan, in any way that we can help.

Senator TALMADOE. The staff?
Mr. MCMAHOVI. Indeed we will, sir.
Senator TALMADOE. Thank you very much. We appreciate your

contribution, Mr. McMahon.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McMahon follows:]

STATEME T OF THE AmauoA HosPITAL AssoCmATIo

SUMMARY

I. The American Hospital Association represents more than 7,000 health care
Institutions, including most of the hospitals In the country. In this testimony
we comment on Sections 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 22, 23 and 40 of S. 8205. We
suggest a number of modifications to the bill as introduced and propose several
additional provisions.

II. IntrodwoMo -At the outset, we discuss the overall problem of rising
health care costs and enumerate the major factors that have contributed to
Increases in the cost of hospital care. Further. we examine some short.terin
and long-range proposals for Institutional reimbursement; we oppose arbitrary
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reductions in the federal budget or limitations on hospital reimbursement which
do not appropriately consider the health care promised to beneficiaries and the
costs of providing the services.

III. Beclats 10.-We review proposals for hospital reimbursement outlined
In section 10 and make several specific recommendations regarding them. We
propose a provision for the participation of Medicare and Medicaid in certain
state rate review programs.

IV. Section 2.-We support organizational changes along the lines contained
in this Section. However, we recommend the authorization of a new position
in the Department of Health, Educatlon, and Welfare--an Under Secretary for

lith to whom both the Assitant Secretary for Health and the Asaitant
Secretary for Health Care Financing would report.

V. Heotion 4.-We strongly support the provisions to Improve administration of
the Medicaid program, Including federal assistance to states In this regard.

VI. Section 6.-The provisions of this Section would assist hospitals by easiag
the administrative burden of multiple reporting systems which are costly and
ineficlent. and we support this Section.

VII. Selctilo 7.-The AIA has been concerned with the process of regulation
development and Implementation, particularly the provision of an appropriate
,,jl'iwrtunity for public pIrticilmtion and coument. We support the requirement
for a minimum 00-day comment period for proposed regulations under this
program.

VIII. Section 8.-We believe that the use of expert, nongovernmental advisors
has contributed signifieantly to the development and Implementation of these
federal health programs. We therefore recommend that either HIBAC be con-
tinued with increased respontildlities, or a new health insurance policy advisory
c.onnell he formed.

IX. Reaction 11.-We support the provision for transitional allowances for the
conversion or retirement of underutilized facilities Hlowever, we propose a
modlfieation for this actionn which would provide a commitment by government
for such assistance in advance of the conversion or retirement action.

X. Section 12.-The AIIA supports the Increase In the rate of return on net
equity for Investor-owned hospitals. We also recommend an adequate margin of
avenue over expenses for not-for-profit institutions.

XI. Section 2.-The AIIA opposes this section an it would interfere with and
circumscribe the rights and prerogatives of hospital management and governing
boards to choose the form of contract for hospiltal-assoclated physicians. We
recommend the collection of relevant data In thin area in order to establish and
apply tests of reasonableness of the charge* of these physicians comparable to the
test currently applied to all other physicians.

XII. Reetlion 23.-We support the provisions of this Sectlon which are Intended
to widen the acces of Medicaid patients to care In physclans' offices and ellnies.

XIII. section 40.-We oppose thin Section for the same reasons we oppose
.ietlon 22. Because of the volume of contracts that would be by this Section
nnd the lack of detailed knowledge by government necewtary to make these
decisions, we believe this provision would be both costly and unworkable.

XIV. Other ooM4erotio*s.-_-rWeoffer support for two additional provisions
which are now pending before this Committee but are not Included In S. 3205: (1)
a Rimplified method of reimbursement for long-term care in certain hospitals:
and (2) flexibility in standards and regulations for rural hospitals.

STATEMKET

Mr. Chairman. I am John Alexander MeMalhon. President of the American
.flospital Association, representing more than 7,000 member Institutions. Including
niot of the hospitals in the country, extended and long-term care institutions.
mental health facilities. hospital schools of nursing, and over 21.000 personal
members. With me today are Leo 3. Oebrig. M.D.. Senior Vice Presldent, Allen 3.
Mangano. Vice President, and Irwin Wolkateln. Associate Director of our Wash-
Inalon Offie. We appreciate this opportunity to present the views and recom-
mendations of the Assoiation concerning the Medicare and Medicaid Administra-
tive and Reimbursement Reform Act, 8. 320.

Your bill. Mr. Chairman, identifies and addresses a number of areas important
to the public, providers, and government in the provision of health care service.
We believe certain sections of the bill provide for positive reform In the adminli-
tration of Medicare and Medicaid, and we tommend you for your action, as well
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as for your understanding of the shortcomings of simplistic solutions We ap-
preciate the situation you described on March 25, 1976, when you introduced
P. 3205 and said that "we may well be confronted with the need to cut and
slash payments to hospitals and doctors indiscriminately, and often inequitably.
This path is exactly what this bill seeks to avoid." We accept the opportunity
you offered when you stated, "I want to emphasisolhat none of the proposed
changes are frozen in concrete. They are all intended to deal with real problems.
Hopefully, the hearings process will lead to refinements and modifications enhanc-
Ing equitable and effective solutions to those problems."

There are sections of your bill which we support as they stand. In other areas,
while we support the Intent of the provisions, certain changes are necessary In
our view, and we would llke to make constructive suggestions in response to
your invitation for refinement and modification of the bilL Further, the ABA
believes some provisions should be deleted from the bill and we wish to suggest
certain additional provisions. We wish to build upon the thoughtful efforts
which already have gone into this legislative proposal, and the American loe-
pital Association wishes to continue to cooperate with this Committee in the
,,arch for appropriate solutions to the many problems and challenges which these
vast programs present.
The probk-m of rieing kroltk costs

Foremost among the problems addressed in S. 3205 is that of the rapidly In-
creasing cost of hospital service under Medi(are and Medicaid. The solution is
made difficult ty the very nature of the increase in hospital costs which is due
primarily to four factors:

1. First, a portion of the Increase in costs results from the rise In prices and
wages in the rest of the economy wideh net*esarily impacts on hospitals. The
ineed to maintain ompetitive wage levels, particularly, has a heavy Impact in a
labor intensive industry stch as ours.

2. Second, the hospitals' market basket is unlike that of any other sector In
the general economy, and the tmts of goods and services purchased by hos-
pitals are wore heavily weighted by those costs which are rising at a faster rate
titan the cost of living. For example, the average annual hospital liability in-
surance premium rose from $13,0() in 1970 to mome than $110.000 in 1975. This
rt-presents a 1.000 percent Increase in Just five year. In Chicago during that
wriod, according to a study conducted by the (hic'ago Ilospital Council. hos.
ital malpractice Insurance premiums increased 2NX) percent, and it is estimated

that the cost of such inmuratce for the hospitals surveyed is now between $40
and $43 per patient day. Although increases In costs of food and energy, two
major staples in the hospital market basket, have not been as dramatic, they
nevertheless have risen at a rate much higher than that of the Consumer Prihe
Index. Fxxd prices, for example. have risen an average of 8.4 percent per year
over the past five years, and energy costs have risen 15.1 percent per year over
that sawe Ix'riod.

3. The third factor affecting hospital cost increases is the changing nature
of the output of the hospital. As a result of continuing research and new tech-
noltogy, services provided by hospitals are constantly improving in terms of
treatment methods and the expansion of capability for dealing with conditions
previously untreatable or untreated. Renal dialysls laser surgery, total blood
repla(ment, cancer therapy and a host of new diagnostic approaches to disease
are but a few of the many examples of the costly improvements and expansion of
hospital services. From 11)5 to 1975 the number of intensive care uilts In-
creased by 130 percent. Further. there has been a very significant increase in
the intensity of these services resulting from a variety of factors, including
shortened hosittal stay, Increased clinical capability, defensive practice of medi-
cine, and public demand. The American people expect these improvements in
health servlte to be available, and their expectations intensify the use of such
services and produce an increase in the costs of health care.

4. Finally. because 8. 32V) is addressed specifically to the increasing costs of
Medicare ant IMedicald, it is important to note two special factors: (1) an
ever-increasing Medicare population which is the result of Increased aging in
the population as a whole and (2) the special Impact of the recession on the
needs and numbers of beneficiaries of Medicaid. In addition, Congress has In.
creased the scope of benefits wider these progranms-for example, through the
Inclusion of the disabled under Medicare, and the extension of Medicare
catastroldic benefits to persons of all ages In need of treatment for renal
failure through dialysis and organ transplantation.
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If cost rises due to lucreases In the intensity of care. product enhancement,
the hospital market basket, and the increased coverage and benefits to federal
program beneficiaries were excluded from consideration, the Increase In hos-
pital costs would be reasonably comparable to price Increases In the general
economy, yet all too frequently these basic factors are Ignored In consider.
tions directed at getting a handle on rising health care costs.

In considering any control of the rate of Increase In hospital costs, Increases
in the quality and quantity of aerviees must be addresed. (ongres has en-
acted two key measures designed to deal with thee Issues. Good planning for
the delivery of health servles through Implementation of Public Law 93-041,
linked with certification of need legislation at the stale level, will have a posi.
Uve effect In determining which services and facilities are needed. Health sery.
lees planning focuses on the orderly addition and control of those services
which reflect the needs oLa community, and the American Hospital Association
strongly supports this activity.

The Medicare Amendments of 11172, Public Law W2-O13. provide for the de-
velopment of Professional Standards review Organizations (1 i81tO) which,
coupled with imtitutional quality assurance progranis, address the Issue of
quality of health care and the appropriate utilization of services. Hospitals on
a voluntary basis have for many years supported this pros, and In 1970 AIIA
developed a detailed methodology for Institutional quality assurance, programs.
Further, the Joint Commilssion on the Accreditation of Hospitals has for many
years required quality assurance programs as part of Its standards for ae-
creditation.

We are encouraged by the congressdonal actions of recent years that address
factors which contribute to hospital etwt rather than merely federal reimburse-
uient for costs that are Incurred In proving services to program beneflclaries.
On the other hand. certain congressional actions as noted earlier have expanded
bx nuilts for federal beneficiaries and have had the direct effect of Increasing
federal budget outlays for health services. There also are statutory and regula-
tory requirements Imposed by the Executive Branch which. In our opinion, have
added sigtlflcantly to the cost of providing services wilhotit bringing com-
mensurate health benefits. Hospitals are very concerned with rising costs, but
It is frustrating when. on the one hand. they are crithized for rising costs and
on the other, they are obligated by federal mandate to take actions which
Increase health expenditures and do not directly contribute to the provision
of patient care.
Ourrent proposals to limit hospital reinibursenmet

Various short-term and long-term solutions to the rapid Increase in hospital
costs have been proposed. The Admiuistration's budget proposals for fiscal year
197T would place a 7 percent limit on the yearly Increase In per diem reimburse-
nient to hospitals for Medicare services, for example. This short-term approach
wolld not affect the factors that produce rises Ihhospital cests.

Moreover, such an arbitrary limit Is inconsistent with the Administration's
own estimate that the rise in hospital costs for the next fiscal year will be about
14 percent. It ignores the reality that labor costs, by the Admnistration's own
admission, are likely to rise 9 percent or more, and that the Costs of other major
elements of the hospital market basket-goods and services essential to the pro-
vision of care--will also rise. Imposition of a percentage (al, with the continued
expectation that hospitals would continue to provide the servi(s that have been
promised to beneficiaries, places these lns !itutions in a financially untenable idsi-
tion and forces them to seek to defray these unmet costs through additional
charges to other payors.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the First ('oncurrent Budget Resodution calls for
a total reduction In the Medicare and Medicaid budget of $700 million for fiscal
year 1977. The AIIA appre-iates your efforts and those of Kenntor LTong to re-
store the proposed reductions during consideration of the remplution by the
Senate. We oppose a limit on funds without simultaneous recognition that this
requires a cutback In present servits to which b neficiaries are eittitled. Govern-
ment should promise the American people only what It can reallstirally fulfill In
terms of financing and delivery of health care services.

Mr. Chairman, the American Hospital Association agree@ that there are a num-
ber of significant changes in institutional reimbursement and other administra-
tive areas which should be made In Mediare and Medicaid. It Is our intent to
discuss a number of sections of your bill specifically, and provide constructive
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suggestions at appropriate points In this discussion. We wish to emphasize our
belief that your bill has approached many Important problems in these programs
In a very thoughtful manner.
Improved methods for dclermilng reo-omoblc oat8 for sertrloce provided by

hospital
Section 10 of your bill proposes significant changes in the federal reimburse-

went met'hansnms for hospitals, and we have carefully studied these changes. We
believe them to be a significant improvement over the existing methodology of
k8ectlon = of Public Law 92-W0, which SectIon 10 is Intended to replace. Any
system to classify institutions for the purpose of reimbursement on a compara-
tire basis ihas Its difficulties, and we certainly applaud your proposal to remove
from the comparison procedure for routine per diem hospital costs a number of
elements which are beyond the control of Institutions. Clearly, any classification
system should be sufficiently sophisticated to separate efficient from Ineffiient
institutions., and our suggestions for modifications of Section 10 are designed to
protect the efficient ones while motivating the others to Increase their effetdive-
ness. We offer the following suggestions which we believe are necessary to make
your proposed incentive system more effective, equitable and workable, assuring
you that we stand ready to participate In further refinements toward the ends
that both your ('ommittee and we seek.

1. The bill calls for "a uniform system of accounts and cost reporting (includ-
Ing uniform procedures for allocation of costs) for determining operating and
capital costs of hospitals providing such services. . . ." Uniform cost allocation
and reporting is obviously necessary to an adequate comparative system of re-
Imbursement. However, we wish to be sure that the accounting requirements
Instituted under this provision would not extend to uniform accounting which
would be likely to hamper management efficiency, and be likely to conflict with
Ih, requirements Imposed on hospitals by other private and governmental
programs.

2. An ongoing system of hospital classification Is presented, utilizing bed size
-and type of facility an its basis. While theme two variables are important, it
would be necessary to evaluate the appropriateness of the specified breakdowns
according to bed ,sde, and to provide adequate opportunity for exceptions review.
For example, a 100-bed general hospital in a rural area will not Infrequently
have a more complicated case-mix and a totally different mission than a similar
sized general hospital in an urban area.

Similarly, while there Is need to separate institutions by the types of services
they provide, a comparative evaluation may be hampered by the small sizes of
the groups which may result. Additionally, the category provided for hospitals
which are primary affiliates of accredited medical schools appears extremely
restrictive and, as the Committee knows, not Infrequently a number of hospitals
may be affiliated with a single medical school.

3. The bill, in defining routine operating costs provides that such costs exclude
four items which are In fact beyond the control of the administration (if an in-
stitution and have in the past created difficultles In any comparative clasifics.
tion scheme. It is our understanding, Mr. Chairman, that you intend to Include
within the bill an exclusion for costs related to malpractice insurance premiums.
We strongly urge and support your action in this matter, for these costs have not
only risen precipitously In recent years, but their impact has not been uniform
across the country. The exclusion should cover the Costs of both professional and
general liability Insurance, which usually are sold as a unit.

Among coats excluded from routine operating costs are "energy costs associated
with heating and cooling the hospital plant." However, we strongly recommend
that all energy costs be excluded for two reasons: (1) There is a significant
variability In types of energy sources used by hospitals and their costa in various
regions of the country: and (2) the differentiation of the costs of energy by type
and use (e.g., electricity, which is used for not only environmental controls, but
for lghting and many diagnostic and therapeutic purposes) is very difficult, If
not totally impractical.

4. The bill provides that the personnel component of average per diem routine
operating costs shall be adjust through the use of a wage Index based on gen-
eral wage levels prevailing in the areas In which the hospitals are located.

Here our concern is the fact that this index refers to wage levels In the general
economy rather than the segment of the labor force from which hospitals recruit
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their employees. It must be pointed out that the correlation between these wag
levels Is, at best, approximate because many hospital employees are hlgblt
specialized. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, wage data of nonmetropolitan
areas are not available on a periodic basis, and it is in these areas that approxi-
mately 50 percent of all hospitals are located. Therefore, a new wage index must
be developed and maintained, and we believe It Is essential that it be based ow
that segment of the labor market from which hospitals must recruit. Further-
more, although hospitals which have characters tally higher wages would be-
granted a one-year reprieve, they would be subjected thereafter to controls which
fall to recognize that those higher levels of costs may be fixed, for example. by
virtue of prior contractual agreements, or may well be maintained by state or
local law, as in the case of public Institutions.

5. Section 10 provides that "... at the end of the fiscal year a retrospective
adjustment will be made in the amounts laid a hospital to reflect the lesser of
the tomt increase incurred by the hospital or the cost Increase in prices which
occurred ii goods said services used.. ." The problem with this provision is that
a hospital could be told at the beginning of the year that it would be reimbursed,
say $100 per patient day, for its routine services, and budget accordingly for this
expected iayment--but if at the end of the year the government determines that
the forecasted price inceras was In error, and that the hospital should be pid
$I* per imtient day, the institution would Incur a deficit. We do not believe that
homptials should be placed at risk in this manner which would permit a retrospec-
tive denial of reimbursement of incurred costs on the basis of an erroneous
economic forecast.

We are concerned also about the specific language detailing the arithmetic to
I used in arriving at the projected estimate of the average per diem routine
operating costs to be applied to a given period. We are uncertain that the
present language provides that the costs used In the base would be properly ad-
Justed to take into account the fact that hospitals have varying fiscal years.
A varying Inflation adjustment would be needed both In the bate data and in
determining the projected estimate to be used for a given hospital. The estimate
should vary, depending upon the date a hospital's fiscal year begins.

. The Section further provides that hospitals may seek an exception for two
bars reasons, one of which Is an *unusual case-mix." This exception for case-
mix deals with only one aspect of a diflicult problem in evaluating the appro-
jriateness of the cost level of a hospital. That problem Is an assesment of the
intensity and complexity of care provided by the institution. Intensity is affected.

of course, by the case-mix of patients served. One of the problems faced by hos-
pitals with case-mixes believe to require unusual levels of intensity of care is
that they do not have the required data to prove their point. The bill should
provide that the Secretary of HEW would make the needed data available to
all hospitals within a classification group.

A second point in the provision for exceptions with which we would take
Issue is the omission of factors in addition to case-mix which affect intensity of
care, for example, length of stay, which may also be valid grounds for exception.
Hospitals with high patient turnover rates (shorter lengths of stay, usually a
characteristic of more efficient operation, would be particularly hard hit since
the per diem routine cost in such Institutions Is generally higher than In institu-
tions with longer average stays. Increased costs for providing routine care not
reflected In case-mix also occur in hospitals in which patients rarely emlloy
private duty nurses. Public hospitals and other facilities providing care for many
indigent patients must compensate for the absence of privately employed nurses
through their own nursing staffs.

Further, patient mix alone does not necessarily reflect In full the complexity
of service that may be provided in one Institution as compared with another.
although it has important cost implications. We recognize that the state of the
art for determining and comparing this set of extremely important variables as
they relate to costs is poorly developed. It is essential that considerable additional
analysis and development of evaluative procedures and appeal mechanisms be
undertaken as critical adjuncts to the reimbursement procedure to be sure that
either the basic procem or the exceptions approach covers all needed factors.

7. The bill provides that for hospitals in Alaska and Hawaii, adjustments may
be made In the per diem payment rate to reflect higher prices prevailing In those
states. This is an important and appropriate provision; however, prices paid by
hospitals in other regions of the country do not necessarily reflect the national
average, and similar allowances should be provided for them as well.
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& We are greatly concerned about the provision which would tie the incentive
reimbursement formula to average per diem costs within a group of comparable
Institutions without provision for evaluating and altering an unwarranted, and
we believe unintended, "ratchet" effect. If, as Intended, the results of the incen-
tive formula would be that each year average per diem costs would potentially
be reduced, additional hospitals not previously found to have high costs would
be so Identified and penalized. This would be the inevitable consequence each
fiscal year of cost reductions in hosptials classified In the highest category. VUnleas
some accommodation is made to recognize this trend, the eventual result would
be that high quality and complicated health services would no longer be feasible
in many health care Institutions. We do not believe that this Is the Intent of the
(lonniittee and rmomauseud that legislative language be Included to ensure that
a review of this matter will be made every two years after the system is applied
so that the system may be evaluated and modified accordingly.

9. The bill's provisions on Medicaid reimbursement to bosltals are limited to
assuring that the reinbursenent does not exceed amounts payable under ieelion
10 of the bill. While in your statement summarizing the bill last March 215
Mr. Chairman. you said the bill would establish a new method of reimbursement
not only for Medicare but also for Medicaid. the bill dow not so provide. This
omission would perietuate a very serious problem for hospitals In sole states
which seek to obtain hompLal services for Medicaid atients at rates that ire
below cost and thereby are placing hoslpitals in financial Jeoiardy. We would
hoel that the bill could be modified to require the Medicaid Iyments be at an
equitable ivel.

10. Anu exceedllngly impmrtant lssue not addressed In ihe provision, of Section
10 is ft iorovisli ofi clairity care and tie load debts incurred by hospitals. The
cots of providig services for needIy patients who tire not covered by any
lorograiI are i very stei-ltiS problem for inany hosmitaids. and we would urge the
('mmillee to consider reimbursement provisions to suplp)rt the necessary care
of ,tjch Isuiellts.

11. The bill wisely provides that inlenientat ion of ,gcion 10 would ofur
over a lirhlo -.f two years with olly one-halt of the lenaities and Incentives
alplulitd during ile third yeir after en:ictment. As you have recognize. Mr.
Chairman. miany comuidlicated mll'ict of tinis reinhbursuinent system fundamental
to its suct'essful development are yet to be develoi d and evlaled.- During
tile Iperiod prior to ile full imuplemnetation of the proposed reinimursement sys-
teen. we strongly urge a full scale evaluation of its efflelivenes by the Secretary
of IW who should ibe ilhorized to re-omnleaud appropriate modifications to
the Cngress. The soundne m of the classification system and other elebnuenl of
the proit**d method for det ,nnininw reasonable costs of hospital services should
i valildated so that the syt-tem alpropriately Identifies efficiently and inefficiently
ol-prated institution..

And now. Mr. ('hairmuuan. we have an additional. and inaJor, change to offer
to S4eetion 10. We urge that Section 10 ibe amnenedl to provide that where a state
rate, review prograin ha becu estaihblied, either by statute as In Maryland
and ('onpetlh(it. or voluntarily aq in Indiana. which applies to all iprchasers
of care other than Medire afnd Mledicaid. and which Is designed to ieet the
full financial requinuu'nt.t of tle hospitals covered by the program, then .Medi-
cure and Medlcaid should be required to pay the rates so established. It should
Ib noted that this lprovislon would not apply all state rate review program to
federal iourchasert. beailtse mie state rojgrni do not meet the requirement of
covering all nonfetderal jurlih asrs of care. We umndertand, for example. thnt
teip l.frawa In Massa..huisetts and New York do not cover all nongovernmental
third parties. so they would not be covered by the amendlment we lprolXwe.

Our reasons for urging amendment are quite simple. If state rate review pro-
grans cover all patients but Medicare and ledicaid beneficiaries, and the latter
pay according to a different formula, it Is very likely that some hospital c(sts wll
not be met. Moteover, the application of two sets of formulas to two sets of
patients inay well result in one set of tatlents subsidizing the care of the other,
contrary to the long established princil)le of Public law 8W-97, opposing such
suloidization.

We believe that this amendment will achieve equity among all third-party
Iiyors. Moreover. it should be designed to meet the full financial requirements of
health care institution", including the costs of patient care: approved educa-
tional and research programs not otherwise financed; capital expenditures con-
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satent with community planning decisions and approved through the planning
controls provided In Public Law 98-MI1; and an operating margin to provide
working capital, the equity base for fut,,re capital expenditures, and the under-
girding of the risk of unforeseen contingencies.

Mr. chairmann , such an amendment as we are urging will not operate as an
olen door to the federal treasury. As a matter of fact. the record of the state
rate review programs we are describing Is one of moderation of rates of In.
crease In health care cmts. For example:

1. In Maryland, the Blue Cross Association reported on May 30. 1975. that
the Maryland Health Services Cost Review Comtmission (HSt4RC) had held
hspital rate Increas es to a level substantially lower than similar rate increases
elsewhere in the nation. Harold (Miden, director of the Maryland HKCRC,
recently reported to a Senate health Subcommittee that hospital rate increases
In that state have dropped well below the national annual average sin the
Comnilmlon's Inception. The Maryland expterieue Is eqlecially valuable because
both Medicare and Medicaid have recently reeived walverf to participate In
the rate review program.

2 In ('onnecticut. under the legislatively established Commission on Hospital
and Health ('are, similar eolarisons can lbe nade. Johui K. Kittridge. past vive
oresihlent of Prudential Life, and chairman of The ('oucli on ('onsumer aid

Profemional Relations of the Health Insurance Association of America. has said
tlt "the ('onne0.ticut experience is significant because the rate of escatlation in
that state sinilarly paralleled or slightly exceeded the natloonwide experience
through 19T3, the year the ('unnecticut legilatlre established the Commission
on lospittl and Health ('Care." The following table presents the comlarative
exlerien.es of C(onne.ticut and the nation sime establishment of the Commissdion.

HOSPITAL PRICE INCREASE

Conncticut United Stae

1973 b 1914 ............................ ................................. 6.1 11.
19174 t 1975 .... .......................................... .................. . 3 1311 1 o I . . . . . . . . . ............ ........ ... -- I ... ............ 1. 6 14. 0

These statisties reflect )rie Inereases. In percentages, for private sector patient
clilairges. In the three years since the Implementation of the state 1I'o4leetilOv
rate review system, the Increase for Connecticut hospitals has been 60 ipereent
of tlie national average.

3. In Indlanm. where a voluntary program has been In effect since 1959. a
study commissioned by the Stial Security Administration showed for 1972 that
"for short terns hospitals ... average Increase lwr diem operating cost wal 11.3
iar et ('(mpmared to the tiatlonal average' of 13.8 percent : the pwr ease co-st Ii-
crease in Indiana was K6 jertent compared to the national average of 11.5
jertent." Alsolure dollr figures show the significant difference between average

c,,sis in Indiana hospitals for 1972 and average national costs:

Indiam United Sttn

CostPerStay ................................................ -. 1-3 M 216
Cod W ~a enday. .------------ .- .-------------------------------. ... S010

Although these data relate to only one year's experience in Indiana, the rate of
Increase in hospital costs In that state has been consistently lower than the
national rate.

The advantages of consideration of all hospital costs and reimbursement at
the state level was recently discussed in testimony before the House Ways and
Means Committee's Oversight Subcommittee. Elmer W. Smith, an associate com-
:n! onner of the Social Security Administration, said that In order to be suems-
ful, prospective payment systems must focus on total costs, must Include all
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ore, and must be mandadtory to some degree. In a statement before theate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare Subcommittee on Health. Alce

M. RlvIin, Ph.D., director of the Congressional Budget Office, also suggested that
efforts to moderate hospital costs must apply to all purchasers of care.

To sum up our arguments in support of this proposed amendment, we believe
It will provide equitable treatment for all third-party payers, will avoid subsidi-
zation of one group of patients by another, and will at the same time be effective
in moderating increases in hospital costs. We recognize that there are details ofthe amendment to be worked out, and we will welcome the opportunity to pursue
those details with your Committee staff.
Retabliahment of Health, Care Pilamcis Adminietralion

Section 2 of the bill would combine the Bureau of Health Insurance. MedicalServices Administration, Bureau of Quality Assurance and Office of Nursing
Home Affairs into a Health ('are Financing Administration. An Assistant eecre-
tary for Health Care Financing would have responsibility for the newly-created
administration. The current Assistant Necretary for Health would have the rt-
sponsibility for all other HEW health programs.

Although a Health Care Financing Administration would provide an organiza-
tton through which greater coordination of policy and program administration
could be achieved, the fragmentation within the Department with respect tooverall federal health policy would still exist due to the split of health programsunder two Assistant Secretaries. Therefore, we urge greater coordination of
federal health programs and recommend that a uew pudiion of Under Secretaryfor Health be created, in addition to the development of a Health Care Financing
Administration as the bill provides. Both Assistant Secretaries would report to
the Under Secretary for Health and, in this way, the necessary coordination of
the many unrelated HEW health programs and the policies affecting them wouldhe enhanced. While It appears not to be feasible at this time to contemplate and
recommend a separate Department of Health, the above recommended organiza-
tion change would provide an Identifiable top level policy official in HEW who
would be responsible for all health programs.
S ate Medlioed adm/i4netom

Section 4 of the bill would establish specific performance criteria with respect
to state administration of Medicaid. Requirements related to timely determina-
tion of eligibility; prompt payment of claims; quality control in eligibility deter-
minations; and effective claims review could result in better state administration.
We strongly support such measures to Improve Medicaid administration.
Oaslmn proessimg ant information retrieve systems for Medivaid programs

Section 6 also amends Title XIX by mandating uniformly between Medicare
and Medicaid reporting systems. It would be considerably easier for hospitals
to report If claims processing for purposes of Medicare and Medicaid were made
uniform. We therefore support this provision.
Regulations of the secretary

Under Section 7 of the bill. a minimum of 60 days would be provided for con-
mnert on proposed HEW regulations under this provision. The AHA has alwaysbeen concerned that appropriate time be provided for comment on -program
regulations, and we support this provision.
Terminatios of HISAO

Section 8 would terminate the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council
(HIBAC). We believe that the use of expert nongovernmental advisors, through
HIBAC, has contributed significantly in the development and implementation ofthese federal programs, and consider It Inportant that the major health care
programs of Medicare and Medicaid be provided the advice and assistance of
such an advisory group, particularly during a period of significant legislative and
program changes.

HIBAC served an important and useful role in the earlier development sndImplementation of Medicare. As a result of changes in the responsibility of this
advisory council In 1972. the evolution of the program, and the extent to whichIts advice has been sought and utilized In recent years. the role of this council
has decreased. Such an advisory council should be available not only for Its
potential contributions during the reform of Medicare and Medicaid. but also
for the development and Implementation of any major revisions in the Social
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Security health related legislation. We therefore strongly recommend that either
HIBAO be continued with increased responsibility for Its advisory role or, it It
Is discontinued, that a new health Insurance policy advisory council be formed,
with more adequate authority and responsibility for advice to the Secretary
about these programs.
Trsaustiog ailowoea for cowrevion of bed*

AHA supports Section 11 of the bill. However, as it Is presently written, the
Section provides that applications for assistance would be approved only retro.
spectively, leaving unanswered the potential for obtaining such assistance before
the conversion of beds and taken place.

We urge that an application for support under this Section be reviewed and
approved prospectively so that an Institution which retires or converts beds in
the manner outlined in its approved application can be assured of the payment
upon which It will be dependent.
Rt turn on equity for in vetor-owned faalitte

Section 12 would increase the rate of return on net equity allowed for put.
tiuses of federal reimbursement to Investor-owned hospitals to twice the average

return on the Social lecurity Trust Fund. The ABA supports this provision
on the principle that a suitable return on investment Is necessary to ensure that
Investors will continue to advance capital for investor-owned facilities. In addi-
im. we recommend an adequate margin or revenues over expenses for not-for.

profit lustItutions. We are now dcrcloping the specific fur an adequate margin,
and will provide theme to your Committee to the near future. The margin Is
absolutely necessary to provide working capital, the equity base for future capital
e.xpenditurs, and the undergirding of the risk Inherent In prospective payment
mechanisms. The advantage of this approach to all third-party pyors, including
Medicare and Medicaid, lies in the reduction of interest charges on money which
otherwise would be borrowed at high Interest rates to meet these requirements
and continencles.
Hospital-associated phgeysoan

Section 22 would establish a mechanism whereby hospital-associated plyslcians
would generally be paid on a fee-for-servlce basis for personally performed
itlent car services. In addition, executive, educational and administrative
functions of these physicians would be paid for in amounts equivalent to salaries
customarily paid to similarly competent physicians for such services.

The American Hospital Association opposes this provision sines It would inter.
fere with and circumscribe the rights and prerogatives of hospital management
and governing boards to choose the form of contract Into which they will enter
with physicians. Section 22 Is further restrictive of management discretion when
tied to Section 40 which would appear to make all percentage contracts not
reimbursable.

The AIA recognizes that your Committee has Identified Instances of payments
to hospital-associated physicians which suggest that the present rules on reason-
able costs and charges, as they have been applied, are not adequate. We would
recommend as an orderly approach to this issue that provisions be made for
the collection of data on such factors as the amounts now being paid to hospital.
amciated physicians: the leaves of skills Involved: the time and effort expended
by the physician: expenses incurred by the physician in carrying out his reepon-
sihilities to the hospital; the volume and types of services provided by the
laboratory: and the resulting unit costs. Using such data it would seem possible
to establish and apply tests of reasonableness of the charges of hospltal-associated
physicans which are more comparable to the tests currently applied to all other
physicians.

Such an approach would more appropriately and equitably consider the reason-
- alleness of the totality of charges of hospital-asoclated physicians from the

points of view of these physicians and the purchases of care. Furthermore. while
providing government a method of evaluating reasonableness of costs In this area.
this approach retains for the management of hospitals the authority they must
have to mak* decisions for which they are responsible.
Pauswfa of phystIse mud. fonder wediosid

Section 23 would require Medicaid to pay not less than 80 percent of the
Medicare reasonable charge for health care provided by physicians In non-
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hospital settings. We support such a provision to encourage the treatment of
routine Illness and conditions outside of the hospital emergency room when such
treatment is appropriate and could be more reasonably rendered In a physician's
office or a clinic.
Procedures for determining reasonable ost. and reasonable charges

Section 40 would vest within the Secretary of HEW authority to determine III
advance the reasonableness of all hospital contracts greater than $10,000 an-
nually. Furthermore, percentage contracts, as noted earlier, would not be re-
Imbursable. We opimse this Section on the same grounds that we oplose Sec-
tion 22. It would result in unwarranted Interferen.e with hospital governance
and would circumscribe management prerogatives. Again, mechanisms for de-
termilUng the reasonableness of costs or charges are already provided under
Title XVIII and the regulations under it. Moreover, we do not believe that there
Is an appreciation for the vast number of hospital contracts which would Ike
covered by this p~rovisioni. The federal government does not have the ability
to consider all of tihe necessary variables in the Internal operation of each of
these Institutions and in their service areas that must be reflected by manage-
inet in the conditions of each contract. The volume of contracts covered and
the, lack of necessary detailed knowledge by government would make this re-
quirement an admini-trative morass that would result in bureaucratic delay,
and would be both costly and unworkable.
Other oonstderations

We understand from discussions with your staff that you are considering adding
to this ill a provision for Medicare payment for long-term care services in some
hospitals that alternately use some of their hospital beds for long-term care.
Such a provision would permit the more efficient use of rural hospital capacity
In certain areas. Further, it would more efficiently provide additional long-term
care beds in areas where frequently such resources are limited. We believe
thit a provision of this type could be a reform of value to both patients and
government.

Finally, we would like to commend for the consideration of you and your
Committee the provisions of S. 8661, introduced by Senator Laxalt and others.
This hill, in addition to provisions for the long-term care usage of rural hospitals,
recognizes the differences between these facilities and major urban hospitals.
Small rural hospitals are providing needed quality health care to their patients
within the resources available to them. However, their limitations in size, scope
of services, and availability of health manpower, together with geographic
isolation. give rise to the very significant problems these Institutions have. In
dealing with rigid federal regulations which are more applicable to major urban
facilities. It Is necessary that federal regulations contain the flexibility to deal
with the requirements that are made of these institutions.

Conhsdisg remark*
In summary, Mr. Chairman, the hospitals of this country agree that various

changes can well be made in Medicare and Medicaid. We are fully aware of
the complexity of the areas which are addressed in your hill. and in the spirit
of your remarks at the time you introduced it. we have offered a series of
recommendations for modification of the bill, which we hope are constructive.
We have appreciated the opportunity of working with you and your staff and
participating at this hearing, and we look forward to continuing these efforts.
I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Senator TAIMADoE. The next witness is Mr. John A. Bradley. Ph. D.
Dr. Bradley. you may insert your full statement in the record and

summarize it, sir.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. BRADLEY, PH. D., PRESIDENT, FEDERA-
TION OF AMERICAN HOSPITALS, ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL
BROMBERG, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, AND ALBET C. BAKER,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, FEDERATION OF AMERICAN HOMITALS

Mr. BRomwB . Mr. Chairman, I am Michael Bromberg. the national
director of the federation with Dr. Bradley, on my right, who in
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addition to being president of the federation is also vice president of
American Medicorp, one of the largest hospital management com-
panies in the world, owning and managing 53 hospitals with over
11,000 beds.

On my left is Albert C. Baker, deputy director of the federation and
formerly hospital specialist with the Cost of Living Council.

As taxpaying institutions representing over 1,00O"hospitals, we havebeen particularly interested in modern management of hospital facili-
ties. Your bill 9. 3'205 recognizes the need to amend the medicare-
medicaid programs in order to provide economic incentives to develop
and implement effective and efficient management systems in partic-
ipating hospitals. We commend the subcommittee chairman for his
leaderslhip in proposing meaningful incentives and we hope our sug-
gested modifications to S.-3205 will he helpful in achieving our com-
mon objective of quality health care delivered in an efficient manner.

I would like to speak to sections 10, 12, and 40 of the bill, Mr. Chair-
man. Beginning on page 7 of our testimony we discuss section 10
performance-based rimbursement. Replacement of the current,highly inflationary systeti of retrospective reimbursement with a
competitive system of prospective payment would be our primary rec-
ommendation for reforming institutional reimbursement.

The Federation of American Hospitals has long favored increased
experimentation with prospective payments for hospital services based
on negotiated rates or target rates established by a formula. Our as-
sociation favors a major overhaul of the medicare-medicaid reimburse-
nent system for institutional providers; however, we also believe that
experimentation on a national basis involving several prospective pay-
ment methods is necessry to determine appropriate long-range
systems.

However, we have been disappointed with the Department of
HEW's very cautious and limited use of that authority.

We en(lorse the general approach of section 10 of your bill, which
includes target rates and economic rewards for efficiency. By estab-
lishing a target based on average routine costs, the proposal seeks to
inject competition among similar facilities. This is a much more prom-
ising approach than the arbitrary cost ceilings advocated by some of
the public -utility type nte regulation proposed by others. Inflexible
caps, on the one land, would force a reduction in quality while utility
type regulation protects inefficiencies by removing all competition.
also might add it would give the States the power to allocate trust
fund dollars., which we do not think a wise policy.

In modifying section 10 in your bill, Mr. Chairman, we would pro-
pose that the exception proce(ure for those facilities with costs above
120 percent of average be more flexible. Inefficiency should be penal-
ized'but. unforeseen or uncontrollable events, such as physician strikesor extraordinary increases in malpractice insurance premiums, should
be recognized as justifiable causes for cost increases.

In answering Senator Dole's question, which is really crucial on
what we (to when we come to the point where the Federal budget just
doesn't give anymore, at the bottom of page 9 we suggest that where
restrictions on reimbursement are imposed the facility should be al-
lowed to charge the program beneficiary for the difference between
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program limits and actual costs. This is presently authorized under
section 223, but that would be repealed by your bill.

That type of limited surcharge is quite different from coinsurance
previously proposed by the administration because it would be lim-
ited to a small number of hospitals, those high-cost institutions, and
therefore, a small number of beneficiaries.

In addition, the beneficiaries would, in many instances, be able to
select another facility where costs do not exceed the ceiling. This
would add another element of competition by encouraging patients
to consider taking a more active role in selecting access to the health
system and selecting this would be possible, for example, where their
physician has privileges in more than one hospital.

fit addition, we strongly feel there should be an exemption for now
hospitals built with required planning approval to recognize the high
startup costs as well as higher debt services of a new facility or wing.
This exemption is needed because of initially low occupancy rates that
push up the average per diem costs of new facilities making it unfair
to expect those hospitals to compete with already establishedfacilities.

We urge the committee to recommend a hardship exception for
those "unforeseen and uncontrollable" events which cause significant
increases in cost. The concept of phasing in section 10 is laudable;
however, in this instance we would urge a faster period for implement-
ing section 10. We believe this can be done by requiring a uniform
reporting system instead of the uniform accounting system. This could
save, at least 1 full year ill implementing section 10.

We are concerned about the fairness and cost of imposing a uni-
form accounting system on a universe of 7,000 hospitals which vary
so in size, scope of service, and geographical area. The benefits of
that system may be outweighed by the added costs and administrative
problems.

On page 13 we discuss the need for continued experimentation. We
believe that the performance-based reimbursement system outlined in
S. 3205 represents a major step in making medicare and medicaid
more cost efficient. However, section 10 is really not a system of pro-
spective rates. We believe the Secretary should be directed by this
committee to engage in a much more extensive program of experi-
mentation along prospective lines.

At the bottom of page 15 we list a few of the types of prospec-
tive rates we would like to see experimented with, such as negotiated
rate or a rate per diagnosis and others listed there.

On page 16 we discuss rate of return. We urge the committee to
amend the medicare law for a more reasonable vehicle for deter-
mining rate of return.

By eliminating income taxes from the list of reimbursable costs, the
Department of HEW has made the return on equity for investor-
owned hospitals approximately 10 percent on a pretax basis or an
aftertax return of approximately 5 percent.

Senator TALMA E. I hate to interrupt you, but your 10 minutes
have expired. Your full statement will be entered in the record.

Mr. BRoMBERo. Thank you.
Senator TALMADOr. Senator Dole.
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Senator DOLE. In your summary on page 2 you indicate that you
oppose restrictions on contract negotiations with hospital-based phy-
sicians but would support a reasonable limit on the result of such
negotiations. Would you define that "reasonable limit" and tell us
what criteria might be used in reaching it?Mr. Bo Omr.Ru. Senator Dole, I think we are saying the same thing
as the last witness in our testimony, and that is that we believe that
it is more important for the Government and this committee to look
at the final results or bottom line, if you will, of what the program
costs are instead of each line item in a hospital's budget and tiere-
fore, instead of trying to set guidelines on how we negotiate with the
hospital-based physicians, we would rather look at the outcome of
that negotiation.

Now our present law, for example, provides that physicians are
paid on the basis of a 75th percentile of prevailing and customary
charges. Perhaps that type of approach could be used to see whether
a percentage arrangement or a lease arrangement or other arrange-
ment would have exceeded that on a unit basis or on a total basis.
That. is one approach.

Senator DoL. I believe there is also a reference in your statement
to the fact that a greater return on equity is needed. What is it now,
and what percentage are you seeking?

Mr. Bao3 iawno. It comes out to approximately 5 percent after taxes.
Right now it is one and a half times the trust fund. The chairman's
bill would increase that. by a third to two times the trust fund. But
as we JIint out in our testimony, Senator, in this country right now
industry is receiving 14 percent after taxes; and even public utilities,
which are monopolistic and protected, are receiving about 12.1 per-
cent after tax return on equity.

Our industry is also receiving it, but we are receiving it from other
patients. 'We are forced to cross subsidize by making our profit margin
from nonmedicare patients since we are only getting 5 percent from
medicare. We think that is not only unfair, but the medicare rate
of return violates the intent of the law.

The U.S. District Court has recently held in the District of Colum-
bia that the Secretary should review this policy and set new regula-
tions-that kind of study was intended by Congress. That makes it
quite timely for this committee to reconsider the issue.

There are several ways to make it more fair. We have listed in our
testimony the two ways that would bring us up to public utilities-
would be either to increase the rate of return by making it three times
the trust. fund or putting in a provision which allows the Secretary
of tHEW by each year by regulation after public hearings to deter-
mine what a reasonable rate of return is compared to industries of

' comparable risk.
We could consider utilities other industries, other hospitals and

determine a rate each year. That kind of approach would bring us
up to par; would not require that we seek a higher return from other
patients.

Senator TA. urtm. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
contribution.
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[The prepared statement and attachments of Mr. Bradley follow:]

STATEMENT Or JOUN A. BRaDLEY, Pu.D., PRESIDENT, AND MIciiAEL 1). Baoxsumo,
Esq., DmaRXo, NATIONAL OtcI zs, F DErATION OF AMImuCAN HOSPITALS

On behalf of the members of the Federation of American Hospitals, we would
like to thank the Committee for this opportunity to present our views on pro-
posed reforms of the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

The Federation of American Hospitals is the national association of investor-
owned hospitals, an industry with more than 1,000 hospitals in the United States
and over 111,000 beds. These facilUties range from small rural hospitals to large
urban and suburban medical centers, built with private capitaLsaving billions
of tax dollars.

As tax paying institutions, investor-owned hospitals have been particularly
interested In modern. management of our nation's health facilities. S. 8206
recognizes the need to amend the Medicare and Medicaid programs in order to
provide economic incentives to develop and implement effective and efficient
management systems in participating hospitals. We commend the Subcommittee
Chairman for his leadership in proposing meaningful incentives and we hope
our suggested modifications to 5. 8206 will be helpful in achieving our common
objective of quality health care delivered in an efficient manner.

MEDICARE AND MEDICAID REFORM

The lack of a general consensus as well as requisite fundiLg have been major
stumbling blocks in Congressional deliberations on national health insurance.
Certainly the development of a national health insurance program is something
that must be of continued concern to Congress, but in the meantime, it is
critical that the Medicare and Medicaid programs be carefutly scrutinized
and overhauled in order for necessary reforms to be in3tituted. Toese programs
have been in operation for ten years now so there has been mo.,e than enough
time to evaluate their performances and pinpoint the problems areas. That Is
one of the major benefits of the Subcommittee Chairman's bill in that it intelli-
gently assesses many of these weaknesses. It is crucial that the Medicare pro-
gram operate at maximum efficiency and effectiveness before implementing any
system of universal health insurance.

HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

We support that provision of the bill that would create a new Health Care
Financing Administration by combining the Bureau of Health Insurance, the
Medical Services Administration, the Office of Nursing Home Affairs, and the
Bureau of Quality Assurance into a single agency. This would be instrumental
in alleviating the often fragmentary nature of department policies on Medicare
and Medicaid. At the present time these agencies operate as virtually autono-
mous units; creation of a single agency would provide more streamlined, uni-
form policymaking as well as enhance the efficiency and accountability of them
programs.

While supporting the concept of the new Administration, we believe that it
should be under the direct supervision of the Assistant Secretary for Health,
rather than a new Assistant Secretary for Health Care Financing. With the
exception of the Secretary himself, the Assistant Secretary for Health should
be the top spokesman and policy maker for departmental health policy. Creation
of this new position could serve to undermine this authority.

In addition to weakening the basic powers of the Assistant Secretary for
Health, establishment of an Assistant Secretary- for Health Care Financing
would separate cost and quality Issues, and place even more authority in the
hands of health economists. We, too, support cost-consciousness, but we are con-
cerned by the increasing preoccupation with the bottom-line that has come to
characterize departmental thinking and regulation. Issues of cost and quality
of care are appropriately addressed jointly. For this reason we believe that the
Assistant Secretary for Health should have Jurisdiction over the newly pro-
posed agency.

The Office of Fraud and Abuse Control, as proposed In S. 8206, would be
placed under the authority of an Inspector General, who would also be charged
with overseeing the efficiency of the Medicare and Medicaid programs as well
as their compliance with the law that governs them.
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We caution against creation of such a position for several reasons. In the
first place, it seems to be a duplication of already existing authority. Responi-
bility for these programs-and all health programs-should fall under the
aegis of the Assistant Secretary for Health. However. the Inspector General
would circumvent the Assistant Secretary and report directly to the Secretary.
There is nothing cost efficient about establishing yet another layer of bureauc-
racy and we question the need for the broad powers assigned to the proposed
Inspector General. !

One as ect of these powers that we find articularly disturbing, however, b the
power that he would be granted to confidentially expend up to $100,000 In any
fiscal year to sulpplement inspections. audits. and reviews. No individual could
receive wore than $5,000 of these confidential funds.

We have already stated our support of ('ontinnied attempts to eliminate fraud
and abuse in the .Medicare and Medicaid programs. However, the bill places no
restrictions on the means which nauy be employed to obtain supplementary In-
formation of a "confidential" nature. Certainly Investl gatious Should be stepped
up and extremely stiff penalties meted out for provider fraudulence. but we
recommend that the position of Inspector General as proloed by reviewed as to
need and appropriateness.

STATE MEDICAID ADINISTIATION
We commend t6ns provisions of the bill which sewek to upgrade the State Medi.

caid programs by Inilnig on-site evaluations ubJect to uniform federal stand.
ards. Increasing the administrative efficiency of these program will be of beInefit
to both the consumer and provider of services. The wifhholding of federal inatch.
Ing funds for a State's adinistrative costs pending correction of program
deficiencies provides an Incentive to the-$lates witbaut cutting off the flow of
dollars for needed psedlcal services.

In Iprti'ular %%e sport the provision that Wit% of all "clean" claims be I"Ild
within thirty days of receipt from the provider. Assurance of an improved cash
flow will serve us an Incentive to providers to accept Medicaid patients.

SIXTY DAY COMMENT PflIOD

With few exceptions, a thirty day comment period Is presently provided for
public comment on proposed regulations. In order to assure that regulations affect-
Ing health care are representative of sound public policy, it Is mandatory that
the public and the health sector as a whole be given the time to respond with
comments and constructive recommendations. However, as matters now stand,
by the time that the propxsd regulations reach our hospitals, particularly those
in western regions, we are left with considerably less than thirty days in which
to evaluate regulations that are often complex and lengthy. There is often not
sufficient time available to study the regulations, gather information on their
possible and probable effect, and then formulate and forward a response to the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare officials. Therefore, we strongly
support the provision to extend the period for public comment on proposed
regulations to sixty days except in those cases where the urgent nature of the
regulations demands otherwise.

HEALTH INSURANCE BENeITS ADVISORY COUNCIL

The effective administration of Title XVIII depends in part on the coopera.
tlon-not confrontation-between government and the health industry. HIBAC
was created by Congress when Medicare was first passed as a means for affirm-
ing Congressional Intent that Industry advice and cooperation be sought by the
Department. Instead of abolishing HIBAC, as proposed In 8. 3203, we recom.
mend that the Council's role in the regulatory process by clarified and where
appropriate, broadened.

We recommend that HIBAC be reconstituted as a ten member advisory body,
broadly representative of health providers, consumers, and third party payors, a
more workable Size than the present nineteen members. HIBAC should be an
-dvlsory body of the legislative .- well as the executive branch. It should meet
more frequently and all proposed regulations under Title XVIII should be sub-
mitte4 to HIBAC thirty days prior to Initial publication in the FEDERAL RE(;.
ISTER. Any regulation which HIBAC determines to be contraryoto the pubUc
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interest or inconsistent with sound administration of the Medicare program.
should be reconsidered by the Secretary prior to Initial publicaUon.

These recommendations, If adopted, would help restore confidence and trust
in the system by assuring a real dialogue between the payor and provider of
program benefits.

PMUoaMAOCD 5A5C 3aMaU55MVT

We realize that much of the impetus for reform of Medicsre-MedlcaId stems
from increasing Oongresonal Insistence that these programs operate In a
manner that is as cost efficient as possible. Replacement of the current, highly
inflationary system of retrospective reimbursement with a competitive system tof
prospective payment would be our primary recommendation for reforming Insti-
tutional reimbursement.

The Federation of American Hospitals has long favored Increased experiment.
tion with prospective payments for hospital services based on negotiated rates
or target rates established by a formula. Our assotatlon favors a major overhaul
of the Medicare-Medicaid reimbursement system for insUtutional providers; how-
ever, we also believe that experimentation on a national basis involving several
prospecUve payment methods Is necessary to determine appropriate long range
systems. As you know, such experimentation In authorized under Section '.
of Public JAW 92-00. However, we have been disappointed with the L)evartmnent's
very cautious and limited use tof that authority.

We generally supimrt the determination of a target rate for routine operating
costs as outlined In kMetlon 10 of 8. 3206, but have several recommendations to
make.

We endorse the general approah of Section 10 which Includes economic re-
wards for eticieney. By establishing a target based on average routine csts,
the proposal seeks to inject competition anong similar facilities. This is a in-re
promising alprosch thn the arbitrary cost celllngs advocated by some of tie
publle-utility tyle rate regulation proposed by ,thrs. Inflexible caps would tone
a reduction In quality while utility type regulation Vrotects Inefficiencies lay
removing all competition.

We recommend that the Incentive features of Section 10 be broadened to
provide for provider retention of savings of up to 7%% of the first $100 of a
routine cst target and up to 5C% of any excess. This would place even greater
emphasis on efficiency by reducing the reward for high cost institutions com-
pared to lower cost facilities. At the same time the suggested revision would
prevent windfall profits. A sliding scale for Incentive payments Is more equitable
because It would make the dollar rewards more uniform for all hospitals.

The restrictions on reimbursement for those hospitals with routine costs more
than :0% above the group average should be more flexible. The exception proce-
dure should assure that no institution is penalized for costs beyond Its control.
Inefficiency should be penalized but unforeseen or uncontrollable events, such
as phyideian strike or extraordinary increame in malpractice Insuramne premi-
ums. should be rizcogied as justifiable causes for cost increases.

Where the restrictions on reimbursement are Imposed, the facility should be
allowed to charge the program beneficiary for the difference between the reim-
bursement ceiling and its actual cost. This is now authorized by Section 228 of
Public LAw 92-008; however, that provision would be repealed by S. 8206 once
Section 10 becomes operational

That type of limited surcharge Is quite different from Coinsurance because It
would be limited to a small number of hospitals and therefore, a small per-
centage of program beneficiaries. In addition, the beneficiaries would, In many
Instances, be able to select another facility where costa do not exceed the ceiling.
This would add another element of competition by encouraging patients to con.

A sider taking a more active role in selecting a hospital. This would be possible
where their physician has privileges in more than one hospital as well as in
situations where the hospital is the point of entry for the paUent.

We also recommend the following modifications to the definition of routine
costs and the exception procedure:

Malpractice Insurance costs should be excluded from routine operating costs
in the determination of an average per diem for each category of hospitals. The
cost of this Insurance can vary tremendously from institution to institution
within the same category depending on geographic location. Since this factor Is
lseyoind the control of the hospital, It should not be penalized by a target rate
that doesn't take Into account such cost variation.
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In addition, there should be an exemption for new hospitals built with re-
quired planning approval to recognize the high start up costs as well as higher
debt services of a new facility or win. This exemption Is needed because of
initially low occupancy rates that push up the average per-diem costs of new

facilities making it unfair to expect those hospitals to compete with already
established tacilUtes. We recommend that new facilities be exempt from the
argt rate for their first full three frcal years u

For similar reasons we suggest an exception for sudden and uncontrollable
drops in occupancy In an established facility. The Riconomic Stabilization Pro.
gram provided such an exception for reductions in occupancy of more than 5
percent.

Another concern is that recognition needs to be given to differences in treat.
ment modality for psychiatric facilities. The legislation should require the Secre-
tary to take into account the treatment modality of psychiatric hospitals and
give recogniUon to the variation In personnel needs demanded by the different
programs. State, and other public institutions should be separate categories from
private institutions due to differences in scope of services.

Further, there is a need to stress that even within the non public sector, the
specialty hospital category, such as psychiatric, needs to take Into account type
of programs. For example, a psychiatric hospital that has extensive shock treat.
went modality will have a very different pattern of personnel requirements than
a psychiatric facility that has programs which have millieu therapy treatment.
Yet these are all accepted and recognized treatment modaUUw fur *utal health
care.

There are two other difficulties that we fore" In the Implementation of this
portion of the bill. Firstly, in establishing average per diem routine operating
costs, It would appear that costs are to be determined on an historical basis with
no provision made for adjustment for Inflation purposes during the ensulngyear.
Thus, depending on the fiscal year of the hospital, these figures could be almost
two years In arrears by the close of the hospital's projected or budgeted year.
We recommend, therefore. that an actual hospital cost nflation factor be built
Into the bill for that period.

We urge the Subcommittee to recommend a "hardship" exception for other
"unforeseen and uncontrollable" events which cause significant cost increases.

The concept of phasing-in new systems is laudable; however, In this instance
we would urge a faster period for Implementing Section 10. We believe this can
be done by requiring a uniform reporting system Instead of a uniform accounting
system. This should save at least one full year In Implementing the new payment
system. We are concerned about the fairness and costs of Imposing a uniform
accounting system on a universe of hospitals which vary so In scope of services,
size, and sophistication In accounting departments. The benefits of such a system
may well be outweighed by the added costs and administrative problems.

CONIMNUED KI MEDITATION

We believe that the performance-based reimbursement system outlined in R.
32 represents a major step In making Medicare and Medicaid more cost
efficient. However, it is essentially not a system of prospective rates. We believe
that if payments are to be closely related to actual costs, they should be made
on a predetermined basis. Therefore, although we favor the Implementation of
the target rate scheme proposed in 8. 3200, we recommend that the Secretary
be directed to engage In an intensive program of experimentation along prospec-
tive lines. Experimentation on a national basis involving several prospective rate
methods Is necemary to determine appropriate long rang systems.

It Is Important to understand that because Medicare has not paid Its fair
share of Institutional costs for providing services to program beneficiaries.
health facilities have been forced to increase charges to non-government
patients. The Inflationary impact of Medicare has been felt throughout the health
field. By changing the payment system to a predetermined rate, we can begin to
reduce the annual Inflation rate, but the Medicare program must first acknowl.
edge its obligation to pay a fair rate for services rendered. There will, therefore.
be no federal budgetary savings li the Initial periods of experimentation with
prospective rates. There should, however, be an Immediate Impact on Inflation
rates In charges to non-government patients as well as long range cost contain-
ment for the Medicare program.
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An approach which we favor would be on In which the Secretary would con.
alder and approve or disapprove a number of prospective rate systems developed
hy providers. third party payers and other Interested parties subject to federal
guidelines. .At least three or more of these payment methods should be made
available to hosdtals, which would then make an annual selection.

When the Secretary determines that the number of hospitals choosing a par.
ticular payment method In not adequate enough to provide a sound Iase for
evaluating that method, then the Secretary would withdraw It and allow tle
electing hospitals to select another method within thirty days.

Any prospettive rate method authorized by the Secretary should Include at
least these basic provisloms:

(1) Financial Incentives for efficiency of hospital operations equal to the
potential difference between the prospective rate ad the actual rate;

(21 Medicare and Medicaid should pay their fair share of the total financial
rxtitilrements to avold cros-subddlizatlion of those cots by private patients: and

(3) 4ultantial partid'mtion by hositals In each prospective rate method.
In addition, any apfirov(ed payment methods must take into account the hosplJ-

tal's total costs of operation arid approved capital expenditures, Including the
costs of financing approved clilitll facility or Pewrvicex projects.

Finally, all lmynhrnt ntuthluoui iNust iclude proviiion for a return on invest-
ment for non-profilt hospitals, with the Secretary determining anuillally a re sfin-
ale rate after conidering rates of return ol Investment of comparable risk.

The concept of a Iredieterminied rate for slecilfle treatments on a per (Item or
lw'r ailuuaitiomn bais by (lilgio.+4 Is tie exaisple fif the type of prospective rate
system we believe shunlfl be develoled and tested. Other examples Include a
negotLited rate with a negotiated Inrflation rate for the se-ond and subsequent
years of the exwmluPleilt : a negatlated dlim.ount from billed charges with a nego-
tiated Inflation ratle fr sulpeIU'It years;: a bludgel review proces limited to
fillies whose rates exceed a ls'renltile of group charges or 'osix; and pay-
uneat of usu'i hillel charges In return (for an agreement by the facility to freese
,charges to all patients for a sleelfied period of time.

One flial note oil lte classiflicatbaon system as proposed in tile bill. Am long as
we are #only coneerned with routine O(peralilg costs tis defined, classifying bs-
aidtal merely lay size and type In stfielent. However, looking ahead to the time

when the average target rate includes ancillary servi(s,. the elassification sys.
telt should then be revised to include suc'h factAirm as geographic Imation, patient
mix, and the tage of the facility, i order to more accurately reflect the differ-
viiaes among facilities within the various categorles. Tile target rate should also
be determined on a lper stay rather than a per diem basis1.

RATR Or iRI.TUlBN

We urge the Committee to aimeid the Meleare l,,w to create a mechanism for
the annual determination of a reastable rate of return on Investntet. The Medl-
are rite of ret urn should be equal to Investments of comparable lak in other

Indurstrles.
An adequate rate of return In necemary for a number of reasons, most Im-

lirtantly to: (1) protect the hospital's financial Integrity and maintain Its
credit; (2) to reward investors at a level commensurate with the risk assumed
in making their investment; and (3) to attract new capital for maintenance and
needed expansion.

In no other Indtmtry are Income taxes not recognized as an operating expense
for purpre titf cost based reilbursellsent or rate of return. The after-tax rate
or return in every year of the Medicare program has been an annual average
rate of return on common equity of 4.4%. In marked contrast, during that same
period from 1906 to 1974. privately owned electric utilities have earned 12.0%
after taxes on common equity. or 273% of the allowed Medicare return. Although
"reasonable cst" language In the Medicare Act ts similar to the language of
the Interstate Commerce Act, the Federal Power Act and the Natural Gas Act,
only the latter three have consistently been construed to Include normalled
Income taxes (both federal and state), for example, as a cost. By eliminating
taxes from the list of relmburseable costs, the Department of HEW has made
the return on equity for investor-owned hospitals approximately 10% on a pre-
tax basis or an after-tax return of approximately 5%. This Is In marked Con-
trast to the average after-tax return on equity for all Industry in the U.. of
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14% In 17. This Included an after-tax return of 14.1% in the service industry
and an after-tax return of 12% for public utilities.

Investor-owned hospitals must make a fair return on investment in order to
e viable, and If the federal government refues to pay its fair share, this In-

creases the return reded tnom the private patllts, in order to make the overall
return acceptable. This Is, In effect, an indirect sulldy to the federal government
at the expense or private patients useding hospltalization. Hueh cr woa-subsldia-
tlion represent# not only a direct violation of the Medicare hlw, but is a major
cause of Inflation In the private sector of the health industry.

Only last month, in a cape filed In the U.S. District Cu urt for the districtt of
Columbia, Humnaea of Soutk Carolina. Ine. v. Mathirs, Civil Action No. 75-OJ82,
the court ruled that the Secretary of liEW must establish new guidelines for the
determination of an 4ippro)priute rate (of return oin equity capital for investor
owned hospitals participating iu the Stedliare program. Ilumata contended that
the current formula of one and one-half times the trust fund yield does not
reimburse the reasonable cost of providing ervlees insofar as a return on equity
capital in such a cost and therefore, hospitals are forced to raise the charges of
private paying patients. The court held that such cro-stulwidizauIon directly
violates 42 |'.H.C. I 1391rx ( V) (1) (A). the law governing the Mediare program.
The Court directed the secretary of IEW to make "a detailed study of the
various factors affectnllg the economics of the proprietary hospital Industry"
in order to enable the Necretary to determine the actual level of return needed
to provide a reasonable return on equity and avoid eorw-sulsidiation.

The issue of reasonable and just rates of return laep been addressed In a nuns-
her of other important court cases. For example, In Smyth v. Ames (lMIN4), the
supreme Court determined that, "The corporation may not be required to tie
Its property for the Isenefit of the public without receiv-ng Just compensation for
the services rendered by it." The court decision then proceeds to set forth factors
which should be considered when determining a reasonable rate; these factors all
revolve around the "fair value of the property being used by It for the con.
venlence of the public."

The inclusion of federal Income taxes as a recognized element of the cost of
Service. aside from being addressed In principal it Nntyt ftA v. Ames, was spefifl-
cally coet et'Jd in the eispreine court's ruling In FPC v. Memphis Light, (las A
lI'at(r lIrlsit ,o (1073) and in the case of FI'( v. United (as Pipe le ('Crompany,
heard In 1967. In the latter, the decision stated in part that, "(te of (the Co-m
ntlm son's) statutory duties Is to determine just and renamable rates which
will be sufficient to permit the company to recover its costs of service and a
reasonable return on its invetment... Normally included as cost of service is
a proper allowance for taxes, including federal income taxes."

The Federal powerr Commision, the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal
Maritime Comnis4on, the Interstate Commerce Commision and the Federal
Communications Commission all rcognize that federal income taxes represent
a proper service cost in determining a Just and reasonable rate of return for a
public utility.

Although we are gratified to see that S. &2=5 attempts to correct this In-
equity- by raising the allowance return to twice the rate on current hospital
Insurance trust fund Investments Instead of the current 1% times, we believe
that this in still Istufficient. Section 12 would in effect lnctease the rate of return
front W/ after taxes to 7% after taxes. That proposed increase would still fall to
make the rate of return equal to investments of comparable risk.

We se three p:m.'dble approaches to amending the Medicamre law to improve
the current rate of return on investment :

(1) Provide for an annual determination by the Secretary of a return
equal to rates of return on Investments in Industries of comparable risk;

(2) Recognize income taxes as an allowable cost of doing business, re-
imbursable under Title XVIII; and

(3)Increase the current formula to at least three tmes the trust fund
yield.

It would cost more than $6 billion In public funds to replace the beds built by
investor-owned hospitals. If these hospitals are allowed to earn a fair return
on Investment (enough to encourage further investment), they will furnish a
considerable portion of the future money needed for new hospital construction,
thereby freeing public funds for other uses.
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Aside from the matter of income taxes, the present Medicare cost reimburse.
ment formula disallows other costs of doing business as public companies, for

example, those involving stock maintenance. Investor-owned corporations, like
o*l publicly owned companies Incur certain regular and recurring expenses
related to legislative and regulatory requirements regarding public disclosure
of the activities of these companies, as well as costs related to the maintenance
of ownership record'. Included in these are the coats of filing registration state-
ments, legal fees, underwriting discounts, printing cois. accounting fees, filing
fees, and consolidating statements for SIEC purpose costs of annual meetings
and mailing of proxies. These costs are treated as a charge against capital; they
are not Included in the equity base and do not earn a return, as well as notbeing treated as reimbursable expenses. This means that the providers' equity
Is being reduced inappropriately. From a review of the basic Medicare law
and regulations, we do not believe that this was the Intent of Congress In
providing for a return on equity.

A challenge to the Department's refusal to allow stock maintenance costs all
reimbursable items under Medicare has been instituted In the U. S. Court of
Claims (AMI-Ckoaxo, Ira. v. United Stutea ol A mrn h).

We urge the Subcommittee to reconsider the current Provider Manual lro-
vision on stock maintenance costs, particularly In light of the fact that Investor-
owned corporations have no vtutrul over these legally required tcots of doing
business.

Hopitals fulfill an absolute, necessary, atid vital function In serving the needs
of the public. The costs in terms of tiht favlitest themselves of fulfilling this
function are enormous and are even greater for investor-owned hospitals, which
must pay both state and federal income tax. si well as property taxes. lit
1974 alone, investor-owned hospitals paid $125. million In combined federal-state
Income taxes, and $4.8 million in property taxes. Since the Inception of Medicare
and Medicaid, the federal government has consistently refused to recognize Its
share of these additional costs. We believe that numerous judicial precedents
as well as Title XViII of the Social Security Act Itself, dictate that this is
totally unjustified.

We urge, therefore, that the Committee mandate the reimbursement of "all
necessary and reasonable expenses of a public corporation."

covnsIo ALLOWANCE

The Federation supports that provision of the bill which encourages closing
or converting underutilized beds or services by Including In the hospital reanon-
able cost Iayment, reimbursement for costs associated with closure or conversion.
However, In the case of for-profit hospitals, only increased operating coats would
be recognized; capital costs would be disallowed.

We believe that regardless of ownership, hospitals should have both their
capital and Increased opirating costs associated with closure or conversion
recognized. To differentiate on the basis of ownership rali serious constitutional
questions. If there are two hospitals located In a community--one non-profit, the
other investor-owned-and the community believes that the investor-owned fa-
cility should be closed or converted to another uwe, the provision as presently
stated provides no Incentive for the Investor-owned hosptal to acquiesce. After
all, no facility can be expected to shut down and retire its debt without benefit
of patient Income. The question should be "What Is best for the community?"
Then all costs connected with closing or converting the facility-regardless of
ownership-hould be recognized.

This provision Is essentially experimental, limiting transitional allowances to
only fifty hospitals per year for the first two years of operation. The Secretary
would review all recommendations forwarded by the Hospital Transitional
Allowance Board; however, there would be no appeal of the Secretary's final
decision. We recommend that when the program becomes more than experimental.
these decisions become subject to Judicial review.

HOSPrTAL DAIM n W 1'ICIAN REIM URE3Tr.

Insofar as control of physician reimbursement Is concerned, we can understand
the desire to discourage potential abuse or excessive payments by limiting the
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reimbursement for certain hospital based physicium However, we believe that
,tbe actual method of payment--be It fixed fee, or percentage, lease, or direct
billing arrangemente--hould be left to the discretion of hospital management.
By retricting payments to a fixed fee, many rural areas might be unable to
attract the services of these specialists.

We would not, however, be opposoed to screens being applied to the final result
of the hospital physician negotiations using a technique similar to the 76th
ioercentlie of the prevailing payment levels in the area.

Finally. there should be a "grandfather" clause covering all contracts madelprlor to enactment of 8. 3k between hospitals and hospital based specialist.

11OSflTAL CO TRACTS,

The Federation strenuously opposes Section 40 of the bilL This Sectiou author-
ilek, the SMretary to review arid give prior approval of all contracts involving
ultuouts of $10.000 tor more. In addition, reimbursement to contractors, consult-
siuts, etc. at any level would not be recognized whore payment was based on a
lIorentage arrangement.

Section 10 of the bill precludes the need for the kind of line-by-line budget
examination propowd in Section 40. Under the proposed target rate, the concern
is properly with the t-otal costs, not with all the Individual components that go
Into that Anal figure. llospitals are given incentives to come In under the target
rate, or at the vej-y least make sure that their per diem routine operating cost& do
not exceed 120% of the average rate determined for their category. This factor
in Itself would serve to prohibit the negotiation of contracts that are excessive.

Furthermore, empowering the Metcretary to give prior approval to all contracts
Involving $10,000 or more would create an administrative nightmare. The daily
operation of a hospital tould co ceivably come to a halt while the Secretary re-views a mountain of contracts involving linens, dietary services, building main-
tejance, emergency room physitlais, therapy services. communication systems,
leaes, security guards, management, etc.-the list Is endless. Again, these In.
dividual components are all covered by the Sectlon 10 target rate, and should be
left to the discretion of the administrator and board governing the hospital.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we believe a thoughtful reassesment of the administration of
tlhe Medicare and Medicaid program is In order. We are encouraged by the de-
velopment of the legislation presently before this Committee, particularly In the
area of performance-based iIuentive reimbursement for hospitals.

Other legislation has been proposed or Introduced to "reform" these programs,
but from a very narrow lerselwctive: that of mere bottom line cost control. These
,crude attempts seek to plave fiat, arbitrary limits on Institutional Medicare re.
imbursement, without any attempt to understand the causes of rising health(-tstx, much less furnish providers with any constructive Incentives to counter
this trend. The Issue of quality of care, which goes hand in hand with a dis.-
.uwion of costs, Is totally ignored.

.4. 8206 is the result of a great deal of well-thought out labor on the part of the
Subcommittee Chairman, the Members, and the Committee staff. On Its own It
may be conddered a bill with a great deal of merit: compared to the arbitrary
cost control scittmes alluded to above, It is particularly commendable.

We do have certain objections to M. 3206, as well as recommendations that may
be applied to those sections which we support. These have all been mentioned in
our testimony. Working from the solid base provided by this bill, we believe that
modifications may be made to Improve the bill.

We commend the Committee for taking the lead In revitalizing and reforming
Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act, and thank you for this oppor-
tunity to present our views, particularly In the area of performance-based in-
centive reimbursement for hospital.

Other legislation has been proposed or introduced to "reform" these programs,
but from a very narrow perspective: that of mere bottom Une cost control Thes
crude attempts seek to place fiat, arbitrary limits on Institutional Medicare re.
IumburNement, without any attempt to understand the causes of rising health
costs, much less furnish providers with any constructive Incentives to counter
this treed, The Issue of quality of care, which goes hand in hand with a dis.
cushion of costs, Is totally Ignored.
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8. 8205 Is the result of a great deal of well-thought out labor on the part of
the Subcommittee Chairman, the Members, and the Committee staff. On Its own
ft may be considered a bill with a great deal of merit : compared to the arbitrary
cost control schemes alluded to above, It is particularly commendable.

We do have certain objections to 8. 8206, as well as recommendations that may
be applied to those Sections which we suplprt. These have all been mentioned it
our testimony. Working from the solid baw provided by this bill, we believe that
modifications may ie made to Improve tle bill.

We commend the Committee for taking the lead in revitalizing and reformlg
Titles XVllI and XIX of the Mocial security Act, and thank you for this oppor-
tunity to present our views.

SUPPLZMENTAL REMARKS OF JO1 A. BRADI.ET, Pit. D., PwSIDNT, FEDERATION

or AMEIrCAN HOSPITALS

Mr. hlrniuan, the exlperiemv of my company, American Medicorp., Ine.,
demonstrates rather graldihlally the undesirable ('tinrsuies of requiring ad-
ministrative review of such contracts. Building (n the expertise gained from
running i ts own 36 ailite-eare hospitals, American Medicorp has been active In
marketing these hoital management akills to others. The results have been
dranal. At Brantree I-spital In Bratitree. Mast.achusetts. the census at this
rehabilitation facility has dtmbled In the first six nimiths of management. and
the total olwrnting cost per patient day has been redu d from t$19? to $143. At
Saint Mary's hospital In Philadelphia, a non-proflit facility owned by the Third
Order of tie Misters of Mt. Francis, professional management techniques and
c€ntrols saved this fility from an almost certain demise said moved It froia
a quarter of a million dosllar annual defilit to an owrating surplus of $100,000
In 11175.

These contracts are complex said were the subject of extensive negotiation.
Contracts of this type often require financial subsidy hy the manager, deferment
of fees until the hospital Is In sounder financial condition, and other providons
which are highly subjective and tailored to the situation and would make the
admninist ralti determl m; t Ion (of rcsouthlenesat virtually Impossible. Moreover.
having to l:ve sies .omltracts reviewedl and approved In advance by the Seen-
tar}" wulil involve inilly rliolmtls fif delay aidl Il the cas of both Braintree and
St. Mary's delay would have, In all likelihood, made It Impossible for them
to survive.

The admhillttralmive nightmare of prior approval of literally thousands of
agreements Is a hmuretmersiti c hurden that we feel should not be adopted. The cmt
elemnents restulling.from these iontrael are all revered by the Section 10 target
ratio, and their reastmihleniox and cost e-ffectivemef will be controlled by the
proposed target rate relibursenment system.

I From the Wlil gtiret Journnl. Wednesday. July 21, 19761
CALING FOR llw.u-Moi. IIosPITAI.q Trnw ADIIMNINTaATION OVER TO OUTHID9

('aMPANIEA

TUE 19 FiMuS IN FIELD OFFVR MANAOER8 AND COAT CUTH; IMPACT ON QI'ALITY CARE?

Moving Sutures to Tarmana

(By Janice C. Hinipson)

LAS VGoA.-Southern Nevada Memorial Hospltal was slek. Some of the
symptoms

Four administrators, flour dirfetorp of nursing nud 12 controllers had come
and gone In eight years at flip county-fnanced hospital.

Billing had fallen a year behind.
Occupancy had sunk to 6511 an doctors moved their iatlents to the city's three

privately owned hospitals, which were better equipped and more smoothly run.
The hospital's cash flow had turned so weak that nurses had to run out to

nearby drugstores to buy supplies.
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8ixty suppliers had refused to make deliveries until the hospital could settle
Its overdue accounts.

Finally, last spring, the medical staff issued an ultimatum: Improve conditions
at Memorial or we will walk out. Agreeing that the hopaltal needed professional
management, the Clark County Board of Commissioners, the hospital's govening
body, signed a $2M,0OU-a-year contract for three years with Hyatt Medical Man-
agemeut Services Inc., of Encino, Calif.

S1'RCIALZST AaR/V6

Within days, 15 Hyatt people, including specialists in billing, purchasing, public
relations., peronuel, reimliursement procedures and housekeeping, arrived on the
scene. Within two weeks they identified problems and wade recommendations oin
how to correct them. Then they showed the Memorial staff how to put those sug-
gtstions Into action. They also helped the hospital take advantage of various
cost-saving plans, such as bulk purchasing, that are avallaile to Ilyatt clients.

In less than three months, the hospital was back In the black. Morale was
nlp, supplies were coming in, bills were going out promptly and occupancy was
cilming.

A few years ago, Memorial probably would have hired another hospital ad-
ministrator and ii-lad for the best. But itwreaSed government regulation, the
develoinuent of third-party reimburwment systems such as Medicare and Medic-
aid, anti the rising costs of hospital equipment and employee salaries have made
the ahidntrator's Job too iIuch for one lIorwsn to handle.

"'One hospital administrator can't know everything about hospital management
nor would lie have the time to do everything that would have to ie dome," aYs
EIlsworth Taylor, a spokesman for the American hlospital Amot.atun.

MORSE aIGN CONTRACTS

For an increasing number of hospitals, an attractive alternative to the single
administrator Is contract management-turning day-to-day supervision over to
hospital-nmanagement companies, which have sprung up over the last five years.
These companies own some hospitals and manage others.

About 130 U.S. hospitals have signed contracts with such companies, accord-
Ing to the Federation of American Hospitals, a group that represents propri-
etary, or for-profit, hospitals. Fees range between roughly 3% and 8% of the
hospital's gros revenues. However, more are leing negotiated for flat fees.

Most of the contract hospitals are small, with fewer htan 100 beds. But Me-
morlal has 3W2, and the 300-bed Tulane University hospital in Louisiana ba
signed on with a management company. Ho has New York City's 405.1xe Flower
& Fifth Avenue hospital. lopulitals in France, Mexico, Panama and Saudi
Arabla have also signed contract with U.8. companies.

IIyatt Medical Management Services is part of llyatt Medical Enterpriess,
which is a subslidary of hlyatt Corp.. known mainly for Its hotels. The manage-
ment company is one of 19 such firms that sell modern business techniques and
comt-savitig ervi('s to hospitals with financial or administrative probh'ms. The
bigger ones are Hospital Corp. of America, American Medlcorp, Hospital Affil-
ates Inc. and lhyatt.

Most of the management companies are also chains of private, for-profit hos-
pitals. Their move into the contract management field worries some observers,
who question whether absentee managers can be sensitive to Ioal needs;
whether the loyalty of the administrator, who Is often placed on the manage-
ment company's staff, will he compromised when lie remembers who Issues his
paycheck. and whlltiher niessary but unprofitable Frvices will be dropped for
the sake of balancing the budget.

"There is the hazard of overemphasizing the purely financial In the hospital
at the sacrifice of quality care," cautions Richard Sttull, president of the Ameri-
can College of Hospital Administrators.

Donald Bigler. vice president of the board of directors at Victor Valley Hos-
pital in Victorville. Calif.. agrees that contract management can concentrate too
heavily on money matters. "At our local level, we know the physicians, so our
decisions aren't determined by the purely- financial. But for an outsider, "the
business projections take priority." he says. Victor Valley terminated a contract
with Hyatt when board members decided that the company's services, specifically
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those Involved In planning a hospital expansion program, weren't producing the
expected results.

The management companies Insist, however, that hospitals can be businesslike
and provide quality care at the same tie They also point out that hospitals aa
cancel contracts, as Victor Valley did, It they aren't satisfied with the results.

Many health-care- experts believe that the skills these companies can provide
outweigh any disadvantages. Certainly the companies' high salaries, plus the
promise of advancement, enable them to attract the kind of talent that most
small hospitals can't afford. "You can get a super finance guy if you've got 50
hospitals" paying his salary, says Montague Brown, a Duke Unl 'ersity professor
of hospital administration.

A management company also can reduce hospitals' costs by negotiating group
Insurance rates for them, by dividing the cost of data-processing equipment among
them and by setting up bulk purchase contracts with suppliers, contracts that
the companies say can save hospitals up to 30% on their orders.

Managers can also provide coordination between hospitals. For example, the
Hyatt Inventory-control manager recently transferred $3,000 worth of sutures to
the Medical Center of Tarsana, near Los Angeles, from Eastwood Hospital In
El Paso, Texas. The El Paso hospital had overordered.

Not all management companies are run by for-profit chains. Nonprofit groups
such as the Lutheran Hospitals and Homes Society in North Dakota offer similar
services. The Lutheran Society was foutded In the 1980s when a small group of
nonprofit hospitals In North Dakota, each unable to afford the expertise it needed,
banded together and shared the costs. The administrator flew his own plane
from hospital to hospital.

Typically, the nonprofit groups don't advertise. The profit-making chains, on
the other hand, advertise and recruit customers with what one client calls "a
hell of a salespitch."

''hese chains got Into the health-care business back In the 1g0s when Medicare
and Medicaid brought new dollars Into the industry and made owning and oper-
ating hospitals look like a good Investment. The chains acquired hospitals owned
by small groups, usually doctors who were eager to exchange the problems of
running a hospital for the pleasure of practicit medicine, and they built their
own.

ACTIVlTY CURTAILED

High Interest rates In the early 1070s curtailed construction activity, however,
and "most of the acquisitions that were to be had, were had," says a spokesman
for the Federation of Amnerican Jiospitalm. The companies began looking Into the
possibility of contract management and decided they liked the Idea. Fulfilling a
contract, they reasoned, wouldn't Involve large capital outlays, as building or
buying a hospital (id, so profits could start flowing faster-usually In under a
year, they figured, and they figured right.

Hyatt Medical Enterprises' contribution to Hyatt Corp. earnings has increased
steadily In recent years. For the fiscal year ended Jan. 81, "1976, It contributed
$l.4 million, or 17 cents a share, on revenues of $58 million, greatly helping cor-
porate earnings that sagged because of poor hotel occupancy In 1975.

Today, Hyatt Medical Enterprises employs WG full-time professionals In the
heolth-care field who work directly with their counterparts at the client hos-
pitals. It own six hospitals and manages 18 others. The flagship of the managed
hopitals is Las Vegas' Memorial.

Hyatt was helped at Memorial by the creation of a new board of trustees with
greater powers than Its predecessor-one of its first moves was to hire Hyatt-
and by a $1 million bank loan that quieted angry suppliers. But most of the
people who have been closely Involved with the hospital agree with Ann Valder,
director of public relations, who says, "If you don't have the administration
and the know-how, you're still going tq bumble." They credit Hyatt with prevent-
ing the bumbling.

Confidence In Htyatt wasn't always that strong. Dahl Gardner, assistant ad-
ministrator, was frightened at first about his own job security and the hospi-
tal's future. "I thought, when they came, 'Oh, my God, they're going to go for
the buck."' he recalls. Now he says that while Memorial Is more efflient and
businesslike, "every decision doesn't revolve around the cost ratio."
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A Nzw AsmiisrATOa
When Hyatt takes over management of a hospital, it either keeps the old

administrator, names one of its own people to the post or brings In an admin-
Istrator from elsewhere. In the case of Memorial, it took the third course: It
brought in George Riess, an experienced administrator, from the Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center in Los Angeles. Mr. Riess says he probably wouldn't have taken
the Memorial Job if there hadn't been a management team backing him up.
(Ills salary, about $45.000 a year, which Hyatt pays out of its contract fee,
would have priced him out of Memorial's range anyway.)

Mr. Itless concedes that because of the presence of the Hyatt team, "in niany
ways I feel that I'm not chief executive officer." But he adds that there are
benefits fgr an administrator In contract management: The Hyatt team can
spot trouble early; it affords Mr. Riess the leisure of concentrating on specific
problems rather than trying to solve everything at once, and It increases his
Influence with the board of trustees. One trustee says, "He doesn't have to fear
what he says to the board because Hyatt will take care of him. It makes him
a lot more incisive and effective."

Aided by Hyatt reports and recommendations, Mr. Riess raised Memorial
wages about 9% but renegotiated lower pay scales with hospital-based physi-
clans such as pathologists and anesthesiologists. Ile raised daily room rates an
average of $10. lie enlarged the rehabilitation center, which had had a waiting
list, to 28 beds from 12.

A new controller, also recruited Iby Hyatt but not on Its payroll, organized
a billing system under which late payers were contacted within 30 days of the
due date, and be developed procedures for getting Medicaid and Medicare fund
due the hospital. Memorial also went on the Hyatt bulk purchasing plan, and
Its warehouse inventories were put on the company's computer system so that
orders could be placed in advance of need.

An Memorial settles into its new routine, the Hyatt people spend less tim,
at the hospital, although they still make regular visits. The Memorial staff
doesn't seen inhibited by their presence. "They've learned the secret of being
unobtrusive," one doctor says. "They're just there when you need them."

Senator TALMADOr. Next we will hear from Mr. Jeffery Cohelan.

STATEMENT OF MFFERY COHELAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
GROUP HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.

Mr. COnElAz. Mr. Chairman, I will make my brief statement and
then I will be followed by Mr. James IAne. counsel for the Kaiser
Foundation Health Plan. We are both accompanied by Mr. Gibson
Kingren, vice president of the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc.
After our statements, we will be pleased to respond to questions.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Jeffery
Cohelan and I am executive director of the Group Health Associa-
tion of America. GHAA is an association representing the major
prepaid group practice plans and health maintenance organizations
in the Nation. Wy statement this morning deals in the main with
section 41 of S. 3205 and with the treatment of HMO's generally
under medicaid and medicare.

Mr. Chairman. you, the members of this committee, and your able
staff are to be commended for its surveillance of the medicare and
medicaid programs. S. 3208 represents your second effort to bring
these massive programs under prudent management in order to as-
sure decent health care to the eldery and the poor. Your work in se-
curing passage of Public Law 92-03 and in the drafting of the
present amendments will go far in assuring that these programs will
be administered in a manner which people have a right to expect of
their Government. We support and congratulate you, Mr. Chairman.
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Our main concern in S. 3205 is with section 41, which sets forth
three general criteria for payments under medicaid to health main-
tenance organizations. First, such HMO's must meet tlhe definitional
requirements of section 1870 of the act. Second, the HMO is required
to have an enrolled roulation at least half of which is nonmed icaid
or medicare except for certain geographic areas with high medicaid-
medicare populations. Third, the reimbursement mechanism must be
substantially similar to those required by section 1876.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we oppose the third
requirement and urge amendment of medicare and medicaid to pro-
vide a fairer reimbursenient to IMO's.

lIMO's are now the subject of a developmental program passed by
the Congress in 1973 as a result of the experience of the proven ca-
pability of lInpaid group practice plans to provide high quality com-
Iprehensive health care with a great degree of economic efficiency.
T1ite thrust of the developmlenta/lprograni is to introduce limO's on
a broad scale as a competitive alternative to the fee-for-service sys-
ten, which will serve in an appreciable measure to make nedical care
delivery more efficient thouEgh the operation of inurketplace forces.

Tile health maintenance organ ization accomplishes these desirable
results through a system of fixed prepayment on a capitation basis
which obligates the lIMO to ivnder comprehensive care on a risk
basis. With risk and through varied arrangements with the providers
of care. the IMO has a natural incentive to operate economically
and efficiently as well as render high quality care. Failure in either
of these regards will either financially burden the IMO or lead to
a loss of enrollees or both.

It is ironic that neither medicare nor the proposed medicaid amend-
ment fully recognize these inherent lIMO principles. Even though
section 18"76 (loes peIrmit prepayment, the JIMO must share the sav-
ings with the government.

We symnathize with the committee's desire to prevent the abuse
and alleges fraud practiced by a few unscrupulous medicaid entre-
pr'eneurs in California-my State-and other regions of the country.
lhese cases have been th, subject of several investigations by the
Congress. the GAO and local agencies. The findings were shocking
not only because of the misuse of a federal program but also because
of the hardships they cause the poor beneficiaries.

Senator lMAI.X; . Your full statement will be inserted in the
record. Proceed to summarize.

Mr. Comn.,xx. Surely these, abuses must be stopped. We believe this
commitee. through enactment of the fraud and abuse provisions of
S. 3205 as well as the first two provisions of section 41, will control
them. Fraud will be treated as a felony. Medicaid contracts on a capi-
tation basis may only be with HMO's, who are subject to Federal
regulation and mandate, and HMO's themselves will have an enroll-
ment at least half of which is drawn from the nonmedicaid/medicare
sectors. A "medicaid entrepreneur" will find it virtually impossible
to operate with these new restrictions.

By comparison, these abuses are but a small percentage of the major
problem, and it suggests that we really need some kind of competitive
mechanism in the health care delivery system. Surely these practices
must be stopped.
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But we see neither the need nor logic for applying a reimbursement
-formula which does not fairly and equitably reimburse an HMO on
the same prospective basis as it receives reimbursement for its other
members. The reimbursement formula should be based on similar
costs for medicare-medicaid services in the fee-for-service community
with appropriate actuarial adjustments.. Savings achieved by the
lIMO should be used by the HMO in providing additional benefits
to the medicare-medicaid member. In this way, the member will be
afforded the full advantage of LIMO membership on the same basis
as any other member. The Government in turn will have afforded the
same or a fuller range of benefits than those provided in the statutes
with no additional cost to it.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, passage of the HMO
Act in 1973 amounted to a congressional ratification of the successful
operation of prepaid direct delivery health systems where and when
they have been tried. Indeed, most of the sponsors of the various
national health insurance proposals have included the 1MO alterna-
tive in their proposals. We believe this to be an expression of confi-
dence in our system and its worth as part of health care delivery in
the United States.

We ask that the medicare and medicaid programs share that confi-
dence. An equitabh reimbursement and sound lIMO management
with appropriate Federal oversight will indeed guarantee these results.

Thank you.
Senator TAL MA I . Thank vou, Mr. Cohelan.
Senator T.I.iMAIIm. Mr. Lane. you muay summarize your statement

and it will be inserted in the record.

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. LANE, COUNSEL. R AISER FOUNDATION
HEALTH PLAN, INC.

Mr. LAN E. My name is James Lane. I am counsel for Kaiser Foun-
dation Health Plan. As an introduction. I would say that our program
now serves over 3 million members in 6 States throughout the coun-
try. We have over 125.000 medicare members and over 20,000 members
receiving services under 19 prepaid contracts.

The purpose of my presentation is to discuss how S. 3205 will affect
hospital-based prepaid group practice programs and to suggest appro-
priate amendments. The bill proposes substantial changes in the
medicare and medicaid programs. Many of them, innovative but un-
tried, merit careful study and consideration. Some would make signifi-
cant improvements in the programs and should be enacted. However,
othet-s appear to offer little to the solution and should be deleted.

A major thrust of the bill is cost containment. Our program is dedi-
cated to the effective, efficient delivery of health care services along
with other prepaid group practice programs in the country.

'e believe Congress should amend the law so that such programs
have an opportunity to provide services and receive payment for them
in a manner that emphasizes their basic strengths. For too long such
programs have been forced, to the disadvantage of their members,
to participate in medicare and medicaid under rules designed for fee-
for-service providers.
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I would like to make four basic points about the bill; the first as
to the hospital reimbursement proposal. These criteria are to be added
to the existing cost determining provisions and will result in a cap on
allowable costs. A hospital may receive an equal to or more or less
than its actual operating costs, depending upon its "adjusted per diein
payment rate for routine operating costs."

However, the amount received may have no relation to what the
hospital's cost should be. because it will be determined in an arbitrary
manner. There is no reason to believe that the routine operating costs
of any hospital should be the same as the average routine operating
costs of all hospitals within its classification.

A more certain relationship exists between the intensity of care
provided and routine operating costs. There is little doubt that the
more serious cases a hospital has, the more its routine operating costs
will be. This fact presents a serious problem for hospital-based pre-
paid group programs. Such programs generally have hospital utiliza-
tion rate-that is, hospital days per 1,000 persons--that are approxi-
mately one-half those of the traditional fee-for-service system. This
is because only persons actually requiring hospital care are hospital-
ized and they are kept only as long as necessary. This results in more
intensive cases and thus hiigher costs per day1, but not higher costs
overall. Therefore, hospitals of such programs may be unfairly penal-
ized by the proposed system unless the provision relating to intensit V
of car-e provides an adequate adjustment. and we commend the com-
mittee for placing such a provision in the bill.

However, since the Social Security Administration has been at-
tempting unsuccessfully for several yetrs to devise an intensity factor
for use in reimbursing hospitals for routine costs, we are apprehensive
about the ability to develop a satisfactory approach to quantification
of this factor.

In addition, we think three changes are necessary in the formula.
First, we believe there should be a classification for HMO-based
hospitals. These hospitals, as the chairman indicated, are similarly
situated and should be compared with each other and not request
fee-for-service hospitals.

Second, the hospital wage rate adjustment which is in the bill is
a commendable feature of the bill, but is only allowed for 1 year.
It should be made a permanent feature of the bill and not limited.

Third, the system should be ranged in to take true prospective
payment system instead of a retrospective system, which it is at the
present time.

Section 41 of S. 3205 would amend title 19 to provide that prepaid
programs under medicaid must be paid substantially in the same
manner as provided for under section 1876 of the Social Security
Act.

As you undoubtedly know, this section should be deleted from the
bill. Even though section 1876 was enacted in October 1972, it has
not been implemented. It is untried and unproven.

On the other hand, a number of States have successfully imple-
mented title 19 prepaid programs. None of these programs uses the
section 1876 method of payment. Requiring States- to apply section
1878 to title 19 contracts probably will result in the elimination of
most prepaid programs under medicaid.'
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So that section may result in the termination of many prepaid
programs under title 19 throughout the country because there is no
section 2 at this time.

Since if you are going to tie hospital reimbursement of our hospitals
to the fee-for-service system, we feel that will be a disadvantage.
We request that section 1876 be modified.

Senator TALxA M ne, I hate to interrupt you, but your 10
minutes have expired.

As a point of information, our data on the 10-percent sample of
all hospitals covered under medicare, it seems to show that if the
hospital reimbursement system in our bill were in effect, there would
be no correlation between the hospital's average length of stay and
whether or not it would be penalized or rewarded.

Nevertheless, if it appears that this might be a problem, we would
be pleased to work with your organization- and attempt to develop it.
I sugget you stay in touch with our staff on the development in the
legis active process.

Senator Curtis.
Senator Cu'rs. I would like to ask you a question. I think it will

help us to understand the problem if you would tell us what types of
abuses are taking place.

MNfr. CoHuAx. Unfortunately, the areas in which the abuses oc-
curred within my State of California, as you no doubt know and
those organizations are not eligible for membership in my organiza-
tion and never have been.

Senator Cwrrxs. Don't give any names, but tell us what type of an
abuse exists.

M. ConmAx. I am just unable to do so because I am not familiar
with the organizations. I only know about the newspaper accounts.

Maybe Mr. Lane can comment on it.
Mr. LANL Most of the abuses in medicaid programs in California

were associated-
Senator Cmrris. The man referred to HMO.
3r. LAx.. Yes. In California they are called prepaid health plans,

and they are not HMO's under the Federal act, and most of the
abuses reported in the press related to solicitation -and there were
allegations, many of which were proven, that they were using
unethical solicitation methods to gain medicaid members. They go
door-to-door. They dress in white coats. They claim they are social
workers or physicians and try to sign individuals up on that basis.

Most of those abuses have been stopped at this time.
Senator TALXADo. Senator Curtis, in further answer to that in-

quiry, Senator Nunn, my colleague from Georgia, will be the first
witness Thursday, July 20, and I understand the standing investi-
, ation committee of the Committee on Government Operations-he
has been acting chairman during this year-will have substantial
light to throw on the question you asked.

Senator C uris. The only ones you know about are those relating
to soliciting members. Are there any abuses after they get them?

Mr. LAW. There have been allegations and I believe some sub-
stantiation of lack of adequate care: not being open at the times
promised to the State, not having the physicians and other individuals
available at the time promised and not having the proper finances.
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Senator Cuirris. What type of individual organizations sponsor
these groups? Are they individual hospitals or a group of doctors?
Who sponsors them ?

Mr. LAN. Well, one of the problems in dealing with them ar&
sponsored bv all sorts of organizations. For example, our organiza-
tion has seh a contract and it has never been placed in question.
They are also sponsored by county foundations, and those have never
been placed in serious question. The ones that are generally placed in
question are. what you might call entrepreneurial models or broker
models in which an individual enters into a contract with a State and
then enters into contracts with individual physicians and hospitals
and tries to put a package together and often does not fulfill his
promises.

Senator CrwnR. Are they receiving any Federal funds?
Mr. LANE. I am not sure whether they are or not, but not to my

knowledge.
Senator C(virs. ]ot to your knowledge ?
Mr. LANV.. Well, some prepaid health plans receive Federal funds,

but I am not sure the ones that are accused have funds.
Are you talking about the Federal development funds?
Senator T.JMAIX;F. Senator Nunn says they are.
Mr. LAE. The whole purpose of the prepaid health care in Cali-

fornia was to service health care recipients. But I don't believe they
hav e H.MO developments. the ones that are. being accused of abuses.

Senator Ct'-ws. )id they exist before the Federal act?
Mr. LAxp. Some of then did. Our program has been in existence

over 30 years. Many others have been in existence for a substantial
length of time. The ones that are generally accused of abuses came
into existence a.s a result of the Medical Reform Act of 1972 and they
sprang up and were sponsored by the State government and the basic
government is that the State government did not fulfill its responsi-
bility to release the Federal.

Senator CunRns. The problem should be met by the State
government I

Mr. LA.%, The State government is moving to mee-t the problem
and has solved substantial portions of it. There are now substantially
fewer such programs in California than there were in the heyday,
and most of the ones that have gone out of business were in bad
operators.

Senator CUtRIs. Do you need any more Federal legislation in order
to clean up these organi7At ions in California I

Mr. LANr. In my opinion, you don't. What you really need is some
good administrators in the California system, and they are working
towards getting some. It is not that easy to do.

Senator Ctu-ris. Are they Federal officers?
Mr. LANE. No; they are State officials.
Mr. CoiE%.A. Senator, I would like to make one comment. I think

it is very important that they make a distinction between these kinds
of entities and the kinds of entities that are eligible for membership
in the Group Hospital Association of America or those that qualify
under the acting 93233.
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As a matter of fact, there are mandated requirements. There are-
some amendments pending, but even there in order to-be a qualified
program they would have to meet certain standards.

Senator CtTuirs. What do they spend the funds forI
Mr. Conr .AN. The funds that are in the bill for planning and for

development.
Senator Cumms. No; not in this bill. I mean under the current law

the HMO's that you are referring to that are geting Federal funds;
what are those funds for I

Mr. Conru.A. Under the Social Securitv Act or under the HMOI
Senator Cuwrs. Anything that the It1fO's get as organizations;

what are those funds for I
Mr. CoiiwLx. Those funds are for development and for planning-

planning development. There are some loans and grants in the pro-
gram and then there are some funds for early operations.

Senator Cirs. Now what is planning? Is that synonymous with
promot ion?

Mr. CTmIZAN. Well, it is to determine whether or not it is a feasible
andi viable program because as you know, Senator, these aro very
complicated systems and require a great deal of capital financing in
order to launch.

Senator Cuirrs. How much of the spending on that?
Mr. Conif.As. I think the bill has in it about-
Senator Cuirns. I am talking about the current situation.
Mfr. CoIIEuAJ.. The amounts that have been spent in the current

budget, there are $26 million for the HMO general program.
Senator Curris. That includes planning I
Mr. (CoiiFEA.. That includes everything. In fact. it is underfunded.

We asked before one of the committees of the Congress that they
provide $50 million, but there were $26 million in the labor HEW)ill.

Senator Cuirris. Aren't some of your best plans those that existed
before this?

Mr. Cori.LAx. Yes, sir, that is correct. And those are the plans that
we represent.

Senator CurmIs. And they are not sharing this money ?
Mr. Cojij.A.. They are all going to qualify under the Federal act,

Senator, and this is a private--no, they are not sharing in any money,
that is correct. They organized before the program.

Senator CuRTis. ettigng along without it?
Mr. Co uirx~N. They were able to finance their programs independ-

entlv of Federal money, with one or two exceptions. There was some
money for Hill-Burton Hospital development, but even there I think
there was only one instance where the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
took advantage of those prorm

I want to say now, as tie executive director of my organization,
Kaiser is our largest member. We represent many others throughout
the country. Many of our other organizations did in fact benefit by
some of the Federal programs in the hospital area and some in the
HMO program.

Senator Currs. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator TALMADGE. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
contribut ion, gentlemen.

[The lrel)aid statement of Mr. Lane follows:]

STATEMENT OF KAISLZ FOUNDATION HEALTH PLAN, INC.

SUM MARY

Mr. James A. Lane presented the following statement regarding S. 3205 on
behalf of Kaiser Foundation Hfealth Plan, Inc., the largest comprehensive group
practice prelayment program in the United States.

11) The proposed system for setting hospital rates for "routine operating
cmts" would result in arbitrarily established rates. Some hosdtais will I1e
unfairly rewarded by such a system while others will be unfairly penalized.
It Is probable that hospitals which are essential components of hospital-based
prepaid group practice programs and primarily serve their members will be
unfairly penalized despite the fact that studies Indicate that such hospitals and
programs are saving Medicare substantial sums.

(2) Prepaid programs under Medicaid should not be required to be reimbursed
pursuant to the untried provisions of Section 1870 which have not been imple-
inented even though it is nearly four years since the section was enacted.

(8) S. 8200 should include amendments to Section 1870 that provide for fixed
payments which are prospectively determined and give an HMO the option of
axsuming all the losses or savings of the program or sharing them with Medicare.

(4) S. 8205 should include amendments to Title 19 that require states to under-
lake good faith efforts to enter into contracts with l)repaid programs and pre-
clude states from Imposing additional or conflicting conditions of participation
upon qualified lIMOs.

(5) 8. 8205 should Include amendments to Section 122 that eliminate lIMOs
from the section and thus treat 11MO providers In the same manner as other
providers.

STATUM gNT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am James A. Lane, Counsel
for Kaiser Foundation Health Plan.

INTaoD'C(rION

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Kaiser Foundation Hospitals and six inde-
pendent Permanente Medical Groups comprise the Kalaer-Permanente Medical
('are Program. It is an economically self-sustaining, organized health care de-
livery system that provides prepaid health services on a direct-service basis to
over 3,000,000 member in California. Oregon, Washington, Hawaii, Ohio, and
Colorado. All members join voluntarily and remain members by choice. They
receive covered services from 25 hospitals, 06 outpatient facilities and more
than 8,000 contracting physicians.

The Kaiser-Permanente Program is the largest group practice prepayment
plan In the United States. As an organized system of health care delivery, the

programm accepts responsibility for organizing and providing direct health care
services. The Program has pioneered many features that Congress sought to
encourage by enactment of the Health Maintenance Organization Act of 1973,
such as comprehensive services, an organized system of peer review, cost con-
trol. and dual or multiple choice of health benefits plans for employees.

Our Program has over 125,000 Medicare members. The Program provides
services to over 20,000 Medicaid recipients under Title 19 prepaid contracts
with four states. In addition, the Permanente Medical Groups and Kaiser
Foundation Hospitals provide health care on a fee-for-service basis to non-
members who are Medicare beneficiaries and Medicaid recipients.

The purpose of this statement is to discuss how S. 3200 will affect hospital-
based prepaid group practice programs and to suggest appropriate amend.
nients. The bill proposes substantial changes In the Medicare and Medicaid
programs. Many of them, innovative but untried, merit careful study and con-
sideration. Some would make significant improvements in the programs and
should be enacted. However. others appear to contribute little to the solution of
existing problems and should be deleted.
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A major thrust of the bill Is cost containment. We appreciate the Congres.
sional concern with rising health care costs which have increased significantly
Medicare and Medicaid budgets. Our Program is dedicated to the effective,
efficient delivery of health care services along with other prepaid group practice
programs in the country. We believe Congress should amend the law so that
such programs have an opportunity to provide services and receive payment for
them in a manner that emphasizes their basic strengths. For too long, such
programs have been forced to the disadvantage of their members to participate
In Medicare and Medicaid under rules designed for fee-for-service providers.

Congress has established a national policy of encouraging the development and
growth of health maintenance organizations In order to make them available
to persons throughout the country. Even where liMOs exist, they may not be
available to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries. The amendments we are
recommending would improve this situation and should be adopted.

sUMMARY OF UAJOR POINTS

This presentation emphasizes the following points:
(1) The proposed system for setting hospital rates for "routine operating

costs" would result In arbitrarily established rates. Some hospitals will be
unfairly rewarded by such a system while others will be unfairly penalized. It
Is probable that hospitals which are essential components of hospital-based pre-
paid group practice programs and primarily serve their members will be un-
fairly penalized despite the fact that studies Indicate that such hospitals and
programs are saving Medicare substantial sums.

(2) Prepaid programs under Medicald should not be required to be relm.
bursed pursuant to the untried provisions of Section 1876 which have not been
Implemented even though It Is nearly four years since the section was enacted.

(3) 8. 3205 should Include amendments to Section 1876 that provide for fixed
payments which are proslectively determined and given an HMO the option
of assuming all the losses or savings of the program or sharing them with
Medicare.

(4) S. 3205 should Include amendments to Title 19 that require states to
undertake good faith efforts to enter Into contracts with prepaid programs and
preclude states frour Imposing additional or conflicting conditions of participa-
tion upon qualified 1IMOs.

(5) S. 8205 should Include amendments to Section 1122 that eliminate HMOs
front the section and thus treat lIMO providers in the same manner as other
providers. THE HOSPITAL RaIMDURSEMENT PaOPOSAL

S. 3205 proposed additional criteria for determining the reasonable cost of
hospital services. These criteria are to be added to the existing cost determining
provisions and will result in a cap on allowable costs for "routine operating
costs." A hospital may receive an amount either eqal to, or more or less than
Its actual routine operating costs, depending upon Its 'adjusted per diem pay.
ment rate for routine operating costs'. However, the amount received may have
no relation to what the hospital's costs should be because It will be determined
in an arbitrary manner. There is no reason to believe that the routine operating
costs of any hospital should be the same as the average routine operating costs
of all hospitals within its classification.

In addition, the bed classifications are obviously arbitrary and to the extent
that bed size is relevant In determining routine operating costs, some hospitals
may teeive inadequate payment mere-ly because of the number of beds they
have. However, the relationship between bed size and routine operating costs is
questionable.

A more certain relationship exists between the Intensity of care provided and
routine operating costs. There Is little doubt that the more serious cases a hos-
pital has, the more its routine operating costs will be. This fact presents a seri-
ous problem for hospital-based prepaid group practice programs such as ours.
Such programs generally have hospital utilization rate (i.e., hospital days per
thousand persons) that are approximately one-half those of the traditional fee-
for-service system. This Is because only persons actually requiring hospital care
are hospitalized and they are kept only as long as necessary. This results in more
Intensive cases and thus higher costs per day. Therefore, hospitals of such pro-
grams may be unfairly penalized by the proposed system unless the provision

7.-02-?8------11
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relating to Intensity of care provides an adequate adjustment. Since the Social
Security Administrative has been attempting unsuccesgfully for several years to
devise an intensity factor for use in reimbursing hospitals for routine costs, we
are apprehensive about the ability to develop a satisfactory approach to quan-
tification of this factor.

On the other hand, hospitals which hare leis intense cases and longer length
of stays will probably be rewarded by the bonus provision in the bill. It is ironic
that a proposal to contain costs will probably penalize programs that have done
the most to contain total hospital costs while potentially rewarding hospitals that
have done little to contain such cod.ts.

Nevertheless, most approncheA to limiting hospital payments under Medicare
anti Medicaid will create similar problems and it In likely that any system pro-
posed will contain arbitrary features which result In serious Inequities. If
this committee decides to propose a system to limit hospital payments under
Medicare nad Medicaid. the proposal in H. 32W5 should be improved by amtind.
meats which %iil i. discumed later.

PAYMENTS UND.R MEDICAID PRJ.PAID PROGRAMS

Section 41 of S. 3-V5 would amend Title 19 to provide that prepaid programs
under Medicaid must be paid In substantially the same manner as provided for
under Section 1876 of lhe Social Security Act. This section should be deleted from
the bill. Even though Section 1876 wan enacted in Oktober, 1972. it has not been
Implemented. It is untried and unproven. On the other hand, a number of states
have successfully implemented Title 19 prepaid programs. None of these pro-
grams uses the Section 1876 method of payment. Requiring states to apply
Section 1876 to Title 19 contracts probmily will result in the elimination of most
prepaid programs under Medicaid. This is an inappropirate method of con-
trolling abuses. Qualified liMOs should be available as a choice to Medicaid
recipituts.

PAYMENTS UNDER MEDICARE TO IMOs

At the present time. prepaid group practice programs have only limited op-
portunities to participate in medicare and Medicaid on a prepaid basis. For
example, In our Program, the hospital services we provide under Part A are not
paid for on a prepaid basis and only three of our six Regions have been able to
negotiate prepaid contracts with four state Medicaid programs. We believe that
Congress should take steps to enable liMOs to participate on a fair and equal
basis in the Medicare and Medlcald programs in a amnuer consistent with their
basic method of operation.

We recommend that Section 1876 be amended to provide that the per capita
payments ie established prospectively, so that an H310 will be able to determine
the resources available to provide care. Under the present section, the amount of
payment will not be known until two or three years after the tare is provided!

'The amount of payment should be based upon the estimated costs of services
from non-llMO physicians and providers in the area adjusted for age, sex and
Medicare disability status. The present section also requires an adjustment for
institutional status and the difficulty In determining such an adjustment is one
of the reasons the section has not been Implemented. Age, sex and Medicare dis-
ability status are major determinants of utilization and adjustments for them
are readily determined. The bill could provide for a study of other factors (e.g.,
institutionalization) which could be added as adjustments when they can be
readily determined.

The section should be further amended to provide that an IIMO that assumes
all the risks of providing care to Medicare beneficiaries should receive all the
savings from Its efficlencles. Under the existing section risk basis lIMOs are
required to assume all the risks of providing care plus an uncertain payment
level, but any savings must be shared equally with Medicare. This is obviously
unfair.

In addition, we recommend an amendment to Section 1876 to permit lIMOs to
share equally In both the losses and the savings of their operation with Medicare.

lMO PARTICIPATION UNDER MEDICAID

We recommend that Title 19 be amended to provide that states must under-
take good faith efforts to enter into prepaid contracts with HMOs and to prohibit
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states from imposing additional or conflicting requirements for participation
upon liMOs qualified under the Health Maintenance Organization Act of 1973.

Congres has established a national policy of encouraging the development and
growth of HMOs. One of the means of accomplishing this objective is the require-
ment of the lMO Act that most employers must offer qualified liMOs to their

employees. We believe that offering qualified liMOs to recipients of Medicaid
programs would be consistent with and would further that national plley.

In addition, states should be precluded from imposing additional requireineits
upon qualified lIMOs. The lIMO Act has established national standards for
HMOs and those meeting the standards should not be confronted with additional
and conflicting state requirements.

HMO CAPITAL ZXPMKDITt*Ra

Section 1122 of the Social .Security Act should be amended to remove lIMOs
as such from its coverage. It would continue to cover health facilities owned by
or associated with liMOs, but not their capital expenditures for amnbulatory
facilities or non-health care construction such as parking lots or administrative
buildings. Section 1122 discriminates against liMOs because it does not cover
unorganized ambulatory facilities or the non-health care construction of other
types of organizations.

The Senate version of the IIMO Amendments removes liMOs from the cerlifi-
cite of need provision of P.L. 93-41. Section 1122 should be modified in the maime
manner so that the two provisions are consistent.

SPWruIc PaovsIO.s or s. 3205

1. P. 15, lines 5-28.-States would be required to report on utilization of serv.
les tinder the State Medicaid program. This requirement should be expanded to
Include a report on prepaid Medicaid programs with lIMO participation and
utilization shown eparately for group practice and indlvidual practice plaw.

2. P. 2.. ii ne 2s 3.---The Secretary would be required to report to Congress on
the status of state Medicaid programs. This requirement should be expanded to
Include a report on prepaid Medicaid programs from the Information provided
by the states.

3. P. 20, line 20-25; p. 27, lile* 1-2.-We are in favor of this provision which
would require the Secretary to afford interested parties the opportunity to com.
ment on major policy guidelines before they are adopted.

4. P. 29, lines 12-24.-We recommend that a fourth classification be added to
this subsection: "HIospitals which provide the preponderance of their services to
members of hospital-based prepaid group practice programs." much hospitals
generally differ from fee-for-service hospitals in case mixes and other character-
istics, If a separate classification is not established for them, Jt is probable that
they will be treated unfairly by the proposed system.

5. P. 30. lines 6-1.-This paragraph defines "routine operating costs" by ex-
clusion. We recommend that this definition be retained, but that the term also be
defined affirmatively. In addition to the exclusions, the paragraph should include:
"costs for regular room, dietary and nursing services, minor medical and s.rgihal
supplies. and the use of equipment and facilities for which a separate charge is
not customarily made."

6. P. .32, line a 8-25; p. 33, lines 1-9.-This provision requires an adjustment In
the personnel component of routine olperating costs for differences in wage leve.is
In different areas. It also allows the use of the wage level for hospital employees
if it Is significantly higher than the general wage level. This provision Is neces-
sary to reduce the arbitrary nature of the proposed system. However, the use of
hospital wage levels is limited to the first year. This limitation Is unreasonable

' and should be deleted. It it Is not, It would require hospitals to bring their wage
levels into line with the general wage level in the area within one year or be
penalized. For most hospitals, this would be impossible.

I. P. 8., lines IJ-18.-This provision requires a retrospective adjustment In
the 'adjusted per diem payment rate for routine operating costs' at the end of
the fiscal year. We recommend that this requirement be deleted. We believe that
the payment rate should be fixed in advance and both hospitals and the Medicare
and Medicaid programs should live with the fixed payment level. Retrospective
adjustments based upon price Increases create unpredictability for hospitals. A
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major objective of this bill should be the establishment of prospective rates s
that hospitals can plan accordingly and the programs will have more certainty In
their cost estimates.

. P. 87, lines 1-1.-This is a special provision for underutilzed hospitals In
underserved areas. We support such a provision as necessary to prevent unfairly

.penalizing rural hospitals.
9. P. 37, lines 14-25; p. 88, lines 1-.-This provision attempts to provide for

an unusual case mix In a hospital which requires greater Intensity of care. This
is an essential provision and we support the concept. However, It Is questionable
whether the provision will achieve Its objective. In order to work, an accurate
measure of Intensity Is needed. The Social Security Admiustraton has been
1u1mi1le to develop such a measure for use in reimbursing hospitals for routine
cosis and it Is doubtful it it Is possible to develop a satisfactory intensity factor
in the near future.

10. P. 40, line's 9-25, pp. 41-47, p. 48, Iins 1-4.-This provision is designed to
enconrage the closure or conversion of unneeded hospitals. We support this objec-
tive, but It may not be accomplished by this provision. The transitional allow-
sue can be paid only to hospitals which continue to provide services so that there
Is no assistance for total closure. It is not clear whether the transitional allow-
ance would cover all added costs or only Medicare and Medicaid's sharp of them.
In addition, the hospital must carry out the conversion or closure before It Is ell-
glidh. for the transitional allowance and even then, It may receive no assistance
because of the LW-holpital limit on participation. We suggest that Congress might
approach this problem directly by considering an experimental reverse 11111-
Burton program. Under such a program, government funds could be used to pur-
chase and chne unnecessary hospitals. Such an approach has potential for con-
taining hospital costs.

11. P. 79, line 17-25; p. 80.-We have recommended the deletion of this pro-
vion which would tie layment for Medicaid prepaid programs to Section 1876
requirements. However, if it Is not deleted, It should be amended to Insure that
existing prepaid Medicaid contracts are not jeopardized. The section should not
he effective until Section 1876 In Implemented and fully operational and the
regulations governing this provision have been adopted. It should not apply to
contracts In existence on Its effective date, but only to subsequent renewals or
new contracts. Moreover, the requirement for prior approval of such contracts by
the Secretary (p. 80, lines 17-19) should be deleted. This requirement would
serve only to further delay the implementation of prepaid contracts.

I will be pleased to respond to questions from the Committee.
Senator TALMAD0I'. The next witness is Mr. Charles D. Phillips,

president, American Protestant llospital As.ociation.
Mr. Phillips, you may insert your full statement in the record and

summarize it, sir.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES D PHI LIP8, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
iROTESTANT HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. PIiiLiP8. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I have with me Kenneth Williamson, who is representing the asso-

ciation in Washington.
Senator TALMADiO. Delighted to have you. sir.
Mr. PmtmPs. The American Protestant ilospital Association, rep-

resenting some 300 hospitals, homes for the aging and other health
care agencies throughout the country, as well as some 2000 personal
members who are engaged in the delivery of health care services.

31r. Chairman. we greatly appreciate the opportunity to present the
position of ALPH1A on S. 3205. Mr. Chairman, let me say at the outset
tlmt the members of APHA appreciate your concern about the rising
costs of the medicare and medicaid programs to the taxpayers of this
Nation. We are grateful for your commitment to the development of
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reforms which will prevent the cutting and slashing of hospitals and
physicians indiscriminately and inequitably and the imposing of
arbitrary controls and indiscriminate limits onl payments to hospitals
such as the administration's proposed ceilings on hospital cost
increases.

We are concerned, however, that the reforms which are proposed
as solutions to the problems of escalating costs of hospital services
be based on an awareness of the factors which are responsible for such
increases and that the refons addressed those factors rather than
taking the simplistic approach of limiting reimbursement.

We believe that this bill demonstrates your awareness of the enorm-
ity of the problems faced both by the Federal Government and health
care institutions of this Nation and that it is a step in the direction of
addressing needed reform.

I will comment on certain sections of the bill which we feel are of
more crucial significance to our members.

Section 2, establishment of Health Care Financing Administration.
We believe the bill does address the current fragmentation of health
programs by proposal to merge the four existing programs under one
administration, and certainly we support efforts to ring about in-
creased coordination of Federal programs. We have long been on
record in favor of the establishment of Cabinet-level Department of
Health as a mechanism for the most effective coordination of the
setting of national health policies and the administration of
medical health programs and believe that on this proposal when it
gets at fragmentation, it would improve its attempt to achieve its
goal by Cabinet-level Department of Health rather than the two
undersecretaries.

We certainly support the section 4, the State administration medi-
caid improvements, because we feel that the proposal to establish the
specific performance criteria for State medicare programs will result
in payment of claims and a vastly improved administration of the
program.

While we are not firm in opposition to section 8, we feel that HBAC
has been a source of significant contribution to the development and
implementation of the programs and believe that such an advisory
group is to be of potentially great importance to such programs as
medicare and medicaid, especially if we are going into a period of
transition in the administration and the reimbursement of thtse
programs.

We recommend that this group be continued and utilized even more
greatly as a resource by Government or if it is dissolved, that a new
policy advisory, counsel be established that would have authority and
responsibility in advising the Secretary of HEW on health programs.

In section 10, we are concerned with the proposals of classification
of institutions for the purposes of reimbursement on a comparative
basis. Previous witnesses have already expressed much of our concern.
We can appreciate and understand the attractiveness of such a method-
oloey to the Federal Government. However. we feel great difilmilty
will be experienced in the technical aspects of devising such a method-
ology for classifying institutions for purposes of reimbursement. The
fact that it does delete from the comparison procedure for routine per
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diem hospital costs some of the elements that hospitals have little con-
trol over, we feel is a vast improvement over the section 223 of Public
Law 92-03.

This association is on record as supporting a reimbursement system
which includes prospective reimbursement administered on a State
level with Federal guidelines. We strongly urge this proposed legisla-
tion be amended to permit such a State program as an option for
determining institutional reimbursement based upon the prospective
payment methodology under Federal guidelines.

Our basic reason for this is that we feel State level rate review on
a proslpective basis will assure thatthe variables among institutions
which often vary locally be taken into account and therefore, the full
financial requirements of institutions more adequately provided.

Although we support an amendment which provides for a State
level prospective rate review option, we realize that a methodology
must be devised for those states not willing or able to exercise the
option. For those states a classification might be appropriate.

Our recommendation at this point is that as that classification sys-
tem is developed, that you make use of an expert panel of persons from
various associations, persons who have had experience over a long
period of time and in the medicare program are familiar with its
problems and that this council or a panel of experts discuss their basis
for the classification system and the appropriateness and validity of
the components now included in the bill.

We believe that would be in keeping with the openmindedness of
the chairman of the committee when you introduce the bill and that
it would prove a substantial assistance in performing a workable and
equitable method of classification.

I want to state to the committee that we certainly are in support of
an incentive reimbursement system to the medicare reasonable cost
controls which is now in effect. We commend the chairman for the
proposal to move from a retrospective cost reimbursement system to
one of prospective reimbursement. We-would hope that the bill be
nmodifieclto provide for a new method of reimbursement for Medicaid
which would assure that payments are made at a reasonable level so
that hospitals will not be forced to provide services for those patients
at rates which are below cost.

WeP support section 11 and feel that that would be a substantial help
in getting at the problem of overbedding and utilizing beds in the
country.

In sect ion 12 we feel that the bill certainly should provide that the
84une principle be applied for not for profit hospitals and that they
be allowed an operating margin so that they are not forced to operate
just on a cost only basis.

Section 22, hospital associated physicians. We recognize that the
problem with this section 10 addresses not a new-

Senator TALM ADOP. I hate to interrupt you, but your ten minutes
has expired. Your statement will be inserted in the record.

Senator TALMADOE. Mr. Williamson. I understand for 20 years you
were deputy director of the American Hospital Association; were you
nott
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Mr. WIJWAMSON. I was deputy director and director of Washington
activities for a period of more than 20 years, yes.

Senator TALMADOF. Would you comment on the provisions of the
bill on hospital-related physicians.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Well, the statement that the Protestant Associa-
-tion officially put in the record indicates questions they have in two

areas of the bill. Referring to those past years and the testimony I
heard earlier this morning from the American Hospital Association,
it seems to me, to represent a change in position.

At the time medicare was started, I was responsible officially, of
course, for urging upon the government an amendment to medicare
called the Douglas amendment.

You will, I am sure remember it, and it was a strong effort to pro-
vide that medical specialist services so-called were made a part of the
law as hospital services. So as to control them and protect the public.
Some of the provisions that you are attempting in your bill relate to
what we hoped to accomplish at that time. We made other efforts also
to accomplish these results to protect hospitals and the public.

There was a long record of hospitals feeling an inability to con-
trol the cost of those specialist services. As I listened to the testimony,
it suggested. I think, that the view of the hospital field, seem to have
changed and as they believe apparently that the relationships have
improved from those days when medicare started. They are urging,
as I listen to it, greater caution in evaluating all the variety of pro-
posals that there are in effect before jumping to one approach and that
Federal intervention is not needed.

Senator TALMxADe. Have you changed your mind on the subject?
Mr. WnLArsox. No; I have not. From what I know about the field,

the field is still pretty much at the mercy of medical specialists and
for many their income sounds excessive, Senator.

I believe what I hear from around the field-I have quite a lot of
contact in the field-is that hospitals have great difficulty in admin-
istering contracts with medical specialists and in rural areas this is
sometimes tougher, but not always.

I hear in urban areas also that because of the very large amounts of
money involved that they have equal difficult times in getting equitable
arrangements. My own personal view quite apart from the official
association view is that you started in the right direction by sepa-
rating administrative costs of medical specialist services from the
professional fees as a basic step.

I think that is a very valuable sep. I think as the statement says,
however, that you then leave professional fees--charges-that chan-
nel you left rather wide open. Under present circumstances I am not
sure you will end up reducing or controlling medical specialist fees by
the present provisions of your bill you would have to control the
charges.

In fact, I believe there is a danger of increasing the cost of those
services.

Senator TALMADGE. We wanted to get an adequate fee for service,
and it seems to me while you guarantee a portion of the losses without
any limitation at all, it is unrealistic. Do you agree with that ?
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Mr. PHruuws. Yes. T ar it is radiologists and pathologists and
they generally get a cut of the charges for services rendered by other
people that render services and are quite competent to render those
service totally.

Senator TLMADE. Thank you very much.
Senator CurtisI
Senator Curr. What is your association's recommendation about

hospital-related physicians?
Mr. PunLirs. Again, we feel that we have no specific recommenda-

tions. We recognize the problem. We would be glad to work with the
committee staff in coming up with a solution. It is the rigidity of sav-
ing that this is one contractual arrangement that will not be permitted
and basically mandating that as our basic position.

We are looking for ways of getting at the problem, Senator, and
would be glad to work with the staff as you look at some alternative

Senator Curtis. Do you feel that compensation has been unreason-
able?

Mr. PJiniL s. In some cases, yes, but not in every case. We do have
some of our administrators who are getting at it. They were becoming
much more sophisticated, I think, in the negotiations, much more
hard-fisted about the approach, and we are going to get at this prob-
lem. Our position is that we would like to see that administrators are
assured the management prerogatives to manage their institutions,
and that the boards and the Administrator can carry out these efforts
for improved management in getting at the problem.

Senator Cums. What is your opinion as to what the proposed bill
will do?

Mr. PTYJIes. I am sorry, I didn't get the last part of your question.
Senator Curns. What recommendation do you have in reference to

the bill that is before this committee in dealing with these physiciansI
Do you think it should be adopted or not?

Mr. Pmwtps. We would oppose the prohibition of the percentage
contract.

Senator Cums. You are opposed to what is in the bill that is now
before the committee?

Mr. PmLwp. Right.
Senator Cuirms. Do you want to elaborate on that any?
Mr. Pirrurp. Mr. Williamson has already given the two major

considerations. One, it would get into the prerogatives of the manage-
ment as a' mandate: you cannot have that kind of contractual arrange-
ment. No. 2, we are not sure that we will get at the problem that you
are seeking to address of the abuse in costs, that it could be that once
you separate out th administrative teaching, those kinds of services,
and give a reasonable salary for that. and then let him build the direct
billings on a fee service basis for patient services, we are just not sure
that the bill would attain its objective.

We agree with the objective of controlling excessive income of
hospital-based physicians, but we are saving we don't believe that is
necessarily the one and only way as the bill proposes, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Cuirris. Are you saying it is excessive compensation?
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Mr. PILLIPS. In some cases, I agree that there is excessive com-
pensation. We believe that in many cases there are good contracts that

ave established or determined that the compensation is reasonably in
line with others.

Senator Cuirris. Is that the majority of the cases?
Mr. PiitArps. I would think so, yes.
Senator CuTrris. Then you are saying in the majority of the cases

of these pathologists and radiologists, there is no major problem that
calls for Federal legislation?

Mr. PuILLIPS. Correct.
Senator Cuirs. That is all.
Senator TAL A[DIt:. Do you think there should be a ceiling on reim-

bursement, Mr. Phillips?
Mr. Piurips. I am always bothered Iy ceilings, arbitrary ceilings.

I think it is that guidelines of reasonableness can be determined and
then let that be thie proceeding instead of being arbitrarily fixed in
amount.

Senator TALMADME. It is for a reasonable guideline, is that your
response?

Mr. Pnimaxrs. Yes.
Senator TALMAMO.. Thank you.
Have you surveyed your members on this issue?
Mr. Pntmmps. The members of my Council on Government Rela-

tions, which helps to establish the association policy, and some of the
officers of the association, while agreeing with the effort to get at those
isolated cases that are unreasonable compensation, the general feeling
was that the bill as proposed is unacceptable.

Senator TALMANoE. T hank you very much, gentlemen. We appre-
ciate your contribution, and the committee will stand in recess--

Senator CUtrTIS. May I ask one more quest ion.
Were these specialists making a contribution in getting patients

wellI
Mr. PHIuLIIs. Do they make a contribution in getting the patients

well?
Senator Curris. Yes. Is it something important, in your view, in

the process of administering good medicine; in the role of the patholo-
gist, for instance?

Mr. PinHL.ps. The role of the pathologist?
Senator Currls. The role.
Mr. Piumuis. The role, yes.
Mr. WILLIAMSO.. Yes, I would say, Senator, they make an enormous

contribution to patient care within the areas that they function.
Senator C-wris. In the long run isn't the least expensive medical

treatment the one that does the most to make people well ?
Mr. W ILLTAMSON.. That does not mean most treatment ?
Senator Cuirris. No.
Mr. WILLIMaMSO. That means the most of the best treatment?
Senator Curris. Yes; the best treatment.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes.
Senator Cuirrs. The accurate treatment?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes.
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Senator Cmrrs. Sometimes the treatment might aggravate them. r
am disturbed about the fact that doctors in hospitals have to gear all
of their operation to Government regulations and requirements and
plus the other fear that now exists over the last few years of mal-
practice. That is taking a lot of time and energy that could
well be devoted to making patients well. If they make them well and
make them productive citizens, that is the least expensive medicine.
You might have an operation that will cost less, but if it was not in
the best medicine, it would be very expensive in the long run.

Mr. PIILLU8. That gets also into the ever-increasing burden of
regulation where other people have to be employed on the staff to
interpret to implement regulations which adds again to the cost of
care.

Senator CuRn's. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator 'lALMADGF.. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Phillips follows:]

STATEMENT OF TIE AMERICAN PROTESTANT HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, I am Charles D. Phillips, President of the American Protestant
Hospital Association, representing some 300 hospitals, homes for tile aging and
other health care agencies throughout the country, as well as sonie 2000 per-
sonal members who are engaged in the delivery of health care services. With me
is Kenneth E. Williamson, the Washington Representative of the Association.

We greatly appreciate the opportunity to present the position of APHA on
8. 3205. Mr. Chairman, let me say at the outset that the members of APIIA ap-
preciate your concern about the rising costs of the Medicare and Medicaid pro-
grams to the taxpayers of this nation. We are grateful for your commitment to
the development of reforms which will prevent the cutting and slashing of pay-
ments to hospitals and physicians indiscriminately and inequitably and the im-
posing of arbitrary controls and Indiscriminate limits on payments to hospitals
such as the administration's proposed ceilings on hospital cost increases.

We are concerned, however, that the reforms which are proposed as solutions
to the problem (of escalating costs of hospital services under Medicare and
Medicaid be based on an awareness of the factors which are responsible for such
increases, and that the reforms address those factors rather than taking a sim-
plistic approach of limiting reimbursement. We believe that this bill demonstrates
your awareness of the enormity of the problems faced both by the federal govern-
ment and the health care institutions of this nation and that It Is a step in the
direction of addressing needed reform.

Mr. Chairman, we will comment on only certain sections of tls bill which we
feel are of more crucial significance to our members.

SEC. 2. ESTABLIIMENT OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

The bill addresses the current fragmentation of health programs by proposing
to merge four existing programs under one administration. We favor efforts to
bring about the increased coordination of federal programs. However, we feel
that fragmentation and a lack of uniformity in federally financed health pro-
grams is likely to be perpetuated If the proposal for two assistant secretaries is
enacted. The separation of the administrations for financing and for delivering
health care is not in the best interest of the health care services of this nation.
Therefore, we support the creation of a cabinet-level Department of Health
rather than as a mechanism for the most effective coordination of the setting of
national health policies and administration of federal health programs.

sE0. 4. STATE MWEICAID ADMINISTRATION

This section reflects the awareness of the Chairman of the problems besetting
hospitals because of the performance of states in administering Medicaid. We
support the proposal to establish specific performance criteria for state adminis-
tration of Medicaid which will result in more prompt payment of claims and
vastly improved administration of the program.
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SEC. 8. TERMINATION OF HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS ADVISORY COUNCIL

APHA believes that the- use of expert non-governmental advisors through
HIBAC has been the source of significant contribution to the development and
implementation of federal programs. Such advisory group appears to be of
potentially great importance to such major programs as Medicare and Medicaid,
especially during a period of transition. AP11A recommends the continuation of
HIBAC and a greater utilization of this resource by government, or, In the case
of its dissolution, the formation of a new policy advisory council with added
authority and responsibility In advising the Secretary of IIEW on health
programs.

SEC. 10. IMPROVED METHODS FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE COSTS OF SFRVICLEI
PROVIDED BY HOSPITALS

The ATI'IA is concerned with the proposal for the classification of institutions
for the purposes of reimbursement on a comparative basis. We can understand the
itttractiveness of such a methodology to the federal government. However, we
feel that great difficulty will be experienced In the technical aspects of devising
such a methodology for classifying institutions for purposes of reimbursement.
The fact that S. 3205 deletes from the comparison procedure for routine per diem
hospital costs some of the elements over which an institution has little or no con-
trol is a vast improvement over Section 2"3 of P.L. 02-03.

APHA Is on record as supporting a reimbursement system which includes
prospective reimbursement administered on a state level under federal guidelines.
We -strongly urge that this proposed legislation be amended to permit a state
administered rate review option oirJhe determination of institutional reimbumrse-
merit based upon prospective payment methodology under federal guidelines.
State level rate review on a prospective basis will assure that the variables
among institutions, which are often very local, are taken into account and that
the full financial requirements of institutions are provided. Therefore, we urge
you consider amendig the proposed legislation by permitting as an option to a
classification system of hospitals a state prospective rate review system involving
all payers.

Although APH1A supports an amendment which provides for a state level
prospective rate review option, we realize that a methodology must be devised
for those states not willing or able to exercise the option. For those states aclassification system would be appropriate. We are greatly concerned that the
classification system be devised with full consultation from the field of health
care and government agencies. We therefore recommended that this committee
bring together a group of technical experts who have been involved In Medi-
care-Medicaid reimbursement matters over the years. Representatives should
Include persons from associations of providers, Social Security Administration,
health care institutions, congressional staff, Blue Cross Association, and etc.
These experts would discuss in depth the basis for the classification system and
the appropriateness and the validity of the components now included in thisbill. We believe that the formation of such a panel of experts would be In keep-
Ing with the spirit of open-mindedness expressed by the chairman when you
introduced the bill and.jfnTt-f--wit--prove to Ie of substantial assistance in
forming a workable and equitable method of clasificatlon.4 Further I want to state that we concur with the addition of an incentive
reimbursement system to the Medicare reasonable cost controls which is now In
effect. We commend the chairman for his proposal to move from a retrospective
costly reimbursement system to one of prospective reimbursement. We also
urge that the bill be modified to provide for a new method of reimbursement
for Medicaid which would assure that payments are made at a reasonable level
so that hospitals will not be forced to provide services for those patients at rates
which are below cost.

SEC. 11. INCLUSION IN REASONABLE COST OF HOSPITAL SERvIczs ON ALLOWANCE FOR
RETIREMENT OR CONVERSION OF UNDERUTILIZED FACILITIES

We support the demonstration project proposed In Sectlon 11 by which federal
financial support would be provided institutions which apply for such support on
the basis tlt their operations would be made more efficient or cost-effective by
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the closing or conversion of underutilized beds and that they would also become
eligible for positive incentives under the provisions of Section 10.

AEC. 12. RETURN ON EQUITY TO R INCLUDED IN DETEaMINiNG "REASONABLE COST" 0F
SKvRICY FURNISU.D BY PROPMETAY HOSPITALS

APIIA supports the principle implemented In this section-that an adequate
return on Investment Is a reasonable expectation in business. By the same prin-
clple, we urge the Committee to amend this section to provide for an adequate
operating margin on reimbursement by Medicare and Medicaid to not-for-profit
Institutions, since no institution can continue to operate only on the basis of
costs.

SEC. 22. IIOSPITALS-ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS
We recognize that the problem which this section attemlpts to address is not

a new one for hospitals or the government. We express grave concern, however,
over the proposal that the federal government Involve Itself with such specificity
in determining the types of contractual arrangements between hospitals and
physicians. We recognize that cases of unreasonable compensation can be docu-
mented, but believe that to enact legislation prohibiting a specific type of con-
tract removes decision making from its proper authority-management and the
governing boards--and places It In Washington. This eventuality serves neither
the best Interest of the community or the government.

We are concerned further that the language of the bill will not accomplish the
Intended result of reducing hospital costs. There are those who have studied this
proposal who are convinced that the aggregate costs resulting from categorizing
the various services of these physicians and the mandating of a fee-for-service
basis of reimbursement for personal patient services will be greater than thom
n1ow being experienced.

SVC. 40. PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE COST AND REASONABLE CHAROES

APHLA vigorously op'..wes this section. The Medicare law already contains
adequate provisions to determine reasonable costs. Further, the proposal is a
gross Infringement on the management prerogative of Individual institutions.

SUMMARY OF RZCOUMENDATIONS
Mr. Chairman, in cmncluslon we would like to summarize some of the recom-

iendations that we have made here today.
1. We support efforts to end the current fragmentation of federal health

programs. However, we recommend, consistent with our previous position, the
creation of a cabinet-level Department of Health as a mechanism for the coor-
dination of the administration of all federal health programs.

2. We recommend the continuation of a health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council, and a greater utilization of the resources by government. However, In
the case of Its dissolution, we recommend the formation of a new policy advisory
emmttl with added authority and responsibility In advising the secretary of
11EW.

3. We recommend that Section 10 be amended to permit as an option to a
classification system of Institutions for the purposes of reimbursement on a
comparative basis a reimbursement system which includes prospective reimburse.
meant administered on a state level under federal guidelines.

4. We recommend that the committee in devising the classification system to
determine reimbursement for Institutions In those states not able or not wishing
to adopt state administered prospective reimbursement under federal guidelines,
consult in depth with a panel of experts drawn from association providers, hoe-
pital executives, Social security Administration, Blue Cross and Other third
party payers, congressional staff and etc.

* 5. We recommend that the bill be modified to Include a new method of reim-
bursement for Medicaid to require that these payments be made at a reasonable
level.

6. We recommend that Section 12 be modified to assure an adequate operating
margin on reimbursement for Medicare and Medicaid for not-for-profit institu-
tions in recognition that no facility can continue to operate only the basis of
cost.
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7. We recommend that Seetion 22 be modified so that these specifics of con-
tractual arrangements between hospitals and physicians are left to the manage-
ment prerogatives and that further studies be conducted to determine more
appropriate ways of assuring the accomplishment of the objective of controlling
excessive compensation to hospital based physicians.

8. We recommend the deletion of Section 40 in Its entirety.
Mr. Chairman, we thank you and members of this committee for considering

these views and for giving us this opportunity to appear before you. Thank you.
Senator TALMADGE. The committee stands adjourned until

tomorrow.
[Whereupon, at 10:10 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 8 a.m., Wednesday, July 28, 1976.]
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MEDICARE-MEDICAID ADMINISTRATIVE AND
REIMBURSEMENT REFORM

WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMFTTE or 11,ALTH OF THE

S1BNA'r FiNANC. COMMITrEE,
Wahington, D.C.

The committee met at 7:59 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2221,
Dirksen Office Building, Senator Talmadge, chairman of the sub-
committee, presiding.

Pre ent: Senators Talmadge, Bentscn, and Dole.
Senator TALMADGE. The committee will come to order. Our first

witness this morning is the distinguished Senator from Utah, who
has done a great deal of investigatorial work in the field of health
delivery services and so forth.

I am sure he will speak from a great deal of experience. We are
delighted to have you with us, Senator Moss.

Senator Moss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

STATE MENT OF HON. FRANK E. MOSS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF UTAH

Senator Moss. I am pleased that I have the chance to testify this
morning in favor of S. 3205, the Medicare-Medicaid Administrative
Reimbursement and Reform Act.

Senator TAJMADOL. I neglected to state that you were cosponsor of
this bill and we are grateful for your support.

Senator Moss. I thank you. I am indeed pleased that I could join
the chairman in the introduction of this bill. I am hopeful that we
can move it along through the Senate.

As chairman of the Subcommittee on Long-Term Care of the Sen-
ate Committee on Aging, I have enjoyed working with the staff and
members of the Senate Committee on Finance. I want to say how
effectively they are working on this piece of legislation and others
that come within their jurisdiction.

I marvel at your ability to get through an incredible workload
each year and to do so in such grand style. Through the years, we of
the Committee on Aging have perceived our role as aiding this and
other legislative committees by providing in-depth resear relating
to problems of the elderly.

In this connection, most of you know I have chaired more than
40 hearings in the past six years relating to various aspects of the
medicare and medicaid programs.

(169)
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Many of the hearings I conducted related exclusively to nursing
home problems. We have produced a 12-volume report and L have
introduced a number of bilhs that I would like to urge you to incorpo-
rate into S. 3205.

In September of last year Senator Edmund Muskie and I held
joint hearings on what I call the real crisis in health care, that is,
the widespread fraud and abuse which robs the taxpayer of both his
tax dollars and the health care needs of the indigent.

These hearings related to practitioners in the medicaid program
associated in one way or another with long-term care. The problems
disclosed were so serious that in October of last year, I summarized
our preliminary findings in a speech.

I ended by declaring war on fraud and abuse. I must say I was
delighted to find that Senator Talmadge and others of you in this
committee are in the trenches with me.

The phase of our intensified investigation related to fraud and
abuse among clinical laboratories and to related fraud by physician-
practitioners in so-called medicaid mills, small clinics which checker
the ghettos of our major cities, catering to those who walk in off the
street with medicaid cards.

As many of you remember, working together with the Better Gov-
ernment Association, we rented a storefront in Chicago, pretending to
be a group of practitioners opening for business. A sign in the window
and a telephone number announced: "Professional Inquiries Invited."

It was not long before our telephone started ringing off the hook.
Twelve laboratories appeared at our storefront, and offered investi-
gators kickbacks ranging from 25 to 55 percent if we would agree
to send all of our laboratory business to that particular laboratory.

Armed with information that 12 laboratories gave kickbacks and
the general amount that was offered, investigators sifted through
paid billings in the Illinois Comptroller's Office and constructed a
profile of each laboratory.

We knew precisely which physicians used each of the 12 labo-
ratories. We then selected 50 physicians for interview from this list.

The physicians which our investigators found were primarily
foreign medical graduates working out of medicaid mills. When
confronted with our information, they readily admitted receiving
kickbacks from the laboratories as well as from other providers.

However, in at least half of the interviews, the foreign-trained
physicians were not the recipients of the kickbacks We learned that
the illegal rebates were being paid to the businessmen who owned
the medicaid mills.

We were amazed to learn that many of these physicians were work-
ing essentially on commission. They were allowed to keep only 20 to
40 percent of the moneys they generated from seeing medicaid
patients.

Clearly, the incentive is to "optimize patients", that is, to see as many
patients as possible and to order as many te.ss as possible. Our finan-
cial analyses found that some medicaid mills received over a million
dollprs from medicaid each year.

Of this amount, more thah 50 percent is going to a businessman who
owns or rents the real estate.
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The report drafted by our committee staff called attention to these
matters, adding a number of startling conclusions. For example, the
report concluded that $1 out of every $5 paid for clinical laboratory
services is fraudulent.

It concludes that a small number of laboratories control the bulk of
medicaid business. In New York, 17 labs control 70 percent of the ined-
icaid business. In New Jersey, 12 labs control nearly 60 percent of
medicaid payments, and in Illinois, 26 labs control over 90 percent of
the medicaid business.

The report concludes that, at least in the States which came under
investigation, kickbacks are widespread among labs specializing in
inedietaid business. In fact, it appears to be necessary to give a kickback
in order to secure the business of physicians or clinics who specialize in
the treatment of welfare patients.

Tite average kickback to physicians or medical center owners in
Illinois was 30 percent of the monthly total of the lab received for
performing tests for medicaid patients. Kickbacks took several forms
including cash, furnishing supplies, business machines, care or other
gratuities as well as paying part of a physician's payroll expenses.

Most commonly it involved the supposed rental of a small space in
a medical clinic.

The report concludes that it is apparent that the law passed by the
Congress in 1972 prohibiting kickbacks and mandating a $10,000 fine
anl a year in jail upon conviction is not being enforced.

When I was confronted with an early draft of this report, I was
shocked by the conchlsions that the staff reached in their work with
Chicago's Btter Government Association. I decided to go to that city
and see things for myself, accompanied by Senator Pete V. Domeniei
of New Mexico.

I saw the proliferation of so-called medical clinics spreading like
mushrooms all over Chicago; I saw their glaring signs beckoning
medicaid patients to utilize health care services.

I visited a postage-stamp size clinical laboratory which billed medi-caid for almost $200,000 last year. There was little in th. way of
equipment and no lab technicians in evidence. While the owner assured
us as to the quality of the work performed, I heard from the owner
himself that he chose to send his wife's blood test to another laboratory.

I visited the sparkling new Laboratory of Illinois Masonic Hospital
and saw its sophisticated new machines only to learn that the hospital
could not obtain much medicaid lab business because of its refusal to
offer kickbacks.

I interviewed a physician who received over $100,000 from medicaid
last year. I asked him to check nine lab invoices presented to Medicaid
for payment by D. J. Clinical Laboratory of Chicago against his
records.

The doctor told us that he had not ordered 55 percent of the
$259,000 total in lab tests for which D.J. had billed that Illinois medi-
caid program on these nine invoices.

This same doctor told us that he received a rebate of $1,000 per
month from the laboratory in exchange for sending that laboratory all
this medicaid business. The kickback was disguised as rent for a 6- by
8-foot room in the physician's office.

75-502-76----12
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The doctor's rent for the entire suite was $300 a month and yet he
received $1000 per month for the "rental" of a 6 by 8 room.

Finally, I interviewed a businessman who owns two medical clinics
employing foreign-trained doctors who received about $300,000 in
medicaid payments last year. This man admitted sending all of his lab
business to one company in Chicago.

He told us he received a rebate of 50 percent of the amount of medi-
caid paid for laboratory tests which physicians in his clinics ordered
for welfare patients

I cite these facts to you in support of the content that fraud and
abuse is rampant in the medicaid program. In my view, this is because
of the bifurcated nature of the medicaid program.

Both the States and the Federal Government are looking to each
other to prevent fraud and abuse. Technically, the States are responsi-
ble, at least that is my reading of title 19.

It was established as a State-administered program. The problem is
that most States have abdicated this responsibility. One need look no
further than the statistics maintained by I[EW's Social Rehabilita-
tion Service to see that the majority of our .tatcs arc inactive from the
point of view of locating and preventing fraud.

For example, in the quarter ending June 30, 1975, there were a total
of 1,394 medicaid fraud cases pending. Some 1,119 of these were in
four States: Michigan, 318; Pennsylvania, 137; Massachusetts, 125;
and Ohio, 539.

The State of California was not included in the totals, bt it is the
fifth State that has a fairly aggressive fraud prevention unit. On the
opposite end of the pole is the State of New York which despite receiv-
ing almost one quarter of the $14 billion we paid out in medicaid pay-
ments had a total of 30 fraud cases pending.

The provider abuse and surveillance activities in the city and State
of New York are in a shambles.

I will skip a little, Mr. Chairman, I realize time is limited. I hope
that my entire statement will be in the record.

Senator TALMADoz. The statement will be inserted in the record,
Senator.

Senator . s. I do not mean to suggest that. there are not a great
many qualified people in New York. and elsewhere who are working
hard to change these problems. I simply offer my view that most States
are failing to'make an acceptable improvement.

Nor ani I impressed by the recent decision of our well-meaning
Secretary of Iealth, Education, and Welfare to employ the bulk of
the some 100 new medicaid investigators in a series of lightning raids
on various States to root out evil and then to move on.

I suggest we need an aggressive and continuous pressure exerted
against those who abuse the system rather than this kind of transitory

- foot patrol.
At this time, I would like to provide this committee with a quick

overview of the next report to be released by my subcommittee. It is
entitled, "Fraud and Abuse Among Physicians Participating in the
Medicare Program."

I emphasize, that this report represents, i part, our analysis of
the medicare program because up to now I have been speaking about
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medicaid. I should like to legin by reading quotations which have
been excerpted from an investigative tape made by law enforcement
officials in the southern district of New Y-ork.

I include this to show tile degive of sophistication of those who
would abuse th program. I will skip over these but simply say that
they are on tape physicians talking between themselves about how the
system is viewed in New York.

In ti preparat ion of our re poit on physician abuse in the medicare
progralli, we received invalia) e a.ssistance f rom Mr. James Cardwell,
('omtmissioner of Social Security, who allowed us to examine inedicare
fraud cases maintained by the Bureau of Health insurance's program
integrity unit.

We found the work of this unit effective nationwide, efficient in
sharp contrast to the administration of the medicaid program. The
principal l)roblem we found with medicare's administration is that
tile prograiu integrity uuit is too small to do what is expected of them.

Second, their hardwwork is often lost on U.S. attorneys who relegate
nitwdicare fraud d 'ates the very lowest possible priority.

II tho course of preparing our report, we reviewed every case re-
ferred to the Justice department for prosecution from the following
2).5 States: Arkans"as. ('alifornia, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illi-
nois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Nebraska,
New 'Mexico, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Sith ('arolinm. Smti l)akota, 'Iennesseq, Texas, Utah, Virginia,
Washington, and WVest Virginia.

Since it wa-; organized in 1969, the prograin integrity unit hns
landled over 20,000 eases of fraud and abuse. Some 49 percent of all
the fraud cases and 73 percent of all the abuse cases related to
plvsicians.

Most of ti caves come to the attention of the program integrity unit
as a result of a benefi'iar's Complaint. 'Medicare, unlike medicaid,
sends a carbon col)y of every paid bill to the beneficiary.

Many patients c.om)lain to medicare that they did not receive the
services indi,'at(d or did not see tile physician on a particular day.
While most beneficiaries complain directly, sometimes they channel
their complaints through their Senators and Congressmen.

A second source of cases is the carriers and fiscal intermediaries
employed by medicare. These insurance companies are hired by medi-
care to screen and pay bills. When they uncover suspicious practices
by physicians and others who exceed statistical norms, they refer such
pioviders to tle program integrity unit.

Other sources of cases include the news media in the five States
mentioned above who have active medicaid investigative units, re-
ferrals to medicare from medicaid are quite common.

At the present time there are 123 people in medicare's program
integrity unit located in each of the 10 regional offices and in the head-
quarters office in Baltimore. Since there were 107.9 million claims
l)resented to medicare for payment in fiscal 1975, and $14.2 billion
paid out, this means that there is one program integrity specialist for

,every 878.048 claims received.
Similarly there is one program integrity specialist for every 195,000

medicare beneficiaries and for every $115.5 million in payments under
!the program.
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Most of the cases these investigators receive are resolved or settled
by BI1. Only the most serious cases can be pursued with existing man-
power by the program integrity staff. Of the almost 10,000 cases
against physicians only 400 were referred to the Justice Department.

Upon receivig a complaint, medicare investigators take a valid
samp lep of the providers paid billings. ApI)roximatel 30 bills are
selected at rantilo 1. lenefciaries are then interviewed and asked if
they received vt rious services.

If a high percentage of these patients deny receiving services, the
provider is marked for more. ihtem.ive investigation. Fornal affidavits
are taken and all the facts are turned over to the U.S. attorney holding
jurisdiction with a recommendation for prosecution.

Medicare investigators include two figures, one relating to actual
provable fraud froni among the. 30 cases they selected. A second figure
is an extrapolat ion from the provider's total billings. It is essentially
an educated estimate of amount of total fraud.

I listed i number of kinds of common abuse in medicare and several
case histories, Mr. Chairman.

Since 1969, there have been a total of 459 cases out of a total of
20,219 processed by program integrity which have been referred for
prosecution. Of the 459 cases, some 400 relate to physicians.

Of the total 4)59 cases referred to Justice, 210 have been accepted
for prosecution. Of the 210 cases, there have been 140 convictions; 22
acquittals, 18 dismissals, and 20 indictments are still pending.

In addition to the 210 accepted cases, 149 were declined for prosecu-
tion. The remaining 100 cases were pending in the offices of U.S. at-
torneys with no determination having been yet made as to whether they
will be accepted or rejected.

Only 10 percent of the 150 providers convicted of medicare fraud
actually served any time in jail. The range is from two years in jail,
received by three providers, to 15 days in jail.

In addition, two providers were given 1 year sentences, two were.
sentenced for 6 months, one received a 4-month sentence, four received'
60-day sentences, one received a 45-day sentence, and one received a
30-day sentence.

The National District Attorney's Office provides the information
that 13,943 defendants were sentenced in fraud cases by the Federal
district courts for the period 1970 to 1975. Some 33 percent were im-
prisoned. The average sentence was 20 months.

By contrast, 10 percent of medicare convictions, which are felonies,
resulted in imprisonment but the average monthly sentence was statis-
ticallz zero.

U.S. attorneys refuse to take medicare cases for many different rea-
sons, ranging from a heavy workload to the difficulty of transporting
witnesses to and from court. The principal reasons seems to be that

" the beneficiaries who complain are the key witnesses in the case against
physicians who are well thought of in the community in general.

Medicare, by definition, is limited to the aged and disabled. Quite
often, beneficiaries are ill or have died before cases can be made. But
more often it appears that U.S. attorneys and their staff do not regard
medicare cases as glamorous and that dealing with the elderly is viewed
as difficult and unpleasant.
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Some of the reasons for declining cases from the files we viewed in-
clude: "the witnesses are elderly. They make poor witnesses. They can't
remember the exact nature of services they received."

"The witnesses are aged and senile."
I would like to close by offering a few conclusions: one, the medi-

care program is light years ahead of medicaid from the point of view
of fiscal integrity. While a significant amount of fraud continues to
haunt tile medicare program, it exists first, because there are too few
people in the medicare program integrity unit to handle the massive
caseload, and second, because of the lack of responsiveness for the
Federal judiciary.

By contrast, thie medicaid program is, with the exception of the
five states I have mentioned, completely without controls. As we
stated many times, fraud in medicaid is massive and widespread. We
know this from actual experience.

'ITwo, my estimate of fraud in the medicare program would be about
10 percent of the entire program or $1.5 billion out of the $15 billion
we spent last year. Speaking specifically of physician fraud, we esti-
mate that $300 million is ripped off by physicians each year out of the
$3 billion paid by medicare to them.

Three, this massive amount of money, $300 million, is stolen by
comparatively few physicians. About 10 percent of the 250,000 phy-
sicians who participate in the medicare program have been accused
of fraud and abuse of the medicare program over the past 5 years.

Speaking more specifically, there have been 20,219 cases of fraud
investigated by the Program Integrity Unit of the Bureau of Health
Im surance, about 49 percent or 9,907 involved physicians.

Of the 19,084 cases of abuse instituted by medicare investigators,
73 percent of 13,921 cases involved physicians.

Using these numbers in yet another way, the 9,907 cases of physician
fraud in the medicare program represent only four percent of all
doctors participating in that program. The 13,931 cases of abuse rep-
resent about 6 percent of all doctors participating in medicare.

In short, the $300 million in fraud is perpetrated by only 4 percent
of the medical profession and care should be used to make it clear
that, only this small minority is involved.

If I had to summarize my presentation before you this morning, in
a couple of paragraphs, I would say the following. Everything I
am about to say a bout medicare goes double for medicaid.

The chances that a physician will be caught cheating the medicare
program are very slim indeed, even given the good work of medicare's
program integrity unit. The chances that a case will be developed are
slimmer still ;most of the existing cases relate to charging for services
not rendered, that variety of fraud which is the easiest to prove.

The odds that a case "will be referred to the Justice Department
for prosecution are extremely small, only 400 cases of physician fraud
have been referred to Justice since 1969 or roughly 4 percent of all
physicians' fraud cases.

The chances of being found guilty are infinitesimal, since less than
11/? percent of all accused in physicians' fraud cases have been found
guilty. The chances of a physician going to jail for medicare fraud
are less than infinitesimal, only 15 doctors have served some time in
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jail as a consequence of medicare fraud since the very beginning of
the program 10 years ago.

Tile chances of having a license revoked or being terminated from
the medicare program are nonexistent, we found only two physicians
who had their licenses revoked and none have been terminated from
the medicare program since its beginning in 1965.

It is obvious that the great majority of physicians who are caught
abusing the system are simply asked to pay back the money, or some
portion of it,* that they have stolen. Even 'those that are indicted on
as many as 60 or 70 Melony counts are allowed to plead guilty to 1
or 2 misdemeanor counts upon a promise to repay moneys fraudu-
lently obtained,

In some cases minor fines are involved. Significantly both these
repaymnents and many fines leveled at the practitioner for fraudulent
practices are almost invariably paid out of future medicare earnings.

The long and short of it is that the message that we have given
physicians is, "Go ahead and steal. The worst thing that can happen
to vou is that will will lx. asked to pay some of the money back.

'IThe odds are you will never be caught. And if, by some accident.
you are caught, you have had the use of all this money for several
years."

It is a strange sort of punishment, a Government subsidized, interest
free loan for physicians.

Under these conditions it is a bit curious to me that more physicians
do not choose to cheat the system. Like the doctor I quoted'when I
began my remarks, the only'thing they are afraid of is the Internal
Revenue tService, and, fortunately for'them, the IRS has been singu-
larly inactive when it comes to pursuing the leads referred to it by
the'Program Integrity Unit of the Bureau of Health Insurance.

The Department o? Justice and the various U.S. attorneys office,
with the exception of the southern district of New York and middle
district of Pennsylvania, have given medicare cases absolutely the
lowest priority.

Since by definition, these cases involve the sick and elderly, time is
of the essence. In such cases, justice delayed is truly justice denied.
The great number of cases that are declined for prosecution each year
largely result from the death or disability of crucial witnesses.

Unfortunately, these cases languish in'the offices of U.S. attorneys
for years. It is apparent that medicare cases are not considered
glamorous; that there is resentment in having to work with the
elderly.

It seems that before the bar of justice, as in every other aspect of
human life, the elderly are relegated to the rock bottom priority.

Yet another measure of the effects of this delay is the fact that
320 civil fraud counts with a value of over $1 million have been lost
to the medicare trust fund by the running of the statute of limitations.

Cases simply sit around until they expire. Undoubtedly, all this
fraud and lost money has its effects in terms of higher medicare costs
and reduced medicare coverage for the elderly.

Finally, a word should be added about the permissive judges who
refuse to give physicians jail sentences in the face of 50 or 60 felony
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counts against them. As noted above, the average sentence in all fraud
cases in Federal district court is 20 months while medicare convic-
tions are statistically at zero.

This situation call no longer be tolerated. Nor should we tolerate
the curious twist of logic which sentences those who have been found
guilty of defrauding the sick and the elderly to do several months
community work with the sick and aged.

There comes a certain point when physicians, like other lawbreak-
ers, must be put in jail. To do otherwise, is to make a mockery of
the laws we have enacted and to ridicule the great majority of honest
physicians who observe the law.

Recommend therefore the immediate enactment of S. 3205. A fraud
and abuse unit is important now and will be even more so in the future.
At the present time, there is little exchange of information between
medicare and medicaid.

It is imperative that the Inspector General be given subpena powers
as well as access to all medicare-medicaid and State files.

The Internal Revenue Service should begin a systematic review of
all medicare and medicaid providers wh-ose billings exceed statistical
norms. By law. States now report to IRS the names of all physicians
makin- ,500 or more from the medicaid program.

Similarlv, the Postal Service should work out a cooperative agree-
mlet to wo)rk with medicare and medicaid personnel.

The Department of Justice must undertake procedures to bring
medicare and medicaid violators quickly before the bar of justice.
Consideration should be given to expanding the number of S. at-
torneys with the thoullht of designating a certain number of assistants
in each region to handle prosecution of medicare and medicaid cases.

Medicaid forms should bear the warning that fraud of the pro-
grain is a Federal crime because of the large share of funds coming
from the Federal Government. Many v iolators now contend that they
do not violate Federal law by stealing from medicaid.

Medicaid regulations now require the release to the public of the
names of all physicians making more than $100,000 from that pro-
gram. Inexplicably, medicare regulations prohibit, a similar disclosure
of the names of providers over $100,000.

I believe this committee should intervene to make the medicare list
available in view of the strong public interest and our desire to make
medicare and medicaid consistent.

In the nursing home context, I have several bills which I will not
discuss at this point. I will have my staff sit down with the staff of
this committee and express my thoughts along these lines.

I must apologize for the length of the statement but it is something
on which our committee has been working for a number of years.

Senator TAUMM)(G. Thank you, Senator Moss. That is one of the
best statements I have seen in this area since I have been in the Senate.
It is concise, goes into detail, particularity. You and your subcom-
mittee are to be commended and the taxpayers of this country owe you
and your subcommittee a great debt of gratitude for what you have
done, in bringing this matter to a head.

Incidentally most of the recommendations v,'. have made, I believe,
are included in the bill, specifically making iL a felony instead of a
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misdemeanor in these particular cases which we hope will be a deter-
rent to further fraud and abuse.

You are probably aware of the fact that in 1970, we started turning
over to IRS a report on the amounts physicians had received in
payments.

IRS has collected countless millions and millions of dollars irt addi-
t ional tax payments from people who have abused this program and
failed to report their income. You went into great detail about errors
and fraud which your subcommittee uncovered in respective States.

Was that submitted to the Department of Justice for appropriate
prosecution?

Senator Moss. Yes; we did submit those cases that we uncovered.
Senator TALMA,%x. Did the'Department of Justice proceed to pros-

ecute in those areas?
Senator Moss. The two districts that I mentioned, central Pennsyl-

vania and the southern district of New York, have been very coopera-
tive. We turned over our report to Mr. Richard Thornherg, Chief of
the Criminal Division, Department of Justice here in Washington.

Mr. Skinner of the attorneys for the northern district of Illinois has
been very cooperative as well.

Senator TALMADoR. Has Mr. Thornberg stated why the other as-
sistant attorney general, or prosecuting attorneys in the respective
districts have not taken action?

Senator Moss. ie has not furnished us with any explanation or
reason.

Senator TALTMA1XIE. I hope you will pursue further why they are
effective in some areas and ineffective in others.

I think the greatest deterrent to violating the law is the certainty
of swift and sure punishment. That is a matter for the Justice Depart-
ment to proceed with.

As you are a former prosecuting attorney yourself, do you not agree
that is a great deterrent in violating the law ?

Senator Moss. Indeed it is. The thing I mentioned here were the
number of cases, they sit and just get so old that finally the statute
is run and nothing is done on them. It is an intolerable thing not to
proceed.

Senator TAL MAmp,. As you know this bill not only includes the
appointment of inspector generals on fraud and abuse but also author-
izes IEW to l)roqecute cases themselves. Would you concur in that?

eSnator Moss. Yes; I am aware of that. I think that is an excellent
idea. We constantly get. into the question of whether the. Justice De-
partment is being bypas-ed in any manner when the investigativearm is right there and when the responsibility for protecting that
money is lodged in one of the departments of our Government, I think
it, is the legal division who can proceed to recover money or to punish
those who commit criminal offenses more directly and with less likeli-
hood of delay than we have been encountering by going to Justice.

The usual provision-I could not remember for sure the bill-the
provision that comes to my mind is of course Justice may always opt
to take it but when ,Justice does not opt to take it, HEV may.

Senator TALMADGE. If they fail to act, then HEW can act on their
own, that is the provision in this particular bill.
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Senator 'Moss. I do not believe that Justice ought to be cut off if
they want to take it.

Senator TALA.IfXGE. I agree. I do not think they should be preempted
if they perform their duties, but if they drag their feet, as you say in
many instances you reported, then I think HEW must be empowered
to act.

I read your entire statement, Senator, and some of it you did not-
I believe you stated that the fraud was limited to only some 4 or
5 percent of the doctors.

Senator Moss. That is true, about 4 percent. I wanted to make thnt
clear because when you bring out criticism of course it spreads across
the whole thing. I dld not want to indicate-

Senator TALMADGE. You certainly did not want to blacken the entire
profession.

Senator Moss. No; I do not.
Senator TAL.%IArxi,. Governor Busbee of my State testified Monday

in behalf of the National Governors Conference and made somewhat
the same statement. He stated, however, that over-utilization, in his
judgment, was three times as great in its expense as fraud and abuse.

Did your subcommittee find something similar to that?
Senator Moss. I do not know about percentage but there is over-

utilization, yes. That is something that great attention should be
given to.

Senator TALMADME. I believe you stated that outright fraud
amounted to about 10 percent of the total medicaid payments which
was $14 billion last year. If we could eliminate the fraud, it would
save sonic $I1A billions in the item alone ?

Senator MAss. That is correct. That much is being lost.
Senator TALMADO. So if overutilization isthree times as great as

the fraud you are talking about $5 or $6 billion annually that is wasted
in this program?

Senator Moss. That is true.
Senator TAL3MAD0. That is unnecessary.
Senator Moss. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. As you know, the rate of expense has gone up,

some 20 percent annually, some $30 billion in 1 year to some $37 or
$38 billion this year. That would slow the rapid escalation if we could
eliminate the fraud and abuse I

Senator Moss. Yes.
Senator TALM ADE. Did you find kickbacks almost 100 percent

prevalent on these laboratories you talked about?
Senator Moss. Yes; they were. On all of these store front labora-

tories, kickbacks was the way they live. The thing I have pointed out,
we saw sitting right in this area, this great hospital, this Masonic
Hospital with one of the finest laboratories mentionable, very modern
and they said we cannot get any of this business because we will not
make any kickbacks.

Senator TALMAIr;E. These kickbacks are not only violative of the
law but they violate the standards of ethics of the medical profession,
do they not?

Senator Moss. They surely do. It is amazing how readily a number
of the physicians talked with us about it.
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Senator TAJX.NfAtGE. Thank you, Senator Moss. You were very, very
helpful. I hope that you disseminate your remarks qs widely as pos-
sible in Congress and, among the people generally so that they will
understand what is going on.

Senator Moss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Moss follows:]

TESTIMONY OF SENATOR FRANK E. NOSS, CHAItMAN OF THIFE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
Lo.NO-TFEM CARE, SENATE COmMITTE. ON AoIo

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Committee: It is a pleasure for me to be
here this morning to testify in favor of .. 3205, the Medicare-Medicail Admin.
istrative Reimbursement and Reform Act as introduced by the distinguished
senior Senator from Georgia. I am pleased to be a cosponsor of this bill.

As Chiirman of the Subcommittee on Long-Term Care of the Senate Commit-
tee on Aging, I have enjoyed working with the staff and members of the Senate
(o ,mittee on Finance. I marvel at your ability to get through an incredible work
load each year and to do so in such grand style. Through the years, we of the
Committee on Aging have perceived our role as aiding this and other legislative
Committees by providing in-depth research relating to problems of the elderly.
In this connection, most of you know I have chaired more than 40 hearings In the
past six years relating to various aspects of the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

Miny of the hearings I conducted related exclusively to nursing home problems.
We have produced a 12-volume report and I have introduced a number of bills that
I would like to urge you incorporate into 8. 3205.

In September of last year Senator Edmund Muskie and I held joint hearings on
what I call the real crisis in health care, that is, the widespread fraud and abuse
which robs the taxpayer of both his tax dollars and the health care he needs.
These hearings related to practitioners In the Medicaid program associated in
one way or another with long-term care. The problems disclosed were so serious
that In October of last year. I summarized our preliminary findings in a speech.
I ended by declaring war on fraud and abuse. I must say I was delighted to find
that Senator Talmadge and others of you in this Committee are in the trenches
with fie.

The first phase of our Intensified investigation related to fraud and abuse
among clinical laboratories and to related fraud by physician-practitioners in
so-called Medicaid mills, small clinics which checker the ghettos of our major
cities, catering to those who walk in off the street with Medicaid cards.

As ninny of you remember, working together with tho Better Oovernment As-
sociation, we rented a storefront in Chicago, pretending to be a group of praic-
titioners opening for business. A sign in the window and a telephone number
announced: Professional Inquiries Invited. It wasn't long before our telephone
started ringing off the hook. Twelve laboratories appeared at our storefront, and
offered our investigators kickbacks ranging from 25 to 55 percent If we would
agree to send all our laboratory business to that particular laboratory.

Ar:ned wrth Information that twelve laboratories gave kickbacks and the gen-
eral amount that was offered, investigators sifted through paid billings in the
Illinois Comptroller's Office and constructed a profile on each laboratory. We
knew precisely which physicians used each of the twelve laboratories. We then
selected 50 pliysiclans for interview for this 11,t.

The physicians which our investigators found were primarily foreign medical
graduates working for Medicaid mills. When confronted with our information,
they readily admitted receiving kickbacks from the laboratories as well as from
other providers.

However, in at least half of the Interviews, the foreign-trained physicians were
not the recipients of the kickbacks. We learned that the Illegal rebates were being
paid to the businessmen %%ho owned the Medicaid mills. We were amazed to
learn that many of these physicians were working essentially on commission.
They were allowed to keep only 20 to 40 percent of the monies they generated
from seeing Medicaid patients. Clearly, the incentive is to "optimize patients"-
that is, to see as many patients as possible and to order as many tests as possible.
In our financial analyses we found that some Medicaid mills receive over a mil-
lion from Medicaid each year. Of this amount, more than 50 percent was going
to various businessmen who owned or rented the real estate.
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The report drafted by our Committee staff called attention to these matters.
adding a number of startling coi.cluslons. For example, the report concluded that
tone dollar out of every five paid for clinical laboratory services Is fraudulent.
It concludes that a sisall number of laboratories control the bulk of Medicaid
buminIess.

In New York, 17 labs control 70 percent of the Medicaid business. In New
Jersey, 12 labs control nearly 60 percent of Medicaid payments. In Illinois, 20
labs control over 90 percent of the Medicaid business.

The report concludes that, at least In the States which came under inrestiga-
tits, kickbacks are widespread among labs specializing InI Medicaid businef.s. In
fai.t, it appears to be necessary give a kickback In order to secure the business
of physicians or clinics who specialize in the treatment of welfare patients.

The average kickback to physicians or medical center owners in Illinois was
.10 percent of the monthly total the lab received for performing tests for
Medicid patients. Kikbacks took several forms including cash, furnishing
ssippliss, business suacehisses, care or other gratuities as w-l1 as paying part of a
lotyiviat's payroll expenses. Most commonly it involved the supposed rental of
a small space in a medical clinic.

The report concludes that it Is apparent that the law passed by the Congress in
11172 prohibiting kickbacks and mandating a $10,000 line and a year in jail upon
conviction is not being enforced.

Wien I was confronted with an early draft of this report, I was shocked by
the conclusions that the staff reached in their work with Chicago's Better
(;overinent Association. I decided to go to that city and see things for myself.
Accottanied by Senator Pete V. J)omenici of New Mexico:

I saw the proliferation of so-called Medical Clinics spreading like mushrooms
all ,ver Chicago:

I saw their glaring signs beckoning Medicail patients to utilize health care
services:

I visited a postage-stamp size clinical laboratory which billed Medicaid for
almtsost $200,(X) liast year. There was little in the way of equipment and no lab
ltel.hiians in evidence. While the owner assured us as to the quality of the work
performed, I heard from the owner himself that he chose to send his wife's blood
test to another laboratory.

I visited the sparkling new Laboratory of Illinois Masonic Hospital and saw
Its sophisticated new machines only to learn that the hospital could not obtain
much Medicaid lab business because of its refusal to offer kickbacks.

I interviewed a physician who received over $100,000 from Medicaid last year.
I asked him to check 9 lab invoices presented to Medicaid for payment by D. J.
Clinical Laboratory of Chicago against iis records. The doctor told us that he had
not ordered 55 percent of the $259.00 total in lab tests for which D. J. had billed
the Illisois Medicaid program on these 9 invoices. This same doctor told us that
he received a rebate of $1,000 per month from the laboratory in exchange for
sending them all this Medicaid business. The kickback was disguised as rent for
a t x 8 foot room inI the physician's office. The doctor's rent for the entire suite
was $300 a month and yet he received $1,000 per mouth Tor the "rental" of a
6 x 8 room!

Finally, I Interviewed a businessman who owns two medical clinics employing
foreign-traitied doctors who received about $300,000 in Medicaid payments last
year. This man admitted sending all of his lab business to (one company in
Chicago. lie told us lie received a rebate of 50 percent of tihe amount Medicaid
paid for laboratory tests which physicians in iis clinics ordered for welfare
patients.

I cite these facts to you in support of the contention that fraud and nbuse is
rampant in tihe Medicaid program. In my view, this is because of the bifurcated
nature of the Medicaid program. Both the States and the Federal government are
looking to each other to prevent fraud and abuse. Technically, the States are
responsible, at least that is my reading of Title 19.

It was established as a State-administered program. The problem Is that most
States have abdicated this responsibihity. One need look no further than the
statistics maintained by [jEW's Social and Rehabilitation Service to see that
the majority of our States are inactive from the point of view of locating and
preventing fraud. For example, in the quarter ending June 30, 1975, there were
a total of 1,394 Medicaid fraud cases pending. Some 1.119 of these were in four
States: Michigan (318), Pennsylvania (137), Massachusetts (125), and Ohio
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(539). The State of California was not Included in the totals, but it is the fifth
State that has a fairly aggressive fraud prevention unit. On the opposite end of

,the pole is the State of New York which despite receiving almost one-quarter of
the $14 billion we paid out in Medicaid payments had a total of 30 fraud cases
pending.

The provider abuse and surveillance activities in the ('ity and State of New
York are in a shambles. Despite the fact that Federal funds have been made
available at the rate of 90 percent for development and 75 percent of the oper-
ating costs of automated data systems, the management systems at the State
and county level have not been modified sine the start of the Medicaid program
10 years ago. New York City, despite an impressive computer capability, does
not have such rudimentary fraud detection aides as provider, vendor, and re-
cipient profiles. All of its files beyond the past 3 months are stored in pasteboard
boxes in a warehouse in Ryerson Street in Brooklyn. Efforts to prosecute cases
have been hampered by the inability to retrieve the original invoices submitted
by providers which are in these cardboard boxes, often broken open and scattered
about. One city employee on the scene told us that "if we ('an recover 50 percent
of the Invoices we want, we're lucky."

I do not mean to suggest that there are not a great many qualified people in
New York and elsewhere who are working hard to change these problems. I sir.
ply offer my view that most States are failing to make ta acceptable improve-
ment. Nor am I Impressed by the recet decision of our well-meaning Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to employ the bulk of the some 100 new Medi-
caid investigators in a series of lightening raids on various States to root out
evil and then to move on. I suggest we need an aggressive and continuous pres-
sure exerted against those who would abuse the system rather than this kind
of transitory foot patrol.

At this time, I would like to provide this Committee with a quick overview of
the next report to be released by my Subcommittee. It is entitled, "Fraud and
Abuse Among Physicians. Participating in the Medicare Program." I emphasize,
that this report represents, in part. our analysis of the medicare program because
up to now I have been speaking about Medicaid. I should like to begin by read-
lg quotations which have been excerpted from an investigative tape made
by law enforcement officials in the Southern District of New York. I include
this to show the degree of sophistication of thoso who would abuse the pro-
gram. Names have been withheld as both doctors are being held for trial. Dr. B.
is the owner of several clinics in New York City. He was caught indulging li
massive fraud and agreed to assist in the investigation. implicating other pro-
viders. At his request, he was fitted with a hidden tape recorder and instructed
to let the subject of the investigation, Dr. S.. do all the talking. There has been
some editing on our part for clarity. Portions are condensed. The tape in Its
entirety runs nearly an hour. But the quotations are exact. -

Dr. B.: "How many of us do you think are involved ?"
Dr. S.: "We are all involved. As far as getting caught, they only have the

paper to go on. You gotta know how to read the paper. When they confront me
with a billing I presented. I Just don't remember. All you tell them is, 'We're
interested in good medicine,' that is all you have to say."

Dr. B.: "How many people have you got working for you?"
Dr. S.: "The only people I got was to chart an invoice. Once the chart is all

made up and the invoice is all made up, I put in the patient's number down and
toimlmit a bill. Who is there to dispute this. Whether you did anything for the
patient or not, who is going to see?"

Dr. B.: "Hum."
Dr. S.: "You see the trick is never to put down or to charge for a patient you

didn't see. When I billed for a sed (sedementation) rate or a CBC (complete
blood count), or whatever, I always drew blood. Where the blood went I did

- not know."
Dr. B.: "One of the most common thing is to bill each patient as if It was

his first visit to get the higher rate. Suppose they hit you with that one?"
Dr. S.: "My attorney says I don't remember-I don't even remember what I

put down for 95 percent of my patients. He also says. 'You're close to the statute
of limitations, so stall. They are going to run out of time unless you give them
the nails they need to drive Into your coffin'."

Dr. B.: "Suppose they bring In one of their house doctors to examine your
bills?"
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Dr. S.: "I don't know what you did in your practice. You don't know what I
did in mine. So what can the expert tell them? He'll say, 'He is a good doctor
so far as I know.' The nurse, is she going to argue? She wasn't even in the room
with you when you saw the patient. So you come down to the patient. He is
going to say what? '1 only saw the doctor ten times in three years'? You see there
are only three parties. Doctor, nurse, and patient. The doctor is easy to wrap up.
the nurse doesn't know and the patient isn't going to remember. If the patient
walks in here and I bill him for a vaginal smear, what is lie going to say? How
is lie going to describe what I did and didn't do? How is he going to know how
long it should take or what the procedures are?

If they ask you did you ever put down for a patient you didn't see, you say,
'I don't recall.' If they ask you, 'Would you do that?' You say, 'No, that is dis-
honest, I wouldn't evein think about it.' 'Did you do these procedures?' '1 wouldn't
even think about it.' 'Is this your signature?' 'Yes, but that's not my writing.
The girl did the work. I should read it more carefully, they must have made a
mistake'."

Dr. B.: "I see."
Dr. S.: "I am trying to tell you doubts. You create doubts. Who can disprove

It? The nurse? )o you think she can remember any better than you? The nurse
Is out. The doctor is (out. I am not going to cast mud on anyone. The Imtient,
that's where it's at, that's the one they are Interviewing. Patients from three
to four years ago. And you know the type of Intellect patients have to begin with.
This is why I never put (town for a CBC or a sed rate or whatever If I don't
draw blood. They remember if you give an Injection. I don't like going through
the routine of doing it but it must be done."

Dr. B.: "Yeah."
Dr. s. : "There is no way to prove a thing. Even If they shovi you the worst

piece of paper you ever wrote, there is no way to prove a thing. You never put
through for a patient you didn't see, the patient might have been on vacation
or in the hospital. Thr,'s the only way that they can hang you. I'm not that stupid.
It Is stupid to write bills on patients you didn't see on dates you weren't in your
office. Other things (kinds of fraud) are all right. But If you put down anything
strange, you'd better set a date or a note explaining it. Those are the things they
look for."

Dr. B.: "What about Medicare?"
)r. .: "I uim very careful about Medicare. I do not wont to take too much

money from Medicare. I know they are going to investigate. I never wanted to
earn more than $40.(9X). I drop it In the summer and pick It up In the falL"

Dr. B.: "Do you manipulate that program?"
Dr. H.: "Did we do something wrong. Yes, of course, we did. But they can't

prove It. ("an they prove we didn't do this or that procedure? It all comes down
to memory. I am telling you I don't remember. Remember and all you do Is
create problems for everyone. Who is going to know what goes on In my office?
Unless they investigate me personally, they are never going to know.

"o the nurse maybe put down the wrong date. What nurse?
"I don't remember, if they ask you a specific question beginning with did you

ever -, you say 'no.' If they ask, would you consider writing -, You say,
'I wouldn't do that, that's wrong, that's illegal.'

"Tihe best they've got is the patient's word against yours which always leaves
room for doubt and a good attorney will tear them to shreds."

Dr. B.: "What about kickbacks?"
Dr. 19.: "A million guys a year ask me for kickbacks. They can't prove It."
I)r. B. : "Uh-huh."
Dr. S.: "Tile next thing from here Is income tax. That they can prove. From

that, they Investigate you personally. They do a cost of living on you and you've
-got trouble. We are all looking for an angle but get involved with the IRS and

/ they have got you. There's no statute of limitations. Whatever there Is to find,
they are going to find. They'll stay with It for years and you've got big trouble."

In the preiration of our report on physician abuse In the Medicare program,
we received invaluable assistance from Mr. James Cardwell, Commissioner of
Social Security, who allowed us to examine Medicare fraud cases maintained by
The Bureau of Health Insurance's Program Integrity Unit. We found the work
of this unit effective nationwide, efficient in sharp contrast to the administration
of the Medicaid program. The principal problem we found with Medicare's ad-
ministration is that the Program Integrity Unit is too small to do what Is
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expected of them. Secondly, their hard work is often lost on United States
Attorneys who relegate Medicare fraud cases the very lowest possible priority.

In the course of preparing our report, we reviewed every case referred to the
Justice Department for prosecution from the following 25 States: Arkansas, Cili.
fornla, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, MNarit-
chusetts, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Mexico, New Jersey, New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Rhode Island, South Oarolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Virginia, Washington and West Virginia.

Since it was organized in 1909, the Program Integrity Unit has handled over
20,000 cases of fratd and abuse. Some 49 percent of all the fraud cases und 73
j1ercent of all the u use cases relates to physicians.

HOW ARE CASES GENERATED?

Most of the cases come to the attention of the Program Integrity Unit as a
result of a beneficiary's complaint. Medicare, unlike Medicaid, sends a carbon
copy of every paid bill to the beneficiary. Many patients complain to Medicare
that they did not receive the services indicated or did not see the physician on
a particular day. While most beneficiaries complain directly, sometimes they
channel their complaints through their Senators and Congressmen. A second
source of cases is the carriers and fiscal intermediaries employed by Medicare.
'These insurance companies are hired by Medicare to screen and pay bills. When
they uncover suspicious practices by physicians and others who exceed statistical
norms, they refer such providers to thme Program Integrity Unit. Other sources
of cases include the news media in the five States mentioned above who have
active Medicaid investigative units, referrals to Medicare from Medicaid are
quite common.

HOW MANY PEOPLZ ARE THEM IN MEDICARE'S PROGRAM INTEGRITY UNIT AND HOW
DO THEY OPERATE?

At the present time there are 123 people In Medicare's Program Integrity I'n!t
located in each of the ten regional offices and in the headquarters office In Balti-
more. Since there were 107.9 million claims presented to Medicare for payment
in fiscal 1975 and $14.2 billion paid out, this means that there is one Program
Integrity specialist for every 878,048 claims received. Similarly there is one
Program Integrity specialist for every 196,000 Medicare beneflcarles and for
every $115.5 million in payments under the program.

Most of the cases these investigators receive are resolved or settled by BHI.
Only the most serious cases can be pursued with existing manpower by the
Program Integrity Unit. Of the almost 10,000 cases against physicians only 400
were referred to the Justice Department.

Upon receiving a complaint, Medicare investigators take a valid sample of the
providers paid billings. Approximately, 30 bills are selected at random. Bene-
ficiaries are then interviewed and asked if they received various services. If a
high percentage of these patients deny receiving services, the provider Is marked
for more Intensive investigation. Formal affidavits are taken and all the facts
are turned over to the United States Attorney holding_ jurisdiction with a rec-
ommendation for prosecution. Medicare Investigators include two figures, one
relating to actual provable fraud from among the 30 cases they selected. A
second figure is an extrapolation from the provider's total billings. It is essentially
an educated estimate of amount of total fraud.

United States Attorneys then accept or decline cases for prosecution.

WHAT ARE TIE MOST COMMON KINDS OF MEDICARE ABUSE?

As noted, the great bulk of Medicare fraud and abuse cases relates to phys-
icians. Most common cases include:

(1) Charging for services not covered under the Medicare Act.
(2) Charging for services not rendered.
13) Charging for work performed by others unqualified to reecive Medicare

payments.
(4) Soliciting, offering or receiving kickbacks.
(5) "Upgrading" of claims, that is, charging for major surgery when minor

work was done.
(6) Unnecessary surgery.
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(7) Gang visits to nursing homes-walking through a facility and billing-
every patient in the home for a visit and examination.

(8) O ierutilization, that Is, bringing patients back to the office again and again
absent medical necessity.

(9) Brokering or laboratory procedures-billing as If laboratory tests were
performed personally and by hand when, in fact, they were performed at an
automated laboratory for a fraction of the cost.

(10) Charging patients for service after accepting Medicare assignment.

CASE HISTORIC OF MEDICARZ RAUD

The following case histories are provided by way of illustrating the kinds
of rip-offs that occur. Medicare regulations bar the release of names.
Case 1

Medicare investigators charged these two New Jersey osteopaths with a variety
of abuses including double billing, charging both Medicare and Medicaid for the
same services, collecting illegal cash fees from Medicare patients who had
assigned their Medicare claims to them, filing false statements, destruction of
records to avert accountability and billing for tests not performed. Two indict-
ments were handed down against the doctors.

The first charged that they were illegally dispensing narcotics (not in pur-
suance of their medical practice). Allegedly, the defendants would talk briefly
with persons coming into their offices requesting narcotics and would write
prescriptluzns for drugs without conducting an examination. For a fee the
prescription would be given to the persons requesting the drugs who would
then take the prescription to a pharmacy.

The second indictment alleged conspiracy to file false claims. Some 22 instances
were given where the osteopaths billed Medicare for electrocardiograms, urino
tests and blood sugars which the patients said they did not receive. In still other
instances, patients were requested to return to the office every two weeks for
additional check-ups. As a consequence, additional bills were submitted to the
program with no sound medical reason for doing so.

A press release issued from the U.S. Attorney's Office in 1974 reads: "If con-
victed on all counts of this, the first indictment, each defendant faces a maximum
sentence of 205 years imprisonment and a $210,000 fine.

"If convicted on all counts (of the second indictment) each defendant faces a
maximum sentence of 25 years imprisonment and a $40,000 fine."

The doctors pleaded guilty and, despite the massive evidence, received a
suspended sentence. There is no record of any fine being imposed against them
or any funds having been recovered. They were ultimately reinstated in the
Medicare program.
Oase 2

Medicare learned that this New Jersey physician was billing for surgery,
specifically the removal of cancerous lesions, which he did not perform. In most
cases he was removing small warts and growThs when no malignancy was in-
volved. He also charged for the removal of large lesions for which Medicare
pays a higher rate because more time and surgery is involved; in this procedure,
stitching Is required to close the wound.

The investigation focused in on these complicated procedures: the removal of
what was described as large lesions requiring many stitches. Of the 24 bene-
ficiaries interviewed, 21 substantiated that no stitches were needed or provided
following surgery. As an example, the doctor submitted a bill for the removal
of "two basal cell carcinomas requiring 14 siibticular and 28 silk sutures." The
beneficiary said the doctor removed two small warts and that no stitches were
required. The doctor merely applied a salve to the wound instructing the patient
to bathe it in witch hazel every four hours. It was his practice to call back each
patient one more time to look at the wound.

Pathology reports confirmed that growths this doctor removed were not malig-
nant. The 42 claims occasioned by the fraud resulted In an overpayment of
$5,255.59. While Medicare investigators could only prove some $5,000 in fraud
they extrapolated and projected $14,677.31 as the approximate amount of fraud
committed In one year.

The doctor pleaded no defense to one of 13 felony count. Be was fined $1,000
and placed on two-year probation. He made a civil restoration of $14,633.31.
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At the time of sentencing, the Judge said: "It is astonishing that a man of your
standing in this community, whose income is many times that of the average
citizen, should stoop to this theft of the United States government. It is un-
believable. I will not sentence you to a prison term although I have thought
about it for some time."
Case 3

Investigators working with California's Medicaid program (Medi-Cal), called
this case to the attention of Medicare. It involved a physician who was billing
more than $80,000 a year from Medicare, claiming 8 or 9 visits each month
to his patients in various California nursing homes. He even continued to bill
over a three month period while he was outside the continental limits of the
United States on vacation. ills technique consisted of making multiple entries
in the doctor's progress notes, placing the entries in brackets, making one entry
as to the patient's condition after each bracket. A nurse witnessed these pro-
cedures and called authorities. She stated that the doctor visited this one
particular nursing home only once a month. She charged that he filled out the
charts and left without ever seeing any of the patients. The doctor was charged
with 39 felony counts and convicted on all counts by a jury. While he faced a
maximum 5 years imprisonment on each of the 39 felony counts and a maximum
fine of $390,000, he actually received a 3 years suspended sentence and a $58,500
fine.
.ase 4

Investigators found that a California podiatrist was trimming toenails and
billing for more extensive services. This practice is called "upgrading" of
claims. Ihe podiatrist allegedly visits patients in nursing homes. A review of
the charts at the nursing homes he visited show an abnormal concentration of
nail infections, abscesses, fissures, hematomas, and sub-ungual infections. In
a singe day lie charged for visits to 45 patients. On another day he charged for
47 patients. The average fee per visit was $25.

In this case Medicare investigators has six beneficiaries who would dispute
false claims made by the podiatrist regarding surgeries. The evidence included
bills submitted to the government, the doctor's operative reports, hospital path-
ology laboratory reports, and x.rays of patients' feet.

Three podiatrists were willing to testify that the x-rays show that the bones
which the podia,trist said he removed are still in the feet of the six patients.
These are bones which do not grow back if they are surgically removed.

All of this evidence was given to the U.S. Attorneys Office in Los Angeles in
December of 1973. After having the ease for two years, the Criminal Division
of the U.S. Attorney's office formaly declined prosecution of the case on Decem-
ber 22, 1975. The rationale "~as that there is no use prosecuting the doctor absent
new evidence that he continues to commit such violations.

Case 5
The Fiscal intermediary did not make payments in this Missouri case because

they established that the doctor who allegedly treated the beneficiary for a
prostate condition was a dentist. The amount of the fraud was $200. The U.S.
Attorney declined to prosecute the case because the money involved was small
and the dentist admitted his guilt. When questioned the dentist said that he had
gotten into this mess because he had a wife who wanted more than he could
provide and that he had been sniffing cocaine. lie said this had resulted from his
occasional use of marijuana which gave him delusions of grandeur. The case
was settled with the dentist paying Medicare back the $20 fraudulently obtained.

.Oaee 6
The beneficiary reported that a Texas physician had billed Medicare for

services she never received. It would have been impossible for the doctor to bill
on her behalf since she had not been to him in over 4 years. Moreover, even in
her previous visits which were long ago, she had not received X-ray or blood
tests. Finally, she was in the hospital being treated by another physician on one
of the dates for which the doctor had billed Medicare. Some 90 percent of the
beneficiaries contacted alleged that the doctor had billed Medicare for services
not rendered. Some 61 false claims submitted on behalf of 25 beneficiaries total-
ing $9,248 were involved. During the course of the investigation the doctor

-visited all 42 of his Medicare patients in an effort to get them to sign a statement
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that they had been coerced to sign statements against him. Several of the com.
planning parties notified Medicare and refused to sign the deposition the doctor
wanted. The case was postponed several times because of Court backlogs but
ultimately came to trial on January 27, 1975. The doctor pleaded guilty to 2
counts of fraud. He received 5 years probation, a $10,000 fine, and repaid the
program $9,248.
Case 7

An analysis of 39 beneficiaries selected at random disclosed the Colorado doctor
had billed 20 of them for services not rendered. The doctor was charged in a 42
count Indictment and found guilty of 32 counts of fraud Including 1) charging
Medicare for visits that never took place; 2) charging Medicare more than was
actually billed to the patient; 3) intentionally omitting information or making
false statements on request for payment; 4) misrepresenting the amounts already
puid by patients on his request for payment forms. At the trial, the physician's
Ibtokkeeper testified that she was asked to add extra costs to the Medicare pay-
nwnts in order to "pay for the high overhead" of the doctor's office. She added
that she was asked to submit bills for drugs such as B12 and estrogen that are
not covered by the Medicare program and that she was asked to represent these
as kinds of the limited number of drugs covered by Medicare. The doctor was
given one year probation and a $48,000 fine,

11OW MANY CASES HAVE BEEN REFERRED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND WHAT
HAS BEEN THE OUTCOME?

Hince 1909, there have been a total of 459 cases out of a total of 20,219 processed
by program integrity which have been referred for prosecution. Of the 459 cases,
some 400 relate to physicians.

Of the total of 459 cases referred to Justice, 210 have been accepted for prosecu-
tion. Of the 210 cases, there have been 150 convictions; 22 acquittals, 18 dismis-
sals and 20 indictments are still pending.

In addition to the 210 accepted cases, 149 were declined for prosecution. The
remaining 100 cases are pending in the offices of United States attorneys with
no determination having yet been made as to whether they will be accepted or
rejected.

HoW MANY OF TIlE 150 CONVICTIONS RESULTED IN JAIL SENTENCES?

Only 10 percent of the 150 providers convicted of Medicare fraud actually
served any time in jail. The range is from 2 years in jail (received by 3 pro-
viders) to 15 days in jail. In addition 2 providers were given one year sentences,
2 were sentenced for 6 months, one received a 4 month sentence, 4 received 60
day sentences, one received a 45 day sentence and one received a 80 day sentence.

floW DO THESE SENTENCES COMPARE WITH OTER FRAUD SENTENCES IN FEDERAL
DIST 'OT COURT 7

The National District Attorney's Office provides the information that 13,943
defendants were sentenced in fraud cases by the Federal District Courts for
the period 1970 to 1975. Some 33 percent were imprisoned. The average sentence
was 20 months. By contrast, 10 percent of Medicare convictions (which are
felonies), resulted in imprisonment but the average monthly sentence was statisti-
cally zero.

WHY ARE 80 MANY CASES DECLINED FOR PROSECUTION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE ?.

U.S. Attorneys refuse to take Medicare cases for many different reasons, rang-
ing from a heavy workload to the difficulty of transporting witnesses to and from
court. The principal reasons seems to he that the beneficiaries who complain are
the key witnesses In the case against physicians who are well'thought of in the
community in general and Medicare, by definition, is limited to the aged and dis-
abled. Quite often, beneficiaries are ill or have died before cases can be made. But
more often It appears that U.S. Attorneys and their staff do not regard Medicare
cases as glamorous and that dealing with the elderly is viewed as difficult and
unpleasant.

75-502-76-----13
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Some of the reasons for declining cases from the files we viewed include:
"The witnesses are elderly. They make poor witnesses. They can't remember

the exact nature of services they received."
"The witnesses are aged and senile. They are at a disadvantage in testifying

against an articulate and well educated physician."
"The lawyers the physician has hired are strong and there is little likelihood we

can win the case given the current nature of our proof."
"There is no way to disprove the diagnosis which prompted the doctor's treat-

ment. We can't find anyone who will question his medical Judgment."
"The medical profession Is held in high esteem. To overcome a doctor's favorable

image, in a passive crime such as this the case must be fairly aggravated, which
is not shown in this case."

"There is no evidence the physician is continuing to engage in fraudulent
practices."

CONCLUSIONS

I would like to close by offering a few conclusions:
(1) The Medicare program is light years ahead of Medicaid from the point

of view of fiscal integrity. While u significant amount of fraud continues to
haunt the Medicare program it exists, first, because there are too few people in the
Medicare Program Integrity Unit to handle the massive caseload, and, second,
because of the lack of responsiveness of the Federal Judiciary. By contrast the
Medicaid program is, with the exception of the five States I have mentioned, com-
pletely without controls. As we stated many times, fraud in Medicaid is massive
and widespread. We know this from actual experience.

(2) My estimate of fraud in the Medicare program would be about 10 percent
of the entire program or $1.5 billion out of the $15 billion we spent last year.
speaking specifically of physician fraud, we estimate that $300 million Is ripped
off by physleans each year out of the $3 billion paid them by Medicare.

(3) This massive amount of money, $300 million, is stolen by comparatively
few physicians. About 10 percent of the 250,000 physicians who participate in the
have been accused of fraud and abuse of the Medicare program over the-past -_

five years. Speaking more specifically, there have been 20,210 fraud cases
investigated by the Program Integrity Unit of the Bureau of Health Insurance,
about 49 percent or 9,907 involved physicians. Of the 19,084 abuse cases instituted
by Medicare investigators, 73 percent or 13,931 cases involved physicians.

Using these numbers in yet another way, the 9,907 cases of physician fraud in
the Medicare program represent only 4 percent of all doctors participating In
that program. The 13,931 cases of abuse represent about 0 percent of all doctors
participating in Medicare.

In short, the $300 million in fraud is perpetrated by only 4 percent of the medi-
cal profession and care should be used to make It clear that only this small
minority are involved.

(4) If I had to summarize my presentation before you this morning in a couple
of paragraphs, I would say the following. Everything I am about to say about
Medicare goes double for Medicaid.

The chances that a physician will be caught cheating the Medicare program
are very slim indeed, even given the good work of Medicare's Program Integrity
Unit. The chances that a case will be developed are slimmer still: most of the
existing cases relate to charging for services not rendered-that variety of fraud
which is the easiest to prove. The odds that a case will be referred to the Justice
Department for prosecution are extremely small (only 400 cares of physician
fraud have been referred to Justice since 1901 or roughly 4 percent of all phy-
sicians' fraud cases). The chances of being found guilty are Inflnite.shnal (since
less than 11,i percent of all accused In physicians' fraud cases have been found
guilty). The chances of a physician going to Jail for Medicare fraud are less
than infinitesimal (only 15 doctors have served some time in Jail as a conse-
quence of Medicare fraud since the very beginning of the program ten years ago).
The chances of having a license revoked or being terminated from the Medicare
program are non-existent (we found only 2 physicians who had their licenses
revoked and none have been terminated from the Medicare program since its
beginning in 1965).

It is obvious that the great majority of physicians who are caught abusing
the system are simply aked to pay back the money (or some portion of it) that
they have stolen.fEven those that are indicted on as many as 00 or 70 felony
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counts' are allowed to plead guilty to one or two misdemeanor counts upon a
promise to repay monies fraudulently obtained. In some cases minor fines are
involved. Significantly, both these repayments and any fines leveled at the prae-
titioner for fraudulent practices are almost Invariably paid out of future Medi-
care earnings.

The long and the short of it is that the message that we have given physicians
is, "Go ahead and steal. The worst thing that can happen to you is that you will
be asked to pay some of the money back. The odds are you will never be caught.
And if, by some accident, you are caught, you have had the use of all this money
for several years." It is a strange sort of punishment-a government subsidized,
interest free loan for physicians.

Under these conditions it is a bit curious to me that more physicians do not
choose to cheat the system. Like the doctor I quoted when I began my remarks,
the only thing they are afraid of is the Internal Revenue Service and, fortunately
for them, the IRS has been singularly inactive when it comes to pursuing the
leads referred to it by the Program Integrity Unit of the Bureau of Health
Insurance.

(5) The Department of Justice and the various United States Attorneys Of-
fices (with the exception of the Southern District of New York and Middle Dis-
trict of Pennsylvania) have given Medicare cases absolutely the lowest priority.
Since by definition, these cases involve the sick and elderly, time is of the essence.
In such cases, justice delayed is truly justice denied. The great number of cases
that are declined for prosecution each year largely result from the death or
disability of crucial witnesses. Unfortunately, these cases languish in the offices
of United States Attorneys for years. It is apparent that Medicare cases are not
considered glamorous; that tWere is resentment in having to work with the
elderly. It seems that before the bar of Justice, as in every other aspect of human
life, the elderly are relegated to the rock bottom priority. Yet another measure
of the effects of this delay is the fact that 320 civil fraud counts with a value
of over one million dollars have been lost to the Medicare Trust fund by the
running of the statute of limitations. Cases simply sit around until they expire.
Undoubtedly, all this fraud and lost money has its effects in terms of higher
Medicare costs and reduced Medicare coverage for the elderly.

Finally, a word should be added about the permissive Judges who refuse to
give physicians jail sentences In the face of 50 or 00 felony counts against them.
As noted above, the average sentence in all fraud cases in Federal District Court
is 20 months while Medicare convictions are statistically at zero. This situation
can no longer be tolerated. Nor should we tolerate the curious twist of logic which
sentences those who have been found guilty of defrauding the sick and the elderly
to do several months community work with the sick and aged. There comes a
certain point when physicians, like other lawbreakers, must be put in Jail. To do
otherwise (as we have been) is to make a mockery of the laws we have enacted
and to ridicule the great majority of honest physicians who observe them.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) I recommend the immediate enactment of S. 3205. I feel that its central
fraud and abuse unit is necessary now and will be even more important in the
future. At the present time there is little exchange of information between Medi.
care and Medicaid. It is imperative that the Inspector General be given sub-
poena powers as well as access to all Medicare, Medicaid, and State files.

(2) The Internal Revenue Service should begin a systematic review of all
Medi'are and Medicaid providers whose billings exceed statistical norms. By law,
State now report to IRS the names of all physicians making $500 or more from
"the Medicaid program. Similarly, the Postal Service should work out a coopera-

,tivo agreement to work with Medicare and Medicaid personnel.
(3) The Department of Justice must undertake procedures to bring Medicare

and Medicaid violators quickly before the bar of Justice.
Consideration should be given to expanding the number of United States At-

torneys with the thought of designating a certain number of Assistants in each
region to handle prosecution of Medicare and Medicaid cases.

(4) Medicaid forms should bear the warning that fraud of the program is a
-7ederal crime because of the large share of funds coming from the Federal gov-

ernment. Many violators now contend that they do not violate Federal law by
stealing from Medicaid.
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Mediaid regulations now require the release to the public of the names of all
phy. icians making more than $100,000 from that program. Inexplicably, Medical
regulations prohibit a similar disclosure of the names of providers over $100,000.
I believe this Committee should intervene to make the Medicare list available
In view of the strong public interest and our desire to make Medicare and Medl-
vaid consistent.

1 1 In the nursing home context, I have several bills which I will not discuss at
this point. I will have by staff sit down with the staff of this Committee and ex-
press iny thoughts along these lines.

Senator TALAu.OE. In opening the hearings today, I would like
to remind witnesses once again, all presentations an'd testimony are
limited to not more than 10 minutes as I have stated.

The full statement will he, made a part of the record, and carefully
reviewed.

The next witness is Mr. Edward Beddingfield, medical doctor, chair-
man of the council on legislation, the American Medical Association.
1)r. lieddingfield. we are honored indeed to have you with us.

Your entire statement will be inserted into the record.

STATEMENT OF EDGAR T. BEDDINGFIELD, JR., M.D., CHAIRMAN,
COUNCIL ON LEGISLATION, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,
ACCOMPANIED BY HARRY N. PETERSON, DIRECTOR, DEPART-
MENT OF LEGISLATION, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

I)r. Ii DINGFIELD. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee.
I am Edgar T. Beddingfield, Jr., M.D., a physician in the active
l)Iact ice of medicine in Ilson, N.C. I serve as chairman of the Council
on Legislation of the American Medical Association, and I am pleased
to present to this subcommittee the views of the association on the
important legislation, S. 3205, before you. With me is 11arry N.
Peterson, the director of the AMA Department of Legislation.

At the outset I would like to state that this subcommittee is to be
commended for these hearings on S. 3205 with its review of certain
areas of the medicare and medicaid programs. Major amendments to
these programs were adopted in 1972. Subsequent to that time only
relatively limited hearings have been held concerning implementation
and development of these programs. It is evident that there has been
substantial dissatisfaction with major provisions of these laws as well
as with regulations promulgated pursuant to the laws.

dissatisfaction has been voiced by providers and physicians, as
evidenced by numerous lawsuits, by Congressmen, as well as by
Medicare-Medicaid patients--the beneficiaries of those programs. t
is indeed timely that this committee, through its hearings, review these
programs as to issues in S. 3205.

11owever, Mr. Chairman, iii considering any changes to medicare
and medicaid, it is of paramount importance to consider possible
effects upon patients in those programs, and it is equally important
to measure the impact of program changes upon those who are not
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Federal program beneficiaries-the private lmtiit'. We perkt'iw' ill
the amendments before this committee. as Propo-t., in S. 205. a Vry
strong potential for a continued shifting of :giients of health carve
costs to private patients-costs which art' properly lhe ob!iation of
the Federal program on behalf of its b('!ificiaries. Wilhen thi: sili fting
o(.cirs. it not only has ramifications relat illg to availabiliy of care for
nueli'are-inedicaid l)atients, but it also af&t'ets (lI ity of (.are for all
patients.

As to S. 32051 an overview of the modificat ions tlis bill would i ake
indicates clearly that the major thrust is cost containment.

The American Medical Association fully supports measures which
can properly contain costs so long as such ineasursr( do not impair the
ciallity and availability of care for beneficiaries. The tnedieare and
SIe(licai(l programs were intended to provide for their beneficiaries
ite same kind of care received by other segments of our populat ion.

Unless it is now the intent of congresss to alter tl status of avail-
ability of care and quality of care for medicare and medicail belle-
ficiaries. it is imperative that any cost containment tieastires be
imposed cautiously so as not to have unintended ,'frects.

We are, of collrse. aware that Congress fact's "hard decisioti" in
attempting to maintain tflie health programs at a high Stand(arl of
(quality care while struggling with a means to fund properly all of
the obligations assumed by the Government, relating not only to tiese
l)rogIrams, but also to till other pr, grams.

It must be reognized that the increased demnmids which have flowed
from increased ,.are made available through Government programs
have added to the marked in('rease in total cost of these programs . It
should additionally be recognized that health (are costs arp not it-
mune from natural ieretses during a period of high inflation as we
luv(%e been experiencing recently. And it must be recognized that in-
('Teased expenditures resulting from increased services and resultingr
also from inflationary costs (t1 not of themselves warrant tim iiposi-
tion of arbitrary cost controls.

We have submitted for yomr 'onsideration a more detailed a1d ex-
tensive discussion on major provisions of S. 3205. We have indicated
our support-and our' opposition-to provisions of the legislation. As
to some provisions we have suggested amendments. We urge your
careful examination of that statement. In the remaining portion of
the brief period allotted us during these hearings for oral J)resenta-
tion, I will quickly summarize our recommendations with respect to
elements of the bill.

ADMINISTRATION

l'n(ler the category of administrative reforms, we recommend that
the sections relating to the establishment. of a health care financing

administration, an office of central fraud and abuse, and the appoint-
ment of an inspector general for health administration not, be adopted.
In our opinion. these provisions are unnecessary. because sufficient
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authority is provided in current law to accomplish the goals sought
by these provisions. In fact current initiatives are now underway
and are being pursued vigorously to accomplish the objectives. With
respect to establishment ofa separate health care financing administra-
tion, we recommend that overall direction of health care programs
iol, be so divided.

We support the principle underlying the provisions establishing
procedures for more timely and accurate determinations relative to
(ligibility' and administrative procedures under medicaid. The provi-
SiMnS enabling States to verify medicaid services on a sample basis
would also be beneficial.

Concerning the provisions relative to promulgation of regulations,
we are firmly on record for modifications of the Administrative Pro-
cedures Act, to correct abuses which have occurred in tie promulgation
of regulations. Modifications are -needed in order to afford proper
opportunity for all interested persons to have meaningful input into
the regulation process. -Following the promulgation of a proposed
rule there should be a minimum comment period of 60 days, with
additional time being provided thereafter for the assimilation of com-
ments before the rule is published in final form.

We recommend for your consideration the elements of the proposal
developed by the American Medical Association, S. 3358, which is now
pending before the Congress. In that bill we addressed certain of the
same issues involved in S. 3205. Our bill for administrative rulemaking
reform, in addition to providing for an expanded comment period on
proposed regulations, would in part also make modifications to re-
quire major policy statements, which often affect substantive provi-
sions, such as benefits and eligibility, to be published in the Federal
Register. Too often agencies will circumvent the Federal Register
process by directives issued through guidelines or policy statements.
Our reform proposal also covers many issues not addressed by S. 3205.

As to the last item of proposed change in the section pertaining to
administration, we recommend not only-a continuation of HIBAC but
also a strengthening of its role through proper independent staffing.

-. PROVIDER REIMBURSEMENT

S. 3205 provides a new methodology for determination of hospital
reimbursement. We have strong concerns with respect to this proposal.
It would, in effect, classify hospitals and create for each classification
an average daily rate-for routine operating costs--which would de-
ternrine reimbursement under the medicare program. In some respects
this provision may ameliorate some of the problems which have de-
veloped in implementation of section 223 of Public Law 92-603, upon
which similar methodology was imposed. However, we find this aver-
aging of hospital costs to be undesirable. This method, even with the
variances allowed in S. 3205, still retains the seeds for reduction of
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quality of care. It also creates the.probab iy that costs properly at-
tributable to government programs will be shifted to the private sec-
tor. The proscription in medicare law against such shifting would be
violated.

We do support in principle the provisions which encourage the
closure or conversion of underutilized facilities. We suggest, however,
that assistance for these purposes might more appropriately come from
funds which have not been earmarked for the direct delivery of health
care services.

PRACTITIONER REIMBURSEMENT

A series of provisions under this section of the bill have special ap-
plicability to physicians.

The provisions establishi a new s ewide prevailing charge level
and restricting the applicability of the economic index are objection-
able and should not be enacted. Current medicare reimbursement for-
mulas are themselves discriminatory and arbitrary. Now to impose
further limitations that would have the effect of denying even the re-
stricted increases allowable by the economic index is most unjustifi-
able and the proposal should be rejected. Unrealistic and arbitrary
ceilings could unfortunately reduce physician participation in medi-
care.

The provisions requiring physicians to designate themselves as
either a participating physician or as a nonparticipating physician,
with the undesirab toi nees dictated by the bill, would vitiate
a fundamental concept upon which the medicare program was
premised. These provisions would remove the present option of the
physician to accept an assignment or to bill directly on a patient-by-
patient basis. They would require physicians to enter into an agree-
ment with the Secretary of HEW to accept assignments from all pa-
tients as participating physicians, otherwise they, as nonparticipating
physicians, would not be 614 wed to accept assignments from any.T~Uo SUpport a medicare mandated division of physicians would be
both unwise and unrealistic. The proposal is unrealistic in that it
would fail to recognizie--present appropriate practice of a case-by-
case determination as to whether an assignment should be taken. 'To
label a physician as participating only on the basis of whether he
accepts a restricted reimbursement is to'denigrate the services of other
physicians who actually provide treatment for medicare patients, but
wlho would be deemed nonparticipating so-e y because they chose not
to accept assignment for all their medicare patients far in advance of
treatment. In our opinion, although the cost to the program would
be relatively unchanged, the result would very likely be a decrease in
assignments.

The proposal is unwise because, by disallowing assignments on a
case-by-case basis, some patients will not seek services of physicians
of their choice. This effect would be contrary to the intent and lan-
guage of the Medicare Act itself
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These provisions offer certain new entitlements to participating
physicians, those who must accept assignments for all patients. certainn
of the so-called benefits, those calling for more timely payments, are
no more than those to which the physician is entitled now. If the
medicare administration could in fact fulfill a new mandate of Con-
gress to expedite payments to physicians, as held out in the bill, suclf
a system should, in all fairness and equity, be initiated immediately.
It is disheartening, indeed, if advantageous administrative aids aie
presently available and they are not being used now. The $1 per claim
offered as an inducement for physicians to take assignments is an in-
ducement in name only since it is coupled with the requirement that
payrmnent in full as determined by medicare must be accepted thus de-
priving physicians of other ap ropriate reimbursement procedures.
The foregoing provisions, intended to increase the use of assignments,
instead only emphasizes the need for examination of the basic reasons
wly assignments are being shunned.

In our view the provisions as to hospital-associated physicians ex-
ceedl the proper bounds of Federal action. It is not the role of the Fed-
eral Government to specify elements which constitute tile practice of
medicine generally or in any of its specialty fields. Nor should Federal
legislation, by statutory definition, attempt to divide or specify the
role of the physician in'the practice of medicine. Accordingly, the pro-
visions as to anesthesiology services and pathology services should not.
I adopted.

Moreover, the section entitled "Hospital Associated Physicians" is
not in fact so limited and accordingly is misleading. In modifying the
general definition of physicians' services, section 22 of S. 3205 would
apply to the entire spectrum of physicians' services in the medicare
program. We strongly object to any application of any provision which
would limit recogniton of what constitutes physicians' services in the
communities across our Nation. This section would disregard normal
professional relationships and establish as the proper recognition of
certain physicians' income only that level which would be received
by a salary. We find this premise untenable. Theseprovisions should
he rejected.

Concerning the provision which would tie medicaid reimbursement
levels to the reasonable charges allowed under medicare, we have strong
concerns, and recommend that this provision not be adopted. The medi-
care level is itself arbitrary and discriminatory, and to peg medicaid
reimbursement at a percentage of such an unfair figure should not be
comtenanced in statute. Moreover, to do so would give an illogical
approval for different levels of reimbursement by separate Federal
programs for the same services.

We support section 24 to provide payment for furnishing antigens
prepared by allergists for medicare beneficiaries.

We support section 25 to facilitate medicare payments in the admin-
istration of the estates of medicare beneficiaries.

The prohibition against assignment of physicians' accounts, as pro-
posed, is too broad and should not be adopted.
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LONG-TFRM CARE

We disapprove of the provision under which the Secretary may

overrule the certification by a State agency of a facility for pariticipa-
tion in the medicare program. -

We support the provision permitting more flexibility in patient ab-
Slences from skilled nursing facilities.

MISCELLANEOUS

The bill also relates to miscellaneous reforms. We object strongly to
section 40 of the bill in several particulars. We find unacceptable'the
provision which restricts recognition by medicare of certain contractual
relationship entered into by the hospitals and professionals. While
some individual contracts are not to be condoned, hospital manage-
nent and physicians should be free to enter into various arrangements
in-the interests of patient care. with hospital management and phy-
sicians remaining accountable to the public. The action of prohibiting
aiiy percentage arrangement, however, should not be countenanced.

'he additional provision requiring Secretary approval of almost
every hospital contract is extreme to say the least. We doubt the feasi-
bility of the proposition just based on volume of contracts involved.
But more importantly, we are not convinced that government agencies
can exercise the apparent wisdom which is accorded them by this pro-
posal. Government agencies have not demonstrated any special acuity
which would warrant its employees passing upon the necessity and
propriety of hospital contracts.

We support the provisions relating to contracts with health mainte-
nance organizations. We also approve the provision for expanded
recognition of ambulance services with the modifications that we have
proposed.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we have indicated our support for
some proposals and our objections to others. Taken as a whole, this
bill should not be enacted unless substantially modified. It would not
be in the best interests of medicare and medicaid patients.

- We would now be pleased to respond to any questions which the
committee may have.

Senator TALMADGE. I have looked over your statement and have
studied it in great detail. I do appreciate your contributions. I know
that you have testified against the provisions in section 22 relating to
the reimbursement of hospital related physicians.

We of course welcome your testimony and the testimony of all other
concerned groups on this point. I would like for the record to show at
this point statements received by the subcommittee from the American
Society of Anesthesiologists, College of Radiologists.
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Those are three organizations directly inv6lved, acknowledged the
problems, worked with the committee in developing section 22 and
are generally supportive of its provisions and several State medical
societies provided advice and assistance in the drafting of the section
of the bill designed to encourage acceptance of assignments under
medicare.

They were not as negative as you foresee the potential of this section.
I thought-they thought this might do some good in a noninflationary
way. Do you have any comment on that?

Dr. BEDDINGFIELD. I would like to respond in this fashion Mr. Chair-
man. Of course we acknowledge they are proper, these physicians are
members of their specialty society organizations and are likewise part
of our constituency in the American Medical Association.

Some of those physicians and those of us in the AMA, while acknowl-
edging that there may be problems, we do not feel the solution to
these problems is to set into Federal law definitions of what consti-
tutes the practice of medicine, practice in the various specialties
within the medical field by statutory delineation of the elements of
medical practice.

We think that this is the thing that should be left to the States in
their medical practice. It should be left, as it has been traditionally,
to the policing of medicine by itself.

Senator TIM.3ADGE. Radiologists and anesthesiologists are reason-
ably satisfied and they helped draft the section, Doctor.

Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. I believe they have to speak for themselves. I
think there is going to be some subsequent testimony that may not be
quite as enthusiastic as that which the Chair suggested.

Senator TALMADE. Nobody objects to a fee for service. They do
render an outstanding service and you cannot run a hospital without
radiologists and pathologists and anesthesiologists.

I can appreciate your urging that the Government pay doctors more
money in order to solve some of our medicare and medicaid problems,
but on Monday the Secretary of HEW, at the Governor's Conference
of State Legislatures and the National Association of Counties testi-
fied as to their inability to cope with the rapidly increasing costs of
the care.

I think it is fair to sa' that given the State and county financial
problems and the Federal budget deficit, it is highly unlikely that sig-
nificant increases will be made in the payments of doctors.

The fact that some of us may have to work to prevent cutbacks given
that background, what specific and I repeat specific recommendations
does the AMA have to moderate the high cost of medical care and
hospital care.

As you are probably aware, the Budget Committee mandated a $700
million cutback on existing programs. That probably is--that is a
problem to me so what specific recommendations do you have?
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Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. I would specifically recommend that the Cov-
ernment decide exactly what it wants to purchase in health care for
governmental beneficiaries. If the Government wants to purchase first
class medical care, high-quality care, accessible around the clock in
every geographical area, the Government is going to have to pay
for it.

The Government is you, the Government is me, we recognize that.
We are fully aware, of course, that there is a limit beyond which
Government can go. I think we have to delineate exactly what the
Government is going to provide.

Is it going to l)rovide a basic health care program under medicare-
medicaid? Or is it going to provide ant all inclusive comprehensive
program, no holds barred and embracing all the new technology, with
good access and high quality as to general good health, and with mal-
lpractice lawyers looking over the providers' shoulder, and still expect
to get it at bargain basement rates I

Sir, there is no way.
Senator TALMADGE. 'You are saying that the only way we can reduce

the costs is to reduce the benefits?
Dr. BEDDIN FIEIID. I think you have to describe reasonably what the

benefit package is and then pay a reasonable price per unit of service
for getting that package.

Senator TALAMADGE:. Did you hear Senator Moss' testimony?
l)r. BEDDTNFIFMLD. Yes, sir, I listened attentively to that.
Senator TALMADGE. Do you have any comment on that?
Dr. BEDDIN-OFIELD. I do. No. 1, certainly we in the AMA and in the

inedical profession, do not, will not, condone fraud and the abuse that
the Senator was describing.

We question and would like to know more about his figure o.f even
4 percent. Four percent fraud, what does it mean? Is that alleged
fraud, purported fraud? Certainly with the number of convictions, it
sounds like this is alleged fraud.

I believe every witness who has appeared before this committee
has emphasized and talked about fraud, that the number of physicians
involved in contrast to the total population of physicians is very small
indeed.

We would like to be able to identify the bad apples. We would
like to be able to report them to the local medical society. We, in the
AMA, have drafted model State legislation and sent it to all of the
States. Passage of that legislation would provide the medical examin-
ing boards and licensing boards with stronger tools in dealing with
this type of question.

We want them out as much as you.
Senator TALM.ADGE. That is exactly the thrust of this bill, doctor.

What we are trying to do is eliminate fraud, abuse, try to correct all
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of the maladministration that we would have in IIFAV, where there
is conflicting-contradictory regulations confusing doctors, hospitals,
nursing homes, and everyone else dealing with the program.

I would hope that the American Medical Association would be more
constructive and more helpful in trying to help us draft a bill to get
these problems that nearly every witness has pointed to that has
appeared before our committee in this 3 days.

Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. I think we have been constructive. I reliorted
just a moment ago about some drafts of state legislation that have been
disseminated, as a matter of fact has already been in use in several
States.

I have two sentences here of an action of our house-of delegates
that was taken earlier this month. If I may, I would like to read those
two sentences.

Senator TALMADGE. Sure.
Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. This was adopted by the AMA House of Dele-

gates in its annual convention in Dallas earlier this month in this
regard. "The American Medical Association condemns and deplores
all acts of fraud and wrongdoing, including in particular any wrong-
ful acts as recently reported in the medicaid and medicare programs.

"We urge that responsible Government agencies proceed with all
due speed in the prosecution under the provisions of due legal process
of all who are charged with fraudulent misconduct.

"We will continue to offer our cooperation and assistance in bring-
iig to an end such activities."

Senator TALMADGE-. Do you support the provision in the bill making
a fraud a felony?

Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. I lave no objection to that.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I have not been here to listen to your summary

remarks and have not had a chance to read your entire statement, but
I would be interested in your reaction to testimony we have had from
Governor Busbee, and I understand Senator Moss and others, that the
problem has not so much been fraud and abuse as it has overutilization.

I think a major concern has been over the practice of pingponging
patients around to several doctors for treatment under medicaid for
the same condition. What can physicians do to curtail some of this?

Dr. BFDDINOr ID. The last time that I appeared in this room was
during the PSRO hearings. I believe that provided a mechanism for
controlling utilization. I do not believe that program has yet been ade-
quately funded by the Congress and adequately cranked up in enough
jurisdictions to become effective as a tool to control this problem.

That, I would submit, is the most readily apparent solution of the
issue. I believe that overutilization is much more of a problem than
fraud in terms of actual dollars and cost savings to the problem.

I believe that as to overutilization, that criticism is not only to be
self-imposed in the medical profession but also should be imposed on
the beneficiaries of the program and, indeed, at some time on require-
ments to comply with various governmental types of quality control.
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Mr. Prrmwox. I would invite the committee's attention to amend-
ments which the AMA has suggested which are pending before the
committee to amend the PSRO program with the intent that it would
become more effective in its operation.

Senator DOLE. You mention on the bottom of page 17 your reserva-
tions with respect to the "participating" and "nonparticipating" pro-
visions of S. 3205. Do you have any feedback from your State medical
societies as to how many physicians would support the assignment
program contemplated by this bill I

Dr. BEDDINOFILD. Contemplated by this program?
Senator DoLz. Yes.
Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. No, sir. I have a feeling from talking with physi-

cians around the country. I talked with physicians in every State but
I do not have any quantified polling or anything like that to report.

Senator DOLE. What is your personal feeling ?
Dr. BwDINoi'xDrX. My feeling is that this compulsion to be either

100 percent participating or 100 percent nonparticipating is going to
get people away from participating. If I might reflect a personal
experience, I practice in a group of 21 physicians in Wilson, North
Carolina.

We take assignments up until now 100 percent of the time. We have
taken a very careful look at this and are wondering if we are pursu-
ing the right course. We have been proud of the fact that if and when
the medicare reimbursement formula becomes so oppressive that we
can no longer stay in business with what medicare will pay us at that
point, we would like the option-to go into selective direct billing.

Now that we have the option patient-by-patient, we have not exer-
cised that option, however, if we were told that we had to go 100 per-
cent in or out, we would go out tomorrow. We still treat medicare
people, we would still try to charge reasonable fees, but when medi-
care gets to where they will not pay those reasonable fees and we
cannot receive a reasonable payment--you would be forcing us out.

I do not believe that the incentives, so-called, that are in this bill
would be sufficient to keep people in.

I think the net effect would be to drive them out. I think that is
the feeling of most doctors across the country.

Senator DOLE. You responded, I think, to a question about getting
a handle on thp costs of medicare and medicaid by suggesting that
Congress consider "whacking" the benefit package. I sit on the Budget
Committee as well as the Finance Committee, and since we did, earlier
this year, vote out a cut of $1.4 billion in these programs, I am cer-
tain these pressures are going to continue.

Accordingly, I wonder if you might have some thoughts on policy
changes or methods other than benefit reductions--which are prob-
ably not very realistic, politically-for responding to the dilemma?

Dr. BEDDINOFIZ. I believe that is not quite my word, to cut the
benefits. I think the Government is trying to describe what the scope
of the benefits is, what the duration of its benefits is, and whether you
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are going to have a full service kind of program or other-I do not
think you can have any kind of open-ended program whether it is
health care or anything else. You cannot have a completely open-
ended program and talk about getting controlled cost in these infla-
tionary times.

I think to be more positive, we should take a new look at these pro-
grams; for example, saying this is how much hospitalization we are
going to pay for, this is how much we are going to pay for in phy-
sician's services-I think this would be a more realist" way to have
)eople participate, to have physicians participating in this. To say
you are roing to have cut in half what you are paid and you are
going to iave inspector generals looking over your shoulder to see if
you really did it, is not realistic. It is like being encouraged to partici-
pate in the program with a gun at your head.

Senator TAh ie. I assume you noticed the GAO testimony con-
cerning physician markups on laboratory work which was done out
of their offices. This apparently is a rather widespread practice and
one which we have been told is contrary to AMA's statement of ethics.

Have you taken steps to remind your membership of their responsi-
bility in this regard?

Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. Yes, sir. We do frequently, by every available
communication, remind our members of their responsibility under the
medical code of ethics.

I would point out to you that I have not seen the final GAO report.
I understand it has just been released. We were- given an opportunity
to review an early draft of the report and we responded to Mr. Hart,
the director of the General Accounting Office, in regard to that. We
had several questions about the methodology employed, the size of the
sample, the method of selecting that sample, none of which was satis-
factorily presented in the document handed to us for review.

There are only a very small number of doctors cited in your own
State of Georgia, for example. It talked about only 29 services ordered
by 11 physicians in Georgia. Conclusions should not be extrapolated
from such small data bases. We have to know more about it.

Certainly we do not condone profiteering off laboratory work,
whether it is performed in the physician's office or sent out to a mail-
order laboratory, commercial laboratory or somewhere else should
also not be condoned.

I would like to hold off comment until we get more details. We are
against profiteering.

Senator TALMADOE. If you do not have a copy of the report, I would
be glad to provide one to you.

At the bottom of page 5
Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. May I ask that in response to your question a

copy of our letter sent to GAO on the early draft be made a part of
the record?

Senator TALMADO E. Without objection, it will be inserted at this
point.

[The letter follows:]
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AMEBICAN MEDICAL AssoCIATION,
Chicago, Ill., June 17, 1976.

Mr. GREGoY J. AHART,
Director, U.S. General Accounting Offcc,
lWashington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. AuART: This is in response to your submission to us for review of a
draft GAO report entitled "Need for Improved Controls Over Costs of Laboratory
Services Under Medicare and Medicaid." We appreciate having the- opportunity
to review the document.

The draft report raises concerns inasmuch as the findings of GAO suggest
that some physicians have billed for laboratory services in excess of proper
charges. To the extent that any charges are Improper, the AMA deplores such
practice. As you know, this Association has long had a policy viewing such prac-
tices as unprofessional.

Our policy was well stated during the Annual meeting of the House of Dele-
gates In 1909 in both a Judicial Council Report and in a Resolution of the House
of Delegates, both of which statements were adopted by the House of Delegates.

The Resolution adopted at that time set out the AMA policy and view that it
is preferable that the laboratory, and not the attending physician, bill and collect
from the patient or third party payor for laboratory services. It did, however,
recognize that "where circumstances make this impractical or where increased
costs to the patient would result, the bill submitted by the attending physician
to his patient or third party payor should state the name of the laboratory per-
forming the services for his patient and the exact amount of the charges paid
or to be paid by the physician to the laboratory." The policy statement also
recognized that the attending physician is entitled to "fair compensation for the
professional services he renders."

As to laboratory services which the physician performs for his own patients,
his bill should provide information to show where such services were performed,
as well as an adequate description of the services provided and the specific
charges made.

That policy as adopted does not, however, contemplate that a physician for-
warding a sample to a laboratory should not be entitled to a fair charge for his
own professional service, which may include an interpretation of results of the
laboratory tests, and does not preclude any proper handling charges for collect-
ing and forwarding samples.

As to the draft GAO Report, we note that it Is based on an extremely small
sample of physician charges for laboratory services. For example, statistics cited
are based upon: 78 services ordered by 7 physicians in Florida, 29 services
ordered by 11 physicians or physician groups in Georgia, 50 case in California
from two different carriers only 28 cases were c4ted as involving 10 physicians
and were the cases cited as excessive), 23 cases pertaining to 13 physicians in
Arizona, and 10 procedures ordered by 12 physicians or groups in the Washing-
ton, D.C. metropolitan area.

It is obvious from even a cursory reading of the Report that the numbers of
physicians and cases cited is extremely small. Moreover, the total group sam-
pled, if there In fact was a true sampling process, is not identified.

The fact that the numbers cited are very small in terms of the total number
of physicians in any area and in terms of the total number of laboratory pro-
cedures performed in each area does not condone improper activities. However,
it is equally improper to cite significantly few statistics to support the con-
clusions of the draft report that "Medicare and Medicaid often pay substantially
more for laboratory services than the prices charged for such services by inde-
pendent laboratories" (emphasis ours). Moreover, there is nothing in the report
which would deny Justification for the "markup" or any portion thereof. As a
matter of fact the Report specifically acknowledges that the findings were not
discussed with physicians "who marked up on laboratory services." We believe
that unsubstantiated general conclusions grve an unfair impression that the
Report identified widespread abuse.

We are also concerned that the limited data cited spans a period of three
years (1972-1974).

As to Section 224 of P.L. 92-603, implementation of which is cited by the
Report as necessary, we are concerned that an overly strict interpretation of its
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'provisions by Medicare and Medicaid would result in its imposing upon labora-
tory reimbursement a level which corresponds to the lowest cost for which a
laboratory service has been offered in the area without any proper determination
of whether such services are "widely and consistently available in a locality."

If section 224 Is interpreted solely in terms of cost, we are concerned that the
Imposition of "lowest level" (determined on the basis of statistics alone) will
not properly consider availability, continuity, and quality. Cost, although of a
concern, must be secondary to quality. Beneficiaries of federal programs should
not be denied services which are, in the Judgment of the attending physician,
most appropriate for the -,.,tient.

We would therefore ur-ge caution in strict and over-zealous imposition of
Section 224 on laboratory service reimbursement.

In conclusion we would like to point out that the AMA supports proper reim-
bursement for physicians performing professional services. We also support rea-
sonable, necessary actions taken to assure that possible fraud or abuse in health_
programs will be prevented. It is necessary, however, to recognize that the over-
whelming proportioL of physicians practice in a responsible manner.

In our view the draft Report lacks proper balance and lacks clear identifica-
tion of a proper methodology. Accordingly, we would urge that the Report not
be issued in the present form.

We would again express our appreciation in having the opportunity to review
the draft Report.

Sincerely,
JAMES H. SAMMONS, M.D.

Senator TALMADGE. At the bottom of ,page five in your statement,
you say that it is unnecessary to enact legislation establishing an Office
of Central Fraud and Abuse Control because HEW already has au-
thority to investigate fraud and abuse.

You say you are indeed impressed with the recent activities of HEW
and its fraud and abuse activities. Could you tell us exactly what
achievements have impressed you the most?

Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. This increase-I think these numbers are ap-
proximate-but the increase in the number of investigators who are
working on this, I believe, has gone from 2 to 78 in recent months.

Senator TALMADOE. In your statement on page 25, you discussed
payments to hospital associated physicians on a percentage basis.
You state, that it should be recognized that such contractual arrange-
ments involve some element of financial risk for the physicians
involved.

What specifically is the risk assumed by the pathologists or radi-
ologists under the percentage gross revenues contract?

Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. The risk assumed would be that the percentage
arrangement might not net him the income that he would make under
an otherwise salaried arrangement.

Senator TALMADGE. All of the data we have seen indicates that a
percentage arrangement is far higher than any salaried doctor. Have
you found that to be correct? -

Dr. BEDDINOFJED. I would suspect that this is generally true but
there is nonetheless the inherent element of this a against percentage.

Senator TALMADGE. Is it not true that Blue Shield, the doctors plan,
has for many years used the concept of participating physicians.

Dr. BEIDXNGFIELD. Yes.
Senator TALMADGE. Do not participating physicians agree to accept

Blue Shield allowances as payment in full for most classes of sub-
scribers?

Dr. BEDDINOFIELD. Yes, most of them do that.
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Senator TAL.AD;AE. With most doctors, I understand even the AMA
agrees that there should be sonic ceilings or-for prevailing charge
limits on reimbursements. Are you contending that there should he no
limits supplied to the hospital associated specialist, such as patholo-
gists other than whatever the traffic will bear?

Dr. BEDDINGFIELD. Of course not.
Senator l',LMAIE. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. No questions.
Senator TALMAixiE. Thank you very much, Doctor, we appreciate

your contributions. -
Dr. B.DIGFiELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Beddingfield follows:]

STATEMENT OF TIlE AMERICAN MImicAL ASSOCIATION,
BY E ooRj T. BEDDINOFIELD, JR., M.D.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am Edgar T. Beddingflield,
Jr., M.D., a physician in the active practice of medicine in Wilson, North Carolina.
I serve as Chairman of the Council on Legislation of the American Medical Ass.-
elation, and I am pleased to present to this Subcommittee the views of the A.,socia-
tion on the important legislation, S. 3205, before you. With me is Harry N.
Peterson, the Director of the AMA Department of Legislation.

It is indeed timely that important areas of the Medicare and Medid-aid pro-
grams should be the subject of hearings by this Subcommittee. Extensive changes
in those programs were made through enactment of P.L. 92-603, the Social Secu-
rity Amendments of 1972, and more recently through P.L. 94-182. While not all
provisions of those laws have as yet been implemented, a great number are being
implemented; and many of the basic provisions in the law, as well as regulations
based on them, have understandably proven to be highly controversial. Dissatis-
faction has been evidenced in recent lawsuits, brought in unprecedented numbers,
by various program providers. Dissatisfaction has been evidenced by an Adminis-
tration dilatory in regulation promulgation and reluctant to enforce certain pro-
visions it felt to be inimical to the Interests of program beneficiaries. Dissatis-
faction has been voiced by Congressmen in Committee hearings called to review
the status of programs and their implementation. Increasing dissatisfaction of
beneficiaries is also evident.

In view of this impressive record of dissatisfaction, and by virtue of the fact
that some provisions of the earlier laws were enacted without comprehensive
hearings, it is incumbent that adequate provision be made, in consideration of
S. 3205, to receive the comments of all persons desiring to submit views.

Mr. Chairman, this Subcommittee is to be commended for these hearings and
Its review of Medicare and Medicaid at this time. Foremost, of course, in any
consideration of changes in the Medicare-Medicaid laws, is the basic question of
the effect of such changes on beneficiaries. Of equal importance is a considera-
tion of their effect upon other patients, and the general availability of health
services. This latter statement is emphasized because we perceive in a strict
application of provisions in this bill a shifting of a portion of the health care
costs of Medicare-Medicaid patients to private patients. When quality of care
for Medicare-Medicaid is maintained, this shitfing of-costs to private patients
is a natural result when government fails to meet its assumed obligations in
financing Medicare-Medicaid costs.

S. 3205 would provide substantial and fundamental modifications in Medicare
and Medicaid affecting providers and beneficiaries, as well as private patients.

/ The changes relate to such significant areas as administration, provider reim--
bursement, practitioner reimbursement. long-term care, and miscellaneous areas.
We will now review sections of the bill proposed under each of these categories.

ADMINISTRATION

Under the general category of "Administrative Reforms" S. 3205 provides for
several extensive changes in the present administration of Medicare and
Medicaid.

75-02-7--0----14
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lihalth Care Financing Administration (Sec. 2)
The bill directs the Secretary of HEW to combine into a single unit within

HEW twe functions and personnel of the Bureau of Health Insurance, the
Medical Services Administration, the Bureau of Quality Assurance, and the
Oflce of Nursing Home Affairs. -This unit would be designated the Health Care
Financing Administration. The new Administration would be headed by an
Assistant Secretary having policy and administrative responsibility for Medicare
and Medicaid, the PSRO program, and the renal disease program under the
Social Security Act.

We believe that a new Health Care Financing Administration should not be
created. The effect of this proposal would be to divide the present responsibility
for financing and health services into different departmental activities. The
health programs of HEW would be split and come under the direction of separate
Assistant Secretaries with the possible result of compromising quality under
financial pressure. We believe such a division and fragmentation of respon-
sibility should not take place and that all HEW health programs should be
under the same administration. We recommend that this change not be made
in present law.

The legislation would also establish within HEW an Office of Central Fraud
and Abuse Control under the direction of an -Inspector General for Health
Administration. This new Office would have the overall responsibility for nont-
toring activities which are designed to deal with fraud and abuse in programs
under titles V, XVIII, XIX, Part B of title XI, and the renewal disease program
established by section 220 of the Social Security Act. It would also have the
responsibility of initiating and conducting direct investigation of alleged, actual,
or potental fraud or abuse in any of these programs.

There must be no doubt as to Medicine's unequivocal opposition to fraud and
abuse on the part of any health care providers in governmental programs. In
May of this year a representative of the AMA testified at an HEW meeting In
Washington at which HEW undertook to explain its "Fraud and Abuse Initia-
tive" to a select group of representatives of health care providers. While this
'Initiative" is directed more at a federal-state cooperative investigation of the
extent of fraudulent and abusive provider practice under Medicaid, the AMA
pledged its full cooperation in uncovering all instances of provider fraud and
abuse, regardless of the program.

An observation made at this HEW meeting bears repeating here In regard to
S. 3205. An over-enthusiastic approach could adversely reflect on innocent pro-
viders. Furthermore, since 70% of Medicaid expenditures, nationally, are for in-
stitutional services while only 10% are for physician services, the maximum.
fiscal effect might be attained by concentrating on a review of institutional
services. Notwithstanding that observation, Medicine Is resolute in Its commit-
nient to assist in the identification of all providers who may be abusing these
governmental programs.

This commitment was most recently reaffirmed by the AMA House of Dele-
gates at its Annual Convention in Dallas, earlier this month, when it adopted
the following statement:

"The American Medical Association condemns and deplores all acts of fraud
and wrongdoing, Including In particular any wrongful acts as recently reported
in the Medicaid and Medicare programs. We urge that responsible government
agencies proceed with all due speed in the prosecution under the provisions of
due legal process of al who are charged with fraudulent misconduct. We will
continue to offer our cooperation and assistance in bringing to an end such
activities."

There canm be no question that program fraud and abuse by providers must be
eliminated. However, the statutory creation of a "special office" is not necessary
or desirable. HEW currently has clear authority to investigate fraud and
abuse, and is currently embarking upon a concentrated program without the
necessity of special legislation. We are indeed impressed with the recent ac-
tivities of IIEW in its fraud and abuse activities.

It is not, therefore, understandable to us why there is felt to be a need which
would Justify the enactment of this duplicative authority.

Inspector General (see. 8)
We are, for the same reasons, puzzled by the proposal for creation of a simi-

larly unnecessary Office of Inspector General. It would seem to us to be counter-
productive to create a separate Inspector General for the purpose of reviewing
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and investigating health programs and thereby diluting the present responsi-
bility for the management of thebe programs. The functions envisioned for the
Inspector General can be carried out under current authority without creating
this netv formal investigative unit.

Finally, in regard to further administrative reforms, we would urge that the
General Counsel of HEW not be given the proposed authority to prosecute fraud
cases (ircetly. Such authority could result in a double standard for prosecution
of fraud, one established by flEW and one established under the existing au-
thority ve.stedi in the Justice Department. A far better course in our opinion
woull i~e to provide the Justice Department with adequate resource3 so that
it can more fully carry out its present responsibilities for prosecuting fraud

Mr. ('hairman, we would urge that this entire section relating to the estab-
lishiment of a Health ('are Financing Administration, an Ollice of Central
Fraud and Abuse, and the appointment of an Inspector General for Health
Administration, not be adopted. These provisions are duplicative of present
authority, and, as pointed out in recent testimony of HEW on separate legis-
lation to create the Office of Inspector General, could be counterproductive to
the efficient and economic administration of the various health programs.

latc Medicaid Administration (See. 4)
Under this proposed change in existing law, additional criteria would be

added to State Plan requirements under Medicaid. The State Plan would re-
ijulre that Medicaid eligibility determinations be made for all applicants receiv-

ing payments on the basis of disability within at least 60 days, and for appli-
cants receiving assistance on the basis of age or blindness, within 30 days.
Itedeterminalion of eligibilit3 for the two above categories would have to be
made within 30 days after the State received Information which would change
a recipient's eligibility and in any event at least every 6 months.

In addition, other provisions are proposed which are designed to more easily
and quickly determine the acuracy of data, coverage of services, eligibility,
recipient clalins, charges, billing procedures, and possible fraud under Medicaid.
We are in support of the principle that a more timely determination of eligl-
lility under Mldicaid should be made and that incentives should be provided
for more accurate determinations.

Claimns Processing and Information Retrievral Systemns for Medicaid Programs
(Scc. 6)

The legislation modities the present requirements In the law that each State
Medicaid lan include a mechanism by %%hich each individual covered would lie
provided prompt written notice of the specific services covered and rendered,
the nanme of the provider of services, the dates on which the services were
rendered, and the amount of payment made. As proposed In S. 3205 this require-
ment could be satisfied by spending such notices to a sample group rather than
to each reciipent who received services. We believe that this change is reason-
ait -~ld would reduce costs as well as Improve the administration of the pro-
grain at the State level. Accordingly, we support this modification in the law.
Bcgtulatiol8s of the Scerctary ('cc. 7)

One of the more vexing problems which confronts the medical profession in the
implementation of all Federal health programs, but particularly in Medicare and
Medicaid, is the promulgation of regulations. This is addressed in Section 7 of
the legislation before you. The provision indicates that a proposed rule or reg-
uilation generally shall become -effective not less than sixty (lays after publica-
tion."

Under present procedures Regulations are proposed in the Federal Register,
and there is rarely adequate time provided to submit appropriate comments. The
promulgation of final regulations presents an additional distinct problem.

It is not entirely clear from the language in Section 7 of S. 3205 how the 00-day
period proposed would be applied. It would appear that the 00-day period would
run from the date of promulgation of the rule as a proposed rule. In suc.h case
the period (even though longer than currently provided in the Administrative
Procedure Act) would clearly still be Inadequate. Such 60 days should constitute
a minimum comment period, and additional time would be needed before pro-
mulgation of the rule in final form. If, on the other hand, the 60 days would run
from the date of publication as a final regulation until its effective date, a 00-
day interval can be supported as to such period.
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In testimony which the AMA has previously offered to this Congress during
hearings on various proposed changes to the Administrative Procedure Act, we
urged a major restructuring of the Administrative Procedure Act so as to better
enable the public to respond meaningfully to proposed regulations, and to re-
quire that Federal Agencies accurately reflect the intent of the law and be more
responsive to the comments received from the public. In response to repeated
Agency abuses, the AMA developed its own legislative proposal, now pending
before the Congress, and we commend S. 3358 for your consideration.

A second modification in present law, as it relates to promulgation of regula-
tions, is also proposed by Section 7 of S. 3205. It directs that generally any reg-
ulations necessary to implement the provisions of the bill, or any provision of
law enacted or modified by the bill, shall be promulgated so as to become effec-
tive within one year after enactment of S. 3205.

While we are certainly in favor of prompt promulgation of rules, the broad
mandate of this section cannot be supported inasmuch as it would surely result
in the publication of hastily conceived and developed regulations which would
not be in the best interest of a proper and orderly development of programs estall-
lished under the law. The concept of requiring prompt promulgation of regula-
tioms is salutary; however, the statutory mandate, even with the exception pro-
vided through action of the Comptroller General, does not in our opinion pro-
vide an appropriate solution to a situation widely recognized as being in (lire
need of remedy.

The third change suggested in regrad to regulations addresses itself to the
issuan(.e of major policy guidelines by the Secretary. As proposed, the Secretary
would lie required to provide a "reasonable opportunity" for comment by inter-
ested parties prior to the time such guidelines become final. The legislation is
silent as to what constitutes a "reasonable opportunity" for comment.

While on its face this requirement would appear to have merit we must inter-
ject a note of extreme caution. The provision would give statutory approval to a
process currently being widely abused. It would rec-Ognize that "major policy"
guidelines should he published other than through promulgation in the Federal
Register. We would therefore urge that the Secretary be required to publish any
prlmqsed policy statement in its entirety in the Federal Register with an op-
jsmrtunity of at least 60 days for public comment. Once again we would urge that
such a requirement should be a part of an overall revision of the Administrative
lr(ocedure Act. Mr. Chairman, our bill. S. 33,58, would correct this abuse and re-
quire substantive policy statements to be published for comment in the Federal
Register.
IIIBAC (8cc. 8)

Section 8 of the legislation mandates the dissolution of the Health Insurance
Benefits Advisory Council originally enacted under P.L. 89-97. When the 89th
Congress provided (as part of the original Medicare and Medicare enactment)
for the creation of IJIBAC, it was not its intent to establish this as an "ad hoe"
or temporary advisory body. Congress envisioned an active and constructive ad-
visory role for IIIBAC and expected that the Secretary would take full ad-
vantage of it.

We recognize that IIIiAC has not been, perhaps, as active or contributory a,4
it might have been. However, the fault lies not with the body itself, but rather
with Its u.e--or disuse--and to the staffing--or lack of staffing-it has received.
In our view the Congress, rather than mandating dissolution of IIIBAC, should
strengthen It by requiring that It receive the Independent support necessary to
permit It to carry on a proper and effective advisory role to the Secretary.

We therefore urge that Section 8 be rewritten to strengthen IIIBAC and to
make It a truly effective body.

PROVIDER REIMBURSEMENT

Reasonable Cost Determinations for Hospitals Under Medicare (Sec. 10)
We are deeply concerned that the quality of patient care will be sacrificed to

the proposed methodology in Section 10 for the determination of reimbursable
hospital cost. Under such methodology a hospital could be paid more or less than
Its actual costs, depending on the relationship of Its actual costs to average costs
for its hospital classification. Formula determinations for hospital reimbursement
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would not be operative as-a guide to the reasonableness of each hospital's Costs:
they would constitute restrictions, based on statistics, on the reimbursement of
costs to a hospital, whose actual costs might be in excess of the average for its
c(liSSitifation.

Section 10 wouhl establish a uniform system of accounts and cost reporting
for hospitals in arriving at operational costs. All hospitals would be categorized
aveording to size, type of hospital, and such other criteria as the Secretary might
select. The routine operating costs would be determined, according to hospital
classilication, by averaging the costs of all hospitaL, in a category and adjusting
for liri,-e increase percentage. For hospitals whose actual operating costs ex-
'cded the average, payment could not exceed 120 percent of the adjusted average

iKer ditim payment rate for such hospital. Hospitals with below-average operating
eosts coul( receive an Ia wance. Special provisions would provide
exemptions for hospital "4 irdship cases", and cost adjustments could be mde
for certain hospitals in underserved areas and for hospitals which have an
nnusual case mix.

teimbursement ceilings for individual hospitals, as set by Section 10, are not
basetl on an actual assessment of what it costs to provide hospital services. The
leeway permitted hospitals whose actual costs are above average, the special
allowance for those which are below average, and any special consideralion for
hospitals which are understaffed or which have special cost problems or serve
nee"ly areas are commendable. But clearly, as an end result, the payment of
actual and necessary costs of providing hospital care Is no longer the controlling
factor: instead a system is created for setting arbitrary statistical limits (in
hospltal reimbursement.

''h proposal provides no assurance that inefficiency will be corrected. The
prescribed methodology simply creates a pressure to reduce costs to a set dollar
amiount without regard to how such reductions may be attained. If a hospital is
forced to treat Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries at a loss, its ability to retain
iieeded employees and to maintain a level of expenditures necessary to provide
quality services will be reduced. This in turn will lead to reduction of the range
of ,,ervlces available from a given provider and will significantly alter the quality
(if pallent care. Moreover. failure by Medicare and Medicaid to compensate a
hospital for its actual costs can only result In additional Inequitable shifting of
program costs to private patients in further violation of statutory proscriptions
in the Medicare law.

We recommend that section 10 not be adopted. Medicare and Medicaid are
represented to provide health care in the mainstream for their beneficlarles. The
federal government must meet this commitment. We cannot suhscrilb to or con-
done "average" health care services for our elderly and disadvantaged in order
to accommodate payment "Iltthe average".
Inlution in Reasonable Cost of Hospital Services an Allowance for Retirement

or Conrersion of Underutilized Facilities (See. 11)
Section 11 would authorize Increased payments from Medicare. Medicaid and

Maternal and Child Health Care funds to cover a "reimbursement detriment"
n" a result of a qualified conversion or closure of underutilized facilities. This
would authorize an increase In payment as recommended by a national board
and finally determined by the Secretary. when such conversion or closure resulted
in a reduction in capital-related reimbursement or in costs above those reim-
Imrrqable under the "reasonnl)le cost" determination formula.

We support the principle of providing assistance to hospitals which would
suffer a "reimbursement detriment" as a result of voluntary conversion of
cInure of facilities which are underutilized and for which adequate alternative
sourcPs of care are available in the area. This could encourage a more effective
use of hospital facilities. Initiating this support on a limited basis, as provided in
the bill (for 50 hospitals). w'll enable an assessment to he made of this meha-
nism before more widespread application is attempted. We view this innovation
as an experimental program.

We do have some reservation concerning the use of Social Security health
care funds for a program of assistance for the conversion or closure of facilities.
In effect this would be devoting Social Security health care funds for other than
direct health services. In!m!r view. funding for the conversion or closure of
facilities might more properlyiiopr--v-ded from other sources.
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PRACTITIONER REIMBURSEM ENT

'riteria for Dcterminig Rcaaonablc Charge for Physician's ,crres (Sce. 20)

Section 20 would significantly change determnliations of reasonable charges
under Medicare. At the present time prevailing charge levels are set it localities
so that the prevailing charge level would cover 75 percent of\the customary
charges made for similar services in that locality. Certain additional limit.
tions are imposed so that the charge level for any fiscal year beginning after
June 30, 1973 would not exceed the level determined during the fiscal year ended
on that date, except to the extent that a higher level is Justified by economic
changes determined to be acceptable by the Secretary on the basis of appropri-
ate economic Index data.

Under the bill, however, a new prevailing charge level would be determined
for each state which has two or more "localities" within it. For such a state, a
statewide prevailing charge level shall be determined, and the bill specifically
provides that the prevailing charge level shall cover 50 percent (instead of the
current 75 percent) of the charges made for similar services in the state. Based
on this determination of the statewide prevailing charge level, a new limitation is
then imposed through operation of the Economic Index. As to the prevailing
chargee level for a service In a locality, any Increase permitted by tile Economic
Index cannot be applied If, and to the extent that, the resulting prevailing
charge level for such service or procedure would exceed the statewide pre-
vailing charge level by more than one-half.

This procedure could, in many cases, result In a diminution in the reimburs-
able amount which physicians would receive by virtue of future increases pro-
vided under current law. In no case, however, would section 20 provide to
any physician more than the Increases which the current law would allow. It
appears that the real effect of the new methodolgy would be to cause a leveling
of reimbursement payments. This leveling would be accomplished, however,
through a reduction (particularly In metropolitan areas) of Increases which
otherwise generally would be due under the economic index and to which
physicians currently are entitled under Medicare. While the reimbursement
levels in non-urban areas might for a period of time undergo normal Increases
which could be higher (at least percentagewise) than those to be recognized
in metropolitan areas under the Economic Index, this stilling of proper fee
recognition for all physicans would be detrimental to maintaining a proper level
of care under the program.

Discrimination it the application of the economic Index in states with two or
more localities would result. Some physicians would receive the full amount
allowed by the index, others would not. Further discrimination would result
because the index would apply fully to all physicans in states constituting a
single locality. The artificial ceiling Imposed on Medicare reimbursements under
Section 20 could affect participation by physicans and affect the availability of
care for Medicare patients. This type of limitation would also further aggra-
vate the shifting of expenses under Medicare and Medicaid to patients under
private programs.

In our opinion reimbursement levels imposed upon physicans are currently
substandard by virtue of existing controls. Section 20 of S. 3205 would materially
further reduce even this standard and would thus adversely affect Medicare
patients. We recommend that Section 20 not be adopted.

We note that one l)ro.vision In this section is intended to permit greater flex-
ibility in recognition of charges in shortage areas under special circumstances.

The intent of this provision Is salutary. Its objective is to Induce physicians to
enter shortage areas to establish medical practice. However, the methodology
set out and the effects of permitted variations must be examined very carefully.
The allowance for a physician to enter a shortage area and establish Medicare
reimbursement levels higher than those currently recognized under the Medi-
care program In such circumstances may in fact cause Ineutitles In relmburse-
ment recognition in that area. As we understand the provision, it would be pos-
sible for a physician establishing a practice in a shortage area to establish fee
reimbursement levels at charges higher than some physicians who already may
be in practice In that same area. This type of disparity could cause undesirable
results. This could occur particularly if physicians who had established prac-
tices in the shortage area were required to perform services at rates which are
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less than those charged by new physicians coming into the area. The potential
effects of the proposed change should be analyzed very carefully.

As Indicated above, section 20 should not be adopted as proposed.
Agrccmenta of Physicians to Accept Assignment of Clainis (See. 21)

Section 21 of S. 3205 would create two classes of physicians under Medicare:
"Participating" physicians and "non-participating" physicians. A participating
physicIan would be one who entered into an agreement with the Secretary in
which the physician agreed to a('cept Medicare reimbursement as payment in full
for his services on the basis of an assignment for all his Medicare patients. A
non-participating physician would not be eligible to accept assignment with re-
spect to any patient.

Certain entitlements are provided under the bill to induce physicians to sign up
as participating physiclans. As (ie inducement the participating physician
would be permitted to submit claims on a multiple listing basis (rather than (in
an Individual patient basis) and would be allowed $1.00 as "an administrative
cost-saving allowance" for each patient listed. In addition, at least 50% of the
estimated amount due on each multiple listing claim form would be paid within
five days of receipt of the physician's claim (subject to later adjustments).

It Is specifically provided that no "cost saving allowance" would be payable
for physician services performed In a hospital (whether on an inpatient or out-
patient basis) unless the physician ordinarily bills directly and (1) such serv-
ices were in the form of surgical procedures or anesthesiological services, or (2)
such services were performed by a physician whose "otce or regular place of
practice was at a locality other than the hospital.

No cost saving allowance would be allowed on account of services consisting
solely of laboratory or X-ray services performed outside the office of the phy-
sician claiming payment therefor.

Mr. Chairman, this provision would vitiate fundamental principles of pay-
ment for physician services upon which the Medicare program has been premi.ed
since Its beginning. A physician may now accept an assignment or bill directly
for reimbursement and he miay do so on a patient by patient basis. There is no
reiluirement currently that physiciat.s enter into any formal agreement with the
Secretary whatsoever. Under the new proposal, however, the physician would
have to determine his method of reimbursement and this would apply to all his
Medicare patients without exception. It undoubtedly will be argued by some that
the course to be undertaken is still optional with the physician: however there
is no Justification for the strict limitations contained in the proposal. Moreover,
it is indeed ironic that In order to entice physicians Into a participating agree-
ment Medicare should have to offer so-called "benefits."

As to the multiple list billing inehanisin, one should assuine there woul(i be
adminstrative advantages for Medicare and for the physician. There is no
reason why this payment system should not be put Into effect 1I ,'iediately under
the current billing and payment procedures. if in fact it woud operate as an
aid in the administration of the program. The one dollar per listing inducement
will have little persuasive effect when measured against any losses from eliminat-
ing the direct billing option. The provision for early-or more appropriately.
timely-payment is certainly no more than physicians are entitled to and should
receive at the present tine. without the neces.-ty of statutory mandate. If It
would be within the capability of Medicare to achieve the early payment pro-
cedures projected under the bill, the same energies ought tolb channeled today
into achieving that same goal. It would be disheartening if convenient adminis-
trative aids are now available- but arc not being uti!lzei,-

it is obvious that the goal sought to be accomplished by section 21 is to achieve
an incre,'mse in the asqignmnent u,P rate.

The fict that Induements are necessary in order to buttress a sagging assign-
ment rate should vwa.,ze aua examination of basic factors involved. Without ques-
tion the current system. with its insufficient reimbursement rate. is the major
deterrent to assignmenyms. The artificial and discriminatory payment mechanism
under Medicare has caused a rejection of the assignment method for receiving
payment. The 75th percentile formula, based on old and unrealistic data (at
times almost two years old) and further curtailed through application of the
Economic Index. has caused the great di,-enehantment of many physicians with
the assignment method. It should-be observed that in seeking to foster acceptance
of assignments S. 3205 is dichotomous. In one section it seeks to provide induce-
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imtens for asi uments, while it another it discourages such use through ilniposi-
tion (of further discriminatory payment inechanisms.

lHather than seek to initlhte new devices to bolster the current assignment
h'v..l, based on a perpetuation of artilicial and arbitrary payment levels, it is
liue to examite and to make realitic the basic Medicare reimbursement formula
nmd payment werhanismns. If indeed it is the intent of Section 21 to achieve more

widespread acelptace of assignments, it would be better accoml)lished by making
tie reimlursemnit level under that system more acceptable and in accord with
ti.mul and cut(mary practices. Medicare limitations, as throughapilication of
tli Eeonmmaic Index, are discrininatorily imi.po-ed, and should be removed.

Set't hi 21, a.s propo.,ed. should not be adoltted.
IIronial-.Associatld Physicians (f ec. 22)

Section 22 would establish, by law, a stringent definition of "physicians' serv-
iv-ts." ; would enact statutory defintitions of which services performed by attesthe'i-
ouigists atmd p:thologists are "physicians' services" ; would establish ceilings on
payment to physicians paid (;n a basis related to hospital income; and would re-
diucte the Medicare payment for radiology and pathology services if the physician
providing thet did not accept assignment.

Medicare law now defines "physicians' services" in general terms as "profes-
sional services performed by physicians". S. 3205 would specifically exclude from
lhat deilition those services tie physician performs as an educator, an execu-
tive. or a researcher and would exclude even patient care services unless "lsr-
som ily performed by or personally directed by a physician" for the benefit it
the patient and ihness the service is of such a nature that its performance "by a
physician is customary andi appropriate."

-At the outset it should be made clear that although this amendment Is carried
in the bill under tihe heading "llospital-Assoclated Physicians" the amendment
is not so limited, and the placement of this amendntient under that heading is
misleading. In fact titis aniends the general definition of "Physicians' Services"
ill se.tiomi IN11 (q) and consequently the new limitations created would apply to
all "juhysiclans' services" throughout the Medicare law and program. (Cnse-
qaently we object strong!y to this modification. All services of physicians as
recognized within the geographical area of the physician's practice should be
rer-ogniz(l as "physicians' services" under Medicare. A strict application of the
bill language would have dire consequences with respect to proper recognition
of. and payment for. all .ervlce,4 of physicians under Medicare.

Even if the provision was intended to affect only the Inpatient services of
"hospital-associated physicians" and it were so stated, the modification would
be nonetheless objectionable.

The writers of regulations. armed with the proposed statutory language which
includes as "physicians' services" only patient care service which is "personally
performed" or "personally directed" and "of such a nature that its performance
by a physician is customary and appropriate," could arbitrarily change the
practice of medicine ns fully recognized In communities today. For example.
wimldl Medicare now refuse a physician's claim because the service is provided
by a nurse or a physician's assistant? _

Whatever its intent, a legal definition which states that a physician acts as a
physician only when directly treating a patient and when performing services
only a physician can pe-rform can only lead directly to confusion In the Medicare
program ani further dismemberment of health care.

Furthermore, the physician as educator, researcher or administrator does not
cease to be- a physician: Indeed, since the earliest days of the medical profession,
teaching and research have been recognized as intrinsic parts of the practice
of intlicine and. as medicine his become more organized and technologically
sophisticated. administrative tasks have developed which can be performed
most effectively only by a practicing physician.

We protest strongly any artificial division of the physician's role.
We further protest, therefore, the attempt to define precisely what are "per-

sonally performed" or "personally directed" services In the fields of anes-
thesiology and pathology. Medicine Is a living science, which changes from
year to year-sometimes from day to day-while laws may take years to change.
Even the regulatory process, as this Congress Is well aware, can be dilatory
and insufficiently flexible. The landinge of these sections goes further in limit-
Inc medical practice than the laws under which physicians are licensed to
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practice. Its restrictions on anesthesiology and pathology are not only unwise
legislation In themselves, but tend to undermine the very legislation passed by
this Congress in 1972 intended to improve care under Medicare, Medicaid. and
Maternal and Child Health programs. Congress has established LISlOs to
determine whether Patients under the three programs are receiving care which
meets appropriate professional standards of quality.

The bill would superimpose on PSRO deliberations specified standards as to
how many patients a physician could personally treat or personally direct treat-

tnelnt for and still have the treatment considered a physicians's mrvi.e". It
would say which services of pathologists are "physichon's services" and which
atre not.

Congress cannot, and should not attempt to, direct Physicians' actions nation-
wide by statute, and should not enact laws directing what services will be
recognized as physicians' services. PSROs were given the charge to determine
the property of medical services and when they met proper professional
standards.

\Ve would suggest that this Comneittee consider very carefully the limita-
tions this law would set on care recognized as properly provided by ant-s-
theslologist8. It would state, for purposes of the program, that an anesth',sia-
lugist can "personally perform" physicians' services for only two Itilents at atine, and can only "personally direct" care for four patients at a time, andthat the "reasonable charge" for "personally directed" care will be half that for
"personally performed" care.

fly this standard, an anesthesiologist will receive thfe sime payment fits two,
patients for whom he provides all tie listed services as for four liatlents forwhom lie provides all but one of the listed services, and for whose care he
remains legally liable. This change will probably result in a reduction in thiatanesthesiology services available to Mediceare, Medicaid, and Title V patients.

The Congress should not set in Inflexible statutory provisions what elementswill be required to constitute acceptable performance of practice by anesthesi-
ologists or pathologists.

We oppose also the attempt to establish specific statutory limits on physiciancharges -'related to the inoine or receipts of a hospital". It cannot be a"s11nuned
that such contractual arrangements necessarily result in excessive fees, nor canit be assumed that equating the physician's "customary charge" with a "reason-
able salar," plus additional necessary hospital and physicians costs will Ia' anequitable approach. It should be recognized that such contractual arrangementsinvolve some element of financial risk for the physicians Involved. which a
salaried arrangement obviates. For the same reasons we object to limitations onarrangements with hospitalq-or medical schools whereby payment for physician
services are limited to a salary equivalent.

Finally, in Section 22, the bill would enact an approach which is intended to
encourage" physician acceptance of assignments-but it does so by penalizingthe patients If they do not. Under present law, pathology and radiology serv-

ices to hospital Inpatients are paid from Part B at 100 percent of the "reason.
able charge", whether the physician has accepted assignment or not. S. 3205would change the amount of Medicare payment to the usual 80 percent of the
"reasonable charge" only when the physician does not accept assignment, andpermits crediting of the patient's 20 percent of the "reasonable charge" towards
the annual Part B deductible. We point out that the Medicare "reasonablecharge" for pathology" and radiology services remains the same, whether or not
thc physician accepts assignment.

The Association questioned whether the coinsurance factor should be elimi-ated for specific segments of medical care during the discussions prior to pea-sage of PL 90-248. We question even more strongly the establishment of differ-ent rates of payments by Medicare for services provided on assignment and
for the same services when billed to the patient. We believe that this approachviolates basic principles of equity to the Medicare beneficiaries, who pay thesame out-of.pocket premium but would receive different degrees of coverage as
a result of factors over which they have little or no control.

We wage strongly that Section 2 not be adopted.
Payment for Phltici an Services Under Medicaid (Sec. 23)

Under this section the Medicaid law would be revised to provide, effectiveJuly 1, 197i, that the amount payable for physician services performed outside
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a hospital would not be less than 80% of the Medicare reasonable charge. In
our view this provision should not be adopted. On its face it would appear that
the provision would cause an upgrading of fees in some states, and we recognize
the intent is to provide a payment rate which will encourage a higher level of
participation by physicians in the Medicaid program. We recognize also, how-
ever, that it could operate as a ceiling above which the states would feel no
need to provide levels of payment.

Most importantly, there is a fundamental issue Involved here. There can be
no logical justification for statutory recognition of a differential in payment
levels for the two federal programs. To peg one at a percentage of the other
places the issue in clear focus. Moreover, as we have indicated above, the basic
medicare reimbursement level is itself an artificial and discriminatory one. To
base the Medicaid payment at a percentage of that arbitrary level would only
further the discrimination between programs and their beneficiaries. This should
not be given the ,loak of approval by the Congress.

Moreover, during a time when States are withdrawing services because of
lack of funds, it would be naive not to anticipate the irresistible pressures from
the states which would be exerted to lower the Medicare rate and which would
result In a further reduction of the Medicare reimbursement structure.

Section 93l does not portend well for Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries and
should not be adopted.
Payment for Certain Antigens Under Part H of Mcdicare (See. 24)

There would be added to the definition of "medical and other health services,"
under Medicare, provisions to include antigens (as limited in quantity by the
Secretary) prepared by an allergist for a particular patient. Included also
would be antigens prepared and forwarded to another qualified person for ad-
ministration to the patient by or under the supervision of another physician.

We believe that this provision is a beneficial one. It would relieve questions
concerning payment that have been rAlsed with respect to antigens prepared
by allergists. Providing payment for these necessary services -will lie beneficial
for many lderly beneficiaries. We recommend support for section 24.
J'tyintmct !'ndtrr Mdicare of (Crttin i'h-sirians' Fees on Account of Serrices

Furnished to a Deceased Individual (See. 25)
Provisions allowing Medicare payment to a physician for services rendered

to it ixarsiJmi w ho di( prior to pvYinent to. or acceptance f an assignment by, a
physician presently may occur only If the physician agrees later to accept pay-
went under the terms of an assignment.

This new provision would enable a spouse or other legal representative of tie
deceased person to authorize payment to the physician under Part B without
regard Ito Ilie sircep.jtance of an assiglmient by the pihy.sj(ian.

We believe this provision would be beneficlal In the orderly administration of
the Medicare program and would be of benefit to the heirs and representatives
of deceased Medicare beneficiaries in the administration of their estates. We are
in support of this provision.
'rohibition Aguinst Assignment of Fees (Sec. 26)
This section would amend Medicare and M1edicaid to limit the circumstances

under which a payment for services provided by a physician or other person
(1o1M bn a,;signed to a third party. Such assignment could only ot-cur pursuant to
an agreement with an agent under which the compensation to be paid to the
agent for his services was not dependent either upon the amount of the billing
or payment, or upon the actual collection of any such payment.

In our view this provision is too broad in Its effect and should not be adopted.
While the amount of the charge made by the physician should not be related to
any assignment of billing to a third party for collection, the prohibition contained
in thi, section is much too broad. In the absence of any surcharge. in effect, being
made on the patient to allow for an anticipated assignment, the physician should
be free to enter into contracts under which his accounts lrre properly processed.
In our view this provision would act as an unreasonably broad restraint and
should not be adopted.

LONO-TERM CARE REFORM

Medicaid Certification and Approval of Skilled Nursing Facilities (See. 31)

This section provides that the Secretary would enter into an agreement with
any State able and willing under which the services of the State health agency
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or other appropriate State or local agencies would be utilized by the Secretary
for the purpose of determining whether an institution In such State was quali-
fied as a skilled nursing facility for purposes of the Medicaid program. Not-
withstanding certification by the State agency, however, the Secretary Is em-
powered to accept or reject such certification. The Secretary would thus approve
or di.sapprove facilities for participation In the Medicaid program.

In our opinion this section of the bill would create confusion and uncertainty,
ainl cinsl itute an unnecessary and unwarranted Involvement of the Federal
government. The present procedure which grants recognition to certification by
the state agency as the criterion for eligibility for Federal Medicaid payments
to the states should be retained. The proposed section 31 should not be adopted.
I'int .1 batscecs from Facility (Sec. 33)

We support Section 33 of the bill on "Visits Away From Institution by Patients
of Skilled Nursing or Intermediate Care Facilities."

This section would provide that under Medicaid an inpatient of a skilled
nursing or intermediate care facility could make visits outside the institution and
I hal suih visits woulhI nt be regarded a; conclusively indicating that such indi-
vidual was not in need of the facility services.

Tils provision provides desirable flexibility in the course of treatment for
skilled nursing and intermediate care facility patients. Such flexibility could
produce positive results In patient care.

MISCELANE1oU8 REFORMS

'roccdures for Dctermining Reasonablc Cost and Reasonable Charge; Disclosure
of Ownmerhip and Financial Information (Sec. 40)

We are opposed to the provisions of the bill In Section 40 relating to "Pro.
cedures for Determining Reasonable Cost and Reasonable Charge." We do sup-
l'ort the principle of proper disclosure referred to in those provisions of See-
l i''n -P11 r'4lz i tg to "10iwlosllrv tif 4 wiitrslip and Finan.ial I nf''rmatin."

Section 40 -of the bill provides that commissions, finder's fees, or similar
arrangements, or amounts payable for any facility under a rental or lease
arrangement which was determined as a per centum, fraction, or portion of
the charge or cost attributable to a health service would not qualify as a reason-
aile ,' i' tir 'litrge miderMetl'ra ,ii Maternal find Chil ilealth.
In addition, the Secretary would have to establish procedures whereby there
would be review and advance approval of any contract which constituted an
element of cost of any health service, was a consulting, management, or service
contract, and involved payments of $10,000 or more In one year.

This section would thus In effect prohibit certain contractual relationships
between hospitals and professionals involving any percentage lease or rental
arrangements. In our view this provision should not be adopted. Physicians and
hospitals should have full freedom of contract In order to assure that services
will be readily available In their communities. This Is not to say that contractual
arrangements which disregard the proper Interests of patients should be-con-
doned. liuslpital maa1aua:gt'nnent. whether through the, office (if the Administrator
or the Board of Trustees, as well as the physicians or other providers of services,
must exercise prudence and be accountable in the piihlic interesL Excessive
profits must be questioned and Improper contracts not recognized within the
reimbursement structure. The action In not recognizing any percentage lease or
percentage arrangement, however, is extreme and should nof be countenanced.

As to the provision in this section which would grant the Secretary prior
approval power over most contracts involving health servi-es, Irncludlng profes-
sional services as well as other services furnished to the hospital, we find this
equally objectionable and should be rejected.

The mood generally prevailing totlay is for less government, and the wisdom
of decreasing the interference of the Federal government in the lives of the
citizens of this country is widely recognized. We believe It would be most
inappropriate to provide in law for Interference by the Federal government in
contracts between private parties for professional and other health services
furnished to hospitals. Aside from the lack of feasibility of the proposal based
on the sheer volume of contracts Involved, we are not impressed with the record
of government In the handling of Its own contractual obligations and opportuni-
ties. Governmental agencies have not demonstrated any special acuity which
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warrant its employees passing upon the necessity and propriety of hospital con-
tracts.

This section would also provide for certain disclosure of business dealings of
any officer, director, partner, or any person having an ownership interest (1%
or more) in an entity that was a provider of services. Other provisions would
require an independent pharmacy or laboratory to permit the Secretary to have
access to its books or records pertaining to billing and payment for goods and
services.

With regard to those provisions relating to disclosure of ownership and fi-
nancial information for officers and certain other persons connected with entities
that are providers of services, we support the principle of proper disclosure.
Disclosure, for instance, should be made to a Board of Trustees by any of tile
members thereof who have an interest In matters coming before the Board.
However. it Is felt that the provision of section 40 could also be detrimental to
beneficial facility operation. For instance, a qualified member of the Board of
'rustees of a hospital may be reluctant to serve in such capacity where he has
an interest in a business providing services to the facility where such relation-
ship is required to be made public. Inferences could be disparaging of character
and integrity and inhibit beneficial participation. Very frequently special benefits.
financial and otherwise, redound to the facility by virtue of special affiliation of
menibers of Boards of Trustees, etc. Thus the facility could be denied tile benefit
of valuable services.

It should be kept in mind that our comments here are aimed only at mandatory
publication of such relationships, and are not intended in any way to restrict
tile disclosure of such information to other hospital board members or to the
institution's administration. Disclosures of information to the hospital's govern.
Ing body or administration concerning disclosure of financial information are In
some cases required by specific statute or in others under general principles of
law regarding a corporate director's fiduciary duties.

The provisions of section 40 should not he adopted.
Standards for i'aymcnts Under Mcdicaid to Health Maintenance OrganiZation,

- (S e. 41)
This section provides that Iyien8ts under Medicaid for the provision of miedi-

.ail assistance could be- made on a per capita or similar basis only If (I such pay-
ment was made under a contract or other arrangement that had been aipprove4
In advance by the Secretary; (2) payment was made to a health maintenance
organization (as defined under Medicare) ; and 13) a specified per cent (not le;s
tluan -150% except in special circumstances) of the enrolled members in tile lIM
were not individuals entitled to Medicare or Medicaid.

In our opinion, this provision could be helpful in reducing or eliminintliI-i
proper practices such as those which have rece-ntly come to light wit h resjpe't
to some liMOs. Accordingly we support the provisions of section 41.
.4Ambulanec Ser'ice (Sce. 42)

We recommend a slight modification of Section 42 relating to "Abnilmuce
Service". and offer our support for this section as ie+fied.

I'nder this section of the hill. Medicare would be extended to provide for
ambulance service to the nearest hospital which was Imth adequately equipped
nid had medical personnel qualified, in the opinion of the hospital, to deal with.

aind available for the treatment of, the individual's Illness. injury, or condition.
Improved ambulance coverage for Medlcare patients is highly desirable. Th,

provision for determination by the hospital of adequacy of personnel and facli-
ties should be modified to provide for this determination to be made-by the medi-
cal staff of the hospital. We would recomnmmnd that Section 42 be changed to
provide for this role of the medical staff.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman. we have discussed many of the provisions of R. 3205. As seen
from thiq review, this bill would have serious and far-reaching ramifications with
respect to services furnished under the Medicare. Medicaid. and Maternal and
Child Health Programs. While in the main thrust of the-bill is aimed at cost
containment, the full effects would be broader and affect the quality and avai!-
ability of care under those programs.

Tn view of the continuing inflationary pressures in our economy, we are Indeed
sympathetic with the intent of this legislation to seek limitations upon the in-
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craslnh, costs (if these health programs. It must e recognized, however, tht
arbitrary curtailments of increases in costs will have natural consequences with
res ect to imaintaining quality and availability of care. Each element cannot
be treated separately without expectation of impact on the others.

In our foregoing discussi;i we have indicated those provisions which we be-
li'.ve will have harmful consequences and not he In the interest of program benc-
fthlaries. W\e have also Indicated our support for other provisions. Taken as a
wiile, the bill should not be- enacted as It would not be in the best intere.-ts of
Mhtlicat re-Medicaid patients.

As the Subcommittee explores the effects of the provisions of this bill, we con-
tinm. to (lffer our assista nce to the Subeommittee.

Senatm'TLM. iE. ThIie subcommittee is indeed honored to have the
IlIorablle )Ioyd ] entsein, Senator front Texas.

STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR-
FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Senator B|F.'xTsF:.-. Thank von very much. Mr. Chairman, I appre-
cate this opportunity to present my views on S. 3205, the Medicare-
Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act. This is an
imlipressive piece of legislation and shows the insight of the chairman
of the committee into the complexities of this Nation's health financing
programs.

After 2 days of hearings I am sure I do not need to mention to this
committee thie enormous increase in the cost of health care nor the
on'omitant increase in Federal dollars allocated for health financ-

ing that has been one of the major catalysts to the development of
this bill.

I will, therefore, limit my remarks to specific sections of the bill.
Of all forms of medical services, inpatient hospital care is the

nost ex j)ensive to both the Federal financing programs and the con-
smer. Sect ion 10 of S. 3205 marks yet another step in the develop-
meint of Federal reimbursement to hospitals in an attempt to encour-
aem, efficiency and, therefore, reduce costs.

however, this section does not go far enough. It will only subject
about 35 percent of the hospital's costs to the limits it proposes. H1ow-
ever, o.f even greater concern to me is the basic structure of Federal
reimbursement which this section would perpetuate, that is, reim-
bIrsement on the basis of unit costs.

When the medicaid and medicare programs were first developed,
one of the objectives was to design a reimbursement method that
would have as little effect as possible on the, existing health care
system.

Thus. a system based on the cost incurred by the hospital of pro-
viding a day of service made sense. however, with D0 percent of
hospital reimbursement now based on this method, the system has
proven itself unduly inflationary.

In effect, what we have is a cost plus system. What we need to
build back into this system is an incentive on the part of those admin-
istrative programs in the variotis hospitals to try to bring about some
efficiencies of service and have some rewards for doing so. -

Section 223 of the 1972 amendments to the Social Security Act was
enacted in recognition of this inflationary trend. This section was an
attempt to slow the trend by imposing limits on those hospital costs
which were the least variable, routine costs.
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No effort was made to reform the structure of the reimbursentent
system at that time. It was understood that HEW would try to extend
the 223 limitations to hospitals' ancillary costs as soon as a workable
approach was found.

As you are well aware, no approach to limit ancillary services, and
thus their costs, in an equitable manner has been found.

Moreover, since the enactment of section 223, we have not seen any
dampening of the inflationary spiral in hospital costs.

Mr. Chairman, the problem with our past attempts to limit costs
is that we have attempted only to further refine the current system
without .facing up to its basic structural inadequacy.

Our efforts to tighten the definitions of the basic units of cost have
led to one of the most expensive and burdensome set of regulations
of any Federal program. Yet we have not altered the incentives in
the current system that encourage hospitals to provide more (lays of
caro in order to receive higher payments.

This is one of the basic problems we have in the insurance business,
in trying to carry out hospitalization insurance. Patients are checked
in that really do not need hospital care; however, their insurance
coverage is based on being in the hospital.

Doctors check them into hospitals, hospital administrators desire
to keep them in the hospitals-- this is a problem.

The most obvious example of the structural inadequacy of the
reimbursement system is its failure to recognize that small 'increases
in the number of days of care a hospital supplies incurs only a mar-
ginal increase in cost to the hospital.

We reimburse the hospital as if the cost incurred were the full cost.
Your Iosf)ital costs do not go up proportionately as you increase the

occupancy rate of the hospital.
I can recall one instance in the insurance business where we had an

administrator of a small hospital who checked in his janitorial stair
-and all of their families and they all supposedly had the flu and he

kept them all in there for 10 days.
We ended up having to pay that claim, we could not figure out any

other way to (10 it.
Senator TAI. J r E. We had some testimony Monday where a couple

decided ti~ev wanted to go to Florida on a vacation, the mother was
somewhat elderly so they checked her in the hospital.

Senator BEXTs.,. We had one case where they decidedd they wanted
to go to tie Coton Bowl to 'see tie New Yea:'s Day game and just
hailed 1 Ve kids into the hospital, said they had the hlu.

Currently if a hospital's utilization increases by 3 percent, its re-
imlbr.is.-enluct is also increased by 3 i)ercent. Yet, even small hospitals
(10 a laR: enough volume of buSiness to achieve economies of scale.

As lonw as we fail to recognize these economics of scale, we also fail
to encourage elliciency. As long as we continue to apply limitations to
only some irits of a liospital costs and not to others, we encourage hos-
pitals to allocate their costs to areas not curbed by Federal limitations.In my opinion, we do not have the fiscal leeway to continue to make
only marginal changes in a system based on unit costs that has over
the past decade, proven itself highly inflationary.

It is time to take a gross revenue approach to hospital payments, to
provide hospitals with lump sum payments on a prospective basis. This
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kind of system is being tested on a limited basis in several States and
has been endorsed by both public and private organizations as a method
of encouraging hospitals to budget their resources and then manage
efficiently.
' I am (lelighted to see that you bluit some strong audit processes into
this piece of legislation, I think that is very important. If you allocate
some body's payments on a prospective basis, then go bach and audit
them at tle eni of the year, and do your spot check audits, that is one
of the ways to encourage some of the efficiencies.

One of the things I learned in business is that you can expect what
you inspect. If you go back and do spot check audlts, you will find just
what tie true costs are.

Tho hospital administrator has a better idea of how best to manage
his own business than does the Federal Government.

Let us give him the incentives to do the best job he can within a spe-
cific budget. lProspectix-e inuip-suin payments not retrospective unit
costly payments can )rovide this kind of incentive.

Mr. Chairman, there is one other section of S. 3205, that I would
like to comment on briefly. Section 40 of this bill would require HEW
to review and approve tens of thousands of contracts above $10,000
that are negotiated by hospitals and other health care institutions each
year.

Senator TAJ.IAJX;E. That really was to flag a probem, that $10,000.
We had considerable criticism of that figure and I concur with .the
criticism that it, is being corrected.

Senator B]ENTSEN. I ou just finished my speech for me then. I never
argued with the Chair when I found we were in agreement..

Senator TAL..DCa.u'. That was my practice when I was practicing
law too, Senator.

Senator BENTSEN . Thank you very much.
Senator 'TALMADGE. I want to compliment you on your statement.

This bill tries to give incentives for efficient performance. Heretofore,
we have had penalties for inefficient performance, but no incentives
for efficient performance.

As I read your statement and listened to it, that was the total thrust
of your argument and this bill is aimed at exactly that direction. I
1ope it can become law and I believe that it would ameliorate this
fantastic increase in expenses for medical care and deliveries.

As you know. it has been increased from $30 billion this past year
to $37 or $38 billion this year and the Budget Committee on which
Senator I)ole sits has mandated a $700 million decrease in ext)enditures.

This committee, as I see it, is confronted with some decisions it must
make. First, we can cut back services; I do not think anybody wants to
do that. Second, we can continue to let the law run as it is now, open
ended, the sky is the limit, bill whatever you want, kickback whatever
you want. put patients in the hospital for no reason at all and keep
tlem there as lon as you want.

It is intolerable the way it is working. Every witness we have had
to date has complained about it. There are practically no exceptions,
so we are going to have to take action to correct it and I believe this
Congress or next Congress will.

Senator DoleI
Senator DoLE. No questions, thank you.
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Senator BE.XETS.N'. Thank voI. What we ha ve seen opera tng in Texas
in nursing homes on the medicaid. they will bring in the nursing home
operator s at the end of the year. the Department will look over their
cu.;t they have had during the year. then they will go in and do spot
audits to determine the validity of those costs and then make a cost
effect iye allocation for the forthcoming year.

Then they also go back and spot them with an audit for services to
s(,e that thev are really doing the job in the services for the people.
Something like this for hospital and medicare. I would like to see
given consideration.

Senator TALM,%7XIE. Thank you, very much, for a helpful state.
inut. We. greatly apTpreciate your contrilution, Senator Bentsen.
When I introduced S. 2305, I referred to the desirability of the sub-
committee examininew the potential legitimate role of relative value
guides or s cales in determining appropriate reimbursement of phy-
sicans under medicare andi medicaid.

Since that time. at my request, the staff of the subcommittee has been
eniaIed in diseussions'on this subject, both with some representatives
in the medical profession and with officials of various Federal

As a result of these discussions, the staff has prepared a working
draft, of specifications for legislative provisions. It is designed to au-
thorize Federal medical insurance programs to use relative value to
the extent the programs determine themselves to be useful, appro-
priate, and noninflationary.

I would like to submit this working draft to the record and I am
hopeful that it will receive the careful attention of members of the
sphcommittee as well as witnesses appearing before today and during
the remainder of these hearings.

Relative value guides can play a legitimate role in assisting the
Bureau of Health Insurance in its various intermediaries in deter-
mining appropriate physician reimbursement levels.

I am hopeful that these hearings will provide the basis for inclusion
in the bill of a specific provision which will better take the use of these
guides in appropriate circumstances.

[The working draft follows:]

RmATivE VALUE GUIDES

When I introduced S. 3205, I referred to the desirability of the subcommittee
examining the potential legitimate role of relative value guides or scales in deter-
mining appropriate reimbursement of physicians under medicare and medicaid.
Since that time, at my request, the staff of the subcommittee has been engaged
in discussions on this subject, both with some representatives of the medical
profession and with officials of various Federal agencies.

As a result of these diseu.sions, the staff has had prepared a working draft of
specifications for a legislative provision. It is designed to authorize Federal
medical insurance programs to use relative value guides to the extent the pro-
grams determine them to be useful, appropriate and non-inflationary I would
like to submit this working draft for the record, and I am hopeful that it will
receive the careful attention of the members of the subcommittee, as well as the
witnesses appearing before us today and during the remainder of these hearings.

Relative value guides can play a legitimate role in assisting the Bureau of
Health Insurance and its various intermediaries In determining appropriate
physician reimbursement levels. I am hopeful that these hearings will provide
the basis for inclusion in the bill of a specific provision which will validate the
use of these guides in appropriate circumstances.
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Amend title XI of the Social Security Act to provide that, to assist in deter-
mining payment for physicians' services covered under any title of the act, the
Secretary may authorize the use of studies, guides, scales, or tables formulated
and adopted by a bona fide national, State or local professional society or associa-
tion of physicians or health benefit organization, the purpose or effect of which
1. to establish, on the basid of complexity of procedure, time or effort necessary
for completion, and/or other relevant medical considerations, a relative value
for one or more medical procedures of the type normally performed by the mem-
bers of such a society or association in relation to or compared with other medical
procedures of the type normally so performed: Provided, That such study, guide,
scale or table does not assign a monetary value to the procedures covered thereby
or to the unit employed in establishing relative value.

In determining whether such authorization will be given, the Secretary shall
take Into account such evidence as the sponsoring organization shall provide
concerning its impact on program costs as well as the appropriateness, clarity
aid usefulness of the proposed system. The formulation adoption, dissemination
or use of such a study, guide, scale or table, whether or not authorized by the
S ecretary for use under the Act, shall not in itself be deemed a violation of any
antitrust law. Nothing herein shall be construed as compelling any person to use
s ueli a study, guide, scale or table in connection with either the PAek!ng of, or
the making of, payment or reimbursement for physicians' services under the Act,
or otherwise.

Senator TAL-MADGE. The next witness is Dr. John M. Dennis, presi-
dent of the American College of Radiology, accompanied by Dr.
Frederic D. l~ke, M. I., chairman, board of chancellors and Otha W.

Linton, director, governmental relations.
At this time, Dr. Dennis, I want to thank you and the American

College of Radiology for your very helpful contribution in drafting
this bill.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN DENNIS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN COLLEGE

OF RADIOLOGY, ACCOMPANIED BY FREDERIC D. LAKE, M.D.,

CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF CHANCELLORS, AND OTHA W. LINTON,

DIRECTOt, GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

Dr. DE&Nis. Thank you, Senator. These comments on Senate bill
3205 are offered on behalf of the 12,000 members of the American Col-
lege of Radiology. I express their gratitude to the chairman and mem-
bers of the subcommittee for this opportunity.

I am Dr. John M. Dennis, of Baltimore, president of the American
College of Radiology. I am accompanied this morning by Dr. Frederic
D. Lake of Chicago, chairman of the college board of chancellors,
and by Otaa W. Linton, director of Government relations for the
college.

The American College of Radiology is the major national profess.
sional society of physicians who use X-rays and other forms of energy
to diagnose disease or who utilize high energy radiation for the treat-
ment of cancers.

The college has a range of activities which support our obligation to
provide the radiologic services needed by Americans. Since provisions
of S. 3205 would have an effect upon the circumstances in which radi-
ologists provide their services, to beneficiaries of Federal programs,
we offer any possible assistance.

Almost all of the members of the college are also members of the

appropriate local and State medical societies and of the American
Medical Association. In what follows here, we will attempt to limit

75-502-76---15
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our remarks to those elements of S. 3205 which are of primary con-
cern to radiologists.

We are grateful to the subcommittee chairman and his staff for the
opportunity to discuss S. 3205 during its formative stages. We appr,-
ciate his kind remarks about our cooperation on several occasions, in-
cluding his visit with our board of chancellors and council.

We recognize the need for the Congress to seek improvements in
programs through which Federal funds are used to pay for health
care. The outlines of S. A205 were shared with the Senate on June -20.
1975, in the chairman's speech.

Following that, the American College of Radiology responded to an
invitation to comment. In a letter to the chairman. we pointed out that
the projected provisions dealing with mechanisms for compensation of
radiologists who serve Federal health care program beneficiaries were
consistent with the policy of the American College of Radiology since
1965.

Wile a majority of college members now practice independently in
voluntary hospitals, perhaps a third or fewer are still engaged with
hospitals under arrangements which would be unacceptable for Fed-
eral programs under certain sections of S. 3205.

Thus, in supporting the change which the bill would require. we
caution against any presumption that these contractual arrangements
which we reard a ' less, desirnhle for all concerned, have necessarily
1been a,1 ivv of i elits, p lIvsicialw, or 10'lfitals where the parties
(hrtetlv involved have I)elP fair and conscientious.

The'circumstances of the practice of radiology, in hospital depart-
ments under previous medicare and medicaid legislation is contained
in the college letter. Rather than repeat it here, we submit the letter
for the record.

Senator TALMADGE. Without objection, it will be inserted in full at
this point, Doctor.

[The letter follows:]
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY,

Chicago, Ill., July 7, 1975.Hon. HERMxAN Fl. TALMADGE-,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health, Senate Finance Committee, Dirksen Senate

Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR TALMADGE: The following comments are offered on behalf of

the 12.000 members of the American College of Radiology who constitute nearly
90 percent of the nation's specialists in the uses of radlologic procedures for the
diagnosis and treatment of disease. Our observations are a response to the in-
vitation contained in your June 20 speech in which you announced your Intention
to Introduce legislation which would, among other things, affect the payment by
Medicare and Medicaid for the services of radiologists to beneficiaries of those
prngratms.

The principal suggestion with regard to the practice of radiology In hospitals.
that radiologists not be compensated by federal programs if they practice under
a percentage arrangement, is consistent with policy of this organization adopted

' in October 1965.
That statement, approved by the College's Board of Chancellors, as aerted

that :
"It Is the policy of the American College of Radiology that members of the

College shall separate their professional fees from hospital charges and present
their own bills to patients."

The full College policy statement contained a paragraph noting that in those
Institutions where the entire medical staff practiced on a basis other than that
of fee-for-service, It would be considered appropriate for the radiologist to share
the common status.
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Prior to the adoption of that policy, the American College of Radiology had
requested the Congress to cover radiology within the Medicare and-Medicaid
programs as physician service under the Part B section. When this was done
in PL 89-97, the College undertook a vigorous campaign to assist radiologists
then working under hospital contracts to alter their practice arrangements and
bring them into conformity with legal requirements and with the ACR policy
stand.

In some areas, the change was relatively quick and easy for most radiologists.
In others, it was opposed strongly by hospital groups and certain Insurance
carriers. Some radiologists lost their appointments because of efforts to separate
their professional income from that of their hospital.

In the intervening years, the College has continued its campaign to persuade
and assist radiologists to attain an independent, tee-for-service basis of practice
In voluntary hospitals. As a professional organization, the College exercised no
sanctions against members who disagreed with that policy or who found them-
selves unable, because of local circumstances, to bring their arrangement into
compliance.

In any event, a survey Just completed of College numbers lndicatus that 64
percent of those practicing in hospitals in which patients are expected to pay
for services now bill and collect their own fees. We attach the summary of
that survey for your review.

The position of the College favoring fee-for-service was taken in 1965 for
.everal reasons. One was the recognition that the establishment of separate parts
A vid B .Medicare made it necessary to categorize the professional services
of radiologists in one part. The overwhelming preference of radiologists was for
a definition as physician services. This would appear to be retained and emlba-
sizel within the implementation of the language in your June 20 speech.

A second reason for the College's current policy was the recognition that per-
ventage contracts, the dominant arrangement in 1965, contained the seeds jor
abuses of several kinds. Many radiologists and hospitals have continued to
fuiiieron with amicable and apparently equitable contracts, with radiologist
incomes comparable to those of other physicians. In some instances, there have
been abuses which have seemed as obvious to members of the ACR as they way
lave seemed to federal investigators. In sonie of these situations, percentage
contracts have resulted In unusually high Incomes to radiologists. In others,
they have resulted In the retention by the hospital of a substantial proportion
of funds allegedly charged as the physician's fee ai.d collected by the hospital
uider its percentage agreement.

Turning to the paragraph of your speech (p S11124) In which you discuss
"hospital-based specialists," we would welcome some of the concepts and express
caution about others. As might be perceived from our comments above, we do
aip!)reclate and accept a premise to compensate radiologists for patient serves
on a fee-for-service basis. The College and It? members would hope that such a
fee-for-service basis would be Identical to regulations and pro)tocols for the fee-
for-service reimbursement of other physicians for services to patients In Medicare
and Medicaid.

We must recognize also that there are situations in which radiologists accept
salary arrangements for their services to patients. Thus, it is appropriate for
leislation to recognize and accept that such institutional relationships can
allow for food radiology services. It has been the College's preference that
salary arrangements be applied only in circumstaw-es where patients ftzf. nrji
billed for physician or institutional services.

Continuing through your paragraph, we commend your recognition of cir-
c.uinstances in which physicians directly perform services and those in which
technical personnel perform certain elements under physician supervision. In
radiology, for example, technologists may work with patients to produce the
images from which the radiologist makes his diagnosis. In all Instances, the
critical diagnostic decisions are made by the radiologist and provided to the
patient's attending physician In a written or oral consultation. When the raliol-
ogist treats patients, most commonly for some form of cancer, lie normally sets
up the treatment protocol and supervises each sesslon.

The question of compensating radiologists for administrative and supervisory
functions Is one which has arisen In good part bet-ause current Medicare regula.
tions made it desirable for hospitals to be able to attribute certain professional
expenses to departmental costs. In most voluntary community lwspitals, ra-
diologists feel that their role in administering radioogy departments is akin
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a trend for hospitals to provide an x-ray department administrator. These x-ray
administrators usually are. not physicians. They are charged with the logistical
management of the department, relieving the physicians to concentrate on
providing patient service. Ordinarily, in community hospitals, the radiologists
have no source of income other than patient fees and reject any extra payments
front the hospital if allowed to practice on a fee-for-service basis.

Conversely, there are large public and academic hospitals In which the chief
of radiology and his staff carry burdens of administration, teaching and research
which account for significant portions of their time. In such Insututions, It Is
felt proper for there to be arrangements for institutional compensation for such
non-patient care.

It should be noted that where a radiologist or group of radiologists hold
responsibilities for activities other than patient care, their volume of patient
services Is diminished proportionately by comparison with a group undertaking
only patient services. Thus, we would urge that care be taken to avoid dif-
ferentlating the basis for compensation the individual patient services of
rdiologists who also administer or teach or do research from the straightforward
fee-for-service to be allowed for their colleagues who spend full time on patient
service.

In that same paragraph of your speech, there is a sentence which reads, "No
ereentage, lease or direct billing arrangements would ordinarily be recog-

nized for Medicare or Medicaid purposes." This sentence introduces two new
concepts which should receive serious thought.

over the years, a relatively small minority of radiologists have practiced in
hospitals under a variety of lease arrangements. Some leases were based upon
the volume of practice, amounting to an Inversion of the percentage contract in
which the hospital divided a joint fee with the physician. The majority of leases
Unknown to the College represented situations in which the radiologist purchased
space, equipment and supportive services from the hospital, usually for a fixed
annual fee. The radiologist, in turn, charged patients on much the same basis as
he might have billed In a private office not located physically within a hospital.

The lease basis for practice has not been a popular one for hospitals. In some
states, attorneys general have ruled that a non-profit institution cannot lease a
portion of its facilities without jeopardizing the status of the whole. However,
the lease does not necessarily share the same attributes of a percentage contract.

The subsequent phrase in yobr sentence, "direct billing arrangements," repre-
sents what we would hope is a semantic misunderstanding. Within the common
usage of that phrase by physicians and health insurers, this refers to the sending
of a bill by a physician to a patient for services rendered. We would use the term
similarly whether the physician sends It only to the patient or whether he accepts
assignment and sends it to a health care insurer. In that context, direct billing
Is the opposite of arrangements under which a hospital bills for physician services
by combining the physician charge with hospital service charges. To us, direct
billing and fee-for-service mean the same thing.

If thp phrase is meant to prohibit the sending of bills to patients or their in-
surrs by radiologists, then it would negate the fee-for-service basis promised
ab ve. If the phrase means that radiologists would be required to accept assign-
inents of benefits for Medicare and Medicaid patients, this would constitute dis-
crininatory treatment and surely would be opposed by those radiologists who re-
fu.e assignments and, on principle, by many who accept assignments.

If the phrase could be deleted from further discussions and from legislative
language, it would resolve the problem we have suggested and would leave clear
your intent to cover radiology services on a fee-for-service basis. If the phrase
means something else, we respectfully request further explanation.

In the paragraph in your speech following the one just discussed, we applaud
your understanding of the need to cover outpatient diagnostic services In an
equitable way to avoid the large movement of patients in covered programs away
froi physician offices. Such an unchecked movement can only add to the public
expenditures involved in expanding hospital facilities and. at the same time, rep-
regent an economic waste of private office facilities. We have held that there
should be no discrimination In the payment for ambulatory services according to
site. i.e., office or hospital outpatient department.

We have written at considerable length about what we perceive as the Implica-
tlons and impact of your words, once translated Into legislation. Your legislative
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Intentions are of the utmost concern to the nation's radiologists. They need to be
clear enough to avert regulatory distortion. We are grateful for your recognition
of our basic desire to continue practicing on a fee-for-service basis with Medicare
and Medicaid patients. We would hope that you would continue to consult with
our legislative counsel, J. T. Rutherford, and with the officers and staff of the
College as you develop this legislation.

Sincerely,
Jou M. DF.NNJS, M.D..

Chairman, Board of Chancelora.

1)r. Dr :'.Is. In reviewing S. 3205, we offer some general comments
about the issues addressed and then specific comments upon sections
of the bill. The bill contains no references to the specialty of radiology.

There were such references in the introductory and explanatory
material which accompanie(l it. 11owever, several sections clearly in-
fluence the practice of radiology. We are apprehensive about the
specificity of defiuiitions in legislation, as exemplified ih Section 22
of S. 3205.

Some of the distinctions stated therein ar difficult to establish in
real-life situations. They will impose substantial difficulties upon
the Federal programs, their carriers, health care institutions and
physicians.

1e have no quarrel with the intent to have Federal programs
pay equitably for health services received by their beneficiaries. We
recogn ize the difficulties which have been overcome as well as those
remaining in distinguishing between those physicians services which
benefit one patient and the services which benefit all patients and
t he health care institution.

We do not have the answers to this problem. However, definitions
of health services for purposes of payment categorization have much
broader applications than may be inttended. For example, medicare
provisions to compensate beneficiaries through receiving various diag-
nostic ultrasound procedures have led to current definitions not in
keeping with this new modality.

he definition of categories of service, such as cancer therapy,
"institutional services" has a kind of impact which would go beyond
the immediate congressional intent. We urge language in the" leg-
islative history to make clear the context and limitations of such
definitions.

It might be helpful to urge in that legislative history that the ad-
ministrative agencies consult with the provider groups before the
issuance of regulations, as the subcommittee is now doing prior to
legislation.

We confees to an inherent apprehension about legislation which
speaks to the terms, arrangements and limitations under which we
offer our professional services. This is not an immediate problem for
radiology in S. 3205.

However, the precedent is certain to be utilized by others for legis-
lative or regulatory purposes. We would urge that the legislative
history express the extent of the committee's proposals.

A second general point deals with the need for relief from a situ-
ation in which efforts to be responsive to some Federal agencies place
us in jeopardy with others. We are encouraged to raise this by the
chairman inclusion of it in his speech to us.
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Our reference is to current efforts of the 1)epartment of ,Jutice. and
the Federal Trade ('omnnission to impute that the contrivance and
distribution of standard terminologies and relative value scales by
tawdi,.al j'rotps repe.ent violations of antitrust laws.

The college's first relativ, value scale was pre ared in res nse to
a request front the C]IAMPUS program luring tIe 1950's. It
welconiel enthusiastically in its several versions by third-party car-
rier.- and by the Federal agemwie .

Such information may be used to develop a fee schedulee by indi-
vidual physicians, by hospitals or by health insurance carriers. Indeed,
soce such exercise utist he idertaken by anyone with a need to de-
velop a fee schedule or a plofile.

The position aserted by the FT(' that the preparation and distri-
bution of a relative value sale with appropriate di.,claimners by a
'llelial group is a per se violation would minake it impossible for such
iwofessiotial Sorielies to (1o)lIerate with the Federal health agencies.

It could make it (lifliclilt for us to assist committees of the ('onyrirss
by gathering and providinty information. We urge strongly that the
Subcommittee add language which would amount to a limited anti-
triist exemption for medical societies which had created these nomen-
clatures, coded terminologies and relative value scales.

We do not suggest that medical societies e immunized against pen-
alties for misuse of such materials. Rather, we request that your lan-
guage require that an organization which has prepared a relative value
Scale be proven to have misused it to restrain trade.

In this fashion. badly needed relief could be granted without open-
ing a much broader issue of antitrust laws. We offer possible language
to accomplish this limited exemption.

The remainder of our prepared testimony consists of slcific com-
ments upon sections of S. 3205 as written. We would request that the
statement, in its entirety, plus two attachments, be attached for the
record.

Senator TALMADO. Without objection. so ordered.
Dr. DENms. We again express the appreciation of the American

College of Radiology to the committee for our opportunity to express
our opinion on S. 3-205. If we can be responsive to questions now or
later. as the committee deliberates further, please call upon us.

I have instructed our legislative counsel,1Mr. .T. T. Rutherford and
our W rshington staff to provide any desired assistance.

Senator TAL.MAIWE. Thank von very much. Dr. I)ennis. for your
helpful and constructive testimny. Your recommendations will be
cal-efullv con. idered hNy the staff and also the members of the
s1lwomm1'ittee.

It iq not the intention of the subcommittee to tell doctors how to
practice their profession, only doctorss know how to practice their pro-
fession, politicians do not. I hope vou and the college will continue
to wvork with our sttfT as this legislation progresses.

Anv helpful suggestions pou may have. we will receive and give
ea reftul con, ideration. SPnator I)ole?

Senator DoYt.. As T understand it. the radiolomists would be rela-
tivelv satisfied with a fee for service arrangement rather than per-
cepttage compen-satiom. Is that correct?
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I)r. I)F..vxIS. Yes.
Senator I)oixa:. Why it is that you would have one view iii that issue

and tile pathologists a notVer
)r. ID:Nxis. The pathologists will speak for themselves, I believe.

[The prepared statement of Dr. )enis follows:]

Sr.%TxMiXK'qT OF JOHN M. DENNIS, M.D., itRKAIDENT, TIlE AuIwCAN COLLiwx OF
ItADIoIoY, FRtEDRIC D. LAKE, MID., CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF CUANCXLLOIW

SUMMAKY Or TEnSTyUON ON S. 32'05

The thrust of the testimony on behalf of members of the American College
(of Radiology Is directed to concepts and specific provisions of the proposed bill
which would In some way affect the practice of radiology.

The textiony points out that provisions to eliminate certain forms of contract
practice for rudilohgists and other physicians by which a total fee Is shared
between the physician and his hospital are compatible with A('R policy since
11.5. It notes that most radiologists who practice In voluntary hospitals have
ntow separated their professional fees from hospital charges and art-, in fact,
practicing Independently.

'rue testimony expresses concern about the degree of specificity In legislative
language embodied In S. 3"05 as to definitions of certain types of medical prac-
lice. While recognizing the Intent to prevent bureaucratic alteration of congres-
slonmi intent, the ACR urges that the bill and the accompanying committee
report make clear the context and limitations of its actions.

The ACR also urges that the committee give favorable consideration to legisla-
tive language to relieve medical organizations which devise nomenclatures,
coded terminologies and relative value studies from an imputation or action
by federal and state agencies that the creation of such documents represent per
se violations of anti-trust and fair trade acts. The College suggests that proof
1b- required that the nomenclatures, coded terminologies or relative value studies
have been used In a manner to restrain trade or otherwise be In overt violation.

The testimony also requests clarification of the committee's Intent and makes
suggestions for specific language changes In several sections of the Senate bill.

These comments on Senate 1ill M205 are offered on behalf of the 12,000
physician and physicist members of the American College of Radiology. I ex-
prens their gratitude to the chairman and members of the subc4imunttee for
Ihis opportunity.

I am Doctor John 31. Dennis of Baltimore, president of the American College
of Radiology. I am accompailed this morning by Dr. Frederic D. lake of Chli-
cago, chairman of the College Board of 'hancellors, and by Otha W. Liuton,
director of government relations for the ACIL

For the record, the American College of Radiology is the major national
lorofe,%(lonal society of physicians who specialize in the use of X-rays and other
for rls of energy to produce diagnostic images of patients or who utilize high
energy radiation for the treatment of diseases, mostly cancers. The College is
charged by its members with a range of activities which support their obliga-
t ion to provide the scope and (Iuautity of radiologic services needed by Alneri-
v.ans. Since provisions of S. 3205 would have an effect upon the circumstances
in which radiologists provide their services to beneficiaries of federal pro-
granms, we feel obliged to offer any possible assistance in Its consideration.

Ainmst all of the physician members of the College are also members of
alpropriate local and state medical societies and of the American Medical Aso-
(lation. In what follows here, we will attempt to limit our remarks to those e ele-
inents which are of primary concern to radiologists.

We are grateful to the subcommittee chairman and members of his staff for
opportunities to discuss the substance of S. 3205 during Its formative stages. We
appreciate his kind remarks about our cooperation on several occasions, Including
his visit with our Board of Chancellors and Council to explain the bill shortly
after its introduction. As citizens and taxpayers, we recognize the need for the
Congress to seek Improvemenits in programs through which federal funds are
used to pay for health care.

The outlines of S. 8206 were shared with the Senate on June 20, 1975 in the
chairman's speech. FollwIng that, the American College of Radiology- re-
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sponded to an invitation to comment and raise questions. In a letter to the chair-
man from me, then chairman of the ACR Board of Chancellors, we pointed out.
that the projected provisions dealing with mechanisms for the compensation of
radiologists who serve federal health care program beneficiaries were consistent
with the policy of the American College of Radiology since 1965. We also noted
that while a majority of College members now practice independently in volun-
tary hospitals, perhaps a third or fewer are still engaged with hospitals tinder
arrangements which would be unacceptable for federal programs under certain
sections of 8. 8205.

Thus, in supporting the change which the bill would require, we caution against
any presumption that these contractual arrangements, which we regard as less
desirable for all concerned, have necessarily been abusive of patients, physicians
or hospitals where the parties directly involved have been fair and conscientious.

The background of the circumstances of the practice of radiology in hospital
departments and its handling under previous Medicare and Medicaid legislation
is contained in the College letter to the chairman. Rather than repeat It here,
we submit the letter with a request that it be made part of the record.

In reviewing H. 3205. wP offer sonie general comments about the issues ad-
dressed and then a series of specific comments upon insctions of the bill. The bill
contains no specific references to the specialty of radiology, though there were
.mch references in the Introdu.tory and explanatory material which accompanied
it. However, since several sections will clearly Influence the practice of radiology,
we will address them with brief explanations.

We are apprehensive about the speelficity of definitions in legislation, as ex-
emplified in section 22 of S. 3205. Some of the distinctions stated therein are
most difficult to establish in real-life situations and will impose substantial diffi-
culties upon the federal programs. their carriers, health care institutlonS ald
phyielans. We have no quarrel with the intent to have federal programs pay
equitably for those health services received by their beneficiaries. We recognize
the difficulties which have been overcome as well as those remaining in distin-
guishing between those physician services which benefit one patient and those
services which benefit all patients and the health care Institution.

By no means do we suggest that we have the answers to this problem. However.
definitions of health services for purposes of payment categorization have much
broader applications than may be Intended. For example. Medicare provisions to
compensate beneficiaries receiving various diagnostic ultrasound procedures have
led to current definitions not in keeping with the growth of this new modality
and difficult to correct. The definition of certain categories of service, such as
forms of cancer therapy, as "institutional services" has a kind of impact which
would go well beyond the immediate congressional intent. At the very leamt, we
urge language in the legislative history to make clear the context and limita-
tions of such definitions. Perhaps it might be helpful to urge in that legislative
history that the administrative agencies which implement this bill consult with
the provider groups before the issuance of regulations, as the subcommittee is
now doing prior to legislation.

We confess to an inherent apprehension about national legislation which
speaks to the terms, arrangements and limitations under which we are to offer
our professional services to patients. This is not an immediate problem for
radiology in S. 3205. However. the precedent which is established here is certain
to be utilized by others for legislative or regulatory purposes. Thus. again, we
would urge that the legislative history express the extent of the committee's
proposals.

A second general point deals with a need for relief from a situation In which
efforts to be responsive to some federal agencies place us in jeopardy with other".
We are encouraged to raise this by the chairman's inclusion of it in his speech
to us. Our specific reference Is to current efforts of the Department of Justice
and the Federal Trade Commission to impute that the contrivance and distri-
bution of standard terminologies and relative value scales by medical groups
represent violations of anti-trust laws.

The College's first relative value scale was prepared in specific response to a
request from the CHAMPUS program during the 1W50s. It has been welcomed
enthusiastically in its several versions by third party carriers and by the federal
agencies charged with administering Title 18 and Title 19 health benefit pro
grams. Such information may be used to develop a fee schedule by individual
physicianx, by hospitals or by health insurance carriers. Indeed, some such ex-
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ercise must be undertaken by anyone with a need to develop a fee schedule or
profile.

But to take the position asserted by the FTC that the preparation and dis-
tribution of a relative value schedule or scale with appropriate disclaimers by a
medical group is a per se violation would make It impossible for such professional
societies to offer cooperation to federal health agencies and could perhaps make
it difficult for us to assist committees of the Congress by gathering and providing
Information about our specialties and practices.

We urge strongly that the subcommittee consider adding language which would
amount to a limited anti-trust exemption for medical societies which have created
these nomenclatures, coded terminologies and relative value scales. We do not
suggest that medical societies be immunized against penalties for misuse of such
materials. Rather, we request that your language -require that an organization
which has prepared a relative value scale be proven to have misused it to restrain
trade. In this fashion, badly needed relief could be granted without opening a
much broader issue of anti-trust law. We offer as an attachment to this testimony
possible language for a section to accomplish this limited exemption.

We proceed now to specific comments upon sections of 8. 3206.
As the subcommittee is aware, appeal mechanisms for physicians under Part B

from adverse decisions of intermediaries have been Inadequate. Thus, In sec-
tion 8, we suggest the addition of language as a new paragraph to follow para-
graph (c) (2) (0) which would direct the establishment of a mechanism for re-
ceiving complaints from beneficiaries or physicians for whom routine channels
provide no relief. In section 4, we salute the directive to state Medicaid pro-
gramins in section 1902(a) (39) which would rcquirc payment of 96 percent of
"clean claims" within 80 days. The implementation of this section should relieve
an inflationary burden upon physicians and other providers. If a radiology group,
for example, must borrow working funds against several months delay in ac-
couifts receivable from Medicaid, the immediate result is to add unproductively
to their cost of practice. These costs ultimately are borne by patients.

We commend the specification of 60 days as a basic period for public comment
upon preliminary publication of regulations and other administrative rulings by
the agencies charged with implementing federal programs. We also applaud the
stipulation that these agencies be required to communicate proposed changes in
policy guidelines to interested parties in a timely manner prior to promulgation.
Over the decade of Medicare administration, for example, we have learned re-
peatedly of the issuance of intermediary letters affecting the coverage of radi-
ology only when their implementation by a carrier presented a problem. While
we would hasten to add that we have had prompt and sympathetic responses to
these problems from the staff of the BSA Bureau of Health Insurance, many of
the dilemmas could have been averted by prior consultation.

Turning to section 20, we are uncertain about the extent of applicability of the
language In section 1842(b) (3A) (III) (C) to "medical services, supplies and
equipment" if the term medicall services" Is not distinguished from provisions
for "physicians' services" which are contained In preceding paragraphs. Perhaps
the simplest way of making what we deem an essential clarification would be
the insertion of a parenthetical phrase In subparagraph (C) ". . . medical serv-
ice (not Including physician services as defined elsewhere in PL 89-97, as
amended), supplies and equipment.. .. "

It seems to us that elsewhere In section 20 might be an appropriate place to
insert the limited exemption from anti-trust violations for efforts by medical
societies to assist federal programs and Insurance carriers to determine reason-
able charge levels and ranges.

In section 21, we note the contrivance of Incentives for physicians to accept
assignment of their fees for services to federal program beneficiaries. Among
these Incentives would be prompt reimbursement of simplified batch billings.
This provision Is particularly applicable to radiology groups. We urge that the
legislative history emphasize the Intent of the Congress to require that adminis-

* trators and Intermediaries for these programs Implement this provision immedi-
ately and effectively. As we noted above with respect to similar directives for
Medicaid administrators, current delays in reimbursement by Intermediaries
represent a strong disincentive for physicians to accept assignment of benefits.

Also in the proposed section 1868(b) (2) we emphasize the necessity of retain-
Ing an option for physicians to opt In or out of "participating status." The desire
of physicians to have this option is as strong as it was at the time of considera-
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tion of the original Medicare legislation. If the Intent of the several sections (of
,4. 3206 to make the federal programs and their fiscal intermediaries more respoln-
sible Is implemented successfully, then few of us would opt out of partlclpatihg
stats. If the intent of the Congress is not executed effectively, then many more
will wish or need to opt out. In either case, the preservation of this right of the
physician to elect his own status is most Important to us.

In the same section 21, paragraph (e) (1) (B) we interpret the cost saving
incentive to be applicable to radiologists who bill beneficiaries for servict-1
performed in their private offices and not applicable to radiologists who bill
beneficiaries for services performed in hospital X-ray departments. This is a
discriminatory provision which would affect In particular the billing of radiation
therapy services for cancer patients, most of which are provided in centralized
facilities In hospitals or community centers.

In section 22(a) (1) the definitions of "physician service" to be added to sev-
lion 1861 (q) are compatible with those which we commonly use with regard to
diagnostic and therapeutic radiology. We would note that in the production of
diagnostic Images by means of X-rays, isotopes, ultrasound or body infra-red
emissions that the supervising radiologist need not be physically present during
the exposure. However. he miust exert contluuing supervision over the tech-
nologists who make the exposures and he must personally inspect the lniltges
produced by them to render a diagnostic opinion.

With that understanding, our only problem in this section, as expressed above.
Ix the great difficulty in categorizing physician activities which achieve intore
than one objective with the snu w effort.

We note in the definition of pathology services in paragraph (3) of this .etion
a reference to the application of isotoles as being physician service. We concur
with this understanding, again with the caveat that radioisotopes are used bioth
in certain types of In vitro laboratory tests commonly regarded as pathology and
also in dynamic Imaging procedures clearly regarded as radiology. Thus. there
should be no negative inference that the applications of Isotopes are limited to
pathology or are physician servlces only when performed within that discipline.

We addressed above and in our appended letter the general status of contract
practice by radiologists in hospitals under contracts stipulating a percentage of
billing or lease basis for compensation. While we have emphasized that these
arrangements are. In our opinion, less desirable than physician independence.
and vet are not necessarily abusive of patients or their insurers, we here address
a technical point raised by language in laragraphs (b) (2) (0) and (C) (R) (A)
referring to ". - . an amount equal to the salary which would reasonably have
been paid for such services (together with any additional costa that would hare
been Incurred by the hospital) to the physician performing them if they had been
performed In an employment relationship with such hospital ..

Our problem and that of program administrators and carriers will be with the
determination of "... salaryy which reasonably would have been paid for such
services . . ." Tn one u-nse. this is a mandate for the federal programs to fix.
or at least to review and approve, the levels of physician salaries in those Insti-
tutionq where physicians must change to that arrangement to be In compliance
with those portions of section 22.

In re'..rd to those radiologists, and perhaps other physicians. whose contracts
with hospitals are based upon a lease arrangement, we would point out that the
termination of such leases can he a complex legal and financial transaction which
might require more time than the cancellation of percentage contracts. While the
tprmq nf leases vary widely, they often Involve the radiologist employing tech-
nical and clerical personnel and owning the equipment in the hospital's depart-
ment. Changing personnel over to a hospital payroll and arranging for the hos-
pital to purchase capital equipment can be complex. We urge the committee to
recognize these problems and to allow an appropriate time period for their
resolntion.

Tn our opinion. it would be desirable and appropriate to Indicate in the lpsla-
tire history that such an obligation Is not intended on a priority basis. Rather.
we would suggest that the apnllations of the hospital accounting protocols
stipulated In section 10 of R 320 would be adequate to detect unacceptable
variations from "reasonable salaries."

lPnrther on this point. It would be our undprstandinz that nothing In IS .1205
Is Intended to prevent physicians and hospitals from altering or terminating nr
commencing contract relationships on an acceptable bnsi after enactment of thl
bill.



In section 23, we applaud the reqtuirement that M-dh-aid programs must reiui-
burse beneficiaries or providers at no less than 80 percent of Medicare UCR
schedules for physician services in a non.hospital setting. Along with previous
stipulations for prompt payment. this should serve to relieve physicians of cur-
rent financial disincentives to serve Medicaid patients.

In section 42, we urge expansion of proposed coverage of ambulance service.
In a growing number of communities, expensive facilities for radiation therapy
for cancers are being centralized In a -ommunity-sponsored facility. This may bW
attached to a hospital, or it may he organizationally and phy.dcally %ptellarte.
There are not current provisions to (-over expenses of ambulances for thorse
patients whose condition as a hospital or home care patient required such
transportation to an,) from a free-standing treatment center. Radiation therapy -
must be given In daity increments which may require 15 to 40 separate visits to
the treatment facility. Thus, ambulance chargers can become a significant financial
burden upon patients if not covered by the program which covers (he treatment.

We have commented at length and In specific detail because of our belief in the
Importance of thorough discussion of legislation as significant to health care an
Is . 3205. We repeat the willingness of College members and staff to asist the
subcommittep In its further deliberations. And we again thank the memliers for
their consideration of our viewpoints here.

LIMITED ANTITRUST EXEMPTIONactionn l Poliev .

In the public Interest of enabling physicians to establish charges for medi-al
sgfrves which have a reasonable relationship to the comparative difficulty, risk
and degree of skill required by such services, and to enable federal and state
health agencies, fiscal intermediaries and Insurance companies to estimate realis-
tically the costs of health care delivery and to determine the reasonableness of
particular charges for medical services. It is hereby declared to be the public
policy of the United States to permit individual physicians or representative
groups of physicians to study, establish or revise codes, Indices, standard termi-
nologies and relative value sales for particular medical services.
oPretion 2-De)!ditm

1. The term "anti-trust laws" means the Federal Trade Commission act and
ea,.h statute defined by section 44 of title 15 of the United States Code as "anti-
trust laws" and all amendments to such acts and to such statutes and to any
other acts in parl material.

2. The term "representative group of physicians" means a state, regional or
national association of physicians described in section 501 (c) (3) or (c) (6) of
the Internal Revenue Code.

•1. It shall not be unlawful under any anti-trust laws for any person or rep-
resentative group of physicians to create. publish.or revise any code, Index,
standard terminology or relative value scale for particular medical services If
quch code. Index, standard terminology or relative value scale reasonably relates
the comparative difficulty, risk and the degree of skill required In rendering
such medical services.

Senator TALMADME. Thank you very much. gentlemen. The next
witness is Ruth B. Ecklund, president-elect. American Association of
Nuirse Anethetists, accompanied by Nancy Fevold. acting executive
director, and Kenneth Williamson-consuliant.

We are delighted to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF MS. RUTH ECKLUND, PRESIDENT-ELECT, AMER-
ICAN ASSOCIATION OF NURSE ANESTHETIMTS, ACCOMPANIED
BY NANCY FEVOLD, ACTING EX CUTIVE DIRECTOR, AND KEN-
NETH WILLIAMSON, CONSULTANT

Mr. Chairman. T am Ruth B. Ecklund. CRNA. president-elect of
the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists and chief nurse anes-
t!eti.t. Family hlospital. Milwaukee. Wis. Aecompanying tue are
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Nancy A. Fevold, CRNA, who is acting executive director of the
association, and Kenneth Williamson, who is the Washington consul-
tant for the association. We appear here today in behalf of the
association.

The American Association of Nurses Anesthetists (AANA) is a
professional organization whose membership is comprised of certified
registered nurse anesthetists, CRNA's, practitioners, and educators
who are engaged in anesthesia practice. The association's two major
goals, both of which serve the public interest, are, first, to promote the
continued existence of quality education in the schools of nurse anes-
thesia and, second, to enhance and further develop the clinical skills
of individual nurse anesthetists to provide quality care for patients.

Nurse anesthetists are a major group p in the delivery of anesthesia
services. There are 13,522 practicing CRNA's and there are approxi-
mately 11,800 anesthesiologists - 's. The largest percentage of an-
esthetics given to patients in the United States is provided by nurse
anesthetists. For the approximately 16,486,045 surgical procedures in
1974. CRNA's provided the anesthesia services in 48.5 percent of these
cases. In 40 percent of the hospitals in the United States a nirse anes-
thetist is the sole provider of the anesthesia service, working as a mem-
ber of the operating team along with the surgeon in performing a
highly essential service to hospital patients.

CRNA's are officially recognized by the U.S. Department of Edn-
cation, the federation" of specialty nursing organizations and the
American Nurses' Association. the American Society of Anesthesi-
ologists, the American Hospital Association. the American College of
Surgeons, and by the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of 11os-
pital. The performance of CRNA's and the quality of the services they
render is attested to by their widespread use in university medical
.centers, community h. spitals. the Veterans' Administration and the
lrmed services. CRNA's by their education are fully prepared and

-competent to provide ane.qhesia services utilizing the various anes-
-thetic agents. Both CRNA's and anesthesiologists are interested in
rendering quality anesthesia services. Attached for your information
is a copy of the standards for nurse anesthesia practice which gives a
good indication of the preparation of the-certified registered nurse
anesthetist and the guidelines by which they practice.

On August 21. 1975. we wrote you, Mr. Chairman, reviewing the
whole question of reimbursement for anesthesia services. In our letter
we made a number of recommendations intended to achieve cost sav-
ings in the provision of anesthesia services, eliminate abuses in the
present system of reimbursement and to bring about some fairness and
greater equity in the payment for services rendered by different pro-
viders. Copies of all of this material were sent to each member of the
committee and we shall, therefore, not repeat that information.

We wish to direct our comments to S. 3205 and limit our remarks
to those provisions of the bill dealing with anesthesia services for
which we have a special competence and particular interest. The pro-
visions we are concerned with are discussed beginning on paee 58 of
thbill under section 22. The provisions dealing with anesthesia serv-
ices in S. 4105 are quite disappointing to us as they do not appear to
change the existing and very unfair treatment accorded nurse anes-
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thetists under medicare/medicaid. The bill perpetuates the same limit-
ing definitions that appear in the present law. At a time when some
form of a national health program is being considered, it would ap-
pear to be essential to consider fully the potential of all health care
F roviders and to remove definitions and designations which seriously
limit the potential of numerous providers and, thereby, substantially

increase the cost of health services.
Section 22 would amend the present law and it enumerates six spe-

cific activities which must be "personally performed" or "personally
directed" by a physician. Though we shall discuss several specific
questions as to the intent of some of the language, we commend the
committee for this attempt to assure quality in the provision of anes-
thesia services.

Of the six activities listed, (A) is quite clear and needs no comment.
Activity (B) is seriously in need of clarification and we believe,

change. Under medical practice acts, generally, only a physician can
write a prescription. Therefore, the use of this' term in this case would
seriously harm the orderly process of providing anesthesia. In those
millions of cases where no anesthesiologist is present or available, the
person- qualified and competent to formulate the anesthesia manage-
ment care plan is the nurse anesthetist. Generally speaking, the physi-
cian available, the surgeon, is less qualified to do so. Additional, in
great numbers of cases where anesthesiologists are present in the insti-
tution, the activities under (B) are provided by a nurse anesthetist.
The paragraph commencing on line 9 of page 59 bears out this fact.

I. We recommend, therefore, that the language for activity (B) ap-
pearing on line 22 of page 58 be amended to read: "writing an anes-
thetic maagement care plan."

Activity (C) needs clarification and specifieity we believe.
IL We recommend, therefore, that the language of activity (C) ap-

pearing on line 23 of page 58 be amended to read as follows: "personal
participation in the induction, maintenance, and emergence;

The suggested change would assure the continued presence of the
individual responsible for the anesthetic throughout the course of the
procedure which is esential to quality of care.

We believe-the language in activity (D) at present will not accom-
plish the intended purpose, nor will it assure the necessary protection
to the patient.

Recognition of the essentiality of the words "remaining physically
available" is includcl in the definition of activity (E). It is our belief
that such physical availability is equally essential during the course of
the anesthetic as covered under activity (D).

III. We recommend, therefore, that the language of lines 1 and 2 of
page 59 be amended to read as follows: "remaining physically avail-
abe duringthe course of anesthesia administration."

Commencing on line 6 of page 59 with the words "Pro ided how-
ever," the language of the bill appears to substantially diminish the
quality assurances proposed in activities (A) through (F) and may be
seen, therefore, as vitiating the commendatory steps to assure quality
of anesthesia services. The language of the bill commencing on line 6
through line 18 of page 59 is unclear.
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Is this language li ited only to reiibursement procp(lures or is it
inclusive of quality of practice? If the statement refers to the quality
(if practice, certified registered nurse anesthetists are fully educated
and trained to function as independent anesthesia pratitioners under
the direction of a physician. It is noted 40 percent of the hospitals in
the United States do not have the services of an anesthesiologist
available.

The present language may be read as permitting a physician to be
responsible in whole or in part for the anesthetic being administered
to six different patients simultaneously. In only one of these is he
actually required to personally provide the anesthetic. Some other
person is permitted to provide the anesthetic for a second patient for
which the physician may make his reasonable charge, and he may
receive one-half of his reasonable charge for four other patients whose
anesthetic is being given by another person. Thus, the physician is
asired payment for the anesthetic provided to six patients only one
of which h;e personally gave. This is not recognized as good practice
nor would it assure quality of anesthesia service. If this is not in-
tended then the language needs to be much more specific.

We wish to point ouit that most of the activities [(A) through
(F) ] referred to in this section are frequently performed by nurse
anesthetists. In a great many instances these activities are performed
with no anesthesiologist present or available. We believe activity (C)
to be the most crucial. Activity (C) presently states "personal par-
ticipation in the induction and emergence."

'[he present language provides that this activity may be provided
by a individual other than the physician.

IV. We recommend, therefore, in order that quality of care is as-
sured and patients receive the protections they are entitled to, the
words "another individual" appearing on line 11, page 59, be deleted
anti the following words inserted: "a qualified Nurse Anesthetist."

As we have pointed out, the language in this section of the bill
recognizes that individuals other than physicians are fully qualified
to provide the various activities deemed to be essential in the field of
anesthesia. However, though the bill deals with the question of re-
imbursement of physicians for the provision of anesthesia services,
we do not find any language which gives consideration to the reim-
bur-sement of nurse anesthetists for similar services.

We wish to reiterate that: CRNA's provide 48.5 percent of all
anesthesia services for surgical procedures in the United States, and
CRNA's provide anesthesia services both in urban and rural areas in
university medical centers, community hospitals, the Veterans' Ad-
ministration, and the armed services.

Thus the existing very discriminatory provisions of medicare/medic-
aid remains. In order that true recognition is given to the services
of nurse anesthetists we recommend that they are accorded some
genuine equity. Definitive changes must be made in the medicare/
medicaid law:

FIANCE NURSEAErMvsr

Freelance nurse anesthetists are called upon by hospitals or mem-
bers of the surgical staff of hospitals in a great many areas where
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there are no anesthesiologists (M.D.'s) or where nurse anesthetists
are not employed by the hospital. At the present time, freelance nurse
anesthetists must resort to a variety of subterfuges to collect for their
services. Thus, they are subject to the rankest sort of discrimination.
We are not suggesting that nurse anesthetists generally move to a
fee-for-service system of reimbursement. At the present time, 69 per-
cent of CRNA's are hospital employed. We are saying that those nurse
anesthetists, who wish to practice their profession as individuals with-
out seeking hospital employment. should be able to do .so and the
Government should, in all hairless, make it possible for them to be
paid for their services. Simply put, the question is: "Why should a
physician be assured payment as an individual practitioner and a
nurse anesthetist who is fully qualified and renders the service be
prohibited from billing and receiving payment for this service." Our
study of the bill does not indicate to us that the freelance nurse
anesthetist's situation is improved.

In summary. hundred.; of niirse anesthetists across the country have
written to their Senators and received many expressions of Under-
Standing of our position and indications that every consideration
would be aiven to our recommendations with .support to brine about
some real fairness and equity in the treatment of nurse anesthetists. We
IWlieve them statements were made in all good faith. Ve. therefore.
tirre your full consideration of the views we have expressed.

We recognize that S. 3205 ii intended as amendmInents to the medi-
eare and medicaid laws. However, it is our belief that these amend-
ntents may well form the basis of language and approaches which may
lh picked up in legislation providing for a national health program.
Thus, we believe that the actions taken in S. 3205 in respect to pro-
viders of anesthesia services are of utmost importance for the future.
We hope our comments and recommendations are helpful, and we ask
i hat they be made a part of the permanent record.

We appreciate this opportunity of bringing our views to you and
would be pleased to be of all possible assistance in working with the
em)mittee and its staff to attain the very laudable goals set forth by
t le chairman of the committee in the statement he made upon the
introduction of the bill.

[The attachment previously referred to by the witness follows:]

STANDARDS FOR Nuast ANESTHESIA PRACTICE

INTRODT'f'TION

The American Association of Nurse Anesthetists (AANA) is a professional
organization whose membership is comprised of Certified Registered Nurse
Anesthetists (CRNA's), practitioners and educators who are engaged in an-
t. thesia practice. The Association was organized to fulfill two basic goals. First,
the AANA Is Involved in activities which assure the continued existence of high
quality, professionally competent schools of nurse anesthesia. This activity Is
accomplished through the formulation and review of Standards for the Accredita-
tion of Schools of Nurse Anesthesia and through curriculum reviews for such
institutions seeking initial or renewed accreditation by the AANA. The Ameri-
can Association of Nurse Anesthetists is recognized by the United States Com-
missioner of Education as the accrediting agency for educational programs in
nurse anesthesia.

The second primary goal of the AANA In to enhance and further develop the
clinical skills of Individual nurse anesthetists to assure the rendering of excellent
anesthesia care by Its members. This purpose Is a ocompllshed initially through
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certification of its members. The result is that the Association assures employers
and the public that Its members have met certain enumerated Standards. Among
these Standards are the member's current and continued registration as a profes-
sional, registered nurse as required by the state in which the member practices;
graduation from a school of anesthesia accredited by the AANA; and passing a
rigid qualifying examination for membership. In addition, the Association re-
quires annual affirmation of the member's status with regard to the law. All
members are required to give evidence of compliance with the laws of the Individ-
ual states where they are practicing anesthesia.

After initial certification, the AANA sponsors and conducts an extensive pro-
gram of continuing education to update-and improve the skills and techniques
of its member anesthetists. A Certificate of Continuing Professional Excellence
is awarded by the AANA to its members who, within a five-year period of time,
meet the Standards for Continuing Education as established by the Association.

The specific objectives of the Association, as contained in Its Articles of In-
corporation filed with the Secretary of State of the State of Illinois on Octo-
ber 17, 1939 are:

A. To advance the science and art of anesthesiology.
B. To develop educational standards and techniques in the administration of

anesthetics.
C. To facilitate efficient cooperation between nurse anesthetists and the medi-

cal profession, hospitals, and other agencies interested in anesthesiology.
D. To publish periodicals and to Issue bulletins from time to time to aid in the

general purposes of the organization.
H. To establish and maintain a central bureau for information, for reference

and assistance in matters pertaining to the science and art of anesthesiology.
F. To promulgate an educational program with the object of disseminating,

through proper channels, the importance of the proper administration of
anesthetics.

WHAT 18 A CERTfrIED REOISTEBi) NURSE ANESTHETIST?

A CRNA is a health care practitioner who renders anesthesia care. First and
foremost, a CRNA is a graduate of an approved school of nursing ,x ho has met
state requirements and earned registration by state licensing a~tnorities as a
Registered Nurse. Further, a CRNA Is a registered professional nurse who has
graduated from a school of nurse anesthesia accredited by the American Associa-
tion of Nurse Anesthetists. After graduation, each anesthetist must evidence
individual competency by passing a rigid qualifying examination administered
by the AANA. Upon successfully passing this examination, the graduated nurse
anesthetist Is eligible for certification as a certified nurse anesthetist by the
AANA.

PURPOSES OF STANDARDS FOR NURSE ANESTHESIA PRACTICE

AR sn-organization comprised of health care practitioners, the AANA recog-
nizes that the general principles of quality anesthesia care should be clearly de-
lineated to maintain and improve the delivery of excellent anesthesia care.
These Standards, as published herein, are intended as a general guide for
the rendering of optimum anesthesia care and are not Intended as fixed criteria
or requirements in any particular situation. It must be recognized that anesthesia
practice will vary considerably from one geographic location to another or from
one state to another because of the requirements or limitations imposed by local
law as well as the characteristics of the Institution in which the CRNA prac-
tices. Among the factors which must be taken Into consideration within each hos-
pital institution are: (a) the requirements or limitations imposed by state law,
(b) the sophistication and availability of anesthesia equipment within the Insti-
tution, (c) the quality and availability of medical staff personnel and other
allied health professionals within the Institution, (d) the degree of medical
specialization within the community, and (e) the availability of anesthesia per-
sonnel within the community. Therefore, these Standards are not intended to be
interpreted as criteria for the performance of anesthesia care, but rather as
guides for the formulation of criteria on a local or regional level.

STANDAIDI

Nurse anesthesia practice Is dependent upon a knowledge of the fundamental
sciences, anatomy, physiology, and pharmacology to predict and control the
effect of the anesthetic agent on the physiological condition of the patient.
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Interpretatiox
Anesthesia practices are characterized by the administration of anesthetic

agents to a patient to achieve a desired physiological result. Therefore, a
knowledge of anatomy and physiology, of the body reactions to various types of
anesthetic agents as well as a familiarity with the symptoms and treatment for
untoward effects are essential. The CRNA must have a basic understanding of
the science of chemistry, physics, physiology, as well as pharmacology. Pharma-
cology is defined as a science of natural phenomena dealing with measurable.
predictable, and therefore, reproducible effects of drugs on the functions and
cellular structures of animals and humans. Pharmacological considerations in
anesthesia practice include the Inherent characteristics of the drug, the dosage to
be administered, and the characteristics of the patient.

(The Intent of this provision is to include a technical statement on the inter-
relation of the various disciplines which must be utilized for competent admnius-
tration of anesthesia.)

STANDARD 11

Because of the Inherent nature of anesthesia, certain risks to the patient are -
always present when an anesthetic agent is administered. Therefore, only those
nurse anesthetists who are competent and well trained should be permitted to
administer anesthesia.
Iaterpretston

The purpomw of anesthesia Is to reversibly depress bodily functions, or otherwise
desensitize a patient to permit the performance of medical or surgical proce-
dures. Whenever the bodily functions are reversibly depressed or desensitized,
there are certain Inherent risks to the patient which must be recognized. There-
fore, an anesthetic agent should be Induced and maintained only by well-trained
personnel who are capable of recognizIng and managing untoward reactions which
may develop. ORNA's are trained professionals who have had specialized train.
ing in anesthesia and have demonstrated competency in this area. They are
licensed by the state as registered nurses and further have graduated from an
accredited school of nurse anesthesia and have successfully completed a requisite
examination for certification. Their course of study, and certification are effec-
tive indicators regarding their competency to administer anesthesia.

*TANDAD MK

Nurse anesthesia practice is characterized by continually questioning assump-
tions and techniques upon which the practice is based and retaining those which
are valid and adopting and using new techniques and knowledge to continue
upgrading the practice.
Interpretation

The study of anesthesia is a science In which constant Innovation and improve-
mnents are being made. It Is the obligation of the CRNA to participate in the
improvement of the science by questioning the appropriatent-" or accuracy of
current assumptions and techniques being employed within the practice. Further-
more, a nurse anesthetist continually should improve skills and knowledge by
reading journals and pursuing continuing education to assure excellent anesthesia
care. A bimonthly journal of the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists is
one source from which practicing nurse anesthetists can obtain knowledge of new
developments and techniques employed within their practice. In addition, the
AANA continually sponsors educational programs by which practicing nurse
anesthetists can remain current on new developments and techniques. CRNA's,
who within a five-year period, meet the Standards as established by the Education
Committee of the AANA, may earn a Certificate of Continuing Professional
Excellence.

STANDARD IV

All patients shall receive a thorough and complete preanesthesla inspection.
Interpretation

The responsibility of a CRNA begins before the actual administration of the
anesthetic. It Is the duty of the attending physician to make a preanesthetic ex-
amination in every case, not the duty of the nurse anesthetist. The nurse anesthe-
tist does have an obligation to ascertain that an appropriate preanesthesla exami-
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nation has been made by a physician. An examination of the patients chart will
Indicate whether the necessary routine examinations and tests have been made. A
thorough and complete Inspection of the patient prior to anesthesia is Imperative
to acetain certain physiological and psychological factors which influence the
selection of the anesthetic agent and the formulation of the plan of anesthetic
masagemenL This examination will help determine not only whether the patient
should be subjected to anesthesia, but the suitability of the agent or method for
both minor and major surgery. The nurse anesthetist should know the nature of
the anesthetlc agent, its effects, and the proper agent to ue In ease of a typical
cardiovascular, renal, respiratory, or other pertinent conditions.

The mental attitude of the patient has a profound Inflnence on the course of
the procedure. Therefore, the psychological condithn of the patient must be de-
teriulned In advance and efforts made to ease any fears. In making a preopera-
tive visit, the psychological powers of the nurse anesthetist can lw exerted. A
preoperative visit, by the nurse anesthetist who will administer the anesthesia Is
recommended on the (lay before elective surgery. The preanethetle visit serves
several purposes. It enalles the Imtlent to become acquainted with and talk to the
iersou who will administer the anesthesia. This meeting. combined with a proper
psychological approach that Imludes gympathetlc understanding and consider-
tlion for the natural anxiety and apprehension on the part of the patient, serves
to facilitate the entire anesthetic procedure.

A preanesthetic examination can ascertain additional details concerning the
patient's medical history which may have a direct influence on the selection and
management of anesthesia for the patient. Previous anesthetic experiences, the
patient's personal preferences, the specific details concerning the types and dos-
ages of medication which recently have been taken by the patient, along with
other pertinent points should be epverv. The history of uamual nsitivity to
drugs and the presence f allergic conditios are also of special concern.

The nurse anesthetist should ascertain that the laboratory procedures which
are routinely performed prior to surgical procedures have been performed and
duly noted on the patient's chart. Furtbermore, the nurse anesthetist should
a rtain whether studies of the respiratory, cardiovascular, metabolic, diges-
tive, genitouOluary, and nervous systems have been made for purposes of evalu-
ating the performance of the major physiological component, with particular
regard for the conditions and deficiencies which have anentheea implications.

In addition, the preanethesia evaluation should reflect the choice of pre.
medication to be prescribed as well as the selection and utilization of equip.
ment available. Pertinent information relative to the choice of anesthesia should
be recorded.

STANDARD V

Anesthetic management includes the administration of the anesthetic agent
as well as the professional observance of vital signs and the providing of resus-
citative care to maintain or stabilize the patient's physical condition.

Intcrprmtotion
A CRNA should be competent to induce and maintain anesthesia at required

levels as well as to manage any untoward reactions which may develop. The
anesthetist practitioner must monitor, chart, and report the patient's vital signs
aid other appropriate indicators as well as provide resuscitative care that in-
eludes fluid therapy, maintenance of an airway which may necessitate intu-
bting the trachea and providing assisted or controlled ventilation.

The nurse anesthetist is responsible for the proper care and inspection of the
selected anesthetic equipment. Modern anesthesia machines are precise instru-
ments. The finest details of the machine and engineering are incorporated to
insure that the nurse anesthetist will have accurately measured amounts of gas

According to the prescription at the moment. The nurse anesthetist selects not
oily the proper agent but the amount desired. It Is therefore necessary that the
nurse anesthetist fully understands the particular machine being used. Safety
regulations concerning the handling of flammable agents and the labeling of
gas cylinders should be strictly followed.

it is the function of the nurse anesthetist to monitor the patient In the oner-
ating room and to evaluate the physiological condition of the patient. This
nwmuitoring is not confined to clinical observation of vital functions alone, al-

though this Is a fundamental requirement and well serves the overall purpose.
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The scope of the actual monitoring and the varieties of methods available may
be utilized as the circumstances require.

STANDAaD VI

The nurse anesthetist Is responsible for the prompt, complete, and accurate
recording of anesthetic Information on the anesthesia chart.

l tearprctatio
The observation and charting of the vital signs and other pertinent anesthesia

data Is the direct responsibility of the attending anesthesia practitioner. The
course of the anesthetic management must be charted to afford a permanent
record both as an aid to the retrospective review of the quality of the patient care
renlen d and further as a data basis from which analysis and innovation can
lt formulated. Recording of all events taking place during the induction of,
maintenance and the patient's emergence from anesthesia, including the dosage
al duration of all anesthetic agents, other drugs, intravenous fluids, and blood
or blood fraction must be made.

Accurate and relevant records are emsential to the development of any science.
This priuciple particularly applies to aneth-sla practice. The primary *tep in
the evaluation of a situation and in assessment of the patient is a record of the
vents. Hence, the anesthesia record Is an integral irt of the patient's clinical

hospital chart All vital function measurements, all procedures, all drugs should
be charted in time sequences. The quality and sufficiency of these recorded ob-
servations will influence the accuracy of clinical anesthesia diagnosis. Among
11w, purposes for which anesthesia records are kept are:

I. To facilitate the care of patients:
(a) By insuring the frequent attention to the patient's condition.
(b) By providing Information regarding the patient's general condition.
(e) By establishing the sequence of events leading to reaction. and

complications.
To provide material for teaching, for study, and for statistical Information.

3. To establish a medical-legal record.
The anesthesia records should be vital, available, and accurate. To be vital and

representative of the actual progress of a particular anesthesia and surgical op-
oration, a record must display several characteristics. It must be complete. It
must be a stark observation pleturp of the situation. Every physiological param-
eter possible should be measured continuously and recorded. Change In technique.
in agents, in position, in surgical pro edure should be noted. All complications
should be Identified and the final condition aspessed.

To be available, the records should be kept from moment-to-moment to serve as
a possible diagnostic and prognostic element In the operative course. Delays be-
tween observation and recording lead to errors; Immediate notation is desired.
The records must be neat and legible.

To be accurate the data should be obtained from observation of the patient
and should be recorded immediately.

STA NDARD ViI

Nurse anesthetists must he competent to terminate anesthesia and must report
the patient's condition and other essential Information to the personnel respon-
%ible for post-anesthesia care.

Interpretatiom
The CRNA in attendance must be competent to terminate the anestlheia and

report all essential data regarding the emergence from anestht-sia to the per-
sonnel In charge of the post-unesthe"ia care.

STANDARD VIII

The anesthetized patient should receive competent and continutous l)4sf-
anesthesia care by designated personnel.

Interpretation
Complete recovery from surgical anesthesia Is dependent upon an eq-ential

property possessed by all anesthetic drugs, namely reversibility of the pharmn-
cological action. As the concentration of an anesthetic drug within the blood
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stream and brain tissues or nerve fibers dwindles from the levels required to
maintain anesthesia down to levels approaching zero, the normal reactivity of
the nerve tissue is resumed.

Partially-conscIous patients must be cared for until full consciousness has
returned and protective reflexes have been regained. The ultimate objective (of
a well-planned and carried-out anesthesia procedure is to interfere as little as
possible with the essential bodily processes, thus insuring an uneventful recovery
of the patient from the combined surgical and anesthetic undertaking.

A nurse anesthetist, if so designated, shall remain with the patient as long as
necessary to stabilize his condition. The recording of post-anesthetic visits that
Include notes describing the presence or absence of anesthetic-related complica-
tions must be made.

STANDARD IX

Appropriate safety precautions shall be taken to insure the safe administration
of anesthetic agents.
Intrpretation

Safety precautions and controls, as established within the institution, should
be strictly adhered to, so as to minimize the hazards of fire and explosion in areas
where flammable anesthetic agents are used. Anesthetic apparatus should be
inspected and tested by the anesthetist before use. If a leak or other defect is
observed, the equipment should not be used until it Is repaired. The CRNA shall
check the readiness, availability, cleanliness, and working conditions of all equip-
ment to be utilized in the administration of the anesthetic agent. Proper elkuhiag
and footwear should be utilized in accordance with the establihed rules and
regulations at the health care Institution in which the anesthesia is administered.

TA NDAMD X

The practices employed In the delivery of anesthesia care must be consistent
with the policies, rules and regulations of the medical staff of the institution in
which the anesthesia care is rendered.
Interprelation

The conduct of the CRNA is governed by the policies, rules, and regulations as
established In the health care institution in which the anesthesia care is being
provided. These police f as well as the extent of the responsibility delegated,
should be closely adhered to.

STANDARD XI

Compensation for the rendering of anesthesia care must be made within the
norms established by the code of ethics of the American Association of Nurse
Anesthetists and the general rules and standards adopted by the profession within
each locale.
Interpretiolon

The CRNA must assiduously guard against exploitation of the patient of any
particpation in practices which would be contrary to the best interest of the
public. General rules and standards regarding remuneration may be adopted by
the profession within each locale which are to be governed by policies and laws
of that locale. The right to be adequately remunerated for the services rendered
is recognized as well as the counterbalancing obligation to protection the patient
from economic exploitation. Nurse anesthetists are free to render gratuitous
services.

Senator TALMADcr. Thank you very much, Ms. Eckhind for your
helpful and constructive suggestions. We will review them care-
fully, the recommendations you have made, and urge you and your
associates to continue to work with the staff of the committee and
members of the committee in trying to develop this legislation as con-
structively as possible.

Next and the final witness for the day is Dr. John W. Ditzler,
president, American Society of Anesthesiologists, and Michael Scott,
counsel.
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Doctor, I want to thank you and the organization you represent for
your very helpful and constructive suaaestions that you have made in
trying to develop this legislation and urge you and your society to
continue to work with the staff and members of the committee in devel-
oping it as it goes through the legislative process.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN W. DITZLER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIOLOGIST ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL
SCOTT, LEGAL COUNSEL

Dr. DiTzImZ. Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. John Ditzler an anesthesiolo-
gist from Chicago, Il. I am a professor of anesthesiology, Northwest-
ern University School of Medicine, and am, in addition, the Chief of
Staff of the Veterans' Administration, Lakeside Hospital, Chicago,
from which I am on annual leave to make this presentation.

I speak today as the president of the American Society of Anes-
thesiologists, a physicians' organization.

Senator TALMAD . I am the ranking member of the Veterans' Af-
fairs Committee. I hope it is not necessary for you to take annual leave
to testify before a committee of the Congress. As I understand the
Constitution of the United States, every citizen in America has an
inalienable constitutional right to petition his Government for redress
of grievances. You may proceed.

Dr. DrrzLER. I am accompanied by Mr. Michael Scott of the firm of
Cox, Langford & Brown, the society's legal counsel in Washington.

I would make it clear at the outset that our testimony addresses
itself solely to the portions of the bill which specifically relate to anes-
thesiology and the delivery of anesthesia care for the American people.

The primary goal of the members of our society is the delivery of
superior anesthesia care. 'We believe that such care is optimally pro-
vided by a well-trained physician working with one patient, a ratio of
one to one.

We have believed in that concept and have implemented many of our
policies with this in mind ever since the inception of the American
Societv of Anesthesiologists nearly 40 years ago.

We 'have had problems with suffiient qualified anesthesia man-
power, and would, only incidentally, call to your attention the need
for special consideration for specialties such as anesthesiology when
considering the overall United States manpower needs for physicians.

The American Society of Anesthesiologists realizes that it has an
obligation to all of the "American people, and, that with well over 16
million anesthetics given per year, our current society strength of
approximately 10.000 active members cannot provide the optimal one-
to-one care, especially since anesthesiologists are now increasingly also
engaged in intensive care units, pain centers, and pulmonary therapy
support. ';

In many areas of the country there are a variety of methods of de-
livery of anesthesia care. some of them historical, some of them new
and innovative, and others bringing with them some concerns.

We believe, therefore, that Senate bill S. 3205 is commendable in
that it recognizes that in order to provide superior care to the Ameri-
can public, one must not only continue to recognize the optimal one-
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to-one relationship of the anesthesiologist to his patient--one must
also provide for proper and appropriate medical direction of the non-
physician anes.thetist.

the definition of proper and appropriate recompense for anesthesi-
ologists' services has Iben a subject of concern within our society for
over 20 years. Contrasted with those individuals who believe that
optimum care involves a one-to-ohe relationship, there have been
other; who have proposed that the physician need only be responsible
fio' the medical direction of nonphvsiian anesthetist's and that they.
therefore, could apl)ropriately provide unlimited supervision.

This-latter attitude has led to practices which we as a society do not
regard as optimal patient care nor perhaps in some cases adequate
patient care.

It senms to us that for medicare purposes section 22 of the bill doesProvide a reasonable solution under these difficult circmnstances. The
)ill permits reimbursement to physicians for anesthesia care services

both in the context of the one-to-one relationship and also in the con-
-text where it is clear that medical direction of nonphysician anesthesia
personnel is medically proper.

By negative implication. however, the bill disqualifies for iimn-
ursenient those physician services where personal performance or

personal direction cannot, as a medical matter, be accomplished.
We thus support that portion of section 22 dealing with anesthesia

services as lont as it is also recognized that section 22 does not enim-
merate all of the circumstances in which an anesthesiologist performs
legitimate patient carp services.

You wil find attached to our written ,4atement a proposed revision
of the pertinent portion of section 22 dealing with practical problems
of anesthesia care. to which we hope the subcommittee and its staff
will give serious consideration.

I would like finally to turn to a subject not directly raised by the
bill itself but, which'has been rq ised by yon. Mr. Chairman, in your
spewh on the Senate floor, introducing'the bill. as well as this morning
a few moments ago.

We firmly support the use of professionally ,repared relative value
ui(des or sales as one valuable mechanism" for determining appro-

priate physician reimbursement. and further support, the notion that
development and use of such guides or scales should be validated as a
part of the legislation now under consideration.

As the subcommittee ii aware. our society is currently engaged in
ltization with the U.S. Department of Justice over our development
and dissemination of a relative value emide. Briefly stated, this guide
attempts to establish, on the lsis of complexity of procedure. time
er effort necessary for its completion. and other medical considera-
tons. a relative value in unit terms. not in monetary terms, for a
varintv of medical procedures. of the type performed by members of
mr society.

We uinder.4and that your chairman'*, lperislative nronosal would
ilijntfe the lee of sqieb a guide as-lonq as it is not stated in monetary

term. and as Iona a.s it is only what it pmrports to he--A .mide.
As a practical mnitter. 9 well-develonrpl and thoughtful (,-uide would

prove extreivelv valuable to all concerned.

N
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The society strongly supports your chairman's effort in this respect
and uraes the members of the sulommittee and its staff to give it mo4
'eriots consideration.

IVP believe that contrary to the position which will apparently 1e
luken bv the Denartment o€f Justice. (lisseinantion and use of relative
value guides will have a .silutary rather than an adverse effect.

Mr. Chairman. this comletes my oral testimony, and I will he
pleased to answer your milestions.

Senator TAt.MA M;.. Thanlc von verv nmwh. We anpreciate your very
constructive .mi.agstions and they will be considered carefully by
nwenhers of the subcommittee. A ain. I want to repent. T hone vo
mnd your organization will continue to work with the staff and men-
,,rs of the suiwommittee as we work toward a legislative solution for

Oh ver y difficult and complex problem. I have only one question.
)id you hear .Mf. Rutih B. Eekhind testify in behalf of the Ameri-

,.an Association of Nurse Anesthetists ? Were you in the audience?
Dr. J)rrm,'i. Yes: I heard it.
Senator 'TALMADrO. Would you care to comment on her statement!
Dr. Dirzx.n. I would care to comment in one area particularly.

The statement has been made that the nurse anesthetist provides the
coverage in perhaps 40 percent of the hospitals in this Nation.

I think one has to also take into account that this represents perhaps
only 10 jerent of the anesthetics administered in the Nation. This is
in large part due to many of our hospitals being of 50-1ed capacity or
less.

I think in part this reflects the deficiency of our health care delivery
system in the country rather than relating to a national problem of
anesthetic administration.

The second part of the testimony as I heard it. related to the chang-
ini of wording indicating "any individual," and I would require
closer reading to understand what the intent was, but surely it is
correct that an anesthesiologist is not present in every situation where
anesthesia must be administered.

I would call to your attention that by law in all of the States. a
physician must be responsible for the administration of the anesthetic
even though it may be administered by a nonphysician. It is a phy-
sician and in those cases. it certainly would be the surgeon or obstetri-
cian or other qualified physician to whom the ultimate responsibility
for the anesthetic must rest.

I have no other comments.
Senator TALMADGE. If you have any further comment, after reading

the statement. in detail, we would appreciate your information. The
subcommittee will stand in recess until 8 a.m. tomorrow morning.

[The prepared statement and letter of I)r. 1)itzler follow:]

STATEMFT OF THE AMERICAN Soc(irrv or ANESTHESO| ooISTS

SUMMARY

1. The use of the term "hospital associated physicians" In Section 22 is niis-
leading and should be changed.

2. Optimum anesthesia care Involves a one-on-one relationship between anes-
thesiologist and patient. Anesthesiologist manpower limitations may, however.
necessitate patient care in less than optimum conditions, in which event ethical
principles require that medical direction of non-physician providers be given.
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3. While raising certain negative implications concerning right to reimburse-
ment for legitimate anesthesiologist services, Section 22 as It relates to anesthesi-
ology is generally in accord with the Society's ethical guidelines.

4. Prohibition in Section 26 against use of certain percentage of collection
billing practices, through use of independent billing organizations, is too broadly
stated.

5. Proposed validation of dissemination and use of professionally-developed
relative value guides is entirely meritorious and In the interest of all concerned
with Government-financed medical Insurance.

STATEMENT

My name is John W. Plizier, M.D. I am a practicing anesthesiologist in Chl-
cazgo, Illinois. I am a Professor of Anesthesiology at Northwestern University
Scliool of Medicine aad in addition am Chief of Staff of the Veterans Administra-
lion, Lakeside hospital, in Chicago.

I testify today on behalf of the American Society of Anesthesiologists, an
organization of physicians of which I am the current President. My testimony
ro-presents the position of the Society, approved In principle by our Administra-
tive Council. on those issues raised by S. 3206 which are of particular interest
to tle Society and its members. With minor exception, I do not Intend to deal
with those aspects of S. 3205 which concern organized medicine generally, as
I anticipate that these subjects will be covered by testimony of the American
Medical Association and others.

Tho membership of ASA consists of over ten thousand licensed physicians en-
gaged In the recognized specialty practice of anesthesiology. While, as is com-
,iionly understood, anesthesiologists are principally concerned with the adminis-
tration of anesthetic agents as a part of surgical or obstetrical procedures.
thpy also engage in an Increasing variety of related medical activities, particu-
larly including pain therapy. respiratory therapy, and Intensive care. We are
Indeed today witnessing the development, within anesthesiology, of various sub-
ls'lailtles: a development which I fully endorse In light of the increasing com-

ll(xity of our profession.
In S. 3205, atnesthesiologists are referred -to as "hospital associated" physi-

cin.---essentially. I assume, because most of the medical services of anestliesi-
ologists are performed within the physical confines of a hospital. Unfortunately,
hots.evr, this term carries with it another connotation or Imp!ciatlon, that is.
that attestheslologists are In some form of employment or agency relationship
with the hospital. This implication is misleading: with only minor percentage
e lution, anesthesiologist.4 perform their services as independent medical pro-
fessi~nals, and are compensated for these services on the basis of a fee charged
to the individual patient. They are no more "hospital associated"-or to use
anlher misleading expression: "hospital-based"-than for example are the sur-
geions or obstetricians who form a part of the medical care team with which the
anesthesio'ogist Is most frequently involved. If then the Subcommittee finds It
npees.-ary to refer generically to certain medical specialties practiced in the hos-
iltal setting, the Society believes it far more appropriate, and not misleading,
to use the expression: "certain physicians' services normally performed in a
hospital."

The Subcommittee may well wonder why I choose, In testimony with respect
to an important piece of proposed substantive legislation, to pause at the outset
over what appears to be a minor definitional problem. To the members of our
Society, the answer is quite simple: use of the terms "hospital-based" or "hos-
lital associated" In relation to anestheslologists, and for that matter. pathol-
omxists, radiologists and others, connotes that somehow thee specialists are
less independent than. or somehow different from. other Independent profes-
sional specialists who perform in a hospital setting but as to whom, for reasons
not ,lear. the terms are never employed.

Thik differentiation causes the average anestheslologi4 to see "red". Anes-
theiology has emerged in the past three decades as a recognized and vitally iu-
pomtant field of Independent medical specialization and practice. Many operative
procedures performed In 1976. that could not have been performed in 1956 or
19601. are possible not so much because of new surgical techniques, but because of
the enormous strides which have been made In the science and art anesthesiology.
Our members are proud of these accomplishments ond of their Independent
status In the profeaion and In relation to the individual patient. They are thus
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sensitive to any legislative appellation which tends to derogate from this Inde-
pendent status.

As the Subcommittee is aware, 5. 8205 contains certain express provisions
relating to reimbursement under Part B for anesthesiology services. Your Chair-
man has already indicated, upon introducing the Bill, that these provisions were
prepared after consultation with representatives of our specialty. Quite frankly,
valuable communication between the Subcommittee and Its staff, on the one
hand, and practicing anesthesiologists on the other hand, was possible because
many of the so-called "abuses" under Medicare, with which Senator Talmadge
Is concerned as an economic or social matter, are practices with which, to the
extent they may exist, our Society should also be concerned as an ethical matter.
8i*clfically, it is the formal position of the Society that anesthesia care of a
patient should ethically be performed either by. or under the actual direction of,
an anesthesiologist, and that compensation for anesthesia care under these
circumstances should ethically be on a fee-for-service basis to the patient. As
we view the provisions of S. 3205 dealing specifically with anesthesiology serv-
Ices under Medicare, they are fundamentally consistent with these ethical
principles.

Before discussing these provisions In some greater detail, I should like to
make two points. While we as a Society have strong views as to what is, and
what Is not, ethical as a professional medical matter for anesthesiologists, we
do not suggest that these ethical guidelines are necessarily applicable across
the medical profession as to their specialties.

When thus we state that patient anesthesia care services may ethically be
performed only by or under the actual direction of an anesthesiologist, we do
not claim that these ethical guidelines are necessarily required elsewhere in
the profession. I speak for anesthesiology today, for anesthesiology only.

My second point is that without qualification, optimum anesthesia care in-
volves a one-to-one relationship between anesthesiologist and patient. While
both the ASA ethical guidelines and Section 22 of the Bill clearly contemplate
the possibility for medical direction by the anesthesiologist of nurse anesthetists
or other non-physician members of the anesthesia care team, we do not as a
Society believe that there is any medical substitute for the one-on-one rela-
tionsilp. Personal physician direction of others may in many circumstances
be medically acceptable, but In our view only personal performance represents
the optimum.

Section 22 of the Bill contains the essential requirement of either personal
performance or personal direction by a physician, in order to qualify for re-
imbursement under Part B, and insofar as that requirement relates to anes-
thesiology, we support It with the qualification Just stated. We also support the
concept contained in the Bill that "physicians' services", reimbursable on a fee-
for-service basis, do not include work as an executive or a researcher. We are,
however, concerned by the apparent general disqualification In Section 22 of
services as an "educator" from reimbursement on a fee-for-service basis.

An anesthesiologist, during the course of rendition of an identifiable patient
service, may very well be engaged, simultaneously, in an education function with
respect :o, for example, a resident physician also present in the operating suite.
It seems unrealistic to attempt to separate out this educational function from
the physician service being rendered, appropriately, to the patient on a free-for-
service basis.

Wo-agree, as an ethical matter, that physician reimbursement arrangements,
Imkd upon a percentage of hospital Income or receipts, are inappropriate. In
general, we are also supportive of the provisions of Section 22 dealing particularly
with reimbursement for anesthesiology services, although we have certain specific
suggestions for clarifying or Improving these provisions.

As to anesthesiology services, Section 22 sets forth certain criteria on the basis
of which, for reimbursement purposes, an anesthesiologist is deemed to have
"personally performed", or "personally directed" the rendition of, such services.
These criteria are determined by reference to a statement, set forth in the Bill,
of the various steps which normally comprise the totality of anesthesia care
rendered to a patient-from pre-anesthetic evaluation, through the administra-
tion of the anesthetic, to the rendition of indicated post-anesthesia care. The
enumerated steps are drawn from ASA's 1975 Guidelines for Ethical Practice.

While we are gratified by the Inclusion of our ethical guidelines in the Bill,
we are at the same time concerned about the potential rigidity inherent in the
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speclfication, In a Federal statute, of those Individual items of anesthesla care
which will form the basis for reimbursement unless and until the Rtatute is
amended. The science of anesthesiology Is evolutionary, in terms of development
Of new techniques, and Individualistic, in terms of patient need. As a result, ABA
would strongly have preferred that the Bill confine itself to statement of principle
.oncerning personal performance and personal direction of anesthesia care, and
left to the Bureau of Health Insurance the enumeration of acts, or combination of
,ts-t, which would provide basis for reimbursement. Our experience is that

while always difficult, the amendment of Medicare regulations is far easier to
me .,9uplIsh than amendment of a Meicare statute.

We are also concerned by certain negative implications created by the whole-
Esle inclusion of the ABA ethical principles in the Bill. There are many valuable
and Important medical services performed or directed by an anesthesiologist that
are not explictly or implicitly covered by the Bill's statement of anesthesia care
services. 'Two of the fastest-developing areas of anesthesia care are In the fields
#ot pain therapy and respiratory therapy. The services comprising these courses
Of patient care simply do not follow the pattern of anesthesia care related to the
,,s, rating or obstletrical suite. Yet the Bill as worded Implies, unintentionally I
am certain, that these important services are not reimbursable under Part B.
Again. I believe, appropriate forms of reimbursement mechanism for these serv-
ices are Ist established by regulation, rather than statute.

If the Subcommittee determines, despite the problems that I have suggested, to
attempt legislatively to deal with the details of anesthesia services under Part
13, then at the least I believe that the language and intent of Section 22 must be
clarified. Attached to my statement is a suggested revision of Section 22-insofar
as It sAecIfically covers anesthesia care-which makes more clear that legitimate
anesthesiology services continue to be covered under Part B, notwithstanding the
fact that they are not among those services, or combinations of services, ex-
I1resty referred to in Section 22.

In closing my discussion on Section 22, I should like to come back in part to
a point I made earlier: medically, the one-on-one relationship between anesthesi-
Oflgilst and patient is the optimum. Section 22. contemplates reimbursement of an
anesthesiologist when he medically directs up to four nurse anesthetists or other
nonphysicians simultaneously. In my view, this limitation has two faces: on the
one hand, the limitation goes far to prevent the purported exploitation of nurse
anesthetists with which the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists appears
to be In some cases legitimately concerned; on the other hand, I wish to make
clear that in my view, it is only under certain narrow circumstances that an
anesthesiologist can properly direct four procedures simultaneously.

Many respected anesthesiologists, while recognizing the one-on-one patient re-
lationship as the optimum, will also say that the medical direction of two, or
Perhaps three, highly skilled nurse anesthetists simultaneously iS the maximum
reasonablv possible from a medical pmint of view. In this sense, we find that the
Hill's limitation of four to be somewhat liberal, but appropriate when as is neces-
sary in legislation, coverage of generalized cireumqtances is required.

I should say at this point that In preparing for this presentation, I caused
summaries of 8. 8205, prepared by our counsel, to be circulated widely within
our membership. As you might anticipate, the Bill received extensive comment
by a number of practicing anesthesiologists. While most of this comment related
to the subjects I have already discussed, I would be remiss In my responsibility
If I did not cover one additional point which received substantial attention:
speeflcallv, concern has been expressed that the proposed prohibition contained In
Section 26 against assignment of Medicare and Medicaid fees under a power of
attorney may tend to throw out the baby with the bathwater.

In our experience, many anesthesiologists in various parts of the country-and
particularly those who practice individually or In very small groups--find that
the least expensive and only practical method of billing for their services-
whether to a private or a Medicare patient-Is under a contractual arrangement
with an Independent billing organization. Many of these organizations do tend
to operate on an across-the-board percentage of collection basis, and some of our
members doubt strongly that if this percentage basis were eliminated (as the Bill
proposes to do) for reimbnrsement purposes, Medicare and Medicaid costs would
be lessened. It would seem to us that much of the potential adverse effect, appar-
ently of concern to the subcommittee staff would be eliminated if another excep-
tion to the general rule, contained In proposed Section 26, were made for the use
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of a billing service organization on a percentage of collection basis, when a physi-
cian used that service organization for all his services to patients, and not Just
for Medicare or Medicaid patients (or Government reimbursement with respect
thereto). This exception would, I believe, tend to legitimatize the true and com-
prehensive billing service, while at the same time substantially eliminating the
potential for abuse In the factoring of Medicare and Medicaid claims.

Finally, I turn to a subject only tangentially related to S. 8205, but nonetheless
one of major importance to our Society. Specifically, we have noted with obvious
interest your Chairman's proposal to include in the legislation being considered a
provision which would give statutory sanction, in a limited context, to the use of
relative value scales. I say "obvious" because it is well known that despite the
fact that the Department of Health, Education and Welfare has encouraged the
formulation of such scales and in fact depends upon such scales in administer-
Ing the Medicare Program, another executive department (the Department of
Justice) has sued our Society for its adoption and publication of a relative value
guide. It seems entirely appropriate for Congress to resolve this administrative
ambivalence.

Because of the multiplicity of factors which an Individual anesthesiologist
considers in determining his fee for particular services, health insurance carriers
and various governmental agencies involved in paying or reimbursing for anes-
thesiologists' fees have historically had considerable difficulty In formulating
fair, reasonable and administratively feasible methods of payment and relm-
bursement, consistent with applicable statutory and regulatory requirements yet
related to the specialty's mode of practice.

Many Insurance carriers and governmental agencies, including the Bureau of
Ilealth Insurance and its intermediaries, have found relative value guides,
including our Soclety's Relative Value Guide, a reasonable solution to the
problem of constructing rational and workable payment and reimbursement
schedules and resolving disputes as to particular claims. The policy of the
Bureau of Health Insurance as to the use of relative value scales generally,
and the ABA Relative Value Guide in particular, is stated in an August 1975
revision to its Part B Intermediary Manual, a copy of the pertinent portions
of which is attached to my written statement.

In formulating and publishing its Relative Value Guide, the ASA has sought
to respond to the needs of their third party payers, including Medicare Inter-
niediaries, in a manner which preserves the right of the individual practitioner
to establish his own fees and the right of the particular payer to establish Itsown schedule of payment or reimbursement. Only the prevailing expert medical
opinion as to the relationship between medical procedures in terms of relative
complexity, time or effort necessary for completion and other relevant medical
considerations is reflected In the Guide. No dollar amount of fees or conversion
factors are specified. Indeed, except as an individual practitioner may be
required by third party payer regulations, no one is under any compulsion
to use the Guide Itself.

We believe, that relative value scales or guldes are useful in the adilnistra-
tion of health care payment and reimbursement programs. They are useful,however, only to the extent that they reflect the realities of medical practice.
Certainly bona fide assmolationh swi as ASA -houild not be- precluded from
offering their expert opinions on the medical considerations involved in devel-
oping relative value scales and guides.

We thus strongly support the proposal of your Chairman, which we under.
.tand was presented to the Subcommittee at the outset of these hearings, to

provide legislative validation to the use of relative value scales in connectionwith Medicare and otherwise. We believe this to be an Intelligent and practical
approach, of benefit alike to the medical profession, medical insurance inter-

' medlaries, the Government and the patient.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT SECTION 22, A. 3205

Sec. 22. (a)(1) Section 1861(q) of the Social Security Act is amended by
adding "(1)" immediately after "(q)" and by adding, immediately before theperiod at the end thereof, the following: "; except that such term does not
include any service that a physician way perform as an educatorr] an executive
or a researcher; or as an educator when such educational function is not per.
forced simultancotisjy and in connection with the personal performance or
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personal direction of an identifiable patient care service; or any patient care
service unless such service (A) is personally performed by or personally directed
by a physician (or, in the oase of physicians associated in phystoian group
practice, by one or more physician members of the group) for the benefit of such
patient and (B) is of such a nature that its performance by a physician is
customary and appropriate."

(2) Section 1861(q) Is further amended by adding the following new para-
graphs at the end thereof:

"(2) In the case of anesthesiology services, a procedure related to surgical or
obstetrloal oare of a patient would be considered to be 'personally performed' in
its entirety by a physician (only), where the physician performs for the benefit
of one individual patient the foHowing activities:

"(A) preanesthetic evaluation of the patient;
"(B) prescription of the anesthesia plan:
"(C) personal participation In the most demanding procedures in this

plan, including those of induction and emergency;
"(D) following the course of anesthesia administration at frequent

intervals;
"(E) remaining physically available for the immediate diagnosis and

treatment of emergencies; and
"(F) providing indicated postanesthesla care:

Notwithstanding the foregoing, is physician shall also be considered to hare
"personally performed" such a prooedure in its entirety for an individual patient
if [provided, however, that) during the performance of the activities deserllned
in subparagraphs (C), (D) and (E), such physician is (not) responsible for the
care of not more than one other patient. Where a physician performs the activi-
ties described in subparagraphs (A), (B), (D), and (E) and another individual
participates in the activities described In subparagraph (C), such physician will
Ile deemed to have personally. directed the serriceq if he was responsible for no
more than four patients while performing the activities described in subpara-
graphs (D) and (E) and the reasonable charge for such personal direction shall
not exceed one-half the amount that would have been payable if he had personally
performed the procedure In its entirety.

In the event a physician or group of physicians associated is group practice
for the benefit of a patient, the reasonable charge for which has not been er-
pressly provided for in this paragraph (including without limitation personal
performance or direction of one or more of the individual activities cnimeratcd
above relating to surgical or obstetrical care or personal performance or direc-
tion of the rendition of pain. therapy, respiratory therapy, intensive patient care)
such physician or group shall be Entitled to payment of a reasonable charge for
such physicians' services which charge shall be fairly related to the reasonable
charges e.rpresly provided for in this paragraph.

6707.1: REASONABLZe CHAROES--CRITERIA

6707.1: Use of Relative Value Scale and Conversion Factors.-The use of rela-
tive value scales in estimating customary charges and prevailing charges should
be restricted to situations in which the carrier does not have sufficient data or
to procedures that are performed only infrequently. In addition, the relative
value scales used for the Medicare program should, to the extent possible, be
those that are used by the carrier in its own programs. Relative value scales
developed by the carrier or by medical societies for States other than those in
which the carrier's Medicare service area Is located should be carefully reviewed
and validated before they are used. The carrier has a responsibility for ensuring
that a relative value scale, which Is used to estimate customary charges or
prevailing charges, accurately reflects charge patterns in the area serviced by
the carrier. Similarly, the conversion factor used with the relative value scale
should reflect the known customary charges of the physician or other person for
whom a customary charge is being estimated, or the known prevailing charges
for services in the locality, as appropriate.

Customary and/or prevailing charge conversion factors used with relative
value scales to fill gaps In carrier reasonable charge screens should be calculated
as outlined In A and B below.

(Sepairate customary charge conversion factors should be developed for each
physician or supplier from his known customary charges In the same category of
service, e.g., medicine, surgery, radiology, etc. Similarly, separate prevailing
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charge conversion factors, by locality and specialty or groups of specialties,
should be calculated based on the known prevailing charges, by locality and
specialty, or groups of specialties within the same category of service.)

A. Customary Charge.-The following formula should be used for the calcula-
tion of a customary charge conversion factor:

('/F= Customary charge conversion factor.
('H(-=The physician's customary charge for a procedure.
,SVC=Number of times the physician performed the procedure.
I-n=The different procedures the physician performed within a category

of service.
ftVU=The relative value unit assigned to a procedure.

'= Sum of-

Ctl61 X , + CH)G, C CLIO, SVC

CFRV RV- V .SVC

Exam ple
Compute a customary charge conversion factor for a physician with the fol-

lowing charge history: (May be for medicine, surgery, radiology, pathology)

roceaur. F.qu.ncy CuM., ry'rge Rebtive value

I ..............--------------------------------------- 3 $5 1.0
2.--..---------------------------------------- 7 12 2.0
3 ......------------------------------------------------- 5 35 4.0
4 .......------------------------------------------------- 4 20 3.0
-...............--------------------------------------- 6 6 1.5

Total ------......----------------------------------- 25 ................................

Method
(1) For each procedure, divide the customary charge by the relative value and

multiply the result by the frequency of that procedure in the physician's charge
history.

(2) Add all the results of these computations.
(3) Divide the result by the sum of all the frequencies.

Solution

( x 3)+Q( x 7)'+Q'x 5)-(--x 4) +(A..x6) _.

25

(5X3) ± (OX7) (8.75X5) + (6.67X4) ± (5.33 X6)
25

15+42+43.75+-26.68!-+31.98
25

15 +42 43.5 +26.6 + 194

159.41 0.38=$6.40 (Rounded to nearest 10 cents)
25

To determine a physician's customary charge for a particular procedure where
there is no reliable statistical basis, multiply the relative value of the procedure
by the physician's customary charge conversion factor for the appropriate
category of service (e.g., radiology, medicine, surgery).

6708: REASOMABLE OHARGES-CRIEMI

B. Prevailing charge.-The prevailing charge conversion factors to be used
with the appropriate relative value scale will be developed from the same formula

iuscd for customary charge conversion factors, except that
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CHG=The established prevailing charge for a procedure by locality and
specialty or group of specialties

SVC=The number of times the procedure was performed by all physicians
in the same specialty o- ,roun of specialties and locality

1-n=The different procedures within a category of service for which
prevailing charges have been established by specialty or group of specialties
and locality

The conversion factors calculated for any fiscal year should reflect customary
and prevailing charges calculated on the basis of charge data for the preceding
alendar year. ALso, reasonable charges established through the use of a relative

value scale and conversion factors, in effect, consist of two compoa:ents. Cons e-
qu(ently, the conversion factors used must be recalculated when there is any
changee in the relative value units assigned to proc-edures (as may occur if the

carrier begins to use a different or updlated relative value scale) in order to
a,-atre that the changes) in unit values do not violate the integrity of the
reits, able charge screens.

6818: REASONABLE CHIARGES-SPECIAL SITUATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS

CRIR: Ra*onablc charged for anexth-tiologists' Rervices.-The manner in which
at varrier applies the reasonable charge criteria in prroces~ng claims for anesthe-
siologi,:ts' services should lie consistent with the predominant billing methosi of
such physicians in its service area.

For example, where the majority of anesthesiologists bill dollar amounts for
services without any indication of the relative value units nto.i:tted with their
services, the carrier should establish customary and prevailing charge screens
for suich services in the sane manner its for other physicians. Tlis aproach to
determining reasonable charges takes into account the fact that a physician's
charges for a particular service may, for a variety of reasons, vary from one
i,,tance to another. Therefore, under this approach, any extra amounts charged
lis a physician using a relaftte value scale and a dollar conversion factor to set
his fee (e.g., the time, rik. age, etc.) will not ordinarily be a ln.i,- for allowing
amounts above the applicable customary or prevailing charge. However, the pro-
vision in the regular Medicare reasonable charge methodology for allowing higher
amounts when they are Justified by unusual circumstances or medical complica-
tions (1 6708) does apply in appropriate instances.

However, in many parts of the country, carriers have adopted the use of rela-
Hve value scales and conversion factors in establishing reasonable charge screens
for anesthesiologists' services as an accommodation to such physician's tradi-
tional uze of this methodology In setting their fees and in billing for services.

The American Soclety of Anesthesiologists and many State medical socletit-s
have developed relative value guides from which an anesthesiologist may deter-
mine hi fee for a given service. These guides generally assign ba.ce unit values
to the different surgical procedures and services listed and provide for additionl
unltq taking into account such factors as time, risk, age of the patient, etc. Each
anesthesiologist may apply a dollar conversion factor that he has set for himself
or he rioy use a -converston factor that his local medical society considers to be
reasonahle. Where (1) this is the predominant billing practice among the anes-
thesirlogist' in a carrier's service area, and (2) where their billings include the
necesary information about the unit values they have used in setting their fees
for a particular service. the carrier should take this practice into account in es-
tabli,-bing reasonable charge screens. It should, based on actual charge data,
stnbli,.h a customary charge conversion factor for each anesthesiolog it and,

from all "uch conversion factors, develop a prevailing charge conversion factor
udrng the following suze. td approach. (Deviations from this suggested ap-
proach must have prior BHI approval.)

A. Establish the e(nversion factor the anesthesiologist has used In each
'illInr. during the year. For example, where the physician has billed $54 for an

anmepthe.ia service and the total of the relative value units for the service rendered
(bqs, time, and other modifier) was 9, he has in effect used a $0 conversion
ft, otor.

B. Determine the anesthesiologist's customary charge conversion factor by
determining the median of the conversion factors he has billed during the year.
(Where the actual median falls between two items in the array of conversion
factors, use the next highest conversion factor In the array.) For example:
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6820: REASONABLE CIIARUER---SPECIAL SITUATION AND INSTRUCTIONS

Total relative value
Billed units (ime, base. Conversion

Procedure charge other modifiers) factor

A------------------------------- ----------- 120 20 $6
-- --- -------- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -.. . . 72 12 6

B 60 10 6
C ---------------------------.. ..----- .----------- 48 8 6O----------------------------- -4 14 6
E--------------------------------------- ---- 150 25 6
A-----------------------------------------140 20 7
B------------------------------ ----------- - 77 11 7
0------------------------------------------- 120 15 8
D -------------------------------- ----------- 96 12 8o----------------------------- 104 13 8
E -------------------------------- ------------- -176 22 8

In the above example, the actual median of the conversion factors would fall
between $0 and $7. Therefore, the customary charge conversion factor Is $7. A
prevailing charge conversion factor should also be computed for anesthesia for
each locality, by specialty, by arraying the anesthesia customary charge co)n-
version factors in ascending order and weighting each by the frequency of serv-
ices on which it was based. An actual amount In the array which is high enough
to include the customary charge conversion factors of the Ulas thesiologistis whil
performed at least 75 percent of the cumulative services should then be identifie:l
as the prevailing charge conversion factor.

The conversion factors calculated for any fiscal year should reflect the charges
inade by the anesthesiologist(s) during the preceding calendar year. Also, the
conversion factors must be recalculated where there is a change In the number
of relative va:ue u:vit s signeded to l)r.(edures or t modifying factors .-ml o.
time, age, risk, etc., (as may occur if the carrier begins to use at dlfleicnt ofi
updated relative value scale): This is necessary to assure that the carrier's
reasoable charge screens are unaffected by such a change.

TilE AMERItIAN SOCIE-TY OF AN_,TIIESIOLOGISTS,

Park Ridge, Ill., August 4, 1976.
lion. HERMAN E. TALMADGE,
Subcommittee on Health, Senate Finance Committee, Everett McKinley Dirken

Oltlcv, Buildintg, IVashingfton, D.C.
i)EAR SENATo0 TAL ADXE: I am writing to respond to your request, made at

the close of my testimony before your Subcommittee on Health last week, for
comment on the testimony presented to the Subcommittee by Representatives of
the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists (AANA).

As an intriluctory statement, I should reiterate the undoubted fact that
appropriately-trained and otherwise qualified nurse anesthetists perform in this
country a valuable and essential role as members of the anesthesia care team.
Fundamental to the team concept, however, is the principle that both as a matter
of law and as a matter of proper medical practice, the team must be headed,
whereever possible, by a trained anesthesiologist and, where that Is not possible
because of existing manpower-limitations, by an otherwise qualified physician-
normally the surgeon or obstetrician involved In the particular procedure.

It appears that the concept which underlies most of AANA's testimony, both
to the subcommittee and in other recent forums, Is either a reluctance to embrace
the basic principle of physician direction of the anesthesia care team, or a desire
medically to equate the qualifications of nurse anesthetists, on the one hand, and
anesthesiologists or other qualified physicians, on the other hand. The suggestion
that technicians without the knowledge of the human body (and partlculafly its
respiratory systems) and related pharmacology provided by medical school and
residency training should have unsupervised responsibility for prescribing and
administering the lethal drugs essential to anesthesia, Is disturbing at best. We
do not believe that it is either appropriate or medically proper to predicate
legislation on any concept other than physician direction of anesthesia care. As
you know, the focus of our assistance to the subcommittee's staff and our testi-
mony to the subcommittee Itself has related to providing assurance for all con-
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cerned, that reimbursement of anesthesiologists under medicare and medicaid
would remain consistent with this basic principle of proper medical care practice.

Turning now to the specific comments contained In AAINA's statement of
July 28, 1976, we offer the following:

1. We believe in general, as we have already testified, that the requirement of
personal physician performance or personal physician direction of anesthesia
care, contained in section 22 of 8. 8206, assures to the Government and to the
public that reimbursement of physicians for these services will be both appro-
priate and not excessive. Correlatively, we believe the limitations on reimburse-
ment contained in section 22 should provide substantial assurance to the mem-
bers of AANA that physician "exploitation" of nurse anesthetists, to the extent
that it may have existed in the past, will no longer be possible under medicare.

2. AANA criticizes the language appearing on line 22 of page 58 of 8. 8205,
whhh set forth "prescription of the anesthesia plan" as one of the elements of
]'ersonal performance or personal direction of anesthesia care by a physician.
AANA would change this language to read: "Writing an anesthetic manage-
ment care plan." We believe this suggested change is inappropriate, inasmuch
as the language of S. 3205 as now written is directly responsive to the legal
requirement in all or virtually all of the' States, that a physician prescribe the
anesthetic. In effect, by indirection, AANA argues in favor of allowing a non-
lhysician to prescribe the anesthetic. As we understand your intentions in in-
troducing 8. 3205, they do not include a desire to alter legal definitions of the
practice of medicine, but rather are oriented toward assuring appropriate physi-
cian reimbursement. We thus do not believe that their suggested change is con-
structive or desirable.

3. With reference to lines 23 and 24 on page 58, AANA proposes to require
that the anesthesiologists, in order to be deemed to have personally performed
the anesthesia care service, must personally participate in the maintenance of
anesthesia, as well as the induction thereof and the emergence therefrom. In
effect. AANA would apparently require that "personal performance" by the
anesthesiologist be equated with personal execution by hih of every facet of
anesthesia care in the operating suite. In our statement to the subcommittee, we
made clear that ASA regards to "1 to 1" relationship of physician to patient
as representing optimum anesthesia care. In the sense of optimum care, there-
fore, we fully agree with AANA. One is forced to recognize, however, that given
existing anesthesiologist manpower limitations, it is not possible in every
hospital in every part of the country to achieve the optimum, and one must
therefore also recognize the necessity for an anesthesiologist to be medically and
legally responsible for the direction of nonphysician anesthesia personnel main-
taining anesthesia simultaneously In more than one operating or delivery room.
The change proposed by AANA appears designed to undercut legislative recog-
nition, for reimbursement purposes, of this practical necessity, and in effect to
emasculate all of the provisions of section 22 which would permit a physician
to Ie responsible for procedures In more than one operating room as long as he
is in close physical proximity thereto. Acceptance of the AANA approach, we
believe, would tend severely to limit the opportunity for medical direction by an
anesthesiologist of more than one simultaneous procedure-to the. detriment,
we believe, of medically proper anesthesia care delivery to all possible patients.

4. AANA's suggestion that the language appearing in lines 1 and 2 on page
59, which requires the physician to follow the course of anesthesia administra-
tion at frequent intervals, be change to require the physician to remain physi-
cally available during the course of administration. Given the language which
immediately follows this provision In 8. 3205, requiring the physician to remain
physically available for diagnoses and treatment of emergencies, we are not
certain that the AANA proposal produces, as a practical matter, any substantive
change. Again, the orientation of the AANA comment appears to be directed
toward preventing an anesthesiologist from assuming responsibility for medical
direction of qualified personnel in more than one operating room simultaneously,
and while again we agree that optimum care Involves the 1-to-i relationship,
we nonetheless support the pragmatic orientation of the Bill as now written,
which contemplates physician responsibility, under medically sound circum-
stance, for more than one room at the same time.

5. We believe that the AANA proposal to change in line 11 on page 59, the
reference to "another Individual," to read "a qualified nurse anesthetist," is
also inappropriate. In effect, this change would mean that physician "personal
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direction" reimbursement would be keyed to direction of a "qualified nurse
anesthetist" only. In fact, the development of and standards of training of non-
physician anesthesia personnel In this country is In an evolutionary state, and
it is entirely possible (if not probable) that several classes of non-physician
members of the anesthesia care team are now emerging. To limit physician re-
imbursement to direction of a nurse anesthetist (whatever that term may legally
mean) only, appears to ASA to be an unnecessarily limited course. It is also
not one which is within the scope of a proposed statute designed to eliminate
alleged abuse in Medicare reimbursement, as distinct from a proposal (as AANA
would apparently like $. 3205 to become) designed to solidify the status of
nurse anesthetists.

t. AANA reads the proviso contained in Section 22 as authorizing reimburse-
ment to a physician when he personally performs anesthesia care as to one
patient, and at the same time is responsible for that care to live other patients.
We do not read the proviso in these terms. As we understand your intent, It is
to permit an anesthesiologist to be reimbursed for two simultaneous personall
performances", or for four simultaneous "personal directions"-with the lan-
guage of the proviso setting forth appropriate limitations In both Instances. As a
practical matter, it would appear impossible under the language of the Bill for
a physician to claim reimbursement for personal performance of two procedures,
and also claim reimbursement for personal direction of any other procedures
taking place at the saame time. We do agree, however, with AANA's characteriza-
tion of the proviso as somewhat unclear, when one reflects on the various simul-
taneous combinations of anesthesia care which are poi-slble and which are medi-
cally proper. It is for this reason that we suggested in our testimony that the
proposed statute confine Itself to the essential reimbursement concept of per-
sonal physician performance or personal physician direction, and leave to regu-
lations a definition of reimbursement of procedures consistent with that basic
principle. We are Interested to note that on page 22 of Its testimony, the Blue
('ross Assocatlon-a major Medicare Intermediary-agrees with our conclusion
in this latter re-pect.

7. As you know, we have taken no position on the appropriate method of re-
Imbursement under Medicare for the so-called free lance nurse anesthetist. We
agree with AANA that some appropriate method of compensation for the services
of these individuals should be found, commensurate with the value of the service
they render to the pratlent, and the responsibility they properly assume.

Very truly yours, JonN W. DfrZLEa, M.D., President.

[Whereupon, time subcommittee was recessed until 8 a.m., July 29,
1976.]
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MEDICARE-MEDICAID ADMINISTRATIVE AND
REIMBURSEMENT REFORM

THURSDAY, JULY 29, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMOMI%~rEE ON HEALTH OF TIlE

SENATE FiNANCET COMMIMrrE.
Waahington, D.C.

The subcommittee inet, pursuant to recess, at_8 a.m. in room 2221,
)irksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Herman E. Talmadge presiding.

Present: Senators Talmadge, Curtis, and Dole.
Senator TALMADOE. The subcommittee will please come to order.
Senator Nunn, my colleague from Georgia, has been delayed. We will

hear from him as soon as he arrives.
The first witness this morning will be Mr. Bert Seidman, director,

Department of Social Security, AFI-CIO. We are happy to have you
with us, Mr. Seidman. You may insert your statement in full in the
record and summarize it.

Because of the multiplicity of witnesses and the fact that the Senate
is going in at 9 a.m. it is necessary for us to restrict our testimony in
chief to 10 minutes.

STATEMENT OF BERT SEIDMAN, DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL SECURITY, AFL-CIO; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT
McGLOTTEN, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AFL-CIO
AND RICHARD SHOEMAKER, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE DE-
PARTMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY OF THE AFL-CIO

Mr. SEWMAN. Thank 'ou, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Bert Seidman, directof of the Department of Social

Security of the AFIr-CIO. With me, to my right is Robert McGlotten,
who is a legislative re!.rcsentative of the AFL-CIO and to my left
is Richard Shoemaker assistant director of the Department of Social
Security of the AFL-dIO and our expert in the field of health.

I should say I am testifying, of course, on behalf of the AFL-CIO.
I happen also to be a member of the Health Insurance Benefits Ad-
visory Council, the advisory body of medicare and medicaid. I have
been a member for the past. 4 years. My term is about to expire.

I would appreciate it, Mr. Chairman, if our full statement could be
inserted in the record.

Senator TALMAwD. It will be, sir.
Mr. SinMAN. I will simply summarize it.

(251)
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I appreciate the opportunity to appear on behalf of the AFL-CIO
before this Health Subcommittee with respect to the Medicare-
Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act.

Medical care costs continue to escalate at about twice the rate of
all goods and services as measured by the Consumer Price Index. The
impact of these rising costs on the'- federal budget is substantial.

In fiscal year 1975 42 percent of health expenditures came from
public funds. Federal payments for medicare and medicaid totaled
about $22 billion. The combination of direct and indirect Federal,
State, and local government payments to the health industry makes
the health industry one of the most heavily subsidized industries in
the country.

According to the Council on Wage and Price Stability, this subsidy
amounted to over $55 billion in fiscal year 1975.

There is no way to control these escalating costs until Congress
enacts a comprehensive national health insurance program such as
the health security bill, S. 3. Under health security, the Congress
would establish a budget for health services and provide the financial
resources to pay for those services. Medical societies would be obli-
gated to negotiate realistic fee schedules so that the budget for physi-
cian services could not be exceeded. Likewise, hospitals and other
health institutions would have to negotiate their budgets so that total
expenditures for hospitalization could not exceed the amount of funds
allocated for institutional care.

Moreover, a budgeting system of cost control can allocate funds
based on the need of people for health care rather than upon their
ability to pay. A budgeting system of cost control is far more flexible
than regulation and is less costly as well. Budget allocations under
Health Security would not be determined unilaterally by Govern-
ment as is frequently alleged. Such allocations would be made in ac-
cordance with the Health Planning Act of 1974 which provides for
consumer, provider and governmental input into the planning process.

Over th-6 long run, the health security program is the least costly of
all national health insurance proposals that have been introduced into
the Congress. Under health security and only under health security,
could costs be held to a constant percentage of the gross national
product which is. currently, 8.3 percent of the GNP.

Other national health insurance bills split up the funding of N1I
between the Government and the private sector with the sources of
funds for the private sector being divided between Blue Cross-Blue
Shield and about 1,000 private insurance carriers. Under such pro-
posals, the providers of health care would continue to dictate their
remuneration. There would be no outside limits to the amount of
money the health industry could absorb.

The bill introduced by the distinguished chairman of this subcom-
mittee is a step in the right direction but does not go far enough. There
are three main thrusts in the bill:

One, it would establish a fraud and abuse unit in HEW.
Two, it would establish a single prospective reimbursement system

for hospitals.
Three, it would attempt to induce physicians to accept usual and

customary fees under medicare.
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The AFL-CIO supports the fraud and abuse provisions of S. 3205.
However, fraud and abuse are not the major causes of escalating
health care costs. Other reasons are the ability of physicians to control
the demand for health services for their patients including the choice
of hospitals, nursing homes, laboratories and drugs.

There is an inherent conflict of interest where physicians own hos-
pitals, nursing homes, laboratories and drug repackaging firms to
which they refer or provide services for their patient& Substantial
funds would have to be provided to police fraud and abuse effectively.

Only one form of prospective reimbursement is provided in the bill.
Prospective reimbursement can take many forms and we do not yet
know what will work and -what will not work. Moreover. the upward
trend of average hospital costs would continue because the organiza-
tion of hospital services would not be altered and the growth in uti-
lization of new services and technology would continue unabated.

We find particularly objectionable the provisions of S. 3205 which
would, in effect, establish a system of wage control. Hospital wages
are too low in most communities. We think wages and salaries should
be negotiated and not mandated by formula.

In our opinion, a negotiated budget is a far more effective and flex-
ible tool for controlling hospital costs than what is provided in S. 3'205.

However, hospital budgets would have to be negotiated "across-the-
board" and not just for public patients. Otherwise, costs could too
readily be passed on to private patients whose premiums are paid by
negotiated health benefit packages, group insurance and individual
health insurance policies.

The bill treats physicians very gently. Physicians would be induced
to accept assignments by a possible $2 per encounter increase in their
income from medicare patients if they agreed to become participating
phvsicians.

This simply will not work because nonparticipating physicians in
the medicare program would make more than $2 extra per encounter
from their over-65 patients.

The AFL-CIO strongly recommends a negotiated fee schedule for
physicians. Such a fee schedule should be applied across-the-board and
not just for medicare patients. Physicians should be free to elect pay-
ment by capitation. It is even possible that some physicians would
prefer this method of reimbursement since it provides improved con-
tinuity of care for the patient and almost complete elimination of
paperwork for the physician.

The AFL-CTO opposes elimination of the Health Insurance Bene-
fits Advisory Council. HIBAC has the Potential of making a major
contribution to the medicare and medicaid programs.

We orpose inereasinQ the rate of return of for-profit health institu-
tions. For-profit hospitals and nursing homes have a documented rec-
ord of exploiting sick patients-particularly in the nursing home
field.

The AFr-CIO mipports provisions of the bill which denv' recog-
nition to percentage or lease arrangements for hospital based physi-
cians. Radiologists and pathologists have made excessive profits from
such arrangements.
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Medicaid and medicare patients should be treated the same. We
cannot accept lower levels of physician reimbursement for the under
age 65 poor than for medicare beneficiaries.

We support making the Secretary of HEW the final certifying offi-
cer for both skilled and intermediate nursing home facilities. Sub-
standard nursing homes have been able to operate by restricting their
patients to medicaid beneficiaries.

The 1973 amendments to medicare provided two unworkable meth-
ods of reimbursement for health maintenance organizations. We op-
pose extension of these unworkable reimbursement methods to medic-
aid.

In conclusion, we believe the most effective way in which to achieve
control over escalating health care costs is to budget health expendi-
tures for hospital and-physician services along the lines of the health
security bill.

We hope the Health Subcommittee will give consideration to our
views and that the bill reported out will launch a much-needed effort
to restrain the runaway escalation of medical costs.

That concludes a summary of my statement, Mr. Chairman, but my
colleagues and I would be very happy to answer any questions.

Senator TALMAIXF. Thank you very much, Mr. Seidman.
In your discussion of hospital reimbursement, I was intrigued by

the statement on page 8 where you said in this respect, "it should he
noted that the closer hospitals come to the 120 percent ceiling, the
touqher management would have to be."

The AF1P-CIO seems to be saying that the Government is responsi-
ble for managing hospitals and should do everything to control hos-
pitlal cost increases except for hospital wage increases. In other words,
control everything but us. Is that not almost exactly what is being
said?

Mr. SEIDMA.. That is not what we think we are saying, Mr. Chair-
iian. What we are saying is that we think that the hospitals should
hx he ld to prospective budgets. These should be negotiated, and that
the level of wages would be one of the items in the budget.

This is not the same as putting a fixed ceiling on the cost, which
would, as your bill would do, relate this to wages in such a way that
the average wage in the area, high or low, would become the ceiling,
and this would mean that in areas where hospitals have refused to
negotiate with unions and which have predominantly low wages, the
low wages would continue to be frozen and in such areas, even if a
hospital does have higher than average wages, which may be still
low compared to other areas, it would have to cut them to the average
level within 1 year.

This really provides a kind of wage control in an industry which
has had in the past notoriously low wages and still, in many areas of
the country , has not begun to catch up with the level of wages of other
workers.

'This has been generally recognized. It is not just the labor move-
nment who has said this. This has been a low wage industry.

We think that it would be most unfortunate to place a ceiling on
the low wages of hospital employees. Incidentally, there would be
no such ceiling on the level of renumeration of doctors, only the order-
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lies and practical nurses and others who are being paid very low
wages in many of these hospitals and nursing homes.

Senator TALMADGE. It provides that they cannot escalate greater
than the wages in the local area except in increased productivity.
You cannot have a contract with a hospital without assuming what
the wage level is going to be, can you ?

Mr. SEIDMAx. That is correct. That does not inean if you do have
such a contract you would not, for example, take account of the fact
that the wages are already low in that area, therefore that is an area
where there ought to be some catch-up.

Senator TALMAD0E. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cuirris. Do you have any evidence, based upon your study,

that the arrangement under which hospital associated physicians oper-
ate has any significant effect on the fees charged to patients?

MI'. SEIDMAN. In the first place, Senator, I cannot claim we have
Made independent studies of these matters. We are cognizant of studies

that others have made that seems to indicate that where there is a
utilization of such services it does have the impact on the amount that
(loe(s ha ve to be paid for the overall hospital services.

In other words, where there are these arrangements, it is our im-
pression that the payments are too high and this is reflected in the
overall bills people pay.

Mr. SIIOMAKER. I will just make a comment.
My father-in-law died a little over a year ago. He was in the hospital

for 10 days. It was a known terminal illness and the pathology
amounted to $2,500, and I talked to a pathologist and he said, "They
i ist have examined every tissue in the man's body."

This is probably a good example.
Senator Cumrs. That is not responsive to my question. I think that

the rank and file who follow this as well as people in Government rec-
ognize that there are very severe problems. Some of them have been
written about.

It seems to me that the question faced by this committee is, what is
the right answer to the problem. I think that you people have the
;;ta ff and the resources that it might be well to conduct an independent,
objective study on how much these particular ranges, how significant
they are in meeting the problem.

t is entirely possible that the wrong answer may b- applied or pro-
posed to a problem that is admitted to exist.

Mr. SEIMA-.. As I already indicated, we have already studied the
surveys that others have made of these problems. I do not want to dis-
illusion you, Senator. We do not have the kind of resources that you
are talking about,

Mr. Shoemaker, he is not in a position to make that kind of a sur-
vev. It is our impression-it is just not our impression, but those whose
juailgments we respect have the same impression, that under the present
arrangements the remuneration of these hospital-based physicians is,
in many cases excessive and that is why these proposals are being made
for changing these arrangements.

As I understand it, some of the organizations with which we are not
always in agreement, algo are in agreement with us that these changes
should be made.
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Senator CURTIS. I know that it ha been alleged-it may be true, but
I think we need the help of the most objective sources to establish that
fact.

Thank you.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. I do not have any specific questions; however, I find

it curious that at the outset of your statement you talk about the need
to contain health expenditures or get a handle on spiralling costs. I
agree with that statement, but am puzzled by your suggested method
of enacting some vast national health insurance plan. Do you actually
believe we could save money by having such a comprehensive
program?

Mr. S=DxAN. We certainly do. We think the only way to get a han-
dle on costs is to have a comprehensive national health insurance pro-
gram and then allocate the costs for that program year by year and to
build into that program as the health security bill does, the kinds of
cost controls, both direct and by encouraging the improvement of the
organization and delivery of medical care, so that in the future we can
hold down the rise in medical costs to a degree that we have not been
able to do under the present system or that we think would not be pos-
sible under other so-called national insurance proposals.

Mr. SHOEMAKER. I think it is important to understand that the
health security bill provides the single source of funds so that you can
negotiate with the providers. They provide the services, you provide
the money. They want the money, we want the services, so you are in a
negotiating position. Under the fragmenting system we have, there is
absolutely no way you can get any handle on these costs.

Incidentally, the total national health expenditures budget would
be fixed.

Senator DoLu. Do you have any idea what that price tag would be?
Mr. SHOEMAKER. It depends on how you figure it. If the program

had been in effect in 1975, the total net additional costs in general reve-
nues would be approximately $25 billion. That would absorb $12 to $13
billion in State and local expenditures for health services I think it
is important to recognize that there is an awful lot of talking by the
opponents of a comprehensive national health insurance program with
respect to cost. They do not make clear whether they are talking about
total costs, additional tax revenues through social security or the net
additional cost from general revenues.

I would assume that the House Ways and Means Committee and
the Senate Finance Committee would primarily be interested in net
additional cost in general revenues.

Mr. SFJDMAN. I should add, as far as total costs are concerned, we
are not talking about a new cost. We are already paying $118.5 billion
in 1975-$118.5 billion-for health care costs. Tlhis is a different way
of financing health care costs and of us getting a handle on future
health care costs. We do not think it is possible in any other way.

Senator Dour. The $118 billion-that is in your statement-I assume
that is at all levels of government, VA, medicare, and medicaid as well
as all private expenditures?

Mr. SEWMAN. Yes. plus all private expenditures thromi.h their pri-
vate insurance system. I am talking about the total health care costs
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of the American people in 1975. This is not our figure; it is the IIEW
figure.

Senator DOLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADOE. Thank you very much, Mr. Seidman, and your

associates. We appreciate greatly your contribution.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Seidman follows:]

STATEMENT OF BERT SEIDMAN, DxaEcTOR, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

The AFL-CIO appreciates the opportunity to appear before this subcommittee
today to present our views with respect to S. 3205, the Medicare-Medicaid Ad-
ministrative and Reimbursement Reform Act introduced by the distinguished
Chairman of this subcommittee.

The time is ripe for Congress to take action to control' the unconscionable
escalation in medical care costs. For the calendar year 1975, the Consumer Price
Index excluding medical care rose 6.8 percent. Hospital service charges increased
13.0 percent or almost double the CPI (less medical care). Moreover, the figures
for the first six months of 1976 indicate these trends are continuing. In this six
month period, the overall cost of medical care increased 10.6 percent on an annual
basis while the CPI for all items increased 4.5 percent annually. The figures for
medical services for the first six months of 1976 are not yet available, but for
the first five months of 1970, they rose at an annual rate of 11.7 percent in com-
parison to an annual rate of 4.2 percent for all items in the same period.

The impact of these escalating costs on the federal budget is substantial. Ac-
cording to the Council on Wage and Price Stability, in fiscal year 1975, 42.2 per-
cent of health expenditures came from public funds. Federal payments for Medi-
care and Medicaid totaled $21.8 billion. Total federal payments, including Vet-
erans Administration and Department of Defense hospitals, construction vnd
research, came to $3.8 billion. State and local government outlays for health-
were $16.1 billion and tax subsidies for health purposes amounted, conservatively,
to $5.6 billion. The combination of direct and indirect federal, state and local
government payments to the health industry makes this one of the most heavily
supported industries in the country. The total annual subsidy to this industry
amounts to $55.5 billion.

It is disturbing that in the ten years that have elapsed since Medicare was
implemented, Congress has yet to take effective action to control health care
costs. The AFL-CIO, therefore, congratulates you, Mr. Chairman, on your Initia-
tive in introducing S. 3205.

COMPREHENSIVE NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

It is our opinion that there is no way to control these escalating costs until
Congress enacts a comprehensive national health insurance program such as the
Health Security bill (S. 3) which channels all funds through a single govern-
ment agency so that agency will have the power to review hospital budgets and
negotiate with them as to the amount of their total reimbursement. The give
and take of such negotiations is far more flexible and effective than regulations.
Similarly, medical societies should have the opportunity to negotiate fee sched-
tules with the responsible government agency and doctors should be required to
accept fees in full payment for services rendered. Doctors could participate or
not participate in the program, but non-participating physicians would have to
confine their practices to the few wealthy patients who could afford to pay their
excessive fees.

Briefly this is how the Health Security bill (S. 3) would work. The Health
Security bill would establish a national health expenditures budget comprised
of Social Security type taxes earmarked for health matched by federal general
revenues. The only way in which providers could increase their revenue as a
percentage of wages and salaries would be to come before the Senate Finance
Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee and justify an increase
In taxes. Thus, Congress would decide what percentage of the gross national
product should be allocated for health care.

The budgeting of health expenditures-as provided by Health Security would
not alter the present ownership of hospitals or the private practice of medicine.
The delivery of health services would remain in the private sector.
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The national budget for health expenditures would be a set amount in any
given year. This national budget would be allocated to health regions and in
turn to health services areas. The allocation would be based primarily, oil
two factors:

Expenditures for the prior year adjusted for inflation and productivity;
The need for health services.

For example, for physician services over-doctored health service areas would
receive a soinewhat lower budget, on a per capita basis, than under-doctored
areas, clearly an incentive for better geographical distribution of physicians.
Similar .onsiderations would apply to facilities.

Because of built-in coist controls in a budgeting system, detailed regulation
is not needed to control costs. Essentially, providers would have far more
freedom to experiment and innovate under a budgetary system than under a
regulatory system. MNoreover, the budget approach provides incentives for
physicians to become involved in better organizational arrangements for the
delivery of care.

In a budgeted system of cost control, due weight would be given to historical
costs. That is, due weight would be given to the prevailing pattern of hospital
and institutional charges. Due weight would also be given to current fees for
physicians and other provider services. However. allocations for Institutional
and practitioner services would be adjusted to take into account the need of
patients for medical care.

For example, suppose that a community hospital had an open heart surgery
unit that performed one heart operation a month but that across the street, or
within a short distance, a teaching hospital performed heart surgery twenty
times a month and had the capacity to perform such surgery twice a day. Then,
those budgetary line items that pertained to heart surgery would be eliminatedor curtailed in the community hospital. This would not just cut costs. It would
also improve the quality of care since the institutions best qualified to perform
the surgery would have that responsibility.

This is the approach of the Health Security bill (S. 31.
It should be emphasized that these decisions with respect to the allocation

of funds for health services would not be made unilaterally by the federal
government. The Health Security bill provides for the allocation of money in
conformity with state and local planning. The Health Systems Agencies (HSAs),
the State Health Planning and Development agencies (SHPDAs) and the state
advisory councils, Statewide Health Coordinating Councils (SHCCS), havebeen or are now being organized under the National Health Planning and
Resources Development Act of 1974. This law provides for consumer, govern.
mental and provider participation in the planning process. Decisions with
respect to resource allocation would not be dictated by the- federal govern-
ment as is so often alleged by the opponents of Health Security.

HEALTH SECURITY LEAST COSTLY OF ALL NHI PROPOSALS

The escalating federal expenditures for health services should bring into
perspective the cost of the Health Security Program. Health Security has beenthe object of a propaganda attack that it costs too much. The fact Is that Health
Security over the long haul would be the least expensive of all national health
insurance proposals. With Health Security, the national health expenditures
budget could be held at the present 8.3 percent of the Gross National Product.

Had Health Security been in effect in fiscal year 1975, Its total cost would
have been $62.5 billion, but half of this sum would have bpen met through Health
Security taxes so that the Impact on federal general revenues would have been
about $32 billion. Since Health Security would have absorbed Medicare and
most Medicaid expenditures and some other health costs, the net additional cost
In general revenues would have been in the neighborhood of $22 billion. More-
over, the $22 billion would have absorbed most of the $16.1 billion spent by
state and local governments for health care. Health Security would be a very
effective form of revenue sharing. On the other hand, without any action by
Congress on national health insurance, the Congressional Budget Office projects
federal expenditures for Medicare and Medicaid alone at $48 billion in fiscal
year 1981.

There is no question that the health Industry can absorb virtually unlimited
amounts of money. One unique aspect of medical care is the degree to which
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physicians control the demand for health services. Yet, physicians seldom think
about the cost of the care they engender.

After the first contact with the physician, which is initiated by the patient,
the doctor establishes the patient's course of treatment. The doctor advises the
patient when he or she should come back for a follow-up office visit-next week,
in 10 days or next" month. The doctor orders the lab tests and x-rays. If the
doctor deems it advisable, he or she hospitalizes the patient and decides when the
patient can be discharged. The doctor writes the prescriptions, usually for costly
trade name drugs, and gives instructions to interns, residents and nurses.

Another unique aspect of medical care is that the training of a physician
emphasizes that any medical expense is justified. Thus, marginal improvements
in the quality of care, even if achieved at substantial cost, can always be
supported.

s. S2o5

Considering the magnitude of the problem, S. 3205 is a step in the right direc-
tion but it is our view that it does not go far enough. The bill's principal thrust
is in three directions: it would establish a fraud and abuse unit in HEW to
police the medical profession and institutional providers; it would establish a
single prospective reimbursement system for hospitals; and it would attempt to
iniduee physicians to accept usual and customary fees under Medicare.

There are numerous other provisions, but we propose to limit our comments to
the following sections:

Sec. 6--Termination of the Health Insurance Benefit Advisory Council.
Sec. 12--The increase in the rate of return for for-profit hospitals and

nursing homes.
Sec. 22-Reforms in reimbursement of hospital-associated physicians.
Sec. 23-Physician reimbursement under Medicaid.
Sec. 31--Certification of nursing homes under Medicaid.
Sec. 41-Payments to Health Maintenance Organizations.

S. 3205 is a very complex bill which essentially relies on detailed regulation.
Its implementation would require a large number of Investigators. Unless suffi-
cient funds were provided to police the providers there would, undoubtedly, be
widespread evasion of its provisions.

Nevertheless, the sections of the bill that arc designed to prevent fraud and
abuse have our support. However, fraud and abuse are by no means the major
causes of the escalating cost of health care. For example, many physicians have
invested in proprietary hospitals and nursing homes to which they admit their
own patients. They invest in medical laboratories to which they send their spedi-
mens. Some even buy generic drugs and repackage them under a private trade
name and prescribe their own trade name drug to their patients at substantially
higher cost.

S. 3205 only reluires disclosure of such conflict of interest transactions. If
the Employment Retirement Income and Security Act (ERISA) can prohibit
trustees of health, welfare and pension plans from engaging in conflict of interest
transactions, so should doctors be prohibited from engaging in such activity.
Doctors would still be free to invest in hospitals, nursing homes and in medical
laboratories, but should be prohibited from investing in facilities to which th,,y
refer, or,.which provide services for, their own patients.

HOSPrrAL REIMBURSEMENT

A. major thrust of the bill would be to establish an incentive reimbursement
method rewarding hospitals whose routine operating costs are less than average
and penalizing hospitals whose routine operating costs are more than 20 percent
above average. While some high cost hospitals would have to become more ef-
ilclent, or be phased out, the upward trend of average hospital costs would (con-
tinue because the organization of hospital services would not be altered and the
growth in utilization of new services and technology would continue unabated.

We have concern that S. 3205 would legislate a single form of prospective re-
Imbursement. We simply do not yet know what would work and what would not
work with respect to prospective reimbursement of hospitals but, in any case. the
guidelines in the bill fall to attack the problem of inappropriate use of expensive.
high cost hospital facilities for both outpatient and inpatient care.

We find particularly objectionable Section 10(aa) (3) (E) of the bill which.
In effect, would establish a system of wage control. It would limit wages and sal-
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ary increases for hospital employees, but not for doctors, In areas where wages
and salaries are generally low. Paradoxically, in highly organized areas where
wages were already at more adequate levels but where wages in some hospitals
lagged behind the average, some hospital wages would be allowed to rise to the
average wage level provided the hospitals were not in the high cost bracket. But
high cost hospitals, at or close to, the 120 percent ceiling would not be able to raise
the wages and salaries of their employees even if they were below the average in
a given area. In this respect, it should be noted that the closer hospitals come to
the 120 percent ceiling, the tougher management would have to be.

Another weakness of the bill is that the reimbursement method would apply
only to Medicare and Medicaid payments. Obviously costs could be shifted to
private patients whenever a hospital reached the 120 percent ceiling.

Instead of the complicated reimbursement scheme proposed in S. 3205, we would
like to suggest a method like that proposed in the Health Security bill (S. 3). This
is a system of prior budget review.

Budgetary controls would be most effectively achieved through a program such
as Health Security. This is because the program would use the leverage of pay-
went to achieve cost control and, at the same time, allocate funds to meet the
health care needs of the American people in accordance with comprehensive
planning goals.

In the absence of this leverage, legal sanctions could be used. While not as
effective as the control over payments which Health Security would provide,
hospital and other institutional providers could be required to submit their
budgets in advance to a federal agency. The budget would then be reviewed and
evaluated with respect to increased labor and material costs, effectiveness and
efficiency in the delivery of services, quality of services, duplication of services
in the area served and other relevant factors. The budget could, of course, be
adjusted retrospectively upward or downward to the extent that ulitization
varied from anticipated patterns. Such a prospective budgeting system appears
to lie working well in the state of Connecticut and could be extended nationally.

Such a budget system would have to be applied '"across-the-board" and not just
to Medicare and Medicaid patients because costs not reimbursed by Medicare and
Medicaid could be shifted to private patients.

Such a budgetary review process would rely primarily on negotiation and not
regulation. The process would be far more flexible and less costly than the method
proposed In S. 8205.

With respect to physician reimbursement, the bill treats doctors very gently.
Under the bill there would be "participating" and nonparticipatingg" physicians
under the Medicare program. A participating physician would be one who agrees
to accept assignments in full reimbursement for services to Medicare patients.

Participating physicians would be allowed to submit their claims on a simpli-
fied, multiple-listing basis rather than submitting individual claim forms. The
nonparticipating physician would be required to submit Individual claim forms.
It is estimated that the simplified multi-listing form would save $1 in administra-
tive expense which would be passed on to the participating physician. In addition,
it is claimed that the simplified multi-listing forms would also save the partici-
pating physician another $1 In billing, collection and office paperwork costs and
thereby result in an extra $2 of income for the participating physician.

While we find the $1 reduction in Medicare administrative costs creditable,
the experience of the United Mine Workers of America with their simplified
multi-listing claim forms for their participating physicians Indicates the doctor
does not save anywhere near an additional $1 in his office costs.

But even if participating doctors could save $1 in their office expense by using
simplified multi-listing claim forms, this together with the extra $1 allowed by
Medicare would come to an increase in income of $2 per patient encounter for the
participating physician. Most doctors who refuse to accept Medicare assignments
charge more than the $2 over the usual and customary fee allowed by Medicare.
For example, we have examined a bill for two encounters in one week including
some laboratory tests which came to $161.00. Medicare approved $137.70. Thus,
the bill was for $23.30 more than the reasonable charges allowed by Medicare.
Even If there had not been any dfagnostlc tests, the bill for a routine office visit
was $18.00. Medicare allowed $15.00. go this particular doctor would be giving
up $21.30 ($23.30 minus $2) to be a particirating physician in the first instance
and would be giving up $1 for a routine office visit In the second instance.

As an alternative to the bill's approach, we recommend a negotiated fee
schedule in the various Medicare reimbursement areas for Part B of Medicare.
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Physicians should then be required to accept such fee schedules in full payment
for services rendered. However, to be fully effective such fee schedules should
be applied across-the-board, not just to Medicare. Otherwise physicians would
likely raise their fees for private patients, thereby creating two levels of care:
one level for private patients and another level for Medicare and Medicaid
beneficiaries.

Physicians should also be free to select payment by capitation for patients
who choose to receive all of their primary care from such physicians. Physicians
who elect capitation as a method of reimbursement for their services might well
discover that such a payment mechanism results in better continuity of care for
the patient and almostno paperwork since a separate claim for each service is
unnecesary.

The experience of HMOs has shown that capitation payments reverse the
incentives of physicians. Under fee-for-service, doctors make more money for
treating sick patients; and the sicker the patient, the more the doctor makes.
Under capitation, the doctor makes more money if he keeps his patients welL

Capitation is the way In which medical groups are generally reimbursed in
prepaid group practice plans. This is the primary reason hospital use in such
plans is two to two and one-half times lower than in fee-for-service reimburse-
ment by Blue Cross-Blue Shield and commercial insurance plans. Health Main.
tt-nan-e Organizations serving federal employees had to increase their premiums
this year by an average of 19.3 percent, but the traditional insurance plans in-
creased their premiums by 85 percent. Costs averaged 37 percent less for Medicaid
patients enrolled in a prepaid group practice plan than for those under fee-for-
service care. One way in which to control costs would be for Congress to appro-
priate more money for prepaid group practice plans under the existing HMO
Act.

OTuB PROVISIONS

Section 8 of S. 3205 would terminate the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council (HIBAC). The AFL-CIO depplores this provision. While we are quite
critical of the treatment HIBAC has received from the Nixon-Ford Adminis-
tration HIBAC does provide some measure of public accountability in the ad-
ministration of Medicare and Medicaid and with an HEW Secretary who wanted
to use it effectively, could make a major contribution to these programs. The
advisory council should be continued.

Section 12 of the bill increases the rate of return on net equity of for-profit
hospitals and skilled nursing homes to two times the average rate of return on
Social Security investment from the present one and one-half times. We feel this
is unconscionable since investigations by the Suibcommittee on Long-Term Care
of the Special Committee on Aging of the Senate have revealed deplorable and
exploitive conditions in the for-profit nursing home industry. We oppose this
provision.

The AFL-CIO strongly supports Section 22 of the bill which would deny Medi-
care and Medicaid recognition to percentage or lease arrangements for radiolo-.
gists. These hospital based physicians are reaping excessive profits from such
arrangements.

Section 23 of S. 8205 would require the states to pay not less than 80 percent of
the Medicare reasonable charge for non-surgical care for Medicaid patients pro-
vided by physicians outside of a hospital. While we recognize that some states
pay even less for Medical4-patients, the standard should be 100 percent of Medi-
care reflsonable chargesvtherwise there will be two standards of care-one for
the poor and another for the Medicare population.

The AFL-CIO strongly supports Section 31 of the bill which would make the
Secretary of HEW the final certifying officer for skilled nursing and intermediate

" care facilities under both Medicare and Medicaid. Present law gives the Secre-
tary this authority with respect to skilled nursing facilities participating under
Medicare only, or both Medicare and Medicaid, but not where they participate
only under Medicaid. Thus substandard nursing homes have continued in opera-
tion by accepting only Medicaid patients.

Section 41 of the bill egteflds the unworkable methods of reimbursement for
HMOs that were enacted in 1973 for Medicare and Medicaid. Two methods of
reimbursement were provided-a cost-plus reimbursement and a so-called In-
centive reimbursement method. In order to understand why these methods are
unworkable for HMOs, it is necessary to understand how HMOs operate. The
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big advantage of capitation payments for a defined population as a means of
paying for 1IMO services is that the 1IMe can plan and budget on the basis of
the inedical care needs of the defln.d populated served. Part of the payments can
be utilized to provide Incentives to the medical staffs to be efficient and to utilize
facilities wisely. Cost reimbursement destroys this incentive mechanism. The
other "so-called" incentive reimbursement method under Medicare destroys the
ability of the lIMe to budget prospectively since it cannot know in advance what
it is going to receive in payments. The fee-for-service system pays bills retrospec-
tively and the two Medicare formulas confuse prospective and retrospective reim-
bursement insofar as they apply to liMOs. Thus, this is an example of an attempt
to apply concepts developed under fee-for-ser vlce to capitation systems.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe the cost control provisions of Health
Security-that is, a budgeting system for institutional services-would be the
most effective way by which the escalation of hospital costs could be contained.
Admittedly, such a control would best be carried out if all payments for health
services were channelled through a single agency of government such as in
Health Security. However, there remains the possibllty that legal sanctions
could be applied In place of control over payments.

In order for such a program to work, It is quite clear, in our opinion, that the
budget review must encompass the hospital's total budget and not Just that part
of the institution's budget that would apply to Medicare and Medicaid benefici-
aries. In short, we would reject ceilings or caps on federal payments alone as
has been proposed by the Administration. Caps on part of the hospital budget
for federal and state beneficiaries would leave health care institutions free to
raise charges to private patients. This merely shifts costs but does not contain
them. The premium cost to collectively bargained health plans would Increase,
along with all other premiums, to cover any shortage of payments for Medicare
and Medicaid beneficiaries.

For physicians, we would support negotiated fee schedules which should be
accepted by doctors as full payment for services rendered. These fee schedules
would also have to be applied acroas-the-boatid. Capitation payments should be
an alternative method of reimbursement for those practitioners who elect this
method of payment.

We favor more stringent controls over fraud and abuse. We also support Sec.
thins Z! and 31 of the amendments but oppose enactment of Sections 8, 12, 23 and
particularly Section 41 of S. 3205. We hope the Health Subcommittee will give
consideration to our views and that the bill reported out will launch a much
needed effort to restrain the runaway escalation of medical costs.

Senator TALmADGz. The next witness is Beverly Fiorella, president,
American Society for Medical Technology, accompanied by Nancy
Press, immediate past president.

We are delighted to have you with us. I enjoyed being at your
national convention in Chicago several weeks ago.

STATEMENT OF BEVERLY FIORELLA, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY; ACCOMPANIED BY NANCY
PREUSS, IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT; L'NORA WELLS, PRESI-
DENT-ELECT; AND DENNIS WEISSMAN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

Ms. FionzLA. I am Beverly Fiorella, president of the American
Society for Medical Technology. With me is Nancy Preuss, immediate
past president of the Society.

We are pleased that the Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and
Reimbursement Reform Act is being considered, and would like to
comment on four major areas.

On the establishment of the Health Care Financial Administration,
ASMT endorses the intent of this legislation towards medicare-medi-
caid reform through reorganization within HEW. However, we do
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question the proposal for a separate IICFA to be directed by another
assistant secretary reportable to the Secretary of HEW.

Performance records, documented in our written testimony. demon-
strate that HEW has been hampered in fulfilling its laboratory
administration responsibilities by self-ackwnowledged jurisdictional
disutes between involved agencies.

ihe source of these problems seems to be the lack of top manage-
m ent accountability in IIEW for coordination of its laboratory related
functions.

.ASM'I feels the appropriate position towards the consolidation and
coordination of the Department's health care program and their
finances woull be to place the authority under a single Assistant See-
retary for Health. Without such consolidating and coordinating
efforts, laboratories and practitioners are faced with the distinct pos-
sibility of the continuation of conflicting decisions as well as the
unfortunate situation of expanded periods of time lapsing between
resolution of issues.

These occurrences are detrimental and jeopardize quality function-
ing of laboratories. Therefore, we would strongly recommend that the
committee consider amending the bil and place the proposed HCFA
under the authority of the Assistant Secretary for Health, who would
be the single federal official accountable for the administration and
financing of Federal health programs.

Regarding the proposed termination of the Health Insurance Bene-
fits Advisory Counci1, ASMT believes that the advice and information
from professionals and consumers is the only way in which those
responsible for title XVIII can obtain the sufficiently broad under-
standing of the challenges and issues to assure final program decisions
which are in the best interests of the patient-public and the health care
system.We feel that the abolishment of HIBAC would create a void in pro-
fes'ional and consumer input.

Senator Cuirris. What is HIBAC?
Ms. FIOR, LITA. Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council. The

abolishment of this Council would create a void of professional and
consumer in put that unquestionably would be detrimental to the
future of thehealth care system.

,The consumer has the rght to formal and direct input. The Federal
Government. should not be denied the opportunity to enhance its own
ability to reach decisions which will impact favorably upon the health
care system.

Therefore, ASMT would like to go on record as opposing the
allishment of HIBAC, particularly without establishing an alterna-
tive mechanism as a con duit for formal and informal input from the
pr I ate sector.

Consistent with our viewpoint concerning professional and con-
sumer input, ASMT further endorses the requirement of a 60-day
comment period for regulations under the proposed legislation.

Mrs. Preuss?
Ms. PREUSS. I would like to comment on the Office of Central Fraud

and Abuse Control. Consistent with ASMT's historical concern re-
garding adequate control of reimbursement mechanisms, we endorse
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the provisions in this legislation for the establishment of an Office of
Central Fraud and Abuse Control.

Although ASMT has been painfully aware of certain fraudulent
practices concerning laboratory testing, charges and reimbursement,
we are rather shocked to learn that fraud exists within the industry to
the extent emphasized in recent governmental reports.

We realize that even under closely monitored conditions, there will
be those who will elect to violate commonly accepted practices. How-
ever, if we are to believe the available reports, we find that we are not
faced with a situation where the violations are rare, hut rather a situa-
tion where there appears to be a rampant widespread fraud and abuse.

Those of us who are in the health care profession would indeed be
abrogating our responsibility if we did not publicly deplore the
current situation and aggressively seek to effect a solution.

We, as professionals, find the current situation to be disgusting, dis-
heartening, and discouraging. We do our best to assure quality service
for the patient, only to find that those with the authority to assure
appropriate reimbursement control mechanisms have neglected to
assume this most important role.

One way in which ASMT can assist in resolving the problem is to
assist in achieving passage of this legislation. We therefore endorse
the establishment of the Office of Central Fraud and Abuse Control
under the direction of an inspector-general.

However, for such an office to function effectively, everyone in the
health care industry will have to assume a personal responsibility for
the recognition anti bringing to the fore fraud and abuse when it
occurs. Such a responsibility cannot be exercised without incurring
certain risks, such as loss of employment, suppression of career
advancement, internal ostracization or failure to find subsequent
employment in other institutions.

Potential loss of economic and job security can serve as a powerful
deterrent to disclosure of fraudulent and abusive practices. It does not
take but a cursory review of like-situations in other industries to
recognize that reprisals for such disclosures are indeed predictable.

We are convinced that unless this legislation is amended to include
an employee protection provision that the best-conceived Office of
Central Fraud and Abuse cannot achieve what is necessary.

We propose an amendment which would protect all practitioners
in the health care industry-and I emphasize all practitioners in the
health care industry-from discrimination with respect to compensa-
tion, terms and conditions and privileges of employment. Such an
amendment is regrettably an absolute necessity.

Finally, I would like to comment on the hospital-associated physi-
cian reimbursement. Regarding the question of physician reimburse-
ment, this legislation seeks to revise the reimbursement practices.

We feel it is very important for this subcommittee to be provided
the opportunity to achieve an accurate understanding of what current
employment functions are for laboratory personnel.

Medical technologists perform four major roles in a laboratory.
First, the medical technologist performs diagnostic test procedures,
routine and specialized.

Second, technologists fulfill the duties and responsibilities of
technical supervisors.
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Third, the chief administrative technologists a-ssume a variety of
manageriid responsibilities within a hospital laboratory.

Finally, the medical technologist plays a direct role in the educa-
tional process of laboratory personnel.

To expand on each of these roles, first, the role of the medical tech-
nologist as a laboratory supervisor. In the majority of hospitals,
medical technologists have traditionally served as the technical super-
visors of the total laboratory as well as technical supervisors of
designated specialty departments or section areas.

Supervisors plan, organize and delineate the responsibilities of per-
sonnel working under their direction. They assume the responsibility
for instituting new procedures, establishing and maintaining quality
control programs. T hey train personnel, maintain supplies, dissemi-
nate information. maintain procedural directions anti ascertain relia-
bility of test results.

Medical technologists are unquestionably involved in the supervis-
ing, I)lanning, processing and reporting 'of laboratory tests. These
non physician functions are commonly established and accepted by hos-
pital administrations.

The role of the chief or administrative technologist in the labora-
tory management, ASMT recently completed a laboratory imanage-
nient survey. The report illustrates that administrative functions are
indeed carried out by medical technologists. A copy of this report has
been provided for your committee.

lThis survey clearly indicates that medical technologists are now
playing an essential role in laboratory management. That data points
out that thte administrative medical technologist carries out the ma-
jority of a laboratory's administrative functions.

I1hirtv-three admnistrative functions common to laboratories were
listed on the survey questionnaire. These functions ranged from who
reviews and manages quality control programs to who evaluates elec-
tronic data )rograins and reports.

Senator TAL.M AMP. I hate to interrupt you. but unfortunately, your
time has expired. Yomr entire statement will be inserted in the record.

I want to thank both of you for your very helpful and constructive
suggestions.

I presume my first question would be for Ms. Fiorella. In your ex-
perience, can a medical technologist with baccalaureate or "masters
level training in one of the biological, chemical or physical sciences
along with appropriate years of work in clinical laboratory testing,
assume responsibility for the direction anti supervision of la clinicallaboaorl

Ms. FOr.LIA. I would say the answer to that is yes. as long as the
duties and responsibilities are not of a diagnostic or therapeutic na-
ture do not require diagnostic or therapeutic decisions.

Management, supervisory, technical decisions--definitely yes.
Senator TauMAroE. In clinical laboratory work, what specific ac-

tivities require a pathologist's skills?
Ms. FIoRELLi. Again, those skills would be required in diagnos-

tic and therapeutic decisions as opposed to the clinical significance
of tests that are within the educational expertise of the medical
technologist.

75402-76------18
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Senator TAJ.MADGM. My neXt question would be. I think, for Ms.
Preuss. You have asked that S. 3205 be amended to include employee
proteetion,which includes language to protect employees who have
testified or are almut to testify.

Why are you asking for this protection? Have there been any
specific problems in the past?

Ms. PREuss. Regrettably, there were problems in the early seventies
regarding a former president of our organization who provided testi-
mony relative to issues involved in this legislation, and who subse-
(jItently lost her employment. Our organization is concerned about
tiis type of activity. I would like to add however that we have recently
testifle(d regarding the Clinical lAboratory Improvement Act and
there have been no incidents of that nature as a result of those state-
ments.

Senator TAJMADOE. )o you have afll% evidence she was discharged
because of her testimony?

Ms. PitEss. Senator, you can always be discharged because your
shoes are not polished or you do not smile appropriately; however, the
discharge came immediately following the testimony and the imdi-
vidual hiad been employed in the institution for 15 years.

Senator TALMADOE. Who fired her?
Ms. Pn. ss. In that particular situation, I would assume th-at both

the director of the laboratory and the hospital administration played
a role.

Senator 'ALMADME. Thank you.
Senator Curtis?
Senator Cuirms. Those of us who lve a responsibility of recom-

mending legislation to the Senate may disagree oftentimes on what
is the best approach to the problem, buit I can assure you that everyone
is interested in stamping out fraud and any acts that are unethical
aind wrong.

I was impressed by your statement concerning the fear of loss of
job security 1)y not disclosing fraud.

What tV peS of fraud are we talking abolt ?
I would like, to have some examples. I)oes it have to do with fraudu-

lent records? What type of fraud is occurring tiat we should strive to
give some protection to those who might reveal it?

I ain not limiting the testimony before legislative committees. I am
talking about the freedom to go to someone right in the local situation,
the hospital administrator, hospital trustee, chief of staff, or whom-
ever it is. What type of fraud is occurring and is not beinr detected
because there is that very justifiable fear? M

Ms. Prnuss. 'We are familiar with the fraud that has been de-
scribed and discussed in the various governmental reports. The reason
for that is-

Senator Cuwms. What fraud is that?
Ms. litEss. For example-
Senator (URTS. performing services that are unnecessary, falsify-

ing records? What is it ?
Ms. Piuss. I would be happy to delineate areas of fraud if I could

Iinish my rationale for qualifying my statement.
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It is one ring to learn of the.e activities from others. It is another
[o have concrete data front a wide variety of sources to support your
feelings ani perceptions in this regard.

As president of ASMIT last year, I know of members who were aware
of fraudulent practices, and felt an obligation to report these. However,
I lere was considerable fear for los of employment. In one particular
case, in formation was received huit it was followed up by a letter which
requested that I destroy the in formation because the individual was
afraid they were going'to lose their position. Their reason was that

heY1 had a" family to support.
It has been incredibly difticilt to encourage professionals to live up

to their obligations in tt is regard.
As to fraud you asked me to identify-recent disclosures concerning

kickback situation,--was not news to us.
Senator CURTIS. By who1, to whom ?
Ms. PaR.uss. Such as in Illinois where laboratories were paying funds

hack to the physician, who referred his lab work to the laboratory.
Here are situations where laboratory tests may c-o from a physician's

office to uuore than one laboratory. That can involve double and triple
charging.

There are situations where laboratories are paid for work done yet
testing is (lone in another institution.

There is a great deal of variability in terms of what is charged for a
laboratory test. It is possible to effect testing economics which could
reduce the cost of the test to the patient. In some cases, the patient is
I ie recipient of reduced charges. In other cases, the charges remain the
same. A good question to ask is what happens to these savings.

Senator Cuirris. I realize that my time is up, but I have one more
question. Believe me, all I want is-information.

When a similar test is referred to more than one laboratory, is that
ever for good medical reasons or double-checking, or something of
tlat sort?

Ms. PRErss. Certainly, there are occasions where that should occur
and it would be an abuse of the physician's obligations to his patient
not to do so. We are talking about situations where it is a practice. a
common practice, which is more than something which is advisable for
a particular patient.

Senator CURTIS. How widespread is it?
Ms. PaRuss. I do not know.
Senator Cuirns. Based on your own experience, percentagewise is

it happening in 50 percent of the cases, 3 percent ?
Ms. PREuss. I cannot respolpd to that, Senator. We are unable to get

that information.
Senator Cuwns. From your own personal observation f
Ms. PiIuss. My own personal observation.
Senator Cuir. How big a problem is it?
Does it involve 20 percent, 3 percent of the transactions, 100

percent
Ms. PREuss. I have been fortunate to work in laboratory situations

where this has not been a problem. If you are asking me to respond
from personal experience, I cannot provide the information you
request.
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Senator C-rTis. I-ow many years have you spent?
Ms. PR :rss. How many years have I been a medical technologist?
Senator CTRTis. Yes.
Ms. PREtSH. Over 15.
Senator CTqis. That speaks well for all of your associates. It is

a helpful bit of information to this committee.
No one knows better than members of Congress what it means to

have adverse publicity, guilt by association, or blaming everybody for
the abuses that occur in a small number.

Senator TALMADME. Senator Dole I
Senator DorP. I will address it to either witness. Does a medical

technologist work as an employee of a pathologist or of the hospital?
Ms. FIORELLA. Generally as an employee of the hospital, in most

hospital-based laboratories.
Senator DoLE. In that capacity, are you required to make medical

judgments That is, do you for all practical purposes have final re-
sponsibility when a diagnosis is made, and are you accountable for
that decision or analysis

Ms. FIortELt.A. Accountable as far as having someone over you, yes.
I am sorry, is that what you mean?

Senator DoLE. I mean if-as you seem to indicate--you conduct all
the tests, make all the diagnoses, and, in effect, supervise the lab as
well, what is left for the pathologist to do except collect the fee?

Ms. FIORELLA. There are a number of diagnostic and therapeutic
decisions to e made.

Senator 1)oLE. Who makes them ? Does the physician himself ac-
tually do it or does he in most cases just leave it up to a technologist?

Ms. FIORELLA. Some of those decisions would be beyond the educa-
tional expertise of the medical technologist. We are not saying that
there should not be physicians involved in the laboratory.

Senator DOLE. I am not suggesting that either. I am only wonder-
ing who is ultimately responsible and whether pathologists review
laboratory findings or simply leave the decision up to a technologist
who has not had all of the training that they have had.

Do you, in fact, make some of the judgments, and if you do are
you in effect practicing medicine some of the time or not I

Ms. PRESS. Well-
Senator DOLE. Like anything else, maybe these things tend to get

routine after awhile. If you make a certain test 500 times or a thou-
sand times, do you just wait for someone to initial the result when
everything else is done ? Is that how it operates, with the physician
gettinga big fee for the pathology service ?

MS.PREuSS. It will vary by institution as to what the roles are for
medical technologist versus tfhe pathologist. In some of your institu-
tions, you do not even have a pathologist on a permanent basis or a
contractual basis. They may be available on a consulting basis.

Obviously, the medical technologist in that situation carries a great
deal more responsibility than he may find in an institution that is a
specialized institution where you may actually find a pathologist
actually involved with the performance of a test.

By and large, the majority of laboratory procedures go directly
from the laboratory to the patient's chart. Unless you have a pathoT-
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ogist who is accepting the responsibility of playing that vital role of
reviewing and interpreting laboratory data to assist the physician.
In most institutions I have worked for, the laboratory tests go directly
from the technologist to the patient's chart.

I am speaking of four or five institutions. That does not mean that
the pathologist doesn't, after the result gets on the patient's chart,
work with the physician in those cases where it is necessary. The
extent to which that occurs is difficult to evaluate. The majority of
work in a laboratory is done by medical technologists. They accept a
great deal of responsibility, both in terms of assuring that the work
is of a quality nature, and providing information when requested.

Senator DOLE. What is the pay differential I Do you have any idea
of the comparative incomes of technologists and pathologists ?

Ms. PnEuss. The average salary, according to a recent survey of our
membership of which 50 percent is involved in management shows
that the average monthly salary for an administrative technologist
laboratory manager is $1,244 per month. The monthly average for a
chief technologist is $996. And, the monthly average for a supervisor
is $950. I believe your committee has a full copy of that salary survey.
The salaries are low.

Senator DOLE. You appear to be suggesting in your testimony that
the differential is far too great between the technologists and pathol-
o',ists. Do you have any criticism of what pathologists receive ? After
ail, they have had considerably more training.

Is. PREuss. ASMT's position is that personnel working in clinical
laboratories should he reimbursed on the basis of their personal pro-
fessional effort and the time spent in the conduct of laboratory proce-
dures and laboratory affairs. We are not asking for an increase in
medical technologists' salaries. We are not asking for a decrease in
anyone else's reimbursement.

What we are saying is the entire, issue of reimbursement, the way
it is handled, needs to be assessed. We are committed to the premise
that this assessment must be based on what actually occurs in
laboratories.

Senator DoLE. What does it take to become a technologist-not a
supervisor, but a laboratory technician?

Ms. PREuss. A baccalaureate degree. Approximately one-third of
laboratory administrators responding to a recent survey have master's
degrees.

Senator DOLE. Do you have to have a license as well?
Ms. Pmuss. To be a medical technologist, a certified medical tech-

nologist, you have to have a baccalaureate degree or the equivalent.
Senator DOLE. Do either one of you have any personal experiences

that should be brought to the attention of this committee with refer-
, ence to Senator Curtis' line of testimony?

Where are you from, first of all?
Ms. FionLr' . University of Tllinois Medical Center.
Senator Dorz. Do you have any personal examples from there of the

double and triple charinti situations we were discussing earlier?
Ms. FIORFLLA. Personal ? No.
Senator DOT.E. You have never observed any?
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Ms. FIORELLA. My situation in the last 8 or 9 years has been strictly
academic, involved in teaching, so I have really been out of the clini-
cal setting, so personally, I would have to say no.

Again, as Ms. Preuss has indicated, we do get information from
some of our members, but that -is not personal.

Senator Doi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADGE. I guess this question is for Mrs. Preuss.
What percentage of laboratory tests req uire medical judgment ?
Ms. PRuss. Again, I think that would vary with the institution,

depending upon whether it was an institution which handled special
medical cases such as a cancer institute. That would require a different
percenta oi medical interpretation in terms of diagnosis and thera-
peutics than would a general hospital that dealt primarily with broken
arms and legs. Across the board, institutionwise, it is difficult to es-
tablish a percentage. I think that what is done in the future today
versus what should be done is a key point to consider.

Physicians need the assistance of pathologists in the diagnosis and
treatment of disease. The laboratory industry has exploded techno-
logically to such a degree it is very difficult for the medical community
tokeep up with it.

It seems that a great deal more activity should occur between the
physician in a peer relationship with a pathologist in terms of making
certain that diagnoses and therapy is in the best interest of the patient.

What is actually the case now and what should be, and what will
be done, are two different things.

Senator TALMADGE. What percentage of the time in laboratory tests
is the opinion of a medical technologist final?

Ms. PREtSS. I am sorry?
Senator TALMADGE. What percentage of the time spent by the medi-

cal technologist is your decision final, of the test?
Assume you do 50 tests in a given day of all types. What percentage

of those tests would your judgment be final, or would they have to be
reviewed by pathologists?

Ms. PREuss. Again, speaking from personal experience, the
majority.

Even in blood banks, oftentimes you have very little pathologist or
physician involvement in crucial decisions as to whether a unit of blood
is compatible or not. Certainly there are exceptions.

The survey I referred to earlier elicited comments suggesting that
there was very little supervision as far as their responsibilities were
concerned. That should not be interpreted to mean that there are not
institutions where pathologists are very much involved.

For the most part, the majority of the laboratory tests go out of the
laboratory from the technologist.

Senator TALMADOE. Any further questions?
Senator Curm. It goes to i physician ?
Ms. Ppxuss. That is correct.
Senator CuRm. Thank you.
Senator TALMADGE. Tlank you very nmch. We appreciate your

contribution.
[The prepared statement of the American Society for Medical Tech-

nology follows:]
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY TIlE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL TECHINOi.OoY

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In response to the proposed "Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reim-
bursement Reform Act," S. 3205, the American Society for Medical Technology:

Endorses the intent of the legislation toward Medicare/Medicaid reform
through reorganization within the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

Recommends amending S. 3205 to organizationally place tile proposed
Health Care Financing Administration tinder the authority of a single
Assistant Secretary for Health within HEW.

Elidorses the proposed establish ment of an Office of Central Fraud and
Abuse Control under tHie direction of an Inspector General.

Itecommends amending S. 3205 to specifically include all employee pro-
tection provision.

Supports Federal reimbursement nechanisn1s which fairly compensate
personnel based upon their personal professional effort and amount of time
spent in the performance of speci fled functills.

Opposes tile abolishment of the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council without establishing an alternative advisory inecihanism as a coIlduit
for formal and direct input from the private sector.

1. Introduction
The American Society for Medical Technology (ASMT) is mlost pleased to

provide the members of the Senate Finance Health Subcommittee with our views
on S. 3205, the Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform
Act.

ASMT is a national, professional organization composed of over 27,000 members
engaged in the delivery of clinical laboratory services. The Society is composed
of 50 constituent state societies, in addition to the District of Columbia, which
hold charters granted by the national organization. The country is divided into
ten regions with an average of five states per region. An elected House of Dele-
gates forms the governing body of the Society and when not in session, its ful'-
tions are carried 'mt by an elected Board of Directors. The Society is organized
to give each member the opportunity to be an active partner in the development
of standards and practices enumerated in ASMTs policies, positions, and
publications.

Our membership is made up of a variety of nonphysician categories of clinical
laboratory personnel including clinical laboratory administrators. supervisors,
educators, technologists, technicians, assistants, and such specialists as micro-
biologists, clinical ciemists, hematologists, hmmunohematologists, cytote,.lnolog-
S.Lts. histotechnologists, and nuclear medicine technologists. Approximately
seventy-five percent of our membership hold degrees at or above the baccalaureate
level while another ten percent hold associate degrees. The remainder of tile
membership is composed of individuals who fall in specified categories such as
students.

The Society is actively involved in both the areas of accreditation and cer-
flcation. ASMT cooperated with the American Society of Clinical Pathologists
(ASCP) in establishing the National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory
Sciences (NAAC'LS) which Is an autonomous agency responsible for the ac-
creditation of education programs for clinical laboratory personnel. The Society
currently participates with ASCP in the certification of clinical laboratory
personnel through a Board of Registry.

In addition to a membership diverse in specialty and generalist functions within
the laboratory field, laboratory settings or places of employment range from
private or independent laboratories to physician offices, clinics, blood banks, re-
search Institutes. to hospital laboratories-both governmental and non-govern-
mental. Thousands, in fact the majority, of our active members work in hospital
laboratory settings throughout the country.

On behalf of our membership and in the interest of better health care delivery
on a national basis, ASMT is in favor of and has previously gone on record to
support the concept of national health insurance. Our Society subscribes to the
basic principle that every American should be assured access to quality health
care and that no person should be denied health care because of Inability to pay.
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In testimony on national health insurance presented before the House Ways
and Means Committee in May of 1974, ASMT suggested the obvious: that any
form of national health insurance adopted by the Congress will undoubtedly have
a profound effect on the way health care is now delivered. In fact, close scrutiny
and evaluation of our present health care system is critical in order that any form
of NIII eventually developed will ensure both efficient and economical health
care services to all our citizens.

Although we continue to favor eventual enactment of a well-conceived national
health insurance program, ASMT recognizes that the critical problem of con-
trolling the sharp rise in health costs has effectively slowed the drive toward
some form of NhI during this session. Moreover, while the current health care
system contains acknowledged strengths, an examination of the Medicare pro-
gram sinc, Its enactment clearly demonstrates serious defects which must be
eliminated before moving on to a more comprehensive health insurance scheme.
It would set n unwise to build upon the current health system until some of the
obvious deficiencies within the system can be eliminated. We believe S. 3205 offers
a significant opportunity to carefully evaluate certain critical administrative
and reimbursement issues related to the Medicare and Medicaid programs and
therefore, we commend the Initiative of Chairman Talmadge and the bill's vari-
ous co-sponsors for supporting this important measure.

At this point, ASMT would like to concentrate comments and recommendations
on four areas within the legislation of particular Interest to the clinical labora-
tory profession.
II. Establi.xhmcnt of Ilcalth Care Financing Administration

Section 2 of S. 3205, as proposed, would establish within the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, a separate organizational unit to be known as
the Health Care Financing Administration. This unit, under the direction of a
new Assistant Secretary for Health Care Financing, would Include the present
functions of the Bureau of Health Insurance (BHI), the Medical Services Ad-
ministration (MSA), the Bureau of Quality Assurance (BQA), and the Office of
Nursing Home Affairs (ONHA). ASMT shares the belief that to effectively re-
form the existing administrative and reimbursement authority of the Medicare/
Medicaid programs, some reorganization within the Department is mandatory.
The evidence clearly reveals that the current organization and resultant man-
agement of health programs within HEW would not provide a sturdy foundation
upon which to build any future structure of national health Insurance. Thus,
the Society concurs with the Chairman that a major thrust of present program
reform must be to rebuild the framework for Medicare/Medicaid responsibility.

Prompted by serious concerns over past efforts at coordinating Federal regu-
latory activities in the laboratory field, however, ASMT questions the proposal
for a separate Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) to be directed
by another Assistant Secretary reportable to the Secretary of HEW. The per-
formance record shows that HEW, which is charged with administering the
1907 Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act and the participation of laboratories
under Medicare, has been hampered in regulating the work of clinical labora-
tories by self-acknowledged jurisdictional disputes between involved agencies.
The true source of these problems has been the lack of top management account-
ability in HEW for coordination of its laboratory-related responsibilities.

As a matter of fact, bureaucratic impasses effectively held up final publica-
tion of the Medicare independent laboratory regulations until September 14,
1974, more than two years from the date they were originally proposed. In an
effort to rectify the situation, the three agencies responsible for clinical labora-
tory administration 1 developed and signed an agreement in 1975 intended to
delineate and clarify the functions of each agency with respect to the Depart-
went's laboratory programs.

But, no sooner than signed, discrepancy erupted between the Public Health
Service and the Social Security Administration over divergent Interpretations of
certain personnel qualifications under the Medicare program. This confusion be-
tween these two agencies was finally resolved but not before the Assistant Sec-
retary for Health was drawn Into the dispute.

'The Bureau of Health Insurance (BHI) of the Social Security Administration (88A),
the Bureau of Quality Assurance (B A of the Health Services Administration (HSA),
and the Center for Disease Control ( DC).
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The weeks of confusion directly affected a number of laboratory professionals
in the field and is but one illustration of the problems involved in separate ad-
ministration and enforcement of health programs and their financing within
HEW. ASMT must question whether the two separate offices--the Public Health
Service responsible to the Assistant Secretary for Health and the proposed
Health Care Financing Administration (if enacted)--could effectively coordi-
nate the administration and management of the Department's health programs
without forcing in many instances final issue resolutions by the Secretary thereby
causing unnecessary and unreasonable delays. The Society has not heard suf-
ficient argument that a separate HCFA, as proposed, is the answer to the diver-
gent authorities which have spawned inter-Departmental problems in the past.
As a matter of fact, we do not see how the degree of coordination in the Depart-
ment's health-related activities as they exist in the current organizational
framework would be sufficiently enhanced under the proposed reorganization
plan called for in the bill.

Nevertheless, ASMT believes that the merger of health care financing and
quality assurance is both logical and long overdue. Indeed, the four administra-
tive entities proposed to be consolidated under the new administration are
among the most interrelated of the current health program authorities within
the Department. Looking to the future, however, the Society views the logical
outcome of enacting national health insurance to be the emergence of a separate
Department of Health directly accountable to the President of the United
States. This nation has been pouring an increasing amount of resources into
broadening and bettering its health care services and may be close to reaching
the point, perhaps within the next Administration, of recognizing a separate
Cabinet-level department responsible for the coordination of our mammoth
health industry.

In this regard, AMST feels that the logical progression towards this end is to
consolidate the authority for the Department's health care programs and their
financing under-a single Assistant Secretary for Health. Thus, we would strongly
recommend that the Committee consider amending the bill by placing the pro-
posed HCFA under the authority of the Assistant Secretary for Health. In this
way, the Assistant Secretary would be the single federal official accountable for
the administration and financing of Federal health programs.
III. Office of C ntral Fraud and Abuse Control

As contained in Section 2. (2) (a) of S. 320-. ASMT strongly endorses the
provision establishing an Office of Central Fraud and Abuse Control under the
direction of an Inspector General within the Health Care Financing Administra-
tive unit of HEW. In light of recent Medicaid laboratory fraud and abuse dis-
closures, such an office equipped to deal with fraud and abuse at the various
program levels and responsible for initiating and conducting direct investiga-
tions within any of the Social Security Administration's health program is
essential.

Recognizing the enormous sums of money involved, $38 billion projected for
Medicare/Medicaid for FY/77, the Office of Central Fraud and Abuse may pro-
vide one method whereby cost savings can be significantly increased through the
reduction of flagrant abuses within the Medicare/Medicaid programs. From the
standpoint of the clinical laboratory field, ASMT believes that the proposed Office
world serve to alleviate acknowledged fraudulent practices within some lab-
oratories and therefore, help contain the costs of laboratory services rendered
through Medicare and Medicaid. Towards this end, our Society has vigorously
supported anti-fraud provisions which were incorporated in S. 1737, the Clinical
Laboratories Improvement Act, passed by the Senate last April. Similar legisla-
tion is now pending In the House which also contains specific provisions to elim-
inate abuses and fraud in clinical laboratories.

According to the recent findings of the Subcommittee on Long Term Care,
chaired by Senator Frank Moss (D.-Ut.), rampant fraud and abuse presently
exists within some of our nation's clinical laboratories. The hearings conducted
by Senator Moss' Subcommittee in February, 1976, culminating a six-month
investigation involving 21 medical laboratories and approximately 50 medical
clinics, produced conclusive evidence that by conservative estimates, roughly
$45 million of the $213 million in annual Medicare/Medicaid business ($1 out
of every $5) is either fraudulent or unnecessary in the clinical laboratory field
alone.
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Among the principal findings contained in the staff's report to the Subcommit-
tee was the disclosure that relatively few laboratories control the bulk of
Medicaid business. In Illinois for example, 26 laboratories had 90% of the
Medicaid business while in New York, 16 laboratories dominated 70% of the
business. As a result, competition for Medicaid accounts is fierce. The staff also
learned that kickbacks are so common among certain clinical laboratories thit
unless a laboratory offers a kickback, it Is practically barred from obtaining a
Medicaid account.

Moreover, the average kickback by the laboratory was found to e 30 percent
(of the physicians' total public aid business. These kickbacks took several forms
ranging from cash to gifts, supplies, business equipment, and long term credit
arrangements. The most common kickback, however, was in the form of supposed
rental of a small space within the medical clinic, often far exceeding the rent
for the entire building. And, according to the report, these kickbacks are financed
any number of ways. For example, certain clinical laboratories have simply been
billing Medicaid for tests not authorized by the physician, charging patients rates
two and three times as much as a private paying patient would pay.

Another common practice according to Senate investigators has been to bill
Medicaid for component parts of tests that should be run and paid for as a
panel. Their report indicated that the root of the problem lies within the overgen-
(rous fee schedules which were established in 1967 when Medicaid was initiated
and most tests were performed manually. The Senate investigators also charged
that with the development of modern technology, costs have been cut dramatically,
although the savings are not being passed on to the consumer. Instead, they are
being used as inducements for physicians to enter into an arrangement with
various laboratories to use their particular service.

With serious concern over abuses as well as other fraudulent practices within
the Medicare/Medicaid programs, our Society fully supports the concept of an
Inspector General responsible for reviewing, auditing, and inspecting all Federal
health care programs with unlimited access to their reports, records, audits,
documents, etc., In order to ensure the efficient and honest administration of
these programs.

In this regard, while hospital management has Increasingly taken a more en-
lightened approach to the professional responsibilities of their employees, we
believe that everyone's interest would be better served if, in carrying out the
provisions of the Act or reporting violations therein, practitioners employed in the
hospital setting were properly protected from unwarranted job discrimination.

For this reason, ASMT would recommend that the Committee amend the pro-
posed legislation to specifically Include an employee protection clause. An em-
ployee protection concept was adopted last April by the Senate as an amend-
ment to S. 1737. the Clinical Laboratories Improvement Act. Moreover, the
Occupational Safety and Health Act Amendments and the Clean Air and Water
Act contain a similar provision.

Specifically, ASMT urges the Committee to amend S. 3205 to Include the
following language:

(5) (A) "No employer may discharge any employee or otherwise discriminate
against any employee with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or
privileges of employment on the basis that the employee (or any person acting
pursuant to a request of the employee) has:

(1) Commenced, causes to be commenced, or is about to commence or
cause to be commenced a proceeding under this title or a proceeding for the
-administration or enforcement of Medicare or Medicaid regulations.

(2) Testified or is about to testify in any such proceeding, or
(3) Assisted or participated or is about to assist or participate in such a

proceeding or in any other action to carry out the purposes of this title.
(5) (B) (1) "Any employee who believes that he has been discharged or other-

wise discriminated against by any person in violation of paragraph (A) may,
within 30 days after such violation occurs, file a complaint (notwithstanding
the amount in controversy) In the United States District Court for the district
in which the employer or employee resides, alleging such discharge or discrimi-
nation. A copy of the complaint shall Immediately be served on the employer.
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure shall apply to all action brought under
this paragraph."

In summary, It Is our belief that inclusion of the employer protection pro-
vision within the legislation along with the implementation of the Office of
Central Fraud and Abuse under the direction of an Inspector General as pro-
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posed could significaaitly reduce the prospect of fraudulent practice throughout
the Medicare/Medicaid Program. In the specific case of the clinical laboratory
such implementation could reduce in appropriate laboratory financial arrange-
ien.ts and expenditures, allowing reallocation of resources in such a way as to
provide a more reasonable and justifiable cost to the patient as well as to pro-
vide for additional quality assurance activities within the laboratory.
1 1. Hospital Associatcd Physicians

Section 22 of S. 3205 would amend the Social Security Act by distinguishing
between physicians' services of an educational, executive, or research nature
and those personally performed or directed for the benefit of a patient and which
are customary and appropriate. Since a special definition would be applicable to
pathology services which defines "physician services" to exclude services per-
formed in carrying out responsibilities for supervision, quality control, and for
various other aspects of a clinical laboratory's operation customarily performed
Isy nonphysician pers(,nn(.l. ASMT is able to provide the Subcommittee wtih some
background information reflecting the scope of duties which are presently per-
forined by nonphyslclan personnel in the clinical laboratory.

Medical technologists, possessing a broad background in basic and applied clini-
cal sciences perform four major roles within the hospital laboratory setting.
Primarily, the medical technologist performs the diagnostic testing procedures
essential to the diagnosis of a patient's medical condition. In addition to routine
te.sting across a broad range of laboratory procedures, medical technologists also
perform complex testing in a variety of specialized areas such as microbiology,
parasitology, serology, hematology, clinical chemistry, urinalysis, and immuno-
iematology. Secondly, technologists fullill Whe duties and responsibilities of tech-
ni.al supervisor, in both the generalist and departmental/section areas. Third,
the Chief or Adninistrative Technologist assumes a variety of managerial re-
sptbilihlities with the hospital laboratory. Finally, the medical technologist also
plays a direct role in the educational process of clinical laboratory personnel.
A this pAnt it would be useful to more clearly define the supervisory, administra-
tire and educational functions of the medical technologist as an indicator of
nmiiphysician involvement in clinical laboratory operations.

Rnle of the Medical Technologist in Laboratory Supervision.-In the majority
of hospitals, medical technologists have traditionally served as technical super-
vixors of the total laboratory as well as technical supervisors of designated,
siecialty departments/section areas. Supervisors usually work under the direc-
t ion and in cooperation with the administrative technologist or chief technologist.

X4ulpervisors plan, organize and delineate the duties and responsibilities of
personnel working under their direction. They assume the responsibility of In-stigating new procedures and establishing quality control programs. They train
personnel, maintain supplies and disseminate Information from their department
Io other members of thb laboratory staff. They also maintain procedural direc-
tions and ascertain the reliability of test results issued from their departments.
Supervisors are also responsible for responding to complaints concerning their
apartmentss.

Medical technologists are unquestionably involved in supervising the planning,
processing and reporting of laboratory tests. The degree of involvement depends
upon the organizational structure of the institution. In the smaller hospitals, the
supervisor's duties are all inclusive and even in the largest medical complex the
iIedical technologist maintains supervisory responsibilities of departments with-
in the laboratory. These nonphysician functions are commonly established and
accepted by hospital administrations.

Role of the Chief or Administrative Technologist in Laboratory Management.-
On December 30, 1975, ASMT issued a Report on a Laboratory management Sur-
vey to document which administrative functions are carried out by the medical
technologist holding an administrative level position in the clinical laboratory.
The survey was directed and conducted by the Personal and Professional De-
velopment Division of ASMT in the fall of 1975. The respondents to the survey
totalled 1,292 ASMT members who hold the position of Administrative Tech-
nologist or Chief Technologist. with the nationwide distribution of the survey
population representing various places of employment, size of institution, geo-graphical regions, and urban and rural settings. A copy of the complete study
including statistical analyses has been provided to the Committee for their
information.
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According to the distribution by place of employment, 61 percent of the re-
spondents were employed In hospitals. Thirteen percent of these were located
in 1-99 bed hospitals; 26 percent in 100-299 bed hospitals; and 22 percent in
hospitals of 300 or more beds.

Given the expansion of health care services over the past decade, and the
associated changes within the medical laboratory, which Include increased test-
ing, technological improvements, and changes in roles and functions of certain
personnel, the study sought to determine the degree of involvement of medical
technologists in the critical areas of management and supervision. The ASMT
laboratory management survey clearly Indicates that medical technologists are
now playing a central role In laboratory management. In fact, according to these
data, the administrative medical technologist carries out a majority of the lab-
oratory's administrative functions.

Thirty-three administrative functions common to the medical laboratory were
listed on the survey questionnaire. The functions listed ranged from who -inter-
views prospective employees," to who "evaluates electronic data programs and
reports." To aid in reporting the survey results, the functions were separated
into three categories of Personnel Management; Clinical Services Management;
and General laboratory Management. Table I on Page 25' lists the administrative
functions, as categorized.

Five choices of who carries out the functions were available on the question-
naire, consisting of:

(1) Administrative Technologist, Chief Technologist, or Laboratory Man-
ager.

(2) Administrative Technologist and Director of Laboratories-joint
function.

(3) Director of Laboratories.
(4) Does not apply to my situation.
(5) Other (please specify).

The report summaries functions carried out by four groups in the medical
laboratory which may be found in Table II on Page 27.

In sum, the 1,292 medical technologist respondents report that they carry out,
on an average, 17.6 or a majority of the 33 listed administrative functions. They
report that the Directors of Laboratories on an average, carry out 2.6 of the
33 functions; the medical technologist and director jointly carry out an average
of 7.9 functions; and hospital administrators carry out 1.8 functions.

Thus for the 1,292 questionnaires analyzed, Chief and Administrative medical
technologists have a significant involvement in a wide range of the administrative
functions carried out in the medical laboratory. While the respondents' involve-
ment ranges from an average of 88 percent who "schedule laboratory person-
nel" to 20 percent who "establish charges for laboratory tests," the responses are
remarkably consistent across the major categories of places of employment and
the ten geographical regions.

Medical technologists employed in hospitals with less than 300 beds have the
highest average direct involvement in the functions of "reviewing and approv-
ing ncw laboratory methodologies"; "selecting the appropriate testing program";
"maintaining laboratory systems"; and "selection of equipment to purchase" for
all grouped places of employment. Their average direct involvement for all listed
functions in hospitals of 1-99 beds is 61 percent while the average for all places
of employment categories is 54 percent.

Role of the Medical Technologist in Medical Technology Education.-While
the essentials for Medical Technology Programs prepared by the National Ac-
crediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences (NAACLS), require sharing
of responsibility between the medical director and the medical technologist pro-
gram director for the organization and administration of the program, the guide-
lines outline the medical technologist's duties as follows:

"6. Duties of the program director: In consultation with the medical director,
education coordinator and senior faculty he should -be responsible for overall
direction of the program. With the assistance of appropriate committees he
should provide leadership in development and implementation of:

(1) program objectives
(2) admission policies
(3) curriculum development
(4) evaluation procedures
(5) promotion of students
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(6) recruitment
(7) public relations (including preparation of catalogues and brochures

relating to the program).
lie should maintain student records and participate in the student services
such as counseling and recruitment. lie should attend at least one workshop or
one course related to education each year."

It can be seen therefore that the medical technologist plays the primary role
in the medical technology educational process. Moreover, it should be noted that
significant educational activity occurs within the hospital. For example the
National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences (NAACLS) indi-
cates that as of May 21, 1976, the approved medical technology student capacity
stood at 7,736 in over 650 AMA accredited hospital programs. This compares
with a student capacity of approximately 1,856 in university-based medical
technology programs. The medical technologist, usually entitled an Educational
Coordinator in the hospital setting, is in reality if not in title, in most instances,
the individual most directly responsible for the education of medical technology
personnel within the hospital. As Table III, page 28 demonstrates, the medical
technologist is involved in the overwhelming majority of the nineteen roles
listed for the medical technology education program. This table is based upon
review of the duties and responsibilities of a representative sample of medical
technology education coordinators. For certain roles, it will be noted that both
the physician and the medical technologist are jointly involved while there
are few roles performed exclusively by physician personnel.

As the Committee evaluates current Medicare reimbursement provisions in the
hospital setting, the Society believes it is extremely important to carefully ex.
amine the actual functions and roles performed by hospital personnel. In this
regard, we note that under the provisions of section 22 of S. 3205, personal
patient services (physician services requiring direct personal physician in-
volvement) would be allowable on a fee-for-service basis. In accordance with the
College of American Pathology's definition of "educational" and "executive"
functions performed by the physician, the bill would allow reasonable overall
compensation related to the time and effort spent by the physician in the per-
forinance of these functions.

Realizing that this is an area of major concern for our physician colleagues,
ASMT would like to go on record in stating that we believe that the majority
of hospital based physician specialists do not abuse the current reimbursement
process. It appears that the very process itself is the crucial issue and we can
therefore appreciate the Committee's determination to carefully evaluate this
important area. Since functions vary depending on the size of the institution
it is difilcult to assign exact percentages regarding degrees of responsibility
for the many functions performed by both physician and nonphysician person-
nel In the clinical laboratory.

Regardless of the reimbursement system however, ASMT supports the concept
of fairly compensating personnel based upon their personal professional effort
and amount of time spent in the performance of specified functions. In this time
of escalatingrhealth care costs, we do not believe the interests of the American
public are best served by any other approach.

1'. Termination of Health Inurance Benefits Advisory Council (Sec. 8(a))
Initially conceived by its advocates as an important and influential source of

private sector advice and input to the Medicare program, the Health Insurance
Benefits Advisory Council (HIBAC) was established under Title XVIII of
Public Law 89-97 in July 1965. The chief responsibility of this advisory group
has been to advise the Secretary of HEW on matters of general policy in the
administration and development of regulations under this Title.

The Council, which is composed of various leaders in the health field and the
general public has provided professional input on over 100 policy Issues under
Title XVIII. These issues have ranged from extended care facilities, home health
agencies, independent laboratories, the principles of reimbursement for provider
costs and for physician services, as well as policies governing physicians' certifi-
cation and recertification of the need for medical services.

Our Society firmly believes that while HIBAC has been criticized as being
largely ineffective, especially in recent years, the fault does not rest with the
concept itself but rather with the inappropriate utilization of the advisory body
by HEW. Although neither HIBAC nor most other health advisory groups ac-
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tually make final program decisions themselves. snch mechanisms should Ideally
provide valuable Input to both the Secretary and the Congress on what actions
they believe need to be taken based upon their members' recommendations: meni-
bers who bring to each group specialized backgrounds and expertise In various
areas of the health field including consumer input.

Recognizing that the regulations to Implement this Act will be far-reaching
and will directly affect the delivery of health services under Medicare/Medicaid
programs as well as those professionals who provide these services. ASMT is
concerned that abolishing HIBAC without establishing an alternative advisory
mechanism would obviate formal and direct private sector Input with regard
to drafting revised regulations for Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security
Act. The Society believes that an appropriate advisory council could and should
play a useful and Important role as a provider of necessary professional and
consumer advice and information to the HEW administrative unit responsible
for drafting regulations and implementing standards promulgated under the
Medicare program.

TABLE I.-CLINICAL LABORATORY ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS

Personnel management Clinical services General laboratory
functions management functions management functions

Schedules laboratory personnel ........... Selects and authorizes expendable Prepares statistical reports for
supplies. laboratory.

Counseling of personnel .................. Authorizes reagent purchases ....... Prepares or selects laboratory reportformq.
Provides in-service orientation ............ Maintains a laboratory safety

program.
Interviews prospective employees ......... Selection of equipment for purchases.
Conducts regular personnel meetings ...... Maintains preventive maintenance

program.
Determines merit or salary increases ...... Authorizes equipment purchases....

Determines personnel policies in accord- Selects appropriate proficiency test-
ance with employer policies. ing program for use.

Determines base salary level for employees Reviews and approves new method-
when they awe hired. ologies (techniques and/or tests).

Conducts performance evaluation sessions ..................................
with employees.

Determines academic and experience qual-
ifications for each position.

Selects qualified prospective employees ..................................
Authority to fire employees ................................................
Determines employees promotions ..........................................
Cetermines academic and experience qual- . .................................

ifications for each position.

Administers the laboratory budget
Prepares the laboratory budget.
Determines laboratory space al-

location.
Establishes charges for laboratory

testing.
Represents latoratory in inter- and/

or intra-departmental operations.
Maintains laboratory cost accounting

and cost analysis program.
Evaluates electronic date programs

and reports.

TABLE II.-SUMMARY OF THE FUNCTIONS CARRIED OUT BY 4 GROUPS IN THE MEDICAL LABORATORY

[In percent

Clinical General
Personnel services laboratory
manage- manage- manage-

ment merit merit

Medical technologists (respondent) .................................. 57 55 47
Director of laboratories ............................................ 7 9 8
Joint function of technologist and director ............................ 23 26 24
Does not apply ................................................... 4 2 10
Hospital administrator ........................................... 5 4 7

TABLE Ill.-ROLES IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION PROGRAM

Medical Medical
technologist Physicians technologist/
only only physicians

X
X
X
X
X

1. Development/review of curriculum .............................. X --------------
2. Development of criteria for student selection ................... X -------------
3. Selection of students according to criteria.................X
4. Dev l ornntof program philosophy, goals and policies ............ X --------------
5. Provision for m edical relevance ................................... .. .................. ......
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TABLE Ill.-ROLES IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION PROGRAM-Continued

Medical Medical
technologist Physicians tKhnologist
only only physicians

6. Provides general orientation to multiple facets of the profession such X ------------- X
as: medical ethics; legal liabilities; relationship to patient and
health professionals, etc.

7. Development of educational objectives and determination of accept. X ..............
able levels of competence for all areas.

8. Development and implementation of all necessary schedules and X ..............
rotation for attainment of educational objectives.

9. Schedules and supervises lectures, lecture content and practicum X ..............
activities necessary for attainment of educational objectives.

10. Development, review and evaluation of oral, written and practical X ----------- -X
examinations for use in determining student performance.

11. Evaluation of student's progress toward attainment of educational X --------------
objectives.

12. Counsel students in various areas: career choice, performance, X ------------- X
attitude, etc.

13. Teaching (lectures and/or practical): (a) students; (b) peers; (c) X ------------- X
faculty; (d) physicians, interns and residents.

14. Development of cooperative activities between affiliated academic X .------------- X
and clinical facilities, including service on designated committees.

15. Answering written and oral inquiries related to the educational X --------------
program.

16. Maintaining continuing competence in educational principles and X ------------- X
practices and/or in specific technical area(s).

17. Preparation of budget(s) for educational program .................. X - - ----------- X
18. Employment of personnel to be involved in educational program..... X X X
19. Procurement of external funds for educational programs (writing of X X X

grants for Federal, State and private support).

Note: When medical technologist only and medical technologist/physician both are checked, this reflects the variety of
approaches which are in practice within existing educational programs. This is due to the variance of educational programs
and their administrative structure.

Senator TALMADGE. The next witness is Dennis Dorsey, President,
College of American Pathologists.

We are delighted to have you here and your associates. We appre-
ciate your contribution. You may insert your full statement in the
record and summarize it in any manner that you see fit.

Senator CuRTis. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the record show
that appearing on this panel is Dr. Jerald Schenken of Omaha. I
commend him to this committee as one of our fine, up standing, civic-
minded citizens of Nebraska and a very dedicated physician.

Senator TALMADOE. You come recommended, Doctor. We are very
glad to have you, sir.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS B. DORSEY, M.D., PRESIDENT, COLLEGE OF
AMERICAN PATHOLOGISTS, ACCOMPANIED BY JERALD R. SCHEN-
KEN, M.D., OF OMAHA, NEBR.; AND VERNIE STEMBRIDGE, M.D.,
OF DALLAS, TEX.

-Dr. DORSEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcouinittee, I am
Dennis B. Dorsey, president of the College of American Pathologists.
With me are Jerald R. Schenken, M.D., of Omaha, Nebr.; and Vernie
Stembridge, M D of Dallas, Tex.

We are grateful for the opportunity to represent the college and its
views on S. 3205. We have filed a long statement which we request
become part of the record.

S. 3205 is a long and complex bill. Two sections -of it-sections 22
and 40-are of particular concern to pathologists.

We share the committee's concern on the subject of containing the
costs of medicare and medicaid, and agree that both programs must be
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made to function more efficiently and economically. The question is,
how best to go about it I

One thing is clear: costs should not be contained in any fashion that
would compromise the quality of medical care or disrupt the free
exercise of medical judgment.

The College of American Pathologists is convinced that S. 3205, if
adopted in its present form, would have those effects.

The pathologist is first and foremost a physician. lie functions as
one in much the same way as do his "clinical" colleagues.

All physicians may function as physician-managers, physician-ad-
ministrators, or physician-educators whether they are "hospital as-
sociated" or not. All may and most do.

To say that the pathologist is not functioning as a physician when
he is In acticin r medicine in the roles of educator, executive, or re-
searcher and should not therefore he reimbursed as a physician for
those services, seems arbitrary and discriminatory.

The effect of section 22 would be to restructure the practice of path-
ology completely.

To assume that the clinical pathologists operate simply as labora-
tory overseers is unjustified. The clinical pathologist reviewing tests
performed in his laboratory is practicing medicine, just as an internist
is praticing medicine when he entrusts a nurse to take a blood
pressure.

Compensation arrangements between pathologists and institutions
vary wilely, el)ending upon local setting. Each is custom made to
meet the varying needs of the pathologist, the institution, and the
patient poIpulation.

The key factor in any of these arrangements is that they are agree-
able to each of the parties involved. And whatever the reimbursement
method, their job descriptions and responsibilities are mutually agreed
upon by the pathologist, the medical staff, and the hospital adminis-
tration; and then the entire professional and contractual arrangement
is reviewed an(l approved by the hospital board of trustees.

No single form of contractual arrangement can fit every situation.
The CAP believes that any type of contract is acceptableJ providing
it (loes not interfere with, or impair, the free and complete exercise of
inedical skill and judgment; or does not tend to deteriorate the quality
of medical care.

None of which alters the fact that the rate charged for a particular
unit of hospital service, including a pathology service- can vary widely
from institution to institution.

Rates for specific laboratory procedures must be evaluated as part of
the study of the per diem charge, per illness charge, and patient mix.

In past years, many hospitals- have been unable to obtain public and
governmental support for establishing the daily service charges at a
sufficiently high level to cover the routine costs of operation. These
routine, or "room and board" costs, were therefore regularly subsi-
dized bv the earnings of such diagnostic departments as the pathology
laboratories.

At this point, we should like to bring an extremely important find-
ing-to the committee's attention. On the basis of recent analyses made
in several States, it appears that neither the size of the institution nor
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the pathologists' compensation arrangement has any discernible influ-
ence upon the individual fees charged for approximately 20 of the
nmost common laboratory procedures.

This is important because it has been stated or implied in recent
years that certain types of contractual relationships between patholo-
gists and institutions are not appropriately cost sensitive and-so the
argument runs-in and of themselves cause higher total fees for the
clinical pathology services charged to patients.

Recently, therefore, the Nebraska Association of Pathologists un-

(lertook a survey of tihe pathologists in that State. Those surveyed
were asked to indicate the size of the hospital covered. the type of con-
tractual relationship existing between the pathologist and the institu-
tion, and the fees charged for 25 commonly performed clinical pathol-
ogy services selected to represent the overwhelming majority of total
test-s performed within the hospitals of Nebraska.

The survey covered more than 80 percent of the approximately
5.000 acute care hospital beds in the State. These hospitals were ranked
from high to low on their tota.dollar charge for the 25 tests.

Study of these data reveale no relationship between the type of
contract and the charge to the patient. The hospital with the highest
mi1d the hospital with the lowest combined charges to the patient in the
State each had a type of modified percentage contract with their pa-
thologists. The pathologists at the hospital that had the second highest
chIarge to the patient in Nebraska were on salary.

An institution having approximately the mean charge to the patient
of all institutions in the State operated under a lease arrangement. So
(lidi two of the three lowest.

Similar surveys were performed in Texas, Georgia, New York. Ten-
nessee, and Ohio. They similarly failed to disclose any relationship be-
t ween contract form and pathologist's charge.

This is why we feel. Mr. Chairman, that the provision in section 22,
compensating pathologists for educational or executive services on the
basis of a monthly fee reasonably related to what a full-time salaried
pathologist would receive for ;roportionate time and effort, would
have little or no effect on the cost of pathology services.

In effect, what would occur would be a process whereby costs were
shifted from one account to another. Cut the profitability of the clini-
cal patliology laboratory and the hospital would be faced with the
)INessity to coml)ensate 'for the loss of revenues in one fashion or an-
other if it were to subsidize losses in other departments.

A word about the impact of section 22 on the small and rural
hospitals.

A great disparity exists between the demand for pathology services
by small and ruraf hospitals. and the supply of pathologists who will
serve them. Prior to World War II. pathology, and especially clinical

, l)athology, was virtually unavailable to those hospitals.
These days, pathologists are frequently the only medical specialists

to visit rural communities on a regular basis, and their services are
invaluable to attending physicians because of their broad specialist
training.

Our rural areas are still critically short of doctors, as this commit-
tee knows. With supportive help from such hospital-based physicians

75-502-76- 19
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as clinical pathologists, some of our primary care doctors are still
willing to practice in rural areas. If that support is not available,
many more of them will not do so.

The adverse impact of section 22 would be considerable on the
teaching hospitals as well. The operation of the university hospital
clinical pathology laboratory is additionally complex by reason of its
educational thrust. The incomes generated in the laboratories have
wide use within and without pathology departments. Any reduction
would probably lead to increased drains on already overtaxed State
budgets.

Section 22 would have a similar adverse effect on medical schools.
The effect on recruitment of future pathologists would also be dam-

aging--this after years of recruiting emphasis have gradually
brought about a reasonable balance between the demand for and the
supply of pathologists.

As for section 40, prior approval of the Secretary of HEW of any
contract in excess of $10,000 a year made between an institution and
consultant, or management anA certain contractors, would make the
Department of HEW responsible for the establishment of what would
have to be the largest purchasing department in the world.

This section would put HEW into virtually any compensation ar-
rangement based upon the percentage. But many valuable manage-
ment and service contractors traditionally provide services under a
percentage arrangement.

In summary, we do not believe this section can be administered
effectively, nor do we think it will achieve its desired objective.

A brief word about fraud.
The college shares the concern voiced by Congress about the re-

cent reports of fraudulent conduct in which certain of the health pro-
viders have been engaged.

We believe that the transgressors should be punished to the full
extent of the law and urge that section 1877(B) of the Social Security
Act he vigorously enforced.

Further, we pledge the cooperation and assistance of the College
of American Pathologists in any and every way possible.

The CAP would like to make five recommendations to the
committee:

One, implement presently existing provisions in the medicare and
medicaid laws and regulations relating to fraud.

Two, encourage the use of mechanisms presently available through
county medical societies and State boards of medical examiners for
dealing with improper or fraudulent activities.

Three, provide for review of pathologists' services and fees in the
same fashion as the fees and services of other physicians are reviewed.
Appropriate peer review, medical audit, and other utilization review
can be made as effective and as appropriate for pathologists as for
other physicians.

Four, implement presently existing provisions for disclosure billing.
Five, recogmize the differences in the cost of providing clinical

pathology laboratory services to ambulatory nonemergency out-
patients as opposed to hospitalized inpatients by revising the present
rules and regulations to facilitate the implementation of appropriate
fee schedules.
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes our summary statement.
Senator TALMADOE. Thank you.
Senator Nunn is scheduled to testify and he has arrived, and he must

chair a subcommittee hearing at 9:30. Would it be all right if we take
Senator Nunn now for his testimony and call you subsequently?

)r. DORsEY. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. My distinguished colleague from Georgia has

arrived, lie has been acting chairman of the Subcommittee on Investi-
gations of the Government Operations Committee looking into this
field. I think his contribution will be very helpful.

We will be delighted to have you, Senator Nunn.

STATEMENT OF HON. SAM NUNN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF GEORGIA

Senatlor N '. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Dole, Senator
Curtis. 1 want to thank you for inviting me to testify before your
subc,'ommIittee on what I consider to be one of the most important
eftrrts to reformt the medicare and medicaid programs presented thus
far t o tIme Congres.s.

I ali a Cos )oisor of S. 3205 becae I )elieve that we cannot allow
these multibillion dollar programs to continue without challenging the
waste of taxp)ayer inoney and the abuse of patients that has been the
result of lax managenient, fraud and abuse.

Moreover, I ap a (.osp onsor l)(,(.auIse I believe we must prove to our-
selves that we van itmamma ge eltv i'ivclv the health eare financing pro-
grais we already have before we consider seriously any form of na-
tional health insurance.

Extensive investigations and hearings into abuses of prepaid health
plans were carried on by the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on In-
vestigrations in 1974 and 1975 under the direction of Chairman Ienry
M. #Jackson and with the full support of the subcommittee's ranking
minority member,. Senator Charles I. Percy. The valuable informa-
tion uncovere(d as a result of the efforts of Senators Jackson and Percy
has been shared with your subcommittee.

As acting chairman of the Investigations Subcommittee, I am pres-
ently conducting a preliminary inquiry into welfare industry entre-
lrenieurs an(l corporations that provide services to Government health
programs. We have been looking at management, consulting, and comi-

puiter service companies, and we expect to begin hearings this fall. I
want to express my gratitude to you and the staff of the Senate Fi-
nance Ifealth Subcomnmittee for your cooperation with me and my
51u bConn ittee investigators. We have been working closely toget her,
and I am confident that because of this relationship, even further re-
forms will result.

As I nentione(l earlier, in the fall of 1974, Senator Ienry M. Jack-
son .'airman of tlhe Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, au-
thoi. .d t.ie stall to conduct a preliminary inquiry into the prepaid
health plans (PI IP's) receiving medicaid funds in California.

Not only was the subcommittee concerned with allegations of fraud
and patient. abuse, but also, a study of the program afforded us the
opportunity to obtain a prospective view of what we might encounter
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under a national health insurance program that involves health main-
tenance organizations (HMO's).

TJo understand the issue, some background is in order. In 1971, many
States began to feel a severe financial strain caused by the unending
escalation of medicaid program costs during a period of economic
recession. California, in response to this situation, turned to prepaid
llealth plans, which offered the prospect of controlling program costs
and providing quality health care at the same time.

Under the fee-for-service reimbursement system there is an incentive
to treat patients. The more treatment, the greater the income. Under
the HMO and PIlP system, administered in good conscience, persons
who need treatment get it, but the incentive is to keel) patients healthy
so they will not need more expensive care. The JIM0 or PIIP receives
a fixed monthly amount for each patient enrolled in the plan. This
forms an income ceiling under which the plan administrators agree
through contract to provide for the health care needs of the people
they serve.

In short, the plan is at financial risk. If the cost of providing health
care services to enrollees is more than the amount they have agreed
under contract to receive, they must still provide the services. There-
fore, the incentive is to practice preventive medicine, to keep enrollees
in good health, and avoid high cost services.

The California prepaid health plan program won the attention of
State officials elsewhere, not only because it offered the hope of reduc-
ing costs, but also because it was a step toward maintaining quality in
medicaid programs. Moreover, the fee-for-service system had in some
cases raised questions about patient treatment, stemming from over-
utilization of services for patients not actually in need of these services.

The examples cited in advocacy of the PtHP program were the
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, the Group Iealth Association of
Washington, D.C., and the Group Ihealth Cooperative of Puget Sound.

California was not the only government interested in lIMO's. Con-
gress authorized in 1973 an expenditure of more than $325 million to
test health maintenance organizations nationwide. Congress thought
at. the time that if HiMO's could be gradually developed across the
country, they would be viable entities by the'time a national health
insurance program was passed. These lIMO's could be easily phased
into such a program.

However, it is because of what we found in the California PI-P
program-and the problems there contained-that I have come to the
conclusion that there should be a very slow approach to continued
funding of HTMNO's and PITP's. Although I believe we should encour-
age the development of health maintenance organizations, we must do
so only after we recognize the extraordinary potential for fraud and
abus. inherent, in this system. Moreover. T believe that tblrre should be
no national health insurance program iintil we have satisfied ourselves
that we ean control medical profiteering and patient abuse that takes
place within government health care programs.

I believe a review of conditions in the California PTUP's tells us a
great deal about the medical marketplace from which eovernment
purchases health care services for program beneficiaries. Though the
program in California accounts for only $103 million of the State's
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$2.2 billion medicaid budget, though only 224,000 of the State's 2
million medicaid beneficiaries are enrolled in the 28 plans, a look at
the P11P program provides an invaluable microcosmic perspective of
the health care services industry.

The medical marketplace in Los Angeles is a most competitive in-
dustry, mainly because 10,000 of the areas 35,000 hospital beds are
judged to be unnecessary by the State health department that licenses
them. Moreover, studies of health manpower distribution show that
there are more physicians in southern California than are necessary
to care for the people there. So with this oversupply of physicians and
facilities comes pressure to provide services that generate them.

With more than $20 billion in overall State health care expenditures
from public and private sources, there is an obvious reward for the
winners in the competition.

The subcommittee investigation of tntminant under prepaid health
plans found patients who required immediate medical attention left
waiting in observation rooms, frequently unattended; a doctor who
closed his clinic at night and on weekends and could not be found in
many instances for emergency treatment for patients enrolled in his
plan; the frequent dispensing of narcotics in lieu of treatment; the
use of unqualified doctors, and many other abuses.

Subcommittee investigation showed organized crime figures in-
volved in the enrollment of people in the prepaid plus at high fees.
For example, one of the largest P11P's at that tfine immediately
sought, without success, to enroll union local members. So the plan
entered into a contract with a consulting company comprised of or-
ganized crime figures who promised to deliver union members in ex-
change for a sizable advance and 10 percent of the union billings.

Subcommittee investigators were also told by welfare recipients
that people signed forms that actually enrolled them in a PIuP when
they thought they were signing impeachment petitions against Gov.
Ronald Reagan. People were given free tickets to the Los Angeles
Rams football games in exchange for their signatures. They were
tiven free chicken dinners and stereo headsets. One blind lady signed
her name to a form after she was told she would have the Bible read
to her every week.

These and other instances are contained in the subcommittee hearing
record which I would like to submit as an exhibit to my statement.

In short, cutting corners meant increased profits for'thee prejpaid
health plans and the people who controlled them.

Indeed, in April 1974. the California auditor general reported he
had surveyed 15 prepaid health plans with a view toward determining
how much of the mnedicaid funds they received actually was sent on
health care for the poor. lie concluded that 48 percent of the aggre-
gate funds received from the Sate by these plans, was spent on health
care services. Ile found that 52 percent was spent on administrative
costs or were registered as profits.

But these findlinrs might not tell the whole story. Funds p.itf to
physicians were attributed to direct health care service costs. The
subcommittee took testimony that some physicians on salary to plans
spent only a small amount of their time with medicaid patients. The
lion's share of their time was spent in lucrative suburban practices.
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One physician, for example, was paid $70,000 a year by a plan,
oven though he spent no more than 3 hours a day treating plan en-
rollees. The balance of his days were spent in the suburbs.

Much of the information obtained by the subcommittee investigators
during this investigation was known to the State health department.
Indeed, personnel within the department were the sources of a great
deal of the data.

State health department staff told investigators that PHP con-
tract managers were transferred to other contracts just as they began
to understand the issues in their initial assignment. In short., top level
health department officials forced contract managers to play musical
chairs, and they were constantly unfamiliar with the plans to which
they were assigned.

The health department investigators turned up cases of fraud and
program abuse but their reports were ignored in 1972, 1973 and 1974.

There was such a lack of response to the complaints of medicaid
beneficiaries over how they were treated in the plans that a group of
beneficiaries created the Los Angeles Health Rights Organization. The
sole purpose of this group was to assist individuals in disenrolling
from plans that refused to release l)atients once they had been en-
snared into enrolling through schemes.

Earlier this month, the alifornia Assembly Health Subcommittee
on Investigations held hearings on allegations surrounding the nis-
management of an investigation and audit of a prepaid health plan.
In January, the California State Commission on Government Orga-
nization and Economy reported that the health department is in a
state of disarray. The attorney general of California is conducting
an investigation" into allegations of criminal improprieties in the pre-
paid health plan program. The United States Attorney in Los An-
geles is likewise looking into related allegations as is the Securities and
Exchange Commission.

Mr. Chairman, I catalog the abuses and management problems un-
covered in past hearings not to provide a laundry list as to subconi-
mittee accomplishments but to inform you that we are uncovering the
same kinds of abuses in our current investigation. Many of these abuses
are much more serious. This, in turn, tells me that there are some
fundamental questions which must be addressed before there is mas-
sive funding of these kinds of programs. Among these are:

One, what kind of audit and monitoring system can be instituted to
insure that maximum funds are being used for benefit of patients?

Two, what should the Federal-State relationship be in the many
programs involving the delivery of health care services?

Three, are there appropriate criminal penalties for the kinds of
abuses we find in these programs?

Four, what kind of system can be set up to assure quality care for
the atient?

Fi lve, how can we keep down the costs of processing medical claims
which are an imortant factor in rising medical costs?

Six, what limitations can be placed on management and consulting
firm fees which, in many cases, are excessive and again siphon off
funds needed to provide quality medical care?
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Seven, are prepaid health plans and health maintenance organiza-
tions the vehicle upon which to base future programs for delivering
health care services?

Mr. Chairman, you and the other members have addressed many of
the. issues and in a way that will bring about dramatic improvements.

Mr. Chairman, there are a few good prepaid health plans measured
by the weak tools that that we have. There are plans with minimal
numbers of patient complaints and disenrollment requests from bene-
ficiairies. There are plans which do not divert medicaid funds away
from health care. They are run by men and women deeply committed to
making the program work.

If somehow, we could legislate the only men and women of good
conscience should be involved in receiving and spending government
health and welfare funds, then we would have no need for systems to
spot the culprits. But we cannot.

W\e can, however, marshal our resources-both State and Federal-
to ferret out corruption and put those who would abuse the public
trust on notice of the stiff penalties they face. That is exactly what your
bill would do.

We can try to examine our experience in prepaid health plans to
isee where we can improve upon the concept. In this regard, following
our hearings, the California Department of Health sought and re-
ceived from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare a
$5.2 million grant to develop a "Model State Quality Assessment and
Cost Control System for Prepaid Health Plans." This grant is in-
tended to develop over a 3-year period computer systems and other
tools to spot problems in MfO's. It is our hope that it will.

Mr. Chairman. I have directed the staff of the Permanent Subcom-
mittee on Investigations to share with your staff materials such as
contracts, reports, and other documents that may be helpful in writing
the final version of S. 3205. I believe we have a good solid record of
exactly the kind of abuses we all intend to stop. And I would like to
return to you and your subcommittee in the coming months to report
to you findings from our current inquiries.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you very much, Senator Nunn, for your
very helpful testimony. Your subcommittee has made available photo-
copies of the investigation reports that you have developed and have
been helpful to us in preparing this bill. I know you will be helpful in
the future, and I urge that you continue this effort for the committee.

Senator Curtis?
Senator CurnI8. Senator, we are very grateful to you. This study

which you have conducted, and about which you testified this morning,
related primarily to HMO's and other prepaid health plans.

Senator NuNN. That is right. We do not pretend that we are going
into all the features of the health insurance and medicaid programs.
We tried to zero in on those particular programs.

Senator CURTIS. It does not relate to recent testimony we have been
bearing about pathologists' arrangements.

Senator NuNN. No, sir.
Senator CurTs. Did these abuses that you found, particularly in

California, did they arise after the Federal Government legislated
and appropriated in' the field of HMO's?
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Senator NuN?. They did, and we find they are still occurring. This
is not all dated information. Some of it goes back a year or so.

The disturbing thing is that we are now investigating, in depth,
some of the management and computer services involving 1ITMO's, not
only in California, but in other places. If anything, the abuses we are
encountering now are worse than those that I documented this morn-
in enator CuLirrs. They are abuses that canie in play after the Federal
legislation in that field?

Senator NuNN. That is correct. but I might add that I would think
that reasonable people would probably conclude that if we found this
much after the Federal Government became involved, there was prob-
ably a good deal of abuse prior to Federal participation.

Senator CuwRs. Some of the most successful ones are operating
without Federal legislation or Federal help, is that correct?

Senator NuNN. I think that is correct. I have not made a detailed
study of that. I would say that we in the Federal Government have
created inassive incentives'for fraud and abuse.

Senator CuwRis. The thing that makps nm skeptical ahout, well-in-
teided remedies is that the 1-1MG idea, the Federal Government
getting in, taking tax dollars to promote tlis, it. was actually presented
by some of the enthusiasts as a cure-all for all the problems that we
faced. I do not think that my middle name is Thomas. I did not be-
lieve their claims, and I did not vote for them, but I am very disturbed
about what was set in motion and what we have to do about it now.

Thank you ver " much for your contribution.
Senator NUNN. I would like to add one further comment, Senator

Curtis. Of course, one of the prime concerns is waste of taxpayers'
money. Another important concern, however, is the quality or lack of
quality of services the poor people are getting under some of these
plans. The incentive, in many cases, is not to give good service.

That is just as disturbing to me as the waste of money. Both of them
are tremendous problems for taxpayers in our society.

Senator TALMrADGE. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I can appreciate your testimony very much since

about a year ago we had an outside labor controlled group come in
from the State of Georgia and start up an HMO in one of our most
affluent areas of Kansas City. They capitalized on nearly a million
dollars of Federal funds. Instead of setting up to help improve health
delivery to the low-income, however, they said they were going to take
a "rifle'shot" approach to enrollment-ta rgeting families with incomes
up to $25,000.

Anyway, they took this $950.000 in Federal money and put together
an administrative budget of over $500,000. All they were going to have
out of that was two physicians at $10.000 each. Of course, they had to
have a medical director who got $55.000 a year, but the overall admin-
istrative-doctor ratio was almost disgraceful.

I do not think this is the type of thing we intended when we passed
this law in 1973. and I communicated my concern to hEW. Predict-
ably. their response was defensive and not very enlightening.

We could not find out how the decision was made to fund this proj-
ect and, of course, could not get it reviewed either. Since it has been
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our experience--and certainly, we have had a great deal of it-that 50
percent of these 1MO's fail after Federal funds are withdrawn, it
would seem to me maybe the grant award process itself would be ap-
propriate for investigation by your committee.

Senator Nui.v. I might say, Senator Dole, I do not know about that
particular problem, but we have been very disappointed in IEW's
enforcement at the regional level in the areas that we have investi-
gated, very disappointed.

Senator boLE. Wie were disappointed, too. As a matter of fact. There
were a number of physicians disappointed in me because I could not
do anything with HEW. Of course, they have never been here to know
what it is like to deal with them.

Perhaps the 1IM.O concept does a great deal for some physicians
and is not all bad in theory. In application, however, if it is going to
stay around we are going to have to do something, as you suggest, to
get. a handle on it, and provide iome incentive.

Now, with reference to your formal statement, on page 6 you indi-
cate that in California vou turned up a lot of cases of fraud and abuse
in 1972,1973, and 1974.*Did you go into 1975 and 1976?

Senator Nu,-N. We are iivestit.ating such cases in a very detailed
way right now. In fact. the principal investigator is spending most of
his time in California now. lie is there this morning. I did not go into
current cases, because I like to have data documented in hearings
and not based on our staff's impression.

I could go into (his in considerable detail in private. I know your
staff is fully informed. We do have much more updated information.
We are going to be do-cunenting it in hearings.

I feel we should nmake silre we-are on solid ground before we put
it on the public record.

Senator l)oLE. Have your investigators had any problems in their
efl'rorts to get at. the facts? Fm example, have they received any
thrats-bleen offered any bribes-anything of that kind?

Senator NuxX. I woull not. want to go into detail at this stage, but
there have been problems. There is a potential for massive kinds of
corruption, not just in California. We happen to be there because it
is a bfig program and there is big money involved. I do not want to
lea'e the impression thiat only California has this kind 6f problem.

Senator l)or.E. I was just asking generally because that is where
most. of your investigation has 1een.

Senator NuN.x. We have had considerable cooperation from many
of th e officials. There are many dedicated people in health in California
doing their best. to correct these abuses in other areas. However, we
have had many problems.

Senator CrUi Ts. I-low much Federal money has gone to the HMO's
since this bill has passed?

*Senator NuX. I cannot tell you altogether. I had in my testimony,
I believe, that there was 8)25 million in one year. I do not know what
fist'al year that. was.

HMO's are not really where the bulk of the money-is going now.
However, I think it tells us the real story and runs up a red flag as to
where we may he Poing in the future with the National Health Insur-
ance program. That is one of the reasons why we think this investiga-
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tion is so relevant. At least it alerts us to dangers and lets us go into
any new program with our eyes wide open.

Senator TALMADGL. This information was submitted to HEW and
you failed to get adequate response I

Senator NuNK. That is my impression. I was not acting chairman
at that time, but that is my impression.

Senator TALMfADGE. Thank you very much, Senator Nunn.
Senator Doa.. May I insert in the record this HMO budget I was

talking about?
Senator TALM4ADO. Without objection, it will be inserted in full at

this point.
[The budget referred to follows:)

COMMUNITY GROUP HEALTH PLAN OF KANSAS CITY

Souce of funds
Total

Detailed budget for this period Annual No. Moe. Percent amount Applicant Requested
directt costs only) salary rate budget time required another from PHS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

I. PERSONAL SERVICES

Administatkon:
Executive director, Rober F.

Rsussen ................... 35,5000 12 100 $35.000 $1,757 $33.243
Marketing director, Michael B.

Wood----------------.. 25,000 12 100 25.000 1. 285 23,745
Financedirecto- --........ 20, 000 12 100 20.000 1,004 18.996
Enrollment manager ........... 18.000 9 100 13,500 678 12.822
Enrollment representative I ....... 15000 3 100 3.750 188 3, 562
Administrative assistant, Sandra

L White---------------- 12, 000 12 100 12,.0 602 11.398
Bookkeeper ................... 10. 000 3 50 1.250 63 1.187Seuetary ..................... 7,200 12 100 7.200 361 6,.839

Do' .----------------- 7.200 12 100 7.200 361 6,839
Secretary. enrollment ----... 7 000 3 100 1.750 88 1.662

Health care:
Medical director, Michael R. Soper,

M.D ------------------------ 55.000 12 100 55.000 2 761 52. 239
Primrcare physician .......... 40.000 2 100 6,667 335 6,332

40. 000 2 100 7.667 335 6.332
Clinic manager .................. 20. 000 3 100 5,000 251 4.749
Registered nurse -------------- 10,000 1 100 833 42 791

Do ---------------------- 10.000 1 100 833 4. 791
Licensed practical nurse .......... 8.000 1 100 667 33 634
Nursesald..... ............. 6,000 1 100 500 25 475

Do .................. 6. 000 1 100 500 25 475
Do ------------------ 6,000 1 100 500 25 475

Lab and/or X-ray technician--------9.000 1 100 750 38 712
Do ........ 9.000 1 100 750 38 712
Do ................... 9.000 1 100 750 38 712
Do------------------- 9:000 1 100 750 38 712Swetary7...................... . 1 100 600 30 570
Do ........................ 7.200 1 100 600 30 570

_Appointmen/telephone clerk....- 6,000 1 100 500 35 475
Do -. . . . . 6,000 1 100 500 25 475

Clerk---------------------6,000 1 100 500 25 475
Do--------------------6.000 1 100 500 25 475

Frin benefits (rate 22 percent)-
Physicians -------------------------------------------------- 15,033 756 14, k77

Fringe benefits (rate 18 percent)-
nonphysicans --------------------.......------------------------ 25, 503 1, 280 24, 223

Category total ---------------------------------------------------- 250.553 12. 579 237,974

' To be recruited.
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COMMUNITY GROUP HEALTH PLAN

Source of funds
TOW

amount Ap llcant Requested
Deisded bodpt for this period requirend other hom PHS

45 6

5. OTHER
Consultants:

MedcAl care oraization ............................. $I5, 00 $2,500 $12,500
Mental hthpOla ......................................... 1500 1,500 ..............
Dentl hygiene program ................................ 2500 2.500.........

Peion drug program................................. 2Z,500 2- 500...... .....
Home health care program .............................. 2.500 2,500.........
Accounting end audit ....................................... 10.000 10,000.........
Actuary ...................................................... 2,500 2,500 ..........
Legal service ............................ 25,000 2,500 22500
Architects (for remodeling and renovation of space) ............... 2,000 5'000 20,000
Systems planning ............................................. 1, 0 500 1.350
Advertising ................................................... 26 710 8,600 18. It0

Productng of advertising material ................................... 20, 50 1,622 19. 228
Advertising timelspace and production ............................... 1800 944 17. 856
Printng form, etera .......................................... 1Z 000 2,977 9.023
Moving and lesehold improvements ............................... 1. 500 75 1,425
insurance ...................................................... 10660 535 10. 131
Equipment rental ....................................... 3600 181 3.419
Tral.......................................................... 1500 527 9.973
Offic supplies ........................................ 3600 181 3,419
Initial supplies for health center .................................... 10.450 525 9.925
Recruitment ...................................................... 10.000 502 9,498
Telephone................................................. 5.500 276 5.224
Postage .............................. ........................ 3, 600 181 3.419
Data processing .................................................. 1, 000 50 950
Oiganiational dues .............................................. 1500 75 1.425
Temporary office space ...................................... 5. 000 251 4,749
Health center space ......................................... 31250 1,569 29,681

Catwey total.. ................................ 2 ,876 51.,071 213,80

Senator TALxAwU. Dr. Dorsey, would you and your organization
come back to the table, please?

Senator NuN . May I add one thing?
In answer to Senator Dole's question I do not want to leave the

impression that there have been direct bribe offers. My answer was
more general than that.

We have had interference with our investigation from some quar-
ters, political and otherwise. We have had cooperation in others. I
do not know of any particular bribe offer.

Senator TAL31ADoE. Thank you.
Dr. Dorsey and your associates, we want to thank you for cooperat-

ing with the committee.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS DORSEY, M.D.-Resumed

Senator TALXADGE. At the outset, let me say that it is not really the
hospital which pays the pathologist, but the public as taxpayers,
insurance policy holders and paying patients.

A different perspective from that which you have given today comes
from a distinguished pathologist who wrote me the following letter
which describes some of the problems with respect to reimbursement
of pathologists better than I could myself, and I quote from his letter:

DEAR SENATou TALMADGE: It Is with considerable interest that I read your
statements appearing in the Congressional Record dated June 20, 1975, dealing
with Medicare-Medicaid administrative and reimbursement reforms. Specifical y,
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I was interested in the testimony dealing with the reimbursement to certain hoe-
YpI al based physicians such as pathologists, radiologists and anesthesiologists.
illnce I am a pathologist, these statements were of particular interest to me,

and I am sure to the many thousands of other specialists In these categories.
I must certainly admit that these statements are not unfounded. Most senior

I)athologists do work under some percentage type arrangements with their hos.
pitals, and much of what they conLribute to the professional endeavors in no
wav bear relationship to the financial remuneration. As you look at the work
6-,ing performed, most pathologists virtually give away their professional exper-
lise in the autopsy and surgical pathology area for the lucive arrangements
coming from the general clinical pathology area which includes Clinical Chem-
istry, Microbiology, blood banking activities, and hemotology.

In recent months I have traveled to a number of laboratories seeking a new
professional location and have been privy to certain financial statements of path-
ologists and pathologist groups in these new locales. I was somewhat astounded
by the size of the financial remunerations of many of these specialists in private
practice. It was not uncommon to see annual incomes in the range of over $100,.-
00 per year and in some instances, over $200,000 per year. This, of course, was
possible through percentage arrangement co-atracts in those labs, grossing into
the millions of dollars. Particularly obnoxious to me were those senior patholo-
gists who recruited more junior associates placing them on salary, and then using
their professional endeavors to further their own income. This latter activity
has been negatively commented on by "our own professional organization, the
College of American Pathologists.

As you are, I am sure, aware, the possibility of astronomical incomes come
about with the advent of automation in the clinical laboratories. I really feel
that many pathologists, instead of passing along the benefits of automation to
patient care were guilty of furthering their own financial gains through this
development. Eventually, costs of laboratory tests to patients will have to be
more realistically priced, particularly those tests which are readily amenable
to automation, which should in effect, markedly reduce the cost of that particular
test. Unfortunately, automation has not appeared to any degree in clinical micro-
biology and blood banking activities, and hence costs in these areas will have to
remain relatively high in comparison of the costs in certain areas of clinical
chemistry and hematology where automation has appeared to an advanced
degree.

I can say that I am basically In agreement with your statement appearing in
the Congressional Record demanding that a person's professional activities in
some way bear relationship to the specific work he is doing. Many pathologists
are on a salary basis, and in many instances this salary is in keeping with their
professional training and their professional activities.

U nfortunately, abuse by a few has created problems for many of us in this
specialty. Incidentally, many of these high paid pathologists may actually be
receiving salaries through certain corporate activities, and this In no way bears
a true relationship to their actual income. If these financial arrangements are to
be specifically corrected, this is one area that will have to be looked at very
carefully.

As you can Imagine, some of the statements contained in this letter may be
quite unpopular with some of my professional peers. Thus, I would appreciate
It if this remains privileged. It is my hope that, as time moves along. membersof the profession themselves will recognize certain of these abuses and pressure
from internal sources will be brought to bear to correct certain Inequities before
external pressures become necessary. American medical leaders must themselves-
do something about markedly escalating costs of medical care before we price
ourselves right out of the market.

Would you care to comment on that letter?
Dr. DORSEY. I would say that in any profession, there are differ-

ences in methods of reimbursement, amounts of reimbursement. You
would need to know much more about the specific local arrangements
to pass any kind of judgment on a particular instance.

Senator TALMArXE. Obviously, my concern is not based on one pa.-
thologist's letter alone, or on similar communications from other con-
cerned pathologists. There is a clear pattern in data that has come to
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the subcommittee's attention over recent years. Several years ago, 1972
in fact, the Washington Post disclosed that a Washington, D.C.,-
physician made $2(0,600 as a part-time pathologist at the Washington
Hospital Center under a percentage contract arrangement. This same
physician also had a similar contract with another Washington hos-
pital which refused to d isclo.:e tie amount of compensat ion.

The pathologist at Union I hospital in nearby, Elkton, Md., negoti-
ated a $433 000 contract in 1975 for the provi"ion of pathology and
nuclear medical services. The hospital board was subsequently able to
reduce this amount to $293,000. According to the Baltimore Sun, the
hospital's attorney contended that the contract was set because, "when
your are dealing with a monopoly. you don't have much choice."

These are not isolated instances. St. Mary's Hospital in Cumberland,
Md., was paying two pathologists $300,000 per year until the Maryland
Rate Review Commission reduced this amount to $180,000.

In rural Nebraska, a circuit-rider pathologist serving six small
hospitals was compensated $70,000 from two of the six hospitals. This
amount was verified from 1974 accounting information disclosed to
us on a confidential basis. If the pattern is the same in all six hospitals
that the pathologist served, his compensation would be over $200.000.

Then, there is a 33-bed rural hospital in California where the
ethologistt was allegedly compensated $198,000, after paying tha
hospital a mere $750 a month for the use of its facilities.

I am not just singling out pathologists. A similar situation can be
found in the compensation of radiologists under percentage arrange-
m('nt. For example, a 424-bed hospital in Pennsylvania, where the
chief radiologist was compensated $200,000; South Amboy Memorial,
a 95-bed hospital in New Jersey, compensated its radiologist $201.6)0
in 1975; Morristown Memorial Hospital, in New .Jersey, a 495-bed
facility, compensated 4.7 radiologists $571,000 for an average of
$121,500 each.

Let use look at some New York payments to pathologists and radiol-
ogists in 1975, based on contracts calling for percentage of billings;
Auburn Memorial Hospital, 261 beds, one pathologist, $323,505;
Brunswick Hospital, 255 beds, one pathologist, $327,841;
Chenango Hospital, 159 beds, one pathologist, $159,948;
Faxton Hospital, 139 beds, one radiologist, $139,552;
Good Samaritan, West Islip, 325 beds, one pathologist, $283,540;
Lockport Memorial, 176 beds, one pathologist, $169,152;
Millard Fillmore Hospital, 711 beds, six radiologists, $812,859, or an average of

$135,476 each;
Niagara Falls, 448 beds, three radiologists, $452,154, or an average of $150,718

each;
Parkway Hospital, 238 beds, three radiologists, $571,323, or an average of

$190,441 each;
St. Francis, Poughkeepsie, 236 beds, one pathologist, $148,120:
St. Joseph's, Syracuse, 352 beds, four radiologists, $606,246, or an average of

$151,561 each;
Wyoming Hospital, 176 beds, one pathologist, $169,847.

I could go on, since over 75 examples have been compiled by staff.
However, without objection, I would like to have all of these examples
entered into the record.
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[The study referred to follows:]

ANNUAL AVERAGE PAYMENTS IN EXCESS OF $75,000 TO RADIOLOGISTS AND PATHOLOGISTS

IBased an percentage of biting Now York State, 19751

Average
payment

Number Medical Number Total to medicalName of hospital of beds doctor I In group payment doctor

1 2 3 4 S

Arnold Gfegory .................................. 50 R 1 $86,427.00 $86427.00
Arnot Olden Memorial ............................. 270 P 5 509,277. 00 101,855.00
Auburn Memoial .......................... 261 P 1 323 505. 00 323. 5. 00
Auralia Fox ....................................... 130 P 2 150,741.00 75 370.50
Benedictine ...................................... 252 R 2 235,746.00 117. 873.00
Bertrand Chafe .................................. 69 I 1 83,633.00 83.633.00
Brunswick Hospital ................................ 255 P 1 327,841.00 327,841.OO
Chenango ........................................ 159 P 1 15 948. 00 159,948. 00
Champlain. Clinton ................................ 376 R S 379,542.00 75. 9X, 40
Community Hospital, Schoharie ..................... 70 R 1 93,480.23 93,480.23
Communiy General, Glen Cove ..................... 261 R 2 190,000.00 95, 000.00
Corning Hospital.................................. 164 R 2 207,691.00 103,845.50
Cornwall Hospital ................................. 120 P I 81.766. O 81,766.00
Cortland Memorial ................................ 169 R 2 177,062.GO 88.531,00
Deaconess ........................................ 428 R 4 437,138.00 109,284.50
DeGrafMemoal .......................... 191 P 2 234,618.00 117,309.00

Do .......................................... 191 R 2 155,871.00 77,935.50
Eastern ong Island ............................... 66 R 1 95,146.61 95,146.61
Faxton ........................................ 139 R 1 139.552.00 139,552.00
General Hospital, Saranac Lake ..................... 93 P 1 8,760.00 81,760.00

Do .......................................... 93 R 1 97.377.00 97,377.00
Cocd Samaritan, West Islip ......................... 325 P 1 283.50.00 283,540.00

Do .......................................... 325 R 4 366, 099. 00 91,524.25
Highland Hospital. ......................... 107 R 1 106,639.00 106.639.00
John T. Mather Memorial..................... 179 R 3 252,312.00 84.104.00
Kenmore Mercy ................................... 266 P 3 286,578.00 95,526.00

Do .......................................... 266 R 3 321,346.00 107.115.00
Kingston Hospital ................................. 213 R 2 176, 800. 00 88,400.00
Lockport Memorial ............................... 176 P 1 169,152.00 169,152.00
Lutheran Medical ................................. 255 R 1 102,401,38 102, 401.38
Memorial Hospital, Jones .......................... 102 P 1 85,895.00 85, 895. 00

Do ......................................... 102 R 1 100,000.00 100,000.00
Mercy Hospital, Buffalo ............................ 383 R 5 492.121.00 98,424.20
Mid-island Hospital ........................ 229 R 3 243,493.71 81, 134.57
Millard Fillmore .................................. 711 R 6 812,859.00 135,476.50
Newark, Wayne Community.................... 190 R 1 116,565.00 116, 565.00
Niagara Falls Medical ............................. 448 P 3 238. 478.00 79. 49;.66

Do .......................................... 448 R 3 454,154.00 150,718.00
Nicholas Noyes Memorial formerly Danville ......... 85 R 1 118,054.00 118.054.00
Nyack Hospital .................................. 323 P 2 179. 920.00 89.960.00
Our Lady of Lourdes ............................. 294 R 5 405, 403. 00 81.080.60
Our Lady of Victory .............................. 280 R 4 350.218.00 87,554.50
Parkway Hospital.. ........................ 238 R 3 571.323.00 190,441.00
Ramapo General ................................. 137 R 1 106.525.00 1%6,525.00
Rochester General .... ; ........................... 538 R 8 652, 330.00 81,541.25

DO ......................................... 538 RT 2 155 327.00 77,663.50
St. Elizabeth ..................................... 306 P 2 247,200.00 123,600.00

Do ......................................... 306 R 2 192 791.00 96.395.50
St. Francis, Buffalo ............................... 80 R 1 75,141. 0 75,141.00
St. Francis, Port Jervis ............................ 108 R 2 172,463.00 86.231.50
St. Francis, Poughkeepsie ......................... 236 P 1 148,120.00 148, 120.00

Do ......................................... 236 R 3 301,059.DO 100,353.00
St. Joseph's, Elmira .............................. 278 R 2 218890. 00 109,445.OO
St. Joseph's Syracuse ............................ 352 R 4 606, 245.00 151,561.00
St. Luke's, Newburgh .............................. 254 P 2 177. 331.07 88.665.53
St Mary's Rochester ............................. 298 R 5 439,694.00 87,938.80
Seneca Fails Hospital ............................. 52 R 1 92,092.00 92,092.00
Sisters of Charity ................................ 453 R 7 562,329.00 80,332.71Tog.;; - - ......................... 73 R 1 103,207.00 103,207.00

iotY Memorial........................61 R 1 86,166.00 86,166.00
Vassar Brothers ............................. . . 751 R 5 577, 435.00 115, 487.00
Wyoming. ....................................... 176 P 1 169,847.00 169,847.00

Do ......................................... 176 R 2 196,430.00 98,215.00
Yonkers Professional ............................. 165 R 1 96,825.00 96,825.00

I P equals pathologist; R equals radiologist; RT equals radiology-therapeutir,
Sorce: New York State Health Planning Commission,
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AVERAGE COMPENSATION TO RADIOLOGISTS AND PATHOLOGISTS IN SELECTED NEW JERS$Y HOSPITALS, 1975

Total
Medical compenaamo ToW com Cempesato

Hospital sd$ doctr bows Pot" p FTES

1 2 3 4 5

North Hudson .................. 147 P 2,088 1111.000 $110,575
Burdett Tomlin .... 165 P 520 47.000 188, 000Do .................................. R 4.316 302.000 145.542o1 ...... P 8. 320 404 00 101o00Ville ...................................... 119 P .040 105,000 210,000

Do ..................................... R 5.200 292.000 116 800
Riverside ..................................... 160 P 2,300 115,000 104 000
SL Peter's Medical center-------------- 333 P 8.320 52.000 132 250
hewcomb .................................... 235 P 1.950 208.000 221.867
Garden State ........... ...... 204 P 2. 080 121,000 121.000
Princeton Medical Center .................. 395 R 9,040 470.000 106 142
Irvinglon General ......... . . ....... 149 R 2,080 159 000 159o003
Barnert Memorial ............................. 257 R 855 194:000 455.995
Mercer Medical Center ......................... 321 R 4.160 306.000 154.000
ZurbruU Memoial ............................ 108 4.160 260 000 130,000
Ranocwas Valley ............................... 292 R 6853 410,000 124,442
Dover ........................................ 360 R 6.905 363,000 109,347
St. Mary's (Orange) ........................... 228 R 2,080 117 000 117 000
SL Barnabas Medical Center .................... 750 R 11,374 621.000 113:564
Paul Kimball ................................. 237 R 3,744 204 000 113.333
J. F. Kennedy Medical Center ................... 367 R 6,180 496 .000 166.939
R. W. Johnson Rehabilitation ................... 43 R 60 5 000 173,33
Kessler Institute .............................. 48 R 208 11:000 110.000
Carrier Clinic ................................. 255 R 690 49 000 147.710

I P equals Pathologist, R equals Radiologist.
I This calculation based on 2080 hrs equaling a full time equivalent (FT).
Source: Based on information provided by the hospitals to the New Jersey Department of Health.

Senator TALMADGE. Senator CurtisI
Senator CURTI. I do not argue with the chairman. I need some in-

formation about the Nebraska case you cited.
.The circuit-rider pathologist, the $70,000 referred to, is that gross,

or is that net? The reason I ask the question, many of those individuals
fly their planes-

Senator TALSADGE. Net, sir.
Senator CURTIS. It is net ?
I would like to ask you, Dr. Schenken, how would section 22 of this

proposed bill affect the services in the rural hospitals?
Dr. SCIIENKEN. Rural hospitals vary in size and for the pathologists

onsite services and so a general statement really cannot be made.
However, if the pathologist is unable to bill for many of the services

he provides in his main laboratory, he has to bill them at a level that
covers every individual and immediate expense he provides. Neither
the hospital nor the pathologist will be able to have him there as many
times as he is. This will have, in the very small hospitals, this will have
an adverse effect on the amount of time that this pathologist would be
in the region available to consult with the clinicians where mostly in
many of those hospitals he is the only consultant-type that gets into
town.

If the hospital is large enough to have a pathologist who is there 2
days a week, 4 days a week, even fulltime, then it will affect him in the
way that it affects all other pathologists.

Senator Currrs. I live in a very small town. I spent a half a day at
the hospital, and a great deal of the time was learning about the use
of the telephone, the pick-up of specimens by air work. It is a service
extended to the rural areas that they have never had before. I am sure
it is very advantageous.
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Dr. SCI I EN KF. We hope so;
Senator Cuirs. Under the proposal before us. arrangements with

pathologists will be subject to approval by the Secretary of HEW,
would it not?

Dr. DoRsE.Y. That is my understanding.
Senator CURTIs. I have heard from witnesses here and comments by

members of the committee how disappointed we are in the perform-
ance of HEW and the responsibilities charged to them. This will be
an additional burden that would be placed on IIEW.

Dr. I)oxs.Y. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. Is it your opinion that local hospital administra-

tors, hospital trustees, a1"(I other local involved individuals can meet
the problem or can contribute to it materially where abuses exist?

Dr. Dons.Y. I think that this is the place where these problems can
and should be solved, because this is the place where the quantity and
quality of service being provided and the fees being charged to patients
and the cost to the patient can best be evaluated. M

Senator CURTIS. I would ike to ask another question, Mr. Chairman.
On page 46 of the statement, "studies suggest to us that there an-

pears to be no significant relationship between the fees charged to the
patient for clinical pathologists' service and the type of contracting
relationship that exists between the pathologist and the hospital."

Dr. Schenken, a survey was male in Nebraska on that was it not?
1)r. SCIIENXKF.N. Yes, si'r.
Senator CURTIR. In substance, did it bear this out, that the type of

arrangement just was not the controlling thing?
.Dr. SCHIENKEN. Yes; I must grant to you. Senator, that the survey

had certain limitations. I would be glad to describe them in detail to
you in writing. Basically, the mechanism was described in our testi-
mony, and since we did not have access to actual patient bills, length
of st'ay, all of the other extremely important things when we did this,
we just. made the assumptions listed in the testimony in regard to the
fees charged to the patients and then, assuming that these assumptions
might generally reflect the fees charged to the patients in those insti-
tutions, we then compared it with the type of arrangement that the
pathologist list.

In addition, the size of the sample was small, because, as you know,
Nebraska is a relatively small State. population-wise. However, the
same general trend was* found. We believe it is true and we have been
unable to find evidence or have others show us that the charge to the
patient is related to the type of contract.

Senator Ct,rrs. I am very impressed bV that. Vhat gives me pause
about this proposal is two things. One, I'am not at all sure that pro-
hibiting a certain type of arrangement is going to contribute to solv-
ing the problem and I am very sure that transferring authority to a
huge bureau like IIEW which has disappointed people in so many
other things, instead of facing the problem at the hospital level with
the trustees and so on, is that going to result in a fiasco, like we voted
in IMO's.

I want to ask you one more question. How, in your opinion, would
this legislation affect the pathology department at our medical schools?

I)r. ScxiErK..r. Again, as with all other departments of pathology,
there is considerable variation in the makeup, mission, and responsi-
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bilities, but it is our general opinion that the effect there will be very
similar to the effect in a large community hospital.

I am a professor of pathology at the University of Nebraska. Per-
haps Dr. Stembridge. chairman of the department at Southwestern
IUniversity in Dallas, Tex., would like to re-spond to your question, if
there is time.

Dr. STEMBIRRDO.. Senator Curtis, I would agree with what Dr.
Schenken said. It will have a rather adverse effect oi medical schools.
departments of pathology, in the same inanner that it has adverse
effects on other teaching hospitals and other hospitals around the
country.

We feel it is important that the professional individuals in our
medical schools be treated in a similar and like fashion as other pro-
fessionals, such as the physician in a private hospital, and we feel that
the adverse effect wolld be rather significant.

Senator Cumrs. Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for the
extra time.

Senator TALMAMEF. Senator Dole?
Senator I)oL.. Dr. Dorsey, yesterday I asked a question of the ra-

diologists and they assured me that tle pathologists would speak for
themselves on why you have a different view of section 22 dealing
with hospital-based physicians than they have.

1)r. DORSEY. The way in which radiologists practice differs con-
siderably from the way in which pathologists practice. The pathologist
has a much more complex relationship or a series of relationships with
the patients and with the medical decisions in relation to patients and
to the various types of activities in which he engages.

The great variety of activities and medical responsibilities of the
pathologist does not lend itself to simple formulas to the extent that
this seems to be applicable for radiology.

I cannot speak for the radiologists' perception.
Senator DoLE. With reference to the figures cited by Senator Tal-

madgre. 1 believe there is another sheet on New York hospitals where
annual payments ranged from some $300,000 a year to a low of $70,000
per year.

This may not be fraud, but it would certainly appear to be indefen-
sible-or at. least questionable. How do we get. a lid on a handle on
unreasonable charges, whether by a pathologist or anyone else?

It wsems to me that it is hard to justify these payments in some
instances. If the Nebraska case is true, where somebody can net $70,000
in two of six hospitals-I do not care how many airplanes he has or
whatever-it is difficult to understand how we cant ever expect to
contain hospital and medical costs unless the CAP and others are
willing to help out.

Dr. Dowqsr.Y. In looking at these, certainly some of them would seem
to be examples of excessive income. however, we cannot, without
extensive knowledge about the specifics in each case, reach any value
judgment in regard to that.

We have said that we favor the re,,iew of pathologists' services and
fees in the same way that other physicians' and pathologists' fees are
reviewed. We feel that the mechanisms for insuring that reimburse-
ment is appropriate to services are available at the local level, in the

75-502--76---20
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hands of responsible hospital administrators and boards of trustees
that are generally composed of local civic leaders and businessmen.

Senator Doir,. What does a hospital do in a rural area when it does
not have any choice because there is only one opportunity to have a
pathologist. What if he says, it will cost you so much a year-take it
or leave it ?

How can an administrator or board of tnstees exercise any judg-
inent in these situations, whether in Nebraska or Kansas or any other
rural State?

Dr. DorsF.Y. I am not involved in the provision of services to small
and rural hospitals and have no personal knowledge of that field.
Perhaps Dr. Schenken will comment.

Dr. SCiIF.N.KF.N. Senator. I think it is clear that under any system
there is the possibility for abuse, and the system itself does not neces-
sarilv create the abuse.

We have said that all contractual arrangements have the potential
to he held on a high-class honest basis, and we feel that is true in the
majority of cases. We also feel that in all systems there is a potential
for abus*e.

Senator Nunn's testimony is a good case. In answer to your question
about rural hospitals, it, is possible that that situation existed at onetime, at least the potential for that situation existed, where a person
could eome in and say you have to have my services. That would not
bo unique in pathology; it would not be *unique in medicine.

On the other hand, we feel, with our extensive involvement in train-
ing pathology manpower-I refer you to our manpower study that is
appended to the report-that that is either a relatively small aspect of
it at the present time or an insignificant one.

We certainly would agree with the testimony 2 days ago that Mr.
McMahon said, that most contractual relationships between hospitals
and pathologists are held in good faith.

Again, I can only speak in Nebraska, and that is that there are four
or five groups of pathologists including my own who have the capacity
to serve almost any community in the State, even though the State
is almost 400 miles long, and so, at least in Nebraska, it would seem
to me that it would be unlikely that an administrator could not go out
and seek alternate services.

If it means anything to you, three of ours, for what I hope are other
reasons, have chosen to do so in the last 10 years.

Senator DOx. I understand that anybody can throw out some horri-
ble examples of individual, perhaps even isolated, abuses and these
may be just that. It would appear that pathologists on the average
are high paid, however, and maybe deservedly so, but since there
is some Federal money involved, it is our responsibility to determine
when we reach a point that must; by any standard, be considered un-
reasonable.

When we start trying to make that judgment, then we are subject
to criticism by physicians for attempting to control the practice of
medicine. All we are striving to do, however, is control the Federalbudget.I I eotnot think we have to permit somebody to take advantage of a

Government program just because we do not want to be attacked for
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interfering with the practice of medicine. I certainly agree that pathol-
ogists performi a vital service in the health care system whether it is
quality control, or autopsy, or whatever. But how can we get a handle
on this from a legislative standpoint t

Dr. ScIiF-NKR..N. We certainly agree that it is your, and hopefully
our, responsibility to look after funds and look after reasonability.
We do have a unique responsibility on our part to see within these
responsibilities quality of services are maintained.

What we are saying is that the changes reflected specifically in
section 22 we do not feel are the appropriate mechanism to go after
these changes bevawre of reasons presented in our testimony. We
basically feel that redress and approaches are available in other areas
that we have outlined, and we do not think that it is basically the
system, you know, that causes the abuse. I think that is our point.

When you get to individual numbers, I really would hesitate to
pick a number and say, that particular number is a priori, an indica-
tion of abuse of a particular dollar value.

Having said that, it sounds on the surface of things that there are
problems. We admit that there are problems in our testimony. We
have addressed ourselves and addressed our willingness to work with
the committee, but the definition of reasonability has been, unfor-
nately, Senator, as difficult for us as it has been for the committee.

We are willing to go as far as we can, but it is tough.
Senator l)oiE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMAD;E. At this point, I would like to clear up a mis-

conception.
Apparently, Dr. Dorsey's colloquy and the colloquy between Sena-

tor Curtis and Dr. Schenken-great stress has been put on the surveys
showing that there is no difference in charges-Mh1iiioratory services
between hospitals when pathologists are salaried and those where
they are on a percentage basis. This seems to clearly imply that doing
away with percentage arrangements would not result in any reduction
of costs or in charges for medicare and medicaid.

However, that assumption is not correct. Any increased income
to a hospital as a result of reductions in payments to the pathologist
through more reasonable contracts becomes an offset against the hos-
pital's reimbursable costs. That is, medicare and medicaid and Blue
Cross calculate their payments to hospitals only after net income
from departments such as laboratory is applied.

So if a hospital got more net income from its laboratory, there
would be a reduction in the total cost to the hospital on which medi-
care, medicaid and Blue Cross is paid.

Do you gentlemen agree with that?
Dr. SCE1N-KEN. Senator, in general terms, I would agree with that.

If you arbitrarily reduce any expenditure at any point, you are going
; to get a reduced expenditure. What we are saying is that the mecha-

nism for controlling expenditures presented in section 22 does not re-
flect what the services that we provide-

Senator TALMADGE. You are getting to another question now. Is
that not the system that has been existent for years?

Dr. SCHII-KEN. Some systems.
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Senator TALMADOE. All systems, medicare, medicaid, Blue Crosst'
Dr. SCHENKEN. Medicare and medicaid, yes; Blue Cross, I am not

sure.
Senator TALMAiE. Dr. Dorsev in regard to the material that I read

prior to my time expiring about these very high figures that some
radiologist and pathologist received, I would like to make it clear that
these income figures as high as they are. often understate the physician's
income from his profession since they represent only the reported
income from one hospital.Many of thes physicians receive income. from tests performed on
hospital patients that they do not. report to the hospital, and many
have incomes from other hospitals. independent laboratories, and
other sources that do not show up in thee figues.

In addition, averaging the total income equally among the physi-
cians in the hospitaldepartment grossly mnderstatos the. income, of
some of those physicians since tine chief and other senior physicians
are remunerated at a much higher rate of pay than tle junior imvembers
of tile group.

Now the data do show that there are a lot of highly-paid hospital-
associated physicians on a percentage basis, particuiarl-, in New
York. You may argue about what a reasonable level of compensation
is, but do you believe, Dr. Dorsev, that there is such a thing as an
excessive level of compensation? Is it $500.000 a year or $300,000 a
year or $100,000 a year, or what? I would appreciate having your view
of the matter.

l)r. Does:Y. Certainly there are levels at which the remuneration
is inappropriate to the services provided. I do not think it. is possible.
to arrive at a dollar figure that would be fair and applicable in all
situations.

Senator TALTMADOY.. Senator Curt is?
Senator CurTis. I have no further questions at this time.
I have since learned in reference to the circuit-riding pathologist

in Nebraska and the $70.000 that that was not based upon a survey
by this committee but based on one letter received from a hospital
administrator.

I do not know what the letter disclosed, how he ascertained this,
whether it was gross or net. I just thought that the record should show
that.

Senator TALMADGE. I understand. Staff says they have the cost re-
ports of two of the six hospitals which substantiate the $70,000 figure.
We will make them available to Senator Curtis.

Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. It has been stated several times this week that over-

utilization is three times the problem of fraud and abuse. Do you
share that observation, Dr. Dorsey?

Dr. DoRsET. That would be my impression, yes.
Senator DoLE. In recent press accounts, there have been all kinds of

stories from Chicago and elsewhere about medicaid lab fraud and
kickbacks being found. Also, last February-after a six-month investi-
gation of this--a Senate subcommittee concluded that $1 out of ever
$5 that the taxpayers spend on laboratory services on medicare ana
medicaid patients is wasted.

Do you think that is a fair and accurate observation or conclusion?
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Dr. DomaY. I do not have the background basis for making that
judgment.

Senator Do. I assume by "waste," they mean in part, overutiliza-
tion.

In connection with all these press reports on fraud in clinical lab-
oratories, do you know of any involvement of your members?

Dr. Donszy. No, I have no information about involvement by our
members.

Senator Doit. Do you have any policing effort, or regulatory effort,
in your association to spot fraud, abuse, overutilization, overcharges,
or runaway limits on how much a person can recei'et

Dr. )osEY. No, we do not. We do have, we are concerned about the
appropriateness of utilizat-ion of laboratory procedures, and we have a
conittep. in the college, a committee to develop guidelines for appro-
priate utilization of laboratory procedures that has been working very
hard to try to address the question of how much laboratory testing is

enough to answer clinical problems.
This committee is making progress, but it is still far from its goal,

but I think that eventually that it can provide the basis for improving
the effectiveness and economy of laboratory testing by eliminating ex-
cessive testing.

The pathologist does not order tests. The pathologist responds to the
order of the clinician. That information developed by this committee
will help the pathologist in his consultations to decrease the amount
of labor:LtorV studies in iniav cases.

Senator l)oix. 10w man' pathologists are there, and how many
belong to the college?

D r. l)nuspy. There are roug-,hly 10.000 pathologists who practice as
su.h in the muntry. Omr mne bership is approximately 6.800.

Senator DoLx. There are not very niany pathologists, then, are
there?

)r. Donsry:. No. there nre not.
S ,nator l)o. 'Maybe that is why there is the potential for some of

theiti to comnlend 1jiconSCioMjlde amounts of money when they are
lucst as 1)rofesionallllv dis,'reet as they should be.

)r. Dolsmgv. One of tIe t ings we are attempting to do is to recruit
alid train more patheolovi.,ts.

Senator Dor.. I would hate to see what the headlines would be if
.ehuN'rs of Crbgr ss evei made that mich money. I just wonder if
sOme of those individuals who are exploiting the system, are the same
ones who have writt ,n us about the costs of Governnent.

Senator n...x;r. l)r. I)or:ey, the College of American Patholo-
gists has published guidelines for pathologists to follow in carrying
tt their contractual relationship with the hospitals. On page 4 of the

1974 edition of this publication. you state that a pathologist should not
e"n begin negotiations with the hospital unless the former patholo-
gist or a resronsi.e physician on the medical staff states that there is
a %acanev. Thus the hospital cannot even begin the negotiations proc-
(ass unless the former pathologist or another physician from the hos-
pital takes this action.

According to another guideline. the pathologist should not proceed
with negotiations until he is familiar with local conditions and con-
-tractual patterns.
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It seems to ne, Dr. Dorsey, that these guidelines mean that the hos-
pital is not bargaining with a single pathologist, but he is taking on
the entire physician community.

Would you care to comment on these requirements?
)r. I)osiEy. Senator, I would point out that these are not require-

inents. This is a guideline of professional courtesy, and as much a pro-
tection, primarily a protection for the pathologist who may be apply-
ing for the position, who may not be aware of some adverse situations
locally.

Senator TALMAD0.. Now, to follow up our earlier discussions you
had with me and our staff in our office concerning payments to pa-
thologists, you stated, "we are very much concerned about the problems
that S. 3205 addresses and we plan to make appropriate suggestions
in due course." I

When do you plan to submit these constructive suggestions about
the problems that you are very much concerned with.

Dr. Donmmy. Senator, we still plan to do that as soon as we can
identify solutions to the problems that we feel will be effective and
which we feel will not seriously jeopardize the provisions and services
to patients. We still have a task forest very actively working on this
problem. It is very complex. The legislation is complex.

Senator TALMADOE. I hope you will continue to do so. It is no pleas-
ure that I have to bring up embarrassing figures to any medical
.speciality or any profession. The doctors in Georgia have always sup-
ported me and many are personal friends.

I do not like the idea of having to negotiate with members of the
profession about something like this.

I must tell you, in all candor, the anaesthesiologists and the radiolo-
gists, similarly situated to you have been very forthright and candid
and very helpful and have made constructive suggestions.

Thus far, the College of American Pathologists have not. Individual
pathologists have, like the letter I read. There are more letters in the
files. Also, I have talked to pathologists in Georgia.

I would hope that you and others that represent your specialty.
whi,'h I greatly admire--it is the basis of science, and that is the basis of
medicine.--make efforts to bring these astronomical costs under control.

As I pointed out time after time, Medicare and Medicaid costs last
year were $31 billion, and will cost over $38 billion in this year. The
budget committee on which Senator Dole sits has mandated a $700
million reduction, despite the fact that these costs have been escalating
at a rate of about 20 percent a year. so we have to get a handle on it.

I want expert advice from people on the firing line, the physicians,
the doctors, lawyers, nurses, everybody else. I am no expert in this
field. I am a country lawyer, primarily.

But when I see something going wrong, I know that it has to be
corrected, and I hope that you would give us your aid and assistance in
correcting it.

One final question. Ts it rot tr'. Dr. Dor".v. ti-.t for the !hst 10
years there have been enormous increases in the number of clinical
laboratory tests, accompanied by higher and higher levels of automa-
tion and increased use of nonphvsician laboratory personnel? Given
contractual arrangements that tie the pathologists to compensation
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to a percentage of gross or net laboratory income, would not such
arrangements tend to produce high levels of income, income that is
overwhelmingly generated through the efforts of medical technol-
ogists, technicians and their sophisticated machines?

Dr. DoJsEY. This is a situation that can and should be monitored
ut the local level and should be adjusted appropriately.

Senator TALMAD E. Let me repeat: I urge and hope that your orga-
nization, which I admire very greatly, will work with members of
this subcommittee and the staff in trying to get some reasonable
handles on the problems we discussed today. Are there any further
questions?

Senator DoleI
Senator DOLE. Dr. Dorsey, is there a personal medical service in-

volved in each laboratory test provided by a pathologist?
Dr. DoRsEY. Yes.
Senator DoLE. We had testimony this morning, as you know, from

the medical technologists. It is understandable that it would be de-
signed to help their own cause, but they do appear to do a great deal
of the work for not much pay. They are not employees of the pathol-
ogists, are they ?

Dr. l)oDsEy. Generally, no.
Senator Doty. What about when they do work directly for a patholo-

gzist? Are salaries in independent laboratories higher than those paid
in hospitals, or are they about the same? What is the comparison

l)r. l)oRsEY. We have no information on that.
Senator DoLi.,. The medical technologists do perform a valuable serv-

ice, do they not ?
)r. l)oRsEY. Yes, very much so.

Senator DoL,. Do they make some of the judgments, or is that
reserved for the pathologist?

l )r. I)OsEY. They work within guidelines and criteria developed
Ly the pathologist, as do many other nurses and other paramedical
professions, but the pathologist has the ultimate medical and legal
rcsl)onsibility for the results of the testing. -

Senator DoLE. Do pathologists have problems with malpractice
suits?

1 )r. DORsEY. Yes, they do.
*";etinor )OLE. In what area?
lr. l)oisEY. In all areas of the laboratory in connection with a diag-

nosis of surgical specimens and biopsies; in connection with blood
transfusion services; with the results of clinical laboratory tests per-
formed on patients and the relation of those tests to the diagnosis
an d t treatment of disease. There is malpractice exposure in all areas of
the clinical laboratory.

Senator DOLE. How do malpractice premiums for pathologists com-
pare wit h those of other specialties?

l)r. I)Donsi. Malpractice premiums generally are in the same cate-
gory with family practit ioners who do not do surgery, and they are
usiuallv in the lowest category of malpractice.

Senator l)our. There have been suits filed and judgments obtained
though?D~r. l)1) sF:y. 0Oh. yes. ' -
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Senator DOLE. Sizable judgments I
Dr. DORSEY. Yes.
Senator DoLE.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
Senator TALMADGE. I think you are correct in your concern over the

prior approval of contracts over $10,000. It was not intended, how-
ever, that this particular provision apply to contracts between hospi-
tals and hospital associated physicians. An appropriate clarification
will be made on this $10,000 figure.

Also, Dr. Dorsey I hope that you can assure this committee that
there will be no retribution against any medical technologist or tech-
nician who testified- before the committee, or who will testify in the
future.

Dr. DoRsE.Y. Certainly not.
Senator TALM.AIE. 'Thank you very much.

)r. SCpNKEN. Senator, nay we file later for the record any fur-
ther observations which we may think are helpful?

Senator TALMAIO. Any further comments or suggestions you may
have, we would appreciate it for the record.

One final appeal: Please come in with some helpf ul, cooperative sug-
gestions so we can get this dilemma resolved. Thank you very much.

['The prepared statement of Dr. Dorsey follows. Oral testimony
continues on page 329.]

STATEMENT OF THE CoLLEak or AMwacAmv PATIOGI00ISTS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I am Dennis B. I)orsey, M.D., President of the College of American Pathol-

(ocists. and with me are Jerald R. Schenken, M.D. of Omaha, Nebraska, and
Vernle Stembridge, M.D., of Dallas, Texas.

We are most grateful for the opportunity to be here today and to represent the
College of American Pathologists and Its views on S. 3205, the Medicare-Medicaid
Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act.

Ours is a non-profit, voluntary, specialty organization of physicians with head-
quarters in Skokie, Illinois. The College of American Pathologists (CAP) was
founded in 1947. Our more than 0.800 physician-members practice the medical
specialty of pathology. All CAP Fellows are certified by the American Board of
I'a thology.

Our members practice in hospitals, In independent medical laboratories, in
medical schools, in military Institution., and in various facilities of the federal,
state and local governments. In addition, our members work in medical labora-
-tory research institutions and in industries producing medical devices and in-
vitro diagnostic products.

As you are aware. Senator Talmadge, your hill Is a long and complex one. Two
sectionss of it-Sections 22 and 40--are of particular concern to pathologists. We
.hould like to discuss them at considerable length because they are pertinent to
the way pathologists practice medicine. We will, however, comment briefly on
(other sections of S. 3205.

Letus egin by saying that we heartily endorse the bill's objective of contain-
ing the costs of Medicare and Medicaid.

Medicare and Medicaid are expensive programs, their costs continue to rise,
administrative reforms are very much in order, and there is no question that
both programs must be made to function more efficiently and economically.

The question is. how best to go about it.
One thing Is clear:
costs s should not be contained in any fashion that would compromise the

quality of medical care or disrupt the free exercise of medical judgment.
Yet we are convinced that S. 3205, if adopted in its present form, would bring

about both of these results.
We are convinced that the effect of this proposal on the practice of pathology

would be--there 1 no other word for It--devastating.
Our concern is therefore with the bill's methods--not its goals.
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Non-physicians may not be familiar with what a pathologist does. A brief
review may therefore prove helpful.

Pathology is the medical science that deals with the causes, development, and
effects of disease. It is the scientific foundation for medical practice and one of
medicine's great specialties.

As the basic science most closely related to clinical medicine, and the clinical
discipline closest to basic science, pathology is often called the bridge between
basic sciences and clinical medicine. It links the basic sciences of Unatomy,
bio-cheinistry, genetics, microbiology, physiology and pharmacology with such
clinical disciplines as internal medicine, surgery, obstetrics aid gynecology,
and pediatrics.

As a pathologist, the physician functions In three major areas:
1. Patient Care, by providing laboratory data and clinical pathological con-

sultation essential for the assessment, diagnosis, treatment and management of
disease.

2. Teaching of new generations of medical students, future pathologists, other
physicians, nursing and other allied health personnel.

3. Research to expand man's basic knowledge about the nature of illness and
the possibilities of applying this knowledge to prevention and cure.

Viewed from the vantage of patient care, these functions are most often
inseparable.

For example, the pathologist may be called upon to diagnose Hodgkins Disease,
a malignant disease of the lymph nodes. The diagnosis is essential to patient
care.

The pathologist then explains to the patient's physclean the implication of this
diagnosis and many of the newer concepts of classitication, etc., educating his
colleague at the same time. After all, the pathologist reviews diagnostic imtrial
from all lotients in his hospital while the individual clinician is limited to those
patients in his own practice.

Finally, the pathologist, while providing hematologic support, repeat biopsy
evaluation, and when death occurs, the autopsy, provides the foundation on which
clinical research in anti-cancer drug therapy is based.

All of these functions are inseparable within the pathologist's patient care
function as a physiciani.

As the physician whose specialty Is the identification of disease, the patholo-
gist stands at the center of scientific medicine as it is practiced today.

Other physicians depend upon his knowledge and the laboratory services-which
he provides for confirmation of their working diagnoses, which is why the pathol-
ogist is often termed "the doctor's doctor."

This is not to say that pathologists, like any other physicians, cannot and
should never be compensated on a salaried or other reasonable basis for teaching
or research not immediately related to the care of patients. This night occur in
a medical or dental school, large teaching or research institution. Suchi arrange-
ments presently are implemented in most areas of the country by contractual
arrangements agreeable to the parties concerned.

What we itre saying is that the pathologist's daily functions in patient care-
include research and education and are usually inseparable in clinical practice .
Attempts to sW ,segment them arbitrarily for compensation purposes would ho
counterproductive, cumbersome, and unfair to patients. They would not meet tile
stated objectliveq.

Because pathology is a large and complex field, its practice is classified as
follows:

Anatomic pathology, which deals with the gross and microscopic structural
changes caused In tissues by disease: and

Clinical pathology, which Is concerned with the changes produced by diseases
as reflected in blod. urine, other body fluids, and tissue.

The interrelationships between these areas are endless.
Physicians who slcialize in pathology are knowledgeable In hoh areas and

most are Board certified for the practice of both anatomic pathology and clinical
pathology. Rome are also certified in one or more of the subspecialtles of forpnsic
pathology, hematology, neuropathology, medical microbiology, chemical pathology.
blood banking, radloisotople pathology and dermotopathology.

All tissues removed in a hospital operating room must be Independently ex-
amined and interpreted by a pathologist.

Thus. surgical pathology implies surgery but actually Involves all branches
of medicine. Its practice is Invaluable, for example, to the Internist or the
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pediatrician. The surgical pathologist must know not only his own field but he
also must have an extensive background in clinical medicine if he is to advise
the clinicians expertly about the biopsy or the excised tissue he receives. He is
the physician who establishes a histologic diagnosis often determining the pre&-
ence or absence of calacer.

The pathologist's knowledge bridges the gap between the beginning of disease
and Its end stages. The surgical pathologist must have a solid foundation of
study at the autopsy table, where the ravages of cancer, arteriosclerosis, tuber-
culosis, ulcerative colitis and other diseases are all too clear.

With this background, he then can correlate even the initial stages of diseases
seen in specimens from living patients with their early signs and symptoms
and help predict the course of the disease. Only by understanding the mecha-
nisms of disease as a whole can the pathologic process affecting a given organ
be understood.

Which brings us to autopsy pathology.
Its goals are these:
1. To determine the morphologic and biochemical expression of disease in the

patient.
2. To synthesize a coherent picture of the disease as it existed and to correlate

it with the clinical signs, symptoms, physical findings, the hospital course, and
previous illness.

3. To serve as a quality control procedure for evaluation of the medical and
hospital care received.

4. To provide diagnoses and Interpretations for the guidance of the deceased's
family and for patients with similar disease.

5. To obtain tissues for various purposes, such as corneal and kidney trans.
plantation, hormone isolation, and research.

6. To provide medicolegal data, as in the investigation of accidental and
medicolegal deaths.

In addition, the information developed may or may not be used later in one
of the following ways:

1. To provide a data base for epidemiologic and related studies.
2. To investigate undiagnosed diseases-little known ones and new ones. New

diseases are constantly being found, and the autopsy constitutes a principal
analytic method for investigation, as well as the mode of final understanding
of the disease's pathophysiology.

3. To educate students, house staff and senior staff on pathophysiology and
pathologic anatomy.

Just as the autopsy is invaluable in making good physicians better physicians,
so Is it also useful in bringing to light potential changes that are indicated in
the management of patients. The autopsy enables the medical staff to determine
whether there was an isolated lapse in judgment or a rare slip In surgical
technique; or whether the competence of the physician involved should be
reviewed.

In short, the autopsy is medically indispensable. It is the ultimate quality
assurance In the practice of medicine, especially within the institution. It must
not be classified as non-medical, and It must be fairly compensated under any
reimbursement program.

The autopsy presents the best mechanism extant for evaluating the reliability,
appropriateness and benefit of the many clinical pathology tests which have been
performed. Peer review, infection control, death review, utilization review, medi-
cal audit-none can be performed effectively without autopsies performed by
pathologists. Further, many HEW programs, including NIH and other programs
for cancer therapy, heart and lung disease, etc., would be Jeopardized without
them.

Clinical pathology has several major divisions, such as hematology, chemistry,
microbiology, virology, immunology and blood banking, together with subdivi-
sions of these.

Its practice serves as a bridge between the basic sciences and the patient
through the patient's physician. The clinical pathologist is the physician who
possesses the required combination of broad knowledge in medicine as well as the
clinical pathology laboratory sciences to perform this function.

Since the late 1950s, the number of tests and measurements performed In
clinical pathology laboratories has Increased dramatically. And in the process.
patient care has been improved remarkably.
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The increase in testing Is in part a reflection of the overall increase in the
demand for medical care. But in great part, it can be ascribed to the substan-
tially decreased cost per test for the more commonly performed chemistry and
hematology tests which lend themselves to procedure automation, the ready
availability of test batteries, and the Increase In the number of different tests.

These factors coupled with improved accuracy, 'recision, specificity, and re-
liability in the performance of tests, have resulted in a mounting reliance on
laboratory data for use in assessing the patient's diagnosis and managing his
disease.

In addition, the proliferation of malpractice suits and the escalating dollar
amounts awarded have predictably motivated physicians to practice "defensive
medicine" by ordering more laboratory tests to document their care than con-
servative patient management might otherwise dictate.

In clinical settings where complex medical cases require high laboratory use-
where most of the tests in the battery would be ordered in any event pursuant to
evaluation-the early performance of these procedures, by scheduled run on auto-
mated equipment, provides substantial per test savings and generally shortens
the length of stay in the hospital.

For some diseases or groups of diseases In specific organ systems, tests are now
available which simplify diagnosis. Running all of them at the same time in
"organ panels" may save patient time and expense, even though this method is
generally capable only of semi-automation.

There is a large number of more sophisticated tests and routine bacteriology,
urinalysis and immunohematology tests that are not automated and must be
ordered individually.

These developments make the practice of clinical pathology ever more com.
plex. Testing must be done quickly, precisely and accurately. The pathologist
must be responsible and accountable for quality assurance practices and their
documentation to Insure good patient care and to provide a defense against
litigation.

The pathologist is one of the most active participants In many of the hospital's
teaching programs, usually attending the weekly or monthly meetings of every
department of the medical staff.

He serves as a resource person to medical staff in its discussions of diagnoses
and therapy. These are of immediate and direct benefit to the patients under
consideration as well as to many of the other patients in the hospital at the
time.

As a member of the hospital's medical staff, he is a key member of the tissue
committee which reviews all the reports on tissue removed at surgery and many
of the operations performed in the hospital while also conducting seminars that
assist his fellow physicians to maintain quality control In the medical treatment
of their Pmtients.

As a faculty member of a medical school, or of a school of an allied health
science, he lectures, gives seminars and provides instruction to medical students,
medical technologists, cytotechnologists and other health science students. These
services are usually contributed without direct cost to either the students or the
taxpayer.

As a director or supervisor of a hospital laboratory, the clinical pathologist
trains internsand residents in clinical and anatomic pathology and frequently
consults with the house staff.

To keep pace with an ever enlarging body of scientific and technical knowledge
and it, application to clinii.al pathology and medical practice, the clinical pa-
thologist must spend a growing amount of his time learning, teaching and training.

For Instance, he is required-in the face of ever more regulation-to assume
responsibility for the qualification of laboratory personnel and their continuing
competence and to document their ongoing performance.

But the pathologist is first and foremost a physician engaged in the practice
of medicine; and he i, forever balancing his view of the needs of his patients
with the costs of these procedures and practices and the requirements of the
many physicians and hospital patients Involved.

To assume that this role in the clinical pathology laboratory is simply that of
a laboratory overseer Is totally without Justification.

The pathologist functions as a physician in much the same way as do hlP4
"clinical" colleagues. To subclassify his duties by legislative action for purposes
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of organization, illustration or evaluation Is in no way to separate his duties.
Into medical and non-medical duties.

All physicians way function as physician-managers, physician-educators, or
physlcia-naduinistrators--"hospital-associated" or liot.

For example, Mr. Chairman, consider the typical physician in clinical practice
and-while you are doing so--compare him with the clinical pathologist.

The non-pathologist physician is involved in establishing and evaluating pro-
cedures such as methods of asepsis, skin testing, injection site identification,
phlebotomy, surgical preparation, and so on. lie also evaluates and chooses
equipment and reagents of all kinds.

In his function as a physician-manager, he must be responsible for the fiscal,
clerical, technical, and professional operations of his office. HIe must prepare
reports to such organizations as Blue Cross, Blue Shie!d, state and local health
departments. boards of medical examiners, professional associations, and in.,titu-
tions involved in clinical research.

He must ride herd on a continuing program of quality assurance In his office,
involving re-usable equipment, sterilization procedures, the taking of blood pres-
sures and temperatures, etc. In addition, his supervisory involvement in quality
assurance will steadily Increase as the number of physicians employing physi-
cian-assistants and nurse practitioners increases year by year.

Be-ides this, lie nust educate lilt employees, his patients. and his colleagues to
enhance their abilities to assist him in the practice of nt4leiine.

Finally, he is often a physiciin-researcher, participating in prospective and/or
retrospective clinical trials such as drug protocols in which the benefits accrue
simultaneously to the individual patients as well as to till mankind.

In all of these diverse activities, tile actions of the physician are intimately
involved with his general medical practice and they are inseparable from it.

And we submit. Mr. Chairman, that what is true for any physician in clinical
practice holds equally true for tile clinical pathologist.

Consider the case of a nurse who asists it physician at a surgical operation,
who administers medications and injections, or who take-s a blood pressure. Shi.
is assisting a physician who is practicing medicine but who is delegating solid oif
tile technical aspects of that practice to her. The physician Is still practicing
medicine because., front his medical knowledge and trailing, lie has determi!
the need and appropriateness of her activity as it relates to his patient;: lie has
judged carefully the potential for benefit and even for harm of her activity;
and he has set tile standards for performance, established the methods to be used,
and furnished the instruments she requires to carry out her assigned duties.

The physician she assists is practicing nedi-ine.
The clinical pathviloyist re-vicing tests prerforied in his laboratory by tech-

nicians is also practicing mnedicine. 'There is not one iota of difference.
The laboratory review of those tests is an integral factor and may be tile

primary factor, in the diagnosis of the patient's disease. And since the diagnosis
of disease is tile oldest and m't agreed upon definition of tile practice of mnedi-
cine, any attempt to separate the laboratory test from medical practice is in-
appropriate.

We repeat. Mr. Chairman. most physicians who are not pathologists have little
knowledge of the technical limitations of laboratory tests. By the same token,
pure technicians have only a limited knowledge of medicine.

What happens. then. when tile hllhorattory results don't seem to fit the pa-
tient's clinical condition? Clearly, a correlation must be made between the two.
lI niany instances. it is up to the clinical pathologist to make that correlation,
whether by personal examination of the patient, further testing, or other data.

Ile plays a major role in that critical decision-making. A few examples may
help to Illustrate this point.

Case I. A mnedieal technologist brought in a routine urinalysis on an Infant.
Strip and tablet tests for sugar gave conflhiting results. The pathologist confirmed
this finding, called the attending physician, and suggestetl a workup for gala.to-
suemia. Further testing confirmed tile diagnosis, dietary therapy was begun, and
mental retardation was preveiiecl.

Case 2. The pathologist, as part of hi routine review of laboratory data, dis-
covered a somewhat reduced white blood cell count which generally would not be
considered significant. Ile tested further and established a diagnosis of acute
leukemia. This resulted in a complete change of plans for the patient's care.
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'asq S. A hospital underwent a temporary shortage of 0-negative blood.
(All blood banks undergo temporary shortages of specitte blood types from time
t) time). One surgeon needed six units of O-negative blood for an elective back
fuision. Several istoilrative liatents still had 0-negative blood reserved for
them. Several others with lelpeding ulcers had 0-negative blood on reserve. The
deelsion concerning which units tit blood should be issued to which patients-
litrally r life or death ileeisi'k-was made by the pathologist.

Clqse f. An autopsy wrftorined (in an elderly woman disclosed glioma. The
dt.d woman's dagli ter called the pathologist it great agitati on. and the possi-
hility of medical liability arose. The paithologist met with the family to discuss
ths- case and in the cttrse (if the invers:atlin learned from tile daughter that
sl.a. had heard her Ilatlher night have had tuberous sclerosis, and that tills was
fatililul. Site was worried about the implications of this for herself and her
t hildre,. Thiilmatholwiust revi~edt tile cai' with her and said that the diagnosis
%%:,,4 gliohlhsstoinia ilntlliforle. itd that there had lteen io signs of tuhlpfroUs
srl.sa. The pallent delarlted lit a relieved state of mind, her mental health
gr.:titly itiroved.

'ase 5. A inedical technologist brought a serum specimen to the pathologist
frvin in elderly woinan. Several sle.itiens had been drawn, each of which was
henitolyed. This ftindlug iiade the technologist suspicious that subsequent elec-
Irtilyto ltin( (roc-4-ina;icht determinalitins would Ie inaccurate. "Why are the red
Iisid cells fragile?" she askeid the pathologist. lHaving examined the specimen,
fl,,, iatltologist took i isttry front the patient. She had been transfused ten days
before, Tha pathologist ordered a serum bilirubin, plasma hemoglobin and haplo-
ghhut. anl Oirect C'maaaniss test. With the results of these deternuinations, the
clinical history and his own experience, the pathologist was able to diagtiose a
delayed hemolytie trlisfut Ion reaction. The attending physician was notified
atnd. at tile pathologist's request, fluids and diuretics were started. The patient
exi.erienced no further unto% ard reactlim and no ierilnatnent renal damage was
da s4'.

'se 6. A medical technologist brought a p(rlpheral blood smear to the path-
oloegist froin a yoling woman with severe renal failure and anemia. Concerned
isit-lt the marked vsriat titn in size itnl shape of the red cells, the pathologist, %ho
hal noted all oct'usional fragmented red cell, called the attending physician and
ssiwg~sted a workup fbir (Iisemitmited Intravascular coagulopathy which was
jIerfarnmd-usdsustiediy xisainy hours before it would have bwen performed under
ordinary irutmstatsces. The workup was positive and therapy was Instituted.

(ase 7. A. medical techniologist brought the results of itn emergency analysis
feir seruin tseudai'holint cras' to the pathologist which sliggetted suiseep-
-tihillity to steinyl daic',line. The pathologist allied1 tile results to tile attend-
imLr umnlestiheseiologist and til luired if the patlent hind been notitlifd of her condition.
Tlhe aesthesiologist said she hall not but lte liatlent wits still on the respirator.
Tiea ittIthlogist asked thit si e liformed that her condition was known to her
pliy...ivians. that slht %vosmllh eventually lie aile to bre:athe withottt a-sistance, and
lifst to worry. later. when ti lpitlilogist interviewed the patient In the course
(of lwerforming a pharimacigent ile workuip, the patlett expressed her gratitude
at ieing n1tileld that her physicians were aware of her problem tecause dturintg
tile time that sie h4d ".en unable to breathe, she halt also been unable to move
for talk, but her inial facilities had |ieet intact and .ishe had been frightened.
Vinftortunately, her it tltidiug physician was certain of his diagnosis. completely
em.itdent that she wotild recover. smiud unaware tif her apprehension because she
had hIen unable to conlllutll aVH te it to him.

Thel, foregoing eases make clear the basis for CAP's position that reimbursable
lilysician services must include that of clinical pat hology. For Medicare to
assist in providing health care services to those covered by the program, yet
exclttde clinical pathology strvie(s. is nothing more than to fight the battle with
one hand tied behind olne's bastck. These cases are typical. This Is why clinical
pitlologists review most alinortnal resltlt and, by various techniques, the
r,,utine statistical attlality control procedures in their day-to-day work (e.g.,
The College of Amerlean Pathologists' Qnality Assurance Service).

ieeause of their me'dici training and experience, pathologists can fr-.
iuln'tly see warning flags in subtle abnormalities, which take on meaning not

only In a single test hut in tile context of multiple tests.
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To sum up this portion of our testimony, Mr. Chairman, all fifty states of
this Union have successfully defined medical practice in their laws. None of
those laws require a physician to perform every medical function personally.

But as a physician engaged in the practice of medicine, the pathologist U# held
accountable by law for the assistance lie receives from those he employs, super-
vims or engages to perform services.

One pathologist I know is party to a $3.5 million suit, part of which turns upon
the alleged failure of a technologist to carry out his instructions in a hospital
laboratory.

Obviously, that pathologist was practicing medicine in the eyes of tile court.
To hold him legally responsible in such a case, and yet have the government
tell hin that he Is not practicing medicine because lie is functioning as at
executive is neither logical nor Just.

Mr. Chairman, who will assume the liability of alleged errors in blood bank-
Ing and the clinical laboratory if the paithologist is to assunie only an ,diiii-
itrative role, as proiosedl in .. 3205? Hospitals art- already p:vin. three tii
four dollars per bed ix-r day In liability preniims. For instance, Michael Hetst'
Hospital in Chicago now siwnds $3.00 per day and reportedly will go to $16.50
per room per day next year.

We cannot believe that it is the intent of this measure to .shift more liability-
that previously assumed by pathologsts-to the hospital, thus increasing the
cost of its operation.

Now, Mr. Chairman, we have gone into considerable detail in our discussion
of today's pathologist and how lie functions in the complex world of today's
medical practice.

We have done so because we believe that some background knowledge of
modern pathology is estsential to any discussion of a measure that would alter
its Ilract ice so violently.

In a further effort to clarify the perspective with which S. 3205 should be
viewed, permit us to discuss Medicare itself and the subsequent regulations that
governed its Implementation.

Congress passed the Social Security Amendments of 1905 on July 30th, See-
tion 1801, Title 18 of Public law 89-97 states-and I quote: "Nothing in this
title shall be construed to authorize any Federal officer or employee to exercise
amy sup revision or control over the practice of medicine or the manner In which
mitdleal services are provided, or over the selection, tenure, or compensation of
any officer or employee of any institution, agency or person providing health
services; or to exercise any suplervsilon or control over the administration or
operation of any such Institution, agency or person."

That seems clear enough. Then, on June 28, 196, the Social Security Admin-
Istration published proposed principles of reimbursement for services by hospital-
bas-ed physicians under the Health Insurance Program for the Aged. Principle 1
reads:

"It is not the function of the Health Insurance Programs established under
Title 18 of the Act to determine the arrangement which a hospital aiid a hospital-
based physician may enter into for the compensation of the physician. Tile
Stmretary wi!I not siet'ify or influence the provi ions of the contract or arrange-
iient between hospitals and hospital-based physicians...."

Again, this seems a clear enough disclaimer and an accurate statement of the
law's Intent.

lint thereafter, things begin to get murky. The law has evolved into a maze
of interrelated sections in the United States Code Regulations and Intermediary
Manuals. It is further clouded by judi(ial decisions and by administrative deter-
miniations of the Bureau of Health Insurance.

In any cveiat, Medicare's reimbursement principles for hospital-based physl-
ians emerged in a form that totally disregarded the disclaimers I cited earlier.
Through a series of regulations numbered Sections 405.480 to 450.488, the phy-
sicains and hospitals were advised of the conditions under which the services
of hospital-based physicians would henceforth be Alvided into two separate
health insurance programs. Simply expressed, these were (A) hospital insurance
and (B) supplementary medical insurance.

Pathology services were stated to involve two separate components for Medi-
caire reimbursement:

1. Tie charge for technicians, equipment and overhead In support of clinical
laboratory services; and
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2. The professional fee of pathologists' professional services.
These arbitrarily isolated components were to be treated separately. The first-

classified under Title XVIII as the "provider component"-provides reimburse-
ment for those services normally furnished by the "hospital" itself. As such, it
is coveretl by Part A of the Medicare Program. The second-the so-called "pro-
fessional services" component-is insured and the physician's charge is reim,-
bur sed under Part B of Medicare.

The basis for Part A reimbursement is the "reasonable cost" of the services
to the provider; the basis for Part B is "reasonable charge." Furthermore,
said the Bureau of Health Insurance, "physicians' services" eligible for Part B
reimbursement are limited to aataomloal, as opposed to cUnical, pathology: this
on the basis that Part A covers "inpatient hospital services" and Part B covers
"physilelans' services."

While this arbitrary division was not accepted in principle by most patholo-
gists, the College of American Pathologists, had gone through three editions
of a manual containing guidelines of ethical and contractual relations prior to
1906 without ever adequately preparing pathologists to accommodate to reg-
ulatory requirements that their practice was split into professional services
to a patient, and "hospital services.'

In February of 1967, the College issued a new "Manual of Physician and
llospital Relations." Let me quote from its preamble:

"... As a concerned citizen the pathologist should contribute his share In the
evolution of a changing society. Hopefully, this Manual will assist him to
formulate his contribution under the recently altered laws of the land. Public
Law 89-7 and its resultant regulations require modification of long standing
habits and attitudes to new and sometimes strange concepts. The novelty of an
unfamiliar vocabulary, and the necessity to anticipate the vicissitudes of
government create understandable anxieties. These changes must be kept In
IKerNsctive and wit ie iwriatiteti to ext, rti se a lispr.r,lotrtionte influence on
the pat terns of medical practice.

'atholopy will uot be sewered from Medioae even, though it has been required
to view itself as composed of separate professional and teohniewa components
for the purpose of oaloulatlng reimbursement. Pavmetss for pathology services
may be fraoirnated, but the servmoe itself to unot div"& (Emphasis added)

The unaltered fundamental position of the American Medical Association and
the College of American Pathologists i that the practice of Pathology is the
practice of mediine... This Maaimt ts dea~f gued merely to illustrate the mech-
antems by which (pathologits) may provide their ervies.

... This Manual of necessity must deal with the possible and practical, as
well as the desirable."

In the effort to deal with the "possible and practical" the Manual therefore
suggested a model by which pathologists and hospitals could develop workable
patterns for their relationships. And thus was born the so-called Triad of
Pathology Practice, of which the Manual stated:

1.. . Although pathology like Gaul may be divided Into three parts, the Triad
Is the totality of activities In three interrelated sectors which together are one."

The Triad was then prewnte(I as tht ftolVilne"
1. Activities as a physician providing personal patient services.
2. Activities as a physician providing academic services.
3.-Activities as a physician providing laboratory direction.
Let me stress, Mr. Chairman, that each element of the Triad was characterized

as "activities of a physician."
It was the next edition of "Comtractual Relationships Manual" that omitted

the phrase "activities as a physician"; it was editorially omitted in the Interests
of brevity, perhaps thereby causing a misunderstanding of the College's position.

It was, perhaps, this misinterpretation of the Triad taken out of Its full
context In the Manual, that apparently served as the rationale for redefining
"physicians' services" of hospital.based physicians to exclude those that a
physician performs as an educator, an executive, or a researcher.

Let me underscore this point, Mr. Chairman:
All pathology sts are physicians.
The Triad of Pathology Practice was developed as a means of conforming with

the new and tortuous definitions of physicians' services contained in the 1986
Medicare regulations.

In no way have pathologists their College, or physicians In general accepted
the inference in P.L. 89-93 that the pathologist, in the role of educator, is not
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practicing medicine; that the pathologist functioning as a laboratory director Is
ust practicing medicine and bearing a medical responsibility to all patients within
tMe institution; or that the autopsy the pathologist performs Is not a physician
service.

The CAP Manual simply lists the elements of pathology practice as they may be
fitted under Parts A and B of the Medicare reimbursement mechanisms.

Elsewhere It also states that "the College cannot accept the validity of the
Ih'ilsophy reflected in the requirement Reg. 405.483 (a) that a professional com--
paoneit Is recognizable as a physician service only when it is performed In person
und identified with an individual patient.

•"N'. physichian who performs a inedlial service In his office distinguishes-or
is required to distinguish under the Medicare Act-between his own personal
service and that of Iils staff operating under Iis supervision and control ... "

Thus, 8. 3205 forever sets aside the disclaimer In Public'Law 89-97 governing
..upervislou or control over the practhee of medicine by federal officers or em-
jiloyees. It similarly sets asid, the subsequent disclaimer of the Social Security
Administration to the same effect. It accepts, Instead, the diametrically opposed
regulations promulgated by the Bureau of Hfealth Insurance. And the drafters
,,f S. 320.5 also--erroneously-lnterpret the Triad of Pathology to mean that the
College of American Pathologists concurs in their Interpretation.

To say that the pathologist is not functioning as a physician when he Is prac-
.ing medicine in the roles of educator, executive or researcher and should not

I herefrore be reimbursed as a physician for those services, can only be construed
a, arbitrary and discriminatory.

Section 22 arbitrarily excludes four specific areas of professional pathology
services from the definition of Part B reimbursable "physicians' services":

1. "Performance (of autopsies."
2. "Services performed in carrying out responsibilities for supervision."
3. "Quality control."
4. "Various other aspects of a clinical laboratory's operations that are custo-

marily performed by non.physician personnel."
The proposed non.physician service classification of a pathologist's clinical

muilrvisory responsibilities squarely contradicts the bill's general description of
physician services as including "services personally directed by a physician."

Mr. Chairman, if S. 3205 were passed in Its present form, It would completely
restructure the practice of pathology, as we hope this testimony will make clear.
Indeed, the precedent It would set In fragmenting the pathologist's practice for
Iiiri,.ses of reimnlumrsenjent strongly suggests that all the rest of the nation's
physicians--speclalists or family practitioners, hospital based or not hospital
l'ased-wouid inexorably be subjected by government action to similar arbitrary
(.linst saints.

l'crhaps it IR appropriate at this point to discuss the pathology manpower suip-
lily for the next four or five years, for It could be severely affected by the passage
(of this proposal.

Ten years ago the nation was faced with a serious'ihortage of pathologists of
nil tyles. In 1965 it was noted that the percentage of medical school graduates
4i:ering pathology had remained essentially unchanged over a decade. The prob-
lem then-and the problem now-was that a relatively small number of persons
are inclined and qualified to become physicians and scientists.

('onfronted with an increasing patient load. as well us an ever more demanding
siie.ialty, recruiting efforts were Intensified. Progress was made and soon required
quantifying.

Accordingly, the American Society of Clinical Pathologists and the College of
American Pathologists together formed a Joint Task Force on Pathology Man-
power needs In the United States and surveyed fact and opinion on manpower
neds and problems.

The survey was begun in 1973 and completed late last year.
Questionnaires were sent to practicing pathologists; residents in all approved

pathology training programs; and program directors of all approved residency
t raining programs In the United States.

The response from pathologists approached 7.5 percent.
Some of the findings may be of interest to this ornmittee.
*Of the 8.929 pathologists in solo or group practice In the United States. 93 per-

cent are certified by the American Board of Pathology. Of those responding to the
survey. S7 percent are practicing in a single general community hospital ranging
from 200 to 700 beds in size.
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4.Pinte ?2 isereent of the respondents are currently and actively seeking to fill

at least one funded vacancy.
'The majority of the vacancies (50 percent) are in community general hospi-

tals but 20 percent are in academic institutions. Forty percent of vacancies are
in communit lea with populations ranging from 25,000 to 250.000.

*A total of 2.700 new pathologists will be needed in the period of 1975-19S0.
according to the respondents.

OApproximately 1,000 of these are needed to meet expanding workloads, some
630 more of them to replace pathologists lost through death or retirement.

*The remaining new positions are anticipated for the following reasons: 442
to relieve present high workload; 322 because of Increased subspecialty practice;
234 because of academic expansion; and 81 because of increase demands of train-
ing programs.

*Abnut 80 percent of the approved residency positions are occupied, with some
2.18 residents in the graduate medical education or training pipeUlne.

*The need anticipated by the respondents over the next 10 year period is ap.
proximately 5,000 additional pathologists. Since 1,500 at most are expected to
replace pathologists now in practice, the growth anticipated is between 8,000 and
4.000 positions.

*It is therefore likely that a deficit of pathologists will continue over the next
five years, but there Is a relatively good fit between demand and the supply of
pathologists in the residency pipeline.

*Finally, of the 6,15T pathologists practicing full time who were accounted for
by the survey, 57 percent are practicing in groups of four or more and 33 per-
cent tire practicing In groups of six or more.

Mr. Chairman, we are taking the liberty of providing the study to the Coin-
mittee for Its reference.

The relatively good fit between the demand for and the supply of pathologists
over the next five years can be viewed as highly encouraging.

But how it would be affected by the passage of S. 8205 is a matter for con-
Jecture. It seems reasonable to assume that medical students would be far legs
Interested in choosing the demanding specialty of pathology if it were to become
the most governmentally constrained specialty from a reimbursement standpoint
in the practice of medicine.

They would be bound to fear that these arbitrary features would seriously
restrict the ability of senior pathologists and institutions to respond to increased
professional needs, as they can today under many of our present arrangements.

Earlier in this testimony, Mr. Chairman, I reviewed the evolution of physician
reimbursement from the principles clearly laid down in Public Law 80-97 to the
diametrically opposite position promulgated by the Bureau of Health Insurance.

Pathologists were particularly affected by the requirements that some services
were to be reimbursed through Part A and others through Part B of Medicare's
Title XVIII.

As a result, a number of different kinds of compensation arrangements were
developed between pathologists and institutions for which they performed
services.

These contractual relationships differ widely depending upon the local setting.
Each contract is custom-made. in a sense, to meet the varying needs of the pathol-
ogist, the Institution and the patient population. But most of the more com-
monly used methods for establishing contracts between hospitals and pathologists
were well established prior to the passage of Medicare. With Medicare came a
massive increase in the government's obligation and responsibility for participat-
Ing in the cost of hospital and/or pbysiclans' fees.

Essentially, there are two major patterns for hospital-pathology contracts.
First, those in which the pathologist supplies medical direction only-in

which he assumes only the professional responsibility for his work. Such a pat-
tern can take a number of different forms:

1. Billing by the pathologist on an item-by-item basis;
2. Remuneration of the pathologist based on a gross, adjusted gross, or net

percentage of laboratory earnings;
3. Salary;
4. Modifications or combinations of these.
Second. there are contracts under which the pathologist supplies medical direc-

tion plus assuming proprietorship or franchise. In other words, the pathologist

75-502--70------21
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takes on financial as well as professional responsibilities. Under this pattern,
the contract can involve either a lease or a mutual working agreement.

The key factor in any of these arrangements, regardless of their variations,
is that they are agreeable to each of the parties involved.

Whatever the reimbursement method, pathologists are chosen by their clinical
colleagues for medical staff )privileges in the same manner as other physicians.
Their Job descriptions and responsibilities are mutually agreed upon by the
pathologist, the medical staff, and the hospital administration; and then the
entire professional and contractual arrangement is reviewed and approved by the
hospital board of trustees. In all instances, the performance of the pathologist
as a physician is under constant review by the medical staff, just as is the case
of his clinical colleagues.

The trustees, of course, as civic-minded local citizens are dedicated to the
service of their community and are responsible for the overall operation of the
hospital. Therefore, it must be assumed that the various boards of trustees of
individual hospitals have good and cogent reasons for entering into any given
contractual relationship. If their reasons for entering into the contract were
valid, and they are properly exercising their fiduciary responsibilities, there
can be no abuse.

We recognize that developing a working definition for "reasonable compensa.
tion'-is very difficult and would not be uniformly applicable in any event. We
believe, however, that enough variations do exist with quantity and quality of
services provided by pathologists, so that the aim of the bill should be to contain
as much as is reasonable and possible, the total cost to the patient, and not to
become involved with Internal relationships between hospitals and their con-
tracting physicians.

The very multiplicity of options available to the institution and the patholo-
gist in their contractual relationships must be viewed as a strength-not a weak-
ness--of the system.

Hospitals are diverse. They vary from one locality to another. They differ In
size, the size of the community they serve, whether they are located in rural
suburban or urban setting, whether the hospital is new or old. They are subject
to differing local laws and customs, state laws and regulations.

A contractual arrangement between a hospital and a pathologist cannot be
designed like a missionary's Mother Hubbard, one model fitting all and covering
all essential points at the same time.

For example, small rural hospitals delivering primary care without-compli-
cated medical problems are obviously In a different category than urban hos-
pitals handling referral problems. Within urban hospitals, those with massive
teaching programs are Inevitably more expensive than those without them. A
psychiatric hospital Is infinitely different from a similar-sized general hospital.
And these manifold differences militate against inflexible, general "solutions."

Procrustes, a mythological innkeeper, provided a bed for his overnight guests
that fit everyone, regardless of size.

If the guest were too tall, Procrustes lopped off enough leg to make him fit.
If the guest were too short, Procrustes simply stretched him on the rack until
he fit.

Admittedly, this technique simplified life for Procrustes. But it wreaked havoc
on his guests.

It is our position, Mr. Chairman, that no Procrustean solution by government
in the matter of pathologist/hospital contractual arrangements can be made to
work when it must accommodate so many variables.

The College believes that the very existence of multiple con(ractual methods
for determining a pathologist's compensation establishes beyond all doubt that
no one method Is best, or even appropriate, in all circumstances.

The College believes that any type of contract is acceptable providing It does
not Interfere with, or impair, the free and complete exercise of medical judge-
ment and skill; or does not tend to deteriorate the quality of medical care.

None of these conditions alters the fact that the rate charged for a particular
unit of hospital service, including a pathology service, can vary widely from
institution to Institution even though certain factors--such as bed size and geo-
graphical location-appear to be similar.

This in neither sinister nor difficult to understand.
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The primary purpose in establishing laboratory charges is to produce the
revenue necessary to cover the direct and indirect expenses of equipping the hos-
pital's clinical pathology laboratory; and operating it.

The rates for specific laboratory procedures can be tied far more closely to the
hospital's total revenue needs than to the specific cost of the actual procedure
for they must take into account the indirect, or overhead, costs of the hospital's
non-revenue producing "general service cost centers." We must emphasize that
a hospital clinical laboratory fee should not be viewed in a vacuum but must
be evaluated as part of the study of the per diem charge, per illness charge,
and patient mix.

These indirect expenses are a large cost factor and the share allocated to
the clinical pathology laboratory can range anywhere from 20 to 70 per cent
of the direct cost, depending upon an almost unlimited number of local consid-
erations subject to endless variation.

Under the heading of hospital overhead must fall such costs as those for
administrative services; personnel, purchasing, and public relations depart-
ments; Insurance; taxes; employee's health and welfare; charity; a margin to
cover bad debts; and the cross-subsidization of such other non-self-supporting
departments as renal dialysis, burn units, cardiovascular surgical units, and
maternity.

These areas are often not revenue producers, but they are essential to good
patient care and the pathology laboratory must shoulder a share of their ex-
penses in many institutions. It might be considered ideal if all of these costs
were included in the daily room rate. But many reasons presently prevent this,
including a number of governmental fiscal constraints which prevent the hos-
pitals from making the necessary accounting changes.

Many of the activities necessary to good patient care In a hospital, some part
of whose expense is allocated to the pathology laboratory, may seem--and In-
deed, are--remote from the process of producing and delivering laboratory tests.
But the revenue requirements of a particular institution must be met If the
doors are to be kept open; and the clinical pathology laboratory is simply one
of many departments in the hospital, and one of a relative few that generate
revenues In excess of costs.

In addition to indirect costs, direct costs also are Involved In the laboratory's
operation. They include pathologists' compensation, if a separate billing arrange-
ment plan is not in effect; the compensation of technical personnel and related
payroll costs; departmental supplies, such as reagents and disposable materials;
instrument rental or maintenance; outside services; and so forth.

Let me emphasize this, Mr. Chairman:
The direct costs of the laboratory constitute the only factor in. the recenuc

base of the department over which the pathologists may exercise some degree
of control.

After determining the total amount of revenue that must be produced to pay
the direct and indirect costs of operating the laboratory, the hospital then
must work out a schedule of charges and an estimate of quantities for each test,
in a combination that will produce the total amount required.

In establishing these individual charges, a hospital may use a relative value
schedule; or use its own industrial engineering studies; or base Its rate schedule
on community levels.

In some states--Texas, for example-the rates must be negotiated with third-
party payers such as Blue Cross. The criteria used by the third party payers
in approving charges for specific tests become a major factor In the relationship
of individual charges to each other.

The rates charged by nearby hospitals, or in commercial laboratories, also
are taken into account.

Many internal considerations affect the setting of individual charges for
tests. Some tests can be automated or manually produced in volume at a low
unit cost. Ordered singly, these tests would cost more for drawing the specimens
and delivering the report to the nursing unit than for actually doing the test.

On the other hand, there are tests which must be done individually. They
require large amounts of time over a period of several days by specialized scien-
tists, including Ph. D.'s and M.D.'s. This is especially true in the highly special-
ized hospital with separate laboratories for virology, endocrinology, mycology,
etc. Such tests are expensive and rarely achieve enough volume to lower their
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cost. In fact some of them entail so much personalized attention that an in-
creased volume would add substantially to their cost.

Many of these tests are performed at less than their direct cost because they
are needed in small numbers and must be provided as a service to the com-
mnunity. These costs must then be recovered In other areas of the laboratory's

operation.
Another factor involved In highly specialized tests is the amount of time the

clinical pathologist must devote to their development and refinement. Having
done this, he Is by no means finished. The process of educating the medical
,t:Tff onu the use itf these tests. and the ksk of assisting physicians in the

itilerpretation oif then. continues for months or years after these new, complex
procedures are developed and standardized.

Even so simple a thing as changing the supplier for a particular reagent may
have dramatic medical significance. For example, many clinical enzyme analyses
vary greatly. depeliding upon the substrate. The ellni-ian would have no wi"
of lnowing thi. unless it is evaluated by the pathologist and a medical g-
imnent made to provide for the best needs of the laboratory and the pat

It also should be remembered that the clinical pathologist Is conti ly called
upon)11 for consultation under circumstances that simply would ot provide a
satisfactory basis for an equitable system of direct charges t e patient (if this
were done by defining a consultation as S. 320 ImpH d establishing a fee
for It ).

f°MIatny of these consultations are on an unsolc drop-by basis. Neither the
clinician nor the pathologist has scheduled consultation in most cases; but
because the pathologist Is on the spot t clinician consults him. This is often
to the patient's medical benefit; on casion reduces his stay in the hospital;
and ever shows up on his bill.

There are other medical s actors that ay be financed through the charges
for laboratory services. example, autopsies are generally performed without
direct charge. The emand large amounts of a pathologist's time; but they
are ni Import contribution to medical knowledge and are essential to the
linprovein of medical practice within the hospital. Frequently they are of
11111 e benefit to the patient by providing Information ewsential to the rela-

sinsurers or gov'ernmiient for the settlement of fiscal obligations to the
deceased. And although the deceased does not benefit medically from the autopsy,
future patients may do so significantly.

Time requirements such as these cannot be compensated equitably by payments
for "identifiable personal services" provided by pathologists directly for indi-
vidual patients.

The regulations of the Social Security Administration dealing with principles
of reniubursement for services by hospital-based physicians specifically recognize
a reasonable accommodation with the realities of this area of pathology practice:

"(c) Optional method of rcoordation and billing on a unilorm-perceanage basis.
(1) Application of the Item-by-item method may present special problems in the
case of a particular hospital department. This is Illustrated by pathology Lab-
oratory qervlceq and radiology services, which involve a high volume of indi-
vidual procedures. variation in the extent of involvement in services on the part
of techni,.lans and others and on the part of the physician, and difficulty In
distingui.hing between professional activities which are of general benefit to
all patients and those performed directly for an identifiable patient. Where the
phy1ieian participates personally in some procedures and not in others by virtue
of quality control activities or because his professional concern is directed to the
result in a given case, it may be difficult to ascertain the presence or absence
of a .specific quantum of professional activity in an individual case. Moreover,
the astigning of the appropriate amount of 'professional component' to a
particular procedure or test for a particular patient receiving the benefit of the
physician's service. as defined in paragraph (a) of this section, may not only
result in inequality of charges among patients but al) may present an undue
task of recordation. Administratively costly and Impractical requirements could
ensue in collecting the data needed for presentation of bills lnvplving minimal
charges on an Item-by-item basis to individual patients. Under these conditions,
it may not be administratively practical for the physician, the hospital and the
Part B carrier to keep track of appropriate professional charges on an item-by-
Item and patient-by-patient basis.

(2) With respect to pathology services, for example, an Individual entitled
to Part B benefits under Title XVIII of the Social Security Act (in connection

Best Available Copy
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with a hospital stay or in connection with a series of outpatient diagnostic
tests) will, on the average, have multiple laboratory procedures which in the
aggregate permit the assumption that at some point with respect to at least
some of the laboratory services there has been 'an identifiable service requiring
performance by a physician in person.'" (20 C.F.R. Sec. 405.483(c)).

In any event, the net income of any individual department of a hospital has
little relevance when considered alone. It is misleading to do so because of the
Interdependency of all mrts of an institution.

As an example, in past years many hospitals have been unable to obtain public
and governmental support for establishing the daily service charges at a suffi-
ciently high level to cover the routine costs of operation. These routine, or
"room and board" costs, were therefore regularly subsidized by the earnings
of such diagnostic departments as the clinical laboratories. This practice has
declined, fortunately, to the point where most hospitals tend to follow a policy
of expecting their various revenue-producing departments to be self-supporting.

The Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement programs do not recognize the
community need to support the increasing amount of bud debts being incurred
by the Institutions. As a result, the institutions are required-by economic neces-
sity-to recover such losses by including an additional increment in the rates
established for high service volume departments such as pathology, radiology
and pharmacy. These charges must be established on a uniform basis to conform
with the requirements of the Medicare and Medicaid programs: however. the
charge must be increased sufflciently to cause those patients who pay for services
lased on e.stablished charges to pay the costs of their own care, pilus lart of the
cost of care given to other patit-nts who couldn't pay their town bills.

An evaluation of the total patient mix by financial classilication-that is,
those patients whose bills are covered on the basis of charges rather than
(osts-ls an Iutegrial part of hospital management's planning when determining
the amount of revenue that must be produced by the laboratory.

In some areas of the c,)uttry, Blue Cross, in addition to the Medicare and
Medicaid programs, reimburses institutions on the basis of cost. Therefore.
losses from bad debts, cross subsidization of other departments, and the capital
needs of the institution must be recovered from a smaller base of charge covered
patients.

Since Medicare and Medicaid require that the institution maintain uniform
rates chargeable to all classes of patients, it may be necessary in some ins-tanes
Ito increase tho,-e rates by as muclh as a multiple of tive dollars for each one
dollar required for subsidies, bad debts, etc. to break even.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I should like to bring an extremely imipoetant
finding to the Committee's attention.

On the basis of recent analyses made In several states, it appears that p'cithrr
the size of the institution nor the pathologists' compensation arrangcmcnt has
any discernible influence upon the individual fecs charged for approtrioately
20 of the most commonly laboratory procedures.

This is a critical finding because it indicates, we think, that there I! no
overall increase in the cost to the patient because of the individual contractual
arrangements that prevail.

IAt us comment on in-patient versus out-patient charges, Mr. Chairman.
The College strongly favors lower charges for out-patients than for in-patients,

feeling that the out-patient should not be required to pay for service he does not
receive.

Moreover, the out-patient does not understand why the rates he pays in a
hospital laboratory are so high In view of the fact that he often is required
to pay cash In advance and he delivers himself directly to the laboratory for
a specimen to be drawn. If that patient does not have insurance coverage, lie is
very apt to go elsewhere the next time he needs laboratory services. This reduces
the potential volume of services which could be provided at an institution-obased
laboratory and creates an artificial demand for services at outside laboratories.
This Is complicated even more because the patient's physician must decide if
his need for the test results is immediate or may be deferred for days or weeks.

Charges by independent laboratories are generally less expensive. Independent
laboratories are not required to support losses in other hospital departments;
they may be dedicated to providing sophisticated tests only on a non-emergency
basis, or large volume procedures at low unit cost: they are not required to absorb
in overhead a portion of hospital costs having little or no relationship to labors-
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tory operation; they perform a larger volume of automated tests; they are
Infrequently faced with lhe need to staff on a 24-hour, seven-day a week contn-
geney basis, as are the usual hospital clinical pathology laboratories which there-
by increase personnel costs; and where hospital laboratories must include the
costs of taking test samples, independent laboratories are usually not faced with
them as their samples are obtained, separated, labeled and delivered to them by
"the referring physician.

There is one other factor which significantly affects hospital charges and there-
fore the charges for clinical pathology laboratory: the cash flow needs of the
Institution.

In recent years, institutions have encountered a phenomenal growth in the
dollar amounts of their accounts receivable. Unparalleled Inflation has much to
do with it. But other factors also contribute to the problem.

Delays in settlement of claims against the third-party payers and the govern-
inent; cash outflow for maintaining inventory levels; the payment of a wide
variety of insurance premiums, including malpractice: the effect of these has
been fiscally disruptive.

Federal minimum wage levels have increased salaries at all levels, not simply
at the lower end of the scale. And hospitals, like clinical pathology laboratories,
are "labor Intensive."

In years past, hospitals and their laboratories paid notably low salaries to
their employees. It was common practice to subsidize the hospital by infusing
unpaid personnel who were directly related to the church sponsoring the insti-
tution. It was also common practice to promulgate the view that personnel work-
lg for hospitals and/or physicians should be satisfied with lower incomes than
others received.

This is a changing situation, and with that historically overdue change there
comes a rising cost.

There are others. Medical liability costs are soaring for hospitals and physicians
alike. Increased union activity in the hospital field Is noteworthy since the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board eliminated hospital exemptions. Its Impact is felt
right now and can be expected to intensify in the years ahead.

All of these factors have intensified the problem of cash flow.
This situation cannot be ignored. It does not require a degree in business ad-

ministration to see that any reimbursement mechanism based on cost eventually
will strip away the working capital of an institution if the amount and frequency
of reimbursement payments do not keep pace with the institution's outlays of
Cash.

Some institutions can generate significant cash flow through profits and the
rev'veiry of depreciation. But many must obtain outside capital financing; and
delit service cash requirements tend to offset depreciation as a source of cash flow.

All of these financial pressures on the hospitals become, indirectly, pressures on
the operation of the clinical pathology laboratory.

But perhaps as important a basic cause as any in the problem of mounting
health care costs is the fact that the patient usually does not participate ap-
projpriately in the cost of his own medical care under the many full coverage
plans.

First dollar coverage in Medicaid and many private carrier's programs dis-
courages patient restraint from over-utilization of medical and hospital services.
The discrepancy in reimbursement-present in many government and private
medical care plans-between services provided as an inpatient and as an out-
patient encourages in-patient utilization. And finally, many third-party con-
tracts are negotiated between employers and others-such as labor unions--
without the patient ever being directly involved. The patient therefore has no
Incentive to develop a positive approach to preventive health care or to show rea-
smnnble restraint when considering the use of medical service&

Mr. Chairman, earlier in this testimony we discussed at considerable length
the many and complex considerations that must go into the establishing of
the fees charged to patients for clinical pathology services.

Regardless of what sort of contractual relationship exists between the clinical
pathologist and the hospital, the process of fee setting is complicated.

,-rinethelesu, studies ire shall discuss suggest to us that there appears to be
no signiflant relationship between the fees charged the patient for (linical
pathology services an4 thc type of contractual relationship that exists bet.ccen
the pathologist and the hospital.
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Valid evidence exists to show that the American patient is getting the best
pathology service available in the world today at an appropriate time and
setting and at a reasonable fee.

Numerous factors influence the fee charged, as we have explained. Many of
them must be taken into account to permit responsivenesito local variations
and condiUons--among them profiles established by third party payers, welfare,
etc.; methods for hospital cost accounting and allocation, Including the com-
munity bad debt experience; degree of laboratory automation; debt service re-
sponsibility for the laboratory and/or the Institution; and overhead require-
ments of Inspection and Accreditation, Quality Control, FDA, Environmental
Protection Agency, Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Nuclear
Regulatory Commissioit, and most important, patient mix.

I cannot emphasize the Influence of these factors too strongly. Furthermore,
all of them inay vary with the size and location of the institution and the pro-
fessional staff size.

Not surprisingly, in the process of working out fees for clinical pathology
services, widely varied mechanisms have been developed in different settings
around the country.

There is also considerable variation as to who actually establishes the fees,
i.e., whether they are set by the pathologist, by the hospital administration,
ur by some form of joint effort. However, at least one GAO study In the Kansas
('ity.-t. Louis airea indicates that hospital administrators establish the vast
majority of clinical laboratory fees. There is nothing wrong with this unless
thl view is taken that the pathologist should be respomsible for the cost to tile
patient.

Now, it has been stated or implied in recent years, Mr. Chairman, that certain
types of contractual relationships between pathologists and Institutions are not
appropriately cost sensitie aId-so the argument runs-in and of themselves
cause higher total fees for the clinical pathology services charged to patients.

Despite these allegations, the College of American Pathologists' Contractual
Relationships Manual recommends that '"n any percentage agreement, the per-
cenlage, (should) be related to a specific fee schedule... (as) this would prevent
exe,.ssive increases in a pathologist's income because of rising charges In an in-
tiationary economy."

In our study of the relationship between contract type and patient program
(ost. the first thing we disfivered was how little data exist in this area.

Recently, therefore, the Nebraska Association of Pathologists undertook a
survey of the pathologists in that state.

Those surveyed were asked to indicate the size of the hospital covered; the
type of contractual relationship existing between the pathologist and the In-
stitution; and the fees charged for-25 commonly performed clinical pathology
services selected to represent the overwhelming majority of total tests performed
within the hospitals of Nebraska.

ltesipnses were received from all the pathologists contacted.
It was diMcult to determine the total number of hospital beds covered, how.

ever, because of the large number of small institutions in rural Nebraska. We
were able to predict with reasonable accuracy, nonetheless, that the survey
covered more than 80 percent of the approximately 5,000 acute care hospital beds
In the state.

In tabulating the results, those hospital laboratories which did not provide
a certain clinical pathology service were allocated the mean charge value for
that service. This was determined from all the other h-spital laboratories in
the state, assuming that they would have to obtain in this service from some other
clinical pathology laboratory if it were requested for a hospitalized patient.

It was then determined what the total charge to the patient would be if
one study of each of the surveyed clinical pathology test were performed on
a single patient-that is. the total dollar charge for one of each of the 25 tests
in the survey. The hospitals were then ranked from high to low for this total
charge.

Study of these data rcvealcd no rclatlonship between the type of contract
and the charge to the patient.

The hospital with the highest and the hospital with the lowest combined
charges to the patient in the state each had a type of modified percenage con.
tract with their pathologists. The pathologists at the hospital that had the second
highest charge to the patient in Nebraska were on salary.
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An institution having approximately the mean charge to the patient for all
institutions in the state operated under at least arrangement. So did two of tile
three lowest in Nebraska.

As with most states, approximately 00 per cent of the Nebraska hospitals had
some sort of percentage agreement with their pathologists.

A similar survey was performed by the Texas Society of Pathologists. Lab-
oratories representing 53 major hospitals containing a total of 17.972 beds and
more than 200 pathologists responded to the survey. Again, the Texas survey
revealed no obvious relationship in that state between the type of contractual
arrangement of pathologist and hospital and the amounts charged the patient
for laboratory services.

Several other surveys have been taken in Georgia, New York, Tennessee, and
Ohio. They similarly failed to disclose any relationship between contract form
and pathologist's charge.

Mr. Chairman, we hope these survey findings will lead you to reconsider one
of the critical changes that your bill contemplates in Section 22. I refer now to
the change in the bisis of a physician's compen.tahion.

On the strength of our own data, perhaps the Committee should consider tile
initiation of other surveys along the same line. It should not be difficult to con-
Irm our findings.

But here we must emphasize that any review of fees for laboratory studies
,ltie should be done with the greatest caution and only when length of say,
per diem charges, patient mix, and size of institution are taken into consideration.

Section 22 provides that a physician's charges that are related to the income
or receipts of a hospital or any subdivision thereof shall not be considered in
determining a physician's Part B customary charges where they exceed an
amount equal to the salary which would reasonably have been paid for such
services under an employee relationship with the hospital.

When you introduced S. 3205 on March 25th, you stated In your introductory
remarks:

"... The bill would prohibit Medicare and Medicaid front recognizing pwr-
centage arrangements in which a pathologist gets a specified percentage of the
revenues or income from all laboratory work, regardless of his direct personal
service or involvement. This type of arrangement is highly inflationary in that
it gears income to hospital charge levels which have been rising more rapidly
than other costs . .

"Under the amendment, for those personal imtlent services which the pa-
thologists themselves define as 'physicians' services' and for which they have
customarily billed on a fee basis in the past and which customarily require
direct personal physician involvement, they could, of course, continue to bill on
a fee-for-service basis. For those services which the College of American Pa-
thologists defines as 'educational' or of an 'executive' nature, reasonable overall
compensation would be paid related to time and effort. This would consist of a
monthly fee reasonably related to what a full-time salaried pathologist would
receive for proportionate tfine and effort in 'cducationar and 'lereclti, e'
work . . ." (Emphasis ours).

But once again, Mr. Chairman:
Our surveys disclose no obvious relationship between the form of the con-

tractual arrangement and the cost to the patient f'r laboratory services.
4. .3205 has as its goal the cutting of the costs of services to the patient, thereby

reducing the costs of Medicare and Medicaid. Your intention, as we understand it,
Mr. Chairman, is not simply to establish a ceiling on the pathologist's Income
because a handful of pathologists earn large incomes.

Certainly the large incomes of individual pathologists have generated a good
deal of press coverage lately-most of it critical, some of it probably deserved.
We suppose this coverage reflects the feeling that some reporters and members of
government hold on the subject-that there is something inherently wrong with
incomes that exceed a certain level.

But all too frequently these stores, and the people who read them. fall to
take into account that the incomes under examination often represent the total
Income of a group practice. Nor does the story always mention that the cited
Income is gross, not net. The tendency is then to categorize the high income, some-
what casually, as an "abuse."

The C L2 ." against fraud and for the vigorous enforcement of the laws
which deal with fraud and penalize it. But we do not accept any certain level
of income Rs a priori evidence either of fraud, or, indeed, abuse.
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l'nfortunately, the public is left with the Impression that the total laboratory
charge is equal to the pathologist's Income, which is far from the case. In fact,
although the overall relationship of total tests to pathologists' incomes has not
been sufficiently studied, there is evidence in at least one recent governmental
study that higher charges to patients are ,ot directly related to higher patholo-
gists' incomes.

Isvilme comparisons are misleading in any event beause of the wide variety
of indiidual situations which exist throughout the country. The duties, re-
sponsibilities, abilities, energies, efficiency, training, experience, etc. of pathol-
ogists vary widely between pathologists, and between pathologists and other
physicians. In addition, comparison of the incomes of medical specialists and
non-inedical specialists is practically impossible because of the Inability to
develop constant and equitable guidelines which take such variables into account.

What is far more important is the quality of the work performed; and the
charge to the patient.

ligh quality laboratory services are delivered to millions of Americans
every day, at lair prices, under a variety of contractual arrangements developed
locally to meet local needs.

Now let us quote once more from the CAP Contractual Relationships Manual.
In the prfictice of medicine a physician should limit the source of his

professional income to medical services actually rendered by him, or under his
supervision. to his patients. His fees should be commensurate with the services
rendered and the patient's ability to pay...

"...In any percentage arrangement it Is recommended that the percentage
io related to a specific fee schedule Included as part of the agreement, or to a
Sieci'ic relative value schedule with a fixed conversion factor. This would pre-
vent excessive increases in a pathologist's Income because of rising charges In an
Inflationary economy.. .The use of specific schedules or conversion factors would
obviate the necessity for repeated amendments to the agreement between pathol-
ogists and hospitals. ..

And in the next paragraph: ... In a stable economy a traditional gross per-
centage agreement, when realistically derived, had the salutary effect of relating
the pathologist's income to the volume of laboratory work.

"in periods of inflation, however, the rising costs of laboratory operation re-
quire increases in laboratory charges. It may legitimately be pointed out that iII
this situation the pathologist has little stimulus for cost control nor does his
income necessarily relate to laboratory workload. The availability of sophis-
ticated cost accounting procedures In most hospitals permits ready Identifica-
tion of the cost of laboratory personnel, supplies and equipment amortization.
These are the major foci of laboratory expenses and are the areas most suscepti-
ble to the exercise of the executive role of the pathologist. If these three expenses
are deducted from the gross earnings prior to application of the contractual per-
centage, the pathologist will share cost sensitivity with the Institution."

Thus. to abandon percentage contracts in favor of a rigid monolithic system
of Imposed ceilings, arrived at arbitrarily and pegged to the level of salaried
iathiologists, could increase, rather than decrease, health care expenditures in
the United States.

The control point for hospital costs rests with each hospital's Board of
Trustees. not with the pathologist. Accordingly, no control plan focused on the
contracts existing between the hospital and practitioners can assure cost con-
trol. Rather. hospital reimbursement and the reimbursement of physicians prac-
ticing primarily in hospitals. must be viewed in its entirety.

The hospital Boards of Trustees have the legal authority and respontsibility
for the conduct of hospital affairs. Unless they have failed to discharge their
responsibility, contracts which may seem out of line by national statistical
ntormsq may have considerable local relevance and not be abusive in any sense.
Alternatively. if abuse exists, the hospital Is at fault along with the physician.
and along with those various others peripherally involved including third party
in..urers and the Social Security Administration.

Federal and state laws and regulations presently exist whihh deal with phy-
sician reimbursement and contain the means to deal with abuses by the Indivld-
uni. aberrant physician. Vigorous use of these existing mechanisms by third-
party payers, trustees, government and non-governmental agencies would deal
effectively with any abuses by the small number of pathologists who have been
singled out for press attention.
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It is manifestly unfair to penalize the large number of pathologists and other
physicians who hare been practicing ethically and professionally under equita-
ble contractual relationabips with hoeptials simply because a few practitioners
may have abused the system.

Let us comment now on the effect of establishing an income ceiling on the
practice of pathology.

The pathologist constrained by a ceiling might well be forced to concentrate
his professional efforts on those services, for those patients, for which he would
receive adequate compensation.

This would mean that an individual patient would risk having a fee charged
him for a service which would be unpredictable in advance, and which would
depend upon whether or not a pathologist were involved.

Consider for example, the patient who arrives at a pathology laboratory re-
quiring a complete blood count. Ordinarily lie or she would be charged a set
fee, for example, six dollars. The pathologist's contribution would be provided
without additional charge.

Under the bill as proposed, the patient would be charged a base fee lout then
told that this might not be the entire charge anti that the charge would ultimately
depend on the amount of pathologist involvement.

I submit that this would be an administrative and fiscal nightmare; that its
fiscal impact would be adverse; and that a number of the remaining hospital
laitients would be, of necessity, neglected by the pathologist.

Now prices would begin to rise, for demand would be unaffected by the ceiling
while supply would have been reduced. As the value of the pathologist's work
hour increased, the ceiling would be reached more quickly. and lie would now
he required to cut back more on the number of hours he worked. Again the price
of services would go up.

Thus, the probable effect of the ceiling would be a continuing Increase in the
price of pathology services and pathologists' earnings per hour; and a reduction
In the volume of hours worked by pathologists and in the volume of their services
provided to patients.

As more and more pathologists decided against self-employment, more and
more hospitals would have to assume responsibility for their own clinical pathol-
ogy laboratories. In this climate of medical liability, and under the proposals
In 8. 3205 which would decrease initiative, the pathologlst would have less anti
less reason to take medical responsibility for any melial services over which
he did not maintain complete personal control.

It is arguable whether hospitals would be better at running their own labora-
tories, using-all salaried labor (including pathologists) than pathologists pres-
ently are. In fact, the opposite might be the case. By eliminating the Incentive to
take on such responsibilities, the income ceiling might well lead to less efficient
laboratory management. And inefficiency would exact its toll in higher costs, not
to mention the serious consequences It would have on patient care.

Finally, the long-run effects of the policy would probably be to reduce the
number of newly-trained physicians willing to enter a specialty subject to such
constraints--a specialty which would be viewed predictably as threatened with
still stronger sanctions In the future.

We are therefore convinced that the effect of the adoption of Section .22 would
be to osreoe, rather than to detreae, costs. This would become more readily
apparent over the long haul than in the near future.

Therefore the result you seek, Mr. Chairman. of cutting costs to the patient
and the Medicare-Medicaid programs would not be attained.

The "svings" which it might seem you would generate at the beginning
would be. In any case, Illusory.

You would not be saving, Mr. Chairman. You would be shifting costs from
one account to another.

Consider a typical case of cost shifting.
In 1965, Methodist Hospital in Memphis, Tenn., a non-profit institution of

1.180 beds, was operating in the last year before the Medicare program got
under way. The private patients who exclusively underwrite certain community
service loss departments and furnish the total operating margin requirements
reprPsntad some 9.1t per cent of the total patient population.

By 197--a decade later-the private segment had dropped to 59 per cent.
The problem became how to compensate for the loss of a large segment of

full-charge paying patients without cutting back on either the quality of care
or the quantity of it provided by the hospital.
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The solution was to increase charges substantially across the board for ali
patients.

Similarly, suppose 8. 520 succeeded in cutting the so-called profitability of
the clinical pathology laboratory. 'How would the hospital compensate for the
loss of revenues that are helping to subsidize losses in other departments, such
as burn units? Should the hospital raise its charges for emergency room serv-
ices? Or those for the intensive care unit?

The illusory "savings" made in the clinical pathology laboratory, having been
translated into revenue loss for the institution, simply must be recovered some-
where else.

When Congress passed the original Medicare law, it recognized that it would
be unfair to burden private patients with the cost of providing care to Medicare
beneficiaries. The legislation states clearly that "the cost in respect to Indi-
viduals covered by the Medicare insurance program will not be borne by
individuals not so covered."

The fact remains that this intent of the law has been virtually Invalidated
by the regulations and interpretations of regulations that have subsequently
been promulgated by government agencies.

Programs of the Medicare-Medicaid type cover a growing percentage tf the
nation's population. The utilization of such programs is stimulated by insur-
antce contracts, governmental promises, and medical liability problems brought
about by changing social attitudes toward compensation for injury regardless
of the lack of negligence.

The continued failure of the government to recognize the operating margin
requirements of not-for-profit hospitals in a day when these forces are imping-
Ing on our entire health care system can only result in either subsidization by
the Federal government or reduction of the quality and/or quantity of patient
care.

A word about the impact of Section 22 on the small and rural hospitals of
this country...

,8ome 87.6 per cent of the nation's hospitals have 200 beds or fewer; 47.5
per cent of the nation's hospitals have 100 beds or fewer.

Forthe most part, these are rural hospitals.
According to the "Manpower Need Survey", completed by the College in

1975, only '.4 per cent of patholpgists engage in full-time practice in com-
munities of 25,000 population or less; and only 5.8 per cent of full-time prac-
ticing pathologists derive their Incomes solely from the provision of services
to multiple small hospitals.

It is therefore clear that a great disparity exists between the demand for
pathology services by small and rural hospitals and the supply of pathologists
who will serve thetm either am full-time pathologists practicing in a single small
hospital or as full-time pathologists serving several small hospitals. This differ-
ence between demand and supply is made up by pathologists who are primarily
hospital based, or based in independent laboratories located in the larger
population centers. These people provide services on a regular part-time.
scheduled basis to the smaller institutions.

The medical staffs of the 100 bed or less hospitals are composed largely of
general practitioners.

Prior to World War II, these hospitals had access only to those laboratory
services which could be provided by a few, often inadequately trained, technical
personnel. Sometimes a physician, usually a general practitioner, assumed
nominal responsibility for the operation of the laboratory. There was no other
choice. Pathology, and especially clinical pathology, was virtually unknown
in these institutions.

Since World War I, pathologists have responded to this challenge. In doing
so. they have brought about dramatic Improvements in the quality of care,
and the scope of services, that rural hospitals can provide.

In adapting to these demands, the pathologist often sacrificed time at home
and in his parent institution to spend many apparently unproductive hours in
a car, bus or airplane. For this, he has been dubbed as a "circuit rider" by many
In government.

These "circuit riders" are frequently the only medical specialists to visit
rural communities on a regular basis. Their services are invaluable to attend-
Ing physicians because of the clinical pathologist's broad specialist training. In
a very real sense, the pathologist provides some of the diagnostic expertise. He
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is available for consultation with the attending physician either in person or
by telephone.

It is important to patients to be as near to home as possible when they are
hospitalized. It is also important to them financially, In that the per diem
cost of services is usually considerably lower in small rural hospitals. Many
illnesses are such that the family practitioner, working In the small Institutions,
can care for his patient with confidence only if he is supported by a high
quality, clinical pathology laboratory and a radiologist.

The value of being close to home in enormously important to the patient.
who can be visited by relatives and friends and receive care from the practitioner
whom he has known and trusted over the years.

Mr. Chairmara. let me urge you and the other members of this Committee
to imeet with the trustees, physicians and patients in the rural hospitals of your
states the next time you are home. Among other things, I think you will quickly
learn from them the value of the "circuit riders" and their contribution to rural
teath care.

- 'he rural hospitals of the United States do not aspire to become medical
enters. Mr. Chairman. But rural America deserves decent hospital and medical
care: and the rural hospitals help provide that care.

Th effect of Section 2"2 would be to lose rurl America much of the ground
it has gained during the past 25 years Insofar as clinical pathologists' services
are concerned, for the physician who wants to become a "circuit rider" for sey-
rrd small rural hospitals is of a rare breed.

O ur rural areas are still critically short of doctors, am this Committee knows.
With supportive help from such hospital-based physicians as clinical Iatholo-
gists. some of our primary care doctors are still willing to practice in rural areas.
If that support is not available. many more of them will not do so because their
reduction has taught them to depend upon the clinical pathologist and his serv-
ices. and to utilize them well.

The adverse Impact of Section 22 would be considerable on the teaching
hospitals, as well. The operation of the university hropital clinical pathology
laboratory Is additionally complex by reason of the educational thrust of medical
students, residents, graduate students and medical technologists. Research and
development are added responsibilities. The Incomea generated in the labora-
torles have wide use within and without pathology departments. Any reduction
would probably lead to increased drains on already overtaxed state budgets.

Houw staffs are larger, as are full-time attending and teaching staffs. Clinics
and emergency rooms are also larger, and patients tend to be more seriously
ill than thoe in private hospitals of comparable size. Under the circumstances.
the clinical pathology laboratory is even more important.

Section 22 would fragment laboratory services in medical schools.
In general, this legislation would completely restructure the practice of

pathology and might well eliminate the clinical pathologists
historically, pathologists only performed surgical and autopsy services. But

as the technology of clinical pathology developed and expanded, the entire prac-
tle of pathology was revolutionized.

To exclude clinical pathology from the practice of medicine within the medical
,whonl-as Sq. 3205 would effectively do-would be a giant step backwards into
the past, and confine pathologists once again to surgical and autopsy services.
which do not afford broad exposure to, or participation In, overall patient care.

A major problem would be that of attracting additional faculty for clinical
Imthology departments and laboratories and being able to meet the payroll
requirements. Certainly there would be the fear that such. positions eventually
would be phased out as It I came Increasingly obvious that an active profes-
sional role in patient care could not be supported for lack of sufficient revenues.

In short, passage of this legislation would be similar in its effect on medical
sch ol departments to its effects on pathology practice In other settings, except
that it would be greater by reason of its sharp impact on the educational and
training programs.

We alluded earlier to the bill's probable effect on the recruitment of patholo-
giqt.4 in the year ahead. The damage would be severe. Mr. Chairman-make no
mistak, about it. If R. 8205 were to become law as It Is now written, years of
recruiting effort would have gone down the drain at the very moment when we
are close to achieving a supply of new pathologists consonant with medicine's
demand for their services.
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In addition to this measure's crippling effect on recruitment, it would have a
secondary Impact by decreasing the medical student's motivation for subspeciali-
zatilo within laboratory medicine. Few would henceforth be greatly attracted
to the medical specialty singled out by the government for discriminatory
regimentation.

In view of the various comments we have made, we should briefly mention
that in the Committee's effort to reach a fair and reasonable solution to the
problems it perceives, cousideration should be given to the requirements of law
that any classifications established by statute must be based upon a legitimate
and proper governmental purpose. Of course, as we indicated earlier, everyone
concurs in the goal of cost-containment. But. we emphasize, the law requires
that the specitlc means to achieve the objective must be proper. Further views
on this subject are contained in Appendix A.

We should like to comment on Section 40 of this bill.
We appreciate the conern of Congress about instances of conflict of interest

which involve some institutions, providers and contracting parties. Indeed, our
comments later on in this testimony will address themselves specifically to the
problems of fraud and abuse.

But although we share your concerns on this score, we do not believe that the
benefits to be realized under section beer any relation-to the potential cost of
implementation, the possible disruption of our health care system, or the ri.%k
this sort of legislation poses to the future of quality health care delivery in the
United States.

Prior approval of the Secretary of IIEW Is required for all contracts in excess
of $10,000 per year made between the institution and consultants, or manage-
ment and certain contractors.

Based on our interpretation of this proposal, Section 40 would make the
Department of IlEW responsible for establishing the largest purchasing depart-
ment In the world.

It would be required to assemble a staff of attorneys, contract administrators,
auditors and what have you, In unimaginable numbers, to administer this one
section of the bill. We say "unlmaginable numbers" because If such a staff wete
not huge, and presumably possessed of selfless dedication to its work, all man-
agement deelsion-making and administration in the health care system would
be brought to a grinding halt.

This section would Inject HEW into virtually every hospital board and execu-
tive management decision made in an American institution. In addition, it would
directly affect many business enterprises which are compensated for their services
or their effectiveness through arrangements based on percentages of savings or
volumes of income.

Section 40 Is certain to have an adverse effect upon the confidential and co-
operative working relationships which exist between institutions and their at-
torneys, certified public accountants, management consultants, and providers of
such purchased management services as data processing, housekeeping, food
service, maintenance, etc.

The requirement to obtain prior approval could have adverse effects upon
achieving efliclencies In the operation of institutions. For example, management
may call upon its attorney to handle an Incident potentially capable of develop-
Ing into a major malpractice suit. Any delay could have severe financial conse-
quenc*s. Or, management may detect certain financial trends In operations and
call ulmn a management consultant to review the situation and make reconi-
mendatlons.

The prior approval process can only cause expensive delays, and if competitive
bidding is a requirement, the cost savings from a competitive bid may be more
than offset by continuing losses.

This section appears to eliminate virtually any compensation arrangement
based upon the- percentage. But many valuable management and service con-
tractors traditionally provide services under a percentage arrangement. Fund
raisers, food service managers, housekeeping and maintenance service contrac-
tors, etc. are compensated on the bases of funds raised, expenses saved, or addi-
tional patient services provided. These enterprises perform valuable services,
and neither the services nor their style of business can be ignored.

Another feature of this section is that It purports to control the amount and
relationship of overhead costs to direct costs in any determination of total cost.
This concept may be very desirable In its achievement. But as we pointed out
earlier, in that section of our testimony covering the methods for establishing
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the charge for a pathology test, overhead costs allocated to the cost of a service
are extremely difficult to determine within an institution and virtually imlmoi-
hie to compare between institutions or organizations. The variable factors such
as size, age of facilities, location, profit versus non-profit, and patient mix, pre-
vent useful or meaningful comparisons.

In summary, we do not believe this section can be administered effectively, nor
do we think It will achieve its desired objective. It represents an unreasonable
intrusion into the affairs of the voluntary private health care system and the
many enterprises which provide services and supplies for that system.

In those institutions where the combined Medicare and Medicaid utilization
Is less than 80 percent, measured against the total patient load, Section 40 will
be considered d more of an annoyance than a restraining factor. In those institu-
tiotis which have a high utilization rate from Medicare and Medicaid covered
patients. Section 40 adds a bureaucratic burden which assuredly will Increase
costs In such non-patient care cost centers as administration.

.ir. Chairman, we have testified at great length on Section 22 of R. 32W); and
In xauie detail on Section 40. We would now like to comment very briefly on other
section of the bill.

1. The CAP Is strongly on record that fraud should be eliminated from all
feqleral health care programs. However. we do oppose the establishment of an
Insikctor General for health care administration beenuse It is not necessary,
would introduce a new fmction within HEW In conflict with the Justice De-
partnient, and could result In a double standard for prosecution with prejudice
ngain,4 providers In health programs (Section 3).

2. The CAP supports the provision that rules should not become effective less
than (i0 days after publication In the Federal Register. We also support a pro-
vislow which would provide a reasonable opportunity for comment by interested
liarti.s before guidelines become final (Section 7).

3. The College is greatly concerned about the effects that the proposals for
changes in the reasonable cost reimbursement, uniform systems of accounts, and
cost reporting for determining operational and capital costs, would have on
hospitals fSection 10).

-4. The College Is opposed to changes in the criteria for determining reasonable
Charges for physician services as being contrary to the basic policy of usual,
customary, and reasonable payment (Sections 20, 22).

5. The College Is opposed to the proposal for facilitating the acceptance of
assignments in general and specifically opposed to the special prejudicial treat-
menut afforded pathologists providing laboratory services. This would, in effect,
deny imthologists the right to engage in direct billing of patients for services
under such arrangements as a lease or mutual working agreement which have
been ,uecessful In reducing costs and in helping in rural areas (Section 21).

01. The College supports the proposal to arrange for payment under Medicare
of certain physician fees provided to deceased individuals (Section 25).

Mr. Chairman. the College shares the concern voiced by Congress about the
recent reports of fraudulent conduct in which certain of the health providers
have been engaged.

We are alluding particularly to illegal acts Involving kick-backs, rebates and
other violations of the law by a relatively few clinical laboratories. These were
made public earlier this year by the Senate Special Aging Subcommittee on Long
Term Care.

We deplore these illegal practices and share your determination that they must
be stopped.

We have said just that in our communications with two Congressional con-
wittees and a number of Members of both Houses.

We reiterate it here today, Mr. Chairman.
The College believes that the law-breakers should be punished to the full extent

of the law. The public, which Includes all ethical providers of health services
participating in federal health programs, deserves the protections afforded to
its tax dollars.

Additionally, the fiscal Integrity of the funds allocated to Medicare and Medi-
caid requires strong and effective enforcement.

There Is no need for new law to accomplish this. Section 1877 (b) of the
,Qocial Security Act provides all the law required. What is needed Is its vigorous
enforcement against offenders, and the College urges that enforcement.

At Its annual meeting in Dallas last month, the American Medical Alsociatlon
adopted the following statement:
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"The American Medical Association condemns and deplores all acts of fraud
and wrongdoing, including in particular any wrongful acts as recently reported
In the Medicaid and Medicare programs. We urge that responsible government
agencies proceed with all due tapeed In the prosecution of all who are guilty of
fraudulent misconduct. We will continue to offer our cooperation and assistance
in bringing to an end such activities."

The College of American Pathologists endorses that statement wholeheartedly
and adds its own pledge to cooperate and assist In any way possible In order that
acts of fraud committed In violation of federal law and the Medicare-Medicaid
regulations can be stopped and the violators punished.

Mr. Chairman, early in this testimony we stated that we were in full agree-
went with the objectives of S. 3205 but disagreed with the methods it proposed.

The College of American Pathologists therefore recommends to the Committee
the following actions:

I. Implement presently existing provisions in the Medicare and Medicaid laws
and regulations relating to fraud.

2. Encourage the use of mechanisms presently available through County
Medical Societies and State Boards of Medical Examiners for dealing with
improper or fraudulent activities.

:1. Provide for review of pathologists' services and fees in the same fashion
as the fees and services of other physicians are reviewed. Appropriate peer
review, medical audit, and other utilization review can be made as effective and
as appropriate for pathologists as for other physicians.

4. Implement presently existing provisions for disclosure billing.
.. Recognize the differences In the cost of providing clinical pathology labor.

tory services to ambulatory non-emergency out-patients as opposed to hospital.
Ize( in-patients by revising the present rules and regulations to facilitate the
ilplementation of appropriate fee schedules.

Mr. Chairman. on behalf of our members, we appreciate, very much, having
the opportunity to present the views and the position of the College of American
Pathologist on this very significant legislation.

APPENDIX A
Legal Considcrations

From a legal perspective, Sections 22 and 40 of S. 3205 raise questions as to
the proposed classifications of physicians and physician services in light of
controlling principles of constitutional law. Briefly stated, a classification es-
tablished by legislation must have a rational basis In relation to the purposes of
the Act. U.S. Department of Agrmoisture v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528 (1973).

Section 40 of S 3205, which excises from the definition of "reasonable" charge
or cost any amount determined by a percentage or lease agreement, has the clear
effect of creating two classes of physicians--those who are compensated by
such agreements, and those who are not. These two classes are indistinguishable
in that they both perform identifiable physician services; however, on the sole
basis of their compensation arrangement, the former is denied and the latter
granted Medicare reimbursement for their services.

'flie Fifth Amendment to the Constitution forbids discrimination "so unjustifi-
able as to be violative of due process." Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618
(1969). While the Fifth Amendment governing federal legislation does not have
an equal protection clause, it is well settled that its due process clause contains
equal protection principles or what the Supreme Court has called Its "equal
protection component." U.S Department of Agriculture v. Moreno, 413 U.S. 528,
533 (1973) ; Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 077, 680 n. 5 (1973) ; Boiling v.
Sharpe, 374 U.S. 497, 499, 500 (1954).

Section 40 of the proposal defines a class of physicians who will not receive
, Medicare reimbursement for their services. According to the Supreme Court,

such a classification "must always rest upon some difference which bears a
reasonable and just relation to the Act in respect to which the classification is
proposed, and can never be made arbitrarily and without any such basis." Gulf
C. & S. F. R. Co. v. Ells, 165 U.S. 150, 155 (1897); U.S. Department of Agri-
culture v. Moreno, supra.

In Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Ins. Co. r. Harrison. 301 U.S. 459
(1937). the Supreme Court struck down a state licensing statute which dis.
criminated on the basis of compensation arrangements. The Court held that
the statute Incorporated a discrimination of "unusual character" which was
unconstitutional as a denial of equal protection, concluding "it is plain that
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requirement that the resident agent of stock companies should not work on a
salary has no relation to economy or efficiency in management." This conclusion
was based largely upon the fact that similarly situated employees of mutual
Insurance companies, allowed to be licensed under the statute, were paid by a
salary arrangement found by the parties to be mutually desirable. Section 40
of the bill conversely discriminating against percentage or commission con.
tracts while permitting salary arrangements, posits the same legal issues.

In proposed Section 1861(q) (8) of the Social Security Act, Section .2 of
the proposal also creates two classes of physicians, this time singling out pal-
thologists for special and unequal treatment. That section excises from the definti-
tion of physician services, and therefore denies Medicare reimbursement for
certain services personally performed by pathologists; those services include
autopsies, supervisory activities, quality control, and laboratory operations.

This exclusion is squarely at. odds with the bill's general definition of physi-
clan services as including service "personally directed by a physician," found
in the proposed Section 1861(q) (1). The clear effect of this section is to deny
pathologists Medicare reimbursement for their direotory services while at the
same time granting other physicians such reimbursement, all of which services
are performed ultimately for the benefit of the patient.

As applied to an analysis of S. 3205, there is no shred of evidence to suggest
that the clarsifications that would be established by S. 3205 are rationally related
to a legitimate governmental interest. Indeed, our evidence discussed earlier
suggests exactly the opposite.

The final comment on the proposed legislation in this context Is a technical one.
First, there appears to be a fundamental inconsistency between Sections 2. and
40 concerning the permissibility of percentage compensation arrangements uti-
lized by lphysleans and hospitals. Secondly, certain portions of the Bill are simply
dlifienlit to understand. See, for example, propo *'d Section 1133(a) t1). Basic
technical improvements will have to be made.

Senator TALMADOE. The committee will stand in recess until 8 a.m.
[ Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

Friday, July 30, at 8 a.m.]
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The subcommittee met. pursuant to recess, at 8 a.m. in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, lion. Herman E. Talmadge presiding.

Present: Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMADOE. The subcommittee will please conic to order.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Bernard rresnowski, senior vice
president, Blue Cross Association.

The witnesses are reminded that oral testimony will be limited to
10 minutes.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD TRESNOWSKI, VICE PRESIDENT,
BLUE CROSS ASSOCIATION

Mr. TRwxowsK. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I
am Bernard R. Tresnowski, senior vice president of the Blue Cross
Association, the national coordinating agency of the 70-member Blue
Cro.s plans in the United States and Puerto Rico.

Even more pertinent to this hearing, the association is a prime con-
tractor to the Social Security Administration for the medicare pro-
grain nationwide. Individual Blue Cross plans are subcontractors to
the association for this program. Many of our plans also administer
the medicaid program in their territories.

I am here to give the views of our association on S. 3205, the Tal-
madge bill proposing amendments to the ".Medicare-Medicaid Admin-
istrative and Reimbur-ement Reform Act."

If acce )table. I would ask nv entire statement be introduced into
the record as having been read and I will summarize briefly allowing
time for questions.

Senator TA L-M.Wo-E. The entire statement will be inserted in the
record.

Mr. TRESNOWSKi. Thank you very much. Included in my statement
are a great many details and also technical recommendations which
we believe will make the bill more practical. more workable, and more
affective, in helping to improve the total performance of the medicare
and medicaid programs.

Many of the ideas presented in the bill, indeed most of them, are
sound. Our organization recognizes in them the desire of the bill's
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authors--and the desire of the Congress as a whole-to review and
review various aspects of the medicare and medicaid programs to
achieve four goals:

One, efficient administ ration of the programs.
Two, reduction in the rate of health i care cost inflation.
Three, reasonable and prudent control over the use of bene-

ficiary and taxpayer funds.
Four, more effective and accessible delivery of health care

services.
Those are worthy goals, and they are the same goals we are striving

for--ith in our administrationn of Federal programs and in our
hamndling of private business.

Mut there are two other broader goals that I think all of us should
try to attain. You will find that both of then are closely woven into
the specific comments we will offer on the proposed amendments.

One of the goals should be flexibility. Which means that legislation
should not. be. ,o detailed and restrictive that it prevents changes from
being made when they should be made. Instead of through legisla-
tion. we strongly believe that details of form and structure and func-
tion should be left to regulations--to rulemaking.

For example, there is considerable detail in this bill that makes it
too j!rs,.rilptive for legislation. An example is defining the specific
hospital bed size categories in the reimbursement reform section. Con-
sidering the state of the art of classifying hospitals. that would better
be left lor rulemaking. Another example is defining the specific State
medicaid administrative performance criteria in the State medicaid
reform section. To make a change in such performance criteria, for
instance.to move forward with medical since or management innova-
tion, would require a new act of Congress if the standards and criteria
are solidified into legislation.

Our second goal is that reform, whether in administration or reim-
bursement, should be designed so as to promote results, and not dwell
on form and function. Our association is not alone in seeking both of
these goals--maintaining flexibility and being judged by results. In
nyv statement I have referred to the'June 1973 medicare program panel
of the National Academy of Public Administration which after study-
ing medicare for 3 years made the same findings.

A year later, in "1974, results of a 1.5-month study were released by
an IhEW advisory committee on medicare administration chaired by
former lIEW Assistant. Secretary Roswell Perkins,. The Perkins com-
inittee report said that with the development of better evaluation
criteria and performance incentives,

SSA should reduce Its role in carrier decislonmaking and rely on its capacity
to test carrier performance by results.

Most important to all of these deliberations is that the medicare pro-
grain has worked. It has done what it was created to do. It has made
quality medical and health care available to the elderly citizens of this
Nation. Furthermore, it has done that job while maintaining efficiency
for the Government andi the intermediaries, and preserving the in-
tegrity of the beneficiaries.

Our specific comments on the individual sections of the bill are all
intended to be supportive of the need to improve on the performance
of all participants in medicare and medicaid.
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I would comment now only on section 10, determining reasonable
cost for hospital services: section 11, the hospital transitional allow-
ance board and section 22. hospital associated physicians.

Concerning section 10. the intent of this provision is sound in that
it focuses on a measurement of result in determination of provider
reasonable costs. However, we believe that the method of arriving at
tho payment limitation is so complex that it may give the provider no
realistic way to relate that limitation to its operations.

Because that is so, the elements of predictability, control, and incen-
tive are greatly diminished. 'Ihe proposal may also be inflationary. The
liowpital is allowed reimbmrsement up to 120 percent of an adjusted
group rate, which already includes factors. for wage and nonwage
inflation. There is no wa." to predict whether hospitals will tend to
move toward the group rate or toward the 1'20 percent.

h'lo complexity of the control placed on the identified part of the
hospital costs, plus the realization that the issues of capital costs,
et cetera, are not included, make the proposal appear administratively
cmunbersomne and costIv.

It. would be hazardoms to try to identify and universally apply one
payment. approach and to mandate it in'the legislation. "Instead, we
suigest that the legislation should require the Secretary to develop
one or more lperformance-lased payment systems which would be made
available to hospitals. Hospitals would then have the choice of se-
lect ing one of the Secretary-s methods or another system which meets
the basic criteria of the bill.

In our written comments on section 10, we have identified 10 basic
design principles which we strongly believe should be incorporated
into any performance-based payment system.

We have also indicated that the legislation should require the
Secretary to have prospective reimbursement systems in place within
3 steps. Steps toward final installation would include--

One. establishment of a uniform accounting system as mandate l
iinder Public Law 93-641, including issuance of the system; tests
of it i." various State programs under the reimbursement experi-
ments allowed through Public Law 93-602 section 222 waiver;
and evaluation of the tests.

Two, evaluation of experimental prospective reimbursement
systems already in place.VThree, development, deployment, and evaluation of any addi-
tional experimental systems deemed necessary over the next 3
years.

Four, the ideas embodied in the proposed classification scheme
and the adjustment for the several cost variables might be used
to develop target rates which could be used to monitor the effec-
tiveness of payment under the various prospective payment
systems.

As to the hospital transitional allowance board we support this pro-
vision. If duplicate and unneeded services and facilities are going to
be closed or converted, protection against severe loss has to be avail-
able. The capital structure of the industry is the key element in any
long-range cost conainment strategy. This proposal and recently
enacted planning legislation are important steps in developing appro-
priate cost containment measures.
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Since this is a real innovation, we recognize the need for study
before fill use of it. Nevertheless, we urge that the board be given lati-
tude in making its determinations. That way. a fair test of the ap-
proach can be established. But we believe that limiting the test to 51)
hospitals for 2 years may be too restrictive. One area that will need
careful consideration is ihe relationship between actions taken under
section 1523 of Public Law 93-441 and actions of this board. Support
through the transitional allowance can provide a significant base from
which HSAs and/or other agencies administering certificate-of-ned
programs can take action.

We have offered specific recommendations for changes in this amend-
ment in the body of our full statement.

As to the hospital associated physicians. we agree with this pro-
vision because it is appropriate that. physicians bill patients only when
there has been direct physician service rendered. However, we are con-
cerned about the specific provisions as to how many patients an anes-
thesiologist can serve at one time and what charges can be. billed. These
matters should be part of the regulations where necessary changes can
be made much more easily.

We believe the provIsion for physician "volume" arrangements
night not be effective for two reasons:

One, it is concerned with the form of transaction-volume-related
contract-rather than with the result. There. are many arrangements
on a volume basis which will produce a reasonable level of compensa-
tion for a physician. But on the other hand, salary or other nonvolume
arrangements could result in unreasonable levels.

Two, it could cause physicians to move toward a direct billing ar-
rangement for direct medical services to avoid this provision, with a
separate contract for administrative functions. We believe that would
increase medicare's total cost.

.Senator TALMADOF.. He called time on.you. We have a number of
other witnesses. The Senate goes in session, as you know, at 9 a.m.

Mr. TRFs.4owsKi. May I conclude ?
Senator TALMADO. Sure.
Mr. TRnNOWSKI. I have detailed a specific recommendation on how

we feel that hospital associated physicians change should be made and
then I could conclude my comments by saying that if it is helpful to
the committee on any of those points or any of the detailed points in
our statement we wi11 be glad to provide either in writing or to the
members of your staff, and we thank you for your time andattention.

Senator "I ALMADOE. We appreciate very much your helpful and
constructive statement, Mr. Tresnowski, and I am sure you will b
of invaluable assistance to the staff and subcommittee in further
perfecting the bill.

I understand your concerns with the hospital reimbursement ap-
proach in S. 3205. I believe, however, with the help of organizations
such as yours we can improve that provision.

Given the enormous pressure on Federal and State budgets for
hospital care as well as those same pressures which are creating sei-
ous difficultiess for Blue Cross plans, do you have any recommendations
as to ways of moderating hospital costs which can go into effect
quickly on a nationwide basis ?
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MI. l'RES.OWSKI. We will be offering some detailed comments and
r11.ou11 Indations on this inatter to the Committee on Ways and
.Meanis next week and we will supply that, of course, to the committee.

lAt ie tell you right now that we are saying to the Committee on
Wavs and Means essentially what I have said in this statement. We
w"ohil propose that the program allow for a diversity of reimburse-
ment :\vsteis. either those directed by the Secretary or those that
Ihve Leen locally developed.

For example, in the State of Mifchigan, because of the financial
Ipre.Ntres in that State, the Blue Cross plan there has placed a 10-
Iervent I imitat ion on its costs over the next Tyear.

II the State of Rhode Island, there is a similar cost limitation ba.wd
OR how much money the medicaid program has as well as the Blue
('ros plan.

What we are urging is that the program take advantage of these
locally developed arrangements.

We will be telling the Nouse Ways and Means Committee, that in
orler to motivate the providers to accept these locally developed Inv-
.;pect ive payment systems, you should take the medicare retrospective
cost .systeni and pace limitations on it. What those limitations are,
of course, will be dependent upon how much money the Congress has.
Bit the limitations would be designed in such a fashion as to move
provi(lers away frqm retrospective cost reimbursement to prospective.
That i'ouhl be implemented immediately and over time you would
move tliem as we say in the statement over 3 years.

Senator TA.LMA)GE. Now we have penalties and no incentive. )o you
t Iink an incentive approach would help I

Mr. 'msxowsKi. It depends on whether you want to call it a pen-
alty or an incentive. We think the provider is better served if its
nRdiinistrator is given the latitude to operate his institution. He can
(o that best under a specific payment system. He has got to be moti-
vated to move to specific payment and we think a limitation on the
cost reimbursement system would help motivate him in that direction.

senator TALMADOe. I appreciate your support of the provision in
the bill which would establish a more equitable payment mechanism
for Hospital Associated Physicians.

As the largest hospital insurer in the country is your support for
this provision out of concern for excessive payments to suchphysicians ?

Mr. TREsxowsKi. Yes, we have testified before the Senate Finance
committee e and various committees of Congress since the advent of
the medicare program that the essentially artificial separation be-
twmen the professional components and the administrative component
has. in fact. increased the cost not only to the medicare program, hut
to i.s as private insurers.

Senator TALMADOE. What had been your experience in this regard?
Mr. TR.. owsKr. Well, our experience is that the costs are higher

because of this artificial separation. What we are arguing in our
statement is that they be brought back together again, that there he a
single payment.

Senator TALMAMGE. 'What about the percentage arrangement that
thev Iave with so many hospitals?
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31r. TRzsXOW8KL. The difficulty we have with the pe rcentage ar-
rangzenent lies in reconciling the amount paid out of the trust funds
with an amount determined-to be reasonable reimbursement.

We know these differences are there, but how large they are we
don't know. It is apparent from analysis of the cost report that we
really have very serious difficulties knowing how much was paid out
of the part B trust fund.

Senator TALMADoE. Thank you very much. We will be relying on
your future sugstions as we proceed with work on the legislation.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Tresnowski follows:]

STATEMET Or TilE BLUZ Cioss AsSOCIATlON BERNIAUD R. TatsNowsKi, SExio
ViM P1uszDs.NT

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee. I am Bernard R. Tresnowski,
Senior Vice President of the Blue Cross Association, the national coordinating
agency of the 70 member Blue Cross Plans in the United States and Puerto RICo.

Even more pertinent to this hearing, the Association Is a prime contractor to
the Social Security Administration for the Medicare program nationwide. In-
dividual Blue Cross Plans are subcontractors to the Association for this program.

Many of our Plans also administer the Medicaid program In their territories.
I am here to give the views of our Association on S. 3205, the Talnadge bill

proposing amendments to the "Medicare-Medicaid Administrative Reimburse-
ment Reform Act". (1)

A large number of experienced and knowledgeable people within the Blue
Cross Organization have analyzed the Talmadge bill, line by line, and all of
their comments have been consolidated into this rather lengthy statement.

I will present to you a great many detailed and often technical recommenda-
tions which we believe will make the bill more practical, more workable and more
effective in helping to improve the total performance of the Medicare and
Medicaid programs.

Before getting into the details, however, I would like to offer some background
information that is both pertinent and important to your consideration of our
individual comments.

Many of the ideas presented in the bill . . . indeed, most of them . . . are
-sound. Our organization recognizes in them the desire of the bill's authors-and
the desire of the Congress as a whole-to review and revise various aspects of the
Medicare and Medicaid programs to achieve four goals:

1. Efficient administration of the programs.
2. Reduction in the rate of health care cost inflation.
& Reasonable and prudent control over the use of beneficiary and taxpayer

funds.
4. More effective and accessible delivery of health care services.

Those are worthy goals, and they are the same goals we are striving for-both
in our administration of federal programs and in our handling of private
business.

But there are two other, broader goals that I think all of us should try to
attain. You will find that both of them are closely woven into the specific com-
ments we will offer on the proposed amendments.

One of the goals should be flexibility. Which means that legislation should not
be so detailed and restrictive that It prevents changes from being made when they
should be made. Instead of through legislation, we strongly-believe that details
of form and structure and function should be left to regulations ... to
rulemaking.

For example, there is considerable detail in this bill that makes it too prescrip-
tive for legislation. An example is defining the specific hospital bed-size cate-
gories in the reimbursement reform section. Considering the state of the art of
classifying hospitals, that would better be left for rulemaking. Another example
is defining the specific state Medicaid administrative performance criteria in the
state Medicaid reform section. To make a change in such performance criteria,
for Instance to move forward with medical science or management innovation,
would require a new act of Congress If the standards and criteria are solidified
into legislation.
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Our second goal is that reform, whether In administration or reimbursement
should be designed so as to promote results... and not dwell on form and
function.

Our Association is not alone in seeking both of these goals-maintaining flexi-
bility and being Judged by results. (2)

In June of 1973, the Medicare Project Panel of the National Academy of
Public Administration issued a report after studying Medicare for three years.
The panel found that the present contractual partnership in Medicare is--"less
a shared responsibility and more a dependency relationship." It recommended a
new relationship that would-in the panel's words--"enable the private sector
to add Its full capability to the administration of the Medicare program.

To do that, the panel recommended that 8SA make several changes. including
reliance on established standards of performance for carriers--"with an em-
phasis on results rather than detailed regulations" and reorganization of the
policy processes to give contractors" an earlier and more significant role In
establishing policy and in formulating administrative procedures."

A year later, In 1974, results of a 15-month study were released by an HEW
advisory committee on Medicare administration chaired by former HEW as-
sistant secretary Roswell Perkins.

The Perkins committee report said that with the development of better evalua-
tion criteria and performance incentives "BSA should reduce Its role In carrier
decision-making and rely on Its capacity to test carrier performance by results".

It also urged that carriers be given a larger consultative role In the program,
pointing out that private carriers are better equipped, In its words, "to adapt to
the needs of circumstances of the localities in which they operate."

Finally, the committee said, that "carriers have well-established facilities and
procedures of direct contact and communication with beneficiaries. It would take
a great deal of time and the addition of larger numbers of personnel for govern-
ment to be able to create similar relationships."

In speaking for the Blue Cross organization today, I represent nearly 50 years
of experience in private health care protection . . . and 10 years of admin-
istering federal programs. On both counts, we are glad to be judged op the basis
of our results and out contributions to the flexibility, efliclency and effectiveness
of the services we have provided. Our contributions to Medicare and Medicaid,
we feel, are significant.

Most Important to all of these deliberations is that the Medicare program has
worked. It has done what it was created to do. It has made quality medical and
health care available to the elderly citizens of this nation. Furthermore, it hag
done that job while maintaining efficiency for the government and the Inter-
medlaries, and preserving the integrity of the beneficiaries.

Our specific comments on the Individual sections of the Bill-all of them
intended to be supportive of the need to Improve on the performance of all
participants in Medicare and Medicaid. (8)

sPzcaric PSOVINo.64s

Section 8-HUth Care Pi9asoing Adn4nistration. Ccn tral Proud and Abuse
Unit Proseoution by the DHBW G1eseral Counsel

We agree with the need to centralize policy formulation for the Medicare
programs Into one agency, thereby reducing the existing fragmentation among
various offices. However, we do have a concern with the suggested approach.
The proposal would result in having two Assistant Secretaries responsible for
HEW health matters.

Although the change could produce some improved coordination, it could also
possibly create another form of fragmentation by separating financing from
other health matters such as quality.

We believe one official as Undersecretary should have primary internal re-
sponsibility for coordinating all health concerns within HEW. That person could
then be assisted through the establishment of Inter-agency committees to better
coordinate policy and regulations. There is already some movement toward that
end in carrying out PL 92-641.

Regarding the Central Fraud and Abuse Unit, we believe an Intensive effort Is
needed to evaluate the extent of the problem and to take corrective measures,
including sanctions where warranted. We do. however, believe that mogt pro-
viders are honest; that fraud Is probably of much le'ss magnitude than abuse,
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which largely stems from provider misinterpretations of law and regulations,
lack of appropriate incentive or regulatory gals.

Estaislihing the Office of Central Fraud and Abuse Control would be good pro-
videul (ther departments in IIEW did not continue to pursue their separate
inasetions of fraud and abuse. Xome degree of duplication In this regard might
le net.e.-sary and valuiale, lout the potential of this section is to add another
inspection level rather than producing the needed coordination.

'Ihait raises the question as to whether this new unit is necessary at all, in
light of existing IIEW and congressional inits such as IfEW Audit, the Office of
live,.tigations and GAO, which could-and do-lierforin all or part of the pro-
ls ed fillctlols.

overalll, we wonder whether the saine objective could not ie accomplished
through expansion of existing Investigatory leodies, by realigning priorities and
by giving existing agencies more authority and aceountabillty.

Authorization (if the (lMke tof the General Counsel to prosecute civil fraud
cases is a good suggestion and will help speed up prosecution of cases. We would
further suggest that the General Counsel be given authority to handle all
Medicare litigation.

The Medicare program involves a vast amount of regulatory material and
soett novel features, such as the use of Intermediary. It cannot realistically be
expeett that the typical U.S4. Attorney will be able to devote the time and effort
u'pes.utry to learn as much about the program as he needs to represent effectively
the Xiovernment's Interests. And If he doesn't know enough about the program,
lie ennlot do a competent Job of educating the Judge. The results, In some cases,
ha ve bieen uninformed decisions.

Ily consmliating responsibility for Medicare litigation of all kinds in the
(flee of the General Counsel, the government would be aide to develop a corps
of lawyers experienced In Medicare litigation. We believe that would Improve
the quality of representation for the government and would result In a more
efficient use of the government's manpower.
,i'c,',u ,-inapector Genecral for Health AdminiIstration

'Flie Inspector General would have a separate audit responsibility, lie would
r-liort directly to the Secretary, but would have specific accountability to the
('ongres-. The arrangement raises a question in our minds of Internal departmen-
tal coordination of fraud and almuse, as well as the separation of congressional
and executive branch powers. These are fundamental questions which should be
considered.

Sctlon 4-State Medicaid Administration
Naturally. we support measures to encourage more consistent and efficient

administration of all federal programs. Developing performance standards and
criteria is one way to help do that.

However, the bill sets forth in detail specific performance criteria which would
better lie left for rulemaking. And more important, the bill does not go far
enough to assure Medicaid credibility.

For example, the bill does not Identify over-all program components, such as
payment of claims, financial management, audit, reimbursement, and so forth:
nor the data needed to measure performance In each of those areas. The data
reporting requirements in the amendments are not necessarily linked to per-
formance measurement and do not Identify exactly what will be measured once
the data are received. There is a similar situation In Medicare, where volumes
of data are requested that have little or no Impact on the actual management
tof tle program.

Furthermore, the standards have not been based upon historical data and have
Ien imposed upon the-state without thorough statistical analysis.

h1ere are a few specific deficiencies:
Standards of quality proposed by the legislation deal only to a limited

extent with Judgment. Most deal with the rates of clerical errors.
Quality standards are not part of the penalty provisions. For example, a

- state's error rate could be deficient In terms of eligibility determinations
let federal matching funds would never be reduced or terminated.

There are no standards for the audit process or audit quality, such as
de',k reviews, field audits, accurate settlements and other.

There are no standards In-the legislation for adninl tratile aceounthig
or financial management.
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And there are no utilization guidelines or cost containment standards.
Regarding the standards, here are some technical considerations:

The definition of a claim in Medicaid varies from state to state. InI one
state, a hospital claim is all services provided to one patient during a
stay In the hospital. The only cutoffs that could divide the stay are the
hospital's fiscal year or the state's fiscal year.

The definition asmures a larger number of line items on a claim and here-
fore increases the likelihood that a claiin call full to pass all of the edits
lid audits in a system.

With respect to the leflnition of "paid", does It mean that the chec-k is InI
the mail; or that the claim has been proceed and is now on the pIayment
register? If the latter is true, then meeting the standard is easier.

It "chek in the mail" Is the definition, another problem arises: fiscal
agent contracts usually show how often bills are to be paid-monthly. bI-
weekly, weekly or daily. If &I fiscal agent 1,4 reqiuiml to run his paylnent
tape monthly, there Is no way he can meet the requirement.

In addition to things already listed, fiscal agents must process the claims.
write the checks and provide th' state with the total dollar value of the
.hecks written. The site fortarda the nuaney to cover the ch(''ks. This
eX'hlinge (-ai cover one to two weeks. Consequently, at this p1oint. checkek
in the mair' is less realistic as a definit ion of "'tlain paid."

The question posed lay those diftlculties 14i not whether standards (tl an. d
should Ie apl)ied to the Medi(ald program, but whether tlucy can and should
be legislated. The Medi-aid program is complex, and enforcealpe stauuilard., will
have to take that complexity Into account.
Scerion 5-Ecoaounical I'rotecssitg of ('taint by 'urri'r

We favor contracting on the basis of a fixed price per claim. llowever. there
is no definition of the "claims processing functions" iu the proposed amendment
or the "claims proteslng services" inI the summary ftsIlowing the legislative lau-
gunge. The la(k of those key definitions leaves much to interpretation.

At the present time, neither regulations nor 11111 instructions define the
term,, either, but such definitions are vital for contractors bidding on a fixed-
price basis.

Without the definition, both contractors and 11111 staff frequently refer to)
certain line items oil the Part A and It cost reports as "claims proCes.%ing func-
tion" cost. Using that commonly assumed definition nakes it clear why tie
iaroposed amendments focus on claims pr(Lessing cost. which includes aluroxi-
inately 80 percent of tlue carriers' reported costs. Within the accepted line itein
groupings, however, there is substantial variation anong carriers in the cost
reported and inI the elements each includes in reported costs.

Also. if the proposed amendment means a fixed price, rather than a fixed cost,
the cost should not nekesurily be a consideration inI awarding contracts. lut
the amendment provides "access to the claims procesng operation and tle
.ost thereof." presumnably for the purpose of quality Inspection. But the wording

is vague enough to imply a continuing audit tof costs. If an audit or somse test-of-
reasouablene.m of the cost (as opposed to the price) is to be made by the govern-
ment, it is absolutely necessary that the elements of cost he defined because
those cost elements will affect the price paid to the contractor under a fixed-
price agreement.

The proposed amendment does not say how tie prospective price per .laim
%%Ill Iie established other thann "on the basis of the econoilal :il fli(hiejit
performance of snch functions and . . . (considering) the reasonable cost .
incurred . . . by the various entities which are available to perform such fuIuuc-
tion. This language appears to relate fixed-price contracting back to cost. That
may lie an attempt to assure that the fixed price covers carrier costs; however,
the language is not clear. The summary following the legislative language iudi-
cates that a carrier could earn profits (called "productivity incentives') but
does not clearly place the carrier at risk of loss.

There are other concerns with this section.
The amendment requires the Seceretary to establish procedures for contract-

Ing that are consistent with federal procurement requirements. However. those
requirements include competitive bids and the amendment does not appear to
change the present stipulation in Section 18421b) (1) that competition Is not
required for carrier contracts. The summary may Indicate that present carriers
will be required to convert to a fixed-price basis rather than Instituting open
competition for all carrier contracts but that point is not clear.
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Quality standards are necessary to review carrier operations, but such stand-
ards are not yet available; nor are they addressed In the legislation other than
a reference to allowing tie Secretary access to the claims processing operation.
The law and regulations should clearly say what quality Is expected.

Finally, the approach for fixed-price contracting seems to be accepted as a
palavea to reduce administrative costs without any statement or estimate of
tl effect on service to beneficiaries, Improvements in administration or the
ltentlal cost savings from consolidation of carrier functions and locations
where claims are processed. Given the history of the Medicare program, it is
iml.rtiant that legislation setting up fixed-price contracting clearly allow for
either price escalation clauses or suitable change orders as a result of program
changes and continuing BHI manual changes. If that Is not clearly stated, a
contractor will likely lose money.

An alternative to fixed-price contracting for all carriers would be an experi-
ment with a limited number of carriers-ten, perhaps-within a certain time.
That would require HEW to use a fixed-price approach rather-than relying on

ihe current authority In the 1972 amendments which say the Secretary "may"
enter into reimbursement experiments.

rctipis G---Claims Processing and Information Retricval
Tl-i provision would nuthorize states to send explanations of benefits on a

sample basis rather than to all recipients. The decrease In workload would
redu costs and would Ise a helpful change in program administration. How-
ever. we believe the provilsi.n should specify that private contractors should
Imve tile opportunity to develop the desirable compatibility between Medicare
mid Medicaid systems.
Stct io 7-Regulatiots of the Secretary

We would recommend excluding any provisions to reform the rulemaking
loro e ,4s. The regulatory process is already under study boy the government and
IIEW has established an Offlice of Regulatory Review. Thome efforts are respond-
ing Ito (xpressJed concerns front providers and others that the period allowed
for pIublic comteunt on IIEW proposed rules has not boeen sufficient in many cases.

Wt4- question whether the language In the bill will satisfy what appears to be
the Intent. which is to allow at least 00 days for public comment on non-urgent
rp.gulotions. The 1I.ll says that a non-urgent regulation "shall become effective
wo less titan 60 (lays after pulleation" of the rule. Given tie likelihood that
M1) doiy, will become the guideline, and the need for HEW staff time to review
umid mtlify the proposed rule after getting comments, the public comments, the
Imble comment sriod could often be less than 60 days. The bill should specifi-
ca lly stipulate a 60-day period for public comment.

In addition, the bill fails to provide any criteria to guide the -Secretary in
deciding which are urgent and which are non-urgent regulations. It also falls
to address any process or time period for urgent regulations.
Section 8-Termination of HIBAC

lBecause Titles 18 and 19 are major public programs which affect so many
aspects of society, we feel there Is need for a strong and effective external
advisory body to the Secretary, to provide external points of view at critical
stages In program developmenL
Section 1O-Determtning Reasonable Cost for Hospital Scrvicca

The Intent of this provision Is sound In that it focuses on a measurement of
result In determination of provider reasonable costs. However, we believe that
the method of arriving at the payment limitation is so complex that It may
give the provider no realistic way to relate that limitation to its operations.
Because that is so, the elements of predictability, control and incentive are
greatly diminished.

The proposal may also be inflationary. The hospital Is allowed reimburse-
mewuti p to 120 per cent tf sr adjumted group rate. which already includes
factors for wage and non-wage inflation. There to no way to predict whether
hospitals will tend to move toward the group rate or toward the 120 per cent.
The complexity of the control placed on the identified part of the hospital
costs, plus the realization that the Issues of capital costs, etc.. are not Included,
make the proposal appear administratively cumbersome and costly.
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Constant surveying and adjustment to rates (both prospective and retro-
active) will reduce measurable results and performance. The complexity of
the program also lends Itself to too much tampering.

In general, the proposal Is a piecemeal approach to hospital costs. In current
cost-finding methods for hospitals, routine costs divided between personnel and
non-personnel-excluding capital, energy, educational and medical service
costs-is not a recognized unit.

The proposal also omits all ancillary service costs, the costs of special care
services and energy, capital, educational and medical service costs. Those have
to be dealt with; they represent a large portion of a hospital's costs. While
the aim of this section was to develop the largest grouping of comparable costs
possible among providers, it has underestimated the ability of the uniform
accounting system proposed later in Section 10 to provide a more realistic
and comparable base.

The proposal establishes eight bed-size categories. The science of hospital
(laisification is still under investigation and debate, and it is unwise to mandate
suh a classification system. Section 1533(d) of PL 93-841 requires the Secre-
tary to establish a hospital classification system, and we think that mandate
should'.te left in place.

There Is general agreement among observers of present payment systems
that:

They must actively promote efficient management.
They must Include rewards that provide incentives large enough to

motivate managers to make and uphold the difficult decisions that charac-
terize efficiency.

No one beat kind. of performance-based payment-has yet emerged.
Regarding the last point, experience with performance-based payment is

relatively limited in terms of time, number of systems being used and the nature
of those systems. For the most part, experimentation has taken place only in
the last five to eight years and part of that period was restricted by the
Ecnomic Stabilization Program. Moreover, approaches that have been tested
have l.t'n intwmly t.hebutcralie in nature, focusing (in ojeritloiis rather than
management policy issues; and they allow for only small. institutional rewards.

It would be hazardous to try to identify and universally apply one payment
approach and to mandate it in the legislation. Instead, we suggest that the
legislation should require the Secretary to develop one or more performance-
based payment systems which would be made available to hospitals. Hospitals
would then have the choice of selecting one of the Secretary's methods or
another system which meets the basic criteria of the bill. (3) -

Criteria defined In the act, we believe, should reflect these design principles:
1. Results orientation.-The payment mechanism should rest on results, not

process: allowing for both technical and policy matters; with operating decisions
left to the hospital.

2. Equal riek-Both payer and provider should be subject to similar levels
of risk; subject to both rewards and penalties.

3. Employee participation.-Any Incentive rewards should be available for
distribution to all or part of the employees and medical staff.

4. Significance.-The size of potential rewards and penalties should be suffi-
clent to motivate management and staff to improve performance.

5. Uncontrollable etents.-The payment mechanism should allow negotiated
adjustment for mutually agreed uncontrolled events, such as substantial changes
In volume or mix of patients, legislative changes and natural catastrophes.

6. Tic to health planning.-The payment mechanism should reflect the reason-
able costs of only existing and new services and facilities determined to be
needed and appropriate by designated health planning agencies

7. Tic to effective utilization review.-The payment mechanism should pro-
vide internal and, where necessary, external utilization review systems that
assure the provision of only medically necessary and appropriate services.

R. Quality maintenanwc or improveent.-The mechanism should not be so
restrictive that the quality of patient care Is jeopardized.

9. Equitable incentive system.-The reward and penalty systems should be
designed so that the efficient hospital is not penalized and the inefficient one
rewarded. Since efficiency has no absolutes, the rewards and penalties should
focus on the relative perfornicnve among "like" tyiws of institutions.
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10. FLsoncial equity.-The mechanism must reflect the provider's total cost
tif operations, including (1) unrecovered costs because of patients' inability to
pay; (2) beneficiary credit losses; (3) the costs associated with nec ssary
working capital and financing approved capital facility and services projects;
(4) reasonable rate of return and risk factors to attract needed capital and
to recognize the risk assumed in performance-based payment systems; and

(5) any other costs of doing business as identified by the Secretary.
The legislation should require the Secretary to have prospective reiuburse-

ment systems In place within three years. Steps toward final installation would
include:

1. Establishment of a uniform accounting system as mandated under
PL 93-641, including Issuance of the system; tests of it in various state
programs under the reimbursement experiments allowed through PI. 113-
02 Section 2'22 waiver; and evaluation of the tests.

2. Evaluation of experimental prospective reimbursement systems already
in place.

3. Development, deployment and evaluation of any additional exPilrimental
systems deemed necessary over the next three years.

4. The ideas embodied in the proposed (.lNssii1l.ation scheme and wt ad-
Justment for the several c, st variables eight be itu.wd to develop target raft.-
which could be used to monitor the effet'tivetiegs (if payment imdh-r tMe
various prospective iyment systems. (4)

Section llHospital Tranaltional Allowaco Board
We support this provision. If duplicate and unneeded services and facilities

are going to be closed or converted, protection against severe loss has to lie
available.

The capital structure of the industry in the key element in any liong-raige
cost containment strategy. This proposal and recently enacted planning legis-
lation are important steps in developing appropriate cost containment measures.

Since this Is a real innovation, we recognize the need for study before full use
of it. Nevertheless. we urge that the board be given latitude in making its de-
terminations. That way, a fair test of the approach can be established. But we
believe that limiting the test to 50 hospitals for two years may be too restrictive.

One area that will need careful consideration is the relationhi!) between iieius
taken under Section 1523 of PL 93-641 and actions of this board. Support through
the transitional allowance can l)rovlide a significant base from which IISAs and/
or other agencies administering certificate-of-need programs can take action. (5)

Section 1132(b)(2)B provides for determining efficient and ec, monl.al ih-
livery of health care services by "an appropriate health care facility planning
agency." While consultation with local planning agencies is essential, the ioard
must be free to make independent decisions. This action may be too restrictive.

Section 1132(h) (3) relative to specific reimbursement is confusing since it
dealsq with providers that continue in operation and those that close. Since the
reimbursement provisions are different in the different cases, the organlzation
of the section would be Improved if they were given separate paragraphs.

These are our suggested modifications throughout the section:
1. Section 1132(a) (2): Add after "application ty hospitals... XIX" the

phrase "IIRAs and other planning agencies designated by the Secretary with re-
set to such hospitals." The addition provides the opportunity for HSAs and
other planning agencies to take the initiative to get appropriate financial relie-f
in implementing their decisions. Such a provision should give support to the
agencies in some difficult situations.

2. Section 1132(b)(2)B: Delete two parenthetical phrases: "(as determined
by an appropriate health care facility planning agency)" and "(as determined
by sn(h agency)". Add. at the end of the paragraph, the following: "Such de-
terminations will be made by the board only after consultation with and advice
frnm appropriate health care facility planning agency." This language would
clearly establish the board as the decision-making authority. It also would pro-
teet against decisions bv local groutm which may he clearly political.

3. Section 1132(b) (3) : Delete "or () .... salvage value" from this section.
Establish new Section 1132(b) (4) which includes reimbursement treatment for
hospitals that cease operations. Included would be provisions (B) and (C) from
SRection 1132(b) (3). This clarifies the difference in reimbursement for hopitals
that close and those that remain open.

4. Section 1132(c) (1) and (2) should be modified to allow for prospective ap-
plication to the board.
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5. action 11324c) (4 (C) should be modified to indicate that the transitional
allowance is not considered when determining cost limitations. This protects the
I taniitltal Mdlowance froi dilution by any reasonable cost limitation. Since this
i,, a si,ciai circunmstance, the remaining provider operations should not le
iIaIalztd ioatise of lyments from the board. However, the lower of cost for
,i rges wojull apply since it is appropriate that hospitals "charge" other Iayers
for tihe Iart of reimburse-ment not covered by the Medicare program.

I. Section 1 132i e) : We recotmenntd that this sect in be modified to provide for
utmore hsititoias during tle test. Tih, minimum should be 100. Adding hospitals
witil eximind the test and oroivide a broader base for analysis of Its impact.

IRcritin I?-rcturn on equity included in "ra.xonnble. cot" in proprietary hospital
Any changes in the rate of return on equity capital should be made cautiously.

In cmitIderinm any change, careful cognizance should Ibe given to the need of ex-
jIat-sion ftf facilities anld whether new capital needs to be encouraged at this
lim . Oif relevance is (Section 11) which is concerned with wayi to discourage
exiansion by closing (or converting unneeded or exces-4 capacity.

Also. because return on equity capital is subject to income tax, and presuming
to corporate tax rate of 50 percent, payment of any return on equity capital
transfers 50 percent of the return front the Medicare Trust Fund to the General
livenme Fund. Considering the current crisis in funds available for health care,
im~ih it transfer may not be appriirliate.
N'crtion .20---erit('ria for determining reasonable charge

This provision would stop the prevailing fee for a service in a given locale
front -Ing increased In a given year where it is more than 50 percent higher
than a computed statewide prevailing fee (set at the 50th percentile of prevail-
isr fees within the state). We are not sure such a measure will produce wore

"rational" pricing of physician services across locales--either to recognize real
geographic differences in the economics of practice or to promote a redistribution
of physicians to medically underserved areas. One of the causes of current dis-

tirles may relate to inappropriate designations of locales for fee determination.
The proposal to encourage new physicians to begin practice in medically under-

served areas lay paying them at the 75th percentile of prevailing fees rather
than the 50th percentile has merit, but we doubt that this reform by Itself will
produce any significant redistribution of physicians to shortage areas. It might
work better to add some type of reform measure favorable to physicians who al-
ready practice in medically underserved areas.

It might be preferable for HEW to accelerate Its efforts to try new physician
reimbursement approaches aimed at designing effective charge and payment
methods that (1) promote full assignment/participation by physicians for care
to beneficiaries; and (2) promote better distribution of physicians both by
geography and specialty.
Section 21--agreement of physicians to acept Part B assignment

A better Incentive program to get physicians to accept full assignment (partici-
pating status) for covered services for Medicare beneficiaries Is highly desirable.

We doubt seriously, however, whether the batch-billing, $1 per patient admin-
istrative expense "rebate" and cash flow features will achieve the desired result.

The primary obstacle to physician participating status may well be the prob-
lems they perceive In the complexities of paperwork, cash flow and perhaps more
important, inadequacies of the programs' fee structure. That last point is not
mentioned in this provision.

On the matter of the $1 per patient "rebate," we question whether that is much
of a financial incentive either for physicians who have comparatively small
Medicare case loads or who have already built increments into their prices to
cover Medicare paperwork costs.

We would recommend that the bill require HEW to study and experiment in
this area to find a better approach.

Section 22-Hospital Associated Physicians
We agree with this provision because It is appropriate that physicians bill

patients only when there has been direct physician service rendered. However,
we are concerned about the specific provisions as to how many patients an
anesthesiologist can serve at one time and what charges can be billed. These
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matters should be part of the regulations where necessary changes can be made
much more easily.

We believe the provision for physician "volume" arrangements might not be
effective for two reasons:

1. It Is concerned with the form of transaction-volume related contract-
rather than with the result. There are many arrangements on a volume basis
which will produce a reasonable level of compensation for a physician. But ni
the other hand, salary or other non-volume arrangements could result in unrea-
sonable levels.

2. It could cause physicians to move toward a direct billing arrangement for
direct medical services to avoid this provision, with a separate contract for
administrative functions. We believe that would increase Medicare's total
cost. (6)

We have consistently advocated that any contract limitation on cost should
not be related to form or process, but rather should relate to the output oJr
result. Results orientation preserves the management rights of the provider as
well as the contractual rights of physicians.

We propose substantial changes In the basis for reimbursement of hospital
associated physicians. Our suggestions are designed to make administration of
the program easier; to assure that payments to physicians are appropriate: and
to reduce the fragmentation of payment choices that now exist for hospital/
medical services.

Our proposals are these:
1. Require that Medical program payments to all hospital associated physiciansq

be made through the provider. This would require that all physicians bill for their
services on a "combined billing basis" if they do not directly relate to the patient
and do not have a "private patient relationship :" We believe that would reduce
cost because it would eliminate direct billing. It also returns to the more tradi-
tional form of billing prevalent before Medicare. The provision would apply most
frequently to radiologists, pathologists, cardiologists and emergency room physi-
cians. Splits between Part A and B trust funds could be made at the end of the
year based on the provider cost report.

2. Add provisions to assure that payments and increases in payments by pro-
viders to physicians are appropriate. The provisions should focus on the total
amount paid to the physicians rather than on the type of arrangement; and
should establish an acceptable level and rate of increase of payment, published
in advance for various categories of hospital associated specialists. They would
be based on current experience In comparable settings.

Major components would be these:
Provider classification system-based on the system currently used for

routine cost limits or the one promulgated by this legislation ftor the 'target
rate proposal."

Specialty subclasifcation-a limited number included in the classification
system to measure the complexity and intensity of services. The design of the
subclassifications should be made in consultation with professional associa-
tions representing the specialities.

Unit of measure-amounts paid by the provider for all services of each
physician specialty would convert to an amount per adjusted patient day,
the statistic used by the American Hospital A~sociatiou to equate both in
patient and outpatient services.

Annual limit-the Secretary would promulgate annually for each specialty
and each classification the level of adjusted per diem payment to physicians
beyond which Medicare would not reimburse unless an exception is allowed.

Annual tncrease-where the limit is not exceeded, the- Secretary would
establish a level of Increase from the prior period in the amount per adjusted
patient day. This provision would tend to retard unreasonable movement
toward the limit amount.

Exceptions--procedures would be developed to provide appeal for an ex-
ception to the limit on a prospective jr retrospective basis. Existing appeal
mechanisms could be used.

Contracted scrvioes-where services are contracted from an outside lab-
oratory or another provider, the supplier of service would certify to the
amount of physician compensation included in the contracted amount. This
amount plus any physician compensation paid directly by the provider for
that specialty would become the amount subject to the limitation.
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flkction 23-Payient for Physician Services under Medicaid
The provision that Medicaid pay physicians at least 80 percent of Medicare

reasonable charges for similar covered services in physician offices should help
equalize reimbursement levels between the two programs. That may be desirable
from an equity standpoint.

However, it may well increase the cost of the program and not meet the in-
tended goal of shifting services to physicians' offices from hospital emergency
rooms and outpatient departments. That is because; (1) physician office capacity
in many "Medicaid areas" (often medically underserved areas) may already be
strained so that the shift cannot realistically occur, or (2) even if additional
physician office capacity exists, the Medicaid reimbursement may not be suffi-
clent financial incentive for physicians to treat more Medicaid patients in their
offices.

Consequently, it is entirely possible that this provision will do nothing but
increase the level of reimbursement to physicians already treating Medicaid
patients In their offices.
Section 24-Payment for Certain Atlgens under Part B of Medicare

Currently, many patients in rural areas are not reimbursed for antigens. They
travel to larger towns where allergists are located, buy a supply of antigens and
give the supply to their physician for him to administer.

This provision is good in that it will help to avoid any allegations of fee-
splitting between the two physicians. Allergists would be paid directly by the
program for preparing supplies of antigens which would then be administered
by the patient's physician.

In addition, where patients are not now reimbursed for antigens, the attending
physician does not pay the allergist. Under the proposed changes, more patients
who are entitled to those services will receive reimbursement for them. Payment
would be handled by carriers.
Scotion 25-Payment of Services for a Deceased Patient

This section of the bill is good in that it would permit payment by Medicare,
on the basis of a non-receipted bill, directly to the spouse or legal representative
of a deceased beneficiary. Now, Medicare can only pay where the physician ac-
cepts assignment or where the family has actually paid the bill. Where a physi-
cian refuses assignment, families have had difficulty raising funds to pay the
bill in order to be eligible for payment by Medicare. This change would be
handled-primarily by carriers.
Heoti 26-ProhMbftion Against Assignment of Fees by Physicians

This provision is good In that it should substantially reduce the fraud and
abuse situations that have occurred through the use of power of attorney agree-
ments concerning assignment.
Section 31-Medicaid Certification and Approval of RNFa

This Is a good provision tLat would provide more uniform application under
Medicaid, to coincide with Medicare, of the health and safety standards and
timely termination of skilled nursing care facilities with previous deficlencies.
The Secretary would be the final certifying officer for the facilities under Medi-
caid. He now has this authority for SNFs participating under Medicare only
or both Medicare and Medicaid; but not Medicaid only.

If the Secretary becomes the certifying officer for SNFs now certified for
Medicaid only, we expect that many of them would seek a new dual certifica-
tion (Titles 18 and 19) in order to retain Title 19 reimbursement. Consequently.
there could be a fairly substantial increase in new Title 18 SNF providers.

BSection 33-Visits Away From Institutions by Patients
This section is good in that it would prohibit the Secretary from limiting the

, number of home visits by Medicaid patients in skilled nursing homes or inter-
mediate care facilities. Now a Medicaid patient cannot leave more than six times
a year because It would mean he is not sick enough to require confinement. The
bill indicates that the answer to the problem is to have effective admissions and
follow-up review to provide proper patient placement.

Under the proposed change, more patients would become eligible for Medicaid
benefits; but it would eliminate the need for checking admissions to verify
whether the patient had more than six leaves during the year.
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,r'tir, L(r ---Rcasonable Coit and Rcasonablc Chargc; Disclostirc of Ownership
iand Finanlial Information (Section 1133 (a) (1) )

This provision appears to focus on form rather than results. Flat fee or rental
arrazngemenl: can be as tuireasonable as a percentage arrangement. The focus of
the law should be on over-all containment of costs through the reimbursement
whi hal.m, rather than on indli dual elements of cost.
actionn 11JJ (a)(2)-i-)ircct and Indirect Ovcrhead Costs

This provision is another example of a piecemeal approach to cost control
through the reimbursement mechanism. The best approach is one that ad-
drestses the total costs of the facility, as we suggested in our comments on
Section 10 of the bill.

There is no basis for comparing the cost of certain services provided through
it hospital (with reltited overhead) and through a free-standing facility (with
limited overhead). Any savings perceived by such comparisons are largely il-
lusory because the hospital will continue to incur the same general levels of
overhead. The addition of these services in a hospital should be measured on
an incremental basis for a more valid comparison of total cost to the community.

While services such as home health care, renal dialysis. etc., can be provided
by a free-standing limited facility at a unit cost less than a hospital's, the hos-
pital is a key focal point of community health and should not be disadvantaged
it the provision of services because of a legislative provision such as this. Often
the hospital is required to provide back-up and emergency services to free-
standing units.
Section 1133 (b) (1) and (b) (2)-Managemtent Coneulting Servkioe

This section focuses on form rather than results and is a direct interference
with the management prerogatives of the provider. Existing program provisions
can address unreasonable payments made under contractual arrangements; for
example, routine cost limitation, contracted therapy services and prudent buyer.
We believe that the administration of this provision would not be cost-effective.
Section 1133(c) (1)-Answering Requests For Any Information

This Is a very difficult section to assess. If applied on a broad scale, the re-
porting detail would be enormous.

Regarding "consolidated" and "certified" cost reports, the provision would
cause confusion without definition of "consolidated." A report consolidating two
or more organizations could result in a great deal of information unrelated to
provision of health care services by the provider. That could greatly increase
the cost of auditing.

The term "certified" is also undefined. If it means certification by certified
_r independent public accountants, this provision would greatly increase pro-
vider costs.

We agree that the government should have access to records and information
which describe financial interests, transactions, etc., which affect government
payments for services. But our concern is with the non-specific nature of the
provision.

The section also applies to any request made for the information, although it
appears the information would be useful only in three circumstances: (1) Sus-
pected fraud or abuse. (2) prudent buyer misapplication (excessive cost or
conflict of interest), and (3) related organization application.

To protect related organizations against unwarranted and excessive requests
for disclosure of such information, it would appear appropriate to limit the
circumstances under which the requests could be made.

Reporting 1 percent of ownership and total reporting of security interest-
particularly when both direct and indirect relationships are considered-up-
pears to be excessive. It is not likely that such minor levels of interest would be
pertinent to any of the three situations noted before.

The following is suggested as qualifying language Intended to limit requests
to those where a showing of cause can be made and to establish a more rea-
sonable level of reporting:

1. In I.4etion 1133(c) (1) (B) add after the phrase "promptly comply with
any request." the phrase "accompanied by a showing of good cnuse."

2. In Section 1133(c) (1) (C) substitute in (1) "10" percentum for "1" per-
centum.

3. In Section 1133(c) (1) (C) add in (I) after the phrase "who is the owner
(in whole or in part) of" the phrase "10 percentum or more." -
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Substitute for the proposed Section 1133(c) (1) (E) as follows:
"(E) (1) a statement with respect to the costs and charges of related orga-

nizations (as that term Is employed for purposes of Title 18) included in its cost
report (11) a statement, from any related organization identified in (i) above,
with respect to the relationship of such costs and charges to the total costs
and charges of the related organization."

The change would give legislative authority to the reporting of Information
currently required for proper payment under the existing principles of reim-
bursement.
Section 1I83(d)-Pharmarie# and Laboratories

We support this provision as a necessary tool In detecting fraud and abuse.
However, we urge that the administration of such a provision be reasonable and
focus on high volume operations.

An additional category of supplier not covered under this or any other similar
provision is free-standing renal dialysis treatment centers. Since Medicare and
Medicaid pay for almost 100 percent of renal services, and the free-standing
facilities are a significant part of the volume, such a provision would be an
appropriate safeguard.
Section 41-Standards for Payment Under Medicaid to HMOs

We recommend against this section. In our juidgenient, it would seriously
impede If not actually block availability of the IIMO option to Medicaid eligibles.

First, cost reimbursemenVAvith retroactive adjustment is contrary to HMOs'
established method of operating and is expensive. It violates the principles of
prospective rate setting, which is the fiscal basis for liMOs' success and econ-
omy as a health services delivery system.

Second, the risk-sharing option i% particularly unattractive In that the HMO
asmn'eni the risk of providing benefits for the estimated per capita cost of non-
IIMO beneficiaries in the community. If the limO's cost Is less, the government
retains a share of the savings; if it is more, the government does not share
in the loss.

Furthermore, if the Secretary's estimate of the non-lIMO beneficiary per
capita turns out to be high after all the bl!!,; are In. a year or more later, the
lIMO's share of any savings is reduced and must be recovered by the govern-
ment. In other words, the HMO contracting under Section 1876 is a risk for
after-th,-fact determination of reduced reimbursement cost, and in risk-shar-
Ing contracts for over-estimates of the non-HMO costs by the Secretary. It may
have to pay back money already spent for equipment, improving operations and
salaries. Congequently. lMOs generally and prototype HMOs (these In existence
before 1971) particularly are showing little enthusiasm for Section 1876 Medi-
care contracts, in spite of active solicitation by SSA. They will have even less
Interest in dealing with one or more of 50 state Medicaid agencies on cost re-
imbursement and risk-sharing contracts.
Section 42-Ambuanoc Servicrs

This provision Is good In that it would cover ambulance services under Medi-
care to a more distant hospital where the closer hospitals do not have the medal.
cal staff qualified to provide the required treatment. Currently the physician who
practices in a hospital Is not a consideration In determining whether ambulance
services to a more distant hospital would be covered. That means a patient, for
example, who needs the services of an orthopedic specialist could not receive
ambulance service to a more appropriate hospital. This change would increase
costs to a small extent, and manual instructions would have to be revised.
Section 4--rants to Regional Pediatric Pulmonary Centers

We believe that support by federal grant of this type of center I a good use
/ of federal grant money.

Section .44-Resources of Medicaid Applicant
This provision sounds reasonable because It would help prevent individuals

from giving away property to their heirs for purposes of becoming eligible for
Medicaid.

fzcction 45-Penalty for Defrauding Medicare and Medicaid
The proposal to make Medicare fraud a felony is desirable, although it is not

necessary. There Is a general provision in the U.S. Criminal Code (18 U.S.C. Sec-
tion 1001) which makes it a felony to knowingly conceal or cover up a material

75-502-76-----23
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fact or make a false statement In connection with any matter within the juris-
diction of a department or agency of the United States.

In the decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals of the Fifth Circuit, involving
United States versus Oakley G. Smith, there is precedent for felony prosecutions
of Medicare fraud.

CONCLUSION

Air. Chairman, that ends our comments on the individual sections of the bill.
If it would be helpful to the committee to have any further information on any
of the items, or a fuller explanation of our point of view, we would be glad to
provide it-either in further testimony or by letter to the committee or its staff.

I hope that our comments bore out the points I made at the beginning of this
testimony-that legislation should provide directions and established concepts,
but should not lack in operational details. And further, that legislation and the
regulations that are based upon it should preserve the kind of flexibility that any
large program needs.

We believe that the changes we-have proposed for various sections of the bill
support that objective, and help make both the Medicare and medicaid programs
more effective for the people they are meant to serve . . . and more efficient and
effective from the standpoint of the carriers and the government who are account-
able for their performance.

Thank you for your time and attention.

Senator TAI.MADOE. Our next witness. is Mr. William C. White, Jr.,
vico president. Prudential Insurance Co.. on lwhalf of the Ifealth In-
surance Association of America, accompanied by Fred ,J. Valley, *Jr.,
vice president, Equitable Life Assurance Society.

Delighted to have you, gentlemen. You may insert your full state-
ment in the record and uminarize it, sir.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. WHITE. VICE PRESIDENT, PRUDEN-
TIAL INSURANCE CO., ON BEHALF OF HEALTH INSURANCE ASSO-
CIATION OF AMERICA; ACCOMPANIED BY FRED J. MALLEY, JR.,
VICE PRESIDENT, EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY

Mr. W1 tr:. With your permission, I would like to insert the full
statement in the record. I will touch on only a few points in my oral
testimony.

We appear to present the comments of the health Insurance Asso-
ciation of America and, in particular, the views of the 13 member
companies of the association involved in the administration of
Medicare.

We have. reviewed S. 3205, Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and
Reimbursement Reform Act, from the standpoint of its effect on the
medicare-medicaid programs and its effect on the private health care
sector. We share your concern for the ever-increasing cost of the gov-
ernnental programs and applaud your efforts to c,,ntain costs.

Our comments today are aimed at improvement of the bill to achieve
the desired goal without further impairment of the ability of these
programs to provide appropriate health care financing for medicare
and medicaid recipients.

SECTION 5-PROCEDURES DESIGNED TO INSURE ECONOMICAL PROCESSING
OF CLAIMS BY CARRIERS

It is not clear from the language of this section as to the intent of
the proposal to contract with carriers on the basis of a fixed price et-
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claim for claims processing functions. This could be interpreted to
mean all functions performed by the carrier. On the otherhand, the
language in the summary of the bill appears to limit the definition of
"claims processing functions" to data processing.

In either case, we do have grave concerns about this approach to
contracting with carriers. Unlike manufactured products, claims serv-
ice is not a well-defined product since it is subject during the contract
term to many variable factors including changes in the law, regula-
tions, and general instructions.

It is, therefore, extremely difficult to bid on a fixed-price basis at
the most economical cost to the government because of the margin that
would be needed in the bid to cover the contingencies related to the
variable factors. Periodic rebidding would also require margins for
tooling-up costs and termination costs since there would be no guaran-
tee of continuity of contract.

Frequent changes in the assignment of carriers could be counter-
productive since a new carrier may not. initially have the expertise for
effective administration of this complex program. During the past
several 'ears, the carrier unit claim cost nationally has been relatively
stable despite the severe inflation in the cost of labor, e uipment, and
supplies, and the many additional duties required by changes in the
law and regulations.

We. therefore, believe that the carriers have performed their medi-
care duties in an economical manner. We would suggest a revision of
this section to provide for a continuation of the reasonable cost reim-
brsement now utilized under existing contracts with an added feature
for the pa.y.ment of financial incentives on a merit rating approach to
those carriers performing on an above average basis as to cost, quality,
and service.

For those carriers performing well below an acceptable level--and
this undoubtedly would be a very limited number--contracts should be
terminated upon failure to improve after a designated probationary
period. An impartial review panel could be established to evaluate
performance and establish the appropriate awards.

We will be happy to work with the committee in the development of
language to accomplish this recommended approach.

SECTION 10-IM1PROVED METHOD FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE COST OF
SERVICES PROVIDED BY HOSPITALS

Unless the hospital rates determined under this section apply to all
payers, once again, excess costs will be l)assed on to nongovernment
payers., and this section will fail to achieve its intended cost contain-
ment. Consideration should be given to State health-care cost com-
missions operating under gui(lel ines established by the Secretary of
IEm\ as tire vehicle to achieve the desired goal of this section. Such
commissions could be required as a condition for the payment of Fed-
eral snatching funds to the States for medicaid. Also, it should be
required that these commissions determine prospectively the appropri-
ate rate of reimbursement to each health-care institution and that the
rate so determined must apply to all patients. Although we would pre-
fer this approach to cost containment, we do have further comments
about the provisions of this section.
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This section classified hospitals by size and type only. We recom-
mend that consideration should be given to the geographic location of
the hospital. W'e do not disagrve with the concept of establishing a
prospect ive inethod of reinbutsemient based upon an "average per dieil
rot ine operating cost." It should be observed, however, that with such
an approach there nay be a tendency to have quality of care rank
below the cost considerations.

Accordingly, it is suggested that some provision be made for a sys-
tem of reviewing quality of services.

SECTION I I-INCIUSION IN RFA5ONABIE COST OF HOSPITAL SERVICES AN
AI.IAWANCE FOi RETIREMENT OR CONVERSION OF UNDERUTILIZED FACILITIES

There will continue to be problems. however, in the financing of the
retirement of conversion of underutilized facilities since the Govern-
mient's share of such allowance will be limited to a proportion based on
the usage of such facilities by patients covered under titles XVIII
and XIX of the Social Security Act.

This will leave a substantial amount of financing necessary from
other sources and problems in finding such sources may defeat the pur-
pose of this provision. We. therefore, suggest consideration of an
amendment to Public Law 9,3-41 to provide funds to health systems
agencies to assist in filling this gap in financing for the retirement or
conversion of underutilized health facilities.

SECTION 20--CRITERA FOR DETERMINT-N REASONABLE CHARGE FOR
rItYSICIAN 8 SERVICE

We agree with the provision in this section for the improvement
of the reimbursAement to 0)hysicinmns in I hysiciamn slortage areas, but we
(10 have sone concern about. other provisions of this section.

The application of a new limit on locality prevailing charges in addi-
tion to the limit established by the economiic index factor may further
discourage the acceptance of assignments by physicians.

While it is understandable that the Federal'Government wishes to
control increases in benefit payments, the impact on beneficiaries
sloild be considered. If the proposed approach does, in fact, further
limit annual increases in prevailing charges,. with further decreases in
the assignment rates, the elderly beneficiary will be hit even harder
than lie now is for out-of-pocket expenses.

Because of the unknown degree of impact, perhaps this proposal
should be deferred. Alternative methods of determining benefit j)ay-
ments under medicare should be investigated to arrive at the best pos-
sible solution from the beneficiary's standpoint.

SECTION 21-AGREEMENTS OF PHYSICIANS TO ACCEPT ASSIGN ENT OF
CLAIMS

The concept of "participating" and "nonparticipating" physicians
seems logical on the surface. However, tht implementation of this con-
cept as provided in the bill could be counterproductive. The "all or
nothing approach to assignments may drive the assignment rate down
because the "incentives" in this section are not sufficient to achieve a
high rate of participation.
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If fact the billing and payment procedures may be a disincentive
which will not be overcome by the $1 per patient "incentive." The pro-
posed simplified billing form could be an administrative monstrosity
if all other requirements under existing rules and regulations must be
met. Also, the partial payment to the physician within 5 days followed
later with the mimany individual patient adjustments with respect to the
deductible, reasonable charge, utilization, and eligibility determima-

tiolis will create more recordkeeping problems for the physician's
olffie assistant. We recommend deletion of this provision.

We recognize the problems of the Federal Government in financing
the medicare prograln. On the other hand, we also recognize the
Iiimincial pioblenms in the medicare beneficiary and we hope that
alllrolriate incentives can be found to increase the rate of assign-
Ililtlit.

SEV1r7oX 22-iIoSPITAL AssociAITID PHYSICIANS

T'lhis section established better controls on the reimbursement for
hospital based radiologists, pathologists, and anesthesiologists. From
a oletual viewpoint, the provisions address themselves to real
problems and we are in agreement with the need for further control.

We h ope that consideration will be given to providing that reim-
hirsenent to all hospital associated physicians be made on the basis
of reasonable cost to the hospital with payments to the hospital under
Part A of Medicare.

We believe the provisions of this section also should apply tQ
Medicaid,

W. would like to suggest, an additional provision for S. 3205. Re-
form of the durable medical equipment benefit under nitdicare is
ne leded. Presently, the claimant has the option to rent equipment in-
deliiiit(ly-presliting medical necessity-even though rental install-
in;lnts in total inay far exceed the purchase price.

'This should be modified to permit flexibility on the part of the
carrier to inake the determination, including the right to arrange,,,
for a lease-purchase agreement.

In closing. Mr. (lmairnian, we want to again commend you and
1our colleagues for your constructive effols to meet some of the very
liflicult problems alect ing tie cost of the Medicare-Medicaid Pro-

grain1s. Also, we offer the subcommittee and its staff the cont ntied
coopeation of the Health Insurance Association of America in work-
iIng out Solut ions to these problems.

Senator TALMAWG.. Thank you very much, Mr. White. We applreci-
ate the very constructive suggestions and hope you and others. will
c0tinue to work with our staff in improving the bill as we go along.

I appreciate the support of the Health Insunrance Association of
Aierica for Section 22 of my bill, which is designed to avoid ex-
cessive payllents to hospital association specialists. You indicate that
some clarification is needed in connection with the word reasonable,
an(l in connection with limiting provisions for services of anesthesi-
ologists. -

Could you elaborate on your concerns about these matters and
Section 22 generallyI

Mr. WiirrE. As the previous witness, we also have some concern
about the specifics-as to the number of patients that are to be
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covered under certain situations. We think that it might not be ap-
propriate to do it exactly the way it is in the bill.

It is not a major point of contention. But on the word "reasonable,"
we feel that we should have spelled out what determinations will need
to be made to arrive at what the word reasonable means.

For example, in part B there is a definition of what reasonable means
with regard to a prevailing charge or customary charge. Perhaps con-
sideration could be given to language of that nature so we would
know what is meant by reasonable.

Senator TALMADGE. If you can develop such language I would
al nreciate it if you would give it to the staff.

I understandl your concerns with the hospital reimbursement ap-
poach in S. 30225. I believe, however, that with help of organizations
such as yours we can improve that provision. But given the enornius
pressitre on Federal and state budgets for hospital care, do you have
any recomnmendations as to ways of moderating hospital costs which
can go into effect quickly on a nationwide basisI

Mr. W1ifm. Frankly I don't know of any ways we can put in
quickly. It is very difficult. I think there are many effois being iiiade
in the various states with hospital associations, with state grovern-
11ents, to develop Irospective rate review, as you have indicated. I
think every effort sihtild |x- lna(e to strengtlln'tlto.e efforts. Again it
can't be (l(;ne (li('kly.

This bill could he a vehicle to help strengthen State operations like
we suggest. ly estalblishing State health cost commissions with some
financing frolm tile Federal (tovenme,'nt aul tinder Federal guide-
lines. l',rhl si onsialeratin 4.hould be given to p)rovi(ling that. in
the ease of failure of a State to a4t within tblose guidelines, the Federal
(;ov('rinient would inove in and operate in that area.

Senator T.%J.%rAIx;.. I Itndeirstand that yon have done some work
comparing the processing time between medicare assigned claims and
unassigned claims.

Mr. Wiimr. Yes, sir.
Senator TAL.MADGE. What (lid you find as to the difference in rela-

tive time and effort between the two types of claims?
Mr. Wumi. There is a significant difference. The difference in time

of processing, Senator, obviously means money in the administration
of the program. An assigned claim, which is prepared in a doctor's
ofMeie is more complete and easier processed.

The average processing time in our organization was 41/2 minutes.
The average time for processing of nonassigned claims was 27 min-
utes. and that is a significant difference when you consider the volume
of claim. that are handled in the T.S.

Senator TAMADOF.. A very significant difference.
I understand your concern about the limits on reasonable charge

determinations for physicians under part B of medicare. The Con-
gress is faced with excessive drains on the part B, trust fund. Would
you recommend the use of fee schedules under part B, of medicare as
a means of controlling the cost of the program?

Mr. WwrF,. Firt. of all, there are lots of problems in the use of fee
schedules. Initially, if you try to establish a fee schedule to bring the
level of assignment to a very'high percentage you have an immediate
increase in the cost to the government, whici is a problem itself T
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do think that long range there might certainly be value in fee sched-
ules as a means to have reimbursement, however. For one thing, it
would indicate to both patient and physician what the benefit is.
Today neither the patient nor physician are sure in advance what is
going to be paid.

therefore, I would recommend that experimentation be engaged
in soon in certain areas to see what the difficulties are in arriving at
an appropriate fee schedule and how they can be resolved.

I think in this way we can make the decision whether we should go
with them long range.

Senator TALMADGE. Our study of medicare prevailing charges in
various States indicates great variance and irrationality among pre-
vailing charges for the same services from one area to another even
within the same State. For example, the medicare prevailing charge
for a hemorrhoidectomy is $450 in Los Angeles and $280 in San
Francisco.

)oes this make sense to you. and if it doesn't, how do you propose
that we deal with these variationsI

Mr. Wi1n'r.. Well, Senator. the rationale, if there is one, for varia-
tions in Mediare fees applies to all physician fees because, basically,
what is paid under medicare prevailing charge levels is determined
mathematically and is hased on what doctors are charging all their
patients. In ouir study we have found that doctors are not charging
differently to medicare patients than they are to other patients. except
in a few cases which they are lowering their cihargeto other patients
who are in poor financial condit ion.

What is keing reflected in the medicare charges is the actual practice
of the medical community from area to area. Perhaps it is hard to
rationalize wide differences. but they do exist for the restof the popu-
]at ion, not only for Medicare.

Senator "F.%i,.%W ;V. Is there any way we can control it?
Mr. WItTE. WIll. I really' dont have the answer to that.

OIviouslv you can't. really control it, by what you pay in medicare
becaune that is only about 10 percent of the population. You are still
going to have to deal with the other 90 percent of the population. Wide
variation does exist throughout the country, not. just in California.

Senator TALMADME. Thank you very miwh for your very helpful
testimony.

[The prepared statement of Mr. White follows:]

STATEMrNT OF TuII IF.ALTH INRI'RANCE ASSOCIATION or AMERTCA

(Presented by William C. White. Jr.)
Mr. Chairman. I am William C. Whit. .Jr.. Vice President. The Prudential

insurance Company (f America. With me are Frederlck .T. Malhy. VIce lPreal-
dent, Health Programs Department. The Equitable Life Assuranee Society of
the United States, and Paul M. Hawkins. Vice Presldent and Washincton
Counsel. Health Insurance As'.oclatinn of Ameriea. We appear today on behalf of
the Health Insurance Assolatlon of Ameriea. The memlbr cnmpnnleq of the
Association are responsible for some R.5% of the private health Insurance written
by Insurance companies In the United States.

Our statement today also represents the views. of the memt)er companies of
the Association Involved In the administration of Medicare. These enmmanles are:
Aetna Life & Casuialty. Mutual of Omaha in.unrane Cnmpany. Nationwide
Mutual Insurance Company. The Prudential Tnqurance Company of America. The
Travelers Insurance Company, Connecticut General Life Insurance Company,
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Continental Casualty Company. Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United
States, General American Life Insurance Company, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, Occidental Life Insurance Company of California, Pan-American Life
Insurance Company and Union Mutual Life Insurance Company. All of these
companies serve as carriers under Part B. (Supplementary Medical Insurance).
In addition, the first five companies named also serve as fiscal intermediaries for
hospitals home health agencies, and skilled nursing facilities under Medicare
Part A (hospital Insurance Benefits).

We have reviewed S. 3205, "Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reim-
bursement Reform Act" from the standpoint of its effect on the Medicare-Medi-
caid programs and its effect on the private health care sector. We share your
concern for the ever increasing cost of the governmental programs and applaud
your efforts to contain costs. Our comments today are aimed at improvement of
the bill to achieve the desired goal without further Impairment of the ability of
these programs to provide appropriate health care financing for Medicare and
medicaid recipients.

This statement presents our comments in section number sequence.
The sections omitted are those for which we have no comments.

Section 2--Establishment of Health Care Ftnancing Adminitration

There are problems today in policy development and coordination among the
several agencies within HEW involved in health care financing and related prij-
grams. The bill proposes consolidation of the Bureau of Health Insurance, the
Medical Services Administration, the Bureau of Quality Assurance, and the
Office of Nursing Home Affairs under a new organization, within HEW, to be. -
known as the Health Care Financing Administration headed by an Assistant
Secretary for Health Care Financing. Since, today, the Secretary of HEW has
responsibility for all of the above-named programs, it is not clear that the re-
organization proposed will solve the existing problems of coordination.

We do have concerns about the operation of the proposed Office of Central
Fraud and Abuse Control which would be directed by the Inspector General for
Health Administration as proposed under Section 3 of the bill While we agree
that the investigation of potential fraud, In the sense of developing a case for
prosecution is not a proper function for intermediaries and carriers, we do
believe that such contractors should continue to investigate suspected program
abuses for referral to HEW for further development. It is recommended, there-
fore, that this section be modified as follows:

Page 8, line 23, strike "and Abuse".
Page 3, lines 24-25, strike "Inspector General for Health Administration estab-

lished under section 1124;" substitute "Assistant Secretary for Health Care
Financing.".

Page 4, line 2, strike "and abuse".
Page 4, line 7, strike "or abuse".
Page 4, line 7, strike period and add following the word programs, "except

that under Title XVIII the Initiation and conduct of a direct investigation of a
beneficiary or provider suspected of program abuse shall be done by the inter-
mediary or carrier servicing that beneficiary or provider."

We believe that the subsection appearing on page 4, lines 12 through 18,
should ie deleted. The prosecution of fraud cases more properly should be han-
died by the Department of Justice rather than by the General Counsel of HEW.
The Department of Justice may need additional staff dedicated to the proseeu-
tion of fraud cases arising under the governmental health care programs, but
this could be handled through the congressional appropriation process or
through separate legislation.

Bection 8-Inspector General for Health Administration
We believe that the creation of an Inspector General for health administration

could be counterproductive with respect to efficient administration of the Health
Care Financing Administration unit in HEW. The bill provides that the Inspector
General shall report directly to the Secretary of HEW as does the Assistant
Secretary for Health Care Financing. These parallel organizations could pro-
du(* unnecessary competition and result in inefficiencies. Also, with the broad
authority granted to the Inspector General, conflicting rules and regulations
could be issued by the two administrative bodies. Generally. the duties of In-
spector General could be carried out more efficiently under the direction of the
Assistant Secretary for Health Care Financing.
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Section 4 (a), (b), and (o)-State Medicaid Admisatrarot
While we agree with the intent of this provision, we are concerned about the

possible adverse Impact of the penalties proposed. If a State fail to meet any
one of four criteria for administration, as set forth in the bill, and does not
correct such deficiency within six months, 50o of the Federal matching funds
for administration would be terminated. Failure to meet any two criteria, with-
out corrective action within six months, calls for complete termination of Fed-
eral matching funds.

If there are serious deficiencies, a six-month period for corrective action
would appear to be too short. Also, reduction or termination of Federal matching
funds for administration may cause further deterioration in the State's ad-
ninistrative procedures resulting in massive overpayments of Medicaid benefits,
Including Federal matching funds, which could far exceed the administrative
expense.

Rather than to impose penalties which could be counterproductive, the Fed-
eral Government should provide technical assistance to the States, as proposed
in the bill, with increased Federal matching funds for administrative expenses
for those States meeting or exceeding established criteria. The resulting im-
provement in administrative procedures could provide substantial savings In
benefit payments far exceeding the additional cost to the Federal Government
for the increased amount of matching funds for administration.
Section 4(d)-Quality Control

Do not disagree with the intent of this provision but we suggest consideration
of a range for a normative error rate rather than the 50th percentile of error
rates of all States.
Section 5-Procedures Designed To Insure Economical Prooesting of Claim. by

Carriers
It Is not clear from the language of this section as to the intent of the pro-

posalto contract with carriers on the basis of a fixed price per claim for claims
pressing functions. This could be interpreted to mean all functions performed
by the carrier. On the other hand, the language in the summary of the bill
appears to limit the definition of "claims processing functions" to data processing,
which, while important, represents only a portion of the carrier's total cost per
claim processed.

In either case, we do have grave concerns about this approach to contracting
with carriers. Unlike manufactured products, claims service is not a well-
defined product since it is subject during the contract term to many variable
factors including changes in the law, regulations, and general instructions. It is,
therefore, extremely difficult to bid on a fixed-price basis at the most economical
cost to the government because of the margin that would be needed in the bid
to cover the contingencies related to the variable factors. Periodic rebidding
would also require margins for tooling up costs and termination costs since
there would be no guarantee of continuity of contract, Frequent changes in the
assignment of carriers could be counterproductive since a new carrier may not
Initially have the expertise for effective administration of this complex program.

During the past several years, the carrier unit claim cost nationally has been
relatively stable despite the severe Inflation In the cost of labor, equipment and
supplies, and the many additional duties required by changes in the law and
regulations. We, therefore, believe that the carriers have performed their Medi-
are duties In an economical manner.

We would suggest a revision of this section to provide for a continuation of
lhe reasonble cost reimbursement now utilized under existing contracts with
an added feature for the payment of financial incentives on a merit rating
approach to those carriers 1Iwrforming on an above average basis as to cost,
qualityy and service. For those carriers performing well below an acceptable
level (and lis "'Iiloubtedily would le a very limited number), contracts should
Im terminated tiuion failure to improve after a designated probationary period.
An impartial review panel could be established to evaluate performance and
.establish the appropriate awards.

We will lw happy to work with the committee in the development of language
to accomplish this recommended approach.
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Scotion a--Claims Prooeeslg and Information Retrieval Systems for Medicaid
Program

While this provision seems appropriate from a systems point of view, it may
present some very practical problems to the States in its implementation.
Section 7-Regulations of the Secretary

We favor this proposal.
Section 8-Termination of HIBAC

While we do not have strong feelings about this section, perhaps consideration
should be given to a restructuring of this council in order to provide input to
the Secretary of llealth, Education and Welfare with respect to the problems
(of Medicare and Medicaid and other governmental health programs from inter-
esied and knJwledgcable public representatives.
Section IO-inprovcd Methods for Determining Rcasonable Cost of Scrviccs

Provided by Hospitals
Vnless the hospital rates determined under this section apply to all payers,

once agalif excess costs will lie passed( on to nongovernment payers and this
section will fail to achieve its intended cost containment. Consideration should
be given too Stute health care cost conmis-sions operating under glidelines estab-
lished loy the Se-cretary of 11.E.W. as the vehicle to achieve the desired goal
of this section. Su'h cvtnniissiong could Ibe required as a condition for the payment
of Federal matching funds to the States for Medicaid. Also, It should be required
that these couniinsAoios determine prospectively the appropriate rate of reim-
bursenent to eaeh health care institution and that the rate so deftermitl nedmst
apply to all patients. Although we would prefer this approach to cost contain-
ment, we do have further comninents about the provisions of this section.

This section classifies hospitals by size and type only. We recommend that
consideration should be given to the geographic location of the hospital.

We do not disagree with the concept of establishing a prospective method of
reimbursement based upon an -'average per (hem routine operating cost." It should
be observed, however, that with such an approach there may be a tendency to
have quality of care rank below the cost considerations. Accordingly, it Is sug-
gested that some provision be made for a system of reviewing quality of services.

Routine operating costs should be defined more clearly. Wages should be
included in routine operating costs and should not be subject to a wage Index
factor as provided In Section (3) (e). Routine operating costs should then be
limited, for reimbursement purposes, by category of hospital (including geo-
graphic area) to some appropriate figure such as the mean (for each category)
plus one standard deviation.
SctIon l1-Inlusion in Reasonable Cost of Hospital Services an Allowanco for

Retirement or Conversion of Underutilized FaoiUtica
We take ,xeeption to the provision that one of the five members of the Hospital

Transitional Allowance Board be "a representative of the largest private non-
profit third party payer for hospital services In the Nation." Other third party
payers should be represented on the Board. With this exception, we agree with
the Intent of this section.

There will continue to be problems, however. In the financing of the retirement
or conversion of underutilized facilities since the government's share of such
allowance will be limited to a proportion based on the usage of such f. ellities by
patients covered under Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act. This
will leave a substantial amount of financing necesary from other sources and
problems In finding such sources may defeat the purpose of this provision. We,
therefore, suggest consideration of an amendment to P.L. 93-641 to provide funds
to Health Systems Ageneles to assist in filling this gap In financing for the
retirement or conversion of underutilized health facilities.
S l~lection O-Return on Equity To Re inefluded in Determining "Reasonable Cota"

of Services Furnished by Proprietary Hospitals
The current return on equity seems adequate, providing 11 to 12% return.

Section 20--Criteria for Determining Reasonable Charge for Physician's Service
We agree with the provision in this section for the Improvement of the reim-

bursement to physicians in physician shortage areas, but we do have some con-
cern about other provisions of this section.
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The application of a new limit on locality prevailing charges in addition to
the limit established by the economic index factor may further discourage the
acceptance of assignments by physicians. We do not have a statistical evaluation
of the impact of this proposal as set forth in this section of the bill. While it is
understandable that the Federal Government wishes to control increases In
benefit payments, the impact on beneficiaries should be considered. If the pro-
posed approach does, in fact, further limit annual increases in prevailing charges,
with further decreases in the assignment rates, the elderly beneficiary will be
hit even harder than he now is for out-of-pocket expenses. Because of the un-
known degree of impact, perhaps this proposal should be deferred. Alternative
methods of determining benefit payments under Medicare should be investigated
to arrive at the best possible solution from the beneficiary's standpoint.

We recommend that existing law be changed to provide for the updating of
physician profiles and prevailing charges on a semi-annual basis. The current
system of annual updating on July 1 of each year based on charges rendered
during the prior calendar year produces an excessive time lag. This Is a disincen-
tive to the physician in his consideration of whether to accept assignment of
benefits.
Section 21-Agreements of Physicians To Accept Assignment of Claims

The concept of "participating" and "nonparticipating" physicians seems logical
on the surface. However, the implementation of this concept as provided in the
bill could be counterproductive. The "all or nothing" approach to assignments
may drive the assignment rate down because the "incentives" in this section are
not sufficient to achieve a high rate of participation. In fact. the billing and
payment procedure may be a disincentive which will not be overcome by the $1
per patient "incentive."

The proposed simplified billing form could be an administrative monstrosity
if all other requirements under existing rules and regulations must be met. Also,
the partial payment to the physician within five days followed later with the
many individual patient adjustments with respect to the deductible, reasonable
charge, utilization, and eligibility determinations will create more record-
keeping problems for the physician's office assistant. We recommend deletion of
this provision.

An alternative approach which might have more appeal to the physicians
would be to provide that reasonable charge determinations for participating
physicians be tased on the 0th percentile rather than the 75th percentile. To
inJprove administrative prmcdures, It might be required that participating phy-
sicians cotle all claims. Physicians should be required to declare in writing to the
carrier that they will either take assignments for all of their Medicare patients
or none of them. A physician could change his decision on sixty days' notice
to the carrier.

We recognize the problems of the Federal Government In financing the Medi-
care Program. On the other hand, we also recognize the financial problems of
the Medicare beneficiary and we hope that appropriate incentives can be found
to increase the rate of assignments.
Section 22-Hospital Assoeiated Physicians

This section establishes better controls on the reimbursement for hospital-bawd
radiologists, pathologists, and anesthesiologists. From a conceptual vie%%point,
the provisions address themselves to real problems and we are in agreement
with the need for further control. - -

Some clarification is needed in this section with respect to the word "reason-
able" and the limiting provisions for anesthesiologists.

We hope that consideration will be given to providing that reimbursement
to all hospital associated physicians be made on the basis of reasonable cost to
the hospital with payments to the hospital under Part A of Medicare.

We believe the provisions of this section also should apply to Medicaid.

Section 2S-Payment for Physicians' Services Under Medicaid
This provision would Increase the level of reimbursement to physicians partic-

ipating in the Medicaid Program in mainy states. but, at the same time, creates
new problems. Many states are in financial difficulty under the present methods
of reimbursement and this provision would aggravate those problems. Further-
T -h ote, this provision legislates two levels of reimbursement; namely, one for
the poor and another for self-supporting individuals.
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Betet 24--Paymen for Oertain Antigens Under Part B of Medioare
We support this provision.

Section 25-Payment Under Medioare of Oertain Physiolane Fees on Acoust of
Services Purnihed to Deceaed ldvidual1

Trhis provision would permit payment by Medicare on the basis of a nonre-
reipted bill directly to the spouse or other legal representative of a deceased
beneficiary. We completely endorse this proposed change.

Section 26-Prohibition Againut Assignment of Fees for Physiciana and Others
This provision contains new language that would close a loophole In the law

under which factors have been operating as discounters of Medicare and Medic-
aid claim receivables. We agree with the provision.
Section 41-Sta"&rds for Payments Under Medicaid to Health Maintenance

Organizations
These provisions are designed to assure appropriate operation and prevention

of abuse by HMOs under Medicaid and essentially apply the same rules that
relate to Medicare to Medicaid. Under the Medicare law, however, there is a
provision for phasing in the requirement with reslect to the oppositionn of the
HMO membership over a period not to exceed three years. It might be appro-
priate to consider applying th!s same rule for Medicaid.

Section 42-Ambula e &-r ,'e
This Is a relatively utinor provision which would cover ambulance service to

more distant hospitals where the nearest hospital does not have staff qualified
to undertake the care required. We agree with the provision.
Section 45-Penalty for Defrauding Medicare and Medicaid Programs

This provision changes Medicare or Medicaid fraud from a misdemeanor to
a felony with penalties of up to two years imprisonment and a $10,000 fine. We
agree with the provision.

We would like to suggest an additional provision for S. 3205. Reform of the
Durable Medical Equipment benefit under Medicare is needed. Presently, the
claimant has the option to rent equipment indefinitely (presuming medical nec-
essity even though rental installments in total may far exceed the purchase
price. This should be modified to permit flexibility on the part of the carrier to
make the determination, Including the right to arrange for a lease-purchase
agreement.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, we want to again commend you and your colleagues
,for your constructive efforts to meet some of the very difficult problems affecting
the cost of the Medicare-Medicaid Programs. Also. we offer the 8ubcommittee
and its staff the continued cooperation of the Health Insurance Association of
America in working out solutions to these problems.

Senator TALMADOL The next witness is Mr. William Ryan, president
of the National Association of Blue Shield Plans.

You may insert your full statement in the record and summarize it.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. RYAN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF BLUE SHIELD PLANS

Mr. RYAN4. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I am William E. Rvan, presi-
dent of the National Association of Blue Shield Plans. It'is a privi-
lege to discuss with the subcommittee pending improvements in the
medicare and medicaid programs as introduced in S. 3205. Because
of time. constraints we ask that our entire statement be inserted into
the record.

I will review the key points in the time allotted. This association
consists of 70 locally-based, not-for-profit medical care prepayment
plans, covering 72 million private subscribers, and serving 12 million
medicare beneficiaries. In 1975 our 32 part B carrier plans processed
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51 million part 13 claims which amounts to 63 percent of the total
medicare part B claims processed.

Blue Shield has been active in, and concerned with, the medicare
program since its enactment 10 years ago. Our performance is vastly
superior today as compared to the early days when carriers were faced
with only a 4-month lead time for the onrush of claims.

The record of positive progress made by carriers in the administra-
tion of medicare part B1 is traced in our more lengthy statement filed
with this committee; therefore, I will not elaborate on it now due to
time restraints. However, I feel that our record is impre,sive and
would urge you to look -- carefully at that portion of our statement .

Mr. Chairman, we have. some concerns about the medicare part B
program. Claims reimbursement is unquestionably the major prob-
Iem the program still faces. It is the foremost cause of dissatisfaction
among beneficiaries and physicians alike. The absence of a true reason-
able charge (determination discotirages physicians from taking assign-
ment and, therefore, shifts program costs to t he elderly. 4

This imposes a serious burden on older Americans. We believe tiat
Congress should place limits on beneficiary cost-sharing which, once
fulfilled, would entitle the patient to catastrophic protection under
medicare. At the same time, however, we have urt'zedthe Congress to
recognize its obligation to choose intelligently between a program
based upon payment-in-full, or limitation of the Government's
liability.

Mr. Chairman, I would now like to speak briefly to some specific
provisions in S. 3205, as many of these appear to be unduly restrictive
and burdensome, thus lessening the opportunity to truly institute re-
forms in the medicare and medicaid programs.

Section 2 would combine medicaid, medicare, Office of Nursing
Home Affairs and the Bureau of Quality Assurance into one admin-
istrative unit-the Health Care Financing Administration, headed by
an Assistant Secretary for Health Financing.

NABSP supports any move that will bring more effective and effl-
cient administration to'these programs. However, if true managerial
reforms are to be institite(l. they must be accomplished at the opera-
tional or carrier level. This is where the day-to-day work of these pro-
grains is done.

For example, changing the criteria and method for carrier selection
in the medicaid program, to assure that the carrier is the one most
capable of effectively performing its role, would significantly improve
the quality of medicaid administration. If Congress would focus on
reforms that would upgrade program administration at the carrier
level, (he administrative superstructure would be less of a concern.

Another section would establish the Office of Inspector General for
Health Administration. This appears to be duplicative of both the
new HEW Office of Investigations and certain activities of the Justice
Department. We would urge that any Inspector General's authority be
exclusive and not rim concurrent with nor duplicate that of other
agencies.

S. 3205 also addre.sse State medicaid administration. The detailed
performance standards for medicaid appear to be attainable for any

tate contractor participating in title XIX. However, we feel strongly
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such standards should be created as a regulatory function of program
administration, rather than fixed by law. Once standards have been
established, it should be the carrier's responsibility to achieve these
standards, utilizing methods of their own choice. In the final analysis,
it's the end results that really cotut---effective and economical claims
administration.

Mr. Chairman, we have some serious concerns with section 5. The
present language of this section seems vague, and susceptible to dif-
fering intcy'pretations. It appears that if passed, section 5 would change
the basis of part B carrier contracting with the Federal Government,
and would require that carriers be reimbursed for the cost of their
claims )rocessing functions on a prospective fixed cost per claim basis.

We have repeatedly urged the Congress to give carriers more lati-
tude to use their expertise in support of medicare. To provide for fixed
price reimbursement on an experimental basis would be consonant with
this approach. 11owever, we suggest that there is not yet enough ex-
perience to warrant universal application of fixed price reimbursement.

Therefore, we recommend andsupport amending S. 3205 to provide
legislative direction for such experimentation. Regardless of the type
of contract negotiated, we wish to emphasize that it is still the carrier's
prerogative as to how it will manage its operations to meet its con-
tractual obligations.

There is language in section 5 which suggests that in negotiating the
contract, estimates from other entities capable of performing claims
)rocessing functions would be considered. Whether this would require

that carriers subcontract certain claims processing functions to the
lowest bidder or estimate and whether such subcontracts be open to
competitive bidding is unclear. I however, in any event, NA BSP cannot
support this approach. Mr. Chairman, we wish to remind the com-
mittee that the basis upon which carriers participate in the program
is as carriers and not merely as claims processors. The carrier func-
tion as defined in title XVIII goes well beyond claims processing.

The management decision to subcontract any functions or to do them
in-house should be solely a carrier prerogative. In the event a carrier
decides to subcontract a claims processing function under a cost reim-
bursement contract, the subcontract may be let by competitive bid.

NABSP would reognize this as a legitimate interest of Govern-
ment since any resultant subcontract price entered into would directly
impact on the Government's total cost. However, with respect to a
fixed price per claim contract, if a carrier makes a decision to subcon-
tract, then it is inappropriate for carriers to be required to use a com-
petitive bidding basis for the subcontract.

The decisions regarding subcontracting must be that of the carrier,
not the Federal Government's. The Government's interest should be

, only in the "bottom line" as reflected in satisfactory performance at
the price agreed upon.

Section 6 would modify the existing criteria imposed upon the States
in order for a State to qualify for a higher level of Federal moneys in
the development and operation of its medicaid system. Simply stated,
this section would require that States securing these funds develop
and implement a system which would be capable of being "integrateNl
into" the medicare system in addition to the present requirement that
the systems be compatible.
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Presently, under the medicaid program, States receive substantial
Federal funds to assist them in administering the medicaid program.
Each State is given the option to either administer the program itself
or contract with a carrier. A large number of States have opted to
develop their own capabilities and administer the program.

As a consequence, many States have a large investment both finan-
cially and politically in their medicaid programs. Under these circum-
stances, it might be diffiult for a State to objectively evaluate its per-
formai e and make an olbjectiv( decision as to whether or iot it is the
best entity to administer the medicaid program.

('onset'lyllcl 0V, a major' (ontrilution to iiln)ro-ing me(licaid admini-
stration coul(" be made by changing the agency which selects the
carrier so that there is ;as:irance that the designated carrier is selected
on an obijetive basis. This section also would reduce, for States want-
ingr the higher level of Federal funding. the explanation of benefits
requirement from 100 pereeint to a samlling ha.sis. While Blue Shield
has found from its own experience that the EOB is an effective cost
control device, it recognizes tluit its impact is limited. NABSP sup-
ports this amendment.

We sul)ort the proposal in section 7 to extend from 30 to 60 days
the time 'or WoiIInnszjl lwoposats. ,e would suggest that there
shIllO(l be other opportunities for organizations to give input to Fed-
eral agencies lefor, final rules- are adopted and implenmented, prefer-
ablv during, the drafting stages.

actionn 8 would terininate the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Cou nicil. This would create a void in an area which appears doubly
important if the health portions of hIEW are to be recognized and
expanded. Sections 20 and 21 deal with charges for physicians services
and phlh"si(ian acceptance of assignnient of claims.

Claims reimbllrsement is unquestionably the major problem the
programm still faces. It's the greatest cause of dissatisfaction among

I)eneficiaries and physicians alike. Blue Shield recognizes the imipor-
ta uce of containing medicare expenditures within reasonable bounds.
The medicare carrier plans have worked with SSA to accomplish this
Object ive.

I unfortunately. Mr. Chairman. the inflationary trend in the economy
has cause(l the original objectives of the program based upon reason-
able charges to conflict with the pressure to limit the Government's
financial liability. Medicare part B cannot continue to be regarded
as a pnid-in-f tll program and at the same time. attempt to control pro-
gram costs at, a level which does not recognize the economic realities
of our time. Therefore. we urge the Congress. as we have in previous
testimony, to choose between a true paid-in-full program or a limited
liability program so that all parties, beneficiaries, providers, and car-
riers will be able to understand better what the program will actu-
ally cover.

To encourage physician assignment, S. 3205 proposes to reduce
paperwork in their billing process through use of multiple billing
forms instead of the traditional separate claim form for each patient.
This concept has merit. However, the recommendation to pay 50 per-
cent of all claims within 5 working days would not appear to en-
courage physicians to accept assignment.
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Carriers presently process approximately 75 percent of physician
claims in less than 14 days with an average of 14 days for all claims.
If part of the claim is paid immediately and then reviewed again, it
would just serve to increase administrative costs.

Finally. the section equalizing payment for physician's services
under medicaid with the medicare reasonable charge is not an equita-
blP basis for reimbursement. What is actually needed here is the recog-
nition of a reasonable and equitable charge under each program,
bearing in mind the different characteristics of these two distinct.
population groups. In addition, this section develops the concept of
physicians to accept assignment of claims. For any full payment
program to work with consistent predictability, there must be a
commluitnient in advance by the physicians to the full payment concept.
There is absolutely no eluivalhnt substitute to deliver predictable
results to both the patient and the physician. Participation is a two-
way street. If any program is to succeed, the people involved must
-w .onfident of the basic equity of the arrangement. In order for

Government programs to succeed, they must satisfy this need.
M. h. chairman, we would like to tiae one additional point. There

are various methoAs available to iniprove administ ration. However,
by specifying a single method through legislation, there is no leeway
for theiSe other methods to be tried. We, therefore, would suggest
that legislative language be very general to keep the program flexl'e.

Finally, overall we feel that any action on the part of Government
to fix or otherwise adjust reimbursement at its sole discretion which
can be interpreted as capricious and arbitrary, will discourage phvsi-
cian participation. The health care economy has its own features. We
recently testified regarding this palicular subject before the Council
on Wage and Price Stability. A copy of that statement is attached to
the statement which was submitted to this committee. We would recom-
mend it to you for additional insights into this area.

To summarize, we urge that before this bill is reported to the entire
committee, further consideration will be given concerning the net
effect of this legislation. We realize that reforms are necessary in
certain areas so that the populations who were originally intended
to benefit by them, the elderly and the poor, will receive good health
carv at minimal out-of-pocket cost.

Mr. (hairman, we feel that the public and the private sectors can
work together to find flexible solutions.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear and submit
our views on S. 3205.

Senator TALMAD E. Thank you very much for your testimony,
Mr. Ryan.

In the testimony on Monday, the Secretary of HEW and the
, )irector of the Buireau of Health Insurance indicated that appro-
priately established fee schedules might significantly help to sim-
plify tlhe administration of part B of medicare.

What is your view as to using properly established fee schedules
in place of'the present cumbersome costly and uncertain method of
paying physicians under medicare I

Mr. RYAN. There is no doubt, Mr. Chairman, fee schedules are a
simple wa , to operate this kind of program. I think we have to have
sonie cautions, however, Blue Shield had fee schedules long before
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usual and customary payments were initiated. Some place in the early
or midsixties we had subscriber income ceilings, below which partici-
pating physicians would agree to the fee schedules. There were legiti-
inate reasons for changing those.

The question of inflation was coming about and we consistently
increased those schedules, gaining physician acceptance of them whet
you had a vast differnce between thel procedures that were performed
hy specialists and those that were performed by general practitioners.
1.see prohhms in being able to decide on the level of fee schedules by
States and gaining physician acceptance without perlups )providing
it ijlihait ionary inerese rather than leveling the cost of the program.

I think there is one other point we attempted to make in our
testimony. I think the Congress has to decide if the reimbursement
under medicare is going to be related to payment in full or are we
going to simply limit the liability of the U.S. Government.

Because when we initiated this law, it did have a direct relation-
ship to payment in full. This is the way we talked to our older
patients, beneficiaries.

It seems that through regulation, we now have a program that
neither the beneficiaries or providers have been able to understand
completely.

Senator TALTMADOE. You can appreciate that we are concerned not
only with medicare and medicaid but with the effects of rapidly
rising health care costs on major private health insurers such as
Blue Shield.

Are any Blue Shield plans experiencing financial difficulties as a
result of increasing costs of physicians' services and, if so, what are
these plans doing about the situation?

Mr. RYAN. Obviously, in the last several years, with the spiraling
increase in aggregate cost of health care, we do have Blue Shield
plans whose reserves have been reduced below what we think would
bea sufficient level. There are a number of reasons. Some plans have
individual State regulatory bodies which have expressed their res-
ervations and therefore have not given the opportunity for increases.
But I think we have to look at the problem in two ways. It is not just
a question of fees, Mr. Chairman, it is also a question of increasing
use. As a matter of fact, I have seen a statistic that if we were to
reduce physicians individual charges by 20 percent, we would only
have a 3-percent impact on the aggregate cost of health care and,
therefore, we are working on both bases. We are attempting to find
an equitable way of dealing-

Senator TALMAtoE. How much would the 3-percent reduction be in
dollars?

Mr. RYAN. Well, as far as Blue Shield is concerned, we have some-
thing over $6 billion. It is not a small amount, but when you are
talking about an increase of 7 and 8 and 10 percent a yeai in the
overall, it is not as much as we might like to be able to do in other
ways; that. is why we are working most assiduously in terms of the
demiiand and the use of the service.

We are nttempting to initiate a public education program. We have
spent millions of dollars--I think the Government has, too-in in-
forming people how they can better use the programs they have.
I think it is time, and Blue Shield believes we have to go to our

75-502-76----24
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ubscribers and say it is not just us, it is not just the physicians, you
htave to learn to use your program efficiently. Perhaps it is in the
doctor's office and not the hospital where you can receive-

Senator TALMADGE. What percentage of overutilization would you
estimated

Mr. RYAN. It is difficult to put a percentage on, Mr. Chairman,
but we have seen unique escalations. Some of the diagnostic claims
ere up 15, 20 percent, a year. There are so many factors it IKcones
difficult to grasp them. I am sure this committee and the chairman
are aware of the malpractice situation where you do have defensive
medicine and it is a concern of physicians. We think this is one of
the things that has to be addressed in order to have an effective
impact as far as use is concerned and use is a significant part of this
increase.

Senator TLNTIADnOE. Mr. Ryan, how desirable is it to have a single
claim form for all health insurers, including the Government ? I
understand such a form )ias been developed for physicians. Should
it be mandatory for medicare and meiaidi ?

Mr. RYAN. WV4el. a good deal of work has been done on a uniform
claim form with the commercial corporations, with Blue Shield, and
with the providers. I am not sure I can stand here and say that this
V articular form should be mandated but the idea of a iniform claim
form that would he easily recognized by hotit the physician assistants
and by the carriers would increase our efficiency and'ability to process
claimi.. So certainly, the concept is good.

Senator T.%m.umr.. Thank you very much. Mr. Ryan, we appreciate
your testimony.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ryan follows:]

RTATFMENT OF TIE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLUE SnrILD PLANS, PREs8ENThD
BY WILLIAM E. RYAN, PRESIDENT

Mr. Chlarman. I am William E. Ryan. President of the National Association
of Blue liield Plans. It is a privilege to discuss with the Subcommittee pending
Improvements in the Medicare hid Mdieild prozrains as intrtoduced in S. 3205.
Bh,eause of time constraints we ask that our entire statement be Inserted Into
the record. I will review the key points in the time allotted. This Association
con,41sts of 70 locally-based. uiEt-ffr.prouht. uiie(iial ct re ijrcoymint plan.s. (cov-
erlng 72 million private subscribers, and serving 12 million Medicare bene-
fliiarles. In 1975 our 32 Part B carrier Plans processed 51 million Part B claims
which amounts to (13 percent of the total Medicare Part B claims processed.

The Medicare program was enacted 10 years ago to protect the elderly
from the high cost of health care. Although the aged make-up only 10 percent
of the population, they account for 2.5 percent of medical costs. Medicare tene-
ficlarles are poorer than the rest of the population--0 percent of the elderly
had family Incomes of less than $15,000 in 1970.

BLUE SHIELD'S RMOL IN PART B

Carrier performnne Is vastly superinr to the early day when the carriers
were Ill prepared-with only four months lead time--for the onrush of claims.
In 1970 the Senate Finance Committee summed up Congressional concern by
noting that. "Carrier performance under Medicare has In the majority of In-
stanes been erratic, inefficient, costly, and inconsistent with Congressional
Intent."

Last year, in testimony to the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on
Social -Security, SSA Commissioner James Cardwell described an array of
serious administrative problems besetting BSA in implementing black lung
legislation, the kidney dialysis program and-most notably-the Supplemental
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Security Income program. However, he went on to praise Medicare as the one
Social Security prograti working without major diciaulties. With reslpct to
the positive aspects of Medicare, Mr. Cardwell told the Subcommittee:

"Under Part B . .. it iN e.thunted that 4'liims will inave increased from just
over 54 million in 1973 to 79.4 million in fiscal year 197&-an Increase of over
364 percent. )espite this increase in workload, the contractors' processing time
for Part 1 claims dropped from 19.4 days in 1978 to 17.1 days In (the latest
quarter) which ended December 1974."

This record of improved performance has continued. In March of 1976 the
Bureau of Health Insurance reported that In flie fourth quarter of 1975, the
average Part B carrier claim processing time improved over the 1974 correspond-
ing quarter "for the fourth consecutive qmrter." Bill stated tht "tle latest
average of 14.8 days per claim represents a decrease of 10.4 percent from
Octoler.Deceinber 1974 and 6.5 percent from July.September 1175. Over 73
percent of the claims cleared during October-December 1975, took 15 days or
less to process compared to 64 percent for the same quarter last year."

Further, a February 11, 1970 (lAO study (Report to the Human Resources
Task Force, llouse ('milmlttee on file lidget. "'Iilsiory of thl, Rising Costs of
the Mtdieare and Medicaid Programs and Attempts to Control These Costs:
1101,-1975") reported that "the administrative costs per claim for SSA Part
It carriers remained relatively stable between fiscal year 1908 through tiseal
year 1975." To lltistrate, it cost $3.10 to process a Part B claim in 1970 and
$3.21 In 1975.

Mr. ChaIrnmn, as we trace the positive progress made by carriers in the
administration of Medicare Part B we must also call to your attention the
report of the IhEW Advisory Committee on Medicare Administration, ('on-
tra,.ing and Subcontracting. This Committee, after some 10 months of Indepth
review and analysis, has provided the most comprehensive, objective and
tltoughful analysis of this subject yet available. We will refer to the Report's
recommendations throughout our statement but let me initially quote the Com-
nitteie's central conclusion:

"We have reviewed the- advantages perceived by Congress In relying on a
contractual relationship with private health insurance organizations, and they
appear to us to be valid today. Moreover, the evidence before the Committee
hads us to conclude that the job of administering Medicare is being carried
out with considerable success--although there is room for much improvement.
A monumental task was undertaken, and the basic challenge has been met
by Government and the private sector."

CONiCERNS IN THE MEDICARE PART PROGRAM

Claims reimbursement is unquestionably the major problem the program
still faces. It is the foremost cause of dissatisfaction among beneficiaries and
physicians alike. The absence of a true reasonable charge determination dis-
courages physicians from taking assignment and therefore shifts program costs
to the elderly. The current assignment rate is 51 percent. In 1960, the assignment
rate was 61 percent. Physicians in greater numbers each year are refusing to
accept assignment chiefly because Medicare reimbursement levels have been held
artificially low.

Millions of older Americans find these out-of-pocket expenses a serious
burden. It is for this reason that we believe rather emphatically that Congress
should pi'ice limits on beneficiary cost-sharing which, once fulfilled, would
entitle the patient to catastrophic protection under Medicare. At the same
time, however, we have urged the Congress to recognize its obligation to
choose intelligently between a program based upon payment-in-full, or limitation
of the government's liability. We do not advocate one objective over the other,
and will refrain from doing so now as we comment on the specifics of S. 3205.

Many of the provisions of S. 3205 appear to be unduly restrictive and burden-
some. thus lessening the opportunity to truly institute reforms in the Medicare
and Medicaid programs.
Section 2: Consolidating the administration of federally supported health

program.
This section would combine Medicaid, Medicare, Office of Nursing Home

Affairs and the Bureau of Quality Assurance Into one administrative unit-
'the Health Care Financing Administration, headed by an Assistant Secretary
for Hlealth Financing. -
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NABSP suports any move that will bring more effective and efficient admin-
istration to these programs. However, Blue Shield must point out that If true
managerial reforms are to be Instituted in these programs, they must be accom-
plished at the operational or carrier level where the day-to-day work of these
programs is done.

For example, changing the criteria and method for carrier selection in the
Medicaid program, to assure that the carrier is the one most capable of effec-
tively performing Its role, would significantly improve the quality of Medicaid
administration. In the same vein, eliminating some of the burdensome Social
Security Administration carrier regulations as suggested by the HEW Advisory
Committee on Medicare Administration, Contracting and Subcontracting (the
Perkins Committee) and allowing carriers that were selected for their expertise
and capability to manage their Medicare operations would lead to a more efficient
administration of Title XVIII.

If Congress would focus on reforms that would upgrade program administra-
tion at the carrier level, the administrative superstructure would be less of a
concern.
Section 8: Inspector General for Health Administration

The proposed Office (if Inspector General for Health Administration appears
to be duplicative of both the ijew HEW Office of Investigations anti certain activ-
ities of the Justice Department. Any Inspector General's authority should be
exclusive and not run concurrent with nor duplicate that of other agencies.
Section 4: State med ioaid administration

While the detailed performance standards for Medicaid appear to be attain-
able for any state contractor participating in Title XIX, we feel strongly such
standards should be created as a regulatory function of program administration,
rather than fixed by law. However, once standards have been established, It
should be the carrier's responsibility to achieve these standards, utilizing meth-
ods of their own choice. This will allow for Innovation and experimentation with
those methods which promise to lie most effective. In the fiial analysls, It's the
end results that really count--effective and economical claims adultnistration.
Section 5: Procedures designed to assure economical processing of olaim* by

carriers
The present language of this Section seems vague, and susceptible to differing

interpretations. It appears that, if passed, t4ection 5 would change the basis of
Part B carrier contracting with the Federal Government, anti would require
that carriers be reimlursed for the cost of their claims processing function on a
"prospect lye fixed cost per claim" basis.

We have repeatedly urged the ('ongress to give carriers more latitude to use
their expertise In support of Medicare. To provide for fixed price reimbursement
on an experimental basis would be consonant with this approach. However, we
suggest that there is not yet enough experience to warrant universal application
of fixed price reimbursement. Therefore, we recommend and support amending
Section 5 to provide legislative direction for such experimentation. Regardless of
the type of contract negotiated, we wish to emphasize that it is still the carrier's
prerogative as to bow It will manage its operations to meet Its contractual
obligations.

There Is language In Section 5 that suggsets that In negotiating the contract
estimates from other entities capable of performing claims processing functions
would be considered. Whether this would require that carriers subcontract
certain claims processing functions to the lowest bidder or estimate, and whether
such subcontracts be open to competitive bidding, is unclear. However, In any
event, NABSP cannot support this approach. Mr. Chairman, we wish to remind
the Committee that the basis upon which carriers particilte in the program
iQ as carriers and not merely as claims processors. The carrier function as
defined In Title XVIII goes well beyond claims processing. The management deci-
sion to subcontract any function or do them in-house should be solely a carrier
prerogative.

In the event a carrier does decide to subcontract a claims processing function
under a cost reimbursement contract, the subcontract may be let by competitive
bid. NATURP would recognize this as being a legitimate interest of government
since any resultant subcontract price entered into would directly impact on the.
government's total cost. However, with respect to a fixed price per claim con-
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tract, if a carrier makes a decision to subcontract, then it is inappropriate for
-'arriers to be required to use a competitive bidding basis for procuring the sub.
contract. The decisions regarding subcontracting must be that of the carrier,
not the Federal Government's. The government's Interest should be only in the
"bottom line" as reflected in satisfactory performance at the price agreed upon.
St action 6: Clalm protesting for medicaid programs

This section would modify the existing criteria imposed upon the states in
order for a state to qualify for a higher level of federal monies in the develop.
,,ent and operation of its Medicaid system. Simply statt, this section would

require that states securing these funds develop and implement a system which
would be capable of being "integrated into" the Medicare system in addition to
the present requirement that the systems be compatible.

We have noted earlier in this statement the problems which the Medicaid
program is exleriencing and the need to focus reform efforts at the carrier
o,.rational level. Blue Shield suggests that Congress assess this section in that
61ili1P 'oillext.

iremntly, under the Medicaid program, states receive substantial federal
rniIIll ti usiis tiAi tn tit administering the Medicaid program. Each state is
given th( option to either administer the program Itself or contract with a
carrier. A large number of states have opted to develop their own capabilities
wnd adininister the program. As a consequence. many states have a large in-
v-,t4ment both financially and politically in their Medicaid programs.

Under these circumstances, It might be diflicult for a state to objectively
e.hiluate its performance and make an objective decision as to whether or not
it is the best entity to administer the Mtedicald program. Consequently, a major
i'ilr'ilition ta imitriving Medicaid alnlinistration (uld be made by changing
tle agency which selects the carrier so that there is assurance that the desig-
natled carrier is selected on an objective basis.

This wetion also would reduce for states wanting the higher level of federal
funding the explanation of benefits requirement from 100% to a sampling basis.
While Blue Shield has found from its own experience that the EO1 is an effe-
tivi, vst., controll devie., it recognizes that its impact is limited. NABSP supports
fhis ii iiin(.iimenit.

sct ion 7: Regulations of the Recretary
We su.uplmrt the proisoal to exteiud from .30 to (60 days the time for comments

(t it rolsmssils. We would suggest that there should be other opportunities for
iNrg:lniziltions to give Inpltt to federal agencies before final rules are adopted and
IImplnliented, preferably during the drafting stages.
,ection 8: Termination of 1lralth Insurance Benefits Advisory Coundl

The termination of the health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council (HIBAC)
wmild crwite a void in an area which appears doubly important if the health
portions of IHEW are to be reorganized and expanded.

,4;cect iot 20: Criteria for deterinining reasonable charge for physioian's service
('lainis reimbursement Is miquestionably the major problem the program still

faces. It's the greatest cause of dissatisfaction among beneficiaries and phy-
siclans alike.

In areas with high proportions of older citizens, the Medicare allowance
determinations discouiruge physicians from taking assignment and, therefore,
mhift program (sts to the elderly. The current assignment rate is 51 percent. In
1 N*', ithe its..igt.,mntit rate %-its (11 percent. consequentlyly. millions of ohler Anieri-
cans are forced to dig deeper Into their pockets to pay for health services.

Blue Shield recognizes the importance of containing Medicare expenditures
within reasonable bounds. The Medicare carrier Plans have worked with SSA
t(, accimlish this objective. Unfortunately, 31r. Chairman, the inflationary
trend In the economy has caused the original objectives of a program based upon
reasonable charges to conflict with the pressure to limit the government's fi-

nncial liability. Medicare Part It cannot continue to be regarded as a paid-in-
full ,troramn and at the same time. attempt to control program costs at a level
which does not recognize the economic realities of our time.

T'ih,r.,-'or. we urge the ('ongress, as we have in previous testimony, to choose
between a true paid.in-full program or a limited liability program so that all
lpartie. beneficiaries, providers, and carriers will be able to understand better
what the program will actually (over.
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Section 21: Agreements of physician* to accept asstgnment of claimed
This section develops the concept of participating physicians and provides-

mechanisms for agreements of physicians to accept assignment of claims. For
any full payment program to work with consistent predictability, there must be
a commitment In advance by the physician to the full payment concept. There
Is absolutely no equivalent substitute to deliver predictable results to both the
patient and the physician.

Participation is a two-way street. If any program is to succeed, the people In-
volved must be conident of the basic equity of the arrangement. In order for
government programs to succeed, they must satisfy this need.

To encourage physician assignment, S. 3205 proposes to reduce paperwork In
their billing process through use of multiple billing forms instead of the tradi-
tional separate claim form for each patient. This cvonept has merit. However,
the rtwommendatIon to pay -A) percent of all claims within live working days
would not appear It encourage physicians to accept assignment. Carrier pres-
ently process approximately 75 itercent of physician claims in less than 14 days
with an average of 14 hlyas for all clalins. If part of the claim is paid im-
netlalely and then reviewed again, it would Just serve to increase administrative
Costs.

Finally, the section equalizing payment for physician's services under Medic-
aid with the Mitdicare reastonable charge is not an equitable basis for reimburse-
ment. What is actually needed here is the recognition of a reasonable and equit-
able charge under each prograin, bearing in mind the different characteristics
of these two distinct population groups.

ADDITIONAL COMMFNTR

Additional comments and concepts which are currently being tried on an ex-
perimental basis in the Medicare program and further suggestions follow.

Improved administrative pr .edures to encourage physician assignment in-
Medicare are evolving as carriers work with the SSA's Bureau of Health In-
surance through time Carrier Representative Group and the carriers' associations.
To legislate administrative procedures appears unwise as It tends to stifle long-
range innovation by health insurers. Instead, the Congress might well consider
substituting legislative intent language in the report accompanying S. 3205
which urges SSA awd 13111 to administratively encourage and fund cost-saving
innovations by carriers to effectuate administrative reforms of the nature de-
scribed below.

The requirement by .SA for the beneficiary to sign the claim form certifying
that the services were actually rendered could be waived. However, the physl-
clan would have to continue to itemize his services and charges for each patient
listed on the multiple billing form. Thin' actual pieces of paper would be reduced,
but not the technical description of services provided. This description of serv-
ices provided accounts for almost all delays in payment and if not properly
recorded results in inaccurate payments by the carrier. This lack of correct
information and/or paying a minimal amount which is later adjusted when the
additional information is received, are the two factors which have contributed
to physician dissatisfaction with the program. As a result, they tend to bill the
patient directly, asking the patient to bear he brunt of obtaining this Informa-
tion. Meanwhile the physician's bookkeeping procedures are reduced to one en-
try and his office assistant is freed from spending hours on the telephone both
with the carrier and/or the hospital (to obtain operative reports, etc.). Even
though the physician's office staff is much more experienced and sophisticated
in obtaining this required information, they don't want to go through the con-
tinuous time-consuming hassle.

One approach to easing the paper workload has ieen offered by Blue Shield
Plans in the form of their various education seminars for doctors' office assistants
offered in the community. Blue Shield in its experience has found if the office
assistant is shown how to itemize the doctor's bill. especially those specifications
related to this type of spwclalty. the claims come in clean and are processed ac-
curately and on a timely basis and the physician's office is more likely to accept
assignment.

Some carriers have already Implemented summary payments. The physician
submits individual claims for each patient, the carrier processes them but re-
tains and consolidates a week's billing Into one check. The physician receives one-
check and an EOMB for each patient along with a listing of the amount paid.
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This has been most helpful, in that the doctor's office receives one check, once
a week. Ills office staff can set aside one day a week to do bookkeeping, rather
than receive several checks every day. Again, some physicians prefer this method,
some do Riot for various reasons.

The point we are trying to make and emphasize, Mr. Chairman, Is that there
are various methods available but by specifying a single method through legis-
lation, there is no leeway for these other methods to be tried. We therefore,
would suggest that legislative language be very general to keep the program
flexible. "

Finally, overall we feel that any action on the part of government to fix
or otherwise adjust reimbursement at its sole discretion which can be inter-
preted as capricious and arbitarary, will discourage physician participation. The
health care economy has its own features. We recently testified regarding this
particular subj(ct Ixfore the Council on Wage and Price Stability. A copy of
that statement is attached. We would recommend it to you for additional in-
sights into this area.

Recently, the General Accounting Office released a report on the rising costs
of Medicare and Medicaid. One recommendation concerns the payment for dur-
able medical equipment.

frteii 11 Ibn,,licil'ry ifeed(1 a devlicf, which Is rented even though the period
of tnime suggests that imurchasiuig wuild Ie ju-tilfled. 'lhe (;.( ) reconmnicnded
that in such instances purchasing the equipment should be covered or renting
should be limited to a percentage after the purchase price has been met.

CONCLUSION

To summarize, we urge that before the bill is reported to the entire committee,
further consideration will I,.' given voicerning thi net ,l-ee! of this legislation.
We realize that reforms are necessary in certain areas so that the populations
who were originally intended to benefit by them, the elderly and the poor, will
receive good health care at minimal out-of-pocket cost. Mr. Chairman, we feel
that the public and the private sectors can work together to find flcrible solutions.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear and submit our views
on 8. 3205.

STATEMENT OF TIlE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLUE SJIJELD PLANS ON 1EALTIT
CARE COSTS SUBMITTEID TO THE COUNCILL ON WAGE AND PRIE STABILITY
'IRSENTD HY LAWRENCE ('. MoitHs, StENIOR VICE l'ItESIILNT, JULY 21, 1976

Mr. Chairman, my rame Is Lawrence C. Morris. I am Senior Vice President
of the National Association of Blue Shield Plans. The Association represents
70 local Blue Shield Plans, covering 73 million Americans in privately under-
written coverage, and servicing an additional 13 million in government programs.
About 41) frwrt.,nt of th,0 nat|('n's population looks to Ilue Shield for coverage of
professional health care services.

We are pleased to have this opportunity to appear before you and discuss the
questions you have poised: why are health care costs rising, and what can the
private sector do about the Increase?

We have reviewed the Council's paper of April, 1976, entitled "The Problem of
Rising Health Care Costs." We reslKet it as an attempt to understand and pro-
mote discussion of some of the Issues In the rise of health care costs and expendi-
tures of the past decade. We must underscore, however, the limitation acknowl-
edged in the paper: its examination of the- health care- problem is an economic
one, with little reference to social, denograpihic, and clinical factors. We respect-
fully suggest that this is too narrow a view for a real understanding of either
why health care costs have risen, or what can be done about it.

Fundamental to an understanding of the current situation is the recognition
that health care has been a vehicle for social change. Much of the increased
health cost has been dictated by changing social priorities, some emerging from
the relatively free processes of consumer choice and collective bargaining, and
some from the federal government.

The health care system does not set its own course: rather it responds to de-
mands, some of which conflict. This does not 1iply that the system (loes not have
some significant faults. There are a number of things that can and should be done-
to increase its cost-consciousness, and to influence unit price. utilization, and
intensity of service, which are the basic elements of cost. We will discuss some of
them.
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To a large degree health care costs got where they are because of Insistent
demand for increased supply, access and quality of care. The economic rationing
processes have been destroyed, both by private choice and by public policy. This
Is probably good, to the extent that it results in improved access and quality of
service for those who bore the brunt of economic rationing. The decision is not
to be condemned, but to be understood, so that a rational response can be
developed.

Most expenditures to expand the system have been made without effective plan.
Ding and with little real consideration for the future. Many of the social and
political decisions affecting health costs were made not only without reference
to economics, but frequently for the specific purpose of reversing the normal
outcome of economic processes. An economic view which fails to consider social
and political factors fully is likely to be too narrow.

There are major influences on health care costs which cannot be controlled by
the health care system or government. Had there been no private insurance, and
had there been no Medicare nor Medicaid, there would still have been major
lucreases in health costs. Most major countries are experiencing comparable
health cost increases. We are dealing with a worldwide phenomenon which oper.
ates quite independently of type of financing system.

Tile United States experienced a 124 percent general rate of Inflation front
1950 to 1975. No industry as basic or large as health care could have been insu-
lated from that.

Less obvious, perhaps, is the significant change In the composition of the United
States population. The prolrtion (of elderly, those 05 and over, has risen more
than 50 percent from 0.8 percent of the population in 1940 to 10.8 percent in 1974.
Their health patterns differ from younger people's. They experience more chronic
and degenerative diseases that require extended care over long periods of time,
at substantially Increased cost. Senior citizens account for 22 percent of all hoi-
ipital stays, and occupy 32 percent (or three times their relative share) of all
hospital beds. They consume other health services comparably.

Concurrently, there has been a shift from non-market to market production of
health care services. Victor Fuchs has pointed out that part of the increase in
medl'al care costs results from an Increase in the proportion of medical care pro-
duced and sold in the markeL that is, delivered by professionals and Institutions,
and a decline in the proportion of care provided outside the market by family,
friends and neighbors. Some of the reasons are urbanization, the fragmentation
of the family, and the increased participation of women in the labor force.

There are obviously other factors, but these begin to show that much health
-cost escalation is not controllable by the health system.

A second factor to consider is the deliberate policy of government to expand
the supply and capability of and access to health care services. This probably
hasi been the single greatest force in increasing health care costs. Again, it Is
not necessarily to he condemned. Most of us would endorse the objectives. Few.
however, fully appreciate the extent to which government policy has increased
health care cost by stimulating both the supply and the demand.

That Medicare and Medicald substantially expanded the financial access of
the elderly and the poor to health services Is obvious. Less widely understood is
that the federal government, through the Hill-Burton program, played a role in
constructing 40 percent of the beds in the non-federal short term hospitals that
existed li 1.974. It cost more than $15 billion in 1974 to operate I111-Burton
supported beds. Unfortunately. the bulk of this activity took place without effec-
tive planning. Many factors having little to do with real need governed decisions
to build.

In 116, Congress attempted to remedy this difficulty by passing legislation to
provide some coherent health planning. However, planning agencies were given
no real authority regarding allocation of Hill-Burton funds or hospital construe-
tion. Local planning agencies objected to many facilities that were built. By 1974,
when Congress passed the Natieal Health Planning and Resources Development
Act. 3M5.250 Hill-Burton beds were in place.

We have had similar experience In training health manpower. The number of
graduates of schools of medicine and osteopathy more than doubled from 7,516
in 1955 to 15,274 in 1975. The number of accredited educational programs for
allied health personnel grew from 1.774 iln 196 to 2,741 in 1975, and the number
of graduates has grown to more than 200,000 annually.

Much of this rapid growth resulted from the federal government's Increasing
involvement in financing medical education. Its share of the medical schools'
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total annual Income grew from 0.4 percent In 1945 to 53 percent In 198 and to 41
percent in 1974. Between 1949 and 1969, the average medical school Increased Its.
full-Lime faculty from 70 to over 250, nearly half of whom received some or all
of their salaries from federal research funds.

The research orientation produced by these funds has had its own unique
impact. Not only has It tended to lower the percentage of new physicians in the
primary care specialties, but it has also tended to increase the use of sophisticated
medical technology. One study has shown that physicians in university hospitals
order an average of 11 percent more laboratory tests than physicians il non-
university hospitals for comparable patients. This tendency, presumably, is passed
on to their students.

Federal exlpnditures for health research grew from $27 million In 1947 to
$2.4 billion in 1974. The majority of these funds have been allocated by the
National Institutes of Health, which have consistently been funded beyond
their budget requests by Congress. Advances in diagnosis and treatment realized
from these expenditures have contributed significantly to the costs of medical
ca re.

The point, again, is not that government has necessarily been unwise in its
objectives, but that it has pursued a national policy of substantially increased
health care capacity, and therefore cost, with no discernible coherent national
health strategy.

There have been significant changes In the health care product, many of which
are not reflected in health care cost data.

The increasing share of the Gross National Product allocated to health services
does not indicate simply that we are purchasing Increasing amounts of the same
kind of health care. Tile Bureau of Labor Statistics, which produces the Con-
sumer Price Index, has developed effective measures for accommodating the
effect on price of changes in the quality of commodities. However, it has not
successfully accommodated changes in services. The Consumer Price Index,
therefore, relies on a group of simple, reasonably standard services and im-
plicitly assumes that changes in quality will be small. Dramatic new procedures
aside, It is clear that a patient undergoing a routine operation within an institu-
tion which incorporates intensive care units, surgical recovery rooms, and e.ten-
sive cardiac care facilities is not receiving the smite product as a patient under-
going the same operation without similar facilities. The quality of his care and
his probability of survival have improved.

Discussions of health care cost tend to present data simply In terms of in-
creased expenditures for services. This is an over-sinztplfication. There are a,
number of areas In which increased expenditures yield net economic savings by
reducing morbidity and mortality.

Examples of this effect are In the "Study of Surgical Services in the 'nited'
States," sponsored by the American College of Surgeons andl the American
Surgical Association. For a specific list of research contributions, the study
indicates that direct costs of treatment increased $121.1 million in 1970 over what
could have been expected in 190, without the technological advances which
occurred during the decade. Concurrently, however, the additional expenditutre
resulted in economic savings of $2,1M4.5 million in mortality, and of $192 million
in morbidity. The ratio of indirect cost savings to direct expenditures was thus
approximately 20 to one.

Similarly, the National Institutes of Health indicate that the direct costs of
treatment for kidney transplants and hemodialysis, recently developed modalities,
were $13,991,000 in 1970. Savings attributed to decreased mortality were
$1,003,129,000, and to decreased morbidity $53,860,0). Net savings, then. were
on the order of $935 million. In the same year, and by similar method, NII
estimated savings for use of the cardiac l:aeemnaker at $123 million.

It is probably possible to extrapolate these fundamentally Imprecise data to
ridiculous lengths. However, the basic Po)int-that there are significant economic
returns on health care services-is valid, and should be noted.

The Council's paper has cited the widespread existence of health Insurance,
typically with employer contribution to its r'ost, as obscuring the consumer's
perception of the cost of care, his spending de,2isions, and the treatment decisions
of the physician. It focused on "first dollar" coverage (i.e., coverage without
copayment or deductibles) as leading patients to demand more services than
they otherwise would.

It is true that insurance frequently lessens the individual's knowledge of and&
concern for health care costs. It is also true, as the Council notes In a different
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-context on page 6 of its paper, that the-individual does not purchase health care
with the same attitudes as those with which he buys other goods and services.

The purchase of health care services does not follow the normal interaction
of supply and demand. Under the classical assumptions of utility and profit
naximization resources, Including expenditures, are allocated optimally if the

market operates perfectly. But price is not usually the major mechanism for
allocating medical resources, and we have just shown that there has been
massive Intervention through public policy to assure that it In not. Effective
coverage essentially equalizes income for health purposes, and thus does tend
to minimize income differences as a form of economic rationing. In our view,
this is desirable.

The consumer lacks information about his medical needs, the cost of medical
care, and what lies in the future. Frequently, he has no real choice as to
whether or what services to purchase. lie attempts to avert risk by purchasing
health insurance. This Is a rational decision in economic terms, and in first
dollar coverage, it has an immediate dual impact: it affords the consumer
financial protection; and it assures that an agency other than the subscriber
will deal with the physician on price. This demand for security in tile form
of first dollar coverage can only exist in the present environment in which,
concurrently, money has been freed from other needs and there are, in fact,
effective health care services to be purchased.

The Canadian national health insurance system originally imposed cost-sharing
on all patients. The practical effect was to reduce utilization six to seven percent
among the general population, but 18 percent among the poor. This is clearly not
In accord with the social priorities of our country.

It Is probable that high-level Indemnity coverage is more Inflationary than
full coverage, provided that the full coverage applies reasonable controls to
allowances. An excellent example is afforded by the Medicare program. An
flEW-sponsored study conducted by Nathan Associates attempted to determine
the relative effects of general Inflation and the Medicare program on increases
in physician fees. It concluded that the introduction of the Medicare program
in 1966 caused an additional rise in physicians' fees of about three percent
annually from 1966 through 19619. The study attributed 1.75 of this three percent
to the specitle method of reimbursement which is open at the top. The remaining
1.25 percent was attribluted to the Medicare program considered only as insurance.

Further confirmation of this is in a study of expenditures for physicians'
services in the pre-Medicare periokl. 1956-1906. The National Bureau of Economic
Research concluded that the main factors contrilltinz to increases were tech-
nical changes in the health care product and the increased supply of physicians.
Insurance was found to have comparatively little influence on expenditures for
physicians' services.

First dollar coverage probably does cause some expenditures to be Identified
which are otherwise "lost"-absorbed by the patient or the physician. An HEW
study of the Medicare B program from July, 16 to December. 1971 shows that
of the beneficiaries eligible for the program, 33.7 percent had never met the
$50 deductible. This impresses us as a high figure for this age group. It is
entirely possible that many of these patients incurred enough expense to be
eligible for reinursement. but simply failed to file because of lost bills, con-
fusion, or inability or unwillingness to col with the process. If this is true,
utilization and expense differences between forms of coverage are misleading.

First dollar coverage tends to reduce the provider's costs of doing business
by eliminating bad debt and dual billings. In return for this, he Is frequently
willing to contract with the carrier for an agreed level of payment which fre
quently provides the subscriber both his most efficient possible purchase and his
optimal level of risk aversion.

The Council has asked what the private sector can do about health care costs.
Blue Shield specializes in professional services, and devotes most of its Income
to reimbursement for physician services. Some simple arithmetic Is critical to
the answer. Physicians receive about 20 percent of the health care dollar.
Typically, 40 percent of their Income pays for overhead which is relatively
inflexible, while 60 percent is considered net income. If the physician's net
Income portion of the health rare dollar were reduced 20 percent-without regard
to the feasibility or desirability of such action-total health care costs would be
reduced by about two and one-half percent. Clearly, then, major reductions In
the overall cost of health care are not available to Blue Shield from claims
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]processes. There are, however, a number of things that Blue Shield Plans do to
help hold down benefit costs. They include:

1. Physician participation. This concept, essentially unique to Blue Shield, pro-
vides an agreement in advance of service that the physician will accept the Plan's
price determinations. The subscriber, who is usually uninformed and In poor
bargaining position to establish price, substitutes the Blue Shield Plan's experi-

.ence and knowledge for his own. This is probably the most effective of all cost
containment devices.

2. Charge determinations. The data base provided by decentralization and in-
tensive commitment to the geographic area of the Plan permits Blue Shield Plans
to administer coverage with comparative precision, anti yields charge reductions
fit the tens of millions of dollars annually, with comparatively little sacrifice of
the full payment commitment to the subscriber. Exception mechanisms for deter-
inining reasonable charges in unusual medical circumstances extend the com-
ultment further.

3. Utilization review. All Blue Shield l'lans review utilization to assure that
covered services are reasonable in relation to the medical circumstances of the
ctse..

4. ('oordination of benefits and subrogation. Most Plans apply these devices
to elinainate collateral payments, which increase the costs of a given episode of
cit re.

The National A.ssociation attempts to sUPl)rt individual Plans in administer.
Ing their benefits, by such efforts as:

1. ('entral systems development for utilization review, accounting, and other
coininon purposes.

2. Development of a program by which out-of-area sul)seriibers incurring medi-
cal care costs have their charges adjudlieated by the local Plan iln order to main-
tain the most precise possible determination of allowances.

3. In conjunction with the Blue Cross Association, a program of Total Plan
Itevifew has been developwed to assist tite mnagnenieft of the local Plan in achiev-
Ing the most cost effective administration. This program has, over the years,
achieved millions of dollars in savings for l'lans.

41. Also with the Blue Cross Associ:ation, a multi-million dollar program of
L ong Itange Systems l'lanning. for the purpose of lacing advanced software
teelmhnolol'rY in the hands (if Ithle ('roiss and 1tut Shield I'l:ns for the more efficient
and econonical administ ration of fimt tre programs.

'hie combined efforts of the I'lans and the Assoclations have permitted Blue
('ross and Blue Shield to return 4 cents of each prenumnl dollar to the subscriler
in benefits-a highly efficient return on a complex operation.

In the long term, these programs can be expected to have less impact upon
Iota: cost than other activities in which Blue Shield is involved which are aimed
at either changing fundamental incentives within the system or making it pos.
sibhle to reimburse for services on a different basis. Examples of such programs
inlude:

1. Development of alternate delivery systems. With Blue Cross. Blue Shield
Is the most active developer of such systems in the country. Blue Shield has sup-
lirted and will continue to support development of prelail group practice sys.
tens. It recently has. however, placed increasing emphasis on the individual prac-
tice type of IIMO. We feel that involving whole medical conmnunitles in alter.
nate fornis of delivery offers greater jromnse. in the long run, for widespread
changes; in the cost-efficiency of medical practice.

2. ExjIcrhinemtal iorograms to determine the feasibility of paying for medical
eare in a single "payment by diagnosis," rather than in a succession of charges
by visit.

3. ,1,econd opinion surivcal programs, to make confirmation of the need for
surgery a subscriber benefit, and to test the efficacy of thlk approach.

4. Active participation in the IProfessional Standards Review Organization pro.
gram, including the development, with Blue Cross. of specialized systems to
Permit the integration of hospital and medical records for professional review
in government programs or ir. private husinesq.

5. Active programs to teach physicians about the costs of the sprvlces they
order. Some of these programs are directed at hospital staffs. Others are being

-developed for Inclusion in medical school curricula in an attempt to reach the
physician in the earliest stages of his career.
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6. A program to work with medical specialty groups to determine more clearly
which procedures through outmoding, redundancy, lack of ettablished efficacy,
or other evolutionary processes have become medically unnecessary, in most cases.

This review of carrier activity tends to illustrate the point that there is no
single solution to the problem of health cost, but rather a need for a series of
coordinated activities designed to influence the system within a framework of
defined objectives. While the carriers' role is limited, the same principle applies
to a broader public-private effort which is necessary if we are to achieve overall
results.

We are concerned that the nation is looking for a single, dramatic stroke of
policy that will change the direction of health care costs, and we do not believe
that such a stroke is possible. If our informal consensus regarding the use of
resources for health care has not been very satisfying, perhaps it is because it
has not been very realistic. We have put enormous resources into developing a
health care system and assuring its availability to anyone who wishes to use it,
and we are now concerned about the inevitable result-significantly increased
costs. If these costs are to be constrained, the major requisite is a consistent
national health policy.

Such a policy has not been pursued in the past, and it is not being pursued iiw.
Increasing the supply of health care may ultimately have an effect, but in ltl(-
short term it is inflationary. Reducing demand could help but comparatively lit te
public or private money has gone to educate patients in better health habik or
more intelligent use of the system. A lower quality of care could be effective ill
many cases, but little has been done about the malpractice environment in which
a physician who works from a reasonable hypothesis rather than all available
laboratory and X-ray evidence is risking serious personal consequences. Tlu
efficiency of health service might improve, but we are confronted with a federal
lIMO Act which has been a pMsitive barrier to free experimentation, and blate
regulatory authorities which have depressed carriers' reserves, in some cases
to the point that their willingness and ability to try new approaches to reimburse-
ment has been severely ibihited.

It would be a terrible e-rror to try to manage the health system as a single
enterprise. It is too complex, and the c(inisequenices of inllexibility, a ilitirizicd
economic base, and stifled innovation are too great. At the other extrenle, It
series of unrelated, uncoordinated regulatory efforts might very well lie counter-
productive as some of these examples show.

But genuine easing of costs through behavior modification is probably possile,.
for example, through a concerted effort to decrease demand. Some bf the areas
on which such an effort might concentrate are:

Improved health habits for the general population.
Education in better use of the health system. For example, when is It Api-

propriate to use the hospital emergency room, or the physician's office at
half the price, or self -are at little or no cost ?

Proper use of preventive medicine, based not on a shotgun approach but
on a realistic consideration of age. health status and risk factors.

Physlcian education in the costs of care, and the use of effective but les s
expetisive procedures.

Easing of the malpractice situation, to provide less incentive to defensive-
med i(i ne.

Use of more non-physit'lan health personnel to teach patients maintenance
procedures and the ptrevenl ionI (if (mnlliications.

Emjiloyer l'ascd lrogira;mts to lronitite safety and heath -OISeltOUslIsnsi.
Slinil.arly, a concerted effort eould increase the efficiency of the system. Ex-

amples of useful lprojeo, s would include:
More effek.:ive planning to reduce the unnecessary proliferation of beds

and e(liltileltt, anl retire ex.ess capacity.
Federal mandate fif it nhii ilTun -enlw of henltb ovPrago, to minimize bi.I.s

in the selection of treatment. Such a mandate should be phased in over a rea-
stnable ieriid of ti . tIo iiiiiimize its inflatiinary an(l cost impacts.

Restructure of 1MO legislation to permit genuine experimentation and
COIlnPtition based upon innovation and provider cooperation rather than
compliance with preconceived models.

Federal guidelines for effi-ient, effective carrier performance, Implemented
through state regulatory authorities.

Encormiging the use of health personnel other than physicians for many
types of services.
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These examples are not Intended to he e'mprehenIve, but to Illustrate the
point that there are things which can be done through a Joint effort of the public
and private sectors to influence health costs through improved efficiency and
lowered demand without trauma to the social goals we rhave set. To the extent
thatt health care has served as a vehicle for maJor social change. the social forces
which have brought change must participate in the revision of priorities.

Senator TA1,AIXME. Our next witnesses are Frank Ifughes, Presi-
dent-elect, National Retired Teachers Association-American Associa-
t im of retired persons, accompanied by Laurence F. Lane, legislative
rq)resentative. Mr. Tfughes is not only a constituent of mine but a very
valued long-time friend, lie "served as president of the Georgia Edu-
,.ation Association when 1 was governorr of Georgia. We worked very
closely with him.

STATEMENT OF FRANK HUGHES, PRESIDENT-ELECT, NATIONAL
RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION-AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
RETIRED PERSONS, ACCOMPANIED BY LAURENCE F. LANE, LEG-
ISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE

I am Frank Hughes. I appear this morning not only representing
:lf a million members of the National Letired Teachers Association,
lit also over 9 million members of our sister organization, the Ameri-
C.'an Assoiation of Retired Persons.

Now, we have prepared a statement which I would ask that it be
sillllittel for the record.

S,nator T AIXIE. It will lhe inserted in the record.
MJr. huyHEs. I shall sumn 'ize the testimony to meet time restric-

At the outset, allow me to emphasize our associations are pleased
tait this committee has initiatel legislation and legislative reforms
I,) improve the performance of medicare and medicaid programs. We
believe the chairman of this subconunittee is to be coinniendled for his
leadership in sponsoring S. 3205 as a working document to improve our
i,,ealf it) )m Iirsiltnt programs.

NRTA and AARP generally support the administrative and reim-
b-ursement procedures set forth in the legislation as a first step toward
neves.a ry iml)rovements.

I [,owe'er, we solicit additional action by the committee to strengthen
further the administrative and reimbursement procedures to im prove
tileresponsiveness of the medicare benefit package(, to the needs of the el-
,le 0y and federalize the Medicaid program.

l:cognizing the members of this committee continue to seek assist-
ance. and -direction that_.thiey should be Iursuing to improve the re-
sponsiveness of health programs, our association reiterates the mes-
.sago which we brought to the Congress during the discussion of
national health insurance. -

That is, action must-be taken by the Congress to augment medicare
and to provide for a complete continuum of health services for the aged
and the disabled to incorporate a new system of payment procedures
designed to restrain health care costs.

Our testimony sets forth a plan which could be implemented in
spite of budgetary procedures. Additionally, our testimony provides
a section-by-section analysis of S. 3205 with our association's view -
toward the legislation.
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Mindful of our concerns that point out the need for an immediate
committee action to expand the medicare benefit package and to fed-
eralize the title 19 medicaid program, we offer the following com-
ments concerning the specific provisions of S. 3205.

Our associations see merit in the proposed revision to combine the.
title XVIII (medicare), title XIX (medicaid) programs with the
functions of the Bureau of Quality Assurance and the Office of Long-
Term Care under the direction of an assistant secretary for health
care under the direction of an assistant secretary for health care.
financing.

The present patchquilt of HEW offices with responsibility for-
health management has often compounded the development of a ra-
tional health care delivery system.

Likewise, our associations are supportive of the establishment
within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare of an Office
of Central Fraud and Abuse Control under the direction of an Inspec-
tor General for Health Administration as proposed in section 3 of-
S. 3205.

The consumer is 1,lacvd in a real dilemma in responding to the need:
for tighter alministratiye controls in the reimbursement programs.
On the one hand, we are wary of advocating reimbursement controls
inasmuch as they often translate out in the long run to reductions iuz
benefits while on the other we are shocked by the continued inefii-
cien'cies tolerated.

Congressional oversight will be necessary as we walk the line be-
tween lrovi(ing necessary services to eligible recipients while con-
straining unwarranted costs.

We emphasize the above thoughts to point out a major deficiency
of S. 3205, that, is, its failure to address the need to improve the
administrative re.4ponsiv'eness of the fiscal intermediary. While section
5 expands the functions of the intermediary, no mention is given to
improving performance.

Our associations commend the sponsors of S. 3205 for attempting
to construct an in)roved reimbursement procedure for medicare and
medicaid. While we question whether the components of the plan of
action add up to effective containment of spiraling health care costs,
the legislation does take the first steJps toward control.

With respect to the physician reimbursement provisions of S. 3205,
our associations question whether they will achieve their intended'
goals. As with our stance on institutional reimbursement, we believe
more decisive action is required. As with several other sections of the
legislation, our associations are generally supportive of the efforts
initiated by the sponsors, however, we Would encourage additional
steps by th'e committee. For instance, medicare skilled nursing cover-
age is an extremely limited benefit whereas the needs of the beneficiary

/ population for both skilled nursing and intermediate nursing services
is growing.

The net result is that the recipient ends up paying for the care out
of his own pocket. and, or, the cost of such care are transferred from
medicare to medicaid. Attention should be given to the comprehensive
long-term care reforms set forth in S. 2702, the Myedicare-Long Term,
Care Improvement Act. Our associations strongly endorse the provi--
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sions for an expanded Federal responsibility for certification and
approval of medicaid skilled nursing facilities.

In conclusion, Senator Talmadge, I wish to thank you for giving

me this opportunity to present the views of ray associations before
this committee. My members are the beneficiaries of these programs
and we appreciate the efforts which you have initiated to improve tho.
responsiveness of the Federal health programs to our needs. We stand
ready to assist you in this effort.

Senator TALMADUE. Thank you very much, Mr. Hughes, we appre-
ciate your testimony.

While I personally support many of the suggestions that you have
made to improve medical services in the Nation, we are confronted
with very acute budgetary restraints not only on the Federal level but
the State level also. 'he cost of indicare and inI(licaid has increased
from about $30 billion last year to about $38 billion this year.

It is escalating at a rate of 25 percent a year. It is absolutely neces-
sary for us to get some sort of handle on this cost before, we can make
further improvements, in my judgment, in the health programs.

Thank you very niuch, we appreciate your contribution.
[T1 he prepared statement, of Mr. I ilighes follows:]

TESTIMONY OF THIE NATIONAL RETIrE!) TEACHERS AsSOCIATION AND THE AmERICAIV
ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS

Mr. Chairman, I am Frank Hughes, President-Elect of the National Retired
Teachers Association. I appear this morning not only representing the half
million members of the National Retired Teachers Association but also the over
nine million inembers of our sister organization, the American Association of
Retired Persons. These two affiliated membership organizations are the largest
service anti advocacy groups promoting the interests of the elderly. Accompany-
ing we this morning is Laurence F. Lane, who is a Legislative Representative
on the staff of the Associations.

At the outset, allow me to emphasize that our Associations are pleased that
this committee has initiated legislative reforms to improve the performance
of the Medicare and Medical programs. We believe the Chairman of this Sub-
committee is to be commended for his leadership in sponsoring S. 3205 as a
working document to improve our health reimbursement programs. NRTA-AARP
generally support the administrative and reimbursement procedures set forth
in the legislation as a first step toward necessary Improvements. However, we
solicit additional action by the committee to strengthen further the administra-
tive and reimbursement procedures, improve the responsiveness of the Medicare
benefit package to the needs of the elderly, and federalize the Medicaid program.

NEED TO IMPROVE MEDICARE

Recognizing that the members of this committee continue to seek assistance
In directions they should be pursuing to improve the responsiveness of health
programs, our Associations reiterate the message which we brought to The
Congres. during the discussion of national health Insurance i.e. action must be
taken by this Congress to augment Medicare to provide for a complete con-
tinuum of health services for the aged and disabled and to incorporate a new
system of payment procedures designed to restrain health care costs.

We continue to hold out the provisions of the Comprehensive Medicare Reform
Act as a model for committee action. This bill in addition to preserving present
Medicare benefits would add additionally needed ones such as Intermediate care
facility services, dental services and out-patient hospital skilled nursing and
home health care would be abolished. The legislation would eliminate deducti-
bles and coinsurance under present law and would substitute a system of minimal
copayments with respect to the more expensive Items of health care. However
these copayments and remaining limitations on benefits would be subject to a
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catastrophic protection feature under which low Income persons would pay
nothing and others pay out-of-pocket amounts related to their Income.

Knowing that there are those who contend that such a sweeping overhaul of
the Medicare program while needed might be beyond Imposed fiscal limitations
let us emphasize that there are steps that can be taken by the Congress that
would enhance Medicare without straining resources.

I. There is Immediate need for congressional action to control health care
inflation. The reaction of the health sector to the cost restraints imposed under
,4. 2.24 of the 1972 amendments clearly indicated that without increased govern-
mental controls over that sector the market mechanism will be abused to excess.
It is absurd to think that controls on reasonable cost reimbursement will provide
sufficient leverage to force cost consciousness on the health sector.

While we are pleased with the thrust of S. 3205 as a first step toward con-
taining M,,dicare Inflation, we commend the provisions of the Comprehensive
Medicare Reform Act of 1975 to the committee as a model for a more responsive
reimbursement system. In this legislation, we endorse cost restraints which
retluire participating institutional providers to submit annually for approval
a budget and schedule or proposed charges basel on the reasonable cost of
efficient delivery of services. Ieimiursement would lie based on predetermined,
approved rates with built-in incentives to reward efficiency and economy. With
respect to licensed professional practitioners, payment would be provided in
accordance with annually predetermined fee schedules for local areas under
which fair and adequate compensation would be provided. A provider would
le required to accept the Medicare payment plus any copayment as payment
in full for services.

These proposals for cost restraint put older Americans on the front line of
the struggle to contain health care inflation, but, our members have emphasized
the seriousness of the issue. They are being priced out of the health market in
,,pile of Medicare and other public health assistance. They face the options
0', becoming wards of the state under medical assistance vendor programs or
face lack of attention to their medical needs.2. It is imperative that the benefit package tinder Medicare be broadened
to provide reimbursement for additional ambulatory and preventive services.
It is Important to note that one of the prime weaknesses of existing public
programs is that they are skewed among the different medical services causing
an uneven distribution in benefit coverage and an unbalanced and generally
expensive pattern of utilization. The failure of S. 3205 to deal with this issue
is perhaps tie most serious deficiency of the measure's attempts to improve
program efficiency. Essentially, we have no preventive strategy built into our
health care system for the aged. We fail to address the possibility of preventing
premature aging and Incapacitation disabilities. Furthermore, preliminary evi-
derice from the Current MNedicare Survey Reports indicates that those areas
showing a high rate of multiple hospitalization are those with low rates of use
of ambulatory physician services, thus reinforcing the potential economic trade-
offs between an expanded benefit package and the present restricted coverage.

3. There is a major need to refocus our health strategies to improve efficiency
and ensure optimum utilization of all medical resources. We urge the committee
to concentrate on following through on the recommendations of the July 9, 1974
GAO Report to Congress on "Home Health Care Benefits under Medicare and
Medicaid" to ensure that necessary legislative reforms and/or administrative
regulations are made. We solicit continued committee activity to report legisla-
tion broadening the definition of eligibility for and reimbursement of home
health services.

4. Restrictive durational limitations under the Hospital Insurance program
should he adjusted to alleviate the threat of losing benefits. Under present law,
after 90 days of hospitalization during a benefit period, the recipient is forced
to use lifetime reserve days. While few individuals deplete their benefits, there
is a fear held by the recipients that prolonged Institutionalization would be
catastrophic. With the oldest segment of the aging population being the fastest
growing, we are witnessing a slight increase in the number of individuals who
are using up their hospital insurance lifetime reserve. Immediate action should
be taken to extend the durational limit for hospital Insurance coverage per
spell-of-Illness with the elimination of the provi-ion for lifetime reserve days.
Likewise, there should be a revision of the Medicare spell-of-illness definition
to provide greater flexibility in safeguarding the beneficiary's coverage, so that
In those special cases where an individual has remained institutionalized in a
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skilled nursing facility, but not receiving skilled care, there would be Part A
covertfge if hospitalization is required.

7s. Medicare eligibility should be extended to individuals aged 60 through 64,
find to the spouses of individuals entitled to Medicare. The Senate has passed
this provision on several occations, only to have the amendment thrown out In
conference committee. Many older persons find great difficulty in securing
adequate Insurance coverage, especially if the spouse is over 65. White the at-
rksk population are not particularly high users of health care services, we find
continual demands among our members for the extension of Medicare on a
buy-in basis.

6. Pharmaceuticals remain one of the largest out-of-pocket medical expenses
for older Americans. A stronger federal effort Is required to regulate properly
the (ost, quality, and dispensilng of these vital substances to older persons.
Medicare should be extended to reimburse out-of-institution prescriptions.

7. congress s must take action to contain rising out-of-pocket costs to the
Medl.are recipient. At a minimum, steps should be taken to update the base
year used in the calculation of the cost sharing features. The optimum would
be the structure suggested in the Comprehensive Medicare Reform Act which
calls for the consolidation of Parts A and B of Medicare and the elimination of
prenhium payments.

S. There Is an obvious need to tighten administration of the Medicare pro-
gram to protect against fraud and abuse. We applaud the strong provisions of
S. 3205 to deal with the errosive affect of fraudulent practices upon the
Medicare program. We want this committee to be cognizant that the public,
und especially the recipients of Medlicare, demand a better accounting of pro-
grain funds. While it has been our experience that many newspaper dramatiza-
tinjns of fraudulent practices stretch the truth, both the widespread acceptance
of Medicare and the financial integrity of the program are Jeopardized by the
underpinnings of fact.

FEDERALIZING THE MEDICAID PROGRAM

If our Associations were asked to point out where our legislative objectives
difff-r the most from the provisions of 8. 3205, it would be with respect to the
Medicaid program. S. 3205 asstunes a broadened, more responsible role by the
States in the management of Title XIX. while, we view the present program
(li'Jn as perhaps one of the most complex and singularly unmanageable pro-
gra no, which the Federal government has initiated.

here Is no escaping the, fact that we have fostered the development of 53
differing health systems which are not meeting the health needs of the intended
beneficiaries, while at the same time, the services which are being provided are
financially draining the states of their limited resources. Welfare co.;ts typically
c(,n-titute one of the largest items in a stnte's budget, and vendor payments for
medical care have represented an increasing share of welfare costs. Looking at
State and local funds only. medical vendor payments have risen from $764
mi!iMon for medical vendor payments In fiscal year 196 to an estimated $4,445
million in fiscal year 1974, a 59-3 percent increase in tinder ten years.

Insufficient income has forced millions of older Americans to rely upon Medic-
aid as a primary vehicle for health care protection. Medicaid is the primary
source of funding for long-term care to the older population. However, program
cunt-backs mandated by fiscal restraints In the stages have seriously jeopardized
the availability of such assistance to those In need.

Congress must address the policy issue of whether Medicaid would he Im-
proved If placed tinder federal administration. 11itle IT of the national health
lcsilation introduced by Senators Long and Ribicoff clearly offers a workable
plan for such federalization.

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

'Mindful of the above stated concerns that point out the need for Immediate
committee action to expand the Medicare benefit package and to federalize the
Title XIX (Medicaid) program, we offer the following comments concerning the
specific provisions of R. 3205.

... Administrative Reforms:
Our Associations see merit in the proposed revision to combine the Title XVIII

(Medicare), Title XIX (Medicaid) programs with the functions of the Bureau

75-502-76--28
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of Quality Assurance and the e office of Long-Term Care under the direction of an
Assistant Secretary for Health Care Financing. The present pat.hquilt of HEW
offices with responsibility for health management has often compounded the de-
velopment of a rational health care delivery system. It has been our experience
that much of the delay In the implementation of key provisions of Public Law 92-
603 was directly attributable to timelags in the decision-making process among
the several entities responsible for writing regulations. At the same time that we
support the combining of these administrative components under one umbrella
agency, we believe that without additional steps to bring the complete Medicaid
program under the primary direction of the Federal government these reforms
will fall short. As long as there is a difference of management In the two health
reimbursement programs and differing funding sources, there will be continued
conflicts and irreconcilable disputes.

Likewise, our Associations are supportive of the establishment within the
Department of Health, Educatio and Welfare of an Office of Central Fraud
and Abuse Control under the direction of an Inspector General for Health Ad-
minittration as proposed In Section 3 of S. 8205. Consideration should be given
to clarifying the relationship of the Inspector General's role to that of the
Assistant Secretary for health Financing- etablished by Section 2. One of the
primary difficulties in the present administration of regulations appears to be
the diffused responsibility between promulgating regulation and enforcing theni.
We would view the primary enforcement mechanism as a responsibility of the
Health Care Financing Administration with the Inspector General for Health
Administration serving an ombudsman function. We would emphasize that
lititiatives to improve our capacity to monitor against fradulent practices should
also direct. themselves to improving our capacity to ensure the delivery of quality
cilre to the lptlent. Improving the efficiency of the government to account for
dollars it spends on health services does not assure that the government can
account for the type of care it reimbursed.

One provision which we strongly support in 5. 3205 is the authority for the
General Counsel of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to prose-
cute any civil fraud case should the department of Justice not act within a
reasonable amount of tile. We would strengthen that authority to give the,
(tnrienl Comsel the power to initiate and or to enter as a party in actions where
Iatient care has not met the quality of prescribed standards. It Is our under-
staindhlg lhtht one of the primary reasons why the abuses in New'York nursing
fiilitit-s became so common was that the workload of the prosecutors was such
that the threat of court action was negligible.

With respect to the reporting procedures set forth in Section 1124(e) (1) we
would ask consideration !e given that sveoh reports be also forwarded to the
Senate ipe'ial Committee on Aging and the House Select Committee on Aging.
While neither of these committees have legislative authority, both have served
as advocates and overseers of government policies with respect to older
Americans.

Actions to improving the State Medicaid program proposed in Section 4 are
generally supportable with the exception of the provision for Medicaid redterm1-
nations within a six month period. For the one out of every five elderly who must
rely on Medicaid for a portion of their health care coverage, an every six month
redetermination appears administratively cumbersome and openly demeaning. Ad-
ditinally. as we have mentioned, improving the capacity of the states to ad-
minister the Medicaid program does not cope with the basic issue of whether
the states can continue to underwrite a growing health reimbursement system
while ensuring the availability of quality services. Improving the administra-
tion of the program does little to standardize the eligibility and benefit package
of Medicaid. Our Associations urge an immediate federalization Of Medicaid.
Pending the enactment of such legislation, federal standards for state plans
should be strengthened to include provisions for mandatory eligibility for the
medically needy. improved uniformity of benefit packages, and greater conform.
ity of eligibility. Furthermore, we urge federal requirements that the state plan
contain provisions for a fraud and abuse unit, adequately Staffed and subject to
prescribed federal guidelines including provisions for auditing and inspection
of providers.

To the extent that .9. 3205 addresses the necessity for greater Federal sup"Vrvi-
.4lon And t'ohtticral 'assistance. our -Ass.ociations applaud the legislation. Like-
wise, we see merit in expanding the role of the Comptroller General to review
the proicedures of the Department to a.sure sufficient attention to Congression.
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ally mandated standards. The recommended efforts to improve the reporting to
Congress on the Medicaid program are equally commendable. We ,would hope the
systematic Information flow would assist in building the case for federalizing
the program.

The consumer is placed in a real dilemma In responding to the need for tighter
administrative controls In the reimbursement programs. On the one hand, we are
wary of advocating reimbursement controls inasmuch as they often translate
out In the long run to reductions in benefits while on the other we are shocked
by the continued inefficiencies tolerated. Congressional oversight will be neces-
sary as we walk the line between providing necessary services to eligible recip-
lents while constraining unwarranted costs. We can point to several General Ac-
counting Office -tudies that clearly indicate that when the Bureau of Health
Insurance attempted to contain costs there has been a general over-reaction that
generated a series of retroactive denials and reductions In benefits to recipients.
It appears that attempts to Improve efficiency often provoke difficulties in the
translation of program goals.

We emphasize the above thoughts to point out a major deficiency of S. 3205,
I.e., its failure to address the need to Improve the administrative responsiveness
of the nscal intermediary. While Section 5 expands the functions of the In-
termediary, no mention is given to Improving performance. While our experience
In monitoring the performance of the intermediaries is limited, in the area of
home health where we have reviewed such activities, we have ,been appalled by
the latitude which private intermediaries have to define public programs. It has
been our experience nationwide that the availability of -in home services under
Medicare are often tightly intrepretated by the Intermediaries and, therefore,
the recipient often must elect Inotitutionalisation to secure necessary care. Cer-
tainly, if the performance of the Intermediary in providing home health care
is indicative of the general performance in managing the reimbursement pro-
gratus, there is serious grounds to fluestion .the integrity of such a system. The
committee must address the responsiveness of the private Intermediary to public
program and insure that adequate safeguards are In plaee to prevent the tbwat-
Ing of the public policy goals by those contracted out to manage the -program.

The recent General Accounting Office report on the "History of the Rising
Costs of the Medicare and Medicaid Program and Attempts To Cut These Costs:
19(%-75" underscores the provisions of Section 7 requiring the prompt promulga-
tion -of regulations and greater attention to secure public comment. Our Associa-
tions feel the Intent of this provision is commendable.

With respect to the termination of the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council, we would prefer a restructuring of this committee to ensure its Input
within the policy process rather than Its demise. HIBAC served a primary
function during the formative years of Title XVIII, and, we think It should be
restored to Its policy activities rather than, terminated.

REIMBURSE ENT REFORMS

Our Associations commend the sponsors of 5. 3205 for attempting to construct
an improved reimbursement procedure for Medicare and medicaid. While we
question whether the components of the plan of action add up to effective con-
tainment of spiralling health care costs, the legislation does take the first steps
toward control.

One need only review the findings of the General Aceounting Office to docn-
meat -the seriousness of inflation upon our health reimbursement programs.
Their r(eent report points out that the cost of the Medicare program has more
than tripled since its first year of operation. But the finding clearly show that
the blame for such cost increases cannot be placed upon the beneficiaries:

l)uring fisml year 1967, part A benefits cost about $2.9 billion for its 19
million eligibles and Part B benefits approximately $1.2 billion for the 18
million people enrolled. By fiscal year 1975, Medicare costs bad increased
to $10.5 billion for the 23.7 million Part A enrollees and $4 billion for the
2.3.2 million Part B enrollees. Thus, while the number of part A eligibles
increased only 25 percent. Part A costs increased 23 percent, (an average
annual rate of 17.5 percent). Also. port B costs Increased 243,percent (an
average of 16.7 percent) while part B enrollees increased only 30 percent.

With specific reference to hospital cost inflation, the report further .dispelled
the myth of patient overutilization as a major cause of increased osts:'

In summary our analysis of the Medicare hospital data indicates that. of
the $7.4 billion increase In the cost of providing hospital benefits, $6.2-bil-
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lion was due to inflation (and possibly the provision of more extensive
services in the hospital), $870 million was due to more people being eligible
for Medicare hospital benefits, and $315 million was due to an increase in
the use of the hospital benefit by eligibles.

While the report was less specific in its statements concerning the Medicaid
program, it concluded that inflation was one of several direct causes of cost
increases within that reimbursement program.

What that report did not mention, but we hope is of priority concern to the
members of this committee, is the fact that spirally health care costs has forced
the beneficiary of the program to assume an ever increasing cost of his own care
regardless of the 'ltle XVIII and Title XIX benefit package. This continuing
trend is pricing the older American out of the health marketplace inspite of
medicare and Medicaid. Ever increasing premiums, coinsurances and deducti-

bles are forcing older persons to defer seeking medical assistance until a condi-
tion is so acute to require the most expensive health treatment. Likewise, for
those older persons who seek medical aid, they are confronted with continuing
erosion of their Medicare benefits as the medical sector ignores reasonabless as
a criteria for billing.

We solicit this committee's leadership in total controls over the health sector,
not just token efforts to contain Medicare and Medicaid dollars. The continued
debate concerning restructuring our health sector has given liberty to the pro-
viders within that sector to seek all they can before the controls are imposed.
The time for such a lid is now! Attempting to contain the rise in health care
costs Just through the Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement mechanisms may
be thwarted unless there are steps taken to contain the complete sector.

The beneficiary fears that reimbursement controls in the institutional sector
may lead to second-class treatment, while in the non-institutional structure such
controls normally translate out to increased out-of-pocket costs to the individual
whlie constraining program costs.

With the above as an introduction to the position which our Associations have
adopted on cost containment, let us look at the specific provisions of S. 3205.

We question whether the elaborate mechanism set forth in the legislation for
containing institutional cost will achieve intended results. W'hlle we strongly
support prospective budgeting as the mechanism for reimhursuir.ent to facilities,
and, in general note that the committee is considering codifying certain practices
that appear to assist in identifying the roots of cost increases, the legislation
is deficient in two aspects. First, while the measure spells out a system of pro-
spective budgeting, it does not fully address the need for rate setting as an
intregal component of that budget process. We commend for your consideration
the provisions of the Comprehensive Medicare Reform Act, S. 14.56, which
provides that the amount of reimbursement to a participating institutional
provider is to be made on the basis of a predetermined schedule of patient care
charges approved, for an accounting year with the fiscal intermediary making
the initial determinations, but with the final rate setting authority vested in the
Secretary or, in a state that has a State rate review and approval agency operat-
Ing under equivalent standards. approved by the State gency.

The second deficiency in S. 3205 is that it provides too many opportunities for
the institution to be exempted from the process. Our experiences in Medicare
administration show that if there is an opportunity for a waiver from a given
provision, there will always be a number of providers that will take advantage
of the loophole.

Tightening the standards and providing for a rate review mechanism would
Improve upon the provilons of S. 3207. The fact that the committee has provided
for a phase-in of the reimbursement plan should negate those arguments which
emtend the committee is acting prematurely. This plan of action allows for the
additional controls that are under review by the Department under the author-
Ity of Section 222. In fact. the committee action might heighten the priority to
those research projects which appear of limited interest to those administering
the Department.

While there is merit to separate skilled nursing facility care and home health
services from under the prospective budgeting requirements written for ho.%-
pitals. we question whether three more years of study will improve upon sug-
gested reimbursement controls on those services.

While our Associations do not have the expertise to evaluate Section 11 provid-
ing for the retirement or conversion of underutilized facilities, it would appear
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that such a program would bA within the public interest. We have often re-
ceived inquiries from members requesting assistance in finding skilled nursing
and intermediate nursing facilities. To the extent that this proposal would expand
the supply of certified facilities, it deserves consideration.

The recent successful court challenge of HEW's regulations establishing a
specific formula for determining the appropriate rate of return on equity capital
way force the committee to seriously review Section 12. We would hope the
committee gives careful attention to the future of for-profit involvement in the
health sector before encouraging too great of an investment from that sector in
hospital services.

With respect to the physician reimbursement provisions of S. 3205, our As-
sociations question whether they will achieve their intended goals. As with
our stance on institutional reimbursement, we believe more decisive action is
required. In the Comprehensive Medicare Reform Act, S. 1456, which was drafted
with the assistance of our staff, provision is made for the reimbursement of non-
institutional services in accordance with annually predetermined fee schedules
for local areas. The fee schedules, to the extent possible, would be established
on the basis of negotiations with representatives of professional societies, bene-
ficlaries, and government. The final schedule could not le imposed until after
public hearings. The schedule would be based on a forecast of what would be
fair and equitable compensation, not exceeding reasonable charges, in each area
during the applicable fiscal year. Participating practitioners must agree to ac-
cept the Medicare payment (plus any copayment) as the full charge for the
service, and, the physician would be prohibited from charging fees in excess of
the Medicare reimbursement. The Secretary would be required to make public.
for each local area, the established fee schedule for the area and the names,
professional fields and professiopml addresses of participating practitioners in the
area. While this approach to physician reimbursement places the Medicare bene-
ficiary in the vanguard of efforts to contain health costs, there are limited al-
ternatives unless Congress moves to constrain the whole health care sector.

The inducements provided in S. 8205, while certainly in the right direction,
may not resolve the problem. Assignment rates continue to fall inspire of efforts
to encourage physicians to accept the reimbursement rates. Certainly, if the
committee Is unwilling to move toward rate setting, the alternative Is to) pro-
vide sufficient incentives for assignment. Provision should be made in Section
21 for the notification to the public of those physicians who are willing to ac-
cept the assignment inducements.

Likewise, the provision set forth in Section 23 may be on# of several ap-
propriate actions that must be taken to e-ncourage physicians involvement in
the Medicaid program.

Our Associations heartily concur with the technical improvements In the
program provided In Section 24 and Section 2-5. While we would prefer to see the
committee adopt it's previous stance on coverage of pharnmceuticals, I.e., comm-
prehensive coverage under Medicare, any benefit improvements have our support.
With respect to the payment of certain physicians' fees on behalf of the deceased,
our members have reported numerous instances when hardships have been suf-
fered beca use of the provlion of present law.

We applaud the intent of Section 26 to prohibit certain fee collection practices
that have been a drain upon the program integrity. However, we would agree
with those who contend that a speedy response In the claim process will have
a greater affect than the prohibition set in statute.

LONG-TERM CARE REFORM

As with several other sections of the legislation, our Associations are gener-
ally supportive of the efforts initiated by the sponsors, however, we would en.
courage additional steps by the committee. For instance, Medicare skilled nursiLg
coverage Is an extremely limited benefit where as the needs of the beneficiary
population for both skilled nursing and Intermediate nursing services is growing.
The net result is that the recipient ends up paying for the care out of his own
pocket, and, or, the costs of such care are transferred from Medicare to Medicaid.
Attention should be given to the comprehensive long-term care reforms set
forth in S. 2702, the Medicare-Long Term Care Improvement Act.

Our Associations strongly endorse the provisions for an expanded Federal
responsibility for certification and approval of Medicaid skilled nursing facili.
ties. We have supported this committee in its past efforts to upgrade the enforce.
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ment mechanism, and you can be assured of our continued support. While Public
Law 92-603 unified the standards for skilled nursing facilities under Medicare
and Medicaid and the agency in the State responsible for applying such stand-
ards, the underlying differences in characteristics, authorities and responsibili-
ties in Medicare and Medicaid remain, Itis not sufficient to focus on the com-
mon aspects of both programs while ignoring the differing statutory, legal and
administrative bases of Medicare and Medicaid.

It cannot be over emphasized that any Congressional effort to unity long-term
care policies and procedures under Medicare and Medicaid must address the
differing locus of primary responsibilities in the two programs. Equally import-
tint, the committee must strengthen the functional responsibilties and authori-
ties within the Federal government so that those who write the regulations will
have the authority to enforce their standards. It has been apparent during the lmst
several years that differing elements within the Department have not always
reflected a unified approach in policies, procedures and guidelines.

Our Associations are supportive of Section 32 which addresses the issue of
determining the reasonable value of certain transferred facilities. The findings
of Volume 2 of the Moreland Act Commission in New York State has under-
scored the necessity for such standards.

Additionally, we concur with Section 33 of S. 3205. This issue of home visits
has generated a great deal of concern by some of our members and their
families. It seems that the implementation of the Medicaid policy with respect
to home visits has generated much misunderstanding. While we welcomed the
Department's attempt tu clarify home visitation policies through regulations, it
appears as if a number of states had instituted a more liberal leave policy than
that of the Federal standard. Removing the barriers to such visits through
statute'might aid in clarifying the Department's policy.

MISCELLANEOUS REORIS

As with the other sections of S. 3206, our Associations are generally sup-
portive of the efforts which the sponsors have spelled out in this working docu-
ment, however, we believe the final product of this committee should tighten
the statutory language. For instance, we have fully supported efforts to surface
through disclosure of ownership and financial information potential conflicts
of interest. Section 40 will add to present disclosure requirements, and, therefore
we support this provision. At the same time, experience has shown that unless
we move toward prohibiting certain types of conflicts of interest such as phy-
sician investment in nursing facilities, pharmaceutical involvement in service
delivery, ownership of clinical laboratories in physician practices. durable medi-
cal equipment corporations in facilities etc., there will be a certain few who
will exploit the weakness of the law.

The committee should favorably report the provisions of S. 3205 to control
franchising and marketing assistance based on utilization. Obvioudy,-;-these
marketing aids are predicate on over-utilization, adding to the costs of the
program. Attention should also be given to the issue of non-profit entrepreneurs.

We call your attention to a recently published paper prepared by the Center
for Policy Research concerning Profits fn Not-For.Profit InstitutioMr. Its discus-
sion, and, that of the Chapter 16 of the 1970 Senate Finance Committee Staff
Report on Mcd(care and Medicaid: Problems, lIsses and Alternatives, appear
relevant to the ibaes raised by your committee. Both studies raised the same cen-
tral thesis: "existing laws and regulations governing not-for-profit corporations
are insufficient to safeguard the undherlying legitimate purpose of these
corporations."

lhe Center's report identified four avenues for profit making in not-for-profit
corporations: (1) staff income tied to entrepreneurship rather than to work;
(2) self-dealing: (3) real estate transactions; and (4) unreasonable and uncus-
tomary fees, salaries and fringe benefits. Note, with the exception of real estate
transactions, your committee has discovered each of these patterns occurring in
home health. Disclosure, improved reimbursement guidelines, strict enforcement,
tighter tax laws, and competitive bidding are among the recommendations set
forth to check abuses. We believe the committee should review the Center's
report in preparing Its own recommendations.

The Senate Staff committee report which we mentioned discussed the possi.
bility of the Department of the Treasury exploring the issue of potential abuse
in the securing of tax-exempt status.
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We are not familiar with such a study having been undertaken, however,
inasmuch as several major corporations have expressed an interest in franchis-
ing operations and in their literature promote assistance in securing a tax-
exemption, maybe the time is ripe for the establishment of a realistic yardstick
for measuring whether a health delivery agency is truely non-profit.

With respect to Section 41, our Associations would ask the committee to re-
view the complete reimbursement process for Health Maintenance Organizations
rather than td"aecept the Title XVIII procedures as adequate. Our Associations
support the development of lIMO's, and, we believe that if sufficient attention
was given to constructing an equitable capitation payment system with suffi-
(lent incentives for HMO's to accept the higher-risk Medicare and Medicaid
patients, that older persons would benefit from the move toward prepaid health
care. Certainly, the California experience with so-called Health Maintenance
Organizations cannot be used as the model for punitive legislation to contain
experimentation with the delivery of health services.

While we have received only limited membership complaints concerning am-iulance services, we support the provisions of Section 42 which would slightly
liberalize the current benefit. Consideration should be given to expanding theambulance service coverage to include certain types of secondary health vehicles
wliich are needed for the handicapped and others with limited mobility to reach
me(lical services.

Section 44 of 8. 3205 appears to be a red-herring, predicated upon myth
rather than fact. There is limited justification for further complicating the
Medicaid eligibility process by requiring attention to the disposal of property.
This provision directly points a finger at older persons who are forced intopoverty by the excesses of the health sector. The incidence of property transfer
simply do not justify this committee's over-attention to such niniscule resource
testing while massive abuses go unchecked in the reimbursement process.

The increased penalties of Section 45 are not sufficient to deter abuse. Oneneed only point to the recent prosecution of certain New York nursing home
operators to evidence the weakness of the law. Provision should require manda-
tory prison sentences,_authority for recovery of all overpayments plus a penalty
factor, and, authority for recipient suits-either self-initiated or through class.
action for up to three times damages. Only through the threat of actual penalties
will the situation improve.

In conclusion, Senator Tnlmadge, I wish to thank you for giving me this op.
portunity to present the views of my Associations before this committee. My
iineibers are the beneficlarles of these programs and we appreciate the effortswhich you have initiated to improve the responsiveness of the federal healthlri ,,rams to our needs. We stand ready to assist you in this effort.

APPENDIX TO THIE TESTIMONY OF THE NATIONAL RETrRED TEACHERs ASSOCIATION
AND THIE. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF lRETIRED PEICAONS BEFORE TiE SUBCOM-
MITTEE ON IIEALTII OF TIlE COMMITEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE

MEJ)ICARE PERFORMANCE-PRESENT LAW

Hospital insurance (part A)

Eligibility for Title XVIII IHospital Insurance Benefits is predicated on meet-
tllu one of several requirements. If a person k (15 or over and entitled to monthly
so,.jal security or railroad retirement benefits, he Is also eligible for hospital
insurance benefits. If a person is not entitled to social security or railroad retire-
Ment benefits, lie will nevertheless be eligible for hospital Insurance-at age 05
i a resident citizen (certain aliens can also quil lify) and (1) was born before
19(13, or (2) earned 3 quarter.% of social security coverage for each full year
Sen'ring after 1966 and before he reached 05). A social security or railroad
rotircment beneficiary who has been entitled to disability benefits for not less
than 24 months in a row Is also entitled to hospital Insurance, even though
under age 65. Also, almost all persons age 65 or over who are ineligible for
benefits can voluntarily enroll for hospital Insurance coverage, provided they pay
a premium that has been set at $40 a month from July 1975 to June 1976 (to be
raised to in July 1976). Volunteer enroilp'es nmt nlso enroll for supplementary
medical insurance and pay that premium too. Additionally, certain individuals
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who need hemodialysis or kidney transplantation are eligible for hospital
insurance

Hospital insurance (Part "A" Medicare) covers the following benefits:
Hospital: for each day, up to a maximum of 90, in any benefit period, holital

Insurance covers almost all hospital costs except the first $104 and a chartze of
$26 a day for the 61st through the 90th days of hospitalization. In addition,
one has a lifetime reserve of 60 days of hospital care after he exhausts tile 90
days to which he is entitled during a benefit period, but he pays a char&-e of
$52 a day for each of these 60 days used.

Covered costs include those for bed and room in 2- to 4 bed room (or private
rooms if medically required), nursing services (except private duty nur.iig),
the usual drugs and supplies furnished hospital patients and other diagnostic
services or kinds of treatment furnished in-patients by the hospital. doctor
services within the facility are generally not covered under the hospital iII-
surance part of Medicare.

I'ost hospital extend-care: After at least 3 consecutive days in a ho.spItal,
hospital insurance also covers post hospital care ini a qualitied skilled nursing
facility for up to 100 days in any benefit period. The patient, however, p~ays a
charge of $13 a day for each day of care over 20 in a benefit period. A person
must be in need of skilled nursing care and/or skilled rehabilitation services
on a daily bnsis to quality for this benefit.

Hospital insurance will also cover the costs of up to 100 home health visits
if they occur within one year after discharge from th hospital I required 3 day
hospitalization) or from a skilled nursing facility folloviu hospitalization, and,
if skilled home health services are provided by a qualified home health aR.'Zaa'y.

Benefit period: The law provides for limitations of hospital and post hlosital
extended care within each benefit period Tthnicaly-simel-of-illnes). The
benefit period begins with the first day on which an individual is eligible for
Medicare and is furnished services, provided thitt tl( day was not it a previous
benefit period. A benefit period concludes when the r(eipient has been wialt of
the hospital or skilled nursing facility for 60 consecutive days. A person pays
the deductible only one in each benefit period.'

Mcdicai insurance (part B medicare)

Medical Insurance benefits are available to ill resident citizens 65 or over.
Enrollment is automatic for hospital insurance eligibles unless declined premised
upon the payment of monthly premium of $6.70 (to be raised to $7.20 per month
in July 1976).

In general, the Medical Insurance Plan Is designed to supplement the coverage
provided by the hospital insurance plan. Under Part B. the Federal Government
pays 80% of the reasonable costs of charges for covered services except for the
first $60 each year which is a program deductible. One hundred percent of
reasonable charges of a radiologist or pathologist for services to hospital in-
patients are covered. Likewise, special program coverage is provided in certain
instances for home health services, clinical laboratory testing, and physical
therapy services.

Medical insurance (Part B Medicare) covers the following benefits:
Doctor services: Most physician services are covered, Including surgery,

consultation, home, office and institutional calls reimbursed on reasonable
charge determinations.

Medical and other health services: A range of medical services to include
diagnostic X-ray and laboratory testing, X-ray and radiation therapy, many
services and supplies, durable medical equipment are included within the
benefit package."

Performance of medicare
In fiscal year 1966, Just before the advent of 'Medicare, the elderly of tile

United States accounted for approximately 21 percent of the $38.6 billion paid for
the health care costs In that year. A total of $7.8 billion was spent on the aged
in fiscal year 1908, 66 percent from private sources and 31 percent from public
funds. Of the share of public funds, better than half were state and local funds.'

I Based on description contained In : Commerce Clearing House, "19768\ocial Security
BPnfits." pp. 25-28.

'Ibid.
SIbid.. pp'. 2-A-31.

'8oodoi Security Bulletin, "Age Differences in Medical Care Spending FY 1972," May
1973.
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With the implementation of Medicare and Medicaid, the federal government
baa assumed a significant portion of the expenditures formerly made by the
private sector in the financing of health care for the aged. The fact that by itself,
Medicare spent more in each year since 1972 than the total amount of the health
care bill of the aged in 1966, is a measure of its impact.

Unfortunately, despite Medicare's large outlays, its portion of the health care
bill of the aged continues to shrink-from 46 percent in 1969 to less than 39 per.
cent in 1974. And, while Medicaid provides assistance supplementing Medicare
for one-out-of-every-five elderly, private, per-capita out-of-pocket payments for
health expenditures in 1974 were in excess of $480.*

Chart I summarizes the estimated per capita personal health care expendi-
tures for the aged in 1974 and the percentage distribution of public financing of
each expenditure. Be mindful, that these dollar amounts and percentage dis-
tributions do not take into account individual's premium payments under Parts
A and B for non-title II eligibles ($40 per month) or the Part B premium ($6.70
per month). If the supplementary medical insurance premiums were regarded
as private payments, the public share would be reduced from 60 percent to 56
percent, or an increase in excess of $80 per capita private out-of-pocket costs.

CHART 1

ESTIMATED PER CAPITA PERSONAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES, BY TYPE AND SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR INDIVID.
UALS AGE 65 AND OVER. FISCAL YEAR 1974, AND DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONAL HEALTH CARE EXPENDITURES
FOR THE AGED BY TYPE AND SOURCE OF FUNDS, FIF5CAL YEAR 1974

Percentalle distribution

Per capita Public
T ype of expenditure Total Private Public Private Total Medicare Other

Total ...................... $1.217.84 $483.75 $734.14 39.7 60.3 38.1 22.2

Hospital care -------------------- 73.18 115.58 457.59 20.2 79.8 62. 0 17.9
Physicians' services --------------. 182.14 79.43 102.71 43.6 56.4 51.9 4.5
Denitsts' services ----------------- 19.58 18.17 1.42 92.8 7.2-.... 7.2
Other professional services --------- 19.08 12.64 6.44 66.3 33.7 23.7 10.1
Drugs and drug sundries ----------- 103.17 89.29 13.92 86.6 13.5 ------------ 13.5
Eyeglasses and appliances .......... 21.40 20. 72 .32 98.5 1.5 ------------ 1.5
Nursing home care -------------- 289. 10 146. 9 142.11 50.8 49.2 3.3 45.8
Other health services---------------10.55 .91 9.63 8. 7 91.3 .91.3

Source: Social Security Bulletin, "Age Diflerenes in Medical Spending fiscal year 1974", June 1975, adapted from table
2 and table 5.

Three Important conclusions can be reached In looking at Chart 1. First, note
that older persons are still shouldering a sizable portion of their health care
bills. In fact, the per capita private expenditures of the elderly is nearly twice
the expenditure for all ages ($483.75 as contrasted with $260.88 for all ages).'
Second, Medicare's reimbursement is heavily skewed toward hospital and physi.
clan coverage, but fails to address many important health expenditures of the
aged. Third, other public programs, especially Medicaid, interface with Medicare
to provide additional relief to older persons from health care costs (approxi-
mately 15 percent of the health care costs were met by Medicaid and another 7
percent came from general hospital and medical care programs primarily at the
state and local level and from the Veterans' Administration's programs).

The decline in Medicare's share of the health care expenditures of the elderly
Is the result of a variety of factors. The most significant drop in Medicare pay-
ments has been for extended care facilities (skilled nursing facilities) due to
massive reclassification of patients from skilled to intermediate care facility

/ status. In 1969, Medicare spent $367 million for extended care-nearly 16 percent
of the nursing home bill for those aged 65 and over-but, by 1974 the Medicare
outlay was $210 million and its share of the bill had dropped to 3 percent,'

Sooial Secority Bulletin, "Age Differences In Medical Care Spending FY 1974," June
1975.

1hid.
'Ibid.
S Ibid.• Ibid.
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Medicare's share of expenditures for physician services for the aged has also
declined. In 1969, Medicare's contribution was 60 percent; In 19T4 It was 52
percent One factor In the decline is the increase in the Part B deductible from
$50 to $W0 in 1973; another Is the decrease in the proportion of clats foir Which
physicians have accepted assignment.

Physicians who take assignment accept Medicare's determinations of a reason-
able charge and bill the patient only for unmet part of the annil $60 deductible,
plus 20 percent of the remaining part. Physicians who do not accept asesinent
may bill the.phtient for fees in exces of the reasonable charge determination.

While a number of factors appear to influence physician assignment, to include
attitude toward program, size of the bill for specific service, relationship with
patients, asurance of payment, there has been a steady erosdol or doctors who
accept Medicare's determination of reasonable costs. In fiscal year 1969, the net
assignment rate was 61 percent; in 1073 it had declined to 53 percent; in fiscal
year 1974, the projected rate is down to 52 percent

These charges have been accompanied by significant increases in the reasonable
charge reduction rates, I.e. the proportion of claims where the allowed charge Is
less than that billed by the physician or supplier. In essence, he eclIplelit is
forced to shoulder more than the 20 percent co-insurance rate because Medicare's
portion of the expenditures for physician services is decreasing.

Another contributing factor In Medicare's decreasing share of the total health
care bill for the aged relates to hospital care. In fiscal year 1969, Medicare
paid two thirds of the hospital bill for those aged 65 an over. In 1974, this
proportion dropped to 62 percent. Interestingly, this decrt i is related to the
fact that in 1969, the average length of stay for the aged in : immunity hospitals
was 18.2 days but had dropped to 11.4 days in 1974.u Since the aged individual
is responsible for a hospital deductible roughly equivalent to one day of care,
his proportion of the bill goes up as the average length of stay goes down. One
can asesme that with the resent increase in the Part A deductible to $104
couple with the continued decline of coverage lengths of stay to less than 11
days, that Medicare's present share of hospital costs has been further reduced.'

Medicare does not pay for dental care, out-of-pocket hospital prescribed drugs
and eyeglasses. Medicaid and other public programs picked up the bill for only-
about 7 percent of dental costs, 14 percent of prescribed drug expenditures, and
less than 2 percent of the costs of eyeglasses, leaving the majority of these costs
to be met by the elderly by direct out-of-pocket payments.'

Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Bruce D. Thevenot, director, Government
Services Division, American Health Care Association and Jack A.
MacDonald, executive vice president, National Council of Health Care
Services.

We are delighted to have you. You may insert your full statement
in the record and summarize it.

S!Afl N 'OF ]BRUCE D. ?HVENOT, DIRECTOR, 11OV!RNX1K T
CZRV0M DIVISION, AERICAN HEALTH CARE AWCIATION

Mr. THxvEwoxr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you indicated, my
name is Bruce Thevenot, I represent the American Health Care
Association. By way of identification, since I don't believe we have
submitted testimony to this committee since our name change, we
were formerly the American Nursing Home Association, and some
may recall us more appropriately that way. By any name, we are
delighted to be here.

I should like to lIegin by commending the chairman on the conduct
of these hearings, and on the purposes embodied in the legislation
which is the subject of these hearings. The vast majority of AHCA

10 Health Insurance Statitics. "Au irnment Rates for Supplementary Medical Insurance
Claims. Calendar Year 1973," (DHEW-SSA). December 5, 1974.

11 See note T.
.Social Seeurity Bulletin, "Table M-19." January 1976.

0 See note 7.
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members participate-a. providers of services in the medicare and
medicaid programs. We agree with you that fundamental changes in
the administrative and reimbursement features of these programs
must be effected before implementation of a national health insurance
plan can be seriously contemplated.

It is in this spirit, Mr. Chairman, that we extend our pledge of
cooperation with this committee in finding equitable and workable
solutions to these problems. I will confine my remarks today to a-
summary of those provisions of S. 3205 which relate either directly-
or indirectly to nursing homes. AHCA supports the proposal in sec-
tion 2 to consolidate BHi, MSA, BQA, and the Oflice of Long-Term
Care under a single administration. I believe that an attempt must
be made to achieve a compatible realinement of Federal aecies with
whom health care providers are required to deal Therefore, AHCA
welcomes this effort at consolidation.

With regard to section 4, which seeks to make improvements in the
quality of State medicaid administration, AHCA supports this
provision because we support the retention of a major role for State
governments in the administration of these programs now and in the
future.

For this reason we welcome the adoption of performance standards
by which to measure the effectiveness of State medicaid agencies.

AHCA supports the continuation of the Health Insurance Benefits
Advisory Council. We think that HIBAC has been an important
forum or providers and consumers and Government officials to ex-
plore in some depth a myriad of issues affecting medicare and more
recently medicaid.- - -

We believe its vitality and role should be reaffirmed and should
not be terminated as proposed in section 8.

With regard to section 10, dealing with hospital reimbursement
reforms, AHCA generally supports the proposal to develop per diem
hospital rates for routine operating costs under a classi&ation system.
We indicate in our comments what we regard as the proper relation-
ship of nursing home reimbursement to this section, and point out
that nursing homes are undergoing a similar procedure by virtue of
section 249 of the 1972 amendments. We suggest that any later con-
sideration of reimbursement for nursing homes be made in consid-
eration of the outcome over the next several years of section 249.

Section 11 relates to making allowances to hospitals for the cost of
conversion or retirement of underutilized facilities. We support this
provision and are pleased to see that a specific link is created in
section 11 to prior approval by health planning agencies in defining
such qualified facility conversion&

Section 12 would increase the rate of return on equity capital for
proprietary facilities in medicare. We support this increase, in view
of the fact that it would make the rate more nearly comparable to
other investments having similar risks.

However, we have a more fundamental concern about the use of
equity-based returns to nursing homes as a sole opportunity for profit
and we elaborate on these concerns in our statement.

Section 30 relates to a provision which I alluded to earlier, section
249 of the 1972 amendments, concerning cost-related payments to
nursing homes in the medicaid progiwm.
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This section 30 as presently drafted would make clear that the
States may include a reasonable profit as part of payments to skilled
and intermediate care facilities. Regulations implementing section 249
were recently published by HEW. We feel that because of some con-
fusion that has been created by these regulations, that a further amend-
Inent to the law is necessary to clarify congressional intent regarding
methods by which a State may pay amounts which are designated as
profit.

Section 81 proposes, as I understand it, to extend the authority for
certification of approval of skilled nursing facilities under the medi-
caid program in much the same way as- the Secretary exercises the
authority presently with respect to facilities which participate in
medicare or which-participate in both programs.

We understand that the purpose of this provision, Mr. Chairman,
is to try to bring about a more uniform application of health and
safety standards and timely termination of facilities.

At the request of the committee earlier, ACHA has developed in
conjunction with this section a background paper reviewing de-
certification procedures and suggesting how we feel the objectives Of
this section could best be achieve.

We include a legal analysis and a review of the existing case law
in this area for the committee's use.

Essentially, our suggestion in this area is to provide a timely due
process hearing in the title 19 program by which a decision would be
made fairly rapidly regarding the certification status of the facilities
which have deficiencies. The aim is to avoid unnecessary delays in
the courts seeking to resolve these matters.

We have given a good deal of thought to this, Mr. Chairman. I
think we have come up with some suggestions which are fair and-
will help to meet the objectives which you have raised in earlier state-
ments on the floor concerning this legislation.

You will find this background paper and suggested amendments
attached to our statement.

In section 32, we would support the proposed restriction on setting
values of transferred facilities in the medicaid program by adopting
the title 18 criteria for establishing asset valuation. We would suggest
a clarifying amendment to make it clear that this test will apply only
where the reimbursement system provides for a change in the cost
basis and adjustment of allowances for capital items.

Some States which pay on a class basis prospectively set rates which
are not affected by the change in ownership of facilities. We think
that it would be )largely irrelevant to apply this restriction where
reimbursement is not based on sales price.

AHCA supports section 33, elimination of numerical limits on
,' number of days during which a bed can be reserved by while patients

or residents of nursing homes are away on visits.
I will skip over comments on section 40 for the moment, Mr. Chair-

man. AHCA supports the restriction in section 44 which we believe
is necessary to close a loophole in the eligibility procedures which
allow individuals to establish medicaid eligibility by disposing of
assets to relatives.

And, finally, we also support the change of statutory penalties for
fraud from misdemeanor to felony.
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In addition to these direct comments, Mr. Chairman, we have three
recommendations for additional provisions which we feel should be
included in the bill when appropriate.

One relates to the implementation of section 1122 of the act, which
was included as part of Public Law 92603. Section 1122 links reim-
bursement of capital expenditures to prior approval by health plan-
ninir agencies. HEW regulations which implement section 1122 have
subjectd hospitals and nursing homes to- this approval process solely
on the basis of a change in ownership of an existing institution, even
though no new beds, equipment or services are involved in the
transaction.

We believe this regulation misreads congressional intent on section
1122.

Senator TALMADOE. That amendment was not intended, it originated
in this committee.

Mr. THiEVENOT. Thank you. We are requesting that some clarifica-
- tion be made in view of the regulation which apparently contravenes
that.

We have several other suggestions, Mr. Chairman. However, I will
suspend my remarks at this time and ask that the full statement be
inserted in the record.

Senator TALMADo0. The full statement will be inserted in the
record, and we appreciate your helpful and constructive testimony.

We want vou to continue to work with our staff and the members of
the subcomm~iittee in developing this legislation. I agree with you com-
pletely that the 18 month delay in the implementation of reasonable
cost related reimbursement regulations is too long.

I think 6 months should be significant and sufficient in view of the
fact that the department has had 4 years to implement these regula-
tions. I have made my views known on this matter to the Secretary.

Senator Nelson has expressed concern to me over the lack of medl-
care skilled nursing facilities in the State of Wisconsin, where such
facilities-have dropped from 125 in 1972 to 64 today. These facilities,
however, participate in the medicaid program.

Can you enlighten us as to why such a reduction has taken place,
especially since Public Law 92-630 requires medicare and medicaid
skilled nursing facilities to meet identical standards.

Mr. TnE vEoT. Mr. Chairman, did I understand you to say that
the facilities in question continue to participate in medicaid as skilled
nursing facilities, or have they dropped their status to ICF's?

Senator TALMAGFJ. Yes.
Mr. TTir~xvmo-r. Quite. candidly I am not familiar with all the facts

in that particular situation. I would certainly be glad to provide-
Senator TALMADOEr. Will you look into it and advise our staff to

/ the best of your ability. Specifically, the Wisconsin situation. I under-
stand several States are considering a requirement whereby skilled
nursing facilities participating in Medicaid must also participate in
Medicare.

What are your views on such a requirement.
Mr. TYIEVEN'OT. Ourviews, Mr. Chairman, are that this is an unwise

restriction to be placed at this time.
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It is my understanding the State of New York has created such a
requirement by virtue of amendments to its licensing law. The legal
status of other proposed State laws I am aware of, which do not relate
to licensure, we think is questionable. Whether there can be in fact a
requirement legislated by the State to participate in a Federal contract
program as a prerequisite of participating in Medicaid, is and will be
a subject of litigation.

I realize this is a legalistic answer to your question. My own per-
sonal opinion is that we will support any rational method by which
to increase participation in title 18 by skilled nursing facilities. I think
there are some complex reasons why the participation is inadequate
at the present time. I do not believe a shortcut to solving this problem
can be found by simply requiring this participation as a prerequisite.
We would hope the outcome of existing provisions of law which con-
form the standards, and eventually conform the payment system
under which nursing homes would operate in both programs, would
lead us to a point where we can begin to realize a good deal more
participation in title 18.

Of course, I think the most significant problem, however, is the
very restrictive definition of covered care presently embodied in the
medicare law respecting long-term care.

I am not commenting about the appropriateness of that at the mo-
ment one way or another, but I think it certainly helps to explain
why nursing home participation is low in the program when only 5
to 6 percent of the patients in skilled nursing facilities at any partic-
ular time are likely to be covered by the medicare program. That is
the economic reality of the situation which we face.

Senator TALxADGE. Thank you very much, we appreciate your con-
tribution to the committees deliberations.

[The prepared statement and attachment of Mr. Thevenot follows :]

STATEMENT or BaUcE D. TumVENoT ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN HEALTH
CARE ASSOCIATI N

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I am Bruce Thevenot, Di-
rector of the Government Services Division of the American Health Care Asso-
elation. The AHCA, formerly the American Nursing Home Association, is the
nation's largest organization representing licensed long-term care facilities, with
a membership composed of more than 7500 facilities under both proprietary and
non-profit sponsorship.

I should like to begin by commending the Chairman on the conduct of these
hearings, and on the purposes embodied in the legislation which is the subject
of these hearings. The vast majority of AUCA members participate as providers
of services In the Medicare and Medicaid programs. We agree with you that
fundamental changes in the administrative and reimbursement features of these
programs must be effected before implementation of a national health insurance
plan can be seriously contemplated. In the past, this Association has advocated-
and we shall continue to advocate-expansion of health benefits for the elderly
beyond the scope of coverages presently available. I do not believe our commit-
ment to these goals is diminished in any way by the fact that we recognize the
very present need to put our house in order insofar as these programs are
-concerned. It is in this spirit, Mr. Chairman, that we extend our pledge of co-
operation with this Committee in finding equitable and workable solutions to
these problems.

I will confine my remarks today to a summary of those provisions of S. 3205
which relate either directly or indirectly to nursing homes. The following sec-
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tion-by-section commentary concludes with several suggestions for additional
changes in law not curretly in the bill.
Scctis-by-8ection comments on S. 3205

SECTION 2-ESTABLISIMENT Of HEALTH CAVE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

AHCA supports the proposal in Section 2 to consolidate BHI, MSA, BAA,
and the Office of Long-Term Care under a single Administration headed by
an Assistant Secretary. Although statutory distinctions between the Medicare
and Medicaid programs will limit in some ways the degree of program uni-
formity that can be attained, we feel there is room for considerable progress
in creating greater consistency in policy and standards, reimbursement, and
data collection activities, and a reduction in unnecessary paperwork burdens
now faced by providers. Most important in our view is the need to fix respon-
sibility In fewer places--reducing the number of niches in which agency per-
sonnel can find haven from accountability.

Despite previous attempts by the Congress to require uniformity in the areas
of nursing home standards, reimbursement, and utilization policies, there con-
tinues to be an unacceptable level of confusion and fragmentation within
DHEW's various officers which are concerned with long-term care. In particular,
delegation of authority to the regional offices has often taken the form of "abdica-
tion" of authority because of the lack of clear direction from Washington. Re-
gionalizatiou, properly directed, has great potential fox making government more
responsive and effective. At present, the regional long-term care offices often
only mirror the confusion that exists at the national level.

I believe that an attempt must be made to achieve a compatible realignment
of Federal agencies with whom health care providers are required to deal
Therefore AHCA welcomes this effort at consolidation.

SECTION 4-STATE MEDICAID ADMINISTRATION

AHCA supports the retention of a major role for state governments In the ad-
ministration of health services programs now and in the future. The efficiency
of state administrative agencies varies widely, however. For this reason we
welcome the adoption of performance standards by which to measure the effec-
tiveness of state Medicaid agencies. Likewise, we believe the concept of gearing
Federal administrative matching funds to good or poor performance is a sound
incentive approach. Our only caution on the latter point is that certain problems
experienced by States can be laid to underfinancing of various administrative
functions. In such a situation, it might not be prudent to further reduce funds
available to correct the deficiency.

SECTION 7-REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY

We understand the intent of this section as requiring substantive rules carry-
ing out provisions of the Social Security Act to be issued with reasonable prompt-
ness while insuring adequate public notice and opportunity for comment.

In this regard, AHCA applauds the action earlier this week by Secretary
Mathews formallzing much needed reform In the Department's rulemaking pro.
cedures.

Nevertheless we continue to support the adoption of this section of S. 32M5. par-
ticularly subsection (b) Vwhich would require publication of regulations within
one year following enactment of changes in the law, unless otherwise specified in
the enabling legislation. No clearer example of uureasonghle delay in inlemaking
can be found than the recent publication of final regulations for Section 249 of
P.L. 92-0 on July 1-the date on which the provision was to be fully effective--
more than 3% years after enactment.

SECTION 8-TERMINATION OP HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS ADVISORY COUNCIL

AHICA is of the opinion that HIBAC should be continued with a devitalized
role as a consultative body to the Secretary on a wide variety of policy and
regulatory questions. It would be unfortunate If the Council were to fall victim
to disagreements between Congress and the Executive Branch regarding its proper
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function. We believe ti-at HIBAC has been an important forum for -providers,
consumers, and government officials to explore in some depth a myriad of issues
affecting Medicare and more recently Medicaid. Its vitality and role should be
reaffirmed.

SECTION 10-HOSPITAL REIMBURSEMENT REFORM

[AHCA generally supports the proposal to develop per diem hospital rates for
routine operating costs under a classidcation system.] (3) The approach offers
the possibility of introducing incentives for efficiency and economy which are
absent in the present retrospective cost reimbursement formula applied to hos-
pitals and skilled nursing facilities in Medicare. SNF's and ICF's will be subject
to the recently-effective cost-related Medicaid payment provision of the 1972
amendments (See. 249). States are now it the process of modifying their ptay-
ment systems for SNF's and ICF's. The Sec. 249 regulations strongly encourage
the establishment by the States of simplified, prospective rate-setting, including
lmyment on a class basis with incentives for restraining costs. It is our expecta-
tion that this process will offer an opportunity to gain experience with innova-
tive payment methods which may be evaluated at a later date. For this reason,
we believe that any later deci.don to apply methods of the type described in
Section 10 of S. 3205 to nursing homes should be made in consideration of the
results of See. 249.

SECTION 1 I-ALLOWANCE TO HOSPITALS FOR COSTS OF RETIREMENT OR CONVERSION
OF UNDERUTILIZED FACILITIES

AIICA believes that clear and precise criteria should be laid down regarding
conversion of excess hospital bed capacity to other uses, such as conversion to
SNF or ICF services. We are pleased that a specific link is created in Section 11
to prior approval by health planning agencies in defining "qualified facility con-
version". It would be entirely self-defeating to foster excess SNF or ICF services
in an area in the guise of eliminating excess hospital capacity.

SECTION 12-INCREASE IN RATE OF RETURN ON EQUITY CAPITAL FOR PROPRIETARY
FACILITIES IN MEDICARE

An increase in the return on net equity paid to proprietary institutions is
certainly welcomed inasmuch as any increase would make the rate more nearly
comparable to other investments having similar risk characteristics.

We have a more fundamental concern that payment of equity-based returns to
nursing homes as the sole opportunity for profit is inequitable and imprudent.
Briefly, the equity approach is unacceptable for three essential reasons:

(1) It discriminates among providers on the basis of the wholly irrelevant
issue of capital structure. Providers with lease agreements or depleted equity
are penalized. Those with inflated equity are rewarded. The quality or costs
of services rendered do not figure in the outcome.

(2) It requires the administratively burdensome step of frequently deter-
mining the equity status of all affected providers, fostering delays, contro-
versy. nnd even occasional manipulations.

(3) No incentive Is provided by which providers can earn profit by operat-
ing efficiently.

I would suggest that the more significant arena for dealing with these issues
as they relate to nursing homes is Medicaid's cost-related payment feature
which can, under Section 249(b) of P.L. 92-603 be adopted by the Secretary
for use by Medicare on a state-by-state basis when fully implemented.

SECTION 30-REIMBURSEMENT RATES UNDER MEDICAID FOR SKILLED NURSING AND
INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES

As presently drafted, Section 30 would amend Section 1902(a) (13) (E) of
tho Act to make it clear that States may include a reasonable profit factor as
part of payments on a cost-related basis to SNF's and ICF's.

Since S. 3205 was introduced on March 25, DHEW has published final regula-
tions carrying out Section 1902(a) (18) (E). As a result of the final regulations,
considerable confusion has been spawned on the profit question. The Depart-
ment decided not to include any mention of profit in the regulation on the
grounds that the-issue was beyond the scope of the "cost-related" mandate of
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the law. On the face of this decision, it could be assumed that profit is purely
a State matter.

However, the Department's regulation winters proceeded to include very
specific elaboration on profit In the preamble to the regulation, stating specifi-
cally that "(t)his return on net equity of proprietary providers is the only
item of profit that may be Included as an Item of allowable cost". An exception
Is made for payments made on a class basis.

We are unsure of either the motives or rationale of the Department's action
in this case, nor are we certain at this time of the extent to which this statt-
ment I Just quoted from the preamble of the regulation is binding on the States.
The only thing that is certain is that both the StatMs and the providers are as
completely confused. If a net equity limitation Is enforced, other simpler and
wiser methods of paying profit now being used h:7 many states will have to ie
discontinued. For example, the payment of flat per diem allowances would I-
prohibited. Also it is I,,,ssible that incentive ailowaures would be unacceptallh'
in prospective rates paid on a facility-by-facility basis. Finally, payments of
any kind above costs to non-proprietary lnstitutions would be discontinued.

For these reasons AHCA strongly requests that Section 30 of S. 3205 be
amended to allow for the payment of a reasonable profit factor (or Investment
allowance in the case of non-profit facilities) to HNF's and ICF's which may
be paid in the form of flat per diem amounts or incentives related to efficiency.
We believe that such a clarification would put an end to the present confusion,
and allow for more administrable approaches to be taken by the States.

SECTION 31-MEDICAID CERTIFICATION AND APPROVAL OF SKILLED
NURSING FACILITIES

This provision would grant to the Secretary authority to terminate participa-
tion of an SNF in tihe Medicaid program. (It is assumed that the provision is
intended to apply to ICF's as well). As we understand the language of Sec-
tion 31, the authority which the Secretary presently exercises with respect to
facilities which participate in Medicare. or both Medicare and Medicaid. would
be extended with respect to facilities which participate only in Medicaid.

Further, we understand that purpose of the provision is to assure more uni-
form application of health and safety standards and timely termination of
facilities with serious deficiencies. In the Chairman's remarks on the Senate
floor on June 20 of last year, he coupled the need for timely termination of
deficient facilities with the rights of providers to be accorded fair hearings:

The courts have hampered effective and timely suspension of facilities
which do not comply with health and safety requirements. Appropriate
statutory provision would be made authorizing timely termination with,
of course, provision for hearing and appeal. (Congressional Record, June 20,
1975, p. S. 11124.)

At the request of the Committee staff, AIICA has developed some specific
suggestions for accomplishing these objectives. Appended to this statement is
a background paper on the decertification Issue together with a memorandum
which provides an extensive analysis of the existing case law in this area.
Included are two proposed amendments which would amend Titles XVIII and
XIX to provide, in substance, for timely due process hearings on a pre-termina-
tion or pre-non-renewal basis for providers. An exception to this fair hearing
procedure would be granted where there is a written determination that the
continuation of provider status constitutes an immediate and serious threat
to the health and safety of patients. The right to judicial review is provided
following an adverse hearing decision, although payments would not be re-
quired to continue during the course of such litigation.

I invite the Subcommittee to consider carefully our suggestions on this
matter. I believe you will find that the proposed amendments offer a solution
which is fair to both government and providers and includes a mechanism for
timely action to protect patients.

SECTION 82--CRITERIA UNDER MEDICAID PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE
VALUE OF CERTAIN TRANSFERRED FACILITIES

This provision would apply to Title XIX and Title XVIII criteria for valiua-
tion of facilities in order to establish a cost basis for computing allowable
capital expenses to the new owner following a sale, lease or other transfer.

75-502-7----26
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AHCA supports this provision subject to au amendment which would make
clear the applicability of this provision only where the reimbursement method
employed makes payments for capital costs on a facility-by-factlity basis re-

uiiring the establishment of a new cost basis upon sale or lease. Where pay-
itient is made on a class basis, sales prices or lease agreements have no direct
relation to the payments received by an individual provider; rather, allowances
for capital items are imputed by reference to average costs and other external
criteria.

Section 32(b) should begin with the following clause: "Where payment Is
made on a reasonable cost or reasonable cost-related basis which permits re-
evaluation of property when ownership is transferred at a gain, . . ."

SECTION 33-VISITS AWAY FROM INSTITUTION BY PATIENTS OF SKILLED NURSING
OR INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES

AIICA supports the elimination of numerical limits on the number of days
during which a bed can be reserved while Imtients or residents of nursing homes
are away on visits.

SECTION 40-PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE COST AND REASONABLE
CHAROES; DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION

In the context of direct cost reimbursement, AHCA recognizes the need for
some restrictions on percentage arrangements and other similar practices be.
tween and among providers. We also have no specific objection to prior approval
of service, consulting, or management contracts where abuses have been found
to exist In non-arms-length situations. However, we are quite concerned about the
vagueness of this action in several areas. The provisions should be clarified so
as to avoid the unintended effect of crippling routine services which are legiti-
niately and efficiently provided on a contract basis. For example, the proposed
$10,000 threshold for prior approval of contracts is much too low. We are
pleased to note the Chairman's pledge earlier In these hearings to make modi-
fications to this section in order to more clearly focus on the areas where reforms
are needed.

Also, we do not know the precise intent of the proposed requirement of "con-
solidated cost reports" from entities encompassing related organizations. We
would ask that a clearer reference to accounting standards and principles be in-
cluded in this section.

More fundamentally, we believe that the problems which Section 40 seeks to
correct could be largely obviated through prospective payment rates based on
approved budgets.

SECTION 44-RESOURCES OF APPLICANT TO INCLUDE CERTAIN PR-PERTY PREVIOUSLY
DISPOSED OF TO APPLICANT'S RELATIVE FOR LESS THAN MAKET VALUE

AHCA supports this restriction as necessary to prevent Individuals from estab.
li.shing eligibility for Medicaid through the subterfuge of giving assets away to
relatives.

SECTION 45-PENALTY FOR DEFRAUDING MEDICARE AND MEDICAID PROGRAMS

AHCA does not object to changing the statutory penalty from a misdemeanor
to a felony.

SUOoEsTioNs roa ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS

Clarifloation of section 1122 of the act
' Section 1122 of the Act, which was enacted as part of P.L. 02-603, links relm-

bursentent of capital expenditures to approval by health planning agencies. HEW
regulations Implementing Section 1122 subject hospitals and nursing homes to
this approval process solely on the basis of a change of owaersbip of an existing
facility, even though no new beds, equipment, or services are Involved in the
transaction.

We believe this regulation risreads Congressional Intent on Section 1122 and
amounts to granting planning agencies a back-door recertification power wh4ch
Congress explicitly rejected during its deliberations on the Natlional Health
Planning and ResoUrces Pvelopment Act of 1974 (P.. 9$-641).

AHCA requests that clarifying language be Included In S. 3206 to resolve this
problem.
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Utilization review amendments
We urge the Subcommittee to Seriously consider the adoption of the Utilization

Control Amendments of 1976 which have been submitted by the Administration.
Furnishing of consultant services to SNF'a

Section 277 of P.L. 92-603 granted to States the option of providing certain
c'nsultative services required by Medicare standards directly to SNF"s through
salaried employees of the State. One aim of this provision was to alleviate prob-
lems experienced by SNF's in retaining consultants in areas where such personnel
are in short supply. Also the necessity for allocating the cost of these services
between Medicare and non-Medicare patients presented difficulties.

Since the enactment of Section 277, Medicare and Medicaid standards for
t*NF's have been conformed. In addition, new requirements for consultative
services have been added which further complicate matters, particularly for rural
facilities. In view of these developments, we believe there is a need to revise and
expand Section 277 (Sec. 18604 of the Act) to make it mandatory and extend the
Colicept to Medicaid, including ICF services.

CONCLUSION

On behalf of the AHCA, I urge the careful consideration by the Subcommittee
(of the foregoing comments and recommendations. Our objective has been to take
a cooperative and responsible approach to the Issues raised by S. 3205. We trust
that pur views will prove helpful, and offer the assistance of our staff and mem-
l''rqhip if we may provide further information to the Subcommittee on any of
these matters.

A mw mx A

4Submitted to the Sub-Committee on Health, Senate Finance Committee, oi
July 80, 19T6)

DUE PROCESS HEARING FOR PROVIDERS IN THE CASE OF TERMINATION OR NON-RENEWAL
OF CERTIFICATION UNDER MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

The American Health Care Association has been asked to explore the question
of provider certification status and make &uggestions with respect to procedures
for the timely resolution of disputes concerning the fitness of nursing homes with
alleged deficiencies to maintain participation as providers in the Medicare and
Medicaid programs.

Senator Talmadge and others have expressed concern that, in the absence of
clear guidelines for resolving these disputes, providers have found it necessary
to initiate court action seeking to maintain provider status. Some have alleged
that providers have been able to ue the court system to hamper and delay
enforcement efforts. Providers, on the other hand, frequently argue that the
existence of a fair due process hearing prior to termination of a provider agree-
ment would obviate the necessity for litigation in most instances.

AHCA believes that the interests of all concerned can best be served by setting
forth in Federal law a clear guideline around which timely and fair procedures
for the resolution of certification controversies can be established.

The following comments and suggested amendments have been developed with
this objection in mind.

COMMENTS AND PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

The attention of the Sub-Cominittee Is directed to an area in which existing
Medicare and Medicaid legislation has proved inadequate. This relates to pro-
cedures concerning both the termination of existing Medicare or Medicaid pro-
vider agreements and the failure to renew such agreements upon expiration.

Specifically, there appars to be some uncertainty wbetber providers, whose
agreements are not renewed or are terminated, are entitled to a due process
bearing on that decIsLon prior to non-re wal or teminatim.

A substantial amount of ltigation on thee questions has produced conflicting
results. By and large, however, federal and state courts lsve tended to reject
providers' arguments that, In the absence of qpedfle statubery directives, consti-
tutlonal due process requires a pre-nonrenewa bearing. See e.g., Paramount -
Convalescent Center v. Dept. of Healt Care Servioee, 15 Cal. 8d 489 (Cal.
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Supreme Ct. 1975) cert. denied, - U.S. -, 90, S. Ct. 2204 (1976) ; Nicobatz v.
Weinberger, Medicare & Medicaid Guide (Transfer Binder) Para. 27.427 (C.D.
Cal. 1974). AHCA believes that such a result is unfair and economically deva-
stating to affected providers, undercuts the purposes and efficacy of the Medi-
care and Medicaid programs, and has a detrimental impact on the welfare of
the patients in whose interests the nonrenewals are allegedly effected. On the
other hand, courts have generally ruled that some form of hearing, though not
necessarily a full due process hearing, must be held prior to termination of a
provider agreement (i.e., where the provider agreement has not expired). See
e.g., Case v. Wcinberger, 523 F. 2d 602 (2d Cir. 1975) (some form of hearing
sufficient) ; Shady Acres Nurxing lloImu! v. 'anary. 316 N.E. 2d 481 (Ohio CL
of Appeals 1973) (due process hearing required). However, the lack of statu-
tory directives in this area subjects such holdings to the potential of change.
Accordingly, AIICA would suggest that Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social
Security Act be amended to provide for due process hearings prior to termina-
tions or non-renewals of Medicare or Medicaid provider agreements.

The Medicare statute does provide for hearings and judicial review of termi-
nations or no-reueva'4 umer sectitn ,t1istc) to( thp Social Security Act.
42 U.S.C. 1 1395ff (c). This section specifies that any institution or agency-dis;-
satisfied with the Secretary's determination that it is not a provider of services
or with the Secretary's termination (ifn existing agreement-is entitled to a
hearing by the Secretary and judicial review of that final administrative de-
cision. Ilowever, the statute and the regulations (20 C.F.R. 1405.1501 et seq.)
do not indicate when those proceedings are to be accorded the provider and. as
previously explained, courts have tended to validate post-non-reuewal
proceedings.

The Medicaid statute is totally silent as to whether hearings and judicial
review of termination or non-renewal decisions are required and, if so, when
they must be held. Generally, court decisions have, in this instance, applied
Medicare principles to Medicaid program. See Case v. Weinberger, supra, 523
F.2d at 609-11. That is, in nin-,vncal cases. tIlt'y hold that the provider is
entitled to a hearing and- judicial review but only after its agreement has
expirel. In termination cases, pre-termination hearings have been favored.

AHCA believes that postponement of hearing procedures often means that
the provider Is never given an opportunity to vindicate Itself. Instead, a lower
level administrative deci.lon--%hich. may be arbitrary, shrouded in secrecy, and
erroneous--is Insulated from any review whatever. This results because, as
a practical matter, the termination or expiration of a provider's agreement, and
the removal of its patients puts the provider out of business. Obviously, a polst-
termination or non-renewal hearing is of little or no benefit under such
circumstances.

Yet there are adverse consequences to such administrative actions. -Termin a-
tions and non-renewals of provider agreements limit the availability of program
facilities. In many instances, this limitation restricts a potential Medicare or
Medicaid beneficiary's opportunity to receive prompt treatment. It may also
require a potential beneficiary to seek treatment at a facility which is far front
his home and remote from his relatives. Hence, the efficiency of the prognm
and Its accessibility to beneficiaries is diminished in such circumstances. And,
while terminations or non-renewals are often necessary to increase the quality
or economy of care, It is difficult to belive that the-e laudable objectives are
necessarily achieved by denying the provider an immediate opportunity to rebut
the charges against it. If providers are ostracized from the program before a
hearing is held, the benefits to the program are speculative at best. The pro -
gram Is benefited only if the termination or non-renewal proves to have been
correct. In the interim, the availability of program resources is diminished.
beneficiaries may be Inconvenienced or, worse, deprived of their right to im-
mediate treatment, and the provider may be forced out of business. Yet the
administrative determination leading to these results may never be reviewe(l.
In effect, an initial decision, having drastic eonsReuence4 fnr the program. its
beneficiaries, and the providers becomes a final determination Insulated from
review of any sort. Except in emergency circumstances, this result is un-
warranted.

Other undesirable consequences may flow from terminations and non-renewals.
Transfer of patients may have deleterious effects on their welfare. Older
p'titents. accustomed to their surroundings, may suffer from the trauma and
disorientation of patient transfer syndrome. Their regime of care and treatment
may be disrupted. They may be transferred to under-utilized facilities far from
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btome and relatives. Such risks are warranted only if transfer will demonstrably
improvee the caliber of patient care or prevent program abuses. It is doubtful
;that they are justifiable on the basis of initial findings which have not been
subjected to serious scrutiny.

For these reasons, ACA deems It Imperative to amend the Medicare and
Medicaid statutes to require, except in Umited circumstances, pre-termination

-or pre-nonrenewal hearings for providers. AHCA recommends that the Medicare
statute, specifically, Section 1869(c) of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1395ff (c), be amended toy aIding the following material at the end thereof:
*"If the Secretary's determination terminates a provider with an existing agree-
mint pursuant to section 1866(b) (2), or if that determination consists of a
refusal to renew an existing provider agreement, the provider's agreement shall
remain in effect until the provider has been afforded the hearing provided by
this section. An exception to this requirement shall be granted If the Secretary
makes a %written determination, specifying the reasons therefor, that the con-
tinuation of provider status constitutes an immediate and serious threat to
th, health and safety of patients and if the Secretary certifies that the pro-
eider has been notified of such deficiencies and has failed to correct them."

A11CA also suggests that the Medicaid statute. particularly. Section 1902 of
the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. 1 1396a, be amended by adding at the end
-thereof the following new subsection: "( ) Notwithstanding any other pro.
vision of this title, each State plan for medical assistance approved under this
• hmih per must provide procedures whereby any institution, agency, or person,
dissatisfied with any determination by the State or local agency administering
such plan that It is not a provider of services, shall be entitled to a hearing
thereon by such State or local agency (after reasonable notice and opportunity
for hearing) and to Judieial rvv-ew in a comt of con",'otent jurisdiction of the
final decision of such State or local agency. If State or local agency's determina-
tion terminates a provider with an e'X'iIng alrrevinlut. or if that determination
c-.ists of a refusal to renew an existing provider agreement, the prqvIder's
ne.reement shall remain in effect until the provider has been afforded the hear-
Ing provided by such plan. An exception to this requirement shall be granted
if the State or local agency administering such plan makes a written deter-
rmination, specifying the reasons therefor, that the continuation of provider
status constitutes an immediate and "oius threat to the health and safety
(if patients and if such ,.tate or locnl n-nrcy ceriflip that the provider has been
notified of such deficiencies and has failed to correct them."

These amendments would ensure that in ordinary cases a provider's status
could not he altered without an administrative hearing. As such. the amend-
mncits would recognize that the stability of these programs and the continued
welfare of their beneficiaries are related to these proceedings. They would
n Is' (lemonstrate that provider agreements are essential to the provider's con-
t!i:tid business viability. Finally, the amendments would take cognizance of
the fact that-absent the provider's demonstrated failure to continue to adhere
to the requirements of Participation-the provider ordinarily has a reasonable
e',."tation of and a legitimate claim of entitlement to the fulfillment of its
ePxting agreement- and the subsequent renewal of that agreement. Although
this claim of entitlement Is particularly compelling In situations where the
provider's agreement Is terminated prior to expiration, It also exists In renewalsitwitions where, despite the lapse of the term of the agreement, the provider's
hzi.-nev., Is contingent upon renewal and the provider has reason to believe
that thigh agreement will be renewed.

The hearing and Judicial review provisions minimize the potential for ndmin-
strativp arbitrariness by requiring the agency to compile evidence JustifVing
itQ actions. Likewise, the requirement that a hearing be accorded the provider
l-fore it is stripped or provider status assures that a provider will he granted a
m1riT.Ingful opportunity to correct misunderstandings or to rebut adverse deter-
minations. The Medieare and Medie.ntd nrwrams will be strengthened by elimi-
nation of this potential for bureaucratic caprice.

AHCO is ware that ceratin provider deficiencies mal constitute any Im-
-mediate hazard to the welfare and safety of the provider's patients. Tn such
circumstances, the delay necessary for a hearing cannot be Justified. Therefore,
the amendments provide for an exception to the hearing requirement if the
relevant administrative body finds that an Immediate and serious threat to
pnatipnt safety exists and If It enumerates In writing the reasons for this
flndinz-. Additionally, the administrative body must certify that the provider
'has been notified of the deficiencies and has not corrected them. The certifica-
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tion process makes imperative notification of the provider and some opportunity,
however, abbreviated, to rectify the deficient es.

In sum, the proposed amendments alter the present presumption, which often
cannot later be rebutted because the provider has gone out of business, that the
provider has failed to abide by Its conditions of participation. In effect, these
amendments shift the burden of proving the need (or lack of need) for Immedi-
ate action to the pertinent governmental entity. The burden properly lies with
the government because its fact-finding Is the supposed basis for administrative
action.

In drafting these provisions, we considered whether a provider's status should
be changed only after Judicial review of the administrative decision. We felt,
however, that the lengthy delays necessary for Judicial review could undesirably
elongate the terms of a provider's agreement and make it virtually impossible to
terminate a provider. Therefore, such a provision might preclude effective and
expeditious administrative action, however fair. It would seem that the pris-
vider's Inteersts, as well as those of the program, are given sufficient weight by
requiring a hearing prior to the effectiveness of a termination or non-renewal
decision.

APPENDIX B

REVIEW OF EXISTING CASE LAW RE: DUE PROCESS HEARINGS FOR TERMINATED OR.
NON-RENEWED MEDICARE AND MEDICAID PROVIDEiR8

In discussing the legal aspects of hearings for Medicare-Medicaid providers
whose agreements are terminated or not renewed, the Important points to em-
phasize are, of course, the timing and nature of any hearing which is accorded
the affected provider. As a practical matter, a pol-termination or poet-non-
renewal hearing, though providing all due process requisites, may come too late
to afford the provider any adequate or effective relief. By that time, the pro-
vider's business may have been so severely and adversely affected that a hearin.4
is rendered meaningless. On the other band, a pre-termilnation or pre-non-renewal
hearing, which may be less formal than a full due process evidentiary hearing,
may obviate any problems or misunderstandings before the termination or n,4),-
renewal becomes effective and causes deleterious business consequences. Ideally,
provider interests would best be protected by full due process hearings before
the effective date of termination or non-renewal. Present statutory and case
law, however, does not achieve this Ideal. Instead, a state of confusion exists-
concerning provider rights tinder these circumstances. It will probably require
Congressional amendments to Medicare and Medicaid to dispel this confusion.

The resolution of questions relating to termination or non-renewal hearings.
will inevitably lie either in statutory or constitutional law as each Is interpreted
by the Judiciary. A brief examination of existing statutory and case law will
suffice to demonstrate this confusion.

Under Section 1866(b) (2) of the Social Security Act.' the Secretary mar
terminate the Medicare provider agreement of any skilled nursing facility prior-
to its date of expiration. The Secretary may terminate such an agreement if he
determines that the provider has not complied with the agreement; that the pro-
vider no longer meets the basic qualifications for provider status (this includes.
compliance with the LiMe Safety Code) ; that the provider has been uncoopera-
tive regarding information relating to payments; that the provider has made
false statements or repreentations in payment applications - that the provider
has submitted requested for payment of amnouts substantially in excess of the-
costs of those services; or that the provider has furnished services of grossly
Inferior quality, In emess of patents' need, or harmful to individuals.

The Medicare statute does provide that any institution, dissatisfied with the
Secretary's determiation that it Is not a provider of services or with the Secre-
tary's termination of an existing aeemment, is entitled to a hearing by the Secre-
4ary and judicial review of that final decision. Section 1869(c) or the Social
Security Act, 42 U.S.C. j 1395ff(c).* This provision seems to assure that Medicare
providers are entitled to hearings on and judicial review of termination or non-

24_2 .S.C. I 1895ce(b)'(t).
IThe hearing and Juletlt review are specifically tracked to Sections 405(b) and 405 (g)

of Title 42.
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renewal decisions. However, the Medicare statute leaves unclear when that hear-
ing and review are to be furnished.6 The Medicaid statute is even more reticent.
It leaves unclear whether Medicaid providers have similar rights to hearings and
judicial review of such decisions and, if so, whether those rights must be granted
before the provider Is severed from the program.

Because of this statutory silence, providers faced with terminations and non-
renewals have raised constitutional due process objections to proceedings which
have not provided hearings and judicial review before terminations or non-
renewals. Litigation of these issues has been lively, particularly in the Medicaid
field where, because of state regulation of the programs under federal guidelines.
state law becomes important. But the results have been varying; the courts
have not uniformly recognized a constitutional right to a hearing and judicial
review prior to terminations or non-renewals. Indeed, some courts have held
that due process requires no surh procedure.

In Marwell v. Wyman, 458 F. 2d 1146 (2d Cir. 1972) (hereinafter "Martell
I'),' a number of skilled nursing facilities participating in New York's Medicaid
program were threatened with terminations for failure to meet the provisions
of the Life Safety Code. New York officials had determined that no Life Safety
Code waivers would be granted and that terminations were to be effective with-
out a prior hearing.

The facilities sued, seeking a preliminary injunction. They argued that New
York officials could not uniformly refuse to grant any Life Safety Code waivers.
They contended that prior hearings were required because: (1) Ineligibility
for a provider agreement would effectively revoke their outstanding state operat-
ing certificates which could not lie annulled without a prior hearing, and (2)
constitutional due process mandated such hearings. 458 F.2d at 1151 and n. 7.

The Second Circuit granted Injunctive relief on the first ground, but it avoided
the constitutional question. See also Oase v. Weinberger, supra, 528 F. 2d 02
at 607 n. 10 (reiterating that this was the basis for the Maweil I decision).
Thus, the Importance of Mowell I lips, in large part, with Its emphasis on
state law as providing Medicaid providers with the right to a hearing and
Judicial review prior to termination.

The exact nature of that hearing was clarified by the Second Circuit In a
recent opinion, Case v. Welnberger, supra, 2 F.2d 602.. There, a New York
Medicaid provider was terminated following informal hearing procedures which
fell short of full due process. The provider argued that a due process hearing
must precede termination. The Court rejected this contention, holding that,
although the provider had a property interest in its expectation of continued
participation In the Medicaid program, due process did not require a full evi-
dentlary hearing prior to termination. Rather, it was sufficient that the provider
bad been given Informal administrative consideration which provided notiee
of the alleged deficiencies and accorded some opportunity, albeit abbreviated,
to rebut those allegations. 523 F. 2d at 606-07.

'Me (ase opinion Is significant in several respects. First, It recognized that
Medicaid providers have a property Interest in their expectation of continued
participation In the Medicaid program (523 F. 2d at 600). There would seem
to be no reason why this property interest should not apply to both Medicare
and Medicaid providers In both termination and non-renewal situations.' Second,
It expressed the view that, although a full due process bearing need not be given
Medicaid providers prior to termination, some process-n the form of notice

'In a termination situation, affording the provider a right to a bearing and judicial
review prior to the 'effedtilre date of termination would mean, as a practical matter, that
the provider would he insulated from termination during the tern of Its agreement. ThisIs du to the fact that the agreement Itself would probably expire before administrative
and Judicial review are complete. ] or this reason and because of the fact that terminations
.may be sought In circumstances that are truly emergency In nature (that is. Immediate
hs9.ards to the lives Vind safety of .p-tients). the provider's right to a full hearing and
uicial review uder medlioare may be poet-termination in time. At least one court appears

to have d rawn that cncltsion, albeIt In dfet. Case v. Welbergaer, 523 F.2d 602, 609-611
(2d tr. 1975). OI. Coral Oables Convalescent Home, lue. v. lchardson, 3'0 V. Supp.
646 650 (S D FIR. 1972).

'N.axwell v. Wyman, 475 F.2d 1326 (2d Cir. 1973) (otherwise known as "MIaweu Irt)
requires no discussion except Insofar as it linked Judicial review with the administrative

' This Interest In particularly #treat in termination coase but It also appears to have
efffelunt weliht In noti- tniWal situations. even though In the latter circumstance ean
tractual rights, as opposed to expectations, have expired. See Board of Regents v. Roth,
408 M.S. 564, 577 (1972).
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and hearing-is due (523 F. 2d at 00-07).' Obviously, this limits the potential
for administrative arbitrariness. Third, the court determined that, folloflg
termination, Medicaid providers--like 3edicaie providers--are entitled to a full
evidentiary hearing (523 F. 2d at 609-11). As previously noted, the federal
Medicaid statute Is silent In this respect.

A slightly different decision, even more favorable to providers, was reached
in Ross v. State of I5Isconsin Dept. of Health d Social Serviccs. supra, 369 F.
$upp. 570. In that case, a three-judge court invalidated, on constitutional grounds,
a Wisconsin statute which permitted the state health deparment immediately
to withdraw patients, receiving county or state support, from nursing homes.
The withdrawal could be performed if the department found that the homes'
fitilure to comply with departmental regulations created an emergency Jeopardis-
Ing the health, safety, or welfare of patients.

The court reasoned that the nursing home's property interest in and claim
of entitlement to the retention of publicly supported patients required that the
home e given a hearing prior to withdrawal of patients, except in "true emer-
gency situations posing serious threats to . . . [patients'] health and safety."
30.) F. Supp. at 572 (bracketed material added). The court further held that such
a hearing must comply with minimum due process standards. These standards
include: timely written notice of alleged violations, disclosure to the home of
evidence against It, right to counsel, opportunity for a hearing at which wit-
neses and evidence could be presented on behalf of the home, opportunity to
confront and cross-examine opposition witnesses, a neutral hearing body, and
a written statement by that boKly of the reasons for its action and the evidence
upon which that action was based. Id.

Providers have fared less well In cases involving non-renewal of provider agree-
ments. In Shady Acres Nursing Home v. Canary, 316 N.E. 2d 481, 39 Ohio App.
2d 47, Medicare & Medicaid Guide (Transfer Binder) 27,051 (Ohio Ct. of Ap-
peals 1973), the court--confronted with a suit for injunctive relief-held that
skilled nursing facilities cannot be summarily decertified as Medicaid providers
and must be granted a due process hearing prior to termination. It also held, how-
ever, that Medicaid providers whose agreements- have expired have no right
tot a due process hearing." Later, the same court In Convalescent Care, Inc. v.
Bates, 3 CCII Medicare & Medicaid Guide 27,795 (1975), held, with one judge
dissenting, that a Medicaid provider was not entitled to a full due process hear-
Ilg prior to nnn-renewal of its agreement. The United States Supreme Court
denied certiorari. - U.S. -. 96 S. Ct. 1727 (1976).

Non-renewals of both Medicaid and Medicare provider agreements were at
is-ue in Nicobatz v. Weinbergcr, Medicare & Medicaid Guide (Transfer Binder)
€ 27.427 (C.D. Cal. 1974). The court held that due process did not require that
either Mlcdlcare or Medicaid non-renewals he preceded by a hearing. It rea-
seu-d that post-non-renewa! hearings were sufficient in such cases.

Recently, the California Supreme Court held, with one judge dissenting, that
Medicaid providers were not entitled to a hearing prior to the state's non-re-
newal of the provider agreement, 'aramount Convalescent Center, Inc. v. Dept,
i ief Health Care Ser-ices. 15 Cal. 3d 489 (1975) [also reported at Medicare &

Medicaid Guide (Transfer Binder) 27,575]. The majority explicitly distin.
giiished the termination cases according pre-termination hearings to providers
an1d held that the provider's expectation of renewal did not rise to the level of
an entitlement. Additionally, the court noted that it must consider the In-
terests of the patients as the primary concern. This would seem to Imply, per-
bi-; erroneously, that the interests of patients and providers are necessarily
antagonistic and cannot he harmonized. Again, the United States Supreme
Court denied certiorari. - U.S. -, 96 8. Ct. 2204 (1976). _

In sum, the case law indicates that Medicare or Medicaid providers which
are terminated may have a strong constitutional claim to some form of prior
hearing, if not a full due process hearing. Providers which are not renewed,
however, are less likely to be afforded a hearing prior to non-renewal. The dis-
tinction, as drawn by the courts, appears to be that a terminated provider has
a legitimate expectation of operating under the terms and during the course of

& The court refused to decide whether. where conditions are partleularly hazardons. theSperetary can take 'ummaro action. 5I23 F.2d at 60T. Most likely, @nch power exists. Roe
Rn..q r. State of Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services. 869 F.2d 570
(F.D. Win. 1973) (three-judre court), discussed, Infra.

' The court's opinion, singularly lacking in constitutional analysis, would appear to
moan not only that a pre-non-renewal hearing is unnecessary but also that a post-non-
renewal hearing Is not required.
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the provider agreement. On the ober hand, a non-renewed provider has beer&
deemed to have no valid entitlement to automatic renewal of its provider agree-
ment. It can be argued that this distinction ignores the realities of the certifica-
tion process. Renewals of provider agreements are often routine. Providers expect
renewals of their agreements, and their businesses are dependent upon these
renewals. Indeed, without Medicare or Medicaid certification, the provider's
license may mean little. In this sense, certification is an extension of the li-
censing process.

However, based on existing case law, it is unlikely that courts will'alter this
distinction. This may reflect, among other factors, an increasing tendency by
the courts to informalize the requirements of due process. In light of these de-
velopments, the best way to assure a provider's entitlement to pre-termination
or pre-non-renewal hearings is to seek Congressional amendment of the Medi-
care and Medicaid statutes.

Senator TALMNADGE. Next we will hear from Mr. Jack A. MacDonald.

STATEMENT OF JACK A. MACDONALD, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
HEALTH CARE SERVICES

Mr. MAcDoNALD. I am Jack MacDonald, of the National Council
on Health Care Services. I will just briefly summarize our statement.

The National Council of Health (are Services strongly supports the
intent of S. 3205 as reflected in the title of the bill Medicare-.Medicaid
Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act. That title effectively
delineates the two areas which are the cause of the major problems of
the medicare and medicaid programs.

Senator TALT, ADG. If you will yield .at this point. I would appre-
ciate it very much if you would summarize your statement as briefly as
you can and highlight any differences that you may have with Mr.
Thevenot's testimony because we anticil)ate a vote in the Senate at
any time.

Mr. MACI)ONALD. Very well. Mr. Chairman. Generally, we strongly
Support most of the items that Mr. Thevenot has related in his state-
ment and are also in our statement. I would like to specifically address
the point that you discussed in your letter to Secretary Mattlews con-
cerning section 249 and those regulations. We strongly support any
type of initiative that might be developed by the subcommittee in terms
of a timetable for the department to implement or publish regulations.

As you are well aware, we do not even se the proposed regulations
published in the Federal Register until April of this year concerning
sect ion 249.

The other point is withlregard to his recommendation concerning
section 1122. It is becoming a problem and a number of facilities are
faced with that.

With that I will defer to Mr. Crowlev.
[The prepared statement of Mr. MacDonald follows:]

SrATEMENT Or JAcK A. BMAcDONALD ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL

OF HEALTH CARE SERVICES

SUMMARY

The National Council of Health Care Services strongly supports the intent of
3. 3205 as reflected in the title if the bill "Medicare-Medicaid Administrative
and Reimbursement Reform Act". That title effectively delineates the two areas
which are the cause of the major problems of the Medicare and Medicaid pro.
grams. Solutions to the problems in the Medicare and Medicaid programs must
be found before the adoption of any national health insurance program. If we do
not solve those problems now, they will be magnified tenfold under a national
health insurance program.
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The present diffusion and confusion In the administration of the Medicare
and Medicaid programs has created a regulatory quagmire which has prevented
the effective operation of the two programs. It has also created problems in the
enforcement of standards which in many instances have led to the abuses notpd
by various critics of the health industry. These problems. involve eligibility
criteria for beneficiaries, the delivery of ser-vices, certification of providers, and
payment for services rendered under the programs.

A more effective administration is required if this situation is to be-corrected.
This can only. result, however, if a single authority has the overall responsibility
and accountability for (1) determining the acceptable scope and levels of serv-
Ices, and (2) monitoring and assuring that the budgetary constraints are met
for services rendered to beneficiaries.

In so far as reforming the payment system for nursing homes is concerned,
we are of the opinion that the authority is already available under amendments
to the Social Security Act developed by the Senate Finance Committee in 1972.
Sielcific authority exists under Loth Sections 222 and 249 of P.L. 9"2-603 for
developing new methods and reforming the payment systems for nursing homes
participating in the Medicalre and Medicaid programs. The problem, however,
has been in securing the implementation of the provisions by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

It Is paramount that an effective prospective payment system be developed
nud tested before a national health insurance program is established. That sys-
teni must balance incentives with disincentives in order to encourage the pro.
vider to meet the general goal of providing quality care at a reasonable cost.
In order to accomplish that objective, experimentation and implementation needs
to start now on various systems and concepts under Sections 222 and 249 of
P. L. 92-00.

We recommend that any further legislative initiatives Involving nursing home
payment systems other than those of a clarifying nature as suggested in our
.-tatement, be held in abeyance at this time. On that basis, we concur with the
S(',,ie of the reform proposed in Section 10 of S. 3205 of limiting itself initially
to hospitals.

While there is a strong need to restructure the administration and the pay-
ment systems of the two programs, there is also a counter-balancing need to
.-tabilize the Medicare and Medicaid standards for beneficiaries and providers.
In this area, the changes made as a result of the Social Security Amendments
of 1972, P.L. 92-603, need to be examined and evaluated as to their impact before
any new major revisions are made involving the skilled nursing and intermediate
care facilities and services under the two programs.

Based on that philosophy, the National Council of Health Care Services briefly
offers specific recommendations concerning the following sections of S. 3205.

Section 2. Establishment of Health Care Financing Administration.
Section 10. Improved methods for determining reasonable cost of services pro.

viled by hospitals.
Section 11. Inclusion in reasonable cost of hospital services an allowance for

retirement or conversion of underutilized facilities.
Section 12. Return on equity to be included in determining "reasonable cost"

of services furnished by proprietary hospitals.
Section 30. Reimbursement rates under Medicaid for skilled nursing and inter-

mediate care facilities.
Section 81. Medicaid certification and approval of skilled nursing facilities.
Section 32. Criteria under Medicaid program for determining reasonable value

of certain transferred facilities.
Section 40. Procedures for determining reasonable cost and reasonable charge:

disclosure of ownership and financial information.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman. members of the Subcommittee, my name is Jack A. Mac-
Donald. I am the Executive Vice President of the National Council of Healh
Care Services, which represents a select group of proprietary multi-facility
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nursing home firms. Members of the National Council own and/or administer
more than 75,000 beds in long term care facilities throughout the country. Mem-

',,bers of the Council also are involved in other health related services such as
hospitals, psychiatric, rehabilitation and day care centers.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today, and submit a brief
statement concerning S. 3205.

First, we would like to commend the Chairman for taking the Initiative re-
flected in his bill to correct, and hopefully, reform the Medicare and Medicaid
programs. We strongly support the intent of S. 320-as reflected in the title of
the bill "Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act."
That title effectively delineates the two areas which are the cause of the major
problems of the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Solutions to the problems in
those two areas must be found before the adoption of any national health in-
surance program. If we do not solve those problems now, they will be magnified
tenfold under a national health insurance program.

Mr. Chairman, your efforts and those of your colleagues are vitally important
ii the meeting of that need.

I. INTRODUCTIOX

The present diffusion and confusion in the administration of the Medicare
and Medicaid programs has created a regulatory quagmire which has prevented
the effective operation of the two programs. It has also created problems in the
enforcement of standards which in many instances have led to the abuses noted
lIy various critics of the health industry. These problems involve eligibility
-criteria for beneficiaries, the delivery of services, certification of providers, and
payment for services rendered under the programs.

A more effective administration is required if this situation is to be corrected.
This can only result, however, if a single authority has the overall responsibility
awd accountability for (1) determining the acceptable scope and levels of serv-
i(eq and (2) monitoring and assuring that the budgetary constraints are met for
servi(s rendered to beneficiaries. The present administrative formats of the
Medicaid program and the Medicare program have been costly and ultimately
detrimental to the provision of quality health care at a reasonable cost.

Though one might argue that Medicaid is significantly different from Medicare
because it is administered by the States, nevertheless, the States are administer-
ing the Medicaid program under federally mandated regulations. These regula-
tions presently leave the States with little flexibility once they have determined
the beneficiary's eligibility and need for services under the Medicaid program.
For these reasons, the proposed consolidation and restructuring of the re-
sponsible Federal agencies under a single authority, the Assistant Secretary
for Health Care Financing. as set forth in S.. 3205. would greatly assist in re--
'olving the confusion in the administration of the Medicare and Medicaid
programs.

While there is a strong need to restructure the administration and the pay-
ment systems of the two programs, there is also a counter-balancing need to
stabilize the Medicare and Medicaid standards for beneficiaries and providers In
th k area, the changes made as a result of the Social Security Amendments of
1972. P. L. 92-6M. need to be examined and evaluated as to their Impact before
nny new major revisions are made involving the skilled nursing and inter-
medinte care facilities under the two program. An exception might be made
for the amendments clarifying or correcting unintended or undesirable re-
sultz. Maintaining stability in standards is as important as consolidating and
restructuring the administration and payment systems of the two programs.
Mr. Chairman. this my be achieved under the format proposed by S. 3205.

Plased on that philosophy, we offer the following comments and recommenda-
tions concerning the specific sections of S. 3205.

IT. SPECFC COMMENTS
A. .cction 2

We support the proposed consolidation of agencies, as well as the administra-
tive and policy responsibilities set forth by this section. As noted earlier, an
effective administration of the Federal Government's participation in the
Medicare and Medicaid programs can only evolve if a single agency has tib
overall responsibility and authority to administer the programs. Anything less
is both duplicative and cumbersome.
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B. Section 10
It is our understanding that this section, as proposed In S. 3205, only pertain&

to hospitals. It would require, however, the Secretary of HEW to "develop"
and report to Congress within three years, recommendations for "comparable
reimbursement methods" for any or all other providers, including "skilled nurs-
lug and Intermediate care facilities".

We are concerned that this might preclude the use of Medicaid payment sys-
tems developed by States pursuant to Section 249 of P. L. -92-"3. The regula-
tions implementing Section 249 were Just published July 1, 1976, and will not.
foe effective until January 1, 1978, even though the statutory provision clearly
states an effective date of July 1, 1970. Regardless, we would anticipate a.
number of new payment systems will be developed under this provision, which
should not be encumbered by the system outlined in Section 10 of S. 3205.

It is our suggestion that the Secretary should be strongly encouraged to.
utilize Section 249 as a means to develop "improved methods" for establishing
prospective payment systems for nursing home services for both the Medicaid.
and Medicare programs.
C. Section 11

Mr. Chairman, we would acknowledge the fact that there may be, at the
present time, an excess of hospital beds in some parts of the country. However,
we are concerned with the possible results of this section of S. 3205.

It should be noted that the shifting of excess hospital beds to another purpose.
could easily result in an excess of beds in the latter area. At the same time,
it might be necessary at a Inter date to switch the hospital beds back to their
original purpose, which could result in a shortage of the alternative service
area.

We would also point out that there is a difference in physical plant standards
between hospitals and nursing homes. Nursing facilities are now being required
to have more available floor space than for hospital I atlents outside, as well as
Inside, their rooms, for what the regulations define as general "activities of
daily living."

We would suggest that any facilities being converted from hospital usnge ta
that of a nursing home should have to meet the same standards as are required
of facilities originally constructed and developed as nursing homes. 1"o do
otherwise would be to discriminate against those lacilitles built for the purpose
of nursing facilities.

It is, therefore, our recommendation that the Sub-Committee should carefully
weigh and consider the possible' ramifications of the conversion of excess hospital
beds on other sediments of the industry. To put it simply, we are concerned that
the medicine might be worse than the disease.
D. Section 12

This section would increase a proprietary facility's rate of return, which it
is allowed under the Medicare program, on Its net capital equity. In the context
of the present Medicare payment system, we would, of course, favor this change
since we do not feel Medlcare's current rate of return, after taxes, is com-
petitive with that of other service industries.

In general, however, we oppose the use of equity as the only basis for a profit
or a growth factor under Medl.are. Equity based returns in the health Industry.
we feel, tend to provide few positive Incentives for efficiency or the delivery of'
high quality services. In fact, the reliance on the equity standard has encouraged"
a number of abuses in the area of real estate transactions and their lnve'ted
capital. This Industry, as a whole, tends to be labor intensive as opposed to most
other industries which utilize an equity based return are usually capital
intensive.

We, therefore, would recommend that the Sub-Committee give consideration
to allowing experimentation with a factor for profit or growth under the Medi-
care program, on a basis other than solely on an owner's net equity. The op-
portunity for this. we feel, exists tlt the current time under the Medicaid pro-
gram, as provided for under Sub-Section E of Section 249 in P.L. 92-003.
B. section 80

This section would insert a parenthetical phrase clarifying the intent to allow
State Medicaid agencies the discretionary authority to include a "reasonable-
profit" In cost related payment -systems and rates, developed pursuant to SectIon'
249 of P.L. 92-003 The original statutory language of Section 249, along with'
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the Senate Finance Committee's Report on P.L. 92-003, as well as the items
-hich you raised recently, Mr. Chairman, with the Secretary of HEW, F. David
'lathews, regarding the proposed regulations, leaves little doubt that States
were intended to already have that type of discretionary authority in the

-development of their State .Medicaid payment systems.
This viewpoint was reflected in the final regulations, issued by the Depart-

meat of Health, Education and Welfare implementing Section 249. The regu-
latory language neither prohibits nor requires that a State include in its rate
a profit or a growth factor.

The Preamble to the final regulations, however, has confused the issue
somewhat. On the one hand, it specifically recognized the need for a profit for
proprietary facilities, while at the same time tending to limit the flexibility of
States to have a return other than one based on net capital equity. The Preamble
to the regulations, however, also speaks favorably of a payment system developed
by a State which provides for a return based on items other than solely the

,owner's net equity.
We would suggest that the Sub-Committee might wish to consider availing

itself of the opportunity to clarify this issue in this section of S. 3205. This could
be accomplished by allowing a State the specific option to design and determine
for itself n'it only the amount of profit or growth opportunity, but also the
method of determining that factor under its payment system.

This would also provide the opportunity to develop and ultimately reform the
payment system for services under both the Medicare and Medicaid programs.
Thi.s we feel, would provide a method for correcting the apparent failure of
the Social Security Administration to develop new and innovative payment sys-
tems from nursing homes under Section 222 of P.L. 92-03. Hopefully, it would
also facilitate the development of a solution to the problems outlined in our
,omments on Section 12.
F. Section 31

This section would estabil i the Secretary as the certifying authority for
skilled nursing facilities. Presently, skilled nursing facilities participating in
tihe Medicare and Medicaid programs are certified by a State survey team on the
basis of Federal regulations. However, present regulations require that the sur-
vwy findings lie reviewed by the various responsible Federal agencies in the HEW
regional offices.

It is our opinion that the problem in-the area of certification and enforcement
of standards is not one of who should be certifying, inspecting, and enforcing,
but rather one of unifying the standards and surveys under a single authority.
There is presently no authority empowered to say yes or no on a timely basis
in response to a certification finding.

It should be noted that skilled nursing facilities participating under the Medl-
e'are and Medicaid program.s are at the present, subject to more than 52°0 detailed
Federal requirements. These standards are surveyed and reviewed by different
authorities. including, in some instances, duplicate Federal and State survey
team s reviewing a facility's compliance with the same standard. As we hava
stated, there is a clear need to unify the certification process under a single
authority, and we strongly support any attempt to accomplish this task.

Another related issue is the need to distinguish between those facilities which.
a% a result of the certification surveys, are found to present an Immediate and
serious threat to the safety and health of the patients and those facilities with
les-er violations of health care. In the former situation, there might appro-
priately be a basis for the temporary take-over of the facility, pending a hearing
by a Federal court, by a trustee.

In the latter instance,, tire ought to he an immediate hearing with a specified
maximum period set during which time payment continues to the facility, sub-
Ject to the results of the hearing.

In the latter instance, there ought to be an Immediate hearing with a specified
maximum period set during which time payment continues to the facility, sub-
ject to the results of the hearing.

If the Federal Government assumes the role of the final certifying authority
for both programs. then time hearing proxcedure would also become a Federal
function, and should be delineated as a part of ,Sectlon 31. If the States continue
to retain the certification authority for the Medieald only provider, then we would
a]bo w-iggext that the States bie required to provide a fair hearing on the basis that
they are applying and administering Federal standards.
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We would also recommend that the certification procedure ant authority for
the intermediate care facilities be the same as that used for skilled nursing
facilities. This is necessary, we feel, since many skilled nursing facilities are also
intermediate care facilities under the Medicaid program. Any other arrangements
would not be administratively sound or in concert with the expressed Intent to
consolidate the policies and administrative authority for the two programs.
G. Section 3

This section would require the use of Medicare's tests In determining the rea-
sonable value of facilities bought, sold, or leased for purposes of payment under
i he Medicaid program. We would readily acknowledge the problems which have
been brought to light as a result of the manipulation of property costs In certain
situations, however, we are concerned that these problems will not be Tesolved
by the simple application of Medicare standards.

We would point out that the emphasis on real property, capital, and equity, iu
the calculation of payment rates under the Medicare program Is an Inherent
weakness of that payment system. We would urge that the Sub-Committee give
thought to allowing and encouraging the States to develop payment systems
which de-emphasize an-individual owner's equity standing in the calculation of a
fair and reasonable profit or growth factor.

The sale of assets should not be a key determinant of a facility's profit (or
growth'factor. There are several methods which could be used under Medicare
and Medicaid, which would de-emphasize the need to recalculate the value of a
property after a sale.
H. Section 40

Generally, we are somewhat concerned with some of the provisions In this
section which would retrospectively restrict Individual operational cost Items. We
would hope to have more emphasis on the competitiveness of aggregate rates
In relation to a given quality level of service as a result of prospective payment
yrstems.

This section specifically concerns us in regard to the following four provisions:

1. Overhead costs

HIEW would be directed to limit payment for overhead costs by taking "appro-
priate account" of the relationship between overhead and direct service costs.
This is a burdensome involvement In a provider's day to day operational man-
ngement, under a standard so vague as to give HEW almost total discretion. If
better services can be provided by spending more on management and less on

direct labor, for example, the facility's administrator should be free to make the
choice.

The concern should be with the competitiveness of the aggregate rate, not with
the manner in which a provider allocates his operational costs.

2. Leases

Leases based on a percentage of service costs would be prohibited. While there
has been abuse In this area, It too has been primarily between related -parties.
Where the lessor and lessee are at arm's length, percentage leases, If determined
In the aggregate to be competitive, should be allowed as a proper method to ap-
portion risk and reward effective management. Leases of -this type are standard
in other business settings and we question whether they should be prohibited
here.

3. Consolidated cost reports

Consolidated cost reports would be required from provider firms. The language
as now drafted appears to be extremely broad and vague as to what will con-
stitute a "consolidated cost report". The term "consolidated cost report" from the
standpoint of an entire corporation, could include those sultantlal dealings of
the corporation which have no involvement in health care or government pro-
grams. The preparation of a cost report on that basis might be an accounting
nightmare going far beyond the data needs of either the Medicare or the Medicaid
agencies.

We would recommend a clarification In 18. 3= or the Sub-Committee's Report
to take Into account this potential problem by referencing the appropriate specific
criteria from generally accepted accounting principles or the Cost of Financial.
Accounting Standards Boards.
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4. Advance approval of contracts

We would respectfully submit that advance approval of all contracts in excess
of $10,000 as proposed in this section, presents numerous admitdstratlve prob-
lems. First, the dollar amount is so low a to be almost totally Inclusive of all
operational contracts. This wuold entail greatly increased involvement by the
Government in the day to day administrative decisions of a provider. It would
severely tax the ability of either States or fiscal intermediaries to process ap-
provals on a timely basis.

Second, the standards for approval of contracts are in our opinion too vague;
i.e., that the service be "appropriate", that tile contractor be 'qualified", and that
the price be "reasonable". This leaves too much discretion to the administering
agencies, and would necessitate the development of extensively detailed regula-
tions. Even with detailed regulations, however, their uniform application among
intermediaries and State agencies would be extremely difficult.

The inevitable effect would be to discourage the use of all contract services
and require increased capitalization of providers. This will in turn result in fewer
providers and less competition in the industry, not to mention possibly increasing
the cost of services. This would be unfortunate for the beneficiary, taxpayer, and
provider, In that many operation services can he provided more efficiently and at
a lower cost on a contractual basis, than by the individual provider.

The abuses in the area of contracted services have again involved related party
transactions. This has ultimately been a problem nf disclosure and enforcement.
The Senate Finance Committee's amendments to the Social Security Act of 197T
provided the means to resolve this situation, but they have not been implemented
and enforced in a timely manner.

Where a genuine arm's length relationship does exist, we see no need for the
.amount of constraint proposed by this section, especially for services of a
general operational nature. Where there is an absence of a genuine arm's length
relationship, we suggest the application of a standard based on a comparison to
nmrket price, rather than a "reasonableness" standard. In addition, the final
regulations implementing Section 249 of P.L. 92-603 already require disclosure of
related party transactions and cost determination on the basis of the lower of
actual cost of market price.

IM. ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Jurisdiction over the sale or purchase of an existing facility -
We would like to take this opportunity to call to the attention of the Sub-Con.

mittee the problems created ,by the interpretation and -resulting regulations im-
plementing Section 221 of P.L. 92-603. The Department of Health. Education and
Welfare issued regulations (42 CFR 100.103(a) (1)) on November 9, 1978, which
require that the purchaser of an existing facility must obtain approval for
that purchase from the appropriate comprehensive health planning agency.

This is beginning to present a severe problem and hardship for both the sellor
and purchaser of health facilities.

In the case of Herbert L. Rogers vs. F. David Mathews, Secretary of HEW.
the Department has acknowledged in its brief that they Inserted the word "or"
in the regulation between the statutory phrase "(i) exceeds $100,000" and "(1i)
changes the bed capacity of a facility with respect to which such expenditure is
made". On the basis of that insertion, the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare is attempting to exercise Jurisdiction overthe sale of existing facilities.
This has resulted in some Instances, In the purchaser having a hardship in ob-
taining financing for the facility because of the fact that It is unknown whether
or not the facility will be allowed to continue to be used as a nursing home.

This situation is further exacerbated by the fact that the Medicare program
' has published regulations which reflect the -Department's apparent attempt to

exercise jurisdiction over the sale of an existing facility, while the Medicaid
program has not. As a~result, while the effective date of the statutory provision
was originally October 1072, the implementation through the regulatory process
Is still incomplete. We would urge the Sub-Committee to give consideration to
clarifying this particular problem In 8.8205.
B. Bffective dates

We wold strongly encourage the Sub-Committee to review the time frame
of the effective dates of the provisions of 8. 3205. There seem to be eontinuoug
problems with effective dates once legislation is enacted involving the Medicaid
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and Medicare programs. The regulations implementing Section 249 of P.L. 92-603
-are a prime example. WThile the provision was passed in 1972, the final regula-
tions were not issued until July 1, 1976, which was the effective date of the pro-
vision. In acknowledging that the State would not be able to-Weet the require-
jiints of the regulations, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare has
attempted by regulation, to delay the effective date to January 1, 1978.

In (other cases, the effective date has occurred shortly after the legislation is
enacted or has actually passed. This has resulted in compliance problems for
providers which could have added implications as a result of the provisions set
forth under Sections 31, 40, and 45.

We would, therefore, recommend, Mr. Chairman, that the Sub-Committee
consider:

1. Establishing effective dates for financial or cost related provisions on
an accounting year basis.

2. Requiring that the Department of Health, Education and Welfare sub-
mit progress or status reports to the Sub-Committee when extended effective
dates are used for a provision.

IV. CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, again we appreciate the initiative which you have taken with
S. 32W5, and in holding these hearings. The need for reforming the administrative
structure of the Medicaid and Medicare programs is clear. S. 3205 represents a
large step in that direction.

In so far as reforming the payment system for nursing homes is concerned,
we are of the opinion that the authority iR already available under amendments
to the Social Security Act developed by the Senate Finance Committee in 1972.
8pecitic authority exists under both Sections 22.2 and 249 of P.L. 92-603 for
(developing new mothods and reforming the payment systems for nursing homes
participating in the Medicare and Medicaid programs. The problem. however, has
been In securing the implementation of the provisions by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.

It i- paramount that an effective prospective payment system be developed
and tested before a national health insurance program is established. That
system must balance incentives with disincentives in order to encourage the
Irovider to mieet the general goal of providing quality care at a reasonable cost.
In order to accomplish that objective, experimentation and implementation need.
t, start now on various systems and concepts under Sections 222. and 249 of
P.L. 92-603.

We would recommend that any further legislative initiatives involving nursing
home payment systems other than those of a clarifying nature as suggested in
our statement, be held in abeyance at this time. On that basis, we concur with
the seope of the reform proposed In Section 10 of S. 3205 of limiting itself
initially to hospitals.

Mr. Chairman, again let me say that I sincerely appreciate this opportunity to
present our comments to you and the members of the Sub-Committee on ,S. 3205.
If you have any questions concerning our statement, I will be happy to attempt
-to answer them.

Thank you.

Senator TALMADOE. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DAVID C. CROWLEY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF HOMES FOR THE AGING

Mfr. CROwiEY. Senator Talmadge, thank you. My name is
David Crowlev: I am the executive vice president of the American
Association of'Homes for the Aging. By way of identification, AAHA.
is a national association of nonprofit, primarily church-sponsored,
homes for the aging throughout the country. I would just make two
comments, one or the question of using a class-based method for
determining reimbursement payments under the section 249,regula-
tions, and one on the delayed implementation of section 241 "Cost-
related reimbursement." I believe our position is different, or at least
our concern is different from that of Mr. Thevenot as to the use of
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the class-based method for determining reimbursement to homes for
aging and to nursing homes.

We are aware that this method is allowed for in the legislation, but
we are concerned as we begin to see States devise and implement their
systems that the class-based method of reimbursement to homes will
turn out to be a subterfuge for nothing more than a return to the
fixed rate or flat rate system for determining payments.

We, too, are very concerned about the long delay in the implementa-
tion of the section 249 reimbursement system. We think a year and a
half is far too long and that such a delay defies congrsional intent.
We support the provisions of the Senate bill S. 3205 which calls for
an administrative reorganization of the medicare and medicaid pro-
grains. We would merely add, Senator, that it should be considered
that the kinds of services necessary for older people are significantly
and identifiably different f rom those needed by the general popula-
tion. Long-term care is quite different from acute hospital care, and
its problems must be considered differently. We hope that whatever
reorganization takes place, this committee will pursue the idea of
holding further hearings to examine the particular problems under
medicare and medicaid for the long-term care field. We would be
happy to cooperate.

Senator TALMADOE. We appreciate that very much. Thank you,
gentlemen, we appreciate your contribution.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Crowley follows:]

STATEMENT BY DAVID C. CROWLEY, EXzcUTvz VIOE PRESIDENT OF THE AMERcAN
AssocuwTio or Houze FR Taz AGING

Mr. airmanmn and Members of the Committee, my name is David C. Crowley.
As executive vice president for the American Association of Homes for the
Aging, I am here representing 1,300 community nonprofit elderly housing
projects, homes for the aging, and health-related facilities for the aging.

I welcome the opportunity to appear before you today and to comment on
legislation (S. 3205 proposed by Senator Talmadge to make administrative and
reimbursement reforms In Medicare and Medicaid. In my testimony I shall
eoneentrate on the implications of S. 3205 for those aspects of our Federal
health programs affecting the elderly, specifically those suffering from multiple,
chronic diseases and in need of care and services over an extensive time.
Establishnwnt of health care ftnantng administration

S. 3205 recognizes the very serious administrative problems which now exist
In Medicare and Medicaid by proposing the consolidation into one administrative
unit of the various agencies administering pieces of these programs. We concur
in the viewpoint implicit in this proposal that there is a need for better co-
ordination and consistency in interpretation of policy.

While supporting the intent of the administrative reorganization provisions
of S. 3205, however, ire urge caution that the distinction be made between the
nwed for uniformity and ctinsistency in policy interpretation and the need for
rcognition of diversity and heterogeneity the characteristics of the population
and living arrangements of those served by Medicare and Medicaid.

, n ouir opinion, no reorganization of the current bureaucracy till straighten
out the contradietions and anomalies now plaguing long term care unless and
until it is accompanied by a better and more thorough understanding of the
physical and social characteristics of the elderly receiving or needing long term
care services.

Shuffling agencies around will not, for example, cure the type of problem
created when health policies appropriate for the young or middle-aged popula-
tion. whose single diagnosis is amenable to short-term treatment in an acute
care setting, are glibly applied to persons suffering from three or four diseases on
the average, and for whom deficiencies in family, social, economic, and/or en-
vironmental circumstances often complicate recovery.

75-502---76-27
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We see this problem now occurring in the PSRO law and policies as they
apply to long term care. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
is supposed to develop norms and criteria for lengths of stay in hospitals and
other health care institutions.

Although such norms can be developed with relative ease and precision for
middle-aged persons with single diagnoses and no other complicating factors,
attempts to- pinpoint the "appropriate" length of stay in a long term care insti-
tution become much more difficult when the patients involved suffer from
multiple diagnoses and lack the social and environmental supports which would
ordinarily aid recovery.
DotUvcd titjplenfentatior date of section 249 regulations
. Section 30 of S. 3205 relates to methods for determining payment rates under

Section 249 of. P.L. 92-03, reasonable cost-related reimbursement under
Medicaid.

In our opinion, the enactment in 1972 of reasonable cost-related reimburse-
ment for skilled nursing and intermediate care facilities participating in
Medicaid was one of the most important-and significant steps ever taken to
improve the quality of long term care services provided to the elderly. The
passage of this law represented a major step forward in eliminating the
inequities of fiat rate systems.

The original Section 249, which emanated from the Senate Committee on
Finance, called for an implementation date of July 1, 1974, for reaasonable cost-
related reimbursement. This date was moved back in the conference on H.R.
1 to July 1, 1976, to make sure that the Administration had ample time to
develop and write the regulations for Section 249.

Now, after four years of delay in publishing implementing regulations for
Section 249, HEW has issued rules that allow another year and a half's delay.
The regulations published in the Federal Register on July 1, say in effect that
states now have until January 1, 1078 before they must make payments on a
cost-related basis. It Is noteworthy that no warning of this year-and-a-half
delay appeared in the April 13 proposed regulations for Section 249, but rather
was Inserted at the last minute In the final rulemaking as if it were a minor
matter. Persons interested in the proper implementation of the section were
thereby shut out from commenting-on the delayed implementation date. Such
actions on the part of the bureaucracy merely add t9 the already widespread
feelings of cynicism held by the public about government.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that this delay is plainly illegal and that retroactive
adjustments in payments should be made as soon as the individual states have
cost-based reimbursement systems in place.

We are also concerned that the 249 regulations allow payments to be made
on a "class" basis totally unrelated to costs. We are aware that payments could
be determined according to a class-based method. The final regulations on Section
249 give the states such wide latitude in determining classes, however, that the
likely end result will in no way be related to reasonable costs.

In the State of Pennsylvania's proposed plan for cost reimbursement, for
example, facilities are lumped Into classes simply on the basis of "level of
care" (skilled or Intermediate) and county. Averages are then struck for these
crude groupings and the rates are thereby determined. We submit that such
"class-based" rates are in no way "cost-related." Indeed, they strike us as being
fundamentally antithetical to the concept of cost-based reimbursement.

The pitfalls and inequities of class-based rates are illustrated in a rather
astonishing statement made by HEW in the preamble to the July 1 249 regula-
tions: "While return on proprietary owners' net equity is the only item of
profit that may be included as an allowable cost, these regulations also provide
another opportunity for profit, in permitting states to set payment rates on a
class basis. An efficiently operated facility that provides services under the plan
at a cost less than the class rate will in effect make a profit equal to the
difference ... It Is intended that States have great flexibility in determining
classes in setting class rates, as long as their criteria for classes and rates are
reasonable.'!

Later, the regulations say "Where rates . . . are determined . . . for classes
of facilities on the basis of the quality of services or level or care pro-
vided. . ... " thereby adding to the likelihood that "levels of care" will become
the basis for rates in many states without assurance that the rates are In any
way reasonably related to cost.
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If such crudely drawn classification systems are allowed to go into effect
and if states are allowed to use averages or medians within these groupings as
the method for determining payments, then we will not have moved forward
to a system of cost related reimbursement at all. The original problem that
this Committee set out to solve-that of overpayments as well as underpay-
ments to faciUties-will remain as serious as it has ever been.

We recommend that legislation be enacted to prohibit class-based payment
rates which are not reasonably related to cost.
Btate medicaid administration

S. 3205 contains several provisions aimed at improving state administration
of Medicaid.

One provision would require states to complete eligibility determinations for
Medicaid applicants in a timely fashion; another would require faster and more "Z. -
efficient processing of approved Medicaid claims.-

We strongly support both of these provisions.
We are opposed, however, to the provision calling for re-determinations of

Medicaid eligibility on a six-month basis rather than on vn annual basis as
now allowed. We believe that the financial resources of the elderly do not
change so frequently or drastically as to warrant re-deteruinations on a six-
month basis.
HEW regulations, saving provisions

S. 3205 would require HEW to give the public 60 days instead of just 30 days
to comment on regulations of a non-urgent nature. We support this and other
provisions in the bill aimed at opening up the regulation-development process.
Current rules and regulations, particularly In the field of long term care, have
evolved largely without the involvement of people most directly concerned with
the day-to-day operation of the programs, whether providers, professionals, or
consumers.

Among the most confusing sets of regulations pertaining to long term care
now in force are the utilization review standards. There are rife with internal
contradictions and inconsistencies. They are so poorly written and hard to
understand that we believe a complete rewrite job Is in order. Following a
re-write, efforts should be made by HEW, in the form of special meetings and
workshops in every region of the country, to explain and interpret the utili-
zation review regulations to professionals in the field, many of whom now
feel utterly perplexed by utilization review procedures currently in effect.
Termination of HIIBACI

S. 3205 proposes the abolition of the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council. which advises Congress and the Administration on Medicare and
Medicaid matters, on the ground that it has outlived its usefulness.

We do not oppose the abolition of this Council, but in Its stead call for the
creation of a new, broadly-based council to advise on matters relating to long
term care.

Earlier in our testimony we pointed out that Federal policies in long term
care are not likely to improve unless and until Administration officials responsi-
ble for developing the policies are better Informed as to the characteristics of
the long term care population and the variety of institutions serving them. A
broadly-based, high level advisory council on long term care, drawing from
professionals, providers, and consumers, could serve a useful educational func-
tion and make a significant contribution to Federal policies In long term care
which are now developed eithriin a vacuum by FederalI bureaucrats or tinder
pressure from special interest groups with narrow Interests.

It is noteworthy that the current national advisory council for PSROs con-
/tains not a single physician knowledgeable about or experienced in dealing

with tihe special health problems of the elderly. This is so, despite the charge
given to the PSRO Council-to help develop criteria for deteiffining "medical
necessity" of services provided through Medicare funds, almost all of which
go to the elderly, and Medicaid, which accounts for at least (0 percent of the
long term care expenditures In the country.

There is no apparent effort being made by HEW to remedy this gap In
representation on the PSRO Council in the appointments now under considera-
tion, and there is every Indication that the national advisory council to be
created pursuant to the National Health Planning and Resources Development
Act will also ignore representation from long term care.
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We urge that the HIBAC Council be replaced by a special advisory council
on long term care to give those concerned with policies in this area a more
effective voice and channel of communication.
Proccdure4 for Detvrmin~ng Reasonable Coat and Reasonable Charge: Die-

closure of Ownersip and Ftiancial Information
S. 3205 contains a provision which would require prior review and advance

approval whenever a provider arranges for a consulting, management, or serv-
ice contract involving payments exceeding $10,000 and lasting twelve months
or more.

We believe that this provision could result in homes getting bogged down
pointlessly in awaiting state approval for contract arrangements necessary and
appropriate to the provision of needed services, and we recommend that it be
deleted from the bilL

We are also concerned about the effects of Section 1183(a) (2) of the bill,
which calls for the setting of ratios relating to direct and indirect overhead
costs and direct service costs. The full ramifications of this provision are unclear
to us, but we hope that it will not work to the detriment of central management
units which provide consultative services to homes and thereby increase their
efficiency and quality of services.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS MADE 3Y rTHi Auvamic&N AssocATxoN Or Homz
FOR TIE AOINO, PRESENTD DY DAVID C. CROWLEY, EXECUTIVE VICE PREsWDENT

We support the Intent of the administrative reorganization provisions of 8.
32W5, but urge caution that the distinction be made between the need for uni-
fornfty and consiatenoy in policy interpretation and the need-for recognition of
diveraity and heterogeneity in the characteristics of the population and Uving
arrangements of those served by Medicare and Medicaid.

Section 30 of S. 3205 relates to methods for determining payment rates under
Section 249 of P.L. 92-4303, reasonable cost related reimbursement under Medic-
aid. HEW Regulations on Section 249 suedd July 1, 1976, delay the implementa-
tion of a cost related reimbursement system until January 1, 1978. We believe
that the delayed Implementation date for Section 249 regulations on cost related
reimbursement under Medicaid is Illegal and we recommend that legislation be
enacted to require retroactive adjustments in payments as a means of correcting
this delay.

We strongly oppose the class-based method for determining payments to skilled
nursing and intermediate care facilities under Medicaid and recommend that
legislation be passed to prohibit class-based rates which are not truly cost related.

We support the provisions In S. 3205 aimed at improving state administration
of Medicaid, particularly those sections relating to the time frame within which
eligibility determinations and payment for approved claims must be made.

We oppose the provision calling for six-month, rather than annual, Medicaid
eligibility determininations and payment for approved claims must be made.
that the financial resources of the elderly do not change so drastically or fre-
quently as to warrant the six-month re-determinations.

We support the provisions in S. 3205 aimed at opening up the regulation-
writing and policy-development processes to the public.

We do not oppose the abolition of HIBAC, but propose in its stead the creation
of a new, broadly-based advisory group to advise the Congress and the Admin-
istration on matters relating to long term care. We point out that high-level
national advisory councils typically Ignore representation from the long term
care field, and cite the PSRO Advisory Council as one example.

We believe that the provision In S. 3205 requiring prior review and approval
of provider contracts exceeding $10,000 and lasting twelve months or more will
result in homes getting bogged down and curtail efficient management. We recom-
mend that it be deleted from the bill.

We recommend that the Senate Committee on Finance hold another round of
hearings relating specifically to those aspects of Medicare and Medicaid which
relate to long term care as distinguished from acute care provided In the hospital
setting.

Senator TALMADOE. Our next and final witness for today is Brenda
Ballard, director, employee benefits, National Association of
Manufacturers,
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You may insert your full statement in the record and summarize it
as you see fit.

-STATEMENT OF BRENDA BALLARD, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Ms. B^ALLARD. My name is Brenda Ballard and I am director of
employee benefits for the National Association of Manufacturers.
In this capacity, I am responsible for all legislative and regulatory
issues related to corporate employee benefit pron'ains.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear here today on behalf of the
NAMAPs membership of over 13,000 manufacturers and other business
organizations to comment on S. 3205. The NAM is extremely concerned
about the problem of escalating health care costs. This is an issue of
such complexity that there simply is no single solution. Therefore, our
approach has become one of trying to identify specific areas within
the broad cost problem and then offering recommendations on these
specifics.

In our recent statement on health care costs before the Council on
Wage and Price Stability, we stated that we would like to move away
from quoting "percent of gross national product" spent on health as
an indicator of the seriousness of the problem. The fact that in fiscal
year 1975 we spent 8.3 percent of GN P on health really doesn't tell
us nmuch. The point is we really don't know how much of our resources
we should be spending on health. Maybe 8.3 percent is too much;
may be it is not enough.

The NAM believes that a better approach to discussing the cost
problem is in terms of how much of that 8.3 percent is teing used
inefficiently and what part of that resource allocation is being wasted.
We believe that the lack of adequate quality and cost controls in the
medicare and medicaid programs contributes to the overall escalation
of health care costs, and that too much of the money being funneled
into these programs is being waste.

On June 30, our task force on health met to evaluate S. 3205. This
was our first meeting devoted to a consideration of this bill and our
objective was to reach a general policy position on the bill and to plan
for more extensive, in-depth study of its provisions. I would like to
p resent to you today our initial general conclusions in regard to
S. 3205.

The Need for Reforn.-In all its statements on national health
insurance legIslation the NAM has emphasized the fact that, before
any national health insurance bill is enacted, an accurate and com-
plete assessment of costs and financing must be made and a workable
system of quality and cost. controls must be included. In his remarks
oin introducing this bill, the distinguished chairman of this subcom-
mittee stated that "The basic k-inds of administrative and payment
changes (contained in S. 3205) are absolutely necessary prior to any
expansion of the Federal role in providing more health insurance to
more people. That is true regardless of which national health insurance
proposal is ultimately adopted. Without basic changes in the way we
administer and pay-for hospital and medical care under medicare and
medicaid. any expansion would be an open invitation to fiscal disaster."
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The NAM supports the objectives of S. 3"205 as stated by Senator
Talmadge, since these objectives are consistent with our belief that
reasonable cost controls in the medicare/medicaid programs are an
absolute prerequisite to any national health insurance legislation.

We commend the drafters of this bill for the conscientious and
UP)parent intensive research into the l)roblenis of the medicare/medic-
alI programs and, while we anticipate refinement of the bill as it
Imoves tirwou'h the Congress, the NAM views S. 3205 as a good first
step toward Tong -overdue medicare/medicaid reform.

I 'he Methodology of S. 3205.-The approach taken through S. 3205
(loes not seem to us to establish unreasonable constraints on the health
care industry. The incentive system which would be applied to hospital
operations is compatible witl the NAM's position on health care con-
taimnent. In regard to reimbursement of physicians, we question
whether or not the allowance of $1 will really lpovide any great incen-
tive to doctors to accept assignnents.,

1However, we have no strong objections to establishing regional
limits on increases in prevailing charge levels. We believe that it is
not unreasonable to apply some restrictions on variances of charges
for a given procedure in a State.

When compared to the administration's proposal of establishing
ceilingrs for increases in payments to health care providers, the NAM
Sees tie approaches embodied in S. 3205 as being more flexible and
much lreferable.

(ost of Refornmi Ver8u8 aving8R.-Our initial reaction to the admin-
istrative reform established by S. 3205 is one of tentative support.
But before giving full support to the recommended changes, we would
want. to be sure that the cost of reform does not exceed the savings
which would result. The establishment of an office of Central Fraud
and Abuse Control is a very good feature of the bill, providing the
cost of enforcement (loes not exceed the savings gained. We woul sug-
gest that, since S. 3205 stresses incentives for efficient performance,
the budget and staffing of this office, after the first 3 years of operation,
be tied to a percentage of the recoveries achieved ti rough that office.

The pill-over "ffect.-NAM support of S. 3205 is contingent upon
language being added which wou ( prohibit health providers from
passing onl to the private sector any excess expenses which result from
t tightened cost. control under the medicare and medicaid programs. In
other words. industry cannot support a bill which leaves open the
pos.-ibilitv of greater costs being shifted onto the private sector.

In his remarks upon introducing S. 3205, Senator Talmadge noted
that preliminary work is being done on such a provision. We trust
that the subcommittee will act quickly to remedy this flaw in the legis-
lation which would have an adverse effect on the thousands of insured
health care plans provided by NAM member companies.

The NAMI Task Force on" Health will continue its evaluation of
this important and complex bill. We also plan to study the testimonies
presented at these hearings in order to synthesize the various views of
other groups, such as the insurance industry and the health care
providers. -

We know that some clear choices must be made in regard to these
two Government-sponsored health care plans. Either we do something
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to curtail cost escalation, we cut back on benefits, or we pay higher
taxes. Of these three choices, the first is certainly the most difficult but
it is by far the best.

The NAM fully recognizes the need for medicare/medicaid reform
and will continue its support of the specific reforms embodied in
S. 3205, provided language is added to prevent any shifting of costs
to privately sponsored health care plans.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to present the NAM views,
general as they are at this point, on this important bill and I will
entertain any questions you may have.

Senator TALMADGE.. Thank you very much for your very construc-
tive statement. I want to thank the National Association of Manufac-
turers for its support of S. 3.205, as well as your helpful comments on
ways of improving the bill.Pou indicate that the incentive allowance for physicians to accept
assignments might fail in its objective. Does the NAM have any rec-
ommendations as to a substitute approach which would be
noninflationary?

Ms. BALLARD. We have discussed this to some extent and the one
general recommendation that was tentatively agreed upon was that
you might tie it to a percentage of the doctor's income through the
program, income rather than a dollar per head.

Senator TALMADGE. Submit that proposal to the staff, will you?
Ms. BALLARD. Yes; we will be submitting detailed comments as we

_are able to formulate them.
[The material referred to above follows:]

The National Association of Manufacturers recommends that- the pf.;slclans'
allowance designed to encourage doctors to take assignments be tied to a doctor's
billng under Medicare and Medicaid. The allowance Fh1ould be relatively small,
.5% or 1% perhaps. This approach, we feel, would be a greater Incentive since
It would serve to avoid the possibility of doctors accepting for assignment only
patients In relatively good health and refusing those patients who might require
substantial amounts of the doctor's time.

Senator TAL MADGE. This cc.u es this Pbase of our work on medi-
- eare andi me(licaid reform. It is clear that the hearings this week have

developed a comprehensive and forthright record with which to work.
Starting Monday, with the help of the Congressional Research Serv-
ice, we will carefully review the testimony. Many worthwhile changes
have been recommended to us. I am anticipating incorporating most
of these in the revised version of S. 3205.

It would be a mistake for anyone to conclude that these hearings
have been simply an exercise. Hopefully in this Congress, and most
certainly early in the next Congress, we will legislate and we will
leg islate. I believe, along the lines of S. 3025.

These hearings now stand in adjournment subject to the call of the-C'.harr-

rWheretipon, at 9:25 a.m. the hearing adjourned, subject to the call
of the Chair.]
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STATEMENT OF HON. JACOB K. JAVM, A U.S. SXlYATOB FSOM Tum STATE OF
Nzw Yoma

Mr. CHAIrMAN: I am pleased to co-sponsor 8. 3205, "Medicare and Medicaid
Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act of 1976", which seeks to make
these programs more efficient and economical. The time has come to use the
taxpayer's dollars spent for Medicare and Medicaid wisely and to bring about
long overdue changes in the Nation's health care system. In my testimony, I shall
highlight the constructive changes the bill would make lh the current admin-
Istration of these programs, and I present my suggestions to strengthen and
Improve the bill.

As you know, the present Medicare payment formula to hospitals and nursing
homes reimburses retrospectively for their "reasonable costs." This is without
regard to the necessity of these costs, or the efficiency of the management of the
hospital. Payment of "reasonable costs" is inherently Inflationary, because there
are no effective limits on what costs recognized as reasonable, and there Is no
deterrent to managerial Inefficiency.

The pending bill addresses this problem by redefining classes of hospitals, by
establishing new performanc-imased reimbursement procedures, and by insti-
tuting a system of incentives, to reward hospitals for savings induced by better
management. Moreover, hospitals would not be reimbursed for costs which are
over 20 percent of the costs of hospitals within their class.

In my judgment, even these measures could be improved. Why should a hos-
pital spend below Its target rate, if In the following year, the new reimburse-
ment rate includes and pays for these new costs. In short, this ceiling of 20
percent over the class average quickly becomes the floor for Its reimbursement.
Therefore, I recommend we Institute a truly prospective reimbursement system
under this bill so hospital lump-sum payments would be negotiated In advance,
without regard to historical costs which may reflect merely a history of poor
management.

It is a national disgrace that the amount of money the elderly must spend for
medical services has tripled in the past decade. As you know, under the existing
Medicare legislation, the elderly may be liable for additional physician charges,
if the physician elects not to accept the "assignment" fee under the Medicare
program. Now only about half of the physicians treating the elderly have elected
to accept assignment and be bound to the Medicare reimbursed fee. This serious
situation not only presents a financial barrier to medical care for the elderly but
also contributes to to the continuing inflation in medical care costs. The existing
Medicare program has no control over the fees which physicians charge for
their services beyond their Medicare reimbursed fees and paid by the patient.

The pending bill seeks to Improve this situation by streamlining the paper-
work and reimbursement procedures many physicians find burdensome. Easing
the red tape for physicians in Federal programs may encourage more of them
to accept "assignment."

I recommend that we must go even further and that we should require physi-
cians as a condition of partlelpation in the Medicare programs to accept the
Medicare reimbursed fee as payment.in-full.

I recognize that Medicare fees may have to rise to be sufficiently attractive
to physicians.

Yet. we In the Congress can begin to have an effect on provider fees only when
we determine what they are. Let us use the opportunity afforded by this bill to
Institute this overdue reimbursement reform.

Medicaid, as we know all too well, Is plagued by the fragmented State-by-State
approach which creates Inconsistencies and inequities In patient eligibility,
benefit coverage, differences In levels of quality health care and states' share of
the matching funds. I support the bill's provision fpr technical and financial
assistance to statp Medicaid programs to remedy past deficiencies in their pro-
grams. But I think we should also extend Federal support to those financially
hard pressed states, like New York, that have taken the Initiative to try to
develop a program of high quality with stringent controls for fraud and abuse.

(419)
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This bill creates an Administration for Health Care Financing which will co-
ordinate reimbursement policies and will establish and enforce standards for

performance. I applaud this approach, an essential building block for future
universal. comprehensive national health insurance as well as an important step
to improve the present Medicaid and Medicare programs. For the first time, we
will have a central, accountable source for policy development in this field.

We should take advantage of this streamlined administrative structure con-
templated in the bill by using it to consolidate Parts A and B of Medicare. Under
the present system, hospitalization and physician services are artificially sepa-
rated, with different regulations, enrollment procedures, cost sharing, and pay-
ment mechanisms, creating confusion, administrative waste, and unnecessary red
tape for patients.

I recommend that the pending bill require strict performance standards for the
insurance company roles In these programs, the record of some to date all too
often has been less than impressive.

I wish especially to commend you for the strong and effective anti-fraud pro-
visions of the bill that Imldly attack kickbacks and other illegal payments with
respect to clinical laboratories. These provisions achieve significant cost con-
trols and quality standards for this growing sector of the economy which now
accounts for about $12 billion of our nation's health care expenditures.

These provisions are totally consistent-in spirit and substance--with those
provisions of my Senate-passed "Clinical Laboratories Improvement Act of 1976"
,S. 1787). I shall continue to work dilligently to assure that these anti-fraud
meamres, which cruelly bleed our health care system, are retained in the version
of the legislation now before the House.

For reasons of quality and economy, I support the changes In the bill which
would prevent percentage billings, lease arrangements, and direct billings for
the hospital-based specialties of radiology, pathology, and anesthesiology as
now authored under Medicare and Medicaid. The present payment formulas have
permitted these arrangements that have led to flagrant abuses and grossly ex-
(etwive payments.

I have heard It said that the chief lessons of Medicaid and Medicare Is that
we cannot "afford" National Health Insurance. I believe the reverse Is the case:
we cannot afford to stand idly by. The beginning steps towards rationalizing the
administrative and reimbursement policies of current federal programs, which
this bill achieves will have benefits for the future of the entire health care system.
I believe many of the provisions of this bill will dovetail with the "National
Health Insurance for Mothers and Children Act," which I recently introduced
with Senators Cranston and Brooke as a first, sensible step towards universal
Impulation coverage, and I request that the text of that bill and my introductory
statement be made part of this hearing record.

Finally, I would like to share with you my overriding concern with respect to
Medicare and Medicaid reform namely: how can we avoid penalizing the recipi-
ents of services-the poor. the elderly. those who need health care--when pro-
viders or administrators fall down on the Job? I agree with Senator Talmadge,
that price and wage controls here tend to become arbitrary and artificial. I agree
that fraud and abuse must be vigorously addressed. I agree that reimbursement
formulas can and must be improved to reflect reality and achieve quality, and
the Talmadge bill goes far in doing so.

However, we have seen in recent years how difficult It is to apply sanction in
-ur health care system. T am concerned that when we deny-Medicaid payments
to states--even as provided in the pending bill with respect to administrative
costs-- the poor suffer. Can we retroactively deny claims for unnecessary services
rind hold the patient responsible? The question is a rhetorical one, and the answer
lit no.

I believe that the vast majority of our health care providers--institutional and
Individual-will respond to positive incentives rather than to the threat of pun-
ishment. While, when we set performance stndard& we have every right to
,,xpect that they will be met, we must be certain that any penalty does not harm
the people the program is Intended to benefit.

IFrom the Congremalonal Record. 94th Cong., 24 see.. June 18, 19T6, Vol. 122. No. 951

(By Mr. Javits (for himselZ Mr. Cranston, and Mr. Brooke))

. 3.592. A bill to provide for comprehensive maternal and child health care
practices. Referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
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S. 3598. A bill to establish a national health insurance system of maternal and
hild health care. Referred to the Committee on Finance.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSUzANCx 1ro0 MOTHERS A1D CHILDREN Ac I AND COMPRF-
HNNaIVE MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PacrIcz AcT

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, with Senators Cranston and Brooke as cosponsors,
I introduce two bills, the Natlnal Ilealth Insurance for Mothers and Children
Act, which I send to the desk for appropriate reference, and the Comprehensive
Maternal and Child Health Practice Act, which I send to the desk for appropriate
reference, and I ask unanimous consent that the full text of both bills be printed
in the Record at the conclusion of my remarks.

The PRESiING OFFICE. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I am very plezused that my distinguished colleagues

Senator Cranston and lBrooke are joining me in cosponsoring this important
legisla t ion.

Senator Cranston has long been a dedicated leader in seeking better health
care for all Americans.l both as a key member of the Health Subcommittee of
the tommittee on Labor and Public Welfare, where we have productively col-
laborated on health legislation for many years, and as chairman of the Health
and Hospitals Subcommittee of the Veterans' Affairs Committee, Senator Brcoke,
as the rankitg minority member of the Senate Appropriations Labor-HEW Sub-
comnitee, hlas long bieen aware of and worked to meet the need to assure 9
strong financial and organizational base for cost-effective, high-quality care.

Mr. Pre. -deut, I believe that the time has come to take another step toward a
1ma1jor national goal: a comprehensive health program for all our citizens. Medl-
cawmand medicaid have provided health care coverage for our elderly citizens
and for many poor citizens. Now is the time to provide for children and mothers

Accordingly, I introduce two bills. The first would establish a system of na-
tioni hesili h|im.jrIat'- frr tol'tiu.'rs ad chhldren. and the other would at the
same time foster and develop the organizational framework for delivering com-
preiensive material and chihl health care.

I believe that such legislation represents the next logical step along the road
to national health coverage.

Mr. President, while I continue to support the enactment into law of the
Health Security Health Act (S. 3), It makes enormously good sense both in
human terniq and as national policy to begin on the road to universal national
health insurance with comprehensive health care for mothers and children.

It is Imperative to safeguard their health by providing accessible, compre-
hensive health services. At the same time, both the financial and organiza-
tionai porovisions of this legislation allow Utq to set into motion and to evaluate
health systems with cost controls and a rational delivery system in which con-
tinuous, high quality health care may be provided.

While we provide the means of inttreasing access of mothers and children
to health care that emphasizes the prevention of disease and the promotion of
health, we shall have the opportunity to prove out my conviction that universal
national health insurance Is not only feasible but desirable and will foster ini-
portant Improvements in the quality and cogt-effectiveness of the total health
care system. rhe two bills work in tandem to do so.

The two measures I introduced todav build upon, modify, strengthen, and in-
tegrate bills ttr the same effect introduced separately by Representatives James
I1. Schener and Andrew Maguire.

Healthy mothers and healthy children represent the fruits of truly preventive
health services that are rendered at a crucial time during the human life cycle.
Therefore. the children and mothers of our Nation cannot wait for the promise
of national health insntrance-a promise which has been on the legislative agenda
for a long period of time. I believe the time is now for the Congress to be the
effective advocate for the health and well being of the mothers and children. It
is time to invest together In our Nation's health future. The major provisions of
the National Health Insurance for Mothers and Children Act include:

Comprehensive ambulatory-including home health, rehabilitative, social and
mental health services-and hospital care for children from birth up to the
age of 18 with incentives for preventive children's health services included in
t.e benefit package.

All appropriate prenatal and post-partum health care for women, up to 12
weeks after childbirth.
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Support services-transportation, outreach, dependent care-for special pup-,
ulitions or those persons determined to have a high risk of infant and maternal
morbidity.

(nly such limited cost sharing and special reimbursement incentives that
would stimulate the development and acceptance by both provider and patient of
maternal and child health group practices.

Payments for health professionals on the basis of specified and negotiated fee
scietlules, periodically adjusted according to such economic Index or Indices de-
termined to be appropriate.

Payment for institutions according to budgets agreed to In advance-prospee-
tive budgeting.

Specific standards for health Institutions and health professionals qualified
for reimbursement under the maternal and child health programs.

Second consultation for certain surgical procedures.
Financing through payroll taxes and general revenues.
The major provisions of the Comprehensive Maternal and Child Health Prac-

tice Act Include:
First. A program designed to foster the development of group practices for the

delivery of maternal and child health care.
Second. Grants, contracts and loan guarantees-$93,500,000 authorized-for

the initial planning and operational costs of group practices consisting of pedi--
atricians, family practitioners, obstetricians/gynecologists and other health pro-
fessionals-such as nurse practitioners and nurse midwives-who deliver
maternal and child health services.

Third. Medical malpractice reinsurance for claims brought against a com-
prehensive maternal and child health practice.

Fourth. The sum of $30 million authorized for health professions educational
programs related to providing health care through comprehensive maternal and
child health group practice.

Fifth. Special consideration for assignment of national health Service Corps
personnel to those practicing in comprehensive maternal and child health
pract ices.

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washington, D.C., August 2, 1976.
lion. lIrusfAN E. TAL.MADOE,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Health, Committee on Financc, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

l)AR MR. CHAIRMA,: Attached are two reports from the Library of Congress,
dated May 29. 1975 and July 26. 1976. describing the status of HEW's implement-
Ing standardized health care billing forms for federal health Insurance programs.

I would appreciate this Information being Included in the hearing record on
Medicare and Medicaid reform, along with my letter to you dated July 23, 1976,
discussing this matter, among other issues that I asked be raised during the
course of the hearings.

Thank you.
Sincerely yours, GAYhORD NELSON.

Enclosures.
TnE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS,

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE,
Washington, D.C., July 26, 1976.

To: Honorable Gaylord Nelson.
(Attention: Judy RobiMn).
From: Education and Public Welfare Division.
Subject: Standardization of Health Care Billing Forms.

The following information on the development of standardized health care
billing form is provided pursuant to your request on this subject dated .July 22,
1976. This report updates our previous report to you on the same subject dated
May 29.1975. A copy of that report is attached.

A standardized form for professional services called the Health Insurance
Clalm Form has been tested and is now being used by the Bureau of Health
Insurance for the Part B portion of the Medicare program. In the latter part
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of 1974, the Bureau of Health Insurance notified the carriers handling Part B
dainis that they could accept the Health Insurance Claim Form as well as the
existing Medicare Claim Form SSA-1490. In addition, for areas where other
third party payers agree, in addition to Medicare, to use the new standardized
form, the new form could be used exclusively for Part B claims. In such cases,
the exclusive use of the new form for Medicare would have to be approved by
the Bureau of Health Insurance. Approval has been granted by Bill for the
following reasons: (a) North Dakota; (b) South Dakota; (c) South Carolina;
(d) Arkansas; (e) Kansas City; and (f) 'Topeka, Kansas.

An application has been submitted by the carrier for California and is pend-
ing approval.

According to a Bureau of Health Insurance representative, the form has been
endorsed by the National Association of Blue Shield Plans. The Health In-
surance Council, an entity supported by the insurance industry, has strongly en-
dorsed the use of the form within the last three months.

To date, the Social Rehabilitation Service has not endorsed the use of the
form. They have requested the American Medical Association, which has as-
suned a leadership and coordination role for the new form, to consider the
inclusion of additional information necessitated by the Fraud and Abuse amend-
ments to the Title XIX program. A representative of the Medical Services Ad-
ministration within SR1S estimates that the matter should be resolved In the
next six months. If the changes were agreed upon by the parties Involved, MSA
then would be willing to send a letter to the States and other appropriate
jurisdictions with Medicaid Programs, urging them to adopt the Health In-
surance 'laim Form.

The Civilian Health and Medical Program for the Uniformed Services
(CHAMPUS) has not accepted the form, although they have participated In its
development. The Federal Employees Health Benefits Program has not par-
tieipated from the beginning.

The standardized hospital billing form referred to as the UB-16 is still in
the development stage. According to a representative of the Social Security Ad-
ministration, the form will be field tested in California, Arizona, and Minnesota.
The criteria for the field tests are to be developed by August 15, and the field tests
are scheduled to begin between January 1 and March 31, 1977. The same BIT!
representative estimated that the form may be ready for use by January 1,
1979.

The CITAMPI'S program will participate in the field tests in Arizona and
California. The Federal Employees -Health Benefits Program has not participated
in the development of the standardized hospital claims form. The Medical
Services Administration, SRS, has requested the States where the field tests
will occur to participate in the field tests. According to the aforementioned
representative of the Bureau of Health Insurance, the commercial health In-
stirers have expre.sed approval of the form as currently designed. Although
the Blue 'ross Association is supportive of a standardized form, a small number
of Blue 'ross Plans have questioned Its use in their marketing areas, alleging
that some of their subscribers have unique requirements which may not be able
to be accommodated to the content of the new billing form.

We hope the information provided is sufficient. If we can be of further as-
sistance, please let us know.

HEMAN ScHMT.

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERnvIc,

Washington, D.C., May 29, 1975.
To: Ron. Gaylord Nelson.
(Attn: Ms. Judy Robinson).
From: Education and Public Welfare Division.
Subject: Standardization of medical claims forms.

Several attachments are provided which address the questions of standardizing
both physician and hospital forms.

Based on conversations and information provided by the Social Security
Administration, the American Medical Association. and the American Hospital
Association, it would appear that efforts to standardize forms for physicians
are further advanced than those for hospitals.

In South Carolina, the medical profession, Medicare, Medicaid. Blue Cross/
Blue Shield. and the Commercial insurance companies are working with a
standard claims form, as a pilot project. Such efforts are also underway in North
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and South Dakota, Arkansas, the Kansas City area, and are being considered
in Topeka, Kansas. The Social Security Administration has Instructed its car-
riers to support such efforts, wherever possible.

Efforts to standardize hospital forms were stimulated approximately six
years ago by the American Hospital Association. Both Medicare and Medicaid,
as well as the private health insurers have also been involved. Some twenty
forms have been designed and two are being tested by Blue Cross In Atlanta,
Georgia, and Wyoming.

The American Hospital Association has recently designed another form and a
meeting is scheduled in Chicago on June 5 to consider the form. Participating
in this process are the insurers, Medicaid and Medicare. Apparently, the military,
through its Champus program has expressed interest but has not been actively
involved in efforts to standardize fbrms.

It would appear that the need for hospitals to standardize forms is more
acute than that for physicians. In urban hospitals, according to the Social Se-
curity Administration, the administrative office of tha hospital may have to
deal with as many as 42 forms. Some insurers use more than one form. According
to the Social Security Administration, there was some question as to whether
it would be possible to standardize forms for claims for both public and private
payers because of the special data requirements of public payers.

We hope this information is sufficient. If you need any further assistance,
please let us know.

HERMAN E. SCHMIDT.

UNrrSD STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE OX LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washington, D.C., July 23, 1976.
Hon. HERMAN E. TALMADGE,
Ohairman, Subcommittee on Health, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Wash-

ington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In connection with the hearings that your Subcommittee

is conducting the week of July 26, 1976, on Medicare and Medicaid reform, there
are three issues of considerable importance to the beneficiaries and providers in
the State of Wisconsin, as well as throughout the nation, which I would appre-
ciate being raised at the hearings.

NURSIN HOME PARTICIPATION IN MEDICARE

As you know, nationwide a large number of skilled nursing facilities have
been terminating participation In the Medicare program, rendering man are"
unserved by qualified Medlcare facilities.

Between July 1974 and July 1975, 245 facilities (17,278 beds) were terminated,
leaving 3,932 facilities (287,479) beds participating in Medicare. Attached is
detailed information in this regard.

In Wisconsin, there were 125 Medicare-approved SNFs as of March 1972..
Today, there are 64.

This raises serious questions as to whether remedial legislation is necessary
to insure continued availability of this service throughout the country.

I would appreciate the following questions being raised before the appropriate
witnesses, in this regard:

Question 1. What are the reasons for the termination of participation in
Medicare by increasing numbers of skilled nursing facilities?

Is termination more prevalent among for-profit or not-for-profit nursing homes?
Nursing home operators have indicated to us that they are terminating Medi-

care participation for two reasons: massive paperwork, and low reimbursement
levels.

However, as you know, the present law (section 249) encourages gearing
Medicare payments for skilled nursing care to the State payment under Medicaid;
and regulations to this effect were finalized July-1, 1976.

Question 2. Is Section 249 seen as adequate incentive to attract skilled nursing
facilities back Into the Medicare program?

Question 3. The HEW General Counsel's office, in a memo dated March 26, 1976
(which is attached) has ruled that "there is no absolute statutory Impediment
to states imposing" a requirement that skilled nursing facilities, which partici-
pate in Medicaid, also participate in Medicare. Several states, we understand, are
considering such a requirement.
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What would be the impact of statutorily imposing such a requirement at the
Federal level, e.g. refusing to make Medicaid funds available to qualified homes
that refused to participate in Medicare?

UNIFORM CLAIMS FORMS

HEW has for a number of years worked with physician provider groups, hos-
pital provider groups, and the insurance industry in the development of stand-
ardized claims forms to be used for federal health insurance programs by both
physicians and institutions.

The latest information on the development of such forms Is that: a stand-
ardized form for physicians is now developed. It is not mandated for Medicare:
however, physicians may use it as an option; and, where carriers In an area agree
to use It, Medicare will use it exclusively for that area. Only six areas of the
country now use it exclusively.

.The Medicaid program has not Implemented it, and theSocial and Rehabilita-
tion Service advises us that It believes SRS cannot require states to use such
a form.

The Federal Employees Health Benefit Program does not use the form, nor
has the Program ever even participated in negotiations to develop such a form
for uniform use.

CHAMPUS has not accepted the form.
In other words, a standardized claims form for physician services Is not in

widespread use, nor is it required of all Federal programs, although such a form
has been developed.

Question 4. Would It be advisable to mandate that such a form be used for all
federal health insurance programs, in order to reduce the paperwork burden on
physicians, Insurance carriers, the federal government, and the individual
beneficiaries?

As to a standardized form for hospital use, there Is even less progress.
Standardized forms have been developed for hospital use, and have been field-

tested In Atlanta, Georgia and Wyoming. Further field testing by the Social
Security Administration for Medicare usage is planned, involving three states
(California, Arizona and Minnesota). However, SSA advises that such forms
may not be able to be utilized nationwide until approximately January, 1979.

Again, the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program has not participated
in the development of the form.

Medicaid says that It can only encourage, not mandate, states to utilize such
a form.

CHAMPUS, in this case, Is participating In the new field tests.
Question 5. Why cannot such standardized hospital claim forms be put Into

nationwide use by all federal programs at an earlier date?
Is utilization of such a form in the interest of more efficient management of

such programs?
FEE SCHEDULES

The discrepency betwwn rural and urban physicians fees under Medicare and
Medicaid programs has led the Social Security Admini.tration to implement a
reimbursement experiment in South Carolina. under which fee schedules for all
physicians will be substituted for ths regLonal fee ereen.

Question 6. What would be the reaction of physician organizations In other
states to the Imposition of fee schedules statewide?

How could such fee schedule programs be designed?
I would appreciate your Including this letter in the hearing record. Thank you

for consideration of these matters, and for raising them during the hearings at
the appropriate opportunities.

Sincerely yours,
GAYLORD NELSON.

Enclosures.
THE LIBRARY OF CoiGRss,

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE,

To: Judy Robinson. lWahington, D.C., Ju1y 20, 19.76.

The enclosures cover the in-and-out information of skilled nursing facilities
through July 1974. During the 12-month period ending July 1975, 245 facilities
(17.273 beds) were terminated. As of July 1975, 3,932 facilities (287,479 beds)
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were participating In Medicare. I will send you the geographical breakdown for
the fiscal year 1975 terminations as soon as I get them from Baltimore.

BoB HoyEa.
Sincerely, NORMAN BECKMAN, Acting Director.

TABLE F.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ADULT BEDS IN SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS PER 1.000 ENROLLEES BY
STATE, JULY 1973 AND JULY 1974

Number of States Percentage distribution

Short-stay hospital beds per 1.000 enrollees July 1973 July 1974 July 1973 July 1974

Total ---------------------------------------- 51 51 100.0 100.0
Less than 35 ------------------------------------ 6 5 11.8 9.8
35 to 39.9 ----------------------------------------- 11 11 21.6 21.6

40 to 44.9 ----------------------------------------- 17 18 33.3 35.3

45 to 49.9 ----------------------------------------- 11 11 21.6 21.6
50 to S4.9 ------------------------------------------ 3 3 5.9 5.9
55 to 64.9 ------------------------------------------ 0 1 0 2.0
65 or more ----------------------------------------- 3 2 5.9 9.3

TABLE G.-NUMBER OF SKILLED NURSING FACILITIES, BEDS, BEDS PER 1,000 ENROLLEES, AND PERCENT CHANGE
BY DIVISION, JULY 1973 AND JULY 1974

Skilled nursing facilities Beds Beds per 1,000 enrollees

July Jul Percent July July Percent July July Percent
Division 1973 1974P ch range 173 1974 change 1973 1974 change

All areas ....................... 3.977 3,952 -0.6 287,606 294.000 2.2 13.8 13.9 0.7

United States ................ 3,970 3,946 -. 6 266,884 293, 487 2.3 13.9 14.0 .7
New Engand ................. 286 287 .3 21,004 22.203 5.7 16.1 16.9 5.0
Middle Atlantic ................. 658 656 -. 3 67.026 68,056 1.5 16.8 16.9 .6
East North Central .............. 693 668 -3.6 44,239 43. 133 -2.5 11.3 10.9 -3.5
West North Central .............. 254 240 -5.5 11,004 11.671 6.1 5.6 5.9 5.4
South Atlantic ................. 479 499 4.2 31,644 33,153 4.8 10.5 10.6 1.0.-
East South Central .............. 250 240 -4.0 13,433 13,370 -. 5 10.2 9.9 -2.9
West South Central .............. 96 88 -8.3 5,979 5,753 -3.8 3.2 3.0 -6.3
Mountain ........ 177 171 -3.4 8.801 8.420- -4.3 12.0 11.0 -8.3
Pacific .................... ,077 1,097 1.9 83,754 87,728 4.7 34.0 34.7 2.1
Ouyinr .as .................. 7 6 -14.3 722 513 -28.9 3.8 2.6 -31.6

TABLE H.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SKILLED NURSING FACILITY BEDS PER 1,000 ENROLEES, BY STATE,
JULY 1973 AND JULY 1974

Number of States Percentage distribution

Skilled nursing facility beds per 1,000 enrolees July 1973 July 1974 July 1973 July 1974

Total ........................................ 51 51 100.0 100.0

Less than 5 ....................................... 12 11 23.5 21.6
5 to 9.9 ......................................... .12 14 23.5 27.5
10 to 14.9 ......................................... 15 14 29.4 27.5
15 to 19.9 .......................................... 4 5 7.8 9.8
20 to 24.9 ......................................... 5 4 9.8 7.8
25 to 29.9 .......................................... 1 1 2.0 2.0
30 or more ......................................... 2 2 3.9 3.9
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TABLE ).-NUMBER OF HOME HEALTH AGENCIES AND INDEPENDENT LABORATORIES PARTICIPATING IN THE
HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM AND PERCENT CHANGE BY DIVISION, JULY 1973 AND JULY 1974

Home health agencies Independent laboratories

Division percent Percent
July 1973 July 1974 charge July 1973 July 1974 change

A areas ..................... 2,211 2,248 1.7 2,929 3,029 3.4

United States ....................... 2,201 2,234 1.5 2,872 2,973 3.5
New England ....................... 338 33.8 0 185 192 3.8
Middle Atlantic ..................... 282 279 -1. 1 492 495 .6
East North Central .................. 326 327 .3 431 463 7.4
West North Central ................. 216 225 4.2 136 144 5.9
South Atlantic ...................... 311 309 -. 6 300 310 3.3
East South Central .................. 269 286 6.3 86 92 7.0
West South Central ................. 242 248 2.5 234 250 6.8
Mountain .......................... 80 84 5.0 150 160 6.7
Pacific ............................. 137 138 .7 8$58 867 1.0
Outlying areas ...................... 10 14 40.0 57 56 -1.8



TABLE K-NUMBER OF FACILITIES PARTICIPATING IN THE HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM TERMINATED IN FISCAL YEARS, 1973 AND 1974 AND NET INCREASES. BY TYPE OF PROVIDER. TYPE OF
TERMINATION, AND DIVISION

(Fiscal years]

Division and type of
termination

Hospital Skilled nursing facilities
- -__Home health agmcies Independent labortres

Number Beds Number Beds (number) numberr) tl%
Net Net Net Net Net Net 0

1973 1974 Increase 1973 1974 Increase 1973 .1974 increase 1973 1974 Increase 1973 1974 increase 1973 1974 increase

Allarea ................. 170 89 -81 13,261 10,448 -2.813 301 198 -103 15,697 11,545 -4,152 110 53 -57 200 122 -78

Voluntary .......... 164 85 -79 13,122 9,802 -3,320 295 182 -113 15,333 10.076 -5,257 109 52 -57 195 120 -75
Involuntary .......... 6 4 ,-2 139 646 507 6 16 10 364 1,469 1,105 1 1 0 5 2 -3

New England ............. 8 5 -3 470 257 -213 15 13 -2 926 731 -195 11 5 -6 12 7 -S

Voluntary .........--- 8 5 -3 470 257 -213 14 10 -4 851 545 -306 11 5 -6 12 7 -5
Involuntary --------- - 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 75 186 111 0 0 0 0 0 0

Middle Atlantic ............ 15 12 -3 2,020 2.,377 357 32 29 -3 1,457 2,497 1,040 17 8 -9 39 30 -9

Voluntary ............. 15 11 -4 2,020 1,795 -225 31 24 -7 1,361 1,906 545 17 7 -10 39 30 -9
Involuntary ........... 0 1 1 0 582 582 1 5 4 96 591 495 0 1 1 0 0 0

East north-central ......... 21 13 -8 1,695 1,329 -366 61 35 -26 3,520 1.745 -1,775 10 9 -1 20 14 -6

Voluntary ............. 20 13 -7 1,675 1,329 -346 60 34 -26 3,508 1,695 -1,813 10 9 -1 17 14 -3
Involuntary ........... 1 0 -1 20 0 -20 1 1 0 12 50 38 0 0 0 3 0 -3

a,



West north-central ......... 12 8 -4 851 279 -572

Voluntary.-.-.-----. - 13 8 -4 851 279 -572
Involuntary ----------- 0 0 0 0 0 0

South Atlantic ------------- 17 10 -7 1,387 1,025 -362

Voluntary-....------ 17 10 -7 1,387 1,025 -362
Involuntary ---------- 0 0 0 0 0 0

East south-central .. . I 1 10 -1 470 491 21

Voluntary ------------- 8 10 2 392 491 99
Involuntary ----------- 3 0 -3 78 0 -78

West south-central ------ 22 13 -9 1,073 368 -705

Voluntary ------------- 21 10 -11 1,059 304 -755
Involuntary ------------ 1 3 2 14 64 50

Mountain ................. 11 6 -5 553 321 -232

Voluntary ------------- 10 6 -4 526 321 -205
Involuntary ----------- 1 0 -1 27 0 -27

Pacific ------------------ 1 9 12 -7 2,320 4,001 1,681

Voluntary ----------- 19 12 -7 2 320 4,001 1,681
Involuntary ----------- 0 0 0 0 0 0

Outlying prea ------------- 34 0 -34 2.422 0 -2,42
Volunary ............. 34 0 -34 2,422 0 -2,422
lnvolunta:y...---.---- 0 0 0 0 0 0

=

=-

29
28
1

55
55
0

22

20
2

20

20

10

10
10

0
53

0
4

4
0

=

19
18

1

32

2

17

17
0

12

12
0

8

I
0

28
4

3

30

-10 1,145 660 -485 5 5 0 6 4 -2

-10 1,057 572 -485 5 5 0 6 4 -2
0 88 88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-25 2,48 1,636 -1.212 33 17 -16 29 16 -13

-27 2,848 1. 499 -1,349 33 17 -16 29 15 -14
2 0 137 137 0 0 0 0 1 1

-S 843 620 -223 4 0 -4 7 2 -5

-3 '750 620 -130 4 0 -4 6 2 -4

-2 93 0 -93 0 0 0 1 0 -1

-8 1,039 632 -P07 22 4 -18 13 4 -9

-8 1,039 632 -407 21 4 -17 15 4 -9

-2 0 1 227 -3 4 0 64 37 -2

-25 2, 801 1.850 -951 4 !4 0 64 37 -27
4 0 417 417 0 0 0 0 0 0

-2 734 337 -4 0 0 03 3 4 13

-2 384 337 -47 0 0 0 2 4 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1
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TABLE L-NUMBER OF EMERGENCY HOSPITALS AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY DIVISION, JULY 1974

Non-Federal Federal
Percent Percentage,

Division Number distribution Number distribution

All res ..................................... 489 100.0 413 100.0
United States............................ 377 77.1 410 99.3

Now Eniland ...................................... 18 3.7 23 5.6
Middle Atantic ..................................... 57 11.7 35 8.
East north-central ................................... 59 12. 1 37 9.0
West northcentral.............................. 7 1.4 42 10.2
South Atlantic ...................................... 65 13.3 75 18.2
East south-central ................................... 51 10.4 29 7.0
West south-central .................................. 63 12.9 56 13.6
Mountain .......................................... 25 5.1 52 12.6
Pacific ............................................. 32 6.5 61 14.8

Other areas .................................... 112 22.9 3 .7
Puerto Rico ......................................... 19 3.9 3 .7
Canada ............................................ 89 18.2 ............................
Mexico ............................................ 4 .8 ............................

TABLE D.-NUMBER AND TYPE OF FACILITIES PARTICIPATING IN THE HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM AND PER-
CENTAGE CHANGE, JULY 1971 AND JULY 1972

Facilities Beds

Percent Percent
Type of facility July 1971 July 1972 change July 1971 July 1972 change

Hospitals 1 ......................... 6.745 - 6,726 -0. 3 1.188,013 1,155, 982

Short-stay ...................... 6.153 6.131 0.4 834,514 850,070 +1.9
Tuberculosis .................... 95 80 -15.8 18,995 15. 065 -20.7
Pschiatric ..................... 335 346 +3.3 300,696 259,329 -13.8

%of teon2stay ................. 162 169 +4.3 33,80O 31.518 -6.8

Skilled nursing facilities I ............. 4,287 4,041 -5.7 307, 548 291,636 -5.2
Home health aencies .............. 2, 284 2,222 -2.7 ....................................
Independent Ia'loatories ............ 2,751 2,873 +4.4 ....................................

I Excludes 17 Christian Science sanatmiums.

TABLE E,-NUMBER OF HOSPITALS AND ADULT BEDS PARTICIPATING IN THE HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM
AND PERCENTAGE CHANGE, BY DIVISION, JULY 1971 AND JULY 1972

Hospitals Beds

Percent Percent
Division July 1971 July 1972 change July 1971 July 1972 change

All areas ..................... 6.745 6,726 -0.3 1,188.013 1.155.982 -2.7

United States ................. 6,643 6, 56 +. 2 1,178, 430 1,146,556 -2.7
New England .................... 370 363 -1.9 76,600 71,219 -7.0
Middle Atlantic .................. 799 so +1.f 276,541 267,154 -3.4
East norah-cental ................ 1,104 1,088 -1.5 231,362 207.251 -10.6
West noth-central ................. 920 914 -. 7 106,480 107,305 -1. 1
South Atlantic ...................... 858 869 +1.3 161,564 164,791 +2.0
East south-contral ................... 507 508 +. 2 58 668 59,621 +1.6West suth-central................ .857 63 +.7 10 .702 103,325 +2.6
Mountain .......................... 390 396 +1.5 37.977 3,998 +2.7
Pcif ............................. 83 847 +1.1 126,036 126.892 +. I
Outlying Oren ...................... 102 70 -31.4 9,583 9,426 -1.6

-2.7
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TABLE F.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ADULT BEDS IN SHORT.STAY HOSPITALS PER 1.000 ENROLLEES, BY
STATE. JULY 1971 AND JULY 1972

Short-stay hospital beds per 1,000 enrollees

tW ........................................

LetS than 35 ........................................
35 to 39 ...........................................
40 to 44.9 .........................................
451to49.9 .................... ~........
50 to 54.9 ..........................................
5to 64.9 ..........................................
65 or "we .........................................

Number of States Pencentae distribution
July 1971 July 1972 July 1971 July 1972

51

5
11
12
2
2

51 I00.0

I
it
13
13
3
I
2

100.0

9.8
29.4
21.6
23.5
9.8
2.0
3.9

15.7
21.6
25.5
25.5
5.9
2.0
3.



TABLE K.-NUMBER OF FACILITIES PARTICIPATING IN THE HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM TERMINATED IN FISCAL YEARS 1971 AND 1672. AND NET CHANGE, BY

TYPE OF PROVIDER, TYPE OF TERMINATION. AND DIVISION

Number s ed Number 119 ,Oem kr Ine e No

DivisIoa and type ol Np Ndt Ni Ni Net Ne
terminando 1971 1972 cheae 1971 1972 chame 1971 1972 Chaeop 1971 1972 chlop 1971 1972 chmp 1971 1972 chON

Al .es.-------------- 141 156 +15 13,914 11.131 -2,783 708 476 -232 39,016 2,975 -12,041 170 I8 -42 124 178 +54

Violary ............ 132 137 +5 13,695 10,316 -3,379 63 41 -228 37,648 26,0 7 -11,576 168 127 -41 121 166 +45
Ivuna------9 19 4+10 219 815 +596 19 15 -4 1.38 903 -465 2 1 -I1 3 12 +9

New Enland ............. 12 6 -6 1,114 296 -818 59 26 -33 3,491 1,671 -,820 6 15 +9 8 11 +3
Volunt ............. 12 6 -6 1.114 236 -818 59 Z4 -35 3.491 1,560 -1,931 6 15 +9 7 9 +2
Involuntary ------------------------------------------------------------ 2+2--- 2 +2 ........ 1 +111 -- 1 2 +1

Ma..dantic ----------- 13 4 -9 2,712 34 -2.36 47 25 -22 2336 1.482 -1354 12 12 0 17 23 +6
vluntay ............. 13 4 -9 2,712 344 -2.3U 46 24 -22 800 1466 -1334 12 11 -1 16 19 +3
involuntary---------------------------------------------------1 1 0 36 16 -20 .. 1 +1 1 4 +3 W

Eastnwth-cet-d ......... 22 26 +4 2.357 3,684 +827 111 81 -30 6,237 5,675 -562 13 16 +3 17 34 +17
V . .uy ------------- 22 26 +4 2,57 3,684 +827 107 75 -32 5.902 ,193 -709 13 16 +3 16 29 +13
Invouay ---------------------------------------------------- 4 6 +2 335 48 4147 -- -. - -...-- -- 1 5 +4

Westnort-cewal ---------- 12 1 +3 40 718 13 81 50 -31 3,047 1-3 -1,334 13 8 -5 3 6 +3
Voluntary ............. 11 12 +1 380 550 +170 81 49 -32 3,047 1,648 -1,399 13 8 -5 3 6 +3
Involuntary ----------- 1 3 +2 25 168 +143 .... 1 +1 -------- s +5-----------------------------------

Sou.. Aatac------------- 15 19 +4 3,261 1,091 -2.170 78 77 -1 5,069 4,640 -429 23 26 +3 12 18 +6
Voluntary ............. 13 17 +4 3.188 1,037 -2,151 +76 77 +1 4,961 4,640 -321 21 26 +5 12 18 +6
Involuntary ........... 2 2 0 7 54 -19 2 -2 108--- - - 8 2-----------2..... ..............

Eat south-central---------14 -7 -7 1,419 456 -963 25 35 +10 1.241 1.452 +211 10 4 -6 6 7 +1
Volunt ............. 14 4 -10 1.419 407 -1,012 25 34 +9 1.241 1,409 +168 10 4 -6 6 6 0
Involuntary ................... 3 +3 ........ 49 +49 1....... I + ....... 43 +43 -- 1 +1

West South-central ......... 28 26 -2 881 1.277 +396 117 72 -45 6, 00 3, 791 -2 289 53 24 -29 13 14 +1
Voluntary ----------- 23 16 -7 773 849 +76 111 70 -41 5,73 3,704 -2.049 53 24 -29 13 14 +1
Involuntry ........... 5 10 +5 108 42 +320 6 2 -4 327 87 -240 .................................................

Mountin ................. 7 2 -5 196 37 -149 49 26 -23 2, 782 1,489 -1,233 6 7 +1 9 10 +1
Volunry------------7 2 -5 186 37 -149 48 26 -22 2.69 1.441 -1.209 6 7 +1 9 10 +1
Involuntary-............. ..... -5 . - . " - 0 - . .-- 1 84 -84 ....................................................

Paci ................... 14 1 +1 656 1,734 +1.078 141 1 -60 8,233 5.0Ol -3.214 34 16 -3 37 45 +11
Volutary ............ 14 is +1 656 1.734 +1,078 136 79 -57 7,75 4,860 -2.5 34 16 -18 37 48 +11
Involuntary ------------------------- 5 2 -3 478 159 -319...................................

0.yn rs........... 4 36 +32 423 1,494 +1,071 -------- 3 +3 -------- 103 +103 .......................... 2 7 +s
vIunt ........... 3 35 +32 410 1,378 +9 ........ 3 +3 ........ 103 +103 .......................... 2 7 +5
Involutary-....... . I .......... 1 116 +103......................................................................
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DUIATMaiT or HVALTB, EDUCATION, AND WZLIPARZ,
Marck to, 1976.

PAUL WILLING,
Deputy Commissioner, MUA,
GALEx D. PowEM,
Acting Deputy General Counsel:
SNF PaRTICIPATION IN MDICARZ As A CONDITION FOR PARTICIPATION IN MEDICAID

This memorandum is submitted at your request to set forth the General
Counsel positions concerning whether SNF's participating in Medicaid may also
be required to participate in Medicare. Our conclusions are as follows: The fed-
eral government may not require that homes participating in Medicaid also par-
ticipate in Medicare. The federal government may not prohibit States from
so requiring it they choose. (The situation which arises in New York is some-
what distinguishable, since the state has (as we understand it) made the fall.
city's application to participate In title XVIII a condition of state licensure.)

As you undoubtedly know, the Human Resources Division has written two
memorandum on this subject. First, on November 20. 1978. Arthur Shapiro wrote
to Albert Richter of MBA. The Shapiro memorandum recognized that "a state
would reasonably require that alt participating providers of skilled nursing care
meet the title XVIII standards for participation. ... " Shapiro concluded, how-
ever. that "it would be an unreasonable and arbitrary limitation on reclplent's
right of freedonr of choice if he were not permitted to use the services of a
facility which meets all applicable title XVIII standards but voluntarily chooses
not to participate under that program." The freedom of choice provision,
11902(a) (23), refers to "any institutIon.. .qualified to perform the service or
services required... ." Thus, in New York, Institutions not applying to partic-
ipate in Medicare are simply not qualified under state law to provide the services
required. The New York statute would therefore comply with federal law even
under the criteria set forth in the Shapiro memorandum. More significantly,
I now believe that the Shapiro memorandum crossed the boundary between legal
advice and policy advice.

It in clear that J 1902(a) (23) has never been read In its most literal sense an
requiring certification of each home that meets federal and state standards. In
fact, a state need not certify as a title XIX provider even homes actually partle-
ipating In title XVIII.' Accordingly, a Medicaid recipient is not permitted un-
restricted freedom of choice. He Is only permitted freedom of choice among those
qualified providers which have been certified by the state. Accordingly, while
the Federal government cannot itself mandate that all title XIX providers also
prtlilpate in title XVIII since this would be an illegal infringement upon the
state's right to certify title XIX providers, so can the federal government not
prohibit states from refusing to certify otherwise qualified SNFs if they do not
participtae In title XVII. Since section 1902(a) (28 does not require states to
certify all SFNs which meet minimum federal criteria and state standards for
licensure, the determination of what other prerequisites for certification (it
any) are so unreasonable that they Infringe upon recipient freedom of choice
Is one which Is for the agency to make within extremely wide limits. Only the
most egregious additional prerequisites can Justify a statement, that, an a
matter of law, recipient freedom of choice has been unduly interferred with.$

On January 23, 1975. (in a memorandum which was not transmitted to Dr.
Weikel until December 12, 1975), Mr. Jaye purported to affirm the conclusion
of the Shapiro memorandum. However, you should note that Mr. Jaye first ml-
characterizes the Shapiro memorandum before affirming it: "Mr. Shapiro con-
cluded that It was legally Impermissible for us to require states (in turn) to
require all SNFs participating in Medicaid to participate also in Medicare." As
so characterized, the conclusion remains correct; we cannot mandate such dual
participation.

We believe, however, that there is no absolute statutory Impediment to states
imposing such a requirement, although you could prohibit It If you had reason
to believe that It would unduly restrict recipient freedom of choice. In any con-

ITh legislative history "ferx to the possibility that the State might determine that
a partlenlar area Is overbedd with respect to title XIX home.

S'This In not to ay that otherwise acceptable conditiont might not operate In practice
to deny recipient freedom of choice. In nb event. 5 1904 Is available to eliminate the
partleulnr condition which empirical data indicates has Improperly restricted freedom
et choice.
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formity hearing requested by the state, SRS would have the burden of establish-
ing that proposition.

TzsTimoxy or How. B2ZZIUAN Bmzz, GovxawNo, STAT or Naw Jauaxy
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to submit for the Committee's record New Jersey's

position regarding Senate bill 8205, the Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and
Reimbursement Rate.

As Governor of the State of New Jersey, I have taken an active interest in
the containment of health care costs not only through administration of the
Htate's Medicaid program but also through implementation of a state hospital
reimbursement program for Blue Cross and other government payors. However,
despite our conscientious efforts, the problem is larger than any one state's
ability to control Since the federal government is the single largest purchaser
of health care In this nation, we must look to this sector if we are to have
uity major success in our battle to control health care costs. These proposed
amendments to the Social Security Act are, for the most part, proper steps
toward this goal

Recognizing the Importance of this legislation and the complex technicalities
inherent In these amendments, I asked staff of .both the Medicaid program
and the hospital reimbursement program to submit comments of which the
following are a distillation.

The proposed bill contains three major sections of concern to New Jersey:

PROGRAM CONTROLS

New Jersey favors the concept of reorganization within DBES as detailed in
,ection 2 and 3 of this bill. Thl% reorganization-including establishment of a

health care financing administration and an Office of Central Fraud and Abuse
('ontrol-should accomplish improved fiscal control over the Medicare and Medic-
aid programs. We do believe that a centralized fraud and abuse operations is a
good concept If it lends itself to a coordinated effort with states. However,
this office should not prevent intermediaries and carriers from continuing to
investigate suspected program abuses. It is important, as well, that this office
be subject to a limited budget and staff in order not to develop a large orga-
nization in competition with the Department of Justice. We trust that the func-
tion of an Inspector General, whose title should be changed to something less
militaristic, and the office he manages, will be supportive of, not parallel to the
role of this primary law enforcement agency.

We are concerned however, that the Inspector General should exert a co-
ordinative influence on states, which must also relate to HEW regional staff
and HEW auditors in addition to many other local reviewers, or they may well
be in a state of continuous audit or investigation.

Not only are administrative controls necessary at the federal level, we agree
that better controls are also needed at the state level in order to ensure program
Integrity.

However, as Section 4 is presently drafted, there are several deficiencies from
New Jersey's perspective. First, In the area of program eligibility, the bill re-
quires that this determination be made within thirty days for all categories
of eligibility with the exception of disability. This section must exclude federally
determined eligibility processes from the limited time periods now specified.
Second, In the area of quality controls, we suggest consideration of a range
for normal error rates, rather than the 50th percentile of base year error rates
for all states. Some states would have to exceed the 50th percentile as proposed
In the bill; compliance with error rate requirements should be phased In over
a reasonable period.

II98PKrAL WM3UDRME?." RTFORMS

From New Jersey's experience implementing rate setting process, Sections
10. 11land 12 of tbis hill are centrally Important to the proposed coat-contain-
ment effort in hospitals. These sections would add additional criteria for de-
termining reasonable costs of hospital services under Medicare and Medicaid.
Based upon our experience, however, several aspects of each of these sections
require further consideration.
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Section 10
First, this program does not attempt to encourage states to establish relm-

liursement mechanisms for all payers for patient care In hospitals as a re-
quired condition for payment of federal matching funds to the states for Medi-
caid programs. Accordingly, these amendments may reduce the increase in costs
to the Medicare and Medicaid programs but they will not contain total hospital
,usts. Thus this program will shift the burden of payment from Medicaid and
M~licare to other third party payors and fee-paying patients while failing to
mtitain total hospital related expenditures.
While standardization of classification schemes makes interstate comparisons

far easier, the proposed clasfitiation of hospitals is unnecessarily complex. Fur-
thermore, allowing medical schools only one primary affiliate could cause New
Jersey very real problems. Similarly, the proposed accounting clasifcations
are undesirable, based upon our State's rate setting experience.

Itasing the entire system on routine operating costs raises serious questions
about the integrity of the system. Unless a very carefully developed set of un-
controvertible definitions is used with follow-up auditing, any system which
covers only part of hospitals' expenses Is likely to encourage "creative accounting"
rather than eost-containment by hospital administrators. Furthermore, the di-
vision of these routine costs into personnel and non-personnel components Is
problematic as the New Jersey Department of Health discovered In 1975 rate
reviews. Rather than requiring hospital management to decide the appropriate
trade-offs between labor and capital, or wages and productivity, the State is
required to confront the problem head-on.

H4ection 10 has additional problems. First, the role of the JCAH Indicated in
part D is most inappropriate, since It sustains the role of an industry-oriented
body, subject to no public controls, as a quasi-public agency. Second, the lack of
slievificlty Is disturbing regarding price indices for reimbursement of personnel
and waivers due to changes In the hospitals' patient mix. With respect to price
tudices in particular, the rate of Increase in personnel costs is determined from
hospital Industry data. This fact places no incentive on the hospitals to reduce
rogst, for if the average costs can be forced up, all hospitals will be reimbursed
accordingly. Depending upon the distribution of hospital costs, most hospitals
might benefit from employing such a strategy. In New Jersey, the state uses an
"e'onomy-wide" index.
setfion 11

We applaud the bill's attempt to incorporate occupancy considerations with
the rate setting procem in Section 11. However, we believe that the Health Sys-
tenti agencies and the State Health Planning and Development Agency created
iursuant to PL 03-441 should be specified as having a relation to this system.
There is no question that underuted facilities should be closed where possible
however, this decision should be part of the planning process and reinforced by
reimbursement progress. Although HSA's vary In scale and function across the
nation, their required Input In this process will assist in developing a common
role and will clearly support the Intent of PL 99441. Establishing a Board to
do this evaluation on a National basis In unrealistic. A five-member board could
not possibly handle the workload or appreciate complexities of load area
problems.
&cetios 12

This provision would increase the allowable return on .qutty to be Included
In determining reasonable costs by proprietary hospitals. New Jersey does not
feel this should be Implemented because the current return on equity is quite
adequate, providing an 11% to 12% return. However, If this section should be
retained, the states should have the option, not the obligation of paying up to
twice the average rate of interest. Clearly, money market conditions vary in
different regions of the counry.

PHYSICIAN JMSURMRMNT RUFORUS

We recommend that existing law be changed to provide for the updating of
physician profiles and prevailing charges on a semi-annual basis. The current
systems of annual updating on July 1 of each year based on charges rendered
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during the prior calendar year produces an excessive time lag. This is a dis-
incentive for the physician to consider whether to accept assignment of benefits.
We anticipate that the impact on beneficiaries will be significant and should be
weighed in the cost-control calculus. If the proposal approach does, in fact.
further limit annual increases In prevailing charges, with further decreases in the
assignment rates, the elderly beneficiary will be even harder hit than he now Is
for out-of-pocket expenses. We recommend that this proposal be deferred until Im-
pact on beneficiaries can be quantified and evaluated. Alternative payments under
Medicare should also be investigated to arrive at the best possible solution from
the beneficiary's perspective.

Further modifications should be made in Section 21 to stimulate physicians'
acceptance of assignment. As the bill is presently drafted, incentives for accept-
,nce to assignments by physicians under Medicare are not strong enough. We
believe that physicians should be compelled to accept assignment as a condition
of participation in the Medicare program. Until such a requirement is executed.
Medicare beneficiaries will continue to experience soaring out-of-pocket medical
expenses.

Furthermore, the concept of "participating" and "non-participating" physicians
as defined in this bill will be counter-productive if implemented. The "all or
nothing" approach to assignments may drive the assignment rate down be'-ause
the "incentives" in this section are not sufficient to achieve a high rate of par-
ticipation. In fact, the billing and payment procedures may be a disincentive
which will not be overcome by the $1.00 per patient 'incentive."

Furthermore, we envision terribly difficult administrative problems under the
proposed modified billing form If all other requirements under existing rules and
regulations must be met. Also. the partial payment to the physician within five
days followed later with the many Individual adjustments with respect to thp
deductible, reasonable charges, utilization, and eligibility determinations will
create more record keeping problems for the physician's office assistant. An alter-
native approach which would be to provide that reasonable charge determina-
Uon for participating physicians be based on the 90th percentile rather than
the 75th. To improve administrative procedures, it might be required that par-
ticipating physicans code all clams.

As for physicians affiliated with hospitals, described In Section 22, we find
that there is a need for further control. Some clarification Is necessary to define
the term "reasonable" and the limiting provisions for anesthesiologists. We do
not agree with the payment of benefits without coinsurance for participatory
physicians. We also believe that this section should apply to all hospital-based
physicians. Consideration should also be given to providing that reimbursement
to all hospital associated physicians be made on the basis of reasonable cost
to the hospital with payments under Part A of Medicare. All provisions of this
section should apply to Medicare as well.

Finally, Section 28 should improve the quality of care rendered under the
Medicare program and should decrease utilization problems. There is the po-
tential however, that this provision might cause problems for states, such as
New Jersey. which face difficult financial straits, if it did not concurrently bring
a reduction in the use of costly facilities such as hospital rooms. Despite this
drawback. New Jersey supports this provision to overcome present tendencies to
prescribe higher treatment more frequently than necessary.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, may I reiterate that New Jersey supports the
proposed legislation in large measure. We are pleased to have had this oppor-
tunity to contribute our comments for the record. We look forward to supplying
whatever assistance you might need to develop amendments consistent with
those noted in this statement.

U.S. HzALTH CAr SvPNwmN--Ax ALTERNWATV ANALYSIS OF INCREASES

AMEUCAN ETZRPRISZ INSTTTrrE SXEINAR OX RUMULATION

(By John R. Virts, Ph. D., Corporate Staff Eoonomlst, 1li Ully and Co.)

INTaODUCTION

Legislators, businessmen, politicians, economists, analysts in the government,
current and former government administrators have all been examining, express-
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Ing concern, and prescribing for our nation's Increasing -costs of health care.
It has been that from flcal year (FY) 1965 to FY 1975 such spending increased
some 79.6 billion dollars and grew to 8.3% of ONP. These numbers, of course,
are as close to facts as we can get-but some of the Inferences drawn from these
facts may need deeper analysis before they are used within the arena of public
policy formation. For example, the proportion of GNP (or of personal incomes
after taxes) devoted to personal medical care spending has been on an increas-
ing trend %for as long as we have national Income statistics--the increase has
been clear and consistent since World War I.

Any analysis of medical care spending should begin with a recognition of
two basic facts of U.S. society's relationship to Its health care system:

(1) We seek health care as a "solution" to problems whose genesis is such
that explicit medical care represents a relatively inefficient solution (e.g. mal-
nutrition, accidents, violence, tension, etc.).

(2) Much of our spending for health care Is not associated with the applica-
tion of resources to the solution of problems in a way that should lead us to
expect significant impact on todal'e "objective health status" (e.g. birth control
or abortions, custodial care, much cancer treatment, essentially research and
development activities, etc.).

Even if the output and productivity of medical care were not so Intimately
concerned with human pain, comfort, life and death, these two facets of our
consumer relationship to providers of care would make cost-effectiveness a very
difficult concept to test.

Analysts of our health care system have noted four characteristics of that
system which, in the opinion of the author, are absolutely correct and of great
significance In shaping the economics of medical care and expenditure levels
and patterns for those goods and services. These characteristics are:

(1) He who prescribes does not pay; he who pays does not choose his treat-
ment modality.

(2) Third-party pay systems tend to reduce financial constraints, and thus
cost-effectiveness consciousness, for both providers and patients. -

(3) There has been a near explosion of medical technology since World War
I1-a great deal of which has tended to increase costs, unlike the perceived
results of new technology and Innovation in other economic sectors.

(4) The markets for medical care are different from typical markets for con-
sumer goods and services--not only because of the institutional factors just dis-
cussed but also because of the difficulty of defining and placing a value on out-
puts as opposed to Inputs. The consequent impact on the ability to analyze
productivity or cost-effectiveness of medical care Is very significant.

It seems doubtful that any serious analyst of health care would disagree that
these are very significant characteristics of our system of medical care pro-
vision and financing. It Is, however, frequently overlooked that these Important
"coins" in the analyst's pocketbook of observations each has a "head" as well
as a "taiL" The obverse of each of these characteristics might be stated, In turn,
as follows:

(1) In no other area of consumer decision making does the consumer have
such highly trained and professionally motivated "purchasing agents" as he or
she has In facing the markets for medical care goods and services.

(2) Financial constraints are not entirely absent. Financial constraints do
not necessarily need to be present in the entire market in order for prices and
quantities to respond reasonably efficiently (as efficiently, perhaps, as elsewhere
In today's world) in the direction of resource allocation consistent with "opera-
ble" consumer sovereignty. In addition, both provider and patient face non-
financial constraints even In a zero-price environment for explicit health care.
Providers are principally professionals with constraints Imposed by both pro-
fessional considerations and peer pressure. Prospective patients face time-trou-
ble-discomfort costs.

(8) In every line of economic endeavor some new technology leads to innova-
tion which reduces costs while other new technology creates new markets. Per-
haps more so than in other areas, medical care decision makers still have
available for any production problem faced today the alternative technology of
two, ten or one hundred years ago-laying professional and legal constraints
aside. When technology is changing rapidly and the development stage Is long,
fraught with uncertainty, and perhaps truly optimal only relative to the very
specific potential health problems and characteristics of 220 million human
beings, it Is reasonable to expect differences In professional opinion about the
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relationship of new technology to cost-effective innovation. However, it would
seem very doubtful that any physician would consider practicing today entirely

with the technology of even five years pgo. If so, this is testimony that the

results of the process of medical care technological development has added some-

thing positive in every physician's professional judgment. We face the age old

problem of knowing that 50% is wasted but not knowing which half is which-

with the additional problem of no true, objective, consensus view of what the

"output" of the explicit medical care process is supposed to be.
(4) Every market is different from every other market. Such differences

require flexibility, care, and selectivity In the analytical tools chosen for

analysis. If the basic tenents of market orientation, private ownership and free

enterprise are accepted as the imperfect but best available route to individual

freedom with economic development, then differences in markets call for tailored

analysis of behavior and performance--not the rejection of the viability of

market orientation for markets which differ by some degree from some concept

of normality or for which analysis may be especially difficult.
Most evidence available and utilized by both sides in today's debate about

medical care and "health policy" is anecdotal. It would appear that this is

caused much more by the nature of the subject debated than by any lack of

skill or knowledge on the part of the debaters. However, there are certain

empirical studies that can be done. This paper will present the results of some

preliminary measurements germane to a macro or global look at U.S. health

care expenditures in order to test the following hypothesis:
The bulk of. the increase In health care spending in the decade 1965-1975 can

be accounted for by either:
(1) Forces external to health care Industries themselves; or
(2) Long established trends within markets for health care goods and serv-

ices themselves which are consistent with the concepts of consumer sovereignty,
competition and social welfare In a free society.

Acceptance or rejection of this hypothesis will tend to' lend support to the

relative importance for analysis and public policy of one or the other of the
macro interpretations of the character of the U.S. health care delivery and
financing systems discussed above. Preliminary acceptance of the hypothesis
should clearly expose the need for at least further study before public policy
calling for greater government intervention Into, or control of, those systems
is implemented because of the implied highly specific, rather than general,
nature of causes of increased costs.

The very preliminary nature of many of the estimates reported here must
be emphasized. An appendix of technical-notes Is available from the author.
These notes comment on essentially every measurement presented with the source
of the basic data, the analysis of the derivation of the reported estimate and,
In some cases, a discussion of alternative estimates and the thinking that leads
the author to believe that the reported estimates are the best possible, pre-
liminary estimates at the present time. Each reader or user of this analysis
will have to judge the quality and usefulness of individual estimates from an
assessment of the appendix. If the usefulness of the pattern of analysis is
accepted, It will take concerted effort by perhaps severaA research groups in arid
out of government to analyze and finalize estimates like many of those presently
here.

The following analysis examines the SSA reported increase In U.S. health
care spending between Fiscal Years 1965 and 1975, some $79.6 billion, and at-
tempts to determine empirically the magnitude of the contribution to that
increase of Identified sources and causes. The forces at work on health care
spending have been social, demographic, legal, governmental and economic as
well as medical-scientific. Necessarily, an "unexplained" amount generated

/ by "other factors" remains and guesses or orders of magnitude are examined
to attempt to assess whether the causes or sources of this residual are consistent
with the above hypothesis.

The preliminary data and analysis to follow lead to at least a temporary
acceptance of the hypothesis. Such acceptance, indicative but not conclusive in
Its substance, must lead to a strong conclusion that a great deal more study
in directions somewhat different than past directions Is needed before public
policy conclusions are drawn concerning the need for controls of, or govern-
ment intervention in, health care. The implications for any NHI proposal are
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also very important. Government controls in any system as complex as health
care have far reaching effects difficult to foresee. It is essential that we develop
a clearer understanding of the existing forces that influence health care costs
before deciding on any direction for public policy.

THE BASIC SOURCES OF INCREASED HEALTH CARE SPENDING

Inasmuch as Medicare-Medicald represented a substantial change in our
nations' system of financing health care, a study of today's patterns should
begin before these programs were put in place. We have, therefore, selected
the period 1965-1975 for our analysis. We have also used data for the fiscal
years (FY) since government information, which is essential to our study, is
reported in this way.

The following table provides the data required to calculate the spending in-
crease due to population growth, price inflation, and the combination of greater
utilization and quality improvements in health care.

TABLE 1

Percent Growth
Fiscal year 1965 Fiscal year 1975 Increase increase factor

U.S. total health expenditures.. $38,900.000,000 $118,500000.000 $79,60,000, 000 204.7 3.047
Populationp............... .196,700,000 216,000,000 20,000,000 10.1 1.101
CPI medical care price index

(1967-100) ................ 88.3 160.2 .................. 81.5 1.815
Per capita consumption (in

fiscal year 1965 dollars) ...... $197.70 $301.40 $103.70 52.5 1.525

Total spending in 1975 can be viewed as the product of 1965 per capital spend.
ing (in 1965 dollars), the 1975 population, the increase in prices, and the increase
in utilization. Symbolically:

$118.5 biIlion=$197.70X216.6 million people X 1.815x 1.525

Extending the notion, the itoreoase in spending between two periods-must then
be the product of the increase in per capita consumption, price, and population.
This permits calculation of the amount of increase due to each factor. There is
a selection of methods for such calculations. Using the methodology I which is
most used by the SSA and other government analysts we find the following:

TABLE 2

Contribution to increase (fiscal
year 1965 to fiscal year 1975

DollarsPercent (billions)

Population growth ............................................................... 8.6 $6.8
Inflation ....................................................................... 53.5 42.6
Utilization increase and quality improvement ...................................... 37.9 30.2

U.S. total health expenditures increase ..................................... 100.0 79.6

Noting that nearly 9% of the total increase came simply from a larger popu-
lation, we will examine both the inflationary and utilization aspects of expendi-
ture growth in some detail.

INFLATION OF MEDICAL CARE GOODS AND SERVICES PRICES

All consumer prices rose from 1965 to 1975. In such an Inflationary period,
one would expect medical care prices to rise. The CPI for consumer goods,
less medical care goods, rose 60.4% from FY 1965 to FY 1975. The CPI for

I See appendix, technical note 1.
2 See appendix, technical note 1.
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all services, less medical care services, rose 71.7% during the decade. Within
the CPI for medical care, goods are weighted at about 17% while services are
weighted at about 83%. Since medical care is a relatively small sector of the
economy and since our price measurements are all "input" prices for this
sector," there is no reason to expect that prices in this sector should have risen
less tlqn those in the rest of the economy. The expected increase can thus be
calculated by using the above parts of the CPI with medical care prices re-
moved and then using the medical care mix of goods and services. This "gen-
eral inflation" index for medical care prices was 169.8 for FY 1975 (FY
1965=100). Since medical care prices actually rose 81.5% during the period, the
CPI index for medical care was 6.9% higher than should have been expected
from general inflationary forces alone. Symbolically:
Medical Care CP-=General Inflation Index 'XMedical Care Specific Inflation

181.5=109.8x 1.069
Using this approach, the contribution of inflation to the increase in medical

care spending from 1965-1975 can be broken down as follows:'

General Inflation ------------------------------------------ $37.8
Additional specific medical care price inflation ------------------------ 4.8

Total (see table 2) ------------------------------------- 42.6
In other words, had the government's fiscal and monetary policies prevented

all general inflation, special forces acting on medical care prices would have
caused expenditures for health care goods and services to increase by $4.8
billion during the decade. This is approximately 4% of the $11&5 billion spent
in FY 1975 jgnd 6% of the increase in spending under investigation here.

Among the special forces acting on medical care prices during the decade was
the rapid increase in malpractice legal actions and the accompanying increase
in both usage of, and premiums for, malpractice insurance. Such premiums in-
creased from about $180 million in 1966"to well over $1 billion in 1975. Remem-
bering that these costs were, of necessity, "passed through" to consumers via
medical care prices, we have accounted for $1 billion of the "specific medical
care price inflation."

The total professional incomes of virtually all interns and residents appear
in the U.S. system as hospital costs.' Since all such expenditures are passed
through to hospital prices, any increases contribute to the specific medical care
inflation. The number of such physicians in training rose from about 42,700
in 1965 to approximately 63,700 in 1975, an increase of about 16,700 beyond
that expected from population growth alone. This increase was stimulated, at
least partly, by explicit federal Initiatives. The average annual pay of such
professionals also increased much faster than inflation, growing from $3870 to
$7360 in FY 1965 dollars. The total resultant contribution to medical care infla-
tion would appear to have been about $300 million.

Every physician and hospital has had increased paperwork because of Medi-
care and Medicaid and the changing requirements of private Insurance carriers.'

* The possible Importance of this point in assessing the "inflation" of health care prices
Is great. See pp. 15-16 below.

'68ee appendix, technical note 1.
Medicarv-Mediciaid programs contributed to deficit spending throughout most of the

decade under stndy Including fiscal year 1975. This Is especially true of the "unexpected"
costs of the program's early history. Hence these programs, and thus the medical care
.ector. bear some of the burden for the general inflation as calculated here. Furthermore.
since this contribution via deficit spending Inflated all prices, the consequences to generalInflation were significant. In fact, in some years of the period the-expenditures on these
programs were greater thnn the total federal deficit. The same would be true. however of
any significant government program. Even with hindsight the allocation of general Inflatinn
as defined here to any particular private sector would, at a minimum, be difficult. The
fact remains that If these programs had not been Instituted and had government exoendi-
tures thus been reduced there would have been significantly less general inflation. "Charg-
Ing" this cost to this sector for purposes of this analysis would add nothing to our under-s: .ndinx of the specific causes of health care spending growth as those causes relate to
public policy tward the provision of medical care goods and services.

SROe appendix, technical note 2.
7 See appendix, technical note 2.
a With medical goods and services weights.
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Providers have added people to handle such administrative burdens and the
costs have been passed through as price increases. If the average hospital added
two bookkeepers and the average physician added .455 such persons since 1965,
and if such positions paid $8,000 in 1975, th.e total contribution to specific medi-
cal inflation was about $1 billion.

The possible sources of specific medical care inflation can now be summarized
as follows:

TaBLz 4
BilUone

Malpractice premiums ----------------------------------------- -- $1
More and higher paid doctors In training ----------------- ------ .8
Increased administrative costs ----------------------------------- 1
Unexplained ------------------ ----------------------------- 2.5

Total (see table 3) -------------------------------------- 4.8
Much has been written about the "rapid" rise in medical care prices. These

increases have been labelled as "out of control," or alternatively, have been
attributed to increased demand resulting from third-party payment systems
(such as Medicare-Medicaid or employer sponsored group programs). Whatever
the source of such unexplained specific inflation, it has accounted for some $2.5
billion (or 3.1%) of the spending increase during the decade. Undoubtedly, some
part of this $2.5 billion resulted from increases in real demand generated by
Medicare and Medicaid in the face of relatively inelastic short-term supply.
However, no numerical estimate of this impact is known to the author.

INCOME GROWTH S

We will turn now to a discussion of increased spending generated by greater
"utilization" of medical care goods and services rather than more population or
price inflation? The first of these is the growth in household incomes available
for spending on all sorts of goods and services.

Economists say a consumer good or service is "relatively income elastic" if
It stimulates a spending increase greater, in percentage terms, than any increase
in consumer income Itself. Medical care spending has been identified by some
economic theorists as "relatively income elastic" in this sense. Since disposable
per capita income increased 21.4% from FY 1965 to FY 1975, we would expect
that some portion of the $30.2 billion increase in health care utilization came
from the simple fact that people had higher incomes. If health expenditures are
"relatively Income elastic," the expected increase would be no less than $8.3
billion which is 21.4% of FY 1965 health spending. It is difficult, or perhaps im-
possible, to make a really accurate measure of the increase caused by larger
incomes.

The technical note describes a series of historical studies on the relation
between changes in real per capita income and medical care spending. The pe-
riods studied go back as far as 1935 but generally exclude data from the 1965-
1975 decade. In no period was the percentage change in spending less than the
growth in income. Indeed the data indicate that the increase could have been
as high as 14% for each 109 of income growth. The use of such studies for our
purposes, however, is fraught with difficulties. Simultaneous changes in tech-
nology, prices, and other factors cloud the picture. Yet in the period that, intui-
tively, seems the best for such estimates (because of its stability, lack of
government intervention, and low level of third-party payments), the income
elasticity value is $1.29. This indicates a 12.9% increase in medical care spending
for each 10% growth in income.
, Estimates of demand response to changes in income, Isolated from all other

/changes, are probably best done through consumption studies of different families
with varying incomes during the same time period. Such "crosssectional" studies
have yielded estimates of a 5% to 7% increase in health spending from a
10% change in income-Indicating less "elasticity" than reported above. For
our purposes, however, such estimates of income elasticity must be combined
with a measure of the effect of any price changes that occurred during the same
period. WY 1965 to FY 1975, the increase in third-party pIyment systems brought

significant reduction in out-of-pocket medical prices for the average consumer.

s See appendix, technical note S.

75-502---76--29
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Thus, in spite of greater than average inflation for health care, the consumer
ended up paying relatively less for specific goods and services.

Empirical studies show a significant positive response of health care spending
to such a reduction of relative prices. This price related increase, of course,
is in addition to that generated by income growth. When we combine these
income and price elasticity effects, we get a $-$12 billion estimated of increased
health care utilization. The range here is consistent with that derived from
the "historical" studies of income growth alone.

As a preliminary estimate, therefore, we have attributed $8.3 billion of in-
creased utilization to the combination of price reduction and income growth.
This represents a rate of increase just equal to that of consumer income itself.

SLOWLY INCREASING AVERAGE AGE OF TIlE U.S. POPULATIONS

It is well known that advancing age increases the need for, and consumption
of health care. In FY 1985 the proportion of the total population 65 years of
age or over was 9.55% while in 1975 It was 10.2%. Using the 1965 data on real
per capital spending, by age group, one finds that a 1965 population with the
1975 proportion of older citizens would have spent about $230 million (in 1965
dollars and health care patterns) more for health care than was actually spent.
Such increased spending is part of the 1975 pattern.

THE GROWTH IN EXPENDITURES FOR CUSTODIAL CARE1 0

Unlike the health spending statistics for some other countries, U.S. statistics
include all expenditures within "nursing homes" as part of health care spending.
Over the decade 1965-1975 the growth in expenditures for such care expanded
markedly. While this growth includes the cost of some new technology applied
to custodial care and a consequent increase in quality, most of the increase
came from a general tendency to shift care of the sick and aged from family
dwellings to nursing homes. Payment for such services also tended more and
more to be made through third-party systems.

To avoid double counting when estimating the Impact of this process, one
needs to correct the increase in overall nursing home costs for both population
factors (aging and growth) and inflation. Such a procedure reveals a spending
increase over the decade of about $3 billion from this "monetization" of services
previously supplied outside of formal health care channels.

THE PRACTICE OF "DEFENSIVE MEDICINE" U

A result of widespread malpractice suits is the practice of so-called "defen-
sive medicine" to protect the physician in case of court actions. It is thought
that more procedures, more hospitalization, and more goods and services are
used because of this environment for medical practice. While the magnitude
of these extra expenditures is not known with any precision, it has been re-
ported by Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg (Coordinator of the DHEW effort to study
the problem) at from $2 to $10 billion in time periods close to 1975. A con-
servative estimate of $4.5 billion (the average of the two lower of three estimates
reported by Dr. Egeberg) may not be an unreasonable figure for our preliminary
analysis. The practice of defensive medicine really began after 1965, plus the
entire cost is assumed to be part of the Increased utilization of health care
goods and services.

MEDICARE-MEDICAID

The institution of Medicare and Medicaid (as well as the growth in private
forms of third-party payment) increased the utilization of health care goods
and services in several ways beyond those already estimated:

(1) People received more diagnosis and treatment for more conditions than
they otherwise would have since Medicare and Medicaid were designed to
achieve such "new consumption." There were also some fairly significant mab-
agement inefficiencies associated with the Medicaid programs in various states.

(2) The administrative costs of providers were increased over what they
were in earlier periods (estimated above as a $1 billion contribution to specific
medical care inflation).

9 Se, appendix, technical note 4.
See appendix, technical note 5.

n Bee appendix, technical note 6.
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(3) Since state and federal adiiinistrative costs for these programs are
Included in health care spending statistics for FY1975, these costs must also be
reckoned as part of the increase in "utilization."

It should also be noted that Medicare and Medicaid have caused a shift in
expenditures from the target population to federal, state, and local governments.
In addition, these programs have "monetized" some 1965-1975 consumption
that was achieved in earlier periods through "charity" or "bad debts." The
extent to which consumption by the Medicare-Medicaid target populations was
actually recorded In these earlier periods Is not known. To whatever extent it
was understated, of course, the increase in "utilization" of health care as re-
ported here would be overstated.

Two parts of the Medicare-Medicaid contribution to Increased "utilization"
In FY1975 are capable of reasonably founded empirical estimation:

(1) SSA data show $1.1 billion as the federal and state costs for administer-
Ing these programs.u Such administrative costs appear as increased utilization
of health care regardless of their actual contribution to patient care.

(2) The management of Medicaid programs has also been somewhat Ineffi-
cient. Use by ineligible persons and overcharging have been common occurrences.
To estimate the Impact of these forces on increased spending, we can use one
state with a well managed program providing quality care as a model and then
al)ply its cost experience to till Medical reciplents in the national program."
On the basis of qualitative assessments in the public record, the Texas program
would seem to represent a reasonable model since it has apparently achieved
a balance between the interests of recipients, taxpayers, and providers. If all
state programs were monitored and managed as well as the one In Texas, a
saving of nearly $1.2 billion in the national Medicaid program might be achieved
with no significant reduction in the quality of care provided.

SUMMARY OF IDENTIFIED AND QUANTIFIED CAUSES OF INCREASED HEALTH CARE

SPENDING

U.S. medical care spending increased $79.6 billion from FY1965 to FY1975.
This very preliminary analysis has Identified many causes of the increase and
has quantified the contribution from a number of them. The following table
groups the various factors into three major categories (price inflation, popu-
lation change, and increased utilization of health care goods and services) and
lists the dollar contribution of each.

TABLE 5.-SOURCES OF INCREASED U.S. HEALTH CARE SPENDING

,IFiscal years 1965-751

Billions

Price Inflation for medical care goods and services:
General inflation I ......................................................................... $37. 8
Malpractice insurance premiums ----------------------------------------------------------- 1.0
Hospital costs for Interns and residents -------------------------------------------- .3
Hospital and physician administrative costs ....... ....---------------------------- - 1.0
Other medical care price increases ......................................................... 2.5

Subtotal ............................................................................... 42. &

Population characteristics:
Population growth ......................................................................... 6.8
Populabon aging ........................................................................... 2

Subtotal ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 7.0

Per capita utilization of health care:
Not principally medical or tealth system related:

Because of income votth .............................................................. 8.3
Custodial care monetization ------------------------------------------------ 3.0
Def ive medicine .................................................................... 4. 5

Subtotal ........................................................................... 15.8

12 See appendix, technical note 7.
'S See appendix, technical note &
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TABLE 5.-SOURCES OF INCREASED U.S. HEALTH CARE SPENDING--Coatlnud

[Fiscal years 1965-751

Billions

Medical or health system related:
Government program related:

Medicaid inefficiencies ........................................................... $12
Government adminstiation ............................................................ t
New consumption .................................... ............................

Private sector related:
New technology ................................................................... 
Private 3d party pay .......... ........................................

Subtotal ....................................................................... 30.0

Grand total ..................................................................... 79.6

'Excluding medical care goods and services. Based on CPI data for gpods and services weighted as goods and services
are weghtd in the CPI for medical cOaL

1 Possibly due to the demand growth induced by Medicare and Medicaid in the face of relatively short-term inelastic
supply.

Recognizing all the difficulties with the data, it may be that the following
breakdown of the 1965-1975 expenditure increase is more useful for public
policy purposes:

TABLE 6.-CAUSES OF INCREASED U.S. HEALTH CARE SPENDING (FISCAL YEARS 1965-75)

External to Within health
health care care or

system unidentified

Inflation ....................................................................... $39.8 (,)
Population changes .............................................................. 7.0 2
IncoMe growth ............................................................... .. 8.3 11.9
Institutional changes ....................................................... ..... 7.. .........
Government program costs' ................................................ .... 2. ..........

Total .................................................................... 64.9 14.7
Total increases ........................................................... 79.6

I Specific medical care goods and services.
SPrice inflation--Assumes that the costs associated with higher paid and greter numbers of interns and residents

were generated within the health care systems.
I Other factors-Classified as Within health care because the source or cause is not quantified by analysis above.
6 Administrative costs and induced inefciency.

UNQUANTIFIED, BUT IDENTIFIED CAUSE OF INCREASED SPENDING FOR HEALTH CARE

The $11.9 billion of Increased "utilization and improved quality" left unac-
counted for by the preceding analysis represents about 15% of the total increase

In medical care spending from FY 1965 to FY 1975 and about 10% of total
FY 1975 expenditures. This figure could increase or decrease, of course, through
estimating errors In the quantified portions of the analysis. The residual covers
the impact of at least the following programs, data characteristics, and socio-
economic forces:

(1) New government programs for such diverse things as hospital construction
and kidney dialysis have added, In one way or another, to total expenditures for
health care goods and services. This spending appears as "increased utilization"
In the statistics reported here.

(2) The analysis of medical care spending is complicated by the fact that we
can only measure input-not output-prices. Associated with, and similar to,
the problems of quality change inherent throughout measures of changes in prices
like the (PI, the problem is especially great with assessing medical care expen-
ditures. It Is virtually Impossible to define and study "output" when dealing with
such things as greater relief from pain, a quicker recovery, or a longer life. Thus
many improvements in quality and productivity must be left out of our calcu-
lations. The assumption in this analysis is that productivity has not changed
either upward or downward. If the overall "productivity of medical care" actu-
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ally increased in the decade under study, then the increase in utilization of goods
and services is understated-and the inflationary effect is overstated. If produe-
tivity declined, the reverse is true.

(3) The purpose of Medicare-Medicaid was to provide more effective health
care for their target populations. This brought an increase in consumption that
represents a significant part of the $11.9 billion of unallocated spending. Actu-
ally, the more successful these programs are, the more they contribute to
increased spending for health care. (See below.)

(4) "Technology change" also played a role in the spending increase. Some
new devices, procedures, or goods (such as drugs) represented more efficient re-
placements for older items or systems and thus tended to increase health care
productivity. Other developments, however, added directly to expenditures be-
cause the diagnosis or treatment was previously not available (brain scans or
cobalt treatment are examples). Much research and development is also per-
formed in institutions the provide care or goods used in care. Most expenses of
this kind are "passed through" to health care prices.

The increase in spending for new, or more medically effective technology (in
the sense of patient safety, comfort, or recovery) has been very substantial over
the decade 1965-1975. Such tectnology may or may not appear to be "financially
efficient" if we employ the usual methods of analysis. However, the use of thee
techniques does represent a direct expression of consumer sovereignty. All such
expenditures for new technology, whether cost-effective or not, appear as "In-
creased uti'izaUon" and represent the most important quality-expenditure for
medical care. No estimate of this spending is available, although empirical studies
of Income elasticity provide some insight into an order of magnitude. (See below.)

(5) Third-party payment systems weakened the financial constraints on both
patients and providers and thus added to the "utilization" of medical care. The
total demand induced by these forces is not known with any precision. From
1965 to 1975, however, third-party payments grew from 47.5c to 6T.4% " of
total health care expenditures. Weakened financial constraints also had an Impact
on other factors in our analysis such as the use of custodial care and the tendency
to practice defensive medicine. Nonetheless, there Is always a time-trouble cost
to patients In seeking medical care. In addition, the provider professions-
particularly physicians--are bound, to some extent, by professional ethics and
peer pressure. Consequently, It is possible that the role of weakened financial
constraints in Increased spending has been overstated in recent years.

To get a "feel" for how important these five factors might be to the $11.9
billion residual, we can at least make some rough estimates. If, for example,
the consumption Increases sought by Medicare and Medicaid where 20% and
.W0, respectively, this would account for $4.8 billion * of the $11.9 billion total.
Our best historical estimate of income elasticity for health care is 1.29. If we
attribute the .29 portion of the Increased demand to the pull of new technology,
then $2.4 billion" Is a reasonable estimate of the Increased expenditures from
this source. As you will note, our estimates for Medicare-Medicaid new consump-
tion and new technology have accounted for the $7.2 billion of the $11.9 billion
residual. This result Is based partly on Intuition and partly on sheer guess. How-
ever, it should at least emphasize that such forces as weakened financial con-
straints may be of less significance to part Increaso In spending than presumed
by some analysts." It might even be argued that the current combination of

u Technical note 8 reports published Peonomical studies that yield data leading to
estimates of Increased spending of from M9 billion to $7.4 billion from such consumer-
apparent price reductions.

a Medicare: $14.8 billion x 20%=$S billion: Medicaid : $18 billion x 50%=$6.5 billion.
The total of $9.5 billion must be corrected to $4.8 billion to avoid double counting of
price inflation and population growth factors.

' Income elasticity. 1.29--1.29. Growth In real per capita Income from fiscal year
1965-fiseal year 1975, 21.4% (.214 x $38.9 billion fiscal year 1965 expenditures-S.8
billion contribution to expenditure g"wth from ' ncome" growth.) .214 x .29 x $W.9
billion=$2.4 billion possible contribution from greater-than-average technology growth of
health 'are goods and services.

" If $4.7 billion (6% of the 79.6 billion increse over the decade) were to be considered
as caused biy the positive response in demand to the apparent reduction In and out-of-
pocket consumer price caused by Increased third-party payment over the decade, a "price
elastty" of about -. 3 would be Implied. (See teehneal note 8) Such a response to
price declines Is clearly In the, range estimated by eross-sectional analysa---but further
iefinenent of all of these estimates would be retouired before any reliance can be placed
on thin estimate. This value of $4.7 billion also Includes the net of all estimating errors
and omissions In this study.
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market forces plus financial and non-financial constraints still provides a reason-
able balance between cost-effective medicine and the needs and desires of con-
sumers. Nonetheless, as an economist. I would urge a rigorous analysis of any
program-public or private-that makes "price%" or "'costs" appear to be zero
to any provider or patient.

CONCLUSION

If the data presented here are anywhere in the ballpark, then U.S. health
care c sts don't seem to be "out of control" in any special sense that calls for
new public policy initiatives. This is not to say, however, that there is no room
for improvement. Several obvious areas needing immediate attention are the
nmiapractice situation, the administration of Medicare and Medicaid, public ed-
ucation in the use of health care, and the use and administration of private
insurance. Yet, it the goal in to control costs, this study does seem to belie the
wimlom of bringing either the provision or financing of health care under greater
government control. Indeed, the data could easily be interpreted as showing a
need for less rather than more government intervention.

It seems likely that Fiscal 1976 will show an increase over the previous year
in the contribution to increased spending of specific medical care inflation. How-
ever, we must remember that, from April, 1974 through April, 1976, CPI services
prices, less medical care services, increased more than 19%. This alone could
account for approximately 80% of the medical care inflation during the two
years following our last adventure with price control. My own estimates for
FY 1976 indicate that opeofio medical care inflation will represent 6% of the
spending Increase since 1965, the same pattern as reported through FY 1975.
In addition, I find no indications that malpractice insurance, hospital expenses
for physician training, or induced administrative costs will have any less Infla-
tionary impact than during the FY 1965-FY 1975 period.

I believe that the preliminary conclusions of our study call for additional in-
vestigations in at least the following areas:

(1) An In-depth critique and extension of the estimates and analysis presented
here.

(2) An empirical study, possibly econometric, of the income elasticity of med-
ial care spending (i.e. the relation between income and spending with all
relevant price effects and income subsidizations accounted for). Most importantly,
this investigation should be expanded to evaluate whether such elasticity is con-
sistent with operable consumer sovereignty.(8) An analysis of the data bases used to calculate health care spending in
other countries. This should be accompanied by an in-depth study of the eco-
nomic, demographic, medical, legal, and governmental forces that have caused
such outlays. It Is as Important to understand these spending levels and social
forces as it is to uderstand similar events in our own country. International
comparisons, after all, have been an important part of the rhetoric for In-
creased government intervention.

(4) A sector-by-sector study of U.S. health care spending to identify and
quantify the causes of expenditure growth.

[Reprinted from the Journal of the American Medical Association Jan. 20, 1975 Vol. 2311

Tun MEMPHIS CHRONIC DismAss PROGRAM

COMPARISONS IN OUTCOME AND THE NUMSE'S EXTENDED ROLE

(John W. Runyan, Jr., M.D.)
In previous communications, the service program in Memphis and Shelby

County (Tennessee) for the continuing care of patients with selected chronic
diseases has been described. (1-51

Hince the report in 1970, [2] more than 140.000 patient-visits to thedecentral-
Ized faellitiea have been made, and patients under regular care now exceed
9.000. The number of urban and rural neighborhood and satellite clinics, which
are operated by the Health Department, has been increased to 20, with several
more planned.

Although the main efforts have been service oriented and directed toward
meeting the medical needs of a large chronically diseased population, some
measurements of the effectiveness and acceptability of continuing care to pa-
tients in the program and Its effects on the course of the chronic illness have been
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presented recently. [5J This report extends these observations but Is primarily
concerned with making certain comparisons between patients receiving care In
decentralized facilities staffed by specially trained nurses and those rendered
(are iii a more conventional manner In the outpatient clinics of the City of
Memphis HospitaL

PATIENTS AND CLINIC SETTINGS

These oloservations were made on two groups of patients with combinations
of three conditions: diabetes mellitus, hypertension, or cardiac disease. The
group who received their maintenance medical care principally in the decentral-
Ized facilities is called the -study group" and those who received their care in
the hospital outpatient clinics are referred to as the "control group." Included
In the first group were the 1,000 patients transferred from the hospital clinics to
the decentralized facilities located closest to their home over a period of a year
beginning 8ept. 1, 1960; the 498 patients who comprised the second group In-
chuded all patients who met the following criteria: they had adequate records,
sufficient duration of observations, the observations had been made In the same
period in a hospital outpatient clinic for chronic disease, and the clinic was
staffed by Internists. Patients in the hospital outpatient clinic (the medical
facility most convenient to their home) had been referred for continuing care
after their conditions had been stabilized in various other clinics in the hospital.
Home had been participants In phase three drug-evaluation studies (anthyper-
ten re and antidiabetic drugs) in the past. None of the patients was a partiet-
pant at the time of these evaluations. The first clinic visit In the year beginning
Amept. 1. 196, was considered the reference date or point of "transfer" of the
patients. Observations extend for two years before and after transfer. As the
need arose, both study and control patients were referred to the various hospital
selalty clinics or to the General Medicine Clinic if a detailed reevaluation was
indieitedl.

TABLE 1.-POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

Nmr of pats

Study Iep otr~o~ 1

....................................................................... 231 124
WomM .................................................................... 775 374
Diabtes .................................................................. 7 410
Hypertoasl......................................................... 516 409
Cdia d I ..................................................... 555 226

M&t Me pd l In deentrdized faclti; -oe of potiet 5 yr (ras, 12 *E9).
Malteaao crepi in the hspitai dhisk;maapptets 4y(ato 4)

'Th su ofthse umbrsexcedsthetoal etlat beauof@ multiple dlseese In t& same petiel.

TABLE 2.-DIABETEARIAC DISEASE-HYPERTENSION CATEGORY-DIASTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE IN THE
STUDY AND CONTROL GROUPS (w Hg)

Study rap Centra goup

M Mc
beforS RUN I PI beor Mac P

AV go'jp. yew transfe SE chan SE Woo btoe St cham SE Valu

30 to 39 ..........
Number .........

", 0 49 ...........
I Numbe .........

,'0 ...........
Noto ......60 to649 ...........
Numbw -..

70 to 79.......
mber .........

Numoe r...
NuWr%

W20 3.4 1.7 t.7
3................

103.0 3.8 -13.6
17 ...............................

95.6 2.1 -7.1 2.7 <
45 ........... ......

92.4 1.7 -7.3 2.1 <
2 ...............................

84.1 2.7 -6.2 2.9 <
27................................

90.0 6.7 -1&7 5.2
6............. ................

61.2 .9 .......................
162 ............................

S....................................I'di" 9LI .... -*1 .... *iT" ...... JT
I ..........................

.02 9L.9 2.6 .5 Z7
35 .......................

.01 W5 1.8 .3 L6
3. .............................

.05 66.1 2.4 .8 2.4
... 44 ...........................

80.4 4.1 -. 3 I &8
is......................

66.4 .3 ..................
14 ...........................

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Is=aft In p 10 to 29 yr kad bleed preesur daba analyzed.
UPe ,IIty d a Mooacng ths diofrent from ze; NS Indicates not slgnikant at the 0.0 level.

"Ma chan derived frm afWertraasfe minus beore-treae blood presur, - H&.
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The two populations were of similar socioeconomic backgrounds, with com-
parable men-to-women ratios (Table 1). Hypertension was more prevalent In
the control group while cardiac disease was more prevalent In the study group.
The mean age of the study group was 59 years and of the control group, 64 years.
Because of the frequent occurrence of multiple diseases in the same patients and
incomplete data on some patients, the totals in the analysis of blood pressure
and blood glucose vary from the figures given in Table 1.

STATISTCAL METHOD

Preliminary testing indicated minimal base-line variable differences between
the study and control groups and also few differences by sex. Consequently, all
comparisons were made with men and women combined. However, there were
significant 4lfferences In age In some of the patient subgroups and to allow for
these, age-adjusted comparisons were made. Our major Interest was in the
analysis of variable changes, le, after-transfer values minus before-transfer
values in the study and control groups. The significance of these variable changes
within the two groups by decades of age was tested with the paired t test. Age-
adjusted comparisons of variable changes in the study and control groups were
made by the analysis of covarlance with patient age as the control variable.

TABLE 3.-ANALYSIS OF AGE-ADJUSTED CHANCES IN DIASTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE AND BLOOD GLUCOSE, ALL
PATIENTS

Numb of petients Blood prsure Blood gIMlu
D18mcaeM0es Study Control FvalueI P F valve P

Diabetes only---------------------.. 94 20--------------------13.. .11l <0.001
min ony ................... 139 36 31.14 <0. 001 ........................

Dlabotes-cordlac disease ............. 14 26 ........................ .05 1 NS
Diabetus-hypetum ........ ; ...... 132 17 ........................ 4. 37 <. 05

153 26 6.87 <.025 .......................
Cardiac dse typwtes n ......... 216 194 21.27 <. 001 ------------------------
DIabetes-cardIac dlsae-bypeelon 1 123 114 .................... .17 HS

I 150 141 15.87 <.001 ........................

I With slgnifunt F values, the study group reductions In blood glucose and blood pressure were always greater than
ibsee In the Control groups.

I ff5 Indicates nod sftcant at the 0.05 levL

TABLE 4.-HOSPITAL DAYS PER 1,000 PATIENTS PER YEAR

Study Col
Paent Percte

Before After thang I Belore After change

Diabetes ........................... 3,319 1,60 -0. 4 r 1, 261'" 2,107 !W +67.1
Hypertns ....................... 2,509 1, 96 -52.3 1, 966W 2,671 +35.
Cadiac diseme ..................... 3,074 1,5"C -9.3' 2,129 304 -aw 44.9

Tet ........................ 439 1,603 -St4"* I" 2,4111 P 3,573 ' +43.0

,Pec chaa-Geer value-before va e4beo s vaIDXtoo.

TABLE .--TOTAL HOSPITAL DAYS-ANALYSIS BY AGE DECADES, STUDY VERSUS CONTROL

Study Control
Ase decde Before After rcet Beo After Pect

change Chue

, , 2 .............-.. 204 77 -62.3 60 155 +1.3I , - -............. 45. 210 -56, s0 I +111.3
1049 ............... 4 256 -70.4 271 167 -31.4Ule5- - -................ 7 2 -47.1 50 471 -6.5N,38 ................ 8:0 -50. 602 707 +17.470107 ................ 7 5 -52594.7 .,, +100.1

OWNer............... -- 321 136 -57.0 236 274 +16.1
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RESULTS

Clfnic vits and prolessional contacts
As previously reported, [5] professional contacts increased in frequency In the

study group after transfer from the medical center to decentralized facilities
with home visits. In contrast, clinic visits were found to decrease after the trans-
fer date In- the control group, with 6,488 visits/,000 patients/yr before transfer
and 5,503 visits after transfer. Accurate information on emergency room use is
not available for the control group, but in the study group this use decreased. [15]
Blood glucose and diastolic blood pressure levels

We analyzed the data relating to diastolic blood pressure and blood glucose
for patients in the following disease groups: hypertension only, diabetes only,
diabetes-cardiac disease, diabetes-hypertension, hypertension-cardiac disease,
and diabetes-cardiac disease-hypertension.

The method of analysis of the data relating to diastolic blood pressure and
blood glucose is illustrated by Table 2, which gives the data on diastolic blood
pressure for the diabetes-cardiac disease-hypertension category of patients. The
mean blood pressures prior to transfer and the mean ctinges in blood pressure
following transfer are shown by age decades. The mean change in blood pressure
is calculated from the patients' distribution of after-transfer values minus be-
fore-transfer values. Hence, a negative (-) value for mean change shows that
the patients, on the average, had a lower blood pressure after transfer. The
standard errors (SEs) of the means are also shown. The P values indicate
whether the mean changes within a particular age decade differ significantly
from zero.

Table 2 shows that the study group of patients in all age decades except the
30- to 39-year-old age group (only three patients) had lower blood pressures
after transfer and that these reductions were significant In all ages except
among those 30 to 39 and over 80 years of age. In the control group blood pres-
sures were reduced among those 40 to 49 and over 80 years of age, but none of
the changes differed significantly from zero. Overall, the control group was sig-
nificantly older than the study group (P<.05).

The data for the variable changes in Table 2 and for the other five disease
groups listed above are summarized in Table 3, which shows the age-adjusted
comparisons between the study and control groups.

Table 8 shows that study patients with hypertensive disease always expe-
rienced significantly greater age-adjusted reductions in diastolic blood pressure as
compared to the control subjects. Reductions in blood glucose levels were found
in the study group in all disease categories that included diabetes when compared
to control subjects, but the F values were only significant In two disease cate-
gories: diabetes and diabetes-hypertension.
Hospital inpatient utilization

The number of hospital days/1,000 patients/yr for patients in each disease
category in the study group for the two-year period before transfer was greater
than in the control group (Table 4). In the two-year period after transfer, the
study group, who were provided maintenance care in decentralized facilities,
utilized approximately 50% fewer hospital days, while the control group showed
an increase in hospital days for each disease category. The data relating to
total hospital days in the study and control groups by age decades are shown
in Table 5 and the age-adjusted changes are shown In Table 6. The analysis of
the changes in hospital utilization (Table 6) after transfer in the study group
showed that utilization was reduced in all age decades, whereas the control
group only experienced reductions in the 40- to 59-year-old age groups.
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TABLE 7.-HOSPITAL DAYS PER 1,000 PATIENTS PER YEAR

Study Control
Percent Percent

BOW After chane Beor After chane

Diabetes:
AN causes ...................... 3,319 1,680 -49.4 2,728 4, 838 +77.3
Diabetic acidosis-infections ....... 900 350 -61.1 587 688 +17.2
Peripheral vascular disease and

amputation ................... 626 201 -67.9 436 379 -13.1
Renal cardlevescular ............ 388 505 +30.2 355 1,523 +329.0

Hypertension:
Al causes ...................... 2,509 1,196 -52.3 2,395 3,238 +35.2Stroke ......................... 281 102 -63.7 72 201 +179.2
Myocardi infarction ............ 54 56 +3.7 80 239 +198.8
Renal ....................... 56 139 +148.2 0 93 ............
Organic heart disease and conles-

two heart failure .............. 136 131 -3.7 411 699 --. I
Cardiac disease:

All causes ...................... 3,074 1,560 -49.3 2,594 3,739 +44.1
Myocardial infarction ............ 89 87 -2.2 s0 269 +236.3
Ren .......................... 87 216 +148.3 0 60 ............
Orpnic heart disease and cones.

tw heart failure .............. 366 212 -39.6 465 857 +83.3

For an overall comparison of the two groups, we tested the age-adjusted
changes in hospital utilization by the analysis of covariance with the age of
each patient as a control value (Table 5). The changes consisted of the number
of hospital days after transfer minus before transfer hospital days In the study
and control groups. This calculation showed that in all three main disease cate-
gories, the study patients had significantly reduced hospitalization compared
to the controls.
Primary causes for hospital utilization

The three major disease categories--hypertension, diabetes, and cardiac din-
ease-were examined without regard to associated diseases (Table 7). We
analyzed the data in these broad categories because of the relatively small
numbers of patients hospitalized when broken down into the previously analyzed
categories plus cardiac disease only. For the study group, some of these data
in a different form have been presented but without the control group data.[51
In the study group wtih diabetes, hospital days devoted to the categories of
(1) diabetic acidosis and severe infections, and (2) peripheral vascular disease
and amputations declined (61% and 68%, respectively) after transfer, while
in the control group the number of hospital days for the first category increased
17% and for the second category, decreased 13%. Number of hospital days result-
ing from vascular and renal diseases increased In both study and control groups
but increased to a greater extent in the control group.

TABLE $.-TOTAL HOSPITAL DAYS-ANALYSIS OF AGE-ADJUSTED CHANCES, STUDY VERSUS CONTROL

Number of patients

Disease group Study Control Fivalue P

Diabetes ........................................... 223 103 24.73 <0.001
Hypertnion ....................................... 271 170 17.09 < .001
Cardiac disease ..................................... 205 181 1& 44 <.001

SThe F values reflect a greater decrease in hospital utilization in the study pat;eats following transfer.

In the study group with hypertenion, hospital days for stroke, organic heart
disease, and congestive heart failure decreased after transfer, while an increase
occurred in the control group. Both study and control groups showed an In-
crease In hospital utilization after transfer for patients with renal insufficiency
and myocardial infarction. In those with cardiac disease, hospital utilization
In the study group for organic heart disease and congestive heart failure de-
creased after transfer, while a significant increase In hospital utilization
occurred In the control group. Also, hospital days for myocardial infarction
increased in the control group.
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MortlUgy
Although a two-year period of observation has limited value in terms of

mortality data, 7% of the study population and 11% of the control population
died in this period. As would be expected, those 70 years of age and older had
the higher death rates In both study and control populations. However, there
were no statistically significant differences in death rates In the two populations
when examined by age decades.

COMMENT

A number of factors may have contributed to some of the differences in
the measurements, observations, and patient-care experiences in the two popula-
tions with combinations of the three conditions: diabetes, hypertension, and
cardiac disease. Were the study and control populations dissimilar enough to
account for these differences? The mean age in the control group was signifi-
cantly higher than that in the study group. However, comparisons were made
by age decade and analysis of covariance that removed age differences as a
factor in the observed outcome. On the other hand, In examining some of the
clinical features of the diabetic population In the preceding two years, it was
seen that incidence of a history of diabetic acidosis and amputations was higher
in the study group than in the control group; also, the study group had higher
blood glucose levels before transfer and more days spent in the hospital. In
both the hypertcnsive and cardiac dleeaee populations, hospital utilization was
greater for the two-year period before transfer in the study group than in the
control group. Hospital utilization for renal disease with its recognized relation-
ship to both diabetes and hyperte|slon was more prevalent in the study popula-
tion before transfer. Although the problems of relating two populations with
multiple risk factors are recognized, the data do not suggest that the study
population were at less risk than the control population, and there is evidence

- that the opposite may have been the case.
Those in the study group received maintenance care in decentralized facilities

by nurses, and therefore, several factors were Introduced that are considered
to have favored the outcomes observed. Professional care and advice are easier
for the patients to obtain when the barrier to care of a rigid appointment sys-
tema, characteristic of the hospital clinic, is removed. Patients are given the op-
Iortunity to call, if in need of medical assistance, and appropriate advice is
given or home visits are made, if found advisable. During 1973. more than 8,000
home visits to these chronically diseased patients were made. The same medical
protocols and opportunities to obtain selected laboratory tests prevail whether
the patient is seen in the decentralized clinic or home. Missed appointments are
followed up. Drugs are actually dispensed directly to the patient when being
seen by the nurse, which gives the opportunity for patient education and
counseling, and it is believed that patient compliance is greatly enhanced as a
result. Goals of therapy for-hypertension and diabetes and the means to achieve
them are stipulated in the protocols used by the nurses. Physicians' attitudes
toward hypertensive therapy have been commented on, [61 even though the
Imnefits of therapy have generally been recognized since reports of the Veterans
Administration study on hypertension conducted by Freis. [7, 81 In in-service
training sessions and the protocols, the early recognition of cardiac failure and
digitalis Intoxication with appropriate follow-up action is emphasized to the
nurses, and this factor may contribute to the favorable experience with patients
with cardiac disease in the study group.

Prevention of diabetes and essential hypertension Is not a reality at present.
Control of these diseases, which is possible but not always attained in a public
hospital setting leads to a reduction in those complications that are associated
with Increased mortality, morbidity, and hospital utilization. [7-9] The Memphis

" Chronic Disease Continuing Care Program makes available to patients in a
/ systematic manner the basics of good medical practices: accessibility to care,

patient education and counseling, follow-up, home visits, selected effective medi-
cations, laboratory test monitoring at intervals, realistic goals of therapy, and ap-
propriate referrals and contacts with the back-up physicians and the medical
center.

The observations In this report give further support to the concept Introduced
nearly 12 years ago that nurses can effectively share a large and increasing
responsibility in chronic disease care. In the EDITORauL in THE JoUBNAL [3] re-
lating to the- Memphis Program, the question was asked "should the nurse.
even after special training, have this much autonomy in the regulation of un-
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controlled glycosuria, the delicate balancing of blood pressure between too high
and too low with potent antihypertensive drugs and the adjustment of digitalis
dosage?" With detailed protocols and physician and medical-center backup,
the data presented here indicate that this question can be answered in the
affirmative.

Note
These investigations were supported in part by a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation.
George 8. LoveJoy, MD Director of the Memphis and Shelby County Health Department

and the staff of City of iemphis Hospital, helped in program development and collection
of data. Marion 0. Baker assembled the data. Harry Robinson, ScD, assisted with
statistics.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRs BURNS, C.P.A., HOSPITAL FINANCIAL
CONSULTANT

Although I was unable to attend your July hearings relative to S. 3205, thp
"Mledicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act", I would
like to present my viewpoints for consideration as called for in your press re-
lease dated July 7, 1976. In so doing, I will try to be as brief as possible, using
the enclosed exhibits to elaborate my points. (2) below describes my most
meaningful point.

(1) Generally, I believe your proposals to be superior to the present con-
trols implemented by the Social Security Administration, and particularly the
incentive provisions described under Section 10(aa) (4) (B) (ii) (Page 35, Lines
20, etc.). I hope that these cost incentives will not create, shall we say, prof-
iteering on the part of hospitals at the expense of quality health care. This
concern relates primarily to profit-oriented hospitals as contrasted to the ma-
jority of hospitals, those which are "not for profit".

(2) The most important point I have to make relates to Section 10(aa) (3) (E)
(Page 32, Lines 8, etc.) This section indicates that the personal component of
average per diem routine operating costs shall be adjusted by a general wage
index in each hospital's area; it also provides (Line 22) that "if the Secretary
finds that .. ., for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1976, the wage level for hos-
pitals is significantly higher than the general wage level in such area, then
the general wage level in such area shall be deemed to be equal to the wage
level for hospitals in such area". It then goes on to say that this will be con-
sidered only for the first year that this is effective; I don't understand why It

F will apply only to the first year.
It is true that there are some areas of the country where hospital wage levels

are higher than those prevailing generally, and I agree totally that this factor
should be determined in setting the per diem routine operating cost amount for
hospitals in such areas. However, unless the Secretary changes his perspective,
from present perspective, I believe that budgetary constraints will, as a practical
matter, influence the Secretary not to do this.

At present, DREW policy is directly contrary to this idea. I quote from a
letter dated July 26, 1976 which I received from Thomas Tierney, Director of
the Bureau of Health Insurance within the Social Security Administration. He
says, "Also, in some areas, hospital wages are out of proportion to either the
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general economy or productivity of thee workers. It would be poor public policy
to give advantage to an area where such a situation exists". Exhibit "A" is a
copy of his letter.

Unfortunately for us, the San Francisco-Oakland area is one of these where
hospital wage levels are higher than those prevailing generally. However, this
problem was made worse than it otherwise would have been by Federal interven-
tion in mediating a nurses strike here In 1974. Essentially the hospitals were
doing a good job of holding the line, but the final settlement mediated by Mr.
W. J. Ussery was much higher than would have resulted absent Federal
intervention. Details are included in Exhibit "B" my reply to Thomas Tierney
dated August 4th. In essence, the problem here was intensified by the Depart-
ment of Labor's goal to end the strike without regard to which party "won" or
the cost thereof, and now DHEW refuses to pay these costs for Medicare and
Medicaid patients, making up the majority of hospital patients.

Thank you for considering my viewpoints. I would appreciate receiving a full
copy of the Subcommittee's report.

ExHIBIT "A"

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFAVA,
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMIN ISTRATION,

Baltimore, Md., July 26, 1976.Refer to : IHI-631.

Mr. CiRms BURxs, C.P.A.,
Hospital Financial Consultant,
Emeryville, 0alif.

DrA MR. Bua ts: This is in further response to your letters to the Commis.
sioner and also in reply to me. You wrote asking If we compared pay levels of
registered nurses in various communities.

When Social Security Administration promulgated the limits on general
routine costs of hospitals, it was decided not to use hospital wages as a classifi-
cation factor. The goal was to compare hospitals In similar economic environ.
ments. Since the major part of a hospital's routine costs are directly related to
wages, we believe per capita income is a good economic classifier of wages and
costs in an area. In addition, it is also a measure of the amount which people
in an area are willing to spend on medical care and related savings. This is
consistent with congressional intent as stated in the reports accompaying sec-
tion 223 of Public Law 92-4003 that: "Health care institutions, like other entities
in our economy should be encouraged to perform efficiently and when they fail
to do so should expect to suffer the financial consequences."

To base a hospital classification system on hospital wages promotes the
circular conclusion that a hospital should be paid more because it spent more.
Also, in some areas, hospital wages are out of proportion to either the general
economy or productivity of the workers. It would be poor public policy to give
advantage to an area where such a situation exists.

In regard to your second question, the hospital data arrays which were used
to establish the cost limits for cost reporting periods beginning on or after
July 1, 1975, are available upon payment of $17. These arrays do not identify
hospitals by name but only by provider number. The arrays which were used to
establish the limits which become effective for cost report periods beginning on
or after July 1, 1976, are available for $14.10. These arrays do identify hos-
pitals by name and location. If you wish to receive either or both sets of arrays,
you should send a check in the appropriate amount made payable to the Social
Security Administration. The request should be directed to the Division of

\ Provided Reimbursement and Accounting Policy, Bureau of Health Insurance,
Attention: Provider Reimbursement Policy Branch, Room 406, East Highrise
Building, 6401 Security Boulevard, Baltimore, Maryland 21235.

Your comment that the criteria used by the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) to establish Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) does
not relate to hospital costs shows that you misinterpret the reason for the use of
the SMSA. In our system, the SMSA is used only to separate metropolitan from
nonmetropolitan areas and, thus to identify similar metropolitan economic en.
vironments. Use of the SMSA is not related to hospital input costs.

You also stated that San Francisco hospitals are being compared to Rich.
mond, Virginia and West Palm Beach, Florida and that this Is an invalid
comparison.
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Actually, as we previously advised you, the hospitals in San Francisco are
compared basically to New York City and Chicago hospitals. Only a relatively
few high per capita income hospitals from areas such as West Palm Beach are
included in Group I which has the high cost hospitals and higher per capita
income areas grouped together. As you may know, occupancy in San Francisco
appears to run about 10 percent less than New York City, but the personnel per
bed In San Francisco seems to be higher than for comparable sized hospitals in
New York. (See the American Hospital Association's Guide to the Health Care
Field, 1974 Edition.) It may be that these factors contribute significantly to the
high cost of hospital care in California.

Concerning your comment on the bed size group, we agree that, when con-
sidering total services provided, a 350-bed hospital differs from a 120-bed hos-
pital in-almost every case. However, our limits only apply to routine services
and not to ancillary services. The differentiation between routine services and
total services is Important. Our analysis of median routine service costs of the
three groups which were combined to make the 100-404 bed-size category
showed no mgnificant difference between the groups. Therefore, we believe the
combination of these bed-size groups Is appropriate.

Regarding the relationship between hospital costs and charges, providers
make individual cost center charge determinations based on decisions of what
areas they believe should be subsidized, what the traffic will bear and how much
can be made up on high charges for ancillary services.

In discussing the exceptions process, you stated, exceptions are only granted
after the fact. This statement is incorrect. We do grant exceptions on a pros-
pective basis, subject to revision when actual costs are known, since we may not
pay more than actual cost. However, the most Interesting point which you made
was that many hospitals do not have the stated bases for exceptions. We believe
that this is strong support for our view that the high costs of these providers
are not due to the atypical needs of their patients, atypical educational activi-
ties, nor to any circumstances beyond the provider's control.

Sincerely yours,
THOMAS M. Timx y,

Director, Burcau of Health Insurancc.

EXHIBIT "B"
CHaUS BURNs, C.P.A.,

HOSPITAL FINANCIAL CONSULTANT ,
Emcryville, Calif., August , 1976.

Re: IHI-631.
Mr. THOMAS M. TEmNrY,
Director, Bureau of Health Insurance, Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Social Seourity Administration, Baltimore, Md.
DL&s Mu. TuwNzy: Thank you for your reply dated July 26th to our various

correspondence relating to the determination of cost limits under Section 223
of P.L. 92-603. I appreciate your taking the time to give serious attention to
my viewpoints. I found your reply to be most enlightening, but really, fright-
fully disturbing.

Your letter Indicates that, in your words, "per capita income is a good
economic classifier of wages and costs in an area", and therefore your department
"decided not to use hospital wages as a classification factor" In setting limits
on hospital oosts. In essence, you said that, if hospitals in a given area have
allowed their salary levels to exceed those prevailing generally in their own
area, then those hospitals have been inefficient and should "expect to suffer the
financial consequences". This theory is probably valid in many areas of the
country, but not necessarily everywhere. The remainder of this letter will deal
with the extremely high salary levels In the San Francisco-Oakland area, and
the role the Federal Government played, quite directly, in making this situa-
tion much worse than it would otherwise have been, absent Federal interven-
tion in salary negotiations between hospitals and nursing personnel here in the
Summer of 1974.

In this connection, I will directly quote one sentence from your third para-
graph. You say that, "in some areas, hospital wages are out of proportion to
either the general economy or productivity of the workers". I couldn't agree more
with this statement; certainly this is true of the San Francisco-Oakland area,
and one of the major reasons therefore is Federal intervention into wage
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negotiations here resulting in mediated salary levels much higher than would
have resulted otherwise. I will elaborate in the following comments.

In .June 1974 the California Nurses Association (CNA-a union) was engaged
ii salary and other negotiations with the hospitals. They basically refused to
negotiate, instead setting a strike to begin coinciding with the annual meeting
of the Inational) American Nurses Association (ANA). This strike was to be an
example and model to be later used in other areas of the country.

The htwlitals believed the demands to be unreasonable and excessively infla.
tlionary and hence, they did not yield to the demands. Accordingly, the strike
began, being the first strike of nursing personnel in over 30 years in this area;
the hospitals were holding their ground.

After about three weeks, the strike became more severe than It was initially
because the CNA announced that it would no longer cover intensive care patients
and other critically ill patients. At this time, the national ANA apparently pre-
vailed upon Federal officials (evidently including DHEW) to Interject them-
selves into the situation.

Shortly thereafter, Mr. W. J. Ussery arrived in San Francisco. As you prob-
ably know. Mr. Ussery is now the U.S. Secretary of Labor, and at that time was
the head of the U.S. Mediation and Conciliation Service. As far as the hospitals
were concerned, this Federal intervention was not welcome; negotiations had
beein continuing between the parties involved with a State mediator accepted by
both sides, and agreement was expected shortly.

To make a long story short, Mr. Ussery became the mediator, and the State
mediator washed his hands of the matter. The mediated settlement was much
more severe to hospitals than had been expected; according to some of those

_participating in the settlement, there was, shall we say, a certain amount of "arm
twisting" injected by the Federal mediator which resulted in a much higher
i and more inflationary) settlement than would have resulted absent Federal
intervention. Literally, the settlement was forced "down the throats" of the hos-
pitals. The Federal mediator was, in effect, dispatched to end the strike by set-
tling the differences between the parties by whatever means, without oncern
about the costs thereof to either party to the dispute. His only concern was to
end the strike.

This brings us to the critical point. Official Federal policy implemented by the
Department of Labor encourages collective bargaining, and the Federal inter-
vention Into this local dispute was an extension of that policy-and they are
more concerned about mediating a settlement than they are about the costs
Involved. (On the other hand, DHEW is concerned with cost containment in the
San Francisco-Oakland area. The hospitals have been caught in a cross-fire be-
tween (1) one agency that refuses to pay for adequate services and (2) another
ai.,ency that has participated and been instrumental in creating hospital salary
levels in the San Francisco-Oakland area proportionately higher than those
existing in the area generally. Isn't there any way we can get DHEW and the
Department of Labor to act in a uniform icay that will make some sense?

In conclusion, I suggest you reappraise your initial position with respect to
this particular area. To the extent that this or other areas are affected by such
matters as described above, which are really beyond the control of hospitals
therei, exceptions to the limits should be created for these areas based upon
the knownn facts, much as you have created exceptions for Alaska and Hawaii
based upon your Civil Service Commission cost-of-living differences. For fiscal
1076, It's still not too late; the $111.00 basic limit for San Francisco-Oakland
hospitals In 'SMSA Group I (100 to 404 beds) should be Increased, as soon as
possible. We are now becoming aware of many hospitals here that
are reducing personnel without regard to health care considerations, merely to
meet the price that the major "customer" (Medicare-Medicaid) will pay. We

/ have become increasingly aware that many hospitals are just now learning the
disastrous consequences of the limits for fiscal 1976. Further, I have heard tin-
officially that there may have been errors in the input or computations establish-
ing the $111 limit.

I hope that you can correct these Inequities very soon before more harm is
done.

Sincerely yours,
CHRIs BuRxs..
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CHRs BURNS, C.P.A..
HOSPITAL FINANCIAL CONSULTANT,

Em'ivitle, CaUif., August 6,1976.
Re 1111-631-BMedicare cost limits unfair to northern California hospitals.
Mr. TxOMAS M. TmiENEY,
Director, Bureau of Health Immrance, Department of Health, Education, and

Welfidre, Social Securityi Administration, Baltimore, Md.
DEALR MR. TIERNEY: In follow-up to my August 4th reply to your July 26th

letter, I have two further comments to make.
Your letter mentions that occupancy in San Francisco (I don't know whether

the Oakland area is included) "runs about 10 percent less than in New York
City," but the personnel per bed in San Francisco "seems to be higher than for
comparable sized hospitals in New York."

Without questioning, at this moment, why we are only being compared here
to New York instead of the other 40 urban areas in our group, I believe your

' observation may be correct. However, there are some relevant reasons why this
is so, and they imply that Northern California hospitals may be more efficient
than those in New York.

Simply, the average length of stay, in terms of days per incident of illness,
is about 30% less here than on the East Coast. thereby creating lower charges
per stay to the Medicare (or any other) program. Industry studies have clearly
Indicated that the intensity of routine nursing care (in terms of nursing hours
required per day of care) decreases as length of stay increases. If West Coast
hospitals did have a higher "length of stay" per admission than they have now,
occupancy would obviously Increase to be on par with New York, and costs to
the Medicare program would also increase. There are probably many reasons
why the West Coast hospitals are more efficient in this regard; one of them is
probably the very active utilization review programs in effect here.

The time to correct the inequities relative to the cost limits for the San Fran-
cisco-Oakland area is NOW.

Thank you for your continued considerations of my viewpoints.
Sincerely,

CHRIS BURNS.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN OPTOMETRIc ASSOCIATION

Although the economy of our country is reportedly not optimumly suited for
the introduction of new health benefits programs, the needs of our citizens In
this area continue to grow. These immediate needs cannot be allowed to lie un-
answered regardless of the state of economic affairs in the Nation. To answer
these Immediate needs, our attention should be directed now toward making
existing programs more cost effective and administratively streamlined.

The American Optometric Association, an organization of over 19,000 special-
ized vision care professionals, has long held that one of the major yardsticks
necessary to attain good working health programs is that such programs be
financially sound and fiscally responsible. Therefore, we noted with pleasure
Senator Herman Talmadge's introduction of S. 3205, a bill designed to make
those necessary improvements in the existing Medicare and Medicaid programs
to obtain more effective administrative and cost control features.

Our Medicare/Medfcaid programs are grossly inadequate in certain vital areas,
notably that of vision care. As the current programs stands, costs are rapidly
becoming prohibitive for these additional badly needed benefits. If, however, the
current program is tightened up to exclude current fraud abuse and extraneous
administrative costs, conceivably the program could be made more attentive to
the needs of the citizenry for whom It was originally established.

Specific areas of this bill we have noted are especially needed steps toward
accomplishment of this goal:

(1) Establishment of specific performance criteria which would, among other
things, assure a solution to a problem facing many providers: timely payment
of claims.

(2) A longer time period of commenting on proposed Social Security Act
regulations, which will alleviate the occasional reality that thirty days Is not a
sufficient period.
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(3) Tighter regulation of Medicaid IMO's, a step which a number of our
affiliated state associations have advocated on the state level.

(4) The incentive of rewarding simplified paperwork with a shared portion
of the dollars saved by the provider and the government.

(5) Establish a reasonable floor on state Medicaid reimbursement rates, with
the effect of countering another factor which discourages provider participation.

(6) Provide for a combined Medicare and Medicaid administrator which
would promote uniform policymaking and administrative efficiency.

The current attention of Congress toward making PSROs a vital and more
realistic part of the health benefits program will also serve to reduce drastically
any services that are needed by the patient on an individual basis and serve to
provide better care in addition to strengthening program effectiveness. It is Im-
portant that all health care professionals delivering services under federal pro-
grams be a part of the PSRO structure to make the PKROs an acceptable and
effective means of a peer review structure.

Optometrists' services have been for some time an Integral part of state and
federal programs in health. Therefore, we feel it incumbent upon us to respect-
fully request amendment of S. 3205 to secure consistency in terminology in the
bill in two places to utilize the federal government's establisled definition of
"physician" rather than to cover only doctors of medicine and osteopathy in
these places. Specifically:

(1) On page 52 in line 14, strike out "doctor of medicine or osteopathy" and
insert "physician."

Intent.-to make certain that language defining criteria for determining rea-
sonable charges for physicians' services in physician shortage areas applies to all
providers who are defined as physicians under Section 1861(r) of the Social 8e-
curity Act, rather than solely to doctors of medicine and osteopathy. This amend-
ment will conform to the use of the term "physician" throughout the balance
of this proposed section. which generally defines criterla for determining reason.
able charges for physicians' services.

(2) On page 53, line 19 and page 54, line 1, strike out "doctor of medicine or
osteopathy" and insert "physician."

Intent.-To cover all providers defined as physicians, rather than solely doctors
of medicine and osteopathy, under provisions pertaining to agreements of physi-
cians to accept assignment of Medicare claims. This amendment would be con-
sistent with the ue of the term "physician" throughout this proposed section.

Senator Talmadge succinctly noted the rationale behind the obvious need for
legislative attention Medicare/Medicaid reform, "The choice is a simple one.. .
either we make Medicare and Medicaid more efficient and economical or we reduce
benefits."

As an association of concerned health care specialists we recognize the need
to, if anything, increase the health benefits offered to the elderly of this country,
not decrease them. To do so in these inflationary times means that we have
to increase the availability of services within a current or only minimumly in-
creased budget. By attention to correcting widespread abuses of the current
Medicare/Medicaid program, much can be accomplished within our current eco-
nomic confines. There is no reason for our efforts to provide health care to all
Americans to come to a grinding halt because of the current economic strata.
We can work within the current structure as best as possible until such time
as our economic picture lightens. The needs of our elderly do not come to a stand-
still and our attention to these needs should not regress. With noted amendments,
we urge prompt consideration of S. 3205.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE PROFESSIONAL FACTORING AssoCIATION/
To the Honorable Members of the Senate Finance Committee, we appreciate

the opportunity to submit the following statement in opposition ot the prohibition
against Factoring as appears in Section 26 of S. 3205.

The Professional Factoring Association of New York is an association of factor-
ing companies who do business in the State of New York. The respefive members
of this association purchase medicaid invoices from more than 850 providers in
New, York State. The members of this association in the year 1975 purchased
approximately $30,000,000 worth of such receivables.

We hereby object to the proposed legislation on the ground that it would be a
violation of constitutional law to prohibit a provider of medical services who is

75-502-'76----30
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pald In aveordanee with a fixed fee schedule from assigning or selling that claim
after he has professionally completed his services; and moreover, because its
adoption would impair and perhaps even destroy the operation of the medicaid
program in the New York area.

When Congress enacted the Medicaid Program, it was believed that the pro-
gram and fee schedules should be broad enough so as to attract the participation
of 66%% of all classes of providers. It Is our belief that current HEW figures
show that in the New York area, less than 10% of all medical professionals
participate in the program. The main reasons for this failure to attract pro-
viders are:

(a) The voluminous amount of paper work that is required of a provider for
him to obtain payment for his services; and

(b) The fact that payments are long delayed, sometimes for periods exceeding
8 months.

It was for these reasons that finance coffipanies entered into the business of
financing and/or factoring of these accounts receivables. The factoring company
by providing the services of immediate cash payment to the provider and relief
from the voluminous paper work, recordkeeping and cumbersome procedures
effectively attracts providers to participate in the program. As will be later
pointed out, the factoring companies provide many other services to medicaid
providers which contribute to the efficient working of the program.

Factoring as practiced by members of this Association operates In the following
manner:

(1) The factoring company purchases the invoices that have been prepared,
audited, completed and igined by the provider. When entering into a factoring
agreement, the provider signs a designation directing the local Social Service
District to mail the check to the factor. At no time is there any provision nor
request that the check be made payable to the factoring organization. It should
be also noted that this designation requires a notarization of the providers
signature. At no time does any factoring company alter or in any way change any
invoice.

It should be also noted that most factoring contracts and/or agreements are
cancellable on thirty days notice by either party to the agreement.

(2) The following services are generally provided by members of the factoring
association to the providers whose accounts receivables they factor.

(a) Pick up invoices at Doctor's office on a weekly schedule.
Invoices are picked up at the doctor's office to reduce his need for mailing

large quantities of papers. It assures him of delivery to the factor of irreplaceable
x-rays, written approvals from the Department of Social Services, patient signa-
tures, and/or invoices.

(b) Invoices are delivered to the factor and are recorded, botched, sorted by
doctor and office location and edited for clerical errors.

The work of sorting invoices by office location and Identifying it by a batch
number, enables the doctor that practices in many locations to know the amount
of work done In each location, and later when payments are received, the doctor
is able to know which invoices have been paid and which rejected.

The invoices are edited by a trained staff that not only knows the basic items
to be filled out and signed, but is aware of the latest revisions in billing practice
and guidelines by the local Department of Social Services. Invoices requiring
correction are returned to the doctor with appropriate notations for corrections.
When the auditing is completed the factor immediately pays the provider. In
some instances as the providers request the monies are actually deposited in the
provider's own bank account which gives him immediate dollars.

(c) The invoices are scheduled on a complete listing that includes the Doctor's
Certification number, date Invoices received, batch number, office code, all invoice
numbers, amounts and totals, and patient information.

The listing is done in duplicate. One remains in the Factor's files and the copy
is sent to the doctor with a check. Some factors also create computer files with
this information.

(d) Clear and permanent records are created for the following future uses
of the invoices. (Some factors use microfilming for this purpose) :

(1) All unpaid invoices over six months old must be resubmitted in the
seventh month with proper requests for payment and a good copy of the
invoice.
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(1ii) If a doctor needs copies of his invoices some time after he has sun-
witted them because he has lost his records, or they were destroyed or he
has moved locations and the previous medical group refused to allow him
to take his records, the factor's records are available.

(c) The invoices are hand delivered to the Department of Social Services and
a receipt Is obtained.

This Is necessary In the Instance where the Department of Social Services
should ever deny payment because the Invoices were not received on time, or
never received, the doctor would have proof that It was delivered on time.

() Along with the check from the Factor for the invoices purchased the
original vender statement Is also sent to the doctor's office for his staff to do
reclaims or for his own review of disallowances and payments against invoices.

(g) A ledger file in kept for every provider.
The ledger provides a history of every provider's work and is kept for years.

It stores information on the weekly, monthly and yearly billing work of the
doctor; the discount taken before payment to him, and of all checks sent to him.
It also records checks received by the Factor in the provider's name, the Depart.
ment of Social Services' disallowances and account balances.

This Information Is useful In preparing yearly summaries for the providers to
be used when filing tax returns.

The providers have also used this information successfully defending their
tax returns.

(h) All Invoices are kept on the factor's records; some factors use computers
for this purpose.

The factor maintains monthly listings of all open Invoices, aged to show the
length of time that the invoices have been waiting for payment.

(i) There are many other small services that full service factors provide
for their accounts which are done upon request. Among them might be:

(1) Visit the Department of Social Services to intercede for provider on
small clerical or billing problems or to get information necessary to com-
plete billing.

(i) Locate additional offices for doctors that would like to practice in a
different group or want additional hours In another practice.

(J) Find competent staff for the doctor to help with billing or medical
assistance.

Apart from the foregoing, it should be noted that the factors, by keeping
detailed records of all invoices submitted to the local Social Services District, is
fully aware of overpayments that have been made, and when overpayments have
been made the factor has promptly refunded the overpayment directly to the
Social Services Department (verification of this can readily be obtained from
the New York City Department of Social Services).

It appears that the intent of the proposed legislation is to preclude the pos-
sibility of provider's bills being inflated or otherwise altered by the provider's
assignee. To correct such improper practices, It Is certainly not necessary to
have a "total ban on assignment". All that need be done is to require that each
item on an invoice be signed or initialed by a provider and that the provider draw
a line from the last item to the end of the invoice form so no Items can be added
after lie has signed It. Such a simpler requirement would cure the possible evil
sought to be corrected, while leaving Intact the sound, proper and necessary
procedure of factoring as It is practiced in the New York area.

In addition, the members of this Association would be willing to be licensed.
bonded, and be financially responsible for any impropriety done by them.,

It is submitted that the charges made by factoring companies are fair and
reasonable under the circumstances, taking into consideration the availability of
Immediate cash payments, recordkeeping and technical expertise that the pro-
vider is afforded. The alternative of a provider borrowing from a bank, using a
billing service and the hiring of additional help, will be at least equal to the
charges made by a factoring company who is providing all the services outlined
herein.

If the legislation is enacted in its present form so as to bar factors from par-
ticipation in this field, the result inevitably would be that the number of doctors
in the New York area willing to participate In the medicaid program would be so
drastically reduced as to make the medicaid program in this area no longer
viable.
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Finally, it should be noted that as factoring is done by the memljirs of this
association, all responsibility for professional services to the patient remains
with the provider. All disputes and reviews of work practices, ethics, conduct,
etc. are handled directly by the Local Department of Social Services with the
provider and the factor or functions only to provide increased cash flow, bookkeep-
ing, accounting, and recordkeeping services.

For all the foregoing reasons, we respectfully submit that the proposed legisla-
tion as to bar or prohibit factors should not be adopted.

PREPARrD STATEMENT SuBuirrizD BY JOHN B. SMITH, ESQ., COavOs.AT Avrow.cy,
MEIDICAL P--SONNEL POOL

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am John B. Smith, Corporate
Attorney for Medical Personnel Pool, a Division of Personnel Pool of America,
Inc. which is a national temporary help service. Medical Personnel Pool provides
hospital staff relief and home health services through one hundred offices
nationwide.

We are concerned, Mr. Chairman, that S. 3205 deals primarily with fraud
and abuse in the Medicare and Medicaid programs and with hospital reimburse-
ment. In the first place, fraud and abuse is now a major effort at the federal
regulatory level. Secondly, your efforts to reform hospital reimbursement seem
to come too long after the fact and bear the risk of being too "unpopular" to be
implemented.

We suggest that a more positive approach to Medicare and Medicaid reform
would be more likely to succeed, both in terms of Congressional passage and In
terms of long-range benefits for the program.

We believe the most Important proposal in S. 3205 is Section 11 which provides
a transitional allowance incentive to hospitals for eliminating excels beds, dis-
continuing underutilized services or substituting some other needed service. This
allowance will free the hospital from "reimbursement detriment" and cover the
debts of a non-profit hospital if it is forced to close.

Why does the bill stop there? It is the same as It was with the PSRO legisla-
tion. You have provided increments for the institution to shift its resources, but
you haven't set up an alternative system that will absorb the victims of these
shifts. To wit: If the PSRO determines that patients are inappropriately institu-
tionalized and must get out of the institution, where do they go? There Is no
provision for that in the law. Under Section 11 you have provided money to
ease tho institution's pain when it must close down or trim down, but you haven't
organized a place for these patients to go. The system as it is currently structured
under Medicare and Medicaid cannot absorb all of the patients that you would
have released from Institutions. There simply are not enough providers and there
Is not enough emphasis on covering an appropriate level of skill to fit the patient's
needs.

We refer, of course, to home health which Is bound by a Medicare definition
of the need for skilled services tied to prior hospitaUzation, a lack of coverage
for homemaker services, an arbitrary division between the social and medical
components of health care, and the arbitrary and discriminatory practice of
keeping proprietary home health agencies out of Medicare and Medicaid. The
only federally-funded health programs where this is so.

S. 3205 ignores the differing sets of standards between the Medicare and Medic-
aid programs and the different treatment of providers under both of those
programs.

All of these issues have been thoroughly discussed in the past year or more-
at HEW, in Committee hearings, in meetings on both sides of the 11111, and In
industry conferences across the nation.

Medical Personnel Pool finds it very surprising that the Senate Finance Com-
mittee should lag so far behind these developments.

Most of the fraud and abuse that has been uncovered Is In the Medicaid
program. Most of the reasons for the fraud and abuse can be laid at the door of
state administration. We wonder why you haven't proposed federalizing the
Medicaid program as have several other industry representatives in order to
bring the administration of it under federal control. We wonder why you haven't
appropriated more funds to HEW to implement an effective fraud and abuse
control unit earlier than now.
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Perhaps now Is the time for this Committee to consider federalizing Medicaid
and providing for a broad expansion of the home health program in order to give
it a chance to prove what it can do by way of cost effectiveness and appropriate
quality care before national health insurance is dealt with.

While you stated, Mr. Chairman, in your June 1975 floor speech that you
wero drafting legislation to resolve some of the reimbursement problems in
Medicare and Medicaid and "some of the more arbitrary and inequitable regula-
tions which have been promulgated by HEW" we don't see that you have dealt
with the hard core of these issues. That is the reimbursement structure itself.
It addition, you certainly haven't provided for proprietary home health providers
under the Medicaid Program which is one of the more arbitrary regulations
promulgated by HEW. Even HEW has tried to correct that in the past year and
you, yourself, have opposed their action. You have also not dealt with the issue
of what is a non-profit organization. The loose definition of this in both the IRS
and in state and federal laws has led to a number of abuses in the home health
area in recent months.

Which brings us back to Section 11. At the minimum, Medical Personnel Pool
recommends strengthening Section 11 to include an administratively streamlined
home health care package for Medicare and Medicaid.

Mr. Chairman, we feel there are three major problems with the home health
program as it currently operates. The first is the cost reimbursement structure
which Invites inefficiency and abuse as the Senate Government Operations Coni-
mittee has discovered in its Florida investigations. Parenthetically, I should add
that the cost reimbursement philosophy affects all of Medicare's heath pro-
grams. nursing homes and hospitals, not just the home health industry. There
is certainly something wrong with a system that allows, for example, deprecia-
tion and re-depreciation on equipment which was originally donated. The cost
reimbursement structure in the home heath field has encouraged high costs, visit
overutilization, and agencies that serve only Medicare patients in order to have
their costs 100% reimbursed. The really damaging result of cost reimbursement
lit the home health field is that the industry is potentially a long range, cost
effective and appropriate way of taking care of people; but until the reimburse-
ment practices are revised, home health is not going to have a chance to prove
that.

Medical Personnel Pool would, therefore, like to propose some experimental
reimbursement projects. We would like to see prospectively negotiated fiat fees
with mandatory written quality of care reports from the patient or his family
and from the patient's physician. This proposal would Preclude year-end cost
reporting, auditing and all of the other paraphernalia which have helped to hike
the cost of this program. If what we are concerned about is the delivery of
quality care at a good price, it Peems to me that such a simple experimental
structure should be given a chance to prove its worth.

Furthermore, we would like to suggest that a procedure be Implemented im-
mediately requiring all Medicare home health providers to furnish to each pa-
tient a copy of each billing made by the provider to its intermediary. This would
be a simple, inexpensive procedure through which the patient could have input
into the quality and utilization review process.

The second major problem is that the home health program has not had the
natural controls inherent In a competitive market. I have never understood the
Justification for the battle that now rages about keeping proprietaries out of
the home health field. It's the only federally-supported program where this is so.
We have a ten-year history of offering quality care at reasonable prices. If we're
ggol enough for the private market, why aren't we good enough for the govern-
ment? If Medicare regulations could somehow force the non-profit providers to
compete In the private market so that perhaps from 30% to 50% of each non-
profit agency's business must be in the private sector, and should Medicare regu-
lations further adopt cost reimbursement on the basis of customary charges In
the private market, I believe the program would be significantly benefited
through greater efficiency nnd lower overall costs.

In 1974, Medical Personnel Pool employed nearly 80,000 nursing and health
care personnel and rendered approximately ten million hours of patient care.
With offices In about 100 cities throughout the country, Medical Personnel Pool
could become an effective additional source of quality home health services
under federal licensure standards which would apply to all agencies regardless
of sponsorship.
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Almost daily, we receive calls from prospective clients who lack sufficient
resources to afford home health care, and whom we are unable to serve due to
present limitations on provider eligibility and funding. In some cases, we are
able to successfully refer these persons to an appropriate community or private
non-profit agency. However, we are convinced that the needs of a substantial
number of these persons for home health care are not being adequately met or
are not being met at all. This may be due to a number of factors such as excessive
case loads, inadequate manpower resources, maldistribution of home health
agencies, excessively strict and confusing eligibility requirements, burdensome
administrative procedures and delays, and inadequate funding. Nevertheless, we
believe that it is evident that a significant segment of the community, and partic-
ularly the senior citizen, has been denied access to a readily available, quality,
low-cost source of home health care.

Most discussions of the proprietary organization's role in the home health
care delivery system center around the question of cost containment, quality of
service, and the suggestion that proprietary organizations are "skimnilng the
cream" by accepting only cases that can afford to pay for services and forcing
the non-profit sector to provide free service. We believe that a careful examina-
tion of the true facts would place these questions in their proper perspective. In
the first place, a careful examination of some of the executive salaries of sime
of the so-called private non-profit agencies might lead one to question whether
some of these agencies are In fact proprietary agencies in disguise. We imist also
remember that there is really no such thing as free medical service. The cost of
such service must have some ultimate source of support whether it be profits
generated by proprietaries, tax dollars, or private or charitable donations. Of
course, proprietaries do not have access to the source of private or charitable
dollars and, in fact, contribute to the tax dollars which are used to sUpplrt the
non-profit agencies; and since they do contribute to these tax dollars, and since
they have demonstrated their ability to provide quality home health care to low
cost, we believe that proprietary organizations should have access to Medicare
and Medicaid funding mechanismis.

Adoption of the Social & Rehabilitation Service's proposed regulations which
you have opposed, Mr. Chairman, would give state Medicaid agencies access to
a substantially greater supply of home health service personnel, yet under con-
ditions and standards regulating utilization and quality of care.

It is important to note that those proposed regulations authorizing certifiea-
tfon of proprietary agencies under Medicaid will not directly increase Medicaid
program costs, since the regulations do not create or broaden existing services
or require expenditure of additional funds. There merely enlarge the source
from which home health services can be obtained, and eliminate unfair dis-
criminatory conditions presently imposed on proprietary providers.

In fact, we submit that adoption of the proposed regulations may, in fact,
result In a reduction in Medicaid program costs, or at least result in a reduction
of unit costs for equivalent levels of service.

Someone should be brought up to date on the real Issue: "How 'will this
nation's elderly ever receive home services provided appropriately, accessively
and at a price that people and government can afford under the present uncon-
trolled, unregulated cottage industry? I use the term "cottage industry" because
it is a small and declining Industry-from 2,248 certified agencies in December,
1974 to 2,209 agencies a year later.

The third major problem with the home health program as currently struc-
tured under Medicare and by inference under Medicaid is that eligibility for
the service is tied to the need for acute care and the history of prior hospitaliza-
tion. This has mandated utilization of registered nurses to provide in-home care
which has also increased the cost of the program. We believe It is not necessary
to have a registered nurse go into the home to give a bath or change the sheets.
There is no question, however, that the home health aide who does go into the
home to perform these tasks should have supervision. She should also have
training. We also believe that homemakers' services ought to be covered under
the Medicare program since in many cases if there were just someone in the
home to prepare the elderly patient's meals, this one simple service would keep
the patient from going into an Institution.

I know that both the Congress and the individual state Medicaid agencies
are concerned that an expanded home health benefit will greatly increase health
costs. But what is at issue is, If the Professional Standards Review Organiza-
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tions take up their responsibilities in effective utilization review, they will un-
doubtedly release thousands of people who are currently unnecessarily institu-
tionalized, and where will these people go if there are no home health agencies
and no federally-supported coverage for their care? Home health care has been
proven effective in the health maintenance organizations as one way to exercise
budgetary responsibility while maintaining commitments for comprehensive pre-
ventive health care. We are convinced that over the long range you will see a
lowering of cost per case if home health is provided and utilized.

In formulating a delivery system for home health care services to the aged,
we urge the Committee to carefully consider and adopt standards for quality
care. Insist that all home health agencies meet the same certification criteria.
Congress and the federal agencies certainly have a legitimate need to focus on
standards affecting the utilization of services. Most of the Medicare conditions
of participation are directed toward utilization rather than toward the quality
of care. In our opinion, quality of care and concern for the patient has been
secondary to proper utilization.

We urge the Committee, in revising S. 8205, to consider our suggestions and
agree that they go a lor.g way toward developing a more rational approach to
the Medicare and Medicaid programs along with realistic and adequate safe-
guards for the protection of the patient in the quality of care rendered as well
as reducing health care costs over the long range.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIlE AMErIcAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION

We appreciate this opportunity to discuss this complex legislation which
would make major changes both in the administration of, and the methods for
determining levels of reimbursement under, the medicare and medicaid pro-
grams. The dental profession was active during the development and Initial
implementation of these programs and currently provides a significant amount
of services under each of them. We are vitally concerned with problems which
have developed with these programs and with the efforts which are and will
be made to resolve these problems. Above all we are concerned that these pro-
grams provide the best care possible to eligible persons.

Before addressing specific provisions of S. 3205, we would like to discuss two
Issues which are of major concern to the dental profession. The first of these
pertains to a situation which exists under the medicare law relating to the pro-vision of covered servis which legally can be provided by both physicians and
dentists. Under medicare, there are certain services which dentists are specifi-
cally authorized to provide. Dentists are reimbursed for the provision of these
services. However, there are other services which dentists are authorized by
state licensing laws to perform but which, if provided by a dentist, are not
paid for under the medicare program even though physicians are reimbursed for
providing the same services. We urge you to amend the medicare law to provide
that those services which a dentist is legally authorized to perform and which
are covered under the medicare program should be paid for by medicare when
provided by a dentist as they would be if a physician had performed them. Not
only is the present situation inequitable for the dentist, It also reduces the
opportunity for choice by patients. Legislation to correct this inequity in the
medicare law has been introduced by Representative James Corman (D-Calif.)
as H.R. 11288. We should point out that this amendment does not authorize addi-
tional medicare benefits, it simply makes the system of reimbursement for
covered services more equitable. We strongly urge inclusion of the relevant pro-
visions of .R. 11288 in any medicare reform legislation which is developed by
your committee.

The second major concern of the dental profession is the cutbacks which
many states are now implementing in the medicaid program. These cutbacks,
which are supposedly being made in the name of economy, have resulted in re-
ductions or total deletions of adult dental care benefits in at least nine states.
We strongly oppose the deletion or reduction of these benefits and are hopeful
that mechanisms can be developed to prevent further reductions and to hell)
restore dental benefits to the medicaid programs in those states where these
cutbacks have occurred.

One of the effects of this reduction in dental benefits has been the develop-
ment of a problem under medicaid which is similar to that which we discussed
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above with regard to medicare. In those states where dental benefits have been
eliminated from among those offered under the medicaid program, services which
are covered under medicaid If performed by a physician are not considered as
covered services when performed by a dentist. Therefore dentists are not being
reimbursed for providing these services. Correction of this inequity will not
result in additional services being covered under medicaid. Instead correction
would result In a much more equitable situation with regard to the provision of
services under this program. All that Is needed to correct this inequity is legis-
lation providing that dentists be reimbursed for the provision of services which
are included under the medicaid program when provided by physicians and
which the dentist has the training and authority, under the state practice acts,
to perform.

Again we emphasize that correction of this so-called overlap problem under
the medicare and medicaid programs can be accomplished by making relatively
technical changes in the medicare law and does not require the development
(of additional benefits under either of these programs. We have attached to
this statement a copy of an amendment to accomplish these needed changes.

IZALTIK CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION (SECTION 2)

The bill calls for the establishment of a separate organizational unit within
the department of HEW to be known as the Health Care Financing Admin-
istration. This unit would be under the direction of an Assistant Secretary
for Health Care Financing. The unit would include the functions and person-
nel of the existing Bureau of Health Insurance, Medical Services Administratiue,
Bureau of Quality Assurance and Office of Nursing Home Affairs. The new
Assistant Secretary would report directly to the Secretary and would have
policy and administrative responsibility for the medicare, medicaid, profes-
sional standards review organization and renal disease programs eesblIshed
under the Social Security Act.

The American Dental Association is keenly aware of administrative diffi-
culties which have arisen in the implementation of the various Social Security
Act health care programs. We can agree that greater coordination in the
implementation of these programs would be helpful However we are strongly
opposed to the creation of an administrative unit which would not be under
the specific direction of the Assistant Secretary for Health. It must always
be kept in mind that the programs under consideration are health care programs
and that It Is the delivery of quality health care which is of paramount im-
portance. Although administrative and other Improvements can be made, these
should always be accomplished under the guidance and direction of those who
are responsible for insuring that the programs provide the highest level of
care possible. We are very concerned that the establishment of an adminis.
trative unit which Is headed by an individual of equal position to the Assistant
Secretary for Health and which Is given policy and administrative responsibility
for these health care programs will lead to a decreased emphasis on the quality
of health care and an overemphasis on the important, but not overriding, issues
of controlling program costs and administration. We would support appropri-
ate mechanisms for improved administrative anl other efficiencies in this
program, particularly at the operational level. However the overall responsi-
bility for these health care programs must reside in the Assistant Secretary
for Health and not in an individual who is primarily concerned with financing
and with cost control. We urge that the reforms as specified in Section 2 not
be Implemented.

OFFICE OF CENTRAL FRAUD AND ABUSE CONTROL (SECONS 2 AND 3)

The bill would establish within the Department of HEW an Office of Central
Fraud and Abuse Control which would be under the direction of an Inspector
General for Health Administration. This Office would have general responsi-
bility for monitoring fraud and abuse control activities of the various Social
Security Act health care programs and Initiating and conducting direct Investi-
gations with respect to alleged, actual, or potential fraud or abuse In these
programs.

The Inspector General for Health Administration Is given quite extensive and
specific authority with regard to control of fraud and abuse. The bill makes
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clear that the Inspector General is to be under the control of no person in the
Department of HEW other than the Secretary. The Inspector General is to carry
out reviews, inspections, and audits of the medicare, medicaid and any other
Social Security Act health care programs to determine the extent to which these
programs are in compliance with applicable laws and regulations, to make rec-
ommendations for the correction of deficiencies in or for improving the orga-
nization or other aspects of these programs, and for evaluating the effectiveness
of these programs in attaining the objectives and purposes of the provisions of
law authorizing them. The Inspector General also is authorized to spend up to
$100,000 a year for confidential expenditures to aid his inspections, audits or
reviews. A report of these confidential expenditures would be made to Congress.

It should go without saying that the American Dental Association strongly
abhores any level of fraud or abuse in these and any other health care pro-
grams. We are ready to assist in any appropriate ways in the detection of fraud
and abuse and to support efforts of the Department of HEW and of others in
eliminating abuse of these programs. However, we are very much concerned
with the extent of authority contained in this bill and with the seeming over-
emphasis on the Issue of fraud and abuse control.

We understand that the Department of HEW has recently greatly expanded
its own fraud and abuse control activities. We support such efforts. We do not
believe that an independent Office of Central Fraud and Abuse Control with
the extraordinary authority granted to it and its Inspector General director are
necessary or appropriate in view of these already instituted efforts. We urge
that the provisions for this Office and for the Inspector General be deleted from
S. 3205. We further urge full support for the activities of the Department as
it steps up its efforts against fraud and abuse.

STATE MEDICAID ADMINISTRATION (SECTION 4)

The provisions of this section of the bill are salutory in that, if states are
able to comply with them, administration of the medicaid program would be
significantly improved. Certainly one benefit resulting from the requirements
that claims be paid quickly would be an improved cash flow for health profes-
sionals. Also it is certain that proper implementation of the requirements for
periodic determination and redetermination of eligibility for medicaid benefits
would assist in insuring that only eligible persons are receiving medicaid benefits.
The information required relating to quality control, claims payment, and utili-
zation of services also could be helpful in the long-term implementation of the
medicaid program.

Our concern with these provisions is that they may prove too burdensome
for the states to meet, although obviously this is a Judgment which can best
be made by those who are administering the program. We would be concerned that
if the provisions are too strict, resulting in reduced federal payments to the
states, this could further result in reductions in the benefits which are offered
by the states and/or a reduction of payments under the medicaid program.
In either Instance the overall effectiveness of the program would be seriously
hindered. Weare very much concerned that the penalties authorized by this sec-
tion could be very deleterious to attainment of the overall goals of the medicaid
program and believe that a much greater understanding of the ramifications of
such penalties should be developed before they are authorized.

CLAIMS PROCESSING BY CARRIERS (SECTION 5)

The provisions relating to procedures for the processing of claims by carriers
are ones which in terms of feasibility and resultant improvements In the pro.
gram are best addressed by representatives of the carriers. However, we reaffirm
the need to insure that any legislation which relates to the processing of claims
or transfr of medical and other health information include strict and approp-
riate protection of the confidentiality of these records.

REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY (SECTION 7)

One of the major difficulties which we have faced with regard to rules and
regulations promulgated by the Secretary of HEW has been a lack of appropriate
time for comment on these rules. The current normal procedure Is that a pro-
posed rule is published and a comment period of 80 days Is allowed. HEW then
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reviews these comments and promulgates a final regulation which is normally
effective upon publication. In many Instances the complexity of HEW regula-
tions makes a 30 day comment period completely inadequate. We understand
that the Department is Implementing changes in the regulation writing process
to allow greater input from interested parties. We hope that these changes will
be beneficial.

From the language in section 7 of S. 3205, we are not certain whether the
provision relates to the minimum comment period which is to be allowed with
regard to proposed regulations under the Social Security Act or If it relates
to the amount of time which must be allowed between the publication of a
proposed rule and its final promulgation. If the language is intended to relate
to the latter situation, we would have extreme concerns both In terms of the
shortness of comment time which would result and with regard to the rapidity
with which HEW would be expected to review and decide upon comments which
are made on federal regulations. We are in support of this provision if It is
intended that at least a 60 day comment period on proposed regulations Is to
e required. However we would urge that if this interpretation is correct, the

provision be redrafted to clearly reflect this intent.
In addition, we have concern with the requirement in the bill that regulations

implementing S. 3205 would have to be promulgated and effective not later than
13 months following enactment of this bill. Although there have been times
when the regulation development process has seemed to become bogged down
leaving the implementation of various programs in a state of confusion, we
wouhl be opposed to a strict time limitation being statutorily mandated for
the development of regulations. The development of federal rules and regula-
tions is a complex process, particularly with regard to major legislation such
as is proposed in S. 3205. While we commend efforts to assure the expedient
development of rules and regulations, we would oppose any provision which
mandates that regulations be developed within a time frame which may be un-
realistic and may result in a lack of thoroughness In the development of these
regulations.

TERMINATION OF HIBAC SECTIONN 8)

It has been our belief that the existence of an advisory council to the Sec-
retary for the medicare program, such as the Health Insurance Benefits Ad-
visory Council, which can bring to the Secretary the advice and recommendations
of individuals who are Involved with the program, is most commendable. With
adequate financial and staff support, we believe that this body could contribute
more to the solution of problems faced by medicare and other national health
programs. We understand that there have been criticisms of the effectiveness of
HIBAC but feel that the major problems of this Council are based on a lack of
adequate support within the Department of HEW. We recommend that HIBAC
be retained and provided with adequate staff and financial support.

CONVERSION OF UNDERUTILIZED FACILITIES (SECTION 11)

Without being able to comment upon the specific mechanics and practicality of
such a provision, the Association Is In favor of support being provided to in-
stitutions to assist them in converting unnecessary, high cost hospital beds to
needed. less expensive facilities. We raise the question as to whether the full
costs of this conversion are to be met by the federal government or will these
costs be allocated to private paying patients of the facility as well?

PHYSICIAN REIMBURSEMENT (SECTION 20)

Before discussing the several sections of S. 3205 which address reimbursement
to individual practitioners under medicare and medicaid, we want to stress that
provisions for reimbursement to dentists under these programs should be con
sistent with provisions for the reimbursement of physicians.

The American Dental Association Is well aware of problems which have been
raised because of different payment levels for services which are provided In
metropolitan areas as opposed to payment for those same services when nrovided
In rural areas. The medicare reimbursement mechanism, which Is loosely based
on the usual. customary, and reasonable (UCR) fee system, which Is sunported
by the American Dental Association, has divided the nation Into regions for
which reimbursement levels are determined. Most states contain more than one
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region. Although It Is true that an argument can be made that a single program
should pay the same amount for any given services no matter where provided,
It is also true that costs for providing those services do differ from one area to
another, even within a single state.

We believe that the usual, customary, and reasonable fee system reflects dif-
ferences in reimbursable amounts, based on provider costs and other similar
factors, between urban and rural areas. While preferring the UCR system, we
feel that the system being used in the medicare program, which is inequitable
It many ways, does reflect these differences in the costs of providing services.
We do not feel that It is appropriate that the lid which is proposed by S. 3205
i section 20 be adopted. Although this section would not automatically grant

uniform payment for services regardless of where they are provided, it would
dictate allowable reimbursement levels under the medicare program on a basis
which is unrelated to the usual. customary and reasonable charges made by
health care providers In the area.

Our reading of this bill leads us to conclude that section 20, subparagraph
, Is a further infringement on the usual, customary and reasonable charge sys-

tem in that it reduces the allowable prevailing charge level in states with two
or more charge localities from the 75th percentile to the 50th percentile of charges
made in the state. This is an unreasonable and improper provision. We fail to
understand the reasoning behind this suggested change. We would point out that
the placing of arbitrary limits on physicians reimbursement might adversely
affect the quality and accessibility of care under this program.

INCENTIVES TO ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMS (SECTION 21)

The provisions of section 21 of 8. 3205 are restricted to doctors of medicine or
osteopathy. These provisions authorize certain administrative and financial in-
(entives to participating physicians, who would be defined as physicians who
agree: (1) to accept assignments for all claims made for treatment of individuals
under part B of medicare, and (2) that the reasonable charge as determined
uider the medicare law would be the full charge for services. We feel that the
Incentives offered in this section to participating physicians, may be attractive
to certain providers. At the same time, we are opposed to the requirement that
this provision apply to all claims or to none at all. A mandate that all claims be
on an assignment basis could further reduce, rather than increase, the level of
acceptance of assignments by physicians.

MEDICAID PHYSICIAN REIMBURSEMENT (SECTION 23)

It is the Associations' position that reimbursement mechanisms. particularly
li public programs in which these mechanisms are determining the practitioner's
total compensation, should be founded upon the practitioner's usual fee. Accept-
nlce of this principle in the design of a public program is essential to assuring
the program's beneficiaries access to the full range of health services available
to the community's total population.

Further, the Association believes there should be a single system of reimburse-
ment for all health services. Because benefits provided under medicaid and medi-
care are not identical, a system which relates one program's determination of
reasonable fees for specific services to determinations made under the other is
susceptible to the creation of certain inequalities, and therefore is undesirable
despite the probability of its providing increased levels of reimbursement for
mny services under the medicaid program.

We thank you for this opportunity to present our views on this most com-
.1 plex and comprehensive proposaL In summary, we have particular concerns with

current restrictions on reimbursement to dentists for services which are relm-
burseable under medicare and medicaid if provided by physicians. Beyond that
we are in support of many of the goals contained In this legislation although we
feel that some of the drastic administrative and other steps which are proposed
are not needed and that these goals can be met through the Department of HEW
under the direction of the Assistant Secretary for Health.

SUGGESTED AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION MEDICARE AND MEDICAID AMENDMENTS

The following suggested amendments are designed to assure that services pro-
vided by physicians which are covered under either the medicare or medicaid
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programs, or both, which also can be provided legally by a licensed dentist are
treated as covered services under those programs when provided by a licensed
dentist. Section (1) of these amendments is based on Section (1) of H.R. 1128,
which was introducel by Rep. Corman (D-Calif.).

Section .- That clause (2) of section 1861(r) of t!!- Social Security Act
is amended to read as follows: "(2) a doctor of dental surgery or of dental
medicine who is legally authorized to practice dentistry by the State in which
he performs such function or action, and who is acting within the scope of his
license when he performs such function or action, or for purposes of the certifica-
tion required by section 1814(a) (2) (E) of this act, or"

Section 2.-Section 1005(a) (5) of the Social Security Act is amended by
deleting the phrase "as defined in section 1861(r) (1)" and inserting in lieu
thereof "as defined in section 1801(r) (1) except that physicians services include,
and reimbursement shall be made for, those services for which reimbursement
will be made when provided by a physician and which may be provided by a doc-
tor of dental surgery or of dental medicine who is legally authorized to practice
dentistry by the state in which he performs such- services and who is acting
within the scope of his license when he performs such services.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF AMERICAN MEDICORP, INC.

SUMMARY

American Medicorp, Inc., headquartered in Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania, is
one of the nation's largest and most experienced publicly-owned hospital man-
agement companies. It was formed in 1968 to provide quality health care serv-
ices on an economically sound basis through the ownership and management
of acute care community hospitals. American Medicorp shares Congress' concern
with the development and maintenance of equitable and cost-effective practices
in the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Indeed, one of American Medicorp's
functions is to upgrade the quality and efficiency of hospital patient care.
American Medicorp generally endorses S. 3205 as a decisive and significant
step forward in the effort to ensure efficient delivery of needed health care
services to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries. However, American Medicorp
strenuously objects to 140 of S. 3206 which requires advance approval by the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare of management and consulting
contracts. American Medicorp believes that this provision is unnecessary and
threatens to drastically curtail or delay the utilization of valuable cost-saving
management services by hospitals--a result which is counterproductive to the
proposal's purpose of bringing about reasonable cost controls and improved
administration of health services.

American Medicorp owns or leases numerous hospitals and is in the process
of building several more which it will own. These hospitals are investor-owned
and therefore are tax-paying members of the communities which they serve
and do not burden their respective communities with requests for funds to
finance expansion or other projects. Hospitals owned by American Medicorp
realize significant benefits from such affiliation. Centralized purchasing, cen-
tralized planning employing the company's skilled planners, and the sharing
of problem-solving experiences, all enable American Medicorp-managed facil-
ities to provide high quality medical care at greatly reduced costs.

In addition to owning hospitals, American Medicorp enters into contractual
arrangements with hospitals owned by others to furnish management or project
management services. Under management contracts, American Medicorp as-
sumes complete management of existing hospitals and furnishes services which
encompass all aspects of hospital administration. Pursuant to project manage-
ment agreements, American Medicorp plans, designs, and coordinates construc-
tion activities and equipment procurement for new hospitals as well as for
renovation or expansion of existing hospitals owned by others. The histories
of many of the hospitals which the company has undertaken to manage under
both types of agreement, reveal the significant improvements in the quality
of patient care and the substantial cost savings that have resulted from
American Medlcorp's efforts.

The improvements which management and project management contract are
able to secure are jeopardized by a single provision in S. 8206, 140. This section
provides that the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare must review

e
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and give prior approval to any contract which meets certain specified conditions.
American Medicorp vigorously opposes this provision for several reasons. First,
* 40(b) of the bill is not necessary because the total cost approach of proposed
§ 10 of S. 3205 precludes the necessity for individual examination of the cost
of management and consulting contracts. In addition, the reasonableness of
the cost of such contracts is currently reviewed by Medicare and Medicaid
intermediaries on an annual basis as a part of the current system of cost
reporting. Second, I 40(b) is drafted too broadly and encompasses management
and consulting contracts for which there is no history of abuse or unwarranted
diversion of Medicare funds. Third, requiring the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare to give prior approval to all management, consulting, and
service contracts will frustrate efficient hospital administration, require both
management groups and the hospitals to incur unnecessary additional adminis-
trative expenses, and will effectively preclude necessary financial planning and
materials management. Finally, because of the uniqueness of each manage-
ment and consulting contract, it will be impossible for the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare to fairly, efficiently, and expeditiously review the thou-
sands of agreements which necessarily fall within the scope of 140(b).

In general, American Medicorp commends Senator Talmadge for the impor-
tant and long-overdue reforms in Medicare and Medicaid administrative and
reimbursement practices which are proposed in S. 3205. However, for the reasons
set out above, American Medicorp recommends that I 40(b) of the bill be
deleted, or In the alternative, that it be amended to specifically exclude man-
agement and consulting contracts.

STATEMENT

American Medicorp, Inc., headquartered in Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania, is
one of the nation's largest publicly-owned hospital management companies.
Since American Medicorp was founded it has shared Congress' concern for the
development and maintenance of equitable and cost-effective practices in the
Medicare and Medicaid programs. Indeed, one of American Medicorp's functions
is to upgrade the efficiency with which hospitals furnish quality health care.
American Medicorp generally endorses S. 3205 as a decisive and significant step
forward in the effort to ensure efficient delivery of needed health care services
to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries. American Medicorp also agrees with
the comments and suggestions concerning S. 3205 made by Dr. John A. Bradley,
president of the Federation of American Hospitals in his testimony before
this Subcommittee on July 27,1976.

American Medicorp's purpose in this statement is to describe the type of
management services it provides under contract and how these services have
a substantial impact on controlling costs and minimizing waste in the delivery
of quality health services. More importantly, this statement focuses on j 40 of
S. 3205 which requires advance approval by the Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare of most such management and consulting service contracts. It is
American Medicorp's position that this provision is unnecessary and threatens
to drastically curtail or delay the utilization of such valuable cost-saving serv-
ices by other hospitals. Such a result is certainly counterproductive to the
proposal's purpose of bringing about reasonable cost controls and improved
administration of health services.

American Medicorp was formed in 1968 to provide quality health care services
on an economically sound basis through the ownership and management of acute
care general community hospitals. The fundamental premise underlying the com-
pany is that the principles of good business management and the traditional
incentives of the free enterprise system could be combined and applied to the
delivery of quality-health care.

American Medicorp has grown into one of this country's most experienced and
rspected publicly-owned hospital management companies. American Medicorp
is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and, at the end of 1975, its assets
totalled $412,000,000 and 1975 operating revenues were $331,800,000. Currently,
American-Medicorp owns, leases, and/or manages 46 hospitals in 18 states.
These hospitals have a total of 8,65() licensed available beds, are affiliated with
more thion 9.000 physicians, and have over 13,500 employees. The facilities owned
or managed by American Medicorp average 188 beds and include hospitals as
large as the 486-bed Sunrise Hospital in Las Vegas, Nevada and the 458-bed
Biscayne Medical Center in Miami, Florida.
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American Medicorp presently owns or leawies 35 hospitals and is in the process
of building two more which it will own. All eligible American Medicorp hospitals
are investor-owned and therefore are taxpaying memb.,rs of the communities
which they serve, thereby helping to support necessary community services and
projects. In 1975 alone, American Medicorp hospitals incurred liability of $10.1
million in state and Federal income taxes, $3.5 million in real estate taxes, and
$.5 million in personal property taxes. In addition, because they are investor-
owned, these hospitals do not burden their respective communities with pleas
for funds to finance building or expansion programs or to purchase new
equipment.

An important difference between typical non-profit hospitals and American
Medicorp's facilities is that the Company's administrators must furnish better
patient care and manage their hospitals with greater efficiency in order to eni-
sure an adequate return for the investor-owners and to preserve the competitive-
ness of the hospitals. Thus, by their nature, American Medicorp's hospitals must
deliver higher quality health care services more efficiently and economically that
non-profit, community supported hospitals.

Hospitals derive numerous significant benefits from being affiliated with
American Medicorp. Centralized purchasing, centralized planning employing
the company's skilled planners, and the sharing of problem solving experiences
all enable American Medlcorp facilities to provide high quality medical care at
greatly reduced costs. For example, American Medicorp's national purchasing
program has resulted in service, supply, and equipment savings for affiliated
hospitals of as much as 20 to 25%, Similarly, the company's trained manage-
ment engineers conduct a detailed analysis of each hospital to determine and
implement that facility's most effective scheduling and staff-to-patient ratio,
Savings and efficiencies such as these free badly needed funds which may be
used to Improve existing health care services or to establish new needed serv-
ices. The ultimate result of planning such as this is to provide better patient
care at lower costs for patients and hence for the Medicare and Medicaid
programs.

The patient costs incurred in American Medicorp facilities are often lower
than those prevailing in competing, non-profit hospitals. At American Medicorp's
Rancocas Valley Hospital in Willingboro, New Jersey, the total expense per
adjusted patient day includging ancillary services was considerably below the
industry average. Similarly, a survey recently conducted in San Antonia, Texas
revealed that American Medicorp's San Antonio Community Hospital has semi-
private room rates which average 8% lower than the other hospitals In the San
Antonio area. Another survey performed in Las Vegas, Nevada, showed that for
the great majority of ancillary services available, the in-patient charges for
such services by American Medicorp's Sunrise Hospital were lower than those
of the other hospitals in the area.

In addition to owning hospitals, American Medicorp enters into contractual
arrangements with hospitals owned by others to furnish management or project
management services. Hospitals which engage American Medicorp for such pur-
poses receive all of the benefits of the company's expertise and experience which
are described above.

Under a management service arrangement, American Medicorp assumes coni-
plete management of an existing hospital and furnishes services which encom-
pass all aspects of hospital administration Including, inter alia, community
health planning, financial planning and control, systems engineering, materials
purchasing, risk management, and other support services such as capital forma-
tion. One of the most Important services performed by the company is the imple-
mentation of effective accounts receivable collection procedures to reduce the
length of a facility's receivable periods, thereby strengthening the financial po-
sition of each hospital operation.

Hospitals which have entered into management service contracts with Ameri-
can Medicorp have experienced dramatic improvements in their financial condi-
tion while simultaneously improving the quality of care to their patients-im.
provements which would be totally precluded by a single provision of S. 3205,
140. The nature and extent of such improvements are evidenced by the histories
of several of the hospitals which the company has undertaken to manage.

St. Mary Hospital in Philadelphia, Pa., a non-profit facility, owned by the
Third Order of Sisters of St. Francis, has been the primary source of health
care to the Kenslngton-Fishtown community for over 115 years. However, the
increasingly complex operational and financial problems faced by the hospital
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culminated in losses of $184,000 in 1972, $95,000 in 1978, and $224,000 in 1974.
In April of 1974, American Medicorp was selected by the Sisters to manage the
hospital. As a result of the company's efforts, the hospital's operating losses were
eliminated and by the end of the fiscal 1975 an operating surplus of $100,000 had
been generated and a new vitality created in the institution.

American Medicorp's efforts for St. Mary Hospital were not limited to finan-
cial matters, but also extended to improvements in the quality of patient care.
In 1974, the hospital was seriously understaffed but since that time, American
Medicorp's recruitment and professional relations programs have added nearly
54) registered nurses and over 30 physicians to the staff. Further, under its new
management, the hospital added several new services, including podiatry and
industrial medicine, strengthened existing services, and has made plans to
renovate and to add a 132-bed patient tower to the present plant.

Another example of American Medicorp's success is the 160-bed Braintree
Hospital in Braintree, Massachusetts. This special care facility for chronically
ill patients opened in June, 1975 and immediately experienced cash flow, cost con-
trol, and financial control problems. On December 1, 1975, American Medicorp
assumed responsibility for management of the hospital. By the end of June,
1976, the total operating cost per patient day had been reduced from $197 to
$143.

American Medicorp also succeeded In bringing Sebastian River Medical (enter
from the brink of bankruptcy into solvency. The hospital opened in early 1974
and quickly was in default on $4.7 million of first mortgage bonds. Physicians
and community confidence in the facility declined and the hospital's foreclosure
was imminent. IiR-Septen1ber,--1974, the trustees for the bondholders contracted
with American Medicorp to manage the medical center. By October, 1975, the
hospital was solvent, its cash flow had significantly improved, 8 physicians were
added to the staff, the hospital and its staff gained the confidence of local physi-
cians thus avoiding the necessity for patients in the area to travel to distant hos-
pitals for care, and the medical center's occupancy rate rose from 25% to 62%.

American Medicorjf has experienced similar successes with its project man-
agement services. Project management services Include planning, design, coordi-
nation of construction activities and equipment procurement for new hospitals
in addition to the renovation or expansion of existing hospitals owned by others.
Prior to initiating any design or construction project, American Medicorp makes
an extensive study of the community's health needs to determine what types of
service are needed and whether renovation of existing facilities will meet pre-
vailing demands or whether a new or expanded facility is required.

For example, the non-profit Cooper Medical Center, Camden, New Jersey,
sought to renovate some sections of the hospital while simultaneously replacing
others with expanded facilities-all on an extremely limited site and without
disruption of existing services. Initially, the hospital had been advised that the
project would require an eight-to-ten year multi-phase program that could not be
completed for under $60 million. An extensive Medicorp feasibility and plan-
ning analysis, based on the company's experience in developing dozens of other
expansion and new hospital construction projects, however, determined that
Cooper's needs could be met on the same site-without interrupting services--in
a single-phase, three-year program, at a projected cost of $30 million. Planning
and design- are now underway and proceeding on schedule. Upon completion,
Cooper Medical Center will serve as a primary teaching affiliate for the new
South Jersey Medical School.-

The 460-bed, non-profit Allentown and Sacred Heart Hospital Center which
opened In September, 1974 also illustrates the substantial cost savings that are
realized through American Medicorp's management of construction projects. The
original estimate of the cost of the facility was $30 million but American Medl-
corp built and equipped the hospital on a turnkey project basis at a guaranteed
cost not to exceed_$18.7 million. This figure was 40% below the national average
of per bed construction costs of comparable hospitals, and 40% below the original
estimate. The resultant savings in construction, equipment, and financing costs
amount to $8 per patient day.

The foregoing demonstrates that American Medicorp through its management
and project management service contracts has secured substantial reductions in
the cost of delivering health care services while at the same time contributing
to a general improvement in the quality of patient care. These reduced costs are
not ony reflected in the cost to the patient but also in lower costs to the Medicare
and Medicaid programs. American Medicorp submits that the efficiency and cost
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effectivensas which it achieves with its management contracts is precisely the
type of cost containment sought to be gained through S. 3205. Yet, American
Medicorp finds -that the effect of I 40(b) of S. 3205 will be to substantially
curtail its ability to make such improvements In the future.

Section 40(b) provides that the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
must review and give prior approval to any contract which (1) constitutes an
element of cost of any health service for which payment is-authorized under
Medicare, etc., (2) is a "consulting, management or service contract", and (.3)
involves payments "with respect to any consecutive period of twelve months
which aggregate $10,000 or more." For the reasons set out below, American
Medicorp vigorously opposes this provision.

First, J 40(b) of the bill is not necessary because 1 10 of S. 3205 precludes the
necessity for an individual examination of the cost of management and consult-
lg service contracts. Section 10 establishes a per diem target rate for hospitals
for routine operating costs. Under proposed § 10, a hospital is encouraged to keep
its actual per diem routine operating cost below its target rate because it receives
as an incentive one-half of the difference between its actual cost and its target
rate with the maximum bonus payment equal to 5% of the target rate. A hospital
whose actual cost was not greater than its target rate by more than 20% is paid
its actual cost, Similarly, a hospital whose actual cost is more than 20% higher
than the target rate i reimbursed only to the extent of 120% of target rate.

The effect of this incentive system is to force hospitals to negotiate contracts
which are as cost-effective as possible. Since management, consulting and service
costs are integral components of a hospital's total operating costs, it is reasonable
to assume that such costs will be a prime cost control target. American Medi-
corp submits that such pressure obviates the need for the type of line-by-line
budget examination proposed in § 40(b).

'ihe lack of necessity for prior review of management contracts is further
evidenced by the fact that the costs to the hospitals of such contracts are re-
viewed for reasonableness by Medicare and Medicaid intermediaries on an annual
basis as a part of the current system of cost reporting. American Medicorp
submits that this procedure is sufficient for determining reimbursable amounts
for management and consulting contracts and that other cost control requirements
would merely be duplicative and conflicting. The final result of pyramiding cost-
control measures will be to confuse providers of services, escalate administrative
costs for bath the outside suppliers and providers, and preclude the type of long-
range planning which American Medicorp has proved to be so beneficial.

Second, § 40(b) is drafted too broadly and thereby encompasses management
and consulting service contracts such as those offered by American Medicorp for
which there is no history of abuse or unwarranted diversion of health care funds.
The section-by-section analysis of S. 3205 which accompanied the publication of
the bill in the Conyrcssional Record states:

"The limitations on payments under Social Security Act programs [contained
in Title IV] ... are in large part based upon the investigative work, hearings and
reports of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations and the House
Government Operations Committee. These limitations are designed to close reim-
bursement loopholes, prevent diversion of Medicare or Medicaid funds to non-
public purposes." Cong. Rec., March 25, 1976 at S. 4207.

A careful review of the hearings and reports mentioned above demonstrates
that the Congressional investigators were not concerned with management con-'
tracts.' Invstead, they were interested in contracts which are basically unrelated
to management services. For example, the hearings and reports detail extensive
aiu.,ws perpetrated by companies formed for the specific purpose of implementing
prepaid health plans. In addition, the investigations document less than arms
length agreements to provide Janitorial, linen, dietary, and other services to
nursing homes. illicit factoring arrangements between collection agencies and

' physicians, and pervasive patterns of hidden ownership of nursing homes with
the attendant potential for abuse.

American Medicorp recommends that should Congress find that § 40(b) is
necessary In addition to the total cost approach of 1 10, § 40(b) should be
amended to specifically exclude management and consulting service contracts.

I Ree e.g., Tenth Report by the Comm. on Gov't. Operations on Prevention and Detection
of 1Fraud and Programs Abuse, H.R. No. 94-786, 94th Cong., 2d seas. (1976) ; Hearings
before the Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the Comm. on Gov't. Operations 94th
Cong., let seas. (1975) ; and Hearings before the Intergovernmental Relations and THuman
Resources Subcomm. of the Comm. on Gov't. Operations, 94th Cong., 1st sem. (1975).
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Third, requiring the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to give
prior approval to all management, consulting, and service contracts will frus-
trate efficient hospital administration and preclude necessary financial planning
and materials management. It is conceivable that the entire administration
(f a hospital could grind to a halt while the Secretary reviews the multiplicity
of service contracts into which hospitals must enter, including inter alia, therapy
services, security guards. building maintenance, food catering, and linen sup-
pIlies to name but a few. Effective materials management may also be disrupted
because regardless of the manner in which review is conducted, no hospital will
know in advance of the Secretary's decision whether it can rely on a partieul.r
source of supply. Furthermore, prior approval would prevent hospitals from
taking advantage of temporary market conditions which are advantageous to
large volume purchasers.

With respect to management and consulting services such as those offered
by American Medicorp, the ramifications of I 40(b) are even more onerous. In
the first part of this statement, American Medicorp illustrated the significant
cost savings for hospitals and therefore for the Medicare and Medicaid programs
which flow from the timely implementation of effective rnangement programs.
The success of such arrangements is often contingent upon inunediate recogni-
tion and rectification of unproductive or inefficient conditions. For example,
its described above, American Medicorp was able to rescue St. Mary Hospital
and Sebastian River Medical Center fronl insolvency only by the immediate
Implementation of broad cost control measures. Since the cost of Ameriean
Medlcorp's services in these cases (as In most) exceeded $10,000, the Secretary
would have been required to iass on the contracts before corrective action
wouldd have been taken. Given the delays which are inherent In any such review.
it is possible that neither St. Mary nor Sebastian River could have been saved.

As noted above, American Medicorp is also able to reduce the cost of patient
(are through aggressive service and materials management programs. Such
programs are predicated on American Medicorp's ability to coordinate services
and purchases required by the hospitals. American Medlcorp contends that
should approval of each major service contract be mandated the possibility
for such coordination will be destroyed and any possibility for significant sav-
Ings through service and materials management will thereby be eliminated.

Finally, American Medicorp has serious reservations about the ability of
the Secretary to fairly and efficiently review the thousands of agreements which
fall within the scope of I 40(b). The management and consulting agreements
undertaken by American Medicorp are comprehensive, complex, and of neces-
sity are the result of extensive negotiations between the contracting parties.
In a very literal sense, each management arrangement Is "custom-built"
to meet the demands and objectives of the contracting hospital For instance,
one facility may require American Medicorp to advance a subsidy while another
may have to have payment of the management fees deferred until it is in a
financial- position to make such payments. The greatly disparate community
health needs, fiscal conditions. and levels of patient care which every man-
?.,,ement contract must take into account effectively precludes any equitable
and expeditious administrative determination of whether a given contract
should be approved.

American Medlcorp believes that the substantial Improvements in the delivery,
efficiency, and quality of patient care which results from high calibre admin-
istrative controls should not be Jeopardized by even the possibility of delays
iii contract approval. Therefore. for the reasons delineated above. American
Medieorp recommends that I 40(b) of .. 3205 be deleted. Or. in, the alternative.
It recommends that I 40(b) be amended to specifically exclude mianagemnent
n nd consulting contracts.

OUIjO STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Columbus, Ohio, August 2, 1976.

Hon. HERMAN E. TALMADGE.

Chairnwn, Rubcommdtice on Health, ,Senmte Committee on Finance, Russell
Senate Offloe Building, Washington, D.C.

I)R:. SFNATOR TALMADGE: The Ohio State Medical Association respectfully
submits for the hearings record the following comments regarding S. 8205, the
Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act of 1976.

75-502---76---31
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This Association most certainly supports efficient expenditure of Federal tax
dollars.

The As.sooatjon heartily endorses your stated intent of improving efficiency
and containing skyrocketing expenditures in Medicare and Medicaid. However,
there are some serious reservations about sections of this bill, reservations based
upon the practicaUties of medical practice and patient care.

One of our major concerns is over the direct conflict between 8. 8205 and that
very basic and fundamental section of the original Medicare Act, Section 1801,
Title 18, Public Law 89-97, which states:

"Nothing in this title shall be construed to authorize any Federal officer or
employee to exercise any supervision or control over the practice of medicine or
the manner In which medical services are provided, or over the selection, tenure,
or compensation of any officer or employee of any institution, agency, or person
providing health services; or to exercise any supervision or control over the
administration or operation of any such institution, agency or person."

In this clear and graphic statement, the Congress distinctly recognized the
Constitutional and civil rights of physicians.

Bearing that statement in mind for future reference, please permit me to offer
suggestions and recommendations on various sections of S. 3205.

SeOtion S. Establishment of Healtb Care Financing Administration.--he bill
would consolidate into a single agency the Bureau of Health Insurance, Medical
Services Administration, Bureau of Quality Assurance and Office of Nursing
Home Affairs. While such consolidation may seem an efficiency move, would it
not be better for each of these functions to maintain its own individual, high
profile identity, rather than being submerged into a larger agency. By maintain-
ing separation, the positive and negative factors of each program could be more
readily Identified and augmented or corrected accordingly.

In face of the growing move to separate the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare Into smaller, independent departments, it does not seem logical to
be creating, at the same time, a significantly large administration.

Another stated purpose of this section, to eliminate fraud and abuse, is
indeed meritorious. Medicine most certainly opposes fraud. and abuse in any,
program. However, present authority of HEW and of the Justice Department Is
indeed adequate to pursue these matters. This present authority should be exer-
cised more positively, rather than creating the proposed Office of. Inspector
General.

Likewise, there is a dangerous precedent In the establishment of an HEW
General Counsel -to prosecute any civil fraud cases, (page 4, lines 14-18)
".... when in his opinion the Department of Justice has not acted in timely
fashion following referral of such case to the appropriate United States Attor-
ney and when in the opinion of the General Counsel such prosecution is appro-
priate. (Emphasis added.)"

Establishing such a precedent could lead to an epidemic of general counsels in
the various governmental departments, all initiating legal action on the basis of
their own opinions. It is recommended 4hat, in lieu of this language, there be a"
expression of the intent of Congress that the administrators of these programs
work closely with the Department of Justice in cases of suspected fraud and
abuse.

The proposed establishment of an "Inspector General for Health Administra-
tion" (Section 8) simply creates another bureaucraci to do those things which
present administrative and executive offices have the authority and responsibility
to do.

Section 4. State Medicaid Administration.-The Ohio State Medical Associa-
tion compliments and supports your efforts In the bill to expedite the determina-
tion and accuracy of Medim-ld eligibility. This is a serious problem in the
Medicaid program. Significant increases in administrative funds will be required
If the States are to meet the responsibilities delineated in this section.

Medicaid financing and administration have gone from crisis to crisis. This
Association bas worked and continues to work diligently with the Ohio Depart-
ment of Public Welfare in attempting to help arrive at viable solutions.

For effective cooperation by and input from the medical profession, we would
recommend that completely adequate avenues and periods for comment be as-
s.,red under those sections of the bill that deal so extensively with administra-
tive matters in Medicaid. It has been our unfortunate experience in the past to
find regulations adopted with little advanced notice and little or no consideration
for the recommendations and concerns of medicine.
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8ctfios 8. Termination of Health lnuranoe Benefits Advisory Counil.-Again,
there is concern over the removal of an avenue of communication between medical
professionals and Medicare. Readily recogniing that HIBAC's performance has
been less than one might expect of an effective advisory group, we would urge
consideration of the retention of this council, with the reconstitution of its mem-
bership to provide for more seats for practicing physIcians-those professionals
who actually deliver the medical services for which payment is being made.

As in other government programs, we have frequently observed that advisory
groups are treated by the various bureaus and agencies rather condescendingly,
usually being approached after the fact than before the fact.

Heotion 10. Improved Methods for DeterM4ning Reasonable Cost of Servioes
Provided by Hospltal.-While this section deals more directly with hospital serv-
ices than with medical services. I am compelled to point out some dangers In-
volved In enactment of this section, dangers that could work undue hardship
upon consumers.

I refer to the highly restrictive methods by which hospitals may Increase their
rates to meet cost increases. Hospitals are no more immune to rising costs than
is government or manufacturing. The stringent and restrictive requirements in the
present language could and probably will force other hospital patients and third
parties to subsidize further Medicare and Medicaid. How 1 Since hospitals cannot
regain their full costs of providing care for Medicare and Medicaid patients, they
must increase their charges and per diem rates for private patients in order to
survive financially. It is a certainty that the language proposed would further
increase such subsidization, working additional unfair hardship on the con-
sumer. It is, In reality, a form of Indirect taxation.

This Association supports whole-heartedly that section of your bill (page 80,
lines 6, 7, 12 and 13), which would exclude from "routine operating costs" the
the costs of physician training programs. Just because a person has the misfor-
tune of becoming ill does not mem. he should be forced to help pay for the educa-
tion of another person.

section 20. Criteria for Determining Reasonable Charge for Physioiass' Serv-
iccs.---'he Ohio State Medical Association must officially express its gravest
concern and strongest opposition to this section.

This section is a direct and outright violation of Section 1801 of Title 18.
The Implementation of such language in the law would drive physicians from
the program, rather than encourage their participation.

It Is the right and the responsibility of the Individual physician to determine
his own usual, customary and reasonable fee for the specific professional medical

- service he has provided or intends to provide.
The language in this section would attempt to fix fees under the guise of the

prevailing fee concept, would lead eventually to a statewide Medicare fee
schedule and lead ultimately to a national Medicare fee schedule.

The proposal would establish a fixed fee system based on an artificial formula
that wbild be discriminatory and probably unworkable. The establishment of a
prevailing fee schedule does nothing more than reduce the Federal obligation
to the Medicare recipient, an obligation wholly assumed by the enactment-of
P.L. 89-97.

Section 21. Agreements of Physicians to Accept Assignment of Claims.-The
Ohio State Medical Association is most gravely concerned over this section. The
entire section should be deleted from the bill.

The attempt to establish two classes of physicians, the so-called "partici-
pating physician" and the "non-participating physician," is negative and counter-
productive.

The determination of the Social Security Administration to force all physicians
to accept assignment is a matter of record. This section Is an outright effort to
sow the seeds of destruction of direct billing. It "locks in" the physician who

i signs such an agreement so that he forfeits his right to determine which of
his patients shall be billed on an assignment basis and which of his patients
shall be directly billed.

Most physicians In Ohio directly bill their patients while, at the same time,
they accept assignments In selected cases, particularly when Medicaid also
is involved.
. See. 1868(d) (2) (A).--Offering a "participating physician" a $1 per capita
bllitag fee for submittng claims on a batch, multiple listing basis is very likely
an invitation. -to violate the Principles of Medical Ethics. Those Principles state
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that a physician should limit the source of his professional income to medical
service actually rendered by him, or under his supervision, to his patients.
The physician is expected to render original claim forms as a regular part of his
service, and without coUecting a fee for the form.

The Implementation of this "$1 a head bounty" also would unnecessarily
Increase the cost of the Medicare program. We urge that this section also be
deleted.

The intent of expediting payment of claims is most commendable. However,
we would strongly recommend that this be accomplished through expanded use
of the Part B Carrier operating on a level such as we have in Ohio, where the
mean average between the time a claim is received and payment is made is 8.7
da8y, according to Nationwide Insurance Companies statistics. The carrier's
administrative efficiency is better than direct government administrators.

For more efficient and more economical review and processing of Medicaid
claims, we would recommend the use of a carrier similar to Medicare's Part B
carrier which could, in fact, serve both Title 18 and Title 19.

Heotdon 22. Hospital-Aeoolated Pkysaina.-The- Ohio State Medical Associa-
tion urges that this entire section be eliminated for a number of good and cogent
reasons.

First, the so-called hospital-associated physicians are not second class citi-
seu, either in the medical community or in the community of America. They
always have been, are and will continue to be doctors of medicine, Just as much
as the family doctor, the pediatrician or the surgeon.

The fact that these physicians devote most of their time to In-hospital
patients has made them the unwarranted targets of some rather inaccurate
public statements and charges.

Also, these medical specialties do not generate the medical services they
provide patients. Instead, their services are generated by the direct, written
requests of other medical practitioners.

Second, the so-called high average income attributed to such practitioners rep-
resents gross income, and their net incomes are appreciably reduced because of
significant overhead.

The burgeoning and crlti( ally serious, malp actice problem in the United
States has compelled the primary physician on the case, such as the internist
or the surgeon, to order more and more services from the hospital-based prac-
titioners. This Is the defensive medicine that must be practiced In these troubled
times.

The language in this section would be a direct violation of Section- 1801 of
Public Law 8%-97, which prohibits Federal nterferenoe In the practice of
medicine.

The section attempts to dictate medical decision-making, which is better left
to medical professionals rather than to Federal administrators.

The arrangements whereby the physician reimburses the hospital for making
available to him space and certain equipment are matters that should be deter-
mied by the two contracting parties, and not by legislative or regulatory
dictates.

This Association most readily agrees that there should be no room In this
program or in any other health care program for unjustified costs or for fee.
Splitting. If such do exist, then it would be more positive and more productive
to Identify each case and have it corrected accordingly.

Furthermore. if there are unnecessary services, this section would In no man-
ner reduce such services. It simply would transfer, or attempt to transfer, pay-
ment from the physician provider of the service to the hospital, in no manner
reulucIng costs if. In fact, such costs are reducible.

Would It not be better to leave the question of utilization to the Professional
Services Review Organizations, whereby both quality and necessity of service
are identified?

The enactment of this section also would work particular hardship on the
smaller and rural hospitals. About 60 percent of the nation's hospitals are of
100 beds or fewer, a great number of them being in rural areas. They lack the
size and patient census to provide for full-time departments of those specialties
usually identified as hospital-based.

To bring to patients in suh hospitals the necessary services of these special-
ists. methods were developed by the medical profession whereby these physicians
could share their time and professional attention among several hospitals. This
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system, developed after World War II, helped bring high quality medical care
to the smaller and rural hospitals, all for the benefit of the patient.

In the area of pathology, for example, these physicians have developed re-
glonal laboratory systems that assure swift, high quality services for groulm
of rural hospitals at reasonable costs.

The determination of the fee charged by the hospital-associated physician
Should remain a matter of his own professional decision.

The personal identification of the physician directly and finally responsible
for the medical service provided is too important an element in good medical
care to be submitted to the vagaries of institutional control. Medical decisions
and physician services are the responsibilities of individuals, not institutions.

Section 24. Popnents for Certain Antigens . . . Under Part B of Mcdk arc.-
The Association supports this section as you explained it in your sleh on the
Senate iloor March 25, 1976:

"Where an allergist prepares a reasonable supply of antigens which are then
forwarded to the patient's primary (are doctor for administration at proper ill-
tervals, the bill provides that the allergist be directly co pensated for the rea-
:mnable charge of preparing and supplying the antigen. Of course, the administer-
ing physician would not be paid for the cost of the antigens again, but only for
administering or dispensing the medication. The purpose of this recommendh-
tion is to avoid an iallegation of fee-splitting or confusion of medical roles."

This Associatloni shares your concern and (o.inlinends your remarks regarding
Section 24.

,'Seetiln 25. "Paymaent ... of Fees ion Accot of Serviecs Furnished to a
DIwcased Individual."---This Association supis'rts this anmendnent, which would
provide greater flexibility to survivors of the dlecased recipient In obtaining
payment for services to the decedent.

Section 26. Prohibition Against Assignment of Fees by PhysiclanA and others.-
This Association must oppose this section on the basis that it interferes with
the physician's right to contract. While the purpose of this section is to prevent
factoring, the best, most effective way of preventing such a practice IN for the
Congress to Insist and to make certain that payment for services is made in a
reasonable time. This, in turn, eliminate* the conditions that cause factoring.
To eliminate the cause is to eliminate the effect.

The Ohio State Medical Association is deeply concerned about the overall ef-
fects that would result from enactment of S. 8205. It would create a larger
bureaucracy, interfere In many aspects of the practil(ce of medicine and the doctor-
patient relationship, and would tend to discourage physicians from providing
services to Medicare and Medicaid recipients.

It would do very little to reduce unnecessary utilization and abuse. Inasmuch
as it does not alter the present system, which offers payment for services on
demand of the recipient. There must be some restraints and guidelines fashioned
to curb the "service on demand" policy of Medicare and Medicaid.

There have been many public pronouncements over the years regarding abuse
and fraud In these two programs. The public has been led to believe that the
tremendous cost overruns are the direct result of abuse and fraud. Actually,
the cost overruns are more directly attributable to the under-estimation of pro-
gram costs, the under-estimation of utilization and the under-estination of costs.
This has been chronic In these programs since their Inception.

The Ohio State Medical Association has repeatedly Informed tile Congress,
the public, the news media and the administrators of Medicare and Medicaid of
Its willingness to investigate charges of misconduct made against any of its
members.

This Association Is cooperating whole-heartedly with forthcoming Medic-
aid investigation in Ohio to be conducted by a Felect committee established by
tie Medical Services Administration of the U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare.

It is our belief that the most productive solutions to Medlcae-Medicaid prob-
lemus could best be developed in two phases-flrst, by such investigations as the
one to be launched in this state on or about August 15.

The second phase would be an in-depth study and analysis of the two programs,
inluding, the recommendations and findings of investigatory committees.

Bitt the study and analysis should be carried out by those sectors responsible
for the provision of and payment for goods and services under Medicare amid
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Medicaid, namely, the medical profession, the hospitals, the nursing homes, the
'art A administrators and the Part B carriers.
The observations, tremendous scope of experiences, and the expertise repre-

sented by these groups offer the best opportunity of solving the many problems
these programs encounter.

This study should be conducted by the actual persons who deliver these services,
provide the goods and facilities, review claims and administer the programs.

The results of the study and the subsequent recommendations then could be
used to fashion effective, positive legislation, rather than continuing the bits and
pies of legislation that have characterized the programs since their inception
more than a decade ago.

To that end, the Ohio State Medical Association seriously recommends that S.
3205 be tabled at this time, that the Congress authorize and direct such a study,
and that subsequent corrective legislation, based on actual experiences and
informed observations, be written.

Thank you for your kind attention to this necessarily involved written state-
mient. I respectfully request that it be made a part of the record of the current
hearings on S. 3205 now before your committee.

Sincerely,
Gzosor. N. BAThS,

President, Ohio State Medical Association.

UNION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS,
San Francsoo, Calif., July 26, 1976.lion. HEIMAZI E. TALMADOE,

'.8. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEA SzNATOn TALmAtE: On rereading your presentation speech on S. 3205

to the Senate, I once again pick up the good will and common sense contained
In it. I intend to respond in the same manner with several suggestions regarding
the problems as I see them from my position. It is necessary to summarize
briefly my own background for you to evaluate my position.

I come from a long line of Southerners and share with Senator Ervin a com-
muon ancestor from the Revolutionary period, whom I admire, greatly. I gradu-
ated from Vanderbilt Medical School in 1984, spent six years in post graduate
training, completing the Chief Residency in Surgery at the University of Call-
fornia Medical School in 1940. I then spent five years on active duty in the
Army Medical Corp and began the private practice of General Surgery in San
Mateo, California in January 1946. One year ago the mounting costs of mal-
practice insurance was such that I could not afford to taper off my surgical
practice as planned so I closed my surgical practice and took a Job in rehabilita-
tion medicine with the County of San Mateo, California. Of note is the fact that

I have never even had a complaint of malpractice made against me, much less
a suit.

I have served a term as Chief of Staff of Mills Memorial Hospital in San
Mateo, Chief of Surgery in each of two hospitals, President of the County Medi-
cal Society Judiciary Council, and am past President of the Naffziger Surgical
Society. I have Just been appointed by the Governor to the Fourth District Medi-
cal Quality Review Committee, Board of Medical Quality Assurance. I will be
65 years of age in September. I am Justly proud of these honors and achieve-
ments but mention them only to give weight to my words.

It the Union of American Physicians and Dentists I have been Chairman of
tihe Insurance Grievance Committee for the four years since its founding. My
Committee deals principally with member (provider) complaints but we also
assist the members in supporting complaints made by their patients.

In the section of your speech on Federal and State Administration you refer
to "people running off in all directions." This is accurate and results from lack
of knowledge of the regulations, many of which are conflicting. Until the Free-
dom of Information Act was passed, interpretive guidelines, Intermediary Let-
ters, and even the Part B Medicare Intermediary Manual were all secret from
the physicians and other providers. An Inquiry regarding a payment was an-
swered with a curt "Not In Accord with Policy Guidelines" with a refusal to
explain further. At the present time Indices are lacking or are Inadequate or
out of date. So now for my first recommendation:
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1. I recommend that you add to your legislation the requirement that all
pertinent statutes, HEW regulations, Intermediary Letters, directives, and the
like be promptly and thoroughly indexed and cross-referenced and computerized
for access by all providers. This is now done for the Worlds Medical Literature
by the National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
Maryland, 20014 and made available to all parts of the Country by direct wire
(Enclosure 1)". This experienced library could readily devise and implement a
computer program incorporating all the references described above and include
similar details from all the State plans, for use over existing equipment. Refer
to correspondence with Robert B. Mehnert, Chief, Office of Inquiries and Publi-
cations management which indicates that such an index does not now exist,
at least for the physician.

There would be many benefits to such a program. All legislative committees
would have immediate access to the means by which the law is applied through
the myriad of guidelines, regulations, and directives. Conformity with statistics
and court decisions would be evaluated and corrective action taken. Deficiencies
would be conspicuous whether In Federal Administrative regulations or regula-
tions derived from them. State plans would be compared In design and perform-
ance by HEW. In your own words "Apples could be compared with apples."

The National Library of Medicine would no doubt require additional staff but
the cost would be infinitesimal compared to the potential savings in money. The
benefits from Insuring equal access to the law cannot be measured in dollars. My
guess is that here, too, there would be savings in dollars.

Definitions in the various service codes now used are too vague and subject to
personal interpretation. Levels of care for which hospitals and skilled nursing
facilities bill are similarly poorly defined. There is a crying need for a uniform
code to be used nation-wide. Mr. Thomas M. Tierney, Director of the Bureau of
Health Insurance, Department of Health, Education & Welfare Is working on
this very difficult problem at the present time. I enclose copies of correspondence
which describe some of the problems (Enclosure 2).' I urge you to consult his
office. I also enclose a copy of my study on the subject entitled "The Changing
of RVS Codes by Intermediaries, a Pernicious and Possibly Criminal Practice."
i Emclosure 3).' Without a proper tool for coding services delivered, true fraud
Is very difficult or impossible to Identify.

2. I recommend the adoption of a uniform descriptive code for all medical
services and that its use be required nation-wide in all government claims, both
in the submission of the claims and the processing for payment. Conversion Into

other codes for calculation of payments would be prohibited.
The tentative code should be published in the Federal Register and one year

to be allowed for testing in the field, submission of constructive criticisms, and
public hearings before adoption and publication in its final form as an admin-
Istrative regulation.

This is an absolutely essential tool, long overdue, and well worth the cost.
The delay in Its construction has already cost money, probably in the millions
of dollars. Once the tool Is developed relative values of the services in terms
of billings can be calculated In a very short period of time; quality and costs
of delivery by various Health Service Delivery Systems can be compared in
the same fashion.

I think it unlikely that a service code can be so perfect that there will be no
differences in opinion regarding the service delivered. This would be the proper
concern of the proposed Inspector General in his protective role as opposed to
the punitive. You must realize that the intermediaries are mercenaries and
at most pay only lip service to the protective role of government. For all prac-
tical purposes they have assumed control of the appeals process, and a major
reason for physician refusal to "accept assignment" with Medicare claims is the
intermediaries arbitrary procedure.

The problems are even greater with Medi-Cal (Medicaid) patients since the
physician, if he accepts Medi-Cal patient, is required to "accept assignment."
As a result those physicians most likely to contribute care to the poor are now
alienated from the system. Refer to copies of my testimony before California
State Department of Health on June 28, 1976 with regard to Medi-Cal (Medic-
aid) reimbursement in California (Enclosure 4).' According to our informa-
tion publication of these new regulations came about through a court decision

I This was made a part of the official files of the committee.
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ordering It because of vagueness of previously existing regulations. At the hear-
Ing the presiding officer noted submission of a written statement by California
Blue Shield that the "new" regulations represented existing practices. These
practices began during Mr. Reagan's terms as Governor, hence my opening
statement to the effect that "it is ironical that the present Director of Health
b4 blamed for them when he inherited them from his predecessor." Be that as
it may, this is the procedure under which the Medicaid Program has been
administered In California and as of this date still is. My considered opinion
is that the procedure was devised by the intermediary and recommended to the
Governor.

On page four of your speech you propose a minimum fee on Medicaid: "Medi-
caid payments for outpatient medical care should not be less than 80% of the
reasonable charge for similar care or service." First of all I recommend that you
include surgical care. Minor surgery in a properly equipped office can be carried

,out with enormous savings in time and cost. It saves the cost of emergency
room or operating room (or % of it, anyway), It also saves the surgeon's time.
It generally saves an office visit. I speak from 80 years of personal experience
in this area. At first Blue Shield and Bue Crosi were reluctant to pay for
my office surgery but after they inspected the setup they never failed to recog-
nize a claim and their savings.

Second, I applaud your setting a minimum fee. I will point out, however, that
It discriminates against the poor and the physicians who care for them. I speak
t s one who has treated large numbers of Medi-Cal patients. In fact I have never

rned away a Medi-Cal patient; I treated them personally when I was profes-
sionally qualified to do so or referred them elsewhere in exactly the same fash-
ion I referred any other private patient. I will comment on Medi-Cal patients
as a class. A high percentage of them are on assistance because of the "Aid to
Totally Disabled" (ATD) Program, sometimes for physical ailments, sometimes
for mental. A large number are poor because they cannot hold Jobs because of
alcoholism or undiagnosed emotional problems. Some are just unfortunate. A
few, very few, are con-artists. As a class these patients require more care and
are more difficult to care for than the non-disadvantaged. The minimum fee
should equal the reasonable Medicare fee. I see no Justification for making it
lower. Furthermore the Medicare fees are, at this time, pegged to 1972 levels.
The Economic Indices of 1972, implemented in 1976 pushed fees into the period
of the recent price freeze with prices frozen at the calendar year 1971 level
(Enclosure 5).1 You will do better by having a published area fee schedule after
conferring with providers in that area. Refer to Testimony before California
State Department of Health, specifically the recommendations (Enclosure 4).

3. I recommend that in addition to a standard, nation-wide system of descrip-
tive service codes, there be published for each area standard conversion factors,
and that these be reached after negotiation with provision for collective bargain-
ing by physicians.

On page four of your speech you say "the question of frequency of the patient's
home visits should he left to the judgement of the physician." From the emphasis
given, this is important to you. It is to me, working as I do in a rehabilitation
center, preparing them for returning home; for others it Is a welcome break
in long term care provided at great sacrifice by family and friends. Refer to
Section 33 (1) "... but such visits and the frequency and length thereof shall
be taken Into account, together with other evidence. In determining whether
such Individual is In need of such service." This final sentence nullifies your
Intent. At the present time If a physician allows a hospital patient receiving
Medicare benefits a pass, the reviewer almost without exception will terminate
benefits on the date of the pass. You can check this with any hospital In this
area. If you want patients to have passes, you nust be specific on the standards.

4. 1 recommend that 83 (1) be revised to reflect the Intent expressed in your
speech on page 4, second section, on the right of the patient to leave the facility.
This is not easy and I will leave the wording to you. But as it now stands the
patients will be prisoners or loge their benefits.

I heartily endorse your suggestion for an Inspector General's Department
responsible to a high ranking officer and free of undue influence, but I suggest
that it recognize the dual role of government which is-protective as well as
punitive.

The medical profession as a whole and tho Union of American Physicians and
Dentists in particular in no way en-ourages or condones fraud. We will wel-

IThis was made a part of the official files of the committee.
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come punishment of those guilty. If this requires a special department by all
means establish one. I suspect, however, that the difficulty lies in the legal process
itself rather than in the availability of competent officers In HEW willing to
proceed.

I have no idea how much fraud exists among physician providers, and even
less idea about that among other providers. I issue one strong warning. The
fiscal intermediaries make loud noises about protecting the Iublic from provider
fraud. This justifies their existence and is biased. Much of this noise relates to
an honest difference of opinion regarding the extent of the service or level of
care delivered.

The entire Hocial Security legislation lacks adequate provision for provider
appleals, though beneficiary appeals are carefully considered. The entire com-
plex of fiscal intermediaries, utilization, PSRO's, HMO's needs a provision for
administrative appeal under uniform Just standards. This would properly func-
tion under the Jurisdiction of your Inspector General's department. Justice re-
quires that the punitive and protective departments be separated completely. At
the present time most provider complaints are smothered and concealed by fiscal
intermediaries or by low echelon representatives of Medi-Cal Field Offices. This
system deprives upper echelons of HEW from the benefits of criticism. There is
no way of determining at this time how much of the rise in costs of delivering
medical services is attributable solely to change in delivery process by IIEW it-
self. If the providers have access to the regulations through computerized Index
in conjunction with an unbiased hearing process incompatibilities and insuf-
ficiencies will be exposed and corrected. There are many expensive administrative
demands made on providers which hinder the delivery of leialth care in the
system. The goal for any change is to inake the entire process better, or easier,
or cheaper, preferably all three. Enclosure 6 is an example of the way thi.
information is made available to the physician. There is a mixture of materials.
There Is no provision for binding. It is poorly adopted to referencing. The ap-
peals procedure is not mentioned.

5. I recommend that there be mandated in the law minimum standards for
provider appeals procedure applicable to all government programs dealing with
delivery of health care services, and that the process be outside the jurisdiction
of the agency involved. This would appear to be an appropriate function of the

imspector General's department envisioned In your speech, though in a depart-
mient separate from that responsible for prosecution.

A copy of the appeals process used for Medi-Cal providers In California is
eiielosed (Enclosure 7)1 It is not bad but could be improved, particularly with
regard to developing a control process with identification numbers and a locator
file. There is no way at present for an inspector to determine the number of com-
plaints or to evaluate a sample by category or other criteria.

At present HMO's and HSA's are largely unknown but there cannot fall to be
provider complaints against them.

Until this point I have not commented on costs of the delivery of medical care
related to "malpractice" because it appears to lie outside of the scope of your
bill. My considered opinion is that at least one third of the total cost of medical
care services results directly front this problem, the greatest portion being in
the area of "defensive medicine". I trust you will direct some of your energies
toward this disastrous and unnecessary burden which eventually, one way or
other, falls on the public.

CLINTO.N V. ERvIN, Jr. M.ID.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIE VNIREAT.TI SERVICES CORPORATION, SUBMITTED
BY CART. E. B. MCKEN'RY, PRESIDENT

We appreciate this opportunity for Unihealth Services Corporation to place
a statement in the record in regard to S. 3205. the Medicare-Medicaid Adminis-
trative and Reimbursement Reform Act. Senator Talmadge observed at the time
(of introducing this bill: "None of the proposed changes s is frozen in eonrete. They
.are all intended to deal with real problems. Hopefully. lie hearing proce1.s will
lead to refinements and modifications enhan-eing equitable and effective. soli-
tios to those problems. It i in this spirit that these comments are made.

Vnilhealth Services Corporation is a firm serving os consultants in the henlth
field, primarily to home health care agencies, in areas of computer and data
pro(e.ssing services, financial consulting and services. management consulting.

I Thi was made a part of the official fles of the committee.
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and professional health services consulting. The chairman of our company Is a
physician and my background is in management and administrative law. We have
over twenty affiliated agencies in some 14 states and the District of Columbia.
The agencies are all Medicare-certified, private, non-profit, independently and
locally owned and operated. Together, they provide services to approximately
12,500 patients daily involving one-half million home visits per year. The goals
and services of our affiliated agencies are based on two fundamental philosophi-
cal principles: the belief in the innate worth of the aged and disabled Indi-
vidual; and the belief that each individual, regardless of age, sex, race, or
religion, is entitled to maximize his potential as a human being and as a mneniber
of society. A more detailed statement of our background, purposes, and capa-
bilities Is available upon request.

We agree with Senator Talmadge's observation in the Congressional Reord
of March 25, 1976: 'The choice is a simple one-either we make Medicare and
Medicaid more efficient and economical, or we reduce benefits."

We recognize that the proposed legislation is conceived and designed to achieve
these companion goals of greater efficiency and greater economy in the area of
heaviest Medicare and Medicaid cost and possible overutilization, i.e.. the hos-
pl)tal. By contrast, it is our understanding that less than I per cent of the total
Medicare/Medicaid expenditures last year were directed to home health care.
But, nevertheless, the home health agency is included under this bill without
recognition of its particular problems, needs, and opportunities for full servlve.
It is in the context of home health care that my remarks today in regard to
S. 3205 are made.

Our primary concern with the proposed ipgislation is that It does not con-
sider the potential opportunities that expanded home health care, under proper
regulation, affords for those expressed goals of efficiency and economy in Medicare
and Medicaid expenditures, not to mention -the added benefits in human dignity
and ccelerated rehabilitation which studies have shown the home environment
provides. These are major considerations about which we believe the Congress
needs to know more.

There are two major factors preventing the expansion of home health care
that should be addressed in this remedial legislation.

First is the limitation of proper access to hospital patients eligible for home
health benefits in many hospitals. Within an orderly system, which would not
place all undue burden on the hospital administration, the eligible patient should
not be deprived of proper and adequate discharge counseling. Including full In-
formation on those benefits to which he or she Is entitled. These Information
services are provided at no charge by most home health agencies, through skilled
and licensed nursing personnel. The Social Security Administration spends
large sums of money utilizing radio, television. printed materials, and direct
letter mailings to advise our citizens of their benefits or coverage since this
program is intended to be one in the nature of Insurance. Medicare/Medicaid
eligibility Information and proper planning of the transition from the Institution
to the home should not be thwarted because the hospital either desires to avoid
the administrative detail or desires to maintain its own affiliated home health
facility.

Accordingly, we recommend that a provision be included In this bill requiring
that hospitals which hold provider numbers and participate In the Medicare/
Medicaid programs be required to allow properly licensed and Medicare/Medi-
caid participating home health agencies to provide Information and counseling to
the hospital patient-if desired by the patient-under reasonable rule. regulai-
tions, and controls which might include some rotational system if more than one
agency desires to provide this service.

A second limitation to the development of home health agencies is the field
application of Section 1122 of the Social Security Act. This certificafe-of-need

. provision in regard to capital expenditures is directed primarily toward hospitals
and skilled nursing facilities. However, it is considered to Include the estab-
lishment of home health care agencies as well. We do not object to this In those
areas where a large number of home health agencies are operating. A prolifera-
tion or concentration of agencies In a given area may keep the number of patients
for each agency so low that economies of scale can not be utilized, resulting in
higher per patient visit costs.

However, experience to date and the regulations reflect a great reliance by
the State Agency designated by DHEW upon the recommendation of the local
Health System Agency as to determination of need. Usually, an existing home
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health agency is directly or indirectly represented within the HSA constituency
and serves to encourage a negative need recommendation which prevents a second
or third agency from becoming established in urban or some suburban areas
which could support another home health agency. This resulting restraint of
legitimate competition does not save money, rather it stifles the goals of efficiency
and economy-a lesson which our American system has demonstrated over and
over again.

Therefore, our second recommendation would be an amendment to Section 1.122
that would require in those areas where only a single full-service home health
agency is located (or in heavily urbanized areas, a second or third agency) a
negative recommendation be supported In specific detail as to the present plan
of hofne health coverage which the IIKA has considered to be adequate.

From the standpoint of the.home healtJ agency, the existing provisions of the
bill would generally strengthen the system. We do see, however, two areas which.
while desirable to eliminate or control perceived abuses, may cause an unin-
tended hardship in certain cases.

Both of these items appear In Section 40 of the bill, which establishes Section
1133 of the Social Security Act, as amended, more specifically in Sections (a)
and (b). While we have read conflicting interpretations of these provisions, we
can understand the reasons for their proposal. However, one interpretation
advanced would create undue and unreasonable hardship without any corre-
sponding benefit to the Medicare/Medicaid system.

The first is in Section (a) (1) of the new Section 1133 which would apparently
render any fee determined "wholly or in part as a percentum, fraction, or portion
of the charge or cost attributed to any health service" to be unreasonable. If it is
the intent to limit this application to: "(A) a commission, finder's fee. or for a
similar arrangement, or (B) an amount payable for any facility (or part or
activity thereof) under any rental or lease arrangement, we understand the
purpose for it although, in fairness to "arms length" agreements which may have
been entered in good faith, we believe there should he a "grandfathering" of
existing agreements for a reasonable period of time. However, if this provision
is intended to proscribe all contracts which have a relationship to revenue or
cost of service, it will result in a hardship without attendant benefit. For
example, data processing services are to some degree related to volume and a
fair and equitable fee schedule for such services may be related, at-least in-
directly, as a percentage of the volume or cost of service. Other forms of services
may be related to a percentage of the volume or revenue, but adjusted by a
sliding scale to allow for economies of scale. To indiscriminately force such agree-
ments into some other billing arrangement could result in higher costs, most
certainly no reduction in cost, thereby providing no greater economy and no
greater efficiency to the Medicare/Medicaid system.

Accordingly, we recommend that this provision be clarified and in that
clarification the percentage fee arrangement be limited to those situations
specifically set forth in Section 1133(a) (1) (A) and (B).

The second area of concern which we have is in regard to Section 1133(b) (1)
regarding advance approval of contracts over $10,000 per annum involving con-
suiting and services. Again we understand the purpose of the requirement for
advance approval and, in fact, it is mutually beneficial in order to avoid subse-
quent disallowance by the intermediary. However, services and consulting con-
tracts can include a range of necessary services from legal and accounting
services on retainer to data processing. A $10,000 exemption limitation, because
it is unrealistic, would swamp DIHEW with requests for approval without a
corresponding benefit in efficiency or economy to Medicare/Medicaid. We believe
that an exemption limitation of $100,000 to $150,000 would be workable and
realistic.

There is, however, a more serious deficiency in our judgment regarding this
provision. There presently exists a carefully structured procedure moving from
the determinations of the designated financial intermediary to an appellate
mechanism which, in the case of amounts in controversy of over $10,000, go to a
Provider Reimbursement Review Board (PRRB). There is a provision for review
of PRRB decisions by the Secretary of HEW and beyond that Judicial review
by the U.S. District Court. Therefore, any advance approval requirement must
lie harmonized with the existing intermediary system.

We thank you for the opportunity to present our views on this important,
indeed vital, legislation and would be happy to respond to any inquiries that
members of the Subcommittee or Subcommittee staff may have.
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AMERICAN COUYA.GR OF XUCL.AJL PHYSICIANS.
Washington, D.C., August 9, 1976.

lion. I-IhRRMAN E. TALMADOE,
1'.,8. enatc,
Washington, D..

I)EAR SENATOR TALLEADXE.: The ACNP wishes to offer comments on Senate Bill
3205 entitled the "Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform
Act."

The American College of Nuclear Physicians (AC. P) represents 1,000 nuclear
physicians and scientists engaged in the practice of this irticular specialty.
Nuclear medicine is defined as that field of medicine which uses radioactive drugs
for the diagnosis and treatment of disease.

In the original version of S. 3205 it appears that It would not be possible for
.lhysi.ians carrying out in-vitro !ahoratory procedures to be comilen.ated under

Part B of Medicare.
The ACNP believes that the s1ecialized in-vitro procedures of nuclear medicine

(frequently termed radlioilmmunoassay) do in fact represent a consultative
service to individual patients for several reasons.

1. The physician is required to be certain of the quality of the antigens and
nntilbodies, their specificity and adequate labeling with radioactive isotopes.
These procedures, however, are not dissimilar to the preparations of antigens as
noted in Section 24(a), Section 1861(s) (2). page 64, lines 19-24 of S. 3205.

2. The performance of these tests require special competence and constant
review and supervision, particularly in difficult cases for the patients and their
referring physicians with whon the nuclear medicine physician is intimately
engaged in consultation.

3. The nuclear medicine physician as a consultant is required to interpret the
special tests which are performed In his laboratory for the referring physician
and therefore, participates directly in the care of these patients.

Several other comments follow.
It would be the holp of the A('NI that S. 3205 would 1e modified to permit

sonme type of percentage arrangement or r,,l:tive fee schedule of such a nature
that rea.sonahle compensation can l paid to physicians without Inordinate and
ciintiumal adjustment of fee schedules as presently seems to be required.

We hre also concerned about Section 10 (Procedures for Determining Rea-
sonalle Charge) that the review and advance approval of consulting or serv-
ice contracts could be construed to include services by h)llysicians rendered to
patients whether or not any form of payment had been agreed upon in advance
and furthl'r. that if so construed, tie physician would be severely limited In
lis arrangements with a given hospital by the contractual requirements so
imissel. If physician service are to he excluded from Section 40, an explicit
statement to that effect is requited for clarification.

In general, the AC(NP agrees with the substantive proposals of S. 3205
and wishes to commend you for its content. It is our hope that under this bill.
as modified, the needs of our important. specialty field of nuclear nedicine will
receive the adequate consideration as re(juestd above.

Thank you for your consideration in titls important matter. If you have
any questions or comments. please contact Ken Nicolas at our National Office.

Sincerely,
JACK K. GOODRICH, M.D.,

Prcsid(- .
EUGENE L,. SAENGER, M.D..

('Majirnan, Gorernmentul A flairs ('onmnit tee.

STATEMENT OF CARTER ]IWRi)EN. COUNCILMAN. MIANHATTAN. 7T1! )ISTRIC'T

.Medicare and Medicaid. since their imePtion over a decade ago, have proven
to be uncontrollably exlpnsive systems of reimbursing providers for servicing
the health ('are needs of the poor and elderly. In New York City these open ended
irogrannm hauve promoted expansion and overutilization of hospital beds and
services without regard for co.ts or the needs of the public.

New York City has the lnrzest and most t.,mrfhensive local program of
medical assistance and by far the most expensive. Last year the city's medicaid
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bill alone cost the Federal government. the state, and the city $1.9 billol-with
the city'A share being 25 percent or nearly $500 millhii.

S. 320, the Medicare and Mediclid Administrative and Iteinibursenient Re-
form Act is a long overdm; attempt to encourage health care providers to be
nre (ftient and eliminate alhltse and fraud which cost taxpayers tells of
millions of dollars each year. A uniform national system of Irospiective redm-
lursenent clearly is needed to coitr'l health (ctre crists. However, that uniforimhi
system should be carefully develped relying isn data gathered front existing
lprosIective reilnhursement sy.stelils s'i as New Yurk's.

Hls'd ol New York's expet leli-e I believe this till's propo sals would do
little to control rising hospital costs which accotut for over 50 percent of
.Medui.id 111(d Medlicare exlWialitures. For the past five years New York used
a Iosely aiplied prospective rtcidirsement '.y.teiil for Medicaid. During this
period health care costs for the area escalated 4.5 percentage points higher th:ani
Ibe general (",nsumer Price Index.

As ('liairman of the New York City ('ouncil IHenlth ('onmmittee and a.s a
meil.er of the Finance ('omnittee 1 have been keenly aware of the impact tof
rising health care costs on the eity's budget. New York (City is one of tile few
hItrze (.itie in tle colintry rejiirel to contrilbitte anything to Medicaid and ti't,
uonly itrlimi locality contributng as utuch ts "5 lpercent-wliicl is equal to the

slate'. si hNre. If sepsarate(d from he rest of New 'ork State, the city spends iore
for Mhedi'aid that any entire slate. It 1974. New York City's Medicaid bill wa-,
$100 miillion iiore than the ilre -slaLe of ('alifor'nia. Further, if this l,,t-il
Medivii;d lhtirden wa, l)ic'ked uil) niruly by tie state anI Federal goverumnnit
it,4 it Is in most other cities, we could altist .over (uiir current budget deficit
wh'-h slands at "$486 million. -

In t le haI.t six 1:aolitl4 tll- IHealth ('omimitte, has hel ia series of three har-
jugs oai New York ('ity hospitals. Every year miillions of city dollars go through
thm .Medicaid program into hlheso hospitals-ltlh ptibllc and private. The hear-
ligs disclosed dint amuch of this Iudic expenditure in tie private sector is
going, to extravagant adlllini.,tritive aind ii-dical personnel salahris, to-.%ard the
f'urlhcr expanwion (of already lirge hospitals tit(! unfortunately to greedy iutldi( al
entreprenetur-4 who are more interested ii profits than in practicing good mtli-
clne. ('st plus reimburenemnt, whet~kler to hospitals or physicians paid on a
percentage of the gross basis, only wults itr-Trnm- expensive, less eflicient
hallh care-not in higher quality.

This wasteful and fraudulent abuse of public money must end. That is we
luist do away with open-ended relintursenent and effectively monitor a system
of reinmbursement which encourage" providers to hold down costs. S. 3205 in its
present form doe,, away with cost plus but goes only part way toward achieving
its goal or curbing rising hospital costs. ly introducing national prospective re-
imbursenient as well as tougher abuse monitoring and penalties, S. 306 is a
significant inprovenent over the present Medicare/Medicaid system. However,
it does not recognize the realities or the overwhelming Implications of establish-
Im., a nationally supervised hospital reimbursement system.

Specifically, the hospital reimbursement system proposed in this bill does
not place tight enough reimbursement cvelin . oil hospital's operating costs
and thus is several years behind New York State's s.ystem. This legislation's
fiicentive system is very simil e alied pros iective reimbursement
iuethlod used by New York for the past five years. which in practice turned out
to bei a system of deficit financing. Each hospital spient the maxitnmm on high
administrative and medical salaries and expansion of facilities and services
knowing that next year's rate woul be adjusted to what was Npent. New York's
experience showed that allowing a hospital to be reimbursed up to 20 percent
over their group average-as S. 3205 does-gave hospitals no incentive to spend
at or below the target rate and thu.d beat inflation.

According to a receiLt Social Security Administration report on prospective
reimbursement in Ne4jik-4m4 fi-ve other states. "the magnitude of savings
lper year that could lie attributed to the systems would not even approach liring-
ilg hospital cost increases into line with inflation in other sectors of the
t,-conomy. In this sense. prospective reimbursement is no panacea."

'This relxirt doctunents the fact that New York's five year loosely applied
reimbursement system was found only moderately successful at best. During
this period, our prospective system managed to lower the average cost per case
by a iiere 0.5 percent per year.
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The current New York State system, is a fiat 100 percent reimbursement of
til routine costs Including energy and medical personnel. Since ancillary costs
such as X-rays and laboratory work vary substantially from hospital to
hospital. these services are placed under a separate 100 percent ceiling. Most
inilortantly, this system. bases cost increases on established criteria not set
by the providers themselves. New York State and City unfortunately learned
the hard way that major expenditures such as medical personnel salaries and
ancillary services must be controlled within the reimbursement system and
that all inflationary increases must be tied to the rate of the general economy.

Although New York State's new system has only been in effect for the last
eight months, there's evidence that substantial savings of public funds will
result. Out of the 332 per diem rates calculated by this new system, over 50 are
lower than last years rate.

To implement a loosely applied prospective reimbursement system nationally
at this time would be a dangerously regressive move. In view of the likeli-
hosi of National Health Insurance within the near future, it's imperative that
an effective system of third party reimbursement be devised. We can't hope
to succeed in the fight for cost control on a national level if we insist on
making the same mistakes that were made at a state level.

The effect of this deficit financing system over the last five years on New
York City hospitals-especially the already large so called nonprofit hospitals.
speaks for itself. During this period the number of non-profit hospital beds have
increased by over 160 while the number of specialty services multiplied with-
out regard to community need. Large non-profit hospitals have pumped excess
funds into new beds, specialty services and the purchase of elaborate equip-
ient rather than much needed ambulatory and home health care services. New
York City's Health Systems Agency recently estimated that we have some
4.000 excess hospital beds. Times have been so lucrative for some of the large.
more prestigious hospitals that they now own vast real estate holdings and
millions of dollars worth of sophisticated medical equipment. The combined
real estate holdings of three large non-profit hospitals; Beth Israel Medical
Center, Columbia Presbyterian and Mount Sinai make them one of the largest
landlords in Manhattan, if not in the city.

It's time hospitals got out of the real estate business and back to the business
of providing good quality and cost efficient health care. Our experience has
shown that this can be done by implementing a mandatory prospective reim-
bursement system based on established cost criteria. In order to be effective.
tight ceilings on all routine hospital costs and ancillary services must be applied
with exceptions made on a case by case basis. Both the system itself and the
appeals process should be closely monitored.

Again, before setting up a national rate-setting system, this subcommittee
would do well to examine New York's monitoring and appeals problems and
improve on a proven ineffective system rather than make the same mistakes on
a much larger, more expensive scale.

New York City hospitals, including so called private institutions now receive
approximately 60-70 percent of their funding from Medicare and Medicaid with
the remaining mostly coming from quasi-public Blue Cross funding. Hospitals
which are predominantly publicly funded, in my opinion, should be publicly
accountable for their expenditures. Some of the other findings from our City
Council Health Committee inquiry in this area are as follows:

;1niforin financial reports.-It is not possible to determine from the- Uniform
Financial Reports hospitals are now required to file with the New York State
Department of Health exactly how much salary administrators or medical
personnel receive. Fringe benefits such as college educations, thousands of
dollars worth of life insurance, city apartments, cars and maid service are often
hidden anywhere depending on the hospital In these so called uniform reports.

Anditing.-Once filed and certified by an independent auditing firm, only
Blue Cross auditors complete an on-site audit of the hospital to verify costs
reported. In the most recent 4SA assessment. Blue Cross's auditing performance
was rated "unsatisfactory," yet New York State sets Medicaid rates by relying
entirely on these audits.

Appeals on rate8.-The Division of Health Economics in the State Depart-
ment of Health is deluged with from 150 to 250 hospital appeals for reimburse-
ment rate adjustments each year. Understaffed and overworked, the state has
been hopelessly slow and unpredictable in handling this appeals process.
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Rvinburscmcant incquity.-Applying the same reimbursement criteria to all
hospitals regardless of ownership rewards the private and non-profit hospitals
a11 the exiwnse of public hospitals. Even though most hospitals are predominantly
publicly financed, non-profit and proprietary hospitals "cream" the less sick,
nwore profitable patients leaving the more difficult and more expensive cases to
the public sector.

The sections of S. 3205 dealing with Medicaid abuse and fraud are well
developed and sorely needed. However, once again our experiences with abuse
and fraud in New York City lead me to believe that these provisions under-
estimate the wide ranging problems that will arise within the scope of a
national program. I applaud the new penalties for Medicare and Medicaid fraud
and the proposal to authorize the HEW general counsel to prosecute civil
fraud cases in some instances. Yet the abuses found with the New York City
Medicaid program are often more subtle than outright fraud-but in the
aggregate just as costly.

Specifically. based on estimates by the New York State Department of Social
Services. at least $160 million is improperly skimmed from New York City's
Medicaid program each year. Experience data provided by the city Medicaid
program indicates that fraud represents less than 5 percent of all unacceptable
provider practices while the other 95 percent are for overutilization, improper
administrative and billing practices and a variety of quality of care issues. The
Ioint I am making is that Medicaid abuse takes many forms and cannot
always be easily identified.

The federal government should find more effective ways of assuring that
Medicaid funds are not subject to provider abuse". I believe it will take more
than the traditional methods of accounting and reporting to detect these abuses.
'he more subtle forms of utilization abuse should be eliminated in the effective
review by the Professional Standards Review Organizations set up throughout
the country. Further, federal planners should even question the standard
methods of reimbursement.

According to the city Medicaid program "the most Important single factor con-
tributing to the occurrence of fraud and abuse in the health Industry is the nature
tf existing financing and payment practices." I believe S. 3205 provides an excel-

lent opportunity for experimentation with other reimbursement and cost control
techniques including:

A test reimbursement system on a per case rather than a per diem basis. Given
the fact that it's extremely difficult to control all hospital expenditures by set per
diem rates since then lengths of stay tend to rise, we should evaluate hospital ex-
penses by cost per case.

New methods of increasing consumer participation in third party reimbursed
health care should be tried. While a system of deductibles scaled to ability to pay
may not be appropriate for Medicare and Medicaid patients, some attempt should
lie made to improve patient awareness of cost.

Incentives for hospitals to operate on a 7-day week rather than the present
inefficient 5-day week should be tried. This would eliminate the hospitals' temp-
lation to fill beds needlessly when services aren't provided over weekends.

Making hospitals and physicians operate more efficiently while meeting the
public's need for accessible and good quality health care is not an easy task. Itwill take time. adequate resources anl an unprecedented commitment to ridding
lhe system of abusive and fraudulent practices. In my opinion S. 3205 (oes not
yet demnqo.-trate that degree of commnitnien-.

Excessive hospital reimbursement and abuses of inefficiency as well as those
of criminality are the crux of the skyrocketing health care cost problem. Frankly
I do not think S. 3205 in its present form can make hospitals operate more cost
efficiently. Further, it should require hospitals to be more accountable for vast
amounts of public funds they now spend before they become fully publicly funded
under National Health Insurance.

The ways of large non-profit hospitals who now cry poverty and not unlike the
w:iys of New York City a year or so ago. They've been living well off financial
gimiickery and hiding the fat -sklllfully. Under the tight new reimbursement
system in New York, these hospitals are complaining bitterly. just as New York
complained when the banks shut off the money supply. Yet like New York. these
hospitals can cut the fat and fringes and continue to provide quality services.
We overspent and had to learn to live within reasonable limits and now so
must health care providers.
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STATEMENT OF TIlE NATIONAL Asso.I.ATION OF HOME hIEALTit AGENCIES

The National Association of Home Health Agencies appreciate this opportunity
to ctimment on S. 3205. the Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reliliuirsemeit
Reform Act. Started it 1970, our A."oeiation membership includes home health
aigencles, Individuals, state associations and national organizations interested
in home health care. Our liurpxose is twofold: (1) to foster high standards of
atlent care, and (2) to promote methods of financing home health care and

encurage the development of quality home health services through the nation.
Our Association concurs with tlhe slimsors of S. 320i5. that without improved

controls with Medicare and Medicald the future of expanded hInetits to hiene-
fli'arles Is limited. We wholeheartedly endorse the reform of procedures that
mutist lie followed Isy providers, and, we lit general, are most supportive of the
effort to iniproved the prograin as set forth in S. 3205.

Our %sstichatlon cannot over-eniptlasize our su1lport for necessary expandtd
f,,deral comitrol over the lrovision of home health services. While our members
shOart the apprehensions of other providers that controls may lie too cunbersome,
anI detra(t frmin service delivery, we tire even Itiore alilirehensive of tie dangers
which lurk without a more uniform aplii.a[ion of F-deral program monitoring.

We have beitn shocked loy the disclosures of alisive practices within our
delivery nechanism, and, we fear a negative reaction to sui.h fraudulent be-
haviors. Only through constructive reform can these incidences of abuse be
overcome. While the analogy between the abuses in nursing ig lomes and in homle
health hs been worn thin, there is some merit in establishing similar control
inehanisnts between the two service delivery components so as to prevent a
shiftint.g of Investinents from the controlled to tie uncmntrolled sector. One of
the failures of Public Law 92-603 was that Congrt.ss did not adequately predict
the growth (if home service. and therefore. it di1 not impose sufleiii.nt cntroils.
Ti. Congre:s m.ntw write legislation t- establish necessary controls. The Na-
tlohiu!! AS.sociat lon f lloni" IHealth Ageli'es envision three (ssential components
f u,'h leislation: (1) uniform federal standiirds of hole health provihhers
for certifiration and Imrtiitlion it Medicare. Medi aid and Title XX Social
Services: (2) effective disclosure and conflict oif interest provisions; and (3) re-
(tuiremieit (if a (cerlfilate of need for entry and expansion in delivering hoee
healt h services.

lii our previoulw conversations with the staff of this committee we have sIpelh'd
out a comprehensive program for the liberalization of the Medicare home health
benefit 1nd expansion (of tile Medicaid home health benefit. Because we share
the coi'(Prn of the sponsors of S. 3205 that without i;n,,rov(,d adynhilstrati-e
procedures benefit liberalizations will not materialize, I'e shall focus, the er.-
tirety of this testimony to the necessity for adiiinistrative and relillhursement
reforms. This should not lie construed as a consession that benefit improvemttnt.,
are not hnilirtant, lout as an overt attempt by our members to emphasize to thfb
nieiiihiirs or this committee that we welconle constructive reformi4.

In an attempt to under,;core our ha..ie support for the Medicare-Medicaid Ad-
mintrative and Reim;h;rsement Reform Act and to loint out where we be-
lieve the legislation cln I e strengthened or clarified, wve present the folllwil g
sti,in-loy-sec.tion an:ily-is. (of those pro vislons whi.h imlpct upon the delivery of
homli health services:

Our Assmin tiinn ueez munch inerit in the prohjio'ed 'Seelon 2 of 5. 3205 reor-
ganizlhg tle governinett in:inilrelllit of health rel mlursenuent and hetilth nif n!-
toring pro-grtin. A4 wiany members of this vommiee know, the confused man-
igmiutIlt of present programs has contrilotted greatly to retardinor the natural
growth of home health services in general. and. it lis stalled the pot.itive re-
slponse to the 1174 General Accounting Office recommendations on Medicare andI
Medicaid home health services in particular. We hope ihat the attempt to brin-,
the varlouws health efforts of the Bureau of Health Insglralce. Medical .erv-
iches Administration, Oflf~e of Long-Term Care and the Bureau of Quality As-
surance under one central direction will improve program responslveness.

At tHi same time, however, we must candidly point out to the members of tli,
committee that centralized.management will not bring tile nece.sary consistency
of quality service delivery of the home health benefits unless additional steps are
taken to provide for uniform definitions and standards for home health agencie..
We would encourage this committee to include within .9. 3205 provision for such
federal uniform standards for home health providers. Our Associations cannot
elmphasize the importance of such a measure to overcome the confusing incon-
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sistency of service requirements In Medicare. Medivald and in Title XX ,ci
Services. Miajty of tie abusive practices in the provision of home care whii'li
heave received media attention are directly alt ributable to the lack of a single ui-
form detinition of a home health agency being applied across the board with
st aida rdized rmtilirements as conditionK of particilintion.

Whie central uinanagelnent may overcome the confusion of the separate reini-
bltrt silent aind nitiltoring programs, -%tell -tlis of themselves do not enistire
adaiilist native conforinity of the cetielit. lnausiiuch ax hone care does pre.seat

;t mtliuque olJ, eri utiity for Iho.-e who %%ouIhl aivlc.e tlie privileges (f lcr. g atin par-
t i.ilaition, a str(mg argument u.tist ie miatite for uniform fedihral standards it
tihe t'eimulctir.eietit. programs.

Scint 111ay argue that this approach restricts provider entry and forces the
ageley to provide a range of servi s, sonie of which may not lIe :il1plicable t.1
e,:.ch i:utient'. ICeeds; however, tie rejmijnrse:ntjit neel.anism is the controll ni
utiiizatiUoi with the pialiet receiving such services as prescritl.ed. If we are ttc
c1110 a ccit tntinilltl of heath care 1'ervict-, tl00' it is certaildy \%ithut ile liti e

ictest to (cIpceiti ra'e e'floris lt the dev'eloilii'nt ci lhole health a guiicies which
lprovlde :I full range of service:.. We advcct(':t at certitiate of need re-juirfectil
is tie tt-st for e.nIitry. Certainly., NAIIIIA would support itjiendlitnts to allow
%%aiwv r p rvi-ifli f-s '-a h-itiuited le'id tIo u.:ist agencies , es l eiall, i r l
a reiS. itc o it.ve Iheir cuaaijtie. to me cet tillhe iiforiit stuinchards.

Iileawise, til( Natitillial As5(ittion of llome lith Agencies is KUPlcortivf-
(if Seeticul :( of 1. T'(5 e.t:-) liJli an Iisject1(r (;etat' for IleaPh Administra-
tiont. The le'\velotla'Itt of tn indelceliitt reviewer withinn the I )eja.rt neit itc
mitt(itor lcro.-Woln performance Ility l'event at relietitiJil of tie iee' eet which
icijt, hiaulth v'ire 11118 received in the Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement pro-

grcixis. The Iuic- t objective viewers cfc the documented abuses in the provision
iO li.me '.are services attrilbte isuch aittw.es to lax management cy the Bureau
(of Ilealth I I r. intt ntid lack of interest inl such services by the Intermediary.
Such lI,.lic'fs. i.e. that hlme health care is not ilmportallt enough to lie bothered
wit Ii by t-overnlieitt dtiinitrators utid lrograiuis interinedlarices, :e. the si:l.g
foir abi.sive pcract ices.

We vtll itly livei'tcjitl' tli.diiter.'est Icv Pe1allislhiig i overseer to monitor proc-
gr; ipe jurficritnite'.

.As wvith the lpreviiii.s two ,oi .. NAJiIIA silcpirt.'t Seeti,,m 4 of S. 3205 re-
fcrning ti. State Mtdivaid idltiijitist:at,1 e.. We hoe tc ih coincilxittee tlit
% Itlhi the effort. to improve the adinin[it rative imnagelliehit of the State Medic-
,id Irugraimn considcratimn be given to strengthen the uniformity of benefit and

tcc.nsi.tt'gy if reimblcurselnlt. While the dcelmopcilenit of tile hcme health benefit
hats leet serimueiy retarded in the state Meditaid program for a variety of rea-
:-olls (u1i:11y (f which were ptitted out in tile 1974 Geieral Aecounfhng Office
r',pcrt ) the failure, of the stail s toc provide cocns.st.ney In program al)lcication hiat
br':it,'d tile spirit (if ,itt the stat:te)(i of tile stjtevldeniless requirement.

While the either lirvisicu: (if tie geintcral miniiiis.rutive reforms have limited
bIearing tijimn tie delivery of Imme heAlth 'cre. we do wish to set forth our sup-
jirt fo;r Setctitin 7 of S. :.105. f'lee pcrIntpt Inl'uzinllati)on of regitlatiana by tile
Secretary whihe eitsiiriiig sulilitite titie' for iiterestktd l artie, to ecomient ulij
tVie draft regulations is in t ict, public interest. Malty of tit' lust r ,.'laticcus t,, lie

ticmulgated under the a lilh'cri;y (if Pttllic L.w 12-t'A3 were tjose ('Cmigressitmc.!l
diree'livi s ',sairdi ug limig-termtx ca re.

NAIIlIA has lcrticuhltr interest in tile jirovislons of Section 10 of S. 32115. While
S.veftim 100.1 (,xcillpts fle ['art A hctte heaIth i lproviders from the improved
methods for d:te.minng reismalele ecsts if servic,'e directed foer hospitals. con-
sideratimi, lmuist Ic, givn to IIbe spcilics tf hos]citai iased home heatllh providers.
Tna mnueh as lhe apparent intent of Seetion 10(c) is to allow time ficr analytic.
studle. ecu :he luipactt 44f luch l. ,ntrds Oil the extended are irm'flt. we ,,'ieve a
Ihicr4' as.elirate ICcotltlg (cf holme ,'are, hetefits would o(.etr If ho-lital-binsed
Imlmle h,'alth se'rvi',s were acsuu.tild for in tie s:.lii" lna nucr a9% other iroviderm
of those servie'fs. "l']thus. .4i ' Jnli 101! should Ice six-'ifle in reejitiring the gelparate
iu.counctilig fit hlicutte hc:Illll -ervi ses fr#cn other mervi.e. dt'ivered Icy hospital.
Evud,n.e from ilhe Co.t (' Living ('ouneil and tile Economic Stabilimation
prorramin. while tentative, Iidicate there is a tendency for ancillary serv-
redl shiftih of funds giving an alluslon of servicess delivery that Is les than
mucedrate. Timmmsn -h as we eami appreciate that such separate accounting ean lie
e'iflcult li (ertutin instances, we would urge the committee to provide for waivers

We2 -- i -32
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where the institution (-.in prove that compliance with the separate accounting
woull lie a hardship.

Section 10(c) should be strengthened to provide for a series of test projects
to develop a range of options for policy markers. As you know, home care is
delivered by a variety of provider types, and, we anticipate that without test data
.:rap11sed reimbursement procedures may disadvantage some agencies. For in-
stance, while Jiany costs are similar among different agencies, transportation
cstss are more severe In sparsely settled rural areas than In urban areas. How
should the reimbursement system account for this variable while holding other
data cin pirative?

Turning to the long-term care provisions of S. 3205. our Association note that
limited attention is given to home health providers In any of these three sections.

NAIIJIA believes that the improved certification and approval procedures
set forth for skilled nursing facilities participating In the Medicare and Medicaid
programs should also he applicable for delivery of home health. We have test.
flied on numerous occasions for a more vigorous monitoring of the quality of
care rendered. Our members are conscious of the fact that some Individuals who
have exploited the weakness of the nursing home reimbursement system have
given thought to entering the home health marketplace to escape the ever In-
creasing scrutiny of institutional services. Likewise. we are concerned about
the developing trend of for-profit management consultant services establishing
(int rol arrangements over non-profit home health agencies. Controls must be im-
posed. and, we urge -they he imposed uniformly and at the Federal level.

('ertainly the recent decisive action by the Under Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare requiring the Medical Services Administration to promulgate
i finiial the revised home health services regulations for Medicaid point to the
iie.d for an expanded monitoring system. The revised regulations (if we can
rely ulpmi the Under Secretary's directive) will provide for certain single service
agencies to deliver Medicaid reimbursed home care services. Who Is going to
mouitor suh provision and who will ensure that such limited single service
agency growth will not proliferate? Allow us to reiterate NAHH's basic belief
that the proliferation of differing standards for Medicare and Medicaid is wrong.
anml that the proliferation of single service agencies is a step backwards. But even
nIcepting tie Under Secretary's decision, where are the controls to prevent abuse?
r'riwh federal government miuist have reviewed responsibility.

With specific reference to the upcoming Medicaid home health regulations,
our Association urge this committee to require a geographic limitation on the
proposed use of single-service agencies. While we can appreciate the rationale for
allowing the use of single-sorvice nursing agencies in underserved areas, there
Is no excuse for the utilization of such services in metropolitan areas. Congress
imist continue to move toward developing home health providers that will provide
a broad range of services thereby upgrading the ability of these agencies to
meet patients needs.

While Section 30 of the legislation is responsive to the profit motivations of
skilled nursing providers, such limited language fails to address the more serl-
oms problem of cash flow encountered by nonprofit home health providers. While
we believe certain non-profit institutions encounter similar problems, there is a
major difference between the capital requirement and equity return issues of
such facilities and the cash flow difficulties encountered by the less capital in-
tensivi' home health provider. A facility often can rely upon Its capital Invest-
ument as a source for funds to meet short-range deficits. Home health providers
seldom have the base from which to secure marketplace financing to overcome
short-range cash flow deficits. Many of our members have often been forced
to write personal notes to meet (ash flow. Serious attention must be given to
this issue if expanding the home health benefit is to be a priority. NAHHA en-
courages the committee to explore efficiency Incentives bonvises for nonprofit
providers as a possible solution to the problem. We further point out that this
particular problem has been exacerbated by the policies of most charitable
organizations that underwrite home care services. Many of these groups, such
as United Way. will not pay for services In advance, and, therefore, the home
health agency is left to meet cash demands until the reimbursement Is forth-
coming. Obviously, PIP has been an incentive for Medicare participation, but
such limited advance funding has also been an incentive for 100 percent Medicare
agencies.

NAHHA supports Section 33 of S. 3205. however, we would point to the com-
mittee that many of the beneficiaries of home visitation may be inappropriately
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placed in the institution in the first place. It would appear that this provision
c(i1d ie a flag to cases of Inap~propriate setting and that the regulations which
iapleiment this section should encourage a monitoring of its use. The necessity
for extensive home visits from the institutional setting may be symptomatic of
the reimbursement system skewing service delivery to nursing homes, rather
than facilitating proper placement with adequate reimbursement. While we
pledged not to reiterate our previous statements to this committee for expansion
tof the benefit package vis-a-vis home health care, the necessity for home visits
froPit the institution could be evidence of inappropriate patient placement.

Front the viewpoint of our Association, the most important provision of S. 3205
is section 40. We cannot underscore our support for these necessary monitoring
citrols. Certainly, our member agencies are concerned that the control proct-
dures may be cumbersome, but we trust Congress will design a system that is
imth effective and efficient to the government and the provider.

Consideration should be given to tile Inclusion of Title XX health-related serv-
ices to the requirements of Section 40, The ever expanding role of Title XX in pro-
curing homemaker, chore and home management services becries the need for
monitoring. Even without the uniformity in provider standards which NAHIIA
believes is vitally necessary, controls must be placed on potential conflicts of in-
tere.t and possille over-utilization schemes.

We urge the committee to he cognizant of the paperwork requirements which
are Imposed upon providers in the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Reference
Is inade to consolidate cost-reporting In this section. Our Associations urge the
ad1(ption (of consolidated cost reporting as a means of Improving efficiency while
maintaining sufficient monitoring of reimbursements, and, we strongly support.
its implementation.

fn addition to expanding the coverage of such control mechanisms, NAHHA
has several suggestions to improve the application of Section 40. We share the
expressed concerns of several of the public witnesses who testified that the dollar
liijltations may be too low within the legislation. Rather than set hard and fast
oifullar limits, we suggest consideration should be given to a sliding scale for
emitract review predicated on a percentage amount for instance 5 percent of
gross business. Dollar limitations are relative, while, a percent figure captures the
Importance of the contractual obligations to the agency.

consideration n should also Ihe given to expanding the definition of related or-
'aniza ions. D-tring recent years, several patterns have emerged in home health

1niiagemcnt. One of these variations has centered on the control of Information
as a ineflianisn of management. Through the use of a centralized information
system, cointro's have been Imposed over agencies while avoiding present defini-
tims of related organization for purposes of disclosure and reimbursement.
1 leutee. a for-profit organization can effectively operate through non-profit sub-
,idiaries conflict of interest and disclosure provisions should be reviewed to en-
sure that Isltential conflicts and third party involvements are sufficiently moni-
tired. Finally, consideration should be given to the application of such controls
within sparsely served areas. Certain waiver criteria front the imposed report-
lig requirements should be allowed in undererved areas as a possible Incentive
for agency expansion.

One (of the prime commission from S. 3205 is a certificate of need requirement
for home health services. While NAHHA can appreciate that the legislation was
in the final stages of drafting when the Department promulgated regulations
revising the Seetion 1122 rules to eliminate a certificate of need requirement for
hoime health services, we hope the committee will attentively consider the Issue.
Attached to our statement is a copy of our response to the Health Services Ad-
ministration regulations. Rather than repeat the language of the letter, allow us
to Just emphasize that entry into the home health market must be restricted
through federal guidelines, administered at the local level where needs can best
e as,.essed and decisions properly structured. To allow for uncontrolled entry and

exit from the home health sietor by removing the certificate of need requirement
is to invite massive exploitation of the marketplace at tremendous public costs
and human suffering. If our goal is to build home health agencies within the con-
tinumn of health services, then we must cultivate their expansion.

Public Law 92-603 provided authority for consultants to assist skilled nursing
facilities upgrade administrative skills. Such a provision should be expanded to
provide for such assistance to home health agencies.

Attention should be given to the rQle of the fiscal intermediary in managing
the hoime health benefit. Our membership continues to point out differing deci-
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sons among intermeliarles with respect to coverage. Uniform definitions nnu.it
bIe instilled. An equally important problem, especially In light of the recent over-
.,-ight interest in the administration of home benefits, has been the Increasing
ri.h'ltan(.e of crtain intermediaries to work with home health agencies.
Insmuch as tie program gives the intermediary broad lattitude li program
nianag(eintnt. this trend could ('riiple the advances which our agencies have made
lit elie'.mraving home benefit utilization by beneficaries. Likewise, with recently
Iirimmiiilgated regulations for Section 221 of Public Law 92-603, concerning
irJeltllJald coverage, there is a danger that intermedlaries will construe fit-e
iro*gran filal nI Inuz.is set forth in ti( rules as maximtutnis, thus effectively reduciing

hinmI health service deveholament.
II vo;,cludson. the Natioini l A,,sociat iii of 1ome Ifialth Agencies wish to

comilmnhI d tile .ponsor1 1 of S. 3205 for (lr'fting an effective piece of legs|ltiflot
that goes a long way toward improving through athnini,'trative and reimlrse-
Jit(nht reforms the prosplects for benefit liberalizations. We stand ready to assist
it pirfectling S. 3205. and we urge the Senate Coznnittee-on Finance to exle(lite
consideration (if lie measure so we may see necessary control imposed by this
( 'engross.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF IIOfE IIHALTir AOfENcIE,

I,EGLI5ATI'E COMMITTEE.
Portland, Oreg., May 3, 1976.

HOWARDm It. KELLY,
Director, Offlc of Policy Coordination, flureatt of Health Planning and h'c.qourvc'

Development, Ioekville, Md.
]r)tA MN. KELLY: The National As4ociati on of Home IHea lth tgencif's

(NAIIIIA), representing the concerns of certified Medicare home healthln o-
viders, vigorously opposes the suggested deletion of hione health agiv-ies fi ',nI
v.ovfragi, under Stetion 1122 as proposed in the revisions to (' IR Part 10)
promulgated in the Federal Register (Volume 41, No. 55) March 19, 1070.

%%*(- tind that ie I)epartmeAnt In recommending tlie deletion of tei (.ertIfieat,
of ni'ed requirement for home health agencies is advocating a policy of chao.4 ii
fhe health sector which can only lead to pre-eniption of tie lionie health fitld
by eeonJoini( interests, threatening the availability and quality of services to flit-
latient. and leading to adverse cost conse(]uemices ini the long run.

Ti'ie arguitient which has been advanced to remove the certificate of nei'd
reqiiireiment from home health is based on clearly speculative economic theory.
"Ihi. logic is Stepped in classical textbook theory devoid of attention to the reali-
ties of fhio situation. While on paper it may appear that conpel ltion it tie'
markt-tlmtmce might stimulate rapid expansion of home health services., little
attention Is being given to (1) the question of cost:4 of such policies, and (2) the
imildiicailioii of (lhaos u)on the quality of services to the patient. The textlook
aulmroichi to growth dissolves when considerations i- given to theso externalitit-s.

With result to the cost of umIhirldled competition in the home health sphere.
attention must be givel to th" patterns which are emerging with the liberaliza-
tion of the home he(aflh benefit under reimbursement programs. The past several
years have witnessed the establishment of new control modalities In home health
lir'fIised on the exploitation of the mnarketplne., To Ignore the potential for abu.e
whim-h a(omlpani,,s these developments i,; to Ignore the realities of the circum-
stat'e, which the )epartment is monitoring In Regions IV and X. The cost of
unchecked exploitation and an Increased conentration within the obaltm sector
by a handful must be viewed in the longrun consequence,; of conscious govern-
mont p:olicy: Call we afford to dissolve our comniunity based service agencies
in lieu of nationally controlled economic (onglonierates?

The marketplace theory toward development might have credence If it could
Is' lrovini thot development iN stimulated to meet the needs of underserved

- jsililnltiE)I,. Growth trends in recent years have clearly Indicated the opposite.
Rather than stimulating growth In underserved areas. the marketplace mecha-
nism wl'ict encourage exploitation also forces focus on population centers
which will support profit. Thus, new agencies are sprouting up where old
nines exist forcing a vigorous competition: not In price, but in marketing.
Aid. unfortunatelyy. community based home health agencies are no match to
tlie Madison Avenue marketing techniques.

'o msideratiom mu.st Ihe uiven to tie effect of unchecked service expansion upon
tli quality of services to the patient. Should the recipient of services ie suh-
jectedl to abusive practices while the marketplace mechanisms adjust to a
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l)arwinistic survival of the fittest? Consumer preference lit the health sector
hain already been proven as a weak protection from fraud and abuse to the pa-
tient because so many of tile decisions related to placement are third party
mandates. flow can lhe patient avoid being pushed Into a less than qualified
service if tile government tolerates poor care?

To say that present agencies want certificate of need protection in order to
secure their market is a nsisstatement of our Association's l. sition. We view
the orderly development of quality home health services within the continuum of
health services as basic to meeting patient needs. The prime purpose of our
association is to support the delivery of high quality, cost effective services td,
those who would ben(ilt frot such services. The absence of uniform Federal
and state standards for licensure, the absence of disclosure Information and
the absence of adequate controls are antithetical to this purpose. Since the laws
of supply and demand have not proven adequate in creating a proper distribu-
lion of home health services, NAIIIIA supports Intervention through provision
for certificate e of Need for liarti.ipation in Titles XVIII. XIX, and XX.

We believe that local controls must be encouraged not circumvented by federal
regulations. Effective home health service programs require that local comi-
siniers, providers and government offilals share the responsibility of improving
local services to meet the unique needs of the indivlduaLs in their community.
'mch controls as state licensure, certificate of need and contract review should

be suplorted by all federal agencies.
earlyrl, we are concerned by the often stated analogy to nursing home devel-

opulent that shows that textbook economic theories often turn out to be bad
government policies. U nchecked development conforming to the marketplace
theory hardly serves the itneeds f patients and the economic best interests of
the government. Rather. the experience shows exploitation with little regard to
constraint. In fact, Section 112"2 was in part stimulated by the recognition that
marketplace factors have limited control on the health sector.

The preamble to the regulatory change suggests that the states are encouraged
to develop their own mechanisms for controlling home health services. We find
it unrealistic to assume that states will ambitiously extend health planning
to home health unless prodded by federal government action and specific guide-
lines requiring state actions. The fact that the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee has set discussion of clarifying Section 1122 to ensure Department con-
firimity with previous intent for attention to all health services, is clearly an
indication the Department has errored in its proposed revisions.

Our Association urges the I)epartment to reconsider its position and to rule
that certificate of need requirements must be met by home health agencies.

Sincerely, DONALD D. TRAUTMAN,

Chairman.

KEx.'TIr WI.LIAMqON ARsOCIATES.
1Va hiuqton. D.C.. August 5, 1.976.

liln. IESRMAN E. TALMADOE.
('liairmay. tbcoinrtmittre ,,n. llath.. 't-nate Finance committee , U.S. Senate,

Wash ington. D.r.
I )v.Aut SENATOR TALMAfi: I was very interested in the hearings which you held

last week on H.3205. It seemed to ne you lid a dandy joh making a record of
.om;e of the critical issiies that need to be faced.

As a participant in the hearings, the American Assotiation of Nurse Anesthet-
ist,; gave testimony dealing with the whole fit-ld of anesthesia and the role of the
.Nu-se Anesthetlmts in partcular. Their testimony %%as followed by tlt of Dr.
John W. I)itzler. President of the Anerlean Society of Anesthesiolegistrs.

At the conclusion of l)r. T)itzler's testimony, yo.u questionedl hin about a state-
ment made by the Nurse Aisthetist,4. i.e.. "In 40 percent of the hospitals in the
H'niled States a Nurse Animtlbetist is tite sole provider of the anesthesia .ervlce.
working as a nieiber of the operating team along with the surgeon in perform-
Ing a highly essential service to hospital patients."

I am writing you because I believe Dr. Ditzler's answer to you may be quite
misl(,ding. It seeined to tle lie s;uggested that time 40 percent referred to only
reinr *-ents a very small nmlmuiuer of hospital bieds and hospital patients out oif tile
total of all hospitals and all lintents. and was. thert fore. of limited Importance.
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I point out that the Nurse Anestlietst. also stated that of the appr,,xlillately
16.486,045 surgical procedures In 1974, CRNAs provided the anesthetic in 4S.5
percent of all of these cases. This means, of course, that Nurse Anesthetists gave
the anesthetic in a great many larger hospitals.

I think you will be interested to know that In hospitals of less than 5,0I beds.
the Nurse Anesthetists gave 67 percent of the anestheticm: in hospitals with 0-)99
bhds. they gave 65 percent of the anesthetics: in hospitals of 10-249 btele. tly
gave 50.4 percent of the anesthetics; and in hospitals of over 250 beds. they gavt"
42.5 percent of the anesthetics.

I am worried, as I am sure you would be. by any suggestion that soniehow
patients In small hospitals are somehow of less significance or their care l's.q
Important than patients In larger hospitals. A year ago I cliecked and found that
50.9 percent of all general hospitals are 100 beds or less. In other words, lhey
art, small. 1.41M hospitals are 49 beds or less and 1.504 hospitals are 99 beds for
less. The average daily census for this group of small hospitals indicates that
98S83 patients are being cared for each day. The care of these 100,000 1:tillits Is
Just as Importait as the care of any other 100.000 patients.

As Indicated above, the anesthetics provided to those patients requiring stirgi-
cal operations within tbis total group is. In the main. provided by Nurse AiiI,-
thetist-. and it. is to the Nurse Anesthetist that the surgeon looks for reslif .,,ins'
competency In handliing this phase of an oleraflon.

there was a further statement by Dr. Ditzler which. I believe, would be llelied
by some further clarification. Ilis statement was to the effect that tile medicall
Practice acts specify that a physician will always be in charge of patient care.
This. of course, is particularly true In the area of surgery. I wish to point out
thaL a physician always is in ultimate charge. llowever, when it cones to thw
nnesthetic, there is no requirement that the individual providing the anesthelic
Ie(, in Anesthesiologist, a physician. The surgeon is the one who is in charge
and the Nurse Anesthetist, of course, understands this responsibility ill reli-
tiom-'hip to the services she performs. The laws specifically do not require
that the anesthetic be provided by a physician or in fact that an Anesthesiologist
(M.D.) be present. I believe it is most essential to keel) the relationships in
prolpr perspective.

Sincerely yours,
K ;N NETH WILLIAMSON.

AMERICAN NURsEs' AS8OCrATION, INC.,
Kansas City, Mo., August 5. 1976.

lIon. IIERMA: E. TALMADGE,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health.
&cnate Committee on Finance, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR TALMIADGE: Due to the great number of witnesses appearing
on behalf of S. 3205, we ask that this statement be made part of the hearing
records.

The American Nurses' Association represents over 200.000 Registered Nurses.
Professional nurses comprise, by far, the largest professional labor component
in the health care industry. As such, nurses believe that they have significant
(Noimiments to make regarding any type of health care reform. The Medicare and
Medicaid programs are of particular Interest to the Profession and we appreciate
this opportunity to speak to S. 3205, Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and
Reimbursement Reform Act.

There are a number of Sections in the Bill which, we believe, require clarifica-
tion. I refer first to Section 2 which establishes flie Health Care Fiancing
Administration. This section would combine the facilities and functions- of the
present Bureau of Health Insurance, the Medical Services Administration. the
Bureau of Quality Assurance, and the Office of Nursing Home Affairs into this
centralized agency. We believe that a division and fragmentation of respon-
sllillty could occur If all TIEW health programs are not under the same admin-
istration. Quality of care might then be lost in reimbursement reform or be
compromised because of financial pressures due to a different ordering of
priorities.

With the amendments to the Social Security Act. large segments of the popula-
tion became eligible for health care services under loth the Medicare and
Medicaid programs. Not only did the enactment of these amendments create a
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demand for additional health care services to-accom(odate the needs of newly
eligible groups, but also, In order to qualify for provider reimbursement status,

'institutions were forced to upgrade the quality of the health care services they
would be providing.

We ask this Committee to carefully weigh and consider the consequences of
opting for a reimbursement reform focus at the expense of Jeopardizing tile
evolution of meaningful quality assurance programs. Quality A.;surance en-
deavors are just beginning to have the desired impact on the health care industry.
It would be premature to curtail the federal support system for these programs
at this time by forcing the Bureau of Quality Assurance to compete for funds
and personnel resources under the Health Care Financing Administration. This
is a particularly critical concern since S. 3205 equates Quality Assurance more
with making eligibility determinations for covered benefits than with upholding
appropriate standards of health care. ANA sees this as an unfortunate direction
for this piece of legislation to take. Certainly. legislative efforts could attend
to both areas, quality assurance and reimbursement reform, without sacrificing
one for the other.

Section 3 would establish an Inspector General for Health Aduili-tralion.
Ills duties would include the performance of such audits, reviews, etc.. as
deemed necessary for continually ascertaining the efficiency and economy of
the Medicare and Medicaid programs. ANA believes that increased legislative
clarity regarding the roles of Inspector General and the A.sistant Secretary
for health (are Financing and the relationship between these roles would
mihan.e their final execution and prevent confusion and duplication lof dutle.,.

-We would also like to see these new roles delineated in light of the existing roh
of the Assistant Secretary for leaith. We continue to have concern with the
separation of responsibility and authority between such things as the Office of
Policy Development and Planning within the Social Security Administration.

Requirements relating to recipient mobility and residency have always created
many grey areas in the administration of Medicaid progrmas. They leave comlit-
less persons in extreme hardship. These areas also tudermine the efforts of health
care professionals such as nurses who want to provide a comprehensive, humani-
tarian approach to the patient and his health care needs. Continuity -f care
through discharge planning becomes an impossibility under such confused cir-
cumnstances, especially as regards persons who are institutionalized for Illness
outside their state of residence, migrant workers who need health care services.
and elderly individuals who become ill and must live with a son or daughter.
Mental Health nurses also experience a great deal of difficulty in helping certain
clients secure medicaid reimbursement. Clients with long-standing ahohod. drug.
or mental health problems are often without a fixed address. Section 4 attempts
to establish some consistency in state Medicaid administration but does not
inake clear the direction for solutions to problems of recipient mobility and
residency. We suggest that this section speak to these issues clearly anmtd
specifically.

Section 10 would establish a new method of reimbursement for routine operat-
ing costs for hospitals under the ,Medicare and Medicaid programs. As stated In
the language of the bill, this is an attempt to more fairly and effectively deter-
mine the reasonable cost incurred in the provision of hospital services. Under
routine operating costs, intern, resident, and medical personnel cost are excluded.
Nursing personnel costs are considered a part of routlie operating costs. We
would like to call your attention to the fact that there is no present way to
examine nursing costs because they are hidden in routine hospital costs. Any
professional service must have, by definition, a degree of autonomy, and identity
which sets it apart from other types of services. This "setting apart" facilit-mtes
professional accountability and responsiveness to the consumer. The consumer.
likewise, is in a better position to evaluate the care he is receiving. Separation of
the professional nursing service component from housekeeping and maintenance
services, and other routine operating- costs would provide a truer financial plc-
ture which should further the bill's purpose to accurately assess and restrain
rising health care costs. We strongly recommend that nursing services not be
hidden in the routine operating costs category. Several hospitals in the Phoenix
area have set up separate cost accounting and billing for nursing services. Nurses
report that awareness of accountability to the patient/consumer has been
enhanced as a result. We hope that you can facilitate the continuation of this
process.
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Section 10 also provides for the use of a wage index based on general wage
levels (including fringe benefit costs) In the areas in which the hospitals are
Iicatt'd so as properly to adjust such component to the general wage level (includ-
lug fringe benefit costs) prevailing in tile respective areas. If, In a given area,
the wage level for hospitals Is significantly higher than tile general wage level
in such area, then the general wage level In such area shall Ie deemed to be
e(Iial to the wage level for hospitals in such area. but only during the first year.
flow this discreiancy will le dealt with the second year is not clear. The plight
of the health care employee has only recently begin to be alleviated. These

mlplOyees lave been forced to accept the unilaterally determined substandard
wage package for decades. With the advent of collective bargaining, many hos-

i!fal employees have upgraded their salary and(! working conditions. Some hos-
pit als have been miore' progres,ive in these areas than Others. ANA would hope
that the enmployees who have Obtained greater econoinic anmd general welfare
status would lie protected from salary cut-backs (cOrrelative to the general wage
level in the area) past the first year.

Section 11 creates it Hospltal '1ransiti-nal Allowance Board. Clarification is
needed as to this Board's relationship to health Systems Agencies. In reviewing
aii'ilications for transitional allowances for a qualified facility conversion, the
I h'pital 'Transitional AMlowam-te DO aird atipears it I~e duplicatinig an lISA
fillitllt.

Section 20 sets out criteria for dleterminilng reasonable charge for physician's
service. . No mention is lnade of reilbursenent for uon-ph-isivian iprovilers. In
lieariligs (al t lh' S oial :0,N:rity Amemlmlt-ls of 19712. $4'lnati)r Clurlis called
attentioni to tile untapped potential for utilizing, the services of nurse practi-
tioners in rural settings where the physician shortage is especially acute. Senator
C(urtis at that time called attention to a paper entitled "A New Look at the
Visiting Nurse," by R. Patil loff, M.I). of Seward ('little, Seward, Nebraska.
lw,- .Or hloff's article pointed (lilt both the olprtunitles available in utilizing
tile services of nurse practitioners and the problems involved for the nurse in
filaining third-party reimbursement for services rendered. The inability of the
miurse to obtain third-plarty reimbursennt under Medicare/Medicaid was cited
as a major obstacle to utilization of the nurse practitioner in easing the physician
shortage.

Stch future problems could be avoided by changhig the title of Section 20 to
read, "Criteria for )etermining Reasonable Charge for Professional Providers."
This section could specify reimbursement for non-phmysician professional pro-
viders. As regards professional nurse )roviders. cure would be rendered by
licensed registered nurses within the scope of their practice as defined by State
law.

Ve believe this bill repr('se-its a sigilicant effo rt toi deal with the conplex Issue
of Medicare-Medicald a(ninistrative and reimbursement reform and we hope
(our suggestions are helpful Ill achieving that objective.

Tlhank you.
Sincerely,

ANNE Z L:IIMA R.N.. I'r-.idtnt.

TIm, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH, INC.,
Arlington, Va.. August 6, 1976.

lion. JIERJIAN E. TALMAI)OE.
C'hit-irtt. Subefit, ntlttcr on Hralth.
, :e;itr Fi.'ierc (lomit r (Ic. IWashintt~tm. D.C'.

DEAR SENATOn TALMADGE: The Mental Health Assoiatimi stromigly stllprrts
your action to improve the administration of Medicare and Medicaid, and to pre-
%-teit flmue )f those plans. Thert-fore. although we are not tfonipetent to liass jndg-
mient on all the details, we endorse S. 3205 In principle.

We also urge the Suhwo-nitt.,c on Health. whllp it i., taking up amendments
to Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act, to consider S. 3642, intro-
(mo-ed July 1 by Senator Stafford, and now before the Committee. We also urge the
(Cimmittee to consider S. 3708. introduced on August 3, 1976, by Senator Brock.

5. 3642 would amend Titles XVIII and XIX by removing the discrimination
against the mentally Ill now Incorporated by law In both Medicare and Medicaid.
S. 3708 would amend Title XVIII to make Community Mental Health Centers
qualifiedd providers of Services under Medicare.
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We are enclosing a statement otin this subject, and hereby request that this letter
and the accompanying statement be inserted in the hearings on S. 3205 when they
•are printed.

Thank you very ntmucht for your c.irtey.
Sincerely,

II.1DA ROBBINS,
('hairperson. Public A ffairs Committee.

AMENDMENTS TO MEDICARE AND MEDICAID. TITI.ES XVIII AND XIX OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT, RLECOM.MENDEI) BY Tilt, MENTAL. IIEALTii ASSOCIATION

MEDICARE

Medicare, Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, discrininates against men-
tVilly ill I-i'sonls. It disuiiliina'les direeil ley selling ftrth more restrietive iild-
lt.Iiflis fill the c veialge 41f IlleitI i l hlls" th ii 4 all tlh, r ftornis f illness: It dis-
criminates indirectly by failing to recognize communityy Mental Health Centers
per se as primary Iniwivlders of health care.

Direct discriminatio
fit Pairt A. imislital whichiiriii . kl'if'l i i drdivtlf autisinatically to all Medi-

(are eligibles, Section 18120b) (31 ses it lifetihme liiit of 190 bellefit days in it
psychiatric Iospital. There is no lifetime limit (in time in other hospitals. Section
1812(c) provides that anyone who Is a patient in a psychiatric hospital lit the
fille his Medivai.'e 4','ver'ge l.utgili .hail mir't, hixit.s i hetit period induced fly
(Ie nimber (if days 1lr'ie:ly s lelit ill li' hlfiSpitul. Nt, such r.ductilti ailip'ies i',
patients in other hospitals.

ill Part It. tie suilementail medical insll-a liv.e tvalihlle oill payllillt of IlliIlly
ilrfIitihnls. Seel i,,ii iM3t cI limits re:Aslurse.menit f,,r treat lent of "miienital ]Dsyelfi-
neurotic, and liersonality disorders" to 5 lfercent of the doctor hills and related
costs, after the deductible. Treatment of all other illm-ses is reinburirsed it 80
lercenlt after the deductible. In addition, Section 1833 c) places all annual ceiling
oIf -S25A) oil re1 illrsellient for trentmeIiitli t i, ititl ilimsm i$ <2(02 if the dedui,.llde
b. aliso for Iliellltll ii illi . Nel iil1 cll inig, is itlll lln rellimburselmnt for treat-
lelt (if any other illness.

Indirect dbscriinijtion
The Indirect discrimination lies in the failure of Title XVIII to recognize Com-

munity Mental health C'enters lr se as prlniary providers of health care.
This omission pretulnially stems from the faet that the centers did not exist

ill their present form prior to 19W5. the very year Congress created Medicare.
Today there are some 600 centers in operation and upon fulfillment of the
program set up by ('ongress there will ultimately lie 1AX). one for every l50.(tX)-
177.IX) Americans. In the communityty Mental llealth ('enters Amendments of
1975 (Title Ill of I.. 94-63) Congress mandated that to qualify for federal
funding a Center must serve the 65-and-over age group, essentially the Medicare
population. as well as all others.

If a ('M1C is operated as part of an acredited hospital, it qualifies under
Part A as- a primary provider of hospital care. If. however, the center is "'free
tending" it loes not qualify u1nless It inlnets the .tunme accreditation standards

required of a full tolerable general hospital or a large state psychiatric hosltal.
standards far be'yon( any reasonable rqliillients fill" a facility treatimk only
ambulatory patients. As a consequence, only seven percent oif the free-standing
('MI's have been able to obtain Mledicare reimbursement for inliti in
t r:lt ment.

Most mentally ill, of course, do not require hospitalization but are seen on
an outpatient basis. Part It of Medicare will generally reimburse for outpatient
treatment in a hospital setting. In other cases, however. reimbursement is avall-
able only on a fee-fsr-servii.e lIasis find then, quite often, oily if the patient is
seti hy a physician (rather than any fther member of tile mental health team)
or. ludicrous as it may seemn. only if there iv a physician somewhere on the
)irmflllises at time of treatment. Tlh, net result i. that only twenty percent of the
free-standing CMHCq qualify under Medicare as providers of outpatient services.

The concern of the Mental Health Association Is of course for the patient, not
the provider. hut it is manifest that it is the patient-or the emotionally dis-
turbed ehlerly man or women who should be a patient-who suffers when the
most Ifgical. best qualified, and usually least costly provider Is ineligible. It may
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also bx, noted that Congress to date has appropriated more than $1.8 billion to
lhvlp establish Community Mental Health Centers and, as of this writing, is In
the pro(-ess of appropriating additional funds for the coming fiscal year.

IRcomm ended a m endniei ts
To end Medicare discrimination against mentally ill persons, the Mental Health

A-sociation recommends amending Title XVIII as follows:
1. Repeal tho~e sections of Parts A and B that place more restrictive limita-

lions o(n mental illness than on all other forms of illness, specifically, Sectious
1S12(h) (3), 1812 (c), and 1833 (c).

2. Insert language recognizing as primary providers of health care those
('nnunity Mental Health Centers which (whether or not actually receiving
federal grants) meet the definitions and operating standards specified by Con-
gress in PL. 94-M3 and which comply with the implementing regulations issued
by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare.

S. 3642, introduced July 1 of this year and now pending in the Senate Finance
Comniittee, would amend Title XVII exactly as we propose. Sections 1 and 2
of .5. 3(42 would insert language throughout Title XVIII to assure that qualil-
tied ("-mmunity Mental Health Centers are recognized under Medicare as primary
health care providers. Section 3 of S. 3642 would repeal Sections 1812(b) (3),
1812(c), and 1833 (c), as we are recommending.

If the Committee cannot accept the revision of S. 3642, we hope that it will
supliort S. 3708, introduced by Senator Brock on August 8, 1976, which "amends
Title XVIII of the Social Security Act to include Community Mental Health
(**-liters among the entities which may be qualified providers of services for
Medicare purposes and to redefine terms used in such Title so as to reflect such
inclusion." The Mental Health Association strongly supports this bill.

CORts
The Mental Health Association is fully aware of the skyrocketing costs of

Medicare and is no less concerned than Congress. Fortunately there should he no
additional cost and possibly some slight saving in recognizing Community Mental
lI haith Centers per se as primary providers.

Vndeniably there would be some added cost in equalizing the benefits through
real of the three sectims listed above. The added cost of striking the 190-day
lifetime hospitalization limitation should not 1e great because of the small
number of patients affected. The same may be sei-d of the provision requiring
tihe initial benefit lriod to be reduced by time already spent in a psychiatric
hospital. But the fact reinains that there would he additional cost and it would
si, Etit prudent for the committee reports, if not the law Itself, to make it plain
that coverage is intended only for active treatment and not for custodial care.

"'l,. mo,t noticeable impact (and it would be noticeable only in actual dollars,
nt a.s a percentage of total Medicare costs) would follow repeal of Section 1833
(e) inasmiuch as that would increase reimbursement for doctor bills and other

outpatient services from 50 to 80 percent after the deductible. and would remove
the $250 annual ceiling. making reimbursement for mental Illness the same as
hat for all other fornts of illness. Should the Congress feel that because of the

curretti e(e(noilc picture this is not the time to repeal Section 1833(c) outright.
several intermediate step" suggest themselves. One would be to limit this year's
anm,.ct(ll1etnt to eliminating the discounting of doctor bills and the like so that
reitihursen'ent for mental illness wauld be at the same 80 percent as for other
illnes.-,... Another would be to strike out the annual ceiling. This wrnild nt be
a5 aptin-etfihd as it might seem, for fewer than five percent of all CMIIC patients
reajitre w(ore than twenty visits. Or, if that were unacceptable, raise the ceiling
to ;.()0 this year, which should cover the great majority of cases and defer until
t letter date its complete elimination. Iere too, as a matter of cost control, it
would le well to write into the committee reports or the law Itself that Medicare
is intended to cover active treatment of mental Illness. not custodial care.

Lcyislatire history
The Intent of Congress in placing more restrictive limitations on mental illness

coverage than on other coverage is not spelled out in either the louse or Senate
committee reports on 11R. 6675. the 196i hill creating Medicare. The only clue
to Congressional intent Is found In a single sentence in the House report (No.
213. s9th congresss , 1st Session) explaining the reason for reducing the Initial
benefit period of onte who was In a psychiatric hospital at the time his Medicare
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co-verage began: "This provision is in keeping with the intent of the plan to cover
",ily the active phases of treatment of mental illness and not to cover.., a
persnua who may have been instituti.malized for many years."

In the absence of any other explanations, It seen, reasonable to deduce that
ftle other restrictions In Title XVIII are for the same purpose-"to cover only
the active phase of treatment." 'fhat is precisely what the Mental Health Asso-
(iilloiU is seeking. However, the existing restraints in Title XVIII not only
Isreclmde coverage of ctist.dlial care, in keeping with the intent of Congress, but
:l.a, work to preclude adequate coverage of "active phases of treatment" of
America's aged mentally ill, which i.s contrary to the expressed intent.

'rhere is no legislative history regarding failure of Title XVIII to recognize
('1u1nunity Mental health Centers as primary providers. At the time Congress
created Medicare, the network of C(MIICs simply did not exist. Although con-
s.t letlni grants were first authorized in 19XV3, it was not intil 1965, the saine
year Title XVIII was enacted d, that Congress authorized operating grants for
cetiers. Thus they were an Aitknown, If not actually an unheard of, commodity.

For it number of reasons. including until 1975 the lack of any Congressional
mialate to treat the elderly, the matter did not get to the legislative stage in
the intervening years. Recently there were discussions at the staff level but the
stibJect did not get beyond that stage primarily due to inability to agree on
spe.ilie criteria.

Today this situation no longer obtains. In PL. 94-063, the Congress Itself In-
mIrlporated a detailed definition of a CMIHC and set forth a number of specific

reiluilr(nents for Its operation. Several of these requirements are especially
germane: a center, to be eligible for federal funding, must serve the elderly as
well as all others; a center must set up a peer review system to insure quality
performance by all staff; a center must have a system of utilization review in
orlder to assure that each patient Is getting the treatment he needs and that no
latient is being seena mote often or longer than necessary.
Fitily. the Cngress in the preamble to Title Ill of PL. 4-43, declared : "The

{'angrcs-: finds that (1) community mental health care is the most effective and
liauum|ne form of care for a majority of mentally ill individuals ; (2) the federally
fuunued v'oininnity Mental Health Centers have had a major impact on the lii-
loravelnent of mental health care. . and thu,4 are a national resource to which
all Ametricans should enjoy acce.s."

lit esseae, the Mental Health As.soclation Is asking that Title XVIII, which
rellects tle views of Congress as of 1965, be updated to conform to the judgment
Itf Ciongress in 1975.

ME DICAID

Title XIX of the Social Security Act, Medicaid, as It is now written, makes it
unusually difficult for Community Mental Health Centers to serve the indigent
with tany hope of reimbursement through Medicaid. Yet the Community Mental
llealth Centers amendments of 1975, Public Law 94-63, in effect makes the
centers themselves reslonsible for obtaining Medicaid reimbursements to offset
the iphasing out of direct Federal grants under P.L. 94-0,3.

The Mental Health Association is fully committed to the concept of step-by-
step decrease In Federal funding of thepnters over the eight-year period set by
law. It was our expectation-as well as that of Congress-that much, If not most,
of the difference would be made up by Increasing third-party payments, Including
not only patient fees and Insurance proceeds but also-and most certainly-
Medicare and Medicaid rel nbursements--It Is self-defeating to enact P.L. 94-63
on the one hand and fail tb enact Implementing amendments to Titles XVIII
and XIX of the Social Security Act on the other hand.

As we have already noted, Sections 1 and 2 of ,-3042 would make the neces-
sary changes In Title XVIII to make it consistent with the 1975 centers amend-
ments. Sections 4 and 5 would do the same for Title XIX, Medicaid. The Mental
Ilealth Association urges the Committee to incorporate the provisions of S. 3642
in the bill reported out as a result of these hearings.

PREPARED STATEMENT Op LYLE I1. NELSON, M.D.

This testimony is submitted by Lyle H. Nelson. M.D. I am a family physician
practicing in Crete, Nebraska. a village of approximately 5 thousand located near
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Lincoln, Nebraska. I am an assistant professor of Family Practice of the lli-
versity of Nebraska College of .Medicine.

This testimony Is submitted as an individual on behalf of approximately 1:11
physicians who practice in 01 counties with county populations of less tlhatn
10.O(KI, which en.olnpamsem 5 lisre'ent of the state's area, thus representing about
10 percent of the total office practicing physicians in the state of Nebraska. There
is ,no sletific organization to speak solely for rural jphysicians. Most (4 us belong
to the Anierican Medical A.\so.iatlton. American Academy of Family Practihe,
Atate iInl 'oci'I Medical . i oletJes. You inust aipprecjate. however, that there is no
waly to (irgialmi'e siich I getigralhi-ahly wide spread group of rural physicltns.
When %ve, are goe our patielit- aire without .are. therefore. -eldii (i) we it a
group attend nieetings outside oif our local or state societies. Usually arrange-
Ilaenlt 1lust Il.e illalle witli l ad.iacent prraetitiill.r so thilt one night attend s tii
mineethi without leaving a c county without a physician.

I. therefore. slI'nk as an Individual holding to express, the feelings of the 15.3
pierceemt of all practicing physicians In tIhe United State- who liiactlce in areas of
non-metrop llitan counties. Thee lphysilans nunhier 41 It physicians lIWr 100.000
Jo lUilatlit in the ritral a rea.s ,of the U'nifll (IAtittes aind represented In Nebraska 1
Ijbhyvdehln ror every 2.306 rural residents: corrected for senl- and retired lihysi-
cns,' . this probably represents more (closIy one hysicialln for every 2,500 rural
rehlulcutm.

I nm particularly Interested Il those- part4 of 114. 3205 which may improve the
chances s ct eilual benefits to riral resident re'lpients of Medicare and Medicaid
ly e.qualizing the profile of rural lhysicians with urlian l)liysiclains (Setion
20-H).

lidoullt that It was tile Intent of ('ongre*4 tio have the Medicare anl Medicald
iorogrini admilinistrated In such a way so n% to have differential caf benefits ba."Al
(ll lotion of residents or practie. I til niuch In agreement withl Sectioi
2-F. page 52. which hlia nges profile, areas to only oie pr,,lle li'r state. I si ruaiaaly
,,oject to dropping the prevalling charge level to 5 liercent front 75 percent. This
approach to correction to a previous error by restriction of all physicians would
serve only to cause much disagreements and argumentutions to occur between
rural and urban physicians.

I would also reiluest that the urea of the nation with the lowest usual and
customary rate be rewarded lay Improved re-inlarsement systems (for example.
it full 8) percent without discount ul) to the national means). This would dis-
eourage the current situation where doctors tend to relocate to all area itf
Itigher profiles, higher prevailing or custoniary charges in order to Improve their
collection standards. There are many instances within our state where well
estalilish!l family physicians Ili physician short rtiral arts have relocated. Ili
ulmo-t every circumstance they have relocated to areas that have higher jirail,'
and higher salary or custoniary charge levels.

Ie'gar(ding Sectimn 20-F. Iten ]. criteria f:,r Ihysilans shortage areas should
he outlined more Ioreclsely lay congress.s to preclude tIh, nilsuise of regulatory lire-
rogatives by IIEW agency. Numerous statistics have been atlliillllit l lty gill-
erniiental age icies. AM.A aid definitions pret.usly establ ished shIouhl Ihe ultilized
to provide outlines oif jlhsi.ian .hortage areas. I w,,uld suggest that the f,,'law-
Iug criteria toe considered : The National SKtatistic regarding lhyv.Aiciai-ll-!li('nt
ls)Iulation ratios ly cotinty shotild I)( ittiliz.d. A rural comuitnity laS1 )(eit de-
fined ili previous studies as loping oane ill which a (illilty ppulntionl ,af les thailt
10,i0 is reported. Statistics mltow that less thmn I percent of the total ioll-
federal physicians ili the I'nlted States Ioraictice lit .ouitiles with less tlial 10).(Hx)
l5)pulation, omly 15.3 percent of all praeticing Ijlysiclans in tile United .at.s
practice in a reais oat non-littropolittill counties. Tl national lnctor-patieitt ratio
i- 41.9 physicians per 100.0 X population In riral areas. lit 1972 there were 14;7
physicians per (10.0() looulation in the I ltnid States a it whole or in other
words, there was one plhysicia for ,every 11(N) lp elh' il the general Ipoldati,,n
but aitly one physician for every 2.500 rural residents. I would suggest liat wheai
tle plitient-doctor ratio in at conmillnity exce(J, d 1.5 times ttv ilnatlonal average,
patlielt-jillysiciall ratio. a shortaite area is atli.ipated. Ili tt'se area, wihe-re
such ratio is 2 tilnie the national average. a itritfcal short age a ar,, is Ii 'll,-t,.
Tit arriving at these statistics anl effort should !- iliade to delete front hw slatis-
itc.s the non-practicing or seniretired physielan. For example, (A) a eomnty 4at
.. 00) population with three ntively lracticing pohysiclans. the paleiit-deetr
ratio would ie, ."UM to one. and i critit-al llhy.sic an shortage i- in existon.. ( H)
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Ili a county of 9,000 residents %%itb six physicians, a patient-doetor ratio of 1,500
to one would be found and a shortage of physlciauls compared to the national
average would be in existence. W C) Iti the ratine county with 12 actively pruc-
ticitag physiclan, the patient-doctor ratio would be considered to e acceptable

Regarding Section 20-F. subsection II, this paragraph should be deleted. It will
cause many problems in that established physicians will not be treated equally

- ts a new physician in the same area. The established physician will Ne enlcor-
aged to relocate to achieve equtail benefits for his patlt s. I (all foresee many
virtcunistan.es where a door would move his office Iotentially five or ten miles
down the road In order to achieve a 15 to 20 percent increase In benefits for his
patientss. You must rememlpr that it is not after all of great benefit to the phy-

.-ician to practice Ii any area of high profiles hut It Is in actllity a benefit to
thei .Medicare recilihnl.If the intent of Congrtss is to encourage Improved distribution of M.D. and
(qual Medicare and Medicaid benefits to the beneficiaries then: A) All jlhy-
si.ialis new and estalilihed should laive equal visual aid customary and Irt-
vailing charge level within the state: and (B) Ili physician shortage areas any
r44- that is lpelow the national p)revailiag average fee should ie regarded as rea-
.mmnlile to encourage tle locat i o in rew youaiig hysicians in this area ; (') The
prevailiag fee for a state Nhould be liasel uilioat a5 Percent of tie state charge
levels with the profile areas inotI restricted to sulp-getigrapihic areas based on rural-
uirbaia or other criteria.

i. 1 have read the testimony of the college e of American, Pathologists and I agree
andll appreciate the iswitlot of the College of Anterelem IPathologi-ts to improve
the quality of the iathological consultations in rural areas, (see Iaage 8, Slun-
miry statement and lage -7 of general statement ).

11. 1 disagree with their statement (in Iage 62, ien four, when, ti college e
of Aneripan Pathologists are oliaj.s4d to changing tie .ritiria for deft,rinining
ra ;usunaile charges and I (t) not bilIieve that ftie College of Alieriean ljathologisI
fully alpreciate the problems of the minority group of rural physicians who have
so unfairly had fee profile restrictions. I do not belleve that they can speak for us
anld understand our prohleins any IMtter tian I call siwak for thilel.

Ill. I find it difficult to be sylpathetic with their concern for a lilNtile nuinai-
malt change of reasonable fees in ulrbain areas, if tie rural M.l).'s fees are re-evalu-
:tcd to establish a new state %1 l(*.r ievallinkv rate. Surely. the re-evaluattion of less
than. 15 iwrceit, of the total physicians ii the nation could ott statistically vary
thi other 85 Percent liroflles very nmuch and it would go a long way Iii correcting
that- errors that have cticurred over file Iast tell years of the Meieare and Medi.-
aid Programs. On Page t of their testinny they state thatt they want te same,
iaitlaological services to be cont.itered the saline is all ithy.,liala,. yet il thli r
testilliony regarding chaagitg the rexasona le charges they s'tena tip request de-
Will tIp rural ihysiciant4 their eiluest. fti. for Pqual treatment.

IV. The ('llege of American Pathologists in 'age 2 of A!qaendix A. state tiat
liroli.tl section 1tiM-Q3 of flit Social S ec'arity Act. section 92, creates two classes
of lolysic(ia% . this time singling out' pathologists for special atntIl taneqluni treat-
inellt. I agree that tills should ilt oscfur. however, the rulril lthysicii.s of flit-
I'uited States have been tretited unequally. ilce tfihe onset of Melivare in 1966
in nialy states if our nation and it is well Inaist the titato that this error slol!(d
be t.orreefle. The (orrectioi of this error will not in Itself he a fiumnichi bomon fonr
the rural I,lhysi(ian. It w4l only. ili fact. be a equalization of NMedlcare/Meditaid
lieetlts for tle rural residents wilo seek inedi.al care from riiral physicians ind
it will act as a very strong inducement to newly trained young flainlly lphysitllsi
to loct tle in iphysician lx)or rural areas. It is my firm opitaloa that only ('o-
gres.sional action call correct this error causedd by ilEW regulations.

I hlov' read the testiliony of the nwrit-atn Medical A,.,siat lion a i disagret.
Iili art. with page" 15 anld 16 of their testimony. Againi. it is tlhir conclusion
I lia: it re-evailaftiota fle state to develop) state-wide prevailing charges would
rtsuilt in a great. decrease lit the tate-wide lirevalling charge for tie urban
physician. But so few physielaits practlee in physician short areas that the minor
statistical change In the prevailing charge for the urban areas would he barely
felt. It has been suggested that if no medical fee" at all were liid to rural
playslilatns. the total overall savings to the M1edicare program would probably
amount to less than 1 ierceent. In justification of the position taken by th- Atmer-
Weai Medical Association on this particular issue. I would ,uggest again that
It is likely that the majority of the elected representatives serving the Assola-
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tion do in a democratic fashion speak more strongly for the majority of physl.
clans who live in the urban area.

We should not (1o anything in this modification to decrease the benefits or
prevailing usual and customary charges of urban areas but only to Increase those
bieneflt-; in the rural areas. Why do we have to consider mdlifying the prevallin
charge levels by dropping it to 50 percent instead of the current 75 percent?
Why do we have to worry at all alsout changing the urban prevailing charge
rat, when it would Iie so easy to merely raise tihe state-wide prevailing rate
to be equal to that in the urban areas. Tie AMA's suggestion that Section 20
not lie adopted represents a position taken by the majtkrlty of members of the
AMA who are in the urban areas. As I have previously stated, no specific orgatii-
zation speaks for the minority of rural physicians who would stand to strongly
benefit by section 20.

JUSTIFICATION OF CURRENT INFLATED MEDICAL FEES

The following summary is extracted from page 32 of a report oi **oce)o-
Economic Factors Related to the Problems of Rural Health Care in Nebraska"
which I completed in 19"3.

in all honesty much of the current state and federal legislation and taxations
iamay have some discriminatory effects on the profession of Medicine where almost
all of the income is taxable in 100 percent of its total value. A physician has
slpect 'A of his life training to be a physician and thus utilize his education acd
spent all of his working time in an effort to specialize in a specific field of Medi.
clie. The average working hours per week as a physician greatly exceeds that
of the common laborer in the nation and labor unios are trying to decrease
their hours. The physician's rates are generally based upon his time with addi-
tional tie rates for weekend and night calls. There are certainly no rewards
other than emotional ones for continuing health care delivery beyond a point
of extortionary taxation. The incentive of the individual to continue preduction
beyond the average production rate should not be discouraged by taxation ithti-
ods. ()he can imagine positive influencing factors that would be granted to the
location in doctor poor areas if new physicians locating there were permitted
the opportunity to retain a greater percentage of their earnings for differential
taxation.

It seencs unusual that we should have e.tablished such a high priority of
medicine liu our country, have so enuch wide spread political and press publicity
against medicine as being over-priced when probably less than 1/20th of ticl-
working day is spenct to py for medical care, nearly '%ths of the working day
Is spent to pay for federal and state taxation. I do tiot personally believe that
it is excesive to spend 23 minutes out of a working day to iy for our nedi'al
care when 19 ininttes are spent to pay for our recreation. 25 minutes is spent
to pay for our clothing and 38 minutes to pay for transportation. I personally
believe that wscial reformers have taken the position that. perhaps, by Inflating
einlibitsis oil cost of cedlical care they can Justify their goals of attaining total
socialwA'd ncedieine. All should be reminded In all honesty only 14.5 percent
of the total Medicare dollar is spent for physician services, of this it is quite
likely that fMce hospital based services. slcifically surgery, pathology, radiology
accomut for probably 12 percent. It is quite possible that if none of the benefits of
ti. Medicare program were to go to primary care pih3ysiclans, there could be only
a ,ea\vings of 3 is'rreent In the total Medicare costs. It is dlso qite possible that
If no fees were paid to rural physi.ians at all that the total co.;t of the Medicare
Iorisrrait would irolotibly ie less than I percent. It Is. therefore, quite pomssille
ilat if no fevs were iid to rural physicians for any service's that the total
savings to the Melicare program would probably be much less than 10 percent
rt4luceion in the administrative costs of the Medicare program itself. I would
greatly stiggest a maxinumm publicity and political effort be made to decrease
the administrative costs of the Medicaid program which prol.aliTy accounts for
well over 30 percent of the total Medicare expenditure.

The rural resident must pay the same tax rates as every one else but his
re-imbursemnent for Medicare services is going to be based on a rate that is
different than his urban contemporary. Many people In rural areas have found
that it is less expensive for them to get in their car, bypass their local physician
and drive to an urban area with a higher accepted payment rate, than It is to
go to their own physician. In 1971 the national average for an Initial office
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visit for general practice was $9.07, yet in our area we were being told by
our insurance carrier for Medicare, Medicaid that the usual and customary
fee in our area was limited to $4.50. It is hard for me to imagine how this
figure could be considered to be Inflationary.

Since statistics also show that the imntwlate income of rural medical practice
is more than $2,000.00 less than annually in urban areas. perhaps some system
of granting a $10,000.00 a year tax deduction for practicing in physician ior
areas would be a major Incentive factor towards the re-location of physicians
in physician short art-as. Although I generally agree with the testimony of
the American Medical Association and College of American Pathologists and
the Anesthesia Association regarding their positions taken on the bill, I feel-that
there were certain specific areas of difference that justified my submission
of this report. Even if Congress is not able to pass S. 3205 in its entirety,
I would strongly urge them to make mcslifdcatIons to improve circumstances
for the rural resident and rural physician.

In general, I have limited my testimony on the S. 3205 to primarily that section
regarding the criteria for determining reasonable charges for physician servicets
and specifically those areas of modification which would Improve the re-imburse-
ment rate for rural residents and the prevailing (charge levels for rural
physicians.

SOC'IOECONOuIc FA cmss RELAMD: TO TimE lam. i ov HtL4. HEALTH ('ARE; IN
NEB1SKA

(By Lyle 11. Nelson, M.I)., Crete, Nebr.)

1I1. BASIC CRITERIA AND NEEDS WHICH AFFECT THE PHYSICIAN'S DECISION AS TO
WHERE TO LOCATE

Interest in the factors which influence the location decision of a physician
has increased due to intensified discussion of the supply and geographical dis-
tributon of physicians. Understanding their motivational process behind a loca-
tion decision will clarify the broader supply and distribution Issues.

Since numerous factors enter the typical decision process, one convenient
method for approaching the topi, is to group the factors according to cate-
gories of influence. Five major categories of Influence on physician location
can be distinguished:

1. Prior exposure-those events in the life of the physician which have allowed
contact with a community.

'2. Environmental factors--those attributes which contribute to the quality
of life in a community: generally, non-professional attractions such as cultural
and social opportunities, educational system, quality of community.

3. Medical environment-those practice.related aspects contributing to a satis-
fying and successful professional life: hospitals, medical schools, other physi-
clans, school of allied health personnel.

4. Economic factors-those visible quantities influencing practice net income
directly (i.e., gross income, costs, excess demandd)

5. D emand (letermina nts-those characteristics (primarily demographic and
economic) often assoeinted with the generation of (lenmamdl for medical services:
simulation size, population composition by se-k. race and age, per capita income.
level of educational at tainmeit.

A physician alout to mke am decision to locate Ills practice refers to his ent-re
scheme of preferellces. iot only tis a Ijhysiciali lint also as a private citizen: lie

as,,e.'se:4 alternative locations according to his preferences subject to the infor-
mation available to him.

Among these five categories, the most comprehensive and concerted research
effort ins len devoted to the role of prior exposure in the decision process, with
the results being Insightful and stimulating for further investigation."

Statistics already presented tend to suggest that thp demand determinants
mentioned above in Mr. MeFarlind's quotation have been more than met by
the shortage of physicians iul rural Nebraska. Certainly a lack of demand for
medleal services is not present in our rural areas. Mr. McFarland also mentions
prior exposure and it is my opinion that the Admissions 'ommittee from the
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University of Nebraska have dohne a v' ry good job In the past few years select-
ing a great tiinber of a)plic'ants who have a rural baackground for admission
to the .Medical College. The environmental factors, both medical and non-inedical.
rented by Mr. McFarland are pr(aally l) different 1i the state of Nebra-ka
than Ihey tire in nany other areas; although It is true Nebraska is. generally
speaking, not a resort area. 1[here is not latlch we cai do to change our cliltiats.
our geography, our pattern of living. It (ertailly is not in the icalmi of this coin-
mnittee to modify signiltcaltly the governmental or educational or social oar cii-

ittral opiportunities within the rural committee other than to lIrhaps loint out
ilteir itnpartlaee to (lmmnntities looking for ilhysiviann.

'i'Te writer has iersoally practiced medicine lit states bordering the Pacifie
Oeeall, tile (ulf of Mexio. ('anluda and has been closely assoc iated with a
Iphy.Mician who practiced on tile East ('(onst slid this is my personal oliiloii that
fie state of Nebraska teed ntot-palogi fear Its inedlical environmental, its melicail
sch oItls, its lecialty calpabilitie or Its School of Allied llealth lprsonnel. Ne-
braiska physiclatis and Nebraska Iierstilinel Inedil.al graduates are in good demand
In all areas of the United States.

Tlhis leaves as a major unexplored and diffictilt to evaluate factor in the physi-
(*ians decision to locate-socioeconomlh problems. More spwelfically, we are deal-
ing with those factors which affect the physicians gross and net income, his

costs, lis working hours and his ability to receive comilprable reimbursement
for his services.

Importance of rarious factor. in the location decision
Percent ofFactors rated as "very inmprtatnt" or "inllprtant": respondents

General economic conditions in area---------------------------- 77
Cultural and social opportunities -------------------------------- 72
Education oplairlunities for children ------------------------------ 68
Availability of hospital appointments ----------------------------- 03
Preference of spouse -------------------------------------- 50
Postgraduate training opportunities----------------------------- 47
Openings for my specialty ---------------------------------- 46
Area's need for a physician ----------------------------------- 46
Opliortunity to Join other doctor or group ------------------------ 38
Born and/or raised In area ----------------------------------- 37
'la-e of residency ------------------------------------------- 34

Place of nedical school --------------------------------- 32
Medical school appointment ----------------------------------- 30
Place of Internship --------------------------------------- 27

Source: Eduecatton In the Health Fields.
As you (-all se front the above Table, 77 percent of the respmdents rated

General Economuic ('ow~idtimls as tile illost Intliranralit factor il the dec-ision tea
locate. Confirming this theory of changes in the order of importance of factors
a'it'liling to speciality, a rgmllt st iy lay John W. iulableton •"'eterntinats of
t;'ogralai,, lilTereneem in t he Simily of l'hyhicial Services," Iwctoral )isserta-
tion. University of Wisconsin, 1971, shows that fear the general practitioner who
is selecting a county In which to practice availability of good housing is a major
consideration while the presence of hospitals is comparatively negligible. Hince
ihysiclans in general practice tire relatively less restricted lay the need for anelaborate and technologically complex medical environment, factors descriptive

of community environment and economic conditions tend to dominate the site
selection process.

Ih~lsiv'ians nct income and e.rpcxes.-In ailnost any discussion concerning
medicine, the subject will usually get around to the exorbitant fees charged by
physicians. However, I would like to request that the members of this commit-tee pay particular attention for a moment to the fact that in many rural coin-
munlties it costa more for a house call by a TV repairman, plumber, or elec-
trician than iay a fanilly Ihysi.ian. In fact. the visiting-nurse program of County
Health )eparttnents frequently budget more per nurse visit than the current
fee profile will l)rovide for a similar visit by a physician under Medicare or
welfare. The levels of, and variations in, physicians' incomes represent some

(af the lost widely misunderstood subjects of public concern.
Net income front medical practice depends on three factors, fees being only

one of these. Overhead expenses and the volume of work done are the other two
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ilnp4,rtant factors of which the lay public has very little knowledge. Changing
patterns of health care delivery have required that family physicians in rural
areas provide a more total type of care with a great deal of emphasis on preven-
tive care. This has increased the overhead costs of the rural physician.

Recommendations by health planners that physicians should Increase their
work output by seeing more patients rather than by increasing their rates have
reached an Impractical level within the rural areas of Nebraska. Most physi-
clans do not care to work more than 60 hours per week in their primary field nor
do they care to see more patients than they are seeing at the present time. They
have, therefore, in many cases, reached a point where It fees are not raised, their
income net and gross will probably decrease. (In many cases this has already
occurred.) A recent Harris poll reported in February 1973 revealed 42 percent of
doctors and nurses to have above average productivity (highest of all groups
reported in U.S.).

While variations In net incomes by medical specialty might superficially paral-
l variations in fees for services common to all specialties, suchr variations are

not explained on the basis of simplified comparisons. Types of fees and the quan-
tlth('s of services are unique within each specialty. Fees tend to respond to. rather
thitn to cause the fundamental differences between medical specialties and geo-
graphical areas. In the time span from 19609 to 1970, there was a 5.2 percent In-
crease in physicians net income and a 20.4 percent increase In physicians profes-
sional expenses. These increases were apparently not distributed evenly among
specialties. geographic locations or types of practices. The net income increase
between 1969 and 1970 was a minus 2.5 percent for general practitioners during
the same time In which there was a 64 percent incraue for professional expenses.
In our West North Central region, expense levels are above-the national average
while net Incomes in this area were below the national average. In other words,
the- regions with above average expense levels were not the same as the regions
with above average income. The precise reasons for these differences cannot be
d.ternined readily since the factors affecting the Income levels might be quite
Independent of those which determine levels of expenses.

4Simple generalizations concerning these variations in expenses by medical
sp.ialty are difficult to make. Expenses were not always above average in the
specialties who reported above-average net incomes. It is obvious that certain
influencing external factors have come into play In this area of medicine, which
to the enlightened physician or enlightened medical student will be a deterrent
to the practice of medicine in rural areas. Further, it would also be a deterrent
to, the decision to go into a "low income specialty of medicine". To quote Steve G.
Vah,,vich, "Variations in net -income and expenses among specialties and geo-
graphical regions cannot he explained on the basis of simple generalizations. The
nature of medical practice, control of expenses, regional wage and price levels,
ani a number of independent factors undoubtedly help to explain the relative
levels of expense incurred in the conduct of medical practice. Similarly, the de-
iand for varying services and additional independent factors must be considered

in any explanation of net income variations. The data presented here should deu-
oistrate the diversities inherent in any profile of physicians' net income and
expenses."

In the year 1969. the average phys.iclan's net income was $39.727 which rose to
$41.7X9 by 1970. During the same time span, the general practitioner's income
dropped frZ)m $34,734 to $33,859.

TABLE 29.-AVERAGE NET INCOME BY SPECIALTY, 1969 AND 1970

1969 I9O
Specialty Afat Osrvations Amount Observation

Total ........................................ $39. 727 3.928 $41.789 2,712

General practice .................................... 34,734 855 33. 85 597
Internal medicine ................................... 37.630 649. 40.251 495
Surgery ........................................... 48, 84 877 50.701 822
Obst etri--GynecoloY ............................. . 43. 690 270 47.094 205
Pediatrics ..................................... 31,812 256 34, 799 175
Psychiatry ......................................... 33.916 294 39,896 110
Anesthesology ..................................... . 39.647 174 39.432 114
Other .............................................. 40.283 533 44,294 194

75-502-70----33
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TABU 3-AVERAGE ET INCOME BY CENSUS DIVISION, 9M AND IM

T o 19970v

Cm.. distalm Amnst O vstion Amst Oeematio

Tot o....................................... 3 ,726 3, In $41,770 2.713
NOW=E=4=W=..................................... 36o,0 ,,,L09

37, 614 478
io rthl-cwMd .................................. 41288 294 410 112

W AtaiC ..................................... , INu 42,577 326
lw t btr ................. . 42241 4 0 6

West m o uoat ............................. 43..a. 4 44
Mlia iai, .......................................... 38,469 17S 39,359 145
Pacil l ............................................. 4480 647 44, 049 66

TABLE 32.-AVERAGE NET INCOME BY CENSUS DIVISION AND LOCATION, 1970

Location
Total

Nonmetro-
Cefsus dWSl Amount Obwsvatimo politan Metropolita

Total ........................................ $41,770 2,713 $40,447 $42,024

New Entand ................................ 38,019 141 135,289 38,429
Middle Atlantic ................................. 37, 618 478 '40, 395 37,454
East north-cetrad ................................... 47, 0 403 50, 315 46,625
West naoth-centrad .................................. 41,057 192 40,176 41,502
South Atkati ...................................... 4, 577 326 6,711 44,489
East south-central ................................... 41963 168 43.883 41, 000
west sOuth-cetal................................ 43,457 224 39,273 45, 454Mountain .......................................... 39,.359 14S 31 39,537
Pcir ............................................. 44,040 636 41.136 44,379

1Baed on fewer than 30 observation.

From Tables 81 and 32, one can readily see that although the West North
Central area physicians had an above average income for 1969, they had a below
average income in 1970. Non-metropolitan physicians were even lower.

TABLE 35.-AVERAGE PROFESSIONAL EXPENSES BY SPECIALTY, 1969 AND 1970

1969 1970

Specialty Amount Observations Amount Observations

Total ........................................ $21,225 3,948 $25.560 2.713

General practice .................................... 24,172 858 25,719 598
Internal medicine ................................... 21.352 650 26.247 415
Surgery ............................................ 25.475 890 28. 557 822
Obsetrics-Gynecology ............................... 23,303 271 29,388 205
Pediatrics .......................................... 18,898 256 24, 657 175Psychiatry .... ................................. 9,258 29 13,032 110

Ashesiolgy ........;"-- """-."-"-." ,---- 095 174 11,132 114
Other........................................ 1967 557 25,901 194
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TABLE 3*--AVEIAGE PROFESSIONAL EXPENSES BY SPECIALTY AND LOCATION. 1970

Loues

NoW
Spift Total Observatloas metropolitan Metropolitas

o . 0,560 2.713 S2,859 $2, no
1oel 25.719 530 27, 37s 200

Inearaed ilc ......................... 247 485 A28 674 26,
iar ....................................... A824o

tcs4yaocloy---------------------------.388 i Ai l4 91561
Peodieis ........................................ 24,6; 17 a 35l an 24; 620

I1to 114 'ot4 1
Other .............................................. 2,01 1 748 26003

Biased oe lwer than 30 observatkio

Even more important is the fact that the professional expenses of the general
practitioner in these areas was higher in the same time span.

TABLE 37.-AVERAGE PROFESSIONAL EXPENSES BY CENSUS DIVISION, 1969 AND 1970

196 1970
Census diviti Amont Oe Amuwnt Obimwnitioas

Total ........................................ $21,225 3,948 $25,54 - 2,714

New Eniland ....................................... 15,147 219 19,502 141
Mide taitc...................... 16,937 879 20,384 478

East north-central ................................... 21,872 648 2,250 43West north- al.................................. 23,431 2 92
South Atlantic ...................................... 20,574 548 24,435 326
East south-central ................................... 22549 18 28,040 168
West south-central .................................. 24,967 291 31.903 224
Mountain .......................................... 25,860 650 30,172 637
Paific ............................................. 25,60 50 30,172 637

Along with the good chance of a higher gross overhead in rural areas of Ne-
braska, the young physician has to look forward to an increased number of weeks
worked. Physicians in non-metropolitan areas worked an average of 47.7 weeks
per year as compared to 47.5 weeks for physicians in metropolitan areas. During
each of these weeks the non-metropolitan physician averaged 56 hours per week
and the metropolitan physician averaged 5&2 hours per week, with a higher per-
centage of these total work hours involved in direct patient care. The same
statistics reveal that of all areas of the United States, the Webt North Central
region general practitioners average more number of hours of direct patient care
per week than their contemporaries in any other part of the nation. As a group,
only the internal medicine specialists spends more average number of hours per
week in direct patient care throughout the nation. As a group, the general prac-
titioner in the West North Central area spends more weeks per year in working
than his contemporaries in all other areas except for the South Atlantic coastal
region. This ability to work more total hours, longer weeks per year, and see more
patients per unit time, causes the non-metropolitan general practitioner to have
199.1 total patient visits per week as compared to 135.8 total visits per week by
the general medical populat!an.

The preceding comments and many other observed facts and data have con-
vinced this author of the hypothesis that socioeconomic factors have become a
major deterrent to the location of MD's in rural Nebraska, a fact that requires re-
search and development.
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Coopss & LYIAND,
Washington, D.C., August 5,1976.

Hon. HERMAN E. TALMADGE,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health,
Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR TALMADGE: Coopers & Lybrand appreciates the opportunity to
submit comments and recommendations on S. 3205, the Medicare-Medicaid Ad-
ministrative and Reimbursement Reform Act. We share the Finance Committee's
concern about the burgeoning costs of Medicare and Medicaid and recognize the
need to develop constructive measures so that these programs can be administered
and operated on a more cost effective basis.

By way of background, it should be pointed out that Coopers & Lybrand is
one of the largest international public accounting and management consulting
firms. We have 80 offices in the United States, employing approximately 7,000
people, and have thousands of clients, large and small, among virtually all indus-
tries, including numerous health care clients.

Our partners and professional staff serve as auditors and consultants to hos-
pitals, skilled nursing facilities, physicians and other health care providers, third
party payers and governmental bodies concerned with financing and the delivery
of health care. As a result, we believe the Firm is well qualified to furnish im-
partial and objective comments on 8. 8205. This statement is submitted solely on
behalf of Coopers & Lybrand and not on behalf of any clients.

We have carefully studied 8. 3205 and will limit our comments to certain se-
lected portions of these provisions: Establishment of Health Care Financing Ad-
ministration; regulations of the Secretary; savings provision; improved methods
for determining reasonable cost of services provided by hospitals; return on
equity in determining "reasonable cost" of services; hospital-associated physi-
clans; and procedures for determining reasonable cost and reasonable charge;
disclosure of ownership and financial information.

Attached to this letter are specific comments on each of the above provisions.
It must be noted that we experienced difficulty In evaluating the meaning of

certain sections of the bill because of the absence of definitions of key termi-
nology used within. For example, we believe that the following terms are repre-
sentative of some of the items that need clarification and/or definition : routine
operating costs; capital costs; direct personnel costs; energy costs; indirect vs.
direct personnel costs; uniform system of accounts; the cost of the mix of goods
and services; and the criteria for exception process, under Section 10.

Such vagueness of terminology was also present in the original Medicare Law.
Subsequent definitions were promulgated by the Bureau of Health Insurance
which have led to confusion and general dissatisfaction with the present program.
To avoid misinterpretation and misunderstanding of Congressional intent, we
recommend that clear definitions be developed and included in the bill.

The greatest emphasis of this bill seems to direct itself toward reducing the
cost of health care. When considered in light of existing requirements. many of
the proposed changes may result in an increase in "total" costs because they
are administrative in nature and will therefore be in addition to the present cost
incurred by both the providers and those agencies administering the program. A
serious question should be raised whether potential new administrative cost In-
creases will be more than offset by the savings which are to be achieved through
implementation of the provisions of this hill.

Medicare has operated for more than a decade under complex and contro-
versial concepts of "reasonable cost" reimbursement. These proposed changes
are very complex and will surely result in more differences of opinion as to the
validity and equity of the criteria employed. Moreover. there is no assurance that
the implementation of these modifications will result in the containment of costs
as desired so we would encourage your consideration of other primary alterna-
tives. Such alternatives might include:

(1) Apply the proposed reimbursement reforms to a limited number of repre-
sentative hospitals, on a "hold harmless" basis with the existing system, for an
experimental period of three years. This should be done to accurately determine
what administrative problems, if any, will surface when these changes are simple.
rented. At that time, the beneficial aspects of such reform can be evaluated in
terms of total net cost containment achieved.

(2) Evaluate the possibility of applying a "charge control" system (such as
the Indiana Hospital Association/Indiana Blue Cross Program) to a limited



number of representative hospitals on a trial basis of three years to quantify net
cost reductions or containment which can be compared with other alternative&

(3) Develop prospective cost-related rates of payment (similar to the provf-
sions made for skilled nursing and Intermediate care facilities as described in
Section 30 of the bill) for individual hospital services or procedures. These would
be appropriately modified for types of hospitals and geographic areas and ad-
justed on a semi-annual basis and not subject to retroactive adjustment. Such
rates could be applied to a representative group of hospitals for a three year
period to determine the effects of reduced administrative costs compared to other
alternatives.

Our intent then, In expressing our views on this matter, Is to suggest that ex-
treme caution be taken before moving intQ a new reimbursement method by
thoroughly testing Its practicality and measuring Its effectiveness. Obviously,
total hospital costs result from many complex medical judgments such as quality
of care, length of stay, developing new technology as well as other factors such as
patient mix and service levels. All of these must be taken Into consideration he-
fore developing practical, reasonable and effective target rates, incentives and
penalties.

Coopers & Lybrand would welcome the opportunity to meet personally with
the professional staff of the Finance Committee to elaborate further on our obser-
vations. We appreciate this opportunity to present our comments and sincerely
hope that they are considered In the constructive sense in which they are in-
tended. If we can provide further information please communicate with Mr.
William P. McHenry, Jr., at the above adress or Mr. Bernard F. O'Neil, Jr., 222
South Riverside Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 6060, AC 312/648-1133.

Very truly yours,
CooPERs & LYBRAND.

COOPERS & LYBRAND COMMENTS ON S. 3205

SEC. 2 ESTABLISHMENT OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

In establishing the Office of Central Fraud and Abuse Control under the direc-
tion of an Inspector General for Health Administration, the bill designates a
responsibility for initiating and conducting alleged, actual or potential fraud or
abuse.

In our view the Inclusion of the word "potential" is inappropriate because it is
tantamount to adopting a policy of presumed guilt on the part of participating
providers. Given such a broad mandate, presumably the Inspector General could
construe virtually any act or event as potential fraud or abuse. This would permit
the Inspector General to engage In endless "fishing expeditions" with statutory
authority to do so. We question whether Congress wants to confer upon any
federal official, this type of power. We recommend therefore that the word
"potential" be stricken and the word "suspected" be inserted in Its place.

SEC. 7 REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY; SAVINGS PROVISIONS

Section 7 would initiate a minimum 60 day comment period for proposed rules
and regulations except in urgent situations.

It should be recognized that the present 30 day system Is not enough time to
transmit the information through the mails, carefully review complex changes,
analyze their potential effects and develop construction recommendations for
Department consideration. We support the proposed minimum 60 day comment
period because it should permit the development of more reasonable and realistic
administrative procedures.

ASC. 10 IMPROVED METHODS FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE OOST OF SERVICES PROVIDED
BY HOSPITALS

Uniform system of Accounts and cost reporting
We believe that it Is not practical to require the Secretary to establish a uni-

form system of accounts which is intended to assure that operating and capital
asts will be determined in the same manner for each hospital. A uniform

stem of accounts is not necessary to accomplish uniformity In reporting and
finding.



A mandated system of accounts would be unlikely to meet the objectives of
the various hospital boards and their management in terms of each institution's
role In the community it serves. A significant effort has been expended by most
hospitals toward the establishment of accounting systems that meet their needs
and also yields the necessary detail for Medicare cost reporting. This has been
a tremendous task and has involved numerous changes in the accounting sys-
tems of hospitals since enactment of P.L 89-97.

To impose a uniform system of accounts contemplated In S. 3205 would simply
add to the costs already incurred by the hospitals to develop their present sys-
tems. It is our opinion that the uniqueness of each institution does not preclude
Its ability to report uniformly even though the accounting systems are different.

For these reasons, the reference to the establishment of a uniform system
of accounts should be deleted from the bill.

Further, requiring the development of uniform procedures for allocation of
costs will be detrimental to those hospitals that have already developed so-
phisticatAd methods which result In more precise cost determination. This level
of sophistication would most likely be impractical . many of the smaller
hospitals which have less complex operations. The development of uniform pro-
cedures for allocation of cost would ultimately result in less precise determina-
tion of costs than presently exist

We recommend that the Secretary be authorized to develop minimum require-
zuent for allocation of costs and be authorized to permit more sophisticated
procedures when it can be demonstrated that a more precise determination of
cost results.
System of hospital olassifloation

The proposed hospital classification criteria does not suggest a need for
differences attributable to geographic location. Ostensibly, the exclusions from
routine operating costs and segregation of the personnel component would
result in the remaining costs being comparable regardless of where the hospital
is located.

It is unlikely that the remaining nonpersonnel costs would be completely
4aomparable since there are geographic differences in prices of raw food, casualty
jAnd general business insurance, transportation costs for supplies And a wide
spectrum of other expenses.

Furthermore, acute short-term general hospitals located In the same area
:may not be comparable from a cost standpoint because of differences in length
.of stay due to quality and intensity of service, patient mix and flow, and levels
of service. In particular, there are some hospitals that, for a variety of reasons,
have managed to reduce the average length of stay of their patients. Under the
cost per day measure, their average daily cost might appear to be higher than
other hospitals In the same classification. However, the same hospital on a cost
per case basis may be much lower than its peers. Additionally, the extent to
which each hospital is involved in providing outpatient services could cause
extensive variations in what otherwise would be comparable hospitals.

Because of variations like those mentioned above, many hospitals will be able
to legitimately justify why they are not comparable within the framework of
bed size only. He would recommend that the criteria of bed size be supplemented
to include the additional criteria outlined above.
floutine operating costs

Routine operating costs should exclude costs attributable to malpractice in-
Purance inasmuch as this cost varies considerably between institutions. Mal-
practice insurance costs compatible with the other excludable costs enumerated.

The definition of energy should be broadened to include lighting, or other
energy sources required to maintain operations.

Consideration for exemption should be given to new hospitals which bear the
abnormal costs of start up expenses and high costs attributable to low initial
occupancy for a specified time period or until a certain occupancy level is
obtained.

It should be pointed out that a careful review of each and every type of cost
incurred may well have its own justifiable basis for being excluded and treated
differently from other costs.

In segregating the personnel and nonpersonnel components of the "routine
operating costs", consideration should be given to the amount of contract serv-
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ices which one hospital might employ as opposed to another. The cost data in
one hospital contracting for dietary, laundry, housekeeping services, etc. W11
not be comparable to the hospital which uses its own employees to perform
these functions.

In determining the "average per diem routine operating costs", the data from
a "significantly understaffed" hospital has been excluded. To our knowledge,
no equitable staffing standards have been established from which this deter-
mination tan be made. Perhaps accurate data on which to base such a decision
could be developed by conducting a considerable number of work measurement
studies on various hospitals within each classification.

In determining "routine operating costs", S. 3205 implies 4 distinction In
service (routine vs. .nclllary), defines type of costs (personnel vs. nonperson-
nel), and type of activity (capital, educational, energy, etc.) but does not
address Itetf to the determination of inpatient vs. outpatient routine operating
costs

Finally, the method of determining the actual allowable "routine operating
costs" as defined in the bill will tend to be determined well after the end of a
hospital's fiscal year. Most hospitals have financing arrangements on their
long-term debt, which contain provisions requiring audited financial information
on a timely basis. Independent certified public accountants may be prohibited
from issuing an unqualified opinion on a timely basis If the Medicare-Medicaid
utilization of the hospital is significant and if the results of operations cannot
readily be determined within a reasonable length of time after its fiscal year end.
Similarly, and more importantly, appropriate planning and budgeting will be
made even more difficult by this delay, and result in forcing management to
operate in a less efficient manner.

Because of reasons enumerated above, we strongly urge the Finance Committee
to consider the proposed new method of reimbursement as experimental and
aggressively pursue alternative reimbursement approaches such as those men.
tioned In our cover letter.

SEC. 19 RETURN ON EQUITY TO BE INCLUDED IN DETERMINING "REASONABLE COST"
OF SERVICES FURNISHED BY PROPRILVARY HOSPITALS

We recommend providing a factor similar to "return on equity" for not-for-
profit hospitals This factor would be used to recognize a need for increased
working capital and for preservation of a capital base, both essential for the
econoinie vialibility of the institution during periods of inflation and technologi-
cal change.

Sc. 22 HosPITAL-ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS
The imposition of limitations on the compensation paid to hospital-associated

physicians does not provide for relief to those hospitals who are legally obligated
under existing contracts with such physicians. If determinations by the Secre-
tary operate to the financial detriment of the hospital, the unreimbursable
portion of these costs will necessarily be borne by Other patients who are not
covered by the program. We would recommend that this potential problem be
addressed by the bill and that further definition be provided as to the criteria
to be used by the Secretary in determining the reasonableness of physicians'
compensation.

SE 40 PRocDURES Fo DTRMINIo REASONABLE COST AND RZASONABLE CHARGE;
DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP AND rMAXCAL INFORMATION

An administrative nightmare will surely result from requiring the Secretary
to give prior approval on all contracts involving $10,000 or more. An endlesslist of such contractual arrangements exists within most hospitals and the
daily operation of a hospital would be seriously impaired by the delay which
would be caused by requiring the Secretary's approval prior to the execution
of a contract for needed services.

There are already numerous controls in the present regulations, such as the
"prudent buyer concept", which adequately ensure the reasonableness of such
expenditures without infringement upon the preregatives of the governing
board and the administration of the institution. We recommend that this
provision be deleted from the bill.
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STATEMENT or RoazaT J. KENrH, PRESIDENT or KENNrH AssocuTrs,
SAN FRANCISCO

SUMMARY

Section 26 of S. 3205, which will prohibit assignment of payments to pro-
viders, should not be enacted as it stands. The arguments in favor of this
proposal, which focus upon resulting frauds and program costs, do not prop-
erly take into account the marginal benefits and costs arising from the use of
this security device. I respectfully submit that:

(1) There will be no increased opportunity for fraud attributable solely to
the allowance of assignment, because the requisite audit procedures will more
easily detect fraud by an assignee than fraud by a provider.

(2) Program costs will necessarily be decreased, not increased, If an assign-
ment is used to secure payment by the provider, because the provider will choose
the more economical arrangement.

(3) Any increase in administrative problems will be minor.
(4) Alternative security devices will not be as effective.
(5) Streamlined processing by the government is not a feasible solution.
Furthermore, I urge Congress to adopt the alternative amendments included

herein which will clarify existing law and expressly allow assignment of pro-
rider accounts subject to safeguards to protect the government's interest in
the ease of administration of an assignment system.

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee: My name is Robert J. Ken-
neth. I am the President of Kenneth Associates, the leading firm in the San
Francisco Bay Area in the field of hospital business office management. My
office is located at 1704 Irving Street, San Francisco. California 94122.

The views on S. 3205 expressed herein are based upon extensive experience
working with providers in the Medicare and Medicaid programs, including
twenty-four hospitals, which utilize our services in connection with processing
and collecting their accounts receivable.

My primary concern is with Section 26 of S. 3205, which will prohibit as-
signments of Medicare Part B and Medicaid payments, except in connection
with the provision of billing services for a fee not related to the amount of
billings or collections and not dependent upon actual collection. The effect of
this change will be to prohibit use of an assignment or power of attorney
(which are in essence security devices) in connection with loans against pro-
vider accounts, outright purchase of such accounts ("factoring"), or the pro.
vision of billing services under an incentive fee arrangement. I believe, in light
of my experience and contacts with providers, that all of these can be beneficial
services to providers in solving their very real cash flow problems and that the
greater security of the agent or lender provided by an assignment can only
lower the cost of these services to the provider.

My presentation first analyses and rebuts the arguments in favor of enact-
ment of Section 26 as it stands. The key reason for the prohibition-of certain
assignments in previous legislation (Public Law 92-603 of 1972) was concern
about whether assignment contributes to fraudulent practices in billing for
program services; it will be demonstrated that the opportunity for fraud is a
function of the degree of auditing integrity and is not related to the as.izn-
ability of accounts. Similarly, other supposed problems such as added costs and
recovery of overpayments will be shown to either be imaginary or to arise from
causes other than the allnwaneA of assignment. Furthermore. the proposed
bill's solution to these cash flow problems--mandated 30 day payment under
Medicaid-in my view will not work.

Even apart from the proposed changes, there is a need to clarify existing law.
I propose herein alternative amendments which will expressly allow assignments
of Medicare and Medicaid accounts, but which incorporate safeguards to satisfy
the government's Interest in ease of administration of assignments by proViers.

I respectfully urge that Section 26 not be enacted as It stands and that serious
consideration be given to the advantages provided by assignments and to passage
of amendments along the lines herein proposed.
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SECTION 26 OF s. 3205 SHOULD NOT HE ADOPTED

The original Medicare and Medicaid laws (Public Law 8-07 of 1965) did not
prohibit assignment and in fact assignments were accepted In the programs
until 1972. In that year, amendments to Medicare Part B and Medicaid were
adopted (Public Law 92-603) which prohibited payments to "anyone other
than" providers of services. The legislative history indicates that this pro-
hibition of assignments did not apply to payments "based on the reasonable
rost of the services" of a provider. These aspects of existing law are discussed
more fully hereinafter.

Section 26 represents a more precise attempt than was evident In the 1972
amendments to prohibit factoring. It will amend the same two subsections which
were amended in 1972 (Social Security Act if 1842(b) (5), 1902(a) (32), 42
U.S.C. §§ 1395u(b) (5), 1396(a) (32)) by adding to each a sentence which ex-
pressly bans the use of assignments and powers of attorney in relation to pro-
grain payments, while at the same time creating an exception for assignments
in connection with provision of billing and/or collection services for a fee
that is not related to the amount of the billing and is not dependent upon
actual collection. Thus, the section changes existing law by shifting the focus
of the exception from the reasonableness of the provider's charges to that of the
agent's charges. As the following discussion will wake clear, both attempts
were based upon erroneous analysis of the problems and solutions in the area
of the providers' need for prompt reimbursement of claims.

A.%.signment and factoring of accounts receivable have been common business
practices in virtually all industries for many years. They enable a business to
improve its cash flow (thus reducing interest expense) and place the billing and
collection efforts in the hands of specialists who ordinarily can perform these
functions much more economically than can an individual business. While lend-
Ing and collection are separable functions, they are also naturally combined. In
my own case, hospitals for whom I presently provide billing services have asked
if I might also arrange advances against accounts so as to reduce even further
their payment delays. I must emphasize that the cash flow squeeze is partic-
ularly acute in the health care industry.

1)e.pite the economic advantages to providers that factoring allows--several
arguments have been raised to support an outright ban on assignments, and
hence a ban on services that rely on the security provided only by that device.
There are two principal statements of the policy analysis behind the 1972 amend-
ments and, therefore, behind section 26:

(1) Senate Finance Committee Staff Report, "Medicare and Medicaid-Prob-
leits, Issues, and Alternatives," 91st Cong., 2d Seas. 130 (1970) (Exhibit A
hereto) ; and

(L) Senate Finance Committee Report, "Social Security Amendments of 1972,"
to Accompany II.R. 1, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 204-05 (1972) (Exhibit B hereto).
These documents reveal five principal airguments against allowing assignments
of accounts:

(1) Assignments present an opportunity for greater fraud and abuse, by way
of incorrect and inflated claims.

(2) Assignments create an additional cost to the provider which is indirectly
passIed on to the prograiis.

(3) Assignments create additional administrative problems for the govern-
ment, principally in the area of recovery of overpayments.

(4) Providers can borrow against their Medicare and Medicaid receivables
anyway without resort to outright assignment of claims.

(5) The proper solution to the provider's desire for prompt payment les in
streamlining processing of claims by the government and Intermediaries.

These five arguments are rebutted hereafter In turn.
(1) There Is No Increased Opportunity For Fraud Attributable Solely To The

Allowance Of As.ignments.
The legislative history places primary emphasis upon past abuses as a rationale

for abolishing assignments. It is argued that since Medicare and Medicaid frauds
have involved both overbilling and assignments, therefore overbilling will be
reduced If assignments are prohibited. Yet In this syllogism the premises do not
support the conclusion. Although in a simplistic sense an assignee Is one addi-



tonal person in the chain of claims submission, no significant increase in
attempted program fraud is likely to be created thereby because a sound auditing
program will detect fraud by whomever it is committed. The audit process for
detecting abuses by dishonest billers and punishing the offenders is essentially
the same, whether It be providers or assiguees who are billing and collecting for
the services rendered. No greater level of auditing intensity will be required with
assignments than without; in fact, It appears that fraudulent billings by
assignees would be detected more easily than those by providers.

The prevention of fraud in Medicare and Medicaid billings is not essentially
different from any other type of crime prevention-the potentially dishonest
party has to be aware that he or she has a good chance of being caught, and that
the penalty will be severe enough to make it unwise to commit the crime. This
requires a sound auditing theory and design, plus credible communications to all
involved about the effectiveness of the system and the penalties for violation. The
Office of Central Fraud and Abuse Control, provided for ufder Section 2(b)
(2) (A) of 8. 320 , and the Inspector General for Health Administration therein
created, should be charged with responsibility for establishing such audit
procedures to the extent necessary to preclude most abuses.

I will make a few suggestions as to the necessary audit measures, dealing firstwith those related to hospitals and then with those related to physicians. I wilt
also illustrate why these functions are totally unaffected by the party doing the
billing, whether provider or assignee.

The audit of the propriety of the hospitals' billings should consist primarily
of a visit to the hospital and examinatun of medical records and physician au-thorizations for services rendered, including review of the "utilization review"
function at any given hospital This could be done for all billings if deemednecessary but, more practically, it would be limited to a percentage of cases
selected by a reliable statistical sampling technique. Additionally, confirmationscould be requested from program beneficiaries that they received the service
billed.

However, this may not be as satisfactory because many program beneficiaries
are not aware of the charges for services received in a hospital. An additionaltechnique would be to ascertain that a claim for a particular patieut's hospital
stay was not submitted twice. This should ordinarily be easily detected by theprograms' fiscal intermediary by matching claims for a given patient to see that
payments made for a specific stay or date of service were not duplicated. More-
over, advance approvals are now obtained from the programs for each stay.

There are at least two audit techniques for physicians available. The mostproductive technique would be to ask program beneficiaries, probably on a test
basis, to confirm services received. Such a confirmation might list the amounts
paid to and services provided by a certain doctor in a certain month, together
with a request to the patient to please notify the Department of any discrepancies"so that your Medicare (Medicaid) account can be properly adjusted." This typeof confirmation should uncover Incidents of overbilling or billing for servicesnot rendered. For example, if a patient had a finger x-rayed, but the program
had been billed for a chest x-ray, the patient might reply something like "no chest
x-ray done, my left index finger was x-rayed once," a reply which would lead
to further investigation.

The second technique useful for an audit of physicians would entail visits to
their offices and Inspection of their medical records, but this would probably not
be as effective.

The important point is that the above procedures would not be asy differentfor a provider of service who assigns amounts receivable tan for one that does
not aslgn.

Actually, a fraudulent assignee could probably be more easily detected than a
- fraudulent provider. Consider the possible methods that could be used by anassignee to defraud the programs: (1) the amount of the charges could be raised

from those submitted by a provider; (2) the assignee could bill for services not
rendered; or (3) the assignee could double bill for services rendered. In case(1), as soon as an auditor visited the provider's office and discovered that the
provider's bill for services was greater than the records showed, the fraud wouldT
be immediately discovered. Or, in case (2), if a nonexistent hospital stay isbilled, that fact would become immediately obvious. In all cases the provider
has the greater opportunity to initiate fraud and the mechanism needed to detect
fraud is the same.
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No double audit will be Involved because the above auditing techniques can
be carried out solely at the offices of the provider, and with the proper audit
system, there is absolutely no Increase In opportunity for fraud due to the assign-
ment of claims. A provider has a much greater ability to manipulate medical
records than an assignee has to raise amounts supplied to him by the provider.
While we do not have access to any details of the frauds referred to in the Staff
Report and Committee Reports, we are convinced that the key problem In all of
them was a defect in the basic auditing system rather than any problem arising
from assignments. The corrective legislation needed for this problem relates to
audit design, not the identity of the payee.

(2) Program Costa Are Necessarily Decreased, Not Increased, If Assignments
Are Used.

The second reason for the denial of assignment, that the Medicare and Medi-
Cal programs would pay additional costs because of the assignments, is patently
false. If the provider determines that assignment Is financially advantageous to
him, after evaluating the costs of assignment and/or factoring against the eosts
of not doing so, it Is obvious that the cost to the government programs will also
be proportionately less, in terms of interest expense and billing and collection
expense. In most cases experienced assignees are specialized and can do a more
efficient Job of billing than to possible by most service providers The assignee's
charge is counterbalanced by these efficiency Improvements; furthermoere, the
agent's fee can only be lower it It Is secured by an assignment than if the agent
Is taking more risk of nonpayment. likewise, there must be Interest expense
savings to the provider In the case of factored accounts, or else the services
will not be used.

The language in Section 26 Infers that a problem is created by an agent (or
assignee) charging in proportion to the amount billed. This manner of charge
is common business practice. The fee arrangement does not change the conclu-
sions relative to fraud or cost discussed above. Presumably, the provider will
have concluded that for his operations (whether hospital or otherwise) the ar
rangement is financially advantageouL

I will illustrate the factors that go into this cost calculus by reference to the
typical service which my organization provides. Our overall objective is to
Increase hospital cash flow. This is done by developing effective policies and
procedures for a hospital's business office operation and Its interface with other
hospital departments. Specifically, Kenneth Associates assist hospitals in develop-
ing and implementing improved procedures for the preparation and submission
of billing claims, principally (but not exclusively) Medicare and Medicaid
(Medi-Cal) claims. Our own personnel sometimes perform the hospital's billing
operations and may also perform follow-up services, such as revision of claims,
contesting claims, and collection agency referrals. More frequently, our staff
trains a hospital's personnel to perform these functions. Another variation in
service Involves specific oversight of billing operatIons. Our usual method of
operation is to establish a target figure of average days revenue outstanding
and then to reach the target by a combination of improvements in internal
efficiency and Improvements in approaches to government and third-party payors.

Our suc s has been outstanding. For example, since 1971, we have recovered
twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) for San Francisco General Hospital, at a
cost to the hospital not exceeding three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000).

Our customary fee arrangement for billing services ii based upon a specified
percentage of the billings and is conditional upon successful collection of the
accounts. This formula is advantageous to the provider because it gives the
agent an incentive to increase the accuracy and timeliness of claims submis-
sions, which Is after all the principal benefit which the agent provides. If these
two incentives are taken away, as Section 26 would do in situations where the
agent desired to take an assignment to secure his fee, the aeVtt must be paid
either at an hourly rate or on a piece-work basis neither of which have any
built-in Incentives to the agent which would be attractive to a provider. The
structure of the proposed exception operates on the premise that claims sub-
mission Is a routine clerical process, while in truth the amount to be recovered
from any given billing Is very much in flux and the skill which the billing agent
brings to this task, both In terms of accurate filing (to avoid subsequent resub-
mission) and of proper categorization (so as to maximize revenue), in what
creates the value or benefit of his services in the eyes of the provider.

I will coneef that the taking of an alignment Is not necessary to an Incen-
tive fee arrangement as Just described. TO date we have conducted our business
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w.it hout assignments to secure our fee and we could continue to do so under the
opposed Section 26. My points are that the fee with an assignment could only
lower because of a lower risk of nonpayment, and that there Is no logic to

the structure of the exception written into this bill
A similar cost calculus is involved in the cases of pure factoring and/or lend-

ing on the security of accounts. While we do not presently provide such financing
%ervices, we have devised a plan to provide such, in. order to assist hospitals
in coping more effectively with the current payment delays, which average sixty
d-%ys under Medicaid. Under the plan, we would arrange an immediate advance
of money to hospitals on the becurity of an assignment of their Medicare and
Medicaid accounts. Alternatively, we would arrange the outright purchase of
suh accounts at a discount. commonly known as "factoring." Using such services,
a Iispital could receive cash proceeds (less a specified discount) within a matter
of (lays after patient services are performed, rather than months later when
the claim is paid. Kenneth Associates is in a position to obtain the necessary
fintncing for this plan through reputable banks at favorable rates because the
value of a hospital's accounts receivable is-enhanced by the hospital's utilization
of our billing services.

It is evident that providers, especially hospitals, currently face a seious cash
flow situation and that in many cases they are already engaged in unsecured
short-term borrowings against their receivables, or borrowing by such means as
delaying payments to suppliers. My prolsmed factoring plan would be a more
economical substitute for such existing financing, rather than a new and un-
neee."ary cost to providers and the programs.

In conclusion, the present cost to providers of delay in receiving payment from
the government and intermediaries is very real and is already being passed on to
Imtents and the programs in increased charges and decreased service. The issie
It, bc decided is which cost is greater. In my view, the decision on this Issue
Oliwuld be left to each hospital and physician, to be made in light of each one's
(, u immediate economic realities. The only conceivable situation where this
typ't of arrangement would result in higher overall costs to Medicare would be
whtre the agent or assignee were related to the provider of service; in such a
cate the existing regulations on "related organizations" (20 C.F.R. 1 405.427)
provide a means to limit the portion of such costs which will be reimbursed.

(31 Any Increase In Administrative Problems Will Be Minor.
,ieclic lpribiiems mentioned in the Committee Reports were those related to

"deterumnatiois of reasonable ,barges and recovery of overpaymentss" The f-r-
fiear matter is but one element of the fraud problem and the solution is the audit
system discussed abve. Hince the claim must in all cases have attached to it
dwiumiuentation generated by the provider and be suplported by the provider's
internal records, the as.Nignmnent adds nothing whatsoever to the problem of
evaluating the claim, amy mtuore than it increases the likelihood of fraud.

Recovery of overpayments is not affected by whether the overpayments were
made to a provider or to an assignee. Essentially the government's ability to
recover overpaymenlts will always delnd upon its inherent control over the pro-
vider. The first recourse would be to hold back on those accounts already in the
piise line and due to the provider or assignee. In most cases the amount of this
backlog would be far more than enough to cover any retroactive adjustment of
paynients already made. Assuming that payments are made on the average within
thirty days of billing, the uncollected amount at any given time, when con-
sidi-red along with those services rendered but not yet billed to the programs.
would ap'proximate ten iwrcent of the annual total volume. As a further control
over the provider, the government has the threat of disqualifying the provider
from participation in the )rogram. For most hospitals, the Medicare and Medic-
ald programs constitute such a large percentage of their business that they
culd not operate without these programs: this threat would receive instant
attention.

The important point here, once again, is that the government's remedies are
the wime whether overpayments were made to a provider cr an assignee. The
remedy of offset against the provider's bill in process will be effective even in
the event that the provider terminates from th programs or the assignee termi-
nates his participation in the assignment, so long as a certain notice period in
required during which the government can hold up payments pending a final
settlement of accounts. Finally, our information is that program overpayments
have In fact become more rare In recent years.
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The impact of the Federal Assignment of Claims Act (31 U.S.C. 1 203 and 41
U.S.C. 1 15, as amended) on administrative problems has generally gone un-
noticed. Even if Congress allows assignments under Medicare, the general fed-
eral provisions will still govern the mechanics and will impose administrative
safeguards on the practice of making assignments. For Instance, an agent sup-
plying billing services will still not be able to take a blanket assignment of all
claims but will be limited to taking an assignment of each payment after the
check has been issued. A bank or factor will not be able to take ailgnmet of
some claims but not others. and will not be able to realign a claim to still
another party.

Most of the administrative problems which have been postulated are not seri-
ous obstacles. Strangely enough, Section 26 allows assignment of payments to a
certain type of collection agent without any provisions for meeting these alleged
administrative problems, indicating that the Staff does not see these as serious
matters. I, however, see that the administrative mechanics should be the prin-
cipal focus of regulatory effort. In my suggested amendments and related
-comments I have outlined procedures which will make an assignment system
workable.

(4) Alternative Security Devices Are Not As Effective.
One argument against the need for factoring is that providers can effectively

borrow against their Medicare and Medicaid accounts receivable by means of,
devices which do not entail outright assignments. For instance. in the Committee
Repiort. it is stated that even after the 1972 amendments, a provider may have
a payment cheek In his name mailed to some other organization, such as to a
bank, for deposit In a special account. Another possibility is that a provider
may list" fils receivables as an asset for the purpose of persuading a bank to
lemd him working capital. Blue Cross Association, Provider Release Bulletin,
No. 58-11L

Although the almve devices do provide some potential for borrowing against
receivables, they do not provide the nearly-perfect security which an assignment
offers and hence they entail either lower loan proceeds or higher Intere.t rates
than would otherwise be the case. Speaking directly from my experience, I can
tay that the banks with which I have di-kcused my proposed factoring arrange-
mi.nt have stated that they would not advance the necessary funds to allow the
operation unles a binding assignment can be obtained, while with an assign-
ment thpy will advance the funds at a favorable Interest rate because the value
of the accounts Is enhanced by the hospitals utilization of our regular billing
services. Thus the assignment Is the key hinge of the whole service, and the value
of the supposed alternatives is, in fact, Illusory.

These arguments do, however, point up a key fact In the debate about the
wbkdom of assignments, which Is that all of the services herein dlw.u sed ( proc-
essing and lending) and all of the potential abuses connected therpwith will con-
tinue to exist even if assignments are prohibited. That is, submission of claims
by an agent and lending against accounts receivable can and will be carried out
without the use of an assignment as a security device. The difference that
Section 26 will make is that more legitimate agents and banks will be deterred
to varying extents, relative to those who will provide the services taking more
risks for a greater return.

(5) Streamlined Processing By The Government Is Not A Feasible Solution.
The Staff's response to the genuine need for "immediate cash," admitted in

Its 1970 Report, Is that "streamlining administration and processing" will make
factoring unnecessary. Section 4(a) of S. 320)5. adding subparagraph (39) (A)
to Section 1902(a) of the Social Security Act, attempts to implement this solution
by mandating that State Medicaid programs must provide procedures which
assure that 95% of "clean claims" shall be paid within 30 days of receipt
of the claim from the provider, and 99% within 90 dairyu. It a State does not
n(et iuel, targets, after notice of deficiency and up to six month's opportunity
for correction. It may, under Section 4(c) (adding subsection 1903(n) to the
Act), have its Federal matching funds for administrative costs reduced by
50% or terminated, while a State which substantially exceeds this and one
target may have its Federal matching increased to 75%.

My experience with the Medicaid program in California (California Medical
Assistance Program, or Medl-Cal) leads me to believe that this 30 day target for
payment may be Impractical and Infeasible. On the average, claims are paid by
Medi-Cal after about 60 days and this has been the average for several years.
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Medicare payments are generally made by 88A in lea than four weeks, but
Medi-Cal l much slower. Furthermore, California has had a requirement sn
1966 that contracts between the Department of Health Care Services and fiscal
Intermediaries shall provide that payments will be made within 30 days from
receipt of documentation. Cal. Weif. & lnst'ns Code 1 14104.3 (1971), replacUg
| 14104(c) (6) (1965). This requirement has been Ignored In practice and has
never been consistently met In my experience. In fact, 1 14104.8 was amended in
1972 (1972 Cal. Stats., ch. 1019, p. 18bV, 11) to provide that notice shall be given
to the provider within 60 days if the bill Is "held for peer review" beyond 30
days. Even this loophole in the statute has not been complied with, in my ex-
perience, although the theoretical penalty for noncompliance was termination of
the contract with the carrier. CaL Welt. & Jnst'na Code 1 14106 (165, repealed
1972).

While I cannot be certain that the proposed Sections 4(a) and 4(e) will be
Ineffective, I would suggest that there are serious problems arising from the na-
ture of Medicaid claims evaluation which cannot simply be legislated out of
existence. At the least, such a 30 day requirement even If It works Is no sub-
stitute for a financing plan which provides cash to the provider within a matter
of days.

SUMMARY

The policy arguments in favor of abolishing assignments are misdirected be-
cause they do not bear upon the incremental costs attributable solely to the taking
of an assignment as a security device (which are minimal) and they ignore the
benefits to providers which this device allows (whleh, based upon an assessment
of the particular economic situation may be great). I urge Congress not to adopt
Section 26 of this bilL

EXISTING LAW SHOULD 83 CLARL4F1rD

Even It Section 26 Is not enacted, there remain serious uncertainties In exist-
lug law relating to the status of assignments of Medicare and Medicaid accounts.
We feel that Congress should, based upon a full review of the ueriLs. discussed
above, clarify the law in these respects and expressly state that there Is no
general policy against Ipgltluath-asignments and factoring.

DIIEW has taken the position that all assignments of claims under Medicare
are prohibited, based upon the language of i 1814(a) (1) of the Social Security
Act, 42 U.S.C. I 1395f (a) (1), and that commercial assignments of Medicaid pay-
menats are also barred. Our research indicates that the Delartment was fully in
error when it first adopted Its position and remains, despite amendments to the
Act, partially In error.
I. Medicare part A

The original Medicare law, enacted as Public Law 89-97 (79 Stat. 2W) on
July 30. 1965, created sections 1814(a) and 18354a) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. if 1395f(a), 1395n(a)), which provided that payment for covered
services under Parts A and B "may be made only to providers of services" that
have an agreement with DIJEW under Section 186 o f the Act and only if cer-
tain procedural steel are followed. There was no similar language for the Medic-
aid program.

We respectively submit that this language was not intended to bar assignments
for the following reasons:

(a) This language, on its face, does not bar assignments. It merely limits pro)-
viders who may participate in the program to those who have an agreement with
I)IIEW and who follow certain procedural steps. It is amenable to the interpre-
tation that payment to an agent or assignee of the provider satisfles its terns.
The legislative history repeats the statutory language, but without the word
"only", thus further negating the Inference that the language was meant to bar
assignments. There was no discussion of the problem of alignments at that time.

(h) The applicable DIIEW regulation (20 C.F.R. 405.150) recites that
amounts payable under Medicare Part A are payable "only to a partlcipating
provider of services." This regulation is compatible with the above, if It Is under-
stood merely as defining certain providers who could claim payments and not as
having anything to do with the subject of assignments.

(e) Subsequent legislative material Indicates that DIIEW did, in fact. hnnor
assignments in the early years of the programs. Senate Report No. 92-1230
(1972) recites, at pages 204-05 (Exhibit B hereto) :
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"The law is silent with respect to reassignment by physicians or others who
provide services of their right to receive payment under these programs.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare makes such reassigned
payments under medicare without specific legislative authority."

In addition, DREW comments on Medicaid (Hearings of the Senate Subcommit-
tee on Medicare and Medicaid, 91st Cong., 2d Sees., pt. 1, at 166, 189 (1970))
recite:

"Assuming that independent collection and bill discount agencies now oper-
ate legally, legislation will be required to prohibit States from making
vendor payments to such agencies from Title XIX program funds."

The premise of this statement Is that the original Medicare and Medicaid law did
not prohibit assignments, even with the language about "only to providers."

(d) On October 15, 1969, HEW Secretary Finch submitted the "Health Cost
Effectiveness Amendments of 1969." They were discussed in the House Ways
and Means Committee hearings on "Social Security and Welfare Proposals,"
91st Cong., 1st Seas. at pages 188, 1058 and 2108. The amendments embodied
many changes designed to improve efficiency of administration, but they did not
include a ban on assignments. Thus, as of that date, the Administration did not
view assignments as a problem.

(e) Section 236 of the 1972 amendments to the Social Security Act, discussed
below, made no change in Medicare Part A.

Therefore, our analysis of the law shows that assignments of payments
under Part A are iot prohibited by law, despite the position taken by DREW.

2. Medical part B. and mcdioaid.
In 1972, Public Law 9,-6W changed the law lt add j-rivisions to the Medicare

Part B anl Medicaid law to the effect that no payment can be made to "anyone
other than" a provider. These changes are now found at 42 U.S.C. 11 1395u(b)
(5) and 1396(a) (32). They are followed by regulations at 20 ('.F.R. I 405.1680
and 45 ('.F.R. 1 249.31, respectively, adoptetl in early 1974. Although the stated
language does not differ linguistically from the original ("only to providers"),
the accompanying legislative history clearly indicates that a partial ban on
assignments, particularly in the context of factoring, was Intended.

I have two key points to make about these 1972 amendments. First, they were
not preceded by a thorough discussion in the public record of the merits of-a ban
on assignment. Second, the legislative intent was limited to a ban on fraudulent
assignments.

The effort to prohibit assignments originated with a Staff Report of the
Senate Finance committeee , entitled "Medicare and Medicaid: Problems, Issues
and Alternatives," dated February 9, 1970. The key paragraphs of this Staff
Report are set forth In Exhibit A attached hereto. No proceeding House or
Senate hearings dealt with this aspect of the Report; apparently the Informa-
tion upon which It is ipased was directed to the Staff informally. Clearly the
Staff Report operates on the assumption that, as of that time, assignments
were permitted. The principal points male by the Staff analysis are dealt with
In the above analysis of Section 26 of S. 3205.

The Staff recommendations were incorporated as Section 234 of H.R. 17550 In
January, 1970. The Senate Finance Committee held hearings on this bill under
the title of "Social Security Amendments of 1970" (91st Cong., 2d Sess.) on June
17 and July 14, 15, 1970. The testimony was remarkably muted with respect to
the Issue of assignments. The American Public Health Association endorsed the
ban (page 712), on the grouilds that "it will guard against unethical--even
immoral-practices." The Blue Cross Association omitted any comment on this
change (page 777), as did the American Medical Association (page 1083). The
Senate Finance ('ommitteee Report on the bill, S. Rpt. No. 91-1431, dated De-
cember 11, 1970. sets forth the text of Section 234 without comment.

II.R. 17550 did not pass in 1970, but was reintroduced virtually unchanged as
11.R. 1 in the first session of the 92nd Congress. The ban on assignments was
designated Section 236. This bill became Public Law 92--03, enacted on Octo-
ber 30, 1972. Hearings on the bill before the Senate Finance Committee, under
the title of "Social Security Amendments of 1971," on July 27, 29 and August 2.
3, 1971, contained no discussion on the question of assignments.

The relevant committee reports on this bill are: House Ways and Means Com-
mittee Report No. 92-231, dated May 26, 1971: Senate Finance Com-
mittee Report No. 92-1230, dated September 296. 1972; and House Conference
Report No. 92-105, dated October 14, 1972. The key paragraphs from the Senate
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Report are set forth as Exhibit B attached hereto. The wording is nearly
identical to that used in the House and Conference Reports, set forth in 11072

U.S. Code Congressional & Administrative News at pmges 4989, 5090-91 and
5370, respectively, and the earlier House Report No. 91-1096 dated May 14, 11.070.
The concerns expressed are similar to those in the above Staff Report.

We cannot find any foundation for the Reports' comments, or even any discus,-
sion of the matter, in prior hearings. In short, this important amendment was
adiopt(-d without a public disclosure of the alleged abuses and without a full
discussion of the pros and cons of factoring from the provider's point of view.

The critical sentence In the committee Report, which is not reflected in the
statutory language, states that the ban on assignments does not apply to pay-
wents "based on the reasonable cost of the services." Logically this could mean
that the cost of the agent's or factor's services must be reasonable, but granmati-
cally the terms "the services" in that paragraph can refer only to services of it
proeidcr. Thus, the Congressional intent as expressed in the Committee Reports
is that only "incorrect and inflated claims" are not assignable. This Is a peculiar
proposition, because the remedy for fraud in any case is, immediately, to stI)
payment and, over the long term, to improve auditing. Yet this reading of the
intent relates directly to the concern for fraud expressed in the preceding para-
graph of the Reiort. Any administrative problems arising from the legitimate
assignment of claims based ulxmn reasonable costs of tile provider were evi-
dently not operative concerns in the 1972 amendments.

Once again, a thorough analysis of the lawv reveals that the position taken
by 1)IIEW-that all assignmients are banmd-is not supported by the legi.sla-
tive biatory. I aak that Congress now coumsider the Issues raised on the nvo.ri'.
The following section contains my suggestions about the form of an optimal
amendment.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS SHOULD BE ADOPTED

Exhibit C attached hereto sets forth a revision of section 26 in the form
which I believe best responds to tile issues raised above. The principal euiphl.is
in drafting, once it io recognized that assignments do fulfill a need of providers,
is to devise safeguards to maximize the public benefit of factoring.

As was stated above, the principal concern-fraud-is logically an unrelated
problem, for which the solution is auditing integrity. There is little that legis-
lntion canl do to provide safeguaids against certain abuses that are possible
with or without assignments.

An assignment should be permitted pursuant to a court order, in which case
any potential problems would be subject to public scrutiny. My amendments
allow assignments to be made, In addition, to either the billing agent or a fi-
nancing Institution, but to no other parties, because the incremental benefits.
to providers are greatest in relation to these two kinds of services, and because
allowing other miscellaneous assignees will Increase the costs of administering
an assignment system. An assignment will not be allowed between two related
organizations, as defined in the regulations, so that the fee and interest ar-
rangements will always be the result of arm's-length negotiation.

I considered including percentage limitations on discounts allowable for hill-
ing service fees and interest, in order to satisfy the public interest, but have
concluded that the existing program limitations provide adequate protection
against unreasonable costs and charges. The determination of disallowance of
Interest or collection expenses is best left to be handled on a case-by-case ha~is.
Furthermore, setting a fixed maximum discount to cover all situations would he
infeasible, in light of the differences, for instance, between the collectibility of
In-patient and out-patient accounts.

The Federal Assignment of Claims Act provides a satisfactory solution to prob-
lems relatIng to administrative simplicity of a signments. The standards of that
general Act (differing as they do as applied to regular agents and financing in-
stitutions) are Incorporated Into my suggested Medicare amendments. These
standards briefly provide that any regular assignment of a claim against the
United States, or any power of attorney of receiving such claim Is void unle-0
made after the allowance of the claim, as ascertainment of the amount due
(which could in the case of these programs he an estimated amount), and the
issuing of a check for pyanient, and unless executed before two witnesses and
acknowledged before a public officer (e.g., a notary public). However, assign-
ments of claims to a "bank, trust company, or other financing institution" need
not comply with the above procedures, if the contract under which the claim
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arises allows such assignment and provides for payments aggregating at least
$1,000 and If (unless the contract excepts these) the assignment covers all unpaid
amounts payable under the contract and is not made to more than one party or
made subject to further assignment (but it may be made to an agent of two or
more parties participating in the financing). In the event of such a bank assign-
ment, written notice and a copy of the assignment shall be filed with the con-
tracting agency and the surety and disbursing officer, if any.

Because Medicare provider contracts are open-ended in duration, It is Imprac-
tical to assign "all amounts" payable until the end of participation in the pro-
grams. In order to conform with these federal provisions, the contracts will have
to be revised to permit assignment of less than all amounts payable. My sugges-
tion is contained In the amended text: the contract will permit only asalgnments
that cover all amounts payable either until a fixed date or until a fixed number of
days (at least 90) after notice of termination is given to the payor.

In the case of Medicaid accounts, the law of the State In which the assignment
is made should provide comparable protections.

CO.CLUSION 8

This presentation of the pros and cons of assignments and factoring has shown
that most of the incremental costs of an assignment system are insubstantial
when compared with the potential benefits of such a system during the current
cash flow crisis faced by providers, and that in any case such an economic de-
vision should be made on a case-by-case basis at the level of the Individual facil-
ity. The only true incremental cost to the government is the administrative ex-
pense of keeping track of assignments. IA'gislation should attempt to minimize
this factor without abolishing a practice which fulfills such an urgent need of
providers. Therefore, I urge tht the approach embodied in Section 26 should be
abandoned and that amendments along the lines I have suggested should be
adopted.

EXHIBIT A
Excerpt from Senate Finance Committee Staff Report, "Medicare and Medic-

aid-Problems, Issues and Alternatives," 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 130 (1970):

END PAYMENTS TO COLLECTION AGENCIES

Prohibit making of vendor payments (under medicare as well as medicaid) to
Independent collection and bill discount agencies-to anyone other than the per-
son or institution rendering the service.

The staff's attention has been called to the Increasing usage by physicians,
pharmacists, and some hospitals of independent collection agencies to whom they
assign their medicaid and medicare billings.

Apart from the opportunity for fraud and abuse which sanction of such agen-
cies affords--criminal Indictments have been handed down in New York in one
such case-the costs of using those agencies are obviously indirectly passed on to
the program.

Such agencies are employed because they offer to relieve physicians, pharma-
cists, dentists and others of cumbersome paperwork and provide immediate cash
for medicaid due bills which the practitioners might otherwise have to wait
months to collect.

The solution, however, lies in streamlining administration and processing--in-
cluding making timely payment-rather than use of costly and problem-creating
outside collection and discount organizations.

EXHIBIT B

Excerpt from Senate Finance Committee Report, "Social Security Amendments
of 1972," to Accompany H.R. 1, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 204-05 (1972) :
PROHIBITION ACIATNRT REA-SOIONMENT OF CLAMS TO BENEFITS (SEC. 236 OF TIlE BILL)

Under present law. payment for services furnished by a physician or other per-
son under the supplementary medical insurance program is made: (1) to the
beneficiary on the basis of an Itemized bill, or (2) to the physician or other per-
son who provided the services on the basis of an assignment under the terms of
which the reasonable charge is the full charge for the service. Present law also

75-502-76----34
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provides that payment for such services under the medicaid program is made to
the physician or other person providing the services. The law Is silent with re-
spect to reassignment by physicians or others who provide services of their right
to receive payment under these programs. The Department of Health, Education
and Welfare makes such reassigned payments under medicare without specific
legislative authority.

Experience with this practice under these programs shows that some physi-
eians and other persons providing services reassign their rights to other organiza-
tions or groups under conditions whereby the organization or group submits
claims and receives payment In its own name. Such reassignments have been a
source of Incorrect and Inflated claims for services and have created administra-
tive problems with respect to determinations of reasonable charges and recovery
of overpayments. Fraudulent operations of collection agencies have been Identi-
fied in medicaid. Substantial overpayments to many such organizations have been
Identified in the medicare program, one Involving over a million dollars.

The committee concurs with a provision in the House bill which seeks to over-
come these difficulties by prohibiting payment under these programs to anyone
other than the patient, his physician, or other person who provided the service,
unless the physician or other person is required as a condition of his employment
to turn his fees over to his employer, or unless the physician or other person
has an arrangement with the facility in which the services were provided under
which the facility bills for the services. Also, direct payment could be allowed
to a foundation, association, plan, or contractor which provides and administers
health care through an organized health care delivery system. An example of this
type of organization would be a prepaid groups practice or other system recg-
nized by the State title XIX agency. It is not the intent of the committcc that
this provision apply to payments to providers of services that are based on the
reasonable cost of the services.

This provision would not preclude a physician or other person who provided
the Fervices and accepted an assignment front having the payment mailed to any-
one or any organization he wishes, but the payment would be to him In his
name.

The provision would in no way laterfere with the fiscal relationships between
physician and hospitals in the case of hospital-based pathologists and radiologists,
for example.

This provision as it applies to medicare would be effective with respect to bills
submitted after the enactment date. For medicaid the provision would be effec-
tive January 1, 1973, or earlier If the State plan so provides.

EXHIBIT C

ASSIGNMENT OF FEES BY HOSPITALS, PHYSICIANS AND OTHERS

Sw. 26. (a) Section 1815 of the Social Security Act .is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new subsection: "(c) Any payment for a service,
which under the provisions of this section and the preceding section may be
made directly to the hospital or other facility furnishing such service, may be
made to a person claiming such payment under an assignment, including a power
of attorney, if (but only if) : the assignment is established by or pursuant to
the order of a court of competent jurisdiction from such hospital or other facility
furnishing such service; or the assignment is in favor of an agent of the hospital
or other facility furnishing such service (who is not related to such provider),
is pursuant to an agency agreement under which compensation is paid to the
agent for his services for or in connection with the billing and/or collection of
any such payment, and complies in all respects with the Assignment of Claims
Act (31 U.S.C. 5203 and 41 U.S.C. j 15, as amended) ; or the assignment is in
favor of a bank, trust company, or other financing institution (within the mean-
Ing of said Act), and complies in all rests with the exception provided therein,
but the assignment may provide for a portion of the discount to be attributable
to services of an agent who provides billing and/or collection services. For these
purposes only, the provider's contract shall be deenmed to provide for payments
aggregating $1,000 or more and hhall be deemed to permit an assignment of all
anioumts payable under the contract until a fixed (late at least 90 days after the
date of assignment or until a fixed number of days (at least 90) after notice to
the payor of intention to terminate the assignment.'"
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(b) Section 1842 (b) (5) of such Act is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new sentence: "Any payment for a service, which under the pro-
visions of the preceding sentence may be made directly to the physician or other
person furnishing such service, may be made to a person claiming such payment
under an assignment, including a power of attorney, If (but only if) : the assign-
ment Is established by or pursuant to the order of a court of competent Juriadie-
tion from such physician or other person furnishing such service; or the assign-
-woat is in favor of an agent of the physician or other person furnishing such
.service (who is not related to such provider), is pursuant to an agency agree-
inent under which compensation is paid to the agent for his services for or In
uounection with the billing and/or collection of any such payment, and complies

in all respects with the Assignment of Claims Act (31 U.S.C. 1 203 and 41 U.S.C.
j1 15, as amended) ; or the assignment is in favor of a bank, trust company, or
,other financng institution (within the meaning of the Assignment of Claim
Act, 31 U.S.C. 1203 and 41 U.S.C. 1 15, as amended), and complies in all respects
with the exception provided therein, but the assignment may provide for a por-
t ion of the discount to be attributable to services of an agent who provides billing

.and/or collection services. For these purposes only, the provider's contract shall
be deemed to provide for payments aggregating $1,000 or more and shall be deemed
to permit an assignment of all amounts payable under the contract until a fixed
date at least 90 days after the date of assignment or until a fixed number of
days (at least 90) after notice to the payor of intention to terminate the
assignments."

(c) Section 1902(a) (82) of such Act is amended-
(1) by inserting "(A)" Immediately after "provide that",
(21 by redesignating clauses (A) and (B) as clauses (I) and (11), respec-

tively, and
13) by adding immediately before the semicolon at the end thereof the fol-

lowing, ", and (B) any payment for a service, which under the provisions of
subparagraph (A) may be made directly to the physician or other person
furnishing such service, may be made to a person claiming such payment under
an asignment, including a power of attorney, if (but only if) : the assignment
is established by or pursuant to the order of a court of competent Jurisdiction
from such physician or other person furnishing such service-; or the assignment
Is in favor of an agent of the physician or other person furnishing such service
(who is not related to such provider), is pursuant to an agency agreement under
which compensation is paid to the agent for his services for or in connection
Naith the billing and/or collection of any such payment, and complies in all re-
,jIects with applicable State law relating to the assignment of claims against the
State; or the assignment is in favor of a bank, trust company, or other financing
institution (within the meaning of the Assignment of Claims Act, 81 U.S.C. 1203
and 41 U.S.C. § 15, as amended) and complies in all respects with applicable
State law relating to the assignment of claims against the State, but the assign-
ittent may provide for a portion of the discount to be attributable to services of
an agent who provides billing and/or collection services.".

(d) The amendments made by this section shall take effect on the first day
of the first calendar month which begins not less than sixty days after the
date of enactment.

SIDNEY Koaurz,
Fall# Church, Va., August 4, 1976.

lTon. HFRMAN TALMADGE,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Hcalth, Finance Committee, U.S. Senate, Wash4ng-

ton, D.C.
DF.AR SExATOR TALMADOE: Your Subcommittee on Health has held hearings to

aid In the "process of developing effective and equitable means of bringing the
runaway costs of Medicare and Medicaid under control." I first became involved -
when I was assigned in the Social Security Administration to study a University
of Michigan Report on hospital and medical economics, led by Prof. Walter
McNerney, who later became head of the national Blue Cross organization. I was
asked to "prepare a summary analysis of those findings which might pertain to a

Medicare statistical program."
The Governor of Michigan had included "cost reduction" without loss of qual-

ity as part of what should be studied but the phrase "cost reduction" appears
not even once in the whole study. Because of too much concentration on what
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President Roosevelt called the "foolish old dollar sign," rather than on the real
economic resources, costs and benefits which matter more, this omission has by
now become almost universal. The Social Security law on Medicare refers to
something called "actual costs" (measured in money) but the economist is inter-
ested primarily in something called "real costs" and is distrustful of unadjusted
monetary figures, speaking of the "money veil," which conceals the true picture.
Isn't it strange that health economics is the area where this distinction is most
neglected? Here where it really hurts should be of most interest.

My study showed that the advice given to Congress by the Social Security
Administration failed to include for Medicare anything that can qualify as sound
economic analysis. They looked only for "actuarial soundness" and this does not
necessarily bring with it an interest in the economic problem of getting the most
for Medicare money. A report to the Finance Committee by the Comptroller
General, In the Appendix of that Committee's Hearings of May 25, 1966 on
"Reimbursement Guidelines for Medicare," made certain distinctions between
tho "accounting" and the "economic" approaches of which many hospital people
are not aware. Concerning the reimbursement guidelines, Senator Paul H. Doug-
las, who was a professional economist before he became a Senator, said "there
should be a public discussion of half a dozen points involved" and the Finance
Committee should "express its point of view, so as to be guideline for revision."
(Ikinance Committee Hearings, "Reimbursement Guidelines for Medicare,"
May 25, 1966, page 122.) 1 am not aware that this has ever been done.

The Chief Actuary of the Social Security Administration wrote me that "the
subject of whether medical care can be furnished more economically and Oili-
ciently than at present is not one of actuarial science or economics, but is ratlier
one of medicine and medical administration." (Letter from Robert J. Myers to
me, May 25, 1964). He also said I made too much fuss over the difference betweeli
the "actuarial" and "economic" approaches. This can, also be seen, in his lumping
together "actuarial science & economics." In this connection, see the slech of
Senator Russell B. Long on July 9, 1965, where he says that Medicare "can
better be judged by an economist than an actuary, better by a social worker tMan
an accountant, and even better by those of us here today who have the opportunity
to go among our folks back home and see the needs that are met, the fears that
are dissolved, the wants that are satisfied by what we have wrought."-(ongrcs-
#ional Record, July 9, 1965, page 15582).

My letter to Senator Harry F. Byrd, Sr., then Chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee (Hearings on H.R. 6075, "Social Security," 89th Congress, First Session,
May, 1965, pages 1123-5), included criticism of the Report of the Advisory Coun-
cil on Social Security of 1965, because of its failure to recognize a new dimension
In Medicare. Until then the Social Security system was concerned only with
transfer payments to beneficiaries who themselves chose how to spend the money
they received. With Medicare, a new responsibility came to the Social Security
Administration, namely, spending the beneficiary's money for him for medical
and hospital services. (This difference is still concealed in the way these govern-
ment expenditures are classified, erroneously, in the Commerce Department na-
tional income accounts.) Operationally, the Medicare program differs entirely
from the cash benefit program. This difference was still not acknowledged in the
1971 Report of the Advisory Council on Social Security, which included an actu-
arial study (the so-called Milliman report) signed by two actuaries and three
economists, which neglected the economic dimension. Although it discusses "eco-
nomic assumptions," it assumes the main purpose to be "crystal-bali gazing."
often referred to as "actuarial soundness." The only book I have found attempt-
Ing to define this is Dorrance Bronson's Concepts of Actuarial Soundness in
Pension Plans (1957). According to Prof. Bronson, there is no agreement on the
very meaning of "actuarial soundness." An actuarial statement about the future
is a probability statement based upon assumptions, a hypothetical statement, not
fa prediction. The assumptions always have to be changed, so that the actuarial
statement can never be shown to be either true or false. Normally, economic
feasibility does not require actuarial "science," why should health be all
exception?

According to the July 30, 1976 Washington Star, Representative Charles A.
Vanik, on the House Ways and Means Committee, says that Congress should not
give the Social Security Administration any more new social programs. An Inter-
esting historical question is why did Congress, without adequate economic study,
give the Medicare program to that agency?
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I got no acknowledgement, or criticism, of my report on the University of

Michigan study, and only a rhetorical question from the Chief of the Division
tof I)isability Operations, then slated to administer the new baby Medicare on the
way, why should he be interested in material of mine printed in the Hearings
(194) on "Medical Care for the Aged," H.R. 3920.

Instead, I was instructed in writing, that it was "inconsistent with acceptable
conduct for an employee of the Social Security Administration to write to mem-
bers (if Congress, officials in the Executive Branch, or newspapers, criticizing
spe(iflc program policies of the SSA or challenging the professional competence
of officials of the SSA." I was told of "the policy governing attendance of Depart-
nient employees at Congressional hearings on matters affecting programs of the
Department. Employees should not attend such hearings, even on annual leave,
without supervisory approval." (Memorandum to me, August 20, 1904).

()n February 17, 1967, Senator Abraham Ribicoff, formerly Secretary of
II..W.. in a Senate speech, upbraided Congress for "abdication of resalon-
tidoility" because it relied exclusively on the I1.E.W. in formulating the Medicare
program. Ile said this made "independent judgment" impossible. On June 2.,
1:h;7, before the National Conference of Medical Costs, I.E.W. Secretary John
G:ardner (whose name never aplesared on any Medicare Report to Congress,
although he was Secretary when this was first instituted), called for a "radical
shift of emphasis" from the "financing mechanism" to the examination of "the
efficiency, the pr(oductivity, and the logic of the system by which (health) care
Is (hlivered." Before the same conference, called under instruction by President
J, hni -ti, to help Implement, the "cost-benefit" approach of his August, 1963
executive e Order (which. incidentally, I tried to pass along to my suieriors in the

SSA , Social Security Commissioner Robert M. Ball, in his address, "Problems
of Vist-As Experienced in Medicare." showed no interest in cost reduction,
us conceived by the economist, but only in how to "correctly reflect the cost,"
which is an accounting problem for the past. and an actuarial problem for the
future, but not a "how to (1o it" lprobleIi which we must solve to make Medi-
care, Medicaid and other competing and complementary programs work with
reasonable success with limited resource s.

()i November 15, .W;7, Senator Ribicoff said that "there is much more that
we have to do as a Finance Committee in the field of oversight. If we do not
(Io this as a committee, I have great ft-ars (hat the burdens will continue to
multiply and we may be faced with tremendous costs." Senator Russell B. Long
armed with hini, and added that "just as soon as we can find time to do it
and assign Senators to that task, we should take a greater look in depth at the
Medicare problem." (Won qrrssional Reord, Nov. 15, 1.67, p. 516499). At that
tim'. II.E.W. Secretary Wilbur J. Cohen was denying that the Social Security
Administration had authority to engage in economic studies of Medicare with-
out further Congressional action.

. I understand it, your proposed legislation sets up a new agency in the
11. F'E.W. )ept. "into a single Administration for Health Care Financing."

I believe this is a step in the right direction. questioning, as I do, the original
npljropriateness of assigning health care provision, for any group, or for all
groups, to the Social Security Admini ration. But are you going to repeat the
mitakes of the SSA, in thinking you can make revolutionary changes without
rev,,lii,inary effects? Social Security Commissituer Rolert M. Ball (before the
(;ruip health Institute, Group Health Aw-iwtion. Washington, I).C. June 2,
19.711 :id that "when Medicare was pa.'ed in August 1965 the general concern
was that it not make l'asic changes in the health system. The basic concern In
',mirs and elsewhere was that this Governinent-olprated program not interfere

with the way the goinz system of medical care i.; organized and operated. The
public emphasis was almost entirely on keeping ihe et.imnumic burden of illness
frm overwhelming old people and their sons and daughters. Its object was to
prevent economic disaster and to do so without interfering in any major way with
the traditional organization of the medical care system." Apparently. that was the
justification for absence of planning about "program evaluation" and "cost reduc-
ti m". both emphasized toy Budget Directors. who later became Chairmen of the
Ile:ilth Insurance Benefits Advisory Cmuncil, Kermit Gordon and Charles Schultze.
It is hard to believe that their reports as Budget Director and as Chairman
(if the IJIBAC came from the same person in each case.
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I observe the proposed termination of the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council. I was told that all would be well as far as Medicare economic analysis
was concerned beeaume this Council was headed by such good economists as
Messrs. Gordon and Schultze. Did they do as good a Job in a health economics
area, in which they were not specialists. as they did in the area of their real
expertise, or were they just figure-heads? What good did the Health Insurance
Benefits Advisory Council do?

I asked Dr. Kermit Gordon why actuaries were being allowed to usurp the-
role of economists. (The former deal with how much, the latter with how well,
money is spent.) My question and his answer, from the Joint Economic Com-
mittee Hearing, "Twentieth Anniversary of the Employment Act of 1940" (Feb.
23, 1966, pages 101-2) are submitted for your Hearing Record, as well as letters
to two Presidents, with newspaper clippings. I do this, in the interest of helping
to avoid the mistakes and omissions, when Medicare was introduced. Don't think
you can have "Health Care Financing' without involvement in "the efficiency,
the productivity and the logic" of health care. Especially, the logic.

Yours sincerely,
Sw NE Komaz.

DIALo WITH KaRMIT GoRDON

Who has the next question? Will you identify yourself?
Mr. KoaR'rz. My name is Sidney Koretz. I am a dues-paying member of the-

American Economic Association.
My question follows up the question of Dr. Tobin to Dr. Gordon. As a matter-

of fact, I asked some People here whether I should ask this question and they
said "No," since this was a session on macroeconomics, not microeconomics. My
question has to do with a new program that is coming into effect next July;
namely, the medicare program.

Now, just before this program was passed, Senator Russell B. Long said on.
the Senate floor that this "comprehensive, far-reaching, and imaginative pro.
gram will be better judged by an economist than by an actuary" (p. 15582, Con-
gressional Record, July 9. 1965).

The question that Dr. Tobin raised was about guidelines to Government pro-
grams, as well as what Government tells private business to do.

In the discussion of the medicare program, if you look through the record-4 of
the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee, you:
will find that whenever there was consideration whether a certain measure in-
volving costs should be adopted, a question was asked of the actuaries of the-
Social Security Administration, and they came up with some answer about a
certain percentage of payroll or something like that. This was used as a basis
for choice between adoption and rejection of any measure. Presumably, the main
consideration was "actuarial soundness." According to the only book I have been
able to find on the subject, Prof. Dorrance C. Bronson's Cocepts of Actuarial
Souindness in Penion Plans (1957), there is no agreement what the term "ac-
tuarial soundness" (or related terms) means (see ch. 2, "Concepts of Actuarial
Soundness--Various Viewpoints"). It is true that "economic feasibility" hasn't
been defined clearly either. Nevertheless, it is recognized that "economic fea..ildi-
ity" has an element in it of human activity rather than being limited to actuarial
passivity.

This shouldn't be a speech, but a question. The question is for Dr. Kermit
Gordon since he has been appointed Chairman of the Health Insurance Benefits
Advisory Council. The question Is whether up to now the economist hasn't been
completely crowded out? I want to present one bit of evidence and then I will
sit down. The Budget Bureau infornis me that they intend to classify medicare
payments for hospital and other medical services as transfer payments, not as.
purchases of goods and services. It seems to me that if you were only concerned
with costs to funds, but not to people, this would be OK. But when you consider,
as an economist, real costs to real- people, you have to consider that now for the.
first time social security money is going to be speut for the beneficiaries and
not by them. Don't We delay coming to grips with the economic problem of get--
ting the most from limited resources by classifying this as "transfer payment"
rather than a purchase of goods and services?

Dr. EXsLEY. I will toss the ball to Dr. Gordon.
Dr. Gom.oN. I will be very brief. I think to pursue this question very far

would be a little outside the bounds of our discussion today, although I would be
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happy to discuss the administration of the medicare program with the gentleman
who asked the question.

I judge that the central question is whether the actuaries have elbowed the
economists out. I don't think this is the real issue here. I think there are some
very Important actuarial issues Involved in planning the medicare program,
and actuaries are pretty good at analyzing actuarial issues.

If the gentleman is willing to stretch a point and accept the proposition that
I am an economist, I would point out that I am chairman of the committee that
advises the Secretary of HEW on the administration of the program, and I did
testify on the program when it was under consideration, I think the economists
have at least a foot in the door.

Dr. ENSLEY. Thank you, Dr. Gordon.
AuOusT 19, 1963.

PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRE DENT: In July, 1957 you had an article In the Scripps-Howar.
newspapers, including the Washington Daily News, advocating better control by
Congress of Government spending.

Congress still doesn't have it, as indicated In my Star letter, reproduced here.
It seems nobody has It, not even you. It's bad enough that I shouldn't be able

to get information about how much Is spent for what, but it is even worse when.
you can't.

Yours sincerely, Si~ty Ko-r.

[From the Washington Star, Aug. 16, 19631

(By Sidney Koretz)

VAGARIES OF BuDOrr

Senator William Proxmire recently defied anyone to tell from the Federal
budget how much we are spending in total assistance to foreign countries. He.
said: "It is literally impossible to determine from the budget or any other
published source how much our Government Is spending overseas .... No single
figure in the budget indicates the total expenditures of the Federal budget for
education.... Similar examples can be given for the health activities of the
Federal. Government, for research and development programs, and so on."

How can Congress possibly make intelligent decisions about the appropriate-
ness of and appropriations for Government activities when nobody knows what's
up In the Government, not even the Government itself?

Senator Proxmire asks: "Do the agencies know what they are doing? If
agencies are aware of the nature of the products and services that they are
producing, then they should be able to associate costs with those activities.
If they do not know the nature of their own output then it is certainly time
for the Bureau of the Budget to force them to discover what they are doing.
0 No one else, including the Congress, can learn about these activities unless
the agencies present them in an understandable manner."

The first principle of economy in Government. business, or anywhere else is
that you must know what good you are doing and how much it costs to do it.
An attempt is being made to apply this principle in the Defense Department,
where it is said to be helpful in improving efficiency and producing economy
without detriment to national defense.

If it can work in the production of such an ill-defined article as "national
defense" surely we can use "cost benefit" comparisons in the civilian sector, too,
including oclal services, such as education and health.

" AUQUsT 19, 1908.
President LYNDON B. JOHNSON,

Waohingt^on, D.C.
DEZAR MIL PRMmsINT: President Kennedy threw the ball I sent him (a letter,

I wrote) exactly three years ago today, to his Budget Bureau, according to the
Director Kermit Gordon's reply to it a month later.

On August 25, 1965 yon sent a memorandum to all Federal department heads
calling for the universal introduction of a new planning-programming budgeting
system.

By coincidence, Mr. Kermit OGadon Is Chairmen now of the Health Insurance
Benefits Advisory Council. The Medicare area needs the benefit of the cost-benefit
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comparisons you called for. I proposed It in the Social Security Administration
when I wrote my letter to President Kennedy.

The Commerce Department now plans a classification of Medicare payments
in the national income accounts, in which the "new dimension," noted by Senator
It ssell B. Long, described in my Washington Post letter shown here, will be
completely ignored.

This deserves more public discussion than it is getting. Therefore, I am writing
yfou about it. -

Yours sincerely,
SIDNEY Koazrz.

[Prom the Washington Post, May 16, 19661

(By Sidney Koretz)

MEDICARE BOOKKEEPING

In his May 10 column, "This Imprudent Democracy," Walter Lippman, in
effect, tells us that we are not applying to the coming Medicare program the iru-
dence we have learned In our defense program. As Defense Secretary McNa-
lara once put It, "we have to do our thinking before we start to bend metal."

''h , Budget Bureau negleted this when they classified Medicare payments in
the Federal budget.

The Medicare program will be a bundle of goods and services paid for from
Social Security and other Government funds. The American people have a right
to demand an accounting of how well this money is inltit, just as much as in the
v.ase of other Government expenditure on goods and services. They do not have
the same right for any accounting of how Social Security beneficiaries spend the
imney they have received as transfer payments in accordance with the law.

Now the Government is going to spend money for them in a program in
whose operation they will play no part. They will be the beneficiaries of the
program without themselves making the purchases of the benefits. Surely the
fiidzet Bureau does not wish to minlmiize the new dimension in a program
where, as Senator Russell B. Long, noted just before the Senate passed it, the
"worth cannot be measured in terms of dollars. It can be better judged by an
c-.onmnist than an actuary." Money spent on military weapons Is seen as pro-
dlwtive of general good. Money spent on medical weapons should not become
a wiere bookkeeping de-tail registering only money-flows.

The Commerce Department is now reconsidering this question. I expect them
t find the Budget Bureau made an error. It should be called a purchase of
gods and services from the start.

AMBULANCE AND MEDICAL SERvxci:s ASSOCIATION o' AMERICA,
Hartford, Conn., July 29, 1976.

Mr. .MI!CAEL STERN,
totaff Iirector, Comnmiltice on Finance.,

1)irkc-n Setnate Opfc Building, Weohington, D.C.
IFAR M.NIR. STERN: Thank you for your prompt response to our request to

testify on S. 3205 before the Committee on Finance. As time will not permit us to
l'rt-ent oral testimony, please see that the following written statement beomes
part of record.

From the standpoint of ambulance providers nationally, who we are repre-
senting here. the Medlcarp Act is basically good and soumnd. The administra-
tion of the act on a local level is the basis of most of our current problems-and
they are not solely our problems. because our problenis have a direct cffe on
every individual in this country who may need emergency medical care tomor-
row and in the future. The service rendered I, a direct reflection not only on the
provider of the service, but on the government (both state and federal) because
the government regulates ambulance service and determines the administra-
tion of third party payment for services.

The majority of the problems with medicare are within its administration
procedures, several of which are noted below to give you actual examples of
fhe Inconsistencies. As you digest them, please bear in mind that the ambulance
service provides service without asking (1) is It medically necessary (2) can
the patient sign his name (3) will supplies which are not covered by medicare
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be needed. Ambulance service is provided, then paperwork is submitted for pay-
wuent, with a national average of 87 percent of the claims refused.

(1) Medicare payments are usually prompt, but there are many processing
errors which are costly to both the ambulance service and the Medicare carrier.

(2) We must accurately breakdown our claims for services rendered; when
we receive payment, it is not itemized and we have no idea whether or not the
correct amount has been received.

(3) There is no allowance for most disposable items (bandages, splints, air-
ways, etc.) or for emergency procedures which include paramedic services,
vehicle rescue, CPR procedures, etc.

(4) Many stretcher patients require ambulance transportation to a physician's
office or clinic. Even though authorized by the physician, it is not covered by
Medicare. The patient must be taken to a hospital, resulting in prohibitive costs.

(5) On the other hand, some non-stretcher patients could be transported by
wheel chair car at lower cost than the prevailing ambulance rates if wheel chair
car transportation were covered by third party pay.

(6) Services which are performed at a hospital are covered. Many of the sttue
emergency services are performed in the ambulance and are NOT covered by
Medicare.

The inconsistencies are never-ending. It appear.q to uA. after polling our
members, that the majority of the problems we are experiencing are on it l4.al
administrative level. Yes, these problems do represent both dollar loss and addi-
tional expenditures on our part. At the same time, tlie-ze samne problelns are lift
indication that Medicare and Medicaid are not lilag accurately handled by the
carrier. A clear interpretation of Medicare and accurate administration Could
provide effective reimbursement for emergency medical care.

Very truly yours,
(Mrs.) T,V.NNF MAIVAN.

Ercu live Secretary.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIE CATHOLIC HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

STATEMENT ON REIMBURSEMENT PRINCIPLES IN TIlE IIEALTII CARE INDUSTRY

The Catholic Hospital Association is the national a.moe.lation of Cathfille.
owned and sponsored health facilities In the United States. Our nearly .N)I
institutional members have more than 160,000 acute care beds, making u thi-
largest single system of voluntary hospitals in the country. For more than a
century our members have served in all areas of the votintry-urban and rural.
Inner city and suburbia. Our dedication to the sick and the poor need. no reitera-
tion. Our commitment to continue as a part of the pluralistic health system i
as strong as ever. With the growing cooperation and partnership of the covrn-
ment we hope to be able to serve in an even greater capa-ity in the years to (rile.
especially In the developing health-gap areas, such as among the aging, in the
inner city and the rural setting.

One of our greatest concerns, however, Is maximizing the quality of health
care delivered to all components of our society within reasonable and eff,.tivP,
co-t restraints. We recognize the national concern which has been fociied (III
the rising cost of health care. Our members have taken a-tive and leadr,4iip
roles in addressing the problem areas which are within our scope of control. We
alo recognize, and take this opportunity to state once again, that many. if not
most, of the root causes of Inflation in the health care sector are caut,,d by
conditions entirely outside of the system and outside the control of individual
providers and Institutions.

MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

One of the principal contributors to today's economic crisis In health care
delivery has been the tremendous increase in demand for services which was
precipitated originally by the introduction of Medicare and Medicaid in 1966-
67. Medicare has extended health services to a whole segment of our society.
but not without a cost to the system. The capability of the delivery system has
been stretched to its limit. Utilization of health services exceeded all expect.
tons. Medicaid has had more difficulty. Faulty administration, eligibility con-
troversles and even some fraud and abuse have driven costs beyond even the
most liberal estimates. We have learned many lessons from ten years under



Medicare/Medicaid; it Is time to apply these to the system so that the same
mistakes will not be made under any system of National Health Insurance.

FEDRAAL ADMANIIR2ATION AND ANULATION

Time and experience have shown that, for the system to operate at a maximum
effectiveness, reasonable rules and regulations effectuating a concise and con-
sistent national policy must be adopted. Rules are changed so often and with
such apparent disregard for precedent that It has become virtually Impossible
for a provider (yet alone, the government official charged with enforcement)
to know at any one time where the program stands.

The Catholic Hospital Association is concerned that there are efforts to frac-
tionalize the administration of health care in this country and to separate the
issues of delivery and quality of care from financing and the cost of care. We
believe that issues of quality of care and delivery cannot be separated from
those of cost and financial reimbursement and, therefore, programs at the fed.
eral level should be coordinated through a single mechanism and not function
in isolation. The nation's health Is a priority issue today and will continue to
be In the future. It should be given the centralized coordination it deserves.

Health policy must be better coordinated. We cannot speak of cost effective.
ness and financing as if they were separate and distinct Issues from quality,
distribution and availability. Under the current system, advocates of expansion
of health care services (and, thereby, resulting cost increases) are speaking out
from one agency, while others are promulgating arbitrary cost ceilings and
restraints which tend to result In service cutbacks and to stifle the expansion
before It can be started. .

The hard decisions of quality care, delivered on an optimum basis, but at a
fixed price, can only be made when all factors are concurrently reviewed. Iso-
lated, departmentalized government decision-making is not compatible with
quality of care, delivery and cost containment.

FEDERAL REiULATIONB--OOMMENTAXT PERIOD

We support proposals to increase the length of time in which the public can
receive and respond to proposed federal regulations on health care. In the past,
the 30-day comment period has proven to be extremely burdensome, especially
when data must be gathered from health care facilities all across the country.
We recognize that particular circumstances may require more expeditious han.
dling, but, as a general rule, we strongly support provisions which would extend
the public comment period on proposed federal regulations to sity days. We
also enoourage the practice of filing "Notices of Intent to File Rules and Regula-
tions" even further in advance of actual rule-making.

STATE AND PRIVATE ADMINISTRATION

We continue to endorse the admn"tration df Medicare and Mdicaid on
private intermediary, state-coordinated basic. The federal government has a role
in establishing and monitoring uniform standards and in evaluating the per-
formance of state plans vis-a-vis national objectives. However, state governments
must be In a position to assure the availability, the access, quality and viability
of needed health services. Private intermediaries have proven that, when given
adequate utilization controls, they can provide the fastest and most economical
claims processing service. We encourage the continued use of these private agen-
cies in the administration of the programs.

We support the creation of standards for claims processing and the develop.
meant of incentives to encourage even further reductions In administrative over.
head. It In mur oplnuln that the private administration of these programs will
result In the maximum benefit/overhead cost ratio.

COST OF SERVICE REIMBURSEMENT

Perhaps one of the most maligned systems of health care reimbursement In
this country has been the heretofore nearly universally applied system of retro-
spective "cost" reimbursement. Such payments are difficult to defend as not
having a highly inflationary Impact on the cost of health care dellvery. To I*e-
ognise this point Is the first step in bringing about required change. Te (7atho-
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Jio Hospital Association endorses tis principle of prospective reimbursement,
adequate to meet the financial requirements of the individual health carA, insti
tutgal What must be avoided, however, are arbitrary and inflexible caps which
do nothing to curb cost Increases, but simply impose the burden of such inflation
on those Institutions and health care recipients least able to bear up unde, It.
Such arbitrary cape unfairly penalize institutions serving the high users of
health care-the chronically ill. the disabled and the elderly-where cutbacks
In the availability of services can achieve the most "cost-effective" result.

Frequently, It is the older, least efficient health facility, most in need of reno-
vation, which Is the primary source of service to the aick-poor and the elderly.
It is In this facility, in the Inner-city or changing neighborhood environment,
which is most hindered by such arbitrary caps which provide no exception for
unusual case-load mixtures and which rule out capital accumulation which would
perinit expansion and improvement of services. Catholic hospitals have served
wir large cities for years and continue an active presence in the decaying center
ity. Ill uany of our older cities Catholic hospitals, to a large extent, represent

the last voluntary health presence to large parts of these communities. Some of
these institutions have a patient population which 80% or more Medicare and
Medicaid. It Is on these Institutions, particularly, that the burden falls--a burden
which. unfortunately, can be met only by cut-lacks in service or by the eventual

-deterioration of the institution and its ability to serve. Such a system of arbi-
tritry caps by one governmental agency may achieve a goal Of cost containment,
lit. at the same time, makes a goal of quality care with reasonable access more
ditfiulit, if not impossible, to achieve.

PROSPECTIVE RTEIMBURSKMENT

The Catholic Hospital Association suggests that there has not yet been enough
ex|perinle'tation with various systems of prospective reimbursement to designate
any single system as a standard for the nation as a whole. Systems based on pro-
spte etive rate setting offer some advantages, but they may be outweighed by pro-
slw-ttive systems of cost reimbursement. In addition, there are many variables in
the fYlKa. intenisity and breakdown of service loads and occupancy patterns.
I)ezmt-rphie and geographic variances cannot be comparably aligned wider any
One single sysem. We, therefore. advocate that several alernatlve system# of
prostprctive rFrnbtursement be established and that individual hospitals be at-
lttvwd the optitm of choosing a system which rCo9gvixes is particular local and
patient nicds. Health facilities should be allowed to switch systems, but only
after giving reasonable notice of their change in aceounthig practice. After a
period of experimentation, the number of alternative reimbursement systems
couhl 1he narrowed to a more workable number which would then become stand-
ard sized for the nation.

INCENTIVE REIMBURSEMENT

The past pattern of retrospective cost reimbursement offered no incentive to
curb unln aesary inereases in costs. Even wider prospective reimbursement, this
lretsure, while abated, will continue. Increases In productivity may be achieved
through the use of incentives, including a sharing of cost savings between the
institution and the third-party payor for services. We encourage the adoption of
4neentlve-bascd reimbursement programs wherein savings can be shared by the
provider in order to entourage even greater improvement in the future. Proposals
such as those contained in S. 8205, providing for a 50% sharing of cost savings
t up to 5%) are to be encouraged.

PRESERVATION Or TUE VOLUNTARY SYSTEM

The Catholic Hospital Association believes that the voluntary system of health
vare delivery must be preserved as an integral part pf any proram of National
Health Insurance and governmentally-financed health care delivery. We. there-
fore, encourage (ongress to structure such programs to specifically identify and
Preserve the voluntary health care facility. Specifically, we recommend that at
least the current ratio of volumtary health care facilities be allocated to the volun-
tary component and that a guaratee of thus share be written Into the law. Unless
sueb an allocation is guaranteed. The Catholic Hospital Association believes
that the voluntary system will be forced out of existence as we have seen similar
occurrences in some European countries and, to a certain extent, In Canada.
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UNCONTROLLALl COSTS

Many of the costs incurred by a health care facility are beyond the manage-
ment and control of the facility's administration. 8ince we are a service indus-
try, we are subject to the same inflationary presures as all consumers of raw.
basic products. As the price of steel and other components goes up, so does the
cost of many of the products which we use. Similarly. food costs and the factors
of inflation upset the budget equilibrium of the hospital as much as it does the
household. We recommend that, in computing costs or rates to be reimbursed
prospectively, that such uncontrollable costs be allowed to pass through as e.r-
ception8. Specifically, we can identify the following as items which should be
allowed to so pass through:

( 1) technology changes which accelerate the obsolescence of capital equipment:
(2) capital costs generally as they relate to certificated and approved changes

in hospital facilities, services, etc.:
(3) education and training costs of health personnel, including physician

residents and Interns:
(4) energy costs associated with heating or cooling the hospital;
(5) malpractice and liability insurance costs;
(() Inflation adjustments which may be factored in during any one reporting

period; and
(7) taxes as they may be applied to hospital property and equipment by state

and local governments.
HOSPITAL CONTRACTING

Many proposals have been discussed to limit or reduce the authority of hnopi-
tals to contract for services, supllles, equipment and personnel. Most of these
take the form of requiring that sone bureaucratic official-even to tile se.re-
tarial level-would make a prior determination as to the reasonableness of 11l
hospital contracts above a certain dollar level. This threshold has been set as low
as $10,( 1. In a modern hospital almost all servie contracts, quantity purchase
agreements, supplies anti materials call reach that level.

We see a major problem in the use of such "prior approval" requirement.q.
Hospital administration is a highly specializeI maIiauement field. To so dranint-
ically limit the prerogatives arid flexibility of tile management team can only
hinder the operation of the facility arid. in the long run, reduce conis'titior
and actually increase costs by adding unnecessary layers of bureaucratic red
tape.

Such additional "regulation" Is duplicative and simply compounds the problem.
Assuming reimbursement will be oil a prospective basis, contracts entered into
by hospital management will already be scrutinized within the general paraln-
eters of the prospective determinations. If a contract is excessive, unnecessary
or wasteful, the prospective reimbursemnnt system will operate to mitigate, if
not vorirpletely reduce, its cost impact. Comietency is rewarded under tire system
already outlined. If unreasonable or excessive costs are incurred, they will be
caught by the prospective reimbursement system. To provide otherwise removes
the very important element of local community Involvement and control and
reduees'bitftagement to the level of inere fimwtionaries. 'lihe Catholic Hospital
A.,ociation strongly opposes the implementation of any such prior approval
restraints on hospital contracting.

PERCENTAGE CONTRACTING

Other prolsals In the Medlicare/Medicaid cost area have suggested a limita-
tion, if not an outright prohibition against the use of percentage of cos-t
(revenues) contracting. Most frequently. these types of contracts are found
in the employment of certain hospital-based physicians (radiologists. a t'#s-
thesiologists, pathologists, etc.) and in the use of certain management service
and shared service concepts.

Again. The Catholic Hospital Association opposes the implementation of anti
such arbitrary ban as a harmful infringement on the prerogatives and flexibility
of management. We believe the emphasis. should be put on the total effect, the
result or the bottom line, so to sixsak. The question to be asked is, "Is this
contract reasonable under the circumstances?" We must assure that an arm's
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length transaction has occurred and that competitiveness is guaranteed. This,
at.tain, can be accomplished through an effectively operated prospective reinm-
Ibur..inent mechanism. The "reasonableness" standard is, of course, a variable,
but, nevertheless, is one that Is capable of determination and implementation.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

The Catholic Hospital AssCiation believes that, in the drive to control rising
health care costs, questions of quality of care and effectiveness of treatment,
Imilh preventive and remedial, miust not be neglected. The nation's health cannot
lo. measured solely in dollar terms. In measuring the success of any cost control
.. stcn. dollars and services today cannot he weighed against dollars and services
,,f yesterday. If we can deliver more or better s(ervie w for the same or even
slightly more expense, ten we can still consider our effort successful. We
# ncourage the adoplto of quality of rare meaturmetsir, including programs for
iprventiive health treatl ent. physieul development and training, recreation.
maternal and infant cart, as well its specialty programs for tile aged and tie
handicapped, to expand tile system of delivery and to improve our nation's
|icalth.

C'OXCL.UION

Rising costs in the health care industry are the joint responsibility of the
joublic. tlie providers and ile government. We at the Cat holic Hospital Assocla-
tion are concerned, however, that too much emphasis has been placed on tile
dollar aspect of the isrollein. Arbitrary cutbacks hit at quality and availability.
Mid. the first to suffer are the sick, the Iloor and the elderly. We urge Congress
to fully analyze the prollem, seeking to preserve the best aspects of our current
, .tn. its pluralism, its voluntary character, its creativity and Its service
c.nitmilent, while, at the same time, remedying its deficiencies. We hope our
remarks have identified soile of these areas. We hope to be able to work together
to resolve these problems in the future.

Thank you.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) The Catholic Hospital Association believes that isues of quality and
dih-ivery of care catimit I.e selitrated frma those of cost1 and financial reinibure-
inliit and, therefore, programs at tile fefleral level should be coordinated through
a single mnechaiism and not function in isolation.

121 We strongly sUluport the extension of the public comment period on pro-
pi..esd federal regulatleis from the current thirty to sixty (la. s.

,3 1 CIIA encourages the continued use of the "Notice of Intent to File Regu-
lti, ns" even further in advance of the actual rule-making.

o4) We continue to endorse the administration of Medicare and Medicaid on
a private inttermiediary basis, subject to state coordination and federal standards.

iso The Catholic hospital Association endorses the principle of prospective
reiimltursvnent adhequate to meet tile financial requirements of the individual
health care institution.

if;) We advocate, however, the trial use of several alternative systems of
lIr',,spctive reimbursement and that individual hospitals be allowed maximum
lhexiloility in adopting a system which reflects their local and patient needs.

iT) We encourage tile adoption of incentives and shared savings in any re-
Inilurseinient system.

(-Si VilA insists on tile continuation of tie voluntary health care delivery sys-
tem and that protection for such systems be structured into the law.

d9f We recommend that, in computing costs to le reimbursed prospectively.
costs outside the management and control of the hospital be permitted to "pass
through' as cost exceptions for reimbursement.

(1i) The Catholic hospital Association strongly opposes the implementation of
any system of prior approval or restraint on hospital contracting.

111) We also oppose arbitrary hans on the use of percentage payment con-
tracts and urge the development of, and the adoption of a standard of reason-
alleness by which such contracts should lie measured.

t12) CIlA advocates the development of a system for recognizing quality of
care in relation to costs, including the expansion of service.
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BosTon UNTvmsrrr- MKmrcAi CzwTEs
UrNvwMIrrT HosPriuL,

Do*t#s, Maml., Jay t8,1976.
Mr. MJCIAL BTMW,
Staff Director, Senate Finance Committee, Dirkeen Senate OOfce Building.

Washington, D.C.
Dmta Ma. &rm. It is my understanding that the Subcommittee on Health of

the Senate Finance Committee is holding hearings this week on the "Medicare
and Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act" (8. 3206) intro-
duced by Senator Talmadge. I would very much appreciate It if the following
comments relating to Section 10 of 8. 3206 were forwarded to members of the
Subcommittee for their consideration during these hearings.

Speaking on behalf of one hospital that has been seriously affected by the
Medicare routine cost ceilings imposed pursuant to Section 228 of P.L. 92-403. it
is particularly gratifying that Secton 10 of 8. 3205 Includes so many improve-
ments over the comparable statutory provisions of Section 223 and its accom-
panying regulations. Section 10 of 8. 32W5 provides for tile exclusion of several
particularly variable cost elements from routine service costs, ensures that area
wage differences are reflected in hospitals' target rates, and modifies the hos-
pital classification system now used for purposes of Section 223 cost limits to
better ensure that comparable types of hospitals are grouped together. Further,
the hill calls for the reimbursement mechanism described In Section 10 to lie
phased in over a period of three years. This feature not only will allow hospitals
to better prepare for the Impact of the routine cost reimbursement ceilings, but
also will allow the Congress to Incorporate "state-of-the-art" modifications In
Section 10's methodology, in the event that modifications are deemed appropria-
ate, before the section becomes fully operational.

Without elaborating further on the many positive features of Section 10. r
would like to make two suggestions that I hope would lead to improvements in
the bill: the first relates to the continuance of Section 223 of P.L. 92- In the
light of the many modifications of Section 223 that have been incorporated II
Section 10 of 8. 3205; the second relates to a specific element of the hospital
classification system calling for the separate classification (without regard to
bed size) of the hospitals which are primary affiliates of accredited medical
schools.

In my opinion, In view of the stated rationale for phasing In the provisions
of Section 10 of S. 3205 over a period of years, it is both inconsistent and Illogi-
cal that current regulations stemming from Section 223 of i'.L. 92-43 will not
be deferred or abrogated in the event that . 3205 is enacted. Section 10 ofS. 32(5 was designed, in part, to overcome the deficiencies inherent in Section 223
of P.1,. 2--603; further, by tile degree of sPecificity of Section 10's provisions, the
section was also designed, in part, to ensure that the Social Security Adminis-
tration, responsible for administering the law, would Implement the statute, and
enact regulations governing Its implmentation. In a manner that was consistent
with the intent of ('ongress. Not to abrogate Section 223 and Its accompanying
regulations at a time when better and more equitable hospital reimburseement
provisions are in the prox1,ss of leing phased in will guarantee that many hos-
pitals will Ie seriously penalized before they are able to gaini any relief in the
form of tile more reasonable treatment to he accorded them by Section 10 of
S. 3205.

In regard to the Jiospital classification system envisioned in Section 10, it is
noteworthy that many of the nation's teaching hospitals will Ie separately
grouped for purposes of estnbllshing these hospitals' target rate,. In part, this
should tend to ensure that such hospitals are not severely penalized because of the
necessary and prosper costs associated with their characteristically atypical
patient minx and scope of services. However, the logic of allowing each accredited
medical ,1hool to nominate only one hospital to Ie included inI this separate
grouping is unclear. In many areas of the country, medical schools In effect direct
all of the teaching programs In more than one hoslltal-that is. medical sehol
faculty select the housestaff, medical school clinical department chairmen or co-
chairmen supervise the training programs. and medical school faculty provide
the tenciing. It medical schools are unable to nominate each of their primary
hspital affiliates (in the event that they have more than one) to be included in
tis separate grouping, it is inevitable that many key teaching hospitals typically
providing specialized tertiary medical care will be grouped with non-teaching,
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non-tertiary community hospitals and suffer the consequences of target rates,
reflecting the typically lower costs of providing care in such hospitals. While I
recognize the extremely difficult task of developing appropriate definitions for
teaching hospitals given the many different types and organizational models of
teaching programs, I believe it Is terribly important for the Subcommittee on
Health to give additional consideration to the development of appropriate groups
for teaching hospitals, in an effort, particularly, to accommodate those hospitals.
that are members of a group of two or more hospitals serving as a medical school's
primary affiliates in an integrated program.

Thanks very much for your consideration of these comments and for distribut-
ing them to members of the Subcommittee on Health. My apologies for not getting,
this letter to you prior to the start of the Subcommittee's hearings.

Sincerely,
JAMES L. DoasET, Administrator for Fiscal Affair#.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE PUBLIC WEI&ARE ADMINIsTRAToxa
oF THE AMERICAN PuBLIc WELFARE ASSOCIATION

(By R. Archie Ellis, Comnisioner, South Carolina Department of Social Services
and William Stewart, M.D., Commissioner, Louisiana Health and Human Re-
sources Administration)

The National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators is composed of
state welfare directors who, for the most part, are responsible for administering
state Medicaid progralns. We are acutely aware of the many shortcomings of this
state/Federal program; and, thus, we welcome proposed legislation designed to.
improve its management and administration. Given the active role of Council
in all aspects of Medicaid, Its members are particularly well qualified to ap-
praise the provisions of S. 3205. The Council conducted a survey in which ad-
mlnistrators were asked to evaluate the Medicaid sections of S. 3205. Some 41
states responded. Our statement Is based on the content of these responses and
additional discussion held by the Council's Committee on Health Care.

The Council believes strongly in the need for a national health policy which
adequately reflects the interests of its citizens objectives of state and Federal
government. Our present health system is fraught with difficulties and problems.
Our resources are misdirected towards the treatment of illness rather than the
prevention of disease. As a country, we need to reassess the role of medical
care and spur increased emphasis on the promotion of health.
Medicaid and the problem of rising costs

Perhaps the greatest symptom of this lack of clear national objectives is the
continuous disproportionate rise in the cost of health services. Federal and state
expenditures alone for health care have been rising at an annual rate of 15%.
Increasingly, states have been forced to cut back on the Medicaid program to
reduce expenditures. Most states have managed to maintain benefits and eligi-
bility levels-thus, not directly affecting service beneficiaries. For some, how-
ever, the time for short term solutions Is running out; these states will need
some form of assistance and reform that will allow them to maintain existing
services. However, cutbacks and changes in Medicald will not curb the unabated
growth in the cost of health services. For the underlying causes of this long term
health cost Inflation-Increased costs of labor, supplies and technology-will no
doubt continue to league Medicare, Medicaid and all consumers of health care
until definitive national strategies directly targeted to these sources are im-
plemented.
The possible solutions

Despite the enormity of these problems, there appear to be few options avail-
able to Congress likely to have a substantial impact. To a great extent, the Con-
gress must work through those programs funded either in whole or in part by
the Federal government-Medicare and Medicaid. Options under these pro-
grams include the following:

Adoption of specific incremental program reform;
State assumption of Medicaid management exclusive of Federal controls-

he block grant approach;
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Federalization of Medicaid with little or no involvement of state government;
mid

Enactment of national health insurance, ending distinctions between state and
Federal programs.

While the latter three options have obvious appeal to certain parties, only
incremental program reform is feasible at this time. The others call for a
greater commitment of funds and energy not likely to be forthcoming in our
pre.ment economy. It is the incremental approach that is adopted by S. 3205
:and which is under discussion today. Through reforms in Medicaid and Medi-
a r designed to improve administration, foster efficient management, encourage

coordinated policy development and curb fraud and abuse, the legislation ulti-
mately seeks to reduce program costs.
- The National Council supports these objectives. Moreover, we fully support
several of the bill's provisions (Iesigned to satisfy these objectives. In some in-
stances we believe alternate strategies would better serve the intent of the
legislation. Again, our testimony is largely based on a survey conducted of Coun-
.il membership.
uninrzry of general positions: Consolidation
The bill would consolidate Medicaid and Medicare into a single administrative

entity.
The National Council of State Public Welfare Administrators supports this

i-ffrt. The need for coordinated policy development has been evident for some
time. We do urge, however. that states have an active role In the development of
policy. Medicaid agencies have no wish to become "mini-Medicare's"; the tre-
nendwlus variability among states has already demonstrated the litadvisability
of forcing identical administration upon them. We also urge that related pro-
grains such as Title V be included in the consolidated effort.
Summary of general positions: Medicaid administrative reform

The legislation seeks to adopt minimum, uniform standards of performance
for the administration of Medicaid.

Again, the states recognize the necessity of improving Medicaid administra-
tiom. Their comments reflected the following concerns.

Spceificity.-The Medicaid requirements are extremely detailed and specific.
The states questioned the advisability of locking such regulatory language into
legislation.

-'FI.ribility.-Related to the above concern was the lack of flexibility that the
hi.slation would allow. Granted. some of the requirements are necessary to
s(1'iI program administration. We do, however, question the reliance on process
oriented criteria rather than outcomes. For example, collecting information on

at quarterly basis doe-s nt assure that it will be utilized in an effective manner.
(,oxt of comnpliance.-While there are some states already performing the bill's

re ,iired procedures a number of states have Indicated that compliance is not
fia,,ible without significant expenditure of state funds. Additional personnel
winld lie necessary in several instances; claims processing systems would require
suilstantial modifications. Therefore, initial compliance efforts would be costly
to some states.

The rali(lity of penalticR.-The bill includes both positive and negative in-
centives to encourage compliance. Both are targeted to administrative costs. The
rationale is to penalize-at least to some extent-thoge states found with defi-
ciencies and to reward those demonstrating superior effort. In the case of penal-
ties. the objective is to encourage action without harm to program recipients
(administrative costs average 5% of Medicaid expenditures). Virtually all states
are opposed to the use of penalties to spur compliance efforts. In particular, they
questioned the effectiveness of such sanctions. The loss of Federal revenue, no
matter how small. may generate additional program cutbacks which ultimately
harm recipients. In addition. state legislatures generally do not differentiate be-
tween the cost of program benefits and administrative expenditures; a single
budget allocation is made. The states recommended that instead of penalties.
addit ional Federal funds be made available to assist states in compliance efforts.

Applicability.-The legislation calls for consolidated and coordinated policy
development for Medicare and Medicaid. Yet. as the states point out, the legis-
lation adopts requirements for Medicaid alone. We urge that any requirement
adopted for Medicaid administration be applied to relevant counterparts of Fed-
4-ral administration. For example, time limits on eligibility determination should
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apply equally to the Social Security Administration. Claims processing and report
requirements should apply equally to Medicare and Its fiscal intermediaries.
(The legislation is predicated on the assumption that administration of Medicaid
is Inefficient and not uniform.) Regardless of the validity of this assumption, it is
clearly the case that Medicare intermediaries do not hold an unblemished record.
We further urge that coordination between Titles XVIII and XIX be assured at
the local levels as well.

The wans of cvaluation.-There Is widespread agreement that DIIEW has not
monitored state compliance efficiently and consistently over time. The bill would
seek to remedy this situation by involving another government agency, G.AO, in
program evaluation, -removing considerable discretion in program monitoring
from DIIEW. Presumably (although not specified) this partnership would func-
tion on the regional level as well. The implications of such a development are
enormous since GAO, an independent investigatory agency of Congress-the
legislative branch-would be directly associated with DHEW-the executive
branch-in program evaluation. We are opposed to this monitoring strategy.
Mcdioa4d administratitv roforw&: Specific comments

(1) Eligibility.-The legislation would place time limits on determinations of
Medicaid eligibility.

The states questioned the need to adopt a 30 day processing standard for Med-
ieald when a 45 day standard exists for AFDC. It must be remembered that the
determination process is identical for cash assistance and medical assistance.

We recommend that redeterminations for the aged, blind and disabled be re-
quired once annually. This population Is generally stable; our attention should
he directed to the medically needy under AFDC. In addition, we recommend that
states have D0-rather than (0--days to process medically needy disabled uppli-
cations, since verification in this program is often lengthy and detailed.

(2) Claims processing.-The bill would require Medicaid claims be processed
within specific time limits.

Most states indicated that this requirement would present few difficulties
upon implementation of the Medicaid Management Information System. We do
recommend that given the variation in MMIS implementation schedules, that the
requirements allow more lead time before requirements become effective.

(3) Qualty control.-The bill would target maximum allowable errors to
results of TIF 4rs survey (October 1975 to March 1975).

We believe that this first survey of error rates is an arbitrary and likely inac-
curate standard to utilize as a target for compliance. As a result, we recommend
that no absolute maximum be adopted, but rather target rates on an individual
state-by-state basis. Each state should then work toward this individual rate
which gradually changes over time to reflect improvement. Too much emphasis on
the accuracy of determinations will no doubt force some states to adopt policies
which encourage denial of eligibility-even to those who satisfy the criteria-
in the name of quality control.

(4) Publication of State error ratce.-The bill would require publication of
state error rates in eligibility determination.

Publication of state error rates is essentially a political tool. On the one hand,
it may encourage corrective action by reluctant state agencies and legislatures un-
willing to appropriate necessary funds. On the other, it may generate widespread
public displeasure, but with little substantive response by the state.

Most states indicated that a fair presentation of state performance in all areas
would he far more effective. In addition, they recommended corresponding publi-
cation of Federal government performance in Medicare.

(5) Report#.-The bill would require preparation And submission of numerous
Medicaid reports to the Federal government on a periodic basis.

Again, most states Indicated that they could satisfy requirements upon imple-
mentation of MMIS, presuming state formats were acceptable as reporting
techniques.

A note on MMIS: the requirements were clearly drafted in light of the capa-
lilities of the MMIS-a program originated and advocated by the Federal gov-
ernment. Many states indicated that while they were implementing the system,
they questioned its ultimate worth. S. 3205 mandates a number of processes be
performed and material generated that are largely products of this program.

" It Is not clear, in the states' opinion, that such processes will contribute to Im-
proved program management or ultimately, containment of costs. Some key areas,
such as collection of third party liability, are not included in MMIS.

73-502-76-----.5
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Therefore, we recommend 100% Federal matching payments for Implementa-
tion of MMIS. In addition, we recommend that the bill contain provisions to as-
sure the compatibility of MMIS with Medicare.

(6) Technical aaaitance.-The bill includes several provisions for increased
technical assistance.

The Council actively supports the emphasis on technical assistance. We do,
however, urge that appropriate training and funding be made to assure the effec-
tiveness of this effort.
Medicaid administrative reforms: Sumnmary

In general, the National Council supports the objectives of the S. 3205 Medic-
aid provisions. The states are well aware of the need to improve program manage-
ment and administration. We do, however, question the extent to which the pro-
posed requirements satisfy these broad objectives. We, therefore, recommend a
thorough review of their likely Impact and effectiveness and support efforts to
such performance objectives related to outcomes-not process.
Hospital reimbursement

The bill would adopt an incentive reimbursement system for hospitals under
Medicare. Since most states rely on Medicare rates for Medicaid hospital reim-
bursement, these proposed requirements have great implications for state Medic-
aid expenditures (about one third of which are consumed by hospitals).

The scope of the Talmadge provisions Is limited. The three year phase-in period,
the focus on only a relatively small number of hospital costs and the generous
provisions for extenuating circumstances all point a somewhat Incremental
approach to the control of hospital costs. The assumption underlying the pro-
posal is that any more comprehensve or restrictive strategy is politically in-
ieusible at this time and thus stands little chance of being adopted.

The bill does address one major problem: the adoption of a uniform account-
ing system for hospitals. Clearly as the data base by which hospitals are com-
pared and reimbursed improves, the ability to monitor and control costs Is en-
hanced. In its present form. however, the Talmadge proposal falls heir to many
of the problems of incentive reimbursement systems; the reliance on existing
costs as a base measure (assumes all hospitals operating efficiently at present),
the ability of a relatively small Incentive payment to encourage cost savings and
efficiency and the assumption that all hospitals can be compared through a
classification system. Hospitals within the 20% margin would have no incentive
to improve. The proposal goes several steps further by allowing retroactive ad-
Justments for inflation, a relatively large (20%) margin for allowable reimburse-
ment rates (presumably without question) and by permitting consideration of
numerous exceptions (such as case mix) to the basic formula on a hospital by
hospital basis. In short, the proposal would affect only those Institutions whose
relevant costs exceed the target rate in excess of 20% and who are not able to
satisfactorily demonstrate the reason why those excessive costs occur. There are
few hospitals who are likely to fall into this category, particularly given their
iecognized ability to shift costs into those sectors not covered by the reimburse-
ment formula. In this case a number of key cost areas are excluded from the
prospective system (e.g. education) and could easily serve as the repository for
unapproved costs. In addition. and this is a far more serious problem, even if
Medicaid and Medicare hospital costs were constrained there are no safeguards
to disallow the reallocation of these costs to other third parties (the so-called
"balloon effect"). Therefore, the bill may create a substantial differential between
rates under third party payors, such as Blue Cross, and those under title XVIII
and XIX. Thus, the discrimination on the basis of acceptance payment and
patients--a phenomenon already experienced by Medicald-may spread to Medi-
care-discrediting it as well. Thus. it appears that the S. 3205. while establishing
a necessary data base, would do very little to constrain the-growth in costs with-
out the use of independent criteria to evaluate costs, and without substantial
safeguards or other contributers to high hospital costs.

Presuming, however, that at least some marginal effort is necessary we make
the following recommendations:

(1) That state with demonstrating successful programs in hospital reimburse-
ment be allowed to utilize their system-for both Medicaid and Medicare--in lieu
of the rule specified in S. 3205.

(2) The retroactive adjustments not he allowed. This presents a particularly
acute problem for states who must project program costs in advance. A retro-
active Increase in hospital rates would find most states unable to make payments.
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(3) That the section referring to wage differentials be clarified.
(4) That definitions for hospital services be extremely cicar and straight-

forward.
(5) That allowable cost increases be tied not to industry figures, but to the

aplpropriate price Index.
1) "hliat there ibe more than one primary affiliate for a niedical school allowed

since many states are experilentrillg with ininovativye progr'inssuch as community
tisned schools without walls (area health education centers).

(7) That, while we approve of the proposal to reimburse for closure or con-
version of facilities, that such efforts Involve the input of local and state health
planning authorities.
lh yscian reim bursement

The bill would require Medicaid reimbursement be at least 80% of Medicare's.
Even those states using Medicare levels were firmly opposed to tills requirement
(in the survey cited earlier). Several indicated that this would generate signifi-
cant additional costs. Therefore, we urge that this provision be eliminated.

Fraud and abuse
The proposal contains several provisions designed to curl fraud and abuse in

Medicaid and Medicare.
We wish to go on record supporting these provisions. However, even the broad-

est estimates of program fraud place the proportion at around 5% of program
costs. We, therefore, urge that these activities Ibeing pursued in the context of
their Impact on program costs. Even tie most effective fraud and abuse Is not
likely to have a major impact on health care costs. Moreover, the bill eontalin.
few real incentives to eliminate provider fraud and abuse. One provision would
require all contracts for services in excess of $10,0O0 be subject to review and
advance approval. While we do believe that service contracts are a source of
abuse, the overall level of $10,000 is too low. Should that figure survive, both
Medicare and Medicaid would le Inundated by proposed contracts. We, therefore,
recommend that the amount be raised to $50,000.

Certification of skilled nursing facilities
The bill Includes a provision that the Secretary may delegate authority to

states to certify skilled nursing home facilities to participate II Title XIX. Such
would remove exclusive state authority to certify facilities.

The Council opposes this provision because it would transfer state and local
authority to the Federal government in cases where state expertise likely exceeds
that of the Secretary. We do recommends, however, that skilled nursing facilities
be required to obtain Medicare certification before seeking Title XIX approval.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Issuance of regulations

We support the so-called "savings provisions" which place time limits on the
Issuance of final regulations. States have long been plagued with complying with
requirements which become effective before final regulations are published and
under which their compliance will ultimately be evaluated. We do urge, however,
that the spe-ed with which the regulations are prepared does not infringe on their
overall quality.

Medicaid EOMB
We support the change in the Medicaid Explanation of Benefits requirement

which would allow such forms to be mailed on a sample basis.
Medicaid/HMO con tracts

The bill includes several requirements concerning Title XX contracts with
health maintenance organizations.

We urge that such contracts not be subject to approval by the Secretary since
such arrangements are made solely on the state's discretion.

SUMMARY

In summary, the Council welcomes the introduction of the Talmadge amend-
'ments as a first step in Medicare and Medicaid reform. Clearly, many of the

provisions will no doubt help to prepare the Federal government for national
health insurance. We must emphasize, however, that as it is presently formulated,
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S. 3205 will have a limited and marginal impact on health costs. Working through
Medicare and Medicaid alone is insufficient. It is a holding action which may
vom.ie too late for some states. As a result, it is likely that state legislatures will
Jt In more dramatic fashion to control health costs and probably to the detri-
ment to our present beneficiaries. We, therefore, urge the adoption of more
potent provisions to curtail the ihcrease in- health care costs.

RESULTS OF THE MEDICAID SURVEY: THE TALMADGE AMENDMENTS (S. 3205)

To assist in the preparation of testimony on the Talmadge Medicaid/Medicare
ainendments, APWA surveyed state welfare agencies to determine their opinion
of the bill's key provisions. Forty states responded.' A summary of their major
reactions follows.
The Survey Inalrumicnt

The questionnaire asked states to analyze seven major areas addressed in the
Talmadge bill: eligibility, claims processing, reports, quality control, publication
of error rates, payment levels, and fiscal penalties. Each state was asked to
itidicate what pre:4ent capabilities were and if the relevant Talmadge require-
mitent would present any difficulties.
Ta8'LIIS

Eigibility.-Ten out of the 39 respondents stated that the requirements
would present no difficulties. The rest indicated that eligibility staff would
have to be expanded to meet the proposed deadlines which would, of course,
result in increased administrative costs. Several states Indicated that Medic-
aid determinations should conform to the present 45-day requirement under
AFDC. Further, most indicated that disability determinations required more
time than the proposed 30-day limitations.

CLauiins processing. -Th irty.one of the states responding indicated the re-
quirements would present few difficulties once the MMIS program became
operational. Most are presently implementing the system and expect to have it
operational within two years. Areas of difficulties included determining third
party liability, utilization pattern and fraud and abuse screens. A few states
indicated their present claims processing systems could not meet proposed
deadlines.

Reports.-Again, most states (28) indicated these requirements were feasible
to meet once MMIR became ope-rational. Some did note, however, that It would
take a major effort to make their system comply. Some also felt the require-
wents were too process-oriented and questioned the use to which such reports
would be used. Some indicated the 60-day quarterly deadline was not feasible
and further requested ellminaition of the quarterly requirement.

Quality control.-The suggested tolerance levels ranged from 3 percent to 20
percent; some states would utilize SSI error levels. Several Indicated there
should be no absolute target level. Twenty states indicated publication of rates
would present few difficulties as long as information was fairly presented.
Conversely, those who disapproved of pliblication did so because presentation
has been biased in the past.

'aypmcnt levcl&-Many states (19) indicated this requirement would infringe
upon the state's right to determine payment levels even when their present
rtes equaled Medicare's. Fourteen indicated they met 80 percent of Medicare
levels at this time. Several states indicated the requirement would raise program
costs substantially.

Penaltie.-The large majority of respondents disapproved of penalties in
any form (37/39). Among their comments: "too severe", "clients ultimately
suffer", "result in program cutbacks", "totally self defeating". Two Statcs sup-
ported the use of positive incentives. Several suggested that the penalty should
be reduced to five or ten percent of administrative costs and allow time for
corrective action (the bill allows six months).

'Arizona's r-uponse w'.is not inchded.
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States repond7Mp
Alaska M innesot a ( )regon
Arizona Mississippi 'ennisylvania
Arkansas Missouri u'erto Rico
California MIontanall South Carolina
Colorado Nebraska South l)akota
l)istrict of Columbia Nevada Utah
Florida New laml)shire Vermont
Idaho New Jersey Virgin Islands
Iowa New' Mexi.o Virginia
Kansas New York Washington
Kentucky North lhikota , West Virginia
Louisiana North (Carolitia Wis(onsin
Maine ()hio
Mli'i gan I ikihonit

TrIEjTIMONY OF PEYTON E. . WEARY, M.D., ox BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
ACADEMY Or DkmMATOLOGY

The American Academy of Dermatology is pleased to have the opportunity to
p)re.'et written testimony relating to the proposed legislation referred to as
the Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act (S. 3205).
The American Academy of Dcrmatology Is the representative organization for
I lie iniijority of the approximately 4500 dermatologists currently practicing In the
Ignited States.

OJur testimony can be summarized by the following two proposed amendments:
(1) That Sec. 2. Sections j62(a4-13-) (c) of the Social Security Act (P.L.

89-97) be amended by strik n o 1ft6word, "warts".
(2) That Section 22(a) (3) of S. 3205 be altered to read: "Pathology services

shall be considered 'physicians' services' only where the physician performing
such services personally performs acts or makes decilons with respect to a
lialient's diagnosis or treatment which require the exercise of medical judgment".

The reasons why we request these two changes are presented below"
(1) Elimination of the word "warts".--'The present Medicare Law (Title

XVIII of the Social Security Act P.L. 89-07, July 30, 1965) contains in Sec. 2,
Section 1862(a)(13)(c) atn exclusion of reimbursement for "routine foot care
(including the cutting or removal of corns, warts or calluses, trimming of nails
and other routine hygienic care)." As dermatologists we are requested by our
patients to remove troublesome warts from the feet (often called plantar warts
because they may occur on the plantar surface of the foot). Warts on the feet,
just ais warts elsewhere on the body, are tumors caused by Infective viral agents
and (lifter only by virtue of the fact that because of their location on weight-
bearing suracem they are often more painful than warts located elsewhere.

We believe It Is Inconsistent that removal of warts located elsewhere on the
body is a reimbursable service, while warts on the feet are excluded. The incon-
sistency is further emphasized by the fact that no private insurance plans to
our knowledge discriminate in the coverage of treatment for warts on the feet
mid tho.e loented elsewhere on the body nor does the Federal Employees Group
l'lhmn deny coverage for treatment of warts on the feet.

We are aware of no other infectious disease which is so discriminated against
in the Social Security Act and we are concerned that it Is precisely the most
pain!fil and disabling form of this infectious disease (plantamr warts) which
is excluded, while the same infectious process occurring elsewhere on the body
Is :dequotely covered. A 1til (11.1t. 14i0 hias recently been introduced in the
House by Mr. Duncan and Mrs. Keys to correct this Inequity. For the reasons
noted above we would request that the Senate likewise move to amend See. 2,
Section 1862(a) (13) (c) of the Social Security Act by striking out the word
"warts".
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(2) Alteratirn in definition of pathnl,,gy 8ervices.--Our second recommenda-
tion is related to the language which appears In the proposed legislation 8. 3205
in Section =2(a) (3), Page 59 as follows: "Pathology services shall be considered
physicians' services' only where the pathologist personally performs acts or
makes decisions with respect to a patient's diagnosis or treatment which require
the exercise of niedicajJudgnent." We are concerned that the word, "pathologist,"
uste! in this context could be construed to refer only to physicians who are
designated1 as pathologists, individuals who specialize solely in Pathology by
virtue of specialized residency training in the field of Pathology.

We would direct your attention to the fact that a substantial number of derma-
tologists are highly skilled In Interpretation of pathological specimens derived
from the skin of patients with skin disease and that all dermatologists receive
training in Dermatopathology during their residency and are examined for pro-
ficiency in Dermatopathology in the course of their board certification examina-
tion. Furthermore, a number of dermatologists and pathologists now hold cer-
tificates of special competence in Dermatopathology. In fact, some dermatologists
limit their practice to providing dermatopathologic services for institutions and
their colleagues.

We would furthermore cite instances in which non-pathologist physicians, such
as hematologists, are highly skilled in Interpretation of bone marrow specimens
and routinely perform such interpretive services for their patients, their Insti-
tutions or their colleagues In other disciplines.

In order to avoid future misinterpretation between the broad generic use of the
word "pathologist" as we are sure it is intended in the proposed legislation, and
the narrow restrictive use of the word "pathologist" as it has come to be ac-
cepted in common parlance as a specialist who deals solely with Pathology, we
would propose that the wording in Section 22 (a) (3) of S. 3205 be changed to
read as follows:

'Pathology services shall be considered 'physicians' services' only where the
physician performing such services personally performs acts or makes decisions
with respect to a patient's diagnosis or treatment which require the exercise of
medical judgment."

'I-PARED STATEMENT OF TIlE AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC {oSPITAL AssoCIATIoN

This statement presented by Michael F. Doody, President of the American
Osteopathic Hospital Association, 930 Busse Highway, Park Ridge, Illinois
60068.

The AOHA maintains Its Headquarters in Park Ridge, Illinois, with an office
In Washington, D.C., and represents the osteopathic hospitals throughout the
country. Osteopathic hospitals, which number 204 In total, are located in 29
states. These Institutions serve as the primary institutional care facilities for
those patients (individual consumers) who choose to receive their health care
from one of the approximately 15,000 practicing osteopathic physicians in the
country.

Osteopathic physicians represent a second school of medicine. The osteopathic
profession is a politically and philosophically separate and administratively
independent school of medical practice. Osteopathic physicians represent approxi-
mately 5 percent of all physicians In the United States; but it has been estimated
they care for as much as 10 percent of the United States citizenship.

The 204 osteopathic hospitals represent more than 23,000 inpatient beds and
employ 60,185 people. In 1975 osteopathic hospitals had more than $900 million
In total expenses while providing health care services for more than 800,000
inpatient admissions and 2.8 million outpatient visits.

Osteopathic institutions and physicians are Interested in the delivery of
quality health care and for the most part are providers who concentrate In the
areas of general practice and family medicine. Approximately 70 percent of all
practicing osteopathic physicians are general practitioners or specialize In pri-
mary-care areas (internal medicine, family practice, pediatrics, obstetrics-
gynecology, general surgery). Osteopathic hospitals are cost-conscious institu-
tions whose primary objective Is the delivery of quality health care.

Osteopathic hospitals represent an Important community health resource. Many
of our hospitals are located In rural or semi-rural areas and provide a very
necessary community health service. In some instances the osteopathic hospital
is the only hospital present within the community.
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INTRIODUOTION

This Association agrees completely with the basic premises which prompted
the distinguished Chairman of this Subcommittee to introduce S. 320--we can-
not continue with a program which increases in costs faster than the rate of
rise in federal revenues; we must make Medicare and Medicaid more efficient
and economical or benefits will have to be ultimately reduced; we must avoid
arbitrary controls on payments to hospitals; we must provide incentive pay-
ments to encourage efficiency; and finally, such changes must be made prior to
any expansion of the federal role in providing more health insurance to more
people since without such changes any expansion would be an open invitation to
fiscal disaster.

The American Osteopathic Hospital Association and its member hospitals have
long supported efforts to overhaul the present hospital reimbursement system.
We believe that the present practice of grouping hospitals according to bed size
and geographic area should be altered to include such other factors as patient
mix, level anid scope of services, labor costs, and the extent of teaching pro-
grams. In addition we have often advocated the undertaking of a positive pro-
gram to develop incentives for hospitals to participate in programs which have
proved themselves to be effective in containing hospital costs, including prospec-
tive payment systems.

Under the present system, if two hospitals of similar bed size in the same
geographic area have a variation in costs, at least one is assumed to be in-
efficient and have poor management and unreasonable costs. This is a premise
which we cannot accept. Variation in costs between hospitals is not Indicative
of poor management or inefficiency. Other factors, recognized in S. 3205, con-
tribute to and affect the efficient delivery and cost of hospital and health serv-
ices. This Association supports government efforts to reduce reimbursement to
institutions where it can be shown that costs are unreasonable and the result of
marked inefficiencies in operation or conditions of excessive services. We are
in sympathy with the concern expressed by the Senate Finance Committee in its
report on the Social Security amendments of 1972: ". .. when the high costs
(from hospitals) flow from inefficiency in the delivery of needed health services
the institution should not be shielded from the economic consequences of Its
inefficiency." The determination of what is "reasonably prudent and cost-con-
scious management" is the issue at controversy. It Is this issue which S. 3205
attempts to address, and it is this issue which will encompass the majority of
our testimony today. It must be remembered that the remarks we shall set
forth are directed at achieving one common goal: that of providing the best
possible health care and a cost-effective well-organized system for the Amer-
can people. For purposes of organization our thoughts will be set forth on a
section-by-section basis, concurrent with the numbering system in 8. 3205.
Section 2. Establishment of Health Care Financing Administration

This section would establish a single administration for health care financing
headed by an Assistant Secretary. This provision would result in two Assistant
Secretaries in the health area of the Department, leaving the current Assistant
Secretary of Health to deal with other health matters. We support this concept
if there is adequate provision for the close working relationship between the two
Assistant Secretaries.

Such diverse areas as health planning, peer and utilization review, manpower
planning, etc., are interrelated and therefore the stated intention of Section 2-to
perform uniform policy making and enhance accountability---calls for close com-inmlncation between these two offices. Creation of a new Assistant Secretary
position, without the establishment of a specific and appropriate mechanism to
assure coordination of ali policy and program implementation, will exacerbate
e.ximting problems of fragmentation, bureaucratic red tape, and a slow decision-
making process.

This Association also supports the establishment of the proposed position of
Inspector General (under Section 3 of the Bill), who would direct the Central
Fraud and Abuse Unit established In Section 2. Given the recently disclosed
program abuses, a sincere and effective attempt at monitoring the program
on a coordinated basis is necessary.
ieetlon f. S ate Medicaid Administration

From the point of view of the dellery of health care. and to the extent that
the language Improves the Medicaid program and saves money, this Association
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supports Section 4. We are particularly supportive of the Incentive approach,
both here and in the Medicare program, which rewards hospital efficiency. We
have long advocated that the Medicaid program should be federalized and con-
tracted to private Insurers for administration. The unevenness of Medicaid
benefits and reimbursements among the states can only be leveled through the
Intervention of the federal government. The present situation does not consider
the critical problems in state financing, and decreases the viability of the existing
program and Its scope and levels of coverage.
S action 7. Regulation of the Secretary; RaHngs Prorislon

We strongly support the requirement of a minimum period of 60 days for
(finmnient on proposed T1EW regulations with respect to the Soial Security Act.
As we have stated in testimony lwfore committees of both the House and Senate.
we strongly believe that a formal mechanisms for Congressional review of admin-
istrative rulemaking is necessary and an overdue reform of current procedures.
Extension of the comment period to a minimum of (10 days is one of several rev-
ommnmendations we feel would Le a step toward this needed reform.

actionn 10. Improrcd jIcthodit for Drtrmininig 1?'aslonablC Cost of Serriccs
Provided by Hospitals

This section of the legislation is indeed far-reaching and the most significant
for hospitals. We applaud the (Chairman for his Insight and his attempts to
levelop :fn effective hospital rei umpiursement system. While any elassiflcatioi
system for hospitals is by its very nature arbitrary, the prolsed new metlhod
of reimbursement for routine operating costs for hospitals embodied in S. 3205
seens to ux to be a major step forward in the development of an equitable system.
Of all of the proposals made to date, this appears to this Association to be. one
of the fairest yet devised, and It Is certainly vastly better than the classification
system presently in place. We are particularly pleased to see the exclusive of
variable cost elements such as educational and training costs, and energy costs.

We would also urge that this committee consider including other variable cost
elements such as malpractice insurance premiums; the cost impact of govern-
ment-mandated programs such as health planning, PSRO's, and utilization re-
view; and charity care losses. Each of these areas contributes heavily to hospital
costs and does so more heavily in some areas than others. Adjustment of routine
operating costs to take into account the effect of area wage differenmes is also an
important factor. We would also urge that the cost of an employee benefits pack-
age be included when calculating the effect of area wage difference. This Com-
mittee is most aware of the fact that these packages vary widely In scope and
cost and that they can have a significant Impact on cost.

We are not convinved, however, that any classification system is appropriate
for the purptise of identifying institutions whose costs are "unreasonable". A
more appropriate use of the classification system might be to Identify those
hospitals whose costs need more careful review to determine the reason for the
"high costs" and to evaluate whether or not, given the hospital's individual cir-
eumstances (i.e.. size, location, patient mix, services offered, etc.), the costs are
excessive or unreasonable.

The amounts hospitals must pay to meet operating expenses has risen steadily
over the past several years. The major components of the rising costs include such
things as energy, food, premiums for malpractice Insurance, and labor costs. The.
hospital market basket is becoming increasingly more expensive. And that market
basket is a considerably higher priced one than the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
market basket. Hospitals buy an extraordinary amount of utilities and petro-
leun-related or petroleum-based products. At the same time hospitals are not
producing a uniform product, such as the steel industry or the meat-packing or
other In!dustrcs pro duce.

'llhe hospital product. a patient-day of quality health care, is an extremely
complex item to produce and it 1, a product that is constantly changing and
improving. Tniprovemnts in care have contributed to the change and Improve-
ment of the product but have also contrilbuted to Increased per-unit costs.
Finally a highly trained very suqecialized labor force requires considerably
higher rates of compensation.

As stated above, malpractice premiums are a major contributing factor to
rising hospital costs. Therefore. we recommend that provision be made to accept
the hospital's general and professional liability (malpractice) insurance premium
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as an allowable cost or as an adjustment In the routine operating costs similar to
that allowed for the effect of area wages and benefits.

Routine operating costs in S. 3205 does not include "energy costs associated
with heating or cooling the hospital plant." This Association questions the
limitation of this provision to just heating and cooling. Hospitals use enormous
amounts of energy, particularly electricity, over and above those amounts used
for heating and cooling. While we commnend the Chairman for taking the first
step in this area, we would strongly recommend consideration of a hospital's
true, overall energy consumption, not just that !portion devoted to heating and
cooling.

This Association supports the application of this Section to Medicaid as well
as Medicare as a welcome step toward federalizing Medicaid. We are concerned,
however, that the actual language of the legislation is not specific enough to
assure state acceptance of and participation in the proposed classification and
reimbursement systems. We believe it is essential that the legislation mandate
full compliance with the proposed new systems as a condition of state participa-
tion in the Medicald program.

As nmentiloned previously, this Association favors the incentive approach-
rewarding Imo slitals whose comlprable routine operating costs are less than the
mean and penalizing those whose costs are substantially above the mean. The
three-year lihase-in approach will certainly give hospitals time to adjust and
we conminend the Chairman for his foresight in establishing this concept.

We are soiiwehat concerned about tile system wf (.lassithcati!)n of small hos-
pitals, those in the 5- to 24-bed category. and those in the 2:1- to 49-bed classifica-
tion category. Many hospitals in these categories are located in rural or send-
rural areas and conipliaii'e with federal regulations is (often very difficult for
thise institutions. Attempts to comply with IIEW regulation.s in order to get the
federal funds, which many of these rural health facilities find necessary to
retain solvent, have- resulted in great exl;ense and in some cases closure of the
facility altogether. )espite some HlEW attempts in certification of access hos-
pitals, it became apparent in the early 1970's that some rural hospitals were hav-
I ag ,.t i(lflty complying with nursing staff requirements and other regulations.

IIEW is not eager to imake provision for the problems of these small rural
hospitals and therefore such guidance will probably conie onily through an amend-
ment to the Mllicare regulations. Such muniuitineints would have to create a new
classification for rural hospitals. One attempt to (1o this is House Bill II.R.
13217 and we are sure others have addr..-ed the Issue as well. We recommend
that this Suheomumlttee consider this problem. and attempt to make some provi-
sioi In the categories of classification which would recognize the inherent proh-
lpmns faced In rural areas.

We believe the appeals mechanism provided to those hospitals peiialized as a
result of the hospital falling outside the parameters of the classification system
is unrealistic. inequitable, and designed to prevent the hospital einWg aile to
effectively defend itself. It is virtually lnpo-sible for a single Institution to
identify all the hospitals in its classification cell. and then to undertake a proper
,,tumdy to compare and contrast Its patient mix, utilization, and cost statistics
with all the other hospitals in that cell.

One of our ineinber hospitals, which is owned by a college of osteopathic imei-
cine aind which is located in rural Missouri, has been trying to appeal such a
oitision for the Past 6-K inonth,,. at great expense No the institution. "ht, futility
;f tMe lhospitai's effort was evident from the beginning andploints up the enor-lluou1.s inequity arnd linrea,'mnldcness of the proposed appeals process.

Finally, in our reading of section 10, we detei'ted an apparent drafting error
in Section 11 (at 1a(3) (1) (ii). As presently worded. a portion of this section
reads ". .. as determined by the JOInt Commission -in Accreditation of I',-
Imtals. state agency certification procedures, or any other finding or information
available to the Secretary."

As tle members of thi- Asul.ommittee are aware, the osteopathic profession Is
a second school of medicine, recognized isl such and silpported by every major
federal health care program. The Medicare program recognizes the American
Oteopathic Assoeiation as .he accrediting aen.y fo r o-teopathic liospitals.
We therefore recommends that tiis section . 3205 he amended by inserting after
thin words "Joint Coninission on Accrc(ditation of hospitals." the words "the
American Osteopathic Association.".
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Section 11. Inclusion in Reasonable Cost of Hospital Services in Allowance for
Retirement or Conversion of Underutilized Facilities

This Section provides an incentive to close down or convert to approved use
underutilized lied capacity or services. Safeguards are to be provided to forestall
abuse or speculation, and during the first two years no more than 50 hospitals
would be paid these transitional allowances in order to permit full development
of these procedures and safeguards. We endorse this proposal, but we take exce'p-
tion to Section 1132(4) (A), the last sentence of which says "any such filial de-
termination of the Secretary shall not be subject to judicial review." In spite -of
the fact that this Section is essentially a grant provision, we continue to believe
that the recourse of administrative and Judicial appeal must be made available.
.Sretion 12 Return on Equity

This Section increases the rate of return on net equity of investor-owner (for-
profit) hospitals and skilled nursing homes from one-and-one-half to two times
the average rate of return on Social Security investment. It is our re(otniIcndil-
tion that this rate be set annually by the Secretary after consideration of the
rates of return ift industries of comparable risk. This rate is approximately 14
percent at the present time and the increase to two times the average rate (of
return on Social Security investment represents a return of approximately "ii-
half of this rate. We would like to suggest that the Contnittee consider an ili-
crease to three times the average rate of return, which would be approximately
10 or 11 percent.

'retion 20. Criteria for DctcrmininQ Reasonable ('harge for Physicians, S 'rries
We strongly endorse the amendment to Section 1M21 b) f 3) (3A) F I I i which

regards any charge for any particular service or procedure performed by a
Doctor of Osteopathy or Medicine as a reasonable charge if such service or pr-
vedure is wrformed in a physician-shortage area. We regard such an incentive a-,
an important step toward encouraging physicians to practice in shortage areas
and commend the Chairman for his foresight In Including such a provision.
Section 30. Reimbursement Ratcs unolr Medicaid for Skilled Nursing and Intdr-

nwdiate Care Facilities
We find the current three-day hospitalization requirement In Section 1.1-611i)

to be unnecessary and unfair to the latieint, and It requires. in sone inttaw-v,,c,
unnecessary utilization of the acute care facilities of the hospital when re-ad-
mission to an extended care facility would be in the better Interests (of the
patient.

I'nder present law, a patient can only be admitted to a skilled nursing facility
or intermediate care facility, and he covered under Medicare if he or she has
been admitted to a hospital as an inpatient and(1 stays for a period of at least
three (3) consecutive days. In addition, if after the patient is admitted to ant
extended care facility, Is treated, and released and it is later determined that
re-admission to the facility Is warranted, the patient must again be admitted as
an inpatient in a hospital for three additional days.

We recommend inclusion in this Section of an amendment to Title XVIII of the
Social Security Act. Part C. Section 1861 (1), which would strike the words "in
which he was an Inpatient for not less than three consecutive days before his dis-
charge from the hospital in connection with such transfer". The first sentence of
• etion 1861 (1) would then read as follows: "The term 'post-hospital extended
vare services' means extended care services furnished an individual after trants-
fer from a hospital."

We also recommend that this Committee consider the possibility of drafting a
changee in the statute which would provide for direct admission to an extended
care facility upon proper certification by a physician. Of course we recognize
the need for safeguards to prevent abuse, but we feel the best interests of the pa-
tient and the hospital would be served by such an amendment.
.9celtion 40. Procedures for Detrrmining Reasonable Cost and Reasonable Charge;

Disclosure of Ow-ncrship and Financial Information
It is the understanding of this Association that this Section is designed to pre-

vent abuses in management or other service contracts or provision of services by
collateral suppliers such as pharmacies, laboratories, and similar organizations.
To this extent, we support the desire to control abuses, but we are concerned
over the impact and scope of the provisions. Our evaluation of this provision
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leaves unclear the lim (iof it,- ixercentage prohibition. If the intent was to control
al i e in clinical lalioratories and pharmacies. then we reecommnaaenad naiolficati,,a
uf this Section to reflect the provisions of the Clinical lAboratories Improve-

aiet Act of 1976, e tnactmnt of which is highly likely in the near future. This
hegislation deals with the regulation of clinical lalratorie. andi has a iaualiter
of provisions which would rectify the abuses addressed it Section 41).

If the intention (f this ,Section was to go loeyond lubatrattirles and phtaro naies.
we reeoiniaalnd re-evaliatin , f tit( concept. particularjy the section dealing with
ItIh review and prior alijproval of cotnstlting. mannagelmeuat. and service eant lralod.
where any contract involved Iniounts to W.W(%) or grenter. $nch tin aplprtach
would .reate severe hardshipis on hosljtl'Nl. since cldllrI.ts lhar liliamdry .'ervicvvs.
-'eeirlty forces. (lietfary. housekeeling. data oprocessing. purchasing, e.. whild
falt under thit protvIsion aind bring about a sit. f ll au which we feel woiuhl le i
iiWarrintei iliatirsiun lit o file ;naageliant of l,.sliftals ly tle federal goverln-

1ne t.
This provi.lon would 01s$' result in an adini.itritive nightmare for hIEW

ind hislitals. The number of contracts of $10.000 or more which hospitals are
eutrruntly party to is very high. If all of these had to have prior approval tf the
Swert-tary of ll W. it would result in all iaeredaile uhaaalint of paperwork i the
e.liae'y of whih we have serious doubts about.

.' eti,n .2. A ibilance Srrvice
'i, tlieil thu. ('hallralilll fur lecognlizilg the need to cover anibullanll,

•servive to more distant hsjioltaIs where tlh. ii'-rer hoslital- d IIIt have a staff
laier qualified to undertake the eare required. This lrwvl.,ion rectifies hal

we reel has iteen a Iong-staning problem in which Mehdicare hus liven allow ed
ito pay only for ambulance service to the nearest participating Institutim with
adeqtlate facilities.

SUMMARY

A number of proposals have been offered which impose a percentage linita-
tion on the reinhursenient of hospital costs. Such alternatives are by their very
nature arbitrary and result itn unequal and inequitable consetquences. The Im, fl-
iuhnt institution is rewarded, and the efficlent, ost-conscious institution is pe-

nalized. The reward system Is reversed, Incentives for economy are iod. atiu
oftentlnes it Is the patient who stffers. The hospital relinursenaeait hIrilu.uaa

ilioalied il 8.320)5 avols this pitfall, and while any classifleatlIon systeia for
hoslitals Is by its very nature arbitrary, the o ne set forth iII this legislative
aroiosal is olle of t lie fairest we have seen to date. lind could be Iproved with

the changes we have recomll lendol.
There 1 a need to devise new flnanhlal necih:aniu.s that will elncourage 4.1i-

ient management of our resources aid contain rising cos.ts without. it tue san(,
titie. linlalring the capacity of the health care system to neet our patients'
aaeeuls. By and large most current prolmosals fall substantially to address this
Issue. .3205 Is a major effort in tie right direction, but we urge this Conmiittee
alld the Congress to take wore definitive action to mlove awily from cost-loased
rei nbaursemtent and Inito prograaas utilizing state-level prosliectivu, rating .systeis.

The hospital industry bas provided several recoaanendaitioas and suggestion
for bold aad Innovative proswectivu., financing systuns which move away froam
reasonable cost reiihlursetijent but which take Into accouuat hospitals' full finan-
cial rellirelelltfs. We urge your consideration of these pr, q osals.

The American ()steopatlaic H hospital Association generatly suplports 5.324).. vitl
laJroapriate aiaetlileits Its indicated, and we alijlaid the nany lil:: of '..n
and effort that weut into drafting what we feel is olc (if tlhreaaoav usluitl l re-
fml rs if the Medicare :anad Me ,-aid ;;rariaas.

TESTIMONY laY NICHOLAS A. (.'I'MMIN;S. Pji. D., AsSo(JATION FOR TIlE
ADVANCEMENT OF I'SY(CIIOLO.Y

Mr. Chairman, members of the Health Subcommittee of the Senate Committee
on Finance, I am Nicholas A. Cummings, Ph. D. I am President of the California
S8,chool of Professional Psychology and a member of the Board of Directors of
the American Psychological Association. I am presenting this testimony under
the auspices of the Association for the Advancement of Psychology.
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I would like, Mr. Chairman, to address myself to several items which I hope go
to specific concerns of this Committee, the interest of the public and the potential
cvotribution of American psychology to the health delivery system in the United
States.

The Committee must be concerned not only with the need for a service but with
the cost. Health benefits must be paid for and we must all be concerned with cost
both as taxpayers and as responsible citi.-eis.

There is ample reason to urge that mental health le a major concern of Medi-
care and NiI1 programming. The psychological aspects of disability, injury, ill-
ness, chronic disease, death, and dying--quite apart from mental disorder are
widely recognized by the medical practitioner. In fact, Alex Kelley MI)., when he
testlfled on National Health Insurance last November before the Subcommittee
on Health. Iloues Committee on Ways and Means, took special note of the Kaiser
health 'lan data. namely, ". . . that 68% of its doctor visits made by 36,1 of
its 1.3 million members, were for complaints for which no organic cause could
be found-" (The data is reported In the Nco England Journal of Medicine.)

The Kaiser Health Plan to which Dr. Kelley refers is the Kaiser-Permanente
Health Plan which I serve as Chief Clinical Psychologist, Kaiser-Permanente
Cutter Nortlhern ('alife,rnia) San Frativisvo. With my colleague William T.
Follette,. M.D.. Chief of Psychiatry at the same Institution, I have co-authored
a number of studies which I believe will be of value to this Committee.

TilE AVAILABILITY AND PROVISION OF MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES HAVE BEEN SHOWN
THRLUGH RESEARCII TO REDUCE DRAMATICALLY TIE EXTENT OF SUBSEQUENT USE
4IW' St Mi4JLVAL, 1.%-u1th1',lAL AND DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY SERVICES

The Kaiser-Permaitente Health Plan on the West Coast flourished In the post-
World War II era because it provided comprehensive treatment at low sub-
scriber rates for all ills without the exclusions, limitations, co-insurance and
other troublesome features common to health plans at that time. Kaiser-Perma-
ltente, as the forerunner to the modern Health Maintenanee Organization (lIMO).
so0n found to its dLsmay that once a health system makes it simple and free for
the patient to see a physician, an alarming inundation of Iiedical clinics by
si-emaigly physivtily id-althy persons (x-curred. The oppolslte has always been rela-
tively true In private practice where the doctor's fee is somewhat of a deterrent
to over-titilization of services. Furthermore, since the financial base at Kaiser-
Permanente is one of capitation (subscription), and neither the physician nor
the Health Plan derive an additional fee for seeing the patient, rather than be-
c, mniing wieallay froim i,:iagilied physical ills. Kaiser retognized early that the
system could be bankrupted by what was regarded as abuse by the hypochondriac.
Harly in its history, Kalser-Permanente added psychotherapy to its list of serv-
ices; first on a courtesy reduced fee of five dollars per visit and eventually as a
prepaid benefit. This additional service was motivated not so much by an initial(eniviction of the efficacy of psychotherapy, but by the urgent need to get the
so-called hypoc!hondriac out of the doctor's office. Out of this initial perception
JlieLanl si xtee-na years of vxtiisive research. leadlitig to the contelisimn that tit oim-
prehensive prepaid health system cana survive without providing a psychotherapy
benefit.

"'110 Co(clusion froiii lth(,-e sillidies is that in an lIMO1-type of health plain,
Pillients In eticltonal st rditrs, finding an unsynpatlhetic or uncomaprehending earwli4-n they attempt to dikcuss their distress with their physician, quickly begin
to translate their problems Into physical symptoms for which they receive a
great del of attelitioln in the formit of X-rays. laboratory tonsts, lprescriptions
andl return visits to the physician. The question then reminadli whether tlest,
patieniits would lemonist rate a subseqluently different utilization of health plan
services. given psychotherapy its the treatment of choice for their emotional
ills.

lin the first of a series of itivestigetlioins Into the relationship bet ween psycha-
Iligival services and medical utilization in a prepaid health plan setting, we
lF, letter and ('uininitigs. 19167) compared the niumbr and tyIm" of inedical
services sought lefeore and after the intervention of psychotherapy In a l:lrge
groui of randomly select-d ltlatients. The outpatient and the inpatientt medical
itilizatlio f,)r the year plrir tio flip initial interview in the lDepartmeit of psych.-it-
therapy as well as for the five years following were 4tudled for three groullo of
lsvy'h(tlterapy patients ione Interview only: brief therapy and iong-Iern
therapy) and a control group of matched patients demonstrating similar cr-
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teria of distress but not, ill the six years under study, seen in psychotherapy.
Their findings indicated that:

(1) Persons fit emotional distress were significantly higher users of both
inpatient and outpatient medical facilities as compared to the Ilealth Plan
average;

(2) There were significant declines in medical utilization in those emotionally
distressed Individuals who received psychotherapy its compared to a control
gr4jlup of matched enmotionally distressed Health l'lan members who were not
accorded psychotlherapy ;

43) l)eclines in medical utilization remained coitstant during the five years
following the termination tf psychotherapy;

(4) The iiost significant declites occurred in the second year after the iit iul
interview, and those patients receiving one session only or brief psychotherlly
(two to eight sessimns) did not require additional pnsyvihtheralpy to maintain
the lower level of utilization for five years;

(5) Patients seen two years or more In regular psychotherapy demonstrated
no overall declitine in total oUltlatient utilization inasmuch as psychotherapy
visits tended to supplant medical visits. However, there was significant decline
in inpatient utilization in this long-term therapy group from an initial hospitall-
zation rate several times that of health i'lan average, to a level comparable
to that of general adult Ilealth 'lan Imipulation.

Il a subsequent study we 4Cummings and Follette. 1Wu6S) fmnd that intensive
effort to increase the number of referrals to psychotherapy, by computerized
psychological screening with early detection and alerting (if the attending 11113.si-
vians. (lid not increase signilicantly the number of patients Seeking psycho-
therapy.

The authors concluded that in a prepaid health plan setting already miaxi-
mally employing educative techniques to both patients and physicians, mid
already providing a range of prepaid psychological services, the number of
Health Plan submscrihers ceekini psychotherapy reachd an optimal level and
remilm 1ud fairly constant thereafter.

In summarizing sixteen years of prepyineut exlberivnwe we Cumnmings mnd
Follette, 1975) demonstrate that there is no batis for the/ fcar that an incrcaseod
demand for psychothterapy 0ill flnaicially eiidanqer the system, for It is not
the number (of referrals received that will drive costs up. but tile manner in
which psychotherapy services are delivered that determnines optimal vost-

therapeutic effectiveness. The finding that one sessiom only, with no repeat
psychological visits, could reduce medical utilizatioti by (10% over tile following
five years, was surprising and totally unexlcted. Equally mrprising was the
75% reduction In medical utilization over a five year period in those patients
initially receiving two to eight psychotherapy sessions (brief therapy).

The data offers no conclusive reason as to how and why this early, brief
pqychotherapeutic Intervention resulted in a persistent reduction lin medical
utilization throughout the following half decade. We have speculated that the
results obtained demonstrate a psychotherapeutlc effect, inasmuch, as the
clinical procedure was to offer early and Incisive intervention into the patient's
crisis problem, get beneath the manifest symptoms to his/her real concerns,
and offer a understanding and therapy within the very first session itself.
Sutch a hypothesis would suggest that a patient's understanding oir lqjireciation
Elf the problem and Its relationship to his/her symptoms would. result Ill a
liminution of the somaticizing of emotions, and a consequent reduction in

medical visits. This Is In keeping with the experiences of providing psycho-
therapy under national health care In Great Britain IBialint, 1957). Perhaps
a lesq.4 satisfactory, but an equally lliJlsible hysiXthesis would hold that the
patient attained no mastery over lis/her problems and that subsequent to
the psychological visit s/he found ways other than visiting the doctor to
express emotional distress.

In a further present study we sought (in an eighth year telephone follow-up).
to determine whether the results described previously were a therapeutic
effect, or the consequence of extraneous factors, or a deleterious effect. It was
hypothesized that if better understanding of the problem had occurred in
the psychotherapeutle sessions, tile patient would recall the actual prolen
rather than the presenting symptom, and would have both lost the presenting
symptom and -coped more effectively with the real problem.

The results suggest the reduction In medk-al utilization was the consequence
of resolving the emotional distress that was being reflected In symptoms and
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do.,r's % isits. The model patient in this eighth year follow-up may be described
a follows: "s/he denies ever having consulted a physician for the symptoms
for which s/he had been originally referred. Rather, the actual problem discussed
with the psychotherapist is recalled as the reason for the 'psychiatric' visit, and
althitugh the problem is resolved, this resolution is attributed to the patient's
OWn efforts and no credit is given the psychotherapist". This reaffirms the con-
tentivn that the reduction in medical utilization reflected the diminution in the
vittimal distress which had been expressed ill symptoms which were presented
to the doc-tor.

I'lie findings suggest that tile expectations of the therapist influence the out-
c.,,iH' (of psychotherapy, for it the first interveiew Is merely "evaluation" or
intakee. not ituch of therapeutic value is likely to occur in the first Interview.
Ii" the tlerapist's attitude is that no real hell) is forthcoming from less than
prolonged "intensive" psychotherapy, s/he may he right (for his/her own
patientt.. Malan (1963), In his classic study of brief psychotherapy, was able to
liimistly examine the prejudices of his group of psychiatrists about brief therapy:
the kinds of benefit possible, the kinds of patients who could utilize it, the
permanency of the results, and so forth. He concluded that traditional attitudes
about very brief therapy were mostly in the nature of unjustified prejudices.
It would appear that therapeutic effects of brief therapy which can be labelled
transference cure", "flight into health", "intellectualization", and other de-
rogatory terms can often he long-lasting and result in a major change In the per-
son's symptoms, relationships and even life style. Many of the patients in this
study would undoubtedly be called "poorly motivated for treatment" or "drop-
"mts front therapy" in many psychotherapy clinics.

Ti Kaiser-I'ermanente studies have been replicated in a variety of prepaid
setthng.4 with similar findings. Recently Karon and VandenBos (1975) reported
it a study of hospitalized schizophrenic patients that despite the expense of
psy,-hotherapy, there were savings of 22% to 36% in total treatment costs be-
autise of the shorter hospitalization of patients receiving psychotherapy as

cill pared to patients who received medication and no psychotherapy.
The growing body of evidence reflects the rightful place of psychotherapy

in ay health delivery system, and suggests that the health model is the present
entree for the psychologist into the the health delivery system. Inclusion of
isy.hologists as health service providers in medicare as well as national health
.are will conclude a difficult decade-and-a-half struggle for recognition on the

part of the dedicated professional leadership of psychology. But this will occur
not only because there is a need for psychotherapy within any comprehensive
liealth delivery system, but also because psychologists are beginning to recognize
the contribution of psychotherapy in the health setting.

No one at this moment knows what an ideal health system will look like. We
can probably reach a consensus, however, on what that ideal system should
achieve. It should achieve a long productive life, minimal Illness and disability,
effective treatment of unavoidable trauma and disease, rapid restoration of
optimal functioning following disability, humane treatment, equitable access
to quality care: and at a cost that permits the realization individually and gov-
(rulnentally of other desirable social and personal goals.

SUMMARY

It is my contention, Mr. Chalrnan. a contention supported by substantial
research data. that an efficient and economical health delivery system whether
it be under Medicare or National health Insurance can only be developed by
making available a psychotherapy benefit similar to that provided under the
Kaiser Plan.

We can. as a nation, invest more monies on direct mental health services and,
at the same time, obtain significant savings in tax monies, prevent loss of money
to employers and employees alike while promoting human welfare. Diagnosis
and treatment can be made available to all citizens for a reasonably low cost,
and the costs of treatment will be offset by substantial reductions in the costs
of other health services.
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COMMUNITY SERVICE SOcIurY,
New York, N.Y.; July 26,1976.

Mr. MIC'HAEL STERN,
Staff Director, Committce on Finance, U.S. Senate.
Dirksen Senatc Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DE.AR MR. STERN: Thank you for the opportunity to submit written testimony
(sn S. 3205, "The Medicare and Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement
Iteform Act." As the nation's largest social service organization, the Society
supi)orts many of S. 3205's proposals designed to make Federal health programs
miore efficient and responsive to the public need.

We must, however, express our opposition to the section concerning hospital
reimbursement. We believe the incentive reimbursement scheme will fail in prac-
I ive to contain costs and encourage hospital efficiency.

As part of our efforts over the years to restrain increases in health costs, the
Society his undertaken an economic research project to critically analyze hos-
pital prospective reimbursement. This project will culminate in a report to le
issued this fall which recommends a model system to be applied nationally. We
would like to share this study with the ireuwbers and staff of the Finance
Committee.

At this time we would also like to submit a copy of our earlier letter to Sena-
tor Talmadge in which we offered a detailed critique of S. 3205.

Please be assured of our continued support of your efforts to improve the U.S.
health care delivery system.

Sincerely yours,
CnuuLzs B. Donr,

Chairman, Committee on Health.

CoMMuNITY SEIvicE SocirY,
New York, N.Y., April 12, 1976.

llon. HERMAN E. TALMADGE,
chairman , Subcommittee on Health, Senate Committee on Finance, Dirkeen

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
Attention: Mr. Jay Constantine.

DEAR SENATOR TALMADGE: We would like to comment on S. 3205, "The Medicare
and Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act." As we have in.
dicated in the past, we generally support the measure and will share our
conclusions with organizations and individuals responsible for health policy.

It would be time consuming to list all of the bill's provisions which we believe
will serve to make Medicare and Medicaid more efficient and economical. The
consolidation of the relevant parts of the Federal health bureaucracy into an
Administration for Health Care Financing is essential to the sound and responsive
execution of governmental authority. The sections dealing with the prevention
of fraud and abuse are well developed and certainly welcome. Your proposal to
allow reimbursement on an experimental basis for costs associated with.1.he_
closing or conversion of underutilized bed capacity or hospital services represent. .
ain important innovation.

We would qlso like to focus your attention on a few areas where we believe
S. 3205 ,-hould be strengthened. One such area concerns your intention to elimi-
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nate current cost-plus reimbursement in favor of a system which would reward
ho.spitals whose comparable routine operating costs are less than the average.
and penalize hospitals whose routine operating costs are substantially above
average. While we agree with you that such a reform should dampen inflation
in hospital costs, the proposed legislation leaves enough questions unanswered
that we doubt the prtJgra n can be successfully implemented as 1,.

At the outset it should be recognized that the scope of the proposed reforms In
hospital reimbursement is clearly limited. The incentive reimbursement system
would exclude hospital costs related to capital, medical personnel (excluding
nursing), education and training, and energy. Further, for those hospitals whose
operating costs are significantly above average there would lie no incentive to
do anything except get down to the nmaximum reimbursement allowed, 20 percent
above the mean or target rate. There Is nothing wrong with achieving limited
goals such as these. However, the bill's merit must be judged on whether its
incentives encourage the majority of hospitals to do better than this-namely,
to spend it or below the target rate.

We question whether S. 3203 can make hospitals more efficient because the
retroactive adjustments for inflation appear to be too flexible. Is it your intention
to limit inflationary increases to the price rise in the mix of goods and services
as determined by the Secretary of IIEW, regardcss of the actual cost Increase
incurred by a hospital? If so, we would support such a move because it iR gen-
erally the least inflationary alternative. Specifically, where would responsibility
lie for the designation of the inflation ceiling and what methodology would be
used, e.g. how would you define "prudent buying"?

Our greatest concern is that if reimbursement rates under S. 3205 are too
loosely applied, there will be no Incentive for a hospital to beat inflation. We are
fearful lest the bill produce an incentive for a hospital to spend right up to the
allowable rate level on a basis consistent with other hospitals in the same group.
This has been the case in New York State where our so-called prospective reim-
bursement system has in practice resembled a system of deficit financing; each
hospital can incur the maximum cost knowing that the future rate will be
adjusted to reflect whatever was spent. The lesson is clear: a hospital reimn-
bursement system will fail to promote efficiency unless it Is truly prospective and
bases inflationary increases on cost criteria which are not set by providers.

Other observations on your proposed hospital payment scheme follow. With
one exception, S. 3205 bases reimbursement rates on historical costs, making the
dubious assumption that all institutions are running efficiently at the outset of
the program. The exception in question refers to the provision that where general
wage levels In an area are significantly lower than the wage level for hospitals.
they be the ones used in calculating payment rates. This is a bold initi-Itive to
make hospitals more cost conscious. We need to know more about how this would
operate before we could extend our support. Who would determine what the
general wage levels were? Would this be done on an industry basis or an occu-
pational basis? What deflator mechanism would you use to equalize variations in
salary levels within a geographical area? Would this apply to administrative
salaries as well as skilled and non-skilled personnel? What would be the role of
the unions? Our initial reaction Is that this idea while technically very challenging
may be feasible; we hope It would not be inequitable also.

Two final points on the hospital reimbursement section: (1) If you authorize
a hospital classification system which fails to differentiate between hospitals on
the basis of ownership, the effect will be to reward voluntary institutions at
the expense of public ones because the voluntaries tend to skim off the paying
patients, resulting in lower average costs and higher incentive payments; and
(2) Three years seems to be an u'erly lung time to uperaticliallze a reimburse-
ment program which is based on historical costs and Is limited to routine operat-
ing expenses.

Turning to S. 3205's incentives to encourage acceptance of "assignments" of
Medicare reasonable charges by physicians, we offer the following comments.
While it Is fine to reduce red tape involved In filing claims, it Is not realistic to
think physician reimbursement within five working days Is generally possible.
The administrative cost-savings allowance strikes us as a bit bizarre because It
lends itself to mountains of paper work and new opportunities for abuse. If your
goal Is to encourage physician participation, why not simply raise Medicare fee
levels by this amount?
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The fact is that despite its intentions the bill does not make basic changes in
the way Medicare pays for physician services. This seems the time co eliminate
from the program any physician who will not accept the Medicare rate as pay-
ment-in-full-yet S. 3205 does not. This also seems a propitious time to exper-
inent with different methods of reimbursement such as capitation-yet S. 3205
does not.

Are we ('orrrcet in assuniltng that your bill does not mandate an objective, com-
petitive selection process under which the most qualified intermediary in terms
of efficiency and accountability would receive the Medicare contract? We had
hoJn-d this would be the case because it Is the best way to encourage competitive
bidding on the fixed fee per claim which you would require.

Further, we aire disal, IiIted that you have apparently backed away from your
expressed Intention to promote the consolidation of responsibility for admin-
Istering Medicare Part A and Part B under a single agent, instead of the present
dual arrangement which is uneconomical. Also, we urge you to restore the provi-

'ii wherb.hy carrier and Jitermiediary area-4 would Iet expanedtod 'ir (.o:isoditlelt!
wl('rever necessary to promote efficient operation. Finally, we seriously question
the Inclusion of "productivity incentives" whereby a carrier whose actual costs
wtre less t1han 1 11e negJt itte( fixed fee could realize increased avenues. 'Ihis is
carrying incentive reimbursement techniques too far. It should be assumed that
the job as negotiated and contracted for will be done efficiently; If it is not done
well, then that contract should be terminated come the annual renegotiations with
the carrier.

As we stated earlier, your proproal to allow reimbursement for costs asso-
claitid with the closilng o. conversion of underutilized hospital facilities and
services is excellent. We Lope this program would Include sufficient safeguards
against abie. For exa i!p;de are tle 50 hospltals to be st'lcted on a fir.t-come.
first-served basis or %'ouid lose in greatest financial stress be given priority?
There Is a possibility that ever) hospital with or without a financing problem
*oul devist, a l:n to qualify so that the trial period you envision might serve to
demonstrate little.

One last pvint here: it would be unwise to create a Hospital Transitional Al-
lowance Board to act upon applications by hospitals in accordance with this
section. The correct place to make decisions concerning the allocation of scarce
public monies to health facilities is the appropriate health systems planning
agency. The planning agencies have the technical expertise :a(d detachment to
adequately oversee such a program, and these agencies are clearly accodntable to
the public.

In closing, we would like to offer our reactions to your proposed reform of
state Medicaid administration. We have gone on record in support of your plan
to establish specific Federal performance criteria for state Medicaid programs,
and the tying of these standards to Federal matching for administrative costs.
We will support any attempt to raise Medicaid standards and to Increase effi-
ciency In operation of the program. In judging S. 3205 against these goals we
believe that: (1) Greater care should be taken to ensure that, uniform perform-
ance standards are broad enough and deadlines flexible enough to accept reason-
able differences among the states; (2) Federal Medicaid regulations should not
promote compliance with the letter of the law at the expense of the broader goal
of improving programs; and (3) Fiscal sanctions should be graduated and tar-
geted to deficiencies as past experience shows that too severe a threat fails to
offer a real alternative.

We congratulate you on your efforts to make significant Improvements in the
way Medicare and Medicaid operate because such reforms are vital to the suc-
cess of these programs, as well as any future national health insurance program.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely yours,

SUSAN S. LAUDICINA,
Staff Assistant for Health.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIE AMEICAN PROTESTANT HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, I am Charles D. Phillips, President of the American Protestant
hospital Association, representing some 800 hospitals, homes for the aging and

other health care agencies throughout the country, as well as some 2000 personal

75-502-76-----36
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tiembers who are engaged In the delivery of health care services. With me is
Kenneth E. Williamson. the Washington Representative of the Association.

We greatly appreciate the opportunity to present the position of APtHA on
S. 3'05. Mr. Chairman, let me say at the outset that the members of APIIA
appr .iate your concern about the rising costs of the Medicare and Medicaid
programs to the taxpayers of this nation. We are grateful for your commitment
to the development of reforms which will prevent the cutting and slashing of
payments to hospitals and physicians indiscriminately and inequitably and the
iinposing of arbitrary controls and indiscriminate limits on payments to hospitals
such as the administration's proposed ceilings on hospital cost Increases.

W are concerned, however, that the reforms which are proposed as solutions
to, I he problem of escalating costs of hospital services unler Medicare and Medic-
aid I, bused on an awareness of the factors which are responsible for such
iticreaes, and that the reforms address those factors rather than taking a sim-
plistic approach of limiting reimbursement. We believe that this bill demon-
strates your awareness of the enormity of the problems faced both by the federal
government and the health care institutions of this nation and that It is a step
in t h direction of addressing needed reform.

Mir. Chairman, we will comment on only certain sections of this bill which
we feel are of more crucial significance to our members.

'lion 'i 2. Establi8hinent of Health Care Financing Adninistration
The bill addresses the current fragmentation of health programs by proposing

to merge four existing programs under one administration. We favor efforts to
brimig about the increased coordination of federal programs. However, we feel
that fragmentation and a lack of uniformity In federally financed health pro-
grans is likely to be perpetuated if the proposal for two assistant secretaries is
enacted. The separation of the administrations for financing and for delivering
health care is not in the best interest of the health care services of this nation.
Therefore. we support the creation of a cabinet-level Department of Health
rath er than as a mum'hauism for the most effective coordination of the setting
of national health policies and administration of federal health programs.
action 4. State Medicaid Administration
This section reflects the awareness of the Chairman of the problems besetting

hospitals because of the performance of states in administering Medicaid. We
support the proposal to establish specific performance criteria for state adminis-
tration of Medicaid which will result in more prompt payment of claims and
vastly Improved administration of the program.
Section 8. Termination of Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council

APIA believes that the use of expert non-governmental advisors through
IIIBAC has been the source of significant contribution to the development and
implementation of federal programs. Such advisory group appears to be of po-
tentially great importance to such major programs as Medicare and Medicaid.
especially during a period of transition. APHA recommends the continuation of
HIBAC and a greater utilization of this resource by government, or, In the case
of its dissolution, the formation of a new policy advisory council with added
authority and responsibility In advising the Secretary of HEW on health
programs.
-Section 10. Improved Methods for Determining Reasonable Costs of Serviccs Pro-

vided by Hospitals
The APHA is concerned with the proposal for the classification of institutions

for tie purposes of reimbursement on a comparative basis. We can understand
the attractiveness of such a methodology to the federal government. However, we
feel that great difficulty will he experienced in the technical aspects of devising
such a methodology for classifying institutions for purposes of reimbursement.
The fact that S. 3205 deletes from the comparison procedure for routine per diem
hospital costs some of the elements over which an institution has little or no
control is a vast improvement over Section 223 of P.L. 92-603.

APIHA is on record as supporting a reimbursement system which includes pro-
spective reimbursement administered on a state level under federal guidelines.
We strongly urge that this proposed legislation be amended to permit a state
administered rate review option for the determination of institutional reimburse-
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niit based Upon prospective payment methodology under federal guidelines.
State level rate review on a prospective basis wilt assure that the variables among
institutions, which are often very local, are taken into account and that the
full financial requirements of institutions are provided. Therefore, we urge that
yo u consider amending the proposed legislation by permitting as an option to a
classification system of hospitals a state prospective rate review system involving
all payers.

Although APHA supports an amendment which provides for a state level
prospective rate review option, we realize that a methodology must be devised
for tho~e states not willing or able to exercise the option. For those states a
classitication system would be appropriate. We are greatly concerned that the
clussitication system be devised with full consultation from the field of health
care and government agencies. We therefore recommended that this committee
bring together a group of teV~ncral exlpets who have been Involved in Medicare-
Medicaid reimbursement niattets over the years. Representatives should include
js'rsons from associations of providers, Social Security Administration. health
care institutions, congressional staff, Blue Cross Association, and etc. These ex-
lerts would discuss in depth the basis for the classification system and the appro-
priateness and the validity of the components now included in this bill. We
Ielieve that the formation of such a panel of experts would be in keeping with
the spirit of openmindedness expressed by the chairman when you Introduced
th bill and that. it would prove to be of substantial assistance in forming a
workable and equitable method of classification.

Further I want to state that we concur with the addition of an incentive reli-
bursenient system to the Medicare reasonable cost controls which is now in effect.
We commend the chairman for his proposal to move from a retrospective costly
reinibur.ement system to one of prospective reimbursement. We also urge that
the bill lie modified to provide for a new method of reimbursement for Medicaid
which would assure that payments are made at a reasonable level so that hos-
pitals will not be forced to provide services for those patients at rates which are
below cost.
Sk'etiott II. Inclusion in Reasonable (lost of Hospital Services on Allowance for

Retirement or Conversion of Underutilized Facilitiea
We support the demonstration project proposed in Section 11 by which federal

financial support would be provided institutions which apply for such support
on the basis that their operations would be made more efficient or cost-effective
by the closing or conversion of underutilized beds and that they would also be-
come eligible for positive incentives under the provisions of Section 10.
sectionion 12. Return on Equity to be Included in Determining "Reasonable Cost" of

Services Furnished by Proprietary Hospitals
AI'IIA supports the principle implemented In this section-that an adequate

return on investment is a reasonable expectation In business. By the same prin-
ciple, we urge the Committee to amend this section to provide for an adequate
operaitng margin on reimbursement by Medicare and Medicaid to not-for-profit
institutions, since no Institution can continue to operate only on the basis of
Costs.
Section 22. Hospitats-Associated Physicians

We recognize that the problem which this section attempts to address is not a
new one for hospitals or the government. We express grave concern, however,
over the proposal that the federal government Involve itself with such specificity
in determining the types of contractual arrangements between hospitals and
physicians We recognize that cases of unreasonable compensation can be docu-
mented, but believe that to enact legislation prohibiting a specific type of con-
tract removes decision making from its proper authority-management and the
governing boards-and places it in Washington. This eventuality serves neither
the best interest of the community or the government.

We are concerned further that the language of the bill will not accomplish th.
Intended result of reducing hospital costs. There are those who have studied this
proposal who are convinced that the aggregate costs resulting from categorizing

* the various services of these physicians and the mandating of a fee-for-service
basis of reimbursement for personal patient services will be greater than those
now being experienced.
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Section 40. Procedures for Determining Reasonublc Coat and Reasonable Charges
APIJA vigorously opposes this section. The Medicare law already contains ade-

quate provisions to determine reasonable costs. Further, the proposal is a gross
infringement on the management prerogative of individual institutions.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion we would like to summarize some of tie recom-
mendatlons that we have made here today.

(1) We support efforts to end the current fragmentation of federal health pro-
grams. However, we recommend, consistent with our previous position, the crea-
tion of a cabinet-level Department of Health as a mechanism for the coordina-
tion of the administration of all federal health programs.

(2) We recommend the continuation of a Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council, and a greater utilization of the resources by government. However, In
the case of its dissolution, we recommend the formation of a new policy advisory
couinll with added authority and responsibility in advising the secretary of
HEIW.

(3) We recommend that Section 10 be amended to permit as an option to a
classification system of Institutions for the purposes of reimbursement on a com-
parative basis a reimbursement system which in,.ludes prospective reimburse-
ment administered on a state level under federal guidelines.

(4) We recommend that the committee in devising the classification system to
determine reimbursement for institutions In those states not able-or not wishing
to adopt state administered prospective reimbursement under federal guidelines.
consult In depth with a panel of experts drawn from association providers, hos-
pital executives, Social Security Administration, Blue Cross and Other third
party payers, congressional staff and etc

(5) We recommend that the bill be modified to Include a new method of
reimbursement for Medicaid to require that these payments be made at a
reasonable level.

(6) We recommend that Section 12 be modified to assure an adequate
operating margin on reimbursement for Medicare and Medicaid for not-for-profit
institutions in recognition that no facility can continue to operate only the
basis of cost.

(7) We recommend that Section 22 be modified so that these specifics of
contractual arrangements between hospitals and physicians are left to the
management prerogatives and that further studies be conducted to determilm
more appropriate ways of assuring the accomplishment of the objective of
controlling excessive compensation to hospital based physicians.

(8) We recommend the deletion of Section 40 in its entirety.
Mr. (hairman, we thank you and members of this committee for considering

these views and for giving us ttis opportunity to appear before you. Thank you.

NEBRASKA ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY OFFICIALS,
Re S. 3". Lincoln, Nebr., July 26, 1976.

Mir. JAY CONSTANTINE,
Staff, Senate Finanoe Committee, He' Ift Subcommittee, Dirksen Senate Offlce

Building, Washingto", D.C.
DEAR MR. CoxsTAwNxE:
Enclosed you will find copy of letter sent to The Honorable Carl T. Curtis on

July 23, 1976, regarding the above listed 'Medicare and Medicaid Administra-
tive and Reimbursement Reform Act.

Please insert this into the record of the hearings for S. 3205 for July 26, 1970.
a Very truly yours,

ARNOLD RUHNKE,
Executive Director.

E:B'RAsKA ASSOIATION OF COUNTY OFFICIALS,

lion. CARL T. CtumTs, Lncoln, Nebr., July 23, 1976.
U.S. Senate, Neo Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR CURTIs: We at the Nebraska Association of County Officials
have been following efforts for medicaid reform with much interest and concern.
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As you may know, Nebraska counties paid 20.3% ($13.2 million) of the utate's
medicaid program costs for FY '176. It is also our understai6ing that many

counties in other states pay a substantial share of the program and/or admin.
istrative costs of their states' medicaid programs. This financial involvement
causes a tremendous strain on county budgets. Nebraska counties along with
many other counties nationwide are also responsible for eligibility deternina-
tion in the medicaid program. The complicated regulations now in force con-
tribute to the high error ratio and the large amounts of bureaucratic red tape
further disrupting the medicaid system.

Our Washington, I).C., national office, the National Association of Counties,
has informed us that they will be testifying before the health Subcommittee
of the Senate Finance Committee on Monday, July 28. We are in agreement
with the National Association of Counties position on medicaid reform and
feel that this is an excellent time for our association to inform you of our
position concerning Senator Talnmadgo's bill (S. 3205).

We support the Medicare and Medicald Administrative and leimburrment
Reform Act (S. 3205) and comnniend Senator Talmadge for his efforts. ''he
Talmadge bill will help eliminate hlie overlap and red talpe now In existei'c,
and will also help reduce the high error rates.

Some of the proposals In S. 3205 which we do support are:
(1) Consolidation of the Medical Services Adminltration (Medlcald), the

Bureau of Health Insurance (Medicare), the office of Nursing Home Affairs
(1,)g-Term Care) and the Bureau of Quality Assurance (PSR()'s) Into a single
administrative unit-the Health Care Financing Administration. Coordination
under one financing unit can lead to more uniform and consistent policy
development.

(2) Creation of a Central Fraud and Abuse Unit charged with the overall
monitoring of the various health care programs. The unit would assist federal
and state Investigative activities as well as provide support to federal and
state prosecutors, upon request.

(3) Provision of technical assistance to the states and counties for improving
the management, administration and operation of the Medicaid program.

(4) Requirement that regulations pertaining to this act must be issued by
liEW Secretary within 13 months of passage.

(5) Requirements for states to comply to standards in eligibility determina-
tion, quality control, claims processing and program reports and statistics.

However, we also feel that the October 1977 date for complying Is too early
for states and counties to meet the requirements.

We strongly urge the Talmnadge bill to keep its 30 days processing standard
for Medicaid eligibility determination and 60 day processing period for medi-
cally needy disabled applications. This ensures the applicant and the local health
care facility that fast action will be taken.

The Nebraska Association of county Officials feels that an effective adminis-
tration, not bureaucracy and red tape, will help reform the Medicaid program.
We sincerely hope that you will support S. 3205 and help bring the needed
administrative reform to the Medicaid program.

Very truly yours,
AwNOLD RUHNKE,

ExrCUtive Director.

STATEMENT OF I'. RAPHAEL CAFEEY, M.D., PRESIDENT, PATHIOcOT AND
(*YTOI.oY LABORATORIES, INC.

I am a physician and pathologist practicing primarily in the Lexington,
Kentuvky area. I am 're.Adpnt of Pathology and Cytology Laboratorles, Inc.,
a corporation which ham approximately 60 employees. Pathology and Cytology
L:oratorhst, Inc. operates laboratory fa.llitles principally in Lexington, Ken-
t ucky. serving 15 hospitals in Central and Eastern Kentucky. having an aggre-

gate capacity of approximately 1,400 beds. The corporation also provides
necessary clinical laboratory services to approximately 300 physicians In the
Central and Eastern Kentuceky area.

The corporation presently employs seven qualified pathologists, a Ph. D. bac-
* teriologist on Its staff. Through its professional employees, the corporation acts

as a consultant or director of various hospital laboratories. The aim of the cor-
poration Is to provide the highest quality of clinical laboratory services at the
lowest fees consistent with maintaining the quality of its services to its patrons
in Central and ,astern Kentucky.
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In addition to my role as President of Pathology and Cytology Laboratories,
Inc., I am engaged in the active practice of pathology, as a physician of path.
ology, in a corporate professional service group known and designated as Chipps.
Caffrey & Dubilier, l'.8.C. This group is now, and has been for some years,
engaged in the practice of the profession of pathology in the Central and Eastern
Kentucky areas.

A pathologist is a physician who has spent at least five years after graduation
from medical school in training for his speciality. Most pathologists are board
certified in anatomical and clinical pathology.

The role of a pathologist or group of pathologists who are full time in a
hospitaJ covers the following:

(1) The pathologists perform services of a physician as relates to anatomical
pathology including cytology and autopsies.

(2) The pathologist performs the role of a physician in determining what tests
can be run on patients, and establishing the methodology by which these tests
will be run, and the interpretation of these tests, (this relates to .lin.atl
pathology).

(3) The pathologist plays the role of a physician-teacher of students In medical
technology (CLA's, MLT's and MT's), a role as a teacher of practicing physicians
In the explanation of how certain tests may be helpful in establishing diagnoses,
and aid in treatment of certain disease processes.

(4) The pathologist plays a role as an administrator, more of an executive
function, but a qualified pathologist is of much more value in that he is able to use
his knowledge as a physician and combine this with Ills administrative capa-
bilities.

The practice of laboratory medicine in a hospital, and the performance of
clinical laboratory tests in a hospital, differs from the performance of such clini-
cal laboratory tests in a private office or laboratory. Most testing done in
hospitals must be done daily, sometimes two or three times a day, and on definite
occasions, with respect to acutely Ill patients, tests must be performed on an
Immediate basis. Tests in general in hospital practice cannot be batched and done
in large volume as Is and can be done In an outside clinical laboratory (which,
by the way, is why commercial laboratories frequently can offer tests at a cheaper
price, because of this facility to perform tests at times convenient to the labora-
tory and in relatively large volume). The costs of conducting tests In a hospital
laboratory also are frequently higher than in commercial laboratories because of
the fact that time required of technologists and volumes of controlled reagents
required for a particular test frequently are the same, whether one test or 100
tests are being conducted at a single time.

A difference in costs exists between commrecial laboratories, and this differ-
ence Is frequently significant and is the result primarily of the qualifications of
those personnel who operate the laboratories. Some laboratories are operated by
Individuals who are not qualified pathologists and the cost of operation is signifl-
cantly more than the cost of operation of laboratories that employ qualified
pathologists In the supervision of day-to-day testing procedures.

It is difficult to specifically assign an absolute value with respect to the
pathologist's role in a hospital operation. His duties include that of an admini.-
trator, a teacher, a physician and a clinical pathologist. Certainly. It is to the
advantage of both the hospital and patients for all of these functions to be per-
formed by a qualified pathologist. Qualified pathologists are rather hard for
some hospitals, because of size and volume, to employ. The number of physicians
going into pathology today is greatly reduced, particularly in this country. Coi-
pled with this diminishing number of qualified pathologists entering the field.
there iq an increasing demand for the services of qualified pathologists in small
and medium sized hospitals, particularly as such services relate to Infection
control comittees and transfusion committees.

Many hospitals have entered into percentage contracts with both pathologists
and radiologists. No doubt there are some cases where such contracts have re-
suited in an abuse, but these are in the small minority. Like abuses can be found
in practically any business or profession. Where such abuses exist, and a patholo-
gist or group of pathologists are being paid unreasonably high fees for services
rendered, certainly corrective action should be taken. The administration of the
laboratories involved and the boards of governors of such hospitals should he able
to assess the situation and eliminate unreasonably high charges without a federal
mandate, which would affect not only those few unreasonable cases, but would
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also serve to unduly restrict the entire profession and make it extremely difficult
for small and medium sized hospitals to secure adequate services.

I believe that, as may be pertinent to payments to Medicare and Medicaid
patients within hospitals, a set compensation should be established on an annual
basis for each test, with the fee being paid to the individual hospital or to the
physician who may lease the laboratory. The fees for service should be reviewed
annually, whether upgraded or downgraded, whatever is just, in light of cost and
economic conditions, including something akin to inflationary factors developed
in the various cost of living studies. If this were done, with respect to such fees
and with respect to amounts which Medicare and Medicaid would reimburse each
hospital for patient days, then arrangements between hospitals and pathologists
could be left up to the individual hospitals and pathologists to negotiate. The
hospitals and the pathologists are in a better position to know the peculiar cir-
cumstances of each, the various types of services being rendered and the value
of the service.

I further believe that pathologists should occupy full time positions in hos-
pitals before percentage contracts are permitted. There certainly must be a
reasonable figure which could be used for a percentage contract as it relates
to clinical pathology, which would encompass teaching and administration and
Pnatomical pathology and the cover of surgical specimens and cytology speci-
mens. Pathologists, through their professional societies (ASCP and CAP). have
pioneered continuing medical education in their respective specialties long before
the subject was ever discussed by other organizations. They are not completely
to blame for the circumstances which now exist and certainly, as a group, are not
to blame for abuses of a few that have been highly publicized.

A national scale of fees for tests would be most helpful. For example. Blue
Cross may allow one hospital or clinic as much as $15.00 for a specific test, while
allowing other hospitals $10.00 or even $8.00 per test for the same identical proc.-
dure. If a national scale were established and annually adjusted, such a scale
might well seri'e to eliminate many of the-abuses which have historically occurred.

We would respectfully submit that the terms of IS-3205 are far too draistie
and are not needed to correct the situation which now exists. .-3205 contain'.
the provision that "no percentage, lease, or direct billing arrangements would
ordinarily be recognized for Medicare or Medicaid reimbursement ptlr)ses.'' We
do not understand what that provision means or how it would be enforced. Regu-
lation of fees, and establishment of a national scale applicable to Medicare and
Medicaid would be far better titan simply eliminating certain contractual arrange-
ments between hospitals and pathologists, which would have no direct beneftl
to patients and no particular benefit to Medicare and Medicaid programs.

AMERICAN PODIATRY ASSOCIATION.
SWash ilgtoin. D.C., July 26. 1976.

lion. HERMaANu E. TAIMA)GE..
('hairman, Subeommilttee (ti Health, Senate Finance Comnsittee, Dirksc Senate

Of1ce Building, Washington, D.C.
DFAR MA. ChAIRMA.Nq: With regard to S. 3205. the MNdiearc and Medicaid Ad-

ministrative and Reimbursement Reform Act, about which public hearings are
now underway in your Subcommittee, I am pleased to herein submit the Amer-
ian Podiatry Association's position on this most important subject. Further-

more, I would respectfully request that this statement be included in the written
record of the hearing.

Initially, I do want to state that the Anac.atiOn strongly supports your con-
cern for the rising costs of both the Med!care and Medicaid programs. We also
applaud the solutions ,. 3205 advances to bring improved efficiency and quality
to these essential programs. Unless we responsibly and expeditiously act, our
only remaining recourse might well be a reduction in both the scope and quality
of medical care services available to the programs' beneficiaries.

Though S. 3205 does speak to many program deficiencies, there remain other
areas which, if corrected, would also result in improved coordination and admin-
Istration of Titles XVIII and XIX. Your public admission that S. 3205 is not
"frozen in concrete" is most encouraging, since the thrust of this statement cen-
ters on three specific recommendations which should be embodied in any such
reform measure. These suggestions include:
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The removal of "warts" from Medicare's excluded benefit list (Section 1862
(13) (c)) ;

The elimination of extraneous language from Medicare's "physician" definition
as it relates to podiatrists' services (Section 1861(r) (3)) ; and

'T'lie addition of the doctor of podiatric medicine to Title XIX's definition of
physician (Section 1905(a) (5)).
iIrdicarc: 1'arts

i)n the subject of "warts," it is incredible but true that the treatment of this
particular impairment, when it affects areas other than he foot, is considered
a covered Medicare benefit. This incon isttnt al)plication of the law is deserv-
lig, I feel, of (lie reinedy we have proposed. We are also pleased to note that a
tew inembers of the committeeee on Finance have already acknowledged this in-
.omisteney and do support an appropriate remedy for it.

.1!elicare: Plhysvician dcfinit ion Iniprov(mCnt
it is our further recommnmmation that Improvements to Medicare's "physician"

definition, Section 1861(r) (3) are both needed and justified. I specifically refer
to deleting front this section the follo,.lug underscored Inguage: except for the
1Iiirposc8 of Scetion 191. (a), Secrtion 1,835. and subsceliona (J), (k), (mt) and

I)) of this mecI'ion, a dot.tor of podiat ry of surgical chiropody, bt (unless clause
II) of this section alio applies to him ) only with respect to functions which lie
is hgally authorized to pirforin as such iy tie state In which lie performs them.

Although not underscored in the above definition, the words "or surgical
c .ir, po)dy" could also be removed since their significance is fully embraced by
"doctor of podiatry."

Should you find this recommendation acceptable, it is our considered judgment
that oi substa native ('hamumge wouhl subsequently result In either Medicare's admin-
istration or Its projected cost. This is true since the net effect of our recoin-
nmendation would inerely he to authorize the podiatrist as a "physician" under
Medicvare for the following purlio.ses: certifying or re.ertifying a patient's need
foin mlintient hospital, skilled nursing facility or home health care; and serving
is 1 "l)hy.iclan" member of a hosl'ital or skilled nursing facility Utilization
Review committeeee. Whether a podiatrist can or should serve as a Medicare
"Physician" for these purposes is a decision which should he made hy participat.
hig hospitals, skilled nursing facilities and home health agencies. Such a restric-
tio.n serves no useful purse in federal law, the primary reason for which I
offer this recommendation.
.lcdiratd : I'hysician definition improvement

Tihe third anti final issue I wish to herein address is one the Association has
previously discussed with you. I refer to the limited (lufinition given the term$6"physicinu" in Title XIX. Unlike Medicare, whose Physician definition Includes
the podiatrist, Medicaid limits the term to medical doctors and osteopaths. This
lack of consistency in defining an important statutory term has unnecessarily
iro('(uved serious Problems (over the years for carriers, administrators and pro-
gran benefliaries. We are hopeful this obstacle ('an and will be overcome In
the foreseeaile future.

A princilpal reason for limiting Title XIX's physician definition has been, I
believe, to help curb pirogramn costs. With regard to podiatric medicine, this
argument Is questionable for at least two reasons:

Nearly 40 state Medicaid plans have opted to Include the podiatrist within
their Title XIX benefits. So adding the podiatrist to Medicald's physician defini-
tion would not represent a sweeping change in Public policy.

More Importantly, it should be noted that the medical and surgical care of
the foot has always heen and remains a required Medicald benefit In every state
plan. So adding the Podiatrist to Medicaid's physician definition does not increasethe program's benefit structure, but it does make available additional profes-
sional manpower to deal with an already covered service.

I would not want to leave the impression that, should the above recommend.
lion bi adopted, no additional Medicaid costs would result. Most certainly, there
would be some upward trend in this area. But when considering costs, an im-
por'nnt analogy should be borne in mind. I refer to podiatry's experience with
the various states' Blue Shield Plans, 48 of which, plus the District of Columbia,
hve. since 1950, been amnendd to cover podiatrists' services. Interestingly, only
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two of these state plans (Illinois and Massachusetts) found It initially necessary
to increase their subscribers' premiums for this added benefit. And after brief
experiences with this surcharge, each state decided to remove it as an unnecessary
assessment. Though not a direct parallel to Medicaid, this experience is a mean-
ingful one, I believe.

I do appreciate the consideration you will give this letter and its recommen-
dations. And if I can provide any additional detail whatsoever, please do not
hesitate to inquire. In the meantime, the Association looks forward to working
with your Subcommittee in every needed and appropriate way as S. 3205 is being
evaluated.

Sincerely yours,
JonN It. GRAIIAM, D.P.M., Prcvidnt.

STATEMENT OF KENNEThi T. WrFESNNER, PRERIENT AND ('IIEF xIC'UTIVE OFricrR,
SERiVICEMASTER INDI-1TI11., IN'.

My nanme is Kenneth T. WVessner, anti I am President aln Chief Executive
Officer of ServiceMaster Industries Inc., a company managing more than 25,000
men and women which provides hospital inanagemnent services to over 500 hos-
pitals from coast to coast. I appreciate this opportunity to present ServiceMax-
ter's views on a provision contained in 1 3205 which could have a significant-
although apparently unintended-impact on our operations.

Specifically, Section 40 of the bill Is designed to close certain "reimbursement
loopholes" whereunder doctors or groups of doctors, for example, may be com-
pensated for services provided to hospitals according to percentage reimburse-
ment arrangements. In his Introductory statement on the Senate floor when
8. 3205 was Introduced, Chairman Talmadge made the following statement:

The bill would prohibit medicare and medicaid from recognizing percent-
age arrangements in which a pathologist gets a specified percentage of the
revenues or Income from all laboratory work, regardless of his direct per-
sonal service or involvement. This type of arrangement is highly Inflationary
in that it-gears Income to hospital charge levels which have been rising more
rapidly than other costs. The percentage arrangement is not much different
from the contingency fee arrangement In malpractice suits which so many
doctors contend stimulates unreasonable and excessive malpractice awards
unrelated to effort on the part of the attorneys involved.

Our company shares the Chairman's Interest in this matter; however, for the
following reasons, ServiceMaster's activities do not fall within the ambit of
concerns described.

First, ServiceMaster does not render the type of services to hospitals with
which Chairman Talmadge Is concerned. We provide hospital management serv-
ices In the field of housekeeping, laundry, plant operations and maintenance,
materials management, and clinical engineering. Our services are subject to
careful scrutiny by Individual hospital administrators; and, in most cases, we
are able to provide such services at lower costs and at higher standards of
quality than the hospitals can provide for themselves. Moreover, it is our under-
standing and belief that S. 3205 was never drafted with the intent of looking
over the shoulders of hospital administrators with respect to service contracts
for routine operating and maintenance services, such as those provided by our
company.

Second, we do not receive a percentage of the charges or costs attributable
to any health service, nor do we receive a percentage of any hospital's revenue.
We vire paid for the services which we perform, In an honest and legitimate
fashion, and for nothing more. In this respect, we would be pleased to provide
the Subcommittee with a summary of our performance and accomplishments
over the years which can be corroborated by the individual hospitals and hospital
administrators with which we deal.

Nevertheless, while we are not concerned about the central thrust of Section
40. another portion of that section would appear to have the unintended result
of reaching the type of activities in which we engage. Specifically, Section 40
also would amend the Social Security Act to require the Secretary of HEW
to establish procedures whereby there would be review and advance approval
of any contract which, among other things, "is a consulting, management, or
service contract". While we recognize that this language may have been drafted
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more broadly than necessary to cover real or potential abuses, there is the clear
Implication that It reaches the type of service contracts entered into by 8ervice-
Master with Individual hospitals.

We have been pleased to learn, however, that Chairman Talmadge will be
offering an amendment during the hearings on 8. 3205 which would exclude
"service contracts for routine operating, maintenance, security or accounting
functions" from the review and advance approval procedures specified in the
bill. We would understand that the amendment covers housekeeping, laundry,
plaut operations and maintenance, materials management, and clinical engineer-
Ing. Thus, Section 1133(b) (1) (B) would be amended to require review and
advance approval of any contract which, among other things, "is a consulting,
management, or service contract (excluding, in the case of a hospital, service
(o1t racts for routine operating, maintenance, security or accounting functions)".

We commend the Chairman for this necessary amendment to 8. 3205. It is our
blief that any unintended effects created by the original draft bill have been
reinedied by the amendment; and the Integrity and basic thrust of the original
sect ion have been preserved at the same time.

STATE ENT OV TIMF. AMERICAX I'SYCIJATa. ASSOCIATION

The American Psychiatric Association, which represents 23,000 psychiatrists in
the United States. is pleased to submit its views and comments on some of the
provisions of S. 8205.

This association wishes to commend the efforts of the Chairman and mem-
b ers of this Committee in their attempts to construct a more effective and effi-
(lent system to administer Medicare and Medicaid, and to prevent fraud and
abuse. We are supportive of these objectives, although it Is extremely difficult
to predict with any degree of certainty either the efficacy or any possible dele-
ferious effects of this type of reorganization proposed in this legislation. We
believe this reorganization should be studied In great depth considering the
successes and failure of some past re-organization plans.

In particular, we are concerned that any wide separation of function between
health care financing and health care delivery in proposed administrative reform
might create a situation where quality of care could be pre-empted by fiscal
conisiderations. We believe that any new administrative apparatus that Is imple-
meteMd to achieve the committee's objectives should not be constructed In such
a way that the elements of cost and service are not working in tandem. We
believe that any chasm created between these two vital functions through admin-
Istrative re-organization would be counterproductive to the delivery of quality
health care services.

In regard to fraud and abuse impacting on the Medicare and Medicaid Pro-
grams, we believe that a strong administrative structure should exist to control
this problem area, and that the essential element of physician-patient confiden-
thility must be safeguarded in the process. Again, the prevention and control
of fraud and abuse in these programs must not adversely affect our existing
delivery systems or those patients being treated through these systems.

This association, therefore, is supportive of procedures for improved admin-
Istration If the plan will be productive in the delivery of better services and
save funds for the programs to administer more equitable benefits.

For example, serious inequities presently existing in the treatment of the
mentally and emotionally Ill in the Medicare and Medicaid Programs. These
Inequities result In inadequate treatment for the mentally Ill, and the present
reimbursement cost-sharing mechanisms in Medicare act, In many cases, as a
(lterrant to patients seeking treatment.

We have expressed our grave concern over this matter before the Senate
('Committee on Finance, and It appears to us that S. 3205 is the proper instrument
for dealing with these inequities since we are talking about the reform of the
present sy:tcn.

To be specific, the present limit of coverage for outpatient treatment for men-
tal illness in Medicare Is a maximum payment of $250 or 50% of reasonable
charges, whichever Is less, after a $50 deductible Is met. There also exists a 190
day lifetime limitation for the treatment of mental Illness In Psychiatric hos-
pitals under Medicare. These discriminatory benefits under Medicare exist de-
spite the fact that the over 05 subscriber population Is the lowest utilizer of
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mental health services nationally. The consultation rate for HIP's Medicare pop-
ulation was 5.8 per 1,000 in 1975, compared with a consultation rate of 14.3
per 1,000 for those below the age of 65. The rate of services the Medicare popu-
lation receives is also low: 83 per 1,000 population, compared to 221 services
per 1,000 for the under 65 population. The low utilization of mental health
..ervlces by the aged contrasts strikingly with their high utilizalton of other
niedical services.

Remedying this Ine(uitable situation would serve to promote better physical
health among the elderly, and lower utilization and costs for the entire Medicare
Program. To cite an example, many elderly people suffer from depression as a
result of many factors, emotional and organic. As a result, they fail to take
pro er care of themselves and neglect good health habits. This, In turn, creates
many physical problems which are reversible with the proper attention paid to
their mental and emotional disturbances. We believe, as do many other agencies
and groups in our society, that the mental and emotional attitudes of our elderly
plty a significant role in their physical health.

The 190.day lifetime limitation for treatment in psychiatric hospitals under
MeIdlcare Is another aspect requiring remedy, since it makes no sense to force a
patient to shift from one Institution to another, and it is possible that by placing
lalhents into more expensive general hospital wds for psychiatric treatment
hat this 190-day limitation is actually augmenting the cost of the program.

.Moreover, the very restricted outpatient psychiatric benefits will tend to
place medicare patients into Inpatient treatment. This is not only much more
expensive, but runs counter to the present philosophy of successful outpatient
t reatment within the community and the prevention of hospitalization whenever
loracticable. Our recommendation, incidentally, is consistent with the report of
the Comnittee on Ways and Means on II.R. 17550 in 1970 "to create incentives to
encourage outpatient services and disincentives for long stays in Institutional
.ettings."

As has been stated time and time again by experts In the field, older persons
are most amenable to effective psychiatric treatment through an entire range of
services, from psychotherapy, group therapy, behavior modification, family coun-
seling, and the like. In many instances, psychotherapy performed by a psychiatrist
at fairly frequent Intervals will maintain an elderly person In good health, and
keep him functioning and productive. Robert N. Butler, M.I)., psychiatrist and
(lie newly apopinted Director-of the National Institute for Aging has made many
cogent arguments not to write off the elderly as presenting little hope for the
reversal of commonly misperceived "irresversible" conditions of aging. This
inequity in mental health benefits in medicare attests to the erroneous attitude
,mr s.Kiet) has constructed in the past, in this regard, and has anachronistically
citing to.

Medicaid presents a situation that is so uneven throughout the country In
regard to mental health benefits that a more uniform availability of benefits Is
absolutely necessary. I recent times, we have seen benefits for the mentally ill
tinder medicaid suffer in many of the states, and physician payments drop to the
point that participation in the program has diminished.

Physician reimbursement Is a very Important issue because It will determine
(lie extent to which physicians will be willing to participate in these federal
jorograms, what kinds of physicians will be willing to do so, and, the resultant
qutallty of care that will be provided to program recipients. Many physicians
have already made numerous sacrifices In their decisions to remain In the Inner

ity where indigent recipients reside, or to open a practice in the Inner city. A
realistic physician reimbursement system will allow services through these
programs to have real meaning in terms of high quality care and relief to In-
digent patients. The discretion of state legislative policy in Medicaid Programs
has created a situation that lacks equity for populations from one state to another,
and one that calls for remedy through administrative reform. This is especially
applicable to mental health benefits in the Medicaid Programs. This association
proposes that sufficient mental health benefits be made available to the Indigent
politlations of all states In order to eliminate the inequities that presently exist.

In the "Practitioner Reimbursement Reform", .. 3205 states that Medicaid
ftes paid physicians for outpatient care would not be less than 80% of "reason-
able" charges under Medicare. Although this does not appear to be an Improve-
nient. it should be noted that in some states Medicaid fees are presently as little
a. 50% of the Medicare figure. Inequity in reimbursement also rests with the
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fact that the base year Is not current In many instances and creates a reimburse-
ment Inequity In paylfent rates.

In Medicare, the mechanism to determine reasonable charges for physicians'
services should be structured in such a way as to provide usual, customary or
reasonable payment. Fee increases should be appropriate. and any administrative
mechanism devised for this purpose should provide such appropriate increases
and not curtail them. If the Committee, in Its wisdom, feels the existing reim-
liursement system is Inadequate, then we would suggest that a separate set of
iheirings he conducted to examine specifics of the reimbursement system pres-
ently utilized in the Medicare-Medicaid Programs.

In summary, the American Psychiatric Association makes the following
recommendations:

(1) iflt the restrictions on mental health benefits in the Medicare Program.
(21 l'rovide more equity in mental health benefits received through Medicaid,

state by state, with adequate benefits to provide sufficient and high quality
mental health services for indigent populations.

(3) Implement administrative reforms, but not in such a way as to disregard
quality of service, and not with the first priority set on cost containment.

(4) Assure the maintenance of physician-patient confidentiality through any
administrative reform that is effected.

(5) forcee more effective methods to prevent fraud and abuse in these
Jirograins.

(0) Devise equitable physician reimbursement in these programs to assure
sufficient and highly qualified physician participation to treat program recipients
with high quality medical services.

STATEMENT OF ruz AMERICAN SOCTY or ORAL SUR(.GoTs

The American Society of Oral Surgeons ("ASOS") is the official organization
of nearly 3,700 oral surgeons representing all fifty states, the District of Colum-
bia and Puerto Rico. Today all members must complete three or more years in
an accredited surgical residency in a hospital following completion of four years
of dental school. Members limit their practice to oral surgery in offices and in
hospitals as staff members.

ASOS is submitting this statement to bring to the attention of the Com-
mittee two important inequities in the reimbursement provisions under present
Medicare and Medicaid laws. Correction of the first inequity described below
would not expand covered services and thus would not increase the cost of the
present program. Accordingly, reform of this matter by amendment to 8. 3205
would he consistent with the aim of this bill, and ASOS urges such an amend-
ment. The second inequity herein discussed involves a modest increase In costs
and in the judgment of the Committee may be more appropriately dealt with as
part of other legislation.

1. ELIMINATE DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN PHYSICIANS AND ORAL SURGEONS AND
OTHER DENTISTS IN THE PROVISION OF COVERED SERVICES

Many of the professional services presently provided by both oral surgeons
and other dentists and physicians are only reimbursed when they are provided by
physicians. The ASOS asks the Committee to include in the bill presently being
considered provisions that will eliminate this discrimination. The requested
correction will not increase the costs of these programs. This statement will first
explain this problem as it exists in Medicare and then as it relates to Medicaid.

Aedoare.-The professional practice of oral surgeons overlaps with that of
physicians to a significant extent. Both groups, for example, often admit their
patients to hospitals and perform complicated maxillofacial procedures. Further,
both groups often provide diagnostic care and treatment of oral infections.
Medicare, however, will pay all benefits for these services if they are performed
by a physician, but the Medicare Intermediary will routinely reject the payment
request if the diagnostic care or treatment of oral infection was performed by
an oral surgeon.

Under present law, Medicare only covers the services of dentists when they
constitute so-called "physicians' services." It is necessary, therefore, to look at
the definition of "physician" in deciding whether a specific service is covered.
"Physician" is defined to include a doctor of dental or oral surgery licensed by
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his state "but only with respect to (1) surgery related to the jaw or any con-
tiguous structure or (2) reduction (that is, the ailgument) of fractures of the
Jaw or any facial bone.

As existing Medicare law is interpreted by the Social Security Administra-
tion, a dentist only functions as a "physician," and his services are only cov-
ered, when he is involved in the actual performance of surgery or reduction.
Thus the law seriously discriminates against oral surgeons by excluding im-
portant nonsurgical functions (such as the management of salivary gland infec-
tions) which are covered only if performed by a physician. None of these func-
tions involves routine dental care, which is separately excluded under existing
law whether performed by an oral surgeon or physician. No logical reason exists
to support this unfair treatment Both disciplines are professionally trained and
licensed by state law to perform these procedures.

This problem has serious consequences for the patient, and is Important to the
professional life of the dentist. If the patient is aware of the discrimination, his
freedom of choice of provider between a physician and a dentist will be preju-
diced. If he is not aware of this legal pitfall when he is treated by an oral sur-
geon, he will be deprived of reimbursement for what surely must appear to him
a completely arbitrary distinction

To put this problem into concrete terms of actual cases as illustrations, the
Social Security Administration's interpretation of present Medicare law:

Denied payment to a patient for the services of an oral surgeon who bad been -
called to the emergency room by the patient's physician to locate a bullet in the
patient's tongue;

Forced a 73 year old woman to find her own means of paying for an oral
surgeon's evaluation of oral and maxillofacial injuries suffered in an automo-
bile accident;

Denied reimbursement to an elderly man who was treated by an oral surgeon
for temporomandibular (Jaw) Joint arthritis;

Denied payment for drug injections administered by an oral surgeon to a facial
nerve of a patient suffering from tic douloureux, the most painful and debilitat-
ing of all facial pains; and

Denied payment to a patient for treatment by his oral surgeon of an obstruc-
tion and swelling of a salivary gland.'

These are not isolated examples. The files of our Society contain numerous
similar cases. The problem is serious and it needs prompt correction.

The solution we urge will not increase the scope of covered services. The exist-
Ing exclusion of coverage of routine dental care found in I 1862(a) (12) would
not be changed. Those services that fall into this category would still not be
covered. The solution of this problem will merely assure that patients will not be
denied reimbursement for otherwise covered services solely because of the aca-
demic degree of the provider.

Medicaid.-A similar inequity arises in certain circumstances under present
Medicaid law. Section 1902 of the Social Security Act mandates that physicians! -
services" be included in all State Medicaid plans. "Physicians' services" are de-
fined as only those of doctors of medicine and osteopathy. This section also per-
mits states to cover dental services and many states have opted to include the
dental services provided by an oral surgeon.

Some of those states that once covered dental services have recently elected
to eliminate this optional coverage in their present Medicaid plans. The result of
this decision is an inequity similar to that discussed In the first section of this
statement.

When dental services are covered, the overlapping professional services of both
physicians and dentists are reimbursable for both groups of providers. These
services, when performed by a physician, are considered covered "physicians'
services." When they are performed by a dentist they are reimbursed as optional
"dental services." When a state decides to eliminate the optional services, pa-
tients who continue to have their fully qualified, fully licensed oral surgeon pro-
vide otherwise covered services must find their own means of payment. Had the
same patient elected to use a physician, the services would continue to be cov-
ered. Patients, of course, are often not aware of these restrictive changes in state
Medicaid plans.

I The ASO has compiled a hinder of documented examples of eases where this serious
inequity has created problems for patients. This binder is available for the review of the
Committee and its staff.
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To eliminate this inequity the ASOS recommends that a provision be in-
cluded in S. 3205 which will permit reimbursement for those services provided by
both physicians and dentists in cases where a state once covered both services but
subsequently decided to discontinue covering dental services. Such a provision will
not mandate the inclusion of routine dental services in any state plan. It will only
eliminate the inequity created by a state's decision to eliminate coverage of op-
tional dental services. We have attached to this statement draft language to cor-
rect this problem in both Medicare and Medicaid.

I. COVER INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICE FOR ALL DENTAL PROCEDURES THAT REQUIRE
HOSPITALIZATION

The second area of concern in Medicare which the ASOS would like to bring
to the attention of the Committee concerns reimbursement for hospitalization re-
quired by the severity of a patient's dental condition. To correct this problem will
increase benefits and thereby the cost of the program by a relatively modest
amount. The Committee, therefore, may want to deal with this matter in other
legislation.

Existing Medicare law differentiates between cases in which the dental pro-
cedure itself is a covered service (and thus the dentist's fee is reimbursable)
and cases involving noncovered procedures. If the procedure is covered, the
impatient hospital expenses are also covered. However, the present Medicare
statute as interpreted by the Social Security Administration restricts the pay-
nient of inpatient hospital expenses in the case of a noncovered dental pro-
cedure to circumstances in which the patient's underlying medical condition,
and not solely his dental condition, requires hospitalization. The only example
of a medical condition justifying the hospitalization of a patient for a non-
covered dental service given in the Social Security Administration's "Interniedi-
ary Manual" is "a patient who has a history of repeated heart attacks who must
have all of his teeth extracted."

The effect of existing law is to preclude hospitalization coverage where, In the
judgment of the patient's dentist, the severity of his dental condition alone
requires hospitalization for the safe performance of a noncovered dental pro-
cedure. In these cases the patient must find his own means of payment for the
hospital expenses. Sample Medicare rejections when contrasted with the example
in the S.S.A. manual starkly demonstrate thQ problem under present law. For
example:

An 81 year old woman in Florida who was hospitalized by her oral surgeon
for the removal of six maxillary teeth had her claim rejected because the Medi-
care Intermediary found that she was treated for a purely dental condition;

A 93 year old man in Illinois who was hospitalized by his oral surgeon for
the extraction of eleven seriously diseased teeth had his claim denied; and

In Missouri a Medicare patient had to pay his own hospital bill because l
was hospitalized by his oral surgeon for preparation of the lower jaw for deni-
tures using a skin graft.

These are only three of the examples regularly received by our Society every
year but they graphically illustrate the problem.'

ASOS urges that Medicare should cover inpatient hospital expenses if in the
Judgment of his dentist the severity of a patient's dental condition requires him
to be hospitalized for performance of a dental procedure notwithstanding that
the procedure itself is not a covered health service. This will not increase the
coverage of dental fees. It will only increase hospital coverage and aid the
patient. The Social Security Administration in 1973 estimated the additional
first-year federal costs of coverage of Medicare patients in such instances to lie
four million dollars. We have attached draft statutory language that will make
the needed correction.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ORAL SURGEONS SUGGESTED STATUTORY LAr.UAOE

(A) Eliminate discrimination between M.D. and oral surgeon in the provi-
sion of covered services.

I As In the case of the first inequity discussed in this statement the AOS has compiled
documented examples of this problem. These also are available for the use of the Committee
and its staff.
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MEDICARE (TITLE XVIII)

Parity between M.D. and oral surgeon can be achieved in Medicare by amending
Section 1861(r) (2) to read as follows:

"(2) a doctor of [dentistry or of] dental [or oral] surgery or of dental
medicine who is legally authorized to practice dentistry by the State in
which he performs such function and who is acting within the scope of his
license when he performs such function [but only with respect to (A)
surgery related to the Jaw or any structure contiguous to the jaw or (B) the
reduction of any fracture of the jaw or any facial bone, or (C) the certifica-
tion required by section 1814(a) (2) (B) of this Act," '

The existing exclusion from coverage of routine dental care under Section
1802(a) (12) ("services in connection with the care, treatment, filling, removal,
or replacement of teeth or structures directly supporting teeth") would continue
to apply in order to assure that the inclusion of dentists within the definition of
"physician" would not increase the scope of covered services but would function
only to allow oral surgeons as well as doctors of medicine to perform covered
services.

Alternatively, the definition of "phybii" could be drafted to state affirma-
tively the functions performed by both doctors of medicine and oral surgeons.

"a doctor of dental surgery or of dental medicine who is legally authorized
to practice dentistry by the State in which he performs such function but only
with respect to the diagnosis, the surgical and/or the adjunctive treatment

-of the diseases, injuries, and defects of the oral and maxillofacial region."

MEDICAID (TITLE XIX)

Medicaid should be amended as follows:
Section 1903(g) (1) (A) and (g) (1) (B) of the Social Security Act are amended

by inserting "or dentist" after "physician."
Section 1905 of the Social Security Act is amended-

(a) by renumbering paragraphs (f) through (k) as paragraphs (g)
through (1) respectively; and

(b) by inserting a new paragraph (f) as follows:
"(f) In the case of any state the state plan of which (as approved

under this title)-
(1) does not provide for the payment of some services by a

dentist; but
(2) at a prior period did provide for the payment of services re-

ferred to In paragraph (1),
the term 'physicians' services' (as used in subsection (a) (5)) shall in-
clude and reimbursement shall be made for services of the type which a
dentist is legally authorized to perform to the same extent as such
services are incduded in the term 'physicians' services' when they are
performed by a physician."

(B) Cover inpatient hospital services for all uncovered dental procedures that
require hospitalization.

Hospitalization for noncovered dental procedures could be provided In Medicare
by amending § 1814(a) (2) (B) of Title XVIII to read as follows:

"in the case of inpatient hospital services in connection with [the care.
treatment, filling, removal, or replacement of teeth or structures directly
supporting teeth] a dental procedure, the individual, because of his under-
lying medical condition and clinical status, or because of the severity of his
dental condition, requires hospitalization in connection with the provision of
such dental services ;"

I 1802(a) (12) of Title XVIII could also be amended to read as follows:
"where such expenses are for services in connection with the care, treatment, -
filling, removal, or replacement of teeth or structures directly supporting
teeth, except that payment may be made under Part A in the case of In-
patient hospital services in connection with the provision of such any dental
services if the individual because of his underlying medical condition and
clinical status, or because of the severity of his dental condition, requires
hospitalization In connection with the provision of such services; or"

'The changes in the first two lines of this definition are merely to accord with the
appropriate professional nomenclature.
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MEDICAL AssocATioN or GEOmOL&,
Atlanta, Ga., August 9, 1976.

Senator HERMAN E. TALMADGE,
Rus8ell Building,
Washington, D.C.

I)R SKNATOR TALMADGE: Thank you for the opportunity offered the Medical
Association of Georgia to present written comments on your bill, S. 3205.

Let me begin by saying that we are in general agreement with and are in
support of the statement presented by the AMA in its testimony before your
subcommittee. I would particularly like to bring to your attention three areas
which the MAG feels are of special concern to our members.

First, in Section 20, we are quite concerned with the proposed criteria for
determining reasonable charges for physicians' services. We cannot understand
how physicians can be expected to react favorably to this change which imposes
on them a reduction in the current reimbursement level of Medicare. This change
would adversely affect not only the physician but the Medicare patient. Addi-
tionally, in this section there is an expressed concern for obtaining more
physicians in shortage areas; however, we cannot accept the provision which
is suggested to achieve this end. Under this provision physicians already practic-
ing in shortage areas would be discriminated against while new physicians at-
tiacted to the area would benefit from special consideration. We reject any
contention that new physicians coming into an area are greater community
avsets than those physicians who without the benefit of governmental induce-
nient had already selected a "shortage area" and established their practice. This
is not to criticize inducements as a valid means by which to improve physician
availability in "shortage areas" but rather we submit that such Inducements
should be used on a non-discriminatory basis as a means to retain those practic-
ing in "shortage areas" as well as attract new practitioners to these communities.

ft may be of interest to you to know that an MAG committee, the Committee
on Third Party Relations, has been involved in investigation of the use of UCR
(usual, customary and reasonable), as a basis for reimbursement. As this com-
mittee develops its recommendations, we would be pleased to make them avail-
able to you and your subcommittee.

Second, in Section 21, a drastic change Is made in the basis for participation
by physicians in Medicare. Itather than Increase the number of physicians ac-
cepting assignment, the MAG feels that this section would have the opposite
effect. We can understand your subconimittee's concern for reducing the costs
and burden placed on Medicare patients by having a greater number of physi-
clans accepting assignment. However, this change undermines the basic principles
under which the Medicare Program was established. The physician has always
had the choice of accepting or rejecting Medi, re reimbursement on an Indl-
vidual patient basis. This freedom of choice is destroyed under this new
procedure.

We see no necessity for physicians entering Into this kind of agreement sug-
gested in this section. Under the current assignment method, the physician may
choose to accept some patients under Medicare assignment because of their
financial situation or other reasons. On the other hand, he may not accept as-
signment from some patients recognizing their capability to pay fully for their
services and then await Medicare reimbursement.

As far as the Inducement offered to the physicians in becoming a provider,
we would earnestly suggest that Medicare consider implementing procedures,
such as multiple listing billing immediately in the interest of improving the
administration of the program.

As you well know, fewer and fewer physicians are currently accepting as-
.;ignment from Medicare because of the unrealistic rate of reimbursement. If it
were possible to compensate those participating In the program on a current
basis rather than using two year old data and if it were possible to improve the
administration of the program by providing reimbursement in a timely manner
and by making the processing of claims more efficient, it might very well be
possible to increase the number of assignments accepted In Medicare without the
enactment of this section.

Third, a most Important change is provided for In Section 22 entitled "Hos-
pital Associated Physicians". While we recognize that there have been some
abuses In the Medicare Program, we fail to see why the vast majority of hos-
pital based physicians must be punished and their practice habits limited by this
provision. In addition to the concern we have for the imposition of these limita-
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tions on certain physicians inherent in the bill there seems to be an opportunity
for bureaucrats to expand its meaning to all physicians. The use of the terms
"physician's services", "personally performed", "personally directed" and "of
such a nature that its performance by a physician Is customary and appropriate"
would wreck havoc in a physician's practice as we know it today and as it will
develop In the future. As you well know, medical practice depends a great deal
on utilization of ancillary personnel (nurses, physicians assistants, medical
assistants, etc.). The use of these individuals is essential to a physician who is
striving to provide quality care to Increasing numbers of patients. We believe
that this section of the bill threatens the use of physician extenders by physicians
not ,only In hospital based practice but In private office practice as well.

I hope that you will find these commentss of'benefit to you a:!d your subcom-
uiittee,. If I can offer any further assistance, please fe(.l free to contact mt..

Sincerely,
FLEXIN( L. Joi e.i'v, M.I ..

Prc.idcn t, Medical saooiation if Gorgia.

U.S. S':.; MT.
('( UMMITTEE OX FINANCE,

lul',shington, D.C., ! ,ilut II, 1976.
lion. RUSSELL B. ILNO,
Chairman, kS' cate Flianwe Committee,
Dirkscen Building. WVashingto)n, D.O.

DEAR RUSsELL: I have been relueted by a Mr. Sandford B .andt of the Na-
tioniil Association for Mental Ifealth, Incorporated. to insert my introductory
remarks to S. 3708 Into the official record of the S. 3205 hearings.

I would appreciate It If you would make the enclosed statenic, on .4. :4708
a part of the official hearing record.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Very truly yours,

BILL BaOCK.
Enclosure.

[From the Congressional Record. July 29, 1976]

SENATE

(By Mr. Brock)

S. 3708. A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to Include com-
munity mental health centers among the entities which may be qualified pro-
viders of services for medicare purpose, to redefine terms used in such title so
as to reflect such Inclusion. Referred to the Coinmittee on Finance.

LEFT HAND, RIOHT HAND AND MENTAL HEALTH

- Mr. BRooL Mr. President, time and time again we see two congressional com-
mittees or two administrative agencies come out with conflicting regulations.
Some of these are understandable, for example an agency concerned with pro-
ductivity is bound to have conflicting ideas with one concerned with environ-
mental problems, These are problems that must be worked out and I can under-
stand and appreciate that kind of problem.

What I do not understand, however, is how one committee and agency of HEW
can encourage the establishment of something as important as community mental
health centers, with Federal funds, while another agency and committee say
that service cannot be reimbursed with Federal funds.

Congressional and administrative support for community mental health cen-
ters goes back to at least 1963 when Congress passed the Mental Retardation
Facility s and Community Mental Health Centers Construction Act (P.L. 88-
164). TUroughout the years, congressional support has been strong. Two years
later, the act was amended by Public Law 89-105 to provide for matching funds
for staffing of these centers. The law was further amended to extend the length
of staffing grants support (P.L. 90-31), then to give special consideration to
programs serving poverty areas (P.L. 91-211) and then to all centers in meet-
ing the special needs of alcoholics drug abusers and children (P.L. 90-574).
Finally and most germane to the Iroblem, Congress mandated In Public Law
94--63 that community mental health centers serve the elderly.

75-502-76---37
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What is the problem? The problem is that although both Congress and the

administration agree that the Community centers should serve the community
and then collect as much money as possible from third party providers, another
agenj.y has restricted the flow of third party funds from one of the largest
programs-iiedicart. This is particularly sad since most of our elderly Ameri-
cans only have medicare coverage.

The administration has promulgated regulations and policies that severely
restrict centt.r reimbursement under medicare, but the fault is not all ,%vth
the admiadistration. Another problem is that four different House and Senate
cominittees have jurisdiction over CMHC legislation and ,edicare programs
and they have also failed to correct this injustice.

The bill I am introducing today is to correct this obvious discrepancy of
having the Federal left hand aiding the community mental health centers while
the Federal right hand says that they cannot be reimbursed with Federal funds.
My bill simply states that qualified community mental health centers with
qualified persons would be allowed to be reimbursed for their services from
nediclare. It is time that the Federal left and right hands got together in this
vital area of concern-mental health.

STATEMENT OF EtI,VARD ,J. WI.SMANN, PRESIDENT, HOMEMAKERS llOM: AND
1IiAI.TIL CARE SERVICES/l IVISION OF Tin UPJOHN Co.

I'm sure the Committee is interested in both management and reimbursement
refor ! in the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Therefore, why has it ignored
new developments in the field?

Medicare expenditures for home health have tripled in the past two years.
There are eight and one-half million disabled people in America who are not
now institutionalized. Our elderly population of twenty-two million is increasing
at the rate of one thousand daily. We now have study after study proving the
medical desirability of home health care and the benefits of its cost effectiveness.

A home health care delivery system has tremendous potential for immediate
cost savings. Yet, as you know, the program, as currently defined under Medi-
care, is stifled by a lack of providers and by restrictive definitions which tie the
service to acute care and the so-called non-profit agencies.

We now have a home health scandal among the non-profit providers--a
history of abuses unearthed by Senator Chiles and now being followed up by
the House Ways & Means Committee. Congress waited until clinical laboratories
became deeply embroiled in fraud and abuse before it attempted to pass federal
licensure standards. Is the Congress going to wait until there is a major scandal
in home health before it mandates state licensure standards?

Mr. Chairman, we all know of the hysterical overreaction and objection to
the Social & Rehabilitation Service's proposed regulations that attempted to
correct these problems. Yet, Mr. Chairman, you propose no legislative changes
to correct them.

It seems to us that it's high time Congress listened to the facts. For several
years, we have been calling for preventive care as the key to maintenance of
the health of the aged. It's time that Medicare took a look at what some of
the States are doing with home health care in their Medicaid programs.

If the Committee considers home health care when it revises S. 3205, I am
sure it will find that a few simple administrative changes would have far-
reaching, healthy effects on institutional overutilization and costs. Our suggested
legislative changes are enumerated elsewhere in this testimony.

Homemakers Home and Health Care Services is submitting testimony for the
record on S. 3205 because we also believe the Committee ought to know about
the ramifications of current institutional problems with Medicare and Medicaid
which affect non-institutional providers.

Homemakers Home and Health Care Services is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of The Upjohn Company, headquartered in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Homemakers-
Upjohn is the largest single supplier of home health care in the nation, presently
operating 217 home health agencies located across the country. With over
53,000 employees nationally, Homemakers-Upjohn rendered in excess of twenty
million hours of necessary services to people at home in 1975. All of the 2,209
Medicare-certified home health agencies combined employ fewer than 30,000
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people. Homemakers-Upjohn can be certified for Medicare participation only
in those states which license home health agencies. This is so by statute, solely
on account of the company's tax-paying status. Only sixteen states currently
license home health agencies. Consequently, Homemakers-Upjohn operates pri-
marily in the private scctor-and provides health care without a license.

llomemakers-Upjohn has, of necessity, established its own standards of per-
formance and quality since both the federal government and the individual
state governments have abrogated their responsibilities in this area.

IHomemakers-Upjohn operates a health care delivery system which provides
supportive services to the home and to health care institutions at the lowest
possible cost commensurate with quality. It is in the vanguard of organizations
seeking to relieve the critical hick of qualified personnel which confront most
hospitals and nursing homes, while also restoring personal dignity and care
to the patient in his own home when appropriate. Over the long range, home
health delivery can lower hospital and nursing home utilization by allowing
for early release from the institution, or even preventing and delaying entry
to it.

Your concerns about the Incredible upward push in hospital costs must not
blind you to the fact that the other segments of the health care industry are
also experiencing extreme cost problems. In tihe home health industry there is
a wide disparity in cost-per-unit of home health services among agencies-
$15.00 to $45.00 for a physical therapy visit, for example, in Florida. In fac I,
we are concerned that S. 3205 does not recognize long term care costs, especially
w.'th a rapidly increasing elderly population (currently at twenty-two million
and going up by one thousand per day), bearing in mind that over one-third
of Medicare and Medicaid expenditures go for nursing homes. Perhaps we ought
to consider pulling long term care out of Medicare, Medicaid, and Title XX and
build a separate program with its own legislation, funding, and regulations.

The reforms outlined in 8. 3205 attack the effects of the problems, not the
causes. In reacting to current fraud and abuse problems, S. 3205 does not de-
lineate reforms aimed at preventing future abuse and it ignores the structural
reasons for the current fraud and abuse.

It is time that Congress recognized that the real culprit in the Medicare a,'d
Medicaid programs is the reimbursement system created by the health industry's
insurance structure.

Certainly if S. 3205 recognized that and dealt with it, while mandating a
significant expansion iII home health preparatory to building a rational national
health insurance structure, Senator Talmadge's bill could become landmark
legislation.

I. TIE FUNDING MECHANISM

Here's where the problem starts: the Webster definition of "insurance" is "a
system of protecting against the risks of Individual loss, by distributing accord-
Ing to the law of averages the burden of losses over a large number of
individuals."

Robert M. Ball, former Commissioner of the Social Security Administration,
said, "When some form of universal coverage is enacted--and sooner or later it
will be--we'll certainly draw on our experience in covering people over 65. If
we don't use the time between now and then to correct what we've been doing
wrong, we'll risk enlarging Medicare's mistakes.

"Time's running out to correct its (Medicare's) flaws before they solidify in
a comprehensive national health insurance plan."

Commissioner Ball's admonition must be heeded much more urgently today
than, when first made in 19741, this being an election year when anything could
happen on the national health insurance scene.

Since hospital costs have risen more rapidly than any other segment of total
medical costs, it is.only natural that the Committee's primary attention should
be focused here in an attempt to uncover the flaws in the nation's health care
delivery system's payment mechanism.

The first clues to unravelling this tangle come from the very people who
performed on an out-patient basis. That means it can be done in a doctor's office
or in a clinical lab-not just solely in the hospitaL This experimental coverage
is being offered to two-thirds of the Blue's eighty million subscribers.' It is

IApril 19, 1976 Medioal Eoaomfos, page 14.
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coupled with coverage for another "patient benefit" (not a "provider benefit" )-
second and third consultations when surgery is indicated. This represents another
potential saving of hospital days and unnecessary surgery.

If we can save four days of hospitalization because of one small change in
coverage, imagine what could be done if we got rid of barriers to coveragee by
location" entirely. The coverage should read that the insurance will pay for
whatever care is needed In the most economical location that can deliver it.
'there should be no restrictions on where a service can be delivered; that's a
provider benefit. Let's make health insurance real Insurance. Let'h go beyond
ire-adiisslon testing and go for the most economical modality that fits the
situation. Let's get out from under the rhackles of institutionalization.

Thr-e or four years ago it was estimated that If we could save one day of
huplitlization for every patient we could slive the health ecoliony $100 million
a year. It is ,stiilated today that If we could save one (lay of ho.spitalization for
every patient we would save the health economy $300 million. .rtificial barriers
to delivery are not just artificial but also c.rprnsive! What we need is a compre-
hensivi, benefit package covering human ailment. We must remind you that xv
havi' Ieln talking all th014 time about a.ute care. Again, tlis is what the Blue,
pay for-it's what the private insurance companies pay for-and It's what
Nlvdivare find .il dieid pay for. In that sense, the (lenand for services has I been
crated by the supply of funding. We will discuss long teri c.are Inter in this
te'stillolly.

2. THE REIMBURSEMENT STRUCTURE

From page 21 of the Council on Wage anti Price Stability report, "Most
alvanced medical technological change is (centered in the hospitals-where ninety-
two percent of expenses are paid by third parties, who usually pay on a cost
reimbursement basis. Decisions as to the purchase and utilization of advanced
technologli thus need not turn on considerations of cost and efflciencjg." (Emphasis
added.) With third party payors covering 67.4% of personal health care expendi-
tures. 92.0% of hopital expenditures, aind 65.5% of doctors' charge, It Is fair
to say that "decisions as to the purchase and utilization of services thus need
not turn on considerations of cost and efficiency." The Council's report questions
incentives for efficiency. Here's the nub of It. THE COT-PLU, METHOD OF
IjE! M1IUURSEMENT IS THE GREATEST IN'VEYT'IVE TO INEFFICIENCY
EIER PERPETRATED ON ANY INDUSTRY! It is the single most Important
reason for the high costs of health care.

The cost-plus method Is based upon the "bricks and mortar" philosophy of
inwtitutional care. Again, the Institutional btias has Inappropriately Influenced
nil of the health field. A lot Is being said these days about prospective reimburse-
nent methodologies. We don't believe that it makes any difference other than
in the cash flow of the Institution which method you use-retrospective or
prospective. The central Issue is still going to be what you factor In as relim-
bursnabli Items- in other words, costs. A prospective reimbursement system might
save dollars for a couple of years until the institutions learn to play the "budget
game." and then we'll be right back where we started.

For example. In 1954 the IRS, in response to several court decisions, determined
that contributed assets to a profit-making institution were non-tax deductible.
Here's what this means. If $10 million is donated to a proprietary facility:

1. The donor may not deduct the contribution from his taxable income:
2. The facility may depreciate the $10 million asset as a cost factor that would

be reimbursable for services delivered under the Medicare program;'
3. The facility may not deduct this depreciation from Its taxable income: and
4. As a result of the income generated by the depreciation cost factor rendered,

the facility would pay the United States government approximately $4.8 million
In corporatee taxation over the life of the asset.

If $10 million is donated to a non-profit facU ty.
1. The Individual donor can take a tax deduction. On a $10 million donation. It

is mor than fair to say that approximately 50% would be deductible (that is a
mean between the 70% tax bracket donors and the 0-20% individual donors with
.orporate contributions in the middle at 48% ). In other words, the government,
right off the top, is losing $5 million in taxes or, in effect, is contributing $5 mil-
lion of the original $10 million donation.

'The Bureau of Health Insurance's cost reimbursement formula allows depreciation
expense to be included for both not-for-profit and for-profit institutions regardless of how
the asset was acquired.
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2. The facility gets the same cost factor depreciation that the proprietary facil-
ity does, so that over the life of the asset, the facility is paid by the government
another $10 million in the form of payment for services.2

3. The non-profit facility pays no federal income tax.
Consequently, a $10 million donation to a proprietary facility costs the govern-

ment $5.2 million over the life of the asset, while a $10 million donation to a
non-profit facility costs the government $15 million over the life of the asset.
Conclusion: Contributed asets should not be included in cost reimbursement
formulas. Why should we reimburse an institution for a piece of equipment or a
building that was given to it in the firt place?

The Committee should also look at Medicare's practice of allowable adjust-
ments to "current market value" for assets written off under an accelerated rate
prior to entering the program.

In our field of home health, the idiocy of cost reimbursement stands out In bold
iellef. By a fluke In 1965 (probably because they didn't know anything about
home health and they didn't know where to fit it into the scheme), home health
agencies were designated as health facilities and therefore subject to all of the
reimbursement mechanisms set up for hospitals. "For hospital-based home health
care agencies, costs or charges are relatively high as the result of allocation of
hospital overhead to direct home care vlsitcosts." "

On the assumption the Committee has had an opportunity to examine Bi's
method of factoring into "allowable cost" and "home office" costs of a multiple fa-
cility provider, we submit the following:

"Because such "facilities" were not anticipated In 1965, these costs must be pro-
rated down to the individual provider units for cost justification at the individual
provider unit level.

COST REIMBURSEMENT HAS NO PLACE IN HEALTH CARE DELIVERY
AND CERTAINLY NONE IN THE "PEOPLES BUSINESS" OF HOME
HEALTH CARE!

As we have previously mentioned, proprietary home health agencies may be-
come Medicare-certified only if they are licensed by the state. Since, less than
6,ne-third of the states now have home health licensure Jaws, tax paying agencies
have been locked out. We have known for eleven years that we could "go non-
profit" in order to beat the system, but can you imagine a state Medicaid agency
recommending to us how to get around this provision? "Your firm may wish to
consider a method commonly used In the insurance industry as a method of solv-
lg the non-profit corporation requirement for home health participation in the
program.

"This is the use of a management services contract. A non-profit corporation
could be formed specifically to serve Medicaid (or Medicare). A contract to pro-
vide management services, personnel, facilities, furniture, etc., could then be
given to the Homemakers Upjohn in consideration of a fixed percentage of the
gross income. As long as the percentage charged was in line with the services pro-
vided and similar to management charges elsewhere, it should represent no
problems."

This kind of back door entry into the system is now being used extensively in
the home health business.'

The game plan Is to set up an agency which serves Medicare patients only since
that's where the cost reimbursement is. While start up costs are in the vicinity
of $12,000, you then pick a salary for yourself as the Executive Director at
$50,000, put your wife on the payroll as Director of Administrative Affairs for
$45,000. put your son on board at $35,000 as the Associate Director of Administra-
tive Affairs, etc., etc.$ Since the Medicare guidelines say that reasonable costs will
be reimbursed and since reasonable Is not defined and since there are no param-
eters for things such as administrative salaries, this game plan can fly. Basically,
all you have to do is register as a non-profit corporation and get certified by a
state agency for Medicare participation. You don't even need a license. But you
must remember to turn away non-Medicare patients to make sure that all your
costs are covered.

See footnote 2 on p. 572.
a The Report of the New York State Moreland Act Commission, Assessment and Place-

meat: Anything Goes, page 48.
4 We also called this to the attention of the House Ways and Means Committee on

November 11 1971.
' From statement of Douglass M. Richard, Regional Representative for the Bureau of

Health Insurance, Atlanta, Georgia, before the Senate Subcommittee on Federal Spending,
Practices, Efficiency and Open Government-May 12, 1976.

75-50270------38
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Another practice encouraged by the cost reimbursement schedule is the creation
ot "one lunger" home health agencies consisting of an administrator, public-
health nurse, and maybe a home health aide or a bookkeeper. In fact, halt of
the Medicare-certified 2,209 home health agencies have three or fewer employees
and their overhead costs are comparable to the larger agencies. There is no eco-
nomic justification for them to be in business. In order to make their administra-
tive costs look better on paper, some home health agencies will arbitrarily in-
crease their field costs by sending out more home health aides. This leads to
over utilization, adding to administrative costs and service costs. However, the-
increased utilization of home health aides means that these agencies are probably
providing a more appropriate level of skill for their patients than do the visiting
.urse associations who largely rely on registered nurses.

3. LACK OF COMPETITION

Part A-Lack of competition among providers

'Ihe competition that is the halluitrk of efficiency in the private sector has,
been closed out by arbitrary government intrusion.

An unsigned issue paper being circulated within the Health Resources Ad-
ministration recommends that home health agencies be included in certificate of
need requirements under the health planning law (P.L. 93-641). Just before
making this recommendation that paper states, "As previously discussed, the
open-market concept does not apply very well to the to the health care system".

That statement, more correctly stated, should read: "Congress and IIEW have
done everything possible to prevent the open-nmarket concept from applying to
the health care system". This latter statement Is particularly true of home health
where restrictive legislation and regulations have prevented the delivery of
quality care economically based on the application of sound business principle,
i.e., central processing of payroll, invoicing and accounts receivable-the book-
keeping-for a large number of agencies, rather than the most costly book-
keeping department in each separate agency, to mention only one of many such
economies that could be effected.

The public sector of the home health business today is not accountable, costs
a lot of money, and is extremely inefficient. If the proprietary home health agen-
cies were allowed in the program, we think you would see a dramatic change
in the home health benefit for the better.
Part B-Lack of competition among fiscal intermediaries

One of the big problems in the home health field is the same lack of account-
ab'ility among the fiscal intermediaries which administer the Medicare program
for the Bureau of Ilealth Insurance. Intermediary contracts are let without
competitive bidding, leading to the same ol lack of incentive to he efficient. In
addition, instructions to home health intermediaries are not uniform and, there-
fore, reimbursement for certain services varies widely- in different parts of the
country. This lack of competition holds for other parts of the Medicare program,
not just home health.
Part C-Lack of alternatives to institutionalization

Medicare does not fund preventive care. It is, by statute, an acute care model.
Consequently, alternatives to institutionalization are not highly funded. The
home health care that is funded by Medicare, and thus by inference, by Medic-
aid, is tied to hospitalization, tied to registered nurses providing the hands-on
delivery generally, and extremely limited in scope and services covered.

Figures range anywhere from 10% to 60% of currently institutionalized
elderly people as being unnecessarily in the institutions. The generally accepted
Industry figure is about one-third of those people are receiving care excessive to
their needs.

It is time this country recognized its responsibility in the long term care field
by enacting legislation that will fund it and that will take into account the
peculiar-to-the-elderly need for social services to be funded equally with medical
care services. We believe that social services are a part of health care.

4. ANCILLARY FACTORS

(1) If we are going to stick to "reasonable cost reimbursement," the Social
Security Administration must come up with a definition of what is "reasonable"
in terms of figures and they must be allowed to enforce those determinations.
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(2) Tax status as a definition of who may be a provider is arbitrary. As long
as there are standards that apply equally to both proprietary providers and
non-profit providers, and as long as these 8tandard8 are enforced, then tax status
will not determine the quality of the provider's care. Commitment, responsibility
and accountability will.

(3) Coupled with the uneven instructions to intermediaries, there is a truly
Incredible amount of paperwork involved in the cost reimbursement process as
administered by the Bureau of Health Insurance for Medicare. Several state
Medicaid programs follow the same procedures. This paperwork adds immeas-
urably to administrative costs and wastes good time and talent which could
better be spent on hands-on delivery.

5. THE HOME HEALTH FIELD

The Social Security Act should be the vehicle to prepare the country for an
all-encompassing health program in the future. Amendments to the existing
titles of the Act must be made in order to erase what are now recognized at
inequities and shortcomings. Titles XVIII and XIX over the last ten years have
built sufficiently comprehensive hospital and nursing home programs to create
a good data and experience base from which to incorporate viable national
health insurance provisions. However, the home health provisions in those two
titles are neither equitable nor comprehensive. Even though Public Law 92-603
mandated home health demonstration projects, to date fewer than ten have been
awarded, much less implemented, proving nothing. Statistics dawn from these
projects are by definition too narrowly-based to be effective tools cf measure-
ment of the program.

It has long lien recognized that America's Medicare and Medicaid health cafe
delivery system is marked by poor uitiliz tion of nlanpower and resources, an
over-dependence on costly institutionally-based modes of care, and a tendency
to perpetuate the system by adding more dollars to it, rather than attempting to
redistribute the manpower and resources through designing new systems of
health care delivery. The development of home health care in recent years
represents an attempt to redirect the nation's health resources and provide a
broad continuum of care for America's increasingly large elderly population.

It is generally agreed by health experts that home health care delivery
encourages more efficient utilization of Institutional beds through earlier dis-
charge of the patient from the Institution to home care where available. Con-
versely, home health care is a potential mode of preventive care which can delay
or prevent institutionalization of the patient. A home health program can relieve
pressures to expand institutional facilities.

PFOVIDER ELIGIBILITY

Restrictive definitions of provider eligibility have limited the availability of
home health services. Section 1861(o) of the Social Security Act defines a home
health agency as "a public agency or private organization ... except that such
term shall not include a private organization which is not a non-profit organiza-
tion . . . unless it Is licensed pursuant to state law . .. " Only sixteen states
have licensing laws (and one of these Is anti-proprietary).

It Is vital that all home health agencies be licensed, regardless of tax status.
The home health field-and it's the only one in all of health care to which this
applies-has been restricted to the not-for-profit home health agencies since the
inception of Medicare. Times change, and now, eleven years down the road, a
new assessment must be made.

Soaring federal spending on health since the enactment of Medicare/Medicaid
mandates the involvement of the private sector with its manpower, resources
and management expertise to help produce a more effective health care delivery
system. It will take the combined and cooperative efforts of all the tax-supportcd
as i-ell as the tax-paying home health agencies to provide a comprehensive and
workable home health prograin.

Should any state not adopt a licensing procedure for home health agencies,
the Secretary of the Department of health, Education and Welfare should be
empowered to issue a license directly to the agency according to federal standards
set by the Secretary.

In a speech presented to the National Association of Home Health Agencies
in 1973, Dr. Charles Weller of the AMA stated,
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"The key to successful co-existence between proprietary and non-profit pro-

viders is a set of adequate but non-restrictive controls on standards, account-
ability, organization, and incentives for efficiency.

"Whereas an eligibility determination based on the provider's profit or non-
profit structure is discrim4natory and wasteful, a determnination based on the
service's quality, availabili4y, and reasonableness of cost would encourage healthy
competition for the delivery of services. Indeed, with adequate standards applied
equally to all providers, competition would stimulate quality, availability, econ-
omy, and efficiency."

PAYMENT FOR SERVICES

A cost-plus method of reimbursement is inappropriate for home health services
and destroys the cost-effectiveness of delivery. The addition of auditing costs
is never included in the overall cost of the care. We propose that the charge
be based on: the level of care delivered.

The cost-plus method is based upon the "brick and mortar" philosophy 4,f
Institutional care, and is inappropriate for the "people business" of home health
agencies. In order to protect the not-for-profit home health agencies with their
smaller base for overhead absorption, we would suggest preserving their current
method of reimbursement to assure them of recovering their costs, which are
proved through the auditing process. In the case of for-profit home health
agencies, whose normal billing rates for comparable services are less than those
of the not-for-profit agencies in comparable markets, we propose that those
agencies be allowed to bill at the usual and customary rate, so long as those
charges are no more than the not-for-profit agency charges for comparable serv-
ices in the Identical market. Our premise here is that proprietary home health
charges are less than non-profits, and we are attaching for your information a
survey we did last year of hourly rates for home health aid services in 73 cities.
Example: Venice Ilome Health Services in Hyattsville, Maryland, a non-profit
Maryland-certified home health agency, puts out a flyer which offers registered
nurse services at $19.00 for the first Imur and $9 for each additional half-hour.
Homemakers Upjohn charges for a registered nurse are $7.605 an hour. A Venice
Home Health Services home health aide is $19 for the first two hours, and $9
for each additional hour. A Homemaker, Upjohn home health aide is $4.80 an
hour. Our Washington, D.C. office has a contract with the District of Columbia
Department of Human Resources which pays $5.15 an hour, no matter what the
service delivered. We should add that we work holidays, weekends, and even-
ings, in addition to the regular weekly schedule. Check your local VNA for their
hours of operation. Probably 9 to 5 with no weekends or holidays.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

All of the recommended and enacted changes In the last few years to our
current health Insurance programs have been aimed at the effects of a poor
mechanism; they have not been aimed at the cause which is basically the current
Insurance structure. We believe that there is a certain amount of urgency in
dealing with this problem because, as we all know, national health Insurance is
looming closer and closer. If we could avoid copying, yet again, the mistakes
made forty years ago and compounded over the years when we come to enacting
national health insurance, we could avoid wholesale slaughter of our health

economy. Consequently, our recommendations to you imply sweeping legislative
and regulatory changes because of the severely disabled finance mechanism for
health care.

(1) Insurance benefits must be czpanded to cover the risk the patient faces
rather than the risk the provider faces. Insurance should cover whatever care
is necessary at an appropriate level of care utilizing an appropriate level
of skill In the appropriate setting for the individual patient situation at the
lowest possible cost commensurate with quality. Where the care is received
should have nothing to do with whether or not it Is covered. The point of
Insurance ought to be to cover Individual risk, not specific procedures. This
current barrier to appropriate health care delivery must be broken if the Industry
Is to become responsive to need and economy.

(2) Delete non-cost Justifiable contributed assets from the cost reimbursement
structure and clarify the kinds of overhead costs that will be allowed.

(3) Since home health agencies do not have capital assets, they are misplaced
In the definition of facility. They should be allowed to charge and be rein-
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bursed on a fee for service basis, based on level of skill at an hourly rate.
Our strong belief Is that you should not be allowed to charge the government
more than you charge the private customer, and this is exactly what's happening
in home health today.

(4) All providers must be treated equally. If the federal government cannot
mandate state licensure for providers, then there should be federal standards.

(5) Encourage the development and expansion of home health with its potential
to be a real cost reducer. There are currently movements in this direction-
first of all In recommendations made by the White House on Aging in 1971,
recommendations made by the General Accounting Office in July, 1974, and in
February, 1976, and proposed regulations that were promulgated by HEW's
Medicaid Bureau a year ago-although all of these efforts are now stalled.

(6) Certificate of need should apply to not-for-profit organizations only with
Section 1122, review of capital expenditures, which will probably help to avoid
over acquisition of new equipment and supplies. For instance, there needs to be
only one coronary care unit in a given community, not one in every hospital.

(7) Hospital staUlng should be based on patient census. To lower their labor
costs, we recommend that hospitals permanently staff at a level near the lowest
patient census in the year, and above that level, they would save a lot of money
by hiring temporary personnel as patient census Increases occasionally arise.
This hospital staffing practice is another element of our analogy that is becoming
well known In the health industry. The idea ig that current practice authories
the use of too high a level of skill in the provision of services. Current practice
also means that you are paying your personnel full time when you probably
don't need them full time to deliver care. Why pay them when they're not
delivering care and why use the Queen Mary when a tugboat will do the job?

(8) Reduce administrative costs by cutting down on duplication of manage-
ment equipment such as sophisticated computers-you only need one computer
for several hospitals, you don't need an underutilized computer for each
facility.

(9) During the transition period required to turn the industry around in terms
of risk coverage, let's pay the doctor an incentive for writing a plan of care
that utilizes the most economic approach to delivery. All of the data needed to
determine the most economical approach does exist and is stored In SSA's
computers across the country that have files on each patient, histories by diag-
nosis, age and geographic area, etc. This information does not need to be re-
stricted Just for the use of Professional Standards Review organizations. We
all need It.

(10) Let the health provider provide the care and pay him for it. If fiscal
intermediaries are to be used, let them make 100% payment to the provider
and themselves be responsible for collecting co-insurance and co-payments and
deductibles from the patient. As it operates now, the 20% co-pay under Part B
of Medicare is generally "foregiven" because the providers generally don't have
time to deal with that kind of paperwork. As a consequence the 80% payment
from the fiscal Intermediary is often equal to the original 100%. This procedure
would also save on paperwork and allow the provider to concentrate on health
delivery rather than attempting to become efficient as a collection agency.

In health care there Is a barrier in funding between the social service com-
ponent of health care and medical service component of health care. A line be-
tween the medical/social aspects has been bureaucratically built, isolating these
two components from one another and causing immeasurable harm to patients,
especially the chronically ill, disabled, long term care patients.

This is Homemakers-Upjohn's grand plan for comprehensive administrative
and reimbursement reform for Medicare and Medicaid. S. 3205 is a good start
on controlling fraud and abuse in the institutional sector of the health industry.

We belief, however, that the time for patching the program has ended and the
time for comprehensive reform is now.
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COMPARISON OF 1973 MEDICARE PER VISIT I COST VERSUS HOMEMAKER-UPJOHN 1975 HOURLY RATES BY RANGE
OF NURSING SERVICES

Homemakers Upjohn rate

Homemaker
home health Average medicare

State RN range LPN/LVN range range cost

Alabama ----------------------------------- 5.60 4.55 3.40-3.55 13.50
Arizona ......---------------------------- 6.50-7.25 3.80 3.80 14.69
Arkansas ---------------------------------- 6.75 5.83 3.59 14.78
California .............-------------------- 7.50-9.50 4.50-7.50 3.50-6.50 19.30
Colorado ---------------------------------- 6 .29-7.20 4.75-7.50 3. 80-4.29 15.47
Connecticut ------------------------------- 7.50-7.90 6.25-6.70 4.10-5.00 12.98
District of Columbia ------------------------ 7.65-8.45 6.40-7.20 4. 80-7.00 19.00
Florida ----------------------------------- 5. 704.80 4.60-9.50 3.10-6.25 14.67
Illinois ------------------------------------- 7.97 6.29 3.97-5.50 14.78
Kansas ----------------------------------- 6.85-7.80 5.28-6.52 3.80-4.15 9.40
Kentucky ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 14.60
Louisiana --------------------------------- 6.19-6.98 5.27-5.81 3.61-5.81 15.67
Maryland --------------------------------- 7.65-8. 05 6.354.00 4.15-7.00 15.30
Massachusetts .............................. 6.80-8.90 5.60-7.55 4.00-4.99 12.41
Michigan --------------------------------- 5.48-8.70 4.65-6.89 3. 88-5. 00 17.22
Minnesota .................................. 6.25-7.25 4.80-5.85 4.00-4.20 12.24
Missouri ---------------------------------- 7.25-7.66 5.65-6.27 3.80-4.30 15.17
Nebraska --------------------------------- 6.39-7.29 4.97-5.53 3.69-3.87 11.13
Nevada ----------------------------------- 6.85-8.65 5.35-6.78 5.18-5.40 11.13
New Jersey --------------------------------- 7.25 6.15 3.75 13.66
New York .................................. 6.70-7.95 5.00-6. 75 3.60-5.85 17.59
Hcrth Carolina ----------------------------- 6.00-6. 25 4.50-5.00 3.35-3.65 10.49
Ohio -------------------------------------- 6.29-7.78 4.80-5.95 3.254.05 13.46
Oklahoma --------------------------------- 6.50-7.23 5.44-6. 22 3.85-4.48 15.90
Oregon ----------------------------------- 7.25-8.25 5.85-7.20 4.15-4.35 16.80
Pennsylvania ------------------------------ 5.63-7.30 4.24-5.65 2.55-4.30 13.50
Rhode Island ------------------------------- 7.45 5.84 3.95-4.46 13.03
Texas ------------------------------------- 6.75-7.88 4.90-8.03 3.53-4.00 17.23
Utah ...................................... 6.75 5.35 3.75 10.43
Virginia ----------------------------------- 7.65-8. 45 6.40-8.00 4. 80-7.00 11.63
Washinton .----------------------- 7.10-8.80 4.90-6.15 3.95-4.25 16.61
Wisonsin---------------.------------ 7.404.90 6.20-6.75 4.00-4.80 10.59

1 A "visit" has been defined as generally consisting of I hr or less of service.

HOMEMAKERS VERSUS VOLUNTARY AGENCIES, FOR HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICES

City
Voluntary

rate per hoir

Albany .................. 6.50
Ann Arbor ............... 6.50
Atlanta ................................
Baton Rouge ...........................
Billings ................................
Binghamton ............................
Bridgeport ............... 4.80
Canton ................................
Cincinnati ................ 3.94
Columbus ..............................
Corpus Chuist ..........................
Dayton ................................
Denver .................. 3.56

noylestown .............. 4.25
enger ................. 3.94

Erie ...................................
Fresno .................. 6.00
Greensboro ..................
Harrisburg ............... 3.50
Jackson, Mis ............ 5.00
Jacksonville .............. 4.20
Lafayette ..............................
Lansing ................. 4.00
New York ................ 4.25
Niagara Falls ...........................
Oshkosh ................. 6.75
Pensaola .......................... ..
Omaha .................. 10.00
Philadelphia ............. 4.50
Pittsbuigh ............... 5.00
Racine ................... 3.73
Raleigh................................
Rochester, Minn .......... 6.66
Saginaw ................. 4.25
SL Paul ................. 4.75
San Diego ................ 7.50
Santa Barbara ............ 6.00
Scranton ................. 5. 00

Homemakers
rate per hour

4.12
4.46
3.75
3.28
3.20
3.35
4.10
3.40
3.29
3.29
3.60
3.59
3.15
3.48
3.29
3.35
3.50
3.10
3.25
3.30
3.00
3.28
3.85
4.15
3.35
3.45
2.80
3.52
3.65
3.29
3.50
3.00
3.96
3.40
4.00
3.80
3.50
3.45

city
Voluntary Homemakers

rate per hour rate per hour

Stamford ................ 5.00
Syracuse ........................
temple City .............. 8.00

Topeka ................................
Utica ..................................
Van Nuys ................ 8.50
West Springfield .......... 4.35
West Hartford ............ 4.75
Albuquerque ............. 7.00
Austin .................................
Hauppague ............... 4.00
Long Beach .............. 9.00
Tulsa .................... 18.00
San Antonio .............. 6.00
Oklahoma City ........... 3.32
Fort Worth ............... 10.00
Dallas ................... 14.00
Concord ................. 9.00
Sacramento .............. 5.50
Stockton ................. 4.80
Oakland ................. 4.92
Lakeland ................ 7.50
Louisville ................ 3.60
Minneapolis .............. 5.90
Tamps ................................
Seattle .................. 6.25
Salem ................... 5.25
Spokane ................. 6.17
Tacoma ................. 5.95
Portland ................. 6.25
Eugene .................. 5.25
Washington. D.C .......... 7.00
Indianapolis .............. 4.00
South Bend .......................
Rockford ................ 3.75

4.28
3.35
4.25
3.40
3.35
4.40
3.63
4.00
3.55
3.50
3.75
3.50
3.50
3.20
3.20
3.20
3.78
4.00
3.85
3.75
3.85
3.25
3.20
3.58
3.20
3.65
3.95
4.00
3.80
4.25
3.55
3.95
3.20
3.20
3. 20
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STATZMZNT Or CZNTKE ON SOCIAL WzLFAIz POLICY & LAW

The following statement on S. 8205 is submitted by the Center on Social Wel-
'are Policy and Law, the only national law office devoted to problems of social
welfare law. The Center has eleven years of experience In representing poor
.persons affected by public benefit programs, and is currently representing clients
with many problems addressed by S. 3205. This statement addresses those points
the Center has been able to consider in the time available: delays in determining
eligibility, deficiencies in current quality control procedures, Inadequacies in cur-
rent procedures for developing agency policy, and consideration of property trans-
ferred to relatives without fair compensation. No position is taken on other por-
4ions of the bill at this time.

SECTION 4

APPLICATION PROCESSING TIME LIMITATIONS

Section 4(a) of S. 8205 would add to the Act a maximum time period of 30
days (60 days in disability cases) for th(e determination of eligibility for medi-
-cal assistance benefits under Title XIX. We agree that speedy determination of
eligibility is a matter of vital importance to all needy persons requiring medical
care, since there is no manner In which a person can be compensated subse-
.quently for denial of medical care at a time when it is most needed. Since delays
are now commonplace, we support legislative action such as that reflected in
§ 4(a). There.are certain problems arising from the language of § 4(a), or cur-
xent agency practices, however, which we believe the Committee should address
if It wishes to accomplish its benevolent purposes.

Before turning to those problems, we should first note that time standards of
30 and 60 days are entirely realistic. A 30 day standard was applied by IIEW
in the AFDC program from 1951 to 1973; the sixty day standard in disability
cases was introduced in 1968. HEW defended its 30 day requirement before the
United States Supreme Court in Rodriguez v. Swank, 403 U.S. 901 (1971), stat-
Ing in its amicus brief that the mandatory 30 day standard "was drawn on the
experience of more than seventeen years in administering the statute, as well as
.the experience and comments of various states and recipients." A number of
states who were out of compliance with the 30 day requirement in the early
1070's were brought Into compliance by court orders. Even when HEW extended
the time period to 45 days in 1973. it recognized that 30 days was the reasonable
period, and required that benefits be paid as of the 30th day.

HEW has not set any standard for promptness of determination of eligibility
for SSI in its regulations, and has been under serious criticism for its delays. In
an October 21, 1975 Report to the Subcommittee on Public Assistance of the
House Committee on Ways and Means, SSA stated that by March 1976 It hoped
to determine the average case in approximately 30 days (60 days for disability
cases). A March 1976 Report states that those goals were exceeded. that's, that
the average case took less time. Of course many cases took longer. Nonetheless. it
Is apparent that the time standards contained in S. 3205 are certainly attainable
and should be retained in the bill.' This brings us to the problems raised by the
till In Its present form.

1. We are concerned that S. 8205. as currently drafted, may not have the de-
sired impact in assuring that eligibility determinations will be made within the
time limits desired by the sponsors. Thus, S. 3205 could be read to apply the 30
and 60 day time limits for the making of eligibility determinations on "applica-
tions for coverage" under the medicaid program only to medicaid applications
of persons already receiving AFDC or 8Sf benefits. §4(a) now says:

"(37) provide-
"(A) for the making of eligibility determinations under the plan. on the basis

of applications for coverage, within thirty days of the date of such application
for all individuals: (1) receiving aid or assistance (or who except for income
and resources would he eligible for aid or assistance) under any plan of the State
approved under title I, X, XVI (for the aged and the blind) or part A of title IV,

,or (it) with respect to whom supplemental security income benefits arc being
paid (or who would except for Income and resources be eligible to have paid with

I In this respect, it should be noted tha't. 8205 need not be changed to allow for a few
hard cases, for the bill allows for cases in which it Is alleged that a determination of
eligibility simply cannot be made within the 30 or 60 day time limits by providing that the
sanction tinder the Act applies only if timely determinations are made in fewer than 95
iVercent of all medical assistance eligibility determinatlous Section 4(b) of a. 8205.
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respect to them supplemental security income benefits) under title XVI on the
basis of age or blindness." (Emphasis supplied.)

Yet persons "receiving" AFDC benefits, and most persons to whom SS1 benefits
"are being paid," are automatically eligible for medicaid benefits, and no further
delay is warranted." In addition, persons applying for AFDC benefits are deter-
mined ineligible solely on the basis of income or resources should also have had
eligibility for medicaid determined in the process of making that determination.
In sum, the group of "applicants" for medicaid coverage described by 1 4(a)
includes those persons who should not be applicants, but recipients, since they
are already eligible for benefits.

We therefore assume 1 4(a) was designed to reach persons applying for
medicaid and cash assistance simultaneously, as well as all other persons seeking
medicaid benefits, whenever it is the state agency that is determining eligibility.
(Those applicants for medicaid for whom eligibility is determined by SSA pur-
suant to a contract with the state agency would not be protected by a state plan
requirement.)

"We therefore recommend that the bill be amended so that the new 1 1902(a)
(37) (A) read something like the following:

"(37) provide-
"(A) for the making of eligibility determinations under the plan on the basis

of application for coverage under such plan (except on the basis of disability),
including simultaneous application for benefits under Title I, IV-A, X, and XVI
(if eligibility for benefits under such Title XVI is based upon age or blindness,
and eligibility is determined by the state agency pursuant to Section 1616),
within thirty days of the date of such application.
Subdivision B could be revised smilarly.

A new subdivision should then be added to require immediate determination
of eligibility when SSA determines that a person is eligible for SSI benefits,
under the state's Title XIX plan the individual is therefore automatically eligible
for medicaid, and the state has not contracted with SSA for the determination
of medicaid eligibility.

2. We believe it most important that the "date of application" be defined, both
to assure that poor persons will receive the protection intended by S. 3206 and
so that the Secretary and the Comptroller General can measure compliance.
HEW measures the date differently in the AFDC and SSI programs. Under
recent AFDC regulations the time period for processing applications begins to
run only when a "completed application form" has been submitted. 45 C.F.R.
I206.10(a) (6). Since states now require many documents and other verifica-
tion, substantial time often passes before the application form is "completed."
At that point there should be little need for additional time, since the documen-
tation will be so complete. Nonetheless state agencies begin to measure their 45
and 60 day periods from that late date. Prior regulations required the state
agency to measure the time period for determining eligibility from the first time
the agency was advised of the applicant's interest in receiving benefits. [45 C.F.R.
I206.10(a) (1), repealed effective August 15, 1973]. In the SSI program the
application In considered effective on the date that any written statement of a
desire to receive benefits is filed with the agency, provided that a complete
application form is filed thereafter. 20 C.F.R. 1 416.335

We believe the best approach would be to add a section to S. 3205 which
combines these prior and current HEW regulations, and modifies them to con-
form to other portions of I 1902(a) (37), to read along the following lines:

"An application may be made by an individual seeking coverage, his designated
representative, or someone acting responsibly for him. and may be made in
person, by mail, or by telephone, provided that the application form prescribed
by the agency Is thereafter completed and filed within an amount of time desig-
nated by the Secretary."

3. A determination of eligibility (oes not assure that a person actually receives
benefits. Thus, even though the Act currently requires that medicaid benefits
"be furnished with reasonable promptness," Section 1902(a) (8), and federal
regulations require that "medical care ... shall be furnished promptly to eligible
individuals without any delay attributable to the agency's administrative proc-
ess," 4.5 C.F.R. I 206.10(a) (5). there are often delays between the determination
made by the agency and the issuance of documentation (the "medicaid card")
establishing eligibilty so that a person may receive medical care.

'Thus, under current regulations, persons applying for AFD. benefits and many appli-
cants for 881 benefits dot not make a separate application for medical assistance, 45
C.F.R. I 206.10(a) (1) (iv) (A). (B).
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We therefore suggest that the bill include specific language requiring the
agency to provide documentation of eligibility immediately upon the determina-
tion of eligibility and, in addition, that the current federal regulation implement-
ing j 1902(a) (8), set out at 45 C.F.R. I 206.10(a) (3), be added to the Act:

"The agency's standards of promptness for acting on applications or redeter-
mining eligibility shall not be used as a waiting period before granting aid, or
as a basis for denial of an application or for termination assistance."
Such provisions will help assure that in each case medicaid benefits will be
furnished to needy sick persons as soon as possible. If this can be accomplished,
this legislation will have succeeded in improving the lives of untold numbers of
needy, sick persons throughout the country.

QUALITY CONTROL

We applaud the Subcommittee's efforts to ensure that state determinations
of eligibility in the medicaid program will be as accurate as efficient adminis-
tration can make possible. While much of the support for a rigorous quality
control program with specific federal requirements for the systematic reduction
of state error rates will most likely come from those concerned primarily with
the enormous cost of the medicaid program, and with the impact of waste from
the taxpayer's perspective, the individuals and families who depend on the
medicaid program for their basic health care have an equal interest in efficient
and non-wasteful administration. This is so for two obvious reasons.

First, inefficiency and improper expenditures necessarily reduce the amount
of funds available to provide the health services vitally needed. The reduction
or elimination of improper expenditures will free local, state and federal funds
for expansion, or at least retention, of the amount, scope and duration of health
services available to the poor under the medicaid program. The second reason,
one which is particularly relevant to our view of this aspect of S. 3205 as
presently drafted, is that inefficient, incompetent and careless administration not
only causes improper payments to be made to providers of services, and ineligible
persons to receive medical assistance benefits, but such lax administration fre-
quently results in individuals and families eligible for medicaid assistance being
denied such aid despite being entitled to it under state and federal law. It is
hard to imagine a greater tragedy than the improper denial of critical medical
care to the nation's medically needy.

Despite what we perceive to be the Subcommittee's even-handed concern over
inefficient state administration, S. 3205 as presently drafted would have little,
if any, impact on reducing state errors that keep eligible persons off the medicaid
rolls. S. 3205 would add to Title XIX a new requirement for federal funding,
11902 (a) (38), which would require state medicaid plans to

"provide for methods and procedures to assure accuracy in the determinations
of eligibility for medical assistance and provide that the error rate for eligibility
determinations made on or after October 1, 1977, may not exceed the error rate
specified In section 1911(b) ..

Section 1911 (b), the section defining the maximum rate of error that would
be acceptable (and also to be added by S. 3205), sets as the maximum allowable
error rate that rate which equals the 50th percentile of the error rates reported
by the state medicaid agencies during the period October 1, 1975 through
March 31, 1976. As I 1911(a) indicates, those state error rates (which are to
lie published by the Secretary by September 1, 1976) are the error rates reported
under the medicaid quality control program specified in HEW regulations
"prior to March 1, 1976."

The problem with 1 1911 is that under HEW quality control regulations In
effect immediately prior to March 1, 1976, and currently in effect, state medicaid
agencies were not required to review cases in which individuals were found
ineligible for medicaid, and, as a result, error rates :eported Juring the speci-
fied base lpriod do not include errors made in denying medicaid.* It seems likely

2 On April 6, 1973. HEW discontinued, without public notice in the Federal Register, its
long standing practice of requiring state quality control programs to review not only
positive actions (i.e. cases on the assistance rolls) but also negative case actions (denials
or terminations). On that date It eliminated negative case actions from AFDC quality
control and suspended In its entirety the Medicaid Quality Control program. In July 19.75
HEW reinstated the requirement for a medicaid quality control program, but consistent
with It:. April 6. 1973 decision. negative case action reviews are not Included. The ellmi-
natinn of negative case action reviews from AFDC and medicaid quality control was
challenged In a lawsuit filed In the District of Columbia Federal Court by NWRO and local
affiliate groups. WROAC v. Mathews. HEW has advised the District Court in WROAO that
it Intends to restore negative case action reviews to the AFDC and medicaid quality control
programs, but It has taken no action to date.
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that the drafters of 8. 8205 did not intend to exclude from the mandatory re-
quirements of 1 1902 (a) (38) the requirement that state eligibility determinations
achieve at least an average standard of accuracy in those determinations
adverse to applicants. Thus, for example, 8. 3205 specifically, and wisely, re-
quires periodic state reports with respect to "statistics on those declared Ineligi-
ble who are found upon reexamination to be eligible" [proposed amendment to
f 1902(a) (16) 1. Unless the base period used by S. 3205 as a standard for meas-
uring state performance Is changed, or unless S. 3205 is amended to provide
an alternative standard for errors with regard to decisions on ineligibility,
the intended even-handed requirement to "assure accuracy in the determinations
of eligibility" will not be fulfilled.'

Assuming that S. 3205 is intended to apply even-handedly to both kinds of
eligibility errors, and that the necessary redrafting is done, we believe that the
normative standard of acceptable errof adopted by Congress should not be a
static one, as is the standard in 1 1911, but should be revised periodically to take
into account improvements in state determinations expected as a rebuilt of the
rigorous provisions of S. 3205. Lax federal supervision to date by HEW has un-
doubtedly resulted In very high error rates.' Rather than require the states to
att:jin only a level of efficiency that Is represented by an average of unnecessarily
high 1975-76 error rates, Congress ought to require the states to achieve a new
average level of deficiency each year, as such efficiency improves to more tolerable
levels.

Proposed §1911(a) should be amended to require an annual publication by
HEW of state error rates for the preceeding year, and J 1911(b) and § 1902(a)
(38) should require the states to achieve the 50th percentile of the improvedd"
error rate. At some point, of course, it is conceivable that state improvelment will
be so dramatic that the majority of states will have reduced their error rates to
an unreducable minimum. To account for this possldlity S. 3205 could be amended
to provide that if the Secretary, by regulation and after empirical analysIs and
study, should establish a minimally acceptablei error rate below which improve-
nient cannot be reasonably expected. any state meeting that rate would be
deemed to be in compliance with § 1902(a) (38).

SECrION 7

REGULATIONS OF THE SECRETARY

Section 7(b) of S. 3205 would amend the provision of the Social Security Act
(i 1102) pertaining to the Secretary of IIEW's general rulemaking authority.
That provision would require that IIEW regulations not become effective until
60 days following the publication of a notice of proposed rulemaking (except
where prompt p:'omulgation Is indicated by HEW to be "urgent".) While the
purpose attached to this provision is to provide a minimum ((0 day period for
public comment on proposed rulemaking, ('ong. Ree., March 25, 1976, p. S4206,
a Iurpose we enthusiastically endorse, the provision as currently drafted might
not accomplish this result, and in any case might have consequences unintended
by the sl)onsors..

Before discussing our concerns with this amendment to § 1102, as a preliminary
matter we believe that the preferable course of action with respect to IEW rule-
making, deficient as it has been in recent years, Is to await the outcome of pend-
ing legislative action with respect to agency rulemaking applicable to all agencies,
not just HEW. For example, H.R. 12(48 was reported to the floor by the House
Judiciary Committee on April 6, 1976 and ts now pending in the House. That
bill, If enacted, would substantially revise the informal rulemaking provisions
of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. § 553) to accomplish, inter alia,
the following objectives relevant to this subcommittee's concerns as expressed In

/ S.82O6:

4 As Indicated In footnote 1, HEW eliminated negative case action revpw without a
rulemaking notice In the Federal Register. and we thus assume the drifters of S. 3205
were not on notice of this action and did not Intend the anomolous result created by the
reference In 1 1911 to error rates reported In 197,5-76. If, however, the result was intended
by the drafters, we request the opportunity to provide more detailed testimony as to the-
serimu Implication@ of such an omission.

9 NEW was unable to provide us with any figures for the October 1, 1975 to March 31,
1976 base period.
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1. It would subject HEW's medicaid rulemaking to the requirements of the
APA by virtue of the repeal of the statutory exemption for "public property,
loans, grants, benefits, or contracts." [ (RIL. 12048, 1 3(a) (3)]

2. It would require more rigorous agency efforts to inform members of the
public likely to be affected by regulations that they have been proposed. [H.R.
12048, 53(b) (1) (A) ]

3. It would require that agencies use 1 553 notice and comment procedures in
adopting "general statements of policy." [H.R. 12048, 1 3(b) (3) ]. Such rulemak-
ing Is currently exempt from the notice and comment requirements of 5 553.

4. It would provide a minimum 45 days for public comment [H.R. 12048,
3(c)]. While this Is shorter than the 60 day period purportedly required by

S. 3205 (but see discussion infra), the 45 day requirement would be most effective
when coupled with other provisions of thqbill requiring greater specificity in
the notice of proposed rulemaking as to the agency's "purpose" in rulemaking,
and with stricter requirements for responding to public comments In the final
publicat ion.

5. Finally, H.R. 12048 would establish an elaborate procedure for Congressional
review of all agency rules, with the power to veto rules which are unsatisfactory.
[H.R. 12048, § 4]

While we do not necessarily agree with each of the provisions of H.R. 12048,
we do believe that Congress should consider the broader questions raised by
agency rulemaking before this committee tackles the issues in a particularized
context of a single agency, and in connection with a bill targeted on a specific
program. In any case, if special attention to HENV rulemaking by this Committee
Is believed to be necessary, we would strongly urge that such consideration be
given separate from the substantial medicaid-medlcare reform proposals in
S. 3205. The problems with HIV rulemaking in the public assistance area per-
tains not only to iI(di alid, but also to AFDC and S81, and the entire range of
issues should be explored by the Finance Committee and the public undiluted
by the equally important health issues addressed by S. 3205.

If amendments to § 1102 are considered, however, we would note the following
problems with § 7 of S. 3205:

1. Section 7(b) applies to proposed regulations published "in compliance with
applicable requirements imposed by law." As indicated above, HEW Is not pres-
ently bound by the requirements for proposedI rulemaking in § 553 of the APA
when it establishes rules in the public assistance programs. HEW publishes pro-
posed regulations in the Federal Register because of a voluntary adoption of
the recommendation of the Administrative Conference that they and other
exempt agencies do so. Since "law" as used In § 7(b) might be construed as
applying only to federal statutes, and since HEW could In any case rescind Its
voluntary utilization of § 553 procedures, § 7(b) should specifically require HEW
to utilize J 553 despite the exemption afforded for regulations governing grants
and contracts.

2. Section 7(b), referring to the notice of proposed rulemaking, provides that"such rule shall become effective not less than sixty days after publication of
such notice. . . ." (emphasis added). The problem with this is that to become
effective, the proposed rule would first have to be- published In the Federal
Register In final form, 5 U.S.C. § 552b), § R3(c). Such final publication must
consider the comments submitted, provide the agency's statement of basis and
purpose, and Include the text of the final rule (which may well have been modi-
fied from the proposed rule). 5 U.S.C. § 553(c). Under § 553(d) of the APA, the
final rule cannot be made effective until at least 30 days following final publica-
tion (with certain exceptions for emergency cases) in order to give the public
time to adjust to the new rule.

If § 7(b) is not amended, it may well be construed as authorizing the effective-
ness of a final rule 60 days from publication of the proposed rule. If so, the actual
comment period will necessarily be substantially shorter than 60 days so as to
afford receipt of and consideration of public comment, and indeed, if the 30 day
delayed effective date rule of § 553(d) Is still applicable (and It appears to be),
the comment period would almost certainly be less than the present practice of
affording 30 days. We suggest that § 7(b) simply provide that the period for
public comment afforded by the APA In § 553(b) shall not be less than 60 days
absent an "urgent" need for more prompt issuance.

0 HEW presently utilizes APA rulemaking procedures on a voluntary basls.
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Of course, if the intent of I 7(b) Is to eliminate the provision for a 30 day
delayed effectiveness of a final rule then it should be struck from the bill. The
immediate implementation of a final rule without advance warning of its specific
terms and certainty of its adoption is its injurious to those regulated and the
ultimate program beneficiaries as the promulgation of a proposed rule without
affording sufficient time for public comment.

3. Section 7(c) provides that in issuing "major policy guidelines" under the
Act, the Secretary shall use procedures which will afford the public the oppor-
tunity to express their comments to the Secretary before the policy becomes final.
We assume that the intent of this provision Is to provide the public with an
opportunity to be heard with -respect to medicare and medicaid policymaking
not otherwise subject to the public participation provisions of the Administrative
Procedure Act and I 7(b) of this Bill. The Administrative Procedure Act, for
example, presently exempts "interpretative rules (and] general statements of
policy" from the § 553 notice and comment requirements "except when notice
or hearing is required by statute." 5 U.S.C. I 553(b). While we support this goal,
we believe that if 5 7(c) is to be assured of accomplishing its purpose, it should
do so by specific language which makes clear that the procedures to be used
are those provided in § 553, and which describes precisely the types of policy-
making which are to be covered, i.e., "general statements of policy" and "Inter-
pretive rules."

If changes are not made, the vagueness of § 7(c) will permit the Secretary
to devise procedures which are different from the time-tested procedures of § 553,
and which may not be adequate to the task. Such new procedures would un-
necessarily create separate mechanisms for obtaining and reviewing public com-
ment, a result which would confuse the public and burden the internal admin-
istrative process of the agency. In addition, absent such a reference to J 553 in
* 7(c) of the Bill, public comments may not prove worthwhile, since § 7(c)
would not require the Secretary to take into consideration and respond to public
comment when he promulgates a final policy. Such an obligation is specifically
imposed by § 55.3, which requires a statement of basis and purpose to accompany
the promulgation of a final regulation. Finally, the use of the term "major policy
guidelines" may lead to considerable confusion since substantive rules are
already covered by § 553 and it is not clear to what extent normally exempt
"statements of policy" or "interpretive rules" are intended to be covered by this
term. The bill should clearly specify.

4. Section 7(c) should also be amended to delete the parenthetical phrase
"(other than those issued through regulations)." While, as noted, the purpose
of t7(c) seems to be to require notice and comment rulemaking even in those
cases where it is not presently required, the language used in 5 7(c) suggests
that the Secretary has discretion as to whether "major policy guidelines" shall
take the form of published rules, since the term "regulations" normally refers
to such published policy. The deletion is needed to make clear that policy guide-
lines otherwise required to be published in the Federal Register as final rules
will still be required to be so published.

General policy statements, or "major policy guidelines," are clearly "rules"
within the meaning of the APA, 5 U.S.C. 1 551(4), and must therefore be pub.
lished in the Federal Register. 5 U.S.C. 1552(a) (1) (D). This publication
requirement is independent of the notice and comment requirements of 1 553
used in connection with proposed policy, and does not contain the exceptions
of that statute. Even with the law as clear as it is at the present time, HEW
frequently does not comply with this publication requirement, and makes major
policy in unpublished documents distributed only to a select group of out-
siders. The Administrative Conference has criticized the federal agencies for
failing to observe this requirement of 1 552. See 41 Fed. Reg. 7895, (Feb. 23,

'1978).

Therefore, 1 7(c) should be amended to remove any suggestion that the Secre-
tary has any discretion to issue general statements of policy without notice to
the public through publication of the final rule in the Federal Register. Such
an amendment would eliminate a potential -conflict with 1 552. In order to require
notice and comment procedures to be used where they are not already required
by law to be used, which Is really the purpose of 1 7(c), the bill should simply
be revised as we suggested In paragraph 3, supra, to eliminate those few specific
exemptions from the notice and comment provisions.
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TRANSFER OF PROPERTY

This section provides that an applicant's or recipient's resources will be con-
sidered to include the current market value of property transferred to a relative
within the past year for less than fair market value. We assume that this
provision is intended to prevent persons from transferring substantial assets
to family members in order to qualify for medicaid benefits. We have several
comments.

1. We do not believe there is any evidence that such transfers of property
are at all common. HEW has indicated in correspondence provided to us that
it does not have information as to frequency of such transfers. Surely the
eligibility determination process should not be encumbered by unnecessary
additional criteria.

2. If the provision is to remain in the bill, it should be revised to apply
only where the transfer was made for the purpose of establishing eligibility
for medicaid benefits. The bill as written would deny medicaid to persons
making gifts to members of their family even if such gifts were made at a
point in time when application for medicaid benefits had not even been con-
templated or when the transfer was made for other reasons unrelated to
medicaid eligibility.

3. Only a person's equity in property may be counted as a resource to deter-
mine eligibility for medicaid benefits, since that is the amount of money the
person could obtain to meet the cost of medical care by selling the property.
Nonetheless the bill would require that full market value be counted as a re-
source even if a person had only a small equity in the property. Surely more
value should not be attributed to a resource than a person could have received.

By the same token, the provision should not provide for an attribution of
the value of the transferred resource to the person so long as the person received
fair compensation for the value of his or her equity in the property. As currently
drafted, a person who sells encumbered property to a relative for an amount
in excess of his or her equity, but less than full market value, would have current
market value attributed to him or her as a resource.

In sum, if the transfer of property provision is to be retained, it should (1)
call for an attribution of resources which have been transferred only when
the transfer was made solely for the purpose of qualifying for medicaid
benefits, (2) the value of the resource so attributed should be the person's
equity in the property, less the amount of compensation received for the prop-
erty, and (3) the provision should apply only if the person received less than
the amount of his or her equity in the property.

Submitted by Steven J. Cole, Henry A. Freedman, and Mary EL Mannix.

AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC COLLEGE OF PATHOLOGISTS, INC.,
H Kansas City, Mo., July 28,1976.

Hon. HErUaAN TALMADOE,

Chairman, Senate Finance Health Subcommittee, 0/o Michael Ster", Staff
Director, Senate Committee on Finance, 2227 DirkeM Senate Ojce Buuies,
Washington, D.C.

DKAn MR. CHAIRMAN: As President of the American Osteopathic College of
Pathologists. I am writing to submit our views on 8. 8205, the Medicare-Medicaid
Administrative and Reimbursement Reform Act, introduced earlier this year by
the distinguished Chairman of the Subcommittee, Senator Herman Talmadge.

Our College is composed of osteopathic physicians who by their post-doctoral
training have achieved the status of "specialist". Specifically, the osteopathic
pathologist is a physician who possesses a learned expertise in the laboratory
phases of medical practice, and who integrates this special expertise with patient
care, either directly by himself, or through the physician who is directly attend-
ing the patient.

While the osteopathic specialty of patbology is comparable, in degree of train-
ing and certification to other specialties, in other respects it is a very unique
specialty.
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In the osteopathic profession, virtually all pathologists are "General Patholo-
gists", and are "Hospital-Associated". The few exceptions practice In one of the
subspecialties of pathology, for example, research pathology, industrial path-
ology, forensic pathology, etc. Thus, we are first unique in the restriction of our
practice setting.

Next, the specialty of osteopathic pathology is unique In that, while it is at
the hub of nearly all hospital services, it involves the least direct patient contact
of all specialties. The professional services of the "Hospital-Associated" path-
ologist vary with the size of the hospital, the extent of its pathology service and
the scope of his services, in providing health care to the patient. These services
may include, but are not limited to, the following:

1. Direct operating room and bed-floor medical patient consultation.
2. Diagnosis and interpretation of all materials derived or expressed from the

human body.
3. Interpretation of clinical findings, and laboratory data whether performed

by himself or other technical personnel, in order to establish a diagnosis for the
patient's ailment, and a therapeutic program to be conducted by the attending
physician.

4. Performance of autopsies and interpretation of the findings to constantly
improve the professional confidence in medical practice and knowledgeability in
all disciplines of medical practice.

5. Maintaining the proper quality control programs necessary to insure accu-
rate and reproducible results of all laboratory examinations.

6. Responsibility for organizing and maintaining a proper technical staff in the
laboratory. This function requires ongoing teaching and training of paramedical
staff, the instituting and monitoring of all new procedures, medico-legal responsi-
bilities of work performed by himself or others under his jurisdiction, etc.

7. Fiscal management of the laboratory to control the cost and expenditures
at a reasonable level, as required by third-parties.

8. The execution of other duties, beyond the customary activities of general
staff members, which are required, either by law or directive. These duties may
include the maintainance of a tumor registry, the statistical documentation of
surgical tissue analysis, and program teaching of resident and visiting staff, etc.

Because of the uniqueness of our specialty several unique patterns of service
and methods of compensation therefore have evolved, as working agreements be-
tween osteopathic hospitals and their "Associated Pathologists".

All of the foregoing brings us to our concern over the provisions of S. 3205
which relate to "Hospital-Associated" physicians.

We, in the American Osteopathic College of Pathologists, are not blind to the
acceleration in hospital care costs during the past several years and are fully
aware of the Impact of these increases on the administration of the Medicare and
Medicaid programs. We are also aware that increases in laboratory services have
contributed to the overall problem of Increasing hospitals costs. We must re-
spectfully submit, however, that neither the increase in laboratory costs nor the
overall cost in patient care have been significantly affected by the level of com-
pensation of "Hospital-Associated" pathologists.

We do not contend that there have not been isolated instances where hospital-
associated pathologists have obtained excessive compensation, nor do we condone
such practice. We do affirmatively assert, however that the varying contract forms
presently employed, most hospital-associated pathologists are now fairly and
reasonably compensated for their highly specialized and unique services. I would
add, that the American Osteopathic College of Pathologists does not, and has not
at any time, endorsed the use of any particular method of compensation, but
rather accepts the premise that a pluralistic approach is most reasonable, since
circumstances affecting reimbursement policy may differ from hospital to hospital.

While we fully sympathize with the Congress' feeling of obligation to curtail
rising hospital costs in order to concomitantly curtail Medicare and Medicaid
costs, we do not feel that the provisions of Section 22 of the bill as they relate to
pathology services are either reasonable or fair. As we have said above, pathology
services are unique in their remoteness from direct patient contact. We feel it is
most unfair and frankly, just plain wrong, to limit reimbursement to pathologists
to Instances "only where the pathologist personally performs, acts or makes
decisions with respect to a patient's diagnosis or treatment which required exer-
cise of medical Judgment". As we- have said above, the scope and function of our
professional services is for more pervasive and far less easy to categorize, in
reality. We strongly maintain that compensation to the "Hospital-Associated"
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pathologist must, in all cases, reflect the true extent of the total activities and
services rendered by him, since, ultimately, his total effort enures to the benefit
of the patient.

It is our belief that the adoption of Section 22 of S. 8205, as presently drawn,
would not only be an injustice to those now practicing as "Hospital-Associated"
pathologists, but, in the long run, would precipitate a drastic decline in the num-
ber of qualified physicians entering the specialty. The specialty requires an ex-
pertise acquired only after years of training and study. If an immutable and in-
equitable level of compensation is established arid perpetuated by Federal Act,
then prospective candidates for residencies in pathology are likely to pursue more
lucrative specialties requiring no more training. Any depletion in the number of
osteopathic pathologists now, or in the foreseeable future, would jeopardize the
high quality of health care being delivered in osteopathic hospitals.

Recently, the American Osteopathic College of Pathologists queried 75 Pathol-
ogy Department Chairmen about the type of compensation arrangement between
the hospital and the pathologist being used by the institution involved. Of those
responding, 52 percent are salaried employees of the hospital The remaining
three categories are as follows:

(a) Pathologists being compensated by percentage contract are 21.4 percent.
(b) Pathologists being compensated by a fee-for-service basis are 8 percent.
(c) Pathologists being compensated by a combination of the above methods are

18.6 percent.
The total average compensation received by a D.O. pathologist is approximately

$78,000 per year.
For all the reasons we have recited, we respectfully request that this Com-

mittee consider an alternative approach to the language of Section 22 which will
insure truly equitable reimbursement.

Your serious consideration of the issues we have raised herein will be most
appreciated.

Very truly yours,
JoHN A. KLINE, D.O., President.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. HORTY, PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL OF COMMUNrY"
HOSPITALS

This statement Is made on behalf of the Council of Community Hospitals and
Is addressed solely to a discussion of Section 10 of S. 3205. We do not believe it
necessary to burden the subcommittee with a personal appearance, and request
that In lieu of such appearance, this statement be Included in the printed record
of the hearing.

The Council of Community Hospitals is an organization composed of large
and small hospitals from all parts of the country. Our member hospitals are
community hospitals. They provide hospital care to the communities in which
they are located. To ensure that community hospitals are able to continue pro-
viding quality care to their patients, CCH assesses major Federal regulatory
and legislative proposals that affect Its members and expresses its independent
views on such proposals.

I would like at the outset to commend Senator Talmadge and the other spon-
sors of S. 3205, as well as the staff of this subcommittee, for their willingness to
tackle some of the most vexatious problems that have arleen in the Medicare and
Medicaid programs. Congress has not addressed these problems In a comprehen-
sive manner since 1972, when It enacted P.L. 92-603. and that Act left many of
the most difficult questions open for subsequent solution. It Is high time that
the problem of Governmental payment for Medicare and Medicaid services pro-
vided by hospitals be readdressed. We welcome the opportunity to offer our
thoughts on Section 10 of S. 3205.

Section 10 of S. 3205 would result In a major revision of the Medicare system
for payments to hospitals. Yet, notwithstanding the broad scope of the proposed
change, this revision would continue the central theme of the current system-
that hospitals will be paid their "reasonable costs" for providing covered serv-
Ices. Before we take a further, and possibly irrevocable step down the reason-
able cost road, I believe that it is time for a reexamination of the basic system.
All too often once a basic system is adopted, we fail to reexamine the underlying
premises upon which It is based. Instead, we tend to tinker with and build upon
the preexisting system to patch up perceived shortcomings. However, in the case
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of the Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement system, I believe that the problems
are too fundamental and serious for a patch up Job. Instead, I believe that we
must reconsider the basic philosophy underlying the system. And, it is my view
that such a reexamination must result in the conclusion that hospital payments
by the Governmept for caring for Medicare and Medicaid patients no longer can
be soundly based upon "reasonable costs".

The "reasonable cost" concept has proven to be unsatisfactory both to the
Government and to hospitals. It has been tried and found wanting. It should be.
eliminated.

The Government seems to believe (erroneously, I must emphasize) that "rea-
sonable cost" gives hospitals a blank check to spend whatever they want and
provides no incentive for them to save money. At the same time, hospitals be-
lieve that "reasonable cost" prevents them from being fairly compensated for
care to Medicare and Medicaid patients. It enables the Government to question
each minute item of expenditure on the basis of standards unilaterally set by the
Government long after the rendering of the service.

"Reasonable cost" carries with It an army of Federally employed and Fed-
erally activated accountants whose sole mandate is to save the Federal dollar
without consideration of the effect on quality care or provision of service

"Reasonable cost" contains no recognition of hospitals' need for discretionary
funds and working capital and even the smallest expenditures are subject to
retroactive review.

We conclude that the reasonable cost reimbursement system is resulting in the
destruction of the managerial initiative that is essential if hospitals are to pro-
vide better and more. sensitive core. It will result in a marked decline in the
quality of care provided. We do not imply fault-Government and hospitals got
into this fix together and they must get out together. But the system must be
replaced-now.

I think it might be useful to set forth in some detail how hospitals have been
affected by a system of compensation denominated "reasonable cost" but which is
actually much less than reasonable and holds hospitals in a straight-Jacket of
financial instability.

1. What constitutes "reasonable" cost is not capable of definition. It is--like
beauty-entirely in the eyes of the beholder. Consequently the concept of "rea.
sonable cost" enables the administrative agency, HEW, in its own discretion and
without effective legislative check or Judicial review, to define what is reasonable
and to vary that definition as It desires merely by publishing new or changed
regulations.

This power has been abused by HEW, particularly in recent years under the
pressure of its own economic difficulties. HEW has on numerous occasions re-
stricted what is "reasonable," not because the service was unreasonable or un-
necessary or because the cost of the service actually was unreasonable as a finan-
cial matter but only because the Government sought ways to reduce Federal
expenditures for health care. The Government has transformed a system that
was designed and intended to prevent hospitals from overcharging the Govern-
ment into a mechanism for under-reimbursing them.

An effective health-care system cannot be operated under the gun of self-serv-
ing reimbursement decisions by H!EW. A purchaser of hospital services (as the
Government is on behalf of Medicare and Medicaid patients) cannot be per-
mitted to "purchase" hospital services and unilaterally determine, after It has
received the services, what it deigns to pay for them. It is "Alice in Wonderland"
and It doesn't work.

2. The concept of "reasonable cost" requires review and audit of each of the
many thousands of expenditures incurred by each of the thousands of participat-
ing hospitals. Hospitals are subject to burdensome, time-consuming, and ex-
pensive audits, which are expensive to both the hospital and the Government.
Worse still, reimbursement decisions on these multitude of items are made by
accountants and their bureaucratic superiors who have no expertise in hospital
management and who consider their mandate to be only cost-cutting. This proc-
ess has a deadly effect on patient care and on good management-the reverse of
what is intended. It is no wonder that hospitals feel, as the Government -reduces
reimbursement on a multitude of services, that they are not so slowly being
nibbled to death.

3. The effort of the Government to avoid these vast numbers of audits by
classifying hospitals and pegging reimbursement (for routine services) to the
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cost of the hospital at an arbitrarily selected percentile within the classificatlofi
completely ignores the vast-and beneficial-diversity among hospitals and the
services they provide, and erroneously assumes that a hospital whose costs are
above the selected percentile is somehow Inefficient. Further, the unilateral deter-
ruination of the operative percentile confers upon the Government yet another
tool to reduce reimbursement levels when it feels constrained.

Hospitals must have incentive, not "classification" and audit.
Classification Is essentially an illogical process It is fruitless to attempt to

regiment all aspects of human behaviour. It is equally futile to try to categorize
and regiment hospitals-which are made up of thousands of people interacting
with each other and with numerous different extrinsic forces. The effort to keep
up with the inevitable changes in each hospital will only lead to further classifi-
cation In a vicious cycle of a never-ending search for conformity and fixedness
that does not exist and would not be beneficial if it did.

4. The "reasonable cost" concept subjects hospitals to a process of review and
second-guessing years after the services have been performed, and after the re-
imbursement has been approved and paid by the Government itself. The Govern-
ment can demand that amounts paid in reimbursement be refunded by hospitals
which acted entirely in good faith, on the theory that the services were unneces-
sary or the costs unreasonable. This is unfair.

5. The reasonable cost concept makes no allowance for the fact that even not-
for-profit hospitals need a "profit" to provide them with working capital and
discretionary funds. Even if such hospitals were fully reimbursed for the reason-
able cost of caring for Federal beneficiaries, they would not have the money nec-
essary to purchase even replacement equipment if they did not have other, non-
Governmental sources of revenue. The problems created by the absence of
provisions for a "profit" are exacerbated by the serious time lag between the
time services are performed and hospitals are reimbursed for them by the Gov-
ernment-a time lag that increases (particularly with respect to state Medicaid
payments) during periods of economic difficulty.

The reasonable cost concept has trapped hospitals on a treadmill of minutiae
that the Government is turning ever more rapidly. Hospitals can never catch up.
Under "reasonable cost," they can never obtain the financial stability necessary
to provide effective and sensitive hospital care over the long term.

The Government is also dissatisfied with the reasonable cost system. Its main
complaint is that the system encourages unbridled spending by hospitals. Re-
gardless of the validity or invalidity of the Government's fear, its generally
accepted belief is that the "reasonable cost" system somehow adds to cost.

Despite this apparent agreement on the part both of hospitals and the Govern-
ment that reasonable cost is a barren approach, we continue to discuss payments
to hospitals for care given beneficiaries of Federal programs as if reasonable
cost reimbursement were the only possible system. We seek to cure the deft-
clencies of reasonable cost by tinkering with the system, when we should replace
It. Adjustments to an unworkable system can only create an even more unwork-
able system. Concentrating energy and thought on making those adjustments,
moreover, distracts us from considering the development of wholly new
mechanisms.

The most recent effort to cure the problems caused by the reasonable cost
system is the bill introduced by Senator Talmadge. This bill (S. 3205) is a com-
prehensive effort to resolve numerous problems in the administration of Medicare
and Medicaid. As I have stressed previously, CCH commends and welcomes this
attempted reform. But the reforms proposed by the bill are shaped and limited
by being constructed on the reasonable cost system. They will not work, because
the underlying system does not work. Despite the extensive effort and care
that were expended In drafting it, the bill demonstrates the sterility of the
reasonable cost system and the futility of seeking to cure it by adding further
complexities to the system.

The bill does not resolve the problems of reasonable cost. The Government
would still retain the power to determine unilaterally what is the reasonable
cost. It would entail the same army of accountants to gauge the "reasonableness"
of each item. Indeed, even more accountants, regulations and barren, stifling
bureaucracy would be necessary under the bill because reimbursement would
depend on complex indexing factors applied to the costs both of the classifica-
tion and to each hospital within it.

We cannot fashion an acceptable system for compensating hospitals for serv-
ices--one that is equitable to hospitals and satisfactory to the Government-if

75-302-76---39
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-we continue to focus only on reasonable cost. We must recognize that this system
will not work. We must cease trying to fix It up. Government and hospitals must
together develop a new mechanism.

The creative thinkers in Government and outside of it must work together
to develop a new reimbursement system. In the present direction lies ruin. For
all we are trying to do is tinker with a system the philosophical premise of
which is no longer valid. And we must not institute a national health system
without a workable system of payment.

S. 3205 presents a valuable opportunity to stimulate this effort It can serve
as a catalyst for a wide-ranging discussion of entirely new payment methods. If
we do not seize the opportunity, consideration of the bill will result in a dreary
debate of fringe details and if enacted the resulting regulation will only Increase
the frustrations of the Government, the field, and the public.

In danger there is also opportunity. We must search for and develop a
system for compensating hospitals for care that (1) emphasizes local control
and Interest, (2) enhances management motivation and discretion and permits
management to concentrate on the real problems they confront rather than
being forced constantly to react to Governmentally created strictures on how
hospital care should be provided, and (3) recognizes the right of not-for-profit
(as well as profit-making) hospitals t o earn a "profit" that can be ploughed
unrestrictively back into the endeavor to provide innovative and better services
for the community the hospital serves.

We must develop health care institutions, not Just "control" them I

STATEMENT OF PHILIP L. TOIA, COMMIsSIONER, NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SERVICES

The need to reform the administration of the Medicare and Medicaid pro-
grams is obvious, unquestioned by most, and strongly supported by the State of
New York. This bill displaces much evidence of a thoughtful design to provide
this urgently needed reform. However, analysis of the bill. with all of its posi-
tives, leaves several overriding and pervasive concerns which transcend other
issues.

First we are concerned with the loss of State administrative and cost control
of the Medicaid program. In our Federal system, such control is essential as long
as the State and its localities are expected to fund half the cost of the program,
and are legally responsible for its operation.

Second. and of paramount concern, is the fact that enactment and implementa-
tion of the provisions of this hill would result in substantially Increased costs
to the State and its localities. This comes a a time when we are making significant
efforts to contain costs. This year, State legislation was passed (Chapter 76 of the
I.aws of 1976) to control the ever rising Medicaid expenditures without reducing
eligibility standards and without denying vital health services to those people in
need of them.

The point is that States, as well as local communIties, have reached the limits
of their resources, even for well-intentioned programs which promise to eventu-
ally save money.

Therefore, while we strongly support the intent of this bill, we cannot support it
in its entirety as written. The following are our reactions to those sections of the
bill of specific concern to us:

SECTION 2-ESTABLISHMENT OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

The consolidation of the Medical Services Administration, Bureau of Health
Insurance, Office of Nursing Home Affairs, and Bureau of Quality Assurance into
a single, administrative unit offers the promise of improving coordination of
policy development and simplifying Federal directives to the states.

SECTION 3-INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

The overall effectiveness of the office of Inspector General is limited by the
heavy emphasis on program review and by the lack of authority to carry findings
and allegations through criminal and civil prosecution.

We believe this section would be strengthened by the adoption of the following
amendments:
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(1) Amend to place responsibility in the Inspector General for the complete
-fraud and abuse investigation and prosecution process and to delete the respon-
sibilities for program review and evaluation described in Section 1124, (c), (1),
.and (2).

(2) Amend Section 1903(a) by adding sub-section (7) to allow 100 percent
federal matching for professional medical fraud and abuse Medicaid staff em-
ployed by the State to implement the provisions of Section 1909 of the Act.

(3) Delete Section 1124(c) (2) which requires the Inspector General to con-
-duct Investigative studies for, and/or to provide Information to, certain Con-
.gressional committees.

SFXTION 4-STATE MEDICAID ADMINISTRATION

The performance criteria, reporting requirements, and penalties specified in
'this section in relation to eligibility determination and redetermination, claims
.processing, and specific data required are unrealistic and inequitabe for states
with large urban population centers. We, in New York State, are currently in the
process of implementing a Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS)
znd Welfare Management System (WMS) which, when fully operational in
1980, would meet these specifications. However, without extremely costly (if
.not impossible) interim changes, we would not meet the implementation dead-
line of October 1977. Thus. New York could be subject to the lobs of all Federal
reimbursement for administrative costs-approximately $104 million in fiscal
year 1977-78 and a similar amount In the next fiscal year. We therefore, oppose
this section in its entirety and respectfully recommend:

1. Maintaining current time frames for determining eligibility (i.e., 45 days)
and redetermination of eligibility (i.e., annually).

2. Establishing a normative standard error rate based on a weighted average,
rather than that rate which equals the 50th percentile of the rates reported by.
all states.

3. The bill be modified to accommodate those states which do not have an
MMIS by providing different effective dates related to where the states are in the
-development of such a system at the time legislation is passed.

4. Adding a provision for 100% federal funding for both the development and
Implementation of an MMIS.

SECTION 6-CLAIMS PBOCESSING AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS FOR
MEDICAL PROGRAMS

The Implications of this provision on New York State's MMIS effort are
significant.

In order to receive 90% FFP for design and development, the State would
have to assure that its system could be integrated with those used by the Medi-
care intermediaries. Since current Title XVIII systems are not compatible among
the various Medicare carriers, it would he impossible to meet this requirement.
Thus, the 90% FFP would be jeopardized and the MMIS implementation delayed.

SECTION 10-IMPROVED METHODS FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE COSTS OF SERVICES
PROVIDED BY HOSPITALS

The classification of hospitals into nationwide groups presupposes a transfer
of responsibilities in the reimbursement area from the states to the Federal
government with no allowance for input by states in the process. States could not
handle the number of appeals from their hospitals under such a national group-
Ing system, and no provision Is made for grouping by type of ownership (public,
nonprofit, proprietary).

As proposed, it Is expected that all proprietary facilities would receive incen-
tives based exclusively on a cost comparison. The 120% ceiling over a target
rate Is not productive but will be necessary because of the broad classifications
and scope of activity Included. The target rate will underpay about half the
hospitals in a rate year with full cost reimbursement following at the end of
the year. Appeals should be expected from 50% of the hospitals nationwide.

We do not support this provision since we do not think it can be administered
and supervised nationally, and is several years behind the current State system
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SECTION 12-RETURN ON EQUITY TO BE INCLUDED IN DETERMINING "REASONABLE COST'"
OF SERVICES FURNISHED BY PROPRIETARY HOSPITALS

The basis underlying an increase in return on equity for proprietary facil-
Ities is not clear. If the increase is designed to encourage investment of private
capital in certain areas of the country, it will not be needed in states where ex-
pansion of proprietary facilities is not needed. If the increase is exclusively
related to economic factors and elements of risk, the concept might be appropri-
ate. Reviews by the New York State Moreland Act Commission have determined
the current rate of return for proprietary facilities in this State to be adequate-
under its capital cost reimbursement system.

Further clarification of the need for this provision is needed.

SECTION 20--CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE CHARGE FOU PHYSICIANS'
SERVICES

The Medicare method for determination of reasonable charges allows physi-
cians to inflate their fees to serve as Justification for a subsequent increase in
the prevailing charges. The economic index is applicable only to the 75th per-
centile maximum allowable charge. Any physician below that could receive, in
the subsequent year, the current 75th percentile plus any increase due to the.
economic index (affected by voluntary raising of fees). This system is highly
inflationary.

Limitation on reimbursement for medical services, supplies, and equipment
is applicable only to physicians and should be extended to institutional pro-
viders where the dollar impact would be significant.

Reimbursement for new doctors in physician shortage areas will be allowed
at the 75th percentile (up from the 50th percentile). We believe this will not
be sufficient incentive to solve the problem in areas where factors such as lack
of cultural and social facilities, minimal professional contacts, and poor eco-
nomic environment apply. The 75th percentile in a remote rural area may not
be any greater than the 50th percentile in an over-supplied non-inner city urban
area.

SECTION 22-HOSPITAL ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS

We support this section as writtten. It would eliminate lucrative arrange-
ments bordering on abuse where some scarce hospital-based physicians (e.g.
radiologists, pathologists, anesthesiologists) have taken economic advantage
of the hospital's need for their services as a specialist in short supply.

SECTION 23-PAYMENT FOR PHYSICIANS' SERVICES UNDER MEDICAID

This section, which requires Medicaid to pay not less than 80% of the Medi-
care reasonable charge for non-surgical care provided by physicians outside
of a hospital, effective July 1, 1977, would limit the State's flexibility in rate
setting and result in an estimated additional State/local expenditure of $28
million annually.

SECTION SO-REIMBURSEMENT RATES UNDER MEDICAID FOR SKILLED NURSING AND
INTERMEDIATE CARE FACIITIES

Since this section allows states at their option, to include a "reasonable
profit" for skilled nursing homes and intermediate care facilities under the
Medicaid Program, we support its enactment.

SECTION 31-MEDICAID CERTIFICATION AND APPROVAL OF SKILLED NURSING
FACILITIES -

The procedure provided for in this section is already In practice. The State's
authority for certifying Medicaid-only skilled nursing facilities rests with the
Secretary's approval. Medicaid waiver authority is vested in the Secretary now,
and time limits for agreements have always been predicated on compliance with
standards or acceptable plans of correction. This Is the same process which
holds for Medicare certification.

As this section affects compatible procedures for both Titles XVIII and
XIX, especially for decertification actions, we support it as written.
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:SECTION 32-CRITERIA UNDER MEDICAID PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE

VALUE OF CERTAIN TRANSFYERD FACILITIES

This section would require conformity between Medicare and Medlcald with
respect to sales or transfers. Each state has different problems, and various
solutions are needed within general Federal legal or regulatory parameters.

States should be given the option to develop their own methodology In this
area as long as the State method conforms to the general "reasonable cost"
requirement.

SECTION 33-VISITS AWAY FROM INSTITUTIONS BY PATIENTS OF SKILLED NURSING
OR INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES

Visits away from Skilled Nursing Facilities and Intermediate Care Facilities
should not be used as indicators that patients are not in need of services since
some institutions (particularly mental retardation facilities), promote such visits
as a key factor in the "normalization" process.

We support this section as long as a patient's medical record is the deter-
mining factor in establishing eligibility for Medicaid.

SECTION 40-PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE COST AND REASONABLE
CHARGE, DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION

We support the procedure which would be established by this section for
.determining reasonable cost and reasonable charge, disclosure of ownership and
financial information. In those instances where state monitoring of contracts
is Federally supported under a state agreement with the Secretary such ac-
tivity should be limited to the manpower capability of the state agency.

SECTION 41-STANDARDS FOR PAYMENTS UNDER MEDICAID TO HEALTH MAINTENANCE
ORGANIZATIONS

While this section is designed to alleviate the problems of inflated premiums
which have occurred In the past, tying Medicaid reimbursement mnechanisms to
Medicare may not be the most effective means of achieving this goal. HMO's may
enter Into a reasonable cost reimbursement contract in which payments made to
the IMO would be subject to suitable retroactive corrective adjustments at the
end of each contract year so as to assure that the organization is paid for reason-
able cost actually incurred. This provision is not appropriate as HMO's exercising
this option would not have the opportunity to profit or be at risk, thereby reducing
the incentive to reduce expenditures.

We oppose this section and recommend Federal guidelines for Medicare and
Medicaid providing flexible standards which allow for capitation rates subject
to negotiations to provide an incentive to the HMO for containing costs. Such
rates would, of course, have to be equal to or less than the cost of providing
comparable services under a fee for service arrangement.

SECTION 42-AMBULANCE SERVICE

We cannot support this section since it does little to solve ambulance emer-
gency care problems. There is no distinction made between emergency and non-
emergency ambulance use. There are no provisions for a responsible authority
to determine the adequacy of a hospital's equipment and staff to service a patient,
merely the hospital's self-assessment and geographic proximity to the patient.

Where state hospital certification of appropriate emergency care is available,
by condition, these certifications should be provided to ambulance companies and
be included as another factor in the choice of nearest hospital for an emergency
care patient. Where ambulance service is for non-emergency transport to a
hospital, the patient's choice, if any, should also receive consideration.

SECTION 44-RESOURCES OF MEDICAID APPLICANT TO INCLUDE CERTAIN PROPERTY
PREVIOUSLY DISPOSED OF TO APPLICANTS RELATIVE FOR LESS TITAN. MARKET VALUE

We support the amendment to mandate that the market value of a Medicaid
applicant's property be counted as a resource If the property was disposed of
within a year to a relative for less than market value.
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SECTION 45-PENALTY FOR DEPAUDING MZICAID P1ROGRAmS

We support the amendment to change the charge for defrauding Medicare and'
Medicaid to a felony and increase the penalty to include the possibility of
imprisonment up to two years.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

In conclusion, I would like to reiterate New York's support for constructive
reform of the Medicare and Medicaid programs. We believe this reform is neces-
sary and capable of being achieved in an equitable manner.

In specific reference to this bill or any related reform measures, we respectfully
recommend that Congress make provision for 100% Federal funding for the
development, implementation and maintenance of :

State Medicaid Management Information Systems.
Fraud and Abuse Units with investigatory staff and legal staff for prosecution.
Both efforts have the potential for expeditiously achieving several of the major

objectives of the Medicare-Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform
Act.

Thank you for the opportunity of commenting on this bill and be assured of
our Interest In any revisions and the course of the bill in Congress. We will be
glad to provide any additional Information which you think may be helpful

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN SPEECH AND HEARING AssoCI&TION'

The 24,000 members of the American Speech and Hearing Assoclation-speech
pathnlozists and audiologists-serve the nation's more than 20 million com-
municatively handicapped.

The Association fully endorses S. 3205, the Medicare and Medicaid Admin-
istrative and Reimbursement Reform Act and its objective: to stem the tide
of federally supported health care costs by eliminating administrative waste-
and abuse rather than by curtailing coverage of essential services.

Because the twenty million Americans with either hearing deficits or speech
impairments cannot afford any retraction in the federal government's commit-
ment to them, this Association commends Senator Talmadge on his efforts
evidenced in S. 3205, and the manifestation of support which the Subcommittee-
has lent the legislation In holding a full week of hearings.

This statement will address two points which we feel are worthy of con-
sideration in connection with S. 3205.

One of the most pervasive cases of overutilization in the health care delivery
system has been programmatic overreliance on the physician as overseer of all
aspects of health care. While this is certainly necessary and justified in the-
lesser skilled "aide" categories, such as paramedics and physicians' assistants,
there can be no Justification in the case of master's level trained, nationally
certified and state licensed professionals [cf the Medicare definition of speech.
pathologist or audiologist, section 405.1101(t)], such as audiologists and speech
pathologists.

In fact, requiring physician prescription and patient plan formulation and
review for speech pathology services under Medicare came about by accident.
Congress, most appropriately, extended Medicare coverage for speech pathology
services rendered In outpatient settings such as freestanding speech and hearing
clinics, rehabilitation centers and public health agencies in 1972. But, in end-
of-the-session haste to achieve its passage, conference committee drafters merely
analogized the provision of speech services to physical therapy services (Section
1861(p) of the Social Securityl. The unfortunate--and unintended-result is
tint the law requires a great deal more than what In reality Is necessary: a phy-
sician must prescribe a plan of treatment, detailing amount, duration and scope
and must recertify the need for treatment and the plan every thirty days. Not
only does this requirement for federal reimbursement Ignore the traditional
physician-speech pathologist relationship, long accepted by both professions, but
it costs the communicatively handicapped, Medicare, and, ultimately, the Ameri-
can taxpayer needless millions In physicians' charges.

The Senate has already recognized this as an oversight:
The provision in Public Law 92--603 unintentionally penalized the speech

pathologist. By incorporating through reference certain requirements applicable-
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to physical therapy, the provision seemed to require that there must be not:
only a physician's referral but also a specific physician's plan detailing the-
amount, duration and scope of services to be provided by the speech pathologist.
Since speech pathology involves highly specialized knowledge and training,
physicians generally do not go into this type of detail when referring a patient
for these services. [S. Rept. 93-553, page 66, referring to H.R. 3153.]
and amended the House bill to eliminate the physician-prescription require-
ment. The House, however, did not accept the Senate amendments, and the-
amendments died in conference.

Far from increasing the costs of the Medicare program, such a clarification.
would reduce the costs of the program by eliminating unnecessary physician
billings. Requiring physician prescription and certification escalates the costs to
Medicare in much the same way that Medicare requirements for hospitalization.
trigger a benefit period increase iii costs where such care is not necessary. Ending
the physician prescription requirement for speech pathology services is truly
a measure which addresses "overutilization" at a basic conceptual level.

Reform of the Medicaid-Medicare system should be just that: putting an end
to lprogrammatic weaknesses which give rise to provider abuses. The American
Speech and Hearing Association can do and has done more than merely applaud
federal efforts in this regard; it has one of the most active and highly effective
professional ethics programs of any association. In the last ten years, the Asso-
ciation's Ethical Practice Board has formally handled and resolved 941 cases-
the overwhelming majority of which were requests for guidance from conscien-
tious members in interpreting the widely dis.seminated and enforced Code of
Ethics. The Association is extremely proud that its members seek the advice of
the Ethical Practice Board, since this evidences the high degree of professionalism
and voluntary compliance with the Code, regarded as a model by other profes-
sions. The Association firmly believes that licensure by the states of health-
professions-where such laws establish high educational and examination
standards and hold licensees accountable for ethical violation-also furthers the-
objective of professional responsibility.

Through complaints by its members, ASIIA is becoming increasingly alarmed
at institutional overcharges to Medicare for speech and hearing services pro-
vided on a part-time or intermittent basis. Institutional middlemen are not only
skimming the cream off the top but taking most of the milk, too. Under current
regulations, institutional providers may bill Medicare for therapists' services-
provided on a part-time basis at the per-hour rate that it would pay for a full-
timo employee, plus overhead. For part-time services less than 15 hours per
weck, the institution may bill Medicare the reasonable going rate. Tile result
is that Medicare is paying the same unit charge for therapy services whether or
not the institution employs a therapist full-time or part-time. But the therapist
working part-time is in many cases getting only a usurious fraction of the
amount Medicare is being billed. (ne case reported to our office was of a hospital
billing Medicare $20 per hour, while paying the speech pathologist $3 per hour.
In this situation, everyone-except the institution-loses: Medicare is paying
for institutional costs unrelated to the provision of services for which it is
being billed; providers are being paid no more than minimum wage with no
recourse but to go on the unemployment rolls; and, worst of all, Medicare
recipients are receiving services from providers least abie to succeed in a com-
petitive job market, while their billings reflect the highest level of care. While
this situation could be addressed by yet another technical rule-making, the
proliferations of which are themselves adding to the crippling costs of health
care, there is a more direct and more effective way: allowing audiologists and
speech pathologists to receive direct reimbursement for their services by recog-
nizing those in private practice as qualified Medicare providers, commensurate
with their level of training and expertise.

National Health Insurance is Just around the corner. Members of this Sub-
committee, especially, and Senator Talmadge. preeminently, recognize that we
must put our house in order for its coming. We must correct past mistakes
before they are concretized Into a federal commitment for all time. For this
reason, it is essential at this time to correct existing programs' oversights and
to tighten up past laxity In their drafting and administration.

Therefore, the American Speech and Hearing Association, in addition to hail-
Ing Senator Talmadge, his cosponsors and members of the Subcommittee for their
foresight In drafting and considering S. 3205, respectfully request consideration
of these three points:
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1. Recognition of speech pathologists and audiologists in private practice as
qualified Medicare providers whose services are directly reimbursable.

2. Clarification of section 1861(p) to eliminate the need for physician prescrip-
tion and patient-plan monitoring for speech pathology services.

3. Supporting state licensure of allied health professions as the most expedi-
tious and constitutional means of assuring quality and accountability in the
provision of health care services.

While the American Speech and Hearing Association could request much more
in the way of expanded coverage of speech and hearing services: coverage of
hearing aids and related habilitaton under Medicare, mandating inclusion-
of speech and hearing services under Medicaid, it has made its comments in
line with the tone the Subcommittee has set-realism. These three propositions
are purely technical. Implementation of them would not only not add a penny
to the costs of the programs, but would enhance the bill's aim of eliminating
provider abuse.

Thank you for the opportunity you have provided the Association to comment
on a fine piece of legislation.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY AssocIATIoN

The American Physical Therapy Association ("APTA") is an association com-
posed of approximately 21,000 physical therapists who are licensed to practice
physical therapy in their respective states and as such is the largest association
of physical therapists in the United States. APTA has long had a deep and active
interest in the development and maintenance of fair and efficient administrative
and reimbursement practices in the Medicare program. Its experience with Medi-
care causes APTA to fully endorse Senator Talmadge's conclusion that Medicare
must be made "'more efficient and economical." APTA applauds the Senator's de-
cision to do more than restate the normal cost control methods such as curbing
abuses and minimizing waste by Incorporating in S. 3205 incentives which will
encourage better use of available resources by rewarding health care institutions
which improve their efficiency in the delivery of services to Medicare beneficiaries.
APTA believes that administrative and reimbursement reforms of this genre are
necessary to preserve the viability of the health care industry ai a whole and to
ensure continued efficient delivery of quality health care services.

In addition to these general concerns, APTA is, of course, particularly Interested
in the method of reimbursement for physical therapists under Medicare. The pur-
pose of this statement, therefore, is twofold. First, APTA seeks to make known
its position that the current method of making payments to providers for the
reasonable cost of physical therapy services should be supplemented by a method
of recognizing and encouraging improved productivity and efficiency in the de-
livery of physical therapy services in contract settings. This approach would
ensure a more economical use of Medicare resources and minimize waste while
at the same time guaranteeing equitable compensation for independent praction-
ers of physical therapy. Second, APTA wants to express its deep-seated opposi-
tion to 540 of S. 3205 which requires advance approval by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare of most service contracts including agreements to
furnish physical therapy services. This provision is unnecessary, represents a
totally unjustified intervention into the administration and operation of pro.
riders, and subjects both independent contractors of physical therapy and
providers to conflicting and confusing cost control mechanisms.

1. THE NEED TO RECOGNIZE THE PRODUCTIVITY OF INDEPENDENT PRACTIONERS OF
PHYSICAL THERAPY

The prevailing mechanism for reimbursing providers for the reasonable cost of
physical therapy services furnished undcr arrangement is the salary equivalence
standard which was established by Congress in 1972 when it passed Pub. L. No.
92-603. The salary equivalence standard limits payment for physical therapy
services furnished under arrangement to Medicare bneficiaries to an amount
which does not "exceed an amount equal to the salary which would reasonably
have been paid for such services" if they had been performed in an employment
relationship with the provider. The Bureau of Health Insurance's regulation
which implements this provision includes a Schedule of Guidelines for Physical
Therapy Services Furnished Under Arrangement which sets out hourly "salary
equivalence amounts" for each state.
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APTA is well-acquainted with salary equivalency because over the last four
years it has worked extensively with BHI to ensure that reimbursement based
on that standard is both fair and efficient. More importantly, many of its mem-
bers who are independent physical therapists have been subject to the salary
equivalence standard for over a year. It should be noted that although the 1972
statute requires that the reasonable cost of all types of therapy services be eval-
uated on the basis of salary equivalency, physical therapists are the only health
practitioner group for whom the standard has been fully implemented.

APTA's experience with the salary equivalence standard has not shown that it
is generally ineffective or unworkable. It has indicated, however, that there is
substantial room for further reducing waste and improving efficiency in the de-
livery of physical therapy services to Medicare beneficiaries. Specifically, the
salary equivalence standard does not-encourage the optimum use of scarce health
care resources because it is not able to recognize or compensate physical thera-
pists for improved productivity and efficiency in the delivery of their services In
contract settings. The principal deficiency in the salary equivalence standard is
that because it Is predicated on inflexible hourly salary rates all physical thera-
pists in a given state are reimbursed at the same basic rate regardless of how
efficient or productive they may be in furnishing their services. Where then, is
the incentive to work harder, to be more efficient, and to optimally utilize avail-
able resources? The fact is that salary equivalency provides none. At a time
when Medicare costs are escalating so rapidly, APTA sees no reason why this
situation should persist.

What is vitally needed is a means of recognizing and compensating improved
productivity and efficiency in the delivery of physical therapy services under
the Medicare program. A reasonable approach and one that Is fully supported
by APTA, is contained in S. 3611 which was introduced by Senator Robert
Dole on June 23, 1976 and which is now pending before the Senate Finance
Committee. This proposal provides an alternative to the salary equivalence
standard by permitting physical therapy services furnished under arrangement
to be made on the basis of the professional personnel cost per patient visit for
physical therapy services furnished in a comparable employment setting. As
Senator Dole explained in his Introductory remarks, the "'professional per-
sonnel cost' per patient visit is simply the cost to the provider for the salary
of physical therapists and physical therapists' assistants over a particular
period of time, divided by the number of patient visits or the same period."
Under his proposal, such cost "would represent the maximum amount that
could be paid to physical therapists or each patient visit performed under
arrangement in comparable employment settings."

The uniqueness and simplicity of S. 3611 is that it avoids the strict use of
hourly salary rates and predicates reimbursement on the cos.-of physical therapy
services per patient visit-a criteria which allows productivity and efficiency
to be taken into account. Thus, under the proposed alternative, an independent
physical therapists who works harder and performs more authorized patient
visits--i.e., is more productive-would be eligible for greater reimbursement
than a physical therapist who was less efficient.

S. 3611 also strikes a delicate balance between creating a much-needed incen-
tive for more efficient service and opening the door for abuse of the Medicare
program. Senator Dole curbs the potential for abuse of his proposal by limit-
ing the use of the professional personnel cost alternative to only those situa-
tions where the physical therapist treats patients individually. Further, he
expects ongoing reviews of lihysical therapists to be conducted by Prfessional
Standards Review Organizations, or where they are not fully implemented
and operative, by physical therapy auditors or utilization review committees.
ihe al.o made it clear that HEW is to implement the proposal in such a manner
that will "insure that each patient visit is necessary and is performed in accord-
ante with the highest professional standards."

In sum. Senator Dole's proposal is an important step toward improving the
efficiency with which health care services are delivered to Medicare beneficiaries.
For this reason. APTA believes that 8. 3811 is a valuable and wholly com-
pItible adjunct to S. 32.05.

II. APTA'S OBJECTIONS TO § 40 OF 8. 3205

Although APTA generally supports S. 4205, it vigorously opposes 140 of the
proposal. Section 40(a) provides that reimbursement to contractors, presum-
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.ably including independent contractors of physical therapy, would not be recog-
nized where compensation or payments are based upon percentage arrange-
ments. The percentage prohibition would operate in both directions--either
from-the contractor to the provider or from the provider to the contractor.

Section 40(b) provides that the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
must review and give prior approval to any service contract which constitutes
-an element of cost of any health service for which payment is authorized under
Medicare and which involves payments "with respect to any consecutive period
of twelve months which aggregate $10,000 or more." Thus under the terms of
this provision, each time an independent practitioner of physical therapy seeks
to enter Into a contractual arrangement with a provider to furnish physical
therapy services the value of which exceeds $10,000 (as it often does), prior
review and approval must be given by the Secretary. For the reasons set out
below, APTA recommends that 140 be deleted from S. 3205 or, in the alterna-
tive, tailored to exclude physical therapy services furnished pursuant to
arrangement with providers.

First, 540 is unnecessary and, if adopted, would subject independent con-
tractors of physical therapy services and contracting hospitals to several dupli-
cative and conflicting cost-control requirements. Such a situation could only
result In additional unjustified administrative costs for the independent con-
tractor and provider alike, frustrate efficient and long-range planning for physical
therapy departments and inject deleterious uncertainty into the entire reim-
bursement process.

As described In detail above, the reasonable and hence reimbursable cost of
physical therapy services furnished under arrangement is limited to amounts
-determined pursuant to the salary equiValence standard. Salary-equivalency
is now In full force and effect and is the primary basis for evaluating the
reasonableness of reimbursement amounts under contracts for physical therapy
services. Despite the rigid limitations imposed by the salary equivalence stand-
ard, 1 40 seeks to impose what APTA considers to be a wholly unne.essa,'y
requirement that the Secretary give prior approval to physical therapy service
contracts.

The need for 5 40 of the bill Is also obviated by 1 10 of S. 3205-a provision
which predicates a hospital's reimbursement amount on its total operating cost.
Section 10 sets a per diem target rate for hospitals for routine operating cos ts.
Hlospltals are encouraged to maintain their actual per diem routine operating
costs below their respective target levels because they receive as all ilieentive
one-half of the difference between their actual cost and their assigned target rates
up to 5% of the target levels. Hospitals whose actual costs do not exceed their
target rates by more than 20% are paid their actual costs. hospitals whose actual
costs are greater than 120% of their target rates are relinbursed only to the ex-
tent of 120% of the target rate. Thus, by Its system of bonus payments to thio:e
facilities who successfully control their operating costs, hospitals are, -n mplli-d
to negotiate contracts which are as cost-conscious as possible. APTA submits
that this pressure in itself is sufficient to insure that physical therapy service
contracts are reasonable and that therefore there Is no need for the type of line-

,by-liIe budget review called for In § 40.
Second, 1 40 represenLs an unjustified governmental intrusion Into the manage-

ment. administration and operation of hospitals. Congress recognized the neces-
sity of preserving the ability of providers of servie to manage their own busi-
nesses when it enacted § 1395 of the Medicare Act which lirovides that:

"Nothing in this suhchaliter shall he construed to authorize any Federal officer
or employee to exercise any supervision or control over the practice of medicine
or the manner in which medical services are provided, or over the selection,
tenure, or compensation of-any officer or employee of any Institution, agency, or
person providing health services; or to exerlse any supervision or control over
the administration or operation of any institution, agency or person." 42 U.S.C.§ 1395.

Section 40. by denying reimbursement for all percentage-based contracts and
requiring advance approval of most other service contracts, is certainly an exer-
cise of "supervision or control over the administration or operation" of hospitals.
As previously explained, there is no countervailing Justification for such inter-
vention because J 40 is not needed as a cost or abuse control measure.

Finally, J 40 contravenes the express purpose of S. 8205 to promote greater effi-
ciency and economy in the delivery of quality patient care. The ultimate effect of
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the contract review process proposed in that section will be to precipitate costly
-delays in the provision of needed services, preclude efficient and orderly hospital
.administration and planning, and to necessitate the expenditure of scarce health
-dollars to comply with diverse and duplicative review requirements. APTA sug-
gests that the spectre of a hospital's entire administration collapsing while the
inherently cumbersome bureaucracy of HEW reviews the numerous types of
service contracts Into which all hospitals must enter is not illusory. I-

It Is also APTAHs btlief that the criteria specilfed In I 40(b) (2) which the
Secretary is required t6 utilize in determining whether to grant approval of a
service contract are particularly inappropriate for such a task and require in-
trusions Into the administration and operation of a provider which can only be
considered to be completely unjustified. For instance, the Secretary may give
advance approval to a service contract "only if ... the services to be furnished
thereunder are found to be services which may appropriately be furnished on a
.contract basis." Since the bill provides absolutely no guidelines as to what types
of services would be considered to he appropriately furnished pursuant to con-
tract, 140 leaves the door open for the Secretary to make completely arbitrary
decisions with reset to whole types of services. There has been some evidence
over the past few years that II]W has been actively encouraging providers of
services to refrain from contracting with independent practitioners of physical
therapy and instead to hire physical therapists as memliers of their staff. APTA.

hlm)inUl that the unllouIleld flexibility which this criteria vests In the Secretary
will provide HEW with exactly the vehicle which It needs to eradicate the fur-
nishing of physical therapy services by independent contractors.

With the excepUon of 5 40 of the proposal which APTA strenuously urges to
be deleted, APT'A believes that Senator Talmadge's proposal Is a decisive and
significant approach to controlling runaway Medicare and Medicaid costs. Fur-
ther, APTA commends Senator Dole for his proposal and draws It to the atten-
tion of this Subcommittee as a measure eminently compatible with S.-3205 and
v hich would aid that proposal in Initiating much needed efficiency in the deliv-
ery of health-care services under the Medicare program.

STATEMENT OF TIlE AMERICAN SOCIeTY OF INTERNAL M.%EDICINE

SECTION 2. ESTABLISHMENT OF HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

The American Society of Internal Medicine (ASIM) supports the establish-
ment of a Health Care Financing Administration as an interim step In reorgani-
zation of the administrative agencies for federal health programs. Such reorga-
nization should result in greater administrative efficiency and better enable the
public, physicians and the Congress to identify the accountable unit.

The major deficiency of this proposal is that responsibilities for financing and
health services will still be divided. In the past many administrative decisions
based on financial considerations have compromised the quality of health services.
We strongly recommend that the bill be amended to specify that the Assistant
Secretary for Health Care Financing be a physician. This should ensure that
decisions due to financial considerations are not made in a vacuum without
regard for quality.

ASIM believes the optimal administrative structure should be designated to
consolidate all federal health programs to allow better coordination such as the
establishment of a separate cabinet-level department of health.

SECTION 3. INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

ASIM concurs that fraud and abuse must be eliminated from federal and
other health programs. However, the authority prolp)sed for the Inspector Gen-
eral seems dangerously broad and we suggest three minor modification,; which
should not restrict the ability of the Inspector General to carry out his
assignments.

First, the apparent blanket access afforded to the Inspector General to all
-DHEW reports, audits, documents, etc., necessary to discharge his responsibil-
-ties should be modified to assure confidentiality and to require adherence to the
-confidentiality requirements of the affected federal programs.
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Second, the subparagraph providing the Inspector General with $100,000 "bag
money" should be deleted. It should not be necessary for the Inspector General to
engage in clandestine activities.

Lastly, because one of the apparent purposes of the Inspector General and the
Office of Central Fraud and Abuse is to control program costs, the Inspector Gen-
eral should be required annually to report the cost effectiveness of his activities.

SECTION 7. REGULATIONS O TIlE SECRETARY; SAVINGS PROVISIONS

ASIM supports this provision which would prevent a proposed rule or regula-
tion from becoming affective in less than 60 days following publication in the
Federal Register unless It states that prompt promulgation is urgent. However,
any stated need for prompt promulgation should be supported by fact. -

SECTION 8. TERMINATION OF THE HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS ADVISORY COUNCIL

The stated reason for discontinuing the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council (HIBAC) is that it Is no longer significant in policy development for
Medicare and Medicaid. What has not been stated is that the reason HIBAC has
not recently played a significant role is that it has been denied the opportunity
to do so. Initially HIBAC served as a value advisory group. But as the programs
evolved, bureaucratic policy direction appears to have replaced outside advise-
ment. Non-governmental Input into federal policy making is an integral part
of our democratic process and we strongly recommend that HIBAC be continued.
and assigned a meaningful advisory function.

SECTION 20. CRITERIA FOR D=TERMININ0 REASONABLE CHARGE FOR PHYSICIANS
SERVICES

Because much of this section is a restatement of existing legislation governing
the determination of prevailing charge levels, we believe it is appropriate to-
again express ASIM's opposition to the inadequate reimbursement to patients
for physicians' services. The intent of the original Medicare legislation was to
reimburse beneficiaries based on the usual, customary and reasonable (UCR)
concept. Subsequent amendments and regulations eroded and distorted the
original UCR concept and have caused a widening disparity between program
reimbursement and physician charges. This accounts for most of the increased
out-of-pocket expenditures by beneficiaries and the declining rate of assignment
acceptance by physician&

Imposition of the state-wide prevailing charge levels called for in this section
may further increase this disparity. While ASIM concurs with the goal of attract-
ing more physicians into rural areas, it does not believe restricting reimburse-

eient differentials between patients of urban and rural physicians in this manner
will accomplish the intended goal. A more obvious effect is likely to be a curtail-
ment of patient reimbursement for the services of urban physicians rather than
a positive economic incentive for rural physicians. ASIM recommends that this
provision be deleted or at least amended to include authorization for exceptions
in instances where large differentials appear warranted because of high over-
head expenses in urban areas.

SECTION 21. AGREEMENT OF PHYSICIANS TO ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMS

ASIM strongly supports the retention of the individual patient assignment
option. We are adamantly opposed to the creation of two classes of physicians
under Medicare-"participating physicians" (those agreeing to accept assign-
ment on all Medicare patients) and "non-participating physicians" (those not
permitted to accept assignment on any Medicare patients).

It has been a tradition of medicine to treat patients individually, and to
seek reimbursement according to their ability to pay. The individual patient
assignment option has allowed continuation of this tradition for Medicare
patients. Because of the Increasing disparity between program reimbursement
and the actual charges, the majority of primary care physicians would be forced
to assume a non-participating status, thereby denying them the opportunity of
assisting poorer patients by accepting assignments. This would make access to
care more difficult for poorer patients.

The proposed provision would allow participating physicians to bill on a
multiple-listing basis, would pay 50% of those bills within five days and would
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provide a $1-per-patient "administrative cost-savings allowance." A8IM believes
these would not be sufficient incentives to override concern with low program
reimbursement or to induce physicians to forfeit their freedom to bill directly.
While the ideas of multiple-listing billing and more rapid payment are com-
mendable, they should be accomplished without requiring physicians to accept
assignment on all patients. The $1 cost-savings allowance is arbitrary and its
effect would vary from physician to physician. For example, physicians who
see fewer patients will find the $1 less of an incentive. And. for physicians pro-
viding more comprehensive services, this amount is insignificant when compared
with the differential in reimbursement between accepting and not accepting
assignment. What adoption of this provision will probably do is encourage low
quality, frequent return type practices specializing in Medicare patients in order
to capitalize on the $1-per-patient incentive. Although a very small minority of
physicians are likely to be involved in such practices, the result could be inferior
care to a significant number of Medicare patients.

SECTION 22. HOSPITAL-ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS

This section, although titled "Hospital-Associated Physicians" would establish
a new legislative criteria for defining all reimbursable physician services under
the Medicare program. The new definition of "physician services" would exclude
services performed as an educator, an executive or a researcher, and would
exclude any patient care service unless such service was (1) personally per-
formed or personally directed by a physician for the benefit of such patient and
(2) is of such a nature that the performance by a physician is customary and
appropriate.

ASIM objects to this definition of what constitutes physician services. Phy-
sicians should be reimbursed under Medicare for services which are recognized
as appropriate medical practice within their state. The proposed definition is
vague and could be subjected to varying regulatory interpretation. Because of
its vagueness, it could be interpreted in ways that would further limit services
reimbursable under Medicare.

SECTION 25. PAYMENT UNDER MEDICARE OF CERTAIN PHYSICIANS' FEES ON ACCOUNT
CF SERVICES FURNISHED TO .A DECEASED INDIVIDUAL

ASIM supports this provision to provide greater flexibility for survivors of
deceased bcneficiarica in obtaining payment for services rendered to the
beneficiary.

SECTION 26. PROHIBITION AGAINST ASSIGNMENT BY PHYSICIANS AND OTHERS

This section would limit the circumstances under which payment for services
could be assigned to a third party (agent). Such assignments could only occur
pursuant to an agreement with an agent under which the compensation to be
paid to the agent was not dependent either upon the amount of billing in pay-
ment, or upon the actual collection of any such payment. ASIM recommends
that this section be deleted since it interferes with the contractual rights of
individuals.

SECTION 33. VISITS AWAY FROM INSTITUTIONS BY PATIENTS OF SKILLED NURSING OR
INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES

This section allows a Medicare patient In a skilled nursing facility or in an
intermediate care facility to make visits outside the institution without such
visits being conclusively regarded a" lndicating that the patient is not in need
of the facility's services. This is highly commendable. If more regulations which
affect patient care were similarly flexible to allow application on an individual
patient basis, physicians would find, federal health programs much less
objectionable.

SECTION 42. AMBULANCE SERVICE

This section extends Medicare coverage to provide ambulance service to the
nearest hospital only if it is adequately equipped and staffed to provide the
necessary treatment. This addresses only part of the identified problem. While it
fills the obvious need for adequate facilities, it ignores the desirability of having
the patient treated by his personal physician. The proposed wording of this sec-
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tion perpetuates this problem in many cases. It is recognized that there are.
instances which preclude taking a patient to the hospital where his physician.
has privileges (i.e. when there is an unreasonable distance to travel or when.
there Is an emergency requiring prompt treatment). However, it is often,
unreasonable to deny a patient treatment by his personal physician in the absence-
of such conditions. When treatment is provided by another physician unnecessary
repetition of tests and longer hospital stays often result adversely affecting the-
cost of medical care.

POSITION OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH REGARDING S. 3206.

The California State Department of Health opposes S. 3205, Medicare and
Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform for the following reasons:

(1) The Administrative Reform components of this proposal would consolidate-
the federal administration of the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Although.
there might be some cost savings due to this consolidation, there is no reason to
think that there would be any greater coordination of these programs. In faet,
the consolidation would most likely cause confusion between the two programs
and make it more difficult for the individual states to obtain decisions on their
Medicaid programs. For example, it appears that the newly formed Inspector
General for Health Administration is a duplication of the United States General
Accounting Office assignments. This means that the states' Medicaid programs-
have two auditing factions to deal with instead of Just one.

(2) The Hospital Reimbursement Reform portion of the proposal would be
costly to the federal government, costly to Medl-Cal (California's version of
Medicaid), and would do little to restrain inflation In hospital costs.

Actually, it increases the acute hospital costs for Medicare by allowing addi-
tional costs not currently allowed. Although the proposal to encourage the closing-
of underutilized facilities appears to be a good one, it is only a small part of this
reform package.

(3) The Practitioner Reimbursement Reforms would be damaging to the Medi-
Cal program. it is important for California and other states to maintain fiscal,
and programmatic flexibility. The portion of this report which requires the-
Bledlcald programs to pay not less than 80% of the Medicare allowable charge
for non-surgical care provided by physicians outside of a hospital would under-
mine flexibility in both of these areas. In the short run, this change would be-
costly to California and it would greatly inflate the current allowable charges
under the Medi-Cal program. In the long run it would tie Medi-Cal's fee structure
to whatever policies Medicare adopts in the future.

STATEMENT OF TIlE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
BY ROBE P. WOODEN "

The National Chamber. on behalf of over 60,000 memb-rs, welcomes this oppor-
tunity to comment on the "Medicare and Medicaid Administrative and Re-
imnbursement Reform Act." (S. 3205).

We commmeml this comnitlee's effort to design legislation to contain the bur-
geoning expense of these programs, which are expected to cost $38 billion in fiscal
1977. up $7 billion from fiscal 1976.

We agree with Senator Talmadge's remarks when introducing this bill. He
said.

"We Jnst cannot go on this way. The increasing cost of these programs con-
sistently outstrips the rate of rise in Federal revenues. The choice is a simple
one-either we make Medicare and Medicaid more efficient and economical or-
we reduce benefits. We have Just too many worthwhile demands on the limited
Federal dollar to be able to allocate increasingly disproportionate amounts to.
Medicare and Medicaid."

The National Chamber supports access to medical care for all Americans at
reasonable costs, but is concerned with the runaway inflation in health care
costs. We suplport the intent of S. 3205 to contain costs but we oppose the bill
due to the questlpnable effectiveness of certain concepts in it. We believe the
methods chosen in . 3205, to seek economies in federal health programs, will'

I Associate Director. Economic Security, Education and Manpower Section, Chamber of'
Commerce of the United State.
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shift health care costs to the private health insurance system when providers-
fall short of expected reimbursement from Medicaid and Medicare programs.
Business already pays, by virtue of employee health benefit plans, for 80% ot
the estimated $27 billion to $33 billion of private health Insurance purchased-
in the United States. If these proposed reforms to contain or reduce costs in the
government health programs for the elderly and poor cause increased and unfair
cost shifts to the private sector, we must oppose them.

In general, S. 3205 attempts to increase health care regulation, even though
it is unclear what impact other recently enacted laws are having in holding
the cost of health care down. Laws governing health planning, professional'
standard review organizations, and health maintenance organizations were de-
signed to contain health care costs. These laws have not been fully Implemented
so their full impact cannot yet be assessed.

Government planners and policymakers are presently developing Ideas on
reducing regulation of other industries because regulation disrupts the free-
market and contributes to inefficiency and excess costs. S. 3205, despite all its
good intentions, is just one more regulatory scheme.

The paradox is that government pollcymakers have steadily tried to reduce
the flow of federal health care dollars through increased regulation of the health
industry, rather than through establishing workable rules that will foster cost
containment in the marketplace.

MAJOR PROPOSED REFORMS AND CHAMBER RECOMMENDATION

Administrative reforms
The bill would combine the Medicare and Medicaid agencies, the Office of

Nursing Home Affairs, and the Bureau of Quality Assura.nce into a single
Administration for Health Care Financing headed by a newly created Assistant
Secretary for Health Care Financing.

Also, the bill would create an Office of Central Fraud and Abuse Control in
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) to monitor certain
health programs administered under the Social Security Act.

An Inspector General for Health Administration would be created with re-
sponsibility for reviewing, inspecting, and auditing all federal health care pro-
grams under the Social Security Act.

There is a real need for better coordination and administration of the various
programs within HEW, but streamlining the program operations does not require
new legislation or the creation of new levels of bureaucracy. The creation of an
Office of Inspector General for Health Administration appears to duplicate the
jurisdiction of both HEW's Office of Investigation and the Justice Department.

In other sections of the bill, new criteria for quality controls and performance
review would be established for the states in administering Medicare and Medic-
aid. Also, the bill contains procedures for claims processing by carriers adminis-
tering Medicare.

The Chamber agrees that Improvements can be made in the administration.
and claims processing of the Medicaid and Medicare programs. However, flexi-
bility and experimentation are needed to determine which methods would best
achieve the desired performance standards.

The bill, in addition, would terminate the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council (HTIBAC)-a serious mistake. If the Congress decides to terminate
HIBAC, a suitable replacement should be created so the private sector can con-
tinue to convey to the Administration its views on the Medicare and Medicaid
programs.
Hospital reimbursement reforms

The Chamber supports the general concept, outlined in S. 3205, of incentive
prospective rate reimbursement methods to improve hospital efficiency. Classify-
lng hospitals to measure routine operating costs is sound. However, before fed-
eral uniform accounting procedures and prospective rate reimbursement systems
for hospitals are established, we need more information to determine methods for
distinguishing between efficient and inefficient institutions and which prospective-
rate system will work best.
Practitioner reimbursement reforms

Criteria for determining reasonable charges for physician's services and meth-
ods to encourage physicians to accept Medicare assignments must recognize eco-
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nomic realities. Current physician reimbursement levels are such that the elderly
must pay a large share of their physician fee or forgo care. An improved reim-
bursement system will insure physician participation in the Medicare program.

Much attention has been given to the costs of services of hospital-based medical
specialists. Since numerous variables affect these costs, an objective answer as to
the relative value and desirability of these services is hard to determine. We ques-
tion whether controlling the contractual arrangements between hospitals and
rAhysicians as outlined in this bill will accomplish the desired result without
unduly interfering with management prerogatives.

SUMMARY

To summarize, we support the intent of S. 3205 but oppose the bill as intro-
duced. We recognize the difficulty in designing federal legislation to control the
costs of Medicare and Medicaid. Reforms are necessary but health care cost con-
trol is not a simple matter of reducing fraud and inefficiencies. Utilization of hos-
pital services, new technology, and total hospital expenditures must be taken into
account when searching for economies. Rate reimbursement systems alone will
not eliminate improper, or insure proper, use of hospital services. Competition,
well-designed incentives, and disincentives are needed to make the nation's
health industry operate at its optimum.

We urge this Committee to consider further the net effect of more regulation of
the health industry before any final version of this bill is reported.

Experience suggests that government imposition of detailed controls, fee sched-
ules and limits on hospital charges will do little to prevent rising health care
costs. Such controls limit the clinical freedom of physicians and could create
unnecessary conflict among health care providers, institutions and government.
Controls could be counterproductive to the efficient use of expensive health care
resources. We urge flexibility to allow for innovation to take place so the health
industry can better serve the American people.

The Chamber's Special Committee on the Nation's Health Care Needs has a
number of members who are highly qualified experts on health care issues. We
stand ready to assist the Subcommittee and its staff to refine this bill.
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